












rhe Lepidopterists’ News
THE MONTHLY NEWSLETTER OF THE LEPIDOPTERISTS’ SOCIETY

-X* -X- *}<• 'Jr •Jr

Here is the first number of the periodical announced in the

March letter. The first few numbers
, lifce this one, will each con-

tain twelve mimeographed pages, and in this first issue are several
of the regular features which era planned for pour interest and en-
lightenment, On pope 3 is the review of Ford's f n tterf lie

s

, which
will be followed regularly by reviews of other books cf direct inter-
est to Lepidopterists, Pages 4-7 curry monthly notices of papers on

Lepidoptera in the current literature. Page 8 contains the first of

a series of brief biographies of important American and foreign Lep-
idopterists, page 9 introduces a series of discussions on life his-
tory studies of Lepidoptera, concerned more with methods of study

than with published papers and books. Pages 10-12 are devoted to

collecting trips planned by members
,
your list of exchange notices,

and other requests, and miscellaneous items , vie urge you to contri-
bute items for the..e pages. In the serial subjects, such as on pages

3, 8 and. 9, we expect to be able to present articles by authorities
on specific phases cf the subjects , The final issue of the year will
be accompanied by a list of the names, addresses, and special inter-
ests of a1 1 membo r s ,

Please note that the permanent designation of the association is

THE LEPIDOPTERISTS ' 50 PIETY .

The word "Union" caused sc much valid comm 3 nt because of its connota-
tions, that "Society" was 'substituted, Also note the PERUKEET siD-

D?v.ES3 OP THE SCOUT! IS ?,Q, BOX IC4, CAMBRIDGE 38, MESS,

Ue wish to express our delight at the enthusiastic reception given
the plan t-c organise the Society, and the warm generosity so many of

you have shown in contributing much more than the minimum jjpl.OO, to

give the .NEWS a proper send-off. Those who have contributed to the

Society are : J.W. Edams, G.W. Baker, Urn • Bauer, Mrs, L.M. Cary , E,C.
Frederick, P.x. Click, S.,-. He s sol, J. Kaiser, x.U. Lindsey ,. R.R, Mc-
Elvare , H,I, C ' Byrne , G.F. dcs Bassos, G-.U. Raw son, P,S. Remington,
W.P. Rovers, L.R. Rupert, D.J. Stallings & J.R, Turner, and H,E.
Woodcock, To them wo are particularly grateful, Et the time of mim-
eographing this number, membership slips and dues had been received
from id of the 330 recipients gf the letter of announcement, and the

remarkable total of ^ 141. 25 had been accepted l Please regard your
receipt of this number as the acknowl e dge merit of y our rou.it canoe ,



In order to have a guiding policy we found it desirable to write
out articles of organization of the Society. We believe it will help
you to appreciate better the aims of the Society and will keep us in
line with the policy if we present these articles in the first number
of the NEWS. Gf course these articles can have no official standing
unless they are approved by the members, and this seems unnecessary at
present. However, we earnestly invite your comment on any parts of
the articles,

*?(- $£ 4v* *&

#

ARTICLES OP ORGANIZATION

Article I, The name of the organization shall be THE LEPIDOPTERISTS’
SOCIETY. It shall be a non-profit organization,

article II. The aim of this organization shall be:
To promote the scientifically sound and progressive study of
Lepidoptera by: 1) distributing a periodical on Lepidoptera;
2) facilitating the exchange of specimens and ideas by both
the professional worker ana the, amateur in the field.

.article III. The Periodical.
1 .

2 .

4

The name of the periodical shall.be THE LEPID0PTERI3TS 1 NEWS,
The periodical shall be monthly and .shall be mimeographed.
The number of pages shall depend upon the receipts from member-
ship dues and contributions „

The contents of the periodical shall be:

A# Reviews of pertinent published on macro -Lepidoptera,
particularly Rhopalocera. A thorough effort shall be made to in-
clude all papers on North American Rhopalocera and the more import-
ant works on other uecro-Lepidoptora and exotic Rhopalocera.

3. Reviews of more general biological publications of particular
interest to lopidoptorists

,

C. Collecting and rearing notes and curatorial suggestions con-
t r

1

duta.d .by membe r s .

D. Concise articles on technical subjects by specialists. (Tax-
onomic articles , other than reviews of published works, will be o-
mitted)

,

E. column carrying exchange notices of members.
F , Listings of no w me mbe r s ,

G* Such other items as may prove of special interest.

5. A list shall be maintained containing the names of specialists
who have agreed to identify material in the groups in which they
are recognized authorities. The ranges of these specialists
shall cover all groups of North American Rhopalocera, so that
there should be no reason for mi side ntif ications in papers pub-
lished by members of the SOCIETY. Where possible there shall be
added to the list names of specialists willing to identify exo-
tic butterflies and various groups of North American moths,

article IV, Membership in the SOCIETY shall be open to all persons
interested in the study of Lepidoptera who subscribe to the NEWS*

Article V. The activities of the SOCIETY shall be handled entirely
through the medium of the NEWS and its editors. No meetings are
contemplated, and the organization will not require elected offi-
cers ,



Buttorf lie
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BUTTERFLY BOOKS

by E.B. Ford*

tilt

Th i"s "t&'^ir book on the butt
the manner of its treatment of
est to butterfly collectors
the British butterfly fauna as a tool for c-

the science of the study of butterflies in
list of the chapter titles indicates the br

os of the British
subject it will b

everywhere. Dr. Ford has
thorough
;o nor a
i adth

1.
of

Isles, but in
of wide inter-
in effect used

discussion of
The following

the work:

1. History of British Butterfly
Go lie ct ing

2. Structure k Development of
Butterflies
Senses k Colours of Buttorf lies
Principles of Classification
H ab Its k Protoctive D ov icos

6. Relations with Other • Inso cts
7. Distribution

D «

r *

8 .

9 .

10 .

11 .

12 .

13 .

14.

Dispersal
Theoretical Gone tics
Practical Genetics &
Breeding
Genetic Interactions
Evolution
Races k Bub-species of
British Butterflies
Origin of British Butter-
fly Fauna

Added to this are: a list of the scientific and English names of
the British species, a glossary of technical terms, an extensive bib-
liography covering many branches of the fi-ld, distribution maps of
the British species and tho 34 colored and 24 black and white plates,
showing living and mounted adults, early stages, internal and external
morphology, historic butterflies, racial, seasonal, and induced gene-
tic variation, sexual abnormalities

, aborrants and many others. Ex-
ample a of typical or famous British localities are shown in the un-
colored plates. The colored plates are reasonably accurate and illu-
strate well the many phases of butterfly science which Dr. Ford dis-
cusses in the text.

Dr. Ford is Reader in Genetics at Oxford University and his treat-
ment of butterfly genetics is especially authoritative. He begins it
thus: "Genetics is the study of heredity and variation: it is there-
fore a subject of special value to the collector of butterflies. Not
only does it enable him to appreciate the significance of the other-
wise chaotic mass of individual aberration which he moots, but it
invests it with that interest -which knowledge alone can supply* Fur-
ther, it provides opportunities for amateur scientific research of
real value which, in ny experience, a large number of collectors
would be eager to undertake within tho ordinary limits of their hobby
if^thoy could see more easily how to conduct It," His throe chapters
then present an unusually lucid, simple introduction to butterfly
genetics which alon., gives the book added value for all Lopidopterists,

The use of British material has been a bit too severe. Some de-
viation from this rule could have been made very profitably in cer-
tain cases. The book is the first of its kind to appear on butter-
flies, and should s j rvc as a model to those attempting a faunistic
study of other equally restricted regions. It is readable, highly
informative, accurate, and wo 11-illustrated . Anyone seriously inter-
ested in the study of Lcpidoptora would profit immensely from it.

__ Har ry K. Clench
* Butterfl ies ,

by Dr. B , B . F o rd "( x iv
, 3oH pp. ,58 color, xxiv plain plates,

large 8vo ) is published by Collins, St .James’s place , London, England,
as the first in the "New Naturalist" scries • It may be obtained from
John D, Sherman, Jr,, 132 Primrose ^ve . , tit .Vernon, N.Y. (|5 *00) , or
through any book store

,
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HE03NT P-.FSR3 ON LEPIDOPTERA

Under this heading will 'be listed each month papers on Lepid-
optera which have appeared in American and foreign journals, and
which are of particular interest to American Lepidopterists . In
most cases notes will be very brief, but new names arid changes in
the synonymy will always be given, and in some cases detailed com-
ment will be presented on important points. For this first number
all papers known to us published since the end of 1945 were examined.
\;e invite authors to send us a few reprints of any of their new pa-
pers which appear, and we will send them to the first members who
write in requesting them.

1. sell, E.L. "New Species arid Subspecies of Neotropical He s peri id a6’.

Arne r i c a

n

museum Novi t a tes No, 1330, 9 pp.t Feb. 11, 1947.
Describes as new 9 spp. and 5 subspo, from 3,1- C. America, esp.
Brazil

„

2. Chermock, Ralph L . "Migration in Ascia monust e chile t

a

»

11 Entomo -

logical He w

s

, vol. 57: l44-l43rT~ June 194-6.
Records migrating forms of this pie rid in Florida, suggesting
Explanations based on the papers of the great population geneti-
c i s t s

,

7

v r i gh t a nd T imofee f -Re s so vsky .

3. Dethier, V.G. "Supplement to t.-e Bibliography of Described Life
histories of the Rhopalocera. of America North of Mexico."
Psyche

,
vh., 53: 15-20. Mar. -June, 1946. Adds references

on 50 spp., largely from Dr. Dethier* s diligent efforts to
fill in the paps in butterfly life histories, a supplement
to the Dethier L Davenport bibliography (Z ntomologic a Amer -

icana , vol. 17, no. 4. 1938).

4. ao: so;
it No tes on Or i nne 1

i

Ty pe s o f Zry nni s S c hr a nk .

"

Americ an Kusaum Nbvitate s ho. 1337, 3 pp, Feb, 24, 1947.
Based -on specimens in collection of the writer from the G-uhder Co-
llection. Designates male co-type as lectotype of Z, callidus

,

with lacustra not the same thing, although hr i nne 11 had lacu s tr

a

in the type series of c allidus . On basis of male genitalia, E.
pe r

n

i gra found to be a subspecies of cal lidus
conside re.

race

’bund to be a subtree
,

. by various authors. Finds Z . lilius
of callidu s

, occurring from northern
Golumbia. 7ith these corrections,
sh o u Id re ad as f o 1 1 ow s :

not persius ,
as

a recognizable
California to British

the KcDunnough ‘Sneak List (1938)

549 callidus Grin.
a as rn i gr a .Or i n .

b, lilius Dyar

. 11.

Franclemont , J.O. "a Revision of the Species of Symmerist a Hub-
ne-r known to Occur North of the Mexican Border iLepidoptera,
Notodontidae )

.

" Canadian Zntomolo is t
,
vol .78 : 96-103 , 2

plates. May, 1946." Careful analysis of 5 N.Am, spp., based
on male •and female genitalia, 0. leuci t.ys and 3 . canlcost a , both
f

r

om N

.

E . U . 3 . de scribed a s no

w

.u

6. Freeman, H
tral
Oct . ,

Caloodes eva

. "Two New Species of Skippers from North and Cen-
perica," Entomological News

,
vol .57 : 185-187, 2 figs.

1946. Describes' as new Ce lae norrhi nus stalling

s

i and
i, both occurring at r'harr

,
Texas,

-4-



RECENT PAPERS -cont

7. Leighton, 3en,.V. The Butterflies of
in.: ton pybl . in B iology vo‘1.9, »Q
1945.

^asningtorf
2: 47-63.

Univ, of Bash-
Seattle. Nov,,

14

'

ski ope rs

)

> species and 81 varieties of butterflies (including
are listed in annotated form, with specific Washington

localities' and symbols for the seven collections forming the basis
of the records. The nomenclature and sequence of species follows
the 1938 HcDunnough Check List of the Leyidoptera of Canada and
the United States, .apparently the guide for identifications was
Holland's Butterfly Book (rev. eo.,1931). It is a credit to Mr.
Leighton that considerable effort was made to include records
1 rom several c oils c t ions in addition to his own, particu-
larly those of Hopfinger,
these f. .

Ms far as
of Hoofing? r

we Know

,

1

s fine
Clarke, and Brechin,

th- first cub I is. hod records of a am
captures

,
such as Ge ne 1 s be a ni and Bren this as tarte .

It is most unfortunate that in a large number of species the
records are of little value • Butterfly taxonomy in most groups

long way sincehas corns

suit of papers on the 4r
. i o 1 1 a nd ' s bo ok w a

s

nnini by hrey « do;

published, as a re-
pas sos and studies

Bassos, Inc is alia end Gallo-on C

o

lia s by Plots, Satyridae by do:

phrys by Clench, and the blues by Nabokov ana others. Had Mr.
Leighton searched out these specialists to nave identifications
verified, his check list would have become a valuable reference
list in distributional studies. However ,

his records in the above
mentioned groups as well as Bu phydry as and Me 11 1 ae

a

,
Pilyc i odes ,

Probably Lyc a-ena , and. Bryrmis and l.esperia are open to
doubt

roiygoma
cons hoe r a oin Inst,

must be authoritative . Otherwise m re harm than gooa

.no m several instances are unquestionably in-
correct. In a number of cases name s of differ j„.t gao^repuic races
are applied to specimens from nearby local! tie to

j
DU u vj £ ioPP .0 by dif-

ferent collectors, am it therefore appears that Mr. Leighton did
not actually see nearly all of the specimens recorded

.

ouch faunistic studies as the Lei.xton list can have a very
pidouter a. study , but the identifications

- ' Vion good results,
since later workers will waste valuable time trying to back -check
the apparently erroneous records. ._r, Leighton is not to' be
singled out as a lone- offender. His methods have been employed
almost universally by previous compilers of state lists . It is
to improve .the level of such work in the future that the Society
has organized for its members an identification "service" com-
prised of a board of establish. d authorities in specific groups
of butterflies am some moths. The functions of mis board are

yro s e nted o n oa • ;e 11.
Leiohton has indicated that - e will welcome corrections and

additions for a possible .su j. lenient to be prepared in the future.
He will perhaps be able to furnish reprints to a limited number
of interested members . Has

8, ncDunnough, . "New North ..

Can. Bn

t

. ,
vol .78:28-55.

Bux

o

a. i e u c o o l o r s , _j * si
B e St Boast ) ,

pro tis or
prunneom ed i a ( He. • J

,

f ru str a taTho w

f

. ) ,
M ni o

t

add re ss i e \ o -l i‘v J. "tj o 1 1
5 Was'

me rican Bna 1 3.e n id ae \: i t h
b -a >)- ^ V • t 1946. Describes

mu lata

,

n® j o 1

1

n s t o n i
y —j « tn

. ^ Q it

new

:

.tens (all

ca.

i ta

s_ orth o ; o no i

d

j s ( u t ah ) , xmap loctoide s

^bagroti_s d.;ntlculata (Calif .~)
, Bo 1 1 a

pal le 3 cons ' (*.riz , ) , ^phare tra
Iforiiiae (Cm lif .T» .Bupsilia knowltoni(Utan) , Hyppa con-

Brp Y ” • ’ ”
•

“ " '
-

vc..;, :13 ; o a qu I n ( C a I if.). 2um ichti

_J



RE CE LIT iE.PERd -c o n

t

gu nderi 3.& B. becomes a race of -latypo 11a loda Stkr . No figures.

9. McDunnough, J. " The Specie s of the Truncata Group of the Genus
of ,v-.'

'. Dysatr.offch (J.p lid . ,
• S-oimeihi-daG ) Cap .Ent . y :; vol , to, : JX-7Q,

1 ylate. .rpr . ,
1946. D . so trip

, D . truncata &' forms tra -

versal a & ochrofus eerie
, D. w a Ike rata . D. cltrata . D. infus -

cata redescribed /ith f i . u res of n a 1 s o r f e iri a 1e genitalia.

10. McDunnough, J. "hew North ..merican Eupithecias
,

II (Lepid. , G-eo-
metridae ) Can.Ent

.

,

vol .78 :86-89, 1 plate, ^pr . , 1946.
Describes as new : E. plum a s a t a ( G a II f . ) . E. sinuata (^riz. ) , and
E » de sertlcol s ( Calif . ) , with figures of male or female genitalia
of each species.

1 1 . M c G-u f f i n
,

: / . J Larvae of
vol. 78 : 160-16;

Soma Canadian G-eorne tridas ." Can vErt .

,

Be pt o -Oct . , 1946 ( 1947 ) > Keys the
last instar larvae of Sup ithecia , Nyctobia , Hydr iomen;

c' i c j i i a.sa
,
Euf idonia

,
Ikelanologhia , frotoboarmia

, f
Lambdina , Eero, and Oarlpeta

,
based’ on only 1 species

3 genera. .. very useful type of paper, much needed fo
flies as -well as moths.

,
Seniothi "

Jp
,

i\e

p

y

b

is ,

n all but
butter-

12, Potts, R.W.L . "Two New Variants in Cai fornia Coll as eurytheme .
"

Bulletin So. Calif . .-c ademy of S cience s , vol .44 : 49-50 . Sept.
14, 194s. most remarkable paper, because interesting

aberrants are described but not named . The author's abstract
is here quoted verbatim: "Two apparently new variants of the
highly variable C. e ury theme complex are deserving of descrip-
tion. Names have not been applied inasmuch as the author feels
t ht t it is not desirable to propose names which would inevitably
be placed as synonyms since their grade would so definitely be
below th/?t of the subspecies, tin lowest category recognized by
the International Rules of Nomenclature." To which we add a fer-
vent ".mien 1."

13. Stallings', Don B . k J .R. Turner "New American Butterflies" . Can .

Ent . ,
vol .78 : 134-137 ,

1 fig. July-^ug. , 1946. Describe
as new: Go lor i a f re i ja naboko vi (./loan Highway) , 3. toddi jeni-
sjbai (Basil,. ) ,

Necnym plia go mm a f remnani Cc its" form hie.malis" in -

due aura
,
and du phydryas a nlcia howlandi . Since so many of our

members are butterfly, rather than moth specialists, we will com-
ment on it more than usual, particularly since this paper bears
some of the characteristics which have brought universally un-
favorable comment on Kepi no uteri sts by professional entomolo-
gists specializing in other orders. Nabokovi is a sample of -t

remarkable degree of darkening which appears on specimens col-
lected from parts of tie ..lean highway

,
a region now fairly ac-

cessible to collectors ana from wnich large collections are
needed. Toe little sample wnich has been taken is tantalizing.
„s tl

:n authors hint, nabokovi is doubtfully distinct from 3 .

f rei ,ja natazhati
, and it is tn,. opinion of the reviewer that

it would have boon bettor to postpone the erection of another
potential synonym until a more extensive series and better geo-
graphical coverage were available. Je ni 3 tai calls forth similar
comment

,
since Ontario and Quebec ,

the critical regions in the
erection of this now race, apparently were not represented, and
the Manitoba specimens were admittedly intermediate between

-6 -
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.

toddi and ienistai. Eruemani nd howiandi may
_

,
, vV :o x .2 c o.'. x3 X *

*o 0 ; w

ho t hi :

' 3; m0

r

0 th 0 n
standinu nd er the In’

to 0 be

:0c;-o:K 1 fobx

rLLi .1.. 3

0 3

1

:

prove to be valid.
.eon | or naming indue tar a ,

0 .vaadrinomiai it ha 3 no
of Zoological Nomenclature

.

there a pears to os no rea-
o-

Evan tbougn 10 rare veiia on id u

son to give Latin ("scientific" ) nance to seasonal forms, ruen
practice are ants to the wan be nib t ion of the offearing with a separ-
ate nan merely beer ... : : the species is mult i -brooded . due reviewer
dbntends that in most or all species with more than one Generation
per year, distinct and consistent pattern and color differences are
present, although in man' cases those, differences nay be slight,
brers fore , why not wive a name to i..-.o brood
species? The chaotic cense quo nee s

the only courss ciden to a -workable
don all ppronsl bane d , discarding
CjJP'j 0 lux t3 1*1

f
\j 1 • <J f.

1 **3 i i '
. d -i. vp 1,1 Cl .L i j.P' O pn

v j ry multi- bro oded
are o bv i ou s

, and

g u

:

G-e-.S c: o O j.1 x O . 0 . _ ... ii low tr.

Ox . v.'U'Cil c S ut

c . i-j. consistent sy s uGin is 00 mean —

then oath their equally useless
1 G j/ -. . . 1 j 2 O . c ,lo G [

'. a X L/ il Xx o Vcfl”
rani. . f s soles will .r vs

to evs one tic basis « -u.. u such capable Lep-
idopt'-.rists as hr . 3telling 3 and . .is associa tes ex end their time
and energy on seasonal forms and .uncorre la red "races". ;/e consider
their excel..ontly illustrated x per on aberrations in Etrymon, which
S6 u'G-L tion 01 o

.

but ions to butterfi ' taxonomy In the
,0 be of the ..a e s t useful contri-

In tere stingly

l 4

;gn, no new
. r 0. «

it ail lings

,

'I ro * .* 1 n '

‘V; o c; pre-1 on prop c sod for the striking aberrations

Do n 3 .

jws
,

rX>. • Turns r It ,-r

5 ( : 44 -49 .

Tex as Le iidoptera,
Feb., 1945,

h E ntomo •

Records remark-
able crpt-uresi of butterfi to s by h.-_. Freeman at Pharr, Texas ,

V: . c . i [
. j. n j w o » 0 . x- ..-oora.3 . .x. ; nconiux eo t i

;v • r* •' :

.

with 40 spp*

,

v r e nu s , e 1 0 1

1

civ0 .1
, .nr ye lye

man / n reported seeing a
specie 3 f orncrly cone id ere;

by Pharr

.

.or 1 pp(
mosia., Te •a 20 ceil . I 1 I O o

\r : 1 r» :

• ;•
*e> v\o p'i > 'i c1 v > ‘

Vie.* j.Ox'. - •
'

- i.n d . d. n :h; U p hany
era;s to the v/e rc 1 o u nd na g 1 vo

ml »o 0—

j

i-Lih\'T

The death of 103V/ZLL C. Y/ILLI.d-S on March 7 , 1946 ,
at the ago of 77

wad s lose so tb. field of. Lo pido pt .. rology in .jnorica. His careful
studios of the Ho sps riidao added greatly to the knowledge of this
least -known family of North- .Fieri can butterflies. Perhaps his two
pm tost works were the ceric 3 W -1 tu.l Dr. Pd nry Sinner M Cn the Male
Genitalia of the Ho spe riidao of North America" ,

illustrating the
genitalia of all the known spp* of North America, and the paper -

with Dr. x. ,lv * Linds ey and Mr. S.L. : 11, re vis in.p "The Hosponoiaue
of North America" • His collection Ls in the Philadelphia ..cade my
o f N at u r al S c ic- nc c s ,

•jv- * e-

..merican 1 ipidoptcrist ,
has retired as

of the Division of Entomology of the

Canadian Dpuarttnont of .pniculturo and has accepted the appointment
as EosO‘sr-ch‘ Associate at the .enricen bus .-urn of Natural History. We

Dr. J. McDUNNGUGK, a loading
Chief of tin Systematic Unit

congratulate the meric an Museum on its
is completing his r vision of the genus
worked for many years*

good fortune. Dr , McDunnough
5'uplthe cla, on which he has

7



1

BRIEF BIOGRAPHIES

William Ho nry Edwards (1822-1909)

William Ho nry Edwards was born on the 15th of March, 1822, at Hun-
ter, Nov; fork, into an old how England family. His early education was
received cat the Hunter village school, from which he entered Williams
Go lie ge .

In 1845, shortly a

up the River Amazon,
served as the most re

gr adu;

ute
his

to

iter hi
and the narrative he wrote
liable guide for travelers

tion from college, he made a trip
of his voyage long
in that region—a trib*

tne
‘o d

accuracy of obs
of North .piioriwc

rvation
m butte

which later became so apparent in
rflies

.

After his admission to the Now York
for awhile in Newbury, Now York, going f
V i

r

g i ni a , wh ere ho be c amo t

h

o ow no r of e

of the Ohio and Kanawha Railroad. This
Lopidoptorists of the era, and many rare
nial prise, Sror a lee

t

a) fell to his not

Bar in 1347 he made his home
from there to Coalburgh, host
extensive lands, and president
locality was soon a byword to
species (such as that peren-
th

:

From 1847 until 1898 Edwards published a total of 256 papers. In
them he described as new more North American butterflies than can be
credited to any other author. The monumental work of his life is, of
course, tne well-known butterflies of North America 11 which appearedho well-known ,,tiw

in parts from 1868 to 1897. In this work, as well as in many of his
shorter papers are to bo found the lifh. histories of North American
butterflies, Edwards’ talent in rearing rare butterflies from eggs
is justly admired, and ho is to be thanked for a large part of our
present knowledge of this neglected line of study. It is unfortunate
that his greatest work was so expensive, and so poorly subscribed
that it nearly cost the United States the Edwards collection. His
friend of la
and his work

:r yo nr.

was fo:
, s J * J

’tun at:

po risibility for bU<J

no
WQ3

Holland,
Ay well o

and in r

meetly admired both the man
situated to assume financial

turn Edwards promised him his
no ugh

longer
it to tn

collection, who n h

.

had been to so
it passed Into Holland’s hand!
now in the Carnegie Museum.

idod or wanted
British Mu: urn

,

ou'

it,
u rid'.

and with the latter

His former plan
1 this arrangopo-ht
s collection is

His circle of friends among Lu pidopt erist s was wide ,
numbering such

other luminaries as S c ud.de r, and th~; famous collector of the day,
Bruce, with whoso diligent field work in Hall Valley, Colorado, he
made known a large number of western species, Edwards and Scudder
corresponded and exchanged considerably, as the pages of the latter’s
” The Butterflies of New England” and the collections at Harvard’s Mu-
seum of Comparative Zoology show.

In 1898, shortly after the completion of his great work, he pub-
lished his last paper on butterflies in the CANADIAN ENTOMOLOGIST
( Vol .50, p,il ) ,

entitled "Further observations on Papilio bairdii Edw.”
Perhaps .disappointed over difficulties he had had with his "Butter-
flies of North America” he gave up completely his work on butterflies
end spent the few remaining years of his life compiling a genealogy
of the Edwards family and writing a few dissertations on Shakespeare.

At his homo in Coalburgh, on the 4th of .April, 1909, ho passed away.
Notices of his death appeared in the CANADIAN ENTOMOLOGIST and ENTOMoA?
LOGICAL NETS for that year, ; nd these wore copied in entomological
journals around the world, their length and treatment attesting to
the international esteem and fame he had attained.

8-
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Life History Studies

I. The Importance of Life History Investigations

„

by C.L. Remington

It is generally acknowledged among American Lepidopterists that
butterfly taxonomy is in a rather chaotic state, Only rather recent-
ly have the intensive studies of small groups begun to bring some or-
der from the confusion. However, these investigations have been bas-
ed primarily on genital structures of museum specimens. Comparative
studies of the immature stages can be of great value in classifying
butterflies. The mosquito stude&ts have found the larvae of more
value than tne adults in recognising a large percentage of the spe-
cies* The specialists on stonoflies, mayflies, dragonflies, caddis-
flies and sawflies all know the usefulness of immature stages for
classification. Thus it is surprising that little use has been made
of this valuable aspect in butterfly taxonomy. Few Lepidopter ists
have studied butterfly larvae on a comparative basis. With hardly an
exception, the famous work of Edwards, Scudder, end other old-timers-,
as well as that of such careful present workers as Comstock, Dammers,
and Dethier has been largely descriptive in nature, with comparison
of species and keys to larvae and pupae absent or only casually in-
cluded.

There are many American amateur Lepldopterists who are interested
not only in assembling collections, but who also wish to contribute
to the advancement of the knowledge of butterflies and moths by doing
original work and publishing the results. They are seriously -hamper-
ed in taxonomic research by a lack of necessary literature and the
huge reference collections found only in museums. However, these
non-professional workers have a line of equally important research
right at hand, which does not require an extensive library or high-
priced equipment. This line is life history studies. There is a
surprisingly large number of .1x0 rlean butterflies and moths of which
not even one host plant is known, mnong others I might mention Hemi-
argus ( Echinargus ) isola and Str.ymon ce crops , which are comm04 gpe’-’

cies. In scores of other species the favorite host plants in New
England or California have been determined, but in large areas of the
range of the butterflies these plants do not even occur, and the fa»*»
ored host remains unknown in those areas.

It is also important to preserve carefully a good series of ail.
the instars of larvae as wo 11 as eggs and chrysalids of all species
of Lepidoptera from numerous regions, so that an exact classification
may be formulated eventually, based where possible on structural
characters rather than coloration and markings. This will make at-
tainable two groat aids to Lepidoptorology : 1) the preparation of
keys which will allow identification of any butterfly larva or pupa,
without rearing it to maturity; 2) the accumulation of a thorough
knowledge of immature stages so that larvae and pupae may be used to
supplement adult characters In evolving a phylogenetic (natural)
classification and studying geographic variation.

It will probably bo possible to carry on crosses of forms whose
status as species or subspecies is uncertain. If sterility results* •

the forms are certainly distinct species. If offspring are obtained
their characteristics and degree of fertility will bo of great Irfar—
est. Much of the advanced insect study of the future will be based
on the results of crosses,

Succeeding articles in this series will deal with specifla

-9-



COLLECTING- TRIPS

The old collecting fever is now rising in all of us avid Lepidop-
tera hunters. The southern members must be well launched with their
spring collecting as this first issue comes out, Harold C r Byrne writesiu

from I is sour i that Erynnis brizo , Psy chJoiao rph.a e p:’i me ni s
, . cntric carls

genutia, etc., are now flying and ths.o the season is about three weeks
later than usual. The Massachusetts season is apparently equally
Into ... Lycae nops is pso uda r

g

iolu s and pier i a ? apae started- things off
here a few days ago. in spite .of sudden., brief snow flurries *

Many members are planning tantalizing trips for the coming season*
Drop us a card with your plans and let your fe 3 low Lepidopterists
start advance bidding for expected duplicates - Here are the ones we
'£no v/ fio out t hu s f ar „

-
Sr -S'- -r 1- }; -:«• JAr

First, a completed trip v* Dan Starrett .of Principia College, has been
going over the catch made on the island of Haiti during a Christmas
holiday jaunt

,

Carroll Wood of Harvard will scour the , it] antic Coastal Plain and a
good bit of Cuba, primarily for botanical, specimens for his doctor’s
thesis, but butterflies w3 11 also be an object of his attention. An-
other Lep. Soco member, I -D * Clement, will bo botanizing with Wood.

C.L
automobile

Remington of Harvard and his wife oanne, villi be on all- summer
collecting trip, also primarily to collect specimens (Thy-

sanura) for hi-s doctor's the si s , They plan extensive Lepidoptera
collecting, particularly of immature stages end of Basi la r ch i

a

s . P.S.
probably join the expedition as it swing?

, Texas, and Colorado „ Other states cov.
most of the Far West, and Montana, Wyoming, South Dakota, Minnesota,
Illinois, and then back to Cambridge s Other Lep. Boo, members who

Remington will
souri Oklahom;

' be T

r

s- through Mis-
ired will be

definitely will be seen are
tin, and- J . C . K o pf i nge r

.

Don Ei ?r

.

Comstock and Lloyd Mar-

Dr. ...S. Brower, of Bar Harbor, .Maine, was visiting Cambridge when
the last of the manuscript of the first issue of the NEWS was being
completed, and both the co—editors enjoyed entertaining him. He is
studying types of Microls oidoptcr a in the Museum of Comparative Zool-
ogy. many of you know, ho is the foremost authority on the genus
Cato c ala and has promised - some valuable material for the NEWS for
onuiUo lasts of that genus.

A1 Lauck, of ,.lton, Illinois, reports success in getting a new car at
last. He is celebrating bv preparing for a. collecting trip to the
Teton Mountains and other choice collecting spots in Wyoming, as well
as a .visit to his old standby—Rocky Mt. National Park,

We wish to give grateful recognition to the authorities of the
Biological Laboratories of Harvard University, who have kindly made
available the mimeographing facilities of the Laboratories at no cost
to the Society.

-10-



NOTICES BY MEMBERS

Members are invited to contribute to this page any social requests.
There will be no cost for inserting notices. Unless withdrawn sooner
by the contributor, each notice will be carried for three consecutive
numbers. If the notice is to be continued, the contributor must again
submit it, with new wording. Please try to make the wording interest-
ing, to improve the chances of its success. There will be, no limit
set on length of notices, but overly verbose ones may be rewritten to
economize on space. Your needs have an excellent chance of being met
through this column, so submit your notice now,

LEPIDOPTSRA FROM NOVA SCOTIA of any group offered in exchange for
North American Satyridae, Catocala, Arctiidae (esp, Eubaphe ) , and Geo-
metridae (esp. the Plagodis -Me t arranthis group and Caripe t a and Semi ~

o thisa ) . Douglas C. Ferguson, Box "517 ^rmdale P.0. ,Halifax, Nova Scotia,

Butterflies of genus INCISAL

I

A desired for examination, exchange, or
purchase, from ALL PARTS OF NORTH AMERICA, for taxonomic revision now
in preparation. Harry K. Clench, 43 Avon Hill St., Cambridge 40, Mass.

CASGADE MTS. LEPIDOPTSRA offered in exchange for species from other
parts of North America. J . C.' Hoof inger

,
Brewster, Washington.

WANTED- North American SPHINGIDAE AND CATOCALA . C.W. Baker, Wayne s-
burg, Ohio.

SPHINGIDAE, ESPECIALLY SPHINX ( Hyloicus ) desired. Will collect in any
family of Lepidoptera in exchange, Wm. E. Sieker, 119 Monona Ave .

,

Madison, Wis,

You are invited to place your name in the Scientists’ Directory.
Names classified and lasted by groups and covering all lines of na-
ture and science, amateur and professional. No charge for listing.
SCIENTISTS’ DIRECTORY, Box 1344, Hartford 1, Connecticut.

-jr 4C-

IF YOU BUY, SELL, OR DETERMINE M.AERIAL SENT TO YOU FOR DETERMINATION,
put your name in the SERVICE DIRECTORY. This covers specimens, equip-
ment, and supplies for nature lovers and scientists. Box 134-4, Hart-
ford 1, Conn.

Specializing in systematics and life histories of North American GEO-
METROIDEA. Would like to exchange and buy specimens in this group.
Frederick H. Rindge

, 437 Ocean View Ave., Berkeley 7, California*

If you have for exchange or sale North American C^TO CaLa or SPHINGI-
DAE from the Americas S.) and Antilles, write: Mrs. C, iteed
Cary, Ellet Lane & Wissahickon Ave*, Mt. Airy, Philadelphia 19, Pa.

A s mentioned in the comments on Leighton’s paper on page 5, we
have begun arrangements for a cooperative board of specialists who
will check identifications of adult butterflies and moths for Society
members who are preparing faunal checklists or other published papers
for which accurate identifications are essential. A detailed ann-
ouncement of this service will be presented in the June issue cf the
NEWS .

-11



Please PRESERVE YOUR COPIES OF THE HEWS l There will probably be a ..

demand for back numbers in the future, and only a very limited num-
ber were run off.

4c4r4r4(- )c4r 5-:-4I-4'-4c 4f
,

4S , 4'~4'-4c4S-

The term, ” Charter Member” . will be applicable to anyone who joins
the Society during 1947* We believe that you v/ill have reason to
be proud of Charter Membership in years to come.

4s‘4c4c -,'c 4He 41 }«• 4HHr 4r 4e4e

The greatest need of The Le pidopterists ’ Society at present is an in-
creased membership list. Our principal sources of names of Lepidop-
terists have been: 1) The Naturalists' Directory; 2) the membership
list of The Entomological Society of America; 3) our personal address
files; and 4) names sent in by you with your membership slips. The
last has been one of our most productive, and we urge you to send in
suggestions of any Le pidopterists known to you who are not in 1), a-
bove . You can also be of help in prodding your correspondents who
have already received our notice, but have not yet enrolled. The
membership price is so low that there should be no reason for anyone
sharing the copy of a member in the name of economy. Send in names
on a penny postcard.

-iH;- 4h;;- 4f 4:- 4;- 44 -.h;- 44

Eor the sake of convenience in filing the NEWS , the pagination will
be continuous in each volume. When Number 2 arrives, with the first
page numbered ”-13 *-", don’t be suspicious of carelessness on the
part of your postman,

iH: 4444 4:- 4>~4r 44 4444 4444 44 44

Be sure to drop us a postcard with your change of address if you
move. The NEWS is mailed Second Class and cannot be forwarded to
you until you actually inform us of your new address.

44 44 4444 44 44 44 44 4 4 4 44 4 44 44

No advance dues (beyond 1947) are being accepted. Since the 1948
NEWS will have 12 issues, instead of the 8 for 1947, the dues will
go up somewhat, but the amount will not be determined until late
1947. Don’t worry, we’ll be tapping you on the shoulder and dis-
playing the bare palm when the time comes,

44 45’ 4444444444 44 44 44 44 41- 4 44c 44 41'

ef&e'&oe‘&o&&eo&ee-&&B&&&&&Q-&e&er&efQ-eQ-&&&e-&&ee&&&&&e&e&e‘^€/e-e-Qete&e&&e&&eee

THE LEPIDOPTERISTS ’ NEWS is the monthly nev/sletter of TnE Lspl&op-
terists’ Society, Membership in the Society is open to anyone in-
terested in the study of butterflies and moths. The ones are $1.00
per year, and the NEWS is sent to ail members. Please make checks
and money orders payable to: Charles L. Rem ington, Treas, Address
all communications to P.0. Box 104, Cambridge 38, Massachusetts.

-12
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Fhe Lepidopterists’ News
THE MONTHLY NEWSLETTER OF THE LEPIDOPTERISTS’ SOCIETY

1, The purpose of the Board cf Specialists is to strive toward a
high standard of accuracy in published papers on American Lepidop-
tera by providing authoritative identifications of specimens form-
ing the basis of these published papers. This service shall be ad-
vertised prominently by THE LEPIDOPTERISTS* NEWS.

2, The service is specifically available to members of The Lepidop-
terists * Society.

3» While the members of the Board of Specialists agree to identify
all specimens concerned with studies and observations to be publish-
ed, other specimens may or may not be accepted for identification.
Acceptance of these is entirely at the choice of each specialist,
and must be determined in advance by correspondence with him.

4, Adherence to the following rules is required in order for speci-
mens to be accepted by specialists:
A. No specimens may be sent until the specialist has replied in

writing that he is ready to receive them.
B. No specimens will be accepted unless full data are included on

each specimen, that is, locality and date of capture or emer-
gence, Collector's name, elevation and brief ecological data
are strongly requested. Key numbers are not acceptable sub-
stitutes for full data.

C. Specimens must be spread, mounted on pins. In case of faunist-
ic studies it may be permissible to have a small series of sev-
eral pairs mounted and the remainder sent in papers, particular-
ly in such groups as the Lycaenidae and some of the Nymphalidae,

D. Wherever possible, at least three pairs of specimens of each
species should be sent for determination* In some genera it is

almost impossible to determine a species from one specimen*
E. It is assumed that the specialist mp.y, if he chooses, retain

one-half of the first eight specimens of each species, but uni-
ques will not be retained unless by agreement.

F. The member sending specimens for identification should note the
amount of postage required to send the specimens and in his cov-
ering letter enclose an equal amount for return postage.

G-. Specimens must be carefully packed to insure against breakage
in shipment. Of course, all breakage is the responsibility of
the member receiving Identifications.

-13-



THE BOARD OF SPEC LALISTS -cont.

We were stirred to attempt the organization of this cooperative
project of the Lepidoptera specialists in America by the obvious in-
terest in faunal checklists, host plant and life history studies, and
general habit notes, as evidenced by numerous published papers on
these phases to be found in American entomological literature during
the past many years. Perhaps of equal importance in our decision to
organize the Board is the really large number of faulty identifica-
tions of species reported in these papers. We hope the interest in
published work of the mentioned kind will become increasingly active
end productive, and we expect that the Society will provide for de-
pendability of identifications by means of the service here outlined.

With authoritative identifications readily attainable by all
members we believe that there will no longer be an excuse for errors-,
which have been so numerous in the past. Should further careless pa-
pers appear we shall vigorously criticize them with whatever influence
can be exerted by the NEWS. Certainly it is a credit to the author
of a faunal list representing diligent labor to consult authorities
for help in matters beyond his own knowledge, and attaches no stigma
on the worker's ability to do independent research.

Correspondence on arrangements with some specialists is still
incomplete at .the present time, and eventually we expect to have some
kind of arrangements for overy group of North American Lepidoptera,
as well as many exotic groups. The following well-known authorities
already are members of the Board of Specialists •-

NORTH AMERICA

Batyridae Mr. CYRIL F. DOS BASSOS
Washington Corners, Mendham, N.J.

S -neyeriaC'Argynnis" )& Boloria(
"Brenthis" ) Mr. L. PAUL GREY

Lincoln, Maine

Theclinae (Hairstreaks & allies) Mr. HARRY K. CLENCH
48 Avon Hill St. , Cambridge 40, Mass.

Flebej inae (Blues ) .Mr. V • NABOKOV
Museum of Comp. Zoology, Cambridge 38, Mass.

Hesperiidae Dr. A.W. LINDSEY
Denison Univ. , Granville, Ohio

Catocalinae & Aegeriidae. Dr. A.E. BROWER
5 Hospital St. , Augusta, Me.

EUROPE

All Rhopalocera. Mr. V. NABOKOV

SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA & W . INDIES

Mr. ERNEST L. BELL
150-17 Roosevelt Ave. , Flushing L.I., N.Y.

-14- C.L.R.
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BOOK REVIEWS

2. The North American Clear-wlng Moths of the Family Aegertidae

by George F. Englehardt'*

The new revision of this exceptionally interesting family is the
product of the late author's intensive study for over 40 years* Un-
fortunately the manuscript was not quite complete at the time of his
death and was finished by Englehardt* s close friend and collaborator,
the late August Busck. The work is a thorough treatment of the 26
genera, containing 121 species and 50 other forms which Englehardt re-
cognized as present in North America. The 26 genera are assembled into
9 groups, based primarily on the male genitalia. A key to all of the
genera, mainly using characters of the venation, legs, and mouthparts,
will be a great aid in identification. Keys to species are also given,
but unfortunately there are no keys for species of? Carmenta, Ramos ia
Thamno sphecia , Zenodoxus , Synanthedon , Pentstemonia , and Gonopia

,
each

of which has several species.

The plates are excellent. Sixteen are colored, and sixteen are
black-and-white. The beautiful colored plates, executed by Mrs.
Beutenmuller and Mrs. Benson, illustrate 76 species and subspecies.
::he uncolored figures show both the male and female genitalia of 23
additional species and subspecies. Thus only 41 species and 31 sub-
species are not illustrated at all. The venation of every genus ex-
oept Palmia is figured.

The 7 genera described as new are 5 C issuvora , Sianaphora . Vita-
oea, Pentstemonia , Hymenoclea , Sy lvora (including the common maple
borer formerly known as Synanthedon ao srni ) , and Ramos ia. The new
species and subsoecies are: Pents temonia henne i(Cal.T» P* c larke 1 (Ore* ),

P, dammars i (Gal.

)

, P. brevifolialGal. 7 , Ramos ia chrysidipennis race
wallowaTOre. ) * Garmenta pyralidiformls var. aurantisjAla.T* C» hel-
en is CSask. ) , C. pho radendrlfTex.

T

. 0. apachejAriz. T, 0. tarranc ia (N.
Hex.), 0. aus

t

inilTex.

T

» G. giliae race woodgatei (N.Mex.1* C. ogalala
(Colo.), C. suffusata(0kla. ) ,

Sy lvora acerni race buscki(Fla. ) ,
Gono

p

~

ia ri chardslTGa.T. Alcatho e caudata race annettellaTOhio ) , A* peps l-
o ides race ferrugataTColo.T* A. autumnal! sT~Tex . 7 , A® ve^rugo var* cor-
vinus (Cal.

)

, Thamnosphec ia alleriTAla.T* G is suvora ampelopsis (Tex* 7*
Paranthrene tric inc ta form os lari (Colo . ) , P. dollii form fasc iventris
Till* 7, P. robiniae form palescens (Gal. ) * Vitae ea polisti formls form
huron(Mich. 7j Albuna fraxini male form vi triosa * Euhagena nebra skae
forms mormoniaT~Utah7 and intensa(Cal, ) , S, hirsutaCT ex * 77 Aege ria
tibiali s var. me lanoformisTN. Y77* Meli tta grandis var. hermo saTAriz. )

«

Zenodoxus wis sadulae (Tex. 7* Z. s ldalceaeTWashTT. Z. palml i races
sphaeralceaelWash. 7 and incanaerAriz77, Z, canescens races sidae(Cal. ),

and bexarijTex.

)

, and Z. rubens (Tex. ) *

Perhaps the best indicator of the thoroughness of Englehardt 1

s

study of the Aegeriidae is the remarkably complete information on
host plants, summarized in a convenient Food-plant Index at the end
of the paper. This index gives both Latin and common names, A large
proportion of the host records were made or verified personally by
Englehardt.

C.L.Remington

“AvaiIa^Ie“for”7~75~from“^Supt7“of
_
Documents7~u7s7“GovT^PrInting

Office, Washington 25, D.C.". Anyone Interested in North American
moths should write for it immediately. The dealerfe price will be very
much higher.
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RECENT PAPERS ON LEPIDOPTERA

Under this heading will he listed each month papers on Lepidop-
tera which have appeared in American and foreign journals, and which
are of particular interest to American Lepidopterists. In most cases
notes will he very brief, hut new names and changes in synonymy will
always he given, and in some cases detailed comment will he presented
on important points.

3 5- Benander, Per "Microlepidoptera Sueciae." (in Swedish) Qpuscula
Entoino lexica ( Lund, Sweden ), hand ll:pp.l-82. Apr. 24 , 1946.

This is mainly a checklist, giving distribution, in counties in
Sweden, and in other Scandinavian countries. Records 1402 species.

16.-, Sylven, Edvard "Makro-och mikrolepidoptera fran Ssele lapomark."
Qpuscula Entomo logica .band 10:pp. 43-53* May 31>1945* (Swedish)

Records Lepidoptera taken in Lappland, with catalogue of Lapp
Lepidoptera, including names of Kolarctic butterflies familiar to
American collectors: Brenthis frigga, aphirape , selene , euphro-
syne (all listed by Sylven as genus C lossianaT. Oeneis noma,
Pieris napi . Co lias palaeno , Hesperia centaureae ,

and others.

17 * Tilden,J.U. "An Occurrence of the Pupa of G-laucopsyche lygdamus
behrii (Edwards ) in an Ant Nest." Pan-Pacific Entomologist ,

vol. 23 :pp. 42-43. Jan. ,1947. Records a pupa taken in an ant nest
"surrounded by ant pupae"! Adds that the pupa "either must have
been transported to the ant nest as a larva, or allowed to enter
it unmolested." Unfortunately the ants were not collected and
submitted to a specialist for identification. This is the first
published record known to the reviewer of a lycaenid larva ac-
tually occurring in an ant nest, in North America. Many of the
members may be unaware of the relationship of the larvae of the
blues, coppers, and hairstreaks, with ants. These larvae all se-
crete a sweet honeydew very attractive to ants, and the ants tend
them carefully, protecting, grooming, and even moving them to bet-
ter food, in exchange for the sweet secretion. Some species even
carry the larva down into the ant nest, where it feeds for its
last two or three instars on nothing but ant larvae, then pupates
in the ant nest, and when it emerges does not expand its wings
until it has crawled out of the ant nest.1 L. behri i may have this
same habit. During field work this summer all members are urged
to watch carefully for Lycaenidae larvae (usually feeding on buds,
flowers, or seeds), and if possible to collect the ants which tend
them. A careful study of the ant- larva relationship of any spe-
cies would be of much more value than a paper naming half a dozen
uncorrelated "new" races, varieties, or seasonal forms.

18. Verity, Roger "Le Farfalle diurne d* Italia." Vol.l(1940), vol.2
(’43). 537 pp. , 28 pi. (19 col.) quarto. Casa Editrice Mar-
zccco, S.A. , Florence. Y/e have not seen this work on Italian

butterflies by one of the greatest Lenidopterists , but wish to
call it to the attention of readers of the NEWS. Only 1,000 cop-
ies of each volume were printed. The two volumes are listed by
Sherman at $22. The date of issuance of Vol. 3 is not known.
In reviewing it, Francis Hemming, British nomenclaturist , calls
it "the most exciting event in the literature of lepidopterology
that has happened for many years," (V. Nabokov comments that no-
thing else exciting has happened in Lepidoptera literature for
many years! ) This is undoubtedly one of the finest works on the
Rhopalocera ever produced for one relatively small region, and
would be most useful to anyone studying Palearctic butterflies.

C.L.R.
-16-
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2i* Samuel Hubbard Scudder (1837-1911)

of
an

.encrican
c-xtra pa;

icudder as the strongest support in the structure
Lepidoptero logy makes it appropriate for the NEWS to devote
;o to this biographical sketch. His life, his work, s-nd its

impact all are big in importance and extent, and even a doubling of the
usual space allotted to NEVIS biographies can give only an eddying broeze
of the moving force of this man’s contributions.

It seems to be a characteristic failing of biographers that the
sorrows of a man’s life are accentuated, ho shall stress the reasons
why Scudder must have enjoyed his life thoroughly and why ho must have
looked back on his accomplishments with satisfaction. Scudder’ s per-
sonal life had sad times* His young wife passed away when their only
son, C-ardnor, was a small boy. Gardner, after graduating from Harvard
College and receiving his II. D. at Harvard Nodical School, was fatally
si rickon by disease. Scudder’ s older brother, a missionary, was
drowned in India shortly after his arrival there And Scudder, himself,
was the victim in his la life of what he knew was a fatal malady

it was apparent from his youth onward that Scuddor was toHovertheloss
bo a groat scientist, and as such, was always much more concerned with
his zeal for natural science than with his personal life. On this ba-

bel: :vc was a happy ,
satisfied man.

Samuel Hubbard Scuddor was born in Boston April 13, 1837® Ho re-
ceived his secondary education at the- Boston Latin School, where hungry
young scholars wore and are richly nourished. Ho graduated from Will-
iams College in 1857, a decade later than his future friend and fellow
Lcpidoptoris't , William Henry Bdwards. Scudder was already demonstrat-
ing his biological ability during his college days, and on his gradua-
tion he was attracted to Harvard to study with the groat Louis Agassiz,
then in his prime. Scudder enjoyed
fo r ontomo logy
group of fish es

,

was given the assignment of
-oiling how Agassiz prepared him

do tarn led study of aHo
on which a monograph was written, but never published.

Scuddor studied with Agassiz from 1857 to 1862, when he received the
degree. Bachelor of Science, from the Lawrence Scientific School of
Harvard. Ho was then appointed as Agassiz’s assistant, from which post
he resigned in 1864 to become curator of the Boston Society of Natural
History. Ho later served as Assistant Librarian of Harvard University,
as President of the Boston Society, and finally as Paleontologist of
tho U.S. Geological Survey, working on the Tertiary fossil insects. He
loft tho last post in 1892 to retire to full-time work with insects in
his large study-museum built in the yard of his Cambridge homo.

Scudder had a keen awareness of the scientific needs of his day,
and actively campaigned to meet them. His great Nomonc lator Zoologicus
(1884) is still the one guide for zoologists of all generic names given
to animals up to the time of its publication. His Catalogue of Scienti-
fic Ser ials ( 1871 ) sot the precedent for the constantly consulted Guido
now in use. Ho was a
Club and its journal, Psycho .

Appalachian Ilountain Club. II

and editor of the Cambridge Lntomological
He was the loading organizer of the groat

He founded the illustrious Boston Natural-
ists' Club with E.S. Horse. He put Falooentomology on its feet with
his Classed and -uinota-tcd Bibliography of Fos sil Insec ts (1890) and his
Index to the Hnown Fos si l Insects of the World Tl89l7® He served as
editor of Science for two years. • His other pioneering work is far too
oxtensived to be mentioned hero, but Jamc-s A.G. Rohn, notod Orthoptor-
ist ,wrote : "His work on the Crthoptcra may bo summed up by saying that it
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was the basis on which the present classification of North American Or-
thoptcra was developed." "Ho was the greatest Crthopterist America has
produced.

"

Scuddor did not work on moths, hut he is undoubtedly the greatest
butterfly student America has produced. Much of the framework of our
generic classification is Scuddor' s work. Uith Burgess, he pioneered
mho study of the genitalia of butterflies. His writings were always
scholarly and interesting. His greatest work on Lopidoptora is his
Butterflies of the Eas tern United Stat es and Canada, in three volumes,
published by the author in Cambridge, IE’S 9* The volumes, giving system-
atic study of all the eastern species, are generously flavored with es-
says on many important aspects of butterfly science. Under each spec-
ies are given detailed descriptions of adults and immature stages, dis-
tribution,host plants , habits , and known parasites. Ho included the im-
portant mention of "Desiderata", or unknown aspects, under each species.
Ho published approximately a hundred other books and papers on butter-
flies.

Although a number of American species of butterflies immortalize
Scuddor by being named by or for him, his greatest contributions are in
his generic classification, especially in the Lycaonidao and Hesporii-
dac. Names such as Euphy&rya s , -Aithanassa . Das i larch i

a

, Mitoura , In-

AiiEliE* Trera , Brcphidium , Ph i lots s , G-lauco psycho , Thorybes . Pholis-
o

r

a , O ari sma , Ochlodos , Politcs, Poanos , At ry tone , Amblyscirte s , Lcro-
doa, and Megathymus arc Scuddor' s.

Perhaps the best way to show the spirit, enthusiasm, and keen ob-
servation of Scuddc-r is to quote a few lines from his great three vol-
ume work discussed above. Writing on Bro ra laeta , rarest of eastern
butterflies, he relates (p. 822); "On my last collecting tour in the
Pray lock Hopper at Uilliamstown, Mass. , where I first began my chase
for butterflies more than thirty years ago, musing over the butterflies
whose early stages were unknown, my thoughts turned to the Present spe-
cies, and recalling thereby the lines I had already placed at its head
in this work, I repeated them aloud, almost unconsciously. (Ed.- "How
would, I say, mine eyes be blessed made By looking on thee in tho liv-
ing day." Shakespeare. -Bonnot ). I had not gone half a dozen stops be-
fore I came to a damp spot in the road, where laota alighted at my feet*
Although it was the first time I had scon this charming object alive,
I instantly recognized it; in another second my net was over it and I

shouted triumphantly *-

How have, I say, mine eyes been blessed made
By looking on thee in the living day. "

Concerning the origin of tho word "butterfly", he wrote in one of
his essays (p.787)l "Mr. Broderick Clarkson. ... thinks there is good re-
ason to believe that the root-meaning of the word 'dates back to early
Egyptian history, and as a hieroglyphic it is synonymous as represent-
ing the qualities of completeness and perfection which characterize the
soul. * All of which I in my ignorance judge to be humbug. One dis-
trusts much of tho reasoning drawn from hieroglyphs, for it would seem
in general that almost cany meaning can be drawn from them by dilottanto-
ism if only sufficient ingenuity is put in. ... the common notion,
which seems to mo, as I think it must to all entomologists, to bo un-
questionably the correct one, is that the word is simply an expressive
name given to the commonest form of butterfly that is found in Europe,
whore tho name arose, namely, the butterflies of the genus Eurymus,
which arc ordinarily of much tho same kind of yellow that one finds on
the buttercup, whence tho name of both."

-18-
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June THS LBPIPOPTBRISTS’ NEWS 1947

Methods for Collecting Underwing Moths ( Catocala )

.

Auburn E. Brower, Ph.D.
Augusta , Mains

O ato ca lae - the prizes of many a collecting trip - are found from
the Arctic Circle to Guatemala. Pew localities are without a number
of sneoies. Many species are so rare that no complete collection ex-
ists. The early stages of many are utterly unknown. Little or no-
thing has been recorded of the habits of many of our species. Through
years of effort the author has .accumulated numerous unpublished bits
of information, which serve to emphasise the remarkable lack of know-
ledge concerning this popular grouo. Different species of Catocala
have different habits. The little vnown special habits of some
groans account in part for their rarity in collections. Carefully
recording these differences in habits, especially between closely re-
lated snecies ,

is highly impo rtant

.

O s tooalae 3,re secured by all of the important methods of moth
collecting: taking resting moths by day, securing them at bait on
tree trunks at night, at light, at flowers, and by rearing. The suc-
cessful collector must use several methods because of differences in
habits. They are often local and must be sought in favored areas.
They generally rest by day on trunks of large trees. They prefer ma-
ture stands with little underbrush, but situations varying from trees
on brushv ridges or knolls to street trees in cities give big catches,
or from the huge cypresses of southern swamps to the oak-belt on the
western mountains. One large group prefers rustic buildings, porches,
verandas, caves, cliffs, overhanging ledges and other semi-concealed
locations, heather conditions greatly influence their habits. Brush-
ing with a leafy branch helps in locating their resting places.

Collecting at bait is one of the most important methods of secur-
ing species of Catocala , though daylight collecting may yield larger
numbers of specimens. Bait is often highly productive when other
methods fail, and adults of some species are rarely taken by any other
method; furthermore, bait attracts a far larger percentage of females,
which can be caged for eggs. Many bait formulas have been recommended*
The successful collector must determine the best for his locality.
Mixtures of fermenting fruit oulp and a sweet, usually with an odor-
iferous attractant added, constitute most baits. Apples, peaches,
rotting bananas and many other fruits have been used as a base, with
Blackstrap molasses or other sweet added to ferment actively, to which
vinegar, stale beer, rum, ethyl alcohol, banana oil or other odori-
ferous material is added, often just before application. A thick
sticky base with active fermentation going on is desirable, so baits
are generally started 2-3 days ahead of use and kept in the sun or a
warm place. Applied night after night the bait acoimulates and in-
creases in attractiveness. Some of the formulas recommended are:
stale beer and fermenting fruit or sweet; apple cider or vinegar and
brown sugar or molasses; and fermenting fruit pulp with Blackstrap
molasses, honey, or other sweet. Bait is usually put on with a large
brush. A bait line along a road or wide trail through large hardwood
trees with relatively little underbrush is best. Cold nights at high
altitudes or late in the season cause Catocalae to visit bait by day.
Nearby trees may differ greatly in their attractiveness when baited.
Bait for Cratae pus - feeders and other groups must be applied in the
local habitats of the moths. Bait may be applied to fence posts when
trees are lacking, or strips of cloth may be soaked in the bait and
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hung up. The two hours following dusk are best. Night collecting
at lights generally gives the collector poor returns.

Gatocalae are easily rubbed, the tho pax losing its scales, after
which they are termed "scalped" by the old Gatocala hunters, A net
should not be used for cabinet specimens, though oerfect specimens
can be taken when it is possible to clan the open net containing the
insect to the ground, holding the bag up until a cyanide jar can be
inserted. Catching them directly into a large-mouthed cyanide jar
is the only successful method. Jars should be brought up at an angle
from below as the moths drop downward when they take flight. Ap-
proach, directly at night, holding the light steady, but by day care-
ful stalking and leaning around the trees is often necessary. Stu-
diously avoid snapping Wigs or casting a shadow over the insect.
’•'hen the moth is caught it will flutter violently and must be watched
and the jar turned to ’-eee it off of its back. Nhen stupefied the
moth is poured out, females may be ’rent alive for eggs, and those for
specimens pinned into a killing box or Papered and put back into a
cyanide jar for an hour, after which they are packed in a stout box.
The author uses four large strong cyanide jars; two are used alter-
nately to catch the Gatocalae on trees and the other two for the pa-
pered specimens. Immediately on reaching home papered material
should be turned out of the papers and nut into a relaxer.

Collecting Gatocala larvae offers the best means of securing some
species and a good method for many others. Count back from the time
the moths fly for 20-30 days for the beginning of the pupal period,
then preceding that for some 60 days the larvae are to be found.
Gatocalae feed on willow, poplar, cottonwood, hickory, pecan, walnut

,

oaks, Crataegus , crabapple, cherry, plum, honey locust, false indigo,
several Myrica, and basswood. Larvae rest on or near the food plant
by day, feeding at night, except a few day-feeders. They rest along
stems, in fissures in the bark, in leaves and debris or other hiding
places. Collectors provide hiding places in the form of bands of
burlap, tow, old rags, crumpled paper or other material. Bands need
to be weathered or wet down, G atocala larvae may be separated from
all but a few related genera by the conspicuous purplish or blackish
spots in the middle of the belly on most segments, protective color,
and elongate tapering form flattened ventrally. Larvae must have
fresh food and clean containers. Parasites are rare ly se cured and
should b e saved with full data . The pupae are formed in hiding pla-
ces or debris in a thin cocoon of silk and leaves or other debris.
Poplar feeding species have been very successfully collected as pupae
in the leaves and grass near the base of the trees.

Female G atocalae kept alive for egg laying are usually enclosed
in paper bags, bo'xes, or jars with scaly bark or Pleated cloth to re-
ceive the eggs. They must be kept cool and away from rodents. Screen
cages through which air can flow, have been recommended.

The egg-stage overwinters, usually in bark crevices of the food
plant, some covered with a protective coating. The disk-like slate-
colored eggs of the hickory- feeders are tucked beWeen bark- scales in
clusters. Others are found hidden in the bark. Information is great-
ly desired regarding the eggs in nature.

PLEASE NOTIFY THE NEVfS OF CHANGES OF ADDRESS IMLEDIATEIY
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MISCELLANY

A United Press dispatch in a local newspaper carried an interest-
ing story a few weeks ago! Over a thousand irreplaceable butterflies
(presumably types) disappeared from the Melbourne, Australia, Museum
and various Australian and Mew Zealand collections «, For over a year
Scotland Yard agents searched Australia, North America, and Europe,
and at last found the missing specimens in a collection (not named) in
Surrey, England. 77e presume that the acquisitive zeal of one Lepidop-
terist is causing him great embarrassment, and we suspect that visit-
ing Lepidopterists at the Melbourne Museum are regarded with a some-
what jaundiced eye*

>c- is- -x- &

G-. Shirley Brooks, of Winnipeg, Manitoba, the well-known Church-
ill collector, although over 75 years old now, is hoping to make an-
ex,her trip up to Hudson f s Bay this summer. He sent us a copy of his
checklist of the butterflies of Manitoba, published in Canadian Bnto-

m i legist five years ago, and we expect to comment on it in a later
issue when we discuss regional checklists, of which his is one of the
best. I'm sure many other Canadian Lepidopterists share his regret
at having Dr. McDunnough leave the Dominion©

5s
1 Or i<r “X* -5J- Or

’’The Collection and Preservation of Insects" by P.W. Oman and R e

Ac Cushman has been issued recently as Misc. Publ. of the U.S* Dept®
Agr. No. 601 (42 pp. ) ,

and is available for 15$^ from: Superintendent
of Documents, U*S. G-ov’t Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C. It con-
tains much information of value to Lepidopterists, and is a handy ad-
dition to the book shelf.

# •ss-

How many of you noticed the - not quite perfect - specimen of
Danaus plexippus adorning the hat of Sitting Bull in Life, 28 April
1947, at the top of page 67“?

ic vc %'c

"For the relaxing box it is suggested that entomdlogists try
vermiculite, a new substance used by gardeners and greenhouse men for
mulching and soil protective purposes. It is said to be retentive of
moisture, non-decaying and sterile." Ralph Beebe, Michigan.

55- -55- •55- -55 •55-

John L« Beal, of G-astonia, N. Car., is looking for a permanent
romeldy for Dermestes in his Riker Mounts. Can any of our readers
help him out?

Any Lepidopterist visiting the Art Museum in Boston would be
well- -repaid in looking up a painting entitled "A Vase of Flowers",
by Jan van Huy sum ( 1682-1749

)

. A careful inspection will show, in
addition to the well-depicted flowers, not only a number of beetles,
flies, and even a wasp, but also: Lycaena phlaea s , Pieris rapae ,

C oenonympha pamphilus . All are done with almost fanatical accuracy,
even down to the white annulations on the antennae of phlaeas ( a
close relative of the North American hypo phlaeas ).

H.K.C,
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LOCAL COLLECTING- AND PLANED COLLECTING TRIPS

By new oven the delayed season hasn’t stopped the collecting > and
those now net Lags have Leon slipped onto the old frames and already
have Leon responsible for many nice captures from Canada down to trop-
ical Pharr, Texas, where Avery Freeman has Loon noticing the gradual
changes in the populations of Strynon Leon from the winter to the sum-
mer forms. Even in southern fexas'The prolonged winter has hurt the
early collecting, and Freeman has looked in vain for one of the rarest
gems he takes down there, £ trynon azia. But from the Leginning of Kay
temperatures have Lean up around 100° there. Freeman offers to check
skipper identifications for anyone, and to furnish collecting data on
Texas butterflies to any fellow member.

Mr# V. Nabokov, specialist in Lycaenidae, and curator of Lepidop-
tera at the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard University, has
now completed plans for a full summer’s choice collecting near Long’s
Peak in the High Rockies of Colorado. His address will be: Columbine
Lodge, Estes Park, Colo.

F.R. Arnhold, of Chippewa Falls, Wise., has planted the food
plants of several species of Cat o cala which he wants to rear. Although
thwarted by parasites (please save them! ) and disease for the past two
years, he expects to succeed this time.

During the latter part of July Dr. J, A. Comstock and Lloyd Martin
will be in Southern Arizona on a collecting trip. Dr. Comstock will
stay about two weeks, and Lloyd expects to remain for a month. Mr.
Martin very kindly rounded up a list of Southern California Lepidop-
terists for our address list.

Jim Creelman, of San Diego, reports a new record catch for San
Diego County, and we expect to hear more about it when he gets more
species identified. He mentions several friends who are waiting to
join the Society until they see a copy of the NEWS . We haven't heard
anything further from that region.

EnglandWill Johnston has been taking some of the choicer New
butterflies with his father. Professor I.M. Johnston, of Harvard# They
have been keeping detailed records of collecting at the Arnold Arbor-
etum for successive seasons, and report Inc i salia augustus right on
schedule in suite of the delayed spring# I# niphon and Hesperia rnetea
have been found more recently, and they expect to have Atrvtonopsis
hianna and Mitoura damon, among others, by' the time this NEWS is in
the mail® ---------

P.S. Remington, on his annual spring collecting trip to Cedar
Hill on the edge of the Ozarks, reports the capture of two fresh Phy-
ciodos go r.gone , a very rare prize for the St. Louis collectors. He
reported Atrvtonopsis hi

a

nna in good numbers as usual , but no Hesperia
metea this year.

T.N# Freeman, Systematic Entomologist of the Canadian Division
of Entomology, will be spending the short summer at Baker Lake, North-
west Territories, 500 miles north of Churchill on Hudson's Bay. He
expects to have some notes of interest concerning his findings on the
great northern tundra#

C • L# R#
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NOTICED BY MEMBERS

Wante d- All species of the hesperioid genus Mege.thymu s for exchange
or purchase. Many rare Lopidoptera offered in exchange. I .S. Remington,
5570 Etzcl Avenue, St. Louis 12, Missouri*

Pupae and larvae of Arctiidae, especially Apantesis . needed for system-
atic studies. Marion E. Smith, Fernald Hall, Amherst, Mass.

handed- Samples of the following genera of Satyridae, found in North
and South America: Argyrophorus , Chcimas,Cosmosatyrus ,Cyllopsis ,Dae-
o.al:aa ,Drucina ,Elina,Eretris ,Faunula , Idionoura ,1-Ianerebia ,Neomaeas ,Neo~
•j a cyrus ,Panarcho ,Polymastus , Proboscis , Pseudoman i o la , P seudo st eroma

,

Sabatoga ,S inarista , S toromnia , Tctraphlob ia ,Thiomoia , or Zabirnia. Have
some 5000 duplicates representing perhaps 500 species or varieties of
Lepidoptera from all over the world to offer in exchange. Arthur H*
Loock, 501 East Armour Avenue, Milwaukee 7, Wisconsin.

BREBIA

,

son-able
CEIjuIc

,

prices.
A ERENTHIS, ETC. from Arctic Canada for sale at rea-
R.J. Fitch,River-course P.O., via Lloydminster , Sask.

Catocalas and their eggs and larvae wanted (also various other Lepid-
opteraT* Can offer many Lepidoptera and some rare material in other
orders. A.E. Brower, 5 Hospital Street, Augusta, Maine.

3YCAENIDAE A PIERIDMS from all parts of North America desired. I am
building up my collection from scratch, and need virtually everything,
offer butterflies of all groups from Southern California. Graham Held,
12745 Hosby Street,North Hollywood, California.

LEPIDOPTERA FROM NOVA SCOTIA of any group offered in exchange for North
American Satyridae, Catocala . Arctiidae (osp. Subaphe ) , and Geometri-
dac (esp. the P lago d

i

s

-

Me tarranth i

s

group and Car ioota and Semio thisa)

«

Douglas C. Ferguson,Box 617 Armdale P.0. , Halifax,Nova Scotia.

\J _ .->.J \J .. XxJAj lilUf 1-J—iX IJJUr AcAilUl

parts of North America.
offered in exchange for species from other
J.C. Hopfingcr, Brewster, Washington.

WANTED- North American STHINGIDAE AND
burg, Ohio.

C .W . Bakor , Wayno s-

BPHINGIBAS , ESPECIALLY SPHINX (Hylo icus) dosirod. Will collect in any
family of Lepidoptera in exchange, Wm. E, Siekor, 119 Monona Avo.

,

Madison, Wis.

Specializing in systematics and life histories of North American GEO-
METRO IDEA. 'Would like to exchange and buy specimens in this group*
Frederick II. Rindge, 457 Ocean View Avo., Berkeley 7, California.

If you have for exchange or sale North American CATOCALA or SFHINGIDAE
from the- Americas (N. AS.) and Antilles, write: Mrs. C. Rc-od Cary,
Eliot Lane A Wissahickon Avo. , Mt* Airy, Philadelphia 19, Pa.

Butterflies of
purcha s o , from
in preparation

genus INC
' T T ' rno
A-Lijlj X.XltlL)

* T T r

.LJ.U1 desired
TT^rrriTT
i\l i\X l i

Harry K. Clench, 48 A

for examine. t ion , exchange, or
ICA, for taxonomic revision now
von Hill St.

,

Cambridge 40, Mas s
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Several letters received before and after the mailing of the May
NEWS expressed concern over the indications of a heavy emphasis on
Butterflies. So wo did a quick count on items in the NEWS which could
bo tabulated exclusively to either moths or butterflies, and we came
up with this totals butterflies—

2

pages & 159 lines; moths— 39 lines.
So it looks like the comments are well-taken. We are both primarily
butterfly students and probably tend to over-stress that group, al-
though that is not our intention. As a result of this needed jogging
from you, a special effort will be made to give the moths equal treat-
ment. Of course, the "Recent Papers" section is out of our hands; we
try to got everything on any Lepldoptera. The present NEWS is top-
heavy with moths with Br. Brower's fine article. You may be inter-
ested to know that a count of the first 125 members shows listed spec-
ialties as follows: all Lcpidoptera

—

43; butterflies only 43; moths
only--28; none stated

—

11 .

'
.

•>:-

i

Wo wish to express pur thanks to Mr. Howard Allgeier, Printer of
the Botanical Museum, Harvard University, to whom goes the credit for
the very pro s ehtab 1ohna s'thqad of the NEWS, both in design and execu-
tion as well As for <36hc other printing jobs he has done for us. His
•advice and criticism have boon invaluable to two budding editors,

}?• $;- -a *;;*

Mr. G.F. dos Passos has called our attention to an error in the
biography of Edwards (p. 8 of the last issue). The entire collection
of Edwards did not pass into Holland's hands, and subsequently to the
Carnegie Museum, as is there intimated. This was true only of the
butterflies, the moths actually having been sold to the British Mu-
seum. We thank Mr. dos Passos for this correction.

-Sf -Jfr

Current statistics on The Lcnidopterists ' Society as the June'
NEWS gees "to press":

Total membership- 136 Total receipts- §188.81
Exchanges of the- NEWS- 1 Total expenditures- 130.06

G-enerous contributions continue- to swell the total receipts and
allow us to do more with the NEWS. We are grateful to the following,
in addition to the eighteen recognized in the May issue, for their
generosity: H.W. Eustis, L.P. Grey, J.J. Kellner, A.H. Moeck, P#H,
Mueller, B. Struck, and S.C, Thompson.

x -x * #

On pages 19 and 20 you will have found Dr. Brower's concise and
entertaining article on a very big subject. Such a largo number of mem-
bers specifically mentioned Catocala on their membership slips that we
invited Dr. Brower to prepare this article for the Juno NEWS, to help
you out with plans for the annual Catocala campaign just beginning.

•ft #

We recently established an exchange with THE COLECPTSRISTS 1 BULL-
TIN. It 'was startling to us that two periodicals with so many ident-
ical aims appeared almost simultaneously with no inter-communication
between the respective founders. Mutual aid should be in the offing.
Several Lep, Soc. members are subscribers of the COL. BULLETIN.

-Sp -it- -rt- '/c x-

liHE HISTS 1 NEWS is the monthly newsletter of The Lepidop-
terists' Society. Membership in the Society is open to any9no inter-
ested in the study of butterflies and moths. The dues are §1.00 per
year, and the NEWS is sent to all members. Please make chocks and
money orders payable to: Charles L. Remington. Treas . Address all
communications to P.0. Box 104, Cambridge Massachusetts.
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HOST PLANT IDENTIFICATION

In addition to the Lepidoptera identifications by the Board of
Specialists, outlined in the June NET.7S , it will he possible to have
host plants identified through the Society® The identifications will
be made by Dr. I.M® Johnston, professor of plant taxonomy at Harvard
University, and an enthusiastic Lepidopterist.

In order tc be certain to have enough plant material collected to
make possible accurate identifications, certain steps should be taken:

1) Preserve as many part s o f the plant a s pos s ible. The leaves,
in attachment to their stalk or twig, and the flower are essential for
most species. For small herbs it is usually easy to preserve the en-
tire plant , including roots. For trees and shrubs, a leafy branch and
a flowering branch should be taken. If flowers are not present and it

,

r
.i. 11 not be possible to return to the same tree when it flowers, make a

few notes on the bark, and the habit of the tree. The fruiting body -

pods, nuts, burrs, etc® ~ is always helpful to the identifier. Many
oaks are almost impossible to identify without mature acorns. Some
herbs, such as the mustard family, have two kinds of leaves; a rosette
at the base, and lateral leaves on the ascending stem. In this case
both kinds of leaves should be taken.

2) Include complet e data. The locality, date of collection, habi-
tat, type of Soil, and Tif in mountains) altitude above sea level
should accompany every plant specimen. Any further notes are useful.

3) Pres erve the specimen carefully. As is universally known, the
best preservation of flowers and foliage is by flattening and drying
the specimen simultaneously, A Lepidopterist who .will carry on exten-
sive life history studies should purchase a standard botanical press.
However, a very satisfactory specimen can be obtained using a rather
large book weighted by a few bricks or other heavy weight. Newspaper
is - an excellent absorbent layering in which to place the plant speci-
men for pressing. Drying plants should be kept under warm, low humid-
ity conditions for a week (two if thick or succulent)® Of course,
largo fruits, such as nuts, burrs, cherries, etc., cannot be pressed,
but should be dried and by key numbers carefully associated with the
pressed specimen. If packed firmly, the plants may be mailed in folded
newspaper, with the label carefully fastened, and the package braced
against bending by strong' cardboard backing on both sides.

The accurate identifications made possible by careful handling of
the plants are well worth the effort required. If the Lepidopterist
will have no need of the plant after obtaining the identification, it
will be mounted and placed in the Harvard Herbarium. Specimens mailed
to: n

0.L. Remington, Biological Labs., Harvard University, Cambridge 38,
Mass." will be turned over to Professor Johnston, Please do not send
material before September 20th. _

. „ _ft T . W
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HANDLING- SPEC IKENS

An excellent, selection of strong, relatively inexpensive net frames
of the handy folding type is usually available in any sporting goods
store. These nets are sold for fishing purposes, but are transformed
into fine insect nets by the exchange of the fish netting for a bag made
of soft, strong netting of about 15 holes to the inch (much closer mesh
for small moths). The bags may be purchased from one of the natural
science supply houses or, better, may be run off on the family sewing
machine.

The generally preferred killing substance is cyanide (sod.ium, po-
tassium, or calcium are essentially equal in effect). A cyanide jar,
with the cyanide firmly fastened in the bottom by a layer of plaster of
Paris, needs to have a tight-fitting cover, preferably screw-cap and
provided with a rubber ring. Some other poisons have been used, but
are generally inferior to cyanide. OarLon tetrachloride tends to wet
specimens badly, is too volatile, and may cause stiffening. Chloroform
is very volatile and must be replenished often, and specimens quickly
become brittle, with frequent loss of antennae and legs. Ether is very
quick, and does not stiffen, but it is so volatile and expensive that
it is not satisfactory. Chloroform and ether may be used for special
collecting, to quickly anaesthetize the specimen, which is then moved
to a cyanide jar for actual killing.

Butterflies and larger moths may be placed in envelopes and re-
. axed and mounted at a later time. However, all smaller moths (wing-
spread l" or less), all skippers, and most very small butterflies
should be pinned while fresh, although the wings need not be mounted
until a later tine. Many collectors carry small pinning boxes with
them and pin specimens as soon as dead.

All specimens must be cared for the day they are collected if this
is at all possible. Wrinkled wings, broken antennae and legs, stiff-
ness, and uncertain data generally result from specimens left beyond
the first day • It is usually easiest to mount cabinet specimens while
fresh. In some groups such as skippers it often is preferable to pin
them unmounted or to dry them in envelopes, and relax and mount later.

If not to be pinned immediately, Lepidoptera should be placed in a
triangular envelope with the wings folded up over the back-

-

one speci -

men to one envelope . Glassine (transparent) envelopes should be avoid-
ed and experienced collectors are outspoken in condemning them because
of the crispness of the paper, which makes breakage almost unavoidable.
A soft, absorbent paper is best, and the three-cornered envelope seems
to have no rival for style.

Complete data should be included on every envelope. This means lo-
cality (including exact place, county , and state), date of capture, al-
titude if in mountains, and the collector's name. Habitat notes are
strongly recommended. Most collectors use a system of key numbers or
letters to let them know the condition of the specimen (for example,
'1-4*" is perfect, "l" is good, "2" is torn or rubbed, "3" is very poor).
If possible, the sex should be determined while the specimen is fresh
and should be marked on the envelope by the conventional signs of: =
male; c = female. A dating stamp, or even a complete locality rubber
stamp $ill save a lot of time if the collecting has been good. Hasty,
illegible writing on envelopes must be carefully avoided.

he will welcome special notes from members on improved techniques
in handling specimens in the field.
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BOOK REVIEWS

3* The Butterfly Boo k

By Y/. J . Holland -55-

The appearance, in 1898, of Holland's Butterfly Book marked the
end of one and the start of another epoch in the history of North Amer-
ican butterfly study. Previously work on the North American fauna had
come largely from the pons of foreign students, professional American
entomologists, or a few amateurs of independent means. The era was con-
spicuous for its paucity of workers. Following the publication of the
Butterfly Book, however, and certainly because of it, the day of the
amateur began in earnest, not only in the large increase in collectors
and collections, but in the published record as well.

Holland
cism Pointed
medium ofhis
individuals

and his
at them. The
book Holland

in the study o

Butterfly Book have
The fact remains,

probably

So successful was it that y
after more than thirty

in text and platesboth
shortly before its author's

it
i

both had considerable criti-
nevertheless

,
that through the

has stimulated the interest of more
butterflies than has any other American,
ar after year it was reissued. Finally,
,
being completely revised and augmented

was published for the last time in 1931,
death.

In its pagos the reader learns the salient features of butterfly
anatomy and biology, the elements of classification, methods of col-
lecting and keeping a collection and the principal literature. He is
also given a good account of the North American fauna as known at that
time. It is interesting to note that the scheme of classification and
arrangement Holland used in 1898, following practices then current, was
largely abandoned in later years, but is now coming into wider use.

The plates, an outstanding, generously provided feature of the
book, were considered remarkable at the time, and are well thought of
even today, insofar as their clarity and fidelity are concerned. The
great misfortune in them is that frequently in groups that find their
greatest diagnostic features beneath (such as Argynnis ( Speveria )

,

"Lycaena" (various blues of several genera), and the majority of skip-
persT most of the specimens figured show upper surfaces only, rendering
identification difficult or impossible. Tho platos added in the re-
vised edition have rectified this to some extent.

Though the book is still the only relatively complete guide on the
North American butterfly fauna available to the average student, it is
clearly inadequate. The coverage is too brief for each species, illus-
trations are in many cases of small value, the classification leaves
much to be desired, even in the revised edition. Clearly the time is
approaching for a new Butterfly Book - embodying a modern classifica-
tion, fuller, more accurate text, and more practical illustrations, and
making use of recent developments in the more broadly applicable bio-
logical principles of genetics, geographic distribution, and ecology.

H. Kb Clench

’'The Butterfly Book , Rev. Ed. (xii ,425~pp, ,75 colored and 2 plain plates,
198 text figs.) is published by Doubleday ,Doran & Company, New York. It
may be obtained new forbid 00 through most book stores, or from John D.
Sherman,Jr. ,132 Primrose Ave. ,Mt. Vernon,New York. (The earlier edition
may bo bought for loss than half this price, but is entirely superseded
by tho revised edition).
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19* Beall, Geoffrey "Seasonal Variation in Sex Proportion and Wing
Length, in the Migrant Butterfly, Danaus plexippus L. (Lep.,Dan-
aidae)." Transact ions Roya l Snt. Soc .London . ,vol, 97 »PP» 337-353*
Oct. 30, 19467 "Another of Beall 7

*s studies on butterfly migration,
based on analysis of wing length of The Monarch. Tables record
measurements of 1062 specimens from the IU shore of Lake Trie in
fall migration, 283 from July brood near there, 105 from Louisiana
in late fall, and 296 from California in late fall and winter. In
Ontario, the July specimens averaged di stinctly sho rter wings than

Also over 30 measurable dead Monarchs wash-the fall migrants,
ed up on the shore of Erie, they, too, averaged distinctly shorter
than the average of the fall population, implying that natural se-

lect ion operates against short-wingedness in migration.’ The south-
ern specimens fluctuated too much from year to year for any very
reasonable generalizations, but Beall believes that different breed-
ing populations may have different wing- lengths , and thus may be i-
dent ifiable in the wintering areas in Calif, and Fla. He suggests
similar studies on Phleyethont lus qu incmemaculatus , the tobacco and
tomato sphinx, sue Cb( powerful 'migrato r

•

>0
3 Beirne, Bryan P. "The Seasonal Abundance of the British Lepidoptera?

The Entomologis t 80: pp. 49-53* March, 194-7 A detailed analysis
of the abundance of British macrolepidoptera from 1865 to 1944,
based on all available published notes

carry preponderance of Lepidoptera papers
in the several British jour-

A chartnals which
illustrates well the fluctuation. Among the very interesting con-
clusions reached from comparison of Lepidoptera abundance and weath-
er records are: l) Long, severe winter frosts are very good. (Birds
suggested as "probably the most important natural enemies of most
Lepidoptera", and are probably killed by the cold.) 2) Late spring
or early fall frosts are very damaging. 3) A gradual increase in
rainfall for several years is detrimental, 4) High winds for a long
time may deter breeding. (They certainly do not deter Gene is on Mt.
Washington in N.H.i ) Beirne writes: "Regrettably little is known
of the diseases of - Lepidoptera, and it is not improbable that they
may be at least as important a s uirds in the natural control of
ihese insec iycles for some species are discussed. Note- we
would welcome comments from members on fluctuation observations,
ana uxieir laeas on what causes them.

21. Buckell,
Lake
TP.- J.

J-Pil e/ •

This is a

E.R. "A List of the Lepidoptera Collected in the
District of British Columbia by Dr. W.R. Buckell.

British Co lumbia ,vol.43 »PP. 11-21. Feb. 4,
species taken by Dr. Buckell in one

Society
list of the

B.C., with dates recorded. There are 773. species,
forms, of which 541 a:

identifications were checked by Dr.
and T.N. Freeman,

3.

varieti
macrolepidoptera (67 butterflies).

McDunnough, E.II. El
and are authoritative, although many of

will undoubtedly be corrected as a result of revisional wo
in prog

heunt i 1

;ress. E.R. Buckell wrote us that Dr. W.R. Buckell

Shuswap
" Proc.
19477

“

area of
es

, and
The

ackmo re

,

the names
rks now
collected

oe cane blind at 91. Many species were reared.

22,Chcrmock, Ralph L. "Notes on North American Enodias (Lepidoptera)."
Entomological News ,vol. 58 Jpp. 29-35. February, 1947. A careful

review of the th^oe North American species. Places Sno dia as a sub-
genus of Lethe Hubner, with Saty nodes dropped to the synonymy.. Con-
siders portlandia . creola, and eurydice as distinct species. Recog-
nizes two geographic races of portlandia : typical from the south-
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eastern states; anthedon from the Northeast, with ho real is a syno-
nym. Describes as new "hut does not figure " Lethe ( EnodiaTeurydlc e an-
nalachia new subspecies", occurring in the Appalachian Mts. from W.
Va. to Fla. As a result of these studies the proposed nomenclature
is as follows:

Lethe ( Enodia) port landla portlandia Fabr.
Portlandi a anthedon Clark
creola Skinner
eurydi ce eurydice L. -Joh.
eury dice annalachia R. L. Cher 0

We believe that Mr. Chormock has taken a very commendable step
in committing himself in print against the naming of minor variants,
particularly those originally named on the basis of insufficient ma-
terial from too few localities, and we must applaud his relegation
to the synonymy of so many varietal, aberrational, and weak subspe-
cific names. His analysis of the geographic races of the species dis-
cussed -appears to bo very satisfactory, and his recognition of a new
race seems to be based on careful study of extensive material from
many places, and thus sound. With only a little more effort Mr. Cher-
mock could have made this a "Synopsis of ", instead of "Notes on

". One plate of photographs, and careful citations referring to
original descriptions and other applicable papers would have made
this very valuable. Exact localities of specimens examined of the
species and subspecies, other than the new one, were unfortunately
omitted, so the reader can glean nothing definite about distribution
of the Enodia s from this paper. Nothing is said about habitats and
habits, and theso are critical aspects of lumping eurydice with the
Enodia s. Nevertheless, we feel this paper is a valuable contribution.

23. MuesebeckjC.F.W. "Two New Species of Apanteles from California."
Fan-Pacifi c Entomologist ,vol. 23 :pp. 21-24. Jan. ,1947* Describes

as new Apanteles medicaglnis , parasitic on. Celia s chry so theme eury-
theme, and Ambly teles praesens on Ana c ampt

o

des fragllaria . Arab . f lavl-
conchae listed as a parasite of Co lias from Maine to Texas, and oc-
casionally parasitizes Plathypena scabra. These parasitic wasps
are significant and interesting factors in Lepidoptera field prob-
lems, and it is particularly important for Lepi&opterists to pre-
serve carefully all parasites which they rear from butterfly and
moth eggs, larvae, raid pupae, labeling them according to their host*

24. Stallings ,Don E. A J.R. Turner "Texas Lepidoptera (With Description
of a New Subspecies)", Ent.News 58 :pp. 36-41* February, 194?.

An addition to paper #14„ reviewed in the May LED .

N

EWS . giving ad-
ditional Pharr records and results of Texas collecting by the auth-
ors* New U.S. records are: Papilio lyc ophron pal las (Brownsville )

,

The c la c e stri (Pharr ) , T

.

y o.l oalPharrT * T» spurlnafPharr ) , Adopaeoi-
dos simplexlDavis Mts, 7* Described as new is "A stero campa cly ton
louis a new subspecies" from Pharr, said to be the subtropical race
of clyton . Description very brief, no figures. Appendix A of the
International Rules of Zoological Nomenclature was Ignored, since
no repository for the type is stated* This is a serious and in-
credibly common error.

x #

PLEASE KESP US INFORMED 0F~CHANGES OF ADDRESS
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BRIEF BIOGRAPHIES

3. Harrison Gray Dyar (1866-1929)

About the figure of Harrison Gray Dyar has grown a wealth of legends
and stories, and far from the least of these is that of his untiring
energy and zeal as an entomologist. That he must have poured heart and
soul into his work is at once apparent to anyone taking even the most
cursory trip through his published works. Their sheer volume alone
would astound the uninitiated, but when confronted with the fact that
behind his large number of printed pages there lies keen observation,
accuracy of detail, genius in systematics-then it is realized that here
indeed is a man of whom American entomology may be justly proud.

Dr. Dyar was born in New York City on the 14th of February, 1866,
but moved, with his family, at an early age to Boston, where he received
most of his schooling--first at Roxbury Latin School, and then
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. From there he returned to New
York, where in 1894, at Columbia University, he received his Masters
degree, and a year later, his doctorate. In 1897 he entered the halls
of the United States National Museum, where he was to spend the rest
of his life.

Throughout most of his professional career he was editor of one or
another journal of entomology: from 1904 to 1907, the Jour . N.Y.Ent .

Soc . ; 1909-1912, the Proc . Ent . Soc . Washington . Finally, in~1^13 he
founded the journal, Insecutor Inscitiae Menstruus , which he edited and
was himself the principal contributor, until the journal ceased publi-
cation in 1927. It was primarily devoted to mosquitoes, a well-known
specialty of Dyar.

Dyar commenced publishing papers long before his formal education was;

finished. Indeed, in 1890 Dyar noted and published the fact that the
increase in size of the chitinous parts of a larva through its succes-
sive moults proceeds at a constant ratio--this observation now bearing
the title, 'Dyar's Law. 1 Shortly after his appointment In the National
Museum, Dyar started work on the List of North American Lepldoptera,
published in 1902, and still a most useful work of reference, patterned
on the style of Staudinger and Rebel's European catalogue, with refer-
ence to the literature, general locality data and so forth.

To Lepidopterists Dyar is perhaps most famous for the vast quantity
of life-history work lie accomplished, much of It with the help of Miss
Emily Morton. At the time of his death he had done more than any
other American Lepidopterist in this respect. Further, he not only
amassed descriptions of early stages, but put them to work, using
their characters in classificatory work. He is to be thanked for much
of the present order in our faunal lists.

Dyar's work was not by any means restricted to Lepidoptera, As was
mentioned above, his knowledge of mosquitoes was vast, and his publishet
work on that group of insects runs through many often-consulted pages.
His principal contribution to that study is the four-volume monograph
on the Mosquitoes of North and Central America , written in collabora-
tion with Drs. Howard and Knab, and appearing through the years 1912-
1917. He was also actively interested in other groups of insects, and
his doctoral thesis on the Bacteria of New York City set forth ideas
not then currently accepted, but which later became recognized!

Active to the very end, he turned in a manuscript on the Mosquitoes
of Montana ten days before his death in Washington on January 21, 1929,
just before his 63rd birthday.
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LIFE HISTORY STUDIES

II. Methods of

A . Eggs:

Preservations of Eggs, Larvae,

by C.L. Remington
and Pupae.

The preservation of eggs is more difficult than of other stages,
he best results are obtained with special fixatives, but this is too
complicated to be practical for field work. Fairly good preservation
may be obtained with four parts of pure Ethyl Alcohol (Grain Alcohol)
vrd one part water. Better results may bo obtained with four parts of
Ethyl Alcohol and one part Acetic Acid (glacial).

Bo Larvae:

Larvae are important in life history and classification studies
and it is essential that they be preserved carefully. Larvae preserved
in fluid lose most of their color, but this is not a serious loss. The
valuable characters for study are found in the arrangement of bristles,
pits, spiracles, and other structural characters. It is true that Lop-
idoptcrists, particularly butterfly specialists, have almost universal-
ly described the colors and markings and ignored the setae. However,
-sc of these structures will become increasingly widespread in the near
* uture , and there is a great need for larvae preserved in fluid.

The first step in preparing a larva is to kill it by dropping it
into water which has been brought to a boil and then removed from the
heat source a moment before killing the larva. The larva should be
left in the hot water about •§• minute if small, 1 minute if medium- sized,
and lg- minutes if large. The hot water removes fats which turn black
and badly discolor the larva.

There is only one good preserving medium, and that is Ethyl Alco-
hol. Never use Methyl Alcohol (wood ale.), or any of the others. For-
maldehyde is also undesirable. On removal from the hot water, the lar-
va should bo placed in Ethyl Alcohol (l part ale. to 1 part water).
It should be loft in this for about hour and then rlaced in 80/b Ethyl
Alcohol. After one day it should bo moved to fresh 8C$5 Alcohol, its
final preservative. 1 part Glycerine added to 99 parts of the 80^ Eth-
yl Alcohol will help keep the specimen soft and flexible. The speci-
men should be kept in a tightly-corked vial. It

,
is essential that a

label bo included in the vial , showing the host plant , locality, date,
and collector. Labels should be written in India Ink. Otherwise they
fade and become illegible.

G , Pupae

:

Pupae should bo preserved exactly as outlined for larvae, includ-
ing the killing in hot water. If possible, the collector should wait
for at least two days after pupation before killing a pupa, and should
kill it before it becomes darkened by the developed imago within. If
the pupa is in a cocoon, the cocoon should be slit open carefully, the
pupa removed, killed, and preserved, send the cocoon kept dry with a
label relating it to the pupa in alcohol. Pupao from which parasites
have emerged should bo mounted on an insect pin, unless they were still
soft at the time of emergence.
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A BARGAIN IN LITERATURE

PSYCHE, the entomological journal, is clearing out its reserve of
r-px .an bo o^c ex cx snortagv> ox & oxco » No iiavo babulabOd toolow uhe
Lopidoptora papers from their list. Every paper would be of at least
historical value to any American Lcpidoptorist , and if you arc assem-
bling a reprint library, this will give it quite a boost.

According to the note of explanation accompanying the reprint
list, the price is lg-^ a page. Chocks should bo made payable to:
''Psyche", and orders addressed to "Psyche, Biological Labs,, Harvard
University, Cambridge 38 , Lass." Several copies of any papers may be
bought by anyone, if needed. In the following list, the number of
pages j.s given in brackets after the year.

EARTHS & LINDSEY* A New Species of Hctcrocampa (Notodont. )• 1921* (2),
With Descriptions of some New Species. 1921,(2).j\T ^ 4- ^ n ^ ^

l\i ye u G x x .i.% U Al
X , , P ^

BARNES A McDUNNCUGH. List of Gphingidac of America, North of Mexico.
1910.(17).

— O-n J
- v "

C 'bil

B * -cirri art tt o r<

o^n.,

.cnc- Specie s. 1911
Stag0 CO 0 Certain
O' J- n -»^ bi-.g

- e-.
£>00 G 1

O - ^ ^ BA

-Ugaring" in J. 1 - ^

stdrn Lcpidoptora
niae. 1910,(4).

Western Lopidoptora, IV, 1911,(3).

DAVIS ,V. T • The Red-margined Luna, a New Variety, 1912,(2).

FIELD ,W.L.W. The Offspring of a Captured Female Basilarchla pro so r-

pina . 1910,(3).
Hybrid Butterflies of the Genus Basi larchla . 1914.(3).

FORBES ,W • T •M • The Aquatic Caterpillars of Lake Quins igamond. 1910.(9).
~© Another Aquatic Caterpillar (Elophila ). 1911. (2).

The North American Families of Lopidoptora. 1914.(13).
On the Tympanum of Certain Lopidoptora, 1916.(10).

GRINTTELLjF. Some Variations in the Genus Vano s s

a

( Pv ramo i

s

) . 1918.(6).

MAECHAND ,W. The Specific Differences Between Apantosla nai s Drury,
A. vittata Fabr. and A, phalerata Harris, 1917,(2).

NEWCOMB ,H.H. Argynni s cybclc Fab., variety baal ,St reck.Melanie. 1910 (l)»

RAU , P • The Period of Incubation of the Eggs of Sarnia cocropla . 1912. (2).

Notes on the Duration of the Pupal Stage in Certain Lopidoptora.
1913.(2).

REIFF ,W. Argynnis cybolo Fabr* Forma bartsch i. F.Nov. 1910. (4).

S77ETT ,L.W • Goomotrid Notes. A New Variety of Nyctobia* 1910.(2).

WALKER,F.K. Synchronous Movements in Vanes sa antiopa larvae, with
Notes on the Attraction of Certain Male Lopidoptora by the
Females of their Own Species. 1919. (4).
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A highly important paper by Dr. H.E. Hinton, of the British Muse
um, entitled: "On the homology and nomenclature of the setae of lepid-
opterous larvae, with some notes on the phylogeny of the Lepidoptera"
appeared in the July 22 , 1946, Transact ions of the Royal Lntoraolop; i cal
Society of London ( vol. 97 : PP» 1-377* Although wo have known of this pa-
per for some tine, we obtained a copy only very recently. It is so sig-
nificant that we are reviewing it separately from the regular section
on recent papers.

The present paper has only 37 pages, and the author indicates that
it anticipates "some of the results of two papers now in preparation,
one on the systematic position of the Micropterygidae and one on the
natural groups within the Lepidoptera,"

The conclusions on ohylogeny in the present paper are best shown
by the following diagram adapted from Hinton’s Figure 1:

The interrupted lines represent the aone of uncertainty of origin.
That is, the top of the interrupted line shows the latest time the group
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HINTON- cont

may have arisen and the bottom of the same line shows the earliest prob-
able time of origin. The tapered base shows the direction from which
the group evolved. Since Hinton considers the Monotrysia as suborder,
with all of its members derived from one insect, the chart should show
this unity. His chart actually makes the Ditrysia appear to stem from
the Incurvaro idea

.

The classification is based primarily on larval studies, although
the larger categories are characterized also by important morphological
differences of the adults. As is seen from the chart, Hinton follows
Chapman (1917) in placing the Micropterygidae in a separate order (Zeu-
gioptera), closer to the caddis-flies (Trichoptera) than to the Lepid-
optera. He divides the latter into three suborders: the new suborder
DACNONYMPHA, for the- very primitive Eriocraniidae ; Bonier1

!; (1939) sub-
order .MONOTRYBIA , for the Hepialidae, Nepticulidae , and Incurvariidae

;

and Bomer's DITRYSIA, containing all other families. Hinton admits
d ag his "Dacnonympha" equals Packard's (1895)

n Paleo lepidoptera" , but
.ignores priority claims for higher categories, as do too many entomolo-
gists, merely because the International Rules do not directly apply.
In published work your reviewer would unhesitatingly use Packard's
well-composed name in preference to Hinton's. It will be noted that
Hinton considers the Sphingidae among the highest Lepidoptera, with the
outterf lies (Rhopalocera ) below the Macroheterocera and above the Micro-
lepidoptera. This is a widely hold viewpoint.

The major portion of this paper erects a new system for naming the
thoracic and abdominal setae of the larvae. Dyar's and Fracker's sys-
tems are abandoned, with the setal designations based on names (such as
"M" for microscopic

)

, rather than consecutive numbers or Greek letters.
The 24 figures are useful in understanding the new nomenclature.

C.L. Remington

GENERAL NOTES

Don Stallings, at Caldwell, Kansas, reports a very poor spring,
with persistent cold and incessant rain in Kansas. The Stallings and
Turner collecting combine has laid plans for another active summer.
By now they should have returned from a. short trip to northeastern New
Mexico. Later they expected to hit the Black Hills and Wyoming. This
month the destination was to be the high Rockies of Colorado. We hope
to be able to give some of their results at the end of the summer.

Mr. V. Nabokov has contributed an interesting observation on Eur-
opean Catocala , of which he was reminded on reading Dr. Brower's arti-
cle in the June NEWS. He has observed C. f

r

axini , a beautiful Palearc-
tic species, feeding on dead fish in Russia. The habit should be in-
vestigated for American Catocalae . Of course, most collectors have
seen butterflies flocking to well-decayed fish, but we know of no record
for Catocalae or other moths.

Mr. Nabokov also saw Smerinthus nopul i , a European sphinx moth
similar to I achy sphinx mode sta of North America, rushing back and forth
over ponds and puddles at night, flicking the surface of the water with
the tip of their abdomen in the manner of ovipositing dragonflies.
Both sexes exhibited this unexplained behavior, Lep.Soc. members who
are particularly interested in Sphingidae should watch for this habit
in Smerinthu s , Paonias , C res sonia , and Pachy sphinx.
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NOTICES BY MEMBERS

Wanted- All spec! os of the hesperiold genus Megathymus for exchange or
purchase. Many rare Lcpidoptera offered in exchange. P.S. Remington,
5570 Etzcl Avenue, St. Louis 12, Missouri.

Pupae and larvae of Arctiidao, especially Apantesi s , needed for system-
atic studies. Marion E. Smith, Fornald Hall, Amherst, Mass.

Wanted- Samples of the following genera of Satyridae, found in North
and South America: Argyrophorus , Cheimas ,Cosmosatyrus ,Cyllopsis ,Dae-
dalma , Drue ina , Elina,Eretris ,Faunula,Idioneura ,Manerehia ,Neomaeas ,Neo-
satyrus ,Panarche ,Polymastus , Proboscis ,Pseudomaniola ,Pseudosteroma

,

Saratoga ,S inarista ,Steremnia ,Tetraphlehia,Thiemeia,or ZaBirnia. Have
some 5000 duplicates representing perhaps 500 species or varieties of
Lepidoptera from all over the world to offer in exchange. Arthur H.
Moeck, 301 East Armour Avenue, Milwaukee 7, Wisconsin.

EREBIA, OSNSIS , A BRENTHIS, ETC. from Arctic Canada for sale at rea-
sonahle prices. R.J. Fitch,Rivercourse P.O., via Lloydminster, Sask.

Catocalas and their eggs and larvae wanted (also various other Lepidop-
teraTT ""Can offer many Lepidoptera and some rare material in other or-
ders. A.E, Brower, 5 Hosptiai Street, Augusta, Maine.

LYCAENIDAE & PIERIDAE from all parts of North America desired. I am
Building up my collection from scratch, and need virtually everything.
Offer Butterflies of all groups from Southern California. Graham Heid,
1174-5 HesBy Street, North Hollywood, California.

LEPIDOPTERA FROM NOVA SCOTIA of any group offered in exchange for North
American Satyridae, Catocala, Arctiidae (esp. EuBaphe ) , and Geometri-
dae (esp. the Plagodis-Metarranthis group and Car ipeta and Semiothis a )

.

Douglas C. Ferguson, Box (d 17 Armdale P.0. , Halifax, Nova Scotia.

CASCADE MTS. LEPIDOPTERA offered in exchange for species from other
parts of North America. J.C. Hopfinger, Brewster, Washington.

WANTED- North American SPHINGIDAE AND CATO CALA . C.W. Baker, Waynes-
Burg, Ohio.

SPHINGIDAE, ESPECIALLY SPHINX (Hy loicus ) desired. Will collect in any
family of Lepidoptera in exchange. Wm. E. Sieker, 119 Monona Ave.

,

Madison, Wis.

Specializing in systematics and life histories of North American GEO-
MSTROIDEA. Would like to exchange and Buy specimens in this group.
Frederick H. Rindge , 437 Ocean View Ave., Berkeley 7, California.

If you have for exchange or sale North American CATOCALA or SPHINGIDAE
from the Americas (N. & S. ) and Antilles

,
write: Mrs. C, Reed Cary,

Ellet Lane & Wissahickon Ave., Mt# Airy, Philadelphia 19, Pa.

PAPILIOS of the MACHAON group desired. Offering in exchange Lepidop-
tera of any groups from Calif, and Ariz. Also larvae and pupae of the
machaon group are desired, David L, Bauer, P.0. Box 469, Yuma, Ariz.
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Since preparing the June NEWS with the note on Tilden's paper
concerning cants and larvae of Lycaenidae we noticed a paper in the Oct.,
1911, Entpmolo gj cal Mews (pp. 359-363) "by H.M* Bower of Chicago, on the
Early Stages of Lycaena lygdamus Doubleday' 1

. Dower observed egg-lay-
ing and collected eggs and larvae on Lathyrus (Perennial Vetch). He
returned, later in the season and found no re mature larvae abundant.
These were in almost every case attended by ants which made the
search rather easy as the ants invariably led to the discovery of a
orva* " Bower gives descriptions of each instar, as well as the egg

-ad pupae, from reared material. Although he did not see larvae being
carried into the ant nests, such may be the case. That the larvae may
feed on ant larvae, like Maculinea arion in England, is very plausible,
since the captive lygdamus larvae often fed on brother larvae, although
supplied with plenty of food.

•5j -it- -if >£•
-is-

Cne letter in our crest inr mail deserves particular comment.
D 0 L. Bauer, of Yuma, Arizona, while expressing agreement with our com-
ments in the May issue on the faults in regional lists, and with the
general aspects of our stand against naming seasonal forms, asks some
searching questions on the latter point. He gives several instances
of Arizona butterflies which have remarkably different seasonal forms,
such as Pieri s nani, Strymon melinus , and Calephalis nemesis . While

are admittedly striking examples, and there are many others,these are admittc
such as C elias eurvtheme, Z ei-ene caosonia , Pieris pro todice , Papilio
iiiarcellus . Phyc lodes tharo s . and many southwestern butterflies, with
no hesitation it can be said that these seasonal forms should not re-
ceive Latin names and bo considered in cur zoological nomenclature.

ible to iighate these broods of the same insect,When it is do sir
mercly call them! gen , vorn . (spring), gen , aes t. (summer), gen. autum.
(fall), and gen «hlem . (winter). Or if the broods do not follow seasons,
designate them as: gen. I , gen . II , gen . Ill , gen . IV, etc. The only in-
fra-specific categories which
concerned directly in spec iat ion.
forms are so concerned. Seasonal
white females) certainly are not, although their relative proportions
in the population may be characteristics of different races,

deserve Latin names are those which are
Geographic races, and ecological
forms and polymorphic forms ( Co

l

ias

’We are very sorry that our planned schedule for the series of ar-
ticles on Life History Studies has necessarily been changed. We ex-
pect to have most of the articles written by specialists, and due to
too short notice they wore unable to write what we needed in time for
numbers 2, 3, and 4 of the NEWS. Eventually the series will go ahead
as planned. Meanwhile, in order to give you the necessary information
for preserving immature stages of any rare or little—known species you
find this summer, the article on page 31 was prepared.

C.E. dos Passes, A.C. Frederick, and W,P. Rogers took a coopera-
tive collecting trip to Vermont at the end of May in search of Erora
laeta . However, the New England weather thwarted the attempt by remain-
ing cold and cloudy throughout their 3-d.ay stay at the locality.

lepidcpte:
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In another month or two most collectors will have to Interrupt
collecting until next spring, and will begin tallying their available
bartering material for a busy exchange season. In the hope of facili-
tating jomt correspondence and exchanging, the Lepidopterists * Society
will prepare the annual up-to-date list of members, addresses, and spe-
cialties , to be mailed with the October NEVIS. The original plan was
for December, but such a late date would be less desirable from the
viewpoint of exchanging. If you find October the best, it will become
The regular time for distribution of the annual membership list. With
the exchange season approaching, now is the time to send in your insert
for the "Notices by Members" column. At this time of year we will be
glad to expand it to two or even three pages.

H * *

Perusal of American entomological journals which were appearing
about twenty or thirty years ago has reminded us of a trend which vie

are sorry to see. These older numbers contain numerous advertisements
in the exchange columns of moth and butterfly eggs and cocoons and chry-
salids

,
offered for exchange or sale. At least one prominent society ac-

tually sold pupae reared by its members, to build a fund for a specific
purpose. Articles published in the journals by such enthusiasts as Row-
ley, of Louisiana, Missouri, comprised annual accounts of the recent
season's larva collecting. Current journals show current trends in
rarely having any notice offering living pupae. Perhaps the improved
roads and almost universal possession of automobiles has lured collect-
ors out into the "choice" hunting grounds for quick trips and furious
net- swinging

,
and a lack of interest in their local fauna has resulted.

Intensive collecting in one region for several years usually leads to
interest in rearing and life history studies.

The NEWS proposes to lend enthusiastic support to any efforts to
rear Lepidoptera to the pupal stage for exchanging or selling , and of-
fers its pages for advertisements of this sort. We know that many mem-
bers would buy or exchange for living pupae, so we urge anyone with the
inclination for rearing to exploit the condition. If pupae are to be
reared for exchange or sale, it is essential that they be labeled with
the locality from which the parents were taken. Specimens obtained
from pupae should have cabinet value equal to any other specimens of
the same species. In addition, a breeder will not be successful in
selling material unles s the prices are reasonable. The ridiculously
high prices now being asked by the few remaining dealers undoubtedly
dampens the interest of prospective buyers. So get out the rearing
cages and stock up. Good data and fair prices will assure you of plen-
ty of Lepidopterists' Society business.
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4. The Butterflies of California

by John A. Comstock*

Approximately 43 6 species and subspecies are given in Comstock's
Butterflies of California - nearly thirty percent of the presently
known North American butterfly fauna, as listed in the 1938 McDunnough
Checklist. This high degree of representation in one state has given
che book a prominent place in Lepidoptera literature, a position Well
justified by its other qualities^

The 63 colored plates and the generous attention devoted to the
early stages, a specialty of Dr. Comstock, are very useful, Xn the
plates, generally of excellent quality, are to be found examples of
virtually every valid form and most of the aberrations occurring in
California, many taken from types. In addition, for each specimen
illustrated, full data are given as to place and date of capture.

Information on the early stages of a very large number of species
is given in the form of host plants and excellent figures of the egg,
larva, and pupa. Dr. Comstock, with the aid of Commander C.M. Dammers,
has since added materially to the number of California species thus
known, in the pages of the Bulletin of the Southern California Academy
of S cience .

In the text, though descriptions are brief, the habitat, approxi-
mate dates of aopearance, and general range are usually given, and in
the case of very local butterflies, often the exact locality.

At the close of the book there are: a complete check list includ-
ing varietals and synonyms; maps showing the counties and life zones of
California; information on the capture, preservation, arrangement, stor-
age and exchange of specimens; an unfortunately brief discussion of
leading periodicals with addresses; a short description of the grosser
anatomy of butterflies; a reprinting (with original references) of the
author's published papers to 1927.

Criticism of the book may be directed at the inordinate amount of
space given to the descriptions and depictions of aberrations—space
that might have been devoted much more profitably to other material.
Further, the absence of such valuable aids as keys, bibliographic re-
ferences, and anatomical characters of families, has somewhat hindered
its general usefulness.

Though in hi
intended for "the

; introduction Dr. Comstock says that it is primarily
nature lover" the acid test of time has proven its

value to the veteran student as well. It is possible to identi-
fy quite accurately by means of the plates most species of far Western
butterflies,

Harry K. Clench

great

'“‘Published in 1927 by Dr, J.A. Comstock, Los Angeles, California.
334 pp. , 63 color plates, 84 text illus. Listed by Sherman, 132
Primrose Ave. , Mt. Vernon, N.Y.

,

at &15-00.
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4# Alpheus Spring Packard, Jr# ( 1039-1905

)

The rapid development of the biological sciences in the 19th cen-
tury was at the same time the result and the opportunity for the con-
tributions of the great naturalists of that period. The exiguity of
scientific knowledge made it possible for one man to delve into many
fields, with significant consequences. A distinctive example of this
type of naturalist is A, 8. Packard. Although most of his work was in
entomology, he also contributed to other branches of systematic, struc-
tural, and economic zoology, and to geology, paleontology anthropology

,

and embryo logy .

Packard was born in Brunswick, Maine, on Feb. 19, 1839, of a dis-
tinguished lineage of scholars. It was at Bowdoin that Packard com-
menced his higher education, and when still a junior in college he add-
ed fuel to the fire of his enthusiasm by joining a scientific expedi-
tion to Greenland and Labrador. From 1861 to 1864, after obtaining an
A.B. degree from Bowdoin, lie studied under the illustrious Louis Agas-
siz at Harvard University. Uhile there he assisted Samuel Scudder in
the Insect Bent, of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, specializing in
Lepidoptera, and became acting curator from 1862-3* Soon after his
discharge from war service, he became librarian and acting custodian of
she Boston Society of Natural History, again in close contact with
Scudder. In 1867 he married Elizabeth Debby of Salem, and they later
had three children.

Hell fitted by his training under Agassiz, Packard entered in 1867
noon orofessional activities at the. Essex Institute in Salem, Mass,
which seen was absorbed by the Peabody Academy of Science, and Packard
assumed the no sit ion of curator of invertebrates and later Director.
The leading publication of his day, the American Naturalist , had its
inception at Salem during this time, with Packard as editor, a most he
held for over 20 years. VJiiile he v;as with the Peabody Academy he lec-
tured on entomology at several colleges in the region. Having worked
with Agassiz at the famous summer school of biology, Packard also
founded such an organization e.t Salem after Agassiz died. In 1878 he
accepted an appointment to a professorship at Brown University, where
he lectured in zoology and, other scientific fields until his death on
February 14, 1905* Among academic degrees he held were an S.B. , M.A. ,

K.B. , and an honorary Ph.D. and LL.D#

Packard's great contributions to entomology were marked especially
by his several textbooks, bringing together the available knowledge for
tho student, layman, and professional entomologist. His G-uide to the
Study of Insects had 8 editions in 15 years, and A Textbook of Entomo -

logy was for many years the best general book on the subject. YJork on
Lepidoptera, both taxonomic and morphological, penetrated into many
families, his larger works being a monograph on Geometridae and the two
parts of his famous Memoir of the National Academy— "Monograph of the
bombycin*e moths of America north of Mexico, including their transform-
ations and origin of the larval markings." His pioneering in the field
led to his recognition by scientific societies all over the world. He
became a fellow of the National Academy of Science, and of the Linnean
Society of London, and an honorary president of the French Association
for the Advancement of Science. Altogether his published works amount-
ed to over 400, a lasting monument to his immense enthusiasm and ambi-
tion to contribute to the progress of zoology.

-39-
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RECENT PAPERS ON LEPIDCPTERA

25* Bell, Ernest L. "A New Species of Hesperiidae (Lepidoptera, Rhopal-
ocera) from Venezuela." Zoo lo pica JT.Y. Zoo l. Soc . ,vol.32: pp.67-
68, 1 fig. 1-lay 8,1947. Describes new species Yanguna flemingl

(Pyrrhopyginae ) , reared from pupa found at Caripito, Venezuela.
Brief description, male genitalia figured. Pupal skin kept and de-
scribed. Species named for collector.

26. Carpenter, G-.B. Hale "Capture of butterflies in great numbers by the
grass Setaria vert ic illata (L.) Beauv. in East Africa." Proc.
Royal Ent. Soc . London,vol. 21: pp. 49-50. Sept. 16,1946* Reports

a natural "butterfly trap" • The grass, Se taria, had caught thou-
sands cf butterflies by means of barbed bristles on the inflores-
cence, The principal victim was Acraea zetes , all males. A number
of A. orina were caught in separate clumps, as were a very few spe-
cimens of a lapilio , Danaus , and two pierids, Various suggestions
are given as to why the butterflies got into the inescapable grass.
The most probable one is that one insect would be "caught inadver-
tently by the grass, and others would.be attracted to it by vision."
The collector, T.H.E. Jackson, considers this mass destruction a
regular occurrence in Benya*

27. Dickson, C.G-.C* "The life-history of Phasis thysbe L. var. nlgricens
Aur « ( Lep ido pt era , Ly caenida e )

.
" J ourn

•

Ent . Society 8 . Africa
,

vol. 9s pp, 178-192, 23 figs. Feb.28",lS47. Gives a very thorough
description cf egg, all 7 instars of larva, pupa, distribution, and
habits, with figures of all stages and many magnified details. Var.
nigrican s compared with typical thysbe and P. palmus eggs, larvae,
etc, A model of excellent life history study of the kind urgently
needed for American Lepidoptera, and achievable by many Lep. Soc.
members who are willing to be painstaking and thorough.

28. Forbes ,W.T*M* "Buckeyes and Wegener." The Entomologist , vol* 80: pp.
56-58. March, 1947. Dr. Forbes of Cornell Univ. , makes conclu-

sions on zoogeography and geology based on the valves of the male
genitalia in the genus Precis ( Junonia ). The 2 New World species,
P. lavinia and F. vestlna , are closely re la,ted to each other and
distinctly different from the 5 Old. World spp. , in which the African
species are closer to the European than to the American spp. He
believes that the American ancestors came in through the Bering
Straits to Alaska. The Atlantic rift is placed in or just prior to
the Tria.ssic, and is said to be much older than the Africa-Eurasia
separation*

29. Gerould, John H* "Hybridization and Female Albinism in Colia s phllo-
dice and C, eury theme . A New Hampshire Survey in 1943 with Sub-
sequent Data

T

7
" Annals , Ent . Soc* of Americ a , vol. 39 :pp*383-396.

Sept. ,1946. Professor Gerould ’has made the pioneer contribu-
tions to American butterfly genetics during the past 25 years. The
present paper reports field surveys interpreted through his know-
ledge of Colias genetics. He has given careful records of the
spread of C . eurytheme into Hew Hampshire and the dynamic effects
on C. uhiiod lce. Apparently eurytheme males regularly prefer to
mate with euryTlieme females and ’"'interspecific" matings are rare,
especially"where both species are abundant* He maintains that
Philo dice and eury theme should be considered different species
which are hybridizing extensively at present. (We believe that
Hovanitz proved their distinctness on the fundamental sterility
basis without acknowledging the species separation. ) Gerould also



RECENT PAPERS-c ont

.

questions, with clear reasoning, the correctness of lumping these
American Co lias under chry sotheme , typically a Palearct ic insect,
as advocated ty Hagen ( 18837, ~Elwes ( 1884 ) ,

Clark (1941) ,
and Hovan-

itz ( 1943 ,etc • ) . Until chry sotheme can be interbred with eury theme
and philodice , there seems to be no sound course other than to con-
sider it a different species.

30. Howes ,W .(George " Lepidop • era Collecting at the Homer, with Descrip-
tions of New Species," Transac tions , Royal Soc . of N ew Zealand ,

vol. 76 :pp, 139-147, pis. 8, 5* Sept. ,1946." This follows an ear-
lier paper (1943), which gave a list of macro lepidoptora taken in
the Homer district of New Zealand. The present paper is primarily
the list of 128 sicecies of micro lepidoptera taken. Also ^ives some
new records of macros. Describes as new: Aletia no bi 11a (jPhalaen. ),

Xantho rhoe fri~lda(G-eoraetr. ), Prot eodes smi th! , Scoparia yalenter-
nota & S. claranota ( Py ra 1 . ) . Photographs of n. spp. given. Check-
list gives no authorities for spp,.’ No collecting dates listed;,

Among' butterflies ,
Srebia -pinto

,
Vanessa gonerilia, and Chrvsoohan-

us ( Ly caena ) bo 1denarum mentioned as common'"Tall three are also in
Holarctic general.

31a Munro,II*K. "A lengthened pupal period for a moth." Journ.Ent. Soc .

S. Africa,vol. 9*p. 235* Feb. 28, 194?. Records emergence of Luctia
delegorguel female after 4 years as pupa, and another female pupa
still alive after 4 yrs. Two males emerged 1 and 2 years after pu-
pation. How many members have discarded cocoons which failed to
hatch after one year? Such notes as this are interesting and valu-
able.

32 a Rau, Phil "Butterfly Aggregations In Temperate Regions." Annals

,

Ent.Scc. of America, vol. 40:pp. 13-14. March, 1947. Presents
valuable data on laboilt twenty-five aggregations of four species
of butterflies" (Phyciodes tharos, Eurema lisa , Phoebls eubule , and
Everes c ornyntas ) observed one afternoon in a St. Louis County (Mo. )

creek bed. All four species are very gregarious. P. tharo s and E,
cornyntas kept strictly to themselves. G-roups of E. lisa included
smaller numbers of P. eubule . A faulty conclusion is reached be-
cause Mr. Rau, being unfamiliar with butterfly taxonomy, mistakenly
placed P, eubule in the Papilionidae, rather than Pieridaei Every
butterfly collector is well-acquainted with these mud-puddle aggre-
gations and would contribute useful knowledge by carefully record-
ing observations in a large number of cases. There is great doubt
as to the plausibility of Mr. Rau’s statement that butterfly "pre-
dilection for sociability may yet prove to be one of the early steps
in the scheme of evolution of social life among insects

33* Rindge, F.H. "Designation and Distribution of Types of Nept lcula
braunella J ones

.
" Pan-Pacific Entomo logi st ,vol. 23 : p# 25 . J an*

,

1947. Jones had neglected to include type data or to designate
types in describing N. braunella. The Jones collection is now at
the Univ. of Calif. "(Berkeley!. Rindge designates types and notes
the distribution of paratypes to several museums. This species was
omitted from the 1939 McDunnough Checklist. Members will wish to
add it.

O.L.R.
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NOTES PROM A TRAVELLING EDITOR

The first month of our Thysanura and Entotrophi collecting trip
has presented several opportunities to visit Lep. Soc. members, and we
even managed to collect a few interesting Lepidoptera along the way.

At Cornell we received from Prof. W.T.M. Forbes a number of help-
ful comments on tightening up the NEWS • Prof. Forbes’ second part of
his ’Lepidoptera of N.Y. State' will be published shortly. J.G.
Franclemont is continuing his researches on moths at the University.
R,L, Chermock is preparing a taxonomic revision of the genus Limenltis
( Basilarchia and Heterochroa ) , to be completed in the fall, when he ex-
pects to receive his Ph.D., and take up a position with a southern
university. He is also revising two other Satyrid genera, Cercyonis
and Euptychia. We were glad to meet Ross Arnett, editor of""the
COLEOPTERISTS ' BULLETIN, and to exchange ideas with him.

At the U.S. Nat. Museum in Washington we renewed acquaintance with
Dr. Austin H. Clark, who has surmounted a recent illness, and looks
very well. His friend, Carroll Wood, told us that Clark’s 'Butterflies
of Virginia’, comparable to the excellent 'Butterflies of the District
of Columbia’, should be published soon. W.D. Field, whom the writer
knew at Camp Plauche, La., during the war, was rearranging the Papilio
collection in the museum. Probably by now he has transferred from
the Dept. Agric. to the Nat. Museum staff.

We arrived in the Great Smoky Mbs. too early for Speyerla diana ,

the prize butterfly of the region. The Chief Naturalist, Arthur
Stupka, has a good start toward an insect collection. Last year he
took some fine Arctiidae at high altitudes. The collection also in-
cludes a good male of Erora laeta . taken in the Smokies.

The Ozarks of Missouri were having a good Lepidoptera year.
Around the mouth of Big Spring, almost in the spray, we took 2 fresh
Caleph . muticum . a few Feniseca tarquinius , and several other species.
This i3 the' southernmost capture we have made of C. muticum .

Texas was our collecting ground for several days. It was in-
teresting to find the giant noctuid, Thys ania zenobia . common at lights
and resting under rock ledges. In Big Bend Nat. Park Hemi argus
(Echinargus ) isola and another Hemi argus were abundant, along with a
Chlosyne , Pap , daunus , Dan , berenice . Limenltis bredowii and L. astyanax ,

Eurema gundlachia and nicippe . 2 spp. of Phoebis , Str . melinus . and
other widespread butterflies. We took a single Strymon entirely
strange to us. It would be hard to call many of the Pap , polyxenes of
the Big Bend or Carlsbad anything but race americus .

In the High Rockies of Colorado collecting has been excellent, as
always. The season is at least two weeks later than we have ever be-
fore seen it. It is quite surprising to find Euchloe ausonides
coloradensis and E. sara julia still fresh in mid-July, and plenty of
Inc is alia and a Callophrys sVill flying. The snowy late spring nearly
ruined Bill Hammer’s earlier trip here, though Don Eff and Bill took
92 Euphydryas capella in one afternoon. We have been collecting in
our old favorite 3pots with P.S. Remington of St. Louis and Don Eff,
of Boulder, Colo. We spent part of one dsy with the V. Nabokovs of
Cambridge, Mass., in the famous Tolland sphagnum bogs, taking plenty
of Boloria selene (myrina ) tollandensis and some B. frigga sagata .

Two days later, with PSR and Don Eff, we also found B. aphirape
alticola there. Don snagged a couple of Pap , indra and we have several
fine P. brucei . Nabokov reported taking a large number of the rare
Mit oura spinet orum on the road near Estes Park early in the morning.
He has also taken more Eupithecia for Dr. McDunnough© He finds
Colorado much richer than Utah® C.L. REMINGTON
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FOSSIL LEPIDOPTERA

by C.L. Remington

The "natural Glassification" so diligently sought by the great Lap-
idopterists, as well as other zoologists and botanists, can be approach-
ed not only by the study of homologies of the structures of the living
species, but also through a study of the fossil record, Lepidopterists
are rarely aware of the existence of fossils of their group,

Samuel Scudder, a great paleoentomologist as well as Lepidopterist

,

studied the fossil butterflies. Meyrick, and recently Rebel (1934,
,

35)
and Musnezov (194-1) have studied the moths. However, the knowledge of
the Tertiary Lepidoptera, like most Tertiary insects, needs revision to
’"ring it in line with recent work on the living species®

Dr. R.J. Tillyard, probably the greatest student of insect evolu-
tion who has ever lived, believed the first true Lepidoptera separated
iron the Trichoetera (caddis-flies) in the Upper Triassic Age(about 160
million years ago), The great development of the moths and butterflies
occurred in the Cretaceous ( 130 to 66 million years ago), concurrently
with the development of the flowering plants, which now form the food
of most Lepidoptera larvae. Tillyard concluded that the Rhopalocera
(butterflies) are a group well separated from all other Lepidoptera, a-
rising in the Lower or Middle Cretaceous ( 100 million years ago).

The oldest known Lepidoptera actually represented bv fos sils are
Psychidae from the Eocene Green River ShalesTbottom of the Tertiary -

60 million years old). The remarkable Baltic Amber, in which are pre-
served insects in fossil pine resin with every detail visible, has
yielded Micro pterygidae , Eriocraniidae , Incurvariidae

,
Tineidae, Lyon-

etidae, Oecophoridae
,
Gelechiidae, Tortricidae, Pyralididae, Psychidae,

and an uncertain lycaenid. The Baltic Amber is now considered to be
01igocene(40 million yrs, old), but is claimed by Kusnezov to be Eocene
(60 million yrs. old). At any rate, Lepidoptera were well-developed
then, and in many cases the present genera had already evolved 50,000,000
' ears ago. The Baltic Amber contains only small insects, so although
the butterflies and larger moths were undoubtedly abundant by the Oligo-
cene, they are absent from 'the Amber.

From the higher Tertiary beds of Aix and Radoboj in Europe and
Florissant of Colorado have come several butterflies, by far the finest
being the world-famous specimen of Lcudder's Pro dryas persephone from
the Florissant. This specimen is so perfectly preserved that the de-
tails of the antennae, palpi, thorax, abdomen, and wing markings are
clearly visible. Even the form of the scales can be seen under the mi-
croscope! The writer recently examined the type specimen, through the
kindness of Professor F,K. Carpenter, and was amazed at the perfection'
of this rock fossil at least 30 million years old. The families of but-
terflies of the Tertiary include the Pamassiidae, Pieridae, Satyridae,
j Nymohalidae

,
Libytheidae, Lycaenidae, and Hesoeriidae. The moths have

not yet been studied carefully.

The most significant fact for Lepidoptera evolution is that the
morphologically primitive families, such as Micropterygidae and Erio-
craniidae, are well-represented in the fossil record, whereas the

|

highest families are rare or absent. The discovery of middle or low-
er Cretaceous Lepidoptera fossils will be illuminating in testing the
validity of phylogeny based on morphological homologies.
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COMMENT FROM PROFESSOR FORBES

One of the most helpful letters we have received since establish-
ing the NEWS came recently from Prof. W.T.M. Forbe3, of Cornell Univer-
sity. He very validly points out a few errors in the NEWS and adds such
a host of valuable bits of information that we wondered about the most
effective way to make them available to the members of the Society*
Direct quotes under specific subjects probably set the comments off so
that members can use them as supplements to our coverage in the July
NEWS.

1* HANDLING SPEC IMENS (see p u 26) "If one must use chloroform, acetic
ether, carbon tet ; . etc.,, it should be put in a vial inserted in the
cork, so that the fluid will not touch the specimens. Use a cork borer
the right size, make a hole through the cork and insert a small (perhaps
1 dr.) vial, upside down,, Fill this with absorbent cotton and the kill-
ing fluid can be poured on the cotton and will not drip down into the
bottle 0 The same rig is useful with ether only for stupefying females
you want to look over and perhaps save for eggs® Leave them in till
stupefied, but still kicking a little, roll them out and transfer to a
cardboard box or the cyanide as the case requires. In this case the
bottle must be aired when not in use or the ether may decompose and be-
come deadly, I find ether unsafe for killing, -too many recover, espec-
ially at high altitudes. I had to use it in Switzerland and the ether
would sometimes boil in the supply vial when I took the cork out.

"Don ’

t

paper specimens the same day, especially after chloroform,
AC-Eth or C-tet. Leave In a relaxing jar and fix up the next morning,
after the rigor has passed off. Even delicate colors or green moths
will not fade if the specimens had not dried before going into the jar.”

j

"Members of the * smaller i skippers must often be cut across the
metapleura with a lance-needle to release the hind wing muscles, which
will sometimes remain cramped no matter what you do. I find even the
smallest butterflies O.KW from papers, but it is best to use a fairly
large paper and put several in a paper. 5

' (A host of Lep.Soc. members
will rise up in indignation on this one point. Most exchanging collect-
ors consider the correspondent sloppy if he puts more than one in an en-
velope, and most have received boxes with numerous broken antennae, pal-
pi, legs, and even wings because of this method. -C.LoR. ) "Moths are ;

O.Iv. well below the limit you give so far as size is concerned (again
several to a paper); but thick bodied types, even much larger should be
field pinned if possible on account of the tegulae and thoracic tufting,
which may never come back into position with a papered specimen. But th
main reason for field pinning Is to make it possible to sort your catch
before mounting. When collecting for your own mounting later (not where
the papered material is to be used directly in exchange etc.) it is best
to pack two to a paper, with wings overlapping and bodies away from each
other; it makes packing of the papers easier and reduces danger of
crushing. There are several kinds of ’glassine’ envelopes, and one kind
Is all right. But the only test is the relaxing jar; put one in and if
it is limp but not sticky next morning it is reasonably safe to use, and
makes sorting of material easier. Still I agree with you that absorbent
paper is the thing to recommend. For small things a double triangle
(toilet paper folded together with newspaper or the like, with the
tissue paper inside) is sometimes useful."

2. HOLLAND'S BOOK (see p. 27). "I agree on the ’Butterfly Book’. Did
you know that the publishers refused colored plates and Holland paid for
them himself at ^75. each? The plates added in the 'new edition' cost

(cont, on p. 46)
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MISCELLANY

Collecting seems to be poor throughout the entire East® Here in
the vicinity of Boston we can speak from experience* Scarcely an
Incisalia was seen the whole spring* and Lycaenopsis pseudargiolus
( lucia or marglnata ) , usually very thick, was encountered in the form
of a single female l P. rapae and several spp. of Erynni3 have had the
fields and woods nearly to themselves. Others report the same situa-
tion. Dr. F. Munroe, of Quebec, reports the worst collecting in over
50 years, though he adds that he has taken a few interesting things:
Deidamia inscriptum (new to the province), P. rapae var. novangliae ,

and others. In contrast, the YJest seems to be enjoying good collecting
everywhere, as you have probably already noted in our article on page
42 of this issue.

Another new author for the NEWS, with her first article in this
number, is Mrs. Jeanne E. Remington, wife of one of your co-editors®
Specializing in Gall Insects, she hopes to give us for a later issue
an article on gall-making Lepidopt era®

Although we have made no effort to expand our subscriptions to
include countries outside of North America, we can now report 4 for
England , 2 for France , 1 for Honduras and an exchange offer from
Sweden . With the exception of the last, they are all gift subscrip-
tions, from friends here. This might serve as a tip to some of you
other Lep • Soc. members who have correspondents abroad that may be in-
terested in getting the NEYPS® Just 3 end us name and address and a
dollar, and we will enter them on our list, and see that they get the
NEWS promptly, as well as a notification of the donor®

In the second number of the NEWS, on page 21, we mentioned the
theft of a number of butterflies from several Australian Museums. On
almost the same clay that that number was mailed we got our copy of
TIME (June 2), and on page 38 found an elaboration of the same incident,
which fills in some interesting gaps in the story. For those who may
not have seen it § 1) the collector’s name is given—Colin V/• Wyatt
(we prefer the term collector—he IS a Lepidopt erist ) ; 2) several
species are mentioned: Adaluma urumelia , Qgyris zozine splendida , the
Diana Moonbeam ( Philiri

s

d. dianaT—all Lycaenidae , and no others are
mentioned l 3) causes a wrecked marriage

£

Those of you engaged in the breeding of Lepidoptera will be in-
terested to learn of a new type of breeding cage now on the market, of
metal and plastic construction® The cage come3 in several sizes, from
a maximum of 10 ,s to a minimum of 4 ,f

»> Other sizes and types can he
made to individual specifications® For details write Bio Metal
Associates „ Box 346, Beverly Hills , California ^

In one of the next two issues we will present a much enlarged list
of the Board of Specialists (sec the June NEWS)®
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FORBES--cont , from p.44

him 2 or 3 times as much. I think a new ’Butterfly* and ’Moth Book’
should use the old plates, with a new text, but it might not be easy for
a new writer to match his style. Most of us are either sloppy or dry.”
(The dryness of present-day scientific papers is a ’’pet-peeve” of ours,
and we expect to say more on the subject later • --Eds •)

•

3i LITERATURE REVIEWS (see pp. in each issue). ”1 wonder that so many
editors cry o’ut for more illustration, but always charge the authors
extra for them, even in the case (line cuts), where they really cost
hardly more per page than text. Journals in other fields do not do
this. They either include simple figures in the article as a matter of
course, or else view them as unimportant , -only entomological editors
seem to be so inconsistent a3 to ask for them and charge extra.” (The
NEWS editors are looking forward hopefully to an endowed fund to finance
illustrations In the Lep. Soc. journal for research papers when the pro-*

pitious time for fouding that journal arrives.)

4. 'PRESERVING EARLY STAGES (see p. 31). Prof. Forbes gives a detailed,
complicated set of ’instruct ions for preserving larvae. This will be in-
cluded in a later issue of the NEWS, but most collectors will find our
method on p. 31 the most practical. ”As to pupae I usually advise sav-
ing the emerged shells. The structures are always clear, and the deter-
mination surer than a field-found pupa can ever be. I admit parasitized
ones, if the parasite came out the side, make the finest specimens 9 I

consider there is no excuse for a man who is rearing material to throw
away all the pupa shells.”

5. HINT ON (see p. 33). Prof. Forbes disagrees with Hinton, feeling that
he overlooks or undervalues too many important characters. Prof .Forbes
pointed out dome weak spots in Hinton’s arguments to the senior editor
j.n a most convincing manner on the latter’s visit to Ithaca in June.

6c ON SPRING IDS OVER WATER (see p. 34). ”1 once saw a sphinx in South
America behaving as Nabokov's populi did, so far as I could see; I as-
sumed it was drinking, but it was flying back and forth just above the
wacer surface. I did not catch it but think it was a Perigonia, ... cer-
tainly not a Smerinthine •”

7. Prof. Forbes states his viewpoint on nameability below the rank of
species in a rather orthodox system undoubtedly used by most of the old-
er butterfly taxonomists, and in many ways firmly revised since the ge-
net leal explanations for phenotypic variation have been made known, and
we are omitting his full statement from this issue. However, the fol-
lowing statement will probably be agreed with by all conservative taxo-
nomists, and needs emphasis ; ”0n the other hand I don't think races
should be named unless they are at least 90% identifiable without the
locality label (perhaps 75/3 in the special case where a monograph of
the whole variation of a species is being made).”

Our warmest thanks go to Prof. Forbes for his contribution.

A series of unforeseen events and the summer-long absence of one
editor have resulted in the long delay in completing and mailing No.4
of the NEWS. We are hurrying it off now with apologies for its lateness
and the out-of-date quality of some previously mimeographed pages. Ex-
pect No.5 after several days and a return to schedule with No.6. CLR
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He'mbers are invited to contribute to this page any special requests.
There will he no cost for inserting notices. Unless withdrawn sooner
by the contributor, each notice will be carried for three consecutive
numbers. If the notice is to be continued, the contributor must again
submit it, with new wording. Please try to make the wording interest-
ing, to improve the chances of its success. There will be no limit
set on length of notices, but overly verbose ones may be rewritten to
..economize on space. Your needs have an excellent chance of being met

• - r:"o u~sh this column, so submit your notice now.

hunt ed- All species of the hosperioid genus Megathymus for exchange or
purchase. Many rare Lopidootera offered in exchange. P.S. Remington,
5570 Etzel Avenue, St. Louis 12, Missouri

Pupae and larvae of Arctiidae, especially Anantes ls , needed for system-
atic studies. Marion E. Smith, Remaid Hall, Amherst ,

Mass.

Wanted- Samples of the following genera of Satyridae, found in North
and South America: Argyrophorus , Cheimas ,Co smosatyrus ,Cyllopsis ,Dae~
dalma ,Drucina ,Elina ,Eretris ,Faunula , Idioneura ,Manerebia,Neomaeas ,Neo-
satyrus ,Panarche ,Polymastus , Proboscis , Pseudomanio la , Pseudo steroma

,

Sabatoga ,S inarista ,Steremnia ,Tetraphlebia ,Thieme la , or Zabirnia. Have
some 5000 duplicates representing perhaps 500 species or varieties of
Lopidoptera from all over the world to offer in exchange. Arthur H.
Iloeck, 301 East Armour Avenue, Milwaukee 7, Wisconsin.

SHELIA, CENEI3, & BRENTKIS, STO . from Arctic Canada for sale at rea-
sonable prices. R.J. Fitch,Rivercourse P.O. , via Lloydminster , Sask.

Ont o calas and their eggs and larvae wanted (also various other Lepid-
optora) . Can offer many Lepidootera and some rare material in other
orders. A.E. Brower, 5 Hospital Street, Augusta, Maine.

LYCAENIDAE & PIERIDAE from all parts of North America desired. I am
building up my collection from scratch, and need virtually everything.
Offer butterflies of all groups from Southern California. Graham Heid,
1174-5 Hesby Street, North Hollywood, California.

You are invited to place your name in the
Names classified and listed by groups and
and science, amateur and professional. No
SCIENTISTS' DIRECTORY, Eox 1344, Hartford

Scientists' Directory
covering all lines of
charge for listing.

1, Connecticut.
51
-

nature

IF YOU BUY, SELL, OR DETERMINE MATERIAL
put your name in the SERVICE DIRECTORY,
rnent, and supplies for nature lovers and
ford 1, Conn.

c ^-,i' T rn
UjJjW x

Thi
sci

TO YOU FOR DETERMINATION

,

s covers specimens, equips
entists. Box 1344, Hart-

Butterflies of genus IN

C

lSALTA desired for examination, exchange, or
purchase, from ALL PARTS CF NORTH AMERICA, for taxonomic revision now
in preparation. Harry K. Clench, 48 Avon Hill St.

,

Cambridge 40, Mass.

PLEASE NOTIFY THE NEWS OF CHANGE CF ADDRESS



(Continued from page 47)
r

ENGLISH BUTTERFLIES. 272 specimens of 65 species (total English
species: 72), set Engl, style (low). Will give these to anyone who
will pay postage and return boxes promptly, as I need space in my
cabinet. Arthur D. Hall, Great Village, Nova Scotia, CANADA.

FOR SALE. Eight glass-topped wood insect cases, 12 x 16 x 21 , very
slightly used. $>40.00. Roderick R. Irwin, 1005 S. Bloomington St.,
Streator, Illinois.

WANTED: Satyridae of the genus Minois from all parts of North America,
esp* M. darnel . Exchange or examination, for purposes of a revision.
Ralph L* Chermock, Dept. Entomology, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.

WANTED: N. Am. butterflies, all groups. Buy or exchange. Have many
rare N. Am. and tropical spp. I particularly desire arctic material.
Robert G. Wind, Rt. 1, Box 145, Livermore, California©

In the May NEWS we requested authors of papers on Lepidoptera to
send us a few reprints of each paper for distribution to members re-
questing them. Understandably, several members have written asking to
be placed on a permanent mailing list for any of these reprints we re-
ceive. We regret that we will not be able to handle the distribution
in this manner, in fairness to all the members and because of the
limited number of reprints which will be available. Any separates
which we receive will be mentioned in the NEWS and will be distributed
among members requesting them in the fairest way we can devise.

Your travelling editor this summer is covering a good bit of
ground. For those of you wishing to contact him, here is a list of
dates and addresses:

Aug. 1
Aug® 8
Aug® 22
Aug. 29
Sept. 14
Later

The "Whistling Moth", Hectasia fenestrata Bois., an agaristid of
Australia, is so named because of the clear whistling sound produced
in flight by a ribbed membranous area on the fore wings.

1324 Panchita Place, Santa Barbara, Calif.
Eureka, Calif. (Gen. Del.)
c/o J.C. Hopfinger, Brewster, Washington
Yellowstone Nat. Park (Gen® Del.)
5570 Etzel Ave., St. Louis 12, Missouri
Home port: Biology Laboratories, Harvard, Cambridge, Mass

THE LEPIDOPTERISTS 1 NEWS is the monthly newsletter of The Lepidop-
terists* Society. Membership in the Society is open to anyone in-
terested In the study of butterflies and moths. The dues are $>1.00

per year, and the NEWS is sent to all members. Please make checks and
money orders payable to: Charles L. Remington, Treas . Address all
communications to P.0. Box 104, Cambridge 38, Massachusetts

•
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PLANS FOR A SEASON SUMMARY

The November NEWS will be devoted almost completely to regional
summaries of the Lepidoptera collecting season in America north of
Mexico. This will be intended as an annual event, so that after a
few years it may be possible to begin to understand the cyclic nature
of butterfly and moth population fluctuations and other important
trends. Any success in this project will be attributable only to the
cooperation of Society members from all sections of the continent.
Thus we urge as many as possible to contribute their reports. Even-
tually we expect to have each regional summary assembled by one member
from each region, but this first year only the West has been so set up.

The points we hope to have answered are: 1) Was the flight period
of the various species earlier or later than the average? 2) If either
early or late, did it return to normal or otherwise change as the
season progressed? 5) Did unusual climatic events (cold, drought,
excessive rain, hurricanes, etc.) occur, and if so, what was their
effect on Lepidoptera? 4) Did biological or human agencies (para-
sitism, fires, birds, etc.) affect Lepidoptera this year in an unusual
way? 5) Did any individual species show very unusual changes--rare
species suddenly common or vice versa?

It is not very helpful merely to call the season good or bad. In
England it was found that collectors called any season bad which
wasn’t well above the average. We need more details.

See page 50 for a sample of the type of season summary needed.

California, Arizona, and Nevada collectors please send summaries
t o : Mr. Lloyd M. Martin , L03 Angeles County Museum , Exposition Park ,

Los Angeles . Calif . Washington, Oregon,” Idaho, and British Columbia
collectors send summaries to: Mr. J.C. Hopfinger , Brewster ,

Washington . Collectors In New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, Montana,
Alberta, and Saskatchewan write to; Mr . Donald Eff , 820 Grant Street ,

Boulder , Colorado . Other central summarizers have not been organized
Nils year, so members in all other regions please send summaries to
the editor. In order to be included in the Season Summary reports
need to be received before October 30th. All contributors will be
listed in the November NEWS.
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C.V. RILEY & LIFE HISTORY STUDIES

”The field is wide and there is an abundance of work to do, and
more particularly serious work# It is more creditable to any author
to publish some full and complete account of any one insect, whose
characters and habits have hitherto been unknown, or a synopsis or
monograph of some genus or family, than to cast to the world a whole
number of hasty descriptions of species; for while descriptive work
thoroughly and faithfully done is of the highest order and most cred-
itable, it is a fact that many entomological writers have busied them-
selves with descriptive work which has had little other result than
to confuse and perplex all subsequent honest and serious workers in
the same £3. eld, ...it is chiefly among Lepidoptera that the unsatis-
factory and careless descriptions prevail.

”

- Excerpt from 1886 Presidential Address
to Entomological Society of Y/ashington©

As noted on page 46 of the 11August” issue, certain unexpected
events took the HEWS off of the schedule so carefully followed in the
first two numbers. The July NEWS appeared in early August and Septem-
ber issue was not mailed until September 27. Thus, the current number
is not going out until mid-October. However, number 6 should be out
before the end of the month, and its dateline will again be correct.
As announced on page 37, the annual membership list will accompany the
October issue. Editor Clench has left Cambridge to enter the Univer-
sity of Michigan and consequently may be unable to take an important
part in the preparation of the NEWS. The help of Mrs. Jeanne E. Reming-
ton greatly eases the editorial burden, but there remains a real need
for more contributions such as those of Dr. Brower (pp. 19,20, and 57).
We hope to have more book reviews and life history notes written by
specialists and biographies written by those with extensive libraries
available. (We hope to have an article on Dr© Barnes by Dr* J.
McDunnough during the next few months.) Meanwhile, please bear with us
when the NEWS is not precisely on schedule, remembering that now it is
virtually a one-man job.

---- SAMPLE SEASON SUMMARY

A sample terse, but instructive summary might read thusly: ” In
general, the Lepidoptera were distinctly less abundant than usual.
After a good early spring, a long cold spell in late May ruined col-
lecting so that the Euchloe and Incisalia did not appear at all.
Thruout June the coolness persist ed, but collect ing slowly improved,
with all species flying about 3 weeks later than normal© Mitour

a

iamon, a May flier, actually was common in late JuneJ By mid-July
the flight periods had ” caught -up” and the later summer Lepidoptera,
such as the Catocala

,,
many sphingids, aegeriids, Sgeyeria, and blues,

occurred on the usual dates and in average numbers. The Strymon pu-
pae produced far more yellow chalcid wasps than adult Strymon , so
all members of this genus were relatively scarce® Acronicta americana
was also heavily parasitized, and the Euphydryas phaeton larvae were
killed in large numbers by a fungus. Dolba hylaeus , normally very
common at flowers, was not found once and their usually abundant lar-
vae could not be located on the Pawpaw shrubs. Catocala sappho and
S b rymon m-album were taken here for the first time® Hesperia metea ,

a very rare species here, was again taken In April®”
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BOOK REVIEWS

5® The Moth Book""'

A Popular Guide to a Knowledge of the Moths of North America

by W ® J © Holland

The Butterfly Book by the same author was reviewed in the June
NEWS® As Holland frankly stated, The Moth Book is an even less com-
prehensive, but popular guide to moth collecting® The pompous preface
explains carefully that it was impossible to describe and figure all
the North American moth species in one volume, so that "the effort was
made to select those species which would adequately represent the
various families and the commoner and more important genera®’'

After four chapters on life-history, techniques, classification,
literature, etc®, the book becomes for over 400 pages a briefly anno-
tated enumeration of families, genera, and species of moths® As was
Holland's custom, the book is sprinkled with eight delightful essays
on mothy subjects® The stirring "Sugaring for Moths" must have easily
converted even Holland's friend, Andrew Carnegie, to the ardent pursuit
of the genus Catocala l The annotated species list necessarily has only
a few words concerning each moth, generally only distribution and host
plant being given® The 48 plates are all in color, containing photo-
graphs of 1505 specimens® Plate I is of larvae, painted by Mrs# Wm®
Beut enmuller® There are also 263 text figures® It is very unfortunate
that a large number of the moths on the plates are misident ified, the
Cat oc ala being the worst® (A series of corrections is being undertaken
cy'~the NEWS, the first of which is on page 57 of this Issue®) The
plates are so good that when a new Moth Book is published Holland's
"dates might well be retained® Even with their many incorrect identif-
ications they compensate somewhat for the incomplete and too fre-

quently mistaken text# Holland easily could have had space for many
mere species and details had he been able to condense the overly ver-
bose grandiloquence which always bound him®

Holland wrote at the end of the book what seems a fair appraisal
of his opus ; "we feel® c . that we have given a fuller and more complete
review of the whole subject to American students than has ever been
essayed In any book by any other writer® #©#the task has been®« 0 with
the sole purpose of popularizing knowledge and helping those who have
eyes to see and ears to hear, to understand something of a world which
becomes the more wonderful the more we knov/ of it®"

Published in 1903, reprinted 1937, by Doubleday, Doran & Co®, New
York® 479 & xxiv pp®, 48 plates (color) , 263 text figs®

C ®L« Remington
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RECENT PAPERS ON LLP IDOPTERA
jl

34. Adamczewski, Stani3law “Notes on the Lepidoptera of Poland* 11 The
Entomologist , vol. 00, pp, 102-106, 133-136* May, June, 1947#

Author continued scientific observations during German occupation
and under great hazard. His work was greatly hampered when the
Germans deliberately burned his library, notes, and collections*
Present paper written from memory* Includes leaf-miners on
Arctostaphylos , oak, and Populus, Lepidoptera of Gypsophila and
Larix, and a new method of capturing insects by light (by ultra-
violet, to circumvent German blackout regulations) which yields
species not caught at white light.

35j> Bell, p*L* “A Catalogue of the Ilesperioidea of Venezuela. 11 Bol-
et in de Entomologia Venezuelana , vol* 5, pp. 65-203* Dec*
31, 1946. Known to us only from review by Torre-Bueno in

Bulletin Brooklyn Ent . Soc, Said to list 155 genera with 409 spp*

36. Bell, Ernest L. “A New Genus and Some New Species and Subspecies
of Neotropical Hesperlidae“ . Am. Mus eum Novitates no* 1354,
12 pp., 10 figs* Aug* 18, 1947* Another of Mr. Bell’s fine

studies on American skippers* Describes new genu3 Zalomes, gen-
otype Z. colobus n. sp. (Colombia); also includes conspicua
(Hayward) described in genus Molo, from Ecuador* Other new spp*
ares Phocides ,j ohnsoni (Colombia), Codatractus amazonensis
(Colombia & Brazil )

~ Pellicia borra (Colombia) Pholisora lorea
(Colombia) Dalla guasca (Colombia) ,

Dalla dora (Ecuador!, Rhinthon
sarus (Brazil)V Lerodea hoffmanni (Mexico), and Vorates paramus
TColombia). New subspp, are: G orgopas viridiceps sneiderni
(Colombia), Dalla guasca equatoria (Ecuador!! and Poanes zabulon
richteri (Colombia!! The male genitalia of the 10 n. spp. are
figured,”

37c Bell, Ernest L, “Atrytone slngularis Herrich-Schaff er and the
subspecies in's o

l

ata Bubler Am. Mus . Novitates , no* 1359,
5 pp., 1 fig* Aug. 22, 1947* ST _s. singularis formerly

known only from unique male type (Guantanamo, Cuba ) * Bell records
two fresh pairs, taken 1943-46, also in Oriente Province, and a
female from “Cuba' 5

, Species is undoubtedly very rare or local.
Both sexes described in detail and male genitalia figured. Race
insolata, of Jamaica & Hispaniola, much commoner than Cuban race,
also described and compared in detail. Bibliography given*

38* Chapin, James P* “Cocoon to the Nth Power,“ Natural History (N.Y. ),
vol. LVI, p 141. Mar., 1947, Brief account, wiTh photo, of

huge coranunal coooon containing 300-400 individual cocoons of
Anaphe , the African Processionary caterpillar, found in the Gold
Coast,

39. Clark, Austin H. “The Interrelationships of the Several Groups
within the Butterfly Superfamily Nymphaloidea. ” Proc . Ent .

Soc . Washington, vol. 49, pp. 148-149. June, 1947. Charac-
terizes this superfamily by having prothoracic (fore) legs reduced
in both sexes. Divides it primarily on larval characters. Recog-
nizes 3 subdivisions:

1. Larvae spineless & fusiform: Satyridae, Brassolidae,
Morphidae, Apaturidae.

2. Larvae spined & cylindrical: Marpesiidae, Nymphalidae,
Ergolidae, Argynnidae, Acraeidae*

3. Larvae spineless & cylindrical, with long fleshy filaments:
Danaidae*
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RECENT PAPERS-cont

39 « (cont.) Paper ends with list of families, subfamilies, and some
tribes of Nymphaloidea. Clark distinguishes melitaeids from
argynnids in that former "commonly wave their wings a few times
before bringing them together, like vanessids." Reviewer feels
uncertain of this distinction© Eyewitness accounts from members
will be welcome to the NEWS# A separate kindly sent by Dr. Clark
shows an important printing omission in the list of higher
categorieso

40* Corbet, A»S e "The Forms of Idrusia nyctelius (Dbl. 1845 ) (Nymphali-
dae) in the Malay Peninsula!11"” The" Entomologist , voi. 80,
pp» 28-29© Feb© 1947. Genus close to Apatura . Polymorphic

females, mimicking Euploea . Names as new, isina for female form
mimicking males of E. dioclet ianus, with almost no description at

all®

41® Corbet, A.8. " Nacaduba o lyetti , a new species of Lycaenid from
Ceylon ( LepidopteraT® Proc . Roy .Ent . Soc . London (B), vol.16,
pp.1-2, 3 figs® 13 Mar® 19^7 • ’Describes this lycaenid as

new and names it for L«G, Olyett Woodhouse, with simple drawings
of male genitalia®

42* Dannreuther, T® "Migration Records, 1946*” The Entomologist , vol.

80, PP» 107-112, 137-144* May, June, 194*7 • Summarizes 1946
migrations, mostly of Lepidoptera, in England, with brief notes on
other parts of northwestern Europe®

43. Davis, R»A, "Notes on urticating Lepidopterous larvae becoming of
some local medical importance," Proc . Roy . Ent . Soc . London
(A), vol® 22, pp. 3-4, 5 May 1947. Records large scale out

-

break of urticarial weals among humans around Beirut, Lebanon,
caused by hairs of Pine Processionary Moth (prob. Thaumatopoea
pityocampa Schiff

)

, Even breeze seemed to carry the hairs. Also
reports severe weals from larvae of Limacodidae in Gold Coast --
apparently alleviated by juices of larva applied to weal,

44. Evans, W.H. "Hesperiana"
, Proc .Ent 9 Soc .Wash , , vol, 49, pp, 162-163.

June, 1947. A cursory survey of the progress of skipper study,
including a historical summary, remarks on the role of genitalic
studies. Estimates there are 2600 spp. (9000 names) and 450 genera
of Hesperiidae, with over half the genera and species in the
Americas. Reports that a catalogue of Old World species (except
Africa, which has been covered already) is ready for publication,
and a catalogue for America is under preparation,

45. Fletcher, T.B. "Some species of Cosmoclost is (Lep, :Alucitidae )"

•

Proc *Roy ,Ent , Soc 6 London (B), vol. 16, pp. 42-52. 9 June 1947®
Describes as new: Cosmoclost is chalconota (Uganda), C» brachybela
(Transvaal), and C. ieucomochla (Ceylon & India) » C. hemiadelphia
(Australia), and C. lampro s ema~~ ( New Ireland), all of which had
gone under Meyrick T s aglaodesma ® The ten species of the genus
occur only in Africa, Ceylon - Burma, and Australia-New Ireland,
a support for the Wegenerian Hypothesis of Continental Drift®
Fletcher has the interesting viewpoint that holotype-allotype need'
not be distinguished, and he uses "paratype" as applying to any
specimen found to be identical with the "type" 11 No figures given .
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RECENT PAPERS-cont

•

46* Freeman, T.N. ”A New Generic Assignment for Archips fumiferana
(Clemens), the Spruce Budworm.” Canadian Ent . , vol. 79, p. 21.
Feb* 1947c Well-known economic pest placed in genus

Choristoneura Lederer, reasons to be given in later paper.

47 o Freeman, T©Nc ’’The External Anatomy of the Spruce Budworm, Chor -

istoneura fumiferana (Clem.)”* Can u Ent * , vol. 79, pp. 21-31,
TO figs." Febo 1947. A portion of a Ph.D. thesis. Describes

external morphology of this tortricid, with 10 clear drawings,
showing the structures described. References included.

48. Gabriel, A.G. ”A New Species of Phas is (Lepid. Lycaenidae) from
Sopth Africa.” The Entomologist , vol. 80, pp. 60-61. Mar.,
1947. Phasis dicks on

i

n 0 sp. from Cape Province described in
detail. Types in Brit. Museum.

49. Haggett, L.G. ’’Lepidoptera Taken at Light at Arundel in 1945-1946,”
The Entomologist , vol. 13, pp. 97-101. May, 1947. List 249

spp. of moths taken at light in England and gives general observa-
tions.

50. Haydak, Mykola H. '’Rearing Clothes Moth and Black Carpet Beetle in
the Laboratory.” Journ .Econ .Ent . , vol. 40, pp. 278-280. Apr.
1947. Describes technique, food mixtures, etc. used for large-

scale rearing of Tineola biselliella Hum. and the beetle.

51. Hedges, A.V. ”A List of Manx Lepidoptera.” The Entomologist , vol.
80, pp. 44-46, 62-66, 89-94, Feb., Mar., AprT^ 194^7 . From the

Isle of Man, lists 170 spp., including 16 butterflies.

52. Jenks, G.E. & Kay McKay, ’’Ugly Duckling,” Natural History (N. Y.),
vol. LVI, pp. 306-309, Sept., 1947. 13 fine photos showing

life cycle of Tussock Moth, Hemerocampa vetusta Bois.

53. Lempke, B.J. ” Bena prasinana (Lep.)j Another Nomenclatorial Dif-
ficulty,” The Entomologist , vol. 80, pp. 128-132, pi. II,
figs. 3,4. June, 1947. Corrects misapplication of Linnaeus’

name, under which bicolorana Fuessley falls as a synonym, because
no one had bothered to go back and read the original description
carefully.

54. McDunnough, J. ”The Agrotid Genus Agrotiphila Grt . and its Geno-
type.” Can .Ent . , vol, 79, pp. 38-39. Feb. 1947. Careful back-

checking of type material in British Museum results in synonymizing
Agrotimorpha Benj . under Agrot iphila Grt. (without front prominence)
and resurrecting Qrosagrot is Hampson (distinct frontal prominence).
Grote thought the genotype specimen to be montana Morr., but was
actually Colorado Smith. Also surmises from figure of female
genitalia that subgenus Menada Kozh. is synonym of Qrosagrot is
Also transfers churchi liens is McD. from Agrotiphila to EuxoaT

"

55. Moeck, A.H. ”A New Subspecies of Speyeria atlantis (Edwards) from
New Mexico (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae ) .” Ent . News , vol. 58, pp.
73-75, 4 photos. March, 1947. New race described from north-

central New Mexico. Description regrettably brief and differences
from race nausicaa of Arizona seem rather slight. Details of data
of type series presented well. Clear photos of both surfaces of
holo- and allotype given. Primary types taken In copula . The new
race was named dorothea.
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RECENT PAPERS -c one 1.

56* Needham, J.G. "A Moth Larva that Lives on Pern Spores (Lepidopter-
a; Heliodinidae ) «" Proc .Ent ® Soc .Wash ., vol. 49, pp. 165-166 0

June, 1947* Careful description of nest and habits of Erineda
elyella Bu3ck feeding on spores of fern Acrostichum aureum in Fla®

57* Remington, P.S® "Notes on the Type Locality of Speyeria egleis
secreta dos Passos and Grey." Ent . News , vol. 58, pp. 99-100*
Jpr. 1947. Corrects careless labelling of original collector

of secreta , records exact type locality, and gives additional rec-
ords of occurrence. A clear proof of the necessity of including
accurate data with all specimens collected®

58. Richards, A.G. "Studies on Arthropod Cuticle® I® The Distribution
of Chit in in Lepidopterous Scales, and its Bearing on the In-
terpretation of Arthropod Cuticle®" Annals Ent . Soc .of Ameri-
ca , vol. 50, pp. 227-240. June, 1947. For some years Dr. Rich-

ards, enthusiastic Lepidopterist and insect physiologist, has car-
ried on a campaign to correct the old textbook characterization
of insect (and other arthropod) cuticle as "a chitinous exoskel-
eton". He concludes that the cuticle is actually "a plasticized
protein sheet®. .subdivided by. . .waxes .. .and chit in”. The present
paper records results of analysis of scales of 109 species of Lep-
idoptera in 103 genera of 45 families. His table shows that
scales of 3 species contained no chitin, scales of half the species
were largely chitin, and the others had lesser amounts® Black
scales were always chitinous. Fore wing scales were chitinous
more often than hind wing scales. Marginal scales were more of-
ten chitinous than wing center scales. Iridescent scales were
always non-chitinous while non-irIdes cent scales contained chitin
in Morpho and all other iridescent species except Chlorippe sera-
phina Hbn® Newly developed scales in the pupal wing have no chi-
tin even when strongly chitinous in adult wing® McDunnough check-
list followed in listing of species®

59. Stallings, Don B« & J®R. Turner, "Notes on Kansas Butterflies
with Description of a New Subspecies." Journ . Kansas Ent . Soc .

,

vol® 20, pp® 93-94. July, 1947. Report Amb lylTci rt' e a oslari
and Glaucopsyche lygdamu3 as residents of Barber Co®, Kansas.
Kansas lygdamus described as new subspecies G« lygdamus .jack! .

Described in detail and distinguished from all other races, but no
photograph given. Primary types retained in authors' collection*

60. Sugden, J.W., A.M. Woodbury, & Clyde Gillette "Notes on Migrations
of the Painted Lady Butterfly in 1945®" Pan-Pacific Ent®, vol®
23, pp. 79-83. Apr® 1947. Dispersal northward flights in Utah

previously reported by one or all of these authors in 1924, 1930,
1931, 1935, and 1941* Flight of 1945 in Utah was less than 1941
and in California, greater than 1941. During the six migrations
observed in over 20 years the height of flight in Utah varied from
March 30 to May 8* The 1941 flight oviposited on all thistles in
the route® The 1945 flight did not, since it was too early for the
thistle plants. A valuable field study.

61. Wind,R.G. & H.K. Clench, "The Genus Callict ita (Lepidopt era, Ly-
caenidae)". Psyche , vol« 54, pp. 57-61. Mar. 1947® New

Guinea genus with one species, three races, one C. cyara arfak -
lana described as new and apparently well worth naming®
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BRIEF BIOGRAPHIES

5. Charles Valentine Riley (1843-1895)

An eager, talented English boy, winning prizes at school for his
artistic yet accurate drawings of butterflies, was to become several
decades later one of America’s most distinguished entomologists* Char-
les Valentine Riley was born near London on September 18, 1843, and ed-
ucated in England, France, and Germany* At the age of 17 he came to
the United States and settled on a farm in Illinois* His great inter-
est in insects opened many opportunities for scientific observations
even while he worked as a farmhand, and this knowledge provided a back-
0round for his position four years later on a prominent Chicago agri-
cultural journal. The Prairie Farmer * as reporter and editor of the en-
tomological section* In 1368 he was appointed State Entomologist of
Missouri, a position in which he served capably for ten years •• When
the grasshopper plague of 1873-77 swept over the Great Plains, Riley
was commissioned director of the government committee to study and plan
the control of the pests* In 1378 he accepted the post of entomologist
in the U*S* Bureau of Agriculture* He was an able administrator and.

admirably organized the Division of Entomology as its first chief* One
of his most ardently pursued projects was the establishment of state
and federal agricultural experiment stations* At length, in 1894, be-
cause of poor health, he resigned from active government work in order
to spend the remainder of his life on his own research*'

Because of hi3 inquisitive nature, keen observation, and clear
writing, C*V* Riley holds a lasting position of honor in American ent-
omology. Goode reported that Riley published the astonishing number of
over 1600 papers l The famous nine Missouri Reports on destructive in-
sects are filled with thorough descriptions and life histories, of
which Darwin wrote that he was "struck with admiration" • He studied
the habits, biology, and morphology of insects in many orders, and
abundantly illustrated his papers with his own excellent drawings* By
depositing his extensive collection, he established the Insect Depart-
ment of the U*'S*' National Museum, and became its honorary curator* He
also founded the Entomological Society of Washington* The French gov-
ernment awarded him the Legion of Honor medal for his aid in the study
and control of grape phylloxera*

Riley’s active interest in butterflies and moths probably stemmed
from hi 3 acquaintance as a boy with W*C* Hewitson, noted English Lepi-
dopterist* He collected and drew these insects even then, and later in
America undertook investigations of habits and biology in many groups
of Lepidoptera; for example, he discovered the carnivorous habits of
the larvae of Feniseca tarquinius * Although not a "systematist", he
did describe new genera and species in several families of moths* One
of his most extensive observations was on the Yucca moths, Pronuba and
Prodoxus , and on the Yucca borer. Megathymus , His constant emphasis
on the importance of habit and life history studies i3 illustrated by
the excerpt from one of his speeches quoted on p* 50*

It was an ironic tragedy and inestimable loss to entomology that
at the age of 52, less than a year after Riley resigned from formal
duties to pour his full energies into research, he was injured in a
bicycle accident and died within a few hours* Thus ended suddenly a
brilliant and potentially more productive career*

Jeanne E, Remington

Erratum: for "September" in line 3» paragraph 2, page 50, read "August".
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Changes and Corrections to Holland’s Moth Book - 1*

by Dr* A*E* Brower

Nomenclature of insects is not yet in the stabilized condition so
nany uninitiated collectors seem to expect* Name changes must some-
times be made, due to the accumulation of new specimens, the applica-

of new methods of taxonomy, careful study of older literature, and
v'rrection of careless earlier work* The Moth Book by Holland has
jr : i and still remains the most valuable book the American amateur col-
'fcctor can obtain. Consequently a series of corrections of the identi-
fications for specimens in the fine plates will appear in the NEWS. The
lollowing is the first in this series* This list gives the right names
.'or all the Catocala figures which are misnamed, as accurately as these
correct names can be determined from the figures:

:?Iate Fig. Name Given Correct Name

XXXI 8 C« retecta .....£. luctuosa Hist.
11 C. flebilis C. augusi form lucetta Hy.Edw.
14 C. obscura . ..C. residua Grt.

XXXII 4
5
6

7
12
13
19

CXXIII 1
2
4
6
8

XXXIV 7
13
16

XXXV 2
3
5
7
13
14
15
18

C.
c.
c.
C.
c.
c.
c.

groteiana Looks like C. briseis Edw.
Carolina C. flebilis GrTTH

relicta. • • . . C. relicta form clara Beut.
"TT var. bianca .C. relicta Wlk.
amatrix. .C. amatrix form selects Wlk.

11 var • nurus C. amatrix Hbn.
lineella.... C. arnica form cUrvifascia Brower

C. californica . * Looks like C. irene Behr
C. ultroni a C« ultronia form celia Hy.Edw,
C. celia . Near typical C • ultronia Hbn.
C. meskei ? ; fig. 8 of august

a

is like C. meskei
C. august a Looks like pale C. mari ana Stkr.

C . osculata . ..Is near typical C. ilia Cram.
C. polygama . C. mira Grt.
C. verrilliana . C. ophelia Hy.Edw.

C.
C.
C.

similis. C. similis form aholah Stkr.
aholah C. similis Edw.
jaquenetta IBooks like C. blandula Hist.

C. praeclara C. sordida Grt.
C. stretch! Looks like C. mariana Stkr.
C_. cleopatra . .Prob. form "of nevadensis Beut.
C® rosalinda . Looks
C. babayaga ”

like C. faust ina Stkr.
” C. arizonae Grt.

XXXVI 7 £. hermia. Prob. form of nevadensis Beut.

Members probably will find it useful to make these correc-
tions on the explanation pages beside the plates or to copy the
corrections and interleaf them next to the proper plates. - Ed*
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COLLECTING TRIPS

William Hovanitz, of the University of Michigan* spent an inter-
esting summer in search of Colias in the Far North® He collected in
the Peace River country* Me Murray, Ft® Smith, Yellowknife, Dismal
Lakes region, and Coppermine®

L®P® Grey and Dr® A.E® Brower of Maine and A®>C® Frederick of
Albany, New York, accompanied by his son Arthur and Myles Abbot, an
amateur photographer, left Grey’s home in Lincoln, Me®, on the first
of August, and, via Van Buren, Maine, and Campbellton, N#B®, arrived
that night at Cascapedia, on the Gaspe peninsula® The next day they
went by jeep into the Shicshock Mts®, some 50 miles in the interior^
near the headwaters of the Cascapedia river® Here they obtained,
among other things 3 a small dark strain of Speyeria atlantis (abun-
dant); S. cybele B subsp# nr® novascotiae (rather common); Plebejus
saepiolus insulanus (not rare, but worn) ; Polygonia gracilis (not
rare ) « Interestingly enough, no Glaucopsyche lygd'amus ( couperi ) were
seen, this apparently being more typical ol^he north coast ® On
August 3rd they went on to Bathurst, N®B«, and in the salt meadows
near the town collected a nice series of freshly emerged Lycaena
dorcas dospassosi and a few Coenonympha tullia nipisquit

,

the latter
just beginning to emerge®

Editor Clench was happy to meet two Lep® Soc® members, L® R»
Rupert, of Horseheads, N.Y., and Douglas Ferguson, of Halifax, Nova
Scotia. They spent a day here in Cambridge, studying Plagodis spec-
imens at the Agassiz Museum of Harvard, before going on to Martha’s
Vineyard to do some collecting®

Robert G® Wind, of Livermore, Calif®, spent some time up in the
Sierras, and reports among his other captures, the rather unusual
record of Strymon adenostomat is taken at 8000 feet®

Before his departure for Michigan, editor Clench did some mid-
summer collecting in the Blue Hills Reservation, near Boston, and
found the butterfly situation much improved after the poor spring®
He wrote; ”1 have never in my life seen such an abundance of Thecli-
nae around here®” He took 94 hairstreaks in two days, the five spe-
cies being Mitoura damon and Strymon falacer, edwardsi ® melinus , and
t itus . He later visited L.P® Grey In Lincoln, Maine®

INSECT PIN LABELS

The Sherwood Press, Dryden, N®Y®, publishers of The Coleopter -

ist s

’

Bulletin ® are offering labels set in 4 point type, printed in
strip of about 30 labels on heavy ledger bond, at the low price of

500 for | ®50 or 1,000 for $ ®75®
The label may be 1-4 lines®

45- 41- 41’ 4fr 41* 45’ 451 45’ 4fr

Lep® Soc® members who have done much exchanging of papered spec-
imens undoubtedly have been bothered by the task of writing out full
data labels for all the material obtained® Too few specimens are re-
ceived in exchange from any one locality to have labels printed*
Great mutual time-saving will result if strips of labels are sent with
papered material sent in exchange® A few collectors have done this for
years, and it would reduce some of the drudgery of developing a collec-
tion if this became universal® Of course, there are always some speci-
mens from localities from which less than 400-500 are taken, and labels
are then impractical®
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NOTICES BY 1-EMBERS

PAPILIOS of the MACHAON group desired* Offering in exchange Lepido-
ptera of any groups from Calif, and Ariz. Also larvae and pupae of
the machaon group are desired. David L. Bauer, P. O.Box 469, Yuma, Ariz.

WANTED 2 Satyridae of the genus Minois from all parts of North America,
esp. M. damei . Exchange or examinat ion, for purposes of a revision.
Ralph L. Chermock, Dept, of Biology, Univ. of Alabama, University, Ala.

WANTED: N. Am. butterflies, all groups. Buy or exchange. Have many
rare N. Am. and tropical spp. I particularly desire arctic material.
Robert G f Wind, Rt. 1, Box 145, Livermore, California.

FOR SALE. Eight glass-topped wood insect cases, 12 x 16 x 2^!'

,

very
slightly used. $40.00. Roderick R. Irwin, 1005 S. Bloomington St.,,

Streator, Illinois.

You are invited to place your name in the Scientists’ Directory.
Names classified and listed by groups and covering all lines of nature
and science, amateur and professional. No charge for listing,
SCIENTISTS’ DIRECTORY, Box 1344, Hartford 1, Connecticut.

4* *
::f you buy, sell, or determine material sent to you FOR DETERMINATION,
put your name in the SERVICE DIRECTORY* This covers specimens, equip-
ment, and supplies for nature lovers and scientists. Box 1344, Hart-
ford 1, Conn.

I have FOR SALE a large no. of NOCTUIDAE from Fla, and Colo.,
pinned and papered, complete data, and most named. Must dispose of
these promptly and will make attractive price for quantity orders.
List of spp. sent on request. Expect soon to have Catocala and other
Lepid. from Wisconsin. Have also specimens from Chicago area, fresh-
ly pinned and spread, for exch. Alex K* Wyatt, 5842 N. Kirby Ave.,
Chicago 30, Illinois.

APILIONIDAE from all parts of the world. Wanted for exch* or pur-
chase, In N.Am. material I needs Pap , philenor acauda , ast erius a-
mericus, asterius stabilis , brevicauda gaspeensis , brevicauda bre-
tonensis , bairdi, bairdi hollandi , bairdi brucei , nitra , nit ra kahli,
machaon aliaska, machaon hudsonianus , machaon dodi, indra pergamus ,

indra minor

i

t pilumnus . Parnassius all except clodius, smintheus,
sayi , hermodur . Carl Cook, Crailhope, Kentucky.’

A new Insect Breeding Cage, cylindrical in four sections with
optional plastic or screen observation chambers, for sale. Litera-
ture free on request. Bio-Metal Associates, P.0. Box 346, Beverly
Hills, Calif.

WANTED, for exchange or purchase, butterflies of the genus Philotes
of the world. Rudolf Mattoni, 242 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif©

LEPIDOPTERA from the Park Land belt and coniferous forest of western
Canada for sale or limited exchange. Paul F. Bruggeman, R.R. 1, Fur-
ness, Sask., Canada.

Arthur D. Hall of Nova Scotia has now disposed of the English
butterflies offered in the "August 5

’ NEWS.
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The editors of the NEWS wish to express their gratitude for the
notices announcing establishment of the periodical which have been
placed in two of the American published journals by their editors#
The Annals of the Entomological Society of America gives complete in-
formation on page 317 of the June number# The Entomological News has
a similar notice on page 111 of the April number. To Dr. A®W# Lindsey
and Dr, R®G# Schmieder, editors of these publications, we send our
heartiest thanks, Ross Arnett also has been helpful to the NEWS with
his Coleopterists 5 Bulletin ,

Several Lep* Soc. members tried to obtain the Englehardt Aeger-
iid monograph we reviewed in the June NEWS and found the government
stocks exhausted. We regret this very much. Unfortunately, this paper
was published several months before the NEWS was established. Future
government publications should be available for some time after our re-
views of them.

We are still getting 3ome copies of the NEWS returned to us, be-
cause the subscriber moved, and did not notify us of his new address#
It is important that we know of your new address at the earliest op-
portunity, You will get the NEWS on time, and we will be saved need-
less work and expense.

Dr® Ralph W, Macy, Reed College, Portland, Oregon, is preparing
a book on the history, biology, classification and study of butter-
flies for a New York publisher, and asks for the assistance of Lep®
Soc® members® He needs especially: information on habits, time of
flight, etc*, of all our butterflies; 35 mm, Kodachromes of butterfly
life histories or other biological material dealing with butterflies;
black-and-whites of any such material® Credit will be given for any
Information and/or photographs used, and those photos not used will
be returned® The publisher will pay for all photos used®

For members of the Lep® Soc* who are also Coleopterists, the
Coleopterists 5 Bulletin subscription is $1®00 and the address is:
the Sherwood Press, Dryden, N*Y®

The ’’August’* NEWS (p®45) contained a note on the new breeding
cage® It is manufactured by R.H.T® Mattoni, a Lep® Soc. member, and
we suggest that all Lepidoptera breeders write for the free descrip-
tive literature on these useful cages® Mr® Mattoni promises that a
number of items of value to Lepidopterists will soon be marketed® If
the prices and workmanship are good, he is assured of support from the
Lep® Soc® Note the Bio-Metal adv® in the Exchanges section of this
Issue ®

•SWitt-SKS-

The responsiveness of the NEWS readers has been demonstrated well
already® Several members who placed items in the notice section were
almost swamped by replies, and one member asked us to delete his notice
since he was overwhelmed© Psyche also sold to members a large number
of reprints as listed in the JuTy NEWS ®

THE LEPIDOPTERISTS 5 NEWS is the monthly newsletter of The Lepidopter-
ists ’ Society® Membership in the Society is open to anyone interested
in the study of butterflies and moths® The dues are $1*00 per year,
and the NEWS is sent to all members® Please make checks and money or-
ders payable to: Charles L® Remington, Treas * Address all communica-
tions to P©0® Box T04, Cambridge 38, Massachusetts#
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THE ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP LIST

Accompanying this issue of the NEWS is the list of members of the
Society, giving addresses and special interests c The purpose of issu-
ing the list now instead of December is to make it available for maxi-
mum use during the exchanging season.

The preparation of this list permits an analysis of the growth of
the Society during its six months of existence 0 A total of 199 indivi-
duals or institutions now receive the NEWSo Of these, 191 are regular
members of the Society and the other 8 are libraries or organizations.
169 members are from the UpSoAo. 14 are from Canada, and 8 are from
countries outside of North America,, This year these 8 are all recip-
ients of gift subscriptions from friends in the U„S*A., and in view of
the dollar shortages in Eurasian countries we hope many more American
members will make available such subscriptions in the approaching year.

A survey of the distribution of the North American members indi-
cates the regions in which the Society needs much better representation.
The east and west coasts each provide a number of members, but there
are surprisingly few from the central states and the Southeast. It is
not reasonable that there are no representatives of such well-populated
central states as Minnesota. Iowa, Nebraska, Indiana, West Virginia,
and Oklahoma, and none from the Dakotas, Arkansas, or Louisiana# We
hope during the next year we will also find many new members from the
’’Deep South’* • South Carolina and Alabama are not represented at all,
and there are certainly many more Lepidopterist s in Florida and other
southern states. In addition to the 12 states mentioned above, the So-
ciety still lacks Delaware, Montana, Idaho, New Mexico, Nevada, and A-
laska. Canada is also very poorly represented, with only 14 members,
none in British Columbia, Alberta, or New Brunswick, among the non-Arc-
tic provinces.

A gratifyingly large number of members responded to the request
for names of Lepidopterists, when they filled out the membership slips.
From these names has come a large part of the Society’s members. Now
we are asking you to continue to try to increase the Society rolls in
the following way: Look through the List of Members and note which of
your correspondents have not yet joined the Society. Then jot their
names and addresses on a postal card or letter and mail them to us as
soon as convenient c A mention of the Society and the NEWS in your let-
ters to these correspondents will also help. This is your Society and
enlarging the membership will mean an improvement in the NEWS and other
Society activities since there will be more individuals sharing the
costs and contributing material.

(cont. on p.62)
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The Annual Membership List (continued)

Members will be interested to know that arrangements are being con-
sidered which will produce the NEWS by a clearer and more satisfactory
process than mimeographing* Regular printing would raise the cost (and
your dues) considerably, so this will not be used* We feel that it is
important to keep the dues as low as possible® Nevertheless any repro-
ducing process other than mimeographing will be more expensive® So if
you are interested enough to keep the NEWS at its present size with a
small increase or no increase in dues, we hope that all of you will
give wholehearted support to a drive to double the membership for 1948®

Some of you have already been enthusiastic in helping us reach
more interested people® J®W.Adams asked for a number of extra member-
ship slips and letters and personally saw to it that several new mem-
bers were added® Lloyd M® Martin is responsible for our having such
a large list for California® A®K® Wyatt and several others have made
special efforts® Don Eff knew that we needed to have Wyoming and some
other states represented so he 3aw to it that we got a Wyoming member®
We know that many others of you will respond similarly now that you are
aware of the need of increased membership®
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uSuch facts (as of finding from breeding experiments that differ-
ent colored ’'species’ 1 were actually one species)* ought to give impetus
to the rearing of insects; for though the artificial method of making
species out of every little individual variation may be very amusing to
those who choose to indulge in it, yet 3uch work will never give us a
natural system, and much of it will have to be undone by subsequent in-
vestigators who acquaint themselves with the adolescent as well as the
perfect forms of a species®’ 1

C®V«Riley, in Canadian
^-Parenthetical words ours—Ed® Entomologist , 1871®

LIVING PUPAE AVAILABLE

We are delighted to announce the following two responses to the
editorial on offering live pupae in the August NEWS (see also the
Schroeter notice on p® 71);

Platysamia cecropia cocoons - 10j^ each
P® cecropiQ- x P® rubra hybrids cocoons - 15^ each
Automeris io cocoons « 15^ each

or exchanged for papered specimens to add to my collection®
E® A e Ferguson, 1213 Bellflower Ave®, S®W®, Canton 4, Ohio®

92 living chrysalids of Papilio troilus (from Michigan) to trade with
other Lep® Soc® members for either moths or butterflies, preferably
cocoons or chrysalids®

The Hynes Family, 152 Meachem Ave®, Battle Creek, Michigan®

Western Lepidopt erists, in particular, can insure great pleasure
for themselves and families next spring by having emerge the eastern
species they normally see only as dead specimens® What about some wes-
terners offering living pupae?
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BOOK REVIEWS

6. The Lepidoptera of New York and Neighboring States ,

Primitive Forms, Micro -lepidoptera, Pyraloids and Bombyces •#

by William T. M. Forbes

This is the handbook and reference work for most workers on the
micro-lepidoptera of the northeastern states. An extraordinary am-
ount of information has been assembled on their technical characters
early stages, biology, food and distribution. Keys to families, gen
era and species and 439 figures of important characters make this
work constantly valuable to the professional and amateur alike. Dr.
Forbes has endeavored to make this treatise usable throughout by the
general student of moths. The most apparent characters have been
regularly used in the keys and descriptions, but of course a micro-
scope is necessary for many details of work on the micros.

Pages 7-33, introducing the book, contain the author's careful-
ly-reached viewpoints on several subjects, such as taxonomy, varia-
tion (with numerous examples of types of subspecific variation), phy
logeny, distribution, and structure. These viewpoints have stood
the test of nearly thirty years, most being perfectly valid in the
light of much newer studies® Forbes’ species is: UA group of indivi
duals separated from all others by tangible characters, breeding
freely among themselves, but not with other individuals

.

n

A separate key to the females of the Eucosminae is given. Lar-
val and pupal keys to the families and notes on many larvae are in-
cluded, with some information on the habits and general distribution
Finally there is a food plant list enumerating the species feeding
on each plant. For the genera Lithocolletis and Gracilaria the ad-
dition of synopses of the food plants offers the easiest means of
identification in these difficult genera. The sections dealing with
the Nepticulidae and Lithocolletis were prepared by Annette F® Braun
and the genus Coleophora by Carl Heinrich.

Shortcomings in this work are apparent throughout to the speci-
alist. The most important can be said to be due to a lack of knowl-
edge at the time Forbes wrote. The magnitude of the field to be
covered, the difficulty of classifying many of the genera, and the
lack of any knowledge concerning the early stages of many species
make impossible a complete manual* One could wish that for the sake
of convenience Forbes had followed more closely the check lists of
American Lepidoptera, Some keys need to be corrected more closely®
In the Phycitinae and some other groups the number of species to be
found in the Northeast which were omitted makes the treatment of
these groups unsatisfactory. Genitalia are required to identify
many spe’cies and these are omitted®

The present volume deals with all Lepidoptera except the Sphing
idae, the Geometridae, the Noctuoidea, and the Rhopalocera. The re-
port that the section dealing with the remainder of the moths is a-
bout to be published is welcome to North American Lepidopt erists®

A.E. Brower

-^Published June, 1923, as Memoir 68 of the Cornell University Agri
cultural Experiment Station, Ithaca, New York. 729 pp., 439 figs®
Listed at ^3.50 by Fiedler, 31 East 10th St., New York 3, N.Y.
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62 « Agenjo, R. ”Catalogo ordenador de los lepidopteros en Espana.”
Graellsia (Madrid), vol. 4, pp. unnumbered - 13 pp. in June,
10 in August, ”1946 J

!: (to be cont f ) (In Spanish). Gives list
of higher categories, superfamilies, and families of Spanish Lepi-
doptera, followed by a mere list of species in each family, with
Micropterygidae (inclc Eriocraniidae

) , Hepialidae, Adelidae, Psy-
chidae, Het erogynidae, Aegeriidae, Thyrididae, Cossidae, Limacodi-
dae, and Epipyropidae, thus far* Rec f d in U.S*A. Sept. 2, 1947.

63. Chin-ien Luh, UA List of Butterflies from Southern Yunnan”. Journ *

of the West China Border Research Society , vol. 15 (B), pp^
20-27* "”1945

• An annotated checklist of new material from
southern Yunnan containing 74 spp* (Hesperiidae - 1, Pieridae-23,
Papilionidae-11, Amathusiidae-1, Danaidae-10, Satyridae-2, Nym-
phalidae-20 ) . 18 spp. are new records for China and 70 spp. are
new records for Yunnan. Footnote also lists 63 spp* from Kunming,
with 5 additional new records for China and 33 new for Yunnan*
Full data given in checklist. References at end of paper*

64* Clarke, J*F* Gates "Notes on Oecophoridae, with Descriptions of
New Species • " Journ .Washington Acad . Sci * , vol* 37, pp. 2-l§«
Jan.- 15, 1947. Supplements author f s revision of the family

(1941). Describes as new: Agonopteryx dammersi (S. Calif.), Marty-
rhilda i sa (Man.), Depressaria constancei (N. Calif.), D. bet ina
(Wash.

) ,
D. schellbachi (Ariz.), D. moya (N. Calif.), D. besma

(Wash.), D. thustra (Wash.). Finds genus name Paratheta Meyr. a
homonym of Paratheta Lower and renames Meyrick ' s genus Pseudotheta,
with same genotype, "paratheta syrt ica Meyr. Synonymizes Meyrick’

s

Depressaria endryopa under Agonopteryx fulva (Wals.). Sinks Mey-
rick's D. sciapoda under Agonopt erix paliidella (Busck), and Mey-
rick f s D. nymphidi a and D. c orystopa under D. alienella Busck.
Removes genera Garrha Walker, Hoplomorpha Turner, Thema Walker,
Phryganeut is Meyrick, and Atheropla Meyrick from synonymy. Places
Borkhausenia aciculata Meyrick and Paratheta astigmat ica Meyrick
in genus Anohcia (Cosmopt erygldae ) . Gives distribution, life his-
tory, and host plant notes on numerous oecophorids. Figures made
of female genitalia of all n.spp. except isa , which was figured in
1941 as M. sciapoda.

65. Clarke, J.F.Gates ”A New Eucosma from the El Segundo Sand Dunes”
( Olethreut idae ) . Bull . So . Cal if .Acad . Sci ., vol. 46, pp. 51-53,
pi. 11. June 12, 1947. Describes as new Eucosma hennei , reared

from larvae taken by Chris Henne. Hale and female genitalia fig-
ured.

66, Clarke, J.F.Gates "Notes on, and New Species of, American Moths
of the Genus Filat ima Busck” (Gelechiidae ) • Journ .Wash . Ac ad .

Sci . , vol. 37, pp. 263-275, 21 figs. Aug. 15, 1947. Des-
cribes as new: Filat ima procedes (Tex.), F. betulae (Mass.), F. -

golovina (S.Calif.), F. tridentata (S.Calif.), F. vaniae (Utah).
F7 perpensa (N. Calif.). F. sperryi (Calif.), FT vaccinii (N.J.)
F. platyochra (S.Calif.), F. virgea (Tex.), F. spinigera (S.Calif.^
F* obidenna (Ariz. ). Figures female genitalia of all except per -

pensa , sperryi , and spinigera, and male genitalia of all n. spp#
Moves Gelechia bimaculella Cham, to Fascita , and G. frugalis Braun,
G. prognost icata Braun and G. 3hast ella Gaede to Filat ima . Sinks
F. darkella Busck under F. shastella.
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67. Comstock, John A. "A Few Pe3ts of Sunflower in California. " Bull .

So. Calif . Acad . Sci., vol. 45, pp. 141-144, pis. 15-18. Jan.
lCT, 1947'(194~6) • No^es on life-history of Stibadium spumosum

Grt. (Phalaenidae ) in flower heads, Chlosyne lacinia (Nymphalidae

)

on leaves, and Suleima baracana Kft. and S. helianthana Riley (Pha-
laenidae) boring in stems, with excellent photos and drawings of
larvae and pupae of spumosum and pupae of lacinia .

68. Comstock, John A* " Phlegethont ius rust ica Fabr. in California. u

Bull . So .

C

alif . Ac ad . Sc iT^ vol. 45, pp. 145-147, pis. 19,20.
Jan. 10, 1947T1946) • Brief notes on occurrence in S. Calif.,

where it feeds on Chilopsis , an unrecorded host plant. Clear pho-
tos of larva and pupa.

69. Comstock, John A. '’Notes on the Early Stages of Eucosma hennei
Clarke." Bull . So . Cal if . Ac ad . Sci . , vol. 46, pp. 53-54, pi. 12.
June 12, 1947. (See under Clarke, above). Brief description

only of color of larvae, of some structures of pupa. Pupa figured.
Species bores in stems of Phacelia .

70. Comstock, John A. "Giant Lilies of the Desert." Quarterly , Los
Angeles County Museum, Vol. 6, No. 2, pp . 12-16, 4 photogs.
Summer," 1947. Interesting historical notes on Joshua Tree,

with authoritative popular notes on its borer, Meg athymus yuccae
nava.jo and photos of latter’s pupa and L.M. Martin digging out
a borer. Mentions that true generic name of yucca moth is Tege -

t icula Zeller, which has priority over Pronuba Riley.

71. Darlington, Emlen P. "Notes on certain types of Lepidoptera des-
cribed by Brackenridge Clemens." Trans . Am. Ent . Soc . , vol.
73, pp. 85-104. July 16, 1947. Reports on a critical exam-

ination of Clemens collection at the Acad, of Nat. Sciences of
Phila., validating still remaining types of moths other than Tin-
eidae and Crambinae, the latter validated previously by Bu3ck and
Haimbach, respectively. Darlington discusses 10 Sphingidae, 1
Saturniidae, 3 Arctiidae, 5 Limacodidae, 1 Megalopygidae, 4 Zy-
gaenidae, 1 Thyrididae, 16 Pyralidae, 60 Olethreut idae, and 31
Tortricidae. Types of only 39 of these 132 spp. are still unknown.
In several cases Darlington adds his own notes on the species in
question. Specimens of two of C.T. Robinson’s tortricid spp.
(synonyms of Clemens’ spp.) designated as lectotypes.

72. dos Passos, Cyril F. "Erebia young

i

Holland, Its Subspecies and
Distribution". (Satyridae ) . Am. Mus . Novitat es , no. 1348, 4 pp.
July 14, 1947. On basis of studies of type and other materi-

* al, dos Passos concludes that there are three races of E. young

i

recognizable; typical, in the Yukon River basin; E. young i her -

scheli Leussler, in the MacKenzie basin; and E. young i rileyi
n, ssp., in the Alaskan range (type locality-McKinley Park, Alas-
ka). New race named on basis of types and 15 prs. of paratypes.
Apparently consistent genitalic characters, as well as pattern
distinguish the races. Complete references given throughout.

73. Dufrane, Abel "Papilionidae" • Bull . & Ann . Soc .Ent . Belgique , vol.
82, pp. 101-122. "1946". On Papilionidae of many parts of

the world, describing as new: Papilio mart ensi (Belgian Congo),
"P. polydamas cubensis subsp . nov." (’’’Cuba"

)
/' P. polyxenes ast erius

Cr.-f. subamplicata f. nov." (Temple, Pa, , TJ.S.A. ), P. glaucus
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73<> Dufrane (cont. ) canadensis ab. deficjens (”U.S»A. without precise
locality”!). P.trollua ab. flava (”Pocono Mbnta,Pa. jU.S.A*” ), ab®
obliterata (”TJ.S aA. without precise locality”!) and ab, berioi
(”Pocono Mont a, Pa# , U.S.A.” ) ,

and ab. addenda (”Pocono Mont a, Pa*,
U.S.A.” ) and at least 75 other new aberrations and 11 new forms®
A terrifying paper*, The aberrat ion-namers of the U.S.A. may be
pass§, but foreign activity seems accelerated, if anything®

74® Evans, W®H. ”The Correct Name for Spialia sertorius Hoffmansegg
(Lep. Hesperiidae )

«” The Entomologist , vol. 80, p. 167.
July, 1947. Evans, a leading skipper authority, proves fairly

well that Hemming is in error in considering ”S. hibiscae (Htibner)”
the correct name for the insect which should be known as S® ser -

torius , since Hdbner J s hibiscae only reached the proof stage, was
never published, and was actually rejected by Htibner, himself.
Same is true of alchmyllae Hemming, a synonym of Carcharodus floc -

cifera Zeller# C • altheae (Htibner) is a homonym of altheae Esper
and also falls under floccifera.

75 «, Fullaway, D.T. ”Niihau Insects.” Proc . Hawaiian Ent . Soc . , vol® 13

pp G 51-53. May, 1947. In list of insects from this small is-
land off Kauai are 11 moths, some, such as Celerio lineata , also
common U.S.A® spp®

76® Kirkpatrick, T.W. ”Notes on a species of Epipyropidae (Lepidop-
tera) parasitic on Metaphaena species (Heraiptera :Fulgoridae

)

at Amani, Tanganyika.” ProcT Roy .Ent .Soc

.

London (A), vol®
22, pp. 61-64. 16 June 1947® The moth larvae attach to

the fulgorid leaf hoppers and feed only on the wax secreted, not
puncturing the integument, but the host dies shortly after the
larva leaves to pupate. Eggs of one moth, all laid in one day,
continue to hatch, a few a day, for at least a year I 2000-3000
eggs laid per female.

77® Knaben, Nils ”Amphitrota 3uecica Auriv* (Lep® Noct.) fra B ver-
dalen i Norge.” Norsk Entomologisk Tidsskrift (Oslo), vol®7,
pp. 185-186. ”1946” ''fin Norwegian ) *

78* Kozhantshikov, I.V® ”0n systematic of genera of Anarta-group
(Lepidoptera, Noctuidae) in relation to ecology and geograph-
ic distribution of the species Anart

a

.” Revue d ’Entomologie
de l'Urss (Moscow), vol. 29, pp’. 12-35, 5 figs » (Russian,
with English summary)* Includes key to the Anarta group:

Anart omorpha , Ala, Oxytrypia , Hypsophila , Anarta , Sa janie , Pan-
olis , Pseudanart

a

, Sympistoides , Sympist is , Lasionycta , Lasies ^

Era ,

1

Folia , Hadena ,~ Parast icht is , Crino . All genotypes listed®
Describes as new: Anarta militzae from South Altai and Hypsophi-
la meinhardt

i

from Pamirs and Tian-Shan® Notes that primitive
spp. of Anarta have narrow host requirements, in the Fagales and
Rosales "(and some Ericaceae), whereas the specialized spp. are
only on Ericaceae. But Monima, Polia , and Hadena have similar
requirements to most typical Holarct ic insects, feeding on Sali-
cales, Fagales, Rosales, Compositae, Gramineae, Ranunculaceae,
and Umbelliferae. He believes most arctic Anarta , Sympistis ,

and Polia originated in the mountains of central Asia, while arc-
tic Lasionycta and one Anarta and Polia originated in America and
Scandinavia*
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79® Miscellaneous workers, in ’’Minutes, Notes, and Exhibitions 0
, Proc.

Hawaiian Ent . Soc . 9 vol. 13, pp*l-31, May, 1947, Various Lepi-
doptera notes;-- Achaea janata (L. ) new record on Lanai; larvae
stripping Ricinus bushes on Hawaii* Scotorythra paludicola (Butl®)
on Acacia on Maui, S. paludicola defoliating koa, Tristania ,

Grevil'lea on Maui, heavily attacked by parasite and birds* Para-
sitic fly and wasp reared from Vanessa cardui (Lo) on Oahu* Amyna
natalla OValk*

) , new immigrant moth on Oahu breeding on Sida, Abu-
t ilon , Waltheria 0 Heavy infestation on Oahu of Hymen ia recurvalis
TFabr*) on Sesuvium and Bat is , Polydesma umbricola Bois, damaging
Samanea and rose on Hawaii and Oahu* Anacamptodes fragilaria feed-
ing on mint* Eggs of Prot oparce quinquemaculat a ‘blackburni [But 1.)

on Nicotiana on Molokai heavily 'parasitized by Trichogramma wasps;
total larval and pupal period of sphinx 56 days. Hawaiina perkin s

i

(Swezey), rare sphinx, reared from Euphorbia from MtoKaala* Gnori -

moschema operculella (Zeller) reared from Physalis high in mis*
Grown agrotid larva found in cave at 12,000* Euxoa mesotaxa (Mey-
rick) adults found at 13,000*. Ethmia colonella (Walsing.) defol-
iating Cordia on Hawaii. Genophantis leahi Swezey infesting Eu -

phorbia , parasitized by 3 wasps*

80® Qpheim, M* ”Hvor godt er vSrt land underskirt med hensyn til Macro -
lepidoptera*” Norsk Ent . Tidsskr „ (Oslo), vol.7, pp* 187-189*
Tr194 6 « [Eng 1 i sh summary ) •

81* Svfezey, 0«H. ’’Elaphria ' nucicolora (Guenee), a Recent Immigrant to
Hawaii (Agrotidae: Acronict Ina'e ) *” Proc . Hawaiian Ent . Soc . vol*
13, pp® 99-100. May, 1947* Native of Fla., Tex*, V/* Indies,

S. America. May become sugar cane pest. Listed in genus Monodes
in McDunnough Checklist, but placed in Elaphria by Heinrich*

82, Swezey, 0*H* ’’Two New Hawaiian Moths on Chenopodium oahuense *”

Proc

.

Hawaiian Ent * Soc . , vol* 13, pp. 103-104* May, 1947. New
spp. are j Mapsidius chenopodii ( Plut ellidae ) and Felt la lookii both
from Hawaii. Rather briefly described. Latter not certain feeder
on Chenopodium*

83® Swezey, O.H. ’’Synonymy of Two Common Moths of Stored Food Products.”
proc . Hawaiian Ent . Soc . , vol. 13, p* 104. May, 1947, Endrosia

lactella ( Schiff • ) listed as synonym of E* sarcitrella (L*)* Seto -

morpha dryas (Butl.) and S, ins ectell a (P’abr.), both of Walsingham,
listed as synonyms of S„ rut ella Zell.

84® Tams, W*H*T* ”A new African species of the genus Fulgoraecia New-
man ( Lepidopt era,Epipyropidae

)

Proc .Roy . Ent . Soc , London (B),
vol.16, pp. 57-59, 1 pi. 16 June 1947. Describes the new moth

parasitizing fulgorids in Africa (see reference above under Kirk-
patrick), naming it Fulgoraecia cerolestes . Gives excellent photos
of several males, the male and female genitalia, the two known
hosts, and two views of the host with the parasite larva attached®
Sinks the name Epipyrops as a synonym of the prior Fulgoraecia * It
would seem that a new family should also be used to replace the
name based on the synonym.

o5. Tetley, J. ’’increased Variability Accompanying an Increase In Popu-
lation in a Colony of Argynnis selene (Lep.Nymphalidae )

*” The
Entomologist

, vol. 80, pp. 177-179, pi. III. Aug. 1947. An im-
portant observation revealing one condition producing aberrations*
”The main points of interest are: (i) that in the 15 years or so
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1

85* Tetley (cont .) -previous to 1944 in which observations were kept on
this locality not the smallest variation was noted, except for two
suffused males taken in 1943; (ii) that in the very much larger
wooded area, of which the locality forms a small part, no variation
has been found at any time, even minor banded forms being absent;
(iii) the variation was coincident with a large increase in numbers
in this locality from a few dozens in earlier years to an approxi-
mate maximum total of 270-300 in each of the two years in question,, * .;

(iv) that in each of the two years there was a second brood in Au-
gust, amounting in numbers to about 35-40$ of the spring brood,, in
which not the least variation occurred; and (v) that in 1946 and
1947 the total brood was not more than one-half that of either of
the earlier years and that no variation occurred.’* Plate shows 12
of the 36 striking aberrations taken in the small colony during the
two high population years.

86. Verity, Ruggero "Descrizione ed ordinamento naturale di alcune
razze del genere Anthroc era Scop. (=Zygaena F. ) (Lepidoptera
Anthroceridae = ZygaenidaeT." Redia (Florence ) , vol® 31, pp.
55-83, 1946, Drops Zygaena Fabr • 0-807 ) as synonym of Antbro-

cera Scopoli (1777), since both were based on A. filipendulae ( Lj)

,

and thus also changed the family name, to Anthroceridae. Discusses
the races of some species of the genus, describing several new ones
from Europe. Sinks Thermophila as invalid subgeneric name, having
as type filipendulae'," same as genotype of Anthrocera .

87 e Verity, Ruggero -’’Rassegna delle Specie Italiane della Tribu Adscl -
t idi (= Genere Procrls F. Olim).’* Redia (Florence), vol. 31,
pp. 123-162, pis, VI-VIII. 1946, Discusses the genera: Pro-

cris s Jordanita , and Ads c it

a

, describing various new races and
forms and giving numerous photographs of male genitalia,

88. Williams, Joseph L. !,The comparative anatomy of the internal geni-
talia of some Tineoidea (Lepidoptera, Gracillariidae-T'Iacher-
iidae), u Proc . Roy , Ent . Soc . London (A), vol, 22, pp. 8-17,

8 figs. 5 May 1947. Seeks an intermediate between the primitive
nmonotreme u moths (females with only one abdominal opening )and the
tf diplotremes 1

*
, with a second opening, for copulation only. The lat-

ter is the advanced condition and is characteristic of most Lepi-
doptera, Present study was in search of intermediates to explain
development of diplotremes, but Tineoidea are rather typical diplo-
tremes

,

89, Wind, Robert G®, & Harry K. Clench ,? New Indo-Australian Lycaeni-
dae.* 1 Bull . Brooklyn Ent . Soc ., vol, 42, pp. 1-16, Feb., 1947,

Describes as new 4 species and 8 subspecies: Candalides erinus
st evensi (New Guinea), C . meeki kunupiensis (N.Guinea

) , C. grand-
issima morobea (N,Guinea), Philiris diana papuanus (N, Guinea),
P. ariadne (N.Guinea), p. azula (N.Guinea), P. fulgens bicolorata
TAru~ Is. )',* P. intens a birou (N. Guinea), P. innotatus evinculis
(QueenslandJ, P. moira putih (N.Guinea), P. mayri (N.GuineaTj P.
misimensi s (N.Guinea) . Most types in M.C.Z. Unique type of bT-
colorata in Wind’s private collection! Reduces Candalides arfaki
Beth.-Bkr. as race under meeki and Philiris kurandae Waterh. as
race under fulgens . Elevates P* innota'tus I'iiskin as species dis-
tinct from ilia3 Feld.

PLEASE KEEP US INFORMED OF CHANGES OF ADDRESS
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6, Henry Skinner (1861-1926)

Henry Skinner was born on March 27, 1861, in Philadelphia. Having
acquired his early education in public schools, he attended Rugby Acad-
emy and finally the University of Pennsylvania, from which he received
the degrees of BoSo, and, in 1884, M*D® In 1886 he married Celia Beck
and they later had two children. Although after graduation he had be-
come busy with his medical practice he enthusiastically participated in
entomological activities, especially through the Philadelphia Academy
of Natural Sciences, and his Interest was recognized by his election to
the editorship of the two-months -old Entomological News in 1890. An-
other u spare-time” occupation was curating the insect collections of the
American Entomological Society and the Academy, as well as collecting
in most parts of the UoS«A© and Canada. Preparation of taxonomic and
biological papers on Lepidoptera also shared his time. In 1901 he re-
linquished his medical practice and turned ajl of his efforts to ento-
mology. Thus the curatorship of the Entomology Department of the Acad-
emy and the Ent » News editorship became his formal occupations. After
21 years of service "as editor he resigned in 1910, while still continu-
ing with public lecturing at the Academy, participation in organization^
and scholarly research. Having recognized the need for a national as-
sociation of entomologists in one of his earliest editorials, Skinner
was elected a Fellow and Vice-President of the Entomological Society of
America at its first meeting, in 1906, and two years later was elected
President. In 1910 he helped launch the first world congress on ento-
mology, in the capacity of chairman of the United States committee, and
went to Brussels to preside at the nomenclature section of that meeting,
and continued as a member of the Permanent Committee for the congresses.
In 1913 he became a member of the International Commission on Zoologi-
cal Nomenclature. After a long career of enthusiastic service. Dr.
Skinner died on May 29, 1926, at the age of 65.

Skinner Is a familiar name to American Lepidopterists, not only in
taxonomy but for alert observations of the living insects. His first
paper, a short note describing the field differentiation of the 3exes of
Argynnis idalia . was published in 1882, while he was still In medical
school. One of his larger works is the ‘’Synonymic Catalogue of the
North American Rhopalocera” (1898). His varied interests included spe-
ciation, antigeny, mimicry, and variation. Hesperiidae was his special
group, and the publications on Pamphila and Thanaos are. among his bet-
ter-known works, including a comprehensive series of six papers on male
genitalia of skippers of North America, done in collaboration with R.C.
Williams, Jr.

This scientist’s two outstanding contributions were his research on
Lepidoptera and his editorship of Ent . News . He constantly sought im-
provement in content and medium of the News , such as the U3e of half-
tone and, later, colored plates. His desire was to provide material of
value and stimulation for all types of readers, from beginners to spe-
cialists, and the editorials, such as those campaigning for better tech-
niques in preparation of specimens, are filled with evidences of his
ready humor, as well as acumen. In one he wrote: ”We may also say, in
passing, that we have coined a new word, ’ Sloppydopt era ’, which has ref-
erence to specimens captured with a baseball bat or temporarily loaned
to the new baby as playthings before being ’sent out’',” The present pro-
gress of American entomological activities owes much to the wise guid-
ance and devoted toil of men such as Dr. Skinner.

Jeanne E. Remington
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NOTES FROM HERE AND THERE

PoFa Bruggemann, of Saskatchewan, wrote ahout the unusual feeding

habits of a moth larva? an "astonishing discovery was made one August

morning during the daily inspection of the farm buildings in search for

Cat ocala. Under the eaves of the blacksmith shop I noticed^ an object,

the perfect imitation of bird excrement. Only its iinposs lble^po sit-ion

prompted closer inspection, which revealed a caterpillar busily gnawing
a hole into the roof board. Covering it with a small wire cage I

watched its labours. On the morning of the third day it had disappear-
ed, closing the hole with a sheet of white silk, and leaving behind a

pile of small, round pellets of wood chips in the bottom of the cage*
A second, similar larva found on a wall of the same building, and tran-
sferred into a rearing box, pupated* But instead of a moth there e-

merged the following spring an ichneumon fly of the rare genus Met opi -

us * Nothing appeared from the other one. according to Mr* T«N. Free-
man the pupa does not key out satisfactorily and my sketchy notes of
the caterpillars did not give a satisfactory clue* So the identity of
these wood-boring caterpillars remains a mystery. 1*

‘55’ v- */!• *55*

S*B* Smalley reports a list of 80 spp* of butterflies taken a-
round Cincinnati from 1933 to 1945. This is not an unusually large
list, but it is remarkable that he has reared 45 species from egg to
adult, including Calephalis borealis ( muticum? ) , Libythea bachmanii ,

Mit our a damon , and a number of skippers* We hope he saved the pupal
skins e

~a ‘A •si- *<;* v- •>{

MORE ON SPHINCtIDAE OVER WATER

In the Ozarks of Missouri I saw sphinx moths, Haemorrhagia , strike
the muddy water of an upland pond on at least two or three occasions.
Near the farm buildings this pond was used by hogs and other stock® I

was unable to decide whether the moths were after water or the reflec-
tion they might see, but probably the latter* - A.E.Brower

4l\ 4\ V v 4\

Dean F* Berry, of Orlando, Florida, has obtained Phoebis philea
by placing an Acacia plant near the Hibiscus flowers to which pas s Ing
females are attracted. The females oviposit on the Acacia and Mrs.
Berry covers the Acacia with netting to rear and retain the adults®

*X* •55* 'A v- *A •si*

A copy of the Bulletin of the So® California Academy of Sciences ,

recently received, lists the following memoirs of interest to Lepidop-
t erists ?

Vol® 1. 1938* "Check List of the Lepidoptera of Canada and the
United States of America; Part 1; Macrolepidopt era"

, by
Dr. J. McDunnough. Paper cover ... ........ *$4 *00.

Vol® 2, Pt . 1* 1939* Part 2 of the same Check List - "Microlep-
idoptera". Paper cover. *^2*50*
Pt, 2. 1944* "Revision of the North American Genera and

Species of the Phalaenid Subfamily Plusiinae (Lepidoptera)",
by Dr. J. McDunnough* .^1*50.

These are all available to members of the Academy for half price.
Academy membership dues are $5*00 per year, including subscription to
the Bulletin,
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NOTICES BY MEMBERS

Available now: Living pupae (cocoons) of Actias selene , long -tailed.
Indo-Australian saturniid. Reared locally under netting, free from
parasites# Otto H. Schroeter, 613 Williams Street, New London, Conn#

PAPILIOS of the MACHAON group desired. Offering in exchange Lepido-
ptera of any groups from Calif, and Ariz. Also larvae and pupae of
the machaon group are desired. David L. Bauer, P.O.Box 469, Yuma, Ariz.

WANTED: Satyridae of the genus Minois from all parts of North America,
esp. M. dame i . Exchange or examination, for purposes of a revision.
Ralph L. Chermock, Dept, of Biology, Univ. of Alabama, University, Ala®

WANTED: N« Am. butterflies, all groups. Buy or exchange. Have many
rare N. Am® and tropical spp. I particularly desire arctic material.
Robert G. Wind, Rt . 1, Box 145, Livermore, California*

I have FOR SALE a large no. of NOCTUIDAE from Fla. and Colo.,
pinned and papered, complete data, and most named. Must dispose of
these promptly and will make attractive price for quantity orders

.

List of spp. sent on request. Expect soon to have Catocala and other
Lepid. from Wisconsin. Have also specimens from Chicago area, fresh-
ly pinned and spread, for exch. Alex K. Wyatt, 5842 N. Kirby Ave®,
Chicago 30, Illinois.

PAPtLIONIDAE from all parts of the world. Wanted for exch® or pur-
chase. In N.Am. material I need: Pap, philenor acauda , asterius
americus , asterius stabilis , brevicauda gaspeensis , brevicauda bre-
t onensl s, bairdi , bairdi hollandi , bairdi brucei, nit ra , nit ra kahli ,

machaon aliaska , machaon Hudsonianu's , machaon dodi , indra pergamus

.

indra minor! , pilumnus • Parnassius all except clqdius, smintheus,
sayi , hermodur . Carl Cook, Crailhope, Kentucky.

A new Insect Breeding Cage, cylindrical in four sections with
optional plastic or screen observation chambers, for sale. Litera-
ture free on request. Bio-Metal Associates, P®0» Box 346, Beverly
Hills, Calif.

WANTED, for exchange or purchase, butterflies of the genus Philotes
of the world. Rudolf Mattoni, 242 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif©

LEPIDQPTERA from the Park Land belt and coniferous forest of western
Canada for sale or limited exchange. Paul F. Bruggeman, R.R. 1, Fur-
ness, Sask., Canada.

GEORGIA LEPIDOPTERA offered in exchange for Lepidoptera from other
parts of U.S.A. or foreign countries. H. W. Eustis, Woodbine Road,
Augusta, Georgia.

WISH TO TRADE "The World Of Plant Life” (722 pp.) by C.J. Highlander
for McDunnough’s Macrolepidopt era Checklist-1938® My copy is like new c

Elias A. Ferguson, 1213 Bellflower Ave., S.W., Canton 4, Ohio.

PLEASE INFORM US PROMPTLY OF CHANGES OF ADDRESS
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* IMPORTANT NOTICE TO MEMBERS *
•I!- *52*

-x The SEASON SUMMARY outlined on page '49 of the September NEWS *
*x- will be moved ahead to the December issue* Please see that indi- #
x- vidual reports are received by L.M* Martin, J.D* Eff, J.C* Hopfin- *x-

*x ger, or the NEWS editor BY NOVEMBER 20* Reports are especially -x

•x needed from the mid-western and southeastern states* The Septem- *
x* her issue was mailed much later than expected and as a consequence -x

*x it is necessary to give more time for preparation of reports* All *x

-x- members who were able to spend time in the field this season are -x

'X- urgently requested to participate in making this first Season Sum- *x

*x many a success* 45-

Two foreign Lepidopt erists ’ societies are known to us thus far*
,r La Societe Lepidopterologique de Geneve’ 1 (Geneva, Switzerland) was
founded in 1905 and after its fortieth anniversary in 1945 it decided
to become "La Soci6te entomologique de Geneve’*, expanding its scope©
As a Lepidopterist

s

1 society it published a bulletin and had issued sev-
eral parts of a series on Swiss Lepidoptera*

The second organization is the new ’’Nippon Lepidopt erological So-
ciety" (see Ent * News , vol* 57, pp* 19-20), founded in 1945 and pub-
lishing "Transactions"* In addition, Zephyrua, an excellent entomo-
logical journal published by the Entomology Dept, of the Kyushu Imper-
ial University, Fukuoka, Japan, is devoted entirely to Lepidoptera,

EIGHTH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF ENTOMOLOGY

The Eighth Congress will be held in Stockholm, Sweden, from August
8 to 15, 1940* These Congresses are the only meetings attended by
large numbers of entomologists from all parts of the world. The ses-
sions of the Congress are devoted almost entirely to papers read by ma-
ny of the world’s greatest entomologists* During the coming sessions
it is probable that a large portion of the papers will be read in Eng-
lish* Some papers on Lepidoptera are always on the program. In view
of the demand for transportation it is necessary to arrange for passage
as early as possible*

In a few cases we have been informed of copies of the NEWS being
received with one side of a page printed upside-down, or not printed at
all. We are glad to replace such defective sheets, but members needing
replacements should notify us soon after discovering the error. The
supply of extra pages is quite limited* A postal card from you will
bring a replacement promptly.

THE LEPIDOPTERISTS* NEWS is the monthly newsletter of The Lepidopter-
ists’ Society, Membership in the Society is open to anyone interested
in the study of butterflies and moths* The dues are ()1,00 for 1947,
and the NEWS is sent free to all members* Please make checks and money
orders payable to: Charles L, Remington, Treas* Address all contnunica-
tions to: P.O* Box 104, Cambridge 58, Massachusetts*
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There has always been a tendency for Lepidopterist s to segregate
themselves from other entomologists, often with the result that they
fail to apply advancement of other phases of entomology (and zoology)
and lose the balanced approach necessary to good scientific work. A
primary aim of the Lep.Soc ., through the NEWS, is to reduce this barrier.

In North America there are several local entomological societies
holding regular meetings and in some cases publishing their own general
journal. There is one correlating society, THE ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY
OF AMERICA, which has members from all parts of the continent. Lepid-
opterists should be aware of its existence, its functions, and its ac-
tivities. It is hoped that all Lep.Soc. members devoting much time to
entomological research will want to become members of the E.S.A. if
they have not yet done so. A short account of the history and activi-
ties of this Society will help to acquaint Lep. Soc. members with it,

THE ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA was organized in 1906 as a re-

sult of a spontaneous demand, and under the leadership of Prof. John H»
Comstock, Dr. William Morton Wheeler, Dr. L.O. Howard, Dr. Henry Skin-
ner, J. Chester Bradley, and others. By the end of its first year the
Society had over 400 members and had Professor Comstock as its first
president. Dr. Skinner, noted Lepidopterist, was elected Second Vice
President and became President two years later. In order to recognize
the achievements of its members it established three classes of member-
ship - Honorary Fellow, Fellow, and Member. Of the seven original Hon-
orary Fellows, two. Dr* Samuel Hubbard Scudder and William Henry Ed-
wards, were Lepidopterist s . Election to this class is the highest hon-
or American entomology can bestow. Apparently no other Lepidopt erists
have been so recognized, there being none among the twelve living Hon-
orary Fellows. Five charter members of the Lep. Soc. were charter mem-
bers of the E.S.A. Thirteen Lep.Soc, members are Fellows of the E.S.A.

THE ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA now has two primary activi-
ties other than recognition of accomplishment. It publishes one of the
finest entomological journals in the world - its Annals

,

with Dr. A.W.
Lindsey as editor. And it holds an annual meeting composed of paper-
reading sessions and a business meeting. This year the meeting will be
held in Chicago in conjunction with the American Assoc® for Advancement
of Science from December 27-30. All Lep. Soc. members in the vicinity
of Chicago are urged to attend the sessions, to be held in the Congress
Hotel. Lep. Soc. members who wish to join the E.S.A. should write im-
mediately to the NEWS editor for a membership form so that they may be
elected to membership at the December business meeting. The annual
dues are $5.00 and bring a subscription to the valuable Annals .
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SUMMARY OF "SOME PRINCIPLES OF CLASSIFICATION IN LEPIDOPTERA,
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE BUTTERFLIES*’

,
BY B.C.S. WARREN.*

This patient exposition of a generally confusing and. confused sub-
ject should be read by all Lep. Soc, members, but cannot, of course, be
reproduced here in its entirety# However a summary is presented of the
first two installments© Succeeding parts are not yet published, but
the meat of Warren’s arguments is probably given in these two issues*

Warren’s oft-stressed attack is against DETAILED definitions of
categories above genus. He maintains that "large numbers of valid char-
acters do not exist e Actually the more fundamental the group, the fewer
the characters; so that in superfamilies and families there most fre-
quently are no more than one or two characters indicative of relation-
ship, or of any real class ifactory value." Analyzing definitions in
modern works, he concludes that all characters used fall in,to one of
three types; (1) The true diagnostic character - constant throughout
the unit, either present or clearly secondarily lost; (2) the comple -

mentary character - a feature or combination found only in the unit,
but not constantly; (3) the false

, or worthless character - having no
recognizable frequency and not confined to the unit alone. Applying
these methods of characterization, Warren presents the following group-
ing in the Lepidoptera;

Suborder HOMONEURA (both pairs of wings with identical neuration)
Suborder HETERONEURA (neuration of fore and hind wings differing)

Super-family- Group I (wings coupled by frenulum)
Super-family- Group II (wings coupled by humeral lobe of secondaries)

Superfamily HESPERIOIDEA (neuration unbranched)
Family HESPERIIDAE

Superfamily PAPILIONOIDEA (neuration branched)
(A) Primitive family-group (fore legs functional in both sexes)
Family PAPILIONIDAE (claws simple)
Family PIERIDAE (claws bifid, eggs elongated)
Family LYCAENIDAE (claws bifid, eggs not elongated)

(B) Advanced family-group (fore legs degenerate only in male)
Family RIODINIDAE (palpi short)
Family LIBYTHEIDAE (palpi very long)

(C) Specialized family-group (fore legs degenerate in both sexes)
Family NYI.IPHALIDAE (specialization of fore legs not constant in

either -sex)
Family DANAIDAE (specialization of fore legs constant in female)
Family SATYRIDAE (specialization of fore legs constant in both

sexes

)

Under NYMPHALIDAE he includes the subfamilies: Acraeinae, Argynni-
nae, Heliconiinae, Melitaeinae, Limenitinae, Nymphalinae, Euthaliinae,
llorphinae, and Amathusiinae ( Including tribes Brassolidi and Hypolimnidi ).

The complementary characters listed for these groups come mainly
from the neuration and the pupal suspension and freedom of movement.
The suspension of the pupa seems hardly a fundamental character having
evolutionary significance. Warren’s treatment is conservative and the
general grouping apparently sound, but his rebellion against the multi-
ple-character definitions of higher categories seems to have rebounded
too far in the other direction® Surely it will not discourage workers
from continuing investigations of larvae(see A.H. Clark, NEWS p.52,#39),
pupal structures t adult body structures other than appendages ( see Kiri-
akoff, NEWS p.78, #108 ), and other approaches to fundamental classification.

^roaTThe 'SntomoIorUstTvol. 80.po. 208-217 . 27B-241 :Sept
. ,

C.L.R*

Oct.,-
, 1947.
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BOOK REVIEWS

7. The Butterflies of North America by William Henry Edwards*

Edwards’ great classic very likely will never be equalled for
superbness of style and color plates, because it is doubtful that any-
one will be willing to go to the great expense required. Edwards him-
self remains the leader among American butterfly students in the amount
of time given and in the value of his contributions. His three-volume
work was the pinnacle and fruition of his diligent devotion over a
great many years. It is deeply to be regretted that the book is una-
vailable to nearly all Lepidopt erists because of its prohibitive cost.

The text is a series of chapter-like accounts of one species of
butterfly after another. Each species is thoroughly described in the
adult, with careful descriptions of the egg, larvae, and pupa if known.
Then follows the engrossing discussion of habits, habitat, and results
of breeding experiments. The text alone would provide exciting reading
for any enthusiastic Lepidopterist with some field experience. Many of
the field notes are quoted from letters written by the great collectors
of the day, especially Mr. David Bruce. The high mountain butterflies
of the genus "Chionobas " (=Oeneis ) were of particular interest both to
Edwards and to Bruce. Under C. oeno (=lucilla ) , Bruce is quoted thusly;
"The butterflies played around me and apparently fought for a position,-
a jutting point on the edge of the snow. On this they would walk a few
inches in their jerky manner, stop a few minutes and begin an almost im-
perceptible gliding, then stand quiet a moment, and walk again - about
which time a rival would appear, and the usual skirmish in the air would
ensue; and I generally improved the occasion by catching both of them,
o • For shelter during storms they return to the mountain verge. I once
took quite a cluster of them in a crevice under a huge overhanging rock
vtrhere I had taken refuge during a furious hailstorm. •• It is found,
as I have said, at the highest points attainable and is common; yet
from frequenting such inaccessible localities, collectors have not of-
ten collected it." At another point, regarding C. brucel , Bruce had
written; "There are few or no birds at these high stations to destroy
the larvae or catch the butterflies, but mice, ground squirrels, spid-
ers, and predaceous beetles are legion. Parasitic dipt era and ichneu-
mon flies are as numerous as on the lower levels; a large gray Asilus,
too, is ever present like an evil spirit, capturing Bruce

i

without the
least effort. It is, therefore, surprising that so frail a butterfly
should hold its own so persistently." Edwards was also primarily in-
terested in Papilio and the relationships of named "species" which
could be brought out by rearing. He proved P. marcellus , t elamonides ,

and walshii to be seasonal forms of P. ajax T~marcellus ) . He once tra-
velle3™aTT~the way from West Virginia to Colorado on the crude rail-
roads of the time expressly to rear large numbers of the offspring of
P. bairdii and P. brucei females, and his results if carefully reviewed
now would surely result in the recognition of these entities as races
of the same species - suggested as machaon by Edwards himself.

The beautiful plates are the finest feature of the great work. Of
the 101 plates in volumes I and II, 98 were executed by Mrs .Mary Peart,
"with a fidelity to nature that cannot be surpassed." 100 of these
were colored by Mrs. Lydia Bowen and her sister Mrs .Leslie, both of whom
had served originally with the bird artist, John J. Audubon* The 51
plates for volume III are mostly the work of Edward A. Ketterer. c.L.R.
^Published by Houghton, Mifflin, & Co., Philadelphia, New York, and
Boston. Pages unnumbered, Vol.I- 1868; vol.II- 1874-84; vol.III- 1887-
97, 41 parts in all, 152 colored plates. Available from John D.Sherman,
132 Primrose Ave., Mt, Vernon, N.Y. for §100.00,
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REGENT PAPERS OH LEPIDOPTERA

ErratumjOn p.52, item #36, in lines 9 & 12 ”guasca” should be ^uasca”

.

90* Bell, E.L., ”A Catalogue of the Hesperioidea of Venezuela.” (see
#35, p. 52). Copy kindly sent the NEWS by Mr. Bell. This paper

should be useful for any work with American Hesperiidae. The 3
American subfamilies are characterized in some detail. Genotypes
all are designated, specifically noted as Orthotype, Haplotype,
Logotype, Diatype, or Pseudotype. English system of venation num-
bering used. Each of the 155 genera is characterized. The entire
known distribution of the 409 species, races, and forms is given*
Of course the complete references to original descriptions are
always given, with additional references of papers having figures
and of papers giving Venezuela records. An index to names is the
final section. A mimeographed list prepared by Mr. Bell corrects
a very large number of typographical errors due to his having had
no opportunity to correct a galley proof.

91. Birkett, N.L. ”0bservat ions on Drepana binaria in North Lanca-
shire”. The Entomologist

, vol. 80, pp. 161-164. July, 1947,
This moth apparently is spreading its range northward. Larvae on
mature leaves did well. Larvae on tender second-crop foliage all
died®

92. Blackwelder, Richard E., ”The Dates and Editions of Curtis’ British
Entomology.” Smithsonian Mi sc . Coll . , vol. 107, no. 5, 4 plates.
12 June 1947. Attempts to date accurately the reprinted, revised

edition of this important 1824 book, to aid in correct selection of
genotypes, etc.. Following Lepidoptera genera concerned: Lycaena,
Deilephila , Eyprepia , Bupalus , Dendrolimus , Peronea , Sarrothripus ,

Gastropacha .

93. Brandt, William," A new Ocnogyha Species from N.E. Iran”, Entomo -

logisk Tidskrift (Stockholm), vol. 68, nos. 1-2, p.90. 1947.

94. Carpenter, G.D.Hale ”A new subspecies of Papilio dardanus Brown.”
Proc .Roy .Ent . Soc . London (B), vol, 16, pp . 55-56. 16 June 1947.

A distinctive race, apparently restricted to the isolated Mount
Kulal in Kenya, characterized by strongly yellow antennae and
named: P. dardanus flavicornis .

95. Carpenter, G.D.Hale ”The geographical distribution of the forms of
the African Nymphaline butterflies Charaxes etesipe Godart and
Ch . penr icej Rothschild.” Trans . Roy. Ent , Soc . London , vol. 98,
pp. 91-104, 2 pis., 7 figs. 2 July 1947. Concludes that the

two "species” are actually one and that Comoro Is. and Madagascar
races arrived there after separation of these islands.

96. Chang, S.C. ”A Redescription of Ailantus Arctiid Mouth

(

El igma nar -

cissus Cram. Lepid. Arctiidae ) .” (All in Chinese). Entomologia
et Ars (Wukung, China), vol. 1, pp. 5-9, 55-56. 5 figs, Apr.,
Aug*, 1946,

97. Clarke, J.F. Gates, ”A New Dichomeris from Eastern United States
(Lepidoptera, Gelechiidae'). ,r Proc . Ent. Soc , Washington , vol. 49,
pp. 187-189. Oct, 1947, D. glenni described from Putnam Co., 111.

Known also from Florida, Kansas, and Michigan. Male and female
genitalia figured. Named for M. 0. Glenn, collector of the type.
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RECENT PAPERS-cont.

98, Collenette, C.L. "The Identity of Phalaena chrysorrhoea , Linnaeus,
1758." Bull . Ent . Research , vol. 38, pp. 259-261. Aug • , 1947*

Carefully reviews evidence and concludes that Linnaeus* name must
apply to the Brown-tail, a 3 generally accepted, and not the Gold-
tail as maintained by Rothschild (1917).

99. Cripps, C. "Scent perception in some African Myrmecophilous Ly-
caenidae." Proc. Roy. Ent. Soc. London (A), vol. 22, pp. 42-
43. 16 June 1947. Several remarkable cases indicating highly

developed scent perception in butterflies and ants. Ovipositing
females apparently find proper host plant by scent* Ants appear
to know their myremecophilous larvae by scent and parasites of
the lycaenid larvae emerge and leave the ant nest unmolested,
probably because they have acquired the key odor from the larvae*
Larvae of the Blue Neochrysops (sev. spp.) are carried down into
the ant nest for maturing and pupating.

100. Evans, R. Tenniel, "East African Butterflies." Journ .East Africa
Nat . Hist . Soc . , vol. 19, pp. 18-39, plates I-IV. June, 1946*

Takes up continuation of van Sommeren’s list of Kenya and Uganda
butterflies. This part covers Pseudoneptis , Catuna , Pseudargynnis,
Ps eudacraea , and Neptis , with key to spp. of Nept is . 41 photos of
specimens*

101. Franz, Herbert, "Die Landt ierwelt der Mittleren Hohen Tauern*"
Denkschrift en AK. W i s

s

. Wien (Austria), vol. 107, 552 pp®, 14

plates"’. 19~43
.'

’"Ecological study of animals of one range of W*
Austrian Tirol. Pp. 144-207 covers 966 spp. of Lepidoptera.

102# Freeman, T.N., "The Taxonomic and Economic Approach to an Entomo-
logical Problem." 77th Ann . Rep ' t Ent . Soc . Ontario (1946),
pp. 8-9. 1947. Instruct ive review of biological aspects of

Budworm, Archips fumiferana complex, revealed in intensive
studies of Canadian Gov't agencies, proving in this case museum
taxonomy cannot give the answer to species separation without
prior biological work with living material.

103. Freeman, H.A., "New Skipper Records for the United States." Ent .

News , vol. 58, pp. 184-186. July 1947. New U.S.A. records
(all from Pharr, Texas) are: Aguna asander form panthius , Pellicia
co st imacula, Gcrgythion begga pyral ina. Summary of all his new
U.S.A. skipper records lists 6 as prcjbable residents and 11 as
strays. Records of actual breeding are the next important step*

104. Gardner, J.C.M. "On the larvae of the Noctuldae- III." Trans *

Roy .Ent . Soc . London , vol. 98, pp. 59-90, 34 figs. 2 July 1947.
Deals with his "Division B" of the family - contaning most genera
of the Catocalinae and Noctuinae, some Acontiinae, and the Eras-
triinae, Plusiinae, and Hypeninae. Larval evidence removes Chas -

mina, Androlymnia and Elydna from Acronyct inae*
,
Descriptions,

keys, and figures, continuing previously reported studies on this
family*

105. Golding, F*D. "Further Notes on the Food-Plants of Nigerian In-
sects, VI." Bull .Ent . Research , vol .38, pp. 75-80. May, 1947*

Continuing earlier lists, gives host plants of 3 Nymphalidae, 1

Lycaenidae, 1 Iiesperiidae, 1 Arctiidae, 10 Noctuidae, 3 Lymantri-
idae, 4 Sphingidae, 3 Notodont idae, 1 Geometridae, 1 Saturniidae,
4 Las iocamp idae, 11 Pyralidae, and other insects.
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RECENT PAPERS-cont.

106. Jackson, T .H.E., “The early stages of some African Lycaenidae, 11

Proc . Roy . Ent . Soc . London (A), vol. 22, pp. 44-48. 16 June
1947. Describes rather tersely the egg, larva, pupa, and

records host of Capys catharus Riley, Epitola crippsi Stoneham,
Deudorix odana Druce, Deamerona Ploetz, Stugeta olalae Stnhm.,
Spindasis sp., Axiocerses harpax Fabr., Athene sobrina Talbot,
and A. lamia s Hewitson. The 2nd, 4th, 6th, and 7th spp. are
tended by anFs, with A. harpax apparently unable to feed on plants
and living in the ant runs on some sort of concentrate excreted or
produced by the ants.

107. Kiriakoff, S.G., “Taxonomie intraspecifique dans ses apprications
aux Lepidopteres.*' (In French). Bull . & Ann . Soc . Ent . Belgique ,

vol. 82, pp. 209-224. 1946. A clear statement of a code for
nomenclature below species (subspecies, race, variety, form, sea-
sonal form, etc.), closely agreeing with our viewpoint, as empha-
sized in the NEWS in every issue. Accepts as nameable jgeographic
race and biological race, treated as trinomials. Seasonal, sexual,
and individual variants should not be named. If they are, they
have no standing or protection under the International Rules*
Then gives a code for naming these variants: placing the Latin
name in brackets. We have asked M, Kiriakoff for an article on
this subject for the NEWS and hope to present it soon. Otherwise
we will give a more detailed translation of this paper.

108. Kiriakoff, S.G., “On the systematical position of the lepidopter-
our family Hesperiidae.“ 15th Bio log is eh Jaarboek , Dodonaea,
1946, pp. 288-292. Agrees with most recent authors in discard-

ing the “suborder Rhopalocera“ for skippers and butterflies. Con-
siders the skippers far removed from butterflies ( PAP ILIONOIDEA)

.

Apparently accepts suborders FRENATA and JUGATA, dividing the for-
mer into the “cohors STEMIIATONCQPODA“ (PYRALIDOIDEA, etc., having
“crowned prolegs“ in the larva) and the “cohors HARMONCOPODA” (PA-
PILIONOIDEA, higher moths, having harmoncopodous prolegs). On the
basis of this character Kiriakoff places the skippers in the STEM-
MAT ONC OPODA* He considers the tympanal organ (ear) a superfamily
character and thus places the PTEROPHORIDAE and THYRIDIDAE in the
super family HESPER IQIDEA, to be placed near the PYRALIDOIDEA (PY-
RALIDIDAE only). If true, the contentions of this paper need to
be developed much more before acceptance can be assured,

109. Le Moult, E., “Etudes preliminaires sur le genre Apatura s. str.
(Lep. Nymphalidae ) • “ Miscellanea Entomologies (Paris), vol. 43,
pp. 58-75. Oct. 1946, Describes as new; A. clytie s.-sp. juno

(n. France and Belgium) and its ,! f. ind. margins juno “ (n.France )

.

A. clytie s.-sp. carueli (Ukraine) and its “f . ind. marginecarueli ”

TUkraine
) , A* clytie s.-sp. bernardii (Siberia) and its form mand-

schurica ( Manchuria ) and “f. ind. fabreae" (Siberia & Manchuria
)

,

A. s.-sp. minerva (n. France & Belgium) and its “f .ind. pseudo -

serarum" (Berlin) and “f. hybride fulvopuncta“ (n.France), A. ilia
s.-sp. asturiens is (n. Spain), A. ilia s.-sp. russ ica (Russia), A.
ilia s.-sp. orientalis (Manchuria), A* serarum s -sp

.

s zechwanens is
(Szechwan)

, A. serarum s.-sp. phaedra f. pseudilia (China) , JU
serrarum s.-sp, yunnanensis (Yunnan J7 A. serarum s.-sp. extensa
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RECENT PAPERS-cont.

109 (cont.) (Yunnan), A. metis s.-sp. oberthuri (Russia) and its ”f®
hydride intermedia” (Russia), A. metis s.-sp. asiatica (Siberia &
Manchuria^ and its forms ind, ps eudoher

e

( Manchuria )

T

'and obscura
(Manchuria), A* met is s.-sp# laverno ides (Tibet), A. met is s.-sp#
monardi (Yunnan), A. gertraudi s s.-sp. mirei (Manchuria) , A. ger -

traudis s.-sp a japonica (Japan")
-

, A# iris s e -sp. iris ”£.ind. ob-
scurior ” (Germany!!"* A* Iris s.-spT moriei (China) and its ”f.ind#
obscuremor iei ^ ( China )

•
"

“ The paper seems § tEorqygh mu<341e, taxo-
nomically.

110# Lichy, R., ’’Document pour servir a l*etude des Lepidopteres du
Venezuela (3e. note)#” Bol# Ent. Venezolana, vol. 5, pp. 1-13#
1946#

111# Lichy, R., ’’Documents pour servir a 1 T etude des Sphingidae du Ven-
ezuela (Lepid. Heter. 8e. note).” Bol . Ent . Venezolana , vol# 5,
pp# 15-26. 1946.

112. Moss, A# Miles, ’’Notes on the Syntomidae of Para, with Special Ref-
erence to Wasp Mimicry and Fedegosa, Heliatropium indicum (Bora-
ginaceae), as an attractant.” The Entomologist, vol. 80, pp.30-35#
Feb. 1947. Pleasant account of wasp-mimic syntomids and their

attraction to Fedegosa, an amazing insect lure.

113. Munroe, Eugene G., ’’Four New Pieridae from the West Indies.” Am#
Mu 3 . Novitates, no. 1362, 5 pp. 4 Nov. 1947. Describes as news

Phoebis (Aphr issa ) orbis subsp. browni , P. stat ira subsp. hi span -

io la e, Eurema ( Abaeis"7
~~

nicippiformis , and E! ( Pyrisitia ) eut erpi -

formi s, all from Hispaniola. Descriptions are detailed, compara-
tive, and in all cases accompanied by genitalic analysis. Refer-
ences given. P. orbis browni named for F.M. Brown, reviser of
Phoebis .

114. Opheim, M., ”Nye funn og finnesteder for Macrolep idopt era.” Norsk
Ent . Tidsskr . (Oslo), vol. 7, pp. 190-192. ”1946” (In Norwegian)

•

115. Price, Geoffrey C., ’’ Chrysophanus phlaeas in Egypt” ( Lycaenidae )

.

Bull . Soc . Fouad Ent . (Cairo
) ,

vol. 30, p. 77, 1946. Records ty-
pical phlaeas for" first time. C. phlaeas coerulea-basalis Andres
described from western Egypt in 1930.

116. Rehfous, Marcel, ’’Note sur Hyalina albida ” (Psychidae). Mitt .

Schwei z. Ent . Gesell , (Geneva
) , vol. 20, pp. 211-216. Nov.9,1946.

117. Rome!, Enzo, ’’Glaucopsyche lysimon and Cupido minimus .” Ent . Record
& Journ. Variation, vol. 59, pp. 99-100. Sept. 1947.

118. Romieux, Jean, ’’Nouvelles Observations sur quelques Sesies” (Aeger-
iidae). Mitt . Schweiz . Ent . Gezell . , vol. 20, pp. 225-231®
Nov. 9, 1946."

119. Romieux, Jean, ’’Notice sur la progression de 1 T Arachnia 1 e vana en
Suisse occidentale” (Nymphalidae ) • Mitt. Schweiz. Ent. Gezell.,
vol. 20, pp. 262-264. Nov. 9, 1946.

120. Schepler, Fritz, ’’Nydansk sommer fugl, Rhyacia fag ax Tr.” Entomolo -

giske Meddelelser (Copenhagen), vol. 25, pp. 150-152, 1 fig.
1947. ( In Danish

-

]

-

.
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RECENT PAPERS -c one1*

121. Sevastopulo, D.G., "The Early Stages of Indian Lepidoptera. Pt,
XVII*" Journ * Bombay Nat , Hist * Soc , , vol* 46, pp.575-586. Apr*
1947* Early stages of some species in several families of

Rhopalocera and Heterocera*

122* Snodgrass, R*E*, "The Insect Cranium and the ’Epicranial Suture’."
Smithsonian Mi sc . Coll » t vol* 107, no. 7, 52 pp., 15 figs. 30
July 1947* See not e on page 82.

123* van Someren, V*G.L*, "Comments and additional notes on Professor
Carpenter’s paper entitled ’Notes on Charaxes (Lep.Nymphalidae)
in the Hope Department of Entomology, University of Oxford!"
Proc .Roy .Ent . Soc . London (B), vol.16, pp. 53-54. 16 June 1947*

A few comments on Carpenter ’ s paper, one transferring "female form
ethalionoides Carp." to ethallon from etheocles .

124. Vasquez, Leonila, "Papillos nuevos de Mexico." (In Spanish). Ann-
ales Inst . Biologia (Mexico), vol. 18, pp. 249-256, 5 photos.
1947. Describes as new P. pharnaces male form paucimaculata

(Guanajuato), P. erostratinus (Puebla), and redescribes P.erostra-
tus West, with photos of all.

125. Williams, C.B., "The Generic Relations of Species in Small Ecolog-
ical Communities." Journ . Animal Ecology (London), vol. 16, pp.
11-18. May, 1947. Sets out to determine whether large natural

communities have more or less intra-generic competition than small
communities of plants and animals. Concludes that there are more
species per genus in a small community than in a random sample of
the same size from a larger community. Therefore natural selec-
tion operates in favor of more th&n one species per genus rather
than for one species per genus, since competition and resulting
selection are present between all species of a given group in a
small community. Williams uses the Lepidoptera of Wicken Fen,
Hertfordshire, and the British Isles among his examples.

126. Williams, Joseph L,, "The Anatomy of the Internal Genitalia of Fu-
me a casta Pallas (Lepidoptera : Psychidae)." Trans . Am.Ent

.

Soc .,
vol. 73, pp. 77-84, figs. 1,2. 16 July 1947. dhis European

species is established in the U.S.A., with a strong colony around
Boston, Mass., and another in the Morris Arboretum in Philadelphia.
Present paper describes and figures clearly the internal genital-
ia (male and female) of this psychid, comparing it with three
other psychids covered in an earlier paper (1944). Psychidae are
diplotremes, like all the higher Lepidoptera (see above).

127. Woodhouse, L.G.O., "Observations on species of Nacaduba Moore, and
some other Lycaenidae from Ceylon." Proc . Roy .Ent . Soc . London
(B), vol.16, pp. 3-9, 12 figs. 13 Mar. 1947. Gives notes on

these lycaenids supplementary to the Woodhouse & Hairy book: "The
Butterfly Fauna of Ceylon", and figures the male genitalia of
twelve species. Records Nacaduba olyett

i

and Horaga albimacula
viola , not previously listed from Ceylon, considers Celastrina
puspa felder i and £, lilacea to be one species on Ceylon,

128. Wright, Albert E., "Acentropus niveus , Oliv., in North Lancashire."
Ent.Record & Journ . Varlat ion , vol. 59, pp. 100-101. Sept. 1947,
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BRIEF BIOGRAPHIES

7* John Bernhard Smith (1858-1912)

John B* Smith was born in New York City on Nov* 21, 1858, and at-
tended public schools and law school* After four years of law practice
he decided in 1884 to respond to the insistent demands of his scientif-
ic interests, and therefore accepted a position as special agent for
the U.S* Dep’t of Agriculture, under C*V* Riley* During his two years
in the Dep’t he spent most of his time on field research* In 1886
Smith transferred to the National Museum as assistant curator of in-
sects® Three years later he accepted a professorship at Rutgers Col-
lege, where he taught entomology for 23 years* Rutgers awarded him an
honorary Sc#D* At his death on March 12, 1912, after an illness of ma-
ny months, he left a wife and two children*

As were C*V*Riley, Henry Skinner, and other great entomologists of
that generation. Smith was enthusiastically active in many organizations
which were developing at that time* He held membership and often on of-
ficial p o 3 1 in the American Association for the Advancement of Science,
The Entomological Society of America, the New York Academy of Sciences,
and numerous other scientific organizations , and was honored by election
as a Fellow of the three above-named societies* For several years prev-
ious to 1885, he was editor of the young Bulletin of the Brooklyn Ento -
mological Society (it was then devoted entirely to Lepidoptera and Col-
eoptera

) , and when this publication merged with Papilio in 1885 he became
editor of the resulting j ourna^ Entomologica Americana 1 for five years*
When the state agricultural experiment stations were founded, due to
the efforts of Smith’s former chief, C*V« Riley, Smith became one of
the first men to be connected with the project, and later, as New Jersey
State Entomologist , he also made important contributions, being among the
foremost to devise and demonstrate mosquito control over large areas*

From his early life Dr*Smith always had been intensely interested
in Lepidoptera, and although he did publish papers on beetles, bees, and
other insects, the majority of his work was on moths* He was acknowl-
edged as the leading authority on the huge and complex "superfamily"
Noctuidae, but also among the outstanding monographic papers written
while at the National Museum arej"A Monograph of the Sphingidae of North
America north of Mexico", "A Revision of the Lepidopterous Family Satur-
niidae" and a"Preliminary Catalogue of the Arctiidae of Temperate North
America" e In 1893 he published an annotated catalogue of the Noctuidae
of Boreal America, and the first part of a noctuid monograph, to which
many additions, such as the 120-page "Revision of the Deltoid Moths"
were made during subsequent years* Holland’s evaluation of the noctuid
catalogue, given in the Moth Book (1903), illustrates the high esteem
with which Lepidopterist s regarded Smith’s workj "This is the most
scholarly and complete work upon the Noctuidae of America which has up
to the present time been published, and is indispensable to the student 'i

Smith described hundreds of new species and many genera, such as Papai -

joema, Neleucani a, Stylopoda , Copicucullia , and Eut hyat i r

a

, and among the
numerous genera revised by him were Acronycta ( with H*G *Dyar ) and Call!-
morpha . One of the few works including the whole order was a "List of
the Lepidoptera of Boreal America", the original appearing in 1901 and
the complete revision two years later* To the field of general entomo-
logy Smith contributed a glossary of terms used in insect study, later
used as a basis for Torre-Bueno ’ s 1937 glossary, and one of the first
state checklists, that of the insects of New Jersey. He also wrote sev-
eral books : Economic Entomology and Our Insect Friends and Enemies *
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ON THE TERMINOLOGY OF THE CATERPILLAR CRANIUM

Snodgrass’ paper (see Recent Lit .#122 on p.80), stabilizing the
interpretation of the topography of the insect cranium, being of con-
siderable importance to Lepidopterists as well as other Entomologists,
a brief summary of certain sections follows. The primary conclusion
is: ’’The insect cranium is not composed of ’plates’ united by ’sutures’# 11

Most of these “sutures" are actually grooves left by formation of in-
ternal ridges. The postoccipital sulcus and the gular suture are prob-
ably true sutures* The "epicranial suture" is merely the ecdysial line
of cleavage or line of weakness where the head can split for moulting.
The application to Lepidoptera larvae is indicated by the following
figure, copied from Snodgrass’ fig# HE, representing Malacosoma amer -

icana:

CL - ecdysial cleavage line
frinv - frontal invagination
fr - median part of frons between

arms of cleavage line
es - epistomal sulcus
at - anterior tentorial pit
Olp - clypeus
Lm - labrum

'a* V Vf V

On page 145 of Turtox News 25, No# 8, for August, 1947, is a short
but interesting account, by Ralph W# Dexter of Kent State University,
Ohio, of a specimen of Euphydryas editha Bois# with three antennae*
The extra antenna, aside from a slightly narrower base, is perfectly
normal in appearance, and originates *5 mm# posterior to the left an-
tenna. The specimen was presented to the Dept, of Biology, along with
several other E. editha , all of uncertain, though probably Californian,
locality. A photograph of the specimen accompanies the article.

H.E. Woodcock, of Chicago, reports finding 3 arctiid larvae (Ecpan-
theria deflorata ? ) at Turkey Run State Park, Indiana, in a canyon "hun-
dreds of yards from any vegetation." It was mid-October and the larvae
were apparently preparing to hibernate* An interesting study would be
an accurate determination of the distance traveled by Lepidoptera lar-
vae of various species when about to moult, hibernate, or pupate*

SPHINGIDS OVER WATER

On a hot August day, from a bridge in Estes Park, Colo., my wife
and I watched for almost a minute a striped Hawk Moth ( Celerio ) poised
above the water, facing upstream against a s\vift current, in the act of
drinking. The delicate wake produced by the immersion of the proboscis
was a special feature of the performance. This should not be confused
with the dipping -the -abdomen habit noticed by me -- and other Russian
collectors — in the case of Smer . populi and S. amurensis »

V. Nabokov
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MISCELLANY

On Bruggemann’s Wood-boring Larva

"Referring to note by P.F* Burggemann Page VO, the larva he found
was probably that of Harris imemna t

r

i s ignat a , wh ich. makes its cocoon or
pupa housing in the fashion described* It feeds on Ash, Privet, and
Viburnum lentago L. and probably also on Lilac, Have found and reared
it" on the first three,” ^

- Alex K. Wyatt

All Lepidopterists primarily interested in taxonomy should read
"Reflections on the Subspecies" by Professor M, H* Hatch in the July,
1947, Entomological News (pp. 168-170), We are glad to maintain that
the trend in Lepidoptera taxonomy for the last few years, at least in
North America, has been to study the species, rather than the subspecies
(race), as the BASIC biological unit®

•5£ 4J- 45- 4fr

In preparing some notes on the history of the Cambridge Entomolog-
ical Club recently, the NEWS editor came across the following in the
Secretary’s minutes for the Club meeting of 13 December 1878: "Dr, H,A«
Hagen said that he had learned from Mr. W.H, Edwards that a collection
of butterflies sent by the latter gentleman to Europe, and containing
the types of 70 rare species of Hesperia, had been on board the wrecked
steamer Pommerania, and, in all probability had been lost," The Mc-
Dunnough Check List (1938) lists 103 skipper names proposed by Edwards,
Including synonyms. If types of 70 were lost as Hagen indicates, a
serious deficiency in Edwards ’ reference material exists.

A number of Lep. Soc, members sent for Psyche reprints as listed
in the NEWS (p, 32) and obtained some valuable reference material. The
NEWS editor has recently been made aware of a bargain in good entomo-
logical literature. Although this material is principally on insects
other than Lepidoptera it is advert ixed here because various Lep. Soc,
members have mentioned a desire for good scientific literature since
they are situated far from library facilities. There is a limited num-
ber of sets of the "CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE ENTOMOLOGICAL LABORATORY OF
THE BUSSEY INSTITUTION OF HARVARD UNIVERSITY." They contain the 292
papers published by Harvard entomologists in many journals from 1909
to 1929, Altogether there are over 5800 pages, with seven large vol-
umes well bound in red buckram and enough other unbound papers to make
an eighth volume. The price is ^15.00, with shipping costs extra (the
set weighs about 50 lbs,). Mention the NEWS when ordering from: Mrs,
M,D. Frazier, Library of Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge 38,
Mass.

Several Lep. Soc, members attending the November meeting of the
Cambridge Entomological Club were treated to a talk by a veteran Lep-
Idopterist, Mr. W.L.W. Field, Mr. Field informally presented his rec-
ollections of his close association as a young man with Samuel Hubbard
Scudder, We joined Field in paying many visits to the aging Scudder
in his private study on Brattle Street in Cambridge, (see NEWS pp. 17
& 18). All of us went away from the meeting keenly aware of the warm
and enthusiastic encouragement Scudder was always ready to give to
young entomologists, Mr. Field, now retired from his professional
duties as Headmaster of Milton Academy, plans to continue his studies
of hybridization in the butterfly genus Limenitis (

= Basilarchia )

.
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NOTES FROM A TRAVELLING EDITOR - II

Co-editor Clench extracted the former notes (see p. 42) from a
letter sent him in July, A brief continuation may be of some interest.

After leaving the Boulder Co. region in Colo,, we paused at the
famous fossil insect beds at Florissant, In the meadows containing
these beds Neominois ridingsii , Euphydryas capella , Melitaea arachne ,

and Oarisma garita were common and fresh (July 18),

Ephraim Canyon in Utah was an excellent collecting spot recommend-
ed to us by P.S, Remington, and we hit it (July 24) just as Hypaurot is
chrysalus was emerging. Collecting a series of these gems was a real
thrill, Limenit is wiedemeyeri , Plebejus rustica and icarioides , and.

Pieris napi were abundant. Less common were Pieris- beckeri , Mitouri
siva?, several Speyeria spp., Aglais ant iopa , a Euphydryas , and a sin-
gTe

-
battered Boloria aphirape . Bryce Canyon was barren.

The famed Sabino Canyon near Tucson was hopelessly dry and life-
less, but when we joined the Lloyd Martins in Madera Canyon in the San-
ta Rita Mts. a rich fauna was present. The beautiful Rhabdoides cellus
was c#mmon, as were Erne sis zela and other fine diurnals. However]! the
real feature was the night collecting . Lloyd used Dr. Comstock's old
cloth-covered frame with two Coleman lanterns and we caught moths and
other insects just about as fast as the several dozen cyanide tubes
would knock them out. The moth fauna there has a distinctly Mexican
character.

California was very disappointing during our stay (July 31-Aug.21).
We covered over 3000 miles in that state alone, touching the coast at
numerous points from Los Angeles to Eureka, and collecting in the Coa-
chella Valley, San Jacinto Mts,, high Sierras, the Redwood Groves, Mt •

Lassen and Mt, Shasta. Everywhere the extreme dryness resulted in poor
collecting. Only Habrodais grunus was common generally.

The high spot of our trip in the Northwest was a short visit with
J.C. Hopfinger near Brewster, Washington. John is very near the top
among the many fine collectors in the country. He has perhaps done a
more thorough job in making known his virgin territory than any previ-
ous collector in any region, and he has by no means slowed down. I
made a trip with John's collecting partner, Andrew Anderson, to their
newest rich spot, Salmon Meadows, where the Polygonia (at least 3 spp.)
were commoner than ever before in my experience. We were late (Aug ,28)
for Speyeria, but took some good females of a new rafre of S*. atlant is »

Neophasia menapia was surprisingly common.

We saw few Lepidoptera in Idaho, Montana, and Yellowstone Park,
but the Teton Mts. were productive. We penetrated the Tetons on the
WEST side, from Idaho, and found a marvelous campsite, where 2 differ-
ent Polygonia , Aglais milbertii , and especially Neophasia menapia
abounded. I took a fine female of menapia , my first. On Teton Pass I
was elated to find two ant-tended Plebejus larvae on lupine- a thrill
because of the particular attention recently given to ant-tended lycae-
nids (see NEWS pp. 16, 36).

We enjoyed a collecting ramble with P.S, Remington near St. Louis
and took several Calephalis mut icum? and Hesperia leonardus Sept, 13*.

While hurrying back to Cambridge, we had the pleasure of visi ting Dr.
Sweadner at the Carnegie Museum and Mr® dos Passos at Mendham, N.Y.

C.L.R.
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NOTICES BY MEMBERS

Members are invited to contribute to this page any special requests, at
no cost to the member. Unless withdrawn sooner by the contributor , each
notice will be carried for three consecutive numbers* If the notice Is
to be continued, the contributor must again submit it, with new wording *

Available now: LIVING PUPAE (COCOONS) OF ACT IAS SELENE , long-tailed Indo-
Australian saturniid# Reared locally under nesting, free from parasites 0

Otto H, Schroeter, 613 Williams Street, New London, Connect icut

I have at present a very few butterflies in papers for disposal. Let
me know what you want in the way of Pacific Coastal insects; I will
make an effort to obtain them, I will probably be able to offer later
a few pupae of Arzama obliq.ua* Will accept cash or what have you for
exchange, Richard Guppy, R,R. 1, Marine Drive, Wellington, Vancouver
Is*, B,C, , Canada,

I have for sale a large collection of NOCTUIDAE FROM FLA, and COLO.,
pinned and papered, complete data, and most named. Must dispose of these
promptly and will make attractive price for quantity orders. List of
spp ® sent on request. Expect soon to have Catocala and other Lepid. from
Wisconsin, Have also specimens from Chicago area freshly pinned and
spread, for exch, Alex K, Wyatt, 5842 N.Kirby Ave,, Chicago 30,111,

PAPILIONIDAE from all parts of the world wanted for exchange or pur-
chase. In N.Am, material I needs Pap , philenor acauda , ast erius americus,
as t erius stab il ls, brevicauda gaspe ensis , brevicauda bretonensis ,

bairdi , bairdi ho 1land i, bairdi brucei , "nit ra, nitra kahli , machaon
aliaska , machaon hu'ds on ianus

, machaon dodi , indra pergamus , indra minor!,
pilumnus . Need' alT~Parnas s ius except "clodius , s'min'theus , s ayi ,hermo"3.ur«

Carl Cook, Crailhope, Kentucky

A new Insect Breeding Cage, cylindrical in four sections with op-
tional plastic or screen observation chambers, for sale. Literature
free on request. Bio-Metal Associates, P.O.Box 346, Beverly Hills, Calif,

WANTED, for exchange or purchase, butterflies of the genus PHILQTES of
the world. Rudolph Mattoni, 242 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills , California,

Lepidoptera of the PARK LAND BELT AND CONIFEROUS FOREST OF WESTERN CAN-
ADA for sale or limited exchange, Paul F, Bruggeman, R,R. 1, Furness,
Saskat chewan, Canada.

GEORGIA LEPIDOPTERA offered in exchange for Lepidoptera from other parts
of U.S.A. or foreign countries. H.W.Eustis, Woodbine Rd., Augusta, Ga 0

Wanted .-papered specimens of ACTIAS LUNA , AUTOMERIS 10, C ITHERONIA REGA-

LIS , & EACLES IMPERIALIS for cash, or will exchange rare €atocala .

R,C, Casselberry, 55 Edgemont Road, Scarsdale, New York,

FOR SALE: COCOONS of Platysamia cecropia , lOjzf each; P, peer opia X P®
rubra hybrids cocoons^ 15^ each; Automer

i

s io cocoons, 15^ each; or
exchanged for papered specimens. ~tl.A, FeFguson, 1213 Bellflower Ave.,
S.W., Canton 4, Ohio,

TO TRADE: 92 Papillo troilus chrysalids for Lepid,, preferably cocoons
or chrysalids. The Hynes Family, 152 Meachem Ave., Battle Creek, Mich*
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new members not included in membership list

Braun, Miss Annette F., Salem Pike, Mt. Washington, R.R. 13, Box 41C,
Cincinnati 30, Ohio, TAX. OF MICROLEP., INCL. LIFE HIST, & HABITS.

Christensen, Georg, Norrebrogade 5, Copenhagen IT, DENMARK.

Crawford, Dr. John W., 109 Pinckney St., Boston 15, Mass.

Field, W.L.W., 75 Vose's Lane, Milton 87, Mass. GENETICS, ESP. IN
tEP ID.; MIGRATION, DISTR.

Ford, Robert J., 3266 Ardmore Ave., South Gate, Calif. RHOP. & HET.
C. EX. SEASONAL COLLECTING.

Guppy, Richard, R.R. #1, Marine Drive, Wellington, B.C., CANADA.
C. HET. OF N.A.

Kansas, Univ. of, Library, Lawrence, Kansas.

Learned, Dr. E.T., 542 Maple St., Fall River, Mass.

Lennox, Donald J., R.F.D. #1, Whitefield, N.H.

Oregon State College Library, Corvallis, Oregon.

Park, Dr. Francis E., 290 Cypress St., Newton Center, Mass. LEPID.,
ESP. OF NEW ENGLAND.

Sweadner, Dr. VJ.R., Curator of Ent., Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh 13, Pa.

(CHANGE OF ADDRESS) Fauteux, J.M., 305 Mt. Auburn St., Watertown, Mass.

Add to Board of Specialists (pp. 13 & 14);

WEST INDIES
All Rhopalocera, except Hesperiidae .EUGENE MONROE

Institute of Parasitology, Macdonald College, Que., Canada

The July, 1947, issue of Science Illustrated contained an article,
’’Preserve It in Plastic”, depicting the most recent butterfly mounts
to come to our attention.
Va***V "VEV

T

'v s '. C Vr“ r 1 k**} >"/**/ *
V *

*/w 1c 4 < /'**/ W
This issue and the next one will each contain 14 pages instead of

the usual 12, thus rounding off the total pages of volume I at 100,
and allowing us to list promptly the Recent Papers on Lepidoptera which
would otherv/ise accumulate.

. No dues for 1948 can be accepted yet, since arrangements for pro-
ducing volume II are not yet complete. Notices will probably be
mailed with the December issue.

THE LEPIDOPTFRISTS r NEWS is the monthly newsletter of The Lepidopter-
ists* Society. Membership in the Society is open to anyone interested
in the study of butterflies and moths. The dues are (il.OO for 1947,
and the NEWS Is sent free to all members. Please make checks and money
orders payable to; Charles L. Remington, Treas. Address all communica-
tions to; P.0. Box 104, Cambridge 38, Massachusetts.
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This, the last number of Volume I, is devoted substantially to the
first annual Season Summary of Lepidoptera in North America* The re-
gion was divided into eight fairly uniform faunistic areas, for each of
which a general summary was compiled. This year five of the eight were
summarized by an individual member within the area. In succeeding years
it is planned to have all areas so treated.

In all, 43 different members participated in the reports. These
are listed at the end of each area summary. Of course each of the five
signed compilers provided a large share of material for the report for
his area. All areas were represented, but a particularly weak response
from the Southeast and Central areas decreased the significance of sum-
maries #5 and #6. Area #1 was the most completely covered. This year
three members collected extensively in the Far North and two reports,
covering well-separated sections, make that area probably better cover-
ed this year than usual. Certain important gaps appear in this year’s
record, with the following sections missing and needing attention: Nev-
ada, New Mexico, Idaho, Montana, the Canadian Far West, most of Texas,
Oklahoma, Nebraska and the Dakotas, the entire Southeast, except Flor-
ida and Virginia, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Ontario, eastern Michigan, Iowa,
most of Ohio and Pennsylvania, and Newfoundland. Eventually we hope to
extend the summaries through Mexico.

A very noticeable lack of moth records shows up in a perusal of
the following pages. It is hoped that moth records will be at least as
numerous as those for butterflies next year, since the moths comprise a
vastly larger group of the Lepidoptera.

This year some members were caught unawares or given too little
advance notice of the Summary. Also, records had to be of a rather ran-
dom nature and in some cases based on memory* Future participants are
earnestly urged to begin keeping simple notes throughout the collecting
season, with exact dates noted so that a basis for accurate comparison
may be obtained after a fe'w years and the records of the Summary may
gain in value. The next Summary is planned as a supplement to the NEWS,
with allowance for at least twice as much material as this year.

In these summaries an effort has been made to use up-to-date no-
menclature ( Limenit is , not Basilarchia or He-t erchroa ; Speyeria , not Ar -

gynnis ; Bolorla , not Brent his ; Minois , not Cercyonis or Satyrus ; Sphinx ,

not Hyloicus ; etc.). Most subspecific names have been omitted since in
all American cases known to us the races are geographic. The NEWS does
not use Latin names for varieties, forms, or aberrations. Authorities’
names are not considered necessary for this sort of project and have
been deliberately omitted.
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FIELD SUMMARY OF LEPIDOPTERA - 1947 SEASON

1. SOUTHWEST - CALIFORNIA, ARIZONA, NEVADA

by Lloyd M. Martin

The early fall rains of 1946 caused many of the early species of
butterflies to emerge ahead of schedule in certain localities in the
Southwest* Lycaenopsis pseudargiolus echo was reported as early as
Dec ^ 17, 1946, in La Tuna Canyon, Los Angeles Co., with Incisalia iro -
ides_ out at El Cajon on Jan. 26 and with Melitaea wright ii , which usu-
ally appears in April, being taken on Feb. £4. Many species of moths
that normally appear much later in the season came out very early and
were gone by the first of February* From Jan. 1 to the present day has
been the driest year in 64 years here in southern California with less
than 3 inches of rain for most sections that normally have 15 to 20
inches. This long dry spell caused many of the local species that are
usually common to hold over, possibly until next year, or until we get
more rain. Bauer found Hemileuca nevadensis common at Riverside Nov®4*

In the desert, Melitaea neumogeni , Anthocaris cethura , and Euchloe
creusa had a short, very early flight in late February* From late March
through April very few of the desert species of butterflies, which are
usually out in good numbers, appeared to any extent. In Mint Canyon
the day-flying moths appeared in early March. Annaphila divinula ,

Xan-
thothrix neumogeni , Melicleptera pulcher ipennis f Dysocnemis prorupta ,

and Euproserpinus phaeton mo jave were more abundant than usual (Evans )

*

Heid found the October desert collecting poor because of unusual dry-
ness. Melitaea chara, Danaus strigosa , Hemiargus gyas , Brephldium ex-

ilis

,

and Pholisora libya were fairly coimon in washes, and one Apodem-
ia palmer

i

was found*

Polygonus amyntas arizonensis was taken in Presidio Park, San Die-
go, by several collectors in unusual numbers in September. Also an un-
usual number of Pyrgus xanthus was taken during the season* Both of
these are rare in collections. ^Tharsalea hermes was much below normal
at average date” (Thorne)* Poanes melane, a recent arrival in San Die-
go Co., has become one of the commonest skippers in the county. Habro -
dais grunus was extremely common throughout August all over the S. Cal-
ifornia lit s *

In general, the collecting conditions were very poor in the moun-
tain regions of California, though in some localities some good reports
came in from late collecting* The High Sierras yielded Parnasslus beh-
rii , Melitaea malcolmi* Lycaena cupreus , and Papilio indra j In the early

part of August* The Speyeria were not out as plentifully as usual, but
several good species were taken in small numbers. Qeneis chryxus Stani -

slaus was common on July 4* 0. chryxus ivallda and Euphydryas sierra
were scarce and two weeks early. Satyrium fuliginosa , Lycaena hetero-
nea, and Melitaea hoffmanni all had a good year*

In northern California, Glaucopsyche lygdamu s behrii and Plebejus
maricopa emerged about a month later than usual. Colias occidentalis
chrysomelas and Euphydryas editha rubicunda seemed to be fairly plenti-
ful, but were two weeks early, Apodemia mormo langei was out in good
numbers near Antioch, both males and females being taken at the normal
date. E* editha bayensis was unusually rare,

(continued on next page)
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1. SOUTHWEST- cont

Southern Arizona also lacked its normal amount of rain. However,

moth collecting was very good. Several very rare species were taken,

such as Arctonotus terlootii , Bertholdia trigona, G errode

3

longip.es,

Charadra pat a, Euchaet la's ant ica and Sphinx dollii australis . So far,

25 0”" species of butterflies and moths have been determined from the many

thousands of specimens collected in Madera Canyon, Santa Rita Mts., Ar-

izona. When the material is all determined the number of species from

this one locality will come close to 600.

Around Yuma and the Gila Mts. in Arizona Bauer took several good

species, papilio rudkini and its forms have definitely been established®

Anthocharis pima (which was absent in 1946) was flying in^ considerable

numbers all through February. The majority of spring species were out

in numbers, though some that have been taken in the past did not appear.

Melitaea dymas, though absent in spring, was common in late summer. The

migrants , Danaus plexippus, Libythe a bachmanii and Van e s s a cardui ,
arriv-

ed earlierTharTusual. Anthanassa t exana was taken for the first time

at Yuma, Bauer found the larvae of Hemileuca juno about 75 /o infested

with two kinds of parasitic flies and one waspT^1

Only one report came in from Nevada. Hammer spent June 13th at

Lehman Caves in hopes of getting Euphydryas nubigena lehmani but not

one specimen was seen. Aglais mi lb ert i and Pieb e.i us saepiolus were

fresh and common. They reported the country very dry, which generally

should produce many good species of butterflies and moths.

Contributors: D.L. Bauer, J.L. Creelman, T.W. Davies, W.H. Evans, W.A.

Hammer, Graham Heid, R.T. Reeves, C.L. Remington, C.I. Smith, F©T S

Thorne

•

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES

Eugene Monroe, of Macdonald ^College, Quebec, spent the last two

weeks of July collecting at LAC A LA TORTUE, near Grand Mere, Champlain

Co., Que., an exceptionally interesting locality in the sandy portion

of the St. Lawrence Valley with a special flora and fauna. He took over

7000 moths in ten nights (only half of which were really favorable).

Included were: Fagitana littera, Syneda alleni ,
Syngrapha hochenwartiaii,

Polychrysia forrnosa, Capis curvata, Acossus centerensis ,
Apantesis wil-

liams ii, Lexis bicolor, Eubaphe Taeta , Hepialus gracil is, Sthenopis qugy

driguttata , etc. Sphingids were common at light, esp. S. gordius . The

commonest phalaenid was Sept i s arct ica , of which several melanics were

taken, Munroe’s only melanics of the year. Geometrids were abundant,^

esp. Semiothisa spp. Crambids were the dominant pyralids, while Chor li
-

stoneurafumiferana was the commonest moth (the spruce form outnumbered
the jack pine form 3:1). At bait, S. arct ica ,

Pseudospaelot is haruspi -

ca , and Zanclognatha spp® were numerous, but no Catocal a, prob. because
of retarded season.

iJ* */!' *55* *52*

Monroe, commenting on the Gaspe trip in August (see p.58), consi-

ders that trip too late for G. 17/gdamus couperi . ”In the southern Lau-

rent ians, this species flies in late May and early June; in the Lauren-
tide Park it appears later in June. It was abundant in a collection
from Bic, Rimouski Co., Que., made in early July. The date of appear-

ance in this region appeared to be slightly ahead of Plebe jus saepiolus .
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2. NORTHWEST - OREGON, WASHINGTON, IDAHO, AND BRITISH COLUIEIA

by John C. Hopfinger

The Northwest had alternating good and bad spell3 for Lepidoptera
in 1947, Albright reported that in Oregon April and May had excellent
weather, with butterflies normal and abundant, but continuous rain
throughout June almost eliminated Lepidoptera and much retarded and
limited the July fliers. The Steens Mts. had snow in June* The Blue
Mts, (3500') had fair collecting at that time* By August the Lepidop-
tera regained normalcy. Speyeria erinna and Satyrium fuliginosa were
common on Mt. Hood Aug* 24 at 6000’, and Habrodais grunus was common
at 3000’. A notable record was a torn Erebus odora near Dayton, Aug *15*

In Washington, the coastal region was "almost a month early this
year." Frechin found that Parnass ius clodius , Oeneis chryxus , Speyeria
hydaspe , Euphydryas taylori , Boloria chariclea , Epargyreus t ityrus , and
Pyrgus ruralis were unusually common. Colias occidentalis , Coenonympha
ampelos , Llmenit is lorquini , Incisalia iroides , I. mossii , ]C. eryphon
were above average, parnass ius smintheus , Neophasia menapia , Speyeria
cybele , S. zerene , all Vanessa , and the Papilios had a poor season. Ag-
lals californica was still common but continued to decrease from the
plague year recently experienced. A. ant iopa continues to be rare.

Collecting in north-central Washington was good up to the end of
May. Heavy rains and cold winds during most of June stopped the flight
of all species usually taken in the middle of summer. In the higher
country, from 4000 ' up, there was nothing to be had, up to the middle
of July. After that date, Euphydryas , Boloria , Speyeria , Erebia were
as plentiful as usual. This kept on until the last trip, about the end
of August. In one spot, at 4500’ in the Cascades, S. washingtonia ,

garret t

i

and a form of at lant is were very common, some 50 of each being
taken in half a day. Remington and Anderson found Neophasia menapia
plentiful there at the end of August, something unusual, and Polygon!

a

spp. very common. Papilio were almost a total loss. Half a dozen P.
oregonia were seen where usually they are not at all scarce. P. eury-
medon , rutulus , daunus were also very scarce, and not a single indra
was seen. In the early spring, Mel it aea st erope made a fine comeback,
the first time in years it was fairly common. E. anicia also came back
after some 4-5 years of absence.

Around the orchard districts, the use of DDT in spraying for cod-
ling moth has just about wiped out all local Lepidoptera, such as Col -

ias , Pieris rapae , P. beckeri , as well as the housefly, a single one of
which wa3 seen, which is remarkable. Altogether, with the exception of
Papilio , I would call the 1947 season better than average.

No reports were received from British Columbia or Idaho.

Contributors: Ray Albright, A. Anderson, D.P. Frechin, C.L. Remington*

S.B. Smalley informs us that the " Calephalis borealis (muticum ?
)"

reported in the NEWS (p. 70) were examined by Dr. A.E. Brower and Mr.
W.S. McAlpine and v/ere C* borealis The food-plant around Cincinnati
is Senecio obovatus Muhl.
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3* ROCKY MOUNTAINS - NEW MEXICO, UTAH, TO ALBERTA

by J. Donald Eff

All reports show that this territory, which includes some of the
richest butterfly collecting spots in North America, had a season which
ranged from slightly below normal to very poor. Even in Colorado, where
there was relatively good collecting as usual, the season was mostly
two or three weeks later than normally. Here there was fine weather in
early May, in contrast to the previous year’s dry, early spring* Snow
and a spell of wet, cold weather in late May eliminated some species
usually out then and greatly retarded appearance of others* Fresh In-

c isalia eryphon , Callophrys apama , Anthocaris sara, and other strictly
early June species were not uncommon on July 10th* Stallings and others
found some of the Arctic -Alpine species, such as Oeneis lucilla and
Boloria helena, were entirely absent or rare, rather than normally very
common* On July 27 Erebia magdalena was in mid-flight on the rock-
slides, compared to the 1946 flight period of July 7-20. Nabokov re-
ported over a hundred different species, races, and forms around Long’s
Peak during the summer, including a female E. magdalena remarkably
close to E* erinna * He also found Plebe.lus shasta very common* Species
which were normally abundant in Colorado : Parnassius smintheus , Euchloe
ausonides

, Colias rneadii and alexandra, Coenonympha ochracea , Erebia
epipsodea , Minois oetus and Olympus , Speyeri a hesper is , Boloria myrina
and frigga , Melitaea arachn

e

, Euphydrya s capella (at lower 1 evels
)

,

Phyc'iodes gorgone and barnesi , Glaucopsyche lygdamus , Plebejus lycea ,

melissa , and saepiolus , and others* Among the unusually uncommon spe-
cies were all the Theclinae, Euphydryas euryt ion , Boloria frei.ja and
alt icola , Oeneis uhleri , Erebia theano f Colias scudderi , and Phyciodes
nycteis *

In Utah, Downey reports the same cold, late spring, followed by a
summer with average temperatures well below normal and a noticeable re-
duction in the number of Lepidoptera flying* This was Utah's ’’poorest
summer since 1941*” Plebe jus annetta and phyciodes barnesi were not
taken at all, ’’for the first time in many seasonsT”" All Strymon were
scarce. In the high Uinta Mts. (N.W.Utah) ’’several days were spent
without seeing a single specimen.” In the famous Ephraim Canyon Hammer
found new snow June 22 and a retarded season, with Melitaea alena just
appearing* A week later P*S* Remington found alena fresh and common
and in late July Limenit is wiedemeyeri , Hypaurot is chrysalus and vari-
ous Speyeria were common at lower levels but high in the canyon no Lep-
idoptera were present* Hammer found Phyciodes tharos very common and
newly-out along with Speyeria utahensis in Provo Canyon June 14*
Downey found both broods of Aglais californica and A. milbert

i

’’out in
great numbers*” Brephidium exilis , a rare mid-summer visitor in the
Salt Lake Valley was taken on October 91

Glasgow reports a steadily cold and unproductive season on the
Green River between 7000’ and 9000’ in Wyoming, although Coenonympha
haydeni , Speyeria eurynome , and Boloria krierahild were fairly common*
(See NEWS, p. 84, for Wyoming notes )

.

No reports were received from New Mexico, Montana, or Alberta*

Contributors: J*C* Downey, Clyde Glasgow, W.A. Hammer, A*H. Moeck,
V.V. Nabokov, C.L. & J.E. Remington, P,S. Remington, D.B. Stallings*
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4. GREAT PLAINS- TEXAS AND EASTERN PLAINS OF ROCKY MTS. STATES
TO SASKATCHEWAN AND MANITOBA

by Don B. Stallings

The 1947 season on the Great Plains commenced wet and late and con-
tinued in that fashion well into June* As a result, flights of nearly
all Lepidoptera were from 10 to 20 days late* Many species usually com-
mon in the first third of any season were scarce or entirely absent.

The subtropical area of Pharr and Brownsville, Texas, is difficult
to correlate with the remainder of the Great Plains area. However, the
following species appeared in 1947 in better numbers than in 1946: As -

cia ,j osephina , Danaus eresimus , Euptoieta hegesia , Apodemia walkeri ,

Thecia bazochii , Strymon pastor , Strymon clyt ie , Achalarus coyote , Co-
gia calchas , Chiomara asychis , Lerodea tyrtaeus , Lerodea edata , L. Ju-

lia , and Spathilepia clonius * On the other hand the following species
were few or absent this year: Papilio ornythion . Pap ilio anchisiades .

Chip syne endeis , Anart ia f at ima , Victorina steneles . Timet es chiron ,

Athena petreus , Adelpha fessonia . Emesis emesia , Strymon azia , Mitoura
xami, Astraptes fulgerator and Synapte malitiosa . This being an area
where citrus fruits are grown ,

it may be that the use of D.D.T, and
other insecticides affects the Lepidoptera populations from season to
season. The late fall was extremely dry and butterflies consequently
scarce®

Collecting in the Big Bend area of Texas from June 26 to July 3
produced about the same material as was collected the year before dur-
ing the first 10 days of June. (See NEWS, p* 42).

In the Panhandle of Oklahoma and the Mesa country of N.E.New Mex-
ico Phyciodes picta , Amblyscirtes os lari and Atrytonopsis vierecki were
found in fair numbers' on May 30. The picta were of the spring brood
and were flying just 15 days earlier than the summer brood for 1946 in
the same area, indicating that the 1947 season was 15 to 30 days late®

In Kansas spring collecting (Mar»20-June 20) was practically nil,
due to continued rain. Euchloe olympia , usually abundant in early Ap-
ril, did not appear until the last half of April and then in few num-
bers. The number (always small) of Megathymus yuccae did not seem to
be affected although the flight was at least lo' days late. The June
flight of Isogramma hageni did not occur. In spite of a record lack of
late summer rain, Minois alope appeared on schedule in July and in the
usual numbers 0 In August and the 1st part of September good flights of
Isogramma hageni , Melittia lindseyi and Melittia snowi were observed.
Later fall material was generally scarce and failed to show the usual
extreme fall or winter forms®

Saskatchewan was as follows (Bruggemann ) :
u Spring cold, wet, and

very late; spring butterflies nearly absent, on the wing only days in-
stead of weeks; (normally) common moths very few or none. Summer
started hot and dry, butterflies fair to good; some Phalaenids fair,
Notodontids very good, Geometrids very poor. (Summer) continued with nu-
merous hailstorms and ended wet; fall rather wet and cold, sugaring
hopeless, no Catocala and no Geometrids; season ended nearly a month
earlier than usual." A few species did well. Boloria frigga was com-
mon "for the first time in nearly ten years”; ”a pair of Euptoieta
claudla , the first taken by me in this district” ;4 Poecilopsis rachelae.

Contributors: P.F.Bruggemann, H.A.Freeman, C.L.Remington, J.R.Turner®
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5* CENTRAL- MISSOURI TO WEST VIRGINIA, NORTH TO ONTARIO

Along with protracted cold weather in spring, east -central Missouri
had a remarkable year, in which some species formerly considered rare or
strays appeared in large numbers* Often for several consecutive years
no single Euphydryas phaeton is seen and search of its Mo* host ( Aureo -
laria grandiflora )yields nothing* But in the late summer of 1946 O’ Byrne
found many nests of larvae, and in June, 1947, phaeton had one of its
great years.; Phyciodes gorgone , a rare species in Mo*, suddenly appear -

ed plent ifully*“in late June & early July* Strymon Ontario , usually mod-
erately common, was very scarce in 1947 but was out at the usual time*
Calephalis mut icum was unusually common through June, the normal date*
Again in early Sept, it was fresh, flying with Hesperia leonardus ,

which was out at the normal time. Catocala had a poor year*

In north-central Illinois Glenn reported ’’the poorest collecting
season I have experienced in the past 16 years «,** The spring was cold &
wet, with record rainfall for May* The spring moth emergence was much
curtailed with some normally abundant species not seen at all, and those
which did emerge were 2 to 3 weeks later than usual* The cold & rain
continued into June but July & August were dry & hot* Even the pest
moths, such as the Corn Borer & Codling Moth, were relatively scarce in
both 1st & 2nd broods. In general the summer & fall collecting was poor
and larvae difficult to find* However, Loxost ege similalis caused con-
siderable garden damage and the Crambidae were normally abundant* The
leaf-mining moths were numerous in late summer & fall, coming back aft-
er scarcity in 1945-46* ‘‘Gelechiidae and Tortricinae were very scarce.* 8

Parasites of moth larvae were much less numerous than in 1946, when they
were very abundant* An unusual record for west -central 111. was a Stry-

mon m-album in May, reported by Starrett from Elsah. He also notes the
abundance of Nathalie iole, Eurema lisa, Colias eurytheme , & Papilio
philenor this fall and the relative scarcTty of Anaea andria * Woodcock
thought the season at Chicago normal, but did little field observing*

In upper Michigan Voss found the season retarded, with normal May
fliers out as follows; Oeneis - June 21, Incisalia- June 23, Coenonympha
- July 8. Feniseca tarquinius & Phyciodes nyct eis , tharos , & bates!
were much less abundant than in 1946. Vanessa virginiensis & tethe
port landia were commoner than in recent years* August had an early
frost and also great heat & drought, but the moth collecting at light
was fair and a great variety of species of butterflies was noted*

Wisconsin's weather was much like north-central 111., and little
appeared at Green Bay before June* June was excellent for skippers,
which were flying two weeks late. The unusually common June skippers
were Carterocephalus palaemon , Hesperia metea , Polites mystic , Ambly-
scirte s samoset , & Erynnis spp* Limenit'is arthemis & Melitaea harrisii
had a poor year* Catocala were notably scarce. Griewisch .reports uhun-
dred3 of Ct enucha vlrginica ** found dead, stuck to flowers* He could not
determine the cause but suggested a fungus*

At Payne, Ohio, Price found Papilio a j ax & marcellus common and
other Papilio unusually scarce. Vanessa cardui had its third straight
year of scarcity* Atrytone dion was commoner than in 1946, and A® bi -

macula was rare as usual* Catocala was very scarce. In general, the
year was normal after the cold, wet spring.

Contributors ; M*0* Glenn, Louis Griewisch, H.I. O’Byrne, H.F. Price,
P.S. & C.L. Remington, D. Starrett, E*G» Voss, H«E« Woodcock*
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6# SOUTHEAST- FLORIDA TO LOUISIANA, NORTH
~TO ARKANSAS AND VIRGINIA

Several reports covering some part of the season in Florida showed
it irregular and with more time below normal than in other years. In
Dade and Monroe Counties January was very favorable and product ive.Feb-
ruary and March were unusually cold and retarded the Lepidoptera. Stry-
mon favonius , normally common in mid-March, failed to appear until late
April, and then was scarce# Funic a tat ila v/as still uncommon by June
30. In spite of dry weather in April and May the flight periods were
about normal by June 30# Aphri3sa stat ira was on the wing at almost
any time, with greatest abundance in June. Dryas phaetusa seemed to
have a good year# Anthanassa frisia was abundant. Athena petreus , us-
ually common, was very rare. Anaea 'portia was uncommon as usual. Pap -

ilio aristodemus ponceana, on Key Largo, was approximately one month
later than usual# it was much scarcer than in the peak years of 1934-
35 and 1944-45# The following table (from Schoenherr) may be useful
for comparison with P# ponceana in future years

j

May 11 May 14 May 17 May 18 May 31 June 1 June 7

Males taken 0 1 5 2 4 1 1
Females taken 3 1 7 1 7 2 5
Observed 8 11 19 3 36 15 13

Mrs. Grimshawe took a number of Asboli3 sandarac (new to U..S.A#?) in
early September around Miami and in spring many Eurema nise perimede at
Royal Palm Park# Schoenherr gave no comparisons on the' Sphingidae col-
lecting, but took 25 spp. , including Cocytaeus antaeus, Isoparc e cupres -

si

,

Lapara coniferarum , Protambulyx carter! . Pseudosphinx tetrio , Phryx-
us caicus , Pachylia ficus , Calliomma parce , Caut ethia grotei , Perigonia
lusca . Fires in the Everglades continue to have a serious effect on
Lepidoptera, as on the other fauna and flora.

Fuller found Atlides halesus in the latter part of its brood and
very common in central Florida Nov. 15, and St rymon m-album less abun-
dant there# Near Sanford Anart ia jatrophae was common in November# In
northern Florida Berry noted the ext r erne ly wet year, with high tides
and severe hurricane damage all combining in a poor year, with every-
thing late# Catocala sappho , generally not rare, was not found at all#
C# jalr was abnormally rare. Strymon calanus (

= wittfeldi ) and S. fav-
onius were nearly normal. He reports" taking some Hesperia meskei , Poa-
nes howardi . Atrytone palatka. A# berryi , Atrytonop s^ s loammi , and the
first Vfallengrenia otho he had ever seen# Meg athymus yuccae was found
on Merritt Is, An unusual capture for Florida was an albino female of
Colias eurytheme .

There is a great void in information from all other southeastern
states this year, although Fuller mentions an unusual abundance of Pier-
is protodice and Euptoieta claudia on the Virginia-Tennessee border; In
the Great Smoky Mts . in mid-June we found unusually heavy rain and mist
with relatively few butterflies present# Limeni t is astyanax , Papilio
glaucus , and Everes comyntas were the only common species . Ackermaim,
in the Smokies in late June and early July, found Spurgania luctuata ex-
tremely common, but only above 3000’# It was in close association with
the equally common and .similarly marked Neodezla a lb ov it tat

a

. The lat-
ter was also common at low altitudes#

Contributors; 0# Ackermann. D.F# Berry, S,V# Fuller, Mrs . C.N# Grim-
shawe, C#L# Remington, W,H# Schoenherr,
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7. NORTHEAST - MARYLAND NORTH TO QUEBEC AND NEWFOUNDLAND

by Eugene Monroe

At Irwin, Pa*, the recession of Alsophila pometaria larvae contin-
ued after the pest years of 1943-45; Catocala were very scarce* No
other reports are at hand from Pa. and none south through Maryland*

At Rochester; N.Y. , Papilio troilus and glaucus were in usual num-
bers, and Pyrgus communis was abundant, but all other butterflies were
unusually scarce* Autumn strays included only 1 specimen each of Ala-
bama argillacea , Magusa orb ifera , and Tetanolita mynesalis *

At Fall River, Mass., Rogers reported Incisalia unusu-ally scarce,
Erynnis abundant, and Speyeria , including idali a, aF or near normal
numbers# Autumn Lepidoptera scarce, most migrant species absent. John-
ston found Atrytonopsis hianna and Hesperia me tea common outside of
Boston in May. Summer collecting around Petersham was exceptionally
poor, but Limenitis astyanax and arthemis were common and Lethe port -

landia in fair numbers. See Clench (NEWS, p. 58) for Theclinae.

At Hancock, N.H., June 30, S. atlant is was common, but L. arthemis
proserpina , Lycaena thoe, and Atryt one bimacula were just emerging.

In Maine, the season opened 2-3 weeks early for hibernating spe-
cies. Cold, wet weather in May and June reduced Lepidoptera abundance*
Incisalia , Lycaenopsis , Erora, P. glaucus were all scarce or absent.
P. aj ax was In normal numbers, but late. Warm, dry weather after early
July had adverse effects. Most Lepidoptera were scarcer than usual*
Polygonia were not seen. Vanessa virginiensis , Phyciodes tharos

,

and
Colias philodice were unusually common in Sept, and Oct. C. eurytheme
was moderately common# Sphingidae, Autographa , Catocala , etc., were
scarce. Common grass and weed feeding moths were mostly normally abun-
dant* New record for Maine: Heliothis virescens *

In the Upper St. Lawrence Valley hibernating species were below
normal, as were May and early June spp*, except for Pieris rapae . P.
virginiensis and Pap , glaucus were very scarce. Moths, esp. Scoparia
and Geometridae, became abundant in late June. In July & Aug. moths
were common, but mostly common grass and weed feeders. Nymphulinae &
Schoenobiinae were normally abundant; Euxoa (but not Feltia & Agrotis )

were greatly depressed, Catocala less so. Habrosyne rectangulata was
commoner than H* scripta l Autumn Lepidoptera were abundant, C. philodice
very common, C. eurytheme much scarcer than in 1946. Phalaenids and
other moths common in Sept. & Oct* On the Lanoraie Bog Euphydryas phae -

ton , Melitaea harrisii , and Atryt one bimacula and other butterflies were
common, but about a week later than normal. See notes on Lac A la Tor-
tue ( NEWS, p. 89). At the Laurent ides National Park frequent collecting
at 1500* -3000* showed the season abbreviated, but succession normal and
abundance above normal. P.glaucus , Glaucopsyche lygdamus , Erynnis sp*.
Cart erocephalus mandan were very abundant at lower levels in June. Ere -
hia discoidalis was well distributed. Usual acid bog Geometrids were
common. The early August fauna was typical: Polygonia faunus , gracilis,
progne, Boloria myrina & chariclea common; B* bellona & frei.ja scarcer*
One worn Plebe.jus aster was taken* Moths were common, Sthenopis more
than usual* C. eurytheme not seen in the Park this year, though common
in 1946. New Quebec record: Deidamia inscriptum*

Contributors: 0. Ackermann, A.E. Brower, W.M. Johnston, C.P. Kimball,
W.P. Rogers*
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8. FAR NORTH- ALASKA TO LABRADOR

Two reports on Lepidoptera in northern Canada provide information
on this little-known and consequently particularly interesting region#
Only the vicinity of Churchill on Hudson’s Bay has been well collected,
so seasonal comparisons for most Arctic localities are not possible#

Hovanitz made a trip to northwestern Canada specifically for his
genetics studies of Colias and his notes deal entirely with that genus#
In the first week of July in the Peace River country the season was re-
tarded, with Ce Christina just emerging and C. gig antea at its peak® £#
philodice eriphyle was uncommon# Near Ft. Smith, N.W#T#, gigantea was
common in willow thickets and Christina rare, July 6-9, On July 24-26
gigantea had nearly disappeared and Christina was very abundant® Near
Yellow Knife, July 10-12, no Colias were seen# uJuly 12-19 was spent
at Coppermine on the arctic coast, ...The period was too early for the
1947 season although in a normal year the week would have been excell-
ent# Colias boothi was taken in quantity on the 17th and 18th# ..This
species appears to be a hybrid between Colias nast es and hecla but the
latter two were not taken# w Boothi was again found at Dismal Lakes#
Near Jasper, Alta., Christina was very common in late July# Several
important sections on host plants and hybridization from Hovanitz’ re-
port have been selected and will appear elsewhere in the NEWS.

Freeman spent the whole open season in far northern Manitoba for
the purpose of more inclusive study of Lepidoptera than was Hovanitz’
aim® His terse, clear report is quoted directly: uThe period from June
11th until July 11th was spent in the subarctic region at Churchill in
northern Manitoba# During that period certain species of Oeneis , Erebia
and Boloria were particularly common and it was possible to capture more
than 100 butterflies during the course of a single day# One would gain
the impression that over the whole of such a vast country, the butter-
fly population must be extremely immense and the numbers incredible#
In general I should say that the Churchill region during the past sum-
mer was extremely profitable for collecting Lepidoptera#

"From July 11th to August 15th I collected on the north-western
shore of Baker Lake, a locality situated in the center of the so-called
Barren Lands and about 450 miles north and slightly west of Churchill#
This location lies about 300 miles north of the tree-line and in gener-
al the short summer season was extremely inclement and very poor from
the standpoint of Lepidopt erous collecting; however, I managed to cap-
ture a significant series of Colias boothii Curt#, Erebia fasciata But-
ler and Erebia rossi Curt# I also took 2 specimens of Boloria frigga
improba Butler and 2 Plebe.fus aquilo Bdv# Boloria polaris Bdv# was
fairly abundant as were some of the smaller Noctuids represented by the
genus Anarta and Sympist is # Oeneis taygete hanburi Wats® and an Oeneis
in the melissa complex were fairly numerous# Colias nast es subarct ica
McD# only occasionally encountered® A few Pyralids, Tortricids and Ge-
ometers completed the Lepidopt erous picture of the area. As this mat-
erial is not spread as yet, my determinations are naturally only tenta-
tive in these difficult northern groups# In general I should say that
the past summer in this area was extremely poor and there were only 5
days during my stay there that the temperature was high enough for but-
terfly activity; a good deal of my butterfly collecting occurred under
rocks and other cover#"

Contributors; T#N# Freeman and William Hovanitz.
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RECENT PAPERS ON LEPIDOPTERA

129, Chermock, Ralph L., "A New Subspecies of Limenltis archippus (Lep-
idoptera, Nymphalidae )

•
” Am* Museum Novitates , no. 1365, 2 pp,

7 Nov. 1947. New race from Vera Cruz and Hidalgo, Mexico, named
hoffmanni for C.C. Hoffmann, who first recognized the race as dis-
tinct. The southernmost Limenit is in America. Resembles Danaus
eresimus mont e zuma . Chermock reviews the butterflies which the
races of archippus (The Viceroy) resemble. Refers to the Monarch
as Danaus m. menippe .

130. Chermock, Ralph L., ”A Revisional Study of the Euptychia pyracmon
Group.” Ent . News , vol. 58, pp. 193-204, 12 figs. Oct. 1947.

One of the most satisfying papers we have had the pleasure of re-
viewing this year. Dr. Chermock has studied genotypes of the gen-
era Neonympha , Meg is to , Euptychia , Cissia, Cyllops is , and Tayg et is ,

and sinks Neonympha , Megisto, and C issia as synonyms of Euptycnla
(having page priority*J7 with Cyllopsis as a subgenus and Tayget is
as a probable subgenus (or synonym) of Euptychia . The E. pyracmon
group, with eleven species, makes up the subgenus Cyllopsis . Two
new species are described! nayarit (Nayarit, Mexico) arid. plTeudo -

pephredo (S. Angel, Mexico). Several current names are dropped in-
to synonymy. Nabokov’s extremely interesting E. do rothea from
Grand Canyon proves to be perfectly distinct genitalically from
all other species. The male genitalia are clearly figured for the
genotype of Euptychia (herse ) and all the species of Cyllopsis ex-
cept hedemanni and clinas « *A diagrammatic sketch of the pattern
elements for the subgenus is given. A key to all species is an-
other fine feature. The checklist at the end of the paper gives
detailed references and establishes the following synonymy for the
species of Euptychia (Cyllopsis )

j

gemma gemma ( Hiibn •

)

gemma freemani (Stall.& Tur.

)

syn. form inductura (”””

)

dorothea dorothea (Nabokov)
3yn* edwardsi (Nabokov)
syn. avi cula (Nabokov)
syn. t exana (Wind)

dorothea maniola (Nabokov)
pephredo God. & Salvi
pseudopephredo R. Chermi
nayarit; R. Cherm.

pyracmon pyracmon (Butl.)
syn, hilar ia God,& Salv®

pyracmon henshawi ( Edw •

)

hedemanni Feld.
syn. ithama Butl.
syn. vet ones God 0& Salv.

clinas God.&Salv.
rogersi God.& Salv.
argent e 11a Butl,& Dr.
philodice philodice God.&Salv.
philodice nelsoni God.& Salv.

131,

Kiriakoff, S.G®, ”Het Vraagstuck der 'physiologische Ondersoorten ?

bij Vlinders.” (In Flemish), Naturwet . Ti.idschrift (Ghent ) , vol.
29, pp, 43-47. 30 Apr. 1947. Maintains that le Doux ’

s

uphysio-
logical subspecies” is not desirable and sympatric non-crossing
butterflies are actually species.

132» Stallings, Don B. & J.R, Turner, ”A new subspecies of butterfly.”
Pan-Pacific Ent ., vol. 23, pp. 119-120. July, 1947. Describe

as new Strymon Ontario race violae (Folsom, N.M. ) based primarily
on ground-color differences from races autolycus and ilivia . Note
expresses ”opinion that one of the basic characters of valid sub-
species of JLepidoptera on continental areas is change of ground
color.”
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BRIEF BIOGRAPHIES

8. William Jacob Holland (1848-1932)

Although W*J, Holland has received boundless recognition from indi-
viduals and societies throughout the world, it must be acknowledged
that he was by no means the grest Lepidopt er ist that Edwards and Scudd-
er were* His two best-known publications, the Noth Book and the Butter-
fly Book , stand as his most extensive contributions to Lepidopt erology
and; as was noted in the reviews of these volumes (HEWS, pp*27,51,57 j,
although taking a definite place in this field : s literature and encour-
aging a widespread popular interest, both leave much to be added in ac-
curacy and completeness

j

Holland was born on Aug* 16, 1848, in Jamaica, West Indies, where
his father had been sent as a missionary. In 1867 he graduated from
the Moravian College and Theological Seminary in Bethlehem, Pa., and
went to Amherst College, Upon receiving his A, Be in 1869,he became prin-
cipal of the Amherst High School, and a year later transferred to a si-
milar position in Westboro. Mass* He won an Ac M« in 1872 from Amherst*
The same year he was ordained in the Moravian ministry, and accepted a
pastorate in Philadelphia* He successively held that another minister-
ial post and several professorships both in zoology and other fields*
He was inordinately proud of his several honorary degrees bestowed by
various universities. Even during the course of his ministry, he devot-
ed time to scientific pursuits, such as joining the U C S, Eclipse Exped-
ition to Japan In 1887 as a naturalist* In 1379 he married Carrie Moor-
head, and they had "two bonny boys'* .• For five years Holland was Chan-
cellor of the present University of Pittsburgh, In 1898 his '‘close
friend”, Andrew Carnegie, invited him to become Director of the Carneg-
ie Museum, a post which he held until 1922, when upon retirement he be-
came Director Emeritus. He died on Dec* 13, 1932, at the age of 84,
just after the publication of the revised edition of the Butterfly Book .

Some of those who knew Holland personally are inclined to criti-
cize his sense of self-importance and air of pomposity, A review of
the list of his published works on entomology indicate that there is e-
ven less basis for this scientific egotism than would be expected. Of
the 117 papers on insects which he wrote, all but a very few are on
Lepidoptera. Numerous papers on Lepidoptera are lists of collections,
while only two short papers are on life histories, and only one is a
large revision or other very extensive piece of research. The largest
number of the papers deal with the Lepidoptera of Africa, in which Hol-
land described hundreds of new species and scores of new genera, many
of which were collected by Holland himself* These range over many fam-
ilies of moths and butterflies* Other contributions concern the faunas
of the Bahamas, Malaysia, and various islands*

Other fields in which Holland dabbled are numerous, including pal-
eontology (especially Jurassic dinosaurs ), ornithology, archaeology, and
history. He was an authority on museum administration and founded the
American Association of Museums. He is acknowledged as the prime force
in directing the growth of the Carnegie Museum, and edited it 3 Annals
and Memoirs for 34 years* He aided in the organization of the first in-
ternational entomological congress and was made an Honorary Life Member/:.
He will be a controversial figure for many years, but in whatever low
esteem his research papers may be held, his two valuable books on Amer-
ican moths and butterflies deserve great credit. Few scientists lived
more colorful nr active lives. T t? -a
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NOTICES BY MEMBERS

Available now: LIVING PUPAE (COCOONS ) OF ACT IAS SELENE , long-tailed Indo-
Australian saturniid. Reared locally under netting, £ree from parasites*

Otto H. Schroeter, 613 Williams Street, New London, Connecticut

I have at present a very few butterflies in papers for disposal. Let
me know what you want in the way of Pacific Coastal insects; I will
make an effort to obtain them. I will probably be able to offer later
a few pupae of Arzama obliqua , Will accept cash or what have you for
exchange. Richard Guppy, R.R, 1, Marine Drive, Wellington, Vancouver
Is., B.C., Canada,

GEORGIA LEPIDOPTERA offered in exchange for Lepidoptera from other parts
of U.S,A. or foreign countries. Ii.W.Eustis, Woodbine Rd., Augusta, Ga,

Wanted jpapered specimens of ACT

I

AS LUNA , AUTOMER

I

S 10, CITHERONIA REGA-
LIS , & EACLES IMPERIALIS for cash, or 'will exchange rare Catocala .

R,C, Casselberry, 53 Edgemont Road, Scarsdale, New York,

TO TRADE: 67 Papilio troilus chrysalids for Lepid,, preferably cocoons
or chrysalids. The Hynes Family, 152 MeachemAve., Battle Creek, Mich*

Will purchase MORPHO MENELAUS , RHETENQR , SULKOWSKYI by the hundred lot
or whatever quantity available. The Butterfly Store, 77 Madison Ave,,
New York 16, N*Y*

WISH TO PURCHASE Canadian (esp, Arctic) Boloria & Colias , Alexander B*
Klots, Dept, of Biology, College of City of 3lew York, New York 10, N*Y*

* * # * * * * * NEWLY AVAILABLE LIVING MATERIAL 45- 45- •if’ 4<- 45-

PUPAE OF PAPILIO ZELICAON and P. PHILENOR HIRSUTA from California, full
data, offered in exchange for papered butterflies needed for our collec-
tions,

Thomas W. Davies, 9734 Castlewood St.
William A, Hammer, 5300 Walnut St,

Oakland, California

LIVING PUPAE & EGGS

Pupae of Citheronia regalia and Euparthenos nubilis .

Eggs of Catocala cara, £. c oncumbens , and C. amatrix .

Herman Wilhelm, Buckingham Rd., R.D. #1, Willimantic, Conn.

45-
4J* 41* 45- 45- 44- 4fr 45- Hr *'< •jj- * -si-

After completing the NEWS manuscript we have just received (Dec,13
the long-awaited ’'Systematic Catalogue of Speyeria (Lepidoptera, Nympha-
lidae) with Designations of Types and Fixations of Type Localities'' by
dos Passos & Grey, It is the culmination of a campaign undertaken seve
ral years ago to bring order from the chaos then present in the America.!
"Argynnis "

, and we cannot be too enthusiastic in welcoming it. The NEW'
will carry a full-page summary in the next number, but meanwhile- warm-
est congratulations to members Dos Passos & Grey for their achievement l

>4- •».* -/!- -if- 44- 4S- -X- 45- 4<- 45- 4» 41* 45- $;- •!* 4c 4c 45- 45- 41* 45- 45- 41* 41* 4$ 41* 41* 4$- 45- 4c -
5? ?<
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A NEW QUERY COLUMN

There have been several requests for the establishment of a
"Question and Answer" column in the NEWS* In order to insure au-
thoritativeness we approached Professor W.T.M. Forbes to prepare
the answers and he very kindly consented to do so if extensive li-
brary research is not required* We hope this will be a busy col-
umn* Send questions on any lepidopt erological matter to the edi-
tor* Naturally, mere matters of opinion are not wanted* If suf-
ficient material is received it may be possible to commence this
feature in the January NEWS*

i!* •£ -i vr

*

V
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Add to Board of Specialists (pp, 13, 14, & 86):

NORTH AMERICA
All Pieridae and Boloria ( Brenthis ) .Dr. A*B* Klots

Dept, of Biology, College of City of N*Y., N*Y. City 10.

Phalaenidae and Notodontidae ...... J.G* Franclemont
5829 Little Falls Rd., Arlington, Virginia#

NEW MEMBERS

American Entomological Society, 1900 Race St., Philadelphia 3, Pa.
Araujo, Dr*R. L., Instituto Biologico, Caixa Postal 119-A,Sao" Paulo, BRASIL©
Bailey, Norman S*, 16 Neponset Ave., Hyde Park 36, Mass* LIFE HIST.,
ESP, OF TABANIDAE (DIPTERA) & TINGITIDAE (HETEROPTERA)

*

Baker, James, 2800 Broadway, Baker, Oregon.
Buchholz, Otto, 493 Markthaler PI., Roselle Park, N.J* ALL N.A. MACRO-

LEPID, BUY, EX.
Carr, Robert, 5151 Colerain, Cincinnati 23, Ohio. REARING, C., MOUNTING.
Ehrlich, Paul R., 538 Academy St., Maplewood, N.J*
Fattig, P.W., Dir. of the Museum, Emory Univ*, Emory University, Ga.
Frechin, Donald p., 1504 N. Lafayette, Bremerton, Wash* DIURNAL LEPID*

OF N.A. EXCEPT HESPERIIDAE; PAPILIO MACHAON COMPLEX OF WORLD.
Hulbirt, Lowell, 310 W. Electric St., Glendora, Calif. RH0P«, ESP. LY~
CAENIDAE & HESPERIIDAE.

Klots, Dr. Alexander B., Dept, of Biology, College of City of New York,
17 Lexington Ave., New York 10, N.Y. N.A. PIERIDAE & BOLORIA .

Murphy, Gardner, 16 Chauncy St ., Cambridge 38, Mass. NEW ENGL* RHOP. & HET*
Nielsen, Mogens C., 13661 Castleton Ave., Detroit 27, Mich, C. N.AM.

RHOP. & HET. (SPHINGIDAE, SATURHIIDAE, CERAT OCAMP IDAE ,
CAT.). LIFE

HIST., REARING.
Sweetman, Harry F«, 910 S. Sibley Ave., Litchfield, Minn. TAX., LIFE

HIST., OF LEPID. OF U.S* C. ALSO OTHER ORDERS.
Travassos Filho, Dr. Lauro, Caixa Postal 172-A, Sao Paulo, BRASIL.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

Franclemont, John G., 5829 Little Falls Rd., Arlington, Va.
Roberds, J., 2022 Huntington Lane, Redondo Beach, Calif.

THE LEPIDOPTERISTS r NEWS is the monthly newsletter of The Lepidopter-
Ists T Society. Membership in the Society is open to anyone interested
in the study of butterflies and moths. The dues are $1.00 for 1947,
and the NEWS is sent free to all members. Please make checks and money
orders payable to: Charles L. Remington, Treas. Address all communica-
tions to: P.O. Box 104, Cambridge 38, Massachusetts.
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ERRATA

p. 34, lines 13 and 16 - "Dacnonympha 11 should be ,{ Dacnonypha u
•

p. 83, line 1 (of text) - ’'Burggemann” should be "Bruggemann”

•

p. 86, Dr. Crawford’s zone number should be *

p. 88, text lines 15 & 20 - nneumogeni n should be Bneumoegeni if
.

p. 88, text line 20 - t? Meliclept era pulcheripennis * 1 should be
u Melicleptria pulchripennis .

'

p. 88, text line 21 - delete umo jave 18
*





List of Members of The Lepidopterists ' Society, 194-7

The list is arranged alphabetically by states in the U.S.A. ,
pro-

vinces in Canada, and by nations elsewhere. State, province, and coun-
try names are omitted in the address of each member. Each address is
followed by the member’s special interest, shown in capital letters.
Several abbreviations are commonly used:

LEPID. - Lepidoptera HET. - Moths
LIFE HIST.-Life history CAT. - Catocala
RHOP. - Butterflies ESP. - Especially
NOCT. - Noctuidae TAX. - Taxonomy
GEOM. - Geometridae FAM. - Family
N.AM. - North American BIOL. - Biology
DISTR. - Distribution C. - Collect
ECOL. - Ecology EX. - Exchange

UNITED STATES

ALABAMA

Chermock, Dr. Ralph L.
, Dept, of Biol., Univ. of Ala., University.

N.AH. RHOP. , ESP. SATYRINAE; TYPES OF SATYRINE GENERA OF WORLD.

ARIZONA

Bauer, David L. , P.0. Box 459, Yuma. PAPILIO OF MACHACN-ASTERIUS GROUP
PHYC IODES , CHYLOSYNS, POLYGONIA , BASPLARCHIA , AND RIODINIDAE.

CALIFORNIA

Bauer, William, 235 Liberty St., Petaluma. HST.-ALL FAMS. EXCEPT MI-
CROS. EX. CALIF. FOR OTHER N .AM. SPP.

Bio Metal Associates, Box 346, Beverly Hills.

Clay, Charles Irvin, P.0. Box 353, Eureka. DIURNALS: LIFE HIST. ,DISTR.

Comstock, Dr. John Adams, P.0. Box 158, Del Mar. BIOL. OF N.AM. LEPID.

Creelman, James L. , 2214 Logan Ave. , San Diego 2. RHOP. , C., EX., SELL.

Crickmer, Noel, Borrego Valley, Julian P.0. C. HET.

Davies, Thomas W.
, 9734 Castlewood St., Oakland 5* LEPID.- N. & S. AM.

Evans, William H. , 8711 La Tuna Canyon Rd.

,

Roscoe. REARING: PIERIDAE,
ARGYNNIS , HSI LARIS , HEMILSUQA , CTBNUCHA , ARCTIIDAE , CUCULLIA, STYLO-
BODA , AMPHIPYRINAE

, HELIOTHTiNAET CAT .

Frederick, Edward J., 5508 E. Gage Ave., Bell. LEPID., LOCAL & TROP-
ICAL.

Friday, F.W.
, 2506 IT. Highland Ave., Hollywood 28. LEPID.: C., EX.,

BUY, SELL. EX. CALIF. RHOP. FOR N.AM. SPP.



Guedet , Rev. Edward, 1818 Eddy St., San Francisco 15 . GEOM. N.AM.

Kammer, William A.
, 5300 Walnut St. , Oakland 2. N.AM. RHOP.

Reid, Graham, 11745 Hesby St., North Hollywood. LYCAENIDAE, PIERIDAE,
GSOGR. DISTR.

Kirkwood, Carl W. , Box 47, Summerland. N.AM. NCCTUOIDEA.

Mack, Mrs. Myrtle A., Box S, Livermore. RHOP., ESP. ARGYNHIDS , COLIAS.
PARNASSIUS .

~™

Martin, Lloyd M. , Asst. Curator of Ent. ,
Los Angeles County Museum,

Exposition Bark, Los Angeles 7. ALL LEPID.

Mattoni, Rudolf H.T„, 242 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills. LEPID., ESP. RHOP.:
LYCAENIDAE

, PLZBEJ INAE

.

McHenry, Paddy, 1032 E. Santa Anita, Burbank. PREPARING CATALOGUE OF
ORIG. DESCR. CF N.AM. RHOP.

Meyer, William T. , 4450 Kingswell Ave. , Los Angeles 27. C., EX. LEPID.
LITERATURE , CORRESPOND

.

Reeves, Robert T. , 318 W. Olympic Blvd. , Los Angeles 15* LIFE HIST.
WESTERN LEPID.

Reid, Robert H. , Rt. 3, Box 164, Hemet. ALL LEPID.

Rindge', Frederick H. , 437 Ocean View Ave.
,
Berkeley 7« TAX. , LIFE

H 1ST. OF N .AM . GEOMETRO IDEA ; EX . , BUY

,

Roberds
,
Joseph, Rt. 1, Box 717B, Redondo Beach. LEPID., ALSO SOME

COLEOPTERA.

Smith, Claude I., 2717 Falling Leaf Ave., Garvey. LIFE HIST. OF LEP-
ID., ESP. NCCT . SUBFAMS. CUCULLINAE, AMPHIPYRINAE , HELIOTH I INAE

,

CATOCALINAE ; GEOM. SUBFAM. HEMITHEINAE.

Sperry, John L. , 3260 Redwood Dr., Riverside. LEPID., ESP. GEOM.

Thorne, Fred T. , 1298 Merritt Dr., Rt. 1, El Cajon. C., EX. N.AM.
RHOP . ,

ESP . THEC LINAE

.

Tilden, J.W. , 10 Eagle Hill Terrace, Redwood City. HSSPERIIDAE , MICRO-
LEPID . EX. GEN ’

L

LEPID , FOR NAMED, UNNAMED CRAMBINAE ,
HESFERIIDAE

OF U.S.A, HAVE GEOM., ITOCT. ON HAND.

.

Weber, Bernie, 359 E. Angeleno Ave., Burbank. RHOP. i N.AM. INCL. CUBA:
EX.

Wind, Robert G. , Rt. 1, Box 145, Livermore. RHOP. OF WORLD.

COLORADO

Brown, F. Martin, Fountain Valley School, Colorado Springs. GEOGR.
DISTR. RHOP. ; NEOTROPICAL SATYRIDAE, ESP. MOUNTAIN FORMS AND THEIR
DERIVATION.
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Sff, Donald
H /fTT* T Tm r rp a

, 820 G-rant St. , Boulder. IT .AM.
PHYCICD2B, CHLDSYNE , MNTHANASSA

RHOP, ? ESP. EUPHYDRYAS .

FAR NORTHERN SPP.

Nelson, Carl J.S., 424 S. Cedar St., Colorado Springs. LEPID.

CONNECTICUT

Carpenter, S.C.
, Scientists’ Directory, Box 1344, Hartford,

Schroeter, Otto H. , 613 Williams St. ,
New London. SPHING-IDAE, BOMBYC-

IDAE, REARING-. ALSO CAT.

Towers
, Abner A., Old Danbury Rd. ,

Westport. N*AM. RHCP. & LARGER HET.
n rp\r
\J 9 y ±lu\. •

Wilhelm, Herman, Buckingham Rd. , R.D. 1, Willimantic. N .AM. LEPID.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Clark, Dr. Austin H. , U.S. National Museum, ’Washington 25. LEPID.

,

ESP. RHOP.; RHCP. OF VA. ; CLASSIFICATION.

Field, William D. , Div. of Insects, U.S, National Museum, Washington.
LEPID.: LYCAENIDAE (THSCLINAE); ARCTIIDAE ( LITHCSIINAE )

- NEARCTIC
& NEOTROPICAL ONLY.

Williams, Dr. Joseph L. , Box 283, Howard Univ. , Washington. MORPHOLOGY"
OF INTERNAL GENITALIA OF LEPID., COLEOPTERA.

FLORIDA

Berry , Dean F.
, Box 146, Orlando, CAT., SPHINGIDAE, SATURN I IDAE ; FLA.

KESPERIIDAE.

Grimshawe, Mrs. Florence M. , 766 N.W. 13 Ave. , Miami. REARING LEPID.

King, H.L. , Box 36, Port Orange. RHOP., ESP. HESPERIOIDEA. C., EX.
PARTICULARLY INTERESTED IN SUBTROPICAL PAPILICNC IDEA . CORRESPOND-
ENCE INVITED.

Nicolay, Major Stanley S,
, Shore Patrol Officer, Naval Air Training

Base, Pensacola. GENERAL LEPID., ESP. HET. & HESPSRIIDAE.

Thomas, W. Donald, 1017 Hardee Rd. ,
Coral Gables 34. LEPID., ESP.

COLLECTING IN FLA. & TROPICS.

Young, Dr. Frank N. , Dept, of Biol., Univ. of Fla., Gainesville. EX-
TINCTION OF RHOP. BY HUMAN AGENCIES.

GEORGIA

Eustis, Henry W.
, Woodbine Rd.

,
Augusta. RHCP., HET. OF WORLD.

Harris, Lucien, Jr., P.0. Box 167, Avondale Estates, RHOP. & HET, OF
U.S.A., ESP. CAT, & SPHINGIDAE.
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Smith, M. Eugene, Rt. 2, Newman. RHOF. & HET.; PUPAE; ORTHOPTSRA,
COLSCPTSRA, DIPTERA, CDONATA

.

HAWAII

Calkins, Virgil F.
, P.O. Box 461, U.S. Immigration and Naturalization

Service, Honolulu 9. RKOP, & SATURN I IDAS', CERATO CAMPIDAE , SPHING-
IDAE, CAT. PHOTOGRAPHY OF LEPID. IN COLOR.

ILLINOIS

Bristol, Maurice L. , 511 May St., Elgin. RHOP. & HET., ESP. APANTES IS
& CAT .

Gerhard, William J. , Chicago Nat. Hist. Museum, Chicago 5» LEPID.

Glenn, Murray 0., Magnolia. N.AM. LEPID., ESP. MICROLEPID.

Holley, F.E,
, 3 E. Parkside, Lombard. RKOP., SPHINGIDAE, SATURN I IDAE,

CERATOCAMPIDAE : N. & S. AM.

Irwin, Roderick R. , 1005 S. Bloomington St.
,
Streator. RHOP. ,

ESP.
U.S. A.; ALSO LITERATURE.

Lauck, Albert G. , 2716 Grandview Ave. , Alton. RHOP,: PAP ILION IDAE

,

SATYRIDAE
, LYCASNIDAE

.

McElhose, Arthur L. , 816 N. Belmont Ave., Arlington Heights. N.AM.
LEPID., ESP. MICROLEFID.

Panske, Leonard, 878 N. Hermitage Ave., Chicago 22,

Schoenherr, William H. ,
P.O. Box 26, Plainfield. LEPID., ESP. SPHING-

IDAE.

Whittaker, Robert, 203 Vivarium Bldg., Champaign. N.AM. RHOP.

Woodcock, H.E.
, 6115 Newport Ave., Chicago 34- • INSECTS, ESP. LEPID.

Wyatt, Alex K.
, 5842 N. Kirby Ave., Chicago 30. EUBAPHE , ESP. LIVE

EGGS; NOCT. ESP. KELIOTHINAE.

KANSAS

Stallings, D.B.

,

Caldwell. N.AM. RHOP., ESP. ICARIUS, STRYMON, HES-
PERIA, AMBLYSCIRTES, & MEGATHYMUS

.

Turner, Dr. J.E.R. , Caldwell. N.AM. RHOP., ESP. ICARIUS , STRYMON,
HESPERIA , AMBLYSCIRTES , & MEGATHYMUS

.

KENTUCKY

Bishop, Dr. J.A., Jeffersontown. RHOP. & HET. C., LIFE HIST., HABITS.

Cook, Carl, Crailhope. RHOP.: PAPILIONIDAE OF WORLD.
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MAINE

Brower, Dr, A.E. , 5 Hospital St., Augusta. CAT . & EARLY STAGES; DIUR'
NALS, SPHINGIDAE OF N.AM. ,

EASTERN LEPID.

Grey, L. Paul, Lincoln. ARGYNNINAE.

MARYLAND

Reese, Miss Jean, Owings Mills. GENERAL LEPID.

MASSACHUSETTS

Alexander, Dr. C.P., Fernald Hall, Amherst. TIPULIDAE (DIPTERA).

Carpenter, Dr. F.M* , Biol. Labs., Harvard Univ.., Cambridge 38* FOSSIL
INSECTS.

Clement, Ian D.
, 79 Garden St., Cambridge 38. RELATION OF LEPID. TO

MALVACEAE.

Coher, Edward I., 12 Harvard Terrace, Allston 34. NEMATOCEROUS DIPTERA,

Johnston, William M. , 88 Perry St. , Brookline. NEW ENGLAND RHOP.

Nabokov, V., Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge 38. PLEBEJINAE
& RIODINIDAE OF WORLD ; ALL PALEARCTIC RHOP.

Remington, Charles L.
,
Biol. Labs., Harvard Univ., Cambridge 38. RHOP.:

GENETICS; LARVAL G PUPAL CLASSIFICATION.

Remington, Mrs. Jeanne E. , Biol. Labs., Harvard Univ., Cambridge 38.
GALL-MAKING LEPID.

Robinson, Paul F. , 139 Union St. , Westfield.

Rogers, W. Prescott, 353 Lincoln Ave. , Fall River. NEW ENGLAND RHOP.

Smith, Miss Marion E. , Fernald Hall, Amherst. LARVAE & PUPAE OF ARCTI-
IBAE , ESP. APANTESIS .

Travis, Miss Dorothy, Eiol. Labs., Harvard Univ., Cambridge 38. IN-
SECT PHYSIOLOGY.

Werner, Floyd G. , Biol* Labs. , Harvard Univ. , Cambridge 38. COLEOP-
TERA.

Wood, Carroll E. , Jr., Gray Herbarium, 79 Garden St., Cambridge. EAST-
ERN RHOP.; POLLINATION OF LEGUMINOSAE.

MICHIGAN

Beebe, Ralph, 4169 Tenth St., Ecorse 18. MICROLEPID., ESP. DISTR. &
FOODPLANTS IN MICH.



Clench, Harry K. , Lab. of Verb
CAENIDAE OF WORLD, ESP. INC I

Dreisbach, R.R. , 301 Helen St.

Z-'jcls
s
hniv , of Mich. , Ann-'-Arbor. LY-

OALIA & CALLOFHRYS. C., EX., BUY.

, Midland. MICHIGAN LEPID. (& OTHER IN-
SECTS).

Hovanitz, William, Lab, of Vert. Zool. , Univ. of Mich., Ann Arbor.
RHOP. VARIATION & DISTR.

Hynes, Mrs. Vonta P, , 152 Meachem Ave.
,
Battle Creek. LEPID. OF N.AM.

ESP. BATTLE CREEK AREA. C., EX.

McAlpine, W.S. , 636 S. Woodward, Birmingham. RHOP., ESP. RIODINIDAE;
LIFE HIST.

Neman, J.K., 9821 Peer Rd.
,
South Lyon. MICHIGAN LEPID.

Vogel, Harold A., 15825 Park Grove, Detroit 5. LEPID., ESP. HET.

»

MISSISSIPPI

Mather, Bryant, P.0. Box 217, Clinton. PAP I LI0110 IDEA OF EASTERN U.5.-
DISTR.

MISSOURI

Meiners, Dr. Edwin P. , 6651 Enright Ave., St. Louis 5* LEPID., C., EX.

O'Byrne, Harold I., Rockwoods Reservation, Glencoe. LEPID. OF MISS-
OURI; ECOL. & BEHAVIOR OF INSECTS, ESP. LEPID.

Pickel, B a H f* , 3619 Gordon Ave., Overland 21. N.AM. RHOP., ESP, THEC-
LINAS; RECORDS, INFORMATION RELATING TO MIGRATION.

Remington, P.S., Jr., 5570 Etzel Ave., St. Louis 12. N.AM. LEPID.,
ESP. MEGATHYMUS , STRYMON , 0LITEIS, ERSBIA , HESPERIA. C., EX., BUY.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Gerould, Dr, John H. , 36 Occom Ridge, Hanover. HYBRIDIZATION & VARIA-
TION IN CO LIAS & OTHER GENERA.

NSW JERSEY

dos Passos, Cyril F.
, Washington Corners, Mendham. N.AM. RHOP., ESP.

SATYRIDAE - PENS IS .

Rawson, George W. , c/o Ciba Pharmaceutical Products, Inc., Summit.
DIURNAL LEPID. U.S.A.

NEW YORK

Ahlen, Charles, 590 Dumont Ave,, Brooklyn 7. LEPID, S N.AM. & FOREIGN
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Avinoff, A., locust Valley. JAMAICAN LEPID. ; PARNASSIUS , SATYRUS OP
PALASA.RCTIC REGION.

Bell, Ernest L. , 150-17 Roosevelt Ave. , Flushing. AM. HESPERIIDAE.

Butterfly Store, The, 77 Madison Ave., at 28th St., New York 16. DEAL-
ERS: RARE LEPID., SUPPLIES, COCOONS, LIVING- MATERIAL.

Casselberry, R.C. , 55 Edgemont Rd. ,
Scarsdale. N.AM. RHOP. & HET .

,

ESP. CAT. & SPRINGIDAS.

Crystal, Bruce V/., 999 President St., Brooklyn 25. REARING HET.

Forbes, Dr. W.T.M.
,
Comstock Hall, Cornell Univ. , Ithaca. TAX. OF

LEPID.

Franclemont, John G. ,
Dept, of Ent. ,

Cornell Univ., Ithaca. HET.:
NCCTUOIDEA , ESP.: NOTODONT IDAE , LYMANTRI IDAS , ARCTIIDAE, LITHOSIIDAE,
NOLIDAE, EUCHROMIIDAE , AGARISTIDAE.

Frederick, A.C., 6 Matilda St., Albany 2. N.AM. RHOP.

Heineman, Bernard, 247 Church St., New York 13. LEPID.

Hessel, Sidney A., 8 Woodmere Blvd.S., Woodmere. LEPID. OF N.E. U.S.A.

Raiser, Justus, 9429 97th St., Ozone Park 16, Long Island. N.AM. LEP-
ID., ESP. CAT., MORPH IDAE , BRASSOLIDAS, EXOTIC PAPILIONINAE.

Keji, J.A., Biggs Hospital, Ithaca. LEPID. LARVAE : REARING LARGE NUM-
BERS FROM EGGS OF ONE FEMALE

.

Kellner, John J. , 5124 Beverly Rd.

,

Brooklyn 3. RHOP. & HET., COLEOP-
TERA OF WORLD. BUY IMPORTANT WORKS ON ENT.

Kimball, Charles P. , 205 Culver Rd.

,

Rochester* LEPID.

McDunnough, Dr. J. , Dept, of Insects, Am. Museum of Nat. Hist., New
York 24. GEOM. & NOCT., ESP. EUPITHECIA .

McElvare
,
Rowland R.

, 76 Ivy Way, Port Washington. NOCT.: SUBFAM.
HELIOTHIINAE.

Michener, Dr. C.D.
, Dept, of Ent., Am. Museum of Nat. Hist®, New York

24. NEOTROPICAL SATURNOIDEA.

Mills, Brooks B. , Fox Lane, Mt. Kisco. PAPILIONINAE, SATURN IIDAE,
ARCTIIDAE.

Mueller, Paul H. , 965 Franklin Ave., Brooklyn 25. N.AM. & EXOTIC LEPID.

Rupert, Laurence R. , 1122 S, Main St., Horseheads. GEOM., ESP. ENNOM-
INAE

.

Shoumatoff, Nicholas, Bedford. N.AM. LEPID.

Spelman, M. , 2781 Grand Concourse, New York 58. NYMPHALIDAE OF WORLD.
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Woodcock, Joseph M. , 7 Cleveland Ave.
,
Fredcnia. LEPID. C.

Zappalorti
, M.A. , 7415 3rd Aver.

, Brooklyn 9* N.AM. & EXOTIC LEPID.
SELL, EX.

NORTH CAROLINA

Beal, John L.
, Gastonia. LEPID,, C., EX., SELL.

OHIO

Baker, Clement W.
,
P.O. Box 455> Waynesburg. COMPLETE SERIES OF N.AM.

CAT. & SPHING-IDAE, ALSO N.AM. APANTESIS .

Ferguson, Elias A., 1213 Bellflower Ave. S.W®, Canton 4. N.AM. PAPIL-
10, CAT. ANY LEPID. NEW TO C

.

Key, Edward S„, 7681 Cincinnati West Union Pike, Cincinnati 30. RHOP.

Lindsey, Dr. A.W. , Denison Univ. , Granville. TAX. OF HESPERIOIDEA,
ESP. N.AM.

Price, Homer F. , Payne. RHOP., ESF, N.W. OHIO.

Smalley, S.B*
, Rt. 8, Box 597, Cincinnati 30. RHOP. OF U.S., TROPICS.

Voss, Edward G. , American Commons Club, Granville. LEPID. OF MICHIGAN.

OREGON

Albright, Ray, Dayton., LEPID., C., ESP. OREGON RHOP.

Davis, John E.
, Div. of Plant Industry, Dept, of Agriculture, Salem.

Macy, Dr. Ralph W.
, Dent, of Biol., Reed College, Portland 2. TAX, OF

LEPID., ESP. RHOP.; PARASITIC WORKS , ETC.

PENNSYLVANIA

Ackermann, Otto, 639 Walnut St., Irwin. TRANSPARENT MOUNTS FOR LEPID.
.

Adams, J.W. , 32 Pleasant St., Philadelphia 19. TAX. OF N.AM. RHOP.,
ESP. HESPERIIDAE, & DISTR. WITH RELATION TO DISTR. OF FOOD PLANTS.
EX. RHOP. & UNNAMED PIET. FOR RHOP.

Allison, Mrs. A, Crawford G. , 135 W. Soringfield Ave. ,
Philadelphia 18.

RHOP. & RET.

Cary, Mrs. C. Reed, Ellet Lane & Wissabickon Ave., Mt. Airy, Philadel-
phia 19. SPKINGIDAE OF N. & S.AM. ,

ANTILLES; CAT. OF N.AM. EX., BUY.

Jay, William, 6358 McCallum St®, Germantown, Philadelphia. SPHINGIDAE,
SATURN I IDAE , CAT., ARGYHNIS , PAPILIO.
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Moyer, Howard. C.
, R.D* 2, Box 238, Sinking Spring.

Napier, Arthur H. , 503 E. Willow G-rove Ave. , Chestnut Hill, Philadel-
phia 18. N .AM. RHOP. , SPHINGIDAE , CAT., ARC T I IDAE , NOCT.; ALLHET.
OF PENNA.

Peters, G-eorge, Adamstown. N.AM. LSPID. C., EX.

Tietz, Dr. Harrison M.
,
Dept, of Zool. & Ent. , Penn. State College,

State College. PHALAEN IDAE (NOCT.) OF N.AM.

RHODE ISLAND

Keith, Edward D. , 200 Sackett St.

,

Providence. PLUSIIDAE, CAT .

,

PAPAIPEMA
, HESPERIIDAE

.

TENNESSEE

Boswell, John S.C., 960 Brower Rd. , Memphis 11. RHOP. & HET® C«,
EX.

;

REAR SOME.

TEXAS

Bridwell, L.H. , Box 44, Forestburg. MACRO-LEPID. OF SOUTHWEST U.S.A.

Brumbaugh , John M. , 611 W. Hull St., Denison. RHOP. & HET. EX.

Freeman, H. Avery, Box 292, Pharr. N.AM® RHOP®. S KESPERIOIDEA , THECL-
INAE

.

G-lick, Perry A., U.S. Dept. Agriculture, Bureau of Ent. & Plant Quar, ,

Box 1218/ Waco. N.AM, & EXOTIC LDP ID. ,
ESP, MORPHO , PAPILIO, SATUR-

N IIDAE, AG-RIAS , ORN ITHOPTERA , ETC. INSECT DISSEMINATION, MIGRATION.

Orchard, C.D., 803 W. Lynwood, San Antonio 1. LEPID . , COLEOPTERA,
HYMENOPTERA, MALACOLOGY, ARCHAEOLOGY, ETHNOLOGY.

Struck, B. , P.O. Drawer 271, Brovmsville. LSPID. IN GENERAL, AND
OTHER ORDERS OF INSECTS; NO C. OR DETAILED MORE.

Thomson, Samuel C», 2402 E® Houston St., San Antonio. N. & S.AM. .RHOP.
& HET.

Wilson, Kent H. , 430 Ridgewood Rd.

,

Fort Worth 7® LEPID., ESP. PAPIL-
IONIDAE

, CAT .

UTAH

Downey, John C., Biol. Dept®, Univ. of Utah, Salt Lake City 1. LEPID.

VIRGINIA

Fuller, Stanley V.
, 719 Park St.

,

Bristol. N.AM. RHOP. & HET.
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GrO-ttsohalk , Dr. Carl W. , 6 Broad St. , Salem. N.AM. RHOP. , ESP. BREN-
THIS, SATYRIDAE.

WASHINGTON

Anderson, Andrew, Pateros. N.AM. & EXOTIC LEPID, C., EX.

Cook, William C., 219 Newell St., V/alla Walla. TAX., ECOL. , OF PHA-
LAENIDAE (NOCT.). C., EX., ESP. "TRIFID" SUBFAMS.

Hopfinger, J.C., Brewster. LEPID., ESP. PABILIO, OENE IS , EREBIA,
BRENTHIS. C., EX.

WISCONSIN

Arnhold, F.R.
, Rt. #3, Chippewa Falls. LEPID., ESP. CAT. C. LIFE

HIST. OF CAT .

Griewisch, Louis W. , 114 Gray St., Green Bay. RHOP. & HET. C., EX.

Moeck, Arthur H. , 301 E. Armour Ave.

,

Milwaukee. WANT REPRESENTATIVES
OF GENERA OF RHOP. OF WORLD. EX.

Renk, Brother John J., S.J., Marquette Univ. , 1131 W. Wisconsin Ave.,
Milwaukee 3. EXOTIC AGPIAS , CATAGRAMMA , CALLITHSA , MORPHO, CALLI-
CORE, ETC. INTERESTED IN RELATION OF COLORATION TO RACE, ENVIRON-
MENT, & CURRENT BIOL. THEORIES.

Sieker, William E.
, 119 Monona Ave.

,

Madison 3» LEPID. ESP. SPHING-
IDAE.

Stauffacher, Mrs. Emil W.
,
2208 12th St., Monroe. REAR LUNA MOTHS,

ETC. USE C. FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES.

Ziemer, Sylvester E.
, 715 Dorelle St., Kewaunee. GEN. LEPID.

WYOMING

Glasgow, Clyde L. , Box 24, Daniel. RHOP., ESP. ARGYNNIS, BLUES, THEC -

LA, MELITASA.

CANADA

MANITOEA

Brooks, G. Shirley, The Manitoba Museum, The Auditorium, Winnipeg.
LEPID., ESP. RHOP. (ESP. ARCTIC SPF.).

^uelch, G.S., Transcona.
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NOVA SCOTIA

Ferguson, Douglas C.
, Bex 617, Armdale P.0,, Halifax, N.AM. SATYRIDAE;

ARCTIIDAE, ESP. EUBAPHE; CAT.; GEOM., ESP, PIAOODIS-^TAr^NTHIS
GROUP, CAR IBETA & SEITIOTHISA. C., EX. MANY OTHER LEPID.

Hall, Arthur D. , Great Village. MACROHET . , ESP. ACRONICTA, NOTODONT-
IDAE

,
GEOM.

ONTARIO

Adelphe, Brother, 31 Fairmont, Ottawa. TAX. OF LEPID., ESP. PHAIAEN-
IDAS OF ONT., Q,UE.

, MARITIME PROVINCES.

Freeman, T.N., Div. of Ent. , Dept, of Agriculture, Ottawa. TAX. OF
LEPID

.

Hardwick, D.F.
,
Systematic Unit, Div. of Ent. , Ottawa. LEPID. , ESP.

NOCT.

Troyer, Sprague, Director, Troyer Nat. Scl. Serv. , Oak Ridges. LEPID.,
ESP. SPECIMENS SUITABLE FOR LIFE CYCLES, ETC. C.,EX. , BUY, SELL.

QUEEEC

Fauteux, Jacques M. , 700 Grosvenor Ave. , Westmount.

Gray, P.H.H.
, P.0. Box 236, Macdonald College. . LEPID., ESP.

LIFE HIST. & VARIATION.

Muhroe , Eugene, Institute of Parasitology, Macdonald College.
'LEPID., ESP. PYRALIDAE ; NEST INDIAN RHCP. ; N.AM. RHOP. TO EX. FOR
N.AM. & EXOTIC PYRALIDAE.

Sheppard, A.C., 555^ Coolbrook Ave., Montreal 29. ALL LEPID. OF QUEBEC.

SASKATCHEWAN

Bruggemann, Paul F.
, R.R. 1, Furness. LEPID. OF WEST CENTR. ALBERTA

& EAST CENTR. BASK., ESP. GEOM.; HEPIALIDAE OF WORLD.

Fitch, R.J., Rivercourse P.O. via Lloydminster. SELL LEPID. FROM FAR
NORTH.

ENGLAND

Ford, Dr. E.B.
, University Museum, Oxford. LEPID., ESP. GENETICS,

EVOLUTION, AND CHEMISTRY OF PIGMENTS

.

Jordan, Dr. Karl, Zoological Museum, Tring, Herts. MACROLEP. OF WORLD;
FLEAS, ANTHRIBID BEETLES.
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Riley, N.D. , Dept, of Ent e , British Museum of Nat* Hist*, Cromwell Rd,
London S.W. 7. LEPID.

,
ESP. RHOP,

Stevens, Herbert, 4 Beaconsfield Rd.
, Tring, Herts. LEPID.

FRANCE

Stempffer, M. Henri, 4 Rue Saint Antoine, Paris 4me. LYCAENIDAE, ESP.
HOLARCTIC & AFRICAN.

Varnier, M. , Pension de Famille, "Vieux Moulin", Pont par Semur (Cote
d’Or )

.

HONDURAS

Salazar, Sr. M. , Escuela Agricola Panamericana, Tegucigalpa. LEPID.

SPAIN

Robert, John, 41 Ronda San Antonio, Barcelona. LEPID.

LIBRAR IES AND ORGANIZATIONS RECEIVING- THE NEWS

Coleopterists 1 Bulletin, The Sherwood Press, Box 84, Dryden, New York.

Congress, Library of, Washington 25, D.C.

Cornell University Library, Ithaca, New York.

Illinois, Univ, of, Library, Urbana, Illinois.

Museum of Comparative Zoology Library, Harvard University , Cambridge
38, Mass,

Office International de Librairie, 184 Rue Hotel-des-Monnaies
,
Brux-

elles, Belgium.

Sweden, The Entomological Society of, Library, Stockholm 50, Sweden.

U.S. Dept, of Agriculture Library, Washington 25, D.C.

ADD ITIONS TOO LATE FOR C LASSIFIED INCLUSION

Parker, D.E.
, 1033 S. Beacon Ave.

,

Los Angeles 15, Calif, RHOP.

Science Library, The, Science Museum, South Kensington, London S.W. 7,
England.
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/n

With the present issue the NEWS begins
its second volume and the Society enters a

new year. For new members a brief account of
Society activities in 19h-7 is presented.

After discussions and planning for nearly
a year H. K. Clench and the present editor
mailed a mimeographed letter on March 24, 19^4-7

»

to about 550 American Lepidopterists whose
addresses were assembled from various sources.
Later, as more addresses were obtained, many
other copies of the letter were sent out. By
the end of 19^4-7 there were 222 Charter Mem-
bers of the Society, including 12 members in

7 foreign countries, provided for by American
friends, and subscriptions were being sent to
11 libraries. The generosity of 31 members
in giving extra funds resulted in solvency
for 19J+7 . The Society issued 8 monthly num-
bers of the NEWS, containing a total of 100
pages and 3 pages of indices. Mr. Clench's
change of residence to Michigan forced him to
discontinue co-editorship in September. The
December number was devoted largely to the
first Annual Field Season Summary of Lepidop-
tera for North America. Special matters dur-
ing the year included: the Articles of Organ-
ization (p.2), the Board of Specialists (pp .13
—lip

) ,
Host Plant Identification Service (p .25),

promotion of rearing and distributing living
material (pp.37 , 62 , etc.), and the Membership
List. A series of book reviews and brief bi-
ographies was presented in order to provide a
background of Lepidopterology for inexperien-
ced members. An annotated list of recent pa-
pers on Lepidoptera from the world literature
was given in the hope of aiding all members.

These features will be continued in Vol.II
and others added. Please turn to page 10 for
the present Board of Specialists. Lithoprint-
ing will permit a 30$ increase in reading mat-
ter as well as free illustrations. Also it
will constitute publication on a nomenclatori-
al basis, but no new taxonomic material (new
species, etc.) will be accepted, at least in
Vol. II. Usually only solicited articles are
desired for the NEWS and it is intended that
these be chiefly of the review sort. The com-
plete membership roll is planned for October,
and the Season Summary will probably be later
and larger than in 194-7 and appear as a NEWS
supplement. Vol. II will be issued monthly
except during July, August, and September.

In spite of the preponderance of North
American members, it is earnestly hoped that
members in other areas will be active in the
Society. Notes, opinions, and additions to
the literature listing will be warmly wel-

(

corned. Suggestions for sound development in
an international direction are invited.

GEORGE SHIRLEY BROOKS

The death of George Shirley Brooks on
Monday, November 3rd, 1947 > has removed yet
another of those hobbyists who have done so
much to advance our entomological knowledge.

Born in Suffolk, England, in 1872 ,
even

in his youth Shirley Brooks showed that in-
tense interest in Nature that was to be a
controlling factor in the use of his leisure
hours. For a time he specialized in Diptera,
but finding that order in such confusion, re-
turned to his first love, butterflies. His
keen collecting added a number of species to
the Manitoba list and several new ones to
Science.

Coming to Canada in 1911 he spent a few
months farming and then entered the service
of the Canadian National Railways in Transco-
na, Manitoba. Quiet and retiring, he contin-
ued his studies of the local butterflies, un-
til the formation of the Natural History So-
ciety of Manitoba - in which he took a promi-
nent part - compelled him to assume a posi-
tion of leadership. Always important at meet-
ings of the Society, he was never too busy to
help those who sought aid or advice, and at
his summer home at Victoria Beach, Manitoba,
the door was always open to anyone interested
in entomology or indeed in any branch of Nat-
ural History. Following his superannuation
in 1937 , he divided his time among the Mani-
toba Museum, expeditions to such places as
Churchill, and his own collections.

His special interest in the Manitoba Mus-
eum was shown by his gift to that institution
of an almost complete collection of Manitoba
butterflies in beautiful condition. His loss
to the M.N.H.S. is a very severe blow as he
was perhaps its hardest working member, serv-
ing as President, and as secretary for many
years

.

Shirley Brooks was first and last a col-
lector. He loved being out in the sunshine,
net in hand, among the trees and flowers
searching for perfect specimens which he
mounted with consummate artistry. He was not
interested In describing new species and it
was only with difficulty that he could be
persuaded to prepare his list of the butter-
flies of Manitoba, published in the Canadian
Entomologist . LXXIV ;pp .3 1-3 6 , February^ 1942

.

J.3. Wallis - Winnipeg.

f SEP 15 1949
)
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A REPORT ON THE RECENT A.A.A.S. MEETINGS IN CHICAGO

Vol.II, no.l

The recent meetings (Dec. 27-31) of the American Association for the Advancement of Sci-
ence in Chicago included the annual meetings of several A.A.A.S. member societies of interest
to Lepidopter ists . Here are a few comments on these societies and specific papers.

The ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA had its best paper-reading sessions in the last
three years. Dr. Alvah Peterson of Ohio State 'University exhibited and explained a valuable
method of killing and preserving insect larvae in the field so that straight, well-extended
specimens can be obtained easily. This will be given elsewhere in the NEWS. Dr. R.L. Post
of North Dakota State College showed an efficient and accurate apparatus for making drawings
of microscopic material with a projection prism. Dr. A.C. Cole of the University of Tenness-
ee gave a preliminary report on insects found on Bikini Atoll after "Operation Crossroads".
He found all the species of butterflies known from the area very common on Bikini and other
islands of the Atoll and apparently unaffected by the Atomic Bombs. Dr. C.M. Williams of
Harvard University reported on endocrinology of Platysamia cecropia larvae. Dr. Z.P. Metcalf,
retiring president of the E.S.A., read a paper on "Static vs. dynamic nomenclature", calling
for the litter, of course, including a ready acceptance of necessary name changes rather than
the common irritation and reluctance regarding the abandonment of a well-known name. Dr.J.C.
Bradley, of Cornell University, brought out the necessity of citing the true distribution
of insects. Instead of the old method stating, for example for Speyerla atlantis . "Labrador
to Virginia, west to British Columbia and California," the correct citation should read "Lab-
rador to British Columbia, southward to New York, Michigan and North Dakota, and in the moun-
tains to Georgia, Nebraska, Colorado, and California." The former method would lead a col-
lector to expect atlantis in Kentucky and Missouri, where it does not occur at all. Dr.C.W.
Sabrosky of the U.S. Bur. of Entomology and Plant Quarantine discussed eloquently current
needs in nomenclature, on which he is an authority. He urged full support of the Internat-
ional Code of Zool. Nomenclature, but suggested a number of urgently-needed changes. He
called for strong self-discipline in avoiding straying from the Rules. One of the points
needing emphasis is that many excellent taxonomists are very poor nomenclaturists . In its
business meeting the E.S.A. took a very desirable step in establishing an insect physiology
foundation to issue a new Journal of Insect Physiology under a plan formulated primarily by
Dr. J.F. Yeager and Dr. A.C-. Richards. The E.S.A. tentatively rejected the invitation to
join the new American Institute of Biological Sciences, after a warm discussion following
which the proponents of expediency and a pressure-group were defeated in the voting. Dr. A.W.
Lindsey resigned from editorship of the Annals because of pressure of work and no successor
was announced. Dr. H.E. Knight, Hemipterist, of Iowa State College, was elected the new pre-
sident of the Society.

The new SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF EVOLUTION held its second annual meeting this year and
its program had several papers of importance to anyone interested in speciation. The stand-

*

out was the symposium on Natural Hybridization presented by four of the most interested au-
thorities on the subject. Other papers dealt with serology in taxonomy, sexual psychology
between species of insects, chromosome races , and the role of climate in producing races.

The proposed SOCIETY FOR SYSTEMATIC ZOOLOGISTS held an organizational meeting which had
a surprisingly large attendance and appears to be a going concern. Systematic Zoologists de-
siring to join should send their name, address, field of interest, and $1,00 to: Dr. G. W.
Wharton, Duke University, Durham, North Carolina.

The GENETICS SOCIETY OF AMERICA meetings included many papers indirectly related to Lep-
idoptera study. Dr. William Hovanitz, of the University of Michigan, reported on "Differen-
ces in the Field Activity of the Two Co 11 as Color Phases~at Various Times of the Day." Un-
fortunately we had to catch a train before this paper was given, so we know no details.

Mr. Francis Hemming, Secretary of the International Commission on Zoological Nomencla-
ture, and a noted Lepidopterist, talked informally at a special meeting. He reviewed the
history of the Commission, explained many of the very difficult problems it is now facing,
largely administrative, rather than nomenclatorial, and then told of some things the Commis-
sion will do in the future and some which it hopes to do. He said the Commission is prepar-
ing a small volume which will give the official corrected version of the Rules (in French),
the English translation, and summaries of the Opinions rendered. The book will cost $2.00
and will be issued after the International Zoological Congress in Paris in July, in order
that any changes of the Code which are enacted at the Congress may be included. All of Mr.
Hemming 1 s listeners left the meeting with a better understanding of the difficulties under
which the Commission must function. His visit to the U.S.A./ at a time when feeling was
very strong against certain activities of part of the Commission, has certainly promoted
much-needed good will here.

Among the Lep. Soc. members at the Chicago meetings were: L. Banks, Prof. W.T.M. Forbes,
W.J. Gerhard, P.A. Glick, Dr. Vi/m. Hovanitz, Dr. C.D. Michener, P.S. Remington, F.C-. Werner,
C.E. Wood, and A.K. Wyatt, and probably others whom we did not see.

C.L.R
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ON THE SO-CALLED "LOWER" TAXONOMIC CATEGORIES

by Sergius G. Kiriakoff

Zoological Laboratories
University of Ghent, Belgium

Students of the order Lepidoptera are well acquainted with the very important specific
variability existing among these insects. They are not unacquainted with the technical terms
mostly used, such as subspecies, aberration, variety or form. But there is unfortunately
no doubt that most of these terms have been and still are used somewhat at random, and some
difficulties are likely to arise whenever one becomes aware that a technical term must be ap-
plied only to a definite and corresponding taxonomic category. So it might be useful to give
a short account of what these taxonomic categories are and which sorts of specific variabili-
ty have the right to be considered as taxonomic categories.

First, it must be clearly understood that taxonomic categories alone can claim protec-
tion under the International Rules of Zoological Nomenclature . In other words, scientific
(i.e. Latin) names must be given only to forms which are apt to be classified as belonging to
a taxonomic category. This is of paramount importance because not every variation can be so
classified, and variations which cannot, must not be given Latin names.

A taxonomist conscious of his task is not content to build his system solely on morpho-
logical bases. He simply cannot ignore what has been done in the other branches of the great
science of Biology, and if he does not use the data gathered by the Geneticists, Cytologists,
Ecologists, and so on, he is doomed to lag hopelessly half a century behind his time.

There is only one systematic category below the species mentioned in the International
Rules. This is the "subspecies". This is obviously insufficient. We must go much farther,
the more so as there is no "official" definition of the subspecies. We must either ignore
this term altogether, or give it a collective meaning, including in it all the systematic
categories placed hierarchically below the species. Personally, I would suppress it alto-
gether, because I do not consider the so-called subspecific categories as being in any way
inferior to the species; they are rather included in it and placed so to speak on the same
horizontal plane, each of them being the sole representative of the species in a given region,
habitat or any other milieu. Moreover, there are various sorts of species. It is now gener-
ally admitted that monotypic, polymorphic and polytypic species can be recognized, and I re-
fuse to consider, for example, a* geographic race as belonging to a lower hierarchical grade
than a monotypic species. Instead of calling the discussed categories "subspecific", I

choose to call them "intraspecific" ( intra® within; not infra® below). And instead of speak-
ing of "subspecies", I speak of "races", which is properly a genetical term, but much used
these last years in systematics.

The members of the various races alone are entitled to scientific names. So we must try
to define a taxonomic race. If we accept a recent definition (DOBZHANSKY), a race is a group
isolated within a species and composed of individuals having certain characters in common.
This is insufficient for our purposes and we must add, with BAUER and TIMOFEEFF-RESSOWSKY

:

"and occupying a definite distribution-area". This is called the "space-factor" and, with
one exception, I consider it as a condition sine qua non for granting a race the rank of a
systematic category. The words "distribution-area" must be taken in a very broad sense:
they not only include geographical or micro-geographical regions, but also all the particu-
lar biotopes, such as brackish or sweet water, sunny or shadowy side of a hill, different
host plants, different hosts of parasitic animals, etc. The variants corresponding to the
above definition are "heterotopic" variants and are entitled to scientific names. They in-
clude the geographical and the biological (ecological) races. Much has been said about the
precariousness of such division. Dr. MAYR has written a few quite convincing pages about
the fact that biological races are but a part or an aspect of the geographical ones. It is
true that the limit between these two is not always easy to locate, but, where the Lepidop-
tera are concerned, this is usually easy, even in cases where the distinction is not merely
a matter of different host plants. So I think It advisable to keep both the geographical
and the ecological races as intraspecific categories. A third category must be recognized
for a few particular cases, viz. for species having parthenogenetical races besides the sex-
ual ones. In some of these cases (as with certain Orthoptera) the geographical factor plays
a part as well; elsewhere (certain Psychidae) its intervention is more doubtful. As these
cases of parthenogenesis usually seem to be a result of polyploidy (mostly tetraploidy of
the parthenogenetic females), we call such races "cytological". In some aspects they are a-
kin to the biological races, as they present reproductive peculiarities.

No other races can be recognized as taxonomic categories, at least in the present state
of our knowledge. The so-called chromosome-races are known to exist (the moth Phragmatobla
fuliginosa). but we have so far no practical means to identify such races and have to put
TFem aside.
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The remaining forms of collective (seasonal, sexual) 'or individual (the so-called "form-
ae" or aberrations") variation cannot be treated as taxonomic categories and no scientific
names should be applied to them . There is no doubt that they may differ widely genetically,
that besides mere somations or non-hereditary forms, there are many mutants, even genetic
races (e.g. the dominant melanistic mutants of some moths), but in all these cases sufficient
ground is wanting for the recognition of such forms as taxonomic categories. In some cases,
as e.g. for the polymorphic females of certain butterflies, and for the seasonal forms, or
even for the melanistic mutants just alluded to,- names could be retained for purely practi-
cal purposes. But one always must bear in mind that such names are not scientific ones and
cannot claim protection under the existing rules . They should be written without the auth-
or's name, between parentheses or inverted commas, and preceded by the appropriate indica-
tion concerning their nature, thus;- Colias eurytheme Bdv. & Lee. ($ f. "alba"); Papilio mar-
eellus Boisduval (aest. "lecontei"), etc.

With regard to the individual variations, i.e. those not connected with a definite
brood, sex, region or biotope, even the above method of using particular names must be aban-
doned. Such variations have no right whatever to be named, not only because such names are
a useless burden, but chiefly because they usually are given only to striking or well-defined
variants. Intermediate forms and those with inconspicuous characters are left aside, let
alone the forms with cryptic genotypical differences. As there is no possibility to name ev-
ery more or less aberrant form, no one should be named.

Another intraspecific category is that of the cline (see HUXLEY). In many cases the
dines only have an auxiliary value; the use of dines, however, could be much extended, and
especially with regard to the Lepidoptera; indeed, many recent faunistic works (i.e. on Mam-
mals) have shown that such a course is not to be disregarded. Successful attempts can, too,
be found in FORD'S recent book on the British Butterflies (see NEWS I: p.3). Anyway, the use
of dines presupposes a thorough knowledge of geographical distribution and of the corres-
ponding variability. Clines have been used so far only for geographical races. Clines
should be named, though -of course unofficially.

Besides the intraspecific taxonomic categories discussed above, I recognize another com-
plex of so-called "lower" categories, which I term "circumspecific" categories. These com-
prise the semi-species, the species proper and the ultra-species. The last is the term I use
in preference to "super-species" (also called "supraspecies" ), on the same grounds as those
which have determined me to abandon the term "subspecies".

The semi-species consists of forms which may be partially conspecific, along with others
doubtfully specifically separable, evidently of a common origin, and with others which to all
purposes are "species in statu nascendl ". An example of semi-species is furnished by the
small European Blue; Everes argiades Pallas with its partially independent forms E. alcetas
Hoffmansegg and E. decolorata Staudinger (cf. LORKOVIC).

The species proper cannot, I think, be split into subdivisions. At least, the terms
"monotypic", "polymorphic" and "polytypic" species cannot be regarded as taxonomic categories.

The ultra-species consists of species or specific complexes of a common origin, which
have reached an undoubted specific status, but are closely related, showing in many cases a
geographical vicariousness, when the ultra-species is an equivalent of the "subgenus geogra-
phicum" of some authors ( "Artenkreis " of RENSCH). However, it is in fact more than that as
it is not built on geographical principles alone (cf. KIR IAKOFF )

.

The semi-species and the ultra-species should be named, though unofficially (as is the
case with the cline).

The question of the nomenclature of the intra- and circumspecif ic taxonomic categories
presents certain practical difficulties. I think, however, that these can be solved and pro-
pose to discuss the nomenclatorial question in another contribution to this review.
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Review of "SYSTEMATIC CATALOGUE OP SPEYER IA ( LEPIDOPTERA, NYMPHALIDAE) WITH DESIGNATIONS
OF TYPES AND FIXATIONS OF TYPE LOCALITIES", by C.F. dos Passos & L.P. Grey

Ten years ago "Argynnis 11 stood even above Euphydryas , Melitaea . Brenthls . Phyciodes . and
the Blues as the most confused genus confronting the American butterfly students. Different
authors accepted a widely varying number of distinct species in the group, many supposed af-
finities were entirely wrong, and uncorrelated new "races" continued to be described. The
challenge of ordering the chaos was grasped at that time by L. Paul Grey, who disposed of his
excellent collection of North American Lepidoptera to devote all his time and space to the
"Args". He was fortunate to be joined by C.F. dos Passos, who had the means, the equipment,
and the methodical mind to scour the scattered literature, visit a number of museums to exam-
ine carefully the types, and study the numerous nomenclatorial problems. At that time the
Hesperiidae students had been remarkably successful in resolving virtually all taxonomic
questions by means of investigations of the male genitalia. Moth specialists also leaned
heavily on genitalic characters of both the male and female. But the Papilionoidea, and esp-
ecially "Argynnis " and the Lycaenidae, were said to offer little or no taxonomic help in the
genitalia. Grey’s devotion to the project soon made him a highly skillful technician in pre-
paring and studying the male genitalia of "Argynnis " and several other genera. Later he ex-
tended his investigation to the female genitalia as the need of supplementary clues became
apparent. After several years of study, the authors wrote in I9I+5

’ "it is almost a rule in
this genus that distant races will vary to nearly unrecognizable extremes", and in another
19 l )-5 paper they emphasized: "the excellent usefulness of the male genitalia in giving better
classificational results than those hitherto attained by the use of wing pattern, especially
in providing unfailing generic characters."

As a result of a genitalic survey of American, European, and Asiatic relatives of Argyn-
nis , the authors found that all of the North American species were homogeneous and consistent-
ly differed from all the Old World Argynnis . Thus it was necessary to recognize for the Am-
erican species a distinct genus, using the oldest available name, Speyerla (Scudder 1872),
erected for S. idalla . Differences in the female genitalia indicated a further separation,
which resulted in the revival of another Scudder name

,

Semnopsyche , as a subgenus of Speyerla .

A culmination of the long job was reached with the issuance on December 12, 19^7* of the
"Systematic Catalogue of Speyerla . .

. " and with it a great service has been done for American
Lepidopterists and the morphological groundwork laid for the biological studies of the fut-
ure, when the genetic affinities can be worked out. The catalogue is a model of painstaking
devotion to accuracy and thoroughness. For each accepted specific and racial name the orig-
inal citation, the synonymy, reference to the type or another typical specimen if figured,
type locality, location of the type, reference to early stages, and geographical distribution
all are given. The authors dealt with 109 "valid" names and 5° synonyms. The 109 were con-
sidered to represent only 13 species, the other 96 being races. The species are as follows:

Speyerla ( Speyerla ) idalia . nokomis, edwardsii . coronis . zerene . callippe . egleis .

atlantis . hydaspe . mormonia and Speyerla ( Semnopsyche ) diana, cybele . aphrodite

A few controversial points noted in the catalogue seem worthy of mention. 1) Neotype,
lectotype, and type locality fixations are profuse. All three are valuable nomenclatorial
procedures. However, neotypes in particular need firmly restrictive safeguards and the re-
viewer believes that one is that all neotypes must be simultaneously plesiotypes, which the
present ones certainly are not. In addition, they must be from very close to the type local-
ity and actually be topotypes if at all possible, and the primary type must be virtually cer-
tainly destroyed or lost. The latter precautions were presumably taken in this paper. A
lectotype seems wholly unnecessary if a single "type" already exists and is so labelled, as
appears to be true for several lectotypes in the present paper. Type locality fixations ap-
pear to be the most carelessly made here, especially in one glaring case in which Argynnis
eurynome tr. f. brucel has its type locality fixed as "Denver, Denver County, Colorado ’Any
Colorado collector knows that eurynome is the most alpine Speyerla and never approaches the
plains around Denver. Since Bruce was the collector, why not designate his favorite collect-
ing ground. Hall Valley, as the type locality? Eurynome abounds up there. 2) The whole bus-
iness of so dignifying aberrations as to rename homonyms, select type localities, etc. is
highly controversial, in spite of Hemming’ s 19I+O "decision" l In three cases Gunder’s "trans-
ition forms" (s aberrations) were paroled up to a taxonomic status and used for races. How-
ever, such relatively minor matters do not fundamentally affect the fine advance made in the
publication of the long-awaited Catalogue. Both authors have promised the reviewer that pro-
fusely-illustrated geographic analyses of the individual species of Speyerla will follow this
catalogue.

C.L. Remington

In response to urgent requests by your editor. Mi', dos Passos has kindly made available a

good supply of copies of the Catalogue for Lep. Soc. members who had not previously received
it. These may be obtained from the NEWS office, one to a member, until the supply is exhausted.
Please do not request a copy if Speyerla falls entirely outside of your interests, since the

demand will probably exceed the supply. Please send 5 ^ in stamps to cover mailing costs.
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ABERRATIONS
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by Harry K. Clench

The word "aberration" is of current and general usage in the English language, but to
Lepidopterists it has acquired a special significance, and the feature has become increas-
ingly controversial to taxonomists and collectors. As defined for the Lepidoptera, an aber-
ration is any specimen deviating markedly in pattern from the other members of its popula-
tion, race or species, and usually of very rare occurrence, those deviations that are more
common being generally called "varieties" or "forms". This definition is clearly that of an
arbitrary condition, with its sole homogeneity resting in the fact that the deviation is rare
and affects the pattern.

Our first task, therefore, is to make a bit clearer just what an aberration is. One of
three general types of conditions may cause an aberration: 1) Environmental modification -

extremes of temperature, humidity and other such factors have been proved often responsible
for marked pattern deviation; 2) Genetic modification - mutation - is also frequently re-
sponsible for aberrations; 3) Pathological modification - it has been shown that disease oc-
casionally is responsible for changes in the pattern of Lepidoptera. Of these three types,
the first and third produce variation which is not heritable. The second gives rise to de-
viations which may be inherited and, granting favorable conditions in nature, ultimately
adopted into the fabric of a species or race.

Some aberrants are strikingly - and intriguingly - different from the normal, and there-
fore have been eagerly sought by collectors and often as eagerly named and described. The
rise in popularity of this last practice can be traced easily through the literature. A hun-
dred years ago aberrants often were left unnamed in collections, unless they differed very
greatly, when they were usually named - sometimes mistakenly as species. Scudder and Edwards
and most others of their era at one time or another found and described some striking pattern
deviations. Then perhaps forty or fifty years ago, in response to the rising wave of the
practice in Europe engendered by the greatly diminished chances of discovering legitimately
nameable species and subspecies, the naming of aberrations became increasingly popular in
America. This hobby rose to a peak in the 1920»s and 1930's, when J.D. Gunder advertised
for, and bought and named aberrants from all over North America, and even erected a scheme
for their classification based on types of variation. His classification, due to its inher-
ent artificiality, and despite its rough practicability, was never widely adopted, though
the term he devised to replace the, to him apparently distasteful, word "aberration" has
lingered. "Transition form" is still to be found occasionally in the literature.

At the present writing the practice of giving a scientific name to an aberration is vir-
tually dead on this side of the Atlantic, though the custom, perhaps deprived of some of its
vigor, still prevails in Europe.

Though nearly every American Lepidopterist is aware of the disadvantages of naming ab-
errants, it must be pointed out in fairness that it has one practical advantage - the making
known in publication of such variations. In the future much use will undoubtedly be made of
pattern and other deviations from normal morphology and design in the fields of physiology
and genetics, as well as in research on pattern structure and variation. The abnormalities
shown in aberrations can be turned to good use in these fields, and it is thus desirable
that as many as possible be made known. Such variations, however, can be made public with-
out assigning names to them, a practice unfortunately rare. A few recent papers illustrate
the growing weight of opinion among Lepidopterists that striking aberrations, especially of
a type common to several related species, deserve to be made known, but not to receive names;

1. "Strymon f alacer ab. heathi (Fletcher)" by D.B. Stallings and J.R. Turner ( Ent . News
514- : 131-132 , pi. 2 , 1943 ) n°t only describes these variations, comparing them with the
"species" heathi Fletcher, and gives pertinent data on the specimens concerned, but
presents an excellent photographic plate, with normal specimens for comparison.

2. "The Unusual Capture of a Melanistic Pleris napi L. (Lepidoptera)." by P.S. & C.L. Rem-
ington ( Ent . News 5^-! 109-110, 1943) describes but does not name the unusual melanic,
as well as rare white females of several species of Colias .

3 . "Increased Variability Accompanying an Increase in Population in a Colony of Argynnis
selene . " by J. Tetley ( The Entomologist 80: 177~179» pi. 3> 19^7) presents valuable
information on conditions producing a high percentage of aberrations and gives a photo
of several aberrations, deliberately avoiding naming them.

4 . Descriptions of two aberrations of Oenels and one of Glaucopsyche . but no names given,
by Y. Okada in Trans . Nippon Lepidopterological Soc . (i, Dec. , 1945 ) •
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BRIEF BIOGRAPHIES

9. Henry Edwards (I83O-I89D

Born in Ross, Herefordshire, on Aug. 27,
I83O, Henry Edwards spent his early life in
England, but little is known about his child-
hood. His father planned to hAve him become
a lawyer, but after Henry’s brief study in
this field it became apparent that his inter-
ests lay elsewhere. He became a clerk in a
London counting house for awhile, and also
acted in amateur theatricals, a taste which
soon started him on a life-long career on the
stage. In 1835 he sailed to Australia to ap-
pear in several plays, and after an extended
residence there, traveled in Peru, Panama, and
Mexico, pursuing dramatic activities. In 1865
his colorful journeyings landed him in San
Francisco, where for twelve years he was asso-
ciated with the famous old California theatre.
Most of his spare time was spent at the Cali-
fornia Academy of Sciences, where he worked
with his friend, H.H. Behr, the Academy's cur-
ator of Lepidoptera. Edwards later became a
trustee and vice-president of the Academy,
showing that his scientific activity there
was far from sporadic. Boston and New York
footlights drew him eastward in 1878-79 and
he stayed in New York for ten years, becoming
an enthusiastic supporter of the Brooklyn and
New York Entomological Societies and editor
of Papilio , as well as continuing his success-
ful

-
vocatTon. In 1889 an opportunity to visit

his old "home" in Australia came and he spent
a year there as stage manager of an acting
company. In 1890 at the age of 60, Edwards
returned to New York and although wishing to
continue his career, he soon was compelled by
poor health to retire to a mountain cottage
and died a short time later, on June 9, 1891.

Drama and science may appear to be a sur-
prising mixture, but Edwards was an ardent and
energetic enthusiast in both fields. His in-
terest in Lepidoptera appeared early in life,
and while in London he started collecting and
studying them, under the guidance of Edward
Doubleday. His travels provided an opportun-
ity to increase the collection with rare for-
eign material. At his death his collection,
being one of the best in the country, and in-
cluding his own numerous types as well as ma-
ny others, was bought by Edwards' friends for
the financial benefit of his wife and presen-
ted to the American Museum, where it formed
the nucleus of their Lepidoptera collection.

Most of his work on this order was on the
fauna of the Pacific coast, including descrip-
tions and life histories of both moths and
butterflies. While in San Francisco, Edwards
enjoyed the friendship of John Muir and the
latter sent him many beautiful specimens from
the Sierras. Muir wrote him in 1872; "You are
now in constant remembrance, because every
flying flower is branded with your name." La-
ter, when Edwards had moved to the East, Muir
wrote in a letter: "I am glad to see that you
are still at work in your delightful studies
that keep your heart young and that you have
not forgotten me... You are sadly missed in
San Francisco." Edwards spent much of his
time on the North American Aegeriidae, and
many species of that family bear the familiar
"Hy.Edw. "#• appended to their names. One of
his most valuable contributions to the liter-
ature was the large "Bibliographical Cata-
logue of the Described Transformations of
North American Lepidoptera" ( 1889 ) . He was al-
so one of the founders and the first editor,
for 3 years, of the short-lived New York jour-
nal Papilio , devoted exclusively to Lepidoptera

Henry Edwards was a man of generous and
sympathetic nature and had a host of friends
wherever his travels took him. His striking
appearance and genuine charm were notable; L.
0. Howard wrote of him - "I was immensely im-
pressed by Edwards, tall, handsome, cordial
man that he was." This engaging air is cap-
tured to a large degree in his book of essays
called A Mingled Yarn ( 1883 ), mostly sketches
of his Travels, and which includes such in-
triguing titles as "Bubbles from Bohemia" and
"Mid-Summer High Jinks". Not the least of his
attributes was the willing and enthusiastic
aid he gave to young students in natural his-
tory. The late Dr. William Schaus of the Na-
tional Museum was one of the students who got
his start and encouragement from Edwards. Ev-
en the above fine portrait (from Ent .News II:
pi. 6 ,

I

89 I) cannot do justice to the respected
and loved personality of this man, one of the
most colorful of American Lepidopterists

.

,,

J.E.R.
-x-Not to be confused with "Edw. ", the notation
for William Henry Edwards, the great butterfly
student, who, though a contemporary of Henry,
was not related to him. (See NEWS 1:8, I9 J4.7 K
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RECENT LITERATURE ON LEPIDOPTERA

Under this heading are listed each month
recent papers from all the scientific jour-
nals, from any parts of the world, which are
accessible to us through the library of the
Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard Uni-
versity. Members in countries outside North
America are urged to send us references of
Lepidoptera papers from journals unavailable
to us. Reprints from all members are solici-
ted. Papers devoted entirely to economic as-
pects, such as insecticides or accounts of
damage to human property, will be omitted.

1. Avinoff, A. & N. Shoumatoff, "An Annotated
List of the Butterflies of Jamaica." Ann .

Carnegie Museum, vol. 30: pp. 263 -295 ,pT7l.
13 Dec. 1946. Gives annotated list of 115
species of butterflies taken by the authors
from 1951 to 19^0. Abundant and useful
distribution records, but nothing on life
history. Another noticeable omission is a
list of references used. And it is with
regret that we note another aberration nam-
ed, although the large number of records of
it ( Lerodea tripuncta ab. sinepuncta ) re-
moves it from the usual concept of an aber-
ration. It is interesting to note that the
fabled "rarity", Paplllo homerus , was found
in fair numbers and "is easy to catch."
This is another of the series of valuable
papers by the authors. Bates, Comstock,
Huntington, Carpenter & Lewis, and many
others, which have appeared in recent years
and made the West Indian butterflies so
well known.

2. Bourquin, Fernando, "Metamorfosis de Ere-
bus odoratus (Linnd) 1758 (Lep. Het. Noctu-
idae)." (In Spanish). Acta Zool . Lllloana
(Argentina), vol. 3 : pp. 239-247, 1 fig., 1
pi. 1946 (1947)* Describes life history
(total cycle 74 days), figures eggs, larva,
pupa, adults, host plant ( Acacia decurrens
var. dealbata ) . English summary.

3 . Bourquin, Fernando, "Metamorfosis de Ae-
lossa caprealis (Hubner) 1800 (Lep. Het.
Pyralidae)." (In Spanish). Acta Zool . Ll-
lloana (Argentina), vol, 3 : pp. 249-252, 2
figs., 1 pi. 19^6 (1947)* Describes life
history, gives host plant, figures adults,
eggs, larval skin, and pupa. English sum-
mary.

4. Bourquin, Fernando, "Metamorfosis de An-
drocharta rubricincta (Burmeister) 1878
(Lep. Enchromiidae )

.
" (In Spanish). Acta

Zool . Lilloana (Argentina), vol. 3 , pp. 257"
262, 3 figs,, 1 pi. 1946(19^7)* Describes
life history, figures eggs, larva, pupa,
adults, setal pattern. Lettuce used to
feed larvae. English summary.

5 . Bruner, S.C., "Notas sobre mariposas diur-
nas miscelanea de Cuba (Lepidoptera: Rhopa-
locera)." (In Spanish). Mem . Soc . Cubans
Hist . Nat . . vol. 19: pp. 25-28. 20 July
1947* Notes on Eurema nlse & boisduvalia-
na . Edptoleta claudla . Phyciodes jd. phaon .

Vanessa atalanta & cardul . Ageronia feroti -

na diasia & amphlnome mexicana . Eunlca pu-
silia fairohildi . & Slderone n. nemesis .

6 . Chagnon, Gustave, "Le Papillon Sthenopis
auratus Grt. (famille des Hepialidds ) . " ( In
French) . Le Naturaliste Canadien, vol. 74*
p. 176 . May- June 1947* Records capture of
this very rare species near St .Faustin, Que-
bec, in July, 1946, the first from Quebec
since 1910. Also remarks on other Sthenopis.

7 . Clarke, J.F. Gates, "New North American
species and new assignments in the genus
Chionodes (Lepidoptera: Gelechiidae )

.

"

Journ. Wash . Acad . Sci . . vol. 37 : pp. 243"
254, figs. 1-17. 15 July 1947* Assigns
Gelechia nigroarbata . G. occlusa, G. perm-
acta to Chionodes . Describes as new and
figures male genitalia of: Chionodes asema
(111. & Pa.), C,. iridescens (Wash.). C,.

.lohnstoni (Calif.), C_. tessa (Calif.), £.
acanthocarpae (Tex.), C,. canofusella (Tex. ).

C. bicolor (Calif.). C . petalumensis (Cal-
if .77

_
cT~£ereyra (Fla.), and C,. grandis

(Colo .7. Figures female genitalia of the
1st four n. spp. and 6th, 8th, and 9 th.
Types of 4 of n.spp. taken by E.C. Johns-
ton. Some biological notes given.

8 . Curtis, W.P., "A List of the Lepidoptera
of Dorset. Part II." Trans . Soc . British
Ent . . vol. 9: PP* 1-134» figs. 1-8. 28
Jan. 1947. Extensive paper for this re-
gion. Present part covers "Ocneriadae"
( Lymantriidae ), Geometridae, Polyplocidae
(Thyatiridae ), Sphingidae, Notodontidae,
Saturniidae. Figures genitalia of Eucestia
plagiata & E. efformata . Classification
seems unpolished. Repetition of Meyrick's
term "phylum" for superfamily unjustified,
since this word has a totally different us-
age universally accepted in Zoological No-
menclature. Of course, modern family end-
ings should be "idae", not "adae".

9. Diakonoff, A., "Case Bearing Lepidoptera
I." Treubia( Java), vol. 19: pp.75"8l, 2 pis.
July 1947* Describes as new

:

Pseudoxia xan-
thocephala (E. Java), genus Ceratonetha . and
£. ehrysocrypta (E. Java). Describes and
figures also cases of these and 3 other spp.

10. Dickson, C.G.C., "Pairing of Dlra clytu3
L. with D. mintha Geyer (Lep.: Satyridae.) .

"

Journ . Ent . Soc . £3. Africa , vol. 10; p.126.
30 Aug. 1947. Male clytus and female min-
tha copulating. Female laid eggs, but all
larvae died in first instar. Female may
have mated with own species previously.

11. Dickson, C.G.C., "Recently Observed Food-
plants of some Cape Lepidopterous larvae."
Journ . Ent . Soc . S . Africa , vol. 10: pp.
126-130. 50 Aug. 1947. Gives host plants
and notes of 40 spp.

12. Dimic, A., "Effetto delle basse tempera-
ture invernali sulle crisalidi della Pieris
brassicae L. " (In Italian). Riv . di Biol .

.

vol. 38 : pp. 171-190 . 1946 .

13 . Gourlay, E.S., "Erechthlas fulguritella
Walk. (Lepidoptera) Inhabiting Pine Cones."
New Zealand Journ . of Science & Tech., vol.
27; pp. 248-250, 2 figs. Nov. 1943T
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RECENT LITERATURE ( cont . )

l4* Hayward, Kenneth J., "Hesperioidea argen-
tina XV (Lep. Rhop. Heap.)." (In Spanish).
Acta Zool. Lilloana (Argentina), vol, 3 :

pp. 215-2301 1914.6 ( 19^4-7 ) • Gives first Ar-
gentine records for 7 skippers. Synonymizes
three of his own spp. Describes females of

3 spp. and male of 1 sp. for first time.
Gives notes on other spp. English summary,
no figs.

15 . Hayward, Kenneth J., "Una especie y forma
nuevas de Hesp6ridos argentinos (Lep. Rhop.
Hesp. )." (In Spanish). Acta Zool . Lilloa-
na (Argentina), vol. 3 : pp. 253—255 * 1 fig*
T946 (

I

9I
4
.7 ) . Describes as new: Cogla abdul

(Missiones, Arg., & Brazil & Paraguay) and
"forma" australis (Caranavi, Bolivia) of
Diaeus variegatus . Figures male genitalia
of former.

16 . Hayward, Kenneth J., "Las especie s argen-
tinas de los generos Mylon y Carrhenes ( Lep

.

Hesperiidae )
.
" (In Spanish ) . Acta Zool .

Lilloana (Argentina), vol. 3 : pp. 307 -
3 I2 ,

2 pis. 1914.6 ( 19U-7 ) • Describes as new £.
lilloi (Macas, Ecuador-F.M.Brown-& Argen-
tina) and discusses £. canescens . Gives
key and notes to I

4. Argentine Myl*on ( me lan-
der , Jason , pulcher ius , llllneatus ) . Fig-
ures adult of all 6 spp. and male genitalia
of all but canescens . English summary.

17. Kaussari, M. ,
"Pectinophora gossvpiella .

"

(In Persian). Iran . Ddpt . GAn. d£ 3^a Pro-
tect . des Plantes . Lab . Ent . et Phytopath .

Appl . . No. 3 : pp. 12-15. Mar. 1947 • French
summary.

18. Lepage, H.S., 0. Giannotti & A. Orlando,
"Combate ao mandrova da mandioca ( Erinnvs
ello (L. ) )." (In Portuguese). 0 Bloldgl-
co (S5o Paulo), vol. 13 : pp. 76-80 , 1 pi.
19V7.

19. Math^e, J.J., "Phase variation in the
lawn caterpillar ( Spodopter a abyssinla
Guen. )." Journ . Ent . Soc . S. Africa , vol.
10: pp. 16-23 . 3° Aug. 1914.7 . Reports
changes in larval characters caused by iso-
lation and crowding in rearing.

20. Miner, Floyd D., "Life history of the Di-
amondback Moth." Journ . Econ . Ent., vol.
40: pp. 58 I- 583 , 5 tables. Aug. 1947* Lab-
oratory rearing notes of Plutella maculi-
pennls .

21. Murray, D., "Some unusual forms of genit-
alia." Ent . Record & Journ . Variation ,

vol. 59: p. 90 . July/Aug. 19I
4
-7 . Matigram-

ma pulverillnea and Zale spp. discussed.

22. Musgrave, A., "Some Butterflies of Aus-
tralia and the Pacific. The Swallowtails
VI." Austr. Mus. Mag . . vol. 9: pp. I33 -

135, 5 photos. 30 Apr. 1947* Concludes
series by covering wallacel and macareus
groups and genus Cressida .with sev. photos.

25.

Shirozu, Takashi, "A Critical study on
the zoogeography of Japanese butterflies

9

with special reference to the importance of
the West-Chinese elements." (In Japanese).
Matsumushl (Japan), vol. 2: pp. 1-8. June
1947. Context unknown to us because of the
language barrier.

24. Stempffer, H., "De 1» Importance en syst-
dmatique des caract&res de l'armure g6nit-
ale mile des L^pidopteres .

" (In French).
Revue francalse de Ldpidopterologie . vol.
10: pp. 217-224, pis. VI-VIII. 1 Apr. 1946.
A very clear, simple account of the import-
ance of the male genitalia in Lepidoptera
taxonomy, with strong emphasis on the Ly-
caenidae, the family for which Stempffer Is
perhaps the leading world authority. Ill-
ustrated with line drawings of the genital-
ia of representatives of seven subfamilies
of Lycaenidae (Stempffer apparently con-
siders Theclinae, Heodinae, Lampidinae,
Everinae, Plebeiinae, Glaucopsychinae, and
Lycaenopsinae as subfamilies). It would be
interesting to know his basis for referring
to Lycaena (phlaeas , heteronea, etc.) as
Heodes. His viewpoint is significant, so
It is of interest to read that Boisduval
"was a mediocre entomologist", and a typi-
cal criticism of the archaic taxonomy in
Seitz* huge book. The paper closes with a
list of the 59 species of French Lycaenidae.

25. Torre y Callejas, Salvador L. de la, "Re-
visidn de las Especies Cubanas de la Famil-
ia Papilionidae .

" (In Spanish). Revista
del Inst . de Matanzas (Cuba), vol. 1: pp.
22-43, pi* 1-4, text figs. 1-3 . June 194-7*
Lists 13 species, one subsp., no new names
proposed. Adds little or nothing to the
information contained in Bates' 1935 "But-
terflies of Cuba", but as the work is in
Spanish it places the information before
amateurs to whom no treatment of the Cuban
butterflies has been available in their
language since 1881 (Gundlach's "Lepidop-
teros Cubanos"). All Cuban species are il-
lustrated, and a key given. Brief comment-
ary on geographical distribution, life his-
tory, description for each species .( H.K.C.

)

26. Torre y Callejas, S.L. de la, "Revision
de las especies cubanas del g^nero Danaus ,

con la adici6n de dos nuevas subespecies
para Cuba ( Lepiddpteros . Ropaloceros )

»

"

(In Spanish). Mem . Soc . Cubana Hist . Nat .

.

vol. 19: pp. 17-24, 2 pis. 20 July 1947*
Keys, photos, and notes on the 7 spp. and
races of Danaus in Cuba.

27 . Travassos, L. , "ContribusaS ao conheci-
mento dos Arctiidae. XII. G§nero Isla
Walker, 1856 ." (In Portuguese). Rev . Bra-
sil . Biol . . vol. 7 : pp. 181-194, 26 figs.
1947. Not seen by us.

28. Wester, Horace V. & R.A. St. George, "Life
History and Control of the Webworm, Homada-
ula albizziae . " Journ . Econ . Ent., vol.40:
PP* 546-553, 3 figs* Aug. 1947* Excellent
detailed life history notes (no descrip-
tions). New host record is Honey Locust,
Gleditschia triacanthos . In six years this
Mimosa pest has spread from Washington well
Into Virginia and Maryland.
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QUESTION & ANSWER COLUMN BOARD OF SPECIALISTS

Professor W. T. M. Forbes, of Cornell Univer-
sity, has kindly consented to prepare answers
to questions submitted by members on any as-
pect of Lepidoptera study, if extensive lib-
rary research is not necessary. Questions
are to be submitted to the editor of the NEWS.

The purpose of the Board is to strive to-
ward a high standard of accuracy in published
papers by providing authoritative identifica-
tions of specimens forming the basis of these
published papers. The following rules concern-
ing the service were formulated by the Board:

Q. "Is the true genus Thecla reserved for
certain exotic species, or was the name drop-
ped for reasons of priority? Will you give
me references for the distinguishing charact-
ers of Thecla over Strymon?"

A. There are two questions involved: the no-
menclatural one as to what is "typical" Thec -

la . and the splitters vs. lumpers as to how
large a genus ought to be. The traditional
"Thecla" included the hairstreaks that had
only three radial branches, ilicis . cal anus .

etc. etc., but one or two very early workers
named quercus as the type, a species that has
four. So if you are a lumper and a strict
follower of the "Code" and decisions, chrysa-
lus will be our only Thecla . and all the rest
must be called something else (perhaps Stry-
mon . but I am not sure). If you are a trad-
itionalist, all but chrysalus and grunus will
be Thecla . and chrysalus will fall to Zephy-
rus, with several Old World species. If you
are a splitter and follower of the Code, of
course you limit the name Thecla to quercus
and a few Old World relatives, and put all our
species in several (ten or more) other genera.
The splitters have worked out the names to be
used in Europe, North Asia and temperate Am-
erica by this system, but nobody has yet sol-
ved the hundreds of South American "Theclas".

Q. "Why are species like battoides . enoptes .

rita, etc., included under Philotes ? Are
they not further removed from sonorensls than
they are from acmon?"

A. Again a question of the splitters vs. the
lumpers. These are all pretty closely rela-
ted but are reported to differ in marked gen-
italic characters. The grouping you quote
is, I suppose, from McDunnough’ s list, and
you should consult Dr. James McDunnough, Am-
erican Museum of Natural History, for his
reasons, which I believe have not been pub-
lished as a whole. Prof. Vladimir Nabokov of
Wellesley College is also working on this
group, and may have data on the problem from
a world point of view. Psyche 51:10^4- and 52 S

l- 6 l gives an idea of his point of view, his
"Plebe jinae" being that portion of the blues,
not even including the coppers. Personally
I think that all the blues except heteronea .

which is structurally a copper, make just
about one good genus, for which the oldest
name is Plebeius Linnaeus.

- W.T.M. Forbes

1. No specimens may be sent until the special-
ist has replied in writing that he is ready
to receive them.

2. No specimens will be accepted unless full
data(not key numbers) are on each specimen.

3. A series of each species must be spread,
mounted on pins; the others may be in papers.

Jp. Wherever possible, at least 3 prs. should
be sent for determination.

5. The specialist may, if he chooses, retain
one-half of the first 8 specimens of each
species, but not uniques unless by agreement.

6 . Return postage should be provided.
7. Specimens must be carefully packed.

NORTH AMERICA :

Pieridae & Bolorla (

"

Brenthis " ) A.B. Klots
Dept, of Biology

College of City of N.Y.
New York 10, N.Y.

Satyridae C.F. dos Passos
Washington Corners

Mendham, N.J.

Speyeria( "Argynnis " ) L.P. Grey
Lincoln, Maine

Theclinae ( Hairstreaks & allies ).. .H.K. Clench
Lab. of Vertebrate Zool.
University of Michigan

Ann Arbor, Mich.

Plebe jinae (Blues).... V. Nabokov
Museum of Comp. Zool.

Cambridge 38 , Mass.

Hesperiidae (Skippers) A.W. Lindsey
Denison University

Granville, Ohio

Phalaenidae & Notodontidae . . . J.G. Franclemont
5829 Little Falls Rd.

Arlington, Va.

Catocalinae & Aegeriidae A.E. Brower
5 Hospital St.
Augusta, Maine

CENTRAL & SOUTH AMERICA :

Hesperiidae

WEST INDIES :

Hesperiidae. ...E.L. Bell

E.L. Bell
150-17 Roosevelt Ave.
Flushing L.I., N.Y.

Please immediately notify the NEWS editor
by card when your address is changed.

All other Rhopalocera. ....Eugene Munroe
Institute of Parasitology

Macdonald College, P.Q., Canada
EUROPE:

All Rhopalocera V. Nabokov
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NOTICES BY MEMBERS

Members are invited to contribute any notices
to this column. There is no cost for this
service. Unless withdrawn sooner by the mem-
ber, notices will appear 3 consecutive times.

Wanted: papered specimens of ACTIAS LUNA . AU-
TOMERIS 10, CITKERONIA REGALIS . & EACLES IM-
PERIALIS for cash or rare Gatocala . R.C. Cas-
selberry, 53 Edgemont Rd., Scarsdale, N.Y.

Will purchase M0RPH0 MENELAUS . RHETENOR . SUL-
KOWSKYI by the hundred lot or whatever quanti-
ty available. The Butterfly Store, 77 Madi-
son Ave., New York 10, N.Y.

WISH TO PURCHASE Canadian (esp. Arctic) Bolo -

ria & Colias . Dr. A.B. Klots, College of
City of New York, New York 10, N.Y.

Large quantities of Philotes sonorensis . An-
thocaris sara . Soever i a macaria . Tharsalea
arota for exchange for N.Am. Rhopalocera,esp.
Theclinae and Hesperiidae. Will exchange
Speveria nitocris for £3. diana . D.E. Parker,
IO55 S. Beacon Ave., Los Angeles 15, Calif.

EAST AFRICAN BUTTERFLIES, for sale or ex-
change. Want American species, particularly
South Am. R.W. Barney, Govt. African School,
Kakamega, Kenya, East Africa.

NAMED INDIAN BUTTERFLIES and unnamed moths
from districts of Poona, and Dehra-Dun for
sale. E. Hug: airmail c/o Mrs. J.C-raf, Zeug-
hausstr. 8, Chur, Switzerland, or regular
mail: Vaudrevange-Saar , Wilhelmstrasse 3»
Terr. Saare, Via Saarlouis, France.

FOR SALE: Insect collection boxes, 9 x 13 x
2 l/2 inches, dovetailed corners, the finest
composition pinning bottoms, sanded but not
finished, beautiful redwood throughout, hing-
ed, with latches -$2.10 apiece, $24 dozen,
F.O.B. Beverly Hills. Bio-Metal Associates,
P.O.Box 3 1+6 ,

Beverly Hills, Calif.

Papered MANITOBA RH0PAL0CERA for exchange for
tropical Lepidoptera. About IpO species, all
with complete data. List available on re-
quest. C.S. Quelch, Transcona, Manitoba.

GUADALCANAL & OKINAWA Lepidoptera (esp.Rhopa-
locera), of almost every native genus, offer-
ed in exchange for needed N.American species.
T.W.Davies, 9734 Castlewood St., Oakland, Cal.

Wanted: Philotes of N. America for a systema-
tic study, for purchase, examination, or ex-
change. Rudy Mattoni, Dept, of Entomology,
Univ. of Calif., Los Angeles 2I4., Calif.

Will exchange WASHINGTON LEPID. & Coleoptera
for N. American Rhopalocera, esp. Euphydrvas
& Mitoura . Eu . taylorl available in large
series. Many fine specimens from Olympic
Mts. and Puget Sound Basin. D.P. Frechin,
150i|- N. Lafayette, Bremerton, Wash.

Offering a perfect 7 ERORA LAETA In exchange
for Panilio nitra . hollandi . machaon dodi or
what have you. Carl Cook, Crailhope, Ky.

LIVING MATERIAL AVAILABLE

The NEWS will welcome especially notices con-
cerning the exchange or sale of Lepidoptera
eggs, larvae, and pupae, hoping to revive the
old interest in rearing and to re-emphasize
the importance of studying the immature stag-
es. Contributors are urged to include accur-
ate locality data with all material sent.

PUPAE OF PAPILIO ZELICAON and P. PHILENOR
HIRSUTA from California, full HatiTJ offered
in exchange for papered butterflies needed
for our collections.

Thomas W. Davies, 9734 Castlewood St.
William A. Hammer, 53°0 Walnut St.

Oakland, California

Citheronia regalis & Euparthenos nubills pupae
Catocala cara . concumbens . & amatrix eggs.
Available alive. Herman Wilhelm, Buckingham
Road, R. D. 1, Willimantic, Connecticut.

Available until 1st of March- egg masses of
Hemileuca juno, foodplant Mesquite and allied
species. Desire to exchange eggs or speci-
mens of Ariz. butterflies & moths for the
following Hemileucas ; mala . luclna latifascla .

grotel diana . burnsi . sororlus . and olivlae .

also would like to get H. nevadensis from Ne-
vada. Desire Papilios of machaon group also.
D.L. Bauer, P.0. Box ij-69, Yuma, Arizona.

DESIRE LIVING PUPAE OF LYCAENIDAE (esp. Thec-
linae). Offer in exchange papered Calif, spp.
Graham Held, 11745 Hesby St. ,N. Hollywood, Cal.

What have you to offer in exchange for LIVING
PUPAE of Telea polyphemus ? R.J. Ford, 3266
Ardmore Ave., South Gate, Calif.

Cocoons of Platysamia euryalis (

"

rubra "
) . glo-

veri, Columbia , and Callosamla angullfera and
calleta desired. Correspondence invited.
Buy, sell, exchange all kinds of saturniids.
R.L. Halbert, 444 N. Normandie Ave., Los An-
geles 4 , Calif.

Wanted for _determination, exchange, or purchase:

ARCTIIDAE of the Neotropical Region( especial-
ly Central America & West Indies), as well as

North American ADELOCEPHALIDAE( Sissphingidae).

Correspondence invited.

Prof. Lauro Travassos, Laboratorio de Helmin-
tologia, Instituto Oswaldo Cruz, Caixa Postal
926, Rio de Janeiro, D. F., BRAZIL.

FOR SALE - THE BERRY COLLECTION

The results of 18 years in Florida of collec-
ting and exchanging. Many very rare species.
2000-4000 mounted specimens; 6OOO-8OOO speci-
mens in papers. Over 1100 different named
forms. Especially rich in Hesperiidae, Lycae-
nidae jSphinaidae

.

Catocala . For details write;
Dean F. Berry, Box II4.6, Orlando, Florida.
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NEW MEMBERS

Albrecht, Paul, Friedrichstrasse 108, Berlin,
Rummelsburg, GERMANY.

Banks, Leslie, 900 Gunnison St., Chicago i|_0,lll.
Bourgogne, Jean, Laboratoire d’Entomologie,

I4.5 bis, rue de Buffon, Paris(5 e
), FRANCE.

Bourquin, Fernando, Conde 1639 * Buenos Aires,
ARGENTINA.

Breedlove, Richard W., 3^77 Highland Ave.,San
Diego 5, Calif.

Bryk, Felix, Naturhistoriska Riksmuseum,Ento-
mologiska Avdelningen, Stockholm 50> SWEDEN.

Carpenter, Prof .G.D. Hale, Dept. of Entomology,
University Museum, Oxford, ENGLAND.

d’ Almeida, R.F. , Museu Nacional, Quinta da B6a
Vista, Rio de Janeiro, D.F. BRASIL.

Dickerson, Ronald, Atascadero, Calif.
Evans, Brigadier W.H. ,

Dept, of Entomology,
British Museum (Nat. Hist.), Cromwell Rd.,
London S.W. 7, ENGLAND.

Farquhar,Dr.D.W. , 296 Ames St.,Lawrence,Mass

.

Gunter, Peter, Highgate P.O., St.Mary, Jamai-
ca, B.W.I.

Hackman, Fil. mag. Walter, Parkgatan 9B, Hel-
singfors, FINLAND.

Halbert, Richard L. , iqJ-pU- N. Normandie Ave.,
Los Angeles I

4., Calif.
Hayward, Kenneth J. , Instituto Miguel Lillo,

Tucuman, ARGENTINA.
Heley, R.G. , "Lygoes", Burcott, Wing, Leighton

Buzzard, Beds., ENGLAND.
Hemming, Francis , 03 Fellows Rd. (Garden Flat),

London N.W. 3 , ENGLAND.
Henne, Christopher, 695 S. Grand Ave., Pasa-

dena, Calif.
Herbulot, C., Jl, avenue d'Eylau, Paris (l6 e ),

FRANCE.
Hsiao, Dr. T.Y., Biology Dept., National Nan-

kai University, Tientsin, CHINA.
Jinsheng, Mr. Lu, Institutum Entomologicum

Choui, Chang- Chia-Kang, Shensi, CHINA.
Johnston, Edward C., 2268 E. 60th St., Seattle

5, Wash.
Kinch,E.M., l68 Parkside Dr.E., Ft .Worth, Tex.
Kiriakoff, S.G., Universite de Gand, lip Uni-

versiteits Straat, Ghent, BELGIUM.
Le Charles, L. G., 22, avenue des Gobelins,

Paris (5
e
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IMPORTANT NOTICE

This number is being mailed to all mem-
bers, either 1957 or 1958. However, no fur-
ther numbers will be sent to members until

"

their~l9i!-8 dues of~¥l.5Q have been paid .

A recent number of The Coleopterists '

Bulletin reports that insect pins of superior
quality are now available from Europe. "The
address of the company is as follows: YRAN,
Diouha lLp, Praha 1, Czechoslovakia. They cost
$2.60 a thousand, plus shipping cost,plus du-
ty, which brings the price up to about $5*00
a thousand. It takes about 2 or 3 months for
delivery." If several persons cooperate on a
combined order, shipping costs will be lower.

We have just been informed that a severe
earthquake destroyed the home and whole town
of Pedro Paprzycki. Mr. Paprzycki is a well-
known commercial collector of Peruvian but-
terflies whose prices are reasonable. Sever-
al Lep.-Soc. members endorse him as dependa-
ble. Vile are presenting this notice because
he is in serious financial straits as a re-
sult of the disaster and the purchase of spe-
cimens from him now will be of special help.
His new address is; Lima, Monzon 162, PERU.
The airmail rate is 10£ per l/2 ounce.

THE LEPIDOPTERISTS ’ NEWS is the monthly
newsletter of The Lepidopterists ' Society.
Membership is open to anyone interested in
the study of butterflies & moths. The 1958
dues, including subscription to the NEWS, are
$1.50 for Regular Members and $3»00 or more
for Sustaining Members. Please make remit-
tances payable to : Charles L. Remington .

Address all Society correspondence to:
P.0. Box I0J4., Cambridge 38 , Mass., U.S.A.

EDWARDS BROTHER!
Lithoprintm

ARBOR. MICHI
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LEPIDOPTERA HIBERNATION

by Paul F. Bruggemann

"One fact which does not easily escape
the notice of a collector who has been work-
ing in regions with milder winters than those
of the Canadian west, is the difficulty of
finding hibernating pupae and cocoons. To
escape the dangers of sudden and often very
great temperature changes and the, perhaps
more detrimental, effects of low humidity and
high winds, the caterpillars have to select
well sheltered locations in which to trans-
form or hibernate. A few of their hiding
places were discovered by sheer accident,
others after long and diligent search, while
many more have eluded detection, e.g. Papillo
glaucus canadensis .

"During late summer and early fall the
striking black and orange caterpillars of Ha-
llsldota maculata are very conspicuous on
willows, poplars and Manitoba maple. On the
latter one can also easily find those of Ac-
ronlcta americana. The imagoes, however, are
not often taken. Attempts to rear them were
none too successful, but in the end I discov-
ered that they pupate under fallen trees and
bits of lumber lying on the ground, often
gnawing half of the cell into the decaying
wood. The "woolly bear" caterpillars of Di-
acrlsla vlrglnica . Isla Isabella and Estlgme-
ne acrea . which hibernate nearly fully grown,
I have often found in mid-winter in oats
sheaves, stacked for stock-feed.

"The snuggest hiding place I found one
cold winter day while splitting some aspen
firewood. Many of our poplars are literally
riddled with the burrows of buprestid larvae.
From one of their tunnels, laid open by the
axe near the centre of the log, protruded two
tiny black hairpencils, which turned out to
belong to a barely half-grown liparid larva.
I managed to rear it to maturity on Populus
tremuloldes and from the cocoon, spun between
the leaves of the foodplant, emerged in July
a female Olene vagans . ...

"In some instances our scale-winged beau-
ties choose the wrong place for their winter
quarters, as for example, Nymphalls antlop

a

.

which appears to have a predilection for
grain shocks with disastrous consequences to
themselves In threshing time, especially on
cold mornings when they are too torpid to
fly. N. californlca . which appeared in enor-
mous numbers during 19^5 in British Columbia
and western Alberta, seems to share this hab-
it. My only specimen of N. .1-album was found
hibernating in the folds of a gunny sack in
an open shed."

COLIAS IN CANADA

The season summary report kindly forward-
ed by Dr. William Hovanitz (NEWS, I: p. 9&)
also included several other exceptionally
significant notes on Collas In northwestern
Canada; "Food plants tentatively identified
for these three species were; Sallx sp. in
grassy muskegs for Collas glgantea . Hedyserum
sp. in prairie areas for Collas Christina and
Trifollum sp. for Colias philodice in mead-
ows." At Ft. Smith, glgantea was "found fair-
ly plentiful in Salix muskegs. Only one spe-
cimen of £. Christina was taken here at this
time and that one near some Hedysarum growing
on the edge of the Wood Buffalo Park. ...
Additional legumes were found to be utilized
by C. Christina for larval food plants but C.
glgantea was always restricted to Sallx."

"In order to compare the Colias of the
alpine zones of the Rockies with those of the
true arctic, study was made of £. meadl . C.
pelldne . and C. nastes in Alberta. £. meadl
was found at elevations of 6500 to 9000 feet
on arid hill slopes in connection with Astra-
galus . C,. pelldne was found at 7000 to $000
feet in wetter areas laying eggs on Vacclnium
sp. (dwarf) and C, nastes was found at 8000
to 9000 feet in elevation. Collas Chris-
tina were studied at lower elevations ranging
from 3000 to 5000 feet."

"On July 2J+th to 26th, Collas glgantea
were noted to have nearly disappeared In the
vicinity of Fort Smith but now Collas Chris-
tina were most abundant. Evidence for hybri-
dlzation between these two species at this
place was obtained. ... Evidence of hybridi-
zation between these species in one locality
near Grande Prairie was obtained. ... Near
Jasper, C. Christina was found in large num-
bers and evidence of probable hybridization
between this species and £. philodice was
found. Considerable additional work is re-
quired In order to understand the nature of
the hybridization between these species of
Collas . Field work alone cannot answer all
questions of course. Colias booth! . . .appears
to be a product of hybridization between £•
hecla and C. nastes . Whether it is or not
still remains to be shown. The food plants,
often the best diagnostic character of these
species, are unknown as yet. Local collectors
can be of tremendous help In population prob-
lems such as these by obtaining data on food
plants of the larvae, on retaining data on
copulating pairs, on collecting data on the
frequency of color phases in a population,
etc." Collectors who wish to be of help are
urged to get In touch with Dr. William Hovan-
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THEODORE DRU ALISON COCKERELL (1866-1948)

Just as this issue was being prepared for
printing we were deeply grieved to learn of
the passing of Professor Cockerell at the end
of January. Like hundreds of entomologists in
all parts of the world, we are glad to have
had him as a personal friend, and it seems un-
believable that he has passed away. He had
become almost a legend of indestructibility.
Last summer we stopped briefly at Boulder,
Colorado, to pay our respects. He was conva-
lescing from a hospital siege and was vigor-
ous and clear-minded then, describing one new
species of bee each day. He and Mrs. Cocker-
ell were at their winter home in San Diego,
California, at the time of his passing,

‘

He was born and passed his childhood in Eng-
land, at Beckenham and Margate, spending much
of his time outdoors delving into natural his-
tory. He wrote: "My own interest in natural
history began as early as I can remember any-
thing." At the age of 12 he went to Madeira,
and there made what he calls his "first sci-
entific discovery" - the previously unknown
larva of the butterfly Pyrameis indlca occl-
dentalls .

At the age of 21 he was forced by failing
health to give up a commercial position in
London and moved to Colorado. He lived there
for three years in Wet Mountain Valley and
took up the study of Colorado biology, speci-
alizing in Lepidoptera and flowers. Returning
to England, he worked in the British Museum
for a year. He then spent two years as mus-
eum curator in Jamaica, a position he was
forced to abandon, again from ill health, and
returned to the Rocky Mts. In 1904 he moved
to Boulder, Colorado, where he began his assoc-
iation with the University and eventually be-
came Professor of Zoology. He retired in 1935*

While Professor Cockerell worked especially
with the insects of the southwestern U.S.A.,
he also traveled extensively, his trips in-
cluding South America,much of Africa, Europe,
Siberia, Japan, and Australia. Only a year

ago he and Mrs. Cockerell returned from one
year at Tegucigalpa, Honduras.

Cockerell always referred to himself as a nat-
uralist, and he had tremendously broad inter-
ests. He devoted himself most intensively to
work on bees and fossil insects, but Lepidop-
tera,molluscs, living and fossil plants, scale
insects and mealy bugs, sunflower genetics,
fishes, and to a lesser degree other groups
of animals were the subjects of his very num-
erous published papers. He wrote two well-
known books : a textbook on general Zoology,
and Zoology of Colorado . In addition to sci-
entific works, he wrote innumerable poems and
at least two plays.

Most of Cockerell's work with Lepidoptera was
done very early, but he always retained an
interest in the group, and only recently pub-
lished a review of Ford's Butterflies . A New
Mexico race of Speverla nokomis was named by
the Cockerells, as will be seen in the new dos
Passos and Grey Soever!

a

Catalogue.

It would be a most incomplete notice that did
not include Mrs. Willmatte P. Cockerell, the
Professor's devoted wife and inseparable com-
panion from the time of their marriage. She
undoubtedly is a primary reason for his long,
constantly fruitful life.

In his delightful autobiographic "Recollec-
tions of a Naturalist" ( Bios 1935 to 1939),
Cockerell wrote: "The scientific man is al-
ways on the road, never at the journey's end.
The road leads on and on, over hills and moun-
tains, and he who travels on it knows that he
will eventually faint and fall, his best hope
being that some one will take up his burden
and carry it another stage beyond."

Charles & Jeanne Remington

The Peterson formula for preserving larvae
(called the"KAAD Mixture"), mentioned on page
2 (January issue) is as follows:

Kerosene - 1 part
Ethyl Alcohol - 10 parts
Acetic Acid(Glac.)- 1 part
Dioxin - 1 part

The dioxin needs to be used only if the kero-
sene is a type not miscible (freely mixing)
with ethyl alcohol. This KAAD mixture should
be used for killing and fixing specimens, so
larvae should be dropped into the fluid while
alive. The solution kills quickly, prevents
blackening, and inflates the specimen slight-
ly, so that all the important eversible glands
(such as the osmaterium of Papillo larvae )are
everted. It Is important that the specimen be
kept in a flat position while dying and har-
dening. Otherwise, twisted specimens result.
It is usually most satisfactory to carry the
fluid into the field and drop the larvae in
it as soon as found. If internal dissections
are planned, the amount of kerosene given a-
bove should be doubled. Otherwise, If infla-
tion is too great, reduce the percentage of
kerosene until results are satisfactory. Lar-
vae may be kept in the fixative preferably for
1 or 2 hours, but up to 2 days, and then moved
into 95# ethyl alcohol for permanent preserving.
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THE NOMENCLATURE OF THE SPECIFIC COMPLEX
15

by Sergius G. Kiriakoff
Zoological Laboratories

University of Ghent, Belgium

Under the existing International Rules of Zoological Nomenclature there is only one way
to name intraspecific complexes. Art. 2 of the Rules states: "The scientific designation of
animals is ... trinominal for subspecies", and Art. 17 of the same: "If it is desired to cite
the subspecific name, such name is written Immediately following the specific name, without
the interposition of any mark of punctuation".

This is quite obviously insufficient. Indeed, taxonomic practice recognizes several
kinds of intraspecific (corresponding partly to the official "subspecies") and circumspecif lc
(so far without official recognition) complexes of different natures. It seems to me very
important that a scientific name should be so composed as to give a clear indication of the
nature of the given complex. The following scheme is one I have drawn up, largely according
to the views of Professor J.S. Huxley ( Evolution . London 19^4-2 ) , who was, as far as I am
aware, the first to propose the use of capital letters to distinguish between the different
aspects of intraspecific variations.

A. INTRASPECIFIC CATEGORIES:

1. Geogr aphlcal race - The name of such a race follows the specific name and is pre-
ceded by a capital G.

2. Ecological race - As above, but preceded by a capital OE.

3. Cytologies! race - As above, but preceded by a capital C.

ij., Micro-race (Huxley prefers the term "microsubspecies" to this term, which is from
Dobzhansky)- Should not be named. However, If it should later be preferred to
name a micro-ra.ce, the use of quadrinomials could not, it seems, be avoided. Such
quadrinomials become eventually quinquenomials if a subgeneric name is citedl

5. Cline - Composed of the names of the two peripheric (initial and terminal) races
which the cline includes, this combination being preceded by the abbreviation Cl
(proposed by Huxley). Each of the peripheric races Is named as under 1 or 2 above.

The arrangement of 1, 2, and 5 is the one proposed by Huxley, only I substitute
an OE for the E of Huxley j it stands for "intraspecies oecologica"; Ecology is
spelled in many languages with an initial OE.

B. CIRCUMSPECIFIC CATEGORIES:

1. Species proper - Named binomially.

2. Semi-species - The name of the first described form included in a semispecific
complex precedes that of each of the remaining forms involved and is placed in
parentheses. If the semi-specific name is that of the first described form
involved, this last is of course repeated and parentheses used as above.

3. Ultra-species - Named binomially; the name used is that of the first described
form, preceded by a capital U. The name of each form included In an ultra-species
is written following the name of the first described form in the complex. The
prior form is placed in ordinary parentheses- ( ) - if the included form is a
race or a semi-species, and in square parentheses- [ ] - If it is a good species.

I do not think it best to restrict the term "ultra- species "( super-species of Mayr)to sym-
patric forms, but to include in it the semi-species and the sibling-species. The reason is that
I cannot see why, if geographical isolation should be selected to serve as the basis for a su-
perspecific complex, ecological and physiological isolation should not. If, however, it seems
necessary to make a distinction between sympatric and allopatric ultra-species, the term "ul-
tra-species" could be applied to the first, with "super-species" as a geographical subgenus.

For the proposed terminology of intra- and circumspecif ic categories, ray article "On
the So-called "Lower" Taxonomic Categories" should be consulted. ( Lep . News 11:3-1).).

The writer's work is under the direction o f Prof. Dr. P. van Oye of the Zoological
Laboratories of Ghent State University, Belgium.
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Too little is now known of the genetics of American or any other butterflies immediately
to endorse or discard M. Kiriakoff ' s system. However, it does have attractive possibilities
as an easy shorthand for expressing genetics in taxonomy. In order to permit NEWS readers to

understand it more clearly, an attempt has been made to apply the scheme to a group of well-
known American butterflies. First it is necessary to emphasize the fact that the following
situation is hypothetical, having no breeding evidence known to the writer to support it. It

is used mainly to arrange a realistic background on which to apply Kiriakoff’ s scheme.

HYPOTHESIS 5 The American Papillo s including a.i ax L. (asterius Cram), brevlcauda Saund.,

bairdiiEawTr n_itra Edw., zelicaon Luc., machaon L. , and indr a Reak., etc., are all closely

related, having relatively recently become separated. So all members of this group produce

at least a small percentage of fertile offspring when cross-mated. of the following cros-

ses are fertlle : ( a.lax x machaon ) . (machaon x lndra ) . ( a.i ax x lndra ) ;70% of the offspring of the

following are fertile ; ( a lax x brevlcauda ). ( a.lax x bairdii ) . ( brevlcauda x bairdii ) ; 9

0

% of the

offspring of the following are fertile ;

(

a lax x amerlcus ) .

(

brucel x bairdii ).

(

bairdii x rud-

kini ). ( rudkini x brucel ) .Trudkini x oregonia ).

(

brucel x oregonla ).

(

bairdii x oregonla ).

CONCLUSION^ : Using inter-specific sterility as the primary taxonomic criterion, it is

clear^that the above complex should be designated the ultra-species machaon . This ultra-spe-
cies contains 3 species; machaon .

lndra . and a.lax (using the oldest
name in each group). The species
a.lax contains three semi-species:
a.lax . bairdii . and brevlcauda .

P. a.lax Includes two geographic
races ;ajax and amerlcus . P.bairdii
includes the geographic r”aces

:

bairdii . brucel . rudkini, and ore-
gonla ; and bairdii is also. in some
parts of its range, the lowland
(ecological) race with the high-
mountain brucei and rudkini . For
the present examples the semi-
species and races of machaon and
lndra will not be considered.

HYPOTHETICAL DIAGRAM OF THE ULTRA-SPECIES PAPILIO U.MACHAON

with the components of the species a.iax shown in detail

[CATION : Using Kiriakoff’ s scheme, names of the above organisms would be written In
the following ways, in a series of sample combinations;

a. Papilio U.

[

machaon ] lndra Reak. b. Paplllo U. [machaon] machaon L.
0. Paplllo U. (machaon) brevlcauda Saund. d. Paplllo U.

(

machaon ) G. oregonla Edw.
e. Papilio ( a 1 ax ) ajax L. f . Papilio ( a.lax ) bairdii Edw.
g. Paplllo ( ajax ) G. oregonla Edw. h. Papilio ( a.lax ) OE.brucel Edw.
1. Paplllo a.lax Cl. (G. amerlcus - G. aiax ) - for Mexico populations
j. Papilio ( Papilio ) U.machaon ( a.lax ) bairdii G. brucel Edw.
k. Papilio ( Battus T phllenor G. acauda Oberth.

In the above examples, P.machaon is written as an ultra-species (a-d,j) or a species
(b). P. lndra is written as a species (a); P. brevlcauda (c) as a semi-species; P. oregonla
(d.g).*~P. amerlcus (1), and P. acauda (k) as geographic races; P

.

a .1ax as a species (e-h, i, j),
a semi-species (e), and a geographical race (1); P.brucel as a geographical race (j) and as
an ecological race (h); P. bairdii as a semi-species (f,j); and P.phllenor as a species (k).
The amazing amount of Information that can be expressed briefly”by the Kiriakoff system is
shown in (j) and (k). The former shows that machaon is highly Intersterile with a.lax . that
a.lax has a higher fertility in crosses with bairdii but is still quite well isolated repro-
ductively, and that bairdii and brucel are highly interfertile. There machaon is written as
an ultra-species, ajax as a species, bairdii as a semi-species, and brucel as a geographical
race, and all are In the subgenus Paplllo . The last example (k) shows phllenor as a species,
with acauda as a geographical race, and both in the subgenus Battus .

CATEGORIES BELOW CLINE ; As Kiriakoff emphasizes (NEWS 11:3-4), varieties, seasonal, sex-
ual, anaotner "forms^and aberrations (incl. ”transition forms”) should not be named and
are entitled to no protection under the legal Code of Nomenclature. If Lepidopterists insist
on using them, his suggested system would be applied as follows:

1. Papilio glaucus Linn6 ( $f . "turnus”

)

2. Collas U.

(

chrvsotheme ) phllodlce Latr. (ab. "nigridice”

)

3. Colias ( Zerene ) caesonla Stoll (f .autum. "rose”

)

4. Sneveria ( Semnopsvche ) aphrodite G.manltoba Cherm.ic Cherm. ( tr.f . "mayae”

)

5. Ever e s comvntas Godt. ( $f .vern. "me iner s i "

)

6. Strymon~7alacer Godt. ( ab. "heathi®
) c.L. Remington
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BRIEF BIOGRAPHIES

10. Augustus Radcliffe Grote (1814-1-1903)

In the summers around I85I+ Brooklyn Lepid-
opterlsts became accustomed to sudden visits
from three small boys, who had been eagerly
collecting insects in the wild areas which
were still abundant around the city. The boys
were especially interested in identifying
their captures and of learning the methods of
preparation as well as the biology of the
species. One of these boys, Augustus Grote,
later became an acknowledged authority on
Lepidoptera. He had been born in England, in
the Liverpool suburb called Aigburt, on Feb.

7, l8l4-l,but came to the United States in ear-
ly childhood with his parents, and grew up in
Brooklyn. Around 1870-71 h® resided in Ala-
bama,where he became interested in the South-
ern insect fauna and studied some of the lep-
idopterous economic pests. In 1873 he return-
ed north to become the curator of the Buffalo
(N.Y. )Society of Natural Science? and remain-
ed there for nine very active years. In 1882
he moved to Brighton, Staten Island, New York,
but after two years he left for Germany, his
father's home, and resided in Bremen. In
1895 he moved to Hildesheim, Germany, where
he was Director of the Roemer Museum until his
death on Sept. 12, 1903*

Grote was a serious student of Lepidoptera
and did careful, accurate work. He published
about 100 papers on the order and described
over 1000 species, mostly Phalaenidae (Noctu-
idae). He was the first North American to
work up this family, and his "Checklist of
the Noctuidae of North America" appeared in
1876 . He also studied other families of moths

such as the Sphingidae and Zygaenidae, on
which his catalogues were published in 1873 •

One of Grote’ s contributions to the whole
field of moth study was his comprehensive
checklist of all North American moths (1882),
and the identification of species described
by Guen^e and Walker. In much of his work,
especially while in Buffalo, he cooperated
with Coleman T. Robinson, a wealthy New York
broker, and the "G. & R." team described many
species of moths together. (Most of the
Grote and Robinson types are now in the Amer-
ican Museum, while Grote 's valuable personal
collection was sold to the British Museum at
his death. ) He also contributed to the econ-
omic field, through a series of fine papers
on the southern cotton caterpillar ( Alabama
argillacea Hbn. ) and the pine Nephopt-eryx .

In I87I he went to Washington to advise a
government appropriation for the investiga-
tion of the cotton pest, and was among the
foremost to advocate the migration theory in
regard to the insect. Other papers of Grote
reveal his interest in wing and antennal
structure and "genealogy" of Lepidoptera.

Grote was an excellent writer and was con-
nected with three entomological journals, all
of which were unfortunately short-lived* He
founded and edited the first volume (1879) of
the North American Entomologist while at the
Buffalo Society, and was co-editor of The
Practical Entomologist .founded in 1865 by the
American Entomological Society in Philadel-
phia. He also served on the publication com-
mittee for Papilio . and was thereby associat-
ed with Henry Edwards, its editor.

Personally, this Lepidopterist must have
been an interesting individual. His numerous
non-scientific avocations enriched the life
of his family (including six children) with
such cultural accomplishments as poetry and
music, and a number of his poems were pub-
lished. He would often relax In spare hours
to write opera music, or practice the programs
for his position as church organist. He was
a philosopher and theologian, and even an au-
thority on ancient Rome. With these numerous
sidelights it is small wonder that his friends
described him as a delightful companion and
good conversationalist. The portrait shown
above is apparently unpublished. It is pre-
sented through the courtesy of the Museum of
Comparative Zoology at Harvard University. It
was made by H.L. Bliss of Buffalo, N.Y. On
the back is written: "A.R. Grote June, 1874”
in Grote 's hand. The signature below the p?r-
trait is a facsimile from a letter also in
the M.C.Z. files written to Alexander Agassiz
Nov. 18, 1897, from Hildesheim, Germany, re-
questing for the Roemer Museum a publication
on American Paleontology.

A bit of Grote ’s unassuming, knowledge-
seeking attitude towards biological work is
seen in the following, an apt comment on sci-
entific progress, in one of his papers cor-
recting another Lepidopterist’ s work: "While
it is proverbially human to err. It is a wise
dispensation of Providence that out of all
our errors there comes light - if not for us,
then for those who come after us."

J • E .R .
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REGENT PAPERS ON LEPIDOPTERA

29. Beaufoy, S. , "British hairstreaks . " Coun-
try Life (London), vol. 102: pp. 376-377*
2Z~Aug. 19i+7 . Includes: Callophrys rubl .

Thecla quercus, T. be tulae . Strymonidla .

w- album
,

_S . prurli . Not seen by us.

30. Beebe, William, "Scale Adaptation and Ut-
ilization in Aesiocopa patulana Walker (Lep-
idoptera, Heterocera, Tortricidae )

.
" Zool-

ogies (N.Y.), vol. 32: pp. 16-7-152, fig3.
T-6. 12 Nov. 196-7* Specimens taken at
Rancho Grande, Venezuela, Identified by J.

F.G. Clarke and T.N. Freeman. An interest-
ing detailed account of a challenging habit
pattern and structure adaptation in this
moth, which laid 3 00 eggs in a round mass
and erected an upright "palisade" of sharp
scales completely surrounding the eggs, ap-
parently protecting them from predators.
Clear photographs and drawings.

31. Beirne, Bryan P., "The Origin and History
of the British Macro-Lepldoptera. " Trans .

Royal Ent . Soc . London , vol. 98: pp. 273-
372, 6-5 maps. 23 Oct. 196-7* The fact that
the British Lepidoptera are far better
known than those of any comparable region
In the world permits a biological historian
like Dr. Beirne to view the fauna and to
attempt to reach conclusions regarding its
origin and history. Beirne concludes that
all the "existing species of Macrolepidop-
tera became established. . .by migration from
abroad", and that the five species of moths
still known only from Britain will be found
elsewhere eventually. He bases his reason-
ing on ecological, taxonomic, and zoogeo-
graphical evidence, and maintains that
nearly all the species arrived via land
connections, with a few others introduced
by man or established by overseas migra-
tion. The British Macrolepidoptera are
traced back 120,000 years, during which
time they arrived In six waves, three waves
from cold regions alternating with waves
from warmer regions as climatic changes oc-
curred. One wave, the last, following the
last glacial period and preceding the sea
barrier between England and the Continent,
brought 6-6# of the present species. Beirne
notes that species of Lepidoptera must re-
quire over 120,000 years to evolve, that
strong subspecies develop in about 50,000
years, weaker races in 25,000, and small
highly endemic races (such as Lvcaena d .

dispar) in about 8,000 years. The work is
concluded by references and an index to spu

32. Bentinck, G.A., "Pammene snellenana mihi
nov. spec." Ti.ldschrift v. Ent . (Nether-
lands), vol. 88: pp. 155-156 ( 196-5 )• 1 Oct.
196-7. Describes as new P. vernana (of Snel-
len, nec. Knaggs), actually giving no shred
of description, referring instead to Snel-
len's book. Says the genitalia are distinc-
tive but does not show how or give figures.

33. Blathwayt, E.C.H., "Effects of the Severe
Weather on Spring Lepidoptera at Weston-Su-
per-Mare up till End of April 196-7*" Ent .

Rec . & Journ. Variation , vol. 59 ‘ P • 120.
Oct. 1947*

56-. Blom, W.L. , "Een nieuwe vindplaats van
Polyommatus optilete Knoch." (In Dutch).
Ti.ldschrift v. Ent. (Netherlands), vol.88:

pp. 331-535 T1963T. 1 Oct. 196-7* Describes
and names six new varieties from Norway.

35. Bourgogne, Jean, "Quelques observations
relatives au 'proefcs de I'ann^e 196-5' •" (In
French). L'Entomologlste (Paris), vol. 3:
PP* 55-58. March 1947* A summary -of the
196-7 Lepidoptera season In France, dealing
almost entirely with butterflies.

36. Bourquin, Fernando, "Metamorfosis de To-
lype pauperata (Burmeister ), 1878." (In
Spanish). Rev . Soc . Ent . Argentina, vol.
13: pp. 3OI-3O8, 1 fig. 10 June 1947.
Life history, with descriptions of larva
and pupa and figures of latter. Two spp.
of parasites found.

37. Busck, August, "Family Pi*odoxidae. Synop-
tic Table of Genera." in Susan Delano McK*l-
vey, "Yuccas of the Southwestern United
States", pt. 2, 192 pp., 65 pis. Arnold
Arboretum, 196-7* Kindly brought to our at-
tention by Prof. I.M. Johnston. This mono-
graph of the Yucca plants is Indispensable
to anyone working on Yucca insects. Mrs.
McKelvey collected yucca moths during her
years of travel and sent them to Mr. Busck
for identification. Pp. 180-185 of the mo-
nograph report the results of his careful
study of the 2000 specimens of Prodoxidae.
Busck wrote: "The small number of species
represented was disappointing, because we
had somehow suspected, that each species of
Yucca would harbor a different species of
each of the two genera involved." Actually,
there are only 5 Tegetlcula and 9 Prodoxus .

mostly on the California Yuccae . Busck sy-
nonymizes Riley's intermedlus under T. yuc-
casella . finding it to be a rather common
abnormality in which the females have the
tentacles on the maxillary palpi undevelop-
ed. Busck considered T. apleella and extra-
nea as color varieties of T.maculata . Thus,
of the 11 spp. in the family accepted by
Busck, 10 were named by C.V. Riley in his
remarkable studies on the group prior to
1893* The collection included the first
T. paradoxa . P. pulverulentus . and P. sor-
dldus since RTley's time. The synoptic
table gives the generic and specific syno-
nymy of the family, with the primary refer-
ence for each name, the distribution, and
detailed listing of all the host spp. of
Yucca , the latter prepared by Mrs. McKelvey.
Eleven other species of moths found on the
yuccas are listed, but no mention of Mega-
thymus .

38. Cherian, M.C. & M.S. Kylasam, "Studies on
the Spotted Bollworms of Cotton - Ear i as
fabla S . , and E. insulana B." Journ . Bom-
bay Nat . Hist . Soc . . vol. 6-6: pp. 658-667.
Apr . 196-7 *

39. Corbet, A. Steven, "Papers on Malaysian
Rhopalocera: II. The Type of Paplllo leuco-
stletos Gmelin, 1790*" The Entomologist ,

vol. 80: pp. 228-229, pi. IV, fig. 1. Oct.

,

196-7*
40. Darlow, H.M., "Observation on the Butter-
flies of Ceylon." The Entomologist , vol.
80: pp. 206.-205. Sept. 196-7*

6-1. Darlow, H.M., "Collecting Notes for 196-7*

"

Ent . Rec . & Journ . Variation , vol. 59s PP*
117-119. Oct. 1947*

62. Daviault, L. , "L'anisote de 1'erable."
(In French). F6ret Qu6becoise . vol. 12:
pp. l4.95-6.96. Sept. 196-7. Anisota rubleun-
da and maple. Not seen by us.
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I4.3 . Diakonoff , A., "A Caterpillar occurring
in Nepenthes pitchers ( Lepidoptera: Noctu-
idae)." Proc . Royal Ent . Soc . London (A),
vol. 22: pp. 70-71* 20 Sept. I9I4.7. Stud-
ies made while author was Japanese prisoner
on Sumatra. Nepenthes is a genus of pitch-
er plants - plants trapping insects in wat-
er caught from .rain in modified leaves.
Diakonoff found larvae of the noctuid, Eu-
blemma radda Swinhoe, resting in the tiny
pitcher, with half the body (either half)
immersed in the water for many hours at a
time. The larvae grew and pupated without
damaging the plant at all, so he concludes
they fed on the insect remains "heaped in
abundance on the bottom of every pitcher."
Relatively few Lepidoptera are known to
feed on animal matter, so every example is
of special interest.

Ijlj.. Dillon, Lawrence S., "Some New Subspecies
of Butterflies from Dominica, B.W.I." Bull .

Brooklyn Ent . Soc . , V0I.I4.2: pp.97-1°2.
"June' 1 (Dec J ) 19^4-7. Describes as new: Ap-
pias ( Glutophrissa)drusllla subsp

.

comstocki .

Phoebls agarithe subsp. pupillata . Eurema
venusta subsp. emanona . Panoquina nyctella
subsp. agari . all from Dominica. No fig-
ures 1 Brief notes on Eurema nise and E.
venusta (selecting Colombia as type local-
ity on flimsy grounds).

I4.5 • Doets, C., "Zlmmermanni a heringlella nov.
spec. Nepticulidae (Lepidoptera)." ~Ti jd-

schrift v. Ent. (Netherlands), vol. 88 : pp.
50I4.-506, 5 figs. (19)45). 1 Oct. 19J+7.

Careful description. Male genitalia de-
scribed and figured. Reared from mines in
oak in Holland. Adult and mine figured.

14.6. Downes, J.A., "Notes on Herse convolvuli
L. , Pararge aegeria L. and other Uncommon
Scottish Lepidoptera." Ent . Monthly Mag .,

vol. 83: pp. 217-218. Sept. 19W*
14.7. Eliot, Nevill,"More on Continental Drift,

Precis lavlnia Hb . and P . villida • F .
" The

Entomologist . vol. 80 : PP.23O-23I4-. Oct. lWf*
14.8. Federley, Harry, "Die Konjugation der

Chromosomen bei den Lepidopteren. " (In Ger-
man). Commentationes Biologlcae (Helsing-
fors, Finland), vol. 9, no.13: 12 pp., 8
figs. 19)4.7 . This author is one of the few
ever to study Lepidoptera chromosomes and
Is probably the most active of all in this
respect. The present paper describes and
figures meiosis in Trlchiura crataegl L.
( Lasiocampidae ) . The haploid number is 28
(rarely 29). The figures show chiasmata and
the location of centromeres in these Lepid-
optera chromosomes.

14-9. Federley, Harry, "Polyploidie und Non-Dis-
junction in der Gametogenese einiger Lepid-
opteren." (In German). Commentationes Bio-
loglcae . vol. 9, no. if: 9 pp., J4. figs. 19)4-7.

Discusses and illustrates both diploid and
haploid metaphase plates of spermatogenesis
of Poecllocampa popull (n=3&), Dasychlra
selenltlca (n»22 ) . and Dlcranura vlnnula (n*
21). Especially Interesting and significant
is a series of six metaphases of the off-
spring of a cross between vars. fennica and
germanica of D.vlnnula . showing 27, 39, Ul,
39 , 42, 42 In different cells studied.

50.

Fleming, Henry, "Sphingidae ( Moths ) of
Rancho Grande, North Central Venezuela."
Zoologlca (N.Y. ), vol.32: pp. 133-1)4.5 . 12

19

Nov. 19)4.7* 67 spp. taken at light. Anno-
tated list, giving dates and abundance.
Commonest was Erinnyis ello . Many of the
species are also North American. In gener-
al best collecting hours were 7 to 11 and
I4. to dawn. Makes excellent point that ex-
planation of abundance of moths at light
during rain must not be that the rain pro-
duces emergence, since the swarms coming In
during very sudden, brief tropical showers
would not have time for expansion and
flight.

51. Ford, E.B., "A Murexide test for the re-
cognition of pterins in intact insects."
Proc . Royal Ent . Soc . London (A), vol. 22:
pp. 72-76. 20 Sept. 19)4.7 . The white and
yellow pigments of pierid butterflies are
known as pterines and are formed by utiliz-
ing uric acid which is normally a poisonous
waste product. Dr. Ford found a simple
test to detect these pterines even in a
small spot on a wing, by exposing the spec-
imen to chlorine. The white pterine is
leucopterin (C6H5O5N5 ) and the yellow is
xanthopterin (C6H5O2N5). Ford tested 17
spp. of )4. subfamilies of Pieridae and found
all positive. Tests on 20 spp. of ten other
families of butterflies were all negative.

52. Ford, E.B., "Studies on the chemistry of
pigments in the Lepidoptera, with reference
to their bearing on systematics. 5. Pseudo-
pontia paradoxa Felder." Proc . Royal Ent .

Soc . London (A). vol. 22: pp. 77*78. 20 Sept.
19)4-7. This very strange tropical African
butterfly is placed in its own subfamily
of Pieridae, but it appears to be a pierid
since the Murexide test (see#51) is posi-
tive. Among other peculiarities, £. para*
doxa has no club on the antenna.

53. Ford, L.T., "The Psychidae." Proc . &
Trans . S. London Ent . & N.H.Soc.T

-
!^^”^ :

'

pp. 103-110, pi. 11, col. “23 Nov. 19)4.6.

Discussion of family, with descriptions of
adults, cases and larvae of the 18 spp. in
Britain. Good colored plate of adults of
15 spp. and cases of 15 spp.

5)4-. Ford, R.L.E., "The use of common salt for
keeping down vegetable and other moulds
during breeding experiments." Proc . Royal
Ent. Soc . London (A), vol. 22: pp. 86-88.
20 Sept. 19)+7 * Found that moulds in breed-
ing pans permitted only about 15$ of larva©
to produce adults, but spraying a solution
of 1 part table salt to 50 parts water on
the leaves and soil of the pans resulted In
about 80$ adult production. This method
may apply only to microlepidoptera breeding
In rolled leaves, flower buds, leaf mines
etc. It will also help control mould in
debris and excrement on the bottom of
breeding cages for any Lepidoptera and has
no harmful effect on species which burrow
into the soil to pupate. The exact salt
concentration of the spray is important.

55* Fox, Richard M. & Jean W. , "Ithomiinae
(Lepidoptera) of Rancho Grande, Venezuela,
Including Two New Species." Zoologies (N.Y. ),

vol. 32: pp. 173-178, 1 pi. 29 Dec. 19)4.7.

Annotated checklist of 50 spp. of 19 genera
found in 800 specimens. The new spp. are;
Pteronymia beebel and P. nubivaga . The ho-
lotypes and <? genitalia of both spp. figur-
ed, with <? genitalia of P. artena (Hew.).
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RECENT LITERATURE (cont.)

56 . Gallay, Henry, "Une remarquable aberra-
tion: Melanargla galathea ab. coronae nov.
(Lep., Satyridae)." (In French^ Mitt .

Schweiz . Ent . Gee . (Switzerland), vol. 20:
pp. 594-596,' 4 photos. 8 Oct. 19I+-7 . it
happens in Switzerland, tool

57* Huggins, H.C., "Anania nubilalis (Lep.
Pyralidae) in South Essex." The Entomolo-
gist . vol. 80 : pp. 206-207. Sept. 1947.
Species appears to be establishing itself
in England.

58 . Jackson, R. A. , "Causes for Seasonal Varia-
tion in the Numbers of Lepidoptera. " Proc.
& Trans . S. London Ent . & N.H. Soc . . 1945“
46: pp .43-51* 23 Nov. 1944.

59 • Krogerus, Harry, "Die Verfinderungen der
Schmetterlingsfauna des Lo jo-Gebletes in
Sudwestfinnland Wahrend der letzten Jahr-
zehnte. " (In German). Acta Soc . Pro Fauna
& Flora Fennica (Helsingfors), vol. 65 , no.
1: 52 pp7 1945. Detailed report on popu-
lation fluctuations of various butterflies
and moths in S.W. Finland.

60 . Landsman, H., "Argynnis aglaja L. uit de
Krimpenerwaard. " (In Dutch). Tijdschrift
v. Ent . (Netherlands), vol. 88 : pp. 395“
596TT945). 1 Oct. 1947.

6 1. Lempke, B.J. ,
"Cabera exanthemata Scop,

and its forms." Ti.ldschrift v. Ent . (Neth-
erlands, vol. 88 : pp. 347-552 , figs. 1-12
(1945). 1 Oct. 1947. Careful treatment of
the l4 "forms", including 6 new, with all
but 2 sketched. Genetics would seem the
most successful approach to these forms.

62. Lepesme, P. , "Les Insectes des Palmiers."
(In French). 904 pp., 638 figs. Paris,
1947. An elaborate treatise on the ecolog-
ical, systematic, and economic aspects of
the insects of the palms. Most of she Lep-
idoptera are phytophagous and attack the
leaves, although a few are saprophagous and
a few eat the flowers and fruit. The sys-
tematic portion on Lepidoptera is on pp.283-
429 , with figs. 208-312 , and was prepared
by J. Bourgogne. This is largely a compil-
ation of the records in the literature, but
contains some redescriptions and numerous
original drawings and photographs. l6l
spp. are described (none new) and others
briefly mentioned. There are 55 Tineoidea,
18 Pyraloidea, 40 Psychoidea (Limacodidae
called Heterogeneidae

) , 9 Bombycoidea, l4
Hesperioidea, 24 Papilionoidea. Conspicu-
ously absent are Geometridae, Phalaenidae,
and Lycaenidae,

63 . Matthews, J.K., "Lepidoptera of the Coas-
tal Sandhills of Lancashire." Proc .& Trans .

S. London Ent . & N.H. Soc . . 1945-464 pp.72-
78 . 23 Nov. 1946.

64. McElvare s Rowland R., "Notes on Heliothi-
inae. " Bull . Brooklyn Ent. Soc . . vol. 42:
p. 96 . "June" (Dec.) 194?* Resurrects He -
liosea f asclata Hy.Edw. from synonymy and
places it in genus Heliothodes . Agrees with
Benjamin, placing Melicleptria sabulosa as
synonym of Heliosea pictipennls . Brief
notes on H. pictipennls .

6^» Meyer, A., "Untersuchungen xiber die Be-
kampfung des grauen Larchenwicklers . ( Sema-
sia diniana Gn. ) in den Waldern des Ober-
Engadins .

" (In German). Mitt . Schweiz .

Ent . Gesell . (Switzerland), vol. 20: pp.
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452-474, 5 figs. 8 Aug. 1947. Principally
deals with factors of pest control, but in-
cludes biological notes and photographs of
the species, a tortricid moth.

66 . Michener, Charles D., "A Four-legged But-
terfly". Natural History (N.Y.), vol. 57:
p.27, 2 photos. Jan. 1948. Authoritative
popular account of nymphalid butterfly legs,
with good photos.

67 . Murray, H. , "Some Rare Lepidoptera from
Southern Ireland." Irish Naturalists 1 Jour-
nal (Belfast), vol. 9; pp. 77-78 . July 1948.
Annotated list of 42 spp. of rare Macrolep-
idoptera.

68. Nunberg, Marian, "First contribution to
the knowledge of the native insects, mining
the leaves." (In Polish). Fragments gaun-
istlca Musel Zoologlcl Polonicl (Warsaw),
tom. 5 , nr. 6 : 27 pp. 21 Aug. 1947* Anno-
tated list including 4 Eriocraniidae, 39
Nepticulidae, 1 Incurvar iidae, 2 Leucopter-
ldae, 1 Lyonetidae, 5 Tischeriidae, 4 Buc-
culatrigidae, 1 Phyllocnistidae, 35 Gracil-
arildae, 5 Coleophoridae, 1 Heliozelidae,
1 Momphidae, 2 Gelechildae. Includes a
list of host plants with all miners found.
19 references listed.

69 . O'Farrell. A.F., "Lepidoptera in Northern
Ireland, 1945-45." Irish Naturalists ' Jour-
nal (Belfast), vol. 9; pp. 76-77 . July 1947.
Merely a list of species taken.

70. Oiticica FIlho, Jose, "Revisfio dos Nomes
Gendricos da Familia Sphingidae (Lepidopte-
ra). Parte 1. Subfamilia Sphinginae Butler,
1877." (In Portuguese). Bol .Museu Naclonal
(Rio de Janeiro), no.66 : 57 PP* 15 June
1946. Gives a list of all the generic names
of the World Sphinginae, with the genotype
of each, and a very extensive bibliography.
Important for all workers in the Sphingidae.

71. Parfitt, R.W., "Eulia formosana Geyer
(Lep. Tortricidae ) : a Species New to the
British List." The Entomologist , vol.80;
pp. 225-227, pl.IV, figs. 2-4. Oct. 1947.

72. Pendlebury, H.M., "Lepidoptera (Heteroce-
ra)" and "Lepidoptera (Rhopalocera) " In
"Contributions to the Natural History of
Christmas Island, in the Indian Ocean."
Bull . Raffles Museum (Singapore), no.l8 :

pp. 58-80. Oct. 1947. Pp. 58-75 contain an
annotated list of 76 spp. of moths. Pp.74-
80 deal with the l4 spp. of butterflies
considered as residents of the island. A-
bout 100 other spp. of moths have not yet
been positively identified. 6 Sphingidae,
46 Noctuldae, 15 Geometridae are Included.

73* Petersen, B., "On the difference in spe-
cies between Bolorla pales Schiff. and Bolo-
rla arsllache Esp." Uppsala U. Zool. Bidr.
TSweden), vol. 25 : pp.355-545. 19477 Not
seen by us.

74. Ramos, J.A., "The Insects of Mona Island
(West Indies)". Journ . Agr . Unlv . Puerto
Rico , vol.30 : pp.1-74, 2 pis. 17 July 1946.
The island is mid-way between Puerto Rico
and Hispaniola. Lists 526 spp. of insects,
incl. 87 Lepidoptera in 20 families. Most
moths det. by W.T.M. Forbes, most butter-
flies by W.P. Comstock. Forbes describes
as new: Ptychopoda monata (Geometridae).

75* Rawlins, J.W., "Notes on Some Butterflies
from Penang and Province Wellesley,Malaya."
Journ .Bombay Nat . Hist .Soc . . vol.46 : pp.687-
69I. Apr . 1947 • Annotated list of 87 spp.
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76 . Romieux, Jean, '’Migrations de L^pidopt fer-

es observfees dans la rfegion de Genfeve en
1946." (In French). Mitt . Schweiz . Ent .

Gesell . (Switzerland), vol.20: pp. 551-564.
8 Oct. 1947. Discusses the 1945 migrations
of Celerio llneata livornica, Colias edusa .

Pvramels cardul . Laphygma exigua, Hellothls
peltigera . Plus! a gamma . Plonea ferrugalls .

77. Romieux, Jean, ’’Qplsthodontla rotundata
Berio et Stenophatna denticulata Rmx." Tin
French). Mitt . Schweiz . Ent . Ges . . vol.20:
p. 606 . 8 Oct. 1947* Synonymizes latter
under former, but transfers rotundata to
genus Stenophatna .

78 . Scholten, L.H., "Het Atalanta-bos. Herin-
nering aan de Bevri jdingszomer 1945 •" (In
Dutch). TI Idschrlft v. Ent . (Netherlands),
voi. 88 : pp .489-492 ( 194577" l Oct. 1947.
On Pyramels (= Vanessa ) at alant

a

.

79. Sevastopulo, D.G.. "Tukdah Diary, Septem-
ber and November 1945*" Ent. Ree . & Journ .

Variation . vol. 59: pp. 121-122. Oct. 1947*
Continuation of notes from India.

80. Thomann, H., "Exapate duratella Heyd.
(Lep. Tortr.) ein spfetfliegender Wickler
der Graubiindner und Walliser Alpen. " (In
German). Mitt . Schweiz . Ent . Gesell . ( Swit-
zerland), vol.20: pp.475-403 » 5 figs* 8
Aug. I9I+7 .

81. Towns end, A. L. H. , "An Introduction to Moth
Collecting." Nature in East Africa , no. 3 :

pp. 19-21. Sept. 1947.
82. Toxopeus, L.J., "Nephele dldyma F. in Ja-
va (Lep. Sphing. ). " Tl .Idschrlf t v. Ent .

(Netherlands), vol. 88 : pp.345-3M> ( 19^5 )

*

1 Oct. 19^7. First clear record for Java,
from reared specimen. Details of habits
and larval and pupal characters given.
Host - Carlssa £arandas. A really informa-
tive paper.

83 . Turner, A.H., "Immigrant Lepidoptera at
Bickenhall, Somerset, and the Oceurrence of
Catocala nupta Linn, in Derbyshire." Ent .

Rec . & Journ . Variation , vol. 59: p.ll4.
Oct. 19Ipf:

84. Van der Meulen, G.S.A., "Over het kweeken
der rups van Araschnla levana L." (In Dutch)
Ti.ldschrift v. Ent. (Netherlands), vol. 88 :

pp. 327-528 (194577 1 Oct. 1947.
85. Van Wisselingh, T.H., "Araschnla levana

L. " (In Dutch). Ti.ldschrift v. Ent T (Ne-
therlands), vol.88: pp.323-326 ( 1945 )

*

1 Oct. 1947.
86. Vari, L., "Biologische Aanteekeningen o-

ver Fomorla weaver! Stt. (StLgmellidae )
.

"

(In Dutch) . Ti.ldschrift v. Ent . (Nether-
lands), vol.88 : pp

.

521-523 , 8 figs. (1945).
1 Oct. 1947. Figures larval mines and ad-
ults clearly. Says Stigmellidae - Neptic-
ulidae. Describes new aberration.

87 . Varin, G., "Nombreuses captures d’ Heodes
Pispar race RutHus dans la Cffte-d’ Or. "(in
French). L' Entomologists (Paris), vol. 3 :

pp. 122-123. May 1947. Gives records of rut-
ilus and a few other butterflies in France.

88 . Verhey, C.J. , "Twee zeldzame Nederland-
sche Macrolepidoptera. " (In Dutch). Ti.id-

schrlft v. Ent . (Netherlands ), vol.88 : p .276
( 1945 ) • 1 Oct. 1947.

89. Viette, P., "Contribution A la faune lep-
idoptferologique de la Sologne." ( In French)
L’Entomologiste (Paris ), vol.3 : pp. 117-122.

May 1947* Lists, with dates, l8l spp. of
moths (& 1 skipper ) taken at Sologne (in
north-central France ).

90. Wilcke, J. , "Nieuwe gegevens over de Bi-
ologic van Lycaena alcon F. " (In Dutch).
Ti.ldschrift v. Ent (Netherlands ), vol.88

:

pp. 537-5^2, l figs. (1945). l Oct. 1947 .

Describes in detail life history of this
ant-tended lycaenid butterfly with figures.
We wish we could read Dutch for this paper.

91. Williams, Carroll M. , "Physiology of In-
sect Diapause. II. Interaction between the
brain and prothoracic glands in the meta-
morphosis of. the giant silkworm, Platysam-
ia cecropla . " Biol . Bulletin , vol.93: pp.
B9-9B, 13 figs. Oct. 1947. Prof. Williams’
remarkable discoveries on the hormones of
saturniids are further reported here. He
finds that adult development of the pupa
requires chilling and then warming to break
the diapause, and that the brain after
chilling activates the "prothoracic gland",
which then produces the hormone affecting
the body tissues and causing full matura-
tion. The action of the brain is not thru
nerves, but "by an indirect mechanism.

"

92. Wiltshire, E.P., "Middle East Lepidoptera,
VIII: Some More NeW Species and Forms from
Iran. " Ent . Rec . & Journ . Variation , vol.
59: pp. 109-in, 125-127, pl.V, figs. A, B.
Oct., Nov. 1947* Describes as new: Hadena
nana f. monotona . Harmodia gladys . Archana-
ra sparganil ssp. algaeoldes . Ennomos ? ef-
fractaria subsp. fraxlneti and its ab. eff-
uscarla and subsp. zandi . Ethmia chosroes .

E. cambyses . E. bipunctella subsp. grisei-
costella .all from Iran. Photos of all but
the aberration. Figs, of <? valves of H. gla-
dys and H. hyrcana . Plate filso shows lar-
vae of 4 spp.of moths,but no text appears.

93. Wojtusiak, R.J. & W. Niesiolowski, "Lep-
idoptera of the Central Caucasus, Collected
during the Polish Alpine Expedition in
1935 * with ecological and zoogeographical
Remarks. I. Part. Macrolepidoptera." (In
English). Polska Akad . Umle.1 . Prace Muz .

Przyrod . (Cracow), nr. 6 : 74pp., pls.ll-13 .

25 Aug. 1946 ( 1947 ) * Annotated list of 73
butterflies, 102 moths . Described as new
are: Plerls napl ssp. balearlca . Melltaea
aurelia ssp. albimacula . Lycaena corldon f.
sokolowskli . Coscinla striata ssp. wlsniew-
skii, Haemorrhagla tltlus f . karaugomlca .

Chaemaepora euphorblae ssp. garbowskli .

Coenonympha tiphon chatlparae ab. alboclnc-
ta . Crymode 3 zeta f. caucasia . Latter two
do not seem to deserve names. Dr. Wehrli's
description as new of Gnophos certiatus ssp.
bezengicus given. Photographs of all nov-
elties except the pierids, and of 4 habit-
ats . Analyzes collection and presents gen-
eralities on origin and age of macrolepid-
optera fauna of Caucasus.

94. Woytkowski, Felix, "Las Catastictas del
Pert! ( Lepidoptera-Pieridae ) , " (In Spanish).
Bol .Mus . Hist .Nat . "Javier Prado " ( Lima, Pe-
ru), vol. 10: pp .91-98. "1946 ^ • Reports on
a collection from 5 Peruvian localities of
Cata3tlcta of 29 spp. and 2 races, with re-
lative numbers of the species found. A to-
tal of 139^ specimens. Determinations ap-
parently by F.M. Brown. No taxonomy in th®
paper.
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EARLY SPRING COLLECTING IN KENTUCKY.- On
the first warm days of spring there is a cer-
tain place where I like to go collecting for
butterflies. It is an old, unused, overgrown
road that winds its way through a deep oak
woods. There I have spent some of the most
enjoyable hours of my life, wandering along
with net in hand, pausing here to swing the
net at a passing Euchloe olvnrpla or AnthoCh-
ris midea, there to swish at a flitting Eup-
tychia gemma . Or perhaps, try to stalk Anaea
andria . only to see a flash of its brilliant
orange wings an instant before I get near
enough to swing, and watch it alight again
on the ground amongst the dry, brown leaves
safely out of my reach.

The old road winds on out across pastures
dotted here and there with isolated clumps of
red cedar, each with its own pair of Mitour

a

demon , and finally through an old peach orch-
ard whose blossoms rarely fail to yield the
scintillating Strymon m- album and other
choice things. Perhaps a specimen of the
rare little elfin Inclsalla henrici will be
taken when it alights on a dead twig or spot
of damp ground.

Finally I come to a saucer-shaped depres-
sion of something more than an acre in area,
and covered, over most of that area, with a
dense growth of grass-like plants; here and
there are mud-bottomed pockets of open water
with a scanty growth of cat-tail about their
margins. The road through here is nearly
bare of vegetation and is always damp, in
some spots almost saturated with water. It
was here, at one of these wet spots in the
road, that I first chanced on the elusive
Erora laeta one April afternoon in 19Ul» It
evaded capture, and I saw no more of laeta
that year, nor did I see it the next year.
The war interrupted my collecting, and I had
no other opportunity to search for laeta un-
til 1914-6 and that year's search ended fruit-
lessly too. April 1914-7 ha<I teen unusually
cold and although I had continued my search,
I did not expect to find laeta this year ei-
ther. Even the usually common species were
scarce or entirely absent. And so it was with
little hope of ever seeing that rare species
again, that I started out for a few hours'
collecting on May 6th, 19^4-7* But there at a
wet spot in the road near the place that I
had seen my first laeta . was an unusual hair-
streak. I looked closer,- it was Erora laetal
A lucky stroke with the net brought it in.
At last, I had become one of the select few
who had collected the living laeta l

-Carl Cook, Crallhope, Kentucky.

J.A. Keji, of Ithaca, N.Y., notes that In a
brood of about 80 cocoons of Telea polyphemus.
which he reared from one female, one large
cocoon did not produce the adult, a dark male,
for two years. (See NEWS, vol. I, p .I4.I , #5 1 ) .

Richard Guppy writes that the 19^4-7 season
on Vancouver Island was the reverse of that
In nearby Washington, at least as regards Pa-
plllos. He states: "Hereabouts the most note-
worthy feature of the past season was the un-
usual abundance of this same genus."
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PHYCIODES BEHAVIOR IN MISSOURI.- "Phyclo-
des gorgone (Hbn. ) appeared plentifully here
this year (19h7)» In late June and early July.
Previously, I have seen this species only sin-
gly in occasional years. The butterflies fed
mostly on the flowers of Erlgeron ramosus, E.
annuus . and Ascleplas tuberosa . On the last
of these, I watched courtship activity for
some time on the afternoon of June 28: a male
would flutter over a feeding female,who would
respond with vibrating wings and upturned ab-
domen. No copulation took place, however, ap-
parently because of disturbances by other
males; one of them would chase the attentive
one away and immediately take his place above
the female. This occurred again and again;
but most noteworthy was the behavior of a
much-worn male of Phyclodes nycteis (Dbl. &
Hew. ), fluttering above a female gorgone which
responded as to a male of her own species.
Males of gorgone chased him off repeatedly,
and he treated them likewise. I watched this
inter-species wooing for more than half an
hour, until a thunderstorm ended the perform-
ance. In contrast to the actions of this nyc-
teis . a male of P. tharos (Dru. ) feeding at
the same cluster of Tlowers appeared oblivi-
ous of the gorgone female and was unnoticed
by the males."- Harold I. O' Byrne,Glencoe,Mo.

ALBINISTIC LIMENITIS IN ILLINOIS.- Alex
K. Wyatt, of Chicago, reports that Frank Rut-
kowski caught an unusual Llmenltls archlppus
at Peru, Illinois, Oct. 11, 19I4.7 • "This spe-
cimen is a female of good size, but instead of
the customary brown color, it is almost white,
showing only a pale yellow shading In costal
area of secondaries. The black cross band of
primaries is narrowed, although the enclosed
white spots are normal. The cross band of
secondaries is also narrow, being practically
missing between veins 2 and 3. The under side
is even paler, but the cross lines or bands
are heavier than above."

Mr. Wyatt also mentioned finding in his
yard a Nymphalis milbertl in late September
and several males of Hylephlla phylaeus regu-
larly for fully a month, even after the first
light frost. Both species are generally un-
common in the Chicago area.

NOTES ON PHOEBIS IN FLORIDA.- "Phllea
will oviposit on Cassia corymbosla (foliage &
bloom) and on the yellow bloom of Cassia fis -
tula . Also on the corymbosla P. eubule and E.
nlclppe larvae may be taken wEile Erebus odo-
ra feeds on the leaves of fistula . The larvae
of phllea will feed on flowers in preference
to the foliage and take on the color of their
food, yellow on flowers and green on foliage.
Likewise the chrysalids differ in color but
these differences are not carried on to the
adult. However by feeding the larvae at a low
temperature the adults will be much darker
than normal. I have only taken the albino
form during hot weather. Phllea is relatively
free of parasites. The adult philea will tra-
vel long distances. It is interesting to see
a large female flying high and fast suddenly
drop to the ground as though being pulled by
a suction; investigation will usually produce
the food plant." - W.H. Schoenherr.

(See notes by Berry in Vol. I, p.70).
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NOTICES BY MEMBERS

BRAZIL MACROLEPIDOPTERA offered in exchange
for North American Papllios and Saturniidae.
Will gladly collect Noctuidae and Geometridae
for exchange. H. R. Pearson, Postal Box 2206,
Rio de Janeiro, D.F., Brazil.

Can offer Callosamla angullfera . Cltheronla
recalls . etc. for uncommon Sphingidae and
Catocala needed for my collection. A very
large set of duplicates of commoner Lepidop-
tera available in exchange for commoner spe-
cies from elsewhere. C.W. Baker, P. 0. Box

455, Waynesburg, Ohio.

Mr. Heinz Jensen, 54 Hyltebjerg Alle,Vanlose,
Copenhagen, DENMARK, wishes correspondence
with U.S.A. Lepidopterists, especially in the
Southeast. He is willing to oollect any
Scandanavian Lepidoptera and is interested in
exchanging books and journals on Lepidoptera.

BUTTERFLIES & MOTHS OF THE HIGH ALPS - All
Lepidoptera of the Austrian Tyrol offered.
Special rarities are species such as Collas
oalaeno . Argvnnls thore . Erebla glaclalia and
ep lphron . Orodemnlas auenselil . Prusla spp.
Prices according to Staudinger & Bang-Haas
List. Send list now of species desired. Some
material on hand. Extensive collecting plan-
ned for the coming season.
Dr. H. Wilbke, KSssen/Tyrol, Nr. 199> AUSTRIA

RHOPALOCERA AND ZYGAENIDAE OF SOUTHERN FRANCE
offered in exchange for North American Rhopa-
locera, Zygaenidae (including Procrls s Ino )

.

etc. Write in English. F. Dujardin, 25 rue
Guiglia, Nice (A.M.), FRANCE.

Will purchase MORPHO MENELAUS . RHETENOR . SUL-
KOWSKYI by the hundred lot or whatever quant-
ity available. The Butterfly Store, 77 Madi-
son Ave., New York 10, N.Y.

WISH TO PURCHASE Canadian (esp. Arctic) Bolo-
ria & Colias . Dr. A.B. Klots, College of
City of New York, New York 10, N.Y.

Large quantities of Phllotes sonorensis . An-
thocaris sara . Speyeria macaria . Tharsalea
arota for exchange for N.Am. Rhopalocera,esp.
Theclinae and Hesperiidae. Will exchange
Speyeria nitocrls for S. dlana. D.E. Parker,
IO53 S. Beacon Ave., Los Angeles 15 , Calif.

EAST AFRICAN BUTTERFLIES, for sale or ex-
change. Want American species, particularly
South Am. R.W. Barney, Govt. African School,
Kakamega, Kenya, East Africa.

NAMED INDIAN BUTTERFLIES and unnamed moths
from districts of Poona, and Dehra-Dun for
sale. E. Hug: airmail c/o Mrs. J.Graf, Zeug-
hausstr. 8 , Chur, Switzerland, or regular
mail: Vaudrevange-Saar, Wilhelmstrasse 3*
Terr. Saare, Via Saarlouis, France.

FOR SALE: Insect collection boxes, 9 x 13 x
2 l/2 inches, dovetailed corners, the finest
composition pinning bottoms, sanded but not
finished, beautiful redwood throughout, hing-
ed, with latches -$2.10 apiece, $24 dozen,
F.O.B. Beverly Hills. Bio-Metal Associates,
P.0. Box 3 J4.6 , Beverly Hills, Calif.
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Papered MANITOBA RHOPALOCERA for exchange for
tropical Lepidoptera. About J+0 species, all
with complete data. List available on re-
quest. C.S. Quelch, Transcona, Manitoba.

GUADALCANAL Lepidoptera (esp. Rhopalocera),
of almost every native genus, offered in ex-
change for needed N. American species. T.W.
Davies, 9734 Castlewood St., Oakland, Calif.

Wanted: Philotes of N. America for a systema-
tic study, for purchase, examination, or ex-
change. Rudy Mattoni, Dept, of Entomology,
Univ. of Calif., Los Angeles 24, Calif.

Will exchange WASHINGTON LEPID. & Coleoptera
for N. American Rhopalocera, esp. Euphvdrvas
& Mitoura. I£u. tavlorl available in large
series. Many fine specimens from Olympic
Mts. and Puget Sound Basin. D.P. Frechin,
150)4. N. Lafayette, Bremerton, Wash.

Wanted for determination, exchange, or purchases
ARCTIIDAE of the Neotropical Region( especial-
ly Central America & West Indies), as well as
North American ADELOCEPHALIDAE (Sis sphingidae ).

Correspondence invited.

Prof. Lauro Travassos, Laboratorio de Helmin-
tologia, Instituto Oswaldo Cruz, Caixa Postal
926, Rio de Janeiro, D.F., BRAZIL.

FOR SALE - THE BERRY COLLECTION
The results of 18 years in Florida of collec-
ting and exchanging. Many very rare species.
2OOO-I4OOO mounted specimens ; 6OOO-8OOO speci-
mens in papers. Over 1100 different named
forms. Especially rich In Hesperiidae, Lycae-
nidae, Sphingidae, Cabocala. For details write:
Dean F. Berry, Box lij.6 , Orlando, Florida.

Offer a new copy of Ford's "Butterflies” in
exchange for several living cocoons of Platy-
samla cecropla . John B. Smartt, 36 Botanic
Road, Glasnevln, Dublin, Ireland.

PUPAE OF PAPILIO ZELICAON and P. PHILENOR
HIRSUTA from California, full cTata, offered
in exchange for papered butterflies needed
for our collections.

Thomas W. Davies, 9734 Castlewood St.
William A. Hammer, 53°0 Walnut St.

Oakland, California

Cltheronla regalls & Euparthenos nubills pupae
Catocala car

a

. concumbens . & amatrix eggs.
Available alive. Herman Wilhelm, Buckingham
Road, R.D. 1, Wlllimantic, Connecticut.

DESIRE LIVING PUPAE OF LYCAENIDAE (esp. Thec-
linae). Offer in exchange papered Calif, spp*
Graham Held, 11745 Hesby St. ,N. Hollywood, Cal.

What have you to offer in exchange for LIVING
PUPAE of Telea polvphemus ? R.J. Ford, 3266
Ardmore Ave., South Gate, Calif.

Cocoons of Platysamla euryalis . gloverl , Colum-
bia , and CalTosamla angullfera & calleta desir-
ecTT Correspondence invited. R.L. Halbert,
444 N.Normandie Ave., Los Angeles 4 » Calif.
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QUESTION AND ANSWER COLUMN

Q. "’How dependable are the male genitalia for
Lepidoptera (especially butterfly) taxonomy?"

A. They are probably as dependable as any
group of characters, and more so than most;
but occasionally fail,probably in cases where
species are of very recent origin, and where
differentiation is largely physiological. The
most notorious c^se is Argvnnls ( Speverla )

.

where the Old-world species have excellent
genitalic characters, while only a few of the
American ones (e.g. diana . ldalla ) show even
slight differences. Phyciodes Is almost as
bad in N. America, but in most genera species
differences are clean-cut or even striking.

For grouping-characters above species they
are probably no less and no more valuable
than characters of other parts.

Q. "Can the female genitalia provide useful
genus and species characters in butterflies
as they do in many moth groups?"

A. They are almost as useful at the species
level as the male characters, but differences
are often less striking, and much more diffi-
cult to describe and figure. For higher
groups they serve at times but are highly
treacherous. For instance, a set of four sco-
binate bands In the bursa is characteristic
of Trifid Noctuidae of each of the main sub-
families, but in each of them the bands are
modified or lost in many and widely scattered
genera or even species, which will be wholly
normal in external and <? characters. Another
instance is Maniola jurtina, discussed In
Pierce* s "Genitalia of the British Rhopalocera."

Q,. "What characters can be used In classify-
ing larvae of the Hesperiidae?"

A. Most characters used in other larvae: shape
of head (Scudder ), setae on mouth-parts, rela-
tive thickness of neck (prothorax), develop-
ment and number of hooks on prolegs, develop-
ment of the plate-like primary setae; texture
of skin; general form of body In life, etc.
See especially Scudder » s "Butterflies of Eas-
tern North America"; a few further characters
are given in "A Structural Study of Some Cat-
erpillars" Ann . Ent . Soc. jUn. iii, 105.

- W.T.M. Forbes

Mervyn Plomley reports several Lycaena
helloldes from N.W. Georgian Bay, Paris, and
Hamilton, Ontario, all taken in June. This
appears to be the easternmost record in Can-
ada. The identifications were checked by Dr.
T.N. Freeman.

* * *

Since there is such a demand for back nos.
of the NEWS, any 19^7 members who do not wish
to keep their copies of Vol.I are urged to
return these to the Editors, who will refund
postage, or to pass them on to a new member.
Of course, all proceeds from the sale of back
numbers are added to Society funds.

Dufrane, Abel, Curator, Mus^e d'Histoire Natu-
relie de Mons,69 avenue du Tir , Mons , BELGIUM.

Dujardin, F., 25 rue Guiglia, Nice, FRANCE.
Gloor, Dr. Eugene E., li+ Maple Ave. , Watson-

ville, Calif.
Hewes, L.I. , llij- Edgewood Ave. , San Francisco

17, Calif.
Jacksen, Ray M. , 100 S. Fuller Ave. , Los An-

geles 36, Calif.
Janmoulle, E., 2 rue Esnotte, Watermael-lez-
Bruxelles, BELGIUM.

Johnson, Frank, Griffen, Georgia.
Manning, James H., 1515 N. 26th, Boise, Idaho.
Overlaet, F.G., Curator, Musde de la Societd
Royale de Zoologie, Anvers, 1C, Chaussee de
Louvain, Kortenberg (Brabant), BELGIUM.

Pearson, H.R.,C.P. 2201,Rio de Janeiro, BRAZIL.
Plomley, Mervyn, 28 Burris St., Hamilton, On-

tario, CANADA.
Rau, Phil, 5I+9 E. Argonne Dr., Kirkwood, Mo.
Rotger, Rev. Bernard, C.R., St. Joseph’s

Church, Capulin, Colorado.
Sasko, Prof. V.G., 1957 W. Chicago Ave., Chi-

cago 22, 111.
Wigmore, R.H., Hunter River, P.E.I., CANADA.
Wilcke, Dr. Hermann, Kossen/Tyrol, Nr. 199 »AUSTRIA.
Wren, G.R., 837 E. 60th St., Chicago 57, 111.

cw

CHANGES OF ADDRESS : Adelphe, Brother, 162
Montreal Rd., Eastview, Ontario, CANADA.

Farquhar, Dr. D.W., 185 Claremont Ave., New
York 27, N.Y.

Hulbirt,L.H. ,622 N. Bright Ave. ,Whittier, Calif

.

O’Byrne, Harold I., Iberia, Missouri.

m
AVAILABLE COPIES OF VOLUME I OF THE NEWS

All remaining copies of the first volume
(191+7) o;f the NEWS, including the 8 monthly
issues and detailed Membership List, have been
Inventoried and the numbers In stock listed
below. These copies are available to Society
members at §0.20 each. No complete volumes are
left. In I4. issues, all remaining copies are
imperfect due to the mimeographing process,
but still completely usable. These imperfect
issues are §0.15 each. Prices include postage.

No.l(May) - All imperfect
No.2(June) - All imperfect
No.3(July) - Limited
No.4(Aug. )

- Out of stock;some separate pp.
No. 5 (Sept.) - All imperfect
No. 6 ( Oct.

)

No.7(Nov.) - All imperfect
No.8(Dec.) - (with Field Season Summary)
Membership List, including addresses and spe-

cial interests, complete to end of 19V?*

THE LEPIDOPTERISTS ’ NEWS is the monthly
newsletter of The Lepidopterists ’ Society.
Membership is open to 'anyone interested in
the study of butterflies & moths. The 19M3
dues, including subscription to the NEWS, are
§1.50 for Regular Members and §5.00 or more
for Sustaining Members. Please make remit-
tances payable to : Charles L. Remington .

Address all Society correspondence to:
P.0. Box 10l+, Cambridge 58* Mass.,. U.S.A.
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PREPARATIONS FOR THE 19*48 NORTH AMERICAN SEASON SUMMARY

As the fall collecting approaches for Southern Hemisphere members. North America is slow-
ly emerging from one of the severest winters on record. In the East the snowfalls have been
the heaviest ever known and the cold waves have reached deep into the southern states. The
Southwest has continued one of the most terrible droughts it has known, but recent rain re-
lieved it somewhat. Thus the main Lepidoptera collecting season for 19^4-8 is rapidly approach-
ing and has in fact begun in Florida and the Southwest. The effects of this winter on Lepid-
optera will be particularly interesting. This seems a propitious time to discuss the Soci-
ety's Summary of the 19*48 Season in North America which will be published at the end of the
year as a NEWS supplement. In order to make this and future Season Summaries wholly success-
ful it will be necessary for several members in each of the eight areas to keep careful rec-
ords of their local Lepidoptera throughout the season. Many members have already kept a rec-
ord book for enough years to generalize accurately on comparative conditions as each new sea-
son proceeds. We hope many others will begin such regular records this year.

Again this year, the points we hope to have answered are; 1) Was the flight period of
the various species earlier or later than the average? 2) If either early or late, did It re-
turn to normal or otherwise change as the season progressed? 3 ) Did unusual climatic events
[cold, drought, excessive rain, hurricanes, etc.] occur, and if so, what was their effect on
Lepidoptera? *4) Did biological or human agencies [parasitism, fires, birds, etc.] affect Le-
pidoptera this year in an unusual way? 5) Did any Individual species show very unusual chang-
es - rare species suddenly common or vice versa? 6) Occurrence of migrants and "strays”.

The last can yield important information immediately, whereas the significance of much
of the first five will result primarily from the accumulation of information during several
years. Many North American Lepidoptera are well-known as migrants - e.g. Eurema mexlcana .

Phoebls sermae, Danaus plexlppus . Dione vanlllae . Vanessa cardul . Herse clngulata . Celerlo
lineata, Erlnnvls ello . Erebus odora . Thvsania zenobia, and Alabama arglllacea . to mention a
few of the best known species. Some have occasional or regular mass migrations - plexlppus .

cardul . lineata . arglllacea . Others seem to appear individually and infrequently - odora .

zenobia . mexlcana . ello . Exact date records are needed from a large number of different ob-
servers in order to gather material for understanding the movements. D. plexlppus is reputed
to have a northward migration in spring. Several veteran collectors have never seen a spring
migrant. Information on this important point Is urgently needed.

It is hoped that 19U-8 will show reports from many regions weakly represented in 19^4-7

•

The region from Maryland to Florida, westward to New Mexico and Nebraska was unsatisfactorily
reported. The same was true of Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, the Dakotas, Minnesota, and
most of Canada west of Quebec. Alaska, Labrador, and Newfoundland were unrepresented. It is
hoped that the West Indies and Mexico eventually will become included regularly. In general,
the butterflies were thoroughly treated. Very little information on moths was reported, and
the "micros" were nearly Ignored, M.O. Glenn rescuing them from complete oblivion.

This is the call for heavy participation and thoroughness of records. Your regular ob-
servations and prompt noting of them can give a genuine boost to our knowledge of seasonal
changes in the Lepidoptera of the continent.

C . L.R.

Mr. P. Siviter Smith, Siviter House, Ludgate Hall, Birmingham 3 , England, is revising
the genus Lycaena (= Chrysophanus ) . He is anxious to settle the long-standing question as
to whether L. phlaeas of Europe and L. hypophlaeas of No. America are one species. The
test is whether the two will mate and produce fertile offspring. Mr. Smith will send liv-
ing eggs of phlaeas by airmail to N. Am. Lepidopterists willing to rear them and attempt
the cross-mating with hypophlaeas . Since hypophlaeas is abundant throughout eastern No.
America and the host plant. Sheep Sorrel (Rumex acetosella ) . grows as a weed in city lawns
as well as in fallow fields, the problem should not be difficult. A significant contribu-
tion to science can be made by one or preferably several members wishing to undertake the
test. Members who wish to participate should write directly to Mr. Smith. We will be
pleased to have a card from any members who undertake the experiment. It is hoped that
through cooperation of European and American members similar breeding tests will be made
with Papillo machaon and P. aliaska and zelicaon . Colias chrysotheme and (3. eurytheme and
philodlce . Lycaenopsls arglolus and L. pseudargiolus . and other Lepidoptera.

25
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In response to requests from several mem-
bers a series of brief discussions on elements
of taxonomy will be presented, with special
stress on definitions of terms used commonly
in Lepidoptera taxonomy. A few introductory
definitions are necessary in launching these
remarks. BIOLOGICAL NOMENCLATURE is the reg-
ulated system of naming species of plants and
animals and of naming the categories into
which they are grouped. CLASSIFICATION is the
grouping of these species into higher categor-
ies. The scientist who names and defines the
species and then classifies them is known as
a TAXONOMIST or SYSTEMATIST. The distinction
between the last two terms is now indefinite,
but in general the taxonomist is concerned
with species and the systematist with their
grouping into a natural classification.

At the end of the Dark Ages when the quest
for knowledge began to escape from the sup-
pression of theology it was natural that men
interested in living things sought to give
standardized names to the organisms they saw
around them. Aristotle had classified the
animals, but the flaws in his system were in-
creasingly apparent. Previous to the time of
Linnaeus the systems were clumsy and none was
found acceptable universally. A species might,
for example , be named The Orange Butterfly
Of The Alpine Meadows, although of course it
would have been written In Latin, virtually
the only scholarly language prior to 1800.

Carl von Linn6 (Carolus Linnaeus) was a
brilliant Swede interested in plants and ani-
mals. He had a remarkable mind for arranging
and classifying, and he published several re-
visions of his Systems Naturae and Species
Plantarum . each one modified from its prede-
cessor. Finally he settled on the BINOMINAL
system for naming species of animals in the
tenth edition of Systerna Naturae and its date
of publication, 1758* is the starting point
of our modern system known as binominal nom-
enclature. It is surprising that such a meth-
od was not adopted much sooner, since it is
so similar to the occidental system of human
names

.

In this manner every species has 2 names,
one Its generic name, which it has in common
with other closely related species, and the
other its specific name which it alone has
within its genus. Thus the Alpine orange but-
terfly became Colias palaeno . belonging to the
genus of yellow or orange black-bordered but-
terflies, Colias . and being a special member,
palaeno . of that genus. The plural of "spe-
cies" Is "species". The plural of "genus" is
"genera". The adjectives are "specific" and
"generic". The spellings "specie" and "genus-
es" are never correct in biology. A generic
name must always be spelled with an initial
capital letter. The specific name of any ani-
mal Is nearly universally written with a small
(lower case) initial letter, although the In-
ternational Rules permit capitalization of
names derived from names of persons. Virtu-
ally all taxonomists, except many French work-
ers, have abandoned the clumsy practice of
capitalizing specific names.

There are so many different names applied
to types of species that members may find
helpful a list of the 13 most common and use-
ful names, with a brief definition of each.
Type species of genera will be considered la-
ter. A much more detailed list prepared by
Professor C.P. Alexander will be found in An-
nals Ent . Soc . Am . 32: 689-702, 1939. Many of
the following definitions were obtained there

1. Primary Type : A specimen on which the de-
scription of a new species is based. In-
cludes Type, Holotype, Allotype, Lectotype,
Cotype , Syntype, Paratype. Possibly a bet-
ter use of this term is for the one speci-
men of each sex which stands as the type.
Thus Neotype would become primary and Pa-
ratype secondary.

2. Secondary Type ; A specimen considered to
deserve a type name but not included in
the original series on which the descrip-
tion of a new species is based. Includes
Plesiotype, Metatype, Topotype, etc.

3. Type : Strictly construed, this term equals
the preferable Holotype (see below).

4. Holotype : The one specimen, selected by the
original author at the time of describing
a new species, standing as the type of the
species. May be of either sex.

5. Allotype : The type of the opposite sex
from the holotype. If the original type
series contained only one sex, the allotype
could be described by the same or another
author when the opposite sex was found,
subsequent to the original description.
Many careful workers prefer to use the
term only for a specimen used in the ori-
ginal description or for a topotype.

6. Cotype ; Any specimen of the author's ori-
ginal series when no holotype was designa-
ted. Syntype is a synonym of Cotype.

7. Paratype : Any specimen of the original se-
ries after the holotype and allotype have
been selected.

8. Lectotype : The holotype selected by the
original or a later author from the series
of cotypes (syntypes) when no holotype was
originally selected. This is the "type by
subsequent designation".

9. Neotype ; A specimen designated to replace
a destroyed or lost holotype or lectotype.
Should be selected from paratypes if pos-
sible; otherwise should be a topotype.

10.

Metatvpe : A specimen from the original lo-
cality (topotype) Identified by the author
of the species, after the original descrip
tion. A metatype Is really as valuable as
a paratype, but is not usually so regarded

11.

Topotype : Any specimen from the original
locality(type locality). The type locali-
ty is the locality where the holotype was
taken and is to be narrowly construed as
the exact locality.

12.

Plesiotype : A specimen used for any rede-
scription, supplementary description, or
figure published by any author after the
original description of the species.

l^. Homoeotype : A specimen identified by an-
other than the original author on compari-
son with the type. A homoeotype identified
by an excellent taxonomist is almost as
valuable as a metatype,

C.L.R.
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by Cyril F. dos Passos
Mendham, New Jersey

The capture, preparation, and determination of specimens of Lepidoptera are the primary
steps in the formation of a collection. The proper maintenance of the insects is as Important
as the other steps. Unless it is attended to carefully, the preceding work is wasted.

The greatest dangers to a collection are from light, the larvae of Permeates beetles, and
mold. The first results in fading but is the easiest peril against which to guard. All that
is necessary is to keep the insects in closed boxes or cabinets, except when under examination.
Permeates is an enemy against which one constantly must be on the watch. All acquisitions, no
matter from what source received, should be fumigated immediately upon their receipt and be-
fore they are placed in the collection. This is done easily by placing them in an airtight
container, such as a tin box, in which there is a liberal amount of paradichlorobenzene, and
leaving them there for several days. But the collection itself must be guarded against this
persistent pest. For a number of years the author has done that by means of creosote flimes.
It is not claimed that the fumes of creosote will kill Dermestes . but the odor repels them and
they seldom, if ever, enter boxes that have been treated in this manner.

The creosote is placed in a gelatine capsule filled with cotton and pinned into each in-
sect box. These gelatine capsules may be purchased at any drugstore. For use in the collec-
tion remove the cap and place it over the long end. This reinforces the bottom of the cap-
sule, Roll a small amount of cotton into the shape of a cylinder and insert it in the cap-
sule. This 'must not be packed tightly, because room must be left for the creosote. Hold the
capsule at each end with the thumb and index finger. Then insert a no.O insect pin diagonal-
ly, entering at a point just above the rim of the cap as reversed, and coming out just below
so as to pass through a single layer of gelatine on entering and through a double layer on
emerging, thus locking the cap to the long end of the capsule. Pin the holder so made into
the box. With a medicine dropper fill the capsule with creosote. The opening of the capsule
should point toward the upper part of the box when the latter is placed in its permanent pos-
ition. Originally the author replenished the creosote once a year, but for reasons presently
stated once every two years is now deemed sufficient. In several years the bottom of the cap-
sule will partially dissolve or rot through. When that occurs the capsule should be replaced
or nested into the next larger size of capsule.

Since the end of World War II an insecticide known as "DDT n has become available for ci-
vilian use in the U.S.A. The author has experimented with this and found it most effective.
DDT Is used as a residual insecticide, killing when the insect touches it, rather than by fum-
igation as a gas or in an aerosol. A thin coating should be sprayed In solution form on "any
surfaces which wandering $ Dermestes might touch. Indoors, a coating is effective for nearly
a year if not wiped off In dusting, etc. Also It has eliminated all clothes moths, silver-
fish, and flies. Since its use it has been found necessary to replenish the creosote only
every two years. This year not a single Dermestes was found in the writer's collection of
butterflies contained in some seven hundred and fifty boxes.

During World War II the author was unable, because of the fuel oil shortage, to heat his
entomological laboratory. As a result a thick, white, fuzzy mold formed on some of the in-
sects In boxes placed against the north wall. This has presented a problem to which no en-
tirely satisfactory solution yet has been found. However, the following steps have been taken
to overcome this difficulty. Their description may prove useful to other collectors. All in-
sect boxes standing on shelves against the north wall have been moved away from the wall by
about three inches, thus creating an air space between the wall and the boxes. The wall has
been sprayed with "Mil-Du-Rid", a preparation manufactured by the Interchemical Corporation
of Fair Lawn, New Jersey. Finally, some heat from a nearby radiator has been directed into
this open air space. It is believed that these steps will prevent the formation of additional
mold. Mold can never develop in dryness. Specimens which are already moldy are apparently
beyond repair. No method tried thus far has succeeded, but perhaps the author will have some-
thing further to report another year.

The only enemy to a collector's library appears to be silver-fish. Fortunately old and
valuable books are not attacked by silver-fish, because the food habits of these insects do
not attract them to fine rag paper. They prefer to eat the cheapest paper made from wood
pulp and articles such as window shades where attached to the roller or end by starch. The
control of silver-fish with DDT is easy. If the reader has any fine leather bindings, they
should be treated twice a year with some such product as "Lexol", manufactured by the Martin
Dennis Co., Newark, New Jersey. Unfortunately, the heat in modern homes dooms such bindings
anyway, but their life may be prolonged by the foregoing treatment.

Too great care cannot be given to collections. After all the time and trouble devoted
to their creation, it is a pity to have them ruined. Somehow or other it always Is the rar-
est and most valuable material that suffers first and most severely. The author even has
seen types in museums reduced to nothing but a pin and label l Such happenings are inexcus-
able. They could have been prevented by slight care.
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Editor^ note ; John Abbot, of Georgia, was the earli-
est important contributor in America to the knowledge
of Lepidoptera, although he never published his fine
drawings and notes directly, these appearing under
the authorship of Smith and Boisduv&l & Leconte. Any
authoritative biographical material is valuable. His
life has been an intriguing mystery to American Le-
pidopterists for nearly a century, and much specula-
tion has appeared in print. I was startled and de-
lighted to discover in the locked files of the Muse-
mu of Comparative Zoology (Harvard University) a de-
tailed account of the first part of his life hand-
written by Abbot, himself. It is a pleasure to be
able to present it verbatim in this issue of the NEWS.
This is the account mentioned by Oemler in his letter
to Thaddeus W. Harris, reproduced by R. P. Dow. The
most detailed biography of Abbot previously published
was written by Dow in the Journal of the New York
Entomological Society, vol. 22. There one reads j "if
Francillon was uncommunicative. Abbot was more so,
especially concerning the first forty years of his
life." The following account shows this to be untrue.

"Notes on my Life

I was born in the Year 1751*
the first of June Old Stile at
the West end of the Town Lon-
don, in Bennet Street Sy James,
my father was an Attorney at
Law, I was his 2. Son my bro-
ther dying before I was born,
at the time of ray leaving Eng-
land I had 2 Sisters,Elizabeth
& Charlotte, and a brother Tho-
mas then 7 Tears old. I had a
very early love for Books lay-
ing out my pocket money for lit-
tle Story books, and an early
taste for drawing, which might
be much increased by my father
having a large & valuable col-
lection of prints, of some of
the best Masters, he had also
many good paintings.

My peculiar liking for In-
sects was long before I was
acquainted with any method of Johll Abbotji
catching or keeping them I re-
member knocking down a Libella
& pining it, when I was told it wou»d sting,
as bad as a Rattlesnake bite

My Father had a Country house, at Turnham
Green 5 miles from London at £25 a Year rent,
at the early part of my Life, I remember
breeding some there, when I had no method of
keeping them after I had done it when the
Lease expired my father gave it up, as the
grounds & house was divided, between the heirs
of it I have a drawing of the house, which
I will send you some time hence

In one of my Walks after Insects I met
with a Mr Van Dest the famous flower painter,
he invited me to come & see him, he had been
a small Collector, showed me a pattern of the
large Net, & gave me some rare Insects, I got
me immediately a Net made & begun to under-
stand keeping them better

My father got a Mr Boneau an Engraver, &
Drawing Master, to give m© lessons of Drawing
at our own house, he was acquainted with a
Mr Rice a Teacher of Grammer, who had like-
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wise been a Collector of Insects, Mr Boneau,
did not paint in Water Colours, he only under-
stood the Rules of Drawing & perspective, he
praised my Drawings of Insects,&got me through
Mr Rich introduced to Mr Drury who had been
president of the Linnean Sosiety & who then
was allowed to have the best Collection of In-
sects both English & foreign of any one

I leave You to Judge my pleasure & aston-
ishment at the sight of his Cabinets the first
I had ever seen of the kind he very polite-
ly offered to lend me Insects to Draw, & we
immediately became well acquainted That
hour may be said to have given a new turn to
my future life I had immediately a Mahog-
any Cabinet made of 26 Draws, covered with
sliding tops of Glass, it cost me 6 Guineas,
& begun to collect with an unceasing Indust-
ry I met with soon after & purchased a
parcel of beautiful Insects from Surinam I
soon begun to have a respectable Collection
but not Satisfied with it I craved more

One Day a Mr Smeathman a
young Man introduced himself to
me, by saying he understood by
Mr Rice, I was a brother Fly-
catcher, and had come to see
me, I am not fond of Strangers,
but his Address & discourse,
soon settled an immediate ac-
quaintance, he had a small
collection, among them an Eng-
lish Purple Emperor, it is rare,
I never met with any myself, I
gave him a Guinea for it On the
other hand in one of my walks I
met with a hornet Moth, not lar-
ger than a hornet, a Gentleman
offered me 2 Guineas for it, I
thought the offer so liberal I
let him have it, I also sold my
duplicate English Insects at a
good price This Mr Smeathman
went to Africa on an intention
chiefly to collect Insects, he
staid 2 or 3 Years, & returned
to England after I left It, he
made a publication on it, par-
ticular an account of the Ants,
& the large hillocks they make
there, he was agoing out there

again, as Depety Governor, to a British Estab-
lishment there, but was taken with a fever & died

I now began to entertain thoughts of go-
ing abroad to collect foreign Insects myself

I had bought Albins history of the changes
of Insects coloured which was great use to me
he had also published 3 vols of Birds, my
father went to purchase it, at- an Auction of
Books, but did not & instead of it bought Ip

Vols of Mr Edwards Birds, but so much superior
to Albins, I was much pleased with the change
but there was 3 more he bublished later, we
went together to his house to buy them I car-
ried some of my Drawings with me, he praised
them much & desired me by all means to continue
drawing, saying no doubt I wou’d be a bublisher
hereafter of some work on Naturalhistory

About this time Lady Honeywood, widow of
Gen! Honeywood made me a present of Catesby»s
Nat. hist, of •Carolina, a subscription Copy
£20 price all this you may suppose Increased
my love in general for Nat. history

(cont. on next page)

Self Portrait.
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I was Articled to ray Father as his Clerk
for 5 Years to be an Attorney,but Deeds, Con-
veyances & Wills &c. was but little to my lik-
ing when my thoughts was ingrosed by Natural-
history

In the beginning of the Year 1773 > I was
determined to come to America, but what part
to choose was the only matter to determine on
A Frenchman & his Son & come from Orleans,
they praised that very much but I had met
with a hist of Virginia painted in such glow-
ing Colours, & the Voyage there being much
shorter, I determined on Virginia, I sold my
Cabinet of Insects, Drawings &c. had 3 smaller
Wainscot Cabinets made to bring with me and
engaged my Passage in the Royal Exchange,
Cap tv Woodford the Ship had undergone a
thorough Repair & was to sail in April but
through delays did not sail untill July. In
the Summer thro' the recommendation of a Mr

Humphreys I was employed in making Drawings
of Nat. history shells &c. at a good price,
on Vellum at a Guinea apiece, A Gentleman I
drawed for purswaded me delay my departure &
draw for him, but it was to late

One Morning I went to the
Coffee house to know when the
Ship wou'd sale, was told she
had sailed, but might perhaps
overtake her in the River, be-
fore she got out to Sea.

I was a good deal surprized
and alarmed, I had payed for my
passage 25 Guineas,&my clouths
& baggage was on board

I hired a post chaise & in
Company with my father & mother
& my brother Tommy then 7 Years
old, we started to overtake the
Ship before it got out of the
River to Sea Uppon a point of
Land on the River we got in
sight of the Ship, but far a
head, all the chance then was
to go to Deal on the Sea coast,
from whence She was to take her
final Departure

Upon our arrival at Deal we
saw with pleasure the Ship ly-
ing off, which had got there
before us, I immediately hired
on board her I took leave of my Mother in
tears, but my brother Tommy pleased with his
Tour I suppose said he was sorry I was going
to leave him, but hang him if he cou'd Cry

The Ship did not Sail till 3 days after,
the wind not being fair- the Captain & some
of the passengers next day went on shore, but
I was determined to stay on board as I had
got there There was 8 Cabin Passengers of
us- among them was a Mr Goodall & his Wife
an English woman who he had married during
his stay in England, he was furnished by his
Uncle a rich Merchant in London England, with
a Cargo of Goods to set up a store in Virgin-
ia in Hanover County where he lived about
100 miles from the mouth of James River

In about a fortnight we got to Madeira,
where we stop a day or to two to take in some
Wine I landed there walked about the Town &
dined at a hotel Altho it was a fine day I

did not meet with any Butterfly or Moth
About the 9^ of Sep. we made James River

& anchored near the mouth, being 6 weeks on

the Passage
I had a Letter of Recommendation from Mr

Drury to a Minister in Dinwiddee County, but
I had commenced an Acquaintance with Good-
all, & with his consent agreed to board with
him the Parson being a total Stranger & liv-
ing still much farther back in the Country

Mr Goodall got acquainted with a Mr Bal-
flour who had a small Sloop & was going up
James River on a commission to buy up a large
quantity of Wheat to ship to England, he very
politely offered to carry us up the River as
far as old James Town, the first settlement
in Virginia

Upon my landing there I found it was now
deserted as a Town we there hired 2 Chairs,
one for myself & the other for Mr Goodall &
his Wife, with an Attendant who was to bring
them back again '

Soon after my arrival at Mr Goodalls it
became very sickly in the neighbourhood, with
fevers & fluxes, one of Mr Goodalls Negroes
died of the Flux, & many of the neighbours ;

in one family 22 died in 2 years white & black
leaving only a little Girl heir to the Estate

I was very fortunate In not
being sick at all during my 2
Years stay in Virginia, and es-
caping a seasoning to the Coun-
try, & it was not till the 27
year in Georgia before I had the
Ague & fever

During the next Summer I
was much disappointed in not
meeting with the variety of In-
sects I expected, I was like-
wise very unlucky, I shipped a
Cabinet of Insects for London,
but the Ship was lost on the ,

English coast, together with
my Insects, I got much dispir-
ited, & come to the resolotion
to return to England again, the
times likewise becoming alarm-
ing I was told that a Captain
of a Ship bound for London was
to be at the Court house, I
went there with Mr Goodall, but
the Captain not coming, I gave
it out

In the mean time I got acquainted with one
William Goodall, a Cousin to the former, a
Young man, who had lived in Georgia, with his
Relations, but who had married in Virginia he
talked much In praise of Georgia, & wanted to
go back there but had not the means to bear
his Expences

The Colinies having appointed a day after
which all Intercourse with England, was to be
stopped, I fixed up another Cabinet of Insects
to send to England, they was on board the boat
in the River to the Ship, when a terrible Sep-
tember storm arose in the night, and the boat
was lost together with my Insects again but
to make me amends I have not lost any I have
sent from Georgia

The times now becoming very troublesome,
& hearing that Georgia had not then joined
the other Colinies, I joined W? Goodall to
come to Georgia together I furnished 2 hor-
ses & was to bear all our Expences, he one &
a Cart, to carry his Wife & child & a little
negro boy & our baggage

Thus fixed we started one day early in
(conol. on next page)

c V/-v ...

a boat & got
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Dec? accompanied by a Cousin of his who lived
in North Carolina, I must confess I parted
with my Virginia friends with some regreet I
felt much more depressed in my mind for some
hours than when I left England

When we got to the Tar River N.C. we stop-
ped at his Uncles where we was entertained &
rested ourselves a week we continued our
Journey, & early one day conversing with a Man
that lived on the road, he found out that it
was a cousin of his, we were then invited to
stay till next day we continued on to Roa-
noke River, the ferry was kept by one Sprowles
an Irishman, the cold set in so severe that
we cou'd not cross the River for the Ice for
sev. days, Sprowles out of regard for my
being a Countryman only charged us l4 shil-
lings C. currency for houseroom, the snow also
lay deep on the road, & the next night after
crossing the River, had to scrape away the
snow to lay our beds down by a light wood
fire, but still sleept very comfortably

Early the next morning as we travelled the
road forked & not unluckably we took the wrong
one, we soon came to a deserted store & out
buildings, we immediately took up Camp & stay-
ed about a week till the snow melted, & the
weather cleared up, we obtained here, being
near a Scotch Settlement, some fresh provisi-
ons, & some good Cyder Thus recruited with
fresh Spirits we got again into our direct
road, & travelled for 2 or 3 days more, in the
evening we came to a house on the road, it was
very cold, & our horses had performed a good
days travel, we was very desirous to take up.
It was kept by an old woman, her son,& 2 or 5
daughters, the old Woman wou'd not let us
stay, she said it was but 2 miles to another
house where we might stay her son & daughters
entreated for us, but the old hag was enexor-
able, we had to travel on full five miles
more, we stopped, had a good fire & supper,
to make amends for our late nights travel We
traveled on to Peedee River, here W? Goodall
had another Cousin an Overseer to a large plan-
tation, We stayed here 2 or 3 days, I had now
got a bad cold, but upon taking some stewed
liquor, it cured it, & then continued our
Journey on the road to Augusta we crossed the
ferry, & W1

? Goodall sent word from Augusta by
some persons he knew, for W? Moore his broths*
In law & pleasant Goodall his half brother, to
meet us next day with fresh horses, which they
did, and about dinner time got to Moores
house, about 30 miles below Augusta about the
beginning of February, performing our journey
in about 2 months, in the middle of Winter
but I arrived in good health & Spirits, had
seen a good deal of the Country, & many amusing
passing scenes. We took up our abode with
pleasant Goodall who then kept bachelors house,

till a house cou'd be built of logs for W?
Goodall, on a part adjoining of W. Moores land
When that was finished we moved there, & I

took up my board with him for some time after
I was now settled in Georgia for a season

I might now take leave of my notes, but as the
first Years of my living In Georgia, contains
much more of Adventure, than the former part
of my life, and continued through such bad &
terrible time, that I often reflect, upon the
goodness of providence, in bringing me safely
though them

When I am again settled I will continue
them, with many curious Ane&dbtes of the
Times, Indeed I often think if I had the Gen-
ius of a Scot or Bulwar, to colour some parts
highly, & some occasional additions. It might
make an amusing Novel of 2 vols"

In the above autobiographical notes the
exact spelling, punctuation, and capitaliza-
tion have been reproduced. The figure on page
29 is a photograph of the first of the ten pa-
ges written by Abbot. It seems unlikely that
the expected account of his experiences in
Georgia was ever written. However, this later
period is much better known than the period
covered in the above narrative. It Is of in-
terest to note that Abbot's biographers, S.H.
Scudder and R.P. Dow, believed Abbot came to
America about 1790* fully 17 years later than
the actual date revealed above. Further, Dr.
H. Hagen wrote that he was "privatlehrer" -

private tutor -,an assumption that seems sure-
ly incorrect, since all of Abbot's writing re-
veals a very unfinished education. His actual
means of livelihood remains unknown, but it is
not unlikely that the sale of his fine water
color drawings to John Francillon of London
and Major John E. Leconte of Georgia and of
Georgia butterflies to Francillon and several
others provided him with an important part of
his small income. His Savannah friend. Dr.
Oemler, wrote with indignation of the unfair
remuneration Abbot received from Leconte for
his drawings- only sixpence each. He is known
to have lived and collected, while in Georgia,
principally in Screven and Bulloch Counties.

There can be no doubt that he never car-
ried on any scientific research beyond his
drawings and field notes on life history. How-
ever, he kept a collection of Lepidoptera and
Goleoptera and his first letter to Dr. T.W.
Harris was for the purpose of exchanging Geor-
gia specimens for New England material. Dr.
Oemler wrote in a letter to Dr. Harris: "You
will be astonished when you hear that a man
so long amusing himself with Natural History,
should never have been inclined to pursue it
scientifically, he, although now 83 years of
age, is still in the simplicity [unadvanced
state of scientific knowledge] of a School
boy. He has been drawing plants since his
boyhood and never knew any thing of Linnaeus'
Classification till I demonstrated it to him
and created his astonishment." It was Dr. Oem-
ler who persuaded Abbot to write the biograph-
ical notes we are here publishing for the
first time - a posthumous paper over a century
late l Oemler forwarded them to Dr. Harris.

The last reference seen by us is a letter
from Abbot to Harris dated "15 • Nov? 1834"#
when he was 83 years old. For the last seve-
ral years of his life he was completely deaf
and hampered by corpulence. It seems certain
that Abbot never married. Oemler went to the
man with whom Abbot had been boarding shortly
after Abbot's death, in order to save the last
few drawings, but the children of the house
had already destroyed them in play.

C.L.R
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by Otto Ackermann

The processes used in handling collections of Lepidoptera have undergone hardly any chang-
es in the last 100 years or more. Tradition, rooted in the fact that many collections have
sprung from other older ones, and the availability of standardized supplies are probably the

I

main reasons for this unprogressive condition. Considering the ravages to which collections
without constant care are subjected one wonders why concerted efforts were not made long ago

j

to utilize some of recent technological advancements. A beginning was made some time ago
with plastics after the pattern of nature's amber-embedded insects, but this process is too
expensive for large scale use, and the mounts do not lend themselves to efficient storage.

The writer demonstrated a small collection of Lepidoptera in new plastic mounts devised
by him at the 1939 convention of the Entomological Society of America at Columbus, Ohio. In
the subsequent years he developed the method farther by applying, testing, and modifying it
while building up a full scale collection in the new mounts. The original samples are now
almost ten years old and show a constancy in shape and transparency which warrants the state-
ment that the mounts possess the characteristics required for a permanent collection. The ma-
terial employed is cellulose acetate which is chemically more stable than cellulose nitrate
(celluloid). The mounts are produced commercially under the name "Transpar Mounts".

These mounts are completely transparent, easily assembled, air-
tight containers for individual Lepidoptera. Each casing con-
sists of two identical halves made from sheet material having
a center depression to provide space for the body of the in-
sect. The assembling is accomplished by pressing together two
edges by means of a specially designed clamping tool, and pass-
ing a brush saturated with acetone along the seam. The liquid
is drawn into the contact area to a depth of about j" and fus-
es the surfaces together. The process requires about 15 sec-
onds for each seam. The two parts of the mount are curved so
that, after the first seam is formed, the halves spread apart,
leaving ample room for inserting the specimen. These mounts
lend themselves readily to permanent labelling. The label,
consisting of ordinary paper, is placed against the underside
of the mount and is coated with acetone. The latter pene-
trates the paper and fuses it instantly to the surface of the
transparent model.

Space economy obviously is a primary requirement for mounts If
they are to be used in a collection. Therefore the series of'

mount sizes has been so chosen that closely fitting containers
are available for all types of specimens. It was found that l6
sizes, suitably proportioned, adequately cover the whole range
of the North American Lepidoptera. The smallest container is
It" x if", the highest one (for Luna moths) 5" x 5f"> the one
for the largest wingspread 6f" wide. Recently the writer built
some special mounts for a collector in the tropics; the dimen-
sions were 9 ” x 11 ", with 5 " body depression.

The author with part

of his collection.

A satisfactory collection lay-out In which the specimens may be arranged in a manner per-
mitting convenient inspection and favorable display is achieved by standardized panels 12" x
20". The panels consist of sheets of composite structure with white front surface and black
trimming. They carry strips of transparent material, each fastened to the panel along its low-
er edge by means of staples. The bottom edges of the mounts are inserted between the strips
and the panel. The mounts are thereby firmly held In place and yet can easily be removed.
Overlapping of mounts permits a large number of them to be placed on one panel. A set of five
panels, one each with 6,7»9»12 and l6 strips respectively, has been found to answer all re-
quirements. The 6 strip panel holds 12 of the largest mounts while the l6 strip type accomo-
dates as many as 128 of the smallest ones. The display panels are best stored in book case
type cabinets with shelves spaced slightly more than 20" apart, and are kept separated by 1"
wide wooden strips on the bottom shelf and by small pegs at the top. The total width per pa-
nel is if". With this type of collection nearly twice as many specimens can be stored in a
given space than with the conventional glass-topped cases.

His own experience as well as the enthusiastic reception which the new system has been
given by the few collectors to whom it so far has been made available, have convinced the
author that the time for general application among Lepidoptera collectors Is at hand.

Editor's Note: A notice which will guide NEWS readers wishing to obtain Transpar Mounts is on page 35* We
have seen a sample of the mounts and especially urge Lepidopterists who occasionally or often show their
collection to laymen to investigate this innovation.
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95. Antram, Chas.B., "Note on the Butterflies
of the New Forest Area in 1947* in Connec-
tion with Weather Conditions." Ent .Rec . &
J. Variation , vol.59: pp.128-130. Nov. 1947*

96 . Balland, Rene, "Une Migration de Pierls
brasslcae L. (Lepidoptdres )

.
” (In French).

La Feullle des Naturallstes (Paris), vol.
(n.s. ) 2: p. 10T. Nov. -Dec. 1947*

97 . Beall, Geoffrey, "The fat content of a
butterfly, Danaus plexippus Linn. , as affec-
ted by migration." Ecology , vol. 29: pp.80-
914.. Jan. 1948. The fat content just before
migration in Ontario is very high and of
course diminishes greatly In migration, spe-
cimens in Louisiana having 2-15% of dry
weight, while in Ontario it was 50-210%. In
Feb. in California It was 4o$6. In Ont. <?<?

were heaviest, in Calif. $$, In La. equal.
Summer Ont. populations had 20$. Illustra-
ted by many tables.

98. Blackie, J.E.E., "Frequency and Distribu-
tion of the Commoner British Butterflies."
The Entomologist . vol.80: pp.256-258 . Nov.
19S7.

99. Brandt, William, "Note on some Harmodla
species (Lep. Agrotidae)." Notulae Entomo-
loglcae ( Helsinki), vol. 27 : pp.l-4 » pis. I,
II. 20 Nov. 19)4.7 . Describes as new: H.
canescens ( Afghani s tan ) , H. drenowskil ssp.
khorassana(Iran), H.wlltshlreK Afghanistan^
H. comp t

a

ssp. kashgaia ( Iran)~T H. compta
ssp. afghana ( Afghanistan ) . H. lmltarla ( Iran).

H. p aghmana (Afghani s tan ) . and H. macilenta
TAfghanistan) . All very briefly described.
Gives notes on H. lgnlcola Warr. and H. dre -

nowskil Rbl. Photos of H. luclda and all
above except wiltshlrel and typical drenow-
skil . Figures <? genitalia of ignlcola . lu-

clda . and luteocincta trlstis and all the
new entities except the 2 races of compta .

100. Bryk, Felix, "Uber die auffindung einer
unbekannten Linn6schen "Papilio"-Type im
Riksmuseum von Stockholm( Lep :Brassolidae )."

(In German). Entomologisk Tldsckrlft (Swed-
en), vol. 68 : pp. 196 -198 . 1947* The type
of Caligo teucer (L. ) rediscovered.

101. Campbell, J.O. , "Some Notes on Lepidoptera
collected at Darwin during November, 19 )4*5 •

w

Australian Zoologist (Sydney), vol. 11: pp.
159-160. 20 June 1947. Gives a list of 27
spp. of butterflies taken.

102. Champ le, Clark, "Tomato Worm Invaded."
Natural History , vol. 56 : P.I466 , ill. Dec.,

1947 . Popular account of parasitism of
Protop arce larva by braconid wasps. Rath-
er poor photos.

103 . Darlow, H.M., "Observations on Variation
and Hybridisation in Zygaena lonlcerae .

Esp., and Zygaena fllipendulae .L. ( Lep . )
.

"

Ent . Record & Journ. Variation , vol.59: PP.
133-135^ Nov. 1947.

lOlp. Goodson, F.W., "Notes on the Genus Eum-
aeus Hubner (Lep., Lycaenidae )

. " The Ento-
mologist . vol.80: pp. 275-276. Dec. 1947

•

Studied the J00 specimens in British Mus.,
and recognizes 5 spp. , aside from "Theorema
group": chlldrenae . toxea . mlnyas . toxana .

atala . No new names.

105.

Gould, George E., "Some Notes on the Bio-
logy and Control of Tomato Hornworms . " Proe .

Indiana Acad . Sci . . vol. 56 : pp. 157-167

•

1947. Excellent biological notes, distin-
guishing characters of Phlegethontlus sexta
and aulnauemaculata .

106. Hovanltz, William, "A Graphic Method of
illustrating ecological and geographical
distributions . " Ecology . vol. 29 :pp,121-122,
fig.l. Jan. 19)4*8 . Gives a chart showing
altitudinal and latitudinal distribution of
North and South American Pieridae genera.
A very useful form of graphic Illustration.

107. Kaisila, Jouko, "Euzophera fullginosella
(Hd.) Hein. (Lep., Pyralidae ) in Finnland
gefunden." (In Finnish & German). Ann . Ent .

Fennicl (Helsinki).vol.l2:p.76. 15 Dec. 1946.
108. Kanervo, Veikko, "Sporadic observations

concerning diseases in certain species of
insects, 3 .Diseases attacking Plutella ma-
culipennls Curt." (In Finnish). Ann . Ent .

Fennicl (Helsinki), vol. 12: pp. 145-153 > 2
figs. 30 Jan. 1947. Found 3 spp. of Ento-
mophthora ( fungus ) and Fusarium and Penicil-
llum in Plutella . excercising good control
of the moth. (English summary).

109. Kiriakoff, S.G., "Bemerkingen over het
phylogenetisch Lepidopteren-Systeem van Au-
guste Lameere. " (In Dutch). Natuurwet .

Tl.ldschr . (Gent), vol. 29: pp. 159-169. 12
Nov. 1947* Explains in detail, with com-
ments, Lameere's classification of Lepidop-
tera, which hardly differs from most other
extant systems. Unfortunately, this Is the
same confused method Lameere used in the
great Precis de Zoologie, in which names
have French, rather than Latin endings.

110. Krogerus, Harry, "Zwei neue Kleinschmet-
terlinge aus Fennoskandien." (In German).
Notulae Entomologlcae (Helsinki), vol. 27:
pp.4-8, figs. 1-4. 20 Nov. 1947. Describes
as new Endothenia adus tana ( Lake Ladoga,Fin-
land)and Blastobasis obsoletella (N.Finland)
and gives photo of each and genitalia of
adustana and venation of obsoletella .

111. Krogerus. Harry. "Argynnls laodice Pall, i
Finland." (In Finnish). Not .Ent . (Helsinki),
vol. 27: pp.3 O-3 I. 20 Nov. 1947*

112. Lempke, B.J. , "A Hereditary Form of Spi-
losoma lutea . Hufn." Ent . Rec . & J. Varia-
tion . vol. 60: pp.4-5. 15 Jan* l54H. Des-
cribes as new: form bene s Ignat

a

. a dominant
sex-controlled form appearing in a series
of In the F]_ and F£ reared from a normal
wild $ from Holland. A significant discov-
ery, but not properly receiving a Latin name.

115.

Muspratt, Vera M., "The Migration of Ce-
lerio ' lineata livornica Esper (Lep. Sphin-
gldae ) in Europe in 1946." The Entomolo-
gist . vol.80: pp. 249-252. Nov. 1947.
194S was a year of heavy migration in west-
ern Europe. This paper reminds us that we
know little of N.Am. migrations of lineata .

114. Neves, C.M.Baeta, "La Dlorvctrla splendl-
della H.S. (Lepidoptera- Pyralidae) esp&ce
nouvelle polar 1* entomofaune Portugaise."
(In French). Bull . Soc . Portugaise Sci. Nat.,
vol.l4: pp. 65 -69 , 2 figs. Jan. 1943.

115. Palmen, Ernst, "Ein auffallender Massen-
flug von Phytometra gamma L. und Pyrameis
cardui L. (Lep.) in Siidfinnland. " (In Ger-
man). Ann . Ent . Fennicl (Helsinki), vol. 12:
pp. 122-131. 30 Dec. 1946.

116. Querci, 0., "Zygaena lgnifera . " Ent .Rec .

& J. Variation , vol.59 5 P*95» July/Aug.
1947* Brief note.

117. Querci, 0., "The Variations of Anthro-
cera carniollca ssp

.

magnaustralls . Verity."
Ent . Rec . & J. Variation , vol.59 :pp»97-98.
Sept. 1947.
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118. Rdal, M.P., "Capture d*un Gynandromorphe
Hybrid©. " (In French). Bull . Mens . Soc ,

Linn . Lyon . vol,l6: pp. 56-58, fig. Mar.
1557. Describes and figures a bilateral
gynandromorph (left side <?, right $) which
is a hybrid between Auglades svlvanus and
A. comma , taken in Ain,France . ( See # 119 )

•

119. RAal, P. , "A propos du Gynandromorph©
d» Aueiadea CapturA dans la Nature. 1

* (In
French). Bull .Mens .Soc . Linn . Lyon . voi.l6:
p. 201. Dec. I9U7. Reports that the gy-
nandromorph is not actually a hybrid, but
is only £. comma . (See #118, above).

120. Rougeot, P., "Note sur les Papillons
Gabonais du Genre Drepanoptera Roths."
(In French). Bull . Mens . Soc . Linn . Lyon.
vol.l6: pp. 74-75* Notes on D. rectlfascla.
vacuna . albida . ploetzl .

121. Siverly, Russell E., "A Morphological
Study of the Male and Female Genitalia of
Hellothis armlgera (Corn Earworm Moth)."
Am . Midland Naturalist , vol.38 :pp. 712-724,
figs. 1-11. Nov. 19^7. The drawings show
the details of male and female genitalia
from several angles. The procedure for ge-
nitalic preparations is given(mostly after
Busck, 1952), all terms used are defined.
The paper gives an extensive bibliography.

122. Stempffer,H., "Note sur les Ornipholldo-
tos du group© de muhata Dewitz (Lepid. Ly-
caenidae)." (In French). Rev . Zool . & Bot .

Afrlcalne (Belgium), vol.40: pp .165-174,
figs.1-7. 6 Nov. 1§47. Describes as new:
0. gabonensis (Gabon), 0. Uganda© (Uganda),
0. katangae (Katanga), and 0. overlaetl
TBelgian Congo), and redescribes 0. klrbyi
and 0. muhata . Figures pattern and $ geni-
talia of all 6 spp.

125.

Testout, Henri, "Revision des Catalogue
des espdces fran9aises du genre Erebia t L6p-
id.Satyridae)." (In French). Bull . Mens .

Soc . Linn . Lyon . vol.l6: pp.67-71, 83-86,
202-206. Apr., May, Dec. 1947 • Notes on
the Erebia pronoe group, including pron6e .

lefebvrei . scipla . stlrius, montanus , neor-
idas and the E. pandrose group, including
oeme . To be continued. Lists all aberrations
as synonyms, but goes into painful detail
on named "formes individuelles "

.

124. Testout, Henri, "Revision des Saturnioides
Macroures (Actions de Sonthonnax )

.
" (In

French). Bull . Mens . Soc . Linn . Lyon, vol.
l6: pp. 99-116, 6 figs., map. June 1947*
Treats in great detail with photos of ads.&
genitalia Graellsia isabelae and its French
race, galllaegloria . Gives 186 references.

125. Testout, Henri, "Contributions A la Con-
naissance des Parnasslus Latreille (3® par-
tie)." (In French). Bull .Mens . Soc . Linn .

Lyon , vol. l6: pp.170-175. Oct. 1947. Des-
cribes as new race anneclensls of P. apollo .

from Upper Savoy. Redescribes race debilis .

126. Tindale, Norman B., "Triassic Insects ot
Queensland. 1. Eoses, a Probable Lepidopter-
ous Insect from the Triassic Beds of Mt.
Crosby, Queensland." Proc .Roy .Soc .Queens-
land . vol. 56: pp.57-46, pl.V. 27 Apr. 1945.
Describes as new the genus and species Eo-
ses trlasslca and the family Eosetidae and
suborder Eoneura to contain it. The bed
from which the fossil wings were taken is
considered to be of Upper Triassic age and

35

is probably 180 million years old. The old-
est definite Lepidoptera are from the bot-
tom of the Tertiary of Colorado (Green Riv-
er) and are 100 million years younger than
Eoses . Thus, if Eoses is a true Lepidopteron
Its discovery is of unsurpassed Interest,
showing the point of separation of Lepidop-
tera from Mecoptera. Tindale shows clearly
that it should be so considered and has ve-
nation very close to the modern Hepialidae.
The fore and hind wings sire almost identi-
cal. The venation of the fossil Is strik-
ingly close to the forewing of an aberrant
male of Heplalus sequdiolus from Calif., in
which vein M£ is forked. Another character
known elsewhere only in aberrant hepialids
is the separation of Mq. and Cu.^ To the
reviewer Tindale 's placement or jSoses in
the Lepidoptera seems sound, but the erec-
tion of a special suborder Is questionable.
Eoses seems to necessitate no shocking mod-
ification of the Homoneura. The fore wings
of g. triasslca and the Hepialus sequOiolua .

as shown by Tindale, are copied below.

EOSES TRIA-SSICA

127. Turner, A. Jefferi3, "A Revision of the
Australian Cossidae (Lepidoptera)." Proc .

Roy . Soc . Queensland , vol. 56: pp.J4.7-70.

19 June 1945 . Describes as new the genera:
Catoxophylla . Nepiomorpha . Brachycyttara .

Trigonocyttara . all monotypical, and the
species: Catox . cyanauges (W.Austr.), Nep .

cineraria (N.Queens. ) . Brachy . cyclosplla
(W. Austr. )

.

Trig , clandestine (Queens.). Xv-
eutes zophospila (W.Austr. ) . X. plocistis
S. Austr.). X. arachnophora fVlct. X. epi-
cycle (Queens.), £. eplsticha (Queens.),
reticulosa (Queens.), g. cosclnophanes (W.
Austr. ), £. euplecta (W.Austr .). X. poly-
spora (S.Austr.), X. tanyctena (Queens. ),
X.pycnostlcta (S.Austr. ). X. nublla ( Queens. ),
X. diaplecta (Queens. ). X. euryphae

a

(Queens. ).

X. leucolopha (Queens .7. X. didymoplaca (W.
Austr.). X. platyphaea (Queens.). Pudgeone

a

lychnocyla ( Queens . ) . Culama dasythrlx (W.
Austr. ). Macrocytta pamphaea (Queens. ).
Redescribes sev. spp. and gives some new
synonymy. Gives key to all Australian gen-
era. In all, lists 15 genera and 76 spp.,
with all spp. and 12 genera endemic in Aus-
tralia. The complete lack of figures is to
be regretted in this extensive revision.
Index to genera and spp. given.

128. Wheeler, L.Ricbmond, "Butterflies around
Montreux, Switzerland." Ent . Rec . & J.
Variation , vol. 59: pp.130-133. Nov«~1947«
Annotated list of 40 spp.

Erratum ; Recent .Lit.#24, line 21 should read
"was not ..a mediocre entomologist". This
slip In preparing copy changed Stempffer*

s

meaning entirely, for which we apologize.
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EREBUS ODORA & THYSANIA ZENOBIA IN WISCONSIN.-
Back in 1958 in August while "sugaring" for

Catocalas . two males and one female E. odora
were captured in a SINGLE NIGHT, in a woods
near here. One very large male was in nearly
perfect condition, the other more torn. In
July of IjkZ we observed a large male on bait
and on June 17 of this year (1947) we missed
capturing another male.

In Sept, of 19U5 a farmer friend of mine
brought in a large moth he found in a whey
barrel on his farm. It turned out to be a
very torn male T. zenobia . In August 19 ^4-0 I

observed a large specimen on bait. In Sep-
tember 19^2 a very fine male T. zenobia was
attracted to light on my back stoop. I cap-
tured it by the simple method of opening the
back door and letting it fly in. It displayed
one of its habits of turning head downward
very quickly whenever it alighted on a verti-
cal surface.

I find it difficult to believe that these
moths can be blown by winds this far north
and still be in quite perfect condition and
also occur so frequently. We are located on
the west shore of Lake Michigan only about
200 miles south of the Canadian border. Could
they perhaps breed farther north than the
tropics or near tropics?

- S.E. Ziemer, Kewaunee, Wis.
**

OENEIS CHRYXUS IN WISCONSIN. L.W. Griewisch
has reported having collected Oenels chryxus
strlgulosa in northern Wisconsin in 1947. The
identification was made by Mr. C.F.dos Passos
who reported this to be the first record known
to him of chryxus from Wisconsin.

«>

ADDITIONS FOR THE 1947 SEASON SUMMARY.-
A.G. Lauck, of Alton, Illinois, has sent ad-

ditional records from the weakly-represented
northern Rocky Mt. area, as well as Colorado.
In the Grand Teton Mts., July 8 to 11, he
found Parnasslus smintheus . Pieris napl . An-
thocharis sara, Boloria myrina . Speyeria mor-
mon!a and calliope . Euphydryas gillettii . Oe-
neis .lutta and chryxus . This is another late
record for A. sara . The B. myrina appeared
to be race tollandensis . The Speyeria were
abundant. E. gillettii were almost through
flying for the year and specimens were very
worn. The 0. chryxus were very large and ap-
proached 0. nevadensls . Neophasia menapia
were sought but not out at this time.

On Black Tail Butte near Kelly, Wyo., on
July 12 he took a large series of fresh Eume-
nis ridingsii. The Speyeria were also common
and Llmenitis weidemeyeril was found.

In Rocky Mt. Nat»l Park, Colo., from July
15-18 Lauck found P. smintheus . Nvmphalls mil-
berti, Melltaea arachne . Erebia magdalena . Oe-
nels lucllla . and Lycaena snowi quite common.
£. magdalena was at its peak and was flying
with the much scarcer L. snowi . whereas 0. lu-
cllla was just beginning to come out. Erebia
epipsodea and calllas . and the alpine Colias
and blues were not flying on the high ridges
on those dates.

Lauck reports the summer and fall very
poor for butterflies in Illinois, with some
of the usual fall species not found at all.

(Other additions to the 1947 Summary are on
p.22 - Wyatt & Guppy.)
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WINTER COLLECTING IN CALIFORNIA IN 1947-48.
The mid-winter collecting was only slightly

retarded by lack of rain. It seems that most
of our November to February fliers feed on
evergreens or fall-blooming composites neith-
er of which depends much upon the weather for
its ' life cycle. In November the Euxoa are
at their height. About 17 different species
were taken. December brought several species
of Orthosla which range thru ‘til February.
Engelhardtia ursina was seen for the first
time in quantity. Engelhardtia appeared for
the first time on the western Mojave last year.
The Rancora and allied cuculliids are on the
wing in January with R. serratlcornis and R.
comstockl common and Lathosea pulla not so
common. C. Henne took the grand prize of a
Lathosea dammersl <? about three weeks ago near
Warner Hot Spring, San Diego Co. We made a
return trip after this rarity without success
due to a combination of our late arrival(prac-
tically all of the mid-winter Heterocera are
on wing from dusk to an hour and a half later
only) and a sudden cold snap. Starting the
later part of January and running thru Febru-
ary Graptolitha longior and G. georgii holo-
cinerea are flying but quite rare. All in all
we manage to keep our mounting boards filled
during the winter.
Claude I. Smith, Garvey, Calif . - 7 Feb. 1948.

LIFE HISTORIES OF NORTH AMERICAN LEPIDOPTERA

North American Lepidopterists interested in
life histories of N. Am. Rhopalocera are re-
ferred to the following detailed bibliograph-
ies which also give host plants:

1. Edwards, Henry, "Bibliographical Catalogue
of the Described Transformations of North
American Lepidoptera. " Bulletin . U.S. Nat .

Museum , no. 55 . 1889 • (Includes moths).
2. Davenport, D. & V.G. Dethier, "Bibliography

of the Described Life-histories of the Rho-
palocera of America North of Mexico 1889-
1937." Entomologica Americana . vol. 17(n. s . ).

no

.

4 . 1938 . (No duplication with Edwards.
Butterflies only).

3 . Dethier, V.G., "Supplement to the Biblio-
graphy of Described Life Histories of the
Rhopalocera of America North of Mexico."
Psyche , vol. 53:15-20 (No.l). 19)46 .

The Edwards paper is available at a reas-
onable price from Sherman, 132 Primrose Ave.,
Mt. Vernon, N.Y. The Davenport & Dethier pa-
per is obtainable from R.R. McElvare, Treasur-
er, 78 Ivy Way, Port Washington, N.Y. The
Dethier supplement is probably obtainable on-
ly by purchasing the entire number of Psyche .

Single copies from the editor. Prof. F.M.
Carpenter, Biological Labs., Harvard Univ.,
Cambridge 38 , Mass., cost $0.85 each.

If one or more members with extensive li-
brary facilities available will undertake to
bring up to date the moth section of Edwards*
bibliography, the Lep. Soc. will endeavor to
publish it. A check list of host plants, ra-
ther easily assembled from the above three pa-
pers, will also be welcome for the NEWS.

C . L.R

.

GENERAL NOTES
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NOTICES BY MEMBERS

"TRANSPAR MOUNTS": The material for starting
a collection in Transpar Mounts is available
in the "Transpar Mount Butterfly Collection
Kit". This contains ll6 mounts of all sizes,
five display panels and tools; price $32.50.
Additional packages of mounts and individual
display panels can be ordered separately.
Further information on request. Otto Acker-
mann, 639 Walnut Street, Irwin, Pa.

BRAZIL MACROLEPIDOPTERA offered in exchange
for North American Papilios and Saturniidae.
Will gladly collect Noctuidae and Geometri-
dae for exchange. H. R. Pearson, Postal Box
2206, Rio de Janeiro, D.F., BRAZIL.

Can offer Callosamia angullfera . Citheronia
regalls . etc. for uncommon Sphingidae and
Catocala needed for my collection. A very
large set of duplicates of commoner Lepidop-
tera available in exchange for commoner spe-
cies from elsewhere. C.W. Baker, P.0. Box
1+55 » Waynesburg, Ohio.

Mr. Heinz Jensen, 5I+ Hyltebjerg Alle,Vanlose,
Copenhagen, DENMARK, wishes correspondence
with U.S.A. Lepidopterists, especially in the
Southeast. He is willing to collect any
Scandinavian Lepidoptera and is interested in
exchanging books and journals on Lepidoptera.

BUTTERFLIES & MOTHS OF THE HIGH ALPS - All
Lepidoptera of the Austrian Tyrol offered.
Special rarities are species such as Collas
palaeno . Argynnls thore, Erebia glacialis &
eplphron . Orodemnlas quenselli . Plusla spp.
Prices according to Staudinger & Bang-Haas
List. Send list now of species desired. Some
material on hand. Extensive collecting plan-
ned for the coming season.
Dr. H. Wilcke, KOssen/Tyrol, Nr.l99» AUSTRIA.

RHOPALOCERA AND ZYGAENIDAE OF SOUTHERN FRANCE
offered In exchange for North American Rhopa-
locera, Zygaenidae (Including Procris * Ino )

.

etc. Write In English. F. Dujardin, 25 rue
Guiglia, Nice (A.M. ), FRANCE.

Large quantities of Phllotes sonorensls . An-
thocarls sara . Speyeria macaria, Tharsalea
arota for exchange for N. Am. Rhopalocera,esp.
Theclinae and Hesperiidae. Will exchange
Speyeria nitocrls for S. diana. D.E. Parker,
IO35 S. Beacon Ave., Los Angeles 15, Calif.

EAST AFRICAN BUTTERFLIES, for sale or ex-
change. Want American species, particularly
South Am. R.W. Barney, Govt. African School,
Kakamega, Kenya, East Africa.

NAMED INDIAN BUTTERFLIES and unnamed moths
from districts of Poona, and Dehra-Dun for
sale. E. Hug: airmail c/o Mrs. J.Graf,Zeug-
hausstr. 8, Chur, Switzerland, or regular
mail: Vaudrevange-Saar, Wilhelmstrasse 3,
Terr. Saare, Via Saarlouis, FRANCE.

ini’ exchange'WASHINGTON LEPIDl’&'coIeoptera
for N. American Rhopalocera, esp. Euphvdryas
& Mltoura . Eu . taylorl available in large
series. Many fine specimens from Olympic
Mts . and Puget Sound Basin. D.P. Frechin,
I50J4. N. Lafayette, Bremerton, Wash.
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Papered MANITOBA RHOPALOCERA for exchange for
tropical Lepidoptera. About i|.0 species, all
with complete data. List available on re-
quest. C.S. Quelch, Transcona, Manitoba.

GUADALCANAL Lepidoptera (esp. Rhopalocera),
of almost every native genus, offered In ex-
change for needed N. American species. T.W.
Davies, 975^+ Castlewood St., Oakland, Calif.

Wanted: Philotes of N. America for a systema-
tic study, for purchase, examination, or ex-
change. Rudy Mattoni, Dept, of Entomology,
Univ. of Calif., Los Angeles 2i+, Calif.

FOR SALE: Insect collection boxes, 9 x 13 x
2 1/2 Inches, dovetailed corners, the finest
composition pinning bottoms, sanded but not
finished, beautiful redwood throughout, hing-
ed, with latches- $2.10 apiece, $2l^ dozen,
F.O.B. Beverly Hills. Bio-Metal Associates,
P.0. Box 3I4.6, Beverly Hills, Calif.

Wanted for determination, exchange, or purchase;
ARCTIIDAE of the Neotropical Region (especial-
ly Central America & West Indies), as well as
North American ADELOCEPHALIDAE (Sis sphingidae )

.

Correspondence invited.
Prof. Lauro Travassos, Laboratorio de Helmin-
tologia, Instituto Oswaldo Cruz, Caixa Postal
926, Rio de Janeiro, D.F., BRAZIL.

FOR SALE - THE BERRY COLLECTION
The results of 18 years in Florida of collec-
ting and exchanging. Many very rare species.
2OOO-I4.OOO mounted specimens; 6OOO-8OOO speci-
mens in papers. Over 1100 different named
forms. Especially rich in Hesperiidae, Lycae-
nidae . Sphingidae

.

Catocala . For details write:
Dean F. Berry, Box l4o7 Orlando, Florida.

FOR SALE: Bolorla . Oenels . & Erebia from the
Far North. R.J. Fitch, Rivercourse P.0, via
Lloydmlnster , Saskatchewan, CANADA.

LIVING MATERIAL

PUPAE OF PAPILIO ZELICAON and P. PHILENOR
HIRSUTA from California, full data, offered
in exchange for papered butterflies needed
for our collections.

Thomas W. Davies, 973^+ Castlewood St.
William A. Hammer, 55^0 Walnut St.

Oakland, California

Citheronia regal is & Euparthenos nubilis pupae
Catocala cara . concumbens . & amatrix eggs.
Available alive. Herman Wilhelm, Buckingham
Road, R. D. 1, Willlmantic, Connecticut.

DESIRE LIVING PUPAE OF LYCAENIDAE (esp. Thec-
linae). Offer In exchange papered Calif. spp.
Graham Heid, 117^+5 Hesby St., N. Hollywood, Cal.

What have you to offer in exchange for LIVING
PUPAE of Telea polyphemus ? R.J. Ford, 3266
Ardmore Ave., South Gate, Calif.

Cocoons of Platysamla euryalis . gloverl . Col-
umbia . and Callosamia angullfera and calleta
desired. Correspondence invited. Buy, sell,
exch. all saturniids. R.L. Halbert, 44I+ N.
Normandie Ave., Los Angeles Ij., Calif.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Q. "Are there any visible genitalic differen-
ces between Halisidota tessellaris and Hall-
sidota harrisil . or has anyone studied the
genitalia?"

A. Dyar thought he could see a slight differ-
ence, but I have been unable to see it. (See
Can . Ent . 33 : 30 , 1901).

Q. "In Hinton* s paper reviewed in the Lep.
News ( July issue) the Micropterygidae are
shown to be less related to the other Lepid-
optera than are the caddis-flies. Please ex-
plain the reasons for this conclusion, espec-
ially reasons other than Hinton's."

A. I do not agree with Hinton in this. His
evidence is largely the preservation of prim-
itive features in the Micropterygidae, shared
by the Trichoptera and not by normal Lepidop-
tera. I know no reasons other than Hinton's,
but he promises to publish the latter more
fully shortly. I personally think shared
specializations more important, and would
cite the fully scaled wings, shared by Micro-
pterygidae and higher Lepidoptera, and by no
early Trichopteran; also the epiphysis ( clean-
ing brush on fore tibia). I know of no cor-
responding specialization shared by Micropte-
rygidae and Trichoptera and not Lepidoptera.

,
- W.T.M. Forbes

Additions on Insecticides

Here are a few points supplementary to
Mr. dos Passos' useful discussion on page 27 •

First, we have seen that the creosote method
is effective in his collection. However, care-
ful testing of many fumigants has resulted in
virtually all museums in North America turn-
ing to paradichlorobenzene (variously known
as P.D.B., Dichloricide, etc.). P.D.B. not
only repels the dermestid beetles, but usual-
ly kills them. Also, it is very effective in
preventing the growth of the molds Mr. dos
Passos encountered. Its principal drawback
is its volatility - the crystals evaporate
within six months, although the vapor remains
in a tight case longer. It is good insurance
to add a little pulverized naphthalene to the
P.D.B. , since it evaporates very slowly and
usually prevents infestation if for some rea-
son one fails to renew the P.D.B. Collectors
should, of course, test and compare creosote
and P.D.B. for themselves.

Second, D.D.T. is a very dangerous chem-
ical for the Lepidopterist to use, if he car-
ries on rearing or expects to do so. It is
well known that D.D.T. solution sprayed in a
room may wipe out all the living larvae caged
in a nearby room. If collectors wish to use
D.D.T. to keep pests out of the collection
the collection room must be as remote as pos-
sible from any rearing cages. However, if
D.D.T. is to be used (and it seems to be the
only solution for Riker Mounts), it should
be applied with a paint-brush j/k 1' wide along
every joint of each insect box as well as the
cabinet itself. For this purpose use a solvent
which will not harm the finish of the wood.
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NEW MEMBERS

Beirne, Dr. Bryan P., !(., Tobernea Terrace,
Monks town, Co. Dublin, EIRE.

Comstock, W . P . , 117 Lincoln Ave., Newark lj.,N.J,
Euting,Neal A.,Rt. I(.,Box 11B, Oconomowoc, Wis.
Graves, J.D.,1711 Short St., Berkeley 2, Calif.
Harvey, Bill B., Box 52, Wall, South Dakota,
Himalayan Butterfly Co., Shillong, Khasi

Hills, INDIA.
Okada, Yoshio,Yanagida-Cho, Saga, Kyoto, JAPAN.
Rockingham, Lt. N.W., Bay Tree Cottage, South

Rd., Hayling Island, Hampshire, ENGLAND.
Sherwood, Collins E., Newark Valley, N.Y.
Silva Cruz, Maria A. da. Quinta de S. Joa6 ,

Candal, Vila Nova de Gaia, PORTUGAL.

The following notice is in the Feb.l6, 1948,
issue of the Proc . Ent . Soc . Brit . Columbia :

"REVISION OF THE CHECK LIST OF TEE MACRO-
LEPIDOPTERA OF BRITISH COLUMBIA - Any records
intended for inclusion in the pending revis-
ion of this check list should be sent as soon
as possible to J.R.J. LLEWELLYN JONES, "ARRAN-
MORE ", R.M.D. NOol, COBBLE HILL, B.C. Infor-
mation relating to date of capture of imagines,
localities, and larval food plants will be
especially welcome."

The pages of listings of "Recent Literature on
Lepidoptera" are being reprinted, on one side
of the page only, for clipping and pasting on
file cards and may be obtained inexpensively
for the complete set for numbers 3-9* Members
outside of the Americas may receive these pag-
es at no cost merely by requesting them.

THE LEPIDOPTERISTS ' NEWS is the monthly
periodical of The Lepidopterists » Society.
Membership is open to anyone interested in
the study of butterflies & moths. The 1948
dues, including subscription to the NEWS, are
$1.50 for Regular Members and $3»00 or more
for Sustaining Members. Please make remit-
tances payable to : Charles L. Remington .

Address all Society correspondence to:
P.0. Box 10i|., Cambridge 38 , Mass., U.S.A.

C.L.R
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LEPIDOPTERA BIOLOGY — OPEN FOR STUDY

Biology is literally the "science of life".
In the present discussion it will be used in
the strictest sense, to mean the study of
LIVING Lepidoptera, as contrasted to the stu-
dy of dead collection specimens. A large pro-
portion of our Society members are not pro-
fessional entomologists, and it is these en-
thusiastic avocationists whose attention the
NEWS editors have endeavored continually to
direct toward the study of Lepidoptera IN THE
FIELD. What are the aspects that a lepidop-
terist can study methodically in whatever re-
gion he may live? There are seven primary
ones: (1) phenology; (2) habits; (3) habitat;
(k) host plants in each region; (5) enemies;
(6) population composition; ( 7 )over~winterIng.

(1) PHENOLOGY. The season-to-season trend
in Lepidoptera occurrence can be expected to
give valuable information for all biologists.
Lepidoptera are especially useful as a tool
in the study of yearly patterns because they
are so well-known taxonomic ally and their ap-
peal to non-professionals has resulted in a
large number of widely-distributed active
field workers. The only region well-known
phenologically is Great Britain and, to a
much lesser degree, western Europe. The an-
nual Season Summary of the Lep. Soc. is an
effort to gather such information for North
America, and we hope to expand it to include
other parts of the world as organized cooper-
ation develops. Each collector can keep his
own records and will find it interesting to
compare them year by year. Several Lep. Soc.
members keep field notebooks and record the
species taken or seen, their abundance, and
their condition after each collecting trip.
Some of these lepidopterists try to get out
at least once each week throughout the col-
lecting season, in order to have a continuous
record. Unfortunately, most collectors fail
to keep a record of species which are not
collected because of commonness. Phonologi-
cal records need to be correlated with wea-
ther data.

(2) HABITS. Very little is known of the
special habits of different species, especi-
ally as they differ from related species. Ac-
curate observations are needed on the manner
of flight, sociology (which species "chase"
others, which are gregarious, etc.), prefer-
ences of food of adults (which flowers are
chosen, which species are attracted to damp-
ness, to carrion, to dung, to sap flows, etc.),
color preferences, the normal resting posi-
tion (wings open or closed, head upward or
downward), location of night resting for di-
urnal species and of day resting for noctur-
nal species, aspects of copulation (type of
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courtship, duration of coitus, time of day or
night of coitus, etc. ), oviposition habits, and
larval feeding habits (whether diurnal or noo-
turnal, what part of plant eaten, defensive
actions, gregariousness, etc.).

(3)

HABITAT. The precise location 0 f the
ova, the larva (day and night), the pupa, and
especially the adults. In all species we need
to know just where the adults live. For ex-
ample, Erebia theano ethela is restricted to
small sphagnum bogs; E. magdalena is in the
same area, but frequents only the dry rock-
slides; E. tyndarus callias . flying nearby, is
only on vegetated, less rocky spots; and
ep ipsodea is somewhat lower, usually in tall
lush grass. The precise altitudinal distri-
bution is not well-known, and In mountainous
regions would make a profitable study.

(k) HOST PLANTS. Here Is one of the most
Important and, surprisingly, least accurately
known aspects of Lepidoptera biology. Many
species feed on quite different plants indif-
ferent regions. Euphydryas phaeton eats Che-
lone glabra in New England, but in Missouri
the host is Aureolarla flava . The Lep. Soc.
expects eventually to publish a list of known
host plants of North American butterflies ( and
of other groups) as information is assembled.
There is a plant identification service avai-
lable (see NEWS, vol.Is p.25).

(5) ENEMIES. It is especially important
that all parasites obtained in rearing Lepi-
doptera be saved and complete data, including
the name of the host, kept with them. Insects,
birds, lizards, and other animals which prey
on larvae or adults should be noted.

(6) POPULATION COMPOSITION. The mathema-
tically inclined lepidopterist can assemble
scientifically valuable data on the percent-
ages of various forms in local populations of
each species. In Catocala lacrymosa . what
part of the population are the striking
forms?; in Lycaena hypophleas . how frequent
are the aberrations?; in Papilio glaucus,
what percentage of the females are black? and
so on.

(7) OVER-WINTERING. In too few cases we
know the life history stage -- ovum, larva,
pupa, or adult -- In which a species passes
the winter. But we especially need to know
whether Hemiargus isola . Eurema mexicana,
Agraulls vanlllae . and others survive the
winter in any stage in Colorado, Kansas, and
Missouri.

C.L.R,
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PRINCIPLES OP TAXONOMY - II.

Taxonomy was produced, perhaps partheno-
genetically, by Carl von Linn^. For a long
time it expanded as a rather shapeless mass,
or as a mass varying in shape from classifier
to classifier. Each early worker acknowledged
the biblical premise that Diety had created
all the species at once as outlined in Gene-
sis, and each worker believed himself the au-
thor of a new filing system of species ar-
rangement, which was admittedly arbitrary. In
the beginning of the 19th Century there began
to appear in biological writings a hint that
species had undergone many changes, probably
in response to the environment, and. were not
placed on earth in complete and final form.
This idea developed slowly until it took a
sudden leap to rational reality in the 1850 '

s

through the brilliant work of Charles Darwin.

Without himself being a taxonomist, Dar-
win took the varying mass of the body of tax-
onomy and miraculously gave it a clear, true
form by presenting it with a skeleton — phy-
logeny. The principle of organic evolution
made possible what we call a "natural classi-
fication". The term "phylogeny" is from the
Greek ( phylon- a tribe, and genos- descent)
and refers to the ancestry, or family tree,
of organisms. The basic assumption is that
all living entities, whether plant or animal,
descended from one ancestor. Presumably this
ancestor was very simple in structure and
gave rise to two main lines, the plants and
animals, and these lines in turn subdivided
many times, giving us the multitude of differ-
ent groups of plants and animals existing to-
day, as well as many now extinct.

The reason we call our system a "natural"
classification is that we believe it express-
es true ancestral relationships. For example,
Parnasslus Is included in the same family
with Papillo because there is reason to be-
lieve they both descended from the same an-
cestor, an ancestor which Pierls . Melitaea . Iy-
caena , and others did not share. Similarly,
all these 5 genera are Included in one super-
family because it is believed that they all de-
scended from one progenitor which was not the
ancestor of Hesperia . Pyrgus . and Megathymus .

This is a simple example of a "phylogene-
tic tree", or chart of ancestry, illustrating
the preceding discussion. r R

Vol.II, no.i).

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS

Several NEWS readers have requested that
we give definitions of technical words com-
monly encountered In writings on Lepidoptera.
The following apply to Lepidoptera and not
necessarily to any other group.

(1) Ovum . Usually used to refer to a fully-
formed fertilized egg after ovipositlon.
May also mean the unfertilized germ cell
In the ovary of the female. (Plural- ova . )

(2) Larva . The caterpillar, or grub, stage
during which most growth and feeding oc-
cur. Strictly used, this is the stage
following emergence from the egg and pre-
ceding pupation in insects with complete
metamorphosis. (Plural- larvae . )

(3) Pupa . The "resting"stage between the
larval and adult stages, during which the
adult is formed. May be enclosed in a co-
coon in some Lepidoptera, or naked. (Plu-
ral- pupae .

)

(4) Chrysalis . Usually the pupa of butter-
flies, only. (Plural- chrysalides . )

( 5 ) Imago . The adult, sexually mature stage,
having functional wings in all but a few
Lepidoptera. (Plural- imagines [preferred]

.

or imagoes : adjective- imaginal .

)

(6) Ecdysis . Moulting (shedding) the skin.
( Plural- ecdyses : adjective- ecdyslal .

)

(7) Exuviae . The moulted skin of the larva.
Never used in the singular.

(8) Ecloslon . Emergence of the Imago from the
pupal skin or of the larva from the ovum.

( 9 ) Instar . The period between two ecdyses.
The first Instar is the stage following
emergence from the egg and preceding the
first ecdysis. The second instar is the
stage between the first and second ecdy-
ses. The last instar is between pupation
and the preceding ecdysis.

( 10

)

Stadlum . Essentially synonymous with in-
star . (Plural- stadia .

)

( 11

)

Oviposltion . The process of laying eggs.
( 12

)

Hibernation . The dormant state during
which the Insects live through seasonal
low temperatures (winter) at a very low
metabolic rate.

( 13

)

Aestivation . The dormant state during
which the insects live through seasonal
high temperatures or excessive dryness
(summer) at a very low metabolic rate.

( 14

)

Primaries . The fore (mesothoracic )wings

.

(15

)

Secondaries . The hind(metathoracic )wings

»

( 16

)

Genitalia . All the special structures at
the posterior end of the abdomen directly
concerned with copulation.

( 17

)

Sympatric . Species which are sympatric
occur together, at least in the same lo-
cality, if not in the same stage of life
history.

( 18 )Allopatric . Species which are allopatric
occupy separate ranges.

( 19

)

Dichromatism (sexual, seasonal, etc.).
The occurrence of different coloration in
a species. For example, Papillo glaucus .

with dark females in the South, has sexu-
al dl chromatism : Zerene caesonla . with
pink on the underside in autumn, has sea-
sonal dichromatism : all species with rac-
es have geographical (or ecological) di-
chromatism in varying degrees.
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ECOLOGICAL RACES IN LEPIDOPTERA
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by Sergius G. Kiriakoff

Zoological Laboratories
University of Ghent, Belgium

There has been some discussion these last years about biological races in animals, and
their existence has been sometimes questioned. But even Dr. Ernst Mayr, the leading champion
of geographical speciation and subspeciation, has admitted that at least certain forms in cer-
tain groups were unquestionable biological races. I think that most animal groups possess
such races. However, as we have to consider here only the Lepidoptera, I must restrict the
discussion to the latter, but would point out that the question is a general one and must be
accepted as such, at least as far as the nomenclature is concerned. Another remark is that I
consider the term "ecological races" as much more appropriate because the existence of such
races is conditioned by local environmental factors ( eco-factors ) . The very nature of these
factors is the reason for the relatively low frequency of ecological races as compared with
that of geographical races. As, on the other hand, very little is known of the genetical
side of the problem and still less of the effectiveness of any reproductive isolation which
could exist, I am quite prepared to admit that some of the considered forms are "already"
good species and some others are possibly temporary and precarious. From the taxonomical
point of view, however, we must consider all of them as ecological races and treat them as
such.

Three examples chosen among the European Lepidoptera will illustrate the point;

1. Coleophora inulae Wocke and linosyridella Fuchs (Scythrididae ) . The two forms are almost
indistinguishable, but their larvae have different foodplants.

2. Leioptilus carphodactylus Hiibner and buphthalmi Hofmann ( Pterophoridae ) . The imagines are
identical, but the larvae are somewhat different and live on different plants.

3. Argyroploca andereggana Guenee and rebeliana Mittelberger (Tortricidae ) . There are some
slight color differences; both are alpine, but live at different altitudes.

There is, however, another point of great importance. An ecological race, called to
existence by strictly local environmental factors, is very naturally apt to thrive wherever
the same factors are to be found. To take one of the above examples, Leioptilus carphodacty-
lus OE. buphthalmi is expected to breed wherever its foodplant Buphthalmum grows, at least
when other conditions are favorable. In other words, one may reasonably expect to observe It
in several of* many separated areas. I am inclined to consider this point as one of the most
important, as it gives the ecological race its distinctiveness as a taxonomic unit. For, in
my opinion, a geographical race is distinguished by its attachment to a single given geograph-
ical or even microgeographical region. If a form is recognized as a geographical race char-
acteristic of a given region, and if an identical form is (later) found In another region,
unconnected with the former, perhaps, even remote, this last form has no right to be consid-
ered as belonging to the previously recognized race. It is another, a "new" race, and must
accordingly receive a name of Its own. I know at least one instance of this kind in birds,
which cannot be discussed here.

A very similar case has been described by Hovanitz 19^1-0 ("Ecological Color Variation in
a Butterfly and the Problem of 'Protective Coloration'", ECOLOGY 21: 371 -380 )

,

although he
has not discussed the taxonomic aspect of the question. Two races of Oeneis chryxus Double-
day & Hewitson, viz. ivallda Mead and Stanislaus Hovanitz, have been described, the first
very pale, the other dark, with an identical habitat in the Sierra Nevada of California and
western Nevada, but localized in several micro-regions, the light form being found in the
northernmost and in the southernmost parts of the range of distribution, the dark one occupy-
ing the intermediate region. Intergrading areas seem also to be present. After a very in-
teresting discussion of the origin of these races, Hovanitz shows that the color differences
between them are due to the color of the soil, or rather that of the rocks covering It.
White granite forms most of the landscape in the regions inhabited by ivallda . and dark vol-
canic rocks or andesite are predominant in the area occupied by Stanislaus . This fact alone
would be sufficient, in my opinion, to grant the discussed forms the status of ecological
races, but the "one geographical region, one geographical race" criterion mentioned above
makes it impossible, in my eyes, to consider Ivallda even as a micro-race. This form occu-
pies, in the region delimited above, two distinct areas about fifty miles apart, the inter-
vening area being Inhabited by Stanislaus . and the general ecological conditions being prac-
tically identical throughout the common range of distribution of the two forms. Those who
would deem it necessary to consider these as microgeographical races should at any rat® re-
cognize three of the latter. I have no doubt whatever that they quite obviously are ecologi-
cal races produced exclusively by an unquestionably ecological factor, and would designate
them Oeneis chryxus OE. Ivallda and OE. Stanislaus . according to the scheme proposed in this
review (LEPIDOPTERISTS* NEWS 2: 15, 1948; see also page l6).
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BRIEF BIOGRAPHIES

12. George Hazen French (1841-1955)

George Hazen French was born in Tully,New
York, 19 March l84l. There he attended the
Courtlandville Academy, and, at the age of
twenty years, was teaching in the grade
schools of New York. At the end of the Civil
War he decided to go west. Through some re-
latives in Illinois he learned of an opening
as principal of the schools at Belvidere,Ill.
Accepting this position he found, upon his
arrival, that he had drawn about the toughest
school in the state, seven previous princi-
pals having resigned within three years on
account of the terrifying behavior of some of
the students. French, however, coped with
the situation by making friends with the boys
and succeeded in holding the position for se-
veral years. He was married in 1872 but had
no children.

A few years later he removed to Grand Rap-
ids, Michigan, but after a brief stay return-
ed to Illinois to teach school at Roscoe. He
then decided to try for a degree from the Il-
linois State Agricultural College at Irving-
ton. Upon passing the examinations he was of-
fered a position as teacher of chemistry in
the college, a position which he held for nine
years. In 1877 was appointed assistant to
Cyrus Thomas, who was at that time State En-
tomologist of Illinois. In this same year
Prof. French published his first paper, on the
Hessian fly, in the Prairie Farmer . Thereaf-
ter he was a frequent contributor to the lead-
ing agricultural magazines and papers. In
1878 he contributed an article to the 7th Re-
port of the State Entomologist of Illinois
and in l88l he wrote articles on the wheat-
straw worm and the cotton worm for the Elev-
enth Report. Thomas was the first state en-
tomologist to publish articles under the name
of his assistants.
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In 1878 French obtained a position on the
faculty of the Southern Illinois State Normal
University at Carbondale, Illinois, where he
taught natural history fob the next 39 years.
During this time he contributed taxonomic ar-
ticles on insects, chiefly the Lepidoptera,
to the leading entomological journals. In
these articles he described and named some 37
species of butterflies and moths. Some of
the better known among these were as follows;
Neonympha mitchellil . Apantesis oithona rec-
tilinea . £» robinsoni curvata . C_. lacrvmosa
evelina and zellca . Tolype distincta . and
Camptvlochila forbesl .

Later in life Prof. French became inter-
ested in p athology and histology and in 1898
he published a "Manual of Dissection and His-
tology". In 1922 he resigned his position on
the f acuity of the Southern Illinois State
Normal School to accept a position as consul-
tant in pathology and endocrinology in a hos-
pital at Herrin, Illinois, where he had a
better opportunity for continuing his research-
es in this field.

In 1926 Prof. French w as struck by an au-
tomobile on the streets of Herrin and sustain-
ed a fracture of his left leg. Although be-
ing past 85 years of age at that time, he
made a remarkable recovery. A few years la-
ter he was occupied with writing a treatise
on endocrinology, but failing eyesight and
the infirmities of age prevented him from com-
pleting this task. He died at Carbondale,
Illinois, 1 January 193 5 > at the age of 94
years

.

Prof. French was the author of at least
236 articles pertaining to many branches of
science. A large number of them are of popu-
lar interest and of an educational value to
the farmer and truck gardener. His book,
"Butterflies of the Eastern United States",
passed through four editions, the last appear-
ing in 19 l4 .

Edwin P. Meiners, M.D.

NOTICE TO C0LE0PTERISTS

All NEWS readers interested also in beetles
are urged to subscribe to the Coleopterists

’

Bulletin. The price for the 10 issues for
1948 is only $1.25. Remittance should be ad-
dressed to the editor; Ross H. Arnett, Jr.,
The Sherwood Press, Dryden, N.Y. The NEWS
editors are pleased to congratulate Mr. Arnett
on his fine publication.

Recent word from veteran California Lepid-
opterist R.F. Sternitzky; "We have just bought
an Auto Court on the Redwood Empire Highway
#101 in Northern California where we will be
in the future. If any of the Entomologists
happen along this way, we shall be glad to see
that they have proper attention by dropping us
a line in advance. This territory is practi-
cally virgin to collectors. Both my wife and
I will give them a cheery welcome." Note his
new address on page 48.
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CRITICS AND CRITICISMS

by Cyril P. dos Passos
Mendham, New Jersey

THE LEPIDOPTERISTS ' NEWS is now well a-
long in its second year. One section of the
NEWS consists of a review of current entomo-
logical literature. To many readers this is
the most important section of the NEWS. That
is especially so to those who are obliged to
keep abreast of everything published in their
respective fields. Only one other American
entomological publication gives references to
the current literature, and that only by au-
thors, titles, and citations. The NEWS goes
much further, furnishing not only the forego-
ing information but also a condensed state-
ment of the substance of each paper cited,
and usually a short critical review of its
contents

.

No one, and least of all no one with a
scientific frame of mind, can dispute the va-
lue and importance of fair and impartial cri-,
ticism. The progress of scientific investi-
gation is involved in the study of facts and
the drawing of proper conclusions thereform.
Unfortunately, not all conclusions are cor-
rectly drawn, due sometimes to insufficient
facts or to an imperfect understanding of
them. That is just where the critic comes in.

He points out the errors, if any, and if he
is correct the subject matter is studied fur-
ther and different conclusions reached, fre-
quently from a larger number of facts. Or
perhaps the critic destroys the soundness of
the premises upon which the conclusions have
been based and the whole matter is abandoned.
It is not believed that the value of criti-
cisms need be stressed any further. Its Im-
portance to the student and to the author cri-
ticized is so Immense that It must be appar-
ent to everyone.

Thus Tar we have been assuming capable
criticisms without considering the critic.
Obviously we cannot enjoy the former without
an able, conscientious critic. This brings
us to the consideration of a critic’s quali-
fications. In the field in which the readers
of the NEWS are Interested, it is important
in the first place that the reviewer be a
good entomologist-- not necessarily an expert
lepidopterist. Naturally he must be a lepi-
dopterist also, since that is the special
field in which we are particularly interested,
but if the choice of a critic were to be be-
tween a general entomologist knowing but lit-
tle about Lepidoptera, and a good lepidopter-
ist knowing but little about general entomo-
logy, the former would be the better choice.
A wide knowledge of an entire subject is bet-
ter than a thorough acquaintance with one of
its component parts.

Criticisms are of two kinds.— construc-
tive and destructive. The former call atten-
tion to errors and offer facts supporting the
allegations. Constructive criticisms also
suggest ways in which a paper could have been
written better. Destructive criticisms con-
sist usually of mere conclusions to the ef-

fect that this or that is incorrect or not so,
without giving any facts in support of such
assertions. The trained entomologist is not
fooled by the latter class of criticisms. He
understands that the critic either does not
know his subject thoroughly, or has not taken
the necessary time and pains to investigate
the matter he undertakes to criticize. On
the other hand, such criticisms when made by
one who is well known are usually of great
danger to the neophyte. He is dazzled by the
name and reputation of the critic, and lacks
the necessary knowledge and training to look
behind his words.

The next point to consider is the proper
subjects of criticisms. Naturally a critic
cannot devote much space to compliments. The
good parts of a paper are self-evident. The
mistakes and errors must be detected and
pointed out, so that they may not be repeated,
and in order to warn the unsuspecting readers
against them. The reviewer of taxonomic pa-
pers, after giving the substance of a paper,
should criticize in a friendly manner such
matters as; (a) obvious misdeterminations and
suggest how they could have been avoided; (b)
proposing names of doubtful validity, either
because of the paucity of the material upon
which they were based or the fact that they
were proposed for aberrations, seasonal forms,
etc.; (c) retention of types in private col-
lections which is undoubtedly a serious mat-
ter, not only because a type is much safer in
a museum but because a type is actually pub-
lic property and should be placed where it is
accessible to students; (d) lack of informa-
tion concerning the whereabouts of a type in
violation of the Appendix to the Rules; (e)
briefness or other insufficiency In original
descriptions; and (f) improper fixation of a
type locality, constructively suggesting one
believed to be better. All of these matters
are perfectly proper subjects of criticisms
concerning which no author has the slightest
right to complain, and with which the majori-
ty of the readers will readily agree.

On the other hand, the reviewer should
avoid all trivialities. What a saving of
space and time would result if such a prac-
tice were universally followed! Also, the
reviewer should omit all conclusions that
are unsupported by any evidence. Matters re-
quiring a discussion of facts and the conclu-
sions to be drawn therefrom are best left to
a later taxonomic paper where they may be ex-
amined in greater detail, the evidence weigh-
ed on both sides of the question, and the or-
iginal author’s work shown to be correct or
erroneous. The reviewer cannot be expected to
please every author in every particular every
time he writes a review, but if his criti-
cisms are read as they should be written,
with an open mind and a sincere desire for
improvement, they will prove of real value.

‘mP’
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WINTER BUTTERFLIES IN CALIFORNIA.- Because of
the warm weather during January, Lycaenopsls
pseudarglolus echo flew every day, except one,
the only cloudy day during that month. An un-
usually cold February, with only one light
rain, was not favorable for collecting; how-
ever, occasionally the sun shone warm enough
for Inclsalia iroides . Papilio rutulus . and P.
eurymedon to fly. Evidently the dry weather
affected the emergence of Anthocharls sara
reakirtll . for they were later than ever be-
fore. All these observations were made in La
Tuna Canyon at an elevation of 1200 feet in
the Verdugo Mountains of Los Angeles County.

Here is a tabulation of the earliest dates
on which four of our common spring species
were observed in flight in La Tuna Canyon ov-
er a period of nine years;

•ilO . '4i *42 '43
Inclsalia iroides
Papilio eurvmedon
Papilio rutulus
Anthocharls sara

~lr
2/25
2/25

T7i9
2/19
2/8
2/1

2/28
2/28
2/28
2/7

’44 . '45 .
•46 '47 '48

iroides
eurvmedon
rutulus
sara

1$3/5
2/6

2/11
2/10
1/28
1/28

2/26
3/2

2/23
1/27

1/20

$1/20
i/i4
1/31

FINE LITERATURE AVAILABLE

The Entomological Society of Washington
has prepared for sale several sets of the Le-
pidoptera papers of which they have a stock
of separates. This provides a rare opportun-
ity for Lepidopterists who are not in scien-
tific institutions to obtain a valuable set
of important reference material.

The set contains about 80 papers, with a
total of approximately 500 pages and 3I+ plates
About 5° papers are by Harrison G. Dyar , 15 by
August Busck, and a few by De Gryse, Ely,
Grossbeck, Heinrich, Hooker, Hubbard, Pearsall
John B. Smith and F.M. Webster. Some of the
more Important papers are; the 1905 paper on
Clemens' types of Tineina and the 19l4 paper
on the classification of the Microlepidoptera
by Busck; descriptions of the larvae of 50
North American Noctuidae (1899 ) and notes on
Notodontidae in the U.S. National Museum
(1908) by Dyar; Ely's venational revision of
the North American Gracilariidae (1917); and
Smith's revision of the Boreal American spp.
of Nonagria (1903). Dr. A.B. Gurney, secre-
tary of the Society, writes; "For the serious
student who wishes to assemble Dyar's numerous
short papers, the set should be particularly
helpful.

"

- William H. Evans, Roscoe, Calif.

m m
Donald J. Lennox of Whitef ield. New Hamp-

shire, reports the opening of the collecting
season there (Mar.30) with several good cat-
ches of Eupsllias and Graptoltthas on sap
lines. " E. devla was especially common on
Mar. 26th and in wonderful condition."

MORE NOTES ON CALIFORNIA WINTER LEP IDOPTERA .

-

Our now famous Southern California drought
has not been conducive to exceptional collec-
ting this season although we've had success
with a few of the rare species. Mr. Smith,
Mr. Sala, and myself took a Trichoeerapoda
that we are unable to place - also Pleroma
cinerea . We have been attempting to relocate
Lathosea dammersi . as the type locality Is
now pretty well under cultivation. Adults
were taken south of Temecula about a month
ago, so this last weekend we headed for that
locality to look for larvae. En route we
discovered a nice colony of larvae on the
east slope of the Cavarin Hills ‘feeding on
Ericameria palmeri Gray. The Annaphilas in
this area are just beginning to emerge — a
group that still eludes life history observa-
tions. We continued to San Felipe with poor
results. Returning through Coachella Valley
we found a narrow strip of desert that had
received rainfall --the annuals here being in
full bloom-- and we had good success collect-
ing by light. The species taken included Pro-
toqyqia polingl . Schinia niveicosta and many
others * - 9 March 191+8. C. Henne.

Dr. Wm. Hovanitz will be working in Alberta,
the Yukon, and Alaska during the coming slim-

mer, continuing his studies of the biology of
Colias

.

The set is for sale for $12.75° After an
exchange of correspondence with Dr. Gurney an
agreement was reached whereby Lep. Soc. mem-
bers may purchase the set at a~°20^

-
FeductTon,

making the total cost $10.20, postpaid in the
U.S. A. and Canada. This is a very substantial
reduction from the original quotation, and we
hope all members specializing in North Ameri-
can moths will avail themselves of this offer.

Orders should be addressed to;

Entomological Society of Washington
c/o Bureau of Entomology & Plant Quarantine
Washington 25, D.C.

Be sure to mention your membership in
the Lep. Soc. if you wish the discount.

C.L.R.•***•#-&***
Professor Kenneth J. Hayward, noted speci-

alist in Neotropical Hesperiidae, is now chief
of the Institute of Entomology at the National
University of Tucuman, Argentina. He is enga-
ged in writing a complete seven volume mono-
graph of the Argentine Rhopalocera. It is
large folio and is being illustrated fully in
color. The first two volumes are being print-
ed now, and are enthusiastically awaited here.

Jose Rollin de la Torre Bueno, editor of
the Bulletin of the Brooklyn Entomological So -
ciety and Entomologica Americana , passed away
at his home in Tucson, Arizona, on 3 May 1948,
at the age of 76 years. Mr. Bueno was not a
lepidopterist, but he contributed significant-
ly to the entire field of entomology through
his editorships and the revised edition of "A
Glossary of Entomology", of which he was the
author. We valued him highly as a personal
friend and feel deep regret at his passing.

Charles & Jeanne Remington
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BOOK REVIEWS

h-3

8. "THE NATURAL HISTORY OP THE RARER LEPIDOPTEROUS INSECTS OF GEORGIA,
including their Systematic Characters, the Particulars of their Several Metamorphoses,
and the Plants on which they feed. Collected from the Observations of Mr. John Abbot,

many years resident in that Country." by James Edward Smith.

Insect collecting as a recreation increa-
sed in popularity during the l8th century. A
number of large collections were formed and
Illustrated books on the subject began to make
their appearance. Exotic insects sent to Lon-
don from England's far reaching maritime pos-
sessions helped to maintain this interest and
soon a market for such objects was created.
Several collectors found it profitable to
deal in insects supplying their fellow coll-
ectors with their duplicates.

One such dealer in insect specimens who
flourished in London some time after 1790*
was John Francillon, a silversmith in the
Strand. Francillon, himself, had formed a
remarkable collection of insects, chiefly
butterflies and moths. Among the unusual
things which he offered for sale were many
fine specimens from the "Province of Georgia",
in North America, which he offered at very
reasonable prices. Besides specimens of in-
sect life he also sold some wonderful water
color drawings of insects in all of their
stages of metamorphoses with their principal
food plants. Francillon was somewhat secret-
ive concerning the origin of these specimens
and drawings, but a few of his customers knew
that the name of the correspondent from whom
they were obtained was John Abbot.

Among those who purchased drawings from
Francillon was Sir James Edward Smith, who
was primarily a botanist and the author of
several works on plants. He was the possessor
of the library and collections of the great
Linnaeus. Besides this he was also one of the
founders of the Linnean Society of London.
Smith not only appreciated the beauty of the
drawings but recognized that these were the
first illustrations to depict the early stages
of the insects of North America and, therefore,
were a real contribution to science. He con-
sequently set about to have certain of these
drawings, showing the butterflies and moths,
their caterpillars and food plants,published.

The engraving of the plates, and presum-
ably the coloring, was done by one, John Har-
ris (not Moses Harris as stated by some auth-
ors). The authorship of the work is credited
by recent workers to Abbot and Smith jointly,
although it is known that Abbot knew nothing
about the publication until years after its
appearance. Smith made the determinations
and supplied the scientific names.

The work consists of two large folio vol-
umes containing I0I

4
. colored plates illustrat-

ing as many species of butterflies and moths,
together with their food plants, larva© and
chrysalids or pupae® In many instances both
sexes of the adult insect are depicted and
sometimes the larvae are shown in several in-
stars. These plates are reproductions of the
original water color drawings made by John Ab-
bot from specimens which he reared and studied.
The method of reproducing these illustrations
was first to engrave the outlines of the in-
sects and plants on copper plates. Impressions
made from these plates were then filled in

with color by hand, faithfully copying the or-
iginal, a method which was both slow and ted-
ious and involved a great deal of expense. A
comparable method today would make the cost of
a similar work prohibitive to all but the very
wealthy. In a copy before the writer the col-
ors of the plates, l^O years after its publi-
cation, remain as bright and vivid as at the
time of its Issuance.

The text is written in both English and
French. The scientific and English names of
the insects depicted are given together with
both scientific and common names of the food
plant. Following this is a brief observation
by Abbot concerning the habits of the cater-
pillar, time of appearance, etc. To this Smith
has added further observations, usually of a
taxonomic nature. The original Linnean gener-
ic names are used. The spe cif ic names are
frequently archaic ones now considered syno-
nyms. Occasionally specific names used illus-
trate the difficulty entomologists had even
at that time in interpreting the Linnean des-
criptions. Thus, Plate 1 depicts the butter-
fly, Paoillo a jax (_P. asterias of older lists)
under the name Papilio troilus .

All in all it is a sumptuous work charac-
teristic of fine book printing of its day. It
is printed on an excellent grade of heavy,
hand made paper, but the large type used, the
wide spacing, the liberal margins, as well as
the sparcity of figures on the plates would
be considered a needless expense today. Aside
from its historical interest its chief value
lies in the numerous original descriptions
contained therein. It is one of the great
rarities in the literature of North American
entomology.

Edwin P. Meiners

This is an appropriate point to emphasize
the fact, noted above by Dr. Meiners, that Ab-
bot knew nothing of the publication of this
book for some years after its appearance and
obviously was not an author of it. Smith gives
him proper credit in the title. Smith, alone,
is responsible for all taxonomic material
therein contained, and there is no valid rea-
son for crediting new names to "Abbot & Smith".
W.H. Edwards' great book on butterflies con-
tained many pages of field notes quoted di-
rectly from David Bruce. The plates were
drawn by Mary Peart. However, no references
list the authorship as Edwards, Bruce, and
Peart. The same reasoning applies to "Abbot
& Smith". In future references the following
species should be listed as

:

Achalarus lycldas
(J.E. Smith), Thorybes bathyllus (J.E. Smith).
Sphinx kalmiae J.E. Smith, Ap ante sis placentia
(J.E. Smith). Isia Isabella (J.E. Smith). Acro-
nicta hastullfera ( J.E. Smith), Catocala neo-
gama ( J.E. Smith), and others. John B. Smith
has named many allied species, so it Is neces-
sary to give both initials.

C.L.R



RECENT LITERATURE ON LEPIDOPTERA
Vol.ll, no. I).Uk

Under this heading are listed each month
recent papers from all the scientific jour-
nals, from any part of the world, which are
accessible to us through the library of the
Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard Uni-
versity. Members in countries outside North
America are urged to send us references of
Lepidoptera papers from journals unavailable
to us. Reprints from all members are solici-
ted. Papers devoted entirely to economic as-
pects, such as insecticides or accounts of
damage to human property, will be omitted.

129. Beatty, Harry A., "The Insects of St.
Croix, V.I." Journ . Aerie . Uni

v

, Puerto Rico,
vol.28: pp.lli4--172. " July- Oc t . 194V' ( 1953
or later). Lepidoptera list on pp.156-163,
with dates for (+2 butterflies, 1+5 macro-,
37 micro-moths. Most determinations by
Capps, Clarke, Field, Forbes, Heinrich.

130. Bryk, Felix, "Neue ostasiatische Aegeri-
iden (Lep.)." (In German). Opuscula Ento-
mologies (Sweden), vol.12: pp.96-109, figs.
1-11. 30 June 19il7. Describes as new the
genera". Kemneriella . Leptocimbicina . Entri-
chella . Rectala . Caudicornia . Paranthrenlna .

and the species: K. malaiseorum ( Burma ) .
_L.

aurivena t China ) . E. ooeonias ( China ) . R. asv-
liformis ( China ) . Caud . xanthop imp 1

a

( Burma )

.

Paranthrenlna _iridina( China) and mvrmeko-
morpha ( Burma ) . Paranthrene pompilus ( China )

.

Chimaerosphecia colochelyna . Conopia arrni -

ger

a

and sub tilllma ( Burma ) . Poor photo of
type of each n.sp. except E. pogonias . De-
scriptions seem very difficult to use, com-
parisons being almost completely lacking.
Genitalia not studied. Manuscript apparent-
ly hastily assembled, since iridina is lis-
ted as Paranthrenlna on figure and obvious-
ly mistakenly as Paranthrene in text. Also,
myrmekomorpha Is so spelled in text twice
and as myrmecomorpha on figure (correct
translation from Greek should be"c",not"k ,!

).

131. Bryk, Felix, "Catopta brandti m. , eine
neue Cosslde aus Persien. ( Lep . Cossidae )

.

"

(In German). Opuscula Entomologies (Sweden).
vol.l2:pp. 173 “17^4-. 31 Dec. 19(47 • Describes
_C. brandti ( Iran) as new, from 2 (?<?. Lists
Newelskoia Gr.-Gr. as synonym of Catopta
Staud., the latter having slight priority.

132. Chermock, F.H. and D.P. Frechin, "A New
Speveria from Washington," Pan-Pacific Ent.,
vol.23: pp. 111-112. July 19(4-7. S. cybele
pugetensis (Belfair

,
Wash.) described as a

new race: A melano-suffused population west
of the Cascade range in Oregon and Washing-
ton. This new name has added prestige in
the apparent support of L.P. Grey. A para-
type series of I4.OO specimens is the most
extreme point of the flourishing paratype
trade we have seen recently and reminds us,
by contrast, of a widely-held professional
view that the only paratypes having any
significance are topotypes.

I55. Christoffersson, Harry, "Llmenitis Cam-
illa L, funnen i SkKne." (In Swedish). 0-
puscula Entomologies (Sweden), vol.ll; p

,

172, fig. 21 Dec7l9U6.
I3I4. Coles, H.J., "Spring Flight of Nymphalls

californica near Nelson, B.C. (Lepidoptera:
Nymphalidae )

. " Proc .Ent

.

Soc . Brit . Columbia .

vol.Lt^p .3(4. 16 Feb. 1948. More on spring
migration in B.C. (see Downes, below).

135. Comstock, John Adams, "Notes on the Early
Stages of Adelocephala heillgbrodti f. hub -

bardi DyarTn Bull. S_o. Calif. Acad. S ci .

,

V0I.I4.6: pp. 72-77, pis. 16, 17. 8 Feb. 191+8.
Detailed description and beautiful figures
of 1st and last Instar larvae and pupa rear-
ed on Mesquite ( Prosopis ) from eggs from
Santa Rita Mts., Arizona.

136. Couchman, L.E., "Note on He snerilla chrv-
sotricha plebeia Waterhouse (Lepidoptera-
Hesperiidae )

. " Pap . & Proc . Roy . Soc . Tas -

mania . 19(4-6: pp. 29-30, 1 pi. 15 Oct. 19((-7

•

Very rare Tasmanian skipper found breeding
on Gahnia trifIda . Sev. taken in very lo-
cal spot. Neallotype $ described. Fine
photos of both sexes.

137. dos Passos, Cyril F., "The Eye Colors of
Some Collas Collected in New Jersey." Proc .

Ent . Soc .Wash . 50: pp. 35-38. 27 Feb. 19(4.8.

Of 96 Colias eurytheme -philodice . 51 had
black eyes and the other (45 the usual yel-
low-green eyes. Such a condition never be-
fore having been reported, it will be desir-
able for collectors to note the eye color
on all living Collas collected and prepare
statistics on this character in other pla-

' ces to compare with the New Jersey record.
The question is whether this black eye col-
or is hereditary.

138. Downes, W. , "The Hibernation of Nympha-

lls californica (Bdv.), the California Tor-
toise-shell Butterfly; a Query." Proc . Ent .

Soc . Brit . Columbia , V0IJ4I4.: p.3(+. 16 Feb.
19(4.8 . Observed very large northeasterly
flight on Vancouver Is. May 11, 19(4-6. Sug-
gests californica breeds on mainland, flies
to Vancouver Is. to hibernate, returns to
mainland to breed in spring.

139. Eriksson, Gunnar, "Gotlandska fynd av
Calymnla diffinis under Iren 19(4-2-19(4-5 •

"

( In Swedish) . Opuscula Entomologies (Swed-
en), vol.ll: pp. 171-172, fig. 21 Dec. 19(4-6.

li+O . Foxlee, Harold R. , "Second Supplement to
a List of the Heterocera of the Nelson-Rob-
son-Trail District of British Columbia (Le-
pidoptera)." Proc .Ent . Soc . Brit . Columbia .

V0I.4I4: p.39. l6 Feb. 19(4-8 . Adds 6 new re-
cords .

llj.1 . Fukushima, Ichio, "Noctuidae of Microne-
sia (Lepidoptera)." Mushi (Japan), vol.l8

:

pp.1-22, pls.l-3. 25 Sept. 1947. Lists the

35 previously recorded spp. Then gives new
notes and records of 63 spp., 37 new f°r
Micronesia, none new to science. Hypeninae
and some Noctuinae omitted until later pa-
per. Photos of 12 spp. Detailed biblio-
graphy. Collection at Kyushu University.

1(4.2. Guppy, Richard, "Some Notes on the Hab-
its of Arzama obliqua on Vancouver Island.
( Lepidoptera :Phalaenidae . " Proc . Ent . Soc .

Brit . Columbia , vol.^: pp .17-18. l6 Feb.
l9(4-U. Detailed account of life history.
Found B.C. larvae burrowing in stems of
skunk cabbage ( Lvsichiton ) . and pupating
under bark of dead trees.

1(4.3. Herbulot, C . , "Captures de Geometrldae
dans la region parisienne." (In French).
Rev , franc . Lep id . . vol.ll: pp.15-18. 23
June 19(4.7* Notes on 7 spp •

l)|(|.. Judd, W.W. ,
"Acentropus niveus Olivier

(Lepidoptera: Pyralidae ) at Hamilton, Onta-
rio." Canadian Ent., vol.79

: p.119. "June,
19(47" (19(48). Over 75 taken June l(+-July 19.
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RECENT LITERATURE (cont.)

ll+5. Kiriakoff, S.G., "Le Cline, une nouvelle
categorie systematique intraspecifique .

"

Bui

1

. & Ann . Soc . Ent. Belgique , vol. 83 : pp.
I3 O- 3J+O. 192+7 . Develops Huxley* s "cline"
concept in relation to Lepidoptera, with. Par-
nassius phoebus as the example.

1I4F] Lalanne, - , "Deux nouvelles formes de
Heodes gordius Sulz." (In French). Rev .

franc . L6pid . ,
vol.ll: pp .25-27. 23 June

192+7 • New race occidentalis from S. France
and an aberration phlaeoides of the new race.

li+7. Legrand, H. ,
"Svmmoca crvptogamorum Mill.

( Gelechiidae ) Description de deux formes
inedites." (In French). Rev , frang . Lepld ..

vol.ll: pp . 1-10, fig.l, pl.l. 23 June 192+7

•

Careful discussion of taxonomic aspects of
the species, but names 2 new forms which
are not races as treated, and thus seem
properly unnameable. Fine photos.

li+8 . McGuffin, W.C., "New Descriptions of
Larvae of Forest Insects: Semiothisa . Dys -

mlgla (Lepidoptera, Geometridae )
. "

"
Canadi-

an Ent., vol. 79 : pp. II3 -II6 . "June, 1957"
119587. Describes carefully larvae of £>.

sexmaculata (host - Larix) and D. loricaria
(host - Populus & Sal ix ) . noting green and
brown phases of each.

ll+9 . Muker ji,Durgadas & Basanta Kumar Behura,
"On the Biology of Danaus chryslppus (Lin-
naeus) and its Parasites." Journ . Bombay
Nat . Hist . Soc . . vol.2)-7: pp . 111-11)+. Aug.
192+7. Detailed notes. Host- Calotropis
gjgantea . 2 spp. of flies and 1 of chalcid
wasps reared as parasites.

150. Munroe, Eugene G., "Further North Ameri-
can Records of Acentropus nlveus (Lepidop-
tera, Pyralidae )

. " Canadian Ent., vol.79

5

p . 120. "June, 19i+7" (192+8). Give s records
from New York and 2 counties in Quebec.
Believes this European species is also na-
tive to N.Am. ,

not an introduction.
151. Nordstrom, Frithiof, "For svenska faunan

nya fjarilar jamte nagra andra." (In Swed-
ish). Opuscula Entomologies (Sweden), vol.
12: pp. 159-172, 21 figs., map. 31 Dec. 192+7.
Notes on sev. spp. of butterflies and moths
in Sweden, with special emphasis on host
plants. Rather good photos of 18 spp. of
moths. Extensive reference list.

152. Palm, Nils-Bertil, "Microlepidoptera,Neu-
roptera, and Trichoptera from Medelpad and
Norrbotten, Sweden. With descriptions of
some new Tine id species." Opuscula Entomo -

logies^ Sweden), vol. 12: pp. 35-2+9* figs. 1-3*
30 June 192+7. Describes as new: Phthorimaea
atralbella . Kemnerella . Coleophora digltel-
la(Norrbotten) and Lithocolletis lrmella .

Bryotropha fus conigratella ( MedeTp ad ) . all
from uniques. Figures genitalia of above
and P. marmorea . Blabophanes spilotella and
wing of n.spp. (except B. fus conigratella )

and P. klningerella . B. spilotella . Records
numerous Pyralids, Tortricids, Tineids from
the two counties.

155 • Palm, Nils-Bertil, "Cucullia praecana Ev.
funnen i Norrbotten (Lep. Noctuidae)." (In
Swedish). Opusc . Ent . . vol. 12: p.82+. 30
June 19++7 *

152+. Russo, G. , "Un nuovo Pirallde s Mabra rus -
sol Schaus dannesa alia canna da zucchero
nella Repubblica Dominicans (Antille)." (In

2+5

Italian), Rlv . Biol . Colon . (Rome), vol. 3 ;

pp. 139-12+2+, 2 figs. 19)+0. Larva,pupa, ad-
ults described - pest of Dominican Republic
sugar cane, mining stalks , bud, eating leaves.
Said to be named by Schaus but this needs
verification. If not true, the embarrass-
ing situation of a describer naming a spe-
cies after himself results.

155. Sevastopulo, D.G., "The Early Stages of
Indian Lepidoptera." Journ . Bomb ay Nat.
Hist . Soc . . vol.2+7: pp .26-1+5 • Aug. 192+7

•

Continuation of long series. Gives notes on
2 Rhopalocera, 1 Grypocera, 35 Heterocera.

156 . Travassos F?, Lauro, "Notas de Nomencla-
ture. I. Estado Atual dos G£neros Methvsia
Butler, 1876 , e Metamya . Novo Nome para Pa-
ramya Druce, 1898 (Lep . : Ctenuchidae )

.
" Tin

Portuguese). Papeis Avulsos Dept . Zool . Sec .

Agr . Brasil . vol. 7: pp. 257-265. 12 Dec.l9l+6.
Paramya Druce (2 Paramya Hampson), a homonym
of a mollusc name, replaced by Metamya Tra-
vassos (type:- Paramya picta Druce ) . Gives
synonymy of Methysia and Metamya and of the
2+ spp. in each. Detailed references.

157. Travassos F9, Lauro, "Redesdriijao de Pe-
ricopis picta (Guerin, 192+2+ )( Lepidoptera
Pericopidae

) , Estudo de Suas Fases Cromati-
cas e Dados BionSmicos »

" (In Portuguese).
Arquiv . Zool . Sao Paulo, vol. 5: pp .583 ”53 7®
17 pis. (2 col.). ll+ Nov. 192+7* Redescrip-
tion of _P. picta with account of color pha-
ses and biology. Species highly sexually
dichromatic, the S' proving to be £. lucif er .

P. indecisa also falls as synonym-- one of
many 7 forms. <?<? nocturnal, ££ prob. diur-
nal. Hosts are Compositae. Color plates
of 5* and 5 ? forms. A superb paper!

158. Warren, B.C.S., "Some Principles of Clas-
sification in Lepidoptera, with Special Re-
ference to the Butterflies." The Entomolo-

gist . voi. 80 : pp. 208 -217 , 255 - 21+1 , 262-268 ,

280-282. Sept. -Dec. 192+7* For summary of
first two parts, see LEP. NEWS I: 72+. The
final two parts continue the persuasive ar-
gument for brief, absolute characterizations
of categories above species. Also heavily
stressed is the v alue of genitalic defini-
tion, with the dos Passos & Grey work on
Speyerla used as a f ine example. Warren
states: "In spite of much prejudice against
this use of the genitalia, there is no de-
nying the advantages. One clearly is that
the characters are almost always of a defi-
nite nature, and leave no uncertainty as to
what species do, or do not, come under the
resulting definition. Ambiguity is ruled
out. ... From the work I have done I have
no doubt that unmistakable generic charac-
ters exist in all families, and only require
to be looked for." It is unfortunate that
Warren ignores or discounts the possible
contribution of larval characters to support
classification, perhaps because they are so
little studied for systematic purposes.
The door also seems closed to contributions
from cytology, genetics, and physiology.

159. Wind, Robert G. , "A New Subspecies of Me -

litea . " Pan-Pacific Ent . . vol. 23 : p. 171.
Oct. 192+7. Describes as new M. leanira <ja-

viesi (Calif.). Types in Calif. Acad. Sci.
No new names in American Melitea or Euphy-
dryas can be very significant until long-
needed generic revisions are published.
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Since the publication of the comprehen-
sive check-list of the Lepidoptera of America
north of Mexico in 1938-39» by Dr. J. McDun-
nough, there have been numerous changes in
nomenclature accompanying advancing knowledge.
The most recent have been presented in the
Recent Literature section of the NEWS. Prom
time to time other important changes will be
brought to the attention of NEWS readers.
While the present list almost entirely con-
cerns North America, we hope to extend the
scope in the future. A number of these chan-
ges are presented below.

Dryas Julia, not Golaenis Julia.. See Michen-
er, 191+2, Am. Mus . Nov . No. 1197 :

p.l|-. Dryas
Hubn. has 12 years priority and becomes the
necessary name as a result of Hemming'

s

(193^-) designation of julia as the genotype.
Michener removes euchroia Dbldy., telesiphe
Hew., and phaetusa L. to new genera.

Agraulis vanillae . not Dione vanillae . See
Michener, ibid.: p.5. Agraulis Bdv.& Lee.
separated from Dione as monotypic genus on
basis of venation, antennae, claws, and s
genitalia.

Agraulis vanillae incarnata (Riley) for spe-
cimens from Mexico, Calif., Ariz., N.Mex.,
Texas. A. vanillae nigrior Mich, for spe-
cimens from Bermuda, Florida, Ga. ,

Ala.,
Miss., La., Carolinas, etc. See Michener,
19^4-2, Am. Mus . Nov . No. 1215: pp.6-7. Speci-
mens from Mo., N.Y., Wash., etc. should be
checked as to subspecies, since they or
their parents are migrants and do not over-
winter in these more northern states. Typi-
cal vanillae is from northern South America
and adjacent localities on the north. The
name coqistocki Gund., as Michener shows, is
applicable only to the dark aberration and
does not enter into priority status in no-
menclature .

Llbytheana bachmanii & carinenta . not Libvthea
bachmanll & carinenta . See Michener^ 19^+3

»

Am. Mus . Nov . No. 1232: p.l. Libytheana Mich,
erected for all American Libytheidae. As
Scudder showed long ago, the New World and
Old World species are very different. Liby-
thea is now applicable only to Old World
Snout Butterflies.

Speyeria . not Argynnis . for all New World
species. See LEP.NEWS, vol.2: p.5»

Limenitis bredowii., not Heterochroa bredowii' .

See Carpenter & Hobby. 191+lu Trans . Roy . Soc .

Lond . . V0I.9I+: pp. 515-322. Heterochroa is
a preoccupied name and can never be used
here. The species bredowii is considered
as a Limenitis (- Basilarchia ) . but Lepid-
opterists who know this species and its lar-
va in the field must question such lumping.
Specimens from Tex., N.Mex., Ariz., Colo.,
Kans., are race eulalia : material from Cal-
if., Ore., Nev.

,
Utah is race californica .

Typical bredowii is in southern Mexico.
CTENUCHIDAE Kirby, not EUCHROMIIDAE

, SYNTOMI-
DAE or AMATIDAE. See Travassos, 193

5

> Mem .

Inst . Oswaldo Cruz, V0I.3O: pp J+37“451> and
later papers. Syntomis is a synonym of A-
mata , as is Glaucopls Hubn., since the lat-
ter name is a homonym of a bird genus. The
name Ctenuchidae has long priority over Eu-
chromiidae or Amatidae.

L.P. Grey has kindly provided us with
the following information on the "Argynnis "-
"Brenthis " group, much of it published by dos
Passos & Grey, l§l+5» Am. Mus . Nov . N0.I296 :l-28.

Subfamily ARGYNNINAE. Distinguished from all
other subfamilies of Nymphalidae by the u-
nique "open" (membranous ) area of the tegu-
men of the S' genitalia.

Tribe ARGYNNIDI. All species have a basally
(proximally) open aedeagus(of the s geni-
talia). Contains the following genera:

1. Brenthis Hubner. Entirely Palearctic.
Note that this genus is not even in
same tribe as the American Bog Fritil-
laries ( Boloria . etc.)

2. Yramea Reuss. Andes of South America.
3. Issoria Hubner. Palearctic & African.
4. Speyeria Scudder. North American.
5. Fabriciana Reuss. A large strictly

Palearctic genus.
6. Mesoacidalia Reuss. Entirely Palearc-

tic (Europe & Asia).
. Damora Nordmann. Entirely Palearctic.
. Argynnis Fabricius. (Type - paphia L.

)

Scopoli's Argyreus has 30 years' prio-
rity over Argynnis . but was set aside
by the International Commission in 0-
pinion 11. Entirely European & Asiatic!

9.

Pandoriana Warren. Entirely Palearctic.
10. Childrens Hemming. Himalayan.
11. Argyreus Scopoli. Himalayan & Indo-

Australian.
12. Argyronome Hubner. Palearctic.

Tribe B0L0RIIDI. All species have a basal-
ly closed aedeagus. Uncus uniformly bi-
fid. Contains the following genera:

1. Boloria Moore. (Type - pales Schiff.)
Holarctic (Europe, Asia, N, America).
This is the name now applied to all the
North American "Brenthis ". Actually
most of its species will probably be
placed in the following two genera, and
perhaps more. New revisional studies
are badly needed.

2. Proclossiana Reuss. (Type - eunomla
Esp . ) Holarctic . The species general-
ly called "aphirape " belongs here; the
correct name is eunomia .

3. Clossiana Reuss. (Type - selene Schiff.)
Holarctic. All American "Brenthis " ex-
cept pales and eunomia (= aphirape ) be-
long here, but Grey is certain that it
is an unnatural assemblage and must be
broken up. The "myrina " group is the
same species as selene of Europe and
must be so listed. The name "bellona "

is a homonym and cannot be used for the
North American species ,which thus takes
the next name- toddi . The American ra-
ces formerly referred to charlclea are
actually rossicus . Thus we must write
them as : Clossiana rossicus montinus . C,
rossicus helena . C.rossicus rainier! . etc.

C . L. R .
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NOTICES BY MEMBERS

Members are invited to contribute any notices
to this column. There is no cost for this
service. Unless withdrawn sooner by the mem-
ber, notices will appear 3 consecutive times.

BELGIAN CONGO BUTTERFLIES. About l+O named spp.

available. Desire in exchange North American
Papilionidae (incl. Parnassius ) and Pieridae,
in papers. S.G. Kiriakoff, IJ4. Universiteits-
straat, Ghent, BELGIUM.

EXOTIC AND LOCAL LEPIDOPTERA & INSECTA- Buy
and sell. Exchange in some genera. I have
contacts in remote regions in various coun-
tries. Will supply material for specialists
or artwork or for general collections and mu-
seums by arrangement. R.F. Sternitzky, Star
Route, Laytonville, Mendocino Co., Calif.

Will exchange up to 3OO Ward's insect pins
size No.l, for equal quantity of No. 5, Ward's
or European pins of comparable quality. Rich-
ard Guppy, R.R.l, Marine Drive,Wellington, B.C.

M.E. Janmoulle, 2 rue Ernotte, Watermael, BEL-
GIUM, will be pleased to help Lep.Soc. mem-
bers obtain Belgian Microlepidoptera on an
exchange basis.

WANTED: Tingidae ("Lace Bugs") of world in
alcohol. Give name of plant host and as much
other ecological detail as possible. Will
collect in exchange any local Lepidoptera (or
other insects) you specify. N.S. Bailey, l6
Neponset Ave., Hyde Park 36, Mass.

WANTED: Papilionidae from any part of the
world. Best prices paid for rare species.
Robert G. Wind,Rt.l, Box 1I4.5, Livermore, Cal.

PHALAENIDAE (Noctuidae), NOTODONTIDAE, SPHING-
IDAE of U.S. & Canada wanted in exchange for
these families of New Jersey Pine Barrens area.

Will collect in limited numbers in these and
other families of Lepidoptera for exchange or
sale. Correspondence invited. J.W. Cadbury
3 rd, Spung Hollow, R.D.# 1 ,

Pemberton, N.J.

Would like to correspond with collectors in-
terested in Speyeria and Saturniidae . Have
good exchange for these, needed for my collec-
tion. E. J.Frederick, 5508 E.Gage, Bell, Calif.

FOR SALE: Bolorla , Oeneis , & Erebia from the
Far North. R.J. Fitch, Rivercourse P. 0 , via
Lloydminster, Saskatchewan, CANADA.

"TRANSPAR MOUNTS": The material for starting
a collection In Transpar Mounts is available
in the "Transpar Mount Butterfly Collection
Kit". This contains ll6 mounts of all sizes,
five display panels and tools; price $32.50.
Additional packages of mounts and individual
display panels can be ordered separately.
Further information on request. Otto Acker-
mann, 639 Walnut Street, Irwin, Pa.

BRAZIL MACROLEPIDOPTERA offered in exchange
for North American Papilio s and Saturniidae.
Will gladly collect Noctuidae and Geometri-
dae for exchange. H.R. Pearson, Postal Box
5151 ,

Rio de Janeiro, D.F., BRAZIL.
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BUTTERFLIES & MOTHS OF THE HIGH ALPS - All
Lepidoptera of the Austrian Tyrol offered.
Special rarities are species such as Colias
palaeno , Argynnls thore, Erebia glacialls &
epiphron , Orodemnias quenselli , Plusla spp.
Prices according to Staudinger & Bang-Haas
List. Send list now of species desired. Some
material on hand. Extensive collecting plan-
ned for the coming season.
Dr. H. Wilcke, Kossen/Tyrol, Nr.l99 » AUSTRIA.

Mr. Heinz Jensen, 54 Hyltebjerg Alle, Vanlose,
Copenhagen, DENMARK, wishes correspondence
with U.S. A. Lepidopterists

,
especially in the

Southeast. He is willing to collect any
Scandinavian Lepidoptera and is interested in
exchanging books and journals on Lepidoptera.

Can offer Callosamia angulifera , Cltheronia
regalis , etc. for uncommon Sphingidae and
Catocala needed for my collection. A very
large set of duplicates of commoner Lepidop-
tera available in e xchange for commoner spe-
cies from elsewhere. C.W. Baker, P. 0 . Box
14-55, Waynesburg, Ohio.

RH0PAL0CERA AND ZYGAENIDAE OF SOUTHERN FRANCE
offered in exchange for North American Rhopa-
locera, Zygaenidae (including Procris - Ino ),
etc. Write in English. F. Du jar din," 25 rue
Guiglia, Nice (A.M.), FRANCE.

FOR SALE- One of largest remaining private
collections of Palearctic Macrolepidoptera,
containing more than 66,000 specimens in
about 10,000 determined species and forms,
including 1,374- holo-, alio- and co-types.'
From all parts of Europe & Asia. Material
mounted in 122 drawers & some other boxes.
"No shipping difficulties will be encounter-
ed." Also for sale is a reprint library on
Lepidoptera containing llpOO papers. For
detailed lists of the collection and li-
brary, write: Dr. H. Bytinski-Salz, l6 Las-
salle Street, Tel Aviv, PALESTINE.

LIVING MATERIAL AVAILABLE

The NEWS will welcome especially notices con-
cerning the exchange or sale of Lepidoptera
eggs, larvae, and pupae, hoping to revive the
old interest in rearing and to re-emphasize
the importance of studying the immature stag-
es. Contributors are urged to include accur-
ate locality data with all material sent.

Eggs of Catocala herodias (food-plants Quer -

cus nana and some other oaks)- While availa-
ble, will give some to those interested in
rearing. Would appreciate eggs of any Cato -

cala which feed on Crataegus or other rare
Catocala with food-plants available in N.Y.
City area. If none now, can you obtain eggs
of Crataegus ( Hawthorn ) feeders this coming
season? S.A. Hessel, 8 Woodmere Blvd., Wood-
mere, L.I., N.Y.

LIVING PUPAE CATOCALA AMESTRIS & C. ILLECTA
available. May only. Also undetermined pu-
pae from Crataegus or Q,uercus . L.H. Brid-
well. Box 44 » Forestburg, Texas.
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Supplement to the BOARD OF SPECIALISTS:

AFRICA : Lycaenldae Stempffer
Lab. d'Entomologie du Museum

45 bis, rue de Buffon
Paris (5

e
), FRANCE

(See p.10 for the rest of the Board.)

m
Professor F.M. Carpenter informs us that

he has recently learned, from an apparently
dependable source, that virtually the entire
collection of fossil insects embedded in Bal-
tic Amber, at the museum in Konigsberg, East
Prussia, was destroyed when that city was se-
verely bombed during the recent war.

Vol.II, no.4

We have learned with regret of the pass-
ing, on 29 December

1947*
* of Dr. A. Jefferis

Turner. Dr. Turner was the dean of Australi-
an Lepidopterists . He specialized in the
lower moths. His conception of the classifi-
cation of the Lepidoptera, based on his life-
long studies, was published near the time of
his passing and will be summarized in an ear-
ly issue of the NEWS. Dr. Turner was pre-
sented with a gift membership in the Lep.Soc.,
but the notification did not reach Australia
until after his death.

Rudolf Kummert of Germany has sent an ap-
peal for rearing material, especially of Sat-
urniidae. He states that newly laid eggs sent
by airmail will be received before hatching.
He requests species whose foodplants are in
Germany: Callosamia angulifera . promethea . Pla-
tysamia euryale . cecropia . Samia walkeri . Eacles
imperialls . Automeris io . Actias luna, Telea
polyphemus , Citheronia regalis . Herr Kummert
will send German material in exchange if pos-
sible. Members who correspond in German should
write him at:(10^) Wur zen/Sachsen, Dresdner-
strasse 44, Deutschland/Russische Zone.

m
Mr. dos Passos has kindly provided us with

several copies of his paper on Colias eye co-
lors (see Recent Lit.). These will be sent,
while they last, to Lep.Soc. members who send
a request to the Lep.Soc. office. Members in
the U.S.A. please send 5£ postage. Those who
investigate this eye color question in their
own regions are invited to send results to
the NEWS.

A member of the Lepidopterists' Society
who has collected extensively throughout
New England, the Southeast, the Sierras,
Rockies, Tetons, and Alaska, now wishes
to dispose of an entire collection of but-
terflies in order to devote full time and
cabinet space to research on moths. This
member wishes to present the collection to
a Lepidopterist who needs material for se-
rious taxonomic research. All specimens
are mounted and carefully labeled. Persons
Interested in obtaining this study collec-
tion should write to the NEWS editor.
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NEW MEMBERS BEFORE MARCH 25th

Adler, Julius, 407 Oak St., Grand Forks, N.D.
Eock, Theodore, 70 Ehrman Ave., Cincinnati

20, Ohio.
Buxbaum, Paul, 360 Central Park West, New

York 25, N.Y.
Cadbury, John W., 3 rd, Spung Hollow, R.D. 1,

Pemberton, New Jersey.
Candidus, Edward S., lo46 New York Ave.,
Brooklyn 10, N.Y.

Cross, Frank C., 94l5 Second Ave., Silver
Spring, Md.

French, E.W., Beta Phi Fraternity, Rhode Is-
land State College, Kingston, R.I.

Jensen, Heinz, Hyltebjerg Alle 54, Vanlose,
Copenhagen, DENMARK.

Kostreva, Samuel, Jr., 317 E. Boulder St.,
Colorado Springs, Colo.

McCabe, D.T., 58 Thackeray Rd., Wellesley
Hills 82, Mass.

Miller, H.C., 222 N. Collingwood Ave., Syra-
cuse 6 , N.Y.

Newman, J.E., Woodlawn, Carroll County, Va.
Ramos, J.A., Biol. Dept., College of Agric. &

Mech.Arts, Mayaguez, PUERTO RICO.
Riesland, LeRoy G., Ill Warner St., Sedro
Woolley, Wash.

Schryver, C.D. 45^1 Wolff St., Denver, Colo.
Torre y Callejas, Dr. S.L. de la, Playa 75 l/£,

Matanzas, CUBA.
* *

CHANGES OF ADDRESS : Beebe, Ralph, 4l69 Tenth
St., Ecorse 29, Mich.

Sternitzky, R.F., Monte Vista Cabins, Star Rt.,
Laytonvllle, Mendocino Co., Calif.

-K- -i<- -:<

DECEASED : Dr. A.J. Turner, AUSTRALIA.

THE LEPIDOPTERISTS* NEWS is the monthly
periodical of The Lepidopterists' Society.
Membership is open to anyone interested in
the study of butterflies & moths. The 1948
dues. Including subscription to the NEWS, are
$1.50 for Regular Members and $3 »00 or more
for Sustaining Members. Please make remit-
tances payable to : Charles L. Remington .

Address all Society correspondence to;
P.0. Box 104, Cambridge 38 ,

Mass., U.S.A.
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A REPORT ON THE WAR DAMAGE TO LEPIDOPTEROLOGY IN EUROPE

by Sergius G. Kiriakoff
Zoological Laboratories

University of Ghent, Belgium

The editor of the NEWS has asked me to
give a short account of war losses in Europe
with reference to lepidopterists killed or
deceased during the hostilities, damage to or
loss of public or private collections, etc.
As everyone knows, present conditions in Eur-
ope are by no means normal. The whole east-
ern portion of the Continent is cut off from
the rest of the world by the Iron Curtain,
and even in the remaining parts of Europe
communications are not always easy and it is
difficult to get sufficient data.

The study of the Lepidoptera has always
been particularly well-developed in Germany,
and German lepidopterists, professional as
well as amateur, have, even in the last pre-
war years, outnumbered those of the other Eu-
ropean countries, with the possible exception
of the British Isles. As Germany has suf-
fered very heavily during the war, it is of
particular importance to know the extent of
her losses with regard to Lepidopterology. I

have asked Dr.W. Forster, of the Bavarian
State Zoological Collections, Munich, to give
such information as he could gather. This
first part of my report comprises the Infor-
mation Dr. Forster has kindly sent me. I

thank him very much indeed and I know that
the readers of the NEWS will feel grateful to
him for this information, the first of its
kind, as far as I am aware, since the end of
the war. A report of war losses to science
in Germany has appeared in NATURE for 19W>,
but without special reference to Lepidoptera.

1

.

- LEPIDOPTERISTS KILLED OR DECEASED.

-

Killed in action; Wilhelm Koehler, Munich.
Deceased (no further details are given; some
may have been killed in air raids); Dr. h.c.
Fr. Phillipps, Cologne; Dr, Schawerda, Vien-
na; Dr. Kurt von Rosen, Munich; J. Rober,
Dresden; Dr. H. Zerny, Vienna; Dr. Przegendza,
Nurenberg; Dr. H. Duerck, Munich; Prof. Dr,
von Stubenrauch, Munich; H. Freiherr von der
Goltz, Coblenz; Colonel von Bartha, Budapest,
Hungary; Willy Schultze, Toelz (formerly of
Manila, Philippine Is,); Dr. C. Bosch, Heid-
elberg; Dr. von Sterneck, Carlsbad; Dr. Krem-
ky, Warsaw, Poland. This list includes such
authorities as Rober, Zerny, and Von der Goltz.

2

.

- COLLECTIONS DAMAGED OR DESTROYED.

-

Completely lost: Those in the Museums of Ham-
burg, of Stettin and of Augsburg. Partially
lost: That of Dresden Museum. The following

U-9

very important collections have been preserved
from destruction, entirely or for the greater
part: Koenig Museum, Bonn; Senckenberg Museum,
Frankfurt; Vienna Museum and Linz Museum, Aus-
tria; the Deutsches Entomologisches Institut,
Berlin-Dalhem; Museums of Munich, Stuttgart
and Berlin. The premises of the last four in-
stitutions have been wholly or partially de-
stroyed. Fortunately, the collections were
carried to safety in time to escape destruc-
tion.

Among the private collections, most have
not suffered any damage owing to the measures
of precaution which have been t aken by the
owners. Dr. Forster tells me that he knows
of two of the larger private collections that
have been completely lost: viz. those of Phil-
lipps, Cologne, and of Draudt, Darmstadt; in
addition, the Prack collection, Frankfurt, has
been very badly damaged.

I am writing to another German lepidopter-
ist whose address has been kindly supplied by
Dr. Forster, and hope to be able to report la-
ter on some further data, especially on what
regards the Russian zone. The report on loss-
es suffered by the West European countries
will be sent in later.

Dr. Forster writes me that although a very
important and valuable portion of the German
collections has been saved, there still is
great danger threatening further damage or e-
ven destruction: there is no equipment such
as boxes and cabinets, no preserving means;
and as a result of the urgent economy measures
there are mostly only skeleton staffs present.
Besides, many of the premises are heavily da-
maged without means of repair. As an example,
the Bavarian State Museum, Munich, needs at
least 10,000 insect boxes along with the cor-
responding cabinets and there is no hope what-
ever for a solution, as financial possibili-
ties are nil. Most of the cabinets, says Dr.
Forster, have b een destroyed by fire, as is
the case with many other museums. The only
hope of the German lepidopterists rests with
foreign aid. If I may make a plea, I think,
that for science's sake, a campaign should be
launched among the American universities, to
try to save what can be saved. It Is my ear-
nest hope that this appeal shall not remain
unanswered.

1

• ;C"
SIP 15 1949

[°Hal museum
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PRINCIPLES OP TAXONOMY - III.

After the new impetus to taxonomic biolo-
gy resulting from Darwin’s explanation of ev-
olution in the 1850' s there remained a need
for an understanding of the mechanism of the
inheritance of physical characters, before
the full explanation of the evolutionary pro-
cess was possible. Early workers wrote that
the germ plasm of the individual was modified
by the environment and that this modification
was fixed and was passed on to the offspring.
For example, a dark Catocala living in white
birch surroundings would become slightly
lighter and transfer the paleness to its off-
spring, which would, in turn, become slightly
paler, and so on until a white species would
result after numerous generations.

Gregor Mendel, a monk, was probably the
first to discover some of the basic princi-
ples of heredity now known as the science of
GENETICS. However, Mendel’s work is only of
historical interest, since he published his
results in such an obscure way that the dis-
coveries were made independently and almost
simultaneously by three outstanding biolo-
gists who immediately placed their work be-
fore the field, some time before Mendel’s un-
known papers were found. These real fathers
of genetics were De Vries, Correns, and von
Tschermak. Even these men did not reveal the
physical site of hereditary events. It was
T.H. Morgan and his students who showed that
the hereditary units ("genes") are located in
structures known as chromosomes occurring in
the nucleus of all the living cells of the
body and that slight changes ("mutations”) in
one of these genes will change the physical
character controlled by that gene. For exam-
ple, one gene controls the presence of the
white ground-color so common in females of
the genus Collas . If a stray X-ray strikes
the gene in a dividing sex cell of an adult
yellow $ Collas . it may modify that gene so
that some or all of the ? offspring of the
X-rayed $ will be white females.

However, most of these gene mutations are
not so radical. Instead, with the dark Cato-
cala moving to a birch region, a mutation
will appear giving a few more white scales on
the wings. Even a slight paleness will give
some protection from enemies, so that the pa-
ler individuals survive and have offspring
more often than the darker moths. This pro-
cess continuing for very 'many generations
eventually produces whiteness in the species.
It is generally accepted among biologists
that the mutation for paleness is merely a
random accident and that others for redness,
blackness, etc. occur just as often but are
discriminated against by "Natural Selection",
since these do not contribute to a better
chance for survival. Modern geneticists be-
lieve that evolution is the result of an accu-
mulation of these beneficial "micromutations"
and that a species divides when different
populations become separated by barriers so
that interbreeding ceases and then each popu-
lation goes its own diverging, random way in
changing according to its environment.

<m .... «§*
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DEFINITIONS OF COMMON LATIN TERMS

Lepidopterists who use taxonomic litera-
ture regularly encounter many latin expres-
sions which have become the specific short-
hand for certain meanings in papers in all
languages. In continuation of our series of
brief aids to the untrained worker, we present
here, with definitions, some common terms.

1. species nova (sing.) The designation to
be placed immediately after the name given
in the original paper for a previously un-
de scribed (unnamed) species. Correctly ab-
breviated sp

.

nov . or sp .n. (not n.sp.

)

2. genus novum (sing.). The designation for
a new genus, abbreviated gen . nov .

5 . nomen novum . The designation for a new
name for a previously described (named)
species, genus, etc., usually used when
the former name is found to be a homonym

j

often abbreviated nom.nov. or n*I2»
[4.. nomen nudum . A specific name without a

recognizable original description or a ge-
neric name without an included species
which can be type. (nom.nud.

)

5. nomen conservandum . A name, which would
fall into synonymy according to the Law of
Priority, but which has become universally
used and whose abandonment would cause too
great confusion, may be preserved by a ru-
ling of the international Commission on
Zoological Nomenclature and receives this
designation, (plural - nomlna conservanda )

6. nomen inquirendum . "Questionable name";
a name whose status Is uncertain.

7. auctorum . Literally, "of authors"; a term
used following a specific or generic name
to designate previous usage (not believed
correct) of that name. (Nearly always
written auct.

)

8. lapsus calami . Literally, a "slip of the
pen 11

;
refers to an accidental misspelling,

especially of a scientific name. It has
been claimed that modern usage should be
"lapsus digit! "( "slip of the finger"), since
modern manuscripts are typed, but this view
does unnecessary violence to a firmly es-
tablished, universally understood term.

9. in statu nascendi . "In the state of being
Horn"; referred to a species which is so
close to its fellow species as to be consi-
dered either a race or a distinct species,
the decision being arbitrary; the assump-
tion Is that it Is becoming distinct.

10.

emendatus . "Amended"; placed after a name
when the original spelling has been correc-
ted. ( emend .

)

11.

senau lato . "In the broad sense"; example-
Papillo sens.lat. would mean the broadest
current interpretation of the genus (see
below). (s. lat . . s,.l. )

12.

sensu stricto . "In the narrow sense"; ex-
ample- Paplllo sens. strict, (or s. strict ..

s_.s_. ) would mean the restricted group of
species of the genus, not Battus . Iphicll-
des

.

or other genera separated by "split-
ting" authors.

1?

.

ex-ovo . "From egg"; reared from the egg.

14.

ex- larva . "From larva"; reared from a larva.
15

.

ex-pupa. "From pupa"; reared from the pupa.
These three expressions should be used on
the labels of reared specimens.

C . L.R

.

C.L.R
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by Alexander B. Klots
College of the City of New York

Eurema is one of the more imperfectly
known of our butterfly genera, as a result of
which mis identifications and misapprehensions
are particularly rife concerning many of the
species. In part this stems from several er-
rors made by Holland in the Butterfly Book;
some arises from the as yet little understood
relationships of the forms in the jucunda -

daira complex; and one widely followed error
in the nomenclature must be attributed to the
present writer.

The purpose of this short paper is two-
fold. First, it may help to clarify some of
the puzzling points; and second it may, by
pointing out some of the major gaps in our
knowledge, stimulate work to fill those gaps.
In this respect the writer would like to en-
ter a plea for the loan of study material and
for information. Ever since his revision of
the Eurema of the New World in 1929 (Entomo-
logies Americana Vol. IX (n.ser.) pp. 99-171*
I4. pi.) he has maintained a particular inter-
est in this genus. He hopes to be able some
day to prepare a thoroughgoing revision of at
least the North American species.

Eurema mexicana (Boisduval) presents no major
problems . We need more data about the north-
ern and western limits of its range. I have
taken it in southern Wyoming, and in central
Colorado at 10,000 ft. breeding and well es-
tablished in the Canadian Zone. There is some
ground for suspicion that the North American
population constitutes a valid, though not ve-
ry distinct race. Life history work is needed.

Eurema proterpla (Fabricius) occurs widely in
southern Arizona. I have a few Texas records,
but none from New Mexico. It is well known
from Cuba and Mexico, so that it may well oc-
cur along the Texas gulf coast and in Florida.
There is a suspicion that proterpia and the
next species, gundlachia . may really be con-
specific. Life history work is needed.

Eurema gundlachia (Poey) occurs in Arizona, as
well as in Mexico and Cuba. Perhaps it will
be found in New Mexico, Texas and the South-
east. Holland (Butterfly Book) figured a <?

gundlachia (PI. LXXIII, fig. 25) and a $ as
longlcauda Bates (PI. XXXVII, fig. 25), a syno-
nymous name. Life history work needed.

Eurema salome llmoneus (Felder ) figured by Hol-
land (PI.XXXVII, fig. 9-10) as E. damaris (Fel-
der ) is the Mexican race of a widespread and
common tropical species. I have seen speci-
mens labelled "Texas” but none with trust-
worthy data. There is one apparently authen-
tic record from Garces, Ariz., June. It may
occur widely along our southern border. Any
life history data would be extremely valuable.

Eurema boisduvaliana (Felder )figured by Klots,
1929 (loc.cit. PI. II, fig. 51-52), not uncom-
mon in Mexico and known from Cuba, is known
to occur sparingly in Florida, Texas and Ari-

zona. The writer would like to study all
available specimens. Life history data are
very badly needed.

Eurema nlclppe (Cramer) is a well known, wide-
ly distributed species which presents no spe-
cial problems, although more detailed life
history data are needed. Some noticeable ab-
errations are known, such as the yellow one
(

"

flava " ) that has been confused with E. bois -

duvaliana . A fairly frequent variation has the
underside of the hindwing brown to red-brown.

Eurema lisa (Boisduval & Leconte ), like nlclp -

pe . presents no special problems, although
much detailed work remains to be done on the
life history and the number and variation of
the broods in various localities.

Eurema nise nelphe (Felder) has frequently
been misidentifled and misnamed. It is fig-
ured as E. nise perlmede Prittwitz in Klots,
1929 (PI. IV, fig.93"9i4-) • The name perlmede
was there unfortunately applied to this race
of nise by a misprint, so that this name,
which is really based on South American spec-
imens and is not at all applicable here, has
crept into the literature. Edwards gave the
name linda to specimens of this species taken
in Mexico near the Arizona border. Unless the
contrary can be d emonstrated by good series
of specimens we should use the racial name
nelphe . based on Mexican specimens, for our
North American nise . with linda as a synonym.
This species has been frequently misidentifled
as lisa ; and I have seen females misnamed
1ucunda . It is well established in southern
Florida where at least three, and possibly
four, broods occur annually. Life history
work Is badly needed. I would like the oppor-
tunity of studying all specimens.

Eurema dina westwoodl (Boisduval), figured by
Holland (PI.XXXVI, fig. 11) is supposed to oc-
cur in the United States. Since it is a com-
mon species in Mexico this Is not unlikely.
I have not, however, seen authentic specimens.
The nymotypical race, E. dina dina (Poey) is
Antillean; this might occur in Florida.

Eurema messallna (Fabricius), figured in Klots,
1929 (PI. II, fig.lj.1-lp2) is a small, white
species common in Cuba and the Bahamas. It
has been recorded from Florida on the basis of
an old record of Maynard’s from Sanford, Oct.
1, 1887, and. °T some specimens of very dubious
authenticity labelled "Chokoloskee" by a deal-
er. Unless some absolutely authentic North
American records turn up the species should be
dropped from the North American list. Blakel
(Maynard) applies to a Bahaman race. Gnathene
(Boisduval) and gnatheme auct. are synonyms of
messallna .

Eurema daira (Godart) f della (Cramer)] and
jucunda (Boisduval & Leconte ) are the chief
United States members of a complex which pre-
sents an extremely puzzling situation. In-
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volved are also the Antillean E. palmyra (Po-
ey) and the Central American E. lydia (Felder

)

which resembled .jucunda in being white or ve-
ry lightly marked beneath but have the hind
wings of the male and both wings of the fe-
male white above; and the Antillean E. ebrio -

la (Poey) and the Central American E. eugenia
TWallengren) which resemble daira in being
marked or tinted with brown or reddish under-
neath but, like palmyra and lydia . have the
hind wings of the male and both wings of the
female white above. In some localities (chief-

ly southward) one finds nearly every possible
intergradation and combination of these char-
acters in such a way as to show that there
can be no definite species lines. In other
localities (chiefly northward) the jucunda
and daira "types" appear to keep quite con-
sistently separate. Haskin (Ent. News, 1955

»

vol.lplp, p. 121 ) published the results of some
rearing work in Auburndale, Fla. This strong-
ly suggests the likelihood of jucunda being a

hot season form and daira a cold season form
of the same species. Specimens intermediate
between them in season showed a high percen-
tage of intergrading in appearance. This i-
dea is borne out by field observations of my
own in central Florida, and by the study of
large series of specimens from the United
States, Cuba and Central America. However,
we cannot be even reasonably sure of anything
until someone, preferably in Florida, rears
adequate series of these forms from known pa-
rents under natural seasonal conditions; and,
if possible, carries out controlled breeding
experiments. Such work will be of the great-
est general biological as well as entomologi-
cal value. Northern records are needed in both
the Eastern coastal plain and the interior.

Eurema palmyra (Poey) [or E. lydia (Felder)],
mentioned above as members of the daira - iH-
cunda complex, occurs in a limited area in
southern Florida. I have seen only a few
specimens, not enough to determine the exact
affinities. These forms are figured in Klots,
1929, Pl.l, fig.ll- 15 . More material for stu-
dy is badly needed; so are life history data.

Eurema elathea (Cramer) was recorded by Hol-
land as occurring in "Florida, Mexico and the
Antilles". However, the specimen figured by
Holland (Butterfly Book, PI.XXXVII, fig. 12)
as elathea is really E. ebrlola (Poey) as the
grey, not black, bar on the fore wing unmis-
takably shows. I have never seen an authen-
tic North American elathea : nor have I ever
seen an authentic North American specimen of
either ebriola or of the closely related eu-
uenia (Wallengren) of Central America. Appar-
ently Holland not only had a specimen with
inaccurate data but also figured it under the
wrong name.

For the convenience of students a short
key to the "barred" forms follows.. Be it re-
iterated that this must be used with caution.
No attempt has been made in it to evaluate the
specific or subspecific status of the forms.

1. Males; usually with clear cut, dark bar
along inner margin of fore wing above ..,..

2

1. Females; usually without this bar, or
with the bar diffuse 12

2. Bar deep grey, usually wide ....3

2. Bar true black, usually narrower .... elathea

3

.

Both fore and hind wings above yellow Ip

3 . Hind wings above white.. .9

If. Marginal border of hind wings above
largely confined to an apical patch 5

Ip. Marginal border of hind wings above ex-
tending broadly wel] below apical patch,
sometimes solid to anal angle..... ...7

5.' Hind wings beneath brown to brick red-
brown, thoroughly dusted with fuscous
scales daira

5. Hind wings beneath whitish, yellowish
or light pinkish-brown. .....6

6. Hind wings beneath whitish or yellowish-
white, sometimes considerably dusted
with fuscous scales ............. "delioides"

6.

Hind wings light pinkish or brownish-
tinged below; mostly in autumn broods
in U.S.A. ; dominant in Mexico cepio

7.

Hind wings beneath pearly white, more or
less lightly dusted with fuscous scaling. .8

7.

Hind wings beneath white heavily dusted
with fuscous scales, or light brownish
or pinkish-brown. Intermediate forms to
daira ; most common in spring and autumn
broods in southern Florida and Mexico,
rare northward.

8.

Marginal borders of wings very wide;
Mexico . sldonia

8.

Marginal borders of wings narrower;
Mexico and southern U.S.A. jucunda

9.

Marginal border of hind wings above
largely confined to an apical patch;
hind wings beneath typically brown or
brownish-red 10

9.

Marginal border of hind wings above ex-
tending well beyond apical patch, some-
times solid to anal angle; hind wings be-
neath typically white or yellowish-
white ...11
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10.

Antillean; bar and border of fore wing
and apical patch of hind wing above
narrower ebriola

10. Mainland; bar and border of fore wing
and apical patch of hind wing above
wider eugenia

11.

Antillean; bar and border of fore wing
and border of hind wing above narrower...

.palmyra

11. Mainland; bar and border of fore wing
and border of hind wing above wider

lydia

12,

Females not keyed out in detail, too much
information being lacking. In general,
females follow the same pattern lines as
the respective males. Two important ex-
ceptions are:

a. In ebriola . eugenia . palmyra and lydia .

the forms with yellow fore wings and
white hind wings in the males, the
females have both pairs of wings white
above

.

b. In daira .
jucunda, etc., the forms with

both fore and hind wings yellow in the
males, the females are typically simi-
larly unicolorous. Some jucunda fe-
males, however, may have both fore and
hind wings white above, or have fore
wings yellow and hind wings white above,
or have fore wings white and hind wings
yellow above. Some daira females may
have both fore and hind wings white or
yellowish-white above.

In conclusion may I note that the working
out of the racial affinities of many of the
Eurema, and particularly of the "barred'* spe-
cies, is a very difficult task. At the Amer-
can Museum are series of hundreds of speci-
mens, including large numbers from many loca-
lities in the tropics; yet, even with such
material available for comparison we cannot
be sure of major points. It is very much to
be hoped that workers will refrain from "snap
judgments" based on comparatively small ser-
ies of North American specimens and will, be-
fore publishing local lists or similar papers,
make sure of the proper identification of
their material. It is also hoped that work-
ers will take every precaution to safeguard
the accuracy of their data. Many inaccuracies
have been recorded in the literature, and very
many weary days have been wasted because of
specimens from the Antilles, Central and
South America that have been labelled "Texas",
"Florida", "Chokoloskee, Fla.", etc. I have
positive evidence that some of this has been
caused by dealers wilfully mislabelling ma-
terial so as to sell it to collectors. Let us
hope that this sort of things will not recur.

DETERMINATION OF PARASITES OF LEPIDOPTERA

The exact identification of parasites is
an important aspect of the biology of Lepi-
doptera. It seems likely that nearly all
species are parasitized in some stage of their
life cycle. Most insects which parasitize
Lepidoptera fall into four groups. The two-
winged flies (Diptera) are mostly LARVAEVOR-
IDAE (formerly Tachinidae

) ; the larvaevorids
lay enormous numbers of tiny eggs scattered
around the food-plant of the host butterfly
or moth, those which are eaten with the leaves
hatching and attacking the insides of the ca-
terpillar. There are three common parasitic
groups of the narrow-waisted four-winged flies
(Hymenoptera). The ICHNEUMONIDAE are often
very large, sometimes tiny, and have rela-
tively numerous wing veins. The BRACONIDAE
are often very small, occasionally large, and
differ most obviously in lacking one cross-
vein which is present in ichneumon-flies

; the
common swarms of tiny parasite larvae which
emerge and attach white cocoons to sphinx
larvae are braconids. The CHALCIDOIDEA are
distinctive in being very small (some para-
sites of eggs are hardly visible) and in hav-
ing the wing venation almost entirely absent;
many chalcids are brilliant iridescent green
or blue and some of the largest chalcids, dis-
tinctive for huge ("swollen") hind leg bases,
often emerge from pupae of Lycaenidae.

Lorvaevoridoe IcHneu^onidae

There is little value in saving these pa-
rasites unless the species of the lepidopte-
ran host is definitely known. If the identi-
ty of the parasitized egg, larva, or pupa is
known, the parasites should be carefully pre-
served, with locality, emergence date, and
host clearly noted on the label. Medium and
large parasites may be mounted on fine Insect
pins. Tiny species may be kept between layers
of cellucotton in pill boxes or match boxes.

At present no authority has been found to
Identify chalcids reared from Lepidoptera,
but for North American specimens of the other
groups, identifications will be provided for
Lep. Soc. members as follows:

LARVAEVORIDAE Curtis W. Sabrosky
ICHNEUMONIDAE Henry K. Townes
BRACONIDAE C.F.W. Muesebeck

Address for each: Div. of Insect Identifica-
tion, Bureau of Entomology & Plant Quarantine,
c/o U.S. National Museum, Washington 25, D.C.

Members submitting specimens should offer
to have the parasites placed in the National
Museum collections. The NEWS will publish all
new records of parasites reared from Lepidop-
tera. When extensive material has been accu-
mulated it may be possible to publish separ-
ately a systematic list of Lepidoptera and all
parasites reared from them. P,L R
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Those of Edwards, Packard, and Riley were kindly loaned by Dr. A.B. Klots of New York.
The Scudder portrait is from the files of the Museum of Comparative Zoology in Cambridge.
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Alpheus Spring Packard, Jr. (1839-1905)Samuel Hubbard Scudder (1837-1911)
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NOTES ON COLLECTION & LIBRARY CAREBOOK REVIEWS

8. The Butterflies of the Eastern United
States by G. H. French *

Previous to the last decade of the nine-
teenth century the North American lepidopter-
ist had few reference works with which he
could identify the specimens in his collec-
tion. There were no manuals like Holland's,
Comstock's and the many others which we today
consider indispensable. He may have had a co-

py of Emmon's Insects of New York , the miser-
able plates of which would have helped to i-
dentify some of the commoner species. Or, he
may have had Harris' Insects In iurlous to Ve -

Retation . the third edition of which contained
a few illustrations of butterflies and moths.

Prof. French realized the need of a mode-
rately priced manual for the identification
of our butterflies. For a number of years he
had been using analytical tables of the but-
terflies of Illinois which he had prepared
for the use of his classes. Encouraged by
the popular demand for these tables he elabo-
rated upon them and, with additional material,
issued them in book form in 1885 under the ti-
tle"Butterf lies of the Eastern United States".
The book is a small octavo volume of 1|08 pag-
es containing some 93 text figures of butter-
flies or their preparatory stages. The text
begins with a brief account of the anatomy
and metamorphosis of the butterflies. An "ac-
centuated list of the butterflies of the Eas-
tern United States" shows 201 species recog-
nized as occurring within the territory cov-
ered. The "Analytical Key for the Determina-
tion of the Butterflies of the Eastern United
States", which takes up about 25 pages, is
followed by a brief account of the butterflies,
their varieties and life histories as far as
known. This occupies the balance of the book
with the exception of a brief glossary.

Holland said of this book, "It is an ad-
mirable little work, with the help of which
the student may learn much in relation to the
subject; but it greatly lacks in illustration,
without which all such publications are not
attractive or thoroughly useful to the stu-
dent". Colored plates, at the time of the
first appearance of this book, were produced
either by lithography or hand coloring, the
expense of which would have detracted from
the usefulness of the book at which Prof.
French aimed. According to the subtitle the
work was published "for the use of classes in
zoology and private students". The author
undoubtedly expected his students to study
their specimens for descriptive characters,
which would be of more value than to depend
wholly upon comparative likenesses. That
this work fulfilled the need of the student
of the Lepidoptera for many years is evidenc-
ed by the fact that it passed through four
editions. It is still worth rescuing from
the shelves of the second hand book stores.

Edwin P. Meiners

*lst ed. Philadelphia, 1890; 2nd ed. UHl-PP*
1896; $rd ed. I+25 pp.1900* ij-th ed.1+29 pp. 19li|»

Dr. E.P. Meiners, for decades one of the
most constructive amateur entomologists in
America, specializes in Lepidoptera and Coleo-
ptera and the history of entomology. He has a
very extensive library and large collection of
original letters from great and lesser Ameri-
can entomologists. He recently sent several
useful comments on material in the March NEWS,
which we are quoting. --

The creosote method of fumigation "was
first advocated by Dr. George Bock of St. Louis
and you will find it written up in Ent . News
Vol.18, p.ljJ+3, 1907» Dr. Bock used thimbles,
to which he had soldered short pins so that
he could pin them in his boxes, as containers
for the creosote. I saw his collection some
years ago and thought it looked rather messy
since, whenever the fluid spilled out it
stained the lining of the trays. ......
A few years after Bock announced his method
the Kny-Scherer Co., who were then one of the
foremost suppliers of entomological needs,
manufactured a small, globular , glass container
into which a strong pin was fused. This had
some advantage over the thimbles in that the
opening at the top was necessarily smaller
than the body of the container and therefore,
prevented spilling to some extent
I always add a little PDB in my relaxing box
and am never troubled by mold, even when spe-
cimens are left for an unduly long time. Se-
veral years ago I had a correspondent who
sent me specimens in tight tin containers.
These specimens were usually still fresh when
sent and not thoroughly dry. The first box I
received I found all of the specimens had de-
veloped mold. Thereafter, at my request, my
correspondent placed a little naphthalene in
the box and this never again happened, al-
though the papers were sometimes quite damp.
. .... On the other hand, PDB draws out re-
sin from the wood of some boxes, especially
when such wood as cypress is used, causing
unsightly staining of the paper lining. Ap-
parently we have not yet found an ideal pre-
servative. ....

"Another comment on the preservation of
books. As for protecting leather bindings- I
usually treat leather bindings once a year or
two with a preparation of equal parts of lano-
lin and neat's foot oil. This should be ap-
plied until the leather no longer soaks up the
oil and then wiped dry with a clean cloth. Us-
ing this method I have brought back a fair de-
gree of pliability to old and dry bindings if
there has not been much damage to the leather.

"I like the idea of the exchange of ideas
and experiences in the NEWS. The publication
can become very valuable in this way. I am
sure many collectors have little tricks which
they would be glad to share with others. The
early numbers of the Bulletin of the Brooklyn
Entomological Society were full of such ideas
and I think it is too bad that no future jour-
nal has followed up this plan. Nearly everyone
has his own little trick in baiting, capturing,
and preserving his specimens in the field.
Also in relaxing, mounting, labelling, etc."
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160. An Old Moth Hunter, "The Oak Prominents."
Ent. Rec. & Journ . Variation . vol.60: pp.15-
19. Feb. 19^8 . On Drymonla ruflcornl3 .

161. Berjot, E., "Le D.D.T. dans la lutte
contre les Anthrknes." (In French). Rev .

franc . Lep id . . vol.ll: pp. 62-61;. Mar. 194-7

•

Mentions that naphthalene and creosote are
weak fumigants for collections and paradi-
chlorbenzene is good, but short-lived. Sug-
gests DDT as best protection.

162. Betz, J. , "Chasses aux lepidopteres en
juin, en Kabylie." (In French). Rev , franc .

Leo id . . vol.ll :pp. 55-58. Mar. 19^4-7 • Field
notes, mostly on butterflies, of Algeria.

165. Boursin, Ch. , "La classification du Dr.
C. Borner." (In French). Rev .franc . Lepld .

.

vol.ll: pp. 65-78. Apr. 1947 • Summarizes
Borner»s (1925, 1959, etc.) overall classi-
fication of Lepidoptera, with suborders
MONOTRYSIA and DITRYSIA, latter with super-
series HETEROCERA and RHOPALOCERA.

161;. Brown, S.C.S., "Caloptilla Hubn.,a Genus
of Tineina." Proc . & Trans . S. London Ent.
& N.H. Soc . 19I+6-I4.7

:
pp. I57-IS7, 2 pis. 12

Dec.l9l;7. Descriptions, life history notes,
and key to British spp., with fine color
plate of 15 of the l6 spp. Gracillaria Haw.

and Gracllaria Zell, said to be synonyms of
Caloptila Hiibn.

165. Bull, G.A., "Notes on Collecting in Kent,
19l;6." Proc . & Trans . S. London Ent . & N.

H. Soc . 19I4-6-I4-7 * pp. l68-l6^7 12 Dec. 191I7

•

•l6S. Burkhardt, V.R., "Collecting in West Sur-
rey - I9I4.7." Ent . Rec . & Journ. Variation ,

vol.60 : pp. 20-21. Feb. 19I4HT

167. Carpenter, G.D.Hale, "Three Interesting
Pseudacraea t Leo . .Nymphalldae )

. " Ent . Month-
ly Mag . . vol.84: pp.1-2, pl.B. Jan. 191+8.

Color figures of _P. boisduvali sayonis . ,P.
eurvtus victorls . P. ruwen zor lea . the lat-
ter a copy. Reproduces original description
of savonls . Brief discussion of the mimics
and models : Pseudacraea and Acraea .

168. Cockayne, E.A., "Aberrations of British
Macrolepidoptera. " Ent . Rec . & Journ, Va-
riation, vol.60: pp.9-10. Feb. 19I4.8 . I

T”

moth aberrations very formally named!
l69« Corbet, A. Steven, "Papers on Malaysian
Rhopalocera. Ill: The Butterflies of Singa-
pore Island." The Entomologist . vol.8l : pp.
9— ill-, figs. 1-6. Jan. 1948. Describes as
new: Pratapa deudorix lngenl ( Singapore : al-
so Penang & Sumatra ) . Notes on 31 spp. of
butterflies, collected and reared by F.C.
van Ingen while a Japanese prisoner of war.
Figures <? and $ genitalia of Pratapa mantra
& deudorix . Gives 2 tables of distribution.

170. Corbet, A. Steven, "Papers on Malaysian
Rhopalocera: IV. A New Satyrid Butterfly
from Malaya." The Entomologist . vol.8l:
p.57. Feb. 19llFr Describes as new race
hlslopi (N. Kedah) of Ethope diademoides .

171» de Lesse, H. , "Contribution a l»6tude du
genre Erebia." (In French). Rev , franc .

L6pld . . vol.ll: pp. 97-118. May 19I+7 • De ~

scribes as new: E. epiphron mackerl "race"
fauveaul (w. Pyrenees). E. epiphron pyren-
aica "race" cebennica (Mt. Aigoual

) , E. me -

1ampus tigranes "race" lior anus (Lioran),
E. gorge gorge "race" crollensls (Dent de
Crolles ). Gives records and notes on oth-
ers . These "races" would be "microraces"
in the usual sense, since a "subspecies" is

Vol.ll, no.

5

either a geographical or ecological race
(see Kiriakoff, Lep. News 2: 5 — 15 )•

172. Esaki, Teiso, "A list of the known gynan-
dromorphs of Japanese, Korean and Formosan
butterflies (Third report)." (In Japanese).

;

Zephyrus (Japan), vol.9: pp.251-257, pis.
l8, 19 • June 1947* Annotated list of 29
specimens, mostly Pieridae. No European
language summary. Fine photos of specimens 1

of Papillo blanor dehaani . Everes argiades
seltzl . Erynnis montanus .

175* Fremlin, H.S., "Entomological Reminis-
cences." Proc. & Trans . S. London Ent . &
N.H. Soc. I9F6-I4/7 : pp. 170-172. 12 Dec. 1^.7.

175. Goddard, M.J., "A Mixed Pairing: Collas
hyale x Colias croceus ab. pallida .

11 The
Entomologist . vol.81: pp. 20-21. Jan. I9I4.8

.

Hyale <? and croceus % found copulating and
others seen courting.

175* Hackray, J., "Contribution a 1' etude de
la faune beige." (In French). Rev , franc .

Lepid . . vol.ll :pp. 19-21;. 25 June 19(4-7* Nu-
merous new records for Belgium, including 5
spp. of butterflies, 56 moths(22 Euplthecia ! ).

176. Haggett, G., "Lepidoptera Taken At Arun-
del in 1914.7." The Entomologist . vol.8l:
PP.5O-5I4.. Feb .19©. Very detailed records.

177. Harrison, J.W. Heslop, "The Pleistocene
races of certain British insects and distri-
butional overlapping." Ent . Rec . & Journ .

Variation . vol.59i pp . ll;l^ll;5 . Dec. 19U7.
178. Harrison, J.W. Heslop, "Lepidoptera in the

Inner and Outer Hebrides during the Year
I9I4.7 . " The Entomologist . vol.8l: pp.1-6.
Jan. I9I4-8. List & notes of 79 spp. (12 but-
terflies), representing unusual records.

179* Harrison, J.W. Heslop, "The northern
distribution of Pararge aegerla L. (Lep,,
Satvridae ) . " Ent . Monthly Mag .. vol.84:
PP.4O-I4.I. Feb. 19l4-B^

180. Haynes, Raymond F., "Some Notes on Ob-
servations of the Rhopalocera of Southern
Italy ( 19I4I4.-I4.5 ) • " Proc . & Trans . S. London
Ent . & N.H. Soc . I9U-6—14.7 : pp.151-156.
12 Dec. 19I4.7. Interesting field notes.

181. Hemmingsen, Axel M., "A chrysalis stri-
dulating by means of instrument on inside
of cocoon." Ent . Meddelelser . vol.25: pp.
165-175, 1; figs. 15 Nov. 1947. In N. China
found the noctuid, Ellgma narcissus Cram.,
making cocoons on twigs. Inside of cocoon
has rasp and pupae have "scraper organ" on
abdomen. This organ is rubbed on rasp when
cocoon is disturbed, as by egg-laying para-
site, and rhythmic, clearly audible sound
results. Structures figured.

182. Herbulot, C., "Remarques a propos de
l*article de Mme et le Dr Loritz intitule:
•Notes zoogeographiques •

.
" ( In French)

.

Rev , franc . L4pid . . vol.ll: pp. 14-9-55* Mar.
T9I47. Refutations of Loritz paper, on Ca-
tocala fraxlnl and Brenthls lno .

I85. Huggins, H.C., "Variation in British
Insects." The Entomologist, vol.8l: pp.^5-
*6. Feb. lOT.

184. Ito, Syuslro, "Drei Ypthlma-Arten von den
Ryukyu- Ins eIn ( Lepidoptera, Satyridae ). " (In
Japanese). Zephyrus

.

vol.9 :pp.272-278, pi.
25, 5 fig 3 . June 19A-7. Describes as new
Y. masakli . Gives notes on Y. riukluana &
Y. yayeyamana . Photos of all 3 spp. The
lack of any European language description
or distribution of masakli is regrettable.
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185 . Jolivet, Pierre, "Une mdthode pratique
pour la conservation des Chenilles: le mon-
tage a la gelatine." (In French). Rev .

franc . Ldpld . . vol.ll: pp.91-9U. Apr. 19^7*
Reviews a method of preserving larvae given
by Harry Andison in Canadian Entomologist .

186. King, Harold, "Sex Attractant Principles
of Moths." Proc . & Trans . S. London Ent . &
N.H. Soc. 19ljS^7: pp. 106-108. 12 Dec. 1914.7.

Reports on work of Haller in U.S.A. and Bu-
tenandt in Germany which has proved that
sex attractant principle is chemical sub-
stance rather than electric or sound waves,
that it is one or more of the alcohols and
is soluble In fat solvents. An incredibly
small amount could be detected by males.

187. Legrand, H. , "Une Phycide nouvelle pour
la faune franqaise Ephestia moeblusi Rebel.
(Crambidae Phycitinae) Mais est-elle r£el-
lement nouvelle?" (In French). Rev .franc .

Ldpid . . vol.ll :pp.33-l4-9, pl.3» 3 text figs.
Mar. I9U7 . Records E. moebiusl . shows its
distinctness from E. elutella and retains
it as distinct from E. mistralella . Fig-
ures $ genitalia of moebiusl and elutella ;

clear photos of moebiusl and mistralella .

188. Le Marchand, S., "Nouvelle note sur quel-
ques Llthocolletls (Lep. Lithocolletidae )

.

"

(In French). Rev , franc . Lepid . . vol.ll:
pp. 28-31, 4 figs. 23 June

-
19177. Gives sup-

plement to his key to French spp.to Include
2 n.spp. (of Rebel); corrects former error
in key; describes new aberration fractlfas -
clella of L. kleemannella . It is a sur-
prise to find so busy an authority as M. Le
Marchand naming aberrations!

189. Lov/e, J.H.B., "Collecting Butterflies In
India." Proc. & Trans . S. London Ent. &
N.H. Soc.

-
I9H6 -II7 : pp. 109-lHn 12 Dec. 19i4.7.

Entertaining popular account. A preferred
resting spot of famous Leaf Butterfly ( Kal-
llma inachus ) was on large boulders, where
they were conspicuous instead of protected.

190. Manny, J. ,
"Race nouvelle de Zygaena

achilleae Esp. en Charente-Maritlme. w (In
French). Rev , franc . Ldpld . , vol.ll:pp.95”
96 . Apr. I9I

4
-7 . Not given new name; said to

be identical with form bitorquata Mon.
191. Morimoto, Taro, "Note on an aberrant
form of Papllio xuthus Linne from Korea."
(In Japanese ). Zephyrus . vol.9: p.280, 1
fig. June 19 I4-7 . Recorded and figured, but
no new name given.

192. Morley, A.M., "Lepidoptera of Folkestone"
Proc . Jj Trans . ,S. London Ent . N Soc .

I 9 I46 -I4.7 : pp. 173-182. 12 Dec. 19I77 . Gener-
al notes on various moths and butterflies.

193 • Murayama, S., "Eine neue Aberration von
Neo zephyrus aurorlnus Oberthur aus Japan."
( In Jap ane s e ) . Zephyrus . vol.9 :p.279» 1 fig*
Describes, figures and names (

! ) aberration.
19U. Muspratt, V., "Observations des Migra-

tions en 1946 ." (In French). Rev , franc .

Lepid . . vol.ll: pp. 78-85 ; 120-127. Apr.,
May 1947. Author, a leading authority on
migration, summarizes for 1946

:

Pieris bras-
sicae . Leucochloe daplldlce . Colias hyale &
croceus . Vanessa atalanta & cardul & antio-
pa . Issorla lathonia. Lamp ides boeticus .

Everes argiades . Laphygma exlgua . Phvtometra
gamma . Herse convolvuli . Macroglossum stel-
latarum . Celerio euphorbia . Nemophila noc-
tuella . Plutella macullpennls .

57

195* Nobel, G», "L® Hesperide Gegenes pumillo
E£Tsgg."(In French). Rev , franc . Ldpld .

.

vol.ll :pp .118-120. May 19^1-7 • Notes on oc-
currence in France.

196 . Picard, J. , "Qu* est-ce que Hesperia caid
Le Cerf?" (In French). Rev , franc . Lepid .

.

vol.ll: pp. 61 -62 . Mar. 1947* Places cald
as a (spring) form of Muschampia mohammed .

197. Picard, J., "Nouvelles notes sur Pyrgus
(Scelotrix) cacaliae Rbr .

" (In French )

.

Rev , franc . Lepid . . vol.ll: PP. 94-95* Apr.
I9I+7 • Describes new race pyrenaeus from
Pas de la Case in Pyrenees, differing from
typical race (Alps).

198. Puysegur, K. de, "Note sur un accouple-
ment entre Zerynthia polvxena-creusa Melg.
et Z. rumlna-medesicaste 111. " (In French).
Rev .franc . Ldpld . . vol. 11 :pp, 10-15* 23 June
1914.7 . J* Z. polyxena-creusa found copulating
with $ rumina-medeslcaste . An abnormal meet-
ing, since flight periods hardly overlap.

199. Rungs, Ch. , "Les Cimeliidae du Maroc."
(In French). Rev , franc . Lepid . . vol.ll:
pp. 86-90, pi.4. Apr. 19^-7* Describes as
new

:

Cimella margarita atlaslca (Moyen Atlas)
& form paupera . C. vaulogeri thamii (S.W.
coast of MaroccoT & form pudlbunda . Photos
of types of thamii . at las ica . pudlbunda ; of <?

genitalia of thamii . C .margarita andaluslca .

200. Russell, S.G. Castle, "A Short Account
of 'The Bright Bequest' of Aberrations and
Varieties of British Lycaenidae with Bio-
graphical Notes on the Collector." Proc . ^
Trans . S. London Ent . & N.H . Soc . I946 -I4.7 !

pp.l-I;, 1 pi. 12 Dec. 1947. Collection
left to S. London Ent. & N.H. Society.

201. Sabrosky, Curtis W. ,
"Winthernia clthero-

nlae .new species, with notes on the correct
name of W. cecropia (Diptera.Larvaevorldae )."
Proc. Ent . Soc .Wash . . vol.50

: pp. 63 -67 . March
1948. These parasitic flies occur, the lat-
ter in larvae of Platysamia cecropla . and the
former n.sp. in pupae of Citheronia regalls .

202. Seok, D.M., (Title in Japanese ) . ( In Ja-
panese). Zephyrus . vol.9 :pp .281-282, 1 map.
June I9I47 . List giving (new? ) records of
butterflies in Korea.

203 . Seok, D.M., "The study on the variation
of Everes argiades Pallas of Korea." (In
Japanese). ZephvrUS . vol.9: pp. 283 -285 .

June 19^7* Entirely in Japanese.
20lj.. Sevastopulo, D.G., "An Abnormal Brood of

Leucania irregularis Walker." The Entomo -

logist . vol. 8 l: pp. 38 -14-0 , figs. 1,2. Feb.
1948 . Reports I4. larvae with abnormal i|.th

abdominal segment-- probably genetic. Note
by C.N. Hawkins.

205 . Shir6 zu, Takashi, "Description o f a new
species of the Genus Favonlus Sibatani et
Ito, 19I4.3 , from Honshu, Japan (Lycaenidae,
Theclinae )

.
" (In Japanese & English). Ze-

phyrus . vol.9 :pp.238-2l4l4., pi. 20. June 1957.
Describes (in English) F. yuasai as new, com-
paring it with related spp. Good photos of
yuasal .F.orientalis . Neo zephyrus brlllantinus .

20o. Shirdzu, Takashi, "Notes on two allied
species of the genus Hasora Moore in Formo-
sa and the Loochoo group (Hesperildae )."
(In Japanese). Zephyrus . vol.9: pp .2lj.5-255*

pi. 21. June I9I4-7 . Extremely detailed syn-
onymy and notes on status and distribution
of H. chromus inermls and H. tamlnatus vai-
racana. Excellent photos of both.
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207® Shirdzu, Takashi, "Notes on Phengarl 3

daitozana Wileman and its allied species P.
atroguttata formosana Matsumura in Formosa
( Lycaenidae )

.
" (In Japanese). Zephyrus .

vol.9 :pp.256-26l+, pi. 22. June 1947® De-
tailed synonymy of both spp. P. matsumarai
Sonan sunk as synonym of formosana . Forms,
aberrations dropped into synonymy. Fine
photos of both spp.; figs, of <? genitalia.

208. Shirdzu, Takashi, "Notes on three spe-
cies of the Genus Celastrina Tutt described
from the Far East ( Lycaenidae )

.
" (In Jap-

anese). Zephyrus . vol. 9 : pp

.

265 -269 , 2
figs. June 1947 • Sinks formosana Baker
and postiroacula Mats, under C. puspa myla .

Places C». ishigakiana as race of C. puspa .

Discusses _C . sachalinensis . Figures holo-
types of postimacula and ishigakiana .

209. ShirSzu, Takashi, "Note on Blbacis (!)
argenteola Matsumura recently described
from Formosa ( Hesperiidae )

.
" (In Japanese).

Zephyrus . vol.9: pp. 270-271. June 19^4-7 •

Dropped as synonym of Epargyreus tityrus .

210. Smith, F.W., "Notes on the occurrence
of Herse convolvuli L. and Pararge aegerla
L. ( Lep . ) in Scotland." Ent . Monthly Mag .

.

vol.8l+: pp.39 -14-0 . Feb. 19I4B.
211. Thompson, J. Antony, "Some Preliminary

Observations on Pierls napi (L. )." Proc . ^
Trans

.

S. London Ent . & N.H. Soc . 1946-47 •

pp. 115-122. 12 Dec. I9I4.7 . Many detailed
observations of reared broods. Fertility
of eggs laid was surprisingly low (45 ^)®

each fertilized several females success-
fully. Copulation longer than 2 3/1+ hrs.
always meant a mishap and no fertile eggs
resulted. would never pair with fertile
$?. Buff or green pupae had either color
independently of background. It is disap-
pointing to find an investigator with gene-
tic interest and apparent scientific back-
ground naming five new aberrations in the
full taxonomic sense. What if the thousands
of carefully studied and accurately des-
cribed mutants of Drosophila melanogaster
were to be so named!

212. Tilden, J.W., "Aestivation in larvae of
Arachnis oicta plcta Packard." Pan-Pacific
Ent., V0 I. 2I

4.: p.31. Jan. 19 ^4-8 . Larvae feed
on Lupinus spp., are dormant ( aestivate)from
April- September, then pupate; adults emerge
In October.

213® Turner, A. Jefferis, "New Australian Spe-
cies of Boarmiadae (Lepidoptera) . " Proc .

Rov . Soc . Queensland , vol. 58 : pp. 71-112.
27 Oct. 19J4-7® New genera: Peratodactvla ,

Apheloceros . Hvpochariessa . Macaueenia
,
Hap -

loceros, Stinoptila . Allophvla , Heterogena .

Cryphaea, Llometopa . Middletonia . Crypsl -

phila . Threneta . Lacistophanes . all monoty-
pical, types listed below in capitals as
n.spp. , except Crvphaea ( type C.xyllna Turn.)
and Hvpochariessa (type H. ochrophara )

.

N. spp. are: Diastlctis genially; PERAT .

RUTILA ; Ectropis dlcranucha . fragllis
loxoschema : Symmectroctena mesopsamma . leu-
coprosopa ; APHEL . DASCIODES; Psilostlcha or-
esltropha . barypaata, arglllea ; Boarmla me-
tapolla . catephes . polysticta . odontostlcha .

loxosticha . prlonodes , leucanthes . accllnis .

coloba . cymatomlta . mesochra . pansticta .

atactopa . gravis . platvleuca . phlaeopa, tes-
saramita . odontocrossa

f
harmodia, phrlcomi -

ta, aellographa . virescens . cymatias . spo -
dochroa, eucrypta . conspersa . barysplla .

phaeopasta : Svneora speclosa . slnuosa . pi-
perata : Cleora hemichroma . pachydesma . chi -
onospila . phaeocala

r
gypsochroa . dollchop -

tila; Tlgridoptera leucoplethes ; Epldesma
aetheria : Metrocampa pyrrhophanes : Lomogra-
pha sclara ; Casbia eutactopls . dldymosticta .

idlocrossa . leptorrhoda . ammophila . ereutha .

adoxa . pallens . celldosema . tanaoctena . co-

niodes, plinthodes : Orsonoba dlplodonta .

stramentlcea . euctista ; Picrophylla rhabdu-
cha, rubea : Idiodes rhacodes, gerasphora :

Planolocha hyposema . lactea ; MACft . CHIONOP-
TILA; Stathmorrhopa aphotista : HAPL . SPHEN-
OTYPA ; STIN . ACONTISTICA; Clampa stenoptlla ;

Chlenlas chvtrinopa . ochrocrana : ALLO . SPE-
CIALIS : Stibaroma habrostola . astrepta ; HET .

EXITELA : Amelora anthracocentra . conia, be-
lemnophora . ceraunia, anepiscepta . thegalea .

adust

a

: Mnesampela macroptila . smyriodes .

idiograpta : LIO . RECTILINEA : MIDDL . SUAVIS ;

CRYP. ATMOPHANES : THR . PELLOPHANES : LAC .

HACKER

I

. Authaemon stenonipha sunk as syno-
nym of A. poliophara . Fairly thorough des-
criptions, but no figures, unfortunately.

211+. Ureta R., Emilio, "Nuevo s Ropaloceros
(Lep.) de Chile." (In Spanish). Bol . Mus.
Nac . Hist . Nat . (Chile), vol. 23 : pp .47-8 1,
2 pis. 191+7® Describes as new: Terlocoll -

as atlnas kuschell (Putre), Thecla wagen-
knechtl (Rio Los Choros), Pyrgus fides form
haywardi (Vicuna). Also describes and dis-
cusses: Phulla nyslas (with P. nyslella as
synonym), Tatochlla mlcrodlce macrodice .

Thecla dlssentanea . T. sapota . T. davara ,1o -

annlsi . Hemlargus ramon ( with H. martha as
synonym), Itylos speclosa . Hylephila phylae -

us. Poor photos of all 11 forms.
215. Viette, P., "Une localite lnteressante

:

Saint- Jean-de-Losne ( Cote d'Or)." (In French).
Rev , franp . Lepid . r

vol.ll:pp.58-6l. Mar.
191+7® Locality for Lepidoptera on plants
near and in water beside Sa6ne River: Nymph-
ula . Schoenoblus . Hydroecia . Lycaena dlspar .etc.

216. Williams, Carroll M., "Physiology of In-
sect Diapause. III. The Prothoracic Glands
in the Cecropia Silkworm, with Special Re-
ference to their Significance in Embryonic
and Postembryonic Development." Biol. Bull.

,

V0 I. 9I+: pp. 60- 65 , figs. I-3 . Feb. I9I+8 .

Reviews literature, gives diagrammatic
figures of gland which controls diapause in
Platysamia cecropia and describes morpholo-
gy and histology of gland.

217® Williams, Harold B., "Angerona prunarla
L. : Its Variation and Genetics. " Proc . &
Trans

.

S. London Ent . & N.H. Soc . 191+6-47

5

pp. 123-139, 5 pis® 12 Dec. 191+7® Very lit-
tle factual genetics in spite of title. De-
scribes and figures many new and known ab-
berrations of this geometrid moth. Beauti-
ful plates, one in color.

218. Worm-Hansen, J. G. & Sv.G.Larsson, "Sema-
sla krygeri Rebel ( Lep. Tortr. ) . Morphology
and biology. " Ent. Meddelelser . vol.25 JPP®
171+-195, 2 pls.7T+ figs. 15 Nov. I9I+7 . De-
tailed account by Larsson of external mor-
phology of all stages. Notes on biology by
Worm-Hansen. The moth Is gallmaker on Ar-
temisia in Denmark. Numerous drawings.

> J¥
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NOTICES BY MEMBERS
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LARGE STOCK OP HIGH GRADE INSECT PINS from
Czechoslovakia available at 65^/100, $6/1000.
R.G.Wind, Rt.l, Box 1I4.5, Livermore, Calif.

ALL SPECIES OF EUREMA desired, esp. mexicana .

proterpla . arbela . gundlachla . damarls . xan-
thochlora and others. Cuban butterflies of-
fered in exchange. Dr. S.L.de la Torre y
Callejas, Playa 75/4* Matanzas, CUBA.

FOR SALE: All NYMPHALIDAE of Rhodesia and S.
Africa, except Charaxes £. pellas . In good
condition. Write: R.H.R. Stevenson, Selukwe,
Southern Rhodesia, AFRICA.

BELGIAN CONGO BUTTERFLIES. About 4-0 named spp.

available. Desire in exchange North American
Papilionidae (Incl. Parnassius ) and Pieridae,
in papers. S.G. Kiriakoff , l4 Universiteits-
streat, Ghent, BELGIUM.

EXOTIC AND LOCAL LEPIDOPTERA & INSECTA- Buy
and sell. Exchange in some genera. I have
contacts in remote regions in various coun-
tries. Will supply material for specialists
or artwork or for general collections and mu-
seums by arrangement. R.F. Sternitzky, Star
Route, Laytonville, Mendocino Co., Calif.

E. Janmoulle,2 rue Ernotte, Watermael, BEL-
GIUM, will be pleased to help Lep. Soc. mem-
bers obtain Belgian Microlepidoptera on an
exchange basis.

WANTED: Tingidae ("Lace Bugs") of world in
alcohol. Give name of plant host and as much
other ecological detail as possible. Will
collect in exchange any local Lepidoptera(or
other insects) you specify. N.S. Bailey, l6
Neponset Ave., Hyde Park 36, Mass.

WANTED: Papilionidae from any part of the
world. Best prices paid for rare species.
Robert G. Wind, Rt.l, Box l45» Livermore, Cal.

PHALAENIDAE(Noctuidae), NOTODONTIDAE, SPHING-
IDAE of U.S. and Canada wanted in exchange for
these families of New Jersey Pine Barrens area.
Will collect in limited numbers in these and
other families of Lepidoptera for exchange or
sale. Correspondence invited. J.W. Cadbury
3rd, Spung Hollow, R.D. 1, Pemberton, N.J.

Would like to correspond with collectors in-
terested in Speyerla and Saturniidae. Have
good exchange for these,needed for my collec-
tion. E.J. Frederick, 55°8 E. Gage, Bell, Calif

.

"TRANSPAR MOUNTS": The material for starting
a collection in Transpar Mounts is available
in the "Transpar Mount Butterfly Collection
Kit". This contains ll6 mounts of all sizes,
five display panels and tools; price $32 . 50 .

Additional packages of mounts and individual
display panels can be ordered separately.
Further information on request. Otto Acker-
mann, 639 Walnut Street, Irwin, Pa.

FOR SALE: Bo lorla . Oenels . & Erebla from the
Far North. R.<j. Fitch, Rivercourse P.0, via
Lloydminster, Saskatchewan, CANADA.

NOW AVAILABLE: LIVING COCOONS from Indo-Austra-
lian Fauna- Antheraea mvlltta . Attacus cynthla.

Attacus edwardsl . Otto H. Schroeter, 613 Wil-
liams Street, New London, Conn*

Specimens & cocoons of SATURNIIDAE of the
world desired. Correspondence invited® F.E,
Rutkowski, St. Bede College, Peru, Illinois.

Wanted for determination, exchange, or pur-
chase: HEMILEUCAS from the U.S. & Mexico. Wish
to urge collectors to search for larvae in
spring, egg masses in fall & winter. Infor-
mation regarding H. sororlus greatly desired.
D.L. Bauer, P.0. Box 469 » Yuma, Arizona.

Wanted: CATOCALA EGGS, esp. of Crataegus (Haw-
thorn) feeders. Will exchange for other Ca-
tocala material. Sidney A. Hessel, 8 Woodmere
Blvd. S., Woodmere.New York.

GENERAL NOTES

NOTES ON THE DISAPPEARANCE OF POLYGONIA GRACI-
LIS AT RANGELEY, MAINE, IN 1947.- Polygonla

g
racilis appears to be a very rare and local
utterfly. Some years ago I was fortunate
enough to discover a colony at Range ley, Maine.
Each year, along a narrow gauge railroad track
a small aeries of specimens was taken.

Two other Polygonla occurred also in the
same general area, but not at the precise spot
where gracilis was taken. These are faunus
and progne . They always were more abundant
than gracilis .

The spring of 194-7 was very wet at Range-
ley. It rained almost continually from the
time of my arrival there, early in June, until
the latter part of July. This proved to have
a very serious effect on the Polygonla species.
Since they hibernate as imagoes it is essen-
tial that there be some warm, sunny days in
the spring for them to fly around, mate, and
oviposit. A rainy spring seriously interferes
with all of this. Even if a few adults sur-
vive and eggs are laid, the subsequent emerg-
ing larvae risk being destroyed by the damp-
ness.

Last summer when the season for the ima-
goes to be on the wing finally came around, I
was anxious to see what I would catch, but not
a single gracilis appeared although I hunted
for them every warm and sunny day just where
I had taken them for a number of years.
Stranger still, not a single faunus or progne
was to be seen. Perhaps these colonies have
been destroyed and the species will have to
be reintroduced. I doubt, however, whether
there will be a colony of gracilis again at
that particular locality, because while faun-
us and progne appear to be common throughout
Maine, I know of no other colony of gracilis
within a great many miles.

- Cyril F. dos Passos, Mendham, N.J.

PLEASE NOTIFY THE NEWS EDITORS
OF CHANGES OF ADDRESS PROMPTLY

A few copies have been returned recently.
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Q. "Where can I find any information concern-
ing Hemileuca aororiua ? Particularly a good
description and any localities where it has
been taken?"

A. Original description: Henry Edwards, Papl-
lio . I: 100, 1881. Figured (photo of type

)

Packard, MonoRr . Bombvcine Moths . pt.5:p.l51,
pi. 63,fig. ilk ; also reprints original descrip-
tion and Dyar's Key. Compared with related
species: Dyar, Proc .Ent . Soc .Wash . 13, 5 ff .

,

1911. Bibliography: Lepidopterorum Catalogus
fasc.58: p.l|54« I think all data are based
on the original type specimen; material from
Lower-California is very rare in collections.
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Q. "I have heard quite a bit about a species
of skipper which possesses the frenulum in
one sex. Could you tell me its name, where
it is found, and any other important facts
which you might know about?"

A. Euschemon rafflesiae McLeay is found only
in Australia, and the specimens I have seen
come from Queensland. It is a normal skipper
except for the frenulum, and has a normal
skipper caterpillar and pupa, much like those
of our silver spotted skipper. It feeds on
Wilklea (Monimiaceae ) , and is figured in all
three stages in Tillyard's "Insects of Aus-
tralia and New Zealand". The butterfly is
black, with yellow patches, blue or green
shades and orange end of abdomen; it varies
somewhat locally, and has been divided into
three races.

W.T.M. Forbes

Q. "Is there any other way of distinguishing
between Colias philodlce and eurytheme be-
sides ground color and size? Since I am par-
tially color blind I have a lot of trouble
with these species."

A. The differences between these species are
quantitative only, so that in any case abso-
lute identification is most difficult and
sometimes impossible. However, one character
that is usually more than 80% accurate for
the northeastern United States is the size of
the spots in the female border melanic band,
being proportionally larger in eurytheme than
in philodlce . All characters are modifiable
by the fluctuations in weather conditions
during larval growth and this one is no ex-
ception. Also, hybridization has resulted in
the partial blending together of the charac-
ters of each. Unfortunately, no single visi-
ble characteristic can be used to separate
the two without question but with practice
combinations of other minor characters will
be apparent which will lead to nearly accur-
ate identifications; preliminary aid may be
required of someone who is not color blind.
Fuller information may be obtained from the
writer.

W. Hovanitz

(In view of Dr. Hovanitz' long study of Colias
this question was sent directly to him.- Ed.)
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INTERNATIONAL AID ADDITIONAL WAR LOSSES IN GERMANY

The News editors hope that a Society pro-
gram will be initiated soon, under the guid-
ance of one or more members, to provide regu-
lar aid to our destitute colleagues in the
countries of Europe where suffering continues
to be widespread. There is also a great need
to aid Institutions In which important collec-
tions are in danger of ruin because of lack
of equipment, as reported by Kiriakoff in the
News . Volunteers to organize such a program
are earnestly requested. American entomolo-
gists have been conspicuously negligent in
this direction, in contrast to the rallying of
the ornithologists and some botanical groups.

Meanwhile, individual response Is needed
to aid two institutions victimized by vio-
lence and recently brought to our attention.

During the shocking Communist riots in
Bogota, Colombia, on 10 April, a vicious mob
set fire to the Instituto de La Salle and de-
stroyed the entire University as well as the
Museum and Library. The noteworthy Insect
collection had been assembled by Apolinar Ma-
ria, the foremost Colombian entomologist. A
member of the Society recently wrote that he
was sending Apolinar "all of my entomological
publications and a representative collection
of (local) butterflies to help replace the
lost collections at the Institute. Would it
not be a really good-neighbor job if all of
us in the Lepidopterists* Society did the
same thing?" Packages may be sent to: Hermano
Apolinar Maria, Carr.9a Nr. 27.45* Sur., Bogota,
COLOMBIA. Insects should be addressed to:
Museo Instituto de La Salle, Bogota, COLOMBIA.

After sending the former account ( News 2:
p.ij-9), I have received further details, kind-
ly supplied by Professor Hans Sachtleben,
Director, Deutsches Entomologisches Institut,
now at Blucherhof, Mecklenburg (Russian Zone).
Professor Sachtleben writes that a very high
proportion of the museums and collections in
his zone have been destroyed, and that besides
this in many cases no data are yet available
regarding the amount of the damage sustained.
To the list of larger private collections
which have been completely lost, the following
must be added: Von Frohrich, Aachen; Pfaff,
Frankfurt a.M.; Till, ib.; Urbahn, Stettin.
A further list of German lepidopterists kill-
ed or deceased, comprises: Prof. F. Eggers,
Hamburg; Dr. K. Dannenberg, Berlin; Max Gaede,
ib.; Prof. 0. Meder, Kiel; Dr. K. Frh. von
Rosen, Kreuth near Tegernsee; Prof. Siiffert,
killed a couple of days before the fall of
Berlin to the Russians. On the other hand.
Dr. Carl Borner, the well known authority on
the classification of the Lepidoptera, and
Prof. Bernhard Rensch, one of the world's
leading taxonomists, are living and working.

Lepidopterists will be glad to hear that
the well known dealers in insects, Messrs. 0.
Staudinger and A. Bang-Haas, Dresden-Blasewltz,
still carry on, although Dr. Bang-Haas is
dangerously ill; Messrs. H. Wernicke, ib.,
have also resumed business. There even has
been founded a new firm, Messrs. Koch and Al-
bert, Entomologisches Institut, Dresden-Wach-
witz. It is not yet known whether there is
any prospect at present of business with the
United States, but the fact that these firms
still exist, is encouraging for the future.

In February, 19^4-5 » shortly before the li-
beration of the Philippines, the Japanese ar-
my destroyed the College of Agriculture at
Laguna, burning the fine insect collection.
Dr. L.B. Uichanco, Dean of the College and an
excellent lepidopterist, was himself injured
at that time. He has recently written that
they are starting to rebuild the collection.
It will bring valuable aid if a substantial
number of the Society members in all parts of
the world will send small series of the spe-
cies, especially of butterflies, of which they
have duplicates. Urgently needed are separ-
ates of papers and all books and periodicals
on Insects. Dr. Uichanco *s address is: Col-
lege, Laguna, PHILIPPINES.

We hope to obtain brief reports on Japan,
China, Korea, Formosa, Malaya, the East In-
dies and more information on Europe this year.

- S.G. Kiriakoff, Ghent, Belgium

PLEASE NOTE

The address of the News editors
ning 1 September 19^48, will be:

begin-

Dr. & Mrs. C.L. Remington
Osborn Zoological Laboratory
Yale University
New Haven 11, Connecticut

It Is not yet certain what will be the
permanent mail address in Nev# Haven for the
News. Meanwhile. PLEASE SEND ALL SOCIETY
CORRESPONDENCE TO THE ABOVE ADDRESS AFTER
THE INDICATED DATE.
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PRINCIPLES OF TAXONOMY - IV
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With the rise of genetics a special branch
has appeared which is of the greatest impor-
tance to taxonomists and is becoming increas-
ingly integrated into the working principles
of the progressive, broadly-trained taxonomic
biologists. This offshoot is frequently call-
ed POPULATION GENETICS and is concerned pri-
marily with genetic evolution of structural
and physiological characters of species, rac-
es, and micro-races as geographical units.-

Taxonomists have long asked themselves
how any two related species became separate.
Various theories have been put forward confi-
dently from time to time, but it is by no
means certain that the real answer has been
expressed thus far. However, it now seems
probable that one species rarely, if ever, has
split into two while the two diverging -units
were in actual contact (sympatric) and thus
able to try to interbreed. Therefore, species
must arise when two or more populations of a
species become so separated by actual barri-
ers that interbreeding does not occur. If
the separation is maintained for a few hun-
dred thousand years, fundamental differences
become fixed In the populations by a combina-
tion of random mutation and selection, by the
environment, of the mutations which have sur-
vival value. Many of the mutations and chrom-
osomal modifications not only change the wing
markings, bristles, type of flight, host plant
preferences, and so on, but they also produce
physiological changes within the body. Then,
when the original barrier (a desert, ocean,
mountain range )is finally removed and the now
different populations are re-united, inter-
breeding cannot occur for one of several rea-
sons: 1 ) there is no inclination to inter-
mate because the sex-attractant odors of one
do not interest the other; 2 ) the copulatory
structures do not fit (the "lock and key prin-
ciple"); 3 )the sperms of one new species can-
not fertilize the eggs of the other; 4 ) if
fertilization does occur, a series of genera-
tions cannot result from the mating, because
the offspring die in the egg, the larval or
pupal stages, or if they reach the adult stage
they are sterile.

Modern taxonomy continues to deal with
the visible structural differences (colora-
tion, genitalia, wing venation, bristles,
claws, etc.), but it concerns itself to an
important degree with differences in habits,
distribution, chromosomes, and differences
perceptible by experimental physiology. Of
special importance, too, is the diligent pro-
secution of experimental cross-mating to de-
termine the degree of sterility between rela-
ted "species". It is the view of the writer
that free inter-fertility between so-called
species means that they are not TRUE species.
If a gray Precis (- Junonia ) from France is
Interfertile with a red Precis from Cuba, they
are merely geographical races ("subspecies")
of the same species. However, if an Asiatic
Precis has male genitalia essentially identi-
cal to those of a North American Precis . but
cross-matings produce no fertile offspring
or notably reduced fertility in the first ge-
nerations, they are clearly distinct species.

PHIL RAU (1885-1948)

Phil Rau, widely known student of insect
behavior, passed away suddenly at his home in
Kirkwood, Missouri, on 30 May 1948. He was
born In St. Louis, Mo., 12 April I885 . Having
been left an orphan when only 10 years old,
his formal education was end'd early in life.
However, having an inquiring mind, and eager
for learning, he succeeded in reducing this
deficiency through his own efforts. Insects
had interested him since early youth. When
he was 20 years old he spent 2 years in spec-
ial study at Washington University in St. Louis.

Rau's interest first centered in the Co-
leoptera and he started to form a beetle col-
lection. However, he found taxonomy boresome,
so he soon gave that up. Shortly thereafter
he met and came under the influence of Charles
H. Turner, then head of the biology department
of Sumner Teachers College in St. Louis. Dr.
Turner was interested in insect behavior and
was conducting a series of unique experiments
in his laboratory. Rau, fascinated by Turner's
work, determined to follow in his footsteps.

Rau began publishing articles on insect
behavior in 1910. Thereafter papers from his '

pen appeared at fpequent intervals In numer-
ous scientific periodicals, especially the en-
tomological journals. Although his chief in-
terest was in the bees and wasps, many of his
papers treated insects of other orders. Many
of his earlier papers were concerned with Sa-
turn! idae and we find such articles as "Sexual
Selection Experiments in the Cecropia Moth",
"Longevity in Saturniid Moths, an Experimental
Study", "The Fertility of Cecropia Eggs In
Relation to the Mating Period", and "Sex At-
traction and Rhythmic Periodicity in Giant
Saturniid Moths". Other important articles
which dealt with Lepidoptera were: "The Night
Flight of Diurnal Butterflies" and "The Yucca
Plant and the Yucca Moth; an Ecological Study".

Two of Rau's studies appeared in book
form: "Wasp Studies Afield", by Phil and Nel-
lie Rau, published in 1918, and "Jungle Bees
and Wasps of Barro Colorado Island",published
in 1935* Of the latter work William Morton
Wheeler commented; "It is, in my opinion, one
of the most outstanding recent contributions
to natural history... The book is written in
a very entertaining style, easily intelligible
to any layman." Modified, this statement may
be justly applied to any of Rau's work. His
devoted wife shared his interests and was co-
author, with him, of many published papers.

Phil Rau was not only an entomologist but
he found an interest in all phases of natural
history. He was always attentive toward young
and budding naturalists and did everything
within his ability to foster their interests.
His home was the mecca of the entomologists
and other naturalists of the vicinity.

Rau was a Life Member of the Academy of
Science of St. Louis, a member of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, a
Fellow of the Entomological Society of America,
and a member of the Lepidopterists ' Society.

C.L.R
Edwin P. Meiners
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by T. N. Freeman
Ottawa, Ontario

North of the last dwarfed and wind-swept
spruce, lies the true arctic zone - a north-
ern prairie land, or rocky barrens, usually
mantled with glacial debris, often climati-
cally inhospitable but nevertheless extremely
fascinating. Insect collecting over most of
this vast area may often result in a total
lack of specimens or one may witness an in-
sect population so numerous as to stagger the
imagination; it depends entirely on where one
is as well as on temperature and other atmo-
spheric conditions at the time. The wind Is
usually strong and one may conclude that some
days at least will be cold (i|_5° F. ) and sud-
den rain squalls will appear. With this in
mind, it is essential that the collector pos-
sess woolen underclothing, several pairs of
heavy woolen socks and waterproof and wind-
proof outer garments, such as heavy duck
trousers and wool-lined, heavy duck parka
with attached POINTED hood. I emphasize the
pointed hood so that the biting flies will
have no large lee surface upon which to
alight and then crawl around to bite the col-
lector on the cheek or temple. The best ge-
neral foot-wear consists of rubber-bottomed
leather-topped laced boots and these will re-
quire a good supply of dubbing. A pair of
unlined gloves and a mosquito and black-fly
head-net are essential. The collector must
also possess a liberal quantity of a GOOD
biting fly repellent, as well as a disposi-
tion sufficiently philosophic to allow for
some physical and mental inconveniences. You
may leave your flash-light behind because of
the continuous daylight, and for the same
reason, your lamp for attracting moths will
be of little use. Your magnetic compass may
point in any direction depending upon your
location from the magnetic pole, and sometimes
it will spin merrily around and around. This
may seem a bit foolish but I wish to empha-
size that these conditions prevail over most
of the true arctic regions and collecting but-
terflies in this area cannot be compared with
collecting them in a southern locality on a
nice warm sunny day.

It is often profitable, because of the
sudden advent of cold weather, to search for
butterflies under rocks or other cover, and a
good deal of general Insect collecting Is ac-
complished by this method. I collected sev-
eral Colias boothii Curt, at Baker Lake, dur-
ing a strong north wind with the thermometer
registering lpO° F. - a temperature about 5°
below the minimum for the activity of even
the hardiest arctic butterfly. These boothii
were obtained by picking them up as they lay
on their sides, with wings closed, on the
shallow, floral carpet of the region. On
such days some of the Oeneis species often
may be found under the shelter of a rocky
outcropping which possesses a southern ex-
posure. These butterflies often accumulate
In such areas when the sun is shining. Ap-

*Contribution No.2537 ,Div. Entomology,Science
Service, Dept. Agriculture, Ottawa, Ontario.

parently they linger too long In the heat of
the warm rocks after the sun is obscured by
clouds, and the cold winds force them to
crawl into the nearest shelter. Their camou-
flage Is remarkable and intensive searching
is necessary. On such days you will be aston-
ished by the number of butterflies obtainable
without a net. Your fingers will be none too
warm even with gloves on, and snow squalls
may pass across the tundra. Such days have
their merit because they allow the collector
some respite from the incessant annoyance of
the countless myriads of mosquitoes.

ONE OF THE STEPPES ON THE LAKE SLOPE—
the home of Colias boothii

Baker Lake is approximately 200 miles in-
land from the northwestern shore of Hudson
Bay and the settlement is situated near the
mouth of the Thelon River on the northwest
shore of the lake. The terrain in this vici-
nity consists of a rolling, treeless prairie
or moor-land, with immense sweeping valleys
separated by ridges of granitic outcropping
in low relief. This shallow soil is peaty in
texture and overlies perpetually frozen grav-
el or glacial deposits. This area approxi-
mates the centre or neve of the great Keewa-
tin ice sheet of the Pleistocene glaciation
and because of this there is relatively lit-
tle glacial debris. The soil supports a low
grassy-mossy carpet intermixed with an amaz-
ing display of myriads of brightly colored
wild flowers in strong contrast to the drab
green carpet. Steppes occur along the broad
slopes, and on the southern sides of these
the vegetation attains its maximum luxuriance
and consists of ericaceous plants, dwarf birch
and dwarf willow. In such locations insect
life reaches its greatest density.

RH0PAL0CERA

Colias boothii Curt. Fifty-six specimens,
July 23 - August 13 , 19^7» This strongly fly-
ing sulphur flutters rapidly along the shel-
tered sides of the steppes or rocky promon-
tories. It hugs the ground as it flies back
and forth over the more luxuriant vegetation

(cont. on next page)
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and it is seldom seen on the wind swept
plains or on the top of the granitic ridges.
It loves to visit the ericaceous blooms and
each individual haunts a particular, restric-
ted and sheltered area for a long time. Its
wing beat is more rapid than that of our com-
mon phllodice and It flushes with startling
rapidity. My limited observations and ac-
quaintance with booth!! and nastes Bdv. would
suggest two well defined species, existing in
the same general area but occupying different
habitats and exhibiting extreme belligerence
toward one smother when they meet. The specu-
lation suggested by Holland, on the basis of
Sutton’s Southampton material, that boothll
is the result of hybridization between hecla
Lef . and nastes . has little foundation in
fact. The variability of boothll certainly
would suggest a hybrid origin but would it
not be more rational to assume that boothll .

if a hybrid. Is the result of the fusion of
two populations which do not exist at present,
in their original form, rather than the re-
sult of the fusion of two species now in exis-
tence? The effect of the Pleistocene glacia-
tion on the insect fauna of Canada no doubt
was considerable. If we must account for the
total variability of boothll on the basis of
a hybrid origin alone (which I doubt ) Is it
not feasible that the ice sheet may have iso-
lated two populations of ancestral boothll .

each of which developed its own characteris-
tics of maculation (geographical subspecies)
without the development of gametic Incompati-
bility, and that these populations fused into
one when the ice barrier was removed? There
is no evidence, to my knowledge, that hecla
and boothll hybridize at the present time.
Furthermore, they appear to occur in differ-
ent habitats and, in my opinion, the total
variability of boothll does not intergrade
with that of nastes .

Colias nastes subarctlca McD. Two specimens,
August 1 and 8, 19^7 . This butterfly was not
common at Baker Lake during the past summer.
Several were observed but they fly with such
rapidity that capture is difficult. They were
observed, as at Churchill, Man., on the top
of the wind-swept rocky ridges and the rapid-
ity of wing beat somewhat resembles that of a
skipper.

On August 7 , the sun shone for the first
time in a week and the tenqperature soared to

57° P» Through the mosquito haze, I observed
my first nastes . greenish against the lichens
and rocks, and hugging the ground as it bore
against a fresh north wind. They are diffi-
cult to capture and if missed by the net, they
suddenly shoot upward and fly with the wind
for a considerable distance at a safe alti-
tude. Unlike the Oeneis . they do .not alight
soon and I observed several startled nastes
starting across the 25 mile expanse of Baker
Lake. Their rate of flight, aided by the
wind, and their apparent intention, could on-
ly suggest an attempted lake-crossing. Ordi-
narily, I believe nastes is quite sedentary
and occurs In local restricted populations -

quite unlike the general and widely distribu-
ted boothll.
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Erebia rossii rossii Curt. Twenty-four speci-
mens, July 20 - August 13, 19^+7 . The first
butterfly I encountered at Baker Lake was
rossii . The temperature was k5

° F. and the
weather inclement. A short period of sun-
shine caused this specimen to venture on the
wing and the rather slow flight of the Erebi-
as make them an easy target. From this char-
acteristic I refer to the Erebias as Bouncing-
Browns. At Baker Lake, this species occurs
rather commonly along the moist areas of the
broad slopes and around the hummocky, grassy
shores of the numerous lakes. It is truly a
marsh or wet ground butterfly and I wondered
what particular guardian angel watched over
me as I ran without being aware of where I
trod, over the hummocky, wet ground in pur-
suit of rossii .

Erebia fasciata fasciata Butl. Eight speci-
mens, July 23, 25 , 26 - August 7 , I9I4.7. This
beautiful and somewhat variable species was
not common at Baker Lake. It occurred in the
same habitat as rossii and its lazy, typically
"bouncing-brown” flight caused it to be the
most easily captured butterfly at Baker Lake.

Oeneis mellssa asslmilis Butl. Fifty-four
specimens, July 23 - August 8, 19)4.7. This
species and boothll were the commonest but-
terflies encountered at Baker Lake. It occurs
occasionally along the broad slopes but is u-
sually found in numbers, sunning itself on
the sheltered or south side of the rocky out-
croppings, near the top of the wind swept
ridges. Like its companion species taygete
hanburyi Wats., it flushes suddenly when dis-
turbed, rapidly flits with the wind for a
short distance, then folds Its wings and drops
suddenly to almost perfect camouflage and con-
cealment among the lichens, mottled granites
or dull colored mosses. Marking the spot it
alights, sneaking around "down wind" and scan-
ning the spot systematically through the mos-
quito haze, sometimes results in the pleasant
surprise of discovering the specimen lying on
its side. You are "down wind" so watch for
its sudden flight past your head if you are
not cautious enough to approach stealthily.
I found that by walking carefully among the
rocks I did not frighten them much and they
would only fly a few feet, thus facilitating
capture. If a cloud suddenly obscures the
sun, the temperature drops rapidly and after
a few minutes the butterflies will be chilled
and become inactive. At such times, diligent
search along the edges of the rocks often re-
sults in a good easy catch, as I mentioned at
the beginning of this article.

Oeneis taygete hanburyi Wats. Seventeen spe-
cimens, July 23 - August 13, 19)4.7. This but-
terfly occurred in the same habitat as asslm-
ills but was not as plentiful. It is larger
than asslmilis and does not fly as rapidly.
While chasing a specimen of this species on
July 23, the writer overran a female Ptarmi-
gan with her brood of ten chicks. In spite
of the sudden distraction I managed to cap-
ture my specimen. One never knows what to
expect in the arctic.

(concl. on next page)
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Bolorla polaris polaris Bdv. Eighteen speci-
mens, July 20 - August 10, 19^7 • This species
occurs rather sparingly along the sweeping

;! slopes and valleys of the area. It is a rap-
id flier and is extremely difficult to follow
when flushed. The brown maculation blends
well with the short vegetation and the butter-
fly suddenly appears and often disappears
just as abruptly. Typical of most of the arc-

J;

tic butterflies, this species flies very close
to the ground and this adaptive habit certain-
ly does not facilitate their capture. When
not in flight, they crawl awkwardly among the
lichens, mosses and other abortive vegetation.

Bolorla lmproba Butl. Two specimens August 2
and 19^7. It was rare at Baker Lake and
captured along with polaris . It is typically
an arctic butterfly of the barrens , specifical-
ly distinct from frigga Thunb. and occurs la-
ter than that species. Both species occur in
some localities on Baffin Island, and unless
they were specifically distinct, a hybrid
swarm would be manifest. Frigga mainly oc-
curs in the northern boreal forest zone and
rarely extends Its range into the treeless area.

Boloria aphlrape triclarls Hbn. One 3, Aug-
ust 8, 1947* This single specimen was taken
along the broad slope adjoining the lake. The
Canadian National Collection contains speci-
mens from Wakeham Bay, Hudson’s Str., N.W.T.
23 - 25 August 1927 (F. Johansen).

Plebeius aquilo aqullo Bdv. Two specimens,
August 7* 10 , 19^7* "This drab Blue was rare
at Baker Lake last summer. It occurred in
the habitat of _C. boothil where the vegeta-
tion was most luxuriant on the southern sides
of the steppes or rocky prominences.

HETEROCERA

NOCTUIDAE

Anomogyna sp. 1 3, August 7, 19^7*
Archanarta quleta constricta Wlk., 10 3, 2 $,

August 2-10, 1947*
Sympistis lapponica Thunb. 1 3, August 7 » 19^4-7

•

Laslestra leucocycla Staud.,1 3 , August 7>1947»
Anar t a rlchardsoni Curt., 1 3, August 7» 1947

•

GEOMETRIDAE

Dasyurls polata Dup.,1). 3,2 3 , August 2-13, 19^7*
Xanthorhoe baff inensls McD. 2 3, July 23, 25,

1947.
Aspllates orclferaria Wlk., 9 3, July 27 -

August 7, I9J4.7.

PYRALIDAE

Crambus trichostomus Christ., 3 3, July 25,
Augus t 2, 8, IShl*

Plodia Interpunctella Hbn. Many specimens in-
festing walnuts in the Hudson’s Bay Post.

OLETHREUTIDAE

Olethreutes mengelana Fern.,1 3, July 25,19^7*
Olethreutes tessellana Pack., I4. 3, July 23,

August 2, 8, 19I4.7.

Olethreutes inquletana Wlk.,1 $, August 8,19^7.

Summary of A. Jefferis Turner’s PHYLOGENY
AND CLASSIFICATION OF THE LEPIDOPTERA

This paper ( Proceedings of the Linnean
Society of New South Wales 71s 303-358,19^7),
Is the culmination of the late Dr. Turner’s
study for very many years of nearly all major
groups of moths. The classification is based
almost exclusively on venational characters.
Contrast the treatment of the Rhopalocera with
that of Clark (see p.75» below). The endings
"iadae" and "ianae" used by Turner should be
"iidae", following the international Regies .

Suborder HOMONEURA
Superfamily MICROPTERYGOIDEA (Microptery-

gidae, Eriocranidae, Mnaesarchaeidae

)

Superfamily HEPIALIDOIDEA ( Prototheoridae,
Anomosetidae, Palaeosetidae, Hepialidae)

Suborder HETERONEURA
Division ASTHENOCHORDA
Subdivision RHOPALOCERA

Superfam. HESPEROIDEA ( Hesperiadae

)

Superfam. PAPILIONOIDEA ( Papilionidae

)

Superfam. NYMPHALOIDEA (Nymphalidae,
Pieridae, Lycaenidae)

Subdivision MICROPTILA
Superfam. TINEOIDEA

Fam. Elachistidae (Coleophorinae, Scy-
thrinae, Elachistinae, Douglasianae,
Cosmopteryginae

)

Fam. Gelechiadae ( Hypnomeutinae, Amphl-
therinae, Thalmarchellinae, Oecopho-
rinae, Blastobasinae, Gelechianae,
Xyloryctinae

)

Fam. Tortricidae (Chlidanotinae, Eucos-
minae, Tortricinae, Phalonianae)

Fam. Copromorphidae ( Copromorphinae,
Carposininae

)

Fam. Aegeriadae
Fam. Glyphipterygidae ( Glyphipteryginae,

Heliodininae, Hellozelinae

)

Fam. Plutellidae ( Plutellinae, Epermeni-
anae, Gracilarianae

)

Fam. Tineidae (Adelinae, Lampronianae,
Tineinae, Lyonetianae, Oposteginae,
(Jyclotorninae, Epipyropinae

)

Fam. Nepticulidae
Superfam. PTEROPHOROIDEA (Orneodidae, Pte-
rophoridae

)

Superfam. PYRALOIDEA (Thyrididae, Phyeit-
idae, Galleriadae, Crambidae, Schoenobi-
adae, Pyralidae,Pyraustidae, Tineodidae)

Superfam. ZYGAENOIDEA (Zygaenidae)
Division STHENOCHORDA

Superfam. COSSOIDEA (Arbelidae, Cossidae)
Superfam. CASTNIOIDEA (Castniadae, Tasci-

nidae

)

Superfam. PSYCHOIDEA ( Psychidae, Limacodidae

)

Superfam. LASIOCAMPOIDEA ( Lasiocampidae

)

Superfam. NOCTUOIDEA (Anthelidae, Noctu-
idae, Nolidae, Hypsidae, Lymantriadae,
Arctiadae, Syntomidae)

Superfam. DREPANOIDEA (Callidulidae, Dre-
panidae

)

Superfam. SPHINGOIDEA (Sphingidae)
Superfam. URANOIDEA (Uranidae, Epiplemidae)
Superfam. GEOMETROIDEA ( Oenochromidae,

Boarmiadae, Geometrldae, Sterrhidae,
Larentladae

)

Superfam. BOMBYCOIDEA ( Sattu?niadae, Bom-
bycidae, Brahmaeidae, Cymatophoridae,
Notodontidae

)
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BRIEF BIOGRAPHIES

ill. George Duryea Hulst (I8I16-I9OO)

Dr. L.O. Howard, in the introduction to
his Insect Book , wrote: "I know a stock brok-
er, an insurance agent, a commerical travel-
er, a hotel clerk, a minister of the Gospel,
a keeper of a beer saloon, a portrait paint-
er, a hardware merchant, a stonecutter, an
iron founder, a carpenter and builder, a
wholesale wine merchant, a lawyer, a chemist,
an undertaker, a librarian, an army officer,
a navy officer, and any number of physicians
and teachers who take the greatest delight in
the study and collection of insects." He
could have elaborated upon this list to in-
clude nearly every walk of life, but he could
especially have mentioned "minister of the
Gospel" in the plural, for clergymen, next to
teachers and physicians, lead the ranks of
enthusiastic amateur entomologists. In I872
a few interested collectors met and organ-
ized the Brooklyn Entomological Society. New
members were rapidly added to the growing or-
ganization. Among the earlier ones to join
the Society was Rev. George D. Hulst, who was
destined to become one of its most prominent
and respected members.

George Duryea Hulst was born March 9»l8l)-6.

He graduated from Rutgers College in i860 and
the Theological Seminary at New Brunswick,
N.J., in 1869 . Following this he was instal-
led as pastor of the South Bushwick Reformed
Church in Brooklyn, where he remained for the
rest of his life. Rev. Hulst became keenly
interested in natural history during his stu-
dent days. Botany was his first love. Ento-
mology, however, soon occupied his interest
and it was in this science that he did his
most notable work. At first interested in the
Lepidoptera generally, he later specialized
in the Geometridae and Pyralidae. By 1878 the

Vol.II, no. 6

Brooklyn Entomological Society had flourished
to the extent of publishing its Bulletin. To
this publication Rev. Hulst was a frequent
contributor from its inception. In Volume 3
appeared "A Catalogue of the Catocalae of
North America with Notes", and in Volume 7 a
monograph of "The Genus Catocala".

In I885 the Brooklyn society ceased pub-
lication of its Bulletin and, combining with
the journal Papllio . issued a new periodical
under the name Entomologies Americana . This
journal continued through six volumes. Rev.
Hulst being the editor of Volumes 5 and ij..

About this time he began to specialize in the
Geometridae and Pyralidae, becoming an author-
ity in these families. A monograph of "The
Epipaschiinae of North America" from his pen
appeared in Volume 5 of Entomologica America-
na . In I89O his monograph on "The Phycitidae
of North America" appeared in Volume 17 of the
Transactions of the American Entomological So-
ciety. This is a scholarly work and still
the last revision of the group. He collabo-
rated with Dyar in his "List of North American
Lepidoptera", which appeared In 1902, prepar-
ing the list of Geometridae and Phycitinae.

After the passage by Congress of the Hatch
Act, which provided for the organization of
State Agricultural Experimental Stations, Rev.
Hulst served for a short time as entomologist
of the New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion in 1888-89 • He was followed in this ca-
pacity by John B. Smith.

Rev. Hulst was firm in the conviction of
his opinions, which at times brought him into
sharp conflict with some of his colleagues.
That he was not without humor, however, is ev-
ident from some of his editorial comments in
Entomologies Americana , notably "A Bee new to
Entomology" (a "bee in the bonnet") which ap-
peared in Volume 3, and "Handling Wasps with-
out Harm" in Volume I4.. This latter was a com-
ment on an article which appeared in Science
In which the author had stated that "if one
holds his breath wasps, bees and hornets can
be handled with impunity".

Rev. Hulst built up a large collection of
Lepidoptera. Commenting upon it in a letter
written in 1887 he said it "is North American
only but in Diurnals is good, in Sphingidae,
Zygaenidae and Bombycidae fair; in Noctuidae
rather poor except in Catocala where it is
one of the best; in Geometridae and Pyralidae
by odds the best in existence; in Tortricidae
and Tineidae very poor". At the time of his
death it was estimated to contain over 2200
species and varieties, over 65OO specimens,
with at least 550 types.

Rev. Hulst was elected a member of the
A.A.A.S. in 1880 and a Fellow in 1888. In
1891 he received the degree of Ph.D. from
Rutg6rs College, his alma mater. While still
relatively young, he died suddenly on Novem-
ber 5, 1900, at his home in Brooklyn, N.Y.

Edwin P. Meiners, M.D.
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GEORGE WHEELER ( l858-19i|-7 )

Reverend Wheeler was one of the most ac-
tive British amateur lepidopterists until a
few years before his passing on 9 December
I9J4.7 . His book, "Butterflies of Switzerland",
published in 1933* is well known. He also was
responsible for the completion of Volume XI
of "British Lepidoptera" by J.W. Tutt, after
the latter's death in 1911. Wheeler devoted
most of his attention to collecting and study-
ing variations of Lepidoptera. He was elect-
ed Secretary and Vice-President of the Ento-
mological Society of London and in 1933 was
honored as a Special Life Fellow.

L.P. Grey is investigating the Boloriidi
of North America as a sequel to the thorough
treatment of Speyeria recently produced by
Grey and C.F. dos Passos. There is a partic-
ular need for extensive material of the hele-
na, epithore . frigga, and kriemhild groups
from Utah, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, western
Colorado, and New Mexico. Collectors having
such specimens are urged to lend them to Mr.
Grey (address: R.F.D., Lincoln, Maine) and to
present to him imperfect males for genitalic
dissections. Collectors who plan to be in
any of these regions this summer should make
a special effort to get large series of the
Bog Fritillaries

.

Dr. A.B. KLots is working on the manu-
script of a new butterfly book on the same
plan as the famous Peterson field guides to
North American birds . The first volume will
cover the area east of the 100th meridian.
It will be freely illustrated in color and
will give prominent attention to biology and
basic taxonomy. The News will announce its
publication as soon as it appears.

SUMMER TRIPS

At least among the American members num-
erous trips are planned or have been complet-
ed by Lep . News readers. Here are a few :-

F.G. Werner is now in Mexico and later
will collect intensively in the southwestern
U.S.A. C.E. Wood will also be in Mexico.

W.T.M. Forbes and C.F. dos Passos are at-
tending the Zoological Congress in Paris and
Entomological Congress in Stockholm and will
be visiting various European collections,

Mrs. Fred Williams has returned from a
trip to Arizona, Utah, and Nevada.

F.H. Rindge is visiting the Eastern muse-
ums in connection with his geometrid studies.

C.P. Alexander will concentrate on Oregon
in this summer's collecting.

J.G. Franclemont and L.R. Rupert will go
to the New Jersey Pine Barrens for moths.

L.P. Grey and A.C. Frederick have been
collecting on Cape Breton (eastern Canada).

P.S. Remington is in the Colorado Rockies
enjoying, with Don Eff, some of the best col-
lecting there in many years.

& & J2
Lep.Soe. members & subscribers now exceed 35O!

A BLOOD-SUCKING FLY ATTACKING LEPIDOPTERA

A minute fly has been found attached to
the wings of several species of Lepidoptera in
Venezuela by Rend Lichy. The tiny fly pierces
a wing-vein of the lepidopteron and sucks the
"blood" (hemolymph) of the butterfly or moth.
The presence of the attacker can usually be
detected by the loss of scales in the small
area of the wing on which the blood-sucker is
situated. Lichy reported that there was usual-
ly only one fly on each lepidopteron attacked,
but that the migrating season of the butter-
flies was accompanied by a great increase in
the blood-suckers with even a little Eurema
carrying 2 or 3 flies. The flies, when pre-
sent, were almost invariably on the upp_er side
of the hind wings. Satyridae were the most
frequently attacked, but most other families
of butterflies and the Euchromiidae (moths)
were also infested. Lichy listed 2i+ spp. on
which he took the flies. His paper is in the
Boletln de Entomologla Venezolana 5 :l*=^-( 19M> ) •

Lichy suspected that his flies were Simu-
liidae, but the published records of similar
cases are all of Ceratopogonidae and the fly
he figured seems to be one of these "punkies".
Ceratopogon pierces the wing veins of moths
and butterflies in Europe. Two other genera
have been found on the wing veins of many spe-
cies of dragonflies in Liberia and the Dutch
East Indies. Others have been taken from ca-
terpillars in Hungary, Florida, Cuba, Mexico,
Peru, Brazil, Samoa, Sumatra, Java and Ceylon.

Careful field observations by Lep. Soc.
members should result in new records of these
attacks. The little flies should be collected
if possible and the host species noted.

The most amazing report of this kind is of
tiny larvae living parasitically in "the wing
veins of large Lepidoptera in South America.
The only record is an old one and the larvae
were thought to be of the fly family Phoridae.

C . L. R .

With the collecting season well along, it
is appropriate to reiterate last year's remind-
er to keep sufficiently detailed data with all
specimens collected. The minimum information
without which no specimen has much value is

:

(1) the exact locality, including the county;
( 2 ) the date of capture; ( 3 ) the name of the
collector. In addition it is very desirable
to note the habitat ("juniper scrub", "grassy
marsh", "maple ravine", etc.) and in mountains
it is important that the approximate elevation
above sea-level be given. Copulating pairs
should always be associated in some way, since
they may provide valuable taxonomic evidence.

All members Interested in rearing Lepidop-
tera are reminded that we are glad to give in
the News your notice regarding the exchange (or
reasonable sale) of living eggs and pupae. It
is important to send us your notice early so
that it will be out long before emergence time.

ERRATUM: In the preceding issue, on page 52
(lines 1 , i-j-0 ) and on page 53 (lines 9 * 18 ),
"palmyra " should be "palmira ".
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219. Beirne, Bryan P., "Notes on the Origin
and History of the British Insect Fauna."
Proc .Roy .Ent . Soc . Bond . (A) . vol. 23 : pp.1-8,
1 fig. 18 Mar7l9WI Gives notes amplifying
his main paper(see Lep . News 2: 18) on this
subject. Deals mainly with Lepidoptera.

220. Berger, L., "Especes nouvelles pour la
Faune beige". (In French). Lambillionea .

(Brussels ) ,
vol.57 :pp. 27-28, 59-61, 7$. Apr.,

Oct.,Dec.l957. Records Cucullia artemisiae.
Lae 11a caenosa . Procus aerata . Hydraecia
fucosa . Sedina buttneri . Dlarsia florida.

221. Berger, L., "Remarques sur la faune
beige". (In French). Lambillionea . vol.57:
PP. 39-50, 75-75. Apr., Oct., 1957.

222. Betz, J.-T., "Peut-on parer aux deforma-
tions dues A l’humidite des insectes prepar-
es?" (In French). Rev . franq . LApid . .vol.ll

:

pp. 222-226. Dec. 1947 • Means of combating
effects of moisture on insect collections.

223. Betz,J.T., "La Faune Rhopalocere Anglaise
et sa distribution sur le Continent dans
ses regions les plus voisines de l'Angle-
terre". (In French). Lambillionea . vol.58:
pp.3-12, 5 text figs. Feb. 1948. Reviews
parts of Ford’s "Butterflies "( see Lep .News
l:p.3) and compares Continental situations
to British conditions given by Ford.

22^. Blanc, Leo, "Essais sur la technique A
employer pour la preparation des chenilles."
(In French). Rev , franc . Lep id . . vol.ll:
pp. 211-217. Dec. 1914.7 . 'Detailed directions
for preparing inflated larvae without ex-
pensive equipment.

225. Boursin, Ch., "Un nouveau genre palearc-
tique de la sous-famille des Agrotinae."
(In French). Rev , franq . Lep id . , vol.ll:
pp. 257-258. Feb. 19 I4.8 . New genus Hemiex-
arnis (type:- moechilla Pglr.) related to
Parexarnls . Euxoa. etc. Has spp.: cucuna
Pglr., epjphana Brsn., iuguma Brdt.

226. Boursin, Ch. , "Un nouveau Standfus s iana
Brsn. (Agrotis Auct.) dans les Alpes fran-
qaises." (In French). Rev , frame. Lep id .

.

vol.ll: pp. 3OO-302 . Apr. 195$"^ Describes
as new: S. osmana carriei (Hautes-Alpes )

.

227* Carpenter, G.D.Hale, "Notes on the males
of Papllio dardanus Brown (Lep.), with the
definition of a new transitional race and a

redescription of P. dardanus ochracea Poul-
ton." Proc .Roy .Ent . Soc . Lond . (B) .vol.I7 : pp.
11-17,9 figs.,pi. 1. 20 Feb. 195$. Describes
new race meseres (Suna, Kenya), based on
genitalic differences, transitional between
races cenea . tibullus . and polvtrophus .

Redescribes race ochracea (Marsabit). Fine
photos of adults; <? genitalia shown.

228. Carr, F.M.B., "Notes on Collecting Lepi-
doptera in 1914.7." The Entomologist . vol. Sit
pp. 57- 63 . March 195$. Notes from Bourne-
mouth, England.

229. Caruel, M., "Aberrations et Classifica-
tion." (In French). Rev , franc . L€pid .

.

vol.ll: pp. 129-152,pi.2. June 1957* Main-
tains,with obvious truth, that some aspects
of aberration study have scientific impor-
tance. Shows that the occurrence of same
type of aberration in several spp. proves
very close relationship, giving as example
an aberration common to Vanessa atalanta,
"Euvanessa " antiop

a

. Polygonia c-album .

figuring 1st two. Believes lack of such an
aberration in one species means phylogenetic
remoteness from supposed relatives.

Vol.ll, no.
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23 0. Caruel, M., "Satyrus hermlone L. existe-
t-11 dans le departement de la Marne? A-t-
il jamais existe dans celui des Ardennes?"
(In French). Rev .franq . Lepld . . vol.ll: pp.
206-208. Nov. 195-7 * Believes hermlone is
dying out or gone from N.E.France & Belgium.

231. Corbet, A. Steven, "Papers on Malaysian
Rhopalocera. V. The Conspecificity of the
American Precis lavinla (Cramer) with the
Oriental Precis or ithy

a

(Linnaeus)." The
Entomologist . vol. 8l: pp. 55-56, 8 figs.
March 1958. Concludes, apparently soundly,
that American Buckeye ( "Junonia coenia " ) is
actually a race of Oriental Precis or 1thy

a

.

Figures <3* genitalia of or i thya . lavinia .

lintingensls . lemonias . vlllida . (It seems
likely that biological studies will prove
lavinla & or ithy

a

closely related, but dis-
tinct spp. <? genitalia are by no means the
final criterion of conspecif icity. - Ed.)

232. Crosson du Cormier, A. & P. Guerin, "A
propos de la division specifique du genre
Boloria Moore.- B. aquilonaris Stichel en
France." (In French). Rev , franq . Lepid .

.

vol.ll: pp. 177- 195 . Nov. 1957* B. aquilo-
naris claimed to be full species, rather
than race of pales . primarily because aqui-
lonaris (= arsllache ) lives only in sphag-
num bogs and has as host plant Oxycoccos
palustrls although some color and genita-
lic differences known. Larva described in
detail. All known localities given. Seems
unfairly critical of Warren’s paper and to
have given unsatisfactory PROOF of specific
distinctness of aquilonaris , which remains
a matter of opinion until cross-mating tried

233* Crozes, J.,
"Argynnis hecate Schiff. dans

le Tarn." (In French). Rev , franq . Lepid ..
vol.ll: p.l55. June 1957*

235* Curran, C.H., "The Life History of the
Tent Caterpillar." Nat . Hist . . vol.57: pp.
168-172, ill. Apr. 1948. Fine photos.

235» Darteville,Edm. , "Varia. Une utilisation
imprevue d’un nid d’Anaphe". (In French).
Lambillionea . vol.57: pp. 72-75. Oct. 1957.
Records the use of the nest of the social
caterpillars of Anaphe (prob. venata) for
the headpiece of a wooden fetish statuette
by natives of the Congo.

236 . Dasse, G., "Especes nouvelles pour la
Faune beige". (In French). Lambillionea .

vol.57: PP*58-59. Oct. 1957. Records Pro-
cus versicolor .

237* Dasse, G., "Trachea furva Schiff." (In
French). Lambillionea . vol.57: pp. 61-63 .

Oct. 1957* Recorded from Belgium.
238 . Edwards, E.O., "Notes on Butterflies of
Western Queensland." Australian Zool . . vol.
11: pp. 225-232. 11 Feb. 1958. Life histo-
ry and field notes on 53 spp.

239. Eliot, Neville, "Some notes on the hab-
its of butterflies." The Entomologist . vol.
8 l : pp. 65-69. March 1958 • Observations on
color preferences in flower feeding by but-
terflies in S. France.

250. Forbes, Wm.T.M., "A Second Review of Me -

llnaea and Mechanitls (Lepidoptera, Ithomi-
inae)." Journ .N.Y.Ent . Soc . . vol. 5o:pp. 1-25,
pis. I, II. March 1958. Summarizes additions
to these genera since writer's earlier re-
visions. Describes as new

;

Melinaea isocom-
ma (R. Negro, Colombia), Mechanitls polvm-
nla race solaria (Sucre, Venezuela) and race
mauensls and bipuncta (Venez .Guiana ) . Maps.
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24-1. Harper, G.W., "Lepidoptera in West Sus-
sex, 194-7." Ent . Rec. & Journ . Variation .

vol.60: pp. 28 -52 . March 1948.
24-2. Harrison, J.W.Heslop, "Inbreeding in He-
bridean Lepidopterous Populations." Ent . Rec .

& Journ .Var .. vol.60 :pp .4-6-50. Apr .194-8. In-
vestigates tiny, isolated (inbred) colonies
of 14- spp. Concludes that no weakening ef-
fects arose from inbreeding. Reduction in
size probably due to favorable adaptation.

24-3. Hayward, Kenneth J., "Hesperioidea Argen-
tina XVI." (In Spanish). Acta Zoologies
Lllloana . vol.4-: pp.5-l8, 1 fig. 12 Dec.
1947. New Argentine records : Jemadla gne-
tus, Urbanus erycina, Telemlades purpuras-
cens, Discophellus porclus

, Nascus hvdarnes .

Hvalothvrus mimicus, Cyclosemia satyrus.
Sunk as synonyms: Urbanus elegans Hayw. (un-
der U. octomaculata ) . Epargyreus argentosus
Hayw. (Under Proteides clarus ) . Pelllcia
herse Hayw. (under P. minor ) . Notes on oth-
er spp. Figures genitalia of C_. satyrus.

244-* Hayward, Kenneth J. , "Algunas plantas
huespedes de las larvas de los Hesperidos
americanos (Lep.Rhop.Hesp . )

.
" (In Spanish).

Acta Zoologies Lllloana . vol.4-: pp. 19-54-.
12 Dec. 1947* Lists foodplants (with refe-
rences) of 136 spp. and races of North and
South American skippers ( over 70 U.S.A.spp.).
Also a list of host plants, with skippers
listed thereunder, and bibliography.

245® Hayward, Kenneth J., "Hesperioidea argen-
tina XVII." (In Spanish). Acta Zoologies
Lilloana .vol.4:pp»55-6l.2 figs. 12 Dec.1947-
New Argentine records: Pvthonides lovianus
crameri . Pellicia extensa . Antigonus mutll-
atus . Anisochorla subllmata . Chlomara dlchrous.

Ervnnis austerus . Sunk as synonyms :Pellicia
herse Hayw. (under P. minor), Pvthonides
suppar Drdt. (tinder P. lovianus crameri )

.

Figures genitalia of P. extens

a

. E. austerus .

246. Hayward, Kenneth J., "Una nueva especie
de Automolls (Lep. Het. Arctiidae)." (In
Spanish) . Acta Zoologies Lllloana . vol.4:
pp. 63 -67,1 pl. 12 Dec. 1947* Describes as
new and figures types of A. flammula ( Font ana.
Chaco, Argentina). Reprints orig. descrip-
tions and figures A. subflammans . mathildae .

247* Hayward, Kenneth J., "Nuevas especies de
hesperidos sudamericanos ( Lep . Rhop.)." (In
Spanish). Acta Zoologies Lllloana . vol.4:
pp. 121- 128,

6

figs. 12 Dec. 1947* Describes
as new: Pellicia hypsipyle ( Villavicencio,
Colombia), P. hecata (Colombia), Phollsora
melalna (Misiones .Argentina

) , Ph. toba ( Para-
guay), Moeris meraca ( Brasil ) . Mnesthes sil-
vanus f Brasil). Figures <? genitalia of all.

248. Hayward, Kenneth J., "Hesperioidea argen-
tina XVIII." (In Spanish). Acta Zoologies
Lllloana . vol.4: pp.l33-l44* 12 Dec. 1947®
New Argentine records: Phollsora giselus,
Poanes paranensis . Atrytone peneia . Euroto
geisa, Schaus ana altama, Turesis lucas .

Sinks as synonyms : Telemlades simpllcius
Hayw. (under T. laogonus ) . Lerodea violacea
(under Thargella caura ) . Lists name changes
resulting from Evans* findings.

249. Hayward, Kenneth J., "Catalogus Hesperi-
idarum Rei Publicae Colomblanae .

" (In Span-
ish). Acta Zoologies Lllloana . vol.4: pp.
201-592. Synonymic catalogue of 55^ spp.
end races in 158 genera of Hesperiidae from
Colombia. Generotypes noted. Many locali-

69

ties given. A necessary reference work for
skipper specialists.

250 . Kerbulot, C., "Une geometride nouvelle
pour la faune de France: Sterrha fathmarla
Obth." (In French). Rev , frang . Lepid .

.

vol.ll : pp. 170-171. Oct. 1947.
251. Herbulot, C., "Nouvelles Chasses A Saint-

Tropez. " (In French). Rev , franc . Lgpid .

.

vol.ll: pp.220-221. Dec. 1947.
252. Higgins, L.G., "Butterflies in Granada."

The Entomologist . vol.8l: pp.25-29, 49-53®
Feb., Mar. 1948. Annotated list of 82 spp.,
describing 2 new races: Polvommatus amandus
tora and P. escheri agenioi . No figures.

253. Hovanitz, Wllliamj "Differences In the
Field Activity of Two Female Color Phases
of Colias Butterflies at Various Times of
the Day." Contr . Lab . Vert . Biol . .no.4l: 37 PP®
Apr. 194-8. Found white $ form proportion-
ately more active early in morning, orange
? form proportionately more active later in
day. Found high temperature and low solar
radiation equal to low temperature and high
solar radiation in causing maximum activity.

254. Inoue, Hiroshi, "Notes on some Geometri-
dae from Japan, Corea and Saghalien." (In
English). Bull . Leold . Soc . Japan , vol.l:
pp.1-17, 10 figs. June 194-6. Describes as
new: genus Nipponogelasma (type - Gelasma
immunis Prout), Scopula cinis (Nagano, Jap-
an), Abraxas grossulariata memorabills (Kai-
jo, Corea), Ourapteryx nomurai (Gifu, Japan),
Gonodontis aurata "form" uchidai (Mt.Teiso,
Hokkaido

) , Boarmia definlta ultradefinlta
(Nagano, Japan) . Considers: Gelasma cola-
tarla a species distinct from grandlficaria :

Comibaena a subgenus of Euchlorls ; Acldalia
virginaria Imaidz. a synonym of Scopula mo-
dicaria : Trlchodezia leechl (Staud.) not an
aberration, but the Honshu & Kyushu race of
T. klndermannl . which is typical on Hokkai-
do); Xenospora the correct genus for flavi-
pes (Menetries), with sachallnensis Mats.
as synonym; Trichopteryx . not Trichopterigia
the correct genus for vo11tans (Buth); ja-
ponica Inoue a synonym of Hydrelia nisaria ;

Asthena chiblana Mats, a synonym of Hydre-
lia, flammeolarla : truncangulata Wehrli a
synonym of Cvstidia agrionldes : Ourapteryx
.lesoensis a race of Euctenurapteryx macull-
caudaria, with 0.. laeta Mats, a synonym.
New distribution records from Corea: Chlor-
omachla gavlsslma aphrodite . Euchloris di-
lute . E. volgarls amurensls . Hemlstola zim-
mermanni . Xenospora flavlpes . Trichopteryx
volltans . Dys stroma corussarla . Perizoma
taeniata . Venusia cambric

a

. Percnia prouti .

P. glraffata . Buzura recursaria confusa,
Ectropi s bistbrtata . New record for Japan:
Ninodes scintlllans . Key and figures of <3

*

genitalia of the 5 Japanese spp. of Asthena .

Figures c? genitalia of Pseudosteganla de-
fectata . Laciniodes pluri linearia . Nippono-
gelasma immunis . and Gelasma grandlficaria .

255® Inoue, Hiroshi, "A Catalogue of the Geo-
metrida'e of Corea." (In English). Bull .

Lepid . Soc . Japan , vol.l; pp. 19-59® June
1946. Lists 251 spp . , with localities.
Complete index to spp. and generic names.

256. Janmoulle, E. , "Microlepidopteres Ingr-
es sants captures a Aye, en 1946". (In French).
Lambillionea, vol.47: PP®35-3«» 54-56. Apr.,
Aug. 1947®
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257. Janmoulle, E.,"Espeees nouvelles pour la
Faune beige." (In French). Lambllllonea .

vol.l4.75 pp. 2, 27, 57-58. Feb.,Apr., Oct. 19i4.7 .

Records Polvchrosis fuligana, Trlfurcula
atrifrontella . Adela ochsenheimerella. Pan-
calla latreillella , Tinea personella .

258. Janmoulle, E., "Un synonyme Inattendu:
Alucites porella F.-V.Raspail. " (In French).
Lambllllonea . vol.l4.7 s pp.13-16. Feb. 19)4.7 .

Porella a synonym of Acrolepla assectella Z.

259 • Janmoulle, E., "Microlepidoptferes nou-
veaux pour la faune beige". (In French).
Lambllllonea . V0 I.I47 : pp .I4.3 —Iplp. Aug. I9I4.7 .

Records Eccopisa effractella . Conchylls af-
fInitana . Evetria plnlcolana . Cymoloroia
hartigi ana Bucculatrix maritime .

260. Janmoulle, E., "Une question de nomenclai-
ture". (In French). Lambllllonea . vol.14-7:

pp. 614--72 . Get. I9I4.7 . Thorough search for
correct names traced. Concludes : Cvcnodia
H.-S. was still-born and is not available;
Elachlsta argentella Cl. has as synonyms -

cygnlpenella Hubn., cygnella Dup., cygni-
pennls Stph., semlalbella Stph. ; Mendesia
farlnella Thnbg. has as synonyms - cygnella
Tr.?, subargentella Dattin.

261. Johnson, Frank & Charles D. Michener,
"New Neotropical Saturnioid Moths (Lepidop-
tera)." American Mus . Novitates . No.1372:
15 PP . , 16 figs. 1I4. May 19)48 . Described as
new: Dysdaemonla raven! (El Alto, Peru);
Dlrphla rufescens (Minas Gerais, Brazil), D.
flavosignata ( Sergipe, Brazil), D. centralis
(Tarma, Peru), D. levls (Rio Piene,Peru);
Dirphiopsl3 albofasclata (Chiapas, Mexico);
Automeris lauta (Chiapas, Mexico), A.oaxaca
(Oaxaca, Mexico). Meaningful descriptions,
drawings of <? genitalia, and photos of ho-
lotype given for each species. Either pho-
tos or actual specimens leave something to
be desired. It is interesting to note in
these Saturnioids the great differences
shown by genitalia where the color pattern
is deceptively similar to another species.

262. Kaisila, Jouko, "Die Makrolepidopteren-
fauna des Aunus-Gebietes. " (In German).
Acta Ent. Fennica . vol.l: 112 pp.,10 figs.,
63 maps. I9 I4.7 . Lists records for 79 but-
terflies, over 500 macro-moths, for region
between Lake Ladoga and Lake Onega,Finland.
Analyses ecology and zoogeography.

263. Kiriakoff, S.G.,"L’apterisme sexuel chez
les Psychidae ( Lep . )

.
" (In French). Lam-

billionea . vol.14-7: pp. 2-7 . Feb. 19)4.7 • Re-
views some theories of origin of wings in
insects, actually with little attention to
the only widely-held theory among modern
specialists—origin of insects from .a myr-
iapod ancestor. Latter theory was brought
to present state through work of Packard,
Brauer, Tillyard, Imms,and Tiegs, not Franz.
However, the only possible conclusion is
reached— that ancestral females of Psychi-
dae were fully winged.

26k. Kiriakoff, S.G., "Les Papillons Mime-
tiques". (In French). Lambllllonea. vol.
hi: pp.ij.6-55 , 79-88 , 5 pli^ Aug. 1947 . A
scholarly review of the question of mimicry
among butterflies. Summarizes fairly the
views supporting and attacking the theory
of mimicry and concludes ( transl. ) : "prob-
ably no species will be destined to become
extinct for want of mimetic resemblance.

(in the restricted sense adopted here by
the writer), but where parallel mutations
produce these resemblances, they have a pro-
tective value sufficient so that selection
will come into play."

265 . Kohler, Pablo E., "Las Noctuidae argen-
tinas. Subfamilia Hadeninae." (In Spanish).
Acta Zoologies Lilloana . V0I.I4 : pp.69-105.
12 Dec. 194-8. Continues writer’s revisions
of "Noctuidae". Describes as new: genera
Oortlana (0. ollvacea nov. ) , Rugofrontla (R.
unifera nov.); spp. Craterestra dlstincta
(Chubut), Polls ollvoclncta var. lntensa
(Misiones), P. bruchl (Cordoba), P. roslna
(Misiones), Onvchestra verdinigra (?), Ne-
phellstls pulcherrima ( ? ), Chabuata mayor
var. fascists (?), C_. sedosa (Misiones), C.
lacertosa (?), C. anthraeina (Tucuman). Hvs-
gla polioldes (?), H.pauper

a

(Tucuman), Er-
iopyga monilis tucumana (Tucuman), E. 111a-
cea (Misiones), E.nigrocollarls (Misiones),
E. descolei (?), E.metanensis (Salta), Mor-
rlsonla funebrls ( ? ) , Pollodestra albolim-
bata ( Chubut ) , Oortiana ollvacea ( Chubut )

,

Perigrapha benepicta (Salta), Clavlpalpula
alboradiata (Chubut), Sideridis trldens (Sal-
ta), S. marginata (Tucuman). Scriptania mus
(Chubut), S. graphics ( Chubut ) . albofuses
( Chubut ) , Clrphis havwardl ( ? ) , C . lilloana
(Tucuman), Boroila roselllnea (Tucuman), B.
lllloana (?). Neleucania multistria (Tucuman).
Rugofrontla unifera (Chubut), R^. mlcans ( Chu-
but), Lasiestra wittmeri (Oruro, Bolivia).
Records 51 other names. Gives key to gene-
ra. Serious errors are omissions of desig-
nations of type localities and holotypes, al-
most total lack of comparisons, lack of fig-
ures, and lack of genitalic notes.

266. Langeard, P», "Un non-sens A proscrire:
* nymotypique 1 . " (In French). Rev , franc .

Lepld . . vol. 11: pp.260-26l. Feb. I9I48 .

Calls attention to fact that "nymotypical"
is a meaningless coinage, since no such
classical root as "nymo- " exists, and that
"typical" is an entirely adequate adjective.

267 . Leeds, H.A., "Butterfly Collecting in
Wood WaSton, Hunts., Area, the Chiltern
Hills, "and Royston, Herts., during 19^P7

•

w

Ent. Rec . & Journ. Var.. vol.60: PP .33-35

.

Ia^3~Ma?.7^F. 1958.
268. Le Marchand, S., "Les Tineina; Gelechi-

idae." (In French). Rev , franc . Lepid .

.

vol. 11: pp.lij.5-163 , figs. Oct. 1957. Con-
cise summary of the family. Discusses the
subfamilies (Apatetrinae, Aristoteliinae,
Geleehiinae, Anacampsinae, Chelariinae, Di-
chomerinae, Lecithocerinae, Autostichinae)
and lists the French genera. Gives special
notes on 13 genera and an illustrated key
to French genera.

269 . Lempke, B.J., "Notes sur quelques formes
de Pararge megaera L." (In French). Lambil-
lionea, vol .(4.7 :pp .

I

7-2I4.* 12 figs. Feb.1957.
Detailed analysis of aberrational names.

270. Lempke, B.J., "Note sur Maculinea aleon
arenaria Lpk. " (In French). Lambllllonea ,

V0 I.I4.7 : pp.37-38. Apr. 1947. Supports
distinctness of Berger’s remarkable species,
M. rebell .

271. Lhomme, L. , "Le nouveau piege a insectes
de N. Halle." (In French). Rev , franc . Le-
pid., vol. 11: pp. 259-260, 1 fig. Feb. 19W.
Describes k figures Halle’s bait trap re-
ported in L’Entomologlste 2: 262.
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272. Loritz, Jean, "Quelques aberrations nou-
velles." (In French), Rev , franc . Lepld .

.

vol.ll: pp. 135 - 1314., pi, 2. June 191+7 , Names

3 new aberrations, which certainly do not
have the scientific importance Caruel calls
for! (see# 229 , above),

273 . Maury, J. , "Captures de Cucullia argen-
tea Hufn.en Charente-Maritime. " (In French),
Rev ,franc , Lepld . , vol , 11 :pp .

I

7O-I7I. Oct .1947*

27k.

»

KcDunnough, J, , "A New Californian Apa°
me

a

( Lepidoptera, Phalaenidae )
. " Journ.N.Y.

Ent . Soc , .vol . 56 ;pp. 51-52,1 fig. Mar .I9I+-H.

Describes as new and figs, d* genitalia of
A. cottlei (Arrowhead' Lake, Calif.).

275. Mouterde, R., "Nouvelle note sur Lvcaena
dlspar Haw." (In French). Rev , franc . L6-
pld . . vol.ll: pp. 261-264. Feb. 19I+B . The
inevitable, but not brilliant reply to
Stempffer*s criticisms (see# 298, below).

276 . Muspratt, V., "Pullulation de Phytometra
gamma L. au Maroc en 1914-6." (In French).
Rey .franc . Lepid . .vol.ll: pp.l4l-l45* June
1947 • Gives records of swarming in Marocco
in 1946 , after scarcity in drought year.
Suggests that most pupae fail to yield ad-
ults in poor years, but remain as pupae for
1 to 5 yrs . , emerging in swarms in a good yr.

277. Needham, James G. , "A Bucculatricid Gall
Maker and its Hypermetamorphosis." Journ .

N.Y.Ent . Soc . . vol. 56 : pp.l4.3 -5O. Mar . 1948

•

Life history of species living in Hellanthus
stems in Florida. Feeding stages extremely
simplified, last (non-feeding ) Instar taking
usual caterpillar form for pupation. Species
severely attacked by beetles, mites, ants.

278. Newman, J.H. , "A New Noctuid from Michi-
gan and Tennessee (Lepidoptera)." Occ . Pap .

Mus. Zool . Univ . Mich . No. 509: 4 PP*,2 pis.
27 Apr. I9I4B7 Described as new: Oligla am-
bifusca (Parkdale, Mich.). A model paper
which other taxonomists would do well to em-
ulate ! Excellent figures of J genitalia &
full holotype. Genitalia of Ollgia dlversi-
color Morr. also figured.

279. Okada, Y., & M. Torii, "Ueber die japan-
ischen Arten der Oattung Coenonympha .

11 (In
Japanese). Trans . Nippon Lepldopterological
Soc . .vol.l: pp.2-10, pi. 1(1-5 ). Dec. 1945

•

Describes as new (in Japanese! ) and gives
photo of C . oedippus race arothius. Notes
on Japanese races of C. oedippus . C. hero .

C. iphi

s

. with photos of C. oedippus annu-
lifer, C. iphls khinganensis . C.inornate
(Saskatchewan), C . californlca (Calif.).

280. Okada, Yoshio, "Description on an aber-
rant form of Glaucopsvche euphemus dalsen-
sis . " (In Japanese). Trans . Nippon Lepid .

Soc . . vol.l: p.26, pi. 1(6-8). Dec. 1945

•

Aberration described,figured but not named!
281. Okada, Yoshio, "On a new subspecies of

Spindasis takonis from Japan." (In Japanese).
Bull . Lepid . Soc . Japan , vol. l:pp.94-95 » pl.l»
Oct. T945T Describes as new and figures
S. takonis prospers ( Lycaenidae ) . Figures
typical takonis and S. svama formosana .

282. Okagaki, Hiromu, "Consideration of sub-
species and forms." (In Japanese). Bull .

Lepid. Soc. Japan, vol.l: pp.96-100. Oct.
194S7

283 . Okagaki, Hiromu, "On the forms of Spin-
dasis takonis from Japan, especially its
marking." (In Japanese). Bull . Lepld . Soc .

Japan, vol. l:pp. 101-108. Oct. 194°. Names
6 new individual variants as "forms".

71

284. Ozorski, E., "A propos d* une 3
s g6ndra-

tlon de Lycaena dlspar Haw., ssp. rutllua
Wern. " (In French). Rev , franc . Ldpld . .

vol.ll: pp.218-219. Dec. 1947* Larvae of
2nd brood of dispar normally start hiberna-
ting in Sept. Writer took one lot just af-
ter eclosion, reduced light intensity and
day length artificially down to 8 hrs. af-
ter 8 days, then rapidly increased it to a
15-hr. day in a week. These larvae all pu-
pated in late September and emerged within
15 days. The control group (untreated lar-
vae) went Into hibernation as usual.

285 . Picard, J., "Identification des Pyrgua
Franqais." (In French). Rey .franc . Ldpid . .

vol.ll: pp.202-205 . Nov. 1947 • Gives key
to identify the 12 spp . in France. Stress-
es distinctness of P. carlinae and P. cirsll .

armoricanus and bellierl as species. Drops
foulqulerl as race of sertorius.

286. Picard, J., "Repartition en France de
Heteropterus morpheus Pallas." (In French).
Rev . franc . Lepid . . vol.ll: pp. 226-229, map.
Dec. 1947* known In the southeastern
one-third of France.

287» Powell, H. , "Note sur l’abondance de cer-
tains Lepidopterea au Maroc au printemps et
en et6 1946." (In French). Rev , franc .

Lepld . . vol.ll: pp. 134-137* June 1947*
288. Puysdgur, K., "Lvcaena ( Heodes ) dispar

s.sp. burdlgalensls D. Lucas dans le Lot-et-
Garonne." (In French). Rev , franc . L^pid..
vol.ll: pp.294-295. Apr .“1948.

289 . Ramain, Paul, "Contribution a 1* etude
des espe&es et races franpaises du genre
Erebla Dalman." (In French). Rev .franc . Le-
pid . .vol.ll: pp. 195-202. Nov. 1947* Shows
E.duponcheli a synonym of E.pluto . Reports
E. pluto glacialis as absent from Upper Sa-
voy. Erects new name veleslaca (U. Savoy)
for race tristis H.-S. of E. eriphyle . E.
pluto and race alecto reported from Valais.

290. Rawson, George W., "A New Subspecies of
Lycaena ep ixanthe Boisduval & Leconte with
Comments on the Identity of Typical epixan-
the (Lepidoptera, Lycaenidae)." Journ.N.Y.
Ent . Soc . . vol. 56 : pp. 55-62. Mar. 1948.
Describes as new: race mlchlganensis (Oak-
land Co., Mich.) with large type series from
Mich, and Wise. Offers clear proof that
Boisduval *s stated type locality (New Har-
mony, Ind. ) is incorrect and should be on
east coast (prob.N.J. ). The 3rd race is
amicetus from Newfoundland and Nova Scotia.

291. Richard, F. , "Ponte des femelles de Rho-
paloceres en captivite .

" (In French). Lam-
blllionea . vol.4?: pp.7-15* F®b. 1947. See
summary on p«74»

292. Richard, F., "Une espece a rayer de la
faune beige: Euplthecla expallidata Dbld.
nec Gn. ". (In French). Lambillionea. vol.
47: pp .44-46. Aug. 1947 .

293. Rutimeyer,' E. ,
"Coenonympha leander Esp.

ssp. galllca m. espece et race nouvelles
pour la France." (In French). Rev , franc .

L4pid . . vol.ll: pp.251-256, 1 fig., pi.7.
Feb. 1948. Recorded from Porte. Pyr6n6es-
Orientaies, described as new race( gallica ).

From <? genitalia figures it appears that le-
ander and C. iphis are only one species. Des-
cription not clearly set aside in usual con-
venient manner and types nowhere designated
or number stated. Photos of wings :C. iphis
and C. leander races iphioides and galllca .
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296-* Salerou, A., "Simple observation sur les
6closions successives de chrysalides du
meme jour." (In French). Rev .franc . L6pld ..

vol.ll: p . li+3 . June 1947.
295* Sevastopoulo, D.G., "The Early Stages of

Indian Lepidoptera. Part XIX." Journ . Bom-
bay Nat . Hist . Sac., vol. 6-7 : pp. 197-219*
Dec. 196-7* Notes on 6 spp. of Papillo . 21
spp . of moths

.

296 . Sibatani, A., "Zweiter Beitrag zur Sys-
tematik der Lycaeninen (= Theclinen) aus
Japan und angrenzenden Gegenden nebst Be-
merkungen uber einige Formen aus Formosa
(Lep. Lycaenidae )

.
" (In Japanese). Bull .

Lepid . Soc . Japan , vol.l: pp. 6l-86 , 12 figs.
August 196-6 . Lists Lycaeninae of Japan,
Sachalin, Korea and Formosa dividing them
into tribes: Lycaenini, Sithonini, Strymon-
ini, Theclini, Arhopalini. Erects new gen-
us Teratozephyrus (type - Zephyrus ar is anus
Wil.). Reviews genitalic chracters. Very
poor photos.

297* Sperry, John L., "Southwestern Geometrid
Notes and New Species. I." Bull . Brooklyn
Ent. Soc . . vol.4.3 : pp. 56-60 . Apr. 19 (4-8 .

Describes as new: Drepanulatrlx baueraria
(Big Sur, Calif.), Semiothisa melanderi
(Baboquivari Mts., Ariz.). Gives notes on
spp. of Semiothisa .

298. Stempffer, H., "Note sur Lycaena dispar
Haw." (In French). Rev , franc . Ldpid .,vol.
11: pp,137-ll|.0. June 1967

-

* Sharply criti-
cizes loose thinking given in paper by Real.
Repeats that Heodes is synonym of Lycaena .

the only correct generic name for the Cop-
pers, and that hippothoe Obth. is not LinnS’s
hippothoe and is synonym of dispar . Shows
that new distribution records prove more
zealous collecting, not extensions of range.
This paper is the highest .type of scientific
criticism!

299* Swezey, O.H., miscellaneous notes. Proc.
Hawaiian Ent . Soc . . vol. 13 : pp ,206--206,217-
2l8 • Apr . 1968 . New island record: Tricho-
clea postica . Host of Agrotis coniotis :

Chenopodium sp.

300. Swezey, O.H., "New Species of Hawaiian
Lepidoptera." Proc . Haw . Ent . Soc . vol.
13: pp. 259-260. Apr

.

_
1968 . Describes as

new: Eucvmatoge stypheliae ( Hydriomenidae

)

(host- Styphelia tameiameiae ) . Scotorythra
apicalis (Selidosemidae ), Omiodes pritchar-
dii ( Pyraus tidae ) (host- Pritchardia beccar-
iana ). All from Hawaii.

301. Torii, Masana, "Revision of Erebia-niph-
onica-group occurring in Japanese Empire."
(In Japanese). Trans . Nippon Lepid . Soc .

.

vol. l:pp. 11-18,7 figs* Dec. 196-5* Describes
as new: E. nlphonica races sakae . okadal .

Notes on other races and on E. nerlene and
E.ligea takanonls . with ? genitalia figured.

502. Turner, A. Jefferis, "Revision of the Au-
stralian Psychidae (Lepidoptera)." Proc .

Roy . Soc . Queensland , vol. 57! pp. 57-66-* 20
Jan. 196-7* describes as new: Hvaloptila.
Phasmyalea . Bathromelas (type- hyaloscopa M.
& L. ), each monotypical (types listed below
in capitals); Ellnostola hyalina (N.Austr. );

HYAL . MELANOS0M

A

(N.Queens.); Clanla persl -

mills (N.Austr. ) ; PHAS. PELLUCIDA (Queens.);
Plutorectis crocobathra (N.Queens), fulva
(N.Austr.), dysmorpha (N.Queens.), capnaea
(Viet.), paura (Queens.). Records of 27
other spp. No figures! Key to genera.

3 O3 . Turner, A. Jefferis, "Contributions to
our Knowledge of Australian Microlepidopte-
ra," Proc . Roy . Soc . Queens . . vol. 57 : pp.
65—7^-* 20 Jan. 196-7* Describes as new:
Carposina hyperlopha . poliosticha . trigono-
gramma

, sysciodes (W.Austr.), plbiqdpra,
tanaoptera (Tasm.), ceramophanes . loxolopha
(W.Austr.),. dascioptera (W.Austr.); Para-
morpha tenuistrla (W.Austr.); Blastobasls
pallescens (N.Queens.), scotla (N.Queens.),
tanyptera (N.Queens.), mesomochla (S.Austr.),
colaenephes

f leucochyta . phaeopasta (N.
Queens.), pentasticta (N.S.W.); genus Exa-
pateter (Blastobasidae

) , E. epeirana (N.
Queens.); Lithocolletis agrapha . scythrodes
(S.Austr.); Phyllocnistls nymphidla (N.
Queens.), dichotoma (N. Queens.), spilota

,

zophosema (Tasm.); Epicephala bathrobaphes ,
acinacephora , spumosa : Acrocercops argvro-
sema . eupyschema (N.Queens.), peratocapna
(N.Queens.), Candida , albida; Parectopa
rhicnodes . stictocrossa . Where not stated
above, type locality is in Queensland. De-
scriptions brief, n.spp. never compared to
known spp.! No figures.

306-. Turner, Henry John, "Butterfly collecting
in I9 I4.7 . " Ent . Rec . & Journ . Variation .

vol.60: pp.35-38* March 1914-8.

305 . Viette, P., "Contribution a l*6tude des
Hepialidae - 3»" (In French). Rev , franc .

Lepid . . vol.ll: pp. 292-296-, 5 figs* Apr.
194-8 . Erects new genus, Neoheplaliscus ffor
algeriensls de Joannis. Description and figs,
of venation, <? genitalia, antennae, tibia.

306 . Vigneau, Pierre, "Contribution k 1* etude
des Lepidopt&res de la Gironde." (In French).
Rev .franc . Lgpld . .vol. 11 :00 . 2^ -2^ 8 . Feb. 196-8.

307 . Williams, Joseph L., "Anatomie compares
des genitalia internes de quatres espSces
representant quatres genres et deux sous-
familles de Noctuidae (Lepidoptera)."
(Transl. into French by S. LeMarchand). Rev .

fl'.&JlQ . Lepid .. vol.ll: pp. 238 -250 , 6- figs.
Feb. 196-8 . Continuation of writer’s studies
on internal $ genitalia, here described and
figured for Agrotis vpsllon,Feltla subgoth-
lca , Euagrotls lubricans . Leucanla unip\xncta .

These Phalaenidae (= Noctuidae), like all
Frenatae, are diplotremes (having 2 abdomi-
nal orifices). Williams seems to believe
the double orifice originated independently
tv/ice (from the Micropterygids and the Erio-
craniidae), a belief difficult to accept.

308 . Wiltshire, E.P., "Early Stages of Palearc-
tic Lepidoptera, IX." Ent . Rec . & J. Varia-
tion . vol.60

: pp.l-3 . 15 Jan. 196-8 . Des-
cribes and presumably will figure larvae of
Pararge roxelana . Cerura leucotera . Catame-
cla deceptrix . Catocala dl versa . Dyscla sim-
pllcaria , Nephopteryx dlplocapna . from Cy-
prus, Iraq, and Iran.

309. Wolf, Edgar, "Observations sur les chen-
illes processionaires du pin. Reflexions
sur l’instinct." (In French). Rev , franc .

Lepid . , vol. 11 : pp. 163 -168 . Oct. 196-7* Gives
account of behavior of Pine Processionary
Caterpillar and concludes: that no intelli-
gence is manifested, that "instinct is not
the opposite of intelligence, it is only the
lack of intelligence", and that "the cater-
pillar never goes otherwise than in follow-
ing the thread which it has spun." It is a
surprise that the latin name of the caterpil-
lar is not given anywhere in the paper!
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Review of "CLASSIFICATION OF THE BUTTERFLIES, WITH THE ALLOCATION OF

THE GENERA OCCURRING IN NORTH AMERICA NORTH OF MEXICO”, by Austin H. Clark

In this paper, published in the Proceed-
ings of the Biological Society of Washington

|[
(vol.’ll: pp

.

77-bl the author does a service
in assembling into one list the most recent

!
classifications of the various groups of but-

j

terflies. For the Papilionidae Ford is fol-
lowed, for the Pieridae Klots, for the Nym-

'l

phalides Mr. Clark’s system based on larvae
(see Lep . News 1:52), for the Riodinidae Sti-

I

chel, for the Lycaenidae the advice of Prof.
Forbes and W.D. Field. This list should be
compared with that of Warren(see News 1: 7U)«

The system, with North American genera in

[

parentheses, is as follows:

.Superfamily PAPILIONOIDEA
Group NYMPHALIDES
Family SATYRIDAE

Subfam. Satyrinae

(

Cpenonympha . Eumenis ,

Minois . Oenels , Erebia . Neonympha ,

Megisto . Paramecera )

Subfam. Lethinae ( Lethe . Satyrodes )

Subfam. Pronophilinae rGyrochellus )

Subfam. Elymniinae
Subfam. Pierellinae

Family BRASSOLIDAE
Subfams. Brassolinae, Caliginae, Biinae

Family MORPHIDAE
Subfam. Morphinae
Subfam. Amathusiinae

Tribes Taenarini, Amathusiini, Hyan-
tini, Discophorini

Family APATURIDAE
Subfam. Charaxinae ( Anaea )

Subfam. Apaturinae ( Asterocampa )

Family NYMPHALIDAE
Subfam-. Marpesiinae( Megalura . Marpesla )

Subfam. Nymphalinae
Tribe Nymphalini ( Polygonla . Nympha-

lls . Vanessa . Junonia, Anartia .

Hypanartia . Victorina . Hypolimnas )

Tribe Melitaeini ( Euphydryas . Meli-
taea . Chlosyne . Phyc lodes . Antha-
nassa . Eresla . Microtia)

Subfam. Ergolinae
Tribe Catagrammini ( Diaethria )

Tribe Ergolini ( Cystineura . Eunica)
Tribe Epicaliinl ( Myscelia )

Tribe Ageroniini ( Ageronia )

Tribe Gynaeciini ( Historis . Smyrna )

Family ARGYNNIDAE
Subfam. Limenitinae

Tribe Euthaliini
Tribe Limenitini ( Limenitis . Dynamine )

Subfam. Argynninae
Tribe Cynthiini ( Euptoieta )

Tribe Argynnini ( Speyeria . Boloria .etc.)

Subfam. Heliconiinae
Tribe Heliconiini ( Heliconlus )

Tribe Dionini ( Agraulis . Dryas )

Tribe Cethosiini
Subfam. Acraeinae

Family CALINAGIDAE
Family DANAIDAE

Subfam. Danainae
Tribe Danaini (Danaus)
Tribe Lycoreini ( Lycorea )

Tribe Anelllni
Tribe Euploeini

Subfam. Tellervinae

Group NYMPHALIDES. Family DANAIDAE (cont.)
Subfam. Ithomiinae

Tribes Melinaeini,Thyridiini, Ithomiini
Group LYCAENAE
Family LIBYTHEIDAE ( Libytheana )

Family RIODINIDAE
Subfam. Nemeobiinae
Subfam. Riodininae

Tribe Eurybiini
Tribe Ancylxirini (Caria, Calephalls .

Lasaia . Emesis . Apodemla )

Tribe Stalachtini
Family LYCAENIDAE

Subfam. Liphyrinae
Subfam. Gerydinae
Subfam. Spalginae ( Feniseca )

Subfam. Lipteninae
Subfam. Ceretinae
Subfam. Poritiinae
Subfam. Ogyrinae
Subfam. Amblypodiinae
Subfam. Lycaeninae

Tribe Theclini ( Strymon . Callipsyche .

Satyrium . Inclsalia . Eumaeus, etc.

)

Tribe Lycaenini
Subtr. Lycaenina ( Tharsalea . Lycaena )

Subtr. Plebejina ( Leptotes . Hemiar-
gus , Plebe jus . Cvaniris . Everes,
Phllotes . Glaucopsyche . etc.)

Group PAP I LIONES
Family PIERIDAE

Subfam. Pseudopontiinae
Subfam. Dismorphiinae
Subfam. Pierinae

Tribe Pierini ( Neophasla . Appias .

Pieris , Ascia)
Tribe Rhodocerini ( Collas . Zerene .

Anteos . Phoebls . Aphrlssa , Krico-
gonia . Eurema . Nathalie )

Tribe Euchlolni ( Anthocarls . Euchloe)
Family PAPILIONIDAE

Subfam. Papilioninae
Tribe Lampropterini
Tribe Graphiini ( Iphiclides )

Tribe Teinopalpini
Tribe Papilionini ( Papilio )

Tribe Troidini ( Battus )

Tribe Cressidini
Subfam. Zerynthiinae
Subfam. Parnassiinae ( Parnassius )

Subfam. Baroniinae
Superfamily HESPERIOIDEA

Family HESPERIIDAE
Subfam. Pyrrhopyginae ( Apyrrothrix )

Subfam. Pyrginae
Tribe Celaenorrhini ( Pyrgus . Pholisora .

Erynnis . Timochares . Grais . etc.)
Tribe Eudamini ( Proteides . Urb anus .

Telegonus . Achalarus . Thorybes .etc.

)

Subfam. Hesperiinae
Tribe Heteropterini ( Pamphllida . etc.)
Tribe Adopaeini ( Ancvloxvpha . Oarisma .

Thymelicus . Copaeodes )

Tribes Hesperiini ( Hesperia . Hvlephlla .

Polltes . Poanes . Amblysclrtes . etc.)
Tribe Calpodini ( Calpodes . Panoquina .etc.)

Subfam. Trapezitinae
Subfam. Ismeninae
Subfam. Euschemoninae

Family MEGATHYMIDAE ( Megathymus )

C.L.R



HOT TO MAKE 9 RHOPALOCERA LAY EGGS
7U

In the Belgian entomological periodical
Lambillionea (vol.J4.7 rpp. 7-15 )» F* Richard had
a delightfully written article (in French) on:
"Oviposition of female Rhopalocera in captivi-
ty." It has so much valuable Information that
appears to solve most problems of obtaining
quantities of eggs for rearing, that I decided
to translate for the News readers the essence
of M.Richard’s instructions. Undoubtedly many
Lep. Soc. members have experienced the same
difficulties as I in making futile efforts to
obtain eggs from a tattered $ of a rare spe-
cies or from an apparent hybrid.

In M. Richard's words, he has found: "a
system which I can characterize as truly auto-
matic for the oviposition of the Rhopalocera.
It is now possible for me, regardless of the
hour of day or night, in loss than 15 minutes,
to make any species of diurnal flier oviposit
and I can state that it is even easier to make
Rhopalocera oviposit than species of Geome-
trids or even Noctuids. Finally, the dissec-
tion of 99 proves that they lay their very
last egg." However, M. Richard stresses the
point of being certain that one is not trying
to obtain eggs from a <?, relating an experi-
ence in which he tried for 15 days to make a
d Papillo podalirius oviposit! In condensed
form, here is the Richard technique.—

1. CHOICE OE THE 5 . Over 95# of 99 which
are flying and feeding at flowers have mated
and can lay fertile eggs. Virgin 99 rest on
foliage and await a <?. The 9 can be captured i

with a net and transferred to a CARDBOARD box
(metal boxes are apt to get so hot in the sun
that the 9 dies). "If you take several 99 of
the same species, when you get home It will be
necessary to provide as many receptacles for
ovipositing as 99; to place several 99 toge-
ther is to renounce. . .all scientific work;
how can you say that in the species you wish
to rear two species have not been always con-
fused? We are no longer mere collectors; we
are not dealers; the only interest which rear-
ing from the egg can provide us is to enrich
our knowledge of entomology; only the rearing
from an isolated 9 can provide information
which science can use."

2. THE EGG-LAYING .CHAMBER. Glass bottles
are undesirable for several reasons and close-
mesh cages do not provide proper light. The
best receptacle is a common flower pot of an
appropriate size to permit the 9 some freedom
of movement. Rest the pot on a glass of wat-
er and put a few cuttings of the foodplant in
the pot, with their stems placed through the
drainage hole in the pot, into the water be-
low. Also add a few flowering stalks of the
flowers you found the wild 9 visiting. Cover
the pot with a piece of glass of a convenient
size. Introduce the 9 and keep the pot away
from light and warmth for a day while the 9
recovers from the excitement of capture. Ne-
ver let the direct sun shine on the chamber.
Instead, place a flexible desk lamp contain-
ing a ^O-watt bulb over the top of the cham-
ber. Put a thermometer in the pot and adjust
the distance of the light so that the temper-
ature remains a little below 85° F. ( 3O

0 C.).
Keep the lamp lit for one or two hours at a
time, a few times a day. The 9 will first feed
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at the flowers, then flutter a bit, and then
lay numerous eggs on the host plant. Each
time the lamp is turned off, remove the glass
cover and substitute netting to allow aeration
and reduce the chance for mildew, which can
kill every egg. Be sure that fresh flowers are
always present, but in discarding the withered
ones, watch for stray egg. [Sugar water drip-
ped on flowers also provides nourishment for
egg production.- C.R.] Continue to illuminate
each day until the 9 dies. Then remove and
mount her immediately, affixing to her the same
code number as to the offspring. It is impor-
tant to record the place and date of capture of
the 9 and dates of egg-laying and death.

3 . CARE -2E JESS E-Qgs . After the 9 dies re-
move everything not carrying eggs, to reduce
the possible growth sites for deadly mould.
It Is not necessary to remove the eggs from
the leaves. The leaves should not be allowed
to dry, since this may kill the embryo, as
will too much moisture. The best system seems
to be to leave the egg-bearing plants in the
pot, trying to keep them fresh until the eggs
hatch. Cover the pot mouth with netting fixed
on the pot with string or rubber bands.

The greatest enemies to success are: too
much heat, mould from too much moisture, and
lack of nectar for the 9 . Never use direct sun
for illumination! Now, if you'll excuse the
translator, he wants to rush out and try the
system himself.

C.L. Remington

Lep.Soc. members with sons or daughters
interested In butterflies and moths may put
them in touch with collectors of their own
age and provide them with am entertaining
monthly letter, by making them members of
THE MOTH AND BUTTERFLY CLUB. The monthly
sheet Is called "Notes on Moths and Butter-
flies" and the editor is: Mrs. Evelyn G.
Williams, North San Juan, Calif. An active
Lep. Soc. member, she deserves strong sup-
port in her excellent work. We endorse the
Club unreservedly. Dues are 75£ Pei* year.

Professor Vladimir Nabokov has recently ac-
cepted a professorship of literature at Cornell
University. While literature is his primary
interest, he expects to continue taxonomic stu-
dies of Lycaenidae. One of the finest blends
of literature and Lepidoptera we have been pri-
vileged to read is Nabokov's on pp.25-28 of
the New Yorker magazine for June 12, I9I+8 •

Now available to all Lep. Soc. members are
reprints of two papers by Mr. Nabokov. U.S.A.
members send 10 in stamps to cover mailing
costs. As always, members outside the U.S.A*
may have the papers without sending postal
costs.- (1) "Some New or Little Known Nearctic
Neonympha "

( 19142,20 pp.); (2) "Notes on Neo-
tropical Plebejinae" (1945, 6l pp., 8 pis.).

There are still a few copies of the Spey-
er! a Catalogue (News 2: p.5) and the paper on
Colias eye colors. Also, any member sending
us a card requesting it will receive a reprint
of Dr. Klot's Eurema paper from the May News .

It will be mailed with the next News after
your request, so no postage need be sent.
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NOTICES BY MEMBERS

In papers with data. CATOCALA texana . ame-

stris and westeotti . pretiosa . raira , vpri_l-
liana , ahola and other Texas species. For
cash or exchange. Complete list on request.
L.H. Bridwell, Forestburg, Texas.

THE LEPIDOPTEF.ISTS ' NEWS 75
EXOTIC AND LOCAL LEPIDOPTERA & INSECTA- Buy
and sell. Exchange in some genera. I have
contacts in remote regions in various coun-
tries. Will supply material for specialists
or artwork or for general collections and mu-
seums by arrangement. R.F. Sternitzky, Star
Route, Laytonville, Mendocino Co., Calif.

Lepidopterists desiring to buy BULGARIAN SPE-
CIES are invited to write: Jordan Chr. Jor-
danof , Rue Neophit Rilsky 314., Sofia, BULGARIA.

Papered Japanese Rhopalocera offered in ex-
change for needed specimens from S. & Cent.
America, and South Pacific Islands (list avail-
able on request). T/5 R.J. Jablonski, Med.
Det.

,

13 th F.A. Bn., APO 2I4-, Unit I4., c/o P.M.,
San Francisco, Calif.

Named BUTTERFLIES from HIMALAYAN FOOTHILLS
available for sale. Especially rich in Lethe.
Papilionidae, Danaus . Amathusiidae. F.N. Betts,
I
4., Mount St., London, W.2, ENGLAND.

CASH PAID FOR BUTTERFLIES of almost any spe-
cies from any part of world. Only perfect
specimens with data wanted. Will buy 1 or 100
of any species, or contract for season's catch.
A.Glanz, 289 E. 98th St., Brooklyn 12, N.Y.

WANTED FOR STUDY: PAPILIONIDAE OF WORLD, es-
pecially P. glaucus group (incl. eurymedon ,

daunus . etc.)! also machaon and thoas group
and Nearctic Parnassiidae. Buy or will ex-
change U.S.Macrolepidoptera. Kent H. Wilson,
I4.3 0 Ridgewood Road, Fort Worth 7» Texas.

Papered specimens of BRITISH LEPIDOPTERA of-
fered in exchange for American beetles of the
families Cerambyeidae ("Long-horns"), Prioni-
dae, Lamiidae. Michael G. Fraser, Ennerdale,
College Ave., Formby, Lancs., ENGLAND.

LARGE STOCK OF HIGH GRADE INSECT PINS from
,

Czechoslovakia available at 65^/100, $6/1000. ,

R.G.Wind, Rt.l, Box 1)
4
.5 » Livermore, Calif.

E. Janmoulle,2 rue Ernotte, Watermael, BEL-
GIUM, will be pleased to help Lep. Soc. mem-
bers obtain Belgian Microlepidoptera on an
exchange basis.

PHALAENIDAE(Noctuidae), NOTODONTIDAE
,
SPHING-

IDAE of U.S. and Canada wanted in exchange for
these families of New Jersey Pine Barrens area.
Will collect in limited numbers in these and
other families of Lepidoptera for exchange or
sale. Correspondence invited. J.W. Cadbury
3rd, Spung Hollow, R.D.#1, Pemberton, N.J.

Would like to correspond with collectors in-
terested in Sneyeria and Saturniidae. Have
good exchange for these, needed for my collec-
tion. E.J. Frederick, 5508 E.Gage, Bell, Calif.

American collectors desiring European races
of holarctic spp. such as Panillo machaon .

Pierls napi . Colias palaeno . Boloria pales .

Deilephila gallli

.

and others should write
Dr. H.Wilcke, Kos sen/Tyrol, Nr. 199 > AUSTRIA.
His current list gives all groups of Alpine
Lepidoptera, incl.: 20 spp. of Erebia . 2I4-

spp. of Blues, 15 of Sphingidae, 85 of La-
rentia, 12 of Acronlcta . 60 of Agrotis . 7
of Catocala. 39 of Eupithecia . 12 of Sesia,
7 of Heplalus . etc. Prices are low, the
fee to be sent in the form of CARE packages.

^
LIVING MATERIAL

LIVING EGGS OF ACTIAS LUNA available in lots
of 100 or 1000. M. Eugene Smith, Route 2,
Newnan, Georgia.

ALL SPECIES OF ETJREMA desired, esp. mexlcana .

proterpia . arbela, gundlachia . damaris . xan-
thochlora and others. Cuban butterflies of-
fered in exchange. Dr. S.L.de la Torre y
Calle jas, Playa 75 , Matanzas, CUBA.

FOR SALE: All NYMPHALIDAE of Rhodesia and S.
Africa, except Char axes jd. pelias . In good
condition. Write: R.H.R. Stevenson, Selukwe,
Southern Rhodesia, AFRICA.

T — — ————————————— ———————— — ————

BELGIAN CONGO BUTTERFLIES . About IpO named spp.
available. Desire in exchange North American
Papilionidae (incl. Parnassius ) and Pieridae,
In papers. S.G. Kiriakoff , Djf Univeriteits-
straat, Ghent, BELGIUM.

'WANTED: Tingidae ("Lace Bugs") of world In
alcohol. Give name of plant host and as much
other ecological detail as possible. Will
collect in exchange any local Lepidoptera(or
other insects) you specify. N.S. Bailey, l6
Neponset Ave., Hyde Park 36 , Mass.

WANTED: Papilionidae from any part of the
world. Best prices paid for rare species.
Robert G. Wind, Rt.l, Box 1I

4.5 , Livermore, Cal.

Can offer living pupae Rothschildia Orizaba
in exchange for pupae Platysamia Columbia or
gloverl and Callosamia angulifera . R.L. Hal-
bert, 1201 W. 50th St., Los Angeles 7> Calif.

Wanted: EGGS OR COCOONS OF SATURNIIDAE, e 3p.
Platysamia . for rearing & hybridization stock.
Offer in exchange pupae of several genera, in-
cluding Papilio . Parnassius . Speyeria . Polltes.
Arctia . and Platysamia euryale . or will buy.
D.P. Frechin, I50I4. N. Lafayette, Bremerton.Wash.

Specimens & cocoons of SATURNIIDAE of the
world desired. Correspondence invited. F.E.
Rutkowski, St. Bede College, Peru, Illinois

Wanted for determination, exchange, or pur-
chase: HEMTLKUCAS from the U.S. & Mexico. Wish
to urge collectors to search for larvae in
spring, egg masses in fall & winter. Infor-
mation regarding H. sororius greatly desired.
D.L. Bauer, P.0. Box 469, Yuma, Arizona.

Wanted: CATOCALA EGGS, esp. of Crataegus (Haw-
thorn) feeders. Will exchange for other Ca-
tocala material. Sidney A. Hessel, 8 Woodmere
Blvd. S., Woodmere, New York.
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Q. "Is not Basilarchia as distinct from Euro-
pean Limenit is as Speyeria is from European
Argynnis ?

>r
~"

A. Limenitis as used in Europe comprises
three rather distinct species; L. slbylla .

which is usually thought of first, agrees in
structure with Adelpha ; while populi . which
was named type (unfortunately) many years ago,
is the only Old-world species with the same
caterpillar as Basilarchia . So if we follow
the Code at all, Basilarchia becomes a syno-
nym of Limenitis ( typical ) , and there is no
special name for the slbylla group, unless we
sink it to Adelpha .

In the case of Argynnls . the type

(

paphia )

is one of the species least like ours, so if
we wish to divide the old genus Argynnls «

Speyeria becomes as good a section as any of
the half dozen others recognized by European
"splitters". The nearest European to ours is
aRlaia . but even this shows good genitalic
features, while all our species are almost
identical in genitalia.

Q. "What is the correct name for the noctuid
moths - Noctuidae or Phalaenidae, and why has
the latter been used instead of the more fa-
miliar name by some recent writers?"

A. Phalaenidae if you are an extreme literal-
ist in following the rules of the Code, be-
cause Phalaena typlca Linnaeus falls in this
group. If tradition, a hundred years and
more of usage and common sense rule over book-
keeping, Noctuidae is the name.

W.T.M. Forbes

(The question of this family name Is so impor-
tant that, in order to give fairly both sides
of the debate, we asked Dr. J. McDunnough to
give the argument for Phalaenidae. - Ed.)

A. The matter of Phalaena versus Noctua has
been dealt with very fully by Barnes and Ben-
jamin in the Contributions, vol.5, PP»53/57»
1923. The gist of their remarks is that in
the 10th edition of "Systems Naturae" Linnae-
us created only three genera, viz. Papilio
for the diurnals. Sphinx for the hawk moths,
and Phalaena for the balance of the moths.
The trouble lies in the fact that Linnaeus
further subdivided the last named genus into
Phalanges, one of which was termed Noctua and
included the owlet moths, which led to this
name being applied in the old accepted sense
and Phalaena either discarded or used as a
superfamily. Of recent years the Internatio-
nal Committee of Zoological Nomenclature has
ruled against the crediting of the Phalanges
names to Linnaeus as subgeneric terms : this
leaves the name of Phalaena as the oldest and
perfectly valid generic term which must be us-
ed and applied somewhere in our system of no-
menclature. Barnes and Benjamin seem to have
advanced a fairly sound argument in favor of
the supplanting of Noctua by Phalaena . the de-
tails of which may be studied in the above
mentioned article. For this reason the change
was adopted in the 1958 (N. American) check
list.
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NEW MEMBERS

Cobb, R.B., 594 Asbury Rd., Cincinnati 30 , Ohio.
Emerson, Kenneth, 806 W.Main St., Urbana, 111.
Essig, Prof. E.O., DIv. of Entomology, Uni-

versity of California, Berkeley 4 , Calif.
Hackray, Joseph, rue Simon Lobet 9, Vervier3 ,

BELGIUM.
Kolyer, J.M., 23 High St., East Williston, N.Y.
Marten, Werner, calle Guillermo Tell, 44,

Barcelona, SPAIN.
Morris, J.W., 2704 W. Genessee St., Syracuse 9»N.Y.
Sanford, L.J. , Amer. Museum Nat. Hist., 79th

St . & Central Park West, New York 24, N.Y.
Torres, Juan, 1, Calle Dr. Romagosa, Valencia,

SPAIN.
Uichanco, Dean Leopoldo B., College, Laguna,

PHILIPPINES.
Vernon, John B., P.0. Box 195, Bonham, Texas.

* * *
CHANGES OF ADDRESS: Breedlove, R.W., 23 70 Ju-

lian Ave., San Diego 2, Calif,
Fauteux* J.M., Box 162, Framingham Center, Mass.
Halbert, II., 1201 W.30th St., Los Angeles 7, Cal.
Irwin, R.R., 602 S. Park St., Streator, 111.

* *
DECEASED

:

Rau, Phil, Kirkwood, Missouri.

As stated on page 1 of the current volume,
the News will not be issued for July-September.
No .

7

will be the October issue and with it
will probably be the annual membership list.

F.E. Holley writes that members who were
unsuccessful in purchasing Englehardt's revis-
ion of the Aegeriidae of North America (see
review in News . vol.l, no.2) may obtain it
free of charge by writing to: DIV. OF PUBLICA-
TIONS, SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, WASHINGTON 25,
D.C. In writing, ask for "U.S. National Muse-
um Bull. 190 H

. The supply is limited.

THE LEPIDOPTERISTS ' NEWS is the monthly
periodical of The Lepidopterists * Society.
Membership Is open to anyone interested in
the study of butterflies & moths. The 1948
dues, including subscription to the NEWS, are
$1.50 for Regular Members and $3*00 OI*

for Sustaining Members. Please make remit-
tances payable to : Charles L. Remington .

J. McDunnough
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THE BUTTERFLIES NORTH OF MEXICO

- A Society Project -

During the past months the editor of the
NewB has received several letters suggesting
that It would be advantageous to establish as
a Society project the preparation of a defin-
itive work on the butterflies of the Nearotic
fauna. The two most recent attempts to do
this are outdated and of relatively little
use to the serious student. Seitz* monumen-
tal work, the Maorolepldoptera of the World ,

vol.5» is poor In many respects although some
of the generic revisions Included In it are
excellent. Holland's Butterfly Book is out-
dated and does not go into sufficient detail.
Of the older works Edwards* Butterflies of
North America does not cover the entire fauna
and is not conveniently arranged. Scudder's
Butterflies of the Eastern United States Is a
perfect study, but Is restricted to only part
of the fauna.

The available knowledge has now become so
extensive that there Is no single entomolo-
gist today who has the capacity and the
breadth of field knowledge to write single-
handedly a comprehensive study of the butter-
flies of the Nearctic fauna. However, If the
various students of the different genera pool
their resources and each member of the Soci-
ety contributes from his own field experience,
the Society can prepare such a study. The
editor of the News has asked me to prepare
for your consideration a plan for such a stu-
dy. I firmly believe that if the members of
the Society will cooperate wholeheartedly,
we can write a "Butterflies North of Mexico"
that will not be equalled for some years to
come, and then only by a cooperative effort.

Before showing how this Job can be done,
let me first present outlines of how each fa-
mily, genus, and species should be treated:

FAMILY TREATMENT

1. Name.

2. Synonymy
a) citation and type genus;
b) discussion of status of the name used.

3. Palaeontology (if known to science).

4. Anatomical characteristics of the family.

5. Range of the family and Importance of Ne-
arotlo genera.

6. Key to the Nearctic genera.

GENUS TREATMENT

1. Name.

2 . Synonymy
a) citation and genotype of every generic

name ever used with the species now
considered composing the genus;

b) discussion of the status of each name.

3. Discussion of relationship to other genera
in the family.

4. Range of the genus and relationship of Ne-
arctic species to those of other faunal
regions.

5. Anatomical characteristics of the genus.

6. General bionomics of the genus
a) peculiarities of habitat;
b) peculiarities of habits.

7. Keys to the Nearctic species: larvae, pu-
pae, adults.

8. Bibliography of revisions and monographs.

SPECIES TREATMENT
1. Name.

2. Synonymy
a) citation of original descriptions re-

lating to the species;
b) type localities of named forms;
c) present location of types.

3. Check list of acceptable names arranged In
the order that will be followed in the
discussion.

4. Detailed description of the imago follow-
ing a system that has been adopted for all
species of the genus.

5. Detailed description of preparatory stages:
a) chrysalis;
b) larval stages;
c) egg.

6. List of food plants and citations.

7. List of parasites and predators.

8. Habits of the imago.

9. Habits of the larva.
(cont. on next page)
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10. Variation in imago due to seasonal condi-
tions

a) coloration and structures;
b) size.

11. Variation in imago due to geographic range
a) discussion of races.

12. Distribution of the species and of its
races.

13. Problems that require further study.

14. Bibliography.

15. Illustrations
a) photographs of type(if still extant);
b) photographs to show normal range of

variation of each acceptable race;
c) photographs of eggs, larvae, pupae;
d) anatomical drawings useful in diag-

nosing the species and itB races;
e) maps showing range of food plants;
f) map of range of species and its races.

Now that you see how fully the Nearctic
butterflies should be treated in this pro-
posed work, let me outline how the job can be
done. Our membership includes practically
every active collector in the area in ques-
tion. Each of us knows the habits of the but-
terflies of our own region and probably others.
Among us are a variety of taxonomic special-
ists that blankets nearly every genus known to
fly in the faunal region.

Let me take a specific instance, say the
genus Inclsalla . Harry Clench has been study-
ing this genus intensively for some time. We
may call him the specialist whose job it is

to prepare the manuscript on that genus. He
knows the other men who are strongly inter-
ested in these butterflies. They constitute
a sort of committee to decide with him which
names will be admitted as species names and
which as races and synonyms. Meanwhile the
rest of us dig up all the field information
we can on the genus in our particular areas
and send it to Clench. This will be a chore,
but IT IS THE SECRET OF THE JOB. We also put
at Clench's disposal the loan of material in
our collections. With this information and
the specimens plus everything in the litera-
ture before him, our specialist then does the
best job possible on the genus. When his re-
vision is completed, the several co-special-
ists read and criticize it and Clench makes
what changes he feels are necessary. Then
one or two of us who are not specialists take
a look at the Job to see if we can understand
what it is all about. After any ambiguous
statements are modified, the manuscript is
ready for final editing for the printer.

This will take time— five or ten years.
It will take the full cooperation of the mem-
bership. There will be no room in it for per-
sonal and petty Jealousy. It can be done.
Shall we do it? Let me have your answer on
the enclosed printed post card.

F. Martin Brown
Coordinating Editor for

"Butterflies North of Mexico"

Vol.II, no.

7

PROCEDURE IN TAXONOMY - IV. SYMBOLS

In entomological writings several symbols
appear frequently enough so that it is worth-
while to give their meanings.

1. 9 Female.

2. cf Male.

3. g Hermaphrodite (bisexual).

4. ! Following a citation of data means
"specimen examined".

5. x Between two names means hybrid (e.g.

,

Platysamla ceoropla x P. Columbia ) . If pa-
rents are known, the female is always writ-
ten preceding the x. Hybrids may also be
written as fractions Paplllo alax v

V©*S»*_ tt; r— /•
Paplllo machaon

6. ? When placed immediately after the gene-
ric name means doubt as to correct generic
assignment; when placed after the specific
or racial name, expresses doubt only of spe-
cific or racial correctness; when placed in
front of the generic name, indicates doubt
of whole citation, (e.g., Sphinx? llgustri .

Speyerla dlana ? . ? Lyoaena dlspar ).

7. a Means "equals" or "identical with". A
synonym is usually placed in parentheses
and preceded by the sign of equality. [e.g.,
Vanessa (* Pyrame is ) cardui, Closslana toddl
( bellona ). Phalaenldae (° Noctuidae]] .

8. ( ) Used to enclose the subgeneric name
(e.g., Hemlamu8 ( Echlnargus ) iso la aloe] .

If placed around the describer's name, It
means it was originally described in another
genus [e.g., rapae was described by Linne In
the genus Paplllo . so the citation must now
read: Pleris rapae (Linnd)] . See also Its use
for synonyms in 7 , above.

9. Pi Signifies the first generation of off-
spring of a cross with known parents. (F2
signifies offspring of a cross-mating of
brother and sister F]_. Fg signifies off-
spring of a cross of brother and sister F2 ).

0 . L.R.
& x> y?

Entomo lowishes Nachrlohtenblatt is a month-
ly mimeographed periodical similar to vol.I of
the Lep . News . It deals largely with Lepldop-
tera. Now in Its second volume, it is written
entirely in German. The annual subscription
fee Is 3 francs (Swiss), or the editor will ex-
change subscriptions for living pupae and pub-
lications on Lepidoptera. Address: A. Luthi

,

Inneres Sommerhaus, Burgdorf, SWITZERLAND.

Professor Kenneth J. Hayward, of the Uni-
versidad Nacional de Tucuman, Argentina,
writes that he is spending "about ten months
to a year" at the British Museum of Natural
History in London, doubtless in working out
taxonomic problems related to his huge mono-
graph of the Rhopalocera of Argentina.

Sr. Jose Oiticica F9» of the Museu Nacional
of Brazil, Is in the U.S.A. studying Satumildae,
aided by the award of a Guggenheim Fellowship.
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A SHORT REPORT ON THE DAMAGE CAUSED TO LEPIDOPTEROLOGY
DURING AND AFTER THE PACIFIC WAR IN JAVA AND MALAYA

by Dr. A. Diakonoff
Zoologisch Museum, Bultenzorg, Java

At the request of the Editor of the N ews

we give a short account of the damage caused

to lepidopterology In Java and Malaya.

JAVA

The Zoological Museum of the Botanic Gar-

dens at Bultenzorg (Zoologisch Museum van 8

s

Lands Plantentuin) was very fortunate In sav-

ing Its entire collections, among which is an

extensive collection of Lepldoptera of the Ma-

lay Archipelago. During the Japanese occupa-
tion a few members of the original scientific
Dutch staff and of the native personnel were

kept on their posts and were able to look af-

ter the collections. Only a small part of

insect collections has been damaged by lack

of disinfesting and drying chemicals at the

end of the war.

In the same way is saved an important col-

lection of bred Insects of the Institute for

Plant Diseases and Pests of the General Agri-
cultural Experiment Station at Bultenzorg.

The Japanese who liked to play the role

of the "proteotors of science" brought sever-

al private collections in West Java to the

Bultenzorg Museum, and saved them in this way

from destruction.

The greatest damage to private collec-
tions has been done during the troubles after

the capitulation of the Japanese In 1945-4-7

,

by senseless barbaric looting and arson.

We lost the following lepldopterists

:

Dr. Edw. R.J. JACOBSON, the famous col-

lector of Insects, died in an Internment camp

in 1945. His collections of Lenldoptera from
Sumatra are chiefly in the Leiden Museum.

F. DUPONT, an excellent collector and spe-

cialist of Malay Sphlngidae, was killed In ao-

tion during the invasion of Celebes In 1942.

His collection of Sphlngidae is In the Agri-

cultural College in Wageningen, Netherlands.
His collections of other Lepldoptera and in-

sects from Celebes are in the Bultenzorg Museum

J. OLTHOF, Assistant Entomologist at the

Bultenzorg Museum , a young but zealous collec-

tor and breeder of Macro lepldoptera, died of

consequences of imprisonment in 1945. His
collections are in the Bultenzorg Museum.

J.P. ROSIER, collector, was drowned, his

ship being torpedoed during a draft of pris-

oners of war to Sumatra in 1943. His collec-

tion is purchased by the Bultenzorg Museum.
Contains important material from very little

known localities in South Sumatra.

Of the important collections whioh are

lost may be recorded an extensive collection
of naturalla, especially Lepldoptera from
East Java, but also from many other islands

brought together during many years by A.M.R.
Wegner, at that time professional collector,
whose small private museum in Tengger Mount-
ains, East Java, was burnt to the ground by
"extremists" as recently as Sept. 15th, 1947.

An important collection of Lenldoptera
(especially Pieridae) and Coleoptera from Bali
Id. ,

from extreme East Java, from Lombok Id.
and from Celebes by J.P.A, Kalis, at that
time private collector, was destroyed by loot-
ers in 1946 In East Java.

A collection of Lenldoptera of Java by H.
Lucht, estate-manager, was lost by the same
agencies in Idjen Mountains, East Java.

Furthermore, private entomological libra-
ries were almost entirely lost. Luckily, the
entomological literature in official libra-
ries suffered but little damage.

MALAYA

The Raffles Museum at Singapore suffered
hardly any damage. It contains only a small
show collection of Lepldoptera.

The Federated Malay States Museum at Kuala
Lumpur, Selangor, has been very unfortunate.
It has been hit by a miss during a bombardment
of the railway station nearby in 1944, and the
building was totally destroyed together with
the coliectiqns of higher animals. A part of
the Insect collection, however, escaped de-
struction, but Lepldoptera were very heavily
damaged. This is the more deplorable as this
collection contained valuable material of Rho-
palocera of the Malay Peninsula and unique
collections of the expedition to peninsular
Slam and to Mt. Kinabalu, North Borneo, by
Pendlebury and others.

Mr. H.M. Pendlebury, Director of the above
Museum, specialist of the Malay Rhopalocera,
was imprisoned by Japanese in Singapore and
died of the consequences in Ceylon in 1945* on
his way back to England.

In this place we may remember the late Dr.
A. Steven Corbet, Lepidopterlst of the British
Museum, zealous and capable specialist of the
Malay Rhopalocera, who died unexpectedly In
Tilehurst, England, on May 17th, 1948, in the
middle of his critical 2nd edition of Corbet &
Pendlebury' s "Butterflies of Malay Peninsula."

(Note: )- Australian Microlepldoptera.

We learned recently that the Important col-
lection of Australian Microlepldoptera by the
late Dr. A. Jefferis Turner was bequeathed to
the Council for Scientific and Industrial Re-
search, Canberra, Australia. It is a relief
to know that there is a successor to Dr. Tur-
ner. Mr. Ian F.B. Common is going to continue
th© studies on Australian Microlepldoptera with
a revision of Tortrioidae and Eucosmidae.
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REPORT ON WAR DAMAGE IN EUROPE - III.

by S.G. Kiriakoff
Ghent , Belgium

The following are the data which I have
been able to collect regarding the war losses
to lepidopterology in the formerly occupied
West European countries, France and Belgium.
I have to thank Messrs. Jean Bourgogne, of
the Paris Museum, and Abel Dufrane, Curator,
Zoological Museum, Mons, Belgium, for the
following information.

1. FRANCE . Most of the important collec-
tions have not directly suffered, although, as
M. Bourgogne says, there has been some damage
due to lack of care as the result of fuel
shortage and similar causes. Fortunately,
this has not been the case with the Paris Mu-
seum which contains the most important col-
lections of France. During the war, the most
valuable specimens were carefully put in se-
curity and the collections have been since
adequately cared for.

Among the nubile collections lost, are
that of the University of Caen and that of
the Abbeville Museum; further, that of the
Soci6t6 Entomologique du Nord de la France,
Cambrai. Private collections lost or heav-
ily damaged: those of Morault in Nantes; of
Fremont in Bordeaux; of Dervaux in Riom.

Lepidopterists deceased: Le Magnan, killed
in action; Georges Dorant, died of Illness in
Indo-China with General Leclerc; F. Le Cerf,
of the Paris Museum, died in 1944 after being
weakened by war privations; G. Pravlel, of the
Institute of Agronomy, Paris, died of the same
cause.

2. BELGIUM . Fortunately, there is no dam-
age to report concerning the public collec-
tions, except partly those of the University
of Louvain, and I am not aware of any damage
to the Lepidoptera collections there.

Among lepidopterists, F. Derenne was
killed during an air raid together with seve-
ral members of his family, but a large part
of his private collection— the finest in
Belgium—was saved from the ruins of his home
and is now at the Brussels Museum. Other
large private collections lost are those of
Colonel Sandras, Ostend, and of Laurent Sar-
let, Ensival. The latter collection was des-
troyed during the Von Rundstedt ("Bulge") of-
fensive, December 1944, and is probably the
last one lost during the war in West Europe.

For completeness' sake, it may be added
that the well known Belgian phylogenetist
Auguste Lameere died during the occupation.
He was an old man, being born in 1864, and it
is possible that war privations were partly
responsible for his death. Prof. Lameere was
the author of two classifications of the Le-
pidoptera, chiefly built up from a phylogene-
tical point of view.

1. LEPIDOPTERA IN THE CARNEGIE MUSEUM

About half of the specimens—approximate-
ly a million of them— in the Section of Ento-
mology of the Carnegie Museum are Lepidoptera.
These include a smattering of moths and butter-
flies from all over the world, mainly the re-
sult of the late William J. Holland's desire to
have in his collection a specimen of each known
genus. From the standpoint of distribution,
our best representation is from western Penn-
sylvania. Of the North American fauna we also
have excellent collections from the far North,
the Rocky Mountain regions and Florida. From
the Isle of Pines in the Antilles we have a
large collection and a very complete one from
Jamaica. South America is represented best
by Bolivian material with central Brazil, the
Guianas, Venezuela and Colombia only slightly
behind. We have a tremendous West African
collection, mainly from the Cameroons, but are
fairly weak in South African specimens. The
European collection is weak; the Asiatic is
strong in Manchuria and Japan and particularly
in butterflies from the high altitudes of Cen-
tral Asia. India is copiously but spottily
represented; Malaya, fair; Java, Buru, Dutch
New Guinea and Borneo, moderately so. With
the exception of a comprehensive local collec-
tion, we have relatively few Microlepidoptera.

Among special collections, perhaps the Ed-
wards Butterfly Collection is the most famous
and most controversial. The sphlngid collec-
tion ranks as one of the world's leading accu-
mulations of these insects. There are 42,000
specimens, lacking only about forty of the
named forms. Included are the collections of
B. Preston Clark, Charles Oberthur, A. Hume,
Boisduval, Leconte, Wm. J. Holland and others.
There are 807 sphlngid types., The Pamassius
collection assembled by Dr. Andrey Avinoff is
the leading one of its kind in this country.
Although the common European Pamassius apolio .

with its hundreds of forms, Is almost complete-
ly neglected, the rare Central Asiatic species
are all present in good series. The Lindsey
collection of Hesperiidae is deposited here.
We have the only complete collection of the
Central Asiatic genus Karanasa in the world.

All of these collections are combined and
arranged by faunal regions In accordance with
the latest available check lists, with special
labels showing the original collection. There
are about 2700 type specimens, including types
and paratypes of good species and synonyms.

There have been few lepidopterists on the
staff of the Carnegie Museum. Dr. William J.
Holland was the dominant personality from about
the turn of the century until his death in
1932. Dr. Andrey Avinoff, the Russian expert
on Central Asiatic butterflies, Joined the
staff in 1922, and though soon made Director
of the Museum, maintained a very active inte-
rest in the department. The present curator
was appointed in 1941, after a dozen years of
sporadic volunteer work. Dr. Richard Fox,
formerly with the Reading Museum, is now Re-
search Associate and is finishing a monograph
of the family Ithomiidae.

Walter R. Sweadner
Carnegie Museum Curator of Insects
Pittsburgh, Pa.
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by David L. Bauer
Yuma, Arizona

The entire family Satumlidae has long
been of special interest to collectors , partly
because of the great size and beauty of many
of the species. However, the Buck-moths, as
the species of Hemileuca are commonly called,
are overlooked by many collectors. This may
be because the majority of the species are
found in the western part of the U.S.A. where
resident collectors are few and far between,
or it may be because of the late emergence of
the adults In the fall of the year. Due to
the fact that they occur in scattered colo-
nies, little is as yet known about the precise
range of most of the species. In habitat they
vary from the bogs of Maine to the deserts of
Arizona, but In general each species is limi-
ted to a rather narrow set of ecological fac-

tors. This no doubt is partly responsible
for the usually spotty distribution, and for
the fact that some species are still almost
unknown and are represented only in the larg-
est collections.

The life histories of the various species
of Hemileuca are in general similar? the winter
is usually passed In the ova, and the larvae
hatch when the leaves come out on the foodplant,
and by early summer the pupal state is entered,
with the adults emerging in the fall or winter.
Much Information is needed in regard to the
habitat and habits of each species, especially
the food-plant s and specific dates for the ap-
pearanoe of the adults and larvae In the vari-
ous parts of their range. Some species

(cont. on next page)

FIELD TABLE FOR HIMILEUCA OF U.S.A.

SPECIES DISTRIBUTION
DATES FOR COLLATING
IMAGO LARVA

FOODPLANT

H. electra Wst. Coastal plains and
mts. of S. Calif.

Sept. -Oct. Mar.-May Wild Buckwheat
(Polygonaceae)

race clip B. ft McD. Desert slope of mts.
and desert mts. of S.

Calif, and cent. Ariz.

Sept. -Oct. Mar. -May Wild Buckwheat

H. .juno Pack. Ariz., s.e. Calif.,
Nev. , Utah, reported
from Idaho

Sept. -Jan. Apr. -June Mesauite (ProSonis)

H. grotei G. ft R. Mts. of New Mexico,
e. Ariz.

Sept. -Nov. June? Oak (Ouercus)

race diana Pack. Cent. Texas Sept. -Oct. Apr.-June Oak

H. maia Dru. Most of U.S.A. east
of Rocky Mts.

Sept.-Dec. Apr. -June Oak, Willow, Cherry
0>runus)Hazel(Corylus)

H. lucina Hy.Edw. Maine Sept. Apr. -June Spirea

race latifascia B. ft McD. Willow (Salix)

H. nevadensis Stretch Most of U.S.A. west
of Rocky Mts.

Sept. -Nov. Apr. -June Cottonwood (Ponulus),
Willow

race californica Wgt, S. Calif. Oct. -Dec. Apr. -June Cottonwood, Willow

H. bumsi Wats. Desert slope of mts.

,

desert mts. of s. Calif.
Nev., Utah, Ariz.

Sept. -Nov. Feb. -Apr. Spinosum?

H. neumoegeni Hy.Edw. Higher desert mts. of
eastern Mojave Desert
and cent. Ariz.

Sept. -Nov. Mar. -May Wild Buckwheat

H. tricolor Pack. S.e. Ariz., s.w. N.Mex. Feb.-July July? Palo Verde (Cercidium)

H. oliviae Ckll. New Mexico, Colo. Oct. ? ?

H. sororius Hy.Edw. Baja Calif., s.e. Ariz.,
possibly s. Calif.

? ? ?

race hualanai Neum. ? ? ? ?
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occupy the same area hut have different food-
plants and do not have the same habits or fly
at the same time. Species that have a wide
range north and south may emerge in August or
September in the north and as late as Decem-
ber in the south. Likewise the larvae are to
be found at widely different times of the
year with varying altitude and latitude.

Hemlleuoa are not hard to collect once a
colony is located. The adults of all but one
or two species found in the U.S. fly in broad
daylight and can be netted the same as butter-
flies. There are two Southwestern species,
trloolor and ollvlae . that fly at night and
may be caught at light. Most specimens netted
or taken at light are males. Where the males
are flying thickest females may usually be
found clinging to the grass, twigs of bushes,
or trunks of trees. This is the best way to
secure good specimens of females, for usually
they have not yet flown and are in perfect
condition. Males may also be brought within
netting reach by placing a female in a good
locality, and catching the males as they come.

The fact that the winter is passed in the
ova by all but one species would give ample
time for the exchange of ova by collectors
who are interested in rearing their own spe-
cimens. The ova are laid in clusters on the
twigs or stems of the food-plant. These egg
masses may be found with a little searching
during the winter when the leaves are off the
trees and shrubs. The eggs may be secured
with much less effort by enclosing the female.
If the female is given considerable room in
which to fly around more eggs will be secured.
The females will oviposit without the presence
of the food-plant, but it is best to place a
few dried twigs in the enclosure.

Collecting and rearing the larvae is the
most successful method of securing good spe-
cimens. It Is well to look for larvae while
they are still small, because thet are less
likely to be infested with parasites. They
are much easier to secure when small as they
are gregarious during the first, second and
part of the third instars. The black clus-
ters of larvae are fairly easy to see as one
looks over the food-plants in search of them.
A word or two more should be said in regard
to parasitism. Among mature larvae it is
nearly always high, although Infestation
seems to inn in cycles reaching a peak and
then dropping off sharply. In 1947 Hemlleuca
luno larvae were 75 to 80$ Infested, while
this year (’48) parasitism was only 14$ in
larvae collected from the same colony.

At times it is profitable to searoh for
the pupae in dead leaves and debris in the
vicinity of the food-plant. The places where
one is most likely to find pupae are: under
logs, boards and rocks, at the bases of trees,
and In litter under trees and shrubs. Rarely
are the pupae buried In the ground, but are
usually enclosed in a meager, loose cocoon in
or at the bottom of the layer of litter.

To help in collecting the various species
"the accompanying table has been prepared. It
is hoped that this infomation will be of aid
in showing when and where to collect.

<W„,| cP

klFBED JEFFERIS TURNER (1861-1947)

By the passing of Dr. A. Jefferls Turner
on Dec. 29, 1947, entomology suffered the loss
of the dean of Australian lepldopterists.

Turner trained as a physician at the London
University College, receiving his M.D. in 1886.
Three years later he went to Australia. A bril-
liant record as a pioneer in public health and
children's medicine made him a well-known and
respected figure, and he has been termed
"Queensland's greatest physician". His retire-
ment in 1937 made possible his concentration
on entomology during the last ten years of his
life, although much of his entomological work
was done during his active professional career.

Dr. Turner began to collect insects when
a young man, specializing in butterflies, but
later turning to moths as a more challenging
group. His paper on Microlepldoptera in 1894
was followed by about 100 entomological arti-
cles. Descriptions of hundreds of new species
and genera of moths were only part of his con-
tribution, for he had a keen interest in evolu-
tion and classification. His penultimate paper
was a noteworthy classification of Lepidoptera
(see Lep .News 2: p.65). Turner's papers were
orderly and careful, although by modern stand-
ards of taxonomic descriptions they laok impor-
tant material such as comparisons and figures.
His knowledge of Greek and Latin made his names
for new species and genera unusually meaningful,
and it was his habit to state the derivation.

His large and valuable collection is now
deposited in the museum of the Division of Eco-
nomic Entomology (Council for Scientific and
Industrial Research) at Canberra. He was a
Fellow of the Royal Entomological Society of
London, a member of the Royal Society of
Queensland, the Llnnean Society of New South
Wales, the Lepldopterists' Society, and others.

Dr. I.M. Mackerras wrote of Turner: "He
lived a full life, he completed the task he set
himself, and he left... the results of a vast
amount of original work clearly and systemati-
cally presented, so that future workers will
not have to delve over the old ground again.
... And a memory will remain... of kindly gentle-
ness and whimsicality, which will still, for a
while be talked about when entomologists gather
together." J.E.R.
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15. Mary Esther Murtfeldt (1839-1913)

The appointment of Prof. G.V. Riley, In
1868, as entomologist of the State of Missou-
ri marked a turning point in American ento-
mology. Economic entomology then became a
recognized profession. An increasing number
of states realized the need for these ser-
vices and by the end of another decade the
federal government in Washington established
the Division of Entomology in the Department
of Agriculture. It early became evident that
Riley had considerable genius for organizing
this work. He soon enlisted the help of cer-
tain persons having some knowledge of ento-
mology to assist him in his duties. Foremost
among these assistants was MIsb Mary Esther
Murtfeldt, an amateur entomologist who resid-
ed at Kirkwood, Missouri. L.O. Howard says
of hers "she was an educated, charming lady,
who met Prof. Riley when he first went to
Missouri in 1868 and who was much Influenced
by him In her entomological studies.”

Mary Esther Murtfeldt, the eldest daugh-
ter of C.W. and Esther Murtfeldt ,was bom in
New York City, August 6 , 1839. There, as a
child, she suffered a serious illness which
left her with a paralysis, so that In all her
later life she was restricted in her walking.
While she was still quite young the family
moved to Rockford, 111., where Mary attended
school and later Rockford College. In 1869 the
family moved to St. Louis, Mo., and two years
later to Kirkwood, a suburb of St. Louis,
where she lived the rest of her life.

Miss Murtfeldt ' s interest in entomology
was chiefly with the Miorolepidoptera, of
which she had quite a considerable collection.
These were nearly all bred specimens. Due to
her physical handicap, she was not able to go
out into the field to collect. The family
had a beautiful garden where she could sit
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and observe while her fathers and sisters did
the work. Members of her family collected, in-
sects for her to some extent, but she soon
found that Insufficient toward making an or-
derly and scientific collection. Consequent-
ly she succeeded in interesting a number of
boys to go out into the fields and woods and,
having been instructed on how and where to find
the eggs and larvae, they brought them to her
for rearing In her home laboratory.

Miss Murtfeldt collaborated with C.V. Ri-
ley, then State Entomologist of Missouri,
from 1876 to 1878, and was Acting State Ento-
mologist from 1888 to 1896. She was a field
agent of the Division of Entomology of the
United States Department of Agriculture from
1880 to 1893. During these years her work
consisted principally of studying the life
history of insects, especially the Microlep-
idoptera, which she was able to do on the
study table of her home laboratory. She des-
cribed 18 new species of moths, 7 of which
have since been placed in the synonymy.

Miss Murtfeldt began writing on entomolo-
gical subjects in 1870 , when she was 31 years
old. It was then that she wrote "The Firefly”
"Life of a Butterfly” and "The Preying Mantis

,

which were published In Little Corporal Maga-
zine . In 1873 she wrote "Women and Science,
published in the Rural New Yorker , and in 1874
she read "Value of Natural Science for the Ed-
ucation of Women", before the Women's Congress
In Boston. Then followed a number of papers
in the scientific Journals, many of them on
insect life-histories. In 1890 appeared the
second series of "Stories of Insect Life",
prepared by Miss Murtfeldt In collaboration
with Clarence M. Weed.

In 1891 she wrote a book entitled "Outlines
of Entomology, prepared for the use of Farmers
and Horticulturists, at the Request of the
Secretary of the State Board of Agriculture and
the State Horticultural Society of Missouri”,
published at Jefferson City, Missouri. This
was a popular work of 130 pages prepared with
a view of introducing farmers and horticultu-
rists to the science of entomology. The object
of the author was to produce a perfectly ele-
mentary work. She goes carefully over the sub-
ject of the general structure of insects, defin-
ing the terms commonly in use, treats of the
transformations and the classification and
names, and in short chapters discusses the main
forms of each of the orders. Some 50 figures,
nearly all by Riley, are given in the text.

Many honors were bestowed upon Miss Murt-
feldt. She was a Fellow of the American Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science and in
1890 was elected Vice President of the Entomo-
logical Club of this organization. She was
an Honorary Member of the Academy of Science
of St. Louis. She disposed of her collection
of Miorolepidoptera to Cornell University dur-
ing the later years of her life. At the time
of her death, which occurred on February 23 ,

1913 » at the age of 74, she was associate edi-
tor of "Farm Progress" , a bi-weekly Journal
issued by the St. Louis Republic .

Edwin P. Meiners, M.D.



04 RECENT LITERATURE
Correction ? In paper #43 of the News (2s p.19)

It should ne noted that the fluid In Nepen-
thes pitchers Is a digesting fluid secreted
hy the plant and not rain water, as we had
stated. Dr. Dlakonoff kindly pointed out
the error. Listings 324, 325, 343 (below)
were contributed by Dr. Dlakonoff.

310. Beime, Brian P. ,

11Eublemma aatrlna . E.
parva and other Lepidoptera in Ireland in
1947. " Entomo loglst . vol. 81: pp. 132-136.
June 19487

311. Bell, Ernest L. & William P. Comstock,
"A. New Genus and Some New Species and Sub-
species of American Hesperiidae( Lepidoptera,
Rhopalocera )

.
" Am. Mus . Novltates . no. 1379:

23 pp. ,16 fogs. 28 June 1948. Describe as
new: Chloides catlllus subsp. churchl (Ja-
maIcaTT^^^eldep mercurlua subsp. vine entl
(St. Vincent) & subsp. sanchesl (Hispaniola),
Polygonus manuell (Brazil) (also north to
Florida ) , P. manuell subsp. punctus (St.
Vincent), Echelatus sempltemus subsp. dlll-
onl (Hispaniola)'. Aohvlodes .lanus (Jamaica),
genus Burca (type- Nlslonlades concolor
H . -S . ) , B . Stillman

1

(Dominican Rep. ). B

.

hispanlolae (Hispaniola). Ephyrlades domlnl-
oensls (Dominica). E. brunnea f lorldensls
(Key Largo, Fla.), Copaeodes stlllmani (Do-
minican Rep. ), Atalooedes nabokovl (Haiti ).

Figure d' genitalia of manuell . dlllonl . 1 a-
nus . B. stlllmani . hispanlo lae . dominie en-
sls . C. stlllmani , nabokovl , and similar
spp. not new.

312. Bell, J.H. & P.J. , "West Hertfordshire
Light Trap, 1947". Entomologist . vol.8l:
pp. 105-106. May 19487

313. Berger, Lucien A.
,

"A Collas New to
Britain (Lep. Pierldae)." Entomo loglst . vol.
8l: pp.129-131. June 1948. Records his
newly discovered Collas similar to C. hyale
from several localities. Mentions host
plant as Hlppoorepls oomosa . Summarizes
differences from larva and adult of C

.

hyale .

Considers correct name to be probably C.
alfacariensls . an aberrational name.

314. Betz, J.-T. , "Une nouvelle aberration de
Melanargla .

11

(In French). Rev , franc . Le-
pld. . vol. 11: pp. 297-298, 2 figs. Apr. 1955.

315. Blackle, J.E.H., "The English Colonies
of Erebla aethlops Esper." Entomologist .

vol. Sis pp. 107-109. May 19487
316. Breland, Osmond P. ,

"Two Migrations of
the Snout Butterfly, Llbytheana bachmannil
larvata (Strecker). (Lepidontera: Libythe-
Idae )

.
" Ent. News , vol. 59: pp. 128-131.

May 1948. Records westward and southeast-
ward migrations of larvata in Texas and re-
ports extensive feeding on sticky exudate
on gall-wasp (Cynipldae) galls on oaks.

317* Bryk. Felix, "Neue Formen von Eudla pav-
onla (L*) aus Schweden. (Lep.: SatumlidaeJ.

"

( In German ) . Entomologlsk Tldskrift . vol. 69?
pp. 142-144, 3 figs. 5 Aug. 1948. Figures
clearly and describes as new "forms" of E.

p. pavonla ? f. postrosacea (Uppland) and f.

trafyenfeltl (W&sterbotten ) and E.jc. ssp.
lappmarchioa ( Lappland) each based on 2 or
less specimens.'

318.

Clark, Austin H., "Classification of the
Butterflies, with the Allocation of the Ge-
nera Occurring in North America North of
Mexico." Proc . Biol . Soc . Wash . . vol. 61:

pp. 77-81. 16 June 1948. See summary in
Lep . News 2: 73.

ON LEPIDOPTERA
Vol.II, no.

7

319. Corbet, A. Steven, "The 'Preliminary List
of the Rhopalocera of Borneo' by W.B. Fryer
and D. Cator." Ann . & Mag . Nat .Hist . . vol.
14: pp. 415-420. 2 Mar. 1948. Analyses this
very rare 1894 paper, reproducing original
descriptions. Sinks as races: Dana is tuak
(under D. plexlppus ) . Charaxes salda (under
Po lyura .1 alysua ) . Euthalla bomeensls (un-
der E. aconthea ) ,

Ergo 11s ahmat (under Ari-
adne merlone )

.

Ergolls telok (under Larina
castelnaul ) . Atella creaghana (under Vagrans
eglata J~. Euripus kabell Is the ? form of
Idrusla nyctellus pfelfferae . Sinks as sy-
nonyms: Euploea susah (under E. Sylvester
tyrlanthlna ) , Herona arborescens (under H.
sumatrana schoehbergl ) , NeptlsTulva &
kechil "(under Neptls n. nata ) , N. bahalla
(under N. d. duryodana ) , Ablsara skertchlyl
(under ^arax teneta )'

, Po rltia dorothlana
(under dyanlrlodes 1. llbna )

.' Lists as NO-
MINA NUDA: Elymnlas annea ; Euthalla halimah,
vesta , abayah . lakayah .

320. Dannreuther, T. ,
Migration Records, 1947.

"

Entomologist . vol. 81: pp. 73-83, 110-117.
Apr.May 1948. Summarizes records for Brit-
ish Isles. Remarkably numerous in 1947 were:
Collas e roceus . Macroglossum Stellatarum ,

Rhodometra saorarla .

321. De Laever, E. ,
"Especes nouvelles txiur

la faune beiges Coenobla rufa Haw." (In
French). Lambllllonea , vol. 48 : pp. 18-20.
Apr. 1948. Redescribes genera Coenobla ,

Arenostola , and ArGhana . C. rufa new re-
cord for Belgium.

322. de Puysdgur, K. ,
"Contribution a l'e'tude

des Rhopaloc^res de l'Hdrault. " (In French).
Rev , franc . Ldpld . , vol. 11: pp.306-310.
June 1948'. Records 12 spp. of butterflies
from l'Hdrault.

323. de Toulgoet , H. ,
"Chasses de nuit aux

Cols du Galibier et du Lautaret (Hautes-
Alpes)." (In French). Rev , franc . Lepid .

,

vol. 11: pp. 265-272. Apr. 1948T Account of
collecting rare moths at light in the Alps.
New record for France: Standfussiana wls-

kotti.
324. Dlakonoff, A.

,
"Waamemingen over Indlsche

Insecten." (In Dutch). Tl.ldschrlft v. Ent . .

vol. 88: p.xlviii. 1 Oct. 1947. Observa-
tions on myrmecophile Lycaenidae and on Epl-
pyropidae were made in prisoner-of-war camps.

In Java larvae and pupae of Lycaenestes emo-

lus .lavanus Feld, and of AmblyjX)dla c entaur-

us amazona Pag. were observed nursed by
the rapacious and dreaded rang-rang ant,
Oeoophilla smaragdlna F. Hypolucaena erylus
God. is possibly also associated with this
ant. In Sumatra epipyropid larvae were
found on the abdomen of a pyropid, but
could not be reared. This is probably the
first record of Epipyropidae from the Malay
Archipelago. (A.D.)

325. Dlakonoff, A., "Notes on Tortricidae
from the Malay Archipelago with description
of a new species (Lepid.)." Tl.ldschrlft
v. Ent . ,

vol. 88: p.340. 1 OctTI 1947 . A
tortricld, Procalyptls llberatrlx , is des-
cribed from Christmas Island. [A.D.

)

326. dos Passos, Cyril Franklin, "The Occur-
rence of Anthoxanthins in the Wing Pigments
of some Nearctlc Oenels (Rhopalocera: Satyr-
idae)." Ent. News , vol. 59: pp. 92-96. Apr.

1948. Applied Ford's (1941) technique for
finding anthoxanthins without injuring the
specimens. Apparently tested all N.American
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spp. of Oenela , finding the pigment only in
the uhlerl and taygete groups. Of the for-
mer, all spp. and subspp. had anthoxanthins

,

but only ivallda in the taygete group re-
acted positively. Dos Passos therefore
raised ivallda to full specific rank, rath-
er than a race of chryxus .

327. Dufrane, Abel, "A propos des races fran-
chises de Parnasolus apolio .

11 (In French).
Rev , franq . Lepid . ,~vol. 11 : pp. 295-296.
Apr. 194-8.

328. Fox, Richard M. ,

"Roswellla . a New Genus
of Ithomines ( Lepidontera )

.
" Ent . News . vol.

59! pp.131-132. May 1948. Describes new
genus Ro swellla (generotype- Athesis acrls-
ione) with only one species. This leaves
Athesis also monotypic. Named for Roswell
G. vTilliams, Jr.

329 . Gozm&ny, Laslo, "Az Ocsai-turjan lepke-
ritkas&gai" ( "Lepidopterological rarities of
the Torfmoor of Ocsa.") (In Hungarian with
English summary). Folia Entomologies Hunga-
rica, vol. 2( s.n. ) :pp. 60- 62 I 1947. Records
various moths from central Hungary ; describes
new aberration of Boarmla punctularla .

330. Gozmany, L. ."Breeding Perlgrapha clncta F.

(Lepidopt. ). " (In English ) . Fragmenta
Faunistica Hungarlca , vol. 10? pp. 20-21.
1947. Reports 5 forms reared from batch of
eggs of^P. clncta .

331* Gozmany , L. , "’New data to the Macro lepi-
doptera Fauna of Budapest with the descrip-
tion of a new aberration of Euplexla lucl-

para L. " (In English). Fragmenta Faunis-
tica Hungarlca . vol. 10: pp. 55-58, 1 fig.
1947 . Records of 15 moths and a skipper.
Photo of new aberration.

332. Herbulot, Claude, "Atlas des Lepidopte-
res de France, Belgique, Suisse, Italle du
Nord. Fascicule II: Heteroceres. " , (In
French). 145 pp. , 16 pis. col. Editions
N. Boubee & Co.

, Paris. 1948. See note on
p. 88 of this issue of the Lep . News .

333* Janmoulle, E.
,
"Especes nouvelles pour

la faune beige: Microlepldopteres. " (In
French). Lambllllonea . vol. 48: pp. 20-21,
33-34. Apr. .June '19^8. Records: Acalla
abletana , Steganoptycha subsequana . Hypatlma
lnunctella , Coleophora sylvatlcella , Euplo-
campus anthraclnalls , Grapholitha gemmlfer-
ana ,

Anacampsis ( Taehyptllla ) betullnella .

334. Kiriakoff , S.gT^ "Taxonomle et Sp6cla-
tlon. La seml-espece et la super- espec e.

"

(In French). Bull . & Ann . Soc . Ent . Bel-
gique , vol. 84: pp. 64-70. 1948. Discusses
semi-species and ultra-species (see Lep .

News 2: pp. 15,16), giving as examples of
the former: (a) Glauoopsyche melanops . pa-

phos and charybdls ; (b ) Cupldo arglades .

alcetas and decolorata ; ( 0 ) Hydraecla ocul-
ea (9 genltallc forms).

335. Le Marchand.S., "Stlgmella (Neptlcula ) prl-

nophyllella LeMd. est synonyme de Neptlcula
haraldi Soffner. " (In French). Rev. franc.
L^pld . . vol. ll:pp. 297-298, 2 figs. Apr. 1948.

336 . Le Marchand ,
S. . "Tinelna - Les Oecophor-

idae. " (In French). Rev , frang . Lepid .

.

vol. 11: pp. 284-291. Apr. 1948. Summarizes
characters of family and subfamilies (Oeco-
phorinae, Scaeosophinae ,

Eulechrlinae

,

Philobotinae, Depressariinae ) . Gives key
to the 24 French genera.

337. Le Marchand, S.
, "Une petite question de

Nomenclature. " (In French). Rev. franc.

Ldpld . . vol. 11 : pp. 310-312. June 1948.
Discusses Law of Priority and points out
that it is unavailable for names erected
for galls and mines whose causative insect
was unknown. As an example of application
of this principle Le Marchand gives Nepticu-
la pseudoplatanella Weber ( nec Skala )'. A
scholarly article.'

"

338. Muschamp, P.A.H., "Fuslo (Switzerland)
as an Entomological Centre." Ent .Mon .Mag .

.

vol. 84: pp. 106-108. May 1948. Took 7 hy-
brids of Pamasslus dellus and apolio .

339. Oitlcica F9
, Josd"^ "Sdbre a Genit&lia das

Fdmeas de Hepialidae ( Lepidoptera )
.
" (In

Portuguese). Summa Brasiliensls Biologiae,
vol.l: pp. 384-42H7 12 figs. May 1948. de-
scribes female genitalia of HeplaluB humul

1

(Belgium) and Phassus glgantea (Brazil ) and
gives superb photos of dissections. Finds
previous work Incorrect and that Hepialidae
actually have separate vulva and ovipore,
but that both are on the ninth segment.
Maintains that this is an intermediate
step between the very primitive (raonotreme)
Lepidoptera and the higher (diplotreme)
groups. Existence of such an intermediate
had been doubted by Williams after similar
studies of other groups.

340. Picard, J., " Pyrgus ( Pyrgus ) ma lvae L.
"

(In French). Rev , franc . Lepid . . vol. 11:
pp. 272-283,2 figs.

, pi. 15 . Apr. 1948. Con-
cludes that malvoldes Is undoubtedly a race
of malvae . and pontlcus and melotls almost
certainly are also mere races. Summarizes
knowledge of genitalia, biology, distribu-
tion. Believes Hesperildae, esp. Pyrgus .

do not travel significant distances or
cross large bodies of water.

"Notes on Satyrus (Melan-
and S. ines . HoffggT’1

Var.T vol. 60: pp. 57-58 .

341. Querci, Orazio,
argla ) arge , Sulz.
Ent . Rec . & Joura.

T9S8.Apr.
342. Sarlet, Laurent, "Les Gdometrides A Fe-
melles Apt^res." (In French). Faune de la
Belgique (Les Naturalistes Vervl&tois

) , 150
pp. , 25 pis. 1948. Detailed account, with
descriptions, specific differences, synony-
mies, references, and photos of Geometridae
with wingless 9^ occurring in Belgium: Al-
sophlla aescularla . A. quadrlpunctarla . Op-
erophtera fagata . 0. brumata, Therla rupj-
caprarla . Erannls ba larla . E. leucophaearla .

E. aurantlarla . E. marglnarla . E. defollar-
ia, Phlgalla pedarla . Apochelma hlspldarla .

Nvssla zonarla . Poecllopsls pornonarla . Nu-
merous biological notes. A very fine paper.'

343. Toxopeus, L.J. , "On the borer moths Zeu-
zera coffeae Nietn. and Z. rorveyanea Wlk.
( neuropunctata Gaede) (Lep. Cossidae, Zeu-
zerlnae)." Treubla . vol. 19: p.167. 1947.
With the help of extensive bred material
the author discriminates these two species*
which are dangerous borers of cultivated
trees in Java, and describes a new subspe-
cies from Java: Z. coffeae vireus . (A.D.)

344. Turner, A. J eff er'is ,
"X Review of the

Phylogeny and Classification of the Lepid-
optera." Proc . Linnean Soc . N.S. Wales,
vol. 71: pp. 303-336, 9(Tfigs. ~30 Apr. 1947.
See review in Lep . News 2: 65 .

345. Williams, L.H. , "Notes on the Lepidop-
tera occurring in the Reading District
during 1947." Ent . Rec . & Joum . Var . .

vol. 60: pp. 44-45. Apr. 19457
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COLLECTING- SPHINGIDAE IN JAMAICA, 1948

In connection with a piece of work I am
doing with the Institute of Jamaica, at King-
ston, Jamaica, I spent the month of June 1948
collecting there®

We are trying to secure a good series of
all the species of Sphingidae common to south-
ern Florida, Jamaica, the Lesser Antilles in-
cluding Trinidad, and northern South America,
especially Venezuela and Colombia, We believe
that a study of these series may throw some
light on speclation, on the origin of certain
species and variations, and may be another
link in the belief that Jamaica was once a
part of the North American land mass and
Trinidad and the southern Antilles may have
been a part of the South American continent,

I did most of my collecting over flowers
in the Hope Gardens near Kingston, in the hour
of dusk and first fallen dark, about 7-8 in
the evenings. During 21 evenings spent in the
Gardens, which lie on a plain completely sur-
rounded by mountains, I was able to secure 24
of the possible 33 species of Sphingidae re-
ported from Jamaica. The most numerous spe-
cies, rating almost as pests, were Celerlo
lineata, Xylophanes terse , Herse cingulate .

Certain moths such as Pachylla ficus and P.
syces lnsularls came for nectar along with
the hummingbirds while it was still light.
While we were there the moon rose full over
the flowers but did not seem to check the
flight as I feared. The lovely P. brontes
was very abundant during the early part of my
stay while the whole genus Erlnnyls came only
In the latter part of the time. I was fortu-
nate in securing two specimens of Cocytlus
vltrlnus , up to this time reported only from
Cuba. Also Pachylla syces lnsularls had not
been recorded at the Institute since about
1888. The species taken were;

BOIPRIA MONT INUS ON THE MOUNT WASHINGTON CAR-
RIAGE ROAD.- On Aug, 15 & 16, 1948, L.P.Grey,
D.J . Lennox, and W.P. Rogers, later Joined by
A.C. Frederick, found both sexes of the elus-
ive Bolorla montlnus in satisfactory numbers
and in a fresh condition at Cragway Spring at
the point where the Nelson Crag trail meets
the Carriage Road. On both sides of the road
the species should be found on goldenrod and
meadowsweet

, provided the sun shines , during
mid-August, with early morning the best time
to get the species. Thus an easily accessible
area has been discovered which eliminates climb-
ing to the summits of the Presidential range in
order to obtain this sought-after insect.

W.P. Rogers, Fall River, Mass.,
and L.P. Grey, Lincoln, Me,

AN UNUSUAL RECORD OF THE BLACK WITCH, EREBUS
ODORA (L. ).- Dr. R.C. Rush of Hudson, Ohio,
turned over to the writer a male specimen of
the Black Witch, Erebus odora (L. ), which
had flown into an office window on the Gener-
al Electric plant at Nela Park near Cleveland
during the evening of June 30 or early morn-
ing of July 1, 1948. It was the third Ohio
specimen of this species of tropical moth
which had come to the attention of Dr. Rush
in a quarter of a century. The other two were
from Akron and Wooster, were females, and were
collected in the month of September. The pre-
sent specimen, a male, is darker than usually
illustrated, and has a wing spread of 6.25 In-
ches. Scattered migrants of this largest of
the noctuid moths are occasionally found in
the northern United States and Canada, but us-
ually in the late summer or early fall months.
The specimen at hand was collected a month or
two earlier than most of the known records
for the northern United States.

Ralph W. Dexter, Kent State Univ. , Ohio

Herse cingulafa (Fabr.

)

Protoparce brentes (Drury)
sexta Jamaicans is Butler
rustics' (Fabr.)

Cocytlus antaeus (Drury)
duponchel TPoey)
vltrlnus Rothschild & Jordan

Pachylla f. ficus (Linne)
f . aterrlma Bonninghausen
syces lnsularls Rothschild & Jordan

Protambulyx strlgllls ( Llnn6

)

Amplypterus gannasous (Stoll)
Erlnnyls ello (Ltnn<§)

alope "
'(Drury

)

obscura (Fabr.

)

Jamalcensis
cramerl (Schaus

)

Grammodla calcus (Cramer)
Eplstor 1. lugubrl

s

(Linne)
lugubrl s latlpennls Rothschild & Jord.
ocypete ( Linne

)

Pholus labruscae (Linn§)
s. satellltla (Linne)

Xylophanes tersa (Linne

)

pluto TPabr.

)

chlron neccua (Cramer)
Celerlo llneata u?abr.

)

TECHNIQUE NOTES

To mount Lepldoptera on the spread board
I use CELLULOID photographic plates. I have
noted that celluloid is better than paper on
account of its transparency and because the
scales do not adhere to it as happens on pa-
per® Celluloid is better than glass plates,
used by some, because It can be cut to the re-
quired measure. Furthermore celluloid can be
bought at low prices.

To fight mildew I have used SALICYLIC AL-
COHOL with remarkable success.

S.L. de la Torre y Callejas
Matanzas, Cuba

4? &
Prof. R.L. Usinger recommends, as super-

ior to other cloth, white, open mesh nylon
marquisette for insect net bags, with plain
nylon for the strengthening band around the
net hoop. (See Bull .Brooklyn Ent . Soc . 43 : P« 68 )

.

John H. Fales is compiling a check-list of
the butterflies of Maryland and requests
that records from that state be sent him
at; 1917 Elkhart St. , Silver Spring, Md,

Margaret M. Cary
Philadelphia, Pa.
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NOTICES BY MEMBERS

Wanted immediately: All species of the genus
ANNAPHILA Grt. and forais of AXENUS ARVALIS
Grt. Accurate ecological data desired. Of-
fer In exchange Phalaenidae of So. Calif. &
living pupae of Hemileuca nevadensls callfor-
nica Wgt. C.I. Smith, 161 So. 16th St., Apt.
1-3, Richmond, California.

RARE HUNGARIAN LEPIDOPTERA offered in exchange

The Lorquin Entomological Society (Los Ange-
les Museum, Exposition Park, Los Angeles 7,
Calif.) is offering Czech insect pins for
$ 2.50 per 500 (limit per membership) for mem-
bers only. Annual dues are $0.50.

Japanese Rhopalocera offered in exchange for
needed specimens from S. & Cent. America & S.
Pacific Is. (list available on request).
T/5 R.J. Jablonski

, Med. Det.
, 13th F. A. Bn.,

A. P.0.24, Unit 4, c/o P.M. ,San Francisco, Cal.

Dunnough Check-list (both macros and micros)
and Ford's "Butterflies". Dr. L. Gozmany,
Budapest XII, Gyori ut 1. II. 14., HUNGARY.

WANTED: Wasps (Hymenoptera: Vespoldea,Sphecoi-
dea.Chry sidoidea

) , particularly Psammocharidae
(Spider-Wasps) and Mutlllidae (Velvet "Ants"),
of the -world. Will collect Lepidoptera or
other insects in exchange. David G.Shappirio,
4811 17th St., N.W. Washington 11, D.C.

Wanted from collectors or museums: any mater-
ial of PEREUTE, ARCHONIAS and LEODONTA (Pier-
idae), for determination and distributional
data to be used in revisions. It will be re-

In papers with data. CATOCALA texana. ame-
stris and westcotti. pretiosa. mira. veril-
liana, ahola and other Texas snocl ab . EV>n
cash or exchange. Complete list on request.
L.H. Bridwell

, Forestburg, Texas.

CASH PAID FOR BUTTERFLIES of almost any spe-
cies from any part of the world. Only perfect
specimens with data wanted. Will buy 1 or 100
of any species, or contract for season’s catch.
A.Glanz , 289 E. 98th St., Brooklyn 12, N.Y.

WANTED FOR STUDY: PAPILIONIDAE OF WORLD, es-
pecially P. glaucus groun (incl. eurvmedon.
daunus 9 ©t*c# )i also madiaon and thoas pjroup

turned promptly and handled carefully. Please
write before sending shipment. F.M. Brown,
326 Burns Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colorado.

and Nearctic Pamassiidae. Buy or will ex-
change U.S.Macrolepidoptera. Kent H. Wilson,
430 Ridgewood Road, Fort Worth 7, Texas.

WANTED: for taxonomic study, any U.S. species
of Hesperioid genus MEGATHYMUS. I have for
exchange many species of North American Ma-

LARGE STOCK OF HIGH GRADE INSECT PINS from
Czechoslovakia available at 65^/100 , $6/1000.
R.G.Wind, Rt.l, Box 145, Livermore, Calif.

my St., Maplewood, New Jersey. ALL SPECIES OF EUREMA desired, esp. mexicana.

NAMED RHOPALOCERA & PARTIALLY NAMED HETEROCERA thochlora and others. Cuban but. t.n-rH 1 ®s of-
& MICRO LEPIDOPTERA offered in exchange for
Mlcrolepidoptera of South Asia. Collections

fered in exchange. Dr. S.L. de la Torre yGallejas
, Playa 75i, Matanzas, CUBA.

identification. Dr. A. Diakonoff, Zoologisch
Museum, Buitenzorg, Java, D.E.I.

SPEYERIA DIANA and manv other scarce Lepidop-
tera available for exchange for desired spp.

,

esp. of Papilio, Megathvmus, Sphlngidae, etc.
William F. Duhlmeier, 2535 Indian Mound Ave.

,

Norwood 12, Ohio.

© LIVING MATERIAL Q
WANTED: Living pupae of any species of Colias.eap. eurytheme-phllodloe . In exchan^A nr> -Pav.
purchase. Carl W. Gottschalk, Harvard Medi-
cal School, 25 Shattuck St., Boston 15, Mass.

In exchange for Phllotes of the world, MY EN-
TIRE COLLECTION of 5,000 specimens of western

LIVING COCOONS of Attacus atlas & edwardsi.An-
theraea mylitta, Actias selene for sale.

Lepidoptera. Will send list of check list nos.
available. Let me know your localities. R.H.
Mattoni,V-29 Terr.War Housing, Richmond, Calif.

with U.S. A. orders permit from U.S.Dept. Agrl-culture. Payment full in advance. Himalayan
Butterfly Co., Shillong, KhasI Hills, INDIA.

ENTOMOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT FOR SALE. Quality
material at quantity price. Write for cata-
log. Bio Metal Associates, P.0. Box >46,

Can offer living pupae Rothschildla orizaba
in exchange for pupae Platvsamia Columbia or
gloveri and Callosamia angulifera. R.L. Hal-

Beverly Hills, Calif. bert, 1201 W. 30th St., Los Angeles 7, Calif.

BUTTERFLIES OF THE BELGIAN CONGO AND BELGIUM
offered in exchange for North American but-

Wanted: EGGS OR COCOONS OF SATURNIIDAE, esp.
Platvsamia . for rearing & hybni hi *a+.i

terflies (except Hesperiidae ) . S.G. Kiriakoff,
14 Universiteitsstraat , Ghent, BELGIUM.

Will trade a ROTHSCHILDIA ORIZABA or a ROTHS-
CHILDIA ARETHUSA for a Sarnia rubra or a Sarnia

Offer in exchange pupae of several genera, in-
cluding Papilio, Parnassius. Speveria. Polites,
Arctia , and Platvsamia eurvale. or will buy.
D.P. Frechln, 1504 N. Lafayette,Bremerton,Wash.

Columbia (both males). D.H. Kistner, 1142
Cheyenne Dr., Cincinnati 16, Ohio.

FOR SALE: common MEXICAN BUTTERFLIES in good
condition. Supply limited, order early. Write:
L. S. Phillips, Loyola University Medical
School, 706 S. Wolcott Ave., Chicago, 111®

Specimens & cocoons of SATURNIIDAE of the
world desired. Correspondence invited. F.E.
Rutkowski, St. Bede College, Peru, Illinois,

Wanted: CATOCALA EGGS . esp. of Crataegus (Haw—
thorn) feeders. Will exchange for other Ca-
tooala material. Sidney A. Hessel, 8 Woodmere
Blvd. S.

, Woodmere, New York.
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Q. "is it usually possible to find differen-
ces in eggs of various species of Lepidoptera?"

A. Pretty generally, but not invariably; com-
pare the descriptions and figures in Scudder's
"Butterflies of Eastern North America" and
such papers as J.H. Oook's on the Incisallas.
chiefly in the Gan.Ent. vols.39,40, 1907-HT

Q. "Which American Lepidoptera other than Ly-
comorpha pho lus feed on fungi, lichens, moss-
es, or ferns?"

A. A good many , including most of the true
Tineidae on fungi etc. , many Deltoid Noctui-
dae ; most or all of our local LIthoslinae
( Hypoprepla . etc. ) on fungi or lichens or
both; also a widely scattered list on ferns,
among them the genus Erlopus ( Methorasa , Eu-
herrlchla ) in the Noctuidae. For Microlepid-
optera and G-eometridae see the food. Indexes
of the "Lepidoptera of New York," part 1, and
part 2 ( in press ).

W.T.M. Forbes

Fascicule II of the "ATLAS DES LEPIDOP-
TSRES DE FRANCE, BELGIQUE, SUISSE, ITALIE DU
NORD" was recently published. This is the
"HETEROCfiRES" by Claude Herbulot. It in-
cludes the families; Amatidae, Arctildae ,Cal-
limorphldae, "Noctuidae", Llparldae, Sphing-
idae, Thyatlrldae, Axlidae, Ceruridae ( = No-
todontidae), Attacidae (

= Saturnlidae ) , Lemo-
niidae, Psychldae

, Heterogynidae , Cossidae,
Endromidae, Heterogeneidae (- Llmacodidae

)

,

Drepanidae, and Thyrididae. There are 402
figures of adults and 22 of larvae, all 424
being colored.' The figures in most cases are
so good that "picture book taxonomy" should
be easy for these families In France. There
is a key to all French families of Lepidoptera
and a phylogenetic diagram for these families.
Subfamilies are keyed under their families.
Host plants and flight periods are given.

This little manual will be a useful in-
clusion for the bookshelf of anyone interest-
ed in moths of any part of the world, primar-
ily, of course, for the Palearctic Region.
Its price is 35Q francs (French) and it can be
procured from; Editions N. Boubee & C 1.9 , 3,
Place St. Andr6-des-Arts , Paris (VI® ), FRANCE.
For U.S.A. members, remittance can be sent by
postal money order and the official exchange
rate for U.S. dollars can be easily found by
telephoning or visiting any large bank.

"The Butterflies North of Mexico"-
A Society Project, by F.M. Brown ...77-78

Procedure In Taxonomy- IV. Symbols 78
Report on War Damage In Malaya & Java

by A. Dlakonoff 79
War Losses in France & Belgium

by S.G. Kiriakoff 80
Important Collections

1. Carnegie Museum, by W.R. Sweadner. . . 80
Collecting Buck-moths (Hemlleuca ) -

by D. L. Bauer 81-82
Brief Biographies - 15. Mary Murtfeldt

by E.P. Meiners.... ...83
Recent Literature on Lepidoptera 84-85
Field Notes '. .

.

86
Cary; Collecting Sphingidae in Jamaica
Rogers & Grey: Bolorla montinus
Dexter: Erebus odora in Ohio

Technique Notes .86
de la Torre y Callejas: Wing Strips

Obituary Notice: A. Jefferis Turner 82
Notices by Members 87
Miscellany .... 78 , 86,88
Questions & Answers . . 88

As noted on page 84, Dr. A. Dlakonoff, of
Java, has provided us with abstracts of papers
in Dutch journals and will be doing so regular-
ly. Eventually we hope to have Society members
preparing the brief reports on Lepidoptera pa-
pers in every country of the world in a manner
which will result in: listing of each paper in
the News very soon after it Is published, a
more complete coverage than is now possible, a
more informed appraisal of the paper than is
sometimes possible for us for remote regions
or unfamiliar languages, and an easing of the
exceedingly heavy time load which we have im-
posed on ourselves in making the News give
the services we feel it should.

m
Our policy regarding copies of the News

which fail to reach subscribers is as follows:
We are willing to guarantee delivery of every
issue. If you fail to receive any number by
the time the succeeding number reaches you,
merely drop us a card and the lost issue will
be sent you.

With the present number the annual Member-
ship List is being distributed. We hope you
will notice which of your lepldopterist ac-
quaintances are not present and tell them of
the Society and the News . Several members have
loaned friends a copy of the News with the re-
sult that the friends soon became members.

Dr. Charles D. Mlchener, recently Associ-
ate Curator of Insects In the American Museum
of Natural History, has accepted an appoint-
ment as Associate Professor in the Department
of Entomology of the University of Kansas.
This department has long had a record of dis-
tinction in training taxonomic entomologists.
Dr. Miohener plans to continue his research on
the systematica of the Saturnlidae and bees®

PLEASE NOTIFY THE NEWS EDITORS
OF CHANGES OF ADDRESS PROMPTLY

New members are not listed in the present
issue, sine® they are all Included In the Mem-
bership List.

THE LEPIDOPTERISTS 1 NEWS is the monthly
periodical of The Lepidopterists 1 Society.
Membership is open to anyone interested in
the study of butterflies & moths. The 1948
dues, including subscription to the NEWS, are
$1.50 for Regular Members and $3«00 or more
for Sustaining Members. Please make remit-
tances payable to : Charles L. Remington .
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ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE FIELD

The December Issue (No. 8) of Volume I of
the News was devoted largely to the Society's
first field season summary of Lepidoptera in
North America. Once again we are ready to as-
semble the annual summary, arid we Invite the
fullest possible participation by Society mem-
bers. Two aspects Interest us in this summa-
ry. First, it is clear that there is lively
interest among News readers in the fresh in-
formation on collecting result’s around the
continent during the recent season. Second,
the summary constitutes a permanent reference
source which will grow in value as more and
more years are on record and factual informa-
tion accumulates for analyzing cycles.

Certain weaknesses appeared in the 1947
Summary. There was regrettably thin coverage
of the southeastern and central states and
the Canadian West. In contrast, the enthusi-
astic participation of the Californians re-
sulted in a fine summary for the Southwest.
Moth records were altogether too few, with ac-
curate data lacking even for such popular
groups as Sphingidae and Catocala . Since
moths comprise the major portion of the Lepid-
optera, at least half of the Summary should
be devoted to them.

The following information is again re-
quested from individual cooperators s l) Were
the flight periods of the various species ear-
lier or later than the average? 2) If either
earlier or later, did they return to normal
or otherwise change as the season progressed?
3) Did unusual climatic events (cold, drought,
excessive rain, hurricanes, etc.) occur, and
if so what was their effect on Lepidoptera?
4) Did biological or human agencies(parasites,
forest fires, swamp draining, birds, diseases,
etc.) affect Lepidoptera this year in an un-
usual way or to a significant degree? 5) Did
any individual species show very unusual
changes — rare species suddenly common or
vice versa? 6) Did the migrating species have
noteworthy flights and if so, what detailed
observations were made? Please note that
it is of little value to call any season
"good" or "bad". Details are essential.

In the Season Summary for 1947, individual
reports were received from 46 members — a
fine response for the initial effort, but we
hope to double it this year. Every report will
be used and then placed in a permanent Society
file for later reference. All participants
will be named in the published summaries.

For convenient grouping of the summaries,
North America will be considered in eight
fairly uniform faunistlc areas, for each of

SEASON SUMMARY FOR 1948

which a general summary will be written from
the individual reports. The accompanying map

shows the eight divisions. Each regional sum-
mary will be prepared by an active lepidopte-
rist in the region. Five regions were so han-
dled last year and once again the same five
members will be serving. This year Dr. R. L.
Chermock and Mr. P.S. Remington are rounding
out the group. Please send your reports di-
rectly to the regional coordinator and if you
collected In more than one region please pre-
pare separate reports. REPORTS MUST REACH THE
COORDINATORS BEFORE JANUARY 15, 1949 * The co-
ordinators and their addresses ares

Zone 1 . (Southwest) - LLOYD M. MARTIN,
Los Angeles County Museum, Exposition Park,
Los Angeles 7, Calif.

Zone 2 . (Northwest) - JOHN C. HOPFINGER,
Brewster, Wash.

Zone 3 « (Rocky Mts. )
- DONALD EFF

,

820 Grant St., Boulder, Colo.
Zone 4 . (Great Plains) - DON B. STALLINGS,

2l6 W. First St., Caldwell, Kansas.
Zone 5 » (Central) - P.S. REMINGTON,

5570 Etzel Ave. , St. Louis 12, Mo.
Zone 6 . (Southeast) - DR. RALPH L. CHERMOCK,

Dept, of Biology, University of Alabama,
University, Ala.

Zone 7 . (Northeast) - EUGENE MUNROE,
Institute of Parasitology, Macdonald College,
Quebec ,

CANADA

.

Zone 8 . (Far North) - send reports to the News
editor.

C . L.R.
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PROCEDURE IN TAXONOMY- V. CATEGORIES OF CLASSIFICATION

Any attempt at classification requires a
series of categories into which the classi-
fied objects can be arranged. Animal classi-
fication in recent years has been brought to
a point at which there is nearly universal
agreement on the basic categories to be used.
The number and names of intermediate categor-
ies differ greatly among various writers, but
there is no present necessity for uniformity
in these interjacent categories. For discus-
sions of the Intermediate categories above and
below species see the News 2: pp. 3-4 ,15,16,39.

For the benefit of News readers unfamiliar
with the broad classification of animals a
list and discussion of the categories follows.

The basic unit of classification is the
SPECIES. A species may be thought of as a
population of actually or potentially inter-
breeding individuals whose range may be world-
wide or limited to a single swamp or mountain
peak. In other terms, a species is a group
of individuals which are very similar to one
another, which differ from all other living
animals in at least one consistent character-
istic, and which can interbreed and produce
fertile offspring. Further discussions of
the species may be found in the News 2s pp.3>
62. In separate parts of the range of a spe-
cies the individuals may have characters
which distinguish them from the individuals
in other parts of the range. These may be
named as SUBSPECIES, often called RACES.

A group of closely related species making
up a unit consistently separable from all oth-
er groups of species is a GENUS. Like all
other categories except species, the genus is
a man-made concept and various authorities
differ greatly in the breadth of the genera.
As elsewhere, among American lepldopterl sts
there is strong disagreement, so that one
well-informed specialist may lump all "Hair-
streaks" in the genus Thee la while another
equally able specialist may separate the same
species into the genera Thee la . Strymon . In-
cisalia, Mltoura . Habrodais, Atlldeg . Calll-
psyche and Satyrlum . and still a third author-
ity may accept these eight genera but split
Strymon further into several other genera.
Usually those who recognize the fewest genera
(the "lumpers") are the older workers who
grew up with the smaller number and are under-
standably crystallized in their viewpoint.
Those who accept the most genera (the "split-
ters") are usually the newer workers who are
actively studying the group and equally under-
standably see the differences looming larger
than they really are. The middle- roaders are
usually the dispassionate observers who try
to use the system and who can thus examine
the arguments from a relatively unprejudiced
viewpoint. A very convenient category which
Is all too often ignored by lepidopterists
(in contrast to other taxonomists) is the
SUBGENUS. If a cohesive genus includes spe-
cies which fit into lesser groupings, these
latter should be considered subgenera.

A group of similar genera which fit to-
gether in sharing at least on© fundamental
character is called a FAMILY. For example,
all dog-like mammals(dog, foxes, wolf, etc.)
belong to the same family. Similarly, all

cat-like mammals (cat, lion, tiger, lynx, etc.)
belong to one family. A family may be divided
Into two or more TRIBES, and of course a tribe
may be divided into SUBTRIBES. See the News 2:

p.73j for an example of the application of
these categories. A family name can always be
recognized by the ending "-ldae". The ending
for subfamily is "-inae , for tribe "ini", and
for superfamily "-oidea". No other categories
have standardized endings.

A group of families making up a very dis-
tinct unit with great structural and ecological
differences from all other families is called
an ORDER. For Instance, the flesh-eating
mammals with long canine teeth (cats, skunks,
dogs, bears, raccoons, weasels, etc.) all be-
long to one order. Similarly, all insects
having four heavily- scaled wings belong to one
order (the Lepldoptera ) . An order may be di-
vided conveniently into two or more SUBORDERS.
A suborder may be divided into SUPERFAMILIES.

A series of orders with major common char-
acters by which they differ from all other or-
ders is called a GLASS. All animals having
exactly three pairs of true legs and in some
stage of their life history having eleven abdo-
minal segments are in one class (the Insecta).
Likewise, all warm-blooded animals having hair
are in the Glass Mammalia; all warm-blooded
animals having feathers are the Glass Aves.
A class may be divided into SUBCLASSES, and
a subclass may be divided into SUPERORDERS.

Finally, a group of classes which differ
from all other classes in major structural
characteristics is called a PHYLUM. All the
single-celled animals are in the Phylum Proto-
zoa. All animals with a linear series of seg-

ments, Jointed limbs, and ventral nerve cord

are In the Phylum Arthropoda (insects, crabs,

spiders, ticks, centioedes, etc.). SUBPHYLA
and SUPERCLASSES are used in many instances.

The following sample list of animals in
their respective groups shows the system of
categories defined above:

Phylum Arthropoda
Subphylum Tracheata

Class Insecta
Subclass Pterygota
Division Neoptera
Superorder Hemimetabola
Order Orthoptera (crickets, etc.)

Superorder Holometabola
Order Goleoptera (beetles)
Order Lepldoptera
Suborder Jugatae (hepialids, etc. )

Suborder Frenatae
Superfamily Papilionoidea

Family Nymphalidae
Subfamily Argynninae
Tribe Argynninl
Subtribe Argynnidi

Genus Argynnls
Genus Speyerla
Subgenus Speyerla
Subgenus Semnopsyche

Species cvbele
Subspecies leto

Species diana
Subtribe Bolorildl

Genus Boloria .

G . L. R.
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A COLLECTING TRIP IN SEARCH OF SPEYERLA EGLEIS SEGRETA
91

by P.S. Remington, Jr., St. Louis, Missouri
and J. Donald Eff , Boulder, Colorado

The race secreta of Speyerla eglels named
by dos PasBos and Grey( 19^-5) has remained one
of the rarest of Speyerlas ever since. Among
several hundred specimens of Speyerla sent by
the senior author to Mr. L. Paul Grey in 1946
for determination, three specimens of secreta
were found, taken on July 5, 1941, by P.S. and
C.L. Remington at Rabbit Ears Pass, Colorado.
The trip presently described was intended to
relocate the exact collecting spot if possi-
ble and to study the habits and abundance of
secreta in a positively known locality.

After many preparations and much planning,
the authors loaded their car with assorted
collecting equipment, camping gear, food and
bedding, forgetting of course a few of the
most needed items, always discovered too late.
We left Boulder, Colorado

,
on the afternoon of

July 3,1946. We crossed the Continental Divide
at Berthoud Pass. As we descended the western
side we observed that the vegetation changed
and that we were entering rolling upland prai-
rie, covered with Sagebrush ( Artemisia ) and
occasional sparse stands of aspen or Juniper.
The aspect of the country was quite different
from that of the foothills of the Front Range
to which we were accustomed. From Granby on,
the country changed little until we approach-
ed Muddy Pass, the eastern slope of which bor-
ders the Routt National Forest and leads into
Rabbit Ears Pass. Here we crossed the Conti-
nental Divide again. Rabbit Ears Pass over-
looking the western slope of the Divide. As
we went up Muddy Pass the Sagebrush prairie
region disappeared and gave way to lush
stands of flowers and conifers. We reached
this locality toward evening, too late to de-
termine anything of the butterfly population.
Later, when opportunity afforded, we found
Muddy Pass to be a poor collecting area with
no secreta present. We found a good camping
spot at the Columbine Camping Ground located
between Muddy Pass and Rabbit Ears Pass. Our
view that this was a good camping ground was
upheld by the appearance of the hordes of
mosquitoes which always seem to know where
the "pickings" are best.

Early the next morning, blessed with ex-
cellent weather, guaranteed and produced by
the senior author against the skepticism of
colleague Eff, we broke camp and headed for
the western slope, where recollection promised
that we should find secreta . Both Wlest, who
collected the types, and Remington reported
that secreta would be found flying along the
road going down the western slope and parti-
cularly along an old road which angled off to
the right. As we drove we were alert for any
likely looking collecting spot. Finding such
an area we would stop and give full attention
to every Speyerla that we saw, hoping each
time that it would prove to be secreta . At
this point it might be well to point out that
as one descends the western slope the ecolo-
gical conditions change sharply at different
elevations. The Summit is really a plateau
densely wooded In spots and characterized by
open meadows and marshy areas. This is suc-

ceeded, at lower levels, by a drier evergreen
area, which was the point of our first success.
Along the road at about 8000 feet above sea
level we took our first secreta , flying with
several other Speyerla . In fact, before the
day was over we took a total of seven species
of Speyerla . Until we learned to distinguish
secreta in flight, it was necessary to take
every Speyerla we saw. After a while we felt
that we could recognize secreta pretty well
by the lighter rosy flush on the underside, al-
though we discovered when we sent the entire
catch to Grey that many specimens which we had
thought were secreta were really of a race of
atlantls close to dorothea . As predicted by
Grey, zerene and atlantls occur sympatrically
in this area and it takes careful study to se-
parate them. Grey thinks they do not inter-
breed. The safest course for the collector
searching for secreta is to do as we did and
catch every Speyerla he sees flying.

Progressing on down the western slope of
Rabbit Ears Pass toward Steamboat Springs, we
noticed that the vegetation gave way to a pre-
dominantly aspen area Interspersed with some
oak and with a ground carpet of solid bracken.
Here was a congregation of butterflies at a
wet roadside spot which was reoognized by P.S.
Remington as the place where he and his son
had originally taken secreta . An Intensive
search resulted in the discovery of the old
road which Dr. Wlest had mentioned, and which
led off around the brow of the mountain for
several miles. This road had been long unused
and was overgrown with flowers and weeds and
was crossed at several places by rills which
proved to be a mecca for many species of but-
terflies, Including male secreta . The sight
of a half dozen fresh males of S. secreta con-
gregated about a wet spot is one long to be
remembered. It should be pointed out that
while more than a hundred specimens of " secre-
ta 11 were caught by the two authors along this
road in a day and a half, only very few fe-
males were taken and these were all found,
not along the road, but cruising thru the as-
pen and dense bracken which carpeted the
slopes at this point. The faot that females
were very scarce and hard to capture may be
attributed in part to the fact that we were
probably a little too early to find females
in abundance. Experience shows that in the
genus Speyerla the females usually emerge con-
siderably later than the males. We hope to
visit the locality another year, at about the
middle of July, to verify this idea.

After collecting intensively in the area
for a couple of hours, we completed our des-
cent into Steamboat Springs, collecting as we
went. Below the locality Just described,
which proved to be the heart of the range of
secreta . the vegetation changed to oak and
Sagebrush. Collecting here proved to be not
nearly so rich as the higher areas, but Spey-
erla zerene slnope was taken and secreta spa-
ringly. At the base of the western slope not
one secreta was found. From our experience on
this trip, we believe that secreta flies dur-
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Ing the fore part of July on the Western
Slope In northwestern Colorado wherever there
Is a predominantly aspen or oak vegetation at
altitudes from 6000 to 8000 feet.

Our experience on this trip also proves
very clearly the extreme importance of cor-
rectly labelling specimens as to locality and
date, and elevation wherever significant. The
original description of secreta gave the type
locality as "Estes Park". The senior author
has already pointed out in the Entomological
News (194-7) that this is an error. Two years
ago Dr. Roy Wiest accompanied the present au-
thors on a trip to a spot which he remembered
as the type locality, a ravine at Poudre Lakes,
near the crest of the Continental Divide in
Rocky Mountain National Park. On that trip
no Soeverla were seen except S. mormonla eurv-
nome. Both authors visited the alleged type
locality again in 1948, shortly after return-
ing from Rabbit Ears Pass, and no Speyerla of
any sort was seen. The conclusion is forced
upon us that the type locality is undoubtedly
Rabbit Ears Pass, for Wiest has collected
there many times. This conclusion is support-
ed by the fact that in no way does the habi-
tat at either Estes Park or Poudre Lakes re-
semble that of the Rabbit Ears Pass area.

Lest the readers gain the impression that
we collected only secreta , we list here a few
of the other butterflies taken on this two-
day trip: Speyerla atlantls ssp. near dorothea
Moeck, S. mormonla eurynome (Edw. ) , S. edwardsll
(Reak. ), S. zerene slnope dos P. & G-r. ,

S.
calllppe ssp. near meadli (Edw. ), S. hydasoe
ssp. near sakuntala (Skin. ), Paoillo rutulus
Luc., P. eurymedon Luc., Euchloe ausonldes
coloradensls Hy . Edw . , Plerls napl pseudonaol
B. & McD. , an interesting race of Euphydryas
anlcla (Dbldv. & Hew. ), Melltaea acastus Edw.,

Our memories of this trip, besides the
surprisingly good catch of a butterfly which
was regarded as one of America's rarest, in-
clude the elusiveness of secreta —certainly
one of the most artful dodgers in Lepidoptera,
the difficulties of papering and labelling
our catch by lantern light while we served as
banquets for the mosquitoes, the quiet beauty
and solitude of that deserted road where we
saw the swarms of butterflies, the occasional
yellow and black flash of the Western Tanager
and the leap of the startled deer across the
trail, and finally, the satisfaction that
comes with the successful completion of an
eagerly anticipated expedition.
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ON THE EYE COLORS OF THE COLIAS EURYTHEME-
PHIIPDICE COMPLEX. Since Mr. dos Passos pub-
lished his paper on this subject (see Lep .

News 2: p.44), I have examined well over 400
specimens of this complex alive in the field
at Maplewood and South Orange, Essex Co., N.J.;
Bethesda, Cabin John, Carderock, and Great
Falls, Montgomery Co., Maryland; and Chelten-
ham, Cheltenham township, Montgomery Co., Pa.
All of those specimens had normal yellow-green
eyes. Some of those specimens were retained
for my collection, being killed in Jars of
Potassium Cyanide, and, to my surprise, the
eyes of all those specimens darkened consid-
erably as time went on. I believe that the
darkening is due either to the dessication of
the specimen or to the chemical effect of the
cyanide on the pigment in the eyes. Since no
darkening was found in the eyes of living
specimens, I think that the possibility that
it is caused by genetic factors is slight.

ON THE PARAS IT IZATION OF DANAUS PLEXIPPUS .

Late this summer, I raised about eighteen speci-
mens of Danaus plexlppus from larvae. Two spe-
cimens were parasitized and the two parasitic
flies which hatched from the pupae were sent,
along with the pupae to Dr. C.W. Sabrosky for
identification. He identified them as Compsl-
lura concJumata(Melgen) (Diptera,Larvaevoridae).

ON THE USE OF "FLYWAYS" BY PAPILIO GIAUCUS .

This spring and summer, I noticed in Bethesda,
Montgomery Co., Md.

, individuals of P. glaucus
flying past one place towards open fields in
the southeast between 9:30 and 11:00 o'olook
In the morning and flying in exactly the op-
posite direction between 4:00 and 5:30 in the
afternoon. If someone could offer an expla-
nation of this phenomenon, I would appreciate
it very much.

Paul R. Ehrlich
Maplewood, N.J.

A specimen of Anaea andria, the Goatweed
Butterfly ,with identification numbers clear-
ly stamped on one wing, was found in Kansas
by a student. Presumably someone was study-
ing flight of this species. If it Is a mem-
ber of the Lepidopterists' Society, please
write the News editor at once and he will
notify the finder of the specimen.

Readers of the News may be interested to
know of two new maps being published by the
AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY, BROADWAY AT
156th STREET, NEW YORK 32, N.Y. One is of the
U.S.A. and southern Canada at a scale of about
1 inch to 80 miles. The other, not yet off
the press, covers Alaska, northern Canada, and
Labrador. The price is $4.00 each.

Professor C.P. Alexander writes that: "the
well-known tropical collector, William Clarke—
MacIntyre, Cojmies, Manabi, ECUADOR, is re-
suming collecting and would be interested to
hear from prospective buyers. MacIntyre and
his native assistants are among the most effi-
cient collectors of tropical insects whom I
have ever known.

"
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A SURVEY OP THE HELOFHILDUS MACRO-MOTHS OP THE HUNGARIAN MOORLANDS

by Dr. Lancelot A. Gozmany
Budapest, Hungary

I.

The moorlands, or swamps, of the Carpa-
thian Basin In comparison with those of the
rest of Europe are unique in their psammo lo-
gical aspects and especially their helophi-
lous ( swamp-loving ) fauna. For present pur-
poses swamps may be arranged into five cate-
gories, as follows:

1. Glacial Swamps
2. Fluvial Swamps
3. Lake-shore Marshes
4. Peat Bogs, or Turfmoors
5. Sphagnum Bogs

The first three are of inorganlo origin,
and are simply the creation of geological and
geographical factors. The others are the re-
sult of decaying vegetable matter on which a
special flora exists. If you try to draw a
rough map of the distribution of the types of
European swamps you can assert with more or
less precision, that, aside from fluvial and
shore swamps occurring in every European low-
land where rivers and lakes find sufficient
space for overflowing their banks to create
stagnant backwaters, the swamps of the Scan-
dinavian Peninsula, North and Middle Germany,
the Baltic States, Poland and Hungary are the
remnants of the moving of glaciers and hydro-
geologic corrosion of ice. Peat and sphagnum
bogs can be found all over Europe, especially
in their most classical sites - Ireland and
Great Britain, but also sporadically in Ger-
many, France and Hungary.

Before surveying the special macro-moth
fauna of the Hungarian swamps, I must first
draw attention to the fact that the term Hun-
gary in this paper designates the territory
of this country as it was before World War I,
that is, 1914, this territory being geograph-
ically, and therefore zoogeographically , a
perfeot unity.

II.

Moorlands have a typical aquatio flora
( Typha . Garex . Euphorbia . Glyoerla . etc. ), ex-
tending sometimes over miles of otherwise ag-
riculturally valuable soil, presenting a char-
acteristic landscape. In this special habitat
a special Lepidoptera fauna also lives.

Collecting in swamps has its manifest hin-
drances. These were the reasons why older
collectors have not satisfactorily investiga-
ted these habitats. Nobody can comfortably
put up with inconveniences of swamp climate,
wetness, eto. Another cause of infrequent
collecting was ignorance of localities. Un-
til the third decade of this century "rarer"
helophllous species were represented by only
one or two specimens in the collection of the
Hungarian Natural History Museum in Budapest.
There is. for instance, Rhadlnogoes 1epigone
(Moschl.), with the note in the Catalogue
Fauna Regni Hungariae (1898): "Rarissima, spe-
cimen unicum ex Hungaria cognitum" . In the

above Museum there are three specimens, last
date: 1928. I caught 26 specimens in one
night on the reedy shore of Lake Velence, cen-
tral Hungary. Pelosla obtuse (Hj-S.) was held
to be one of the rarest helophllous moths,
but you can collect 10-15 specimens in the
above place and in the southernmost reedy
swamps of Lake Balaton, southwest Hungary.
It is said that this species is extinct in
England and Italy. Possibly it was not sought
after enough! The same holds true for Gortvna
leuco stigma (Hbn.), Aspllates formosarla (Ey. j.
Archanara neurlca ( Hbn. ) , and others.

Collecting in swamps therefore calls us
lepidopterists urgently. Furthermore, river
improvements, the draining of marshy regions
to transform them into agriculturally valuable
land threatens to extirpate sometimes unique
and always peoullar floras and faunas. The
priceless relict marshes, for lnstanoe, of
geologically young , diluvial origin in the
middle of the Great Hungarian Plains have
their only ecological and biological equiva-
lents 2000 miles away, near Stalingrad and in
the Volga Valley.

How to collect moths in swamps? There are
three points to be considered:

1. Clothing . Have watertight, light boots
(preferably rubber where very wet ground is
concerned), old, warm clothes, and, most im-
portant! , a light net or gauze applied in some
manner (on the rim of your hat, perhaps ) to
keep away gnats. It is also advi sable to bring
with you a hunter* s tripod on which to sit.

2. Collecting lantern . A satisfactory
arrangement for the lamp is to have made
three poles of bamboo or other light wood,
cut into convenient lengths for carrying.
These sections can be Joined together for use.
One pole should be longer than the other two.
At the proper location stick the two shorter
poles into the soil parallel to each other
and stretch your sheet between them. This
forms the reflector and collecting surface.
Thrust the longer pole into the soil so that
it leans toward the sheet and hang the lan-
tern on it near the sheet. The lamp should
face the marsh and should be placed at the
edge of woods if there are any. Otherwise
the collecting is most successful If the lamp
shines directly into the reeds.

3. Lure . The usual "sugaring" is not ap-
plicable. The best method is to bind 4-5
slices of dried apple or whole dried pears on
a string, immersing them in the following mix-
ture: 1 quart beer, 1 pound sugar, 1 pound
honey. Put nothing else in the liquid! Im-
mersion should last for one hour. The strings
(20 are convenient ) can be looped on the low-
er branches of trees on the shore of clearings
In marshy woods, or, in faot, on 3 or 4 strong
reeds taken together. Disperse these about
every 20 yards, oarefully choosing a path
which will be passable also in the dark. Ev-
en so, collecting is sometimes unsuccessful.
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as masses of gnats may lignt on the lures,
preventing moths from approaching them. Do
not hang the lures on dry twigs, because ants
are likely to swarm onto them.

III.

A strict separation of which moths are
helophilous is, of course, Impossible on
technical grounds. This is rather a matter
of aspect. The greater part of the moths
that feed on Alders (Alnus spp. ) are not he-
lophilous, although this is a typical swamp-
loving tree. Furthermore, Polla splendens
(Hbn.) feeds on various small plants in many
different habitats, including swamps, where
it can be caught in great numbers.

After considering their ecological associ-
ations, both plant and animal, I consider the
following Hungarian species as helophilous
moths. The numbers refer to the five swamp
habitats listed above in Section I.

Sesla palustrls (Kautz ) , on Euphorbia aquatl-
oa . (1)

Comae la senex (Hbn. ) , on liverworts (Junger-
mannla spp.). (1,3,5)

Pelosla muscerda (Hufn. ) , in woods. (1,2,3)
Pelosla obtusa (H.-S.). (3,5)
Rhvparioides metelkana (Ld.). on oalustrlne

‘plants.Tl,2l
Phragmatoecla castanea (Hbn.), on reed( Phrag-

mites spp.). (1,2.3, 5

)

Laella coeno sa (Hbn. ), on reed ( Phragmltes
spp. )7 (1,2,3, 5)

Cosmotrlche potatorla (L. ), on sedge ( Oarex ,

Dactvlls . Luzula )~ (1 ,2,3,5)
Acronycta leporlna abs. bradyporlna & melano-

oephala . on birches and grasses. (2,3")

Khvacla strlaula (Thnbg. ), black heath ( Erica
clnerea ). (4)

Rhvacla hvperborea (Zett.), on blueberry

(

Vac-
clnlum mvrtlllus ) . (4)

Aporophvla nigra (Haw.), on dock ( Rumex spp.).

(4) '

Gortvna leuco stigma (Hbn. ) & abs. flbro sa &
albjpunota on flag (Iris pseudacoms).
(2. 3. 4. 5)

Hydro ec la mlcacea (Esp. ), palustrlne plants.
(3.5)

Hydroeola petasitls (Dbld. ) , on sweet colts-
foot ( Petasltes hvbrldus ). (2)

Phragmltiphlla tvphae (Thnbg.), on cat-tail
( Typha latl folia & angustlfolla ) . ( 1.3.4. 5

)

Phragmltiphlla tvphae ab. fratema . (2,3,5)
Phragmltiphlla nexa (Hbn.). (2)
Archanara algae (Esp. ) , on sedge ( Typha latl-

folla ). (1,3,5)
Archanara gjgantea (Osth. ). (1,2, 3,5)
Archanara sparganll (Esp.), on sedge and reed

( Typha latlfolla & Phragmltes communis ). (4)
Archanara gemlnlpunc ta (Hatch. ), on reed

( Phragmltes communis ). (4,5)
Archanara neurlca (Hbn.). (2,3)
Archanara dissolute. & f. hessll (0.). (5)
Archanara dlssoluta ab. arundlneta . (1,3,5)
Mellana flammea (Curt. ) . on reed ( Phragmltes

comm .
)~. (1,2, 3, 5)

Tapinostola extrema (Hbn. ). (1,2,3)
Taplnostola pygmlna (Haw.). (l,2,3,5)
Tapinostola hellmannl (Ev. ), on reed grass

( Calamagrostls epjgelos ) . (1,2)
Rhlzedra luto sa ( Hbn. ) , on reed ( Phragmltes

comm . ). (1,2,5)
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Sedlna biittnerl (Hering). (2,3) (ooll. Nat-
tan, Dr. Kovacs)

Athetis palustrls (Hbn.), on palustrlne plants.
(4)

Radlnogoes lepjgone (Moschl. ). (2,3,5)
Phvtometra chryson (Esp.), on hemp agrimony,
and glutinous sage ( Eiinatorbim cannablnum &
Salvia glutlnosa ). (2,4)

Anarta mvrtllll (L. ), on heather ( Calluna vul-
gar! sT. (4)

Eustrotla uncula (Cl.), on grasses. (1,2, 3, 5)
Schrankla turfo sails (Wocke). (2,3) (coll. Dr.

KovAcs

)

Acidalla oorrlvalarla (Krtschm. ), on palus-
trine plants. (2,3,4)

Aspllates formosarla (Ev.), on hemp agrimony
( Eupatorlum cannablnum ). (1,3)

Carsla paludata var. imbutata (Hbn. ) . on peat
blueberry ( Vaoclnlum oxvoocoos ). (4)

Euplthecla abslnthlata (Cl.). (1,3,4)
Arsllonche alboveno sa (Goetze). (1,2, 4, 5)
Boarmla danlell . (3) (coll. Dr. Kovacs, and

according to him, a typical moth of our an-
cient peaty-woods.

)

There are still other moths (for Instance,
Nudarla mundana L. ,

Aoosmetla callglnosa Hbn.

,

etc • ) that prefer wet plaoes and yet cannot
be held strictly helobious. Heavy dew and a
humid northern hillside are enough for them
to occur in places many miles away from any
river, lake, or swamp.

-<£> -<sp

BUTTERFLY MIGRATION NEAR ITAL¥

The interesting communications by Saville
and Henderson on bird migration in Science .

June 4, 1948, recall a remarkable insect mi-
gration that I witnessed years ago.

On August 14, 1934, at 8 A.M. , I had oc-
casion to leave a schooner, becalmed about 28
miles due south of Messina, Italy, and pro-
ceed in a small motor boat in quest of sup-
plies. Travelling north at about 12 knots
over a glassy sea, we observed a great num-
ber of small, pale yellow butterflies all
flying west a few feet above the water. They
were not grouped in flocks, but flew singly,
apparently spaced about 50 to 100 yards apart.
As I recall it, we continued to see them for
a distance of several miles as we entered the
funnel between Sicily and the Italian main-
land. They were all about 5 or 6 feet above
the water, as I recall it, and every single
one was flying due west, as nearly as we
could Judge. I can give no accurate estimate
of the size of these butterflies, but, as
nearly as I can recall it, the wing span ap-
peared to be between 3 and 5 cm.

The distance across the strait, east to
west, at the point where we first encountered
the flight, is about 14 statute miles, and It
narrows progressively as Messina is approached.

The eoological meaning of this flight, and
the Instinctive drive and sensory clues in-
volved are interesting problems for specula-
tion and study.

Alexander Forbes, M.D.
Harvard Medical School, Boston, Mass.
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WAR LOSSES IN JAPAN
959.

Blologle der Sohmetterllnge
by Martin Haring*

In spite of being entirely In German, this
book should be on the reference shelf of eve-
ry specialist In Lepldoptera. It is the only
existing scholarly treatment of the various
aspects of lepldopterology other than strict
classification. The material is considered
from a world-wide basis and all groups of Le-
pidoptera are included. The most direct means
of showing the scope of the book is to give a
translation of the chapter titles, as follows:

INTRODUCTORY SECTION

1. Characteristic Features of the Structure
of the Lepldoptera.

2. Phylogeny and Affinities In Lepldoptera.
3. Egg and Oviposition.
4. The Larva.
5. The Pupa (Nymph) and Its Development.
6. The Hatchlng-out of the Imago.

THE LIFE OF THE IMAGO, ITSELF

7. The Food of the Lepidopteron.
8. Courtship and Mating.
9. The Sensory Life of Lepldoptera.

10. The Flight of Lepldoptera.

GENERAL PROBLEMS

11. The Geographical Distribution of Lepidop-
tera.

12. Alternation of Generations and Polymorph-
ism.

13. Phenology. Melanism and Albinism.
14. Enemies of Lepldoptera and Protective De-

vices against Them.
15. Aquatic Lepldoptera.
16. Mining Lepldoptera.
17. Gall-making Lepldoptera.
18. Lepldoptera in Relation to Ants and Ter-

mites.
19* Symbiosis and Related Phenomena.
20. Forms of Association among Lepldoptera.
21. Experimental Biology.
22. Peculiarities of Instinct Development.
23. Destruction and Benefits from Lepldoptera.

CONCLUDING CONSIDERATIONS

24. The Practice of Biological Observation.

Chapter two concludes with a classifica-
tion of the Lepldoptera and a phylogenetic
chart of relationships. Dr. Hering recognized
56 families.

Within this book there are assembled nu-
merous interesting trivial facts, such as the
range of size in Lepldoptera, from Thysanla
agrlpplna (225 mm. ) to Neptloula acetosae (3
mm.). Equally interesting and far more signi-
ficant are the discussions of experimental
physiology, mimicry, zoogeography, and numer-
ous other profound aspects of lepldopterology.

The illustrations are regrettably few for
a work of this sort, but the plates are of ex-
cellent quality.

C .L.R.

* Pp. 480; 13 plates, 82 figs. Berlin, 1926
(Julius Springer). For sale by J.D. Sherman,
132 Primrose Ave. ,Mt.Vernon,N.Y. , for #9.00.

Mr. TakashI Shir6zu of the Entomological
Laboratory, Kyushu University, has reported on
war damage to lepldopterology In Japan.

The losses were relatively slight. Dr. J.
Shibuya, able authority on the Pyralidae , was
killed when Rota Island, in the Marianas, was
bombed. Mr. I. Fukushima was killed in the
fighting In North China.

None of the major collections, including
those at the universities in Sapporo and Fuku-
oka, were destroyed. However, the collection
of the Tokyo Agricultural College was burned,
as were private collections including those of
K. Nomura in Tokyo and Mr. Shirdzu, himself.

The large collections of the Taihoku Uni-
versity and the Central Experiment Station in
Formosa were not damaged, but were occupied by
the Chinese Army and are now the property of
the Chines® Government. Dr. S. Issiki , noted
authority on Japanese and Formosan Microlepi-
doptera , has returned to Japan, as have his col
leagues. Dr. T. Shiraki ,

Dr. Y. Miwa, T. Mltono
and M. Chujo. None of them was able to bring
his literature or private collection.

««

We have recently learned that the very
valuable library of the Sooieta Entomologica
in Genova, Italy, was destroyed by fire as a
result of bombardment during World War II.

LEPID0PTERA LITERATURE FOR SAIE

In the April News (p.42) announcement was
made of large sets of papers being disposed
of by the Entomological Society of Washington
at fairly reasonable rates, with a 20$ reduc-
tion for Lepldopterists ' Society members. Dr.
Gurney, secretary of the Washington Society,
has informed us that there was a good response
from our members. He further stated that one
more lot has been discovered in his society 's

store rooms and he has agreed to a very low
price for this valuable literature.

The new lot consists of two parts. The
first includes about 58 papers

, with about 230
pages and at least 5 plates. They were pub-
lished from 1897-1905. There are about 40 pa-
pers by H.G. Dyar. The rest are by A.R. Grote,
G.H. French, J.B. Smith, and others.

The second part consists of a substantial
portion of Dyar's series entitled "Life His-
tories of North American Geometridae" , pub-
lished in at least 68 parts in Psyche from
1899 to 1905. The set now being offered com-
prises between 45 and 50 parts of the first
68. There are over 100 pages in the lot.

These two lots of scarce old works total
over 100 papers and well over 300 pages, plus
plates. The two sets together may be obtained
by Lepldopterists' Society members for only
#3.0(1 postpaid, by writing to:

Entomological Society of Washington
c/o Bureau of Entomology & Plant Quarantine
Washington 25, D.G

.

C • L» R.
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346. Ariga, K. , "Distribution of butterflies in Matsu-
moto City and its eastern mountain district, Japan,"

(In Japanese) . Collecting and Breeding (Tokyo)

,

vol.9: pp.135-133. Oct. 1947. ~(T.S.)

347. Beirne, Bryan P., "Notes on the Origin and Histo-
ry of the British Insect Fauna." Proc. Roy. Snt .

Soc. bond . (A), vol. 23: pp.1-3. 13 Mar, 1943. Sup-
plements w\th records of Lepidoptera and other in-
sects his earlier paper (see Lep. News 2: p.13).

348. Bibby, F.F., "Notes on the Insect Fauna of the Sa-
mar Group, Philippines." Philippine Journ. Science.

vol.77: pp. 61-81. May 1947. Records 3 identified
spp. and 10 families of Lepidoptera from Calicoan Is.

349. Chermock, Ralph L. & Ottilie D., "Notes on the
Life Histories of Three Floridian Butterflies."
Canadian Ent . . vol.79: pp. 142-144,9 figs. July-Aug.

1943. Life histories of Appiaa drusfDa neumogenii
(host - Beloperone guttata) . Strymon acis bartrami
(host - Croton linearis) , all in Florida.

350. Corbet, A. Steven, "Papers on Malaysian Rhopalo-
cera. VI. Svmbrenthia hipplocla (HQbner, 1838) , a
Species distinct from S. hippoclus (Cramer, 1779)."
Entomologist, vol.81: pp. 164-167, 2 figs. July 1948.
Confirms 1947 findings of Toxopeus &. Pock-Steen of
separateness of these 2 spp. Describes as new: S.

hlppocla race selaneorana (Malaya) and S. hippocla
race virldls (N.Borneo). Lists all known local ra-
ces of the two largely sympatric spp. Figures uncus

of a race of each.

351. Darlcw, H.M., "Insects taken at Sea, August to

October, 1947." Entomologist, vol.81: pp.158-163.
July 1948. Records 14 spp. of Lepidoptera taken out
at sea between England and Malta.

352. Diakonoff, A., "Een verbeterde methode voor het
mcnteeren van genitaal-preparaten .

" (An improved
method for mounting genitalia). (In Dutch). Bntom.

Berichten . vol.12: pp. 259-260. 1 July 1948. The
method is to macerate the genitalia in 10% sodlvan

hydroxide, transfer to 96% alcohol in benzyl-alcohol
and enclose permanently in Venetian turbenthine on
small glass slides which can be put on the pin of
the specimen concerned. (A.D.)

353. Diakonoff, A., "Records and descriptions of Micro-
lepidoptera (2)." Treubia . vol. 19: pp.483-524.
Sept. 1948. 2 Phaloniidae, 31 Tortricidae and 2

Chlidanotidae are recorded from the Malay Archipela-
go. New species, all Tortricidae, are: Zacoriaca
toxopel (N. Guinea), Z. t. aolasta (Borneo), Isotenes
crvptadia (Buru)

, I. inae (Java, Sumatra, Assam), I.

thaunasia (Java, Sunatra) , Neocalyptis insularis
(Sebesi Id., Java), Bpagoge occidentialis . Homona In-
termedia. H. scutlna. Cacoecia allclca . Syndemis ml-

ae, Eboda discobola . E. spinosa . E. museulus , (all
from Java), Protypanthes eutrachys and Sphoenotenes
helioconis (Sumatra) . Homona wetan Diak. is a good
species; Proactenis sisix Diak. 9 described. "Har-

mologa" (= Isotenes) mlserana Walk, appears to be

confined to Australia; records from other islands
concern new Isotenes spp. mentioned above. Clvslana
opisthodonta Diak. is a synonym of C. relicuatrlx
(Meyr.) , Homona picroatacta Meyr. a synonym of H.
aubiferana (Walk.). Genitalia of both sexes, when
available, and of neuration and head of Picroxena
scorpiura Meyr. (Chlidanotidae) are figured. (A.D.)

354. Dowden, Philip B. , W.D. Buchanan, & V.M. Carolin,
"Natural-Control Factors Affecting the Spruce Bud-
worm," Jour. Beon . Ent . . vol.41: pp.457-464. June
1948. Detailed parasite data, including valuable
lists of primary and secondary parasites.

355. Dufrane, Abel, "Pieridae". (In French). Bull .

Ann . Soc . Ent . Belgique , vol.33: pp.46-73. 28 Feb.

1947. Describes as new: Lento sia medusa f . houzeaui
(Ivory Coast), Pieris meleta f. tonkinensis (Tonkin),
Mvlothris nubila f. wansoni ( locality not given) , M.
agathina f . maureli (Ethiopia) , Colotis mathleui

(Belgian Congo) , C. antevippe f.- subgavisa (L. Con-
go) , C. paradoxa (Belgian Congo) , C. auxo race har-

rarensis (Ethiopia) , C. vreuricki (Congo) , Hebomoia
glaucippe formosana f . trarasiens (Formosa) , Catop-
silia f. florella f. inornata (Guinea) & f. ornata
(Sikkim), C. florella gnoma f. translens (Tonkin),
Terias trulilensis (Peru) , 1. loannisi (Peru) , Col-

lias minuscuLa f . peruviensis (Peru) . In addition,
»t least 58 new aberrations and 5 new seasonal forms
are named. It is difficult to find any genuine use-
fulness to science in this paper. By M. Dufrane'

3

system, one could hardly fail to catch scores of "new
aberrations" in a single day in Colorado, all of
which M. Dufrane would presumably wish to name for-
mally, designating halo types, etc. There are many
shaky points. For example, "ab. lambillioni" of Co-
lias elis is a whitish female "semblable du Canada,
sans nom de localite precise" - not even the Conti-
nent definitely known! Some supposed races named
from uniques!

356. Fisher (Richardson), K.J., "Some Geographical
Notes on West China Localities." Entomologist, vol.

81: pp, 192-195, 213-219, map. Aug., Sept. 1948. Lo-
cates accurately a large number of important histo-
rical localities of Chinese Lepidoptera.

357. Fleming, Henry, "A New Genus and Species of Gme-
odidae (Moths) from Rancho Grande, North-central Ve-
nezuela." Zoologica (N.I.), vol.33: Pp.39-42, pl.l.

20 Apr. 1948. Describes in detail as new: genus
ALINGUATA and lone species nebllna (Rancho Grande).
Drawing and photos of types.

358. Fox, Richard M., "Two new Ithomiinae in the

Schaus collection (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae) .

"

Journ. Wash . Acad . Sci . . vol. 38: pp. 315-316, 2 figs.

15 Sept. 1948. Describes as new and figures: Ptero-
nymia schausi (Colombia) , Hypoleria meridana (Meri-
da, Venezuela)

.

359. Fukaya, M., "The fundamental study on -the fore-
cast of Rice Borer, Chilo simplex Butler (prelimina-
ry report)." (In Japanese). Nogaku Kenkyu(Report
of the Ohara Institute for Agricultural Research),
vol. 37: pp.23-26. June 1947. (T.S.)

360. Gardner, J.C.U. , "Notes on Pupae of the Noctuidae."
Proc . Roy . Ent. Soc . Lond . (B) , vol. 17: pp. 84-92, 12

figs. 18 June 1948. Keys pupae of subfamilies of
Noctuidae (= Phalaenidae) ,

with descriptions, keys,
figures of some Indian species.

361. Hayashi, K. & T. Niimura, "Note on the egg laying
habit of Argynnis paohla paohioides But, (Nymph.)."

(In Japanese), Zephvrus. vol.9: p.294. June 1947. (T.S.)

362. Herwarth von Buttenfeld, H.W. , Hebben Colias
croceus Fourer. en de varieties uit de helice-groep
verschillende vlieguran?" (Do C.g. and the varie-

ties of the h.-group fly at different hours?" (In

Dutch). Entom. Berichten, vol.12: p.249. 1 July
1948. In warm hours of the day mostly pale coloured

varieties are on the wing. (A.D.)

363. Ishibashi, I., "Note on Graph!un doson albidus Wil.

captured in Nagasaki Pref. , Jap. (Papilion.)" (In

Japanese). Zephyrus .vol.9: pp.293-294. June 1947. (T.S.)

364. ltd, S. , (Choasoes benjamin! Japoniea Mur. at-

tracted to the electric light (Hesper.).) (In Japan-
ese). Zephyrus . vol.9: p.294. June 1947. (T.S.)

365. Kapur, A.P. , "A Note on the Genus Eplna Walker
(Lep.-Pyr&l.)." Entomologist , vol.81: p.191. Aug.

1948. Diatraenopsis Dyar & lieinr. sunk as synonym
of Walker's Eplna . with J). differeotialls a synonym
of E. dichromella. Confusion resulted from Walker's
failure even to mention locality of dichromella.

366. Kibe, K., "Capturing of Zizlna otls sylvia Nak.

near Nakatsu, Jap. "Lycaenidae) .* (In Japanese).
Zsphyrus . vol.9: pp.291-292. June 1947. (T.S.)

367. Kibe, K. , "Larvae of Lamoides boeticus L. attend-
ed by ant, Lasius niger." (In Japanese). Zephyrus .

vol.9: p.294. June 1947. (T.S.)
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368. Kib©, K., "Pieris rapae cruelvora Boisd. attract-
ed to electric light(Pierid«) ." (In Japanese). Ze-
phyrus, vol.9: p.294. June 1947. (T.S.)

369. Lerapke, B.J., "Trekvlinders in 1946." (Migration
of Lepidoptera in 1946). (In Dutch). Bntom . Ber-
lchten, vol.12: pp. 234-239. 1 May 1948. 7th annu-
al report on migration of Lepidoptera in Holland
completed. (A.D.)

370. Ludwig, Daniel, "Relation between Lipid Content
of Cuticle, Duration of Diapause, and Resistance to

Dessiccation of Pupae of the Cynthia Moth." Physi-
ological Zoology , vol.21: pp.252-257. July 1948.
Removed lipids by immersion in ether; found no ef-
fect on diapause but some loss of water and in-
creased mortality from moulds as results.

371. Matsuzawa, H«, "Motes on biology of Chilo simplex
Butler and Schoenobius incertellus Walker." (In Ja-
panese). Ann . Miyazaki Linn . Soc . . vol.12: pp.5-8.
May 1948. (T.S.)

372. Moriya, I., "Two rare butterflies in Qgaki City
and its vicinity." (In Japanese). Zephyrus , vol.9:
p.290. June 1947. Records Zlzina otis sylvla and
Panama tytia niphonica . (T.S.)

373. Nakajima, S. and K. Shimizu, "Bionoraic studies on
an injurious insect of sweet potato, Anophia leuco-

melaB L." (In Japanese). Danchi-Mogaku (published
from Miyazaki Agricultural College), vol.l: pp. 55-57.

June 1948. (T.S.)

374. Nakamura, M. , "Abnormal venation in Pieris aelete
Men. and Aporia crataegi Linne." (In Japanese).
Coll , and Breed . . vol.9: p.99. May 1947. (T.S.)

375. Needham, James G. , "Ecological Notes on the In-
sect Population of the Flower Heads of Bidens pilo-

sa." Ecological Monographs , vol.18; pp.431-446.
July 1948. Includes 10 spp. of moths, mostly micros.

376. Niimura, T., "Capturing of Melanltis leda in Chi-
ba Pref. , jap. (Satyr.)". (In Japanese). Zephyrus ,

vol.9: p.239, 1 fig. June 1947. (T.S.)
377. Niimura, T., "A migrating Danaus chrysippus in
Nakatsu City, jap. (Danaidae) ." (In Japanese)

.

Zephyrus . vol.9: p.292. June 1947. (T.S.)
378. Niimura, T. , "A revision of the species of Pyrgua

in Japan (Lep., Hesper.) ." (In Japanese). Matsumushi ,

vol.2: pp. 110-112. Mar. 1948. P. zona Mab. dropped
as a synonym of P. maculatus Brem. ^ Grey by rearing
experiments. Zona is merely a summer form of macu-
latus . P. bieti tokachiana Mats, also sinks under
P. maculatus . (T.S.)

379. Okamoto, D.,"The Life-history of Elcysma westwoodi
Vollenhoven(Lep.) a cherry-tree pest." (In Japanese).
Hatsunushi . vol.2: pp. 52-55. Sept. 1947. (T.S.)

380. Okamoto, D.» "Some Notes on Pieris rapae L. in
Corea." (In Japanese). Biosphaera . vol.l: pp.171-
175. Oct. 1947. (T.S.)

381. Picard, J., "Les Hesperiidae du departenant du
Card d'apres les chasses de R. Gaillard." (In French)
Lambillionea , vol.48: pp. 25-30, 34-42. ^pr. , June
1943. Records 21 spp. from Gard. Describes as newt
Pyrgus earthami race nemausensis (Mimes) , P. serra-
tulae race arvernensis (La Seyreyrede) , P. bellieri
race gaillardi (MlmesT. Ochlodes ventatum race con-
coulensis (Concoules) and four "individuals formes".

382. Salto, S. , "Capture of Hypolimnas mislppus L. at
Matsumoto, Cent. Honshu, Jap. (Nymph.)." (In Japanese)
Mushi Shlzen (Tokyo), no. 18: p.91. Apr. 1948. (T.S.)

383. ShirSzu, T., "A new locality of Neptls philyra
excellens But. in Kyushu, Jap. (Nymphal.) ." (In Ja-
panese) . Zephyrus , vol.9: p.292. June 1947. (T.S.)

384. Shirozu, T. , "A new locality of Lethe marginalia
Mot. in Kyushu, Jap. (Satyr.)." (In Japanese). Ze-
phyrus , vol.9: pp. 292-293. June 1947. (T.S.)

385. Shirfizu, T., "Two butterflies new to the fauna of
the Got6 Islands, Japan." (In Japanese). Zephyrus ,

vol.9: p.293. June 1947. Records Euchloe scolymus
and Precis orithya. (T.S.)

386.

Shirfizu, T., (Note on the generation of Papilio
machaon hippocrates Fel. at the low land of Fukuoka
and its vicinity) . (In Japanese) . Zephyrus . vol.9:
pp.295-296. June 1947. (T.S.)

337. Sibatani, A., "On the generic name of Penthema
formosaman (Rothschild) and Its systematic position
(Satyr.)." (In Japanese). Zephyrus . vol.9: p.238.
June 1947. From the characters of the male genita-
lia, P. formasanum is shown to be a satyrid and not
a nyraphalid as treated before. (T.S.)

388. Sperry, John L. ,
"Southwestern Georaetrid Notes and

New Species. II." Bull . Brooklyn Bnt . Soc . . vol.43:

pp.88-93. June 1948> Describes as news Sericosema
meadowsaria , Phengommataea mabelata , Antepione hewes-

ata (all from Oak Creek Canyon, Ariz.) . First des-
cription of female of Parexcalsa ultraria . Notes on
3 other spp.

389. Takahashi, Y., "Note on the collecting of Arhopa-
la ganesa loom!si Pryer in Mt. Kiyosumi in Chiba
Pref., Jap. (Lycaen.)." (In Japanese) . Zephyrus ,

vol.9: pp. 285-288, 1 fig. June 1947. (T.S.)

390. Takatsuka, M., "A locality of the red-marked form
of Graphiuan doson albidus Ml. in Kochi Pref., Japan.
(Papilionidae) (In Japanese) . Zephyrus . vol.9:
pp.290-291. June 1947. (T.S.)

391. Terayoshi, F.
, "Capturing of Badamia exclamationls

Fab. in Shiga Pref., jap. (Hesper.)." (In Japanese).
Zephyrus . vol.9: pp.289-290, 1 fig. June 1947. This
is the first record of this tropical butterfly migrat-
ing into Japan. (T.S.)

392. Timon-David, Jean, "Pigments des Insectes." (In
French). L' Annee Biologique , vol.51: pp.237-271.
Sept.-0ct.1947. Detailed discussion, mainly chemi-
cal, including many pigments in Lepidoptera. Very
extensive bibliography.

393. Toxopeus, L.J., "Een bijdrage tot de kennis van
Actlas maenas ." (a contribution to the knowledge of
A.ffl.) . (In Dutch). Chronica Naturae , vol.104: pp.
60-62. Feb. 1948. A report on comparative rearing
of material from Java and Sunatra respectively, un-
der same conditions. Eggs and larvae were alike.
Duration of development was distinctly different:
Javanese material almost 2 months, Signatran 4-6
weeks. The Javanese moths were larger consequently.
An annotated list of sub-species is added. (A.D.)

394. Umeya, K.,"Note on the breeding of Polygonla e-album
hamigera But. (Nymph.) ." (In Japanese). Coll .and Breed .

.

vol.9: p.112. May 1947. This is the first record
of P. c-album breeding in Japan. The food-plant ob-
served is Celtls sinensis var. japonica .

395. Waloff, N., M.J. Norris, and E.C. Broadhaad, "Fe-
cundity and Longevity of Ephestfa elutella HSbner
(Lep., Phycitidae)." Trans . Roy. Sat. Soc . Load.,
vol.99: pp. 245-268, 6 figs. 25 June 1948. Fecund-
ity increased and longevity decreased with increase
in temperature. Other life history factors also
analyzed experimentally.

396. Weiss, Harry B. , "The New fork Entomological Club
and 'Papilio'." Journ . N.Y. Ent. Soc .. vol.56: pp.
119-136. June 1948. Detailed history of the famous
Club and its members, including Henry Edwards, Jacob
Doll, A.R, Grote, Thos. L. lead, and other lepidopte-
rists. Also history of short-lived journal, "Papilio".

397. Wellington, W.G. & W.R. Henson, "Notes on the Ef-
fects of Physical Factors on The Spruce Budworm, Cho-
ristoneura fumiferana (Clem.)." Canadian Etet. . vol.
79: pp.168-170. 12 Oct. 1948. Detailed correlation
of weather and life of this pest moth. Valuable eco-
logical data.

398. Wilmink, G.F., "Massaal optreden van Rhlzedra lu-
tosa Hb. in de N.O. polder". (Mass occurrence of
R.l. in the Northeast Polder). (In Dutch). Entom.

Berichten, vol.12: pp.246-247. 1 May 1948. Mass
occurrence of lutosa observed in Holland in S©pt»-
Oct. , 1947, possibly caused by very warm sunmer (A.D.)



BRIEF BIOGRAPHIES

16. Ferdinand Heinrich Herman Strecker
( 1836-1901 )

Science and art are often distinguished
by the statement that the former excludes emo-
tion while the latter expresses it. Yet since
emotion and reason are both essential parts
of living they have a close relationship.
F.H. Herman Strecker must have found this
closeness particularly true in his own life
for he was both artist and scientist. His
inherited talent for the artistic profession
was expressed in sculpture, architecture and
design. His father, who had been a well-
known sculptor in Germany, came to America in
1835 and settled in Philadelphia. Herman
Strecker was born on March 24, 1836 , in that
city. When he was twelve years old the fami-
ly moved to Reading, Pennsylvania, where he
attended the public schools. He showed his
interest in both art and science as a boy, and
after his father’s passing in I856 , he took
up the parental profession.

The scientific leanings of this famous
lepidopterist also had ancestral roots, for
three of Strecker* s uncles were naturalists.
As a young man, he studied natural history,
particularly the Macrolepldoptera, at the Aear
demy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia. Of
those days he later wrote ( 1878 ): "I shall ne-

ver forget when a little boy how my heart
bounded when one day Prof. Jos. Leidy took me
into the basement of the. . .Academy. . , and
pointing to the books on Entomology told me I

had permission to examine them. Great God
what a Heaven opened to me! ... How I now re-
veled In the treasures of old Oramer, in Dono-
van,... in lndefatigible Hiibner, and in dust
ad libitum . How I gazed wonderstruck on the
great Afrioan Satumldae depicted by the old
authors, never dreaming that I should ever be-

come the happy possessor of such treasures."
Throughout Strecker' s life scientific work
had to be done at night or on holidays, yet
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in addition to his papers, he amassed a large
and valuable collection,obtaining many of the
specimens on his trips to Mexico, the West In-
dies, and Central America, where he went pri-
marily to study ancient Aztec architecture.

Strecker' s principal work was the volumi-
nous "Lepldoptera Rhopaloceres and Heteroceres
Indigenous and Exotic, with Descriptions and
Coloured Illustrations." This was published
in fifteen parts and four supplements, during
the period 1872-77. The fifteen colored
plates are among the remarkable aspects of
the series and have a laborious history. When
the plates were being done Strecker was a
poor man and could not afford fifteen separ-
ate lithographic stones on which to make his
drawings. So one plate was completed, sent
to the publishers and printed, and returned
to the artist, who repollshed the stone and
drew the second plate. This was repeated un-
til all the plates had been printed.

Strecker described several hundred new
species, many of which were published in his
two large works. His thoroughness Is shown
in the completeness of the references in them.
In his seoond major work, "Butterflies and
Moths of North America" (1878) are included
detailed instructions for rearing, collecting,
preparation, classifying, packing, etc. He
was awarded an honorary degree of Doctor of
Philosophy by Franklin and Marshall College
for his scientific contributions.

Strecker has been variously described by
his associates as cordial, affable, genial,
and modest about his talents. However, it is
admitted that another side of his personality
was his intense desire to build up his collec-
tion of Lepldoptera, and he evidently resorted
to deviouB means, in some cases, to obtain
specimens. Two of his characteristic sayings
were: 1

I don’t let my right hand know what my
left hand is doing", and "it is human nature
to think of ourselves first, last and always."
On the other hand, he was always enthusiasti-
cally interested in helping and advising be-
ginning lepidopterists

, and had a tremendous
number of correspondents all over the world.
He said of his book on North American Lepidop-
tera that it was written in order to furnish
plain instructions and information to the be-
ginner, and hoped it would increase his corres-
pondence with students and collectors. His
philosophy was: "Never. . .give a cold look or
word to those who hunger after the truths of
science; foolish questions may be asked you,
and your patience at times taxed, but remember
the time, far back, when you too were groping
In the dark... Remember how a hand was reached
out to direct you aright from gloom and uncer-
tainty to light and knowledge; show now your
gratitude for that kindness, in the only way
in your power, by doing for some other one who
is humbly striving, that which at a time long
passed, was done for you."

At his passing on Nov. 30, 1901, at the age
of 65s in Reading, Pa., he left a wife and a
son and daughter. His Lepldoptera collection
is now in the Chicago Museum of Natural Histo-
ry. The above photograph, previously unpub-
lished, was kindly loaned by Dr. A.B. Klots of
New York. T „ „ , .Jeanne E. Remington
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NOTICES BY MEMBERS

Wanted :Argynninae ,Papillonidae ,diurnal swamp-

;j
loving moths. Offer in exchange RARE HUNGARIAN

jl LEPIDOPTERA of any group. Dr. L. Gozmany,

][

Budapest XII, Gyori ut 1. II. 14., HUNGARY.

PAPILIO ARISTODEMUS PONCEANA for sale and ex-
change. Also all other south Florida and Flo-

j|

rida Keys Lepidoptera for exchange® Writes
H. L. King, 4618 Abercom St., Savannah, Ga.

DANISH LEPIDOPTERA offered in exchange for
papered Rhopalocera, Sphingidae, Arctiidae.

|
A. Andersen, Odensegade F, 0, Copenhagen,DENMARK.

Wanted immediately: All species of the genus

j]

ANNAPHIIA Grt. and forms of AXENUS ARVALIS
Grt. Accurate ecological data desired. Of-
fer in exchange Phalaenldae of S. Calif. &
living pupae of Hemlleuca nevadensls callfor-
nica Wgt. C.I. Smith, l£l So. 16th St. , Apt.
1-B , Richmond, California.

WANTED; Wasps ( Hymenoptera : Vespoidea, Sphecoi-
dea , Chry s ido idea ) , particularly Psammocharldae
(Spider-Wasps) and Mut i 11 Ida e( Velvet "Ants"),
of the world. Will collect Lepidoptera or
other insects in exchange. David G.Shappirio,
4811 17th St., N.W. .Washington 11, D.C.

Wanted from collectors or museums; any mater^
ial of PEREUTE, ARCHONIAS and LEODONTA (Pier-
idae), for determination and distributional
data to be used in revisions. It will be re-
turned promptly and handled carefully. Please
write before sending shipment. F.M. Brown,
326 Bums Bldg. , Colorado Springs, Colo.

WANTED; for taxonomic study, any U.S. species
of Hesperioid genus MEGATHYMUS . I have for
exchange many species of North American Ma-
crolepidoptera. Paul R. Ehrlich, 538 Acade-
my St., Maplewood, New Jersey.

NAMED RHOPAIDCERA & PARTIALIY NAMED HETEROCERA
& MICROLEPIDOPTERA offered in exchange for
Micro lepidoptera of South Asia. Collections
of such Microlepidoptera also solicited for
identification. Dr. A. Diakonoff, Zoologisch
Museum, Buitenzorg, Java, D.E.I.

SPEYERIA DIANA and many other scarce Lepidop-
tera available for exchange for desired spp.

,

esp. of Paplllo . Megathymus . Sphingidae, etc.
William F. Duhlmeler, 2535 Indian Mound Ave.

,

Norwood 12, Ohio.

In exchange for Phllotes of the world, MY EN-
TIRE COLLECTION of 5,000 specimens of western
Lepidoptera. Will send list of check list nos.
available. Let me know your localities. R.H.
Mattoni, V-29 Terr. War Housing, Richmond, Cal.

ENTOMOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT FOR SALE. Quality
material at quantity price. Write for cata-
log. Bio Metal Associates, P.0. Box 346,
Beverly Hills, Calif.

Japanese Rhopalocera offered in exchange for
needed specimens from S. & Cent. America & S.
Pacific Is. (list available on request).
T/5 R.J. Jablonski

,
Med. Det. , 13th F. A. Bn.,

A. P.0.24, Unit 4, c/o P.M. ,San Francisco , Cal.

PLEASE NOTIFY THE NEWS EDITORS
OF CHANGES OF ADDRESS

-
PROMPTLY

BUTTERFLIES OF THE BELGIAN CONGO AND BELGIUM
offered in exchange for North American but-
terflies (except Hesperiidae ) . S.G.Klriakoff

,

14 Universiteltsstraat, Ghent, BELGIUM.

Will trade a ROTHSCHILDIA ORIZABA or a ROTHS-

CHILDIA ARETHUSA for a Samla rubra or a~Samla
Columbia (both males). D.H. Kistner, 1142
Cheyenne Dr. ,

Cincinnati 16, Ohio.

FOR SALE: common MEXICAN BUTTERFLIES in good

condition. Supply limited , order early. Writes
L.S. Phillips, Loyola University Medical
School, 706 S. Wolcott Ave., Chicago, 111.

In paners with data. CATOCALA texana , ame-

strls and westcotti, nretlosa , mlra , verl l-

liana, ahola and other Texas species. For
cash or exchange. Complete list on request.

L.H. Bridwell, Forestburg, Texas.

CASH PAID FOR BUTTERFLIES of almost any spe-

cies from any part of the world. Only perfect

specimens with data wanted. Will buy 1 or 100

of any species, or contract for season's catch.

A. Glanz , 289 E. 98th St. ,
Brooklyn 12, N.Y.

WANTED FOR STUDY: PAPILIONIDAE OF WORLD, es-

pecially P. glaucus group (incl. eurymedon ,

daunus, etc. ) ; also machaon and thoas group
and Nearctlc Pamassiidae. Buy or will ex-

change U.S. Macro lepidoptera. Kent H. Wilson,

430 Ridgewood Road, Fort Worth 7, Texas.

LIVING COCOONS of Lepidoptera from India for

sale as follows: Attacus atlas -50?!, A. cyn-

thla =12$*:, Aj_ edwardsl -50c!. Antheraea mylltta

-40c?, Leopa katlnka -25?!, Caligula cachara -

25?! each. Send with U.S. A. orders permit
from U.S. Dept. Agriculture. Himalayan Butter-

fly Co., Shillong, Khasi Hills, INDIA.

Living pupae of Eacles imperlalls and Paplllo

trollus offered In exchange for other speci-

mens, including papered Paplllo , or for sale

at 25?! each. Mrs. Vonta P. Hynes, 152 Meachem
Ave., Battle Creek, Mich.

FOR SALE: cocoons of Telea polvphemus , Callo -

samla promethea ( 10?< ea. .&! doz.K Automerls

io (15?! ea. ,$1.60 doz.), Actlas luna (25?! ea.

,

f2.50 doz.), Attacus cvnthla (200 ea. ), Anl-

sota rublcunda (5^ ea. ,50^ doz. ) , Ancana my-

lltta (50?! ea. ). Bombyx morl eggs (50?!/100).

El. A* Ferguson, 1213 Bellflower ,S.W. ,Canton 4,Ohio*

WANTED: Living pupae of any species of Collas ,

eso. enrvtheme-nhllodlce , in exchange or for
purchase. Carl W. Gottschalk, Harvard Medi-

cal School, 25 Shattuck St., Boston 15, Mass.

Can offer living pupae Rothsohlldia orlzaba

in exchange for pupae Platysamla Columbia or

gloveri and Callo samla angullfera. R.L. Hal-

bert, 1201 W. 30th St., Los Angeles 7, Calif.

Wanted: EGOS OR COCOONS OF SATURNIIDAE, esp.

Platy samla , for rearing & hybridization stock.

Offer In exchange pupae of several genera, in-

cluding Paplllo . Parnasslus, Speyerla ,
Politeg

Arctia, and Platysamla euryale , or will buy.

D.P. Frechln, 1504 N. Lafayette,Bremerton .Wash
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Q. "Will you please suggest two or three good
general hooks on Lepldoptera as a whole, In
any languages?"

A. Such books are scarce. For the world point
of view I know only: M. Herlng, Blologle der
Schmetterllnge , Berlin, Julius Spring, which
is very strong on biology in the strict sense;
the Lepldoptera section of Kukenthal's Hand-
buch der Zoologle , bv Zemy and Beier (vol.lv,
part 2, pp.'1554-1728) ,which Is very strong on
morphology and presents a world-classifica-
tion; and the great series of volumes of Seitz'
"Macrolepidoptera of the World", which covers
the species, and figures the majority. The
Butterflies are complete, the "Bombyces" com-
plete except for a few pages on the American
fauna, the Noctuidae and Geometridae far from
complete when the second world war stopped
publication.

Q. "Gan you suggest references regarding the
Agrotid Achaea

,1 anata , recently Introduced to
Hawaii on Castor Bean, concerning its occur-
rence and biology elsewhere?"

A. Literature appears frequently under the
name of Achaea or Ophiusa mellcerta . See
Maxwell- Lefroy , Mem. Ind. Dept . Agr. ii, 59-77,
which is the basic reference; also Fletcher's
"Some South Indian Insects", p.286. It ap-
pears almost every year in the "Review of Ap-
plied Entomology".

Q. 'Is there any moth in Madagascar with a
proboscis as much as eleven inches long?
There is an orchid there which seems to re-
quire such a moth for pollination."

A. The longest reported by Rothschild and Jor-
dan (Nov. Zool. lx, supplement, p.32) is Xan-
thopan mo rganl , with a tongue 8 inches long;
they thought that this would serve to reach
the honey "in short and medium sized nectaries"
and so would reach the nectar often enough to
keep trying, and fertilize the flowers.

W.T.M. Forbes

The second volume of Professor Forbes'
"Lepldoptera of New York" has been published
and will soon be reviewed in the News, with,
information on how to obtain it. Also to be
reviewed soon is Dr. Annette Braun's important
new revision of the family Elachistidae.

w
In the review of French's Butterfly Guide

( Lep .- News 2: p. 55 ) we gave the date of the
1st edition as "1890". However, Dr. Meiners
has found that the first "Ist edition’' was
published in 1885, as French himself wrote.
The 1890 issue was at least a new printing.

-e&

We are fortunate in having two additional
cooperators preparing' abstracts for "Recent
Literature on Lepldoptera". Takashi ShirSzu
(see p.95) will scour the Japanese literature.
C.F. dos Passos will cover the Canadian Ento-
mologist . Proceedings Ent . Soc . Washington ,

and Journal New York Ent . Soc . Each abstract
not prepared by the News editor is followed
by the abstractor's initials in parentheses.
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ADDITIONS TO THE 1948 MEMBERSHIP LIST

Carls, E.W.,1985 E. Phillips Blvd. .Pomona ,Calif

.

Evey, J.A., Benson, Illinois.
Galllard, F. , 5 Cite du Midi, Paris 18, FRANCE.
Gibbs, J. Paxton, 222 Curtis East, Denison
University, Granville, Ohio.

Henriksen, Mrs. Emily, Orcas Island, East Sound,
Wash. LEPID. Coll. Ex.

Hill, Charles, 210 E.Glen Oaks Blvd. .Glendale 7,
Calif. Phalaenidae.

KRAFT, GUSTAVE, 1421 Hutchinson, Chicago 13,111.
Lempke, B.J., Oude Yselstraat 12

m
, Amsterdam-

Zuld, 2, NETHERLANDS. RHOP. & MACRO: Dutch.
Biology, Migration, Distribution, Variation,
Heredity, Coll.

*Munroe, Eugene, Institute of Parasitology, Mac-
donald College, Quebec, CANADA. LEPID: esp.
Pyralidae and West Indian RHOP. Coll. Ex.

Sprensen, Arne, HellerupveJ 10, Hellerup Bog-
binderi, Hellerup, DENMARK.

Wilcox, LeRoy , Speonk, Long Island, New York.
Wilson, F.E., 28 Femcroft Ave. , E. Malvern,

(S.E. 5), Victoria, AUSTRALIA. RHOP: esp.
Hesperiidae. Coll. Ex.

CHANGES OF ADDRESS :

MIchener, Charles D. (Dr.), Dept, of Entomo-
logy, Unlv. of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas.

Plomley, Mervyn, 578 Dunsmure Rd. , Hamilton,
Ontario, CANADA.

The annual dues statements will be mailed
out with the December News , but meanwhile we
wish to announce that the 1949 dues for Regular
Members will be $2.00 and for Sustaining Mem-
bers a minimum of $4.00. The small increase
will provide urgently needed typographic help
for the enormous task of preparing the final
copy of each News for the lithoprinter , without
reducing the size of N ews volumes.

THE LEPIDOPTERISTS ' NEWS is the monthly
periodical of The Lepldopterists ' Society.
Membership is open to anyone interested in
the study of butterflies & moths. The 1949
dues, Including subscription to the NEWS, are
$2.00 for Regular Members and $4.00 or more
for Sustaining Members. Please make remit-
tances payable to : Charles L. Remington .
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SOME NEEDS OF NORTH AMERIOAN LEPIDOPTEROLOGY THE BUTTERFLIES NORTH OF MEXICO

In founding the Lepidopterists * Society
and the News in 1947* H.K. Clenoh and the wri-
ter set out to meet the need for a free inter-
change of knowledge among the great number of
people in all parts of the world who devote
some time to the study of moths and butter-
flies. With enthusiastic cooperation from a
multitude of members the course of progress
has been relatively smooth and satisfactorily
rapid. Several other projects whioh North Am-
erican lepidopterists have needed and awaited
for too many years need to be considered now.

First, the time is ripe for the comprehen-
sive cooperative work on North Amerioan but-
terflies which was tentatively outlined by F.
Martin Brown in the October News and which is
now a well-established project. Its progress
will be reported frequently in the News . Two
primary needs are for accurate field notes
and funds for colored plates.

Second, there is a pressing need for a
oomplete bibliographical catalogue of North
Amerioan Lepidoptera. The last one was pub-
lished many years ago and has long been so
out-of-date as to be of very limited value.
A work comparable to the nearly completed ca-
talogue of Hymenoptera would be used widely
as soon as published. It would, of course,
be a cooperative work. The Lep. Soc. could
sponsor such an undertaking and have it ready
for publication, probably within four years,
if funds for publication could be obtained or
guaranteed. Until this support beoomes cer-
tain, there is no use in launching the plan.

Ourrent Developments

At the time of writing, cards are still
being received from Society members who wish
to cooperate on the project. Already the re-
sponse has been enthusiastically affirmative.

The following appointments have been made
thus far. The others will be announced from
time to time, and in some oases modifications
may be necessary before the final writing be-
gins for the respective sections.

SENIOR COLLABORATORS

Danaidae -- Dr. Richard M. Fox, Jr.
Dept, of Entomology
Carnegie Museum
Pittsburg 13, Pa.

Satyridae — F. Martin Brown
Fountain Valley School
Colorado Springs, Colo.

Pierldae — Dr. Alexander B. Klots
Dept, of Biology
17 Lexington Avenue
New York 10, N.Y.

AUTHORS

All Danaidae — Dr. R.M. Fox, Jr.

Mlnols — F. Martin Brown

Megathymus — P.S. Remington, Jr.

Third, a reasonably comprehensive book on
Amerioan moths, profusely illustrated with
colored plates, has been needed for a long
time. Holland's Moth Book, published in 1903,
is so out-of-date and so filled with original
errors that it no longer is very useful. A
current, accurate work of the same sort would
immediately be in great demand.

A tentative schedule has been prepared to
plan the dates of final manuscripts and of ac-
tual publication of each fasclole.

Information wanted:

Dr. Fox, who is the specialist preparing
the manuscript for the DANAIDAE, needs informa-
tion about the occurrence of species in the
genus Danaus in the United States. Will all
collaborators send him the data that they have
available. Especially wanted are breeding lo-
calities for berenlce and records of strays in
the non-breeding areas, migration data on plex-
Ippub . parasite and predator data. Has anyone
definite data on bird predators on Danaus? Dr.
Fox wants to see material from the south Atlan-
tic coastal area and from the Gulf coastal area
especially from off-shore islands. Please com-

Fourth, a oentrally-ooordlnated, vigor-
ously prosecuted study of butterfly and moth
migration is now assured of significant geo-
graphic coverage by the large membership of
the Lep. Soc. A program somewhat like bird
banding needs to be planned and launohed.

Fifth, a Lep. Soc. library should be es-
tablished which would send out to members
books, periodicals, and reprints for their
use without a loan fee. 9
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The first classifiers of plants and ani-
mals probably sought no more than a simple
system for conveniently sorting the living
forms into readily recognizable groups. Even
today, some of these wholly superficial group-
ings are to be found in recent books written
for popular consumption. A conspicuous exam-
ple is a widely circulated book on American
wild flowers in whloh all red flowers are
grouped together, all blue-flowered plants,
all yellow-flowered plants, and so on. Vari-
ous writers prior to Carl von Linne began to
assemble plants and animals into a "natural"
system. By "natural" they meant some vague
concept of relationships presumed to have ori-
ginated when, according to Biblical state-
ments, God created all species of living
things and placed them in the Garden of Eden.
Some of the characters binding "natural"
groups were the number of stamens in flowers,
the absolute presence or absence of wings, the
number of pairs of wings, the presence or ab-
sence of leg-like appendages, and so on.

The possibility of the appearance of new
species, after the original Biblloal creation,
became well established in the first half of
the 19th Century and was perhaps most advanoed
by the brilliant French zoologist, Jean Bap-
tiste Lamarck. It was believed that the en-
vironment changed the individuals of a species
and that these changes could then be inherited
by the offspring and fixed in the species.
Thus, two diverging populations would be mold-
ed by their different environments and finally
become separate species. This concept was
nebulous and unconvincing until the epochal
work of Charles Darwin, the first of which ap-
peared in 1858. Darwin crystallized a clear
basis for considering a system of classifica-
tion truly "natural". Since then taxonomists
have been refining and extending its applica-
tion. It is of particular interest to note
that a surprisingly large proportion of the
classification of Linne and his best succes-
sor, Anders Iahan Retzius, remains valid when
measured by modern "natural" classifiers.

In the present-day sense NATURAL RELATION-
SHIPS ARE THOSE BASED ON COMMON ANCESTRY
the sort of arrangement used for human family
trees or lineage charts. There are several
means by whioh evolution (and therefore com-
mon ancestries) may be studied. Especially
dependable is evidence obtained from! 1) com-
parisons of structure; 2) tracing development
in the embryo ; 3) fossil specimens; and 4)
genetic studies of cross-breeding. Where two
or more lines of approach point to the same
answer it is reasonably certain to be correct.
Some examples of natural characters will elu-
cidate this discussion. Feathers are charac-
teristic of all members of the Class Aves
(birds), and no other animals have true fea-
thers. Among the animals without backbones
(Invertebrates), the possession of aerial
wings invariably places the flier in the Class
Insecta, although some insects do not have
wings. All butterfly larvae having osmeteria
(special strong-smelling protrusible fila-
ments) are descended from a common ancestor
and therefore belong to the broad family Papi-
lionidae (swallowtails and allies).

In modern usage ARTIFICIAL CLASSIFICATION
GIVES A GROUPING OF SPECIES WHICH DO NOT HAVE
A COMMON ANCESTOR DIFFERENT FROM THAT OF ALL
OTHER SPECIES. It must be apparent to anyone
that the grouping of all flying animals would
be artificial, since bats, birds, and lnseots
are obviously unrelated. Similarly the assem-
bling of all insects with scales on the wings
would be artificial, since mosquitoes, butter-
flies and moths, some weevils, bark lice and
other unrelated groups have wings with soales.
One of the most extensively used artificial
groupings was the division of the Lepidoptera
into Dlumals and Nocturnals; actually, hun-
dreds or perhaps thousands of speoies of moths
are normally diurnal (day-flying). A common
artificial distinction between butterflies and
moths is the fallaoy that moths have thicker
bodies; of course Geometrldae and many other
moths have slender bodies, whereas the Mega-
thymidae and other skippers have heavy bodies.

Following are samples of a hypothetical
artifical system and an actual natural system:

ARTIFICIAL SYSTEM

1. Family OCULIDAE - having "eye" spots.
Vanessa lo
Mlnols alope
Automerls lo
Strymon oeorops
larva of Papillo glauous
larva of Pholus achemon

2. Family CAUDIDAE - having tailed hindwings.
Actlas luna
Papillo maohaon
Graellsla lsabelae
Gonlurus proteus
Strymon~cecrops

NATURAL SYSTEM

1. Family LIBYTHEIDAE - palpi long (snout).
Libythea oeltls
Llbvtheana baohmanll
Llbvtheana motva

2. Family SATYRIDAE - fore legs always degene-
Mlnols alope rate.
Lethe portlandla
Pararge megaera
Eirebla nlphonloa
Oenels noma

3. Family PTEROPHORIDAE - hindwings deeply 3-
Stenoptllla zophodadactvle cleft.
OxvptlluB perlscedactylus
0 ldaematophlluB monodaotvlus

Natural classification can only be based
on PHYIDGENY, or ancestry. Although the reas-
ons for phylogenetic arrangement of insects
may not be readily visible to the non-special-
ist, we hope that no News reader will classify
his specimens by grouping all white butter-
flies together or all hairy caterpillars toge-
ther or all maple tree feeders together with-
out realizing the phylogenetic artlfloiality
of such an arrangement.

J.L. Remington
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THE 1948 MEETING OF THE E.S.A.

The annual meeting of the Entomological
Society of America for 1948 was held In New
York City on December 13-16. As usual, the
E.S.A. held Its meeting Jointly with the Am-
erican Association of Economic Entomologists.
Several papers on the program were of special
Interest to lepldopterlsts. Dr. William Ho-
vanltz, of Wayne University, spoke on "Geo-
graphical differences In food specificity of
butterflies", presenting one aspect of his
studies, primarily on the northern species of
Oollaa . Staley D. Beck, J.H. Lilly, and J.F.
Stauffer, all of the University of Wisconsin,
reported on "Nutrition of the European Corn
Borer I. Development of a satisfactory pur-
ified diet for larval growth. " If such arti-
ficial rearing media can be devised for lar-
vae which normally feed on living plants, a
great boost will be given to laboratory stud-
ies on butterflies and moths. Dr. Charles D.
Michener, of the University of Kansas, dis-
cussed "Parallel evolution in Batumiid moths"
He illustrated his paper with the phylogene-
tic tree of the genera and subgenera of New
World Satumiidae, a tree giving the results
of his recent generic revision of Satumiidae.
He showed the independent origin of some cha-
racters of satumiids in small parts of seve-
ral unrelated branches of the family —• char-
acters which now prove to be untrue guides to
classification, although early workers had
leaned heavily on them.

Among other papers whioh may interest News
readers was a report by Dr. Henry K. Townes,
of North Carolina State College, on the coop-
erative catalogue of the Nearctio Hymenoptera.
With a number of specialists preparing differ-
ent sections of this elaborate and invaluable
catalogue, the manuscript appears to be near-
ing completion rapidly. The project has been
in progress for a surprisingly short time. It
reminds us of the urgent need for a complete
catalogue of Nearctio Lepidoptera and also
reminds us that such a Job almost unavoidably
must be undertaken by several cooperating au-
thorities, rather than a single author.

Dr. Curtis W. Sabrosky, of the U.S. Bureau
of Entomology & Plant Quarantine, spoke force-
fully about the recent activities of the Inter-
national Congress of Zoology in completely re-
vising the International Rules of Zodlogloal
Nomenclature. Dr. Sabrosky ofitioized severe-
ly the apparently dictatorial and unannounced
actions of Mr. Hemming, secretary of the Inter-
national Commission, during the Paris meetings.
There is clearly an overwhelming body of opi-
nion, at least in the U.S.A., in opposition
to the undemocratic manner in which the new
Rules were forced through, and it is to be
hoped that opportunity for wide consideration
of the wording of the new Rules be permitted
before they are issued as valid. Obviously,
these "Rules" have no legal standing and must
depend on general acclamation for their sup-
port and this support in turn depends on the
soundness of the Rules from the viewpoint of
as many interested taxonomists as possible.

At the E.S.A. business meeting there were
reports on the reoent Zoological Congress in
Paris and Entomological Congress in Stockholm.
Comments on the superb planning and adminis-
tration of the Stockholm Congress were most

enthusiastic. Quite a different view on the
Paris meetings was expressed. The establish-
ment of the new Journal of Insect Physiology
was announced. The 1949 meetings will be in
Tampa, Fla., during the 3rd week in December.

At the meetings this year we saw the fol-
lowing Lep. Soc. members and undoubtedly
missed several others: Dr. A.E. Brower, Prof.
E.O. Essig, Dr. W. Hovanitz, Dr. O.D. Michener,
and Dr. Jose Oitioica F°.

«
The ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA is

the one correlating society for all North Ame-
rican entomologists. The annual dues of $5*00
go mainly for a subscription to the Society's
Annals . probably unexcelled by any other ento-
mological Journal in the world. We hope that
all Lepldopterlsts' Society members in Amerioa
who are seriously interested in researoh will
see the value in membership in the E.S.A. All
who wish to Join the E.S.A. should write to
the Leo . News editor for a membership applica-
tion form.

C . L. R.
^ .<£> <&

NOMENCLATURE NOTES

Referring to the information in the News
for April, 1948, p.46, about the replacing by
CTENUCHIDAE Kirby of the family names SYNTOMI-
DAE, AMATIDAE or EUCHROMIIDAE, it must be point-
ed out that the law of priority only concerns
specifio and generio names (Art. 25 of the Rules)
and accordingly it is irrelevant where family
names are concerned. On the other hand. Art. 4
of the same Rules says: "The name of a family
is formed by adding. ..to the stem of the name
of its type genus". The oldest and best known
genus of the family in question is Syntomls
Ochsenhelmer 1808 (

= Amata Fabrioius 1807);
as selecting types by subsequent designation
(see Recommendations, Art. 30 of the Rules) does
not apply to families, it is reasonable to ad-
mit that the oldest genus is the type genus.
The oomeet family name must, in the present
case, be accordingly AMATIDAE.

S.G. Klriakoff, Ghent, Belgium

*

Concerning the generio name of Llmentis
( Lep . News , vol.2: p.76), I have the following
opinion. For the Sibylla group (I think it
must be called the Camilla group In the striot
sense), there is a good generio name, Parathyma
Moore ( Lep . Ind. , vol.3? p.174, 1898), the type
of whioh Is aulpltla Cramer, an oriental species.
Though sulpltla has been treated by many autho-
rities as a species of Pantoporla auct. , it is

undoubtedly a member of the Camilla group by
the characters in venation, markings, as well
as in male genital apparatus, and can never
belong to Pantoporla auct. The following lit-
erature gives a useful key to this problem:

Hemming, F., 1934, "The Generic names of the
Holarctio Butterflies" , vol.l. London.
(esp. pp. 87-88).

Sibatani, A., 1943. "Uber Einige Nymphallden
aus Nippon ,

Trans . Kansal Ent . Soc . , vol.
13*. pp.12-24, pl.l. (esp. pp. 18-21).

Takashi Shirdzu, Fukuoka, Japan.
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The Baltic Amber has provided entomolo-
gists with the only large series of perfectly
preserved specimens of very ancient insects.
The age has usually been considered to be 01-
igocene (pertmps 40 million years old), but
Kusnezov believed it to be of "the Eooene
epoch at least" (about 60 million years old),
because the only Baltic Amber in its original
matrix is Eocene and all amber in Oligooene
beds was secondarily deposited there. The
Baltic Amber is presumed to be fossilized re-
sin from pine trees which occurred in north-
central Europe. Its entomological signifi-
cance oomes from the fact that great numbers
of small insects were trapped in the sticky
resin and became embedded in the lumps. The
amber is fairly clear so that it is possible
to examine microscopically every tiny hair on
many of the insects. These scientific trea-
sures, "mounted" by Nature, have made possi-
ble the disoovery of many significant facts,
such as the presence at least 40 million years
ago of certain ants differing in no peroepti-
ble way from species living today. On the
other hand, several extinct families of spid-
ers have been found in the amber beside other
representatives belonging to living genera.

The Lepidoptera of the Baltic Amber had
been studied to some degree by earlier work-
ers, but Kusnezov obtained a fairly extensive
unstudied collection and considerably extend-
ed the knowledge of the fossil moths (no but-
terflies were in his collection). He des-
cribed as new all the following genera and
species, but noted that all the new genera are
"rather closely related to the recent genera"
of the same families:

ERIOCRAN IIDAE
Electro cranla lmmenslpalpa

TINEIDAE
Tlllvardlnea eocenlca
rtartvnea rebell
Dysmaslltes carpenterl
Scardlltes "meyrlckl
jProscardlites martynovl
Falaeoscardlltes mordvllkol
Glessoscardla geraslmovl

LYONETIIDAE
Prolvonetla cookerelll

OECOPHORIDAE
Q-lesseumeyrlckla henrlksenl
Paraborkhausenltes lnnomlnatus

GELECHIIDAE
Oegoconlltes borllackl
Symmooltes "rohdendorfi
Gelechlodeorum 2 spp.

TORTRIC IDAE
Eleotresla zalesskll

PYRALIDIDAE
Glendotrloha olgae

It is striking to note the prevalence of
primitive groups. While the Baltio Amber
rarely preserved even medium-sized insects,
this would not alone aceount for the great
preponderance of the "Micros", because there
are very many sufficiently tiny G-eometridae,

Phalaenidae, Arctiidae, and Notodontidae.
Their absence might be explained by their rar-
ity in the pine forest at that time, their ha-
bits which might not bring them into contact
with the gummy pre-Amber, or their rarity be-
cause they were new evolutionary lines not yet
diversified and abundant.

That the abundance of "Micros" was not only
found in Kusnezov' s material is shown by the
following list of Baltic Amber species which
Kusnezov oompiled from preceding papers as well
as his own:

Mioropterygldae - 1
Eriocraniidae - 2
Tineidae - 10
Incurvarildae - 1
Adelidae - 3
Lyonetiidae - 1
Oecophorldae - 14
Gelechlidae - 4
Hyponomeutidae - 7
Eucosmidae - 1
Phalonildae - 2
Pyralididae - 1
Psyohldae - 1
Lycaenidae - 1

Presuming that the Lepidoptera appeared
before the wide diversification of the flower-
ing plants, Kusnezov reasoned that the larvae
of the earliest moths fed on mosses, fungi,
dead vegetable material, and the inside of
stems. His evolutionary sequenoe was expressed
thusly: "— feeding on mosses (Micropterygidae),
— on fungi ( Soardla ) . -4 on vegetable de-
tritus under tree bark, undoubtedly mixed
with fungus mycella (Oecophorldae, Aegeriidae),
—^•within plant tissues deprived of chloro-
phyll (Oossidae), — mining in ohlorophylli-
ferous tissues (very many Tineodea), —>• free
feeding on the latter (the greater part of the
order with Noctuodea at the head)."

The text of this scholarly paper is follow-
ed by an extensive bibliography. The plates
depiot, perhaps as well as possible, the spe-
cimens studied. The main text is in Russian
but there are several English summaries of the
most important parts.

O.L. Remington
*135 pp. , 31 pis. Edition de L'Aoademle des
Solences de L'Urss . Moscow, 1941.

TECHNIQUE NOTE

A collecting item worthy of mention is the
butterfly oolleoting oan. This valuable field
device is merely a oan with belt clip and hinge
top soldered on, the outside dimensions being
approximately 2-f" x x 4". Inside of the oan
strips of paper 3%" wide are folded to form cor-
rugations of the 4" depth of the oan. About 50
such corrugations can be fitted to a can, the
compartments so formed being able to hold many
specimens during the day's collecting. The cans
can easily be made from a used small ooooa or
tin medicine can as a base, or they may be pur-
chased at nominal cost from Bio-Metal Associ-
ates, P.0. Box 346, Beverly Hills, Calif.

R.H.T. Mattoni, Richmond, Calif.
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IJEANE DANIEL GUNDER (1888-1948)1 FIELD NOTES

This year has marked the passing of Jeane
D. Gunder, former member of the Lorquin Ento-
mological Society of Los Angeles, and known
to many for his enthusiastic work In diurnal
Lepidoptera. His death occurred at his home,
310 Linda Vista Ave,

,
Pasadena, California,

on November 17, 1948.

Jeane D. Gunder was born in New York City
in 1888 but had lived In Pasadena for over 25
years prior to his death. His active inter-
est in butterflies was dropped In 1935 when
economic conditions forced him to give up his
collection and enter a new business. In 1937
he sold his collection, of about 28,000 spe-
cimens, to the American Museum of Natural His-
tory in New York. His fine library was ac-
quired by Cyril F. dos Pas so s,

Gunder* s keen interest In butterflies led
him to describe 212 species, races, forms and
aberrations, which were presented In the lead-
ing American entomological journals. Aberra-
tions were his principal interest for many
years and his last work on these controversial
"transition forms", as he called them, was of
real importance. His most outstanding work
was "The Genus Euphydryas of Boreal America"
in 1929 and "North American Institutions Fea-
turing Lepidoptera", 1929-30. At least six
butterflies and two moths were named In his
honor by leading lepldopterists during his en-
tomological career. He is survived by his wi-
dow, Mrs. Fannie Gunder.

Lloyd M. Martin

JOHN A. COMSTOCK RETIRES

The Los Angeles County Museum has announc-
ed the retirement, on October 1, 1948, of Dr.
John Adams Comstock. Dr. Comstock is best
known to lepldopterists for his beautifully
illustrated book: Butterflies of California
(see review in Leo . News 1: p. 38 ) and for his
numerous unexcelled papers on the life histo-
ries of Lepidoptera of southwestern U.S.A.
Dr. Comstock was Chief Curator of Natural Sci-
ence at the museum at the time of his retire-
ment. He had been at the Los Angeles County
Museum for 20 years. Prior to that he was Di-
rector of the Southwest Museum for 6 years.
Dr. Comstock was responsible for the assembl-
ing in the L.A. County Museum the most com-
plete collection of California butterflies in
existence. As its president for 20 years, Dr.
Comstock has been the center of guidance of
the vigorous Lorquin Entomological Society.
He has also been a leader of the Southern Cal-
ifornia Academy of Sciences and over 50 years
ago was an officer of the Chicago Entomologi-
cal Society. Although his time has largely
been devoted to biological sciences, he re-
ceived the M.D. in 1915 and has practiced med-
loine Intermittently since then.

Now having retired from professional dut-
ies, "Doc" expects no decrease In his inves-
tigations and papers on Lepidoptera, and as
always, these papers will be superbly illus-
trated by his own paintings and drawings. He
has retired to his carefully planned research
center and home at Del Mar.

NOTES ON SOME MICHIGAN BUTTERFLIES.- The fol-
lowing notes are based on collecting around
the author’s home at Willow Run Village, near
Ypsilanti, Michigan, during the past season
(1948).

A rather curious courtship procedure was
remarked for Pierls rapae . The seated female
with wings flattened against the leaf, fore
wings nearly covering hind wings, had her ab-
domen turned up in a nearly vertical position,
angled from Its base. The male hovered and
fluttered about her, frequently walking on her
outstretched wings, though apparently without
attempting to couple. Without warning or ap-
parent reason he suddenly ceased his atten-
tions and flew away. The female remained for
a moment, raised her wings, lowered her abdo-
men, and she too left. A similar fashion of
holding the abdomen was noted in a resting
female of P. protodice at the approach of a
male, but he immediately left, and no further
courtship activity ensued. Though my ignor-
ance of the pertinent literature is great, I

can recall no published mention of such acti-
vity, .and indeed extremely little attention
to courtship behavior, a phase of study which
certainly deserves more observation.

On the 8th of July a worn female specimen
of Echlnargus (= Hemlargus auct. ) iso la aloe
(Edw.) was netted on clover in a large field.
This is the second record of a specimen of this
species taken In Michigan (the other having
been taken in the southwestern part of the
state (see Moore, 1939, Occ . Papers Mus. Zool .

Univ. Michigan , no.4ll: 18 ; Remington, 1942,
Bull . Brooklyn Ent . Hoc . 37: 6-8 ). No further
specimens were seen.

Seven specimens were taken, and two more
seen, of the rare albinic form pallida Tutt
of Thymellcus llneola Ochs., out of a conser-
vatively estimated several tens of thousands
of the normal form. Pallida was never observ-
ed in the areas where llneola was most common,
but rather seemed to appear only In areas of
lesser abundance. If this is not mere coin-
cidence, and if the form Is genetic in nature,
as seems most probable, then there would ap-
pear to be some sort of selection at work.

Harry K. Clench

It is with pride that we have learned of
the results of requests for aid which have ap-
peared with the News from time to time. Herr
Rudolf Kunnert wrote gratefully from Wurzen,
GERMANY, that his plea for living eggs of Am-
erican Lepidoptera resulted in three shipments
of eggs. This fall we sent out with the News
a number of copies of a request for living pu-
pae of certain moths needed by Alfred G. Suss-
man, of Harvard University, for research in
susceptibility of Saturnildae and their rela-
tives to a fungus which attacks insects. The
prompt and generous response of several mem-
bers materially expanded the value of his stu-
dies and resulted in his warm appreciation.
Similarly, a number of advertisers on the"No-
tices by Members" page have written us in sur-
prise at the large response received.C . L. R

,
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399. Anonymous, "Entomology" in "Northern Research Re-

ports". Arctic. vol«l: p.137. 1948. Brief summary

of Hovanitz ’ 1948 eco-genetical results along the

Alaska highway discussing specifically Colias hecla

and C. philodice .

400. Blackie, J.E.H., "Suburban Lepidoptera." Entomo-

logist . vol.81: pp.207-208. Sept. 1948. Attributes

Lepidoptera scarcity around area south of Manchester

to abundance of birds and industrial contamination

of atmosphere.

401. Blackie, J.E.H., "The history, status and pros-

pects in England of Coenonympha tullia Muller." En-

tomologist.vol.81: pp.229-235 • Oct. 1948. Records of

former and present distribution, by counties. But-

terfly in danger of extirpation from Britain. (P.B.

)

402. Brown, F. Martin, "Taxonomy and Distribution of

the Genus Pierella (Lepidoptera)." Annals Carnegie

Museum, vol.31: pp. 49-87, 11 figs. 8 Dec. 1948.

Characterizes this genus of Satyridae, gives keys to

the 13 spp. Discusses and briefly redescribes most

spp., with distribution shown on useful maps; fig-

ures male genitalia of all spp. Concludes with

check-list of spp. and list of author’s records from

Ecuador. Describes as new races: P. hyalinus fusi-

maculata (Trinidad), P. stollei boliviana (E. Boliv-

ia). P. albofaciata decepta (e. Bolivia) ;
describes

3 new "forms" of doubtful significance. On the whole

a clear account of an entire genus.

403. Burns, A.N., "New Geographical Races of Australi-

an Butterflies, with a Description of the Female,

Larva, and Pupa of Pseudalmenus chlorlnda barring-

tonensis Whs." Mem . Nat . Museum Victoria (Austra-

lia), no. 15: pp. 86-102, pls.3-8. Oct. 1947. Des-

cribes as new: Xenica klugi mule si (Wardang Is., S.

Austr.), Heteronyinpha cordace wilsoni (Dartmoor, s.w.

Victoria), Trapezites sciron ere,mi cola (Little De-

sert, Viet.), Ogyris amaryllis hopensis (Mt. Hope,

Viet.), Candalides heathi doddi (Barrington Tops,

N.S.W. ). Fine photos of new & related races. Early

stages and adults of barringtonensis (lycaenidae)

carefully described and figured.

404. Burns, A.N., "New Records of Lepidoptera from Vic-

toria, with Notes on Some Rare Species." Mem . Nat .

Museum Victoria, no. 15: pp. 103-108. Oct. 1947* New

records of 5 spp. butterflies; 3 rare s pp. also re-

corded.

405 . Burns, A.N., "Insects Collected at Mud Islands,

Port Phillip Bay. November 30, 1945 •" Mem . Nat .

Museum Victoria , no. 15: pp. 143-145. Oct. 1947.
2 spp. Lepidoptera recorded.

406. Burns, A.N. & C. Oke, "Insects and Arachnids" in

"A Preliminary Report on the Biology and Ecology of

the Snowy River Area in Northeastern Victoria." Mem .

Nat. Museum Victoria , no. 15: pp. 168-171. Oct. 1947.

Records 3 spp. moths, one probably a new Oxycanus
(Hepialidae )

.

407. Clark, Austin H., "A new subspecies of Glauconsy-

che lygdamus (Lepidoptera, Lycaenidae)." Proc . Ent.

Soc . Wash . . vol.50: pp. 176-178. Oct. 1948. Des-
cribes as new Glaucopsyche lygdamus boydi (Ice Moun-
tain, Hampshire Co., W. Virginia). Type in U.S. N.M.

Distinguishes boydi from G. 1. lygdamus but not from

G. 1. nittanyensis F. Chermock and G. 1. .jacki Stal

lings & Turner as implied by Article 25 of the Code.

Authors cannot be too careful to comply with each

requirement of the Code! G. 1. boydi is listed Ibom

localities in Pa., W.Va.
, N.C., and Ark. in moun-

tainous country in association with Carolina vetch

(Vicia caroliniana ), and will probably prove to be a

synonym of nittanyensis . (C.F. dP.

)

408. De Lucca, C., "Notes on some moths observed at

Malta." Ent .Monthly Mag . .vol.84: p.192. Aug. 1948.

New records: Nodaria nodosalis, Nycteola falsalis .

Eublemma velox, Sterrha bractillnea. Eupithecla serri-

graphata.Horisme exoletata . Cucullia verbasci . (P.B.

)

409. Deshpande, V.G. & K.R. Karandikar, "Insect pests

of fruits and fruit-trees in the Deccan." Journ .

Univ. Bombay , vol.16 (n.s.) (Science No.23): pp.1-14

(Biol. Sciences). Mar. 1948. Lists, for each spe-
cies: nature of damage, locality and appearance,
food plants, description and life history (brief),

and control methods. Lepidoptera mentioned, and
their food plants: Parasa lepida (mango, castor, po-
megranate, wood apple, plantain, etc.); Euproctis
scintillans (mango, castor, onions, sannhemp); Ophi-

deres fullonica . 0 . materna. 0. ancilla (orange, mu-
sumb, somelo, mango); Papilio demolius (citrus, bel,

bavachi); Phyllocnistis citrella (citrus, bel); Ar-

bela tetraonis (citrus, guava, mango, jak, ber, etc.);

Virachola isocratis (citrus, pomegranate ); Nephantis
serinopa (cocoanut, other palms). (P.B.)

410. de Worms, C.G.M. ,
"Drepana harpagula , Esp. (sicu-

la . Hubner). A Short Review of its Past History and
Present Status." Entomologist . vol.81: pp.205-206.
Sept. 1948.

411. Evans, Eric, "Moths at a Suburban Station Lights
in 1947." Entomologist . vol.81:pp. 187-190. Aug.1948.

412. Ferrar, M.L., "The butterflies of the Andamans
and Ni cobars." Journ . Bombay Nat . Hist . Soc.. vol.47:

pp.470-491, 5 pis. 1948. Notes on the islands as

collecting grounds. Annotated list of 268 forms of

Rhopalocera. Plates illustrate forms of Troides (Pa-

pil.), Tros (Papil.), Euploea (Danaidae). (P.B.)

413* Field, William D., "The correct name for the North
American butterfly variously called Nymphidia, Cale-

phelis or Lephelisca (Lepidoptera, Riodinidae)."
Proc . Ent . Soc . Wash . . vol.50: pp.207-213. Nov. 1948.
Title somewhat misleading in that the paper does not
relate to correct name of a butterfly but to correct
generic name for the group of butterflies now listed
under Calephelis . Author contends that Nymphidia Bdv.

& Lee. is a synonym of Nymphidium Fabr., Calephelis
Grote & Robinson a synonym of Emesis Fabr.; and that
Lephelisca Barnes & Lindsey, with generotype Erycina
virginiensis. is the valid name of the genus. Paren-
thetically, it seems to the reviewer that Nymphidia
was not proposed by Boisduval and LeConte as a new
generic name. (C.F.dP.)

414* Ford, E.B. & W.H. Dowdeswell, "The Genetics of
Habit in the Genus Colias ." Entomologist, vol.81:
pp.209-212. Sept. 1948. Summarizes Hovanitz’ paper
(see Lep . News 2: p.69) and adds data on C. croceus
in England. Urges more genetical study of habits.

415 • Freeman, H.A., "Notes on Some North American Skip-
pers, with the Description of a New Species from Kan-
sas (Lepidoptera: Hesperiidae)." Ent . News , vol.59:

pp.203-206. Oct. 1948. Describes as new species
Atrytonopsis turneri (Barber Co., Kans.), which seans

likely to fall to subspecific rank or less; differs
from A. deva "in its smaller size"! Sinks Hesperia
horus and H. metea be Ifrage

i

as synonyms of H. metea

licinus . New U.S. A. records: Atrybone eulogius and
Cobalus percosius .

416. Freeman, T.N., "The Correction of a Genotypic Ci-
tation for the Genus Choristoneura Led." Ent . News .

vol.59: p.202. Oct. 1948. Correct generotype is
Tortrix diver sana Hbn.

417. Fukaya, M., "The fundamental study on the forecast

of rice borer, Chilo simplex Butler (first report)."
(In Jap.). Matsumushi. vol.2: pp.9-14* June 1947 (T.S.

)
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418. Fukaya, M., "A fundamental study on the forecast

of rice borer, Chilo simplex Butler (fourth report^"

Nogaku Kenkyu. vol.37: pp.1-3. Sept. 1948. (T.S.)

419. Goodson, A.L., "New Varieties of Argynnis cydippe

L. and Lycaena phlaeas L." Entomologist. vol.81: pp.

177-178. Aug. 1948. Describes as new Lycaena phlaeas

race hibemica (Ireland) and aberration of cydippe .

420. Gr_ son, P.
,
"Effet du groupement sur la croissance

des chenilles du Bombyx Cul-brun (Euproctis phaeor-
rhoea Don., Lep. Liparidae)." (in French). Comptes
Rendus Soc . Biol . . vol.142: pp. 610-612. May 1948.

Caterpillars of the brown-tail moth showed much more

rapid growth when raised in groups of ten than when
isolated. This effect was least in last larval stag-

es and greatest just before hibernation (hibernates

as larva). The larvae are normally gregarious. (P.El)

421. Grison, P. & V. Labeyrie, "Effet de l’humidite

sur le tissage des nids chez le Bombyx Cul-brun (Eu-

proctis phaeorrhoea Don.)." (in French). Comptes
Rendu s Soc . Biol . . vol.142: pp. 609-610. May 1948.

Larvae raised in closed chamber with humidity 100$
fail to build usual nest of silk. (P.B.

)

422. Lord, F.A., "Australian moth is world’s largest."

Journ . Bnt . & Zool . . vol.40: pp.45-46. Sept. 1948.
Short semi-popular article about Coscinocera hercules .

Record specimen had 14 inch span. Description of
life history. Food plants: "Pana, Satinwood and
Bleeding Heart trees". (P.B.)

423. Lord, F.A., "World’s Largest Moth". Nat. Hist .

.

vol.57: pp.450-451, ill. Dec. 1948. Summarizes

knowledge of Coscinocera hercules . with photo of
adult from New Guinea. Mentions specimen 14 inches
wing spread, from Queensland, Australia.

424. Morley, A.M., "Aplasta ononaria in 1947." Ento-
mologist. vol.81: pp. 179-180. Aug. 1948.

425. Oke, Charles G., "Description of a new Species of
Casemoth (Lepidoptera, Psychidae)." Mem . Nat . Mus-
eum Victoria, no. 15: pp. 178-179, pi. 15- Oct. 1947.
Describes as new: Plutorectis caespitosae (fit. Hoth-
am, Victoria). Type and some structures figured.

426. Petersen, Bjorn, "The Heat Rigor Temperature of
Swedish Mountain Lepidoptera." (in English). Ento-
mologisk Tidskrift . vol.69: pp. 135-141* 5 Aug. 1948.

Mean heat rigor temp, of diurnals 48' C., of noctur-
nals 43' . Nocturnals from open habitats, esp. swampy
able to stand higher temp, than those from wooded ha-

bitats. Cold rigor temps, correlate positively with
heat rigor temps. Table gives statistics on 13 spp.
of butterflies and 18 of moths from Sweden.

427. Picard, J., "Notes sur les Hesperiidae Pyrginae
des regions palearctiques. Tribes des Erynnidi,
Carcharodidi et Pyrgidi." (in French). Bull . Soc .

Ent . France

.

vol.52: pp. 129-134. Oct. 1948. Des-
cribes briefly each palearctic genus in these tribes
and lists the palearctic species. Describes as new
genus PLATYGNATHA (type: Pyrgus ? phlomidi ) . (P.B.)

428. Ribeiro, B.L., "Contribupao para o conhecimento
da bionomia de ’Rothschildia aurata * (Cramer, 1775)
(Lepidoptera, Saturnidae)." (in Portuguese). Re-
vista Brasiliero Biol . . vol.8: pp. 127-141, 4 figs.
Apr. 1948. Covers following: host plants (Ricinus
communis. Chorisia speciosa. Fagara chiloperoni.
Anacardlum occidentale. Morus alba. Spondia lutea )

;

length of adult life; time of oviposition and number
of ova; description of all stages and cocoon; dura-
tion of each developmental stage; sex ratio. Figs,
of larva, cocoon, pupa, adult. Apparently excel-
lent life history study. (P.B.)

429. Russell,Archibald G.B., "A Plusia New to Britain."
Entomologist, vol.81: pp.201-202, pi. I: figs. 1-5.
Sept. 1948. P. limbirena (of E. Africa and India)
taken at light in England. Good photos of P. lim-
birena. P. furcifera . P. ogorana . P. aenescens .

430. Russell, A.G.B., "Some notable visitors to light
at Swanage in 1947." Entomologist, vol.81: pp.225-
227. Oct. 1948. Records of moths. (P.B.)

431. Sankey, J.H.P., "Observations on the biology of
Hepialus lupulinus L. (Lep.)." Ent . Monthly Mag .

.

vol.84: pp. 175-177. Aug. 1948. Records of emerg-
ence, flight, oviposition, hatching, larval habits.
Foodplant: Fragaria . No control methods seem possi-
ble. (P.B.)

432. Sevastopulo, D.G., "The early stages of Indian
Lepidoptera. Part XIX." Journ . Bombay Nat . Hist .

Soc . . vol.47: pp. 197-219. 1947. Complete stages
of: Papilio helenus (Citrus spp. and other Rutaceae);
Panaera metallica (Sphingidae) (various arums); Rhe-

gastis aurifera (Sphingidae) (Virginia Creeper).
Gives partial life histories of 5 Papilio

.

3 Lyman-
triidae, 1 Lasiocampidae, 2 Drepanidae, 1 Saturni-
idae, 3 Sphingidae, 5 "Noctuidae", 3 Geometridae,
1 Pyralidae. (P.B.)

433. Sevastopulo, D.G.
,
"The early stages of Indian

Lepidoptera. Part XX." Journ . Bombay Nat . Hist .

Soc . . vol.47: pp. 458-469. 1948. Complete stages
of: Leucania irregularis (Noctuidae) (grasses); Com-

ibaena cassidara (Geometridae ) (Ziziphus ju.iuba. La-
gerstroemia indica. Ixora sp.). Partial life his-
tories of 4 Papilionidae, 3 Pieridae, 2 Hesperiidae,
1 Iymantriidae, 7 "Noctuidae", 1 Geometridae, 3
Fyralidae. (P.B.)

434* Smith, L.M. & F.M. Summers, "Propagation of the
oriental fruit moth under central California condi-
tions." Hilgardia. vol.18: pp.369-387. Sept. 1948.
Study of the reproduction of Grapholitha molesta in
the central valley country of California, including
mating behavior, oviposition (general habits, effect
of weather differences between stocks from different
localities), and viability of eggs. Concluded that
hot, dry weather of this county does not interfere
with propagation of the species. Races from dif-
ferent localities differed in date of maximum ovi-
position, number and viability of eggs laid. (P.B.)

435* Takahashi, I., "Note on capture of Argynnis hyper-

bius Johan, in Akita Pref., N. Jap. (Nymphal . )
. " (In

Japanese). Trans. Tohoku Ent . Soc .. no. 5: p.20.
Feb. 1948. (T.S.)

436. Tanaka, T., "Note on Papilio helenus nicconicolens
But. (Papilion. )." (In Japanese')"! Coll , and Breed .

.

vol.10: p.230. Aug. 1948.
437. Teale, Edwin Way, "Butterfly botanist." Nat .

History, vol.57: p.325, ill. Sept. 1948. On Spey-

eria cybele . 2 poor photos. (P.B.)

438. Tobias, J.M., "Sodium and potassium in insects;
larvae, pupae and adults." Proc . Federation Amer .

Socs . Experimental Biol . . vol.7: pp. 124-125. 1948.
Abstract of a paper given at the societies’ annual
meeting. Reports Na and K amounts and ratios in the
hemolymph of several insects, including: Bombyx mori
larvae: Na 14mM, K 40mM, Na/K 0.35, practically no
Na in B. mori pupae; not true of Platysamia cecropia
or "Philosamia" walkeri . (P.bT)

439. Valle, A., "Preliminary data on the chromosome
cycle of Lycaeides idas L." Experimentia. vol.4:
pp.388-389. 15 Oct. 1948. Author is studying prob-
lem of lycaenid females with thin coat of blue scales
on wings, making them appear like males. Preliminary
studies in spermatogenesis seem to show differences
in chromosome number and irregularities in mitosis
and meiosis. Suggests that unbalanced chromosome
sets produced in this way may upset sex-determining
gene balance, causing the intersexes. (P.B.)

440. Verhey, C.J., "Faunistische aanteekeningen over
Lepidoptera." (Faunistic notes on L., in Nether-
lands). (in Dutch). Entom. Berichten. vol.12:
p.252. 1 July 1948 {aTd.I

441. Warren, B.C.S., "On the Race of Erebia epiphron
indigenous in the British Isles." Entomologist, vol.
81: pp. 181-186. Aug. 1948. Concludes that English
race should be known as aetherius. with the Scotch
race a quadrinomial - form memnon .
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11. The Butterflies of the Dlstrlot of
Columbia and Vicinity : by Austin H. Clark*

The deceptively succinct title of this
work might well lead one not acquainted with
it to presume Incorrectly that It V(a 8 simply
a list of the speoies of butterflies observed
in the territory surrounding the nation's cap-
ital, with at most a few annotations. In the
decade and a half since Its publication this
book has become a classic, well-known and
widely admired. As a regional list it was
compiled with great attention to completeness*
based on nearly a quarter of a century of the
author's personal observations and collecting
in the environs of Washington, on previously
made collections, and on a thorough canvas-
sing of the literature. Furthermore, a list
of species of probable or possible occurrence
is appended, the likelihood of their being
found in the District indicated, and these
doubtful species illustrated along with those
of known occurrence.

"The District Butterflies", as it is often
called, exceeds by far the scope of utility
of a simple regional list. The District of
Columbia, located as it is between the elbows
of northern and southern faunal elements, re-
ceives many nudgings from both, and an ac cotint
of its butterflies is simultaneously an enum-
eration of nearly the whole butterfly fauna
east of the Mississippi. Its plates are per-
haps the best photographs of eastern butter-
flies available to the student. These alone
would make it an invaluable reference tool.

The present review is too limited in size
adequately to describe the merits of Dr.
Clark's treatise and may only highlight a few
of the interesting features it contains. An
introduction of 61 pages carefully and enter-
tainingly covers such intriguing subjects as:
Habitats, the Succession of Butterflies, Pres-
sure of Population, Butterflies and Storms,
Extirpation of one Butterfly by Another, Ob-
servations on Butterfly Migrations, Sugges-
tions for Studying Butterflies. After the sy-
stematic account there follows a table of sea-
sonal occurrences of District butterflies and
a well-illustrated discussion of experiments
on the unexplained effects of contact exposure
of film to the wings of various species of
butterflies. The systematic list itself Is
replete with observations on habits, life his-
tories, variation in numbers, variation within
the species and much other information. Keys
for Identification are included and, something
rarely done but most important, as full data
as known accompany each specimen illustrated.

It is difficult to criticise this work,
as one cannot help feeling admiration for it.
A legitimate complaint might be the general
lack of references and bibliography.

Dr. Clark has given lepidopterists , parti-
cularly those of the eastern United States, a
valuable study aid and a model of thoroughness
and accurate presentation.

Harry K. Clench

*Pp.ix, 337» 64 plates. 1932. U.S. Nat. Mu-
seum Bull. 157*

17. Supplementary Notes on John Abbot

In reference to the John Abbot autobiogra-
phy ( Leo . News lit 28-30), Mrs. Elsa G. Allen
of Cornell University kindly brought to our
attention several articles in the ornithologi-
cal periodical The Auk . The most recent was
Mrs. Allen's "A Third Set of John Abbot Bird
Drawings" (Auk 59* 563-571; 1942), in whloh
she reports on two unpublished volumes in the
British Museum.

The first set of Abbot's bird drawings, at
the Boston Society of Natural History, was de-
scribed by Dr. Walter Faxon (Auk 13s 204-215;
1896). Samuel N. Rhoads (Auk 35: 271-286 ;1918)
reported another group in the Wymberley Jones
de Renne Georgia Library (now part of the Uni-
versity of Georgia). Of special interest,
however, in filling out for News readers the
facts about Abbot was Anna Stowell Bassett's
"Some Georgia Records of John Abbot, Naturalist"
(Auk 55: 244-254; 1938 ). Mrs. Bassett made an
intensive search into old state and county re-
cords in Georgia and found a number of enlight-
ening facts about Abbot. She refutes the con-
tention of previous authors that Abbot re-
turned to England in 1810, and states that he
remained in the U.S. A. at least until 1839 and
probably for the rest of his life.

Records in Burke County revealed that a
John Abbot married Penelope Warren, and that a
son, John Abbot, Jr., was born In 1779* Abbot
was apparently a soldier in the Revolutionary
War for several years, although the dates of
his enlistment and discharge are not known.
He was given a tract of land in Washington
County in 1784 as bounty for his military ser-
vice, and may have sold this to furnish his
home in Burke County. In spite of conclusions
we drew from Abbot's obviously poor grammar,
it may be true that his profession was in part
teaching, since a legal paper in 1787 describ-
ed Abbot as "Schoolmaster". Screven County,
the place usually considered to have been Ab-
bot's home for many years, was formed by unit-
ing Burke and another county In 1793, and the
town where he lived, Jacksonborough, has long
since oeased to exist. In 1806 Abbot and his
son are listed in Savannah tax-rolls. The
last record of him was in 1839* The document
was a simple will, leaving all his property

to his friend William E. McElveen. Mrs. Bas-
sett gives evidence that Abbot's burial place

is probably in the family cemetery on the Mc-
Elveen estate near Meldrim, Georgia.

We are indebted to Mrs. Allen for calling
our attention to these important articles. It

appears that, while these papers in The Auk
yield new details concerning Abbot's later
years, the autobiographical notes published for

the first time in the News remain almost the

only positive information on Abbot's early life

known to exist. „
J.E.R.

PLEASE NOTIFY THE NEWS EDITORS
OF CHANGES OF ADDRESS PROMPTLY
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JAPANESE BUTTERFLIES OFFERED In exchange for
American species. Esp. Interested in Lycaeni-
dae, Satyrldae, Nymphalidae. S. Murayama,
Shinjocho 744, Ibaraki-shi, Osaka-Fu, JAPAN.

WANTED FOR CASH: Speyerla dlana and S. leto ,

female specimens with full data. J.A. Evey,
Benson, 111.

Offer FRENCH BUTTERFLIES and MOTHS in papers
in exchange for exotic ones except Microlepid-
ootera. F. Gaillard, 5 Citd du Midi 5, Paris
18, FRANCE.

In exchange for Phllotes of the world, MY EN-
TIRE COLLECTION of 5,000 specimens of western
Lepidoptera. Will send list of check list nos.
available. Let me know your localities. R.H.
Mattoni, V-29 Terr. War Housing, Richmond, Cal.

ENTOMOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT FOR SALE. Quality
material at quantity price. Write for cata-
log. Bio Metal Associates, P.0. Box 346,
Beverly Hills, California.

BUTTERFLIES of the BELGIAN CONGO and BELGIUM
offered In exchange for North American but-
terflies (except Hesperiidae) . S.G. Klriakoff

,

14 Unlversiteitsstraat , Ghent, BELGIUM.
For sale: over 500 STRYMON from all over North
America collected over 17 yrs. , at 60 each.
Also other groups, such as Gatocala , skippers,
and 100 mostly So. Fla. specimens at 80 each.
D.F. Berry, Box 146, Orlando, Fla.

Wanted :Argynninae,Papilionidae, diurnal swamp-
loving moths. Offer in exchange RARE HUNGARIAN
LEPIDOPTERA of any group. Dr. L. Gozmany,
Budapest XII, Gyori ut 1. II. 14., HUNGARY.

PAPILIO ARISTPDEHUS PONCEAITA for sale and ex-
change. Also all other south Florida and Flo-
rida Keys Lepidoptera for exchange. Write:
H.L. King, 4618 Abercom St., Savannah, Ga.

FOR SALE: common MEXICAN BUTTERFLIES in good
condition. Supply limited, order early. Write:
L.S. Phillips, Loyola University Medical
School, 706 S. Wolcott Ave. , Chicago, 111.

WISH TO PURCHASE to fill out sets:

Proc. Ent. Soc. Philadelphia: vols.1-6
Proc. California Academy Sciences: vols.1-7
Bull. Buffalo Soc. Nat. Sciences: vols.1-5
Psyche: vols. 11, 13, 15 (pref. unbound

)

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia: vols. 1-20
Trans. Am. Ent. Soc.: vols. 1-10
The Entomologist: vol.l

DANISH LEPIDOPTERA offered in exchange for
papered Rhopalocera, Sphingidae, Arctiidae.
A.Andersen, Odensegade F ,0, Copenhagen,DENMARK.

Wanted immediately: All species of the genus
ANNAPHILA Grt. and forms of AXENUS ARVALIS
Grt. Accurate ecological data desired. Of-
fer in exchange Phalaenidae of S. Calif. &
living pupae of Hemileuca nevadensis califor-
nica Wgt. C.I. Smith, 16>1 So. l6th St. , Apt.
1-B, Richmond, California.

C.F. dos Pas sos, Washington Corners, Mendham, N.J

.

Limited number of choice perfect Oenels jutta
reduc ta and Erebla magdalena for exchange for
other Alpines and Arctics, esp. 0. macounl,
nevadensis, and lvallda .

A.G. Lauck, 2716 Grandview Ave. , Alton, III.

LIVING MATERIAL
WANTED: Wasps (Hymenoptera : Vespoidea ,Sphecoi-
dea ,Chrysidoidea ), particularly Psammocharldae
(Spider-Wasps) and Mutillidae( Velvet "Ants"),
of the world. Will collect Lepidoptera or
other insects in exchange. David G. Shappirio,
4811 17th St., N.W. Washington 11, D.C.

Wanted from collectors or museums: any mater-
ial of PEREUTE, ARCHONIAS and LEODONT

A

(Pier-
ldae), for determination and distributional
data to be used in revisions. It will be re-
turned promptly and handled carefully. Please
write before sending shipment. F.M. Brown,
326 Burns Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colorado.

WISH TO BUY about six living MOLE CRICKETS
( Grvllotalpa hexadaotyla ) from field entomo-
logists. Urgently needed for research.
William G. Nutting, Biological Labs., Harvard
University, Cambridge 38, Mass.

LIVING COCOONS of Lepidoptera from India for
sale as follows: Attacus atlas -500, A. Cyn-
thia -120, A. edwardsi -500. Antheraea mylltta
-400 , Leopa katlnka -250, Caligula cachara -

250, each. Send with U.S.A. orders permit from
U.S. Dept, of Agriculture. Himalayan Butter-
fly Co., Shillong, Khasi Hills, INDIA.

WANTED: for taxonomic study, any U.S. species
of Hesperioid genus MEGATHYMUS . I have for
exchange many species of North American Ma-
crolepidoptera. Paul R. Ehrlich, 538 Academy
St.

, Maplewood, New Jersey.

Living pupae of Eacles imperlalls and Paplllo
trollus offered in exchange for other speci-
mens, including papered Paplllo . or for sale
at 250 each. Mrs. Vonta P. Hynes, 152 Meachem
Ave., Battle Creek, Mich.

Named RHOPALOCERA & partially named HETEROCERA
& MICH?LEPIDOPTERA offered in exchange for
Microlepidoptera of South Asia. Collections
of such Microlepidoptera also solicited for
Identification. Dr. A. Diakonoff, Zoologisch
Museum, Buitenzorg, Java, D.E.I.

SPEYERIA PIAHA and many other scarce Lepidop-
tera available for exchange for desired spp.

,

esp. of Papilio . Megathymus . Sphingidae, etc.
William F. Duhlmeier, 2535 Indian Mound Ave.

,

Norwood 12, Ohio.

FOR SALE: cocoons of Telea polyphemus , Oallo-
samla promethea (100 ea. Jl doz.). Automerls
lo (150 ea..£1.60 doz.), Actlas iuna (25\<i ea. .

$2.50 doz.), Attacus cvnthla (20<4 ea.), Anl-
sota rublcunda (5g? ea. . 500 doz.), Ancana mv-
lltta (50c? ea. ). Bombvx morl eggs (500/100).
E.A. Ferguson, 1213 Bel Iflower, S.W. ,Canton,Ohio.

WANTED: Living pupae of any species of Colias,
esp. eurytheme-phllodice . in exchange or for
purchase, darl W. Gottschalk, Harvard Medi-
cal School, 25 Shattuck St., Boston 15, Mass.
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Q. "What ie the best method to recover cater-
pillars and pupae which were preserved in al-
cohol and accidentally allowed to dry up la-
ter?"

A. The best way I know is to warm in a deter-
gent solution: I use Tergitol 7 0.1% with KOH
not over 0.5% in water, put in the solution
cold and slowly warm to steaming hot; then
transfer to 50% and then 70% alcohol. The
body will plump out but not usually retain
color, and sometimes collapses again or even
goes to pieces® I have used it only for lar-
vae; keep the pupae dry if they have gone dry.

Q. "Who was the first to use the male genita-
lia for classification? I have heard that it
was Scudder and Burgess, working on skippers."

A. I don't know. Scudder was far from the
first. I have traced the terms tegmen (tegu-
men) and valve back to Hubner ( Lepidopterolo-
gische Zutrage, p.26, 1820). The earliest sy-
stematic use I know of was by Lederer in the
"Noctuinen Europas" (1857) with 30 sketches
of valves, and directions (p. 6) for breaking
off the right valve. Earlier uses were, I
think, all casual, such as Stephens' (1830)
reference to the very large valves in describ-
ing Scotosia.

W.T.M. Forbes
-<& ~<s® -&> ^3

BHHHHN.J. KUSNEZOV

We recently learned of the passing in Rus-
sia, apparently in 1948, of N.J. Kusnezov, the
outstanding Russian lepidopterist. Before
news of his death reached us we were preparing
the review (see p.104) of his important "Revi-
sion of the Amber Lepidoptera" , and were hop-
ing to establish contact with him. We shall
attempt to gather material for a biographic
sketch to appear in a later issue of the News .

Peter F. Bellinger, of Yale University,
Is rendering valuable and much appreciated
aid In the task of preparing the News by exa-
mining a large number of current scientific
journals and abstracting all papers on Lepid-
optera. Abstracts in the "Recent Literature
on Lepidoptera" section when not initialed
are by the News editor. Initials in paren-
theses following abstracts refer as follows:

(P.B. ) = Peter F. Bellinger
(A.D. )

a A. Diakonoff
(C.F.dP.) - 0 .F. dos Passes
(T.S® )

® Takashi Shirdzu
<qp’

There is considerable demand for volume I

of the News . and our supply of several num-
bers Is exhausted. Members who have no need
for their copies of the first volume will be
doing a service In returning them to the edi-
torial office. First, persons or institu-
tions needing that volume to complete their
reference file will be cared for. Second,
the small Income ($1.50) which accrues to the
Society from each sale will be returned to
the members in a better News.

Needs of N.Am. Lepidopterology (Editorial) .101
"The Butterflies North of Mexioo"-

Current Developments, by F. M. Brown. . ..101
Principles of Taxonomy - V®

Natural & Artificial Glassification. . .102
1948 Meeting of Ent. Soc. of America. 103
Nomenclature Notes 103

KIriakoff: Family Name of Amatidae
Shlrdzu: Generic Name of Limenltls

Review of Kusnezov's Amber Lepidoptera. ... 104
Field Note

Clench: Michigan Butterflies 105
Review of Clarkes D.C. Butterflies

by H.K. Clench. 108
Brief Biographies- 17. John Abbot Addenda

by Jeanne E. Remington 108
Recent Literature on Lepidoptera .106-107
Obituaries

Jeane D. (hinder, by L.M. Martin 105
N.J. Kusnezov 110

John A. Comstock Retires. 105
Miscellany 104, 105 , 110
Notices by Members 109
Questions & Answers 110
Additions to List of Members 110

ADDITIONS TO THE 1948 MEMBERSHIP LIST

Bellinger, Peter F. , Osborn Zoological Lab.,
Yale University, New Haven 11, Conn. LEPID:
esp. Genetics. Coll. Ex.

Bomer, Carl (Dr.), Naumburg a.S. , 19a. Jena-
str. 22, Russian Zone, GERMANY.

BOWMAN, KENNETH, 10240 Wadhurst Rd.
,
Edmonton,

Alberta ,
CANADA

.

Brinkman, B.B.,951 Bannock St., Denver 4, Colo.
Chase, Hazel(Mrs.), 272 N.Union St., Galion,0hio.
Clarke, Louis, 28 W. Elm St.,New Haven 15, Conn.
Common, Ian F.B. , Technical Sec'y, Council for

Scientific & Industrial Research, Div. of Econ.
Ent.,P.O.Box 109, Canberra, A.C .T. ,AUSTRALIA.

Harlick, Robert M. ,1269 24th Ave. ,San Francisco,
Calif.

Murayama, S.,Shinjocho 744, Ibaraki-hi,0saka-Fu,
JAPAN. RH0P: esp. Lycaenidae, Satyridae, Nym-
phalidae. Coll. Ex.

Reinthal, Walfried J. (Dr.), 220 W. 18th St.,
Ada, Oklahoma. LEPID. Biotopical conditions,
Geog. Races, Variability. Coll. Ex. Sell.

Rensch, Bernhard (Prof. Dr. ), Munster (Westf.),
Museum fur Naturkunde, Himmelreich-Allee

,

British Zone, GERMANY

.

Sugitanl, Iwahlko (Prof.), Shinmachi-Nishliri,
Nakachojya-machl-doori ,Kamikyoku, Kyoto ,JAPAN

.

Toxopeus, L.J. (Dr.), c/o Rijksmuseum van Na-
tuurlijke Historie, Leiden, NETHERLANDS.

van Regteren Altena, C.0. (Dr.), c/o Rijks-
museum van Natuurlijke Historie, Leiden,
NETHERLANDS.

Wilson, H.H.,2531 Marin Ave. ,Berkeley 8, Calif.
WINANS, WILLIAM W. , 505 Loma Vista Drive,

Beverly Hills, Calif. LEPID: esp. MACRO.
Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

THE LEPIDOPTERISTS ' NEWS is the monthly
periodical of The Lepidopterlsts ' Society.
Membership Is open to anyone Interested in
the study of butterflies & moths. The 1949
dues, including subscription to the NEWS,are
$2.00 for Regular Members and $4.00 or more
for Sustaining Members. Please make remit-
tances payable to : Charles L. Remington .
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Volume II Supplement

THE FIELD SEASON SUMMARY OF NORTH AMERICAN LEPIDOPTERA FOR 1948

The field observations of North American Lepid-

optera for the 1948 season were somewhat improved

over last year, when this project was initiated.

However, they are disappointing in view of the

large number of careful observers who failed to par-

ticipate and in view of the complete lack of infor-

mation on many regions and the scarcity of records

of moth occurrence, migration, and parasitization.

The poor California response was particularly dis-

appointing. The excellent Northeast participation
was most encouraging. Undoubt-
edly the small number of con-
tributions was due in part to

the serious postal delay in de-
livering the issue of the Lep.

News which called for the in-
dividual reports. In order to

circumvent such a calamity in

the future, the 1949 Season
Summary will be announced in

the spring and the reports
will be requested well in ad-
vance of the due date.

The broad pattern of Lep-
idoptera occurrence in North
America indicated an average
year, with considerable dif-
ferences between Areas.

In the Southwest the sea-

son was exceptionally bad, following the very dry
winter. As in 1947, spring species were earlier
than usual. Most of the season was dry, but Arizona
had late summer rainfall and Lepidoptera abundance.

In the Northwest it was not nearly as good a
year as 1947* The very heavy rainfall in late
spring was climaxed by heavy floods and in general
the spring species were much delayed. Melanie spe-
cimens appeared in unusual numbers. Most moths suf-
fered a poor year. In Idaho Nymphalis califomica
larvae nearly constituted a plague and the popula-
tion pressure there may result in heavy northwest-
ward emigrations in a year or two.

The Rocky Mountain region returned to near nor-
malcy in flight dates and abundance after the late
poor season of 1947. After early summer conditions
were dry. There was little information on moths.

In the Great Plains the reports almost exactly
duplicated those for 1947. The "heathi" type of ab-

errations of Strymon were exceptionally frequent.
Catocala had a rather good year. In the Canadian
Great Plains a very early frost was followed by ex-

tended warmth with moths in noteworthy abundance.

After the boom year of 1947 in the Central Area,
the Lepidoptera conditions were average. The season
was a bit early and moisture average, except in late
summer, when it was dry. The only reports of Danaus
plexippus mass migrations came from this Area.

The Southeast apparently had an average year.
The spring species were late, as in 1947. July and

August were dry, but later con-
ditions were warm and moist and
the Lepidoptera season contin-
ued unusually late in the fall.
There was little comparative
information on moths. Phoebis
sennae was observed in mass
migration.

In the Northeast, the gener-
al picture showed a poor, late
spring, excellent summer season,
and dry, late fall. Moths had
a poor year, except in Nova Sco-
tia. Butterflies were abundant,
especially the three Oeneis in
New Hampshire and Maine. Poly-
gonia interrogation is larvae
were very numerous in New Hamp-
shire. Lycaenidae had an excel-
lent year, contrasting with the

poor 1947 season. In Connecticut, parasitization
was high in the fall.

For the Far North we were again fortunate in
having reports. The prospects for continued repre-
sentation of the Far North in the Season Summary
look good as a result of the establishment of the
Northern Insect Survey under Dr. Freeman.

Mention of reduction of Lepidoptera from DDT
spraying came from Washington and the Carolines.

In this year’s summary much information was ac-
cepted which would be excluded or published in other
issues of the Lep . News in future years. Valuable
field notes are those on Colias eye colors (p. vi),
host plants (p. viii), and so on. An effort was
made to use uniform names for species and genera.
In most cases the nomenclature of the McDunnough
Check List has been used, but a few more up-to-date
names have been used. Most subspecific names have
been omitted because the races are geographic in all
American cases known to us. Authorities’ names have
been omitted since they are not necessary for this
sort of project. 0 C.L.R.



ii 1. SOUTHWEST- CALIFORNIA, ARIZONA, NEVADA

by Lloyd M. Martin
Los Angeles, California

The reports on Lepidoptera in the Southwest
were not as favorable as in past years. Due to
less than one-half of the usual rainfall, this sec-
tion of the country has experienced the poorest col-

lecting in 20 years. Many collectors were in the
field from time to time and as a rule were disap-
pointed in finding most species of butterflies were
about a month ahead of their regular flight period
and were very scarce. Moths were not as abundant
though some very good species were taken.

CALIFORNIA

Thorne and Creelman report from the San Diego
region the spring emergence was early. Several
species continued through the year to appear ahead
of schedule (Speyeria ). but others were normal (Mi-
toura spinetorum. Lycaena hermes ) ; at least there
appeared to be a tendency for the season to swing
back to normal as the summer went along. The de-
sert slopes of the Laguna Mts. burned off with se-
rious effects on a couple of good collecting spots.
About 18, 000 acres of brush and forest land burned
last year and about one percent of the country’s
brush land goes up in smoke each year. As the hu-
man population of this area increases, the native
species of Lepidoptera decrease and introduced spe-
cies increase numerically. Euphydryas chalcedona
had an abortive second brood in mid-July, Pieris
beckerii appeared in coastal valleys in November, a
couple of strong new colonies of Lycaena hermes
were found, Megathymus stephensi was more plentiful,
but all other desert Rhopalocera were very poor.
No other rarities were seen or reported.

In the Ridge Route area, about 80 miles north
of Los Angeles, the collecting was poor in compari-
son to past seasons, due to the lack of rain. Four
trips were made between the 5th and 26th of June.
Speyeria macaria seemed to be out in fair numbers,
Speyeria hennei. Colias harfordi . Strymon califor-
nica. Minois silvestris. Tharsalea arota. Lycaena
heteronea clara and Habrodais grunus were taken but
were not nearly as common as in a ''normal" year.

The last week of July to August 2nd were spent
in the High Sierras of Inyo and Mono Counties of
California by Wm. T. Meyer and F.W. Friday. The
season was retarded from eight to ten days due to
the lack of snow and moisture compared to past
years. Melitaea malcolmi was just about at the end
of its flight in the Barney Lake region. Between this
Lake and Lake Mary, a distance of five miles, Ly-
caena cupreus and Oeneis ivallda were just starting
to emerge whereas Euphydryas nubigena was very com-
mon. At Barney Lake, el. 10,200 ft., Colias behrii.
Plebeius podarce

.

and Polites sabuleti were very
abundant, Parnassius clodius was just coming out.
No Papilio indra were seen in this locality, where
they were collected in previous years . Near Lake
Mary, Speyeria malcolmi and the day-flying moth
Platyprepia guttata form ochracea were taken flying
on the hill slopes. At The Minarets, el. 9,300 ft.,
there was a little snow on the ground and the Euphy-
dryas nubigena and lycaena cupreus were flying in

good numbers, as was Plebeius icarioides . Plebeius
shasta and a few Philotes battoides were taken at
the ridge and near-by meadows. At Mono Lake region
Speyeria nokomis were just coming out. The hybrids
of Limenitis lorquini and weidemeyerii were taken
in small numbers. Also flying were lycaena rubidus.
Tharsalea virginensis and Platyprepia guttata form
ochracea . Near Bridgeport Minois boopis and paulus
were in full flight. In the June Lake district,
el.8 , 500 ft., collecting was too early, a few Phy-
ciodes campestris and Minois oetus were taken.

Sperry reported from the Upper Santa Ana River,
el. 6,300 ft., that the extreme dryness resulted in
"the poorest collecting in 20 years" there.

ARIZONA

At Yuma, collecting was very poor during most of
the year. There were a few things out early in Jan-
uary as a result of the late fall rains of 1947.
The only other time that there were Lepidoptera
enough to make collecting worthwhile was late in
October for a few weeks after the good soaking rain
about the middle of the month.

Weather data:
Total precipitation for year 1.83 (h the normal).
Total precipitation Jan.l to Oct.l - 0.50 inches.
Total precipitation Oct.l to Dec.31 - 1.33 inches.

These weather factors will help explain the above
statement in regard to collecting. As far as could
be found out, Hemileuca juno did not fly this year.

At Prescott, collecting during June was about ave-
rage with some species above average in numbers. In
Oak Creek Canyon, collecting was rather poor during
June; the season for most species was later than usu-
al. At the San Francisco Peaks, collecting was about
the same as in former years, some species flying a
little earlier than in preceding years. Conditions
in general were dry. In the White Mts., collecting
in August was fairly good as far as species collect-
ed, but the late summer months were very rainy and
limited collecting considerably. In the Chiricahua
Mts., the August collecting was good; some species
were very abundant, but the weather was very rainy -

about 15 inches in two weeks. In the Santa Rita Mts.,
collecting was poor because of rain, but very good
in the foothills and on the desert around the moun-
tains. In the Santa Catalina Mts., collecting in
August and September was poor in general; conditions
were too dry, as in 1947. Moths however were abun-
dant in and around Sabino Canyon. Around Tucson,
Libytheana bachmanii was exceedingly abundant.

It is unfortunate with all the moths collectors
we have here in the west that NO direct reports came
in of their activities.

No reports were received from northern Californ-
ia or from Nevada.

Contributors: D.L. Bauer; J.L. Creelman; F.W. Friday;
W.T. Meyer; D.E. Parker; J.L. Sperry; F.T. Thorne.



2. NORTHWEST - OREGON, WASHINGTON, IDAHO, AND BRITISH COLUMBIA iii

by John C. Hopfinger
Brewster, Washington

A phrase appearing repeatedly in the individual

reports received from collectors in Area 2 is a

"late, wet spring”. This was in contrast to 1947,

when the season was somewhat early in most locali-

ties. The wet spring was climaxed in early June by

the terrible floods of the Columbia River and its

tributaries and the heavy rains and widespread
flood damage surely had severe effects for the Lep-

idoptera which live in lower localities. The late-

ness of the flight periods continued at least into

August

.

Baker reported from the Blue Mts. district of

OREGON that the late spring was followed by excel-

lent collecting in late June, especially for Lycae-

nidae, Euphydryas , Erebia epipsodea , Papilio , and

Pieris napi . Papilio indra and Mitoura spinetorum

appeared to be somewhat less abundant than usual.

Manning, in IDAHO, found that the “collecting

season was slowed up as much as two weeks even in

August" and that cold rains and storms resulted in

irregular appearance of Lepidoptera and unusually

cold conditions. The cold affected the Catocala

and Sphingidae and both had a poor year. The late

season in early August was shown by Speyeria atlan-

tis and S. egleis , of which only males were found

on the date when both sexes are usually common. For

the third consecutive year Nymphalis californica

was extremely abundant, the caterpillars defoliat-

ing the mountain lilac in some localities.

In southeastern WASHINGTON, Cook found in his

normally dry region continuous wet conditions, with
"two measurable rains" in August. The dry-loving

species were adversely affected. Phalaenidae which

were more abundant than usual in light trap studies

were: Graphiphora c-nigrum ; Ceramlca picta ; Leucan-

ia minorata; Septis spp.
;
Amphipyra tragopoginis

;

Autographa simplex and A. californica ; Hypena humu-

11; and especially Platyperigea extima . Phalaenidae

which were distinctly less abundant than usual were:

all Euxoa; all Agrotis ; Peridroma saucia ; all Scoto-

gramma; all Polia; and especially Schinia sexplagia-

ta . Cook did considerable interesting rearing, on

which he promises notes in the Lep . News soon.

Here in north-central Washington we found the

early collecting about on time and normal. Euehloe

creusa was common, but E. ausonides scarce. All
other Pieridae were in fair numbers. Incisalia ir-

oides were common. Glaucopsyche Columbia was scarce.

During the first 3 weeks of May, we had heavy show-

ers and cold, windy days, but by May 25th Melitaea

sterope was very common. In early June Minois oetus

and M. paulus , Plebeius acmon and P. mentis, Philo—

tes oregonensis were normally common and Phaedrotes

piasus was surprisingly numerous. Oeneis nevaden-

sis, which here shows in numbers every second year,

was fairly numerous again, jycaena heteronea was

very abundant, as were L. helloides and Minois ba-

roni a little later. In early September, in the

mountains (el. 7500') south of Wenatchee, butter-

flies were in very good numbers; I noted especially
Speyeria mormonia , S. hydaspe

,

and S. zerene s Pieris
occidentals ; Colias philodice: and*~Satyrium ful-
iginosa . This was the poorest Papilio year I have
ever seen here. A fine little colony of Pachysphinx
modesta around my place seems to have been wiped
out by DDT spraying of nearby orchards. Strymon ti-
tus and S. saepium were fairly numerous; they had
not been seen for several years. The number of me-
lanic abberrations this year was noteworthy. I found
melanic Plebeius acmon , Callipsyche behrii, Lycaena
nivalis , and Melitaea sterope .

In northwestern Washington, Frechin found the
spring wet and late and the wetness continuing all
summer. Exceptionally common species were: Euphydry-
as editha; Coenonympha tullia; Incisalia polios

;

and
Callophrys viridis . For the third straight season
Nymphalis antiopa was not seen; and N. californica
was rare, after the good year in 1947, Less common
than usual were: Pieris napi; Colias occidentalis ;

Glaucopsyche Columbia; Speyeria cybele

;

and S. hy-
daspe . A notable capture was Catocala elda .~ Mrs.
Henricksen took Oeneis gigas on Mt. Constitution.

Guppy made detailed observations on southern Van-
couver Island, BRITISH COLUMBIA. The hibernating
nymphalids were not in evidence this year; a single
Nymphalis antiopa and one N. califomlca were found
in March and April. N. milberti and the Polygonia
spp. finally left dormancy in early May. Thereafter
the flight periods were about normal. Incisalia ir-
oides and Lycaena helloides appeared for the first
time since 1945 and were common. Iycaenopsis pseud-
argiolus and T.lmenitis lorquini were abundant as is
invariably true. For the second successive year Pa-
pilio eurymedon and especially P. rutulus were unus-
ually numerous. Fresh Speyeria~zerene and S. hydaspe
were found continuously from early July through Aug-
ust. Minois alope is continuing its steady increase
in abundance. Strymon melinus , usually scarce, was
common in July and August. Neophasia menapia was
reappearing, about a dozen having been seen. In 1945
"vast swarms" appeared through August, September, and
early October; in 1946 it was uncommon; in 1947 none
were seen. Among Sphingidae Hemaris diffinis had a
poor year, but 3 specimens of the rare Proserpinus
flavofasciata were taken, and Smerinthus cerisyi was
present frequently; no Celerio have been seen since
1945. 1948 was an exceptionally good year for Arcti-
idae. Diacrisia virginica. Isia Isabella, Halisidota
maculata, and Arctia ca.ja were unusually numerous.
Hyphantria textor was less common than last year,
when it was very common. Early Phalaenidae, such as
Xylomyges hiemalis

,

X. rubrics. Xylena nupera . X.
cineritia. X. curvimacula (?). and Qrthosia hibisci
were all abundant. Later Autographs californica and
several species of Zale were common. The usual light
trap pests, Graphiphora smithi , Nephelodes emmedonia .

and lycanades purpurea . were surprisingly scarce.

Contributors; J.H. Baker; W.C. Cook; D.P. Frechin;
R. Guppy; J.H. Manning; H.E. Rice.



iv 3. ROCKY MOUNTAINS - NEW MEXICO, UTAH, TO ALBERTA

by J. Donald Eff
Boulder, Colorado

Flight periods were apparently normal again

this year, being for the most part earlier than

last year’s retarded season. While the 19A7 season

ranged from slightly below what we might call nor-

mal to very poor, this season in contrast varied

from excellent in the vicinity of Boulder, Cabradq
to very poor in sections of Wyoming and Montana.

In some cases areas not many miles distant from

each other had greatly differing collecting condi-

tions. One lamentable fact is the absence in our

Area of resident collectors. While information sup-

plied by such collectors as A.G. Lauck, on his trip

through the Rocky Mt. region, is of great assist-

ance, it necessarily cannot impart the complete pic-

ture that only a resident collector thoroughly fami-

liar with his area and the fauna can give. Thus,

the only State covered with any degree of complete-

ness this year is Colorado, although we are indebted

to others for the information on the rest of Area 3*

No report from ALBERTA was received this year.

In MONTANA, the only area reported is Glacier
National Park, visited during the second week in Ju-

ly. It was too dry and windy for good collecting.

For WYOMING, the outlook was quite spotty. It

seems that certain mountain areas had sufficient
rainfall to ensure good collecting while others suf-

fered for lack of the needed moisture. Thus, I un-
derstand that Yellowstone National Park provided
good collecting during July especially, while just

to the south, in the Tetons, conditions were very
poor owing to the unusual dryness. Oeneis jutta.

normally fairly common, appeared to be absent from
the Tetons. The Big Horn Mts. provided very good

collecting; but in the area south of the Tetons
around Daniel, Glasgow reported conditions poor

with hot, dry winds prevailing the entire summer.

From UTAH we had no report at all, either from

the two resident collectors or the one that I know
who collected through that State on a trip to and

from Nevada. This we regret.

COLORADO is favored with reports from the north

western corner of the State, and then thru the cen-

tral part of the State from Boulder to the New Mexi-

co border. The general picture for this State

seems to be a rather dry season, especially in the

north and south, with the central part developing

the same conditions a little later in the summer.

Most species of Papilio seemed to occur in

about their usual numbers, except that P.S. Reming-

ton and I noted more specimens on the wing of what

we surmised to be P. bairdii

.

although we failed to

capture any. Dr. Wiest claims that a few years ago

they were fairly common but that recently he hasn’t

seen any. Perhaps this marks the beginning of the

upswing of their cycle. More abundant than last

year seem to have been the following: Oeneis ehryx-

us; 0. uhleri ; Anthocharis sara ; Pieris sisymbrii ;

Incisalia mossii ; Callophrys sheridani ; Philotes en-

optes ; Euphydryas eurytion ; Phyciodes nycteis ; Neo-

phasia menapia ; Speyeria eurynome ; Nymphalis mil-

berti ; Apodemia nais ; Strymon titus ; Mitoura siva ;

and Ochlodes snowi . C.D. Schryver and F.M. Brown
reported Incisalia polios more abundant than usual.

Entirely missing this year seemed to be Nathalis
iole. Strymon melinus atrofasciata. and Euptoieta
claudia . The general lack of specimens may be con-
nected with the dryness of the summer. An excellent
concept of the dryness of the season, particularly
from the middle of July on, was shown in a chart
made by Dr. Hugo Rodeck, of the Museum of the Univer-
sity of Colorado, during an expedition to the Dino-
saur National Park in northwestern Colorado. Most
of the temperatures for days of that month read in
the higher 90’ s, with a relative humidity as low as

5%* I have had the privilege of examining the spe-
cimens collected there and note with interest the
number of Pieris beckerii taken. It apparently does
not occur east of the Continental Divide.

Others appearing to be less plentiful than usual
were: Oeneis lucilla ; Strymon saepium ; Lycaena xan-

thoides ; L. heteronea ; and L. rubidus . Lycaena snowi
and Phaedrotes piasus were scarce, as usual. Most of
the other things, such as Erebia epipsodea. E. magda-
lena, E. ethela. Boloria aphirape

.

B. myrina. Pieris
napi. Limenitis wiedemeyerii . Euchloe ausonides . Co-
lias scudderii . Papilio ajax . Coenonympha ochracea.
Euphydryas capella. Minois alope . M. oetus . Plebeius
melissa. P. icarioides . and Glaucopsyche lygdamus .

occurred in about the usual numbers. Most species
of Speyeria were a little more abundant than usual.

Items of particular interest include: F.M. Brown’s
report of his first specimens of Strymon melinus
franki seen at Fountain Valley School and his report
of Eumenis ridingsii for the first time on the plains;
Rev. Rotger’s capture of Minois meadii and Speyeria
atlantis ; and D.B. Stallings’ cap tures of Megathymus
streckeri and M. texana in southwestern Colorado and
northeastern New Mexico. Hereabouts it was the cap-

ture of Eurema nicippe by P.S. Remington and my cap-
ture of Hemiargus isola coupled, of course, with our
memorable trip to Rabbit Ears Pass for Speyeria se -

creta and sinope . (See Lep . News, vol.2: pp. 91-92).
I also captured a specimen of S. sinope in a swamp
at about 10,000 ft. elevation between Brainerd and
Mitchell Lakes in Boulder County.

What little information is available from NEW
MEXICO seems to indicate that the season there was
retarded somewhat, evidently by a late cold spell,
although the season directly to the north, in Colo-
rado, was normal. Rev. Rotger took 2 specimens of
Pieris beckerii at Shiprock. New Mexico.

Not much information on moths is available, which
is regrettable. Too few western collectors, with the
wide range of Rhopalocera present, trouble themselves
with the moths. The author is one of the guilty par-
ties. However, Rev. Rotger does report the unusual
abundance of Leptarctia califomiae and the fact that
the Catocala species were common this year.

Contributors: F.M. Brown; C. Glasgow; A.G. Lauck; P.S.

Remington; B. Rotger; C.D. Schryver; D.B. Stallings.
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TO SASKATCHEWAN AND MANITOBA
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by Don B. Stallings
Caldwell, Kansas

NORTH

For the second successive season spring came

late on the Great Plains. In the Canadian area the

season was 5 to 6 weeks later than normal. The ve-
ry heavy snow did not begin to disappear until the

last week of April. Then the sudden hot weather
precipitated the collecting directly from winter to

summer. The usual spring butterflies appeared in
normal numbers, but were on the wing only days in-
stead of weeks. Hibernating and early Phalaenids
were either absent or extremely scarce. Late in
the season conditions became normal with most of
the common butterflies present; Papilio glaucus and
Limenitis arthemis were especially abundant and per-

sistent. Among the moths Sphingids were about nor-
mal, Notodontids very abundant, but both Phalaenids
and Geometrids scarce. Not a single Telea Polyphe-
mus was seen, nor a Sthenopis . At Harlan, Saskat-
chewan, a few Erebia disa were seen but no Oeneis
macounii nor jutta. Phalaenids and Geometrids were
rare, but Notodontids and Arctiids were flying in
more than usual abundance. For the first time a
long series of Parasemia parthenos were taken.
Heavy flooding of the river flats probably was the
cause of the complete absence of Minois alope. Stry-

mon titus and S. liparops along the Battle River,
Saskatchewan. Among the Speyeria there only pseudo-
carpenteri appeared in normal numbers.

The northern season closed with a killing frost
in early September followed by warm weather, which
lasted,with one interruption of severe night frosts
near the end of September, until the beginning of
November. Surprisingly, light trapping became ideal
and on Sept. 10th about 150 specimens were taken at
light, including Catocala relicta. Notodontids such
as Centra and Ichthyura. Sphingids ( cerisyi. gemina-
tus. modesta ). Deuteronomos magnarius (usually rare 1

other Geometrids including some that were spring
forms, and a few other Phalaenids; Xylena curvima-

cula was unusually numerous . Catocala briseis and
C. uni.luga (normally common) were scarce; C. hermia
and blandula were absent. The last butterfly was a
late Coenonympha inornata on October 3rd.

Highlights of the Saskatchewan season were: a
female Poecilopsis rachelae. a Vanessa virginiensis.
and the discovery of a colony of Platysamia Colum-
bia nokomis larvae, a species which had not been
taken there during the last twenty years.

MIDDLE

In the Kansas-Oklahoma area the season commenc-

ed wet and about 10 days late. The Incisalia were
far below normal. Again Euchloe olympia was late
and below normal. In the panhandle region of Okla-
homa Megathymus yuccae were in full flight on Ap-
ril 25th, 15 days late. Normally 25 or 30 species
would have been in flight in the area at that time,
but the only others observed were a few E. olympia
and Mitoura siva . In southern Kansas Glaucopsyche
lygdamus did not occur until April 18th, a good 10
days late. Early Amblyscirtes were absent.

While it was cold and wet through March and most
of April the season advanced rapidly in May, which
was very dry. By the last of May the season could be
considered normal. By May 23rd Strymon Ontario and
falacer were in full flight in the Wichita Mts. of
southern Oklahoma (normal time) and for the second
time we found a number of specimens of both species
with the white lines on the under surfaces expanding
to form a single band in typical "heathi" fashion.
Catocala were abundant on this date in the Wichita
Mts. and often 30 to 50 specimens were fighting to
get to a single smear of bait; the commonest species
were ilia, coccinata . ultronia. micronympha and arnica .

June was ushered in with floods and the rains
continued until the middle of July. Strymon alcestis,
which normally appears around the 1st of June, was on
time but extremely rare, only 5 or 6 specimens being
observed where normally there would be 500. In south-
ern Kansas there was a fine flight of Hesperia during
the first half of June including the species viridis.
micas, attalus and ottoe . On June 15th worn speci-
mens of Megathymus texana were observed in the pan-
handle of Oklahoma, which would indicate a normal
flight beginning about the 1st of June. The fall
was dry with collecting poor, very few fall forms.

SOUTH

The season in Texas was slightly below normal as
the past year had been unusually dry. The spring
c o Id spell for the Great Plains extended into the Rio
Grande Valley area. Anthocharis midea was taken at
Pleasanton, Texas, on March 3rd. Pupae and larvae of
Megathymus yuccae taken at San Antonio, Texas, on this
date and brought back to Kansas did not emerge until
after the middle of April, though kept in a warm
room. Normally this species would be in flight in
southern Texas from the end of February through March.

In the Rio Grande Valley the following species
were abundant: Atlides halesus : Strymon clytie ; He-

miargus cyna ; H. gyas ; Asterocampa clyton . The fol-
lowing species were about average: Ascia .josephina ;

Danaus eresimus ; Myscelia ethusa ; Apodemia walkeri ;

Strymon azia ; Incisalia henrici ; Astraptes fulgera-
tor ; Cogia calchas ; Amblyscirtes bellus ; Cabares £o-
trlllo ; and Asterocampa leilia. The following species
were scarce: Papilio ornythion ; P. polydamus : P.

anchisiade s ; Anteos clorinde ; A. maerula : Strymon
pastor ; Thecla bazochii ; Mitoura xami; Lerodea tyr-

taeus; L. edata ; Lasaia sessilis ; Cogia outis ; Pel-

licia costimacula . New records were: Proteides mer-
curius and Cobalus percosius .

The coverage in Area U is still poor, this sum-
mary being based on the observations of three groups
of collectors with no report to cover the Dakotas
or Nebraska. Collectors from other areas who stop in

the Great Plains even a few days should write reports.

Contributors: P.F. Bruggemann; H.A. Freeman; J.R.
Turner.



vi 5. CENTRAL - MISSOURI TO WEST VIRGINIA, NORTH TO ONTARIO

by P.S. Remington, Jr.
St. Louis, Missouri

The coverage of the Central Area in 1948 is by
no means as complete as it should have been, consi-
dering the number of lepidopterists who operate in
this area. Reports from more collectors will be ea-
gerly welcomed after the 1949 season. Several col-
lectors have kept a sort of "Lepidoptera diary" of
their observations and finds throughout the season.
This makes the season’s report an accurate and easy
task and is recommended to all collectors.

In MISSOURI the collecting season got off to a
normal start and stayed that way most of the year,
although the last part of it was quite dry. Early
visits to favorite spots in St. Louis County yield-
ed, besides the common species, the rarer Incisalia
henrici. Euchloe olympia . Anthocharis midea . Mitou-
ra damon . One noteworthy observation was of a
fresh specimen, apparently recently emerged, of Dan-
aus plexippus on May 18. This may indicate that
some individuals do pass the winter in Missouri in
the chrysalis. It has been thought that plexippus
does not winter here, that the adults migrate south
in the fall and that a later brood comes north in
early summer to repopulate the area.

At Alton, ILLINOIS, Lauck found about the same
collecting as reported above near St. Louis. In
late April he took Anthocharis midea . Feniseca tar-
quinius . Everes comyntas . Lycaenopsis pseudargiolus.
Incisalia henrici. Amblyscirtes hegon . Thorybes ba-
thyllus . Erynnis brizo . E. persius. and E. icelus .

A great rarity for this area was taken on April 25
at Marquette State Park, Grafton, a single specimen
of Strymon m-album . On June 20 Lauck reports the
first Danaus plexippus. as well as Speyeria cybele .

Minois alope . Phyciodes tharos . and other commoner
species. In late August he found collecting excel-
lent. The season near Alton was about two weeks
early at the start, but by the last of May every-
thing seemed again on schedule . An early freeze on
Oct. 17 killed off some of the fall butterflies,
but late hatchings made up for it.

In northern Illinois Bristol reports collecting
on blackberry (Rubus) a larva of Strymon liparops
which later hatched out. He noted that Rhodophora
gaurae has been common for several years", but in
1948, R. florida was the common one. He was also
very successful in collecting and rearing larvae in
Oklahoma in April and May of the following species:
Strymon edwardsi

.

S. autolycus (both on oak); S. al
cestis (on china berry); Catocala micronymph s., C.
coccinata . and C. ilia (all on oak ) ; C . somnus "(on
cottonwood); C. abbreviatella (lead plant). The
larvae of Catocala ilia collected in Oklahoma were
heavily parasitized. Kricogonia lyside was common
on lilac flowers. Noteworthy INDIANA captures were:
Sibine stlmulea ; Parasa chloris : and Apatelodes
angelica .

Woodcock reports finding Anthocharis midea. Neo
dezia albovittata and Haematopis grataria .at Turkey
Run Park, near Marshall, Indiana, on May 5. In Au-
gust he ran into a host of Speyeria atlantis and S.
cybele at Big Springs, Michigan.

In WISCONSIN, Griewisch found the season around
Green Bay about ten days advanced over 1947. On May
30 he caught many Hemaris diffinis and H. thysbe. an
early record for these clearwing moths. A careful
search of Marinette County for Oeneis chryxus strigu-
losa was unsuccessful. On June 11 he took a good
series of skippers in Brown County, including Erynnis
brizo . E. .juvenalis (both are found two months ear-
lier in Missouri), Poanes hobomok. Carterocephalus
palaemon . Polite s peckius and P. mystic . At this
time Limenitis arthemis and Papilio glaucus were just
emerging. June 20 in Marinette County he took more
skippers, including Hesperia sassacus . Amblyscirtes
hegon, and others. "Caught several males of Colias
interior with both black and green eyes, the green
eyes turning black after specimens were prepared for
a while." July was so hot and dry very few specimens
were taken, either in Wisconsin or on a trip through
South Dakota, Wyoming, Colorado, and Nebraska.

Arnhold at Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin, reports
that the winter of 1947-1948 was so severe that many
trees were killed by prolonged temperatures as low
as -42 F. This was followed by a summer unusually
hot and dry, and it was not a good collecting year.
His observation indicates that Danaus plexi ppus does
not survive the winter there, but that worn females
make their appearance in June and start the summer
brood, which then definitely migrates in the fall.
In 1948 the migrations began around the first of Sep-
tember and were going strongly from the third to
twelfth. "They seemed to be flying rather close to
the ground, stopping to feed freely." On the ninth
he "noticed some as high as 300' to 400< drifting
in a southerly direction between S.E. and S. They
all seemed to be going in that general direction.
At night they would stop in bushes and lower branches
of trees. The only rush was on the 9th", when there
were local showers.

Sieker, collecting near Madison, Wisconsin,
found the collecting better than for some years, al-
though he too found the latter part of the season
very dry. Papilio ajax was extremely common; P. glau-
cus almost as common, Pieridae about as common as usu-
al, although P. rapae was noticeably more scarce,
P. napi more conmon in the north. Lethe portlandia
and Megisto euryta were the commonest he has ever
seen them, but Lethe eurydice was quite rare. Min-
ois alope was not as common as formerly. Speyeria
were more abundant than the year before, indicating
that the early feeders were not affected by the
drouth late in the previous season. The Polygonia
were all quite rare, and Nymphalis antiopa was rare
where it used to be common. Limenitis arthemis was
more common than in many years. Strymon were really
quite rare "but somewhat better than the 1947 season",
which was disastrous. Lycaena thoe and L. dione
were common; no L. helloides appeared this year.
Sieker is a close observer of moths and found the
early species of Sphingidae, Amphion nessus and Sphe-
codina abbottii

.

more common than usual; most of the
other Sphingidae were quite rare, even Celerio linea-
ta. The 4 common local Saturniidae were abundant.
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This year he found only one Anisota rubicunda , usu-

ally common. Arctiidae were not as common as in

previous years, but this was a better than average

noctuid season. Catocala started off slowly but

were abundant in July. However, only one C. cara

was found all season. He took one C. coccinata and

°ne C. neogama , both rare there. Geometrids were

scarcer than usual.

In MICHIGAN Mrs. Hynes was successful in find-

ing and rearing larvae of common Saturniidae, seve-

ral Arctiidae, Eacles imperialis , Cicinnus melshei-

meri, Papilio troilus , and others. One of her P.

troilus larvae produced the well-known aberration

sometimes called “radiat us", a noteworthy discovery.

Unfotunately,she can not yet give comparative data

on net collecting. Richard reports the successful

rearing of Libytheana bachmanii from the egg, the

first record of the species in Wayne County, Michi-

gan. A female was observed laying the eggs on hack-

berry ( Celtis ). All stages of the life cycle were

observed and perfect imagoes obtained. Asterocampa

clyton and C. celtis were also noted to be very

plentiful on the hackberry.

From Payne, OHIO, Price reports that the season

varied from normal to rather dry, late in the year,

the usual observation in Area 5 in 1948. A single

specimen of Speyeria idalia was taken, the first

from this area. At Mud Lake in the extreme north-

west corner of the state, the following skippers

were much more plentiful than in 1947s Poanes massa

soit ; Atrytone conspicua ; A. dion ; A. bimacula . Spe-

yeria aphrodite (near race alcestisj were more plen-

tiful also, but typical aphrodite was rare, just

the reverse of last year. Lycaena dorcas was also

taken at Mud Lake, a new record for the state. An

oddity was the capture on November 23 of a fine Co—

lias eurytheme , the latest record known there.

Our only correspondent from KENTUCKY is Cook

from Crailhope . He writes that 1948 was one of the

best seasons in many years, with the exception of

late fall, which was very dry and cool. Papilio

glaucus had a peak year, ajax and philenor normally

common, with ajax having a remarkable abundance in

early September. Papilio marcellus continued to be

very scarce. Only a few torn Papilio cresphontes

were seen. Early April ajax , glaucus , and philenor

were dwarfed. Anthocharis inidea made a weak come-

back after being entirely absent in 1947. No Eu-

chloe olympia were seen. Colias were very scarce,

as was Danaus . Notable captures were two Strymon

m-album and one Atlides halesus . Anaea andria had

a good year. Mitoura damon was very scarce in

spring, but appeared in great abundance in mid-July.

Strymon cecrops had a peak year. Agraulis vanillae

was seen in small numbers in early fall.

Contributors: F.R. Arnhold; M.L. Bristol; C. Cook;

L.W. Griewisch; Mrs. V.P. Hynes; A.G. Lauck; H.F.

Price; R.E. Richard; W.E. Sieker; H.E. Woodcock.

Addenda: A.L. McElhose reported a migration of Da-

naus plexippus at Arlington Heights, Illinois. On

September 20, at 3:00 p.m. there were "thousands of

them on the wing", and the heavy flight had been

passing for 3 hours then. At 5:00 p.m. he wrote:

"Still a few stragglers moving. Cloudy all day."

Sts*

by Ralph L. Chermock
University, Alabama

An extremely cold winter, climaxed by unusually
cold weather in January, apparently retarded the
emergence of many species. Also, this variation in
temperature might have played some role in the scar-
city of many species normally abundant. The hurri-
canes in Florida were of insufficient severity to
affect the insect populations. A prolonged dry spell
in the Gulf States during July and August seemed to
decrease the normal flights, and many species were
either rare or absent. A warm autumn throughout the
region, coupled with normal precipitation, extended
the flight periods well into December.

J.G. Franclemont, one of the leading students of
moths, who has been collecting in VIRGINIA during
the last year, has sent in a remarkable list of spe-
cies. It may be summarized by families as follows:
Noctuidae - 224 species; Notodontidae - 13 spp.

;

Arctiidae - 16 spp.; Geometridae - 84 spp.; Eucle-
idae - 16 spp.; Zygaenidae - 1 sp.; Megalopygidae -

2 spp.; Lacosoraidae - 1 sp. ;
and Lasiocampidae - 1 sp.

He also observes that a large number of species of
moths, such as Dercetis pygmaea , have more northerly
ranges than had been previously expected. In future
years he will be able to draw comparisons between
seasons. Of great value is the list of foodplants
based on his extensive rearing, given at the end of
this summary.

Information on the GREAT SMOKY MTS. is sparse.
However, H.L. King observed that the continuous DDT
spraying during the 1948 poliomyelitis epidemic
"Played havoc with Lepidoptera.” Martha Sellers
noted that the females of Speyeria diana , which are
usually on wing in late summer, were becoming rare.

M. Eugene Smith, collecting around Newnan, GEOR-
GIA, at the southern end of the Appalachians, made
the following observations on relative abundance in
comparison to previous years. He observed that the
following species occurred in normal frequency: Phy-
ciodes tharos ; Vanessa virginiensis ; Strymon melin-
us ; Incisalia niphon : I. irus ; Amblyscirbes vialls ;

Achalarus lycidas s Catia otho ; Hylephila phylaeus ;

Problema byssus ; Erynnis terentlus ; and Thorybes py-
lades . The following species were more abundant
than normally: Atrytonopsls hianna

;;
Hesperia metea ;

Thorybes bathyilus s and Erynnis martialis . The ma-
jority of the species found in the area, however,
were considerably rarer than usual. These were: Pa-

pilio philenor : Eurema lisa ; E. nicippe ; E. jucunda ;

Phoebis eubule ; Pieris protodice : P. rapaes Minois
alope ; Euptychia gemma : E. cymela ; E. sosybius ; Phy-
ciodes ismeria (?) ;

Euptoieta claudia ; Agraulis van-
illae s Polygonia interrogationis ; Junonia coenia ;

Limenitis archippus ; Libytheana bachmanii : Strymon
cecrops ; Erynnis icelus ; E. brizo ; E. horatius; Pho-
lisora hayhursti : Lerema accius; Lerodea eufala ; Pro-
teides clarus s Calpodes ethlius : Copaeodes minima :

and Atrytone logan .

Along the coastal region extending from SOUTH
CAROLINA TO GEORGIA the flights were "Normal to off."
H.L. King particularly noted the absence of Limeni-
tis astyanax and all species of Colias . H.W. Eustis
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noted that Megathymus yuccae was not collected in

areas where it previously had been found. He also

observed that the increased human population had

reduced the number of butterflies in his area.

In central and northern FLORIDA, the flights

were normal; but Strymon favonius. Brephidium pseu-

dofea. and Anartia .latrophae were absent. Minois
pegala and Mitoura damon were scarce. The species

of Asterocampa were abundant, along with Euptychia
gemma and cymela .

In southern FLORIDA and the Keys, H.L. King not-

ed that the flights were subnormal. There was a no-

ticeable scarcity of Strymon favonius. Eurema nise .

Strymon acis. Eunica tatila. and Papilio aristodemus

ponceana . No Eumaeus atala were observed.

A.B. Klots compared collecting during July of

1947 and 1948, and makes some interesting observa-
tions on butterflies of southern Florida. In Royal
Palm Park, the fauna was normal, with Phyciodes
phaon being somewhat more abundant . Collecting at

Brickell Hammock was normal, with an increased abun-

dance of Appias drusilla . An additional record of
Asbolis capucinus verified Mrs. Grimshawe’s record
of this species in 1947. Dr. Klots seemed to feel
that this introduction is probably definitely estab-
lished in this region. His observations on the Keys
are as follows: "On Key Largo, things were evident-

ly much drier than normal. Even the shaded interi-
ors of the hammocks were bone dry, and dead leaves
powder dry. The roadside flowering plants were
much affected; and collecting was definitely poorer
for many species. Some of this may have been cyclic,
however, and not due to drought. Eurema nise nelphe.

which was taken in good numbers in 1947,was totally
absent. I also failed signally to get Kricogonia
lyside and Eurema daira palmira. although I collect-
ed the right spots to the inch on the right days.
Polygonus lividus savigny may have been actually
more common. A considerable swarm of Brephidium
pseudofea was found on Plantation Key, the most I

have ever seen at one time."

In ALABAMA, most species were late in emerging
because of a snow fall in January, followed by a
prolonged cold spell. Consequently, early spring
forms such as Erynnis brizo and Papilio marcellus
were late in emerging, although their numbers were
apparently unaffected. A prolonged dry spell dur-
ing the summer decreased the flights, although many
species occurred in normal abundance somewhat later.

A migration of large numbers of Phoebis eubule, fly-
ing in a southerly direction, was observed in the
first two weeks of September. This migration was
also noted throughout northern Alabama and Tennes-
see. The large migration of Danaus plexippus ob-
served in the latter part of September, 1947, was
not duplicated in 1948, although a few individuals
were seen passing through around September 15th.
Lethe eurydice appalachia was found in numbers in
Moody Swamp near Tuscaloosa, an extension of the
known range of this subspecies.

A population study was made in the Tuscaloosa
area based on 1,628 specimens of butterflies collec-

ted on 13 days throughout August and early Septem-

ber. The following relative frequency by families
was noted.

FAMILY NO. OF SPECIMENS PERCENTAGE

Papilionidae 3 0.2
Pieridae 138 8.5
Danaidae 1 0.1
Satyridae 11 0.7
Nymphalidae 400 24.6
Lycaenidae 139 8.5
Hesperiidae 936 57.5

Of a total of 42 species collected, the most abun-
dant, in order, were: Atalo pedes campestris ; Hyle-

Phila phylaeus ; Euptoieta claudia; Pyrgus communis ;

Everes comyntas ; Agraulis vanillae : Phyciodes thar-

ps ; and Eurema lisa , with the others being scarce.

In MISSISSIPPI, Bryant Mather observed no sig-
nificant changes in the flights of 1947 and 1948.
However, he also noted that the cold spell in Janu-
ary retarded the emergence of most species. Collec-
ting in LOUISIANA was good, but no comparison could
be made with previous years.

No reports were available on Tennessee, Arkan-
sas, nor comparative data on Heterocera.

Contributors: H.W. Eustis, J.G. Franclemont
; H.L.

King; A.B. Klots; B. Mather; Martha Sellers; M.E. Smith.

VIRGINIA HOST PLANTS RECORDED BY J.G. FRANCLEMONT

Phosphila miselioides - reared on Smilax rotundifolia
(CatbrierT*

Prodenia dolichos - reared on Ricinus communis (Cas-
tor Bean).

Pyrrhia umbra - larvae collected on terminal leaves
of Rhus typhina (Sumac).

Xanthoptera nigrofimbria - reared on Syntherisma sp.
(Crab Grass)!

Acontia aprica - reared on Althaea rosea (Hollyhock).
Euparthenos nubilis - reared on Robinia pseudoacacia

(Black Locust).
Mocis texana - reared on Syntherisma sp.
Mocis latipes - reared on Syntherisma sp.
Celiptera frustulum - reared on R. pseudoacacia .

Hypsoropha hormos - reared on Diospyros virginiana
(Persimmon).

Phiprosopus callitrichoides - reared on Smilax
rotundifolia .

Agrotis annexa - reared on Taraxacum officinale
(Dandelion).

Anicla infeeta - reared on Zea mays (Com).
Orthodes crenulata - reared on Tar , officinale .

Dasylophia anguina - reared on R. pseudoacacia .

Heterocampa biundata - reared on Carya sp. (Hickory).
Anacamptodes defectaria - reared on Prunus serotina

(Wild CherryJT
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by Eugene Monroe
Macdonald College, Quebec

Representative reports are available for the

Atlantic coastal region; but for inland regions,

owing partly to the inactivity this year of several

usually productive collectors, reports have been

scanty. The general picture has been one of a cool

and unfavorable spring, followed by more normal

conditions in July and August, with a late and dry

autumn. In western New York and Quebec, at least,

snowfalls were abnormally light, and very cold win-

ter weather resulted in unusually deep freezing of

the ground; Kimball reports frost to the exception-

al depths of four and five feet from the vicinity

of Rochester, N.Y. Snowfalls were heavier in the

regions north of the St. Lawrence Valley, but still

abnormally light by local standards. Lepidoptera

appear to have been generally depressed in numbers

except in the extreme south and extreme north of

Area 7. An exception may be noted in Nova Scotia,

where Heterocera were unusually abundant at light,

although Rhopalocera were depressed as elsewhere.

Detailed sunmaries by localities follow.

MONTGOMERY CO., MD., April 23 to May 1. Everes

comyntas. Phyciodes tharos. Colias eurvtheme

.

C.

philodice. and Pieris rapae were abundant. Papilio

glaucus. P. phile n or. Polygonia interrogationis.

Proteides clarus. and Erynnis horatius were frequent.

Papilio glaucus (dark female), P. marcellus. P.

ajax. Lycaena hypophleas . Pholisora catullus

.

and

Erynnis persius were rare.

MONTGOMERY CO., PA., July 1-5. Everes comyntas.

Speyeria cybele . Euptychia eurytus. Papilio glaucus.

Colias eurytheme

.

C. philodice . Pieris rapae. and

Proteides clarus were abundant, especially the last.

Papilio philenor. P. ajax. P. glaucus (dark female),

Vanessa atalanta. and Erynnis spp. were frequent.

Polygonia interrogationis. Euptoieta claudia. Eure-

ma lisa. Strymon falacer. S. titus. S. melinus. Pho-

lisora catullus. and Poanes spp. also were taken.

ORANGE MTS., N.J., May to September. The season

was late, but extremely good in summer and autumn.

Colonies of Eurema lisa and Papilio cresphontes
were found and appear to be well established. Rho-
palocera recorded (dates not available): Danaus

plexippus. Phyciodes tharos . Vanessa atalanta . Lime -

nitis archippus. Lethe eurydice. Everes comyntas

.

Lycaenopsis pseudargiolus . Eurema lisa. Colias eury-

theme, C. philodice. Pieris rapae. Papilio glaucus .

P. troilus. Fholi sora catullus. Proteides clarus.

Poanes zabulon. P. hobomok. and Ancyloxypha numitor
were common. Polygonia interrogationis . Limenitis
astyanax . Strymon melinus. Papilio ajax. P. glaucus
(dark female), and P. cresphontes were scarce

.

OAKLAND, N.J.,Kimball took 25 specimens of Pro-

toleucania rubripennis at light.

CATTARAUGUS VALLEY, WESTERN N.Y. Catocala were
present at the usual time. C. part

a

. unijuga. mes-

kei. concumbens. car

a

. and amatrix were in normal
numbers, but relicta. neogama. and paleogama were
not seen, although normally not rare. C. cerogama
(formerly abundant) was very scarce, as in the past

two or three years. Geometridae were about as usual
in late summer. Plagodis phlogosaria reappeared in
small numbers for the first time since its sudden
disappearance in 1946. The late summer generation
of Campaea perlata appeared at the normal time (last
week of August), but in unusual abundance. In the
late fall, Erannis tiliaria and Alsophila pometaria
were unusually scarce, but Oporophtera bruceata was
normally common.

ROCHESTER, N.Y. Butterflies were very scarce
up to July 1; there were more after that date, but
numbers were still limited. Response of Heterocera
to both bait and light traps was probably poorer
in both species and specimens than in 1947. Compa-
rative figures for five experimental chemical baits
were:

Year Specimens Species
1947 351 88
1948 115 53

Data are from Kimball. The season ended about Oct.
15th, as compared with Nov. 10th in 1947.

NEW HAVEN, CONN. Observations were from Septem-
ber to the end of the season. The unusually late
occurrence (October) was noted for fresh individuals
of several spp., such as Boloria toddi

.

B. myrina.
and Lycaena thoe . A lone larva

t
of Danaus plexippus

on Asclepias syriaca did not finish feeding and pu-
pate until early November, the adult appearing seve-
ral days later, long after migrating individuals had
all departed; relatively few Monarchs were seen this
fall. Very abundant were Lycaena hypophleas . Phyci-
odes tharos . Everes comyntas ; a few Eurema lisa were
found. A small population sample of Colias on Octo-
ber 31 (17 males, 8 females) showed: 1 white female;

17 "pure” philodice ; 5 "pure" eurytheme ; and '2 hy-
brids; C. philodice seemed to compose the sedentary
endemic population, the few C. eurytheme flying ra-
pidly, stopping briefly, and moving on. The scarcity
of the dominant Mendelian white female was surprising
throughout the fall. Limenitis archippus females
were commonly found ovipositing on Sallx in October;
at least 80^ of ova collected produced tiny parasites
(Trichograramatidae?). Parasites were numerous in
larval populations of Pieris rapae. especially one
of the Larvaevoridae and less often, an Apanteles
wasp. A much delayed larva of Proteides clarus fin-
ally produced a number of parasitic larvae which soon
yielded Braconid wasps. The many larvae of Papilio
troilus taken on Lindera benzoin and Sassafras offi-

cinale produced no parasites. When the leaves had
fallen, Callosamia promethea cocoons proved to be
abundant in nearly every clump of Sassafras and wild
cherry ( Prunus ) . One yielded 6 Larvaevorid parasite
grubs.

FALL RIVER, MASS. Erynnis and other early but-
terflies were scarce in the cold, wet weather up to
the end of May. In July, August, and September, col-
lecting was excellent. Some Theclinae appeared in
unusually large numbers: Strymon liparops. edwardsii.
and falacer were in about five times normal numbers
at selected collecting areas on milkweed blossoms.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE. Numbers of Lepidoptera were be-

low normal, but increased over the past two or three

years. Speyeria cybele and atlantis were somewhat

below normal, but aphrodite was common, as were Bo-

loria toddi and myrina . Euphydryas phaeton was
3een (June 28), for the first time in several years;

Melitaea harrisil was scarce. Polygonia interroga-
tionls , an irregular visitor to this region,was pre-

sent in great numbers, and the larvae were a pest

on hops; other Polygonia were very scarce. Nym-

phalis milberti and Vanessa atalanta appeared in

large and increasing numbers as the season progress-

ed, but N. antiopa was below normal and ,j-album

very scarce. Colias philodice was common in the

spring, but later generations were below normal num-

bers; C. eurytheme was scarce. Pieris napl was ve-

ry scarce, even in favorable localities. Papllio

glaucus was in small, but increasing, numbers; P.

ajax was above normal, especially in the second ge-

neration. Colias interior was not seen; Limenitis

archippus was common, arthemis scarce; Mlnois alope

was very abundant; Lethe eurydice was scarce ;Carte-

rocephalus palaemon was common. In the Heterocera,

hibernating Phalaenids appeared early (late March),

with Eupsilia devia common, but others, especially

Lithophane . far below normal. Geometridae were

fairly common; Catocala were extremely scarce, only

single specimens of cerogama , ultronia , antinympha

and briseis were taken, all in late August. In the

montane fauna, Oeneis semidea and Anarta melanopa

were very abundant on Mts. Washington and Jefferson

in the 2nd week of July. Oporinia autumnata and

Nepytia semiclusaria were found in numbers numb

with cold on the floor of the Great Gulf, Mt. Wash-

ington, Sept. 15. Unusually late records were:

Mlnois alope. female, Oct. 17; Lycaena hypophlaeas ,

male, Oct. 17; Colias philodice

.

white female, Nov. 9.

MAINE. After an early opening, with snow gone

early in April, the weather became cold and wet,

continuing so into early July in the south and into

mid-July in the north of the State. Many spring but-

ter flies were not seen, while others were in small

numbers. Papilio ajax, Pieris rapae , and Poanes ho-

bomok appeared quite late (first rapae on April 16).

Erynnis icelus was in good condition at Augusta and

Bar Harbor June 2-4» at Strong June 19, and on top

of Mt. Katahdin July 19. Temperatures rose to nor-

mal in July, but August and September were dry in

south and central Maine. Phyciodes tharos appeared
in possibly 20% of normal numbers; Colias eurytheme,

Vanessa cardul and virginiensis , Limenitis arthemis,

Nymphalis ,1-album and antiopa , Incisalla spp., and
Strymon spp., were all excessively rare. Incisalia
lanoraieensis was, however, reasonably common in

late May at Dead Stream Bog, north of Lincoln. Co-

lias philodice , Mlnois alope . Speyeria , Boloria ,

Lycaena hypophlaeas , and the skippers were in less
than normal numbers. Papilio ajax, Danaus plexip-
pus. and Feniseca tarquinius were normal and Pieris
rapae very abundant. Oeneis katahdin was in at

least normal numbers; O.jutta appeared June 1-10 at
Passadumkeag; June 20-30 at Klondike Bog, 2500 ft.,

northern side of Mt. Katahdin. Eurema lisa , lycaena
thoe , and Aneyloxypha numitor were taken in the Au-
gusta area for the first time, and Erynnis .luvenalis

was taken east of Bucksport. Most Heterocera were
reduced in numbers, even in mid-summer. Micros

and forest-dwellers were particularly depressed.
Sphingidae, especially Phlegethontius quinquemacula-
tus .were numerous. Apantesis quenselii was unusually
common on Mt. Katahdin, but most other arctic forms
were depressed. Sehinia marginata was taken in num-
bers, a new record for Augusta. Apamea interoceanica
and Papaipema were unusually common. Catocala and
Autographa were scarce. Coryphista meadi was taken
in numbers at Augusta. Most micros were scarce, but
Crambus , Galasa nigrinodis , Pyrausta nubilalis . Sy-
nanthedon acerni . and Schiffermuelleria argenticinc-
tella were unusually common. Crambus abnaki was com-
mon everywhere, and C. browerellus on Mt. Katahdin.
Synanthedon fulvipes was taken near Augusta, and a
series of Hyaloscotes sheppardi was secured.

NOVA SCOTIA. Diurnals were scarce, as for the
past few years. Incisalia were scarce. I. polios
appeared May 13 in southern Nova Scotia; augustus
was rare; and henrici and niphon were not seen. I.
augustus , Iycaenopsis pseudargiolus . Colias philo-
dice were present June 20 in Cape Breton; this part
of the Province always has an abnormally late
spring, owing to the persistence of ice in Northum-
berland Strait. Oeneis .jutta was scarce, due to
bad weather at normal times of emergence (June 13-19
in southern N.S.). Plebeius scudderii . Lycaena epi-
xanthe , and Colias interior were common in bogs in
July; Limenitis arthemis showed some increase over
last year. Euphydryas phaeton was found at London-
derry on July 18, somewhat past its prime. Colias
eurytheme was very scarce; Polygonia and Speyeria
were in low numbers. Papilio brevicauda was ab-
sent, as for several years past, at Baddeck (type
loc. of bretonensis ), but larvae of Glaucopsyche
lygdamus were abundant on Lathyrus in early August.
Heterocera were abundant at light, but not at bait,
except for some hibernated Cuculliinae beginning
April 13. Even Catocala did not come to sugar, al-
though they appeared at light. By the end of Au-
gust, light collecting had become poor. Interest-
ing captures were: Sympistis sp., Xylomyges dolosa .

Parahypenodes quadralis . Gluphisia avimacula , and
colonies of Spartiniphaga panatela , Xanthorrhoe ab-
rasaria, Semiothisa oweni , and Apaecasia atropuncta-
ta . At least 14 new records of Macroheterocera
were obtained by Ferguson and Hall. Coleophora kal-
miella was reared at Armdale; Sthenopis argenteoma-
culatus was not taken, but a specimen of S. purpura-
scens (?) was secured in Cumberland Co., July 19.
Interesting Pyralids included Crambus lyonsellus at
Baddeck, Aug. 8; Phlyctaenia acutella , a long series
at Goodwood and other localities in early July; P.
extricalis , end of June and early July; Hymenia fas-
cialis at Armdale in September; Herculia thymetusa-
lis at Baddeck in early August. Warm weather con-
tinued very late: Alsophila pometaria and Oporophth-
era bruceata were still flying in early December,
and a straggler of pometaria was taken flying in
the woods (at Armdale?) Jan. 1, 19491

QUEBEC. In the Montreal region most Lepidoptera
were in small numbers up to late June. Minois alo-
pe was unusually abundant in July, and Lethe eury-
dice was common. Boloria myrina was seen in excep-
tional numbers in late August. Junonla coenia was
taken at Chartierville (?) on Aug. 25. A numerous
colony of Aneyloxypha numitor was noted at Baie
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d’Urfe in late August. Most groups of moths were

well below even the low numbers of 1947. Prof .Gray
had good collecting at a low-lying riverside local-
ity, however. Interesting species were: Plusiodon-
ta compressipalpis (June 27-July 12); Habrosyne rec-

tangulata (June 27 and Aug. 21); Amphipyra glabella
(Aug. 15); Nonagria sp. (Aug. 23); all in reasonable
numbers. Abundant species were: Cisseps fulvicolli

s

(June); Herculia intermedialis ; Nymphula obscuralis.

Archips rosaceana . (all July ) ; Hyppa xylinoides ;

Plusia contexts . Graphiphora smithi ; Agrotis ypsi-
lon ; Physostegania pustularia ; Hydriomena fluctuata ;

Nymphula icciusalis (all Aug. ) ; Graphiphora c-nigrum.
Feltia venerabilis ; Lycophotia saucia ; Parastichtis
bicolorago ; Leucania unipuncta ;Autographa brassicae ;

Lithophane laticinerea ; Xanthia flavago ; Ennomos mag-
naria (all Sept.); and Erannis tiliaria (Oct.). Ce-
ramics pieta and Pero honestarius. among others,
were unusually scarce. At Lanoraie, at the begin-
ning of June, the season was far behind normal, and
Lepidoptera were scarce ;a fresh Incisalia lanoraie-

ensis was the only specimen seen of the four Incisa-

lia normally found there, and would have been about
two weeks behind normal emergence. Oeneis jutta,
which would have been expected at that time, was
not seen, nor was Crambus labradoriensis . At Sha-
winigan, in early June, Glaucopsyche lygdamus was
very abundant, Coenonympha inornata common; Crambus
of the leachellus group were numerous, C. browerel-
lus much less so. In the Laurentide Park, butter-
flies were numerous, although slightly less so than
in 1947. Glaucopsyche lygdamus . Erynnis spp., Pa-

pilio glaucus. Amblyscirtes vialis. Carterocephalus
palaemon. were all common at the end of June. A sin-

gle Oeneis .lutta was taken. Erebia discoidalis was
not seen. Worn Incisalia were present in some num-
bers. In August, Polygonia were present in normal
numbers, gracilis being the most common species at
the end of that month. Colias eurvtheme (which are
scarce even in the Montreal region) was not seen,
but philodice was common. At Cacouna, on the south
shore of the lower St. Lawrence, July 4-15, Glauco-
psyche lygdamus was very common, Plebeius saepiolus
less so. These two species were taken on the same
day (see Lep . News, vol.l: p.89). Other species
taken were: Speyeria cybele and atlantis ; Boloria
myrina ; Hemaris diffinis ; Eupithecia cretaceata (ta-

ken around Veratrum ); Xanthorhoe iduata ; X. abrasa-

ria . larvae of Papalpema harrisi, in Heracleum. and
a larva of Catocala semirelicta on a fence. Shepp-
ard took 12 specimens of "what McDurmough calls pos-

sibly Eupithecia grata Tayl."at Montreal on June 26.

Contributors: A.E. Brower;P.R. Ehrlich; D.C. Fergu-
son; P.H.H. Gray;L.P. Grey; C.P. Kimball; D.J. Len-
nox; C.L. & J.E. Remington ;W.P. Rogers; L.R.Rupert;
A.C. Sheppard.

8. FAR NORTH - ALASKA TO LABRADOR xi

by T.N. Freeman
Ottawa, Ontario

One of the greatest difficulties in reporting
lepidopterous collecting conditions in remote north-
ern localities is the fact that a collector is rare-
ly in any locality for more than one summer. The
following season that collector may be a thousand
miles from his former collecting spot and compara-
tive seasonal summaries are therefore difficult to
prepare.

During the summer of 1948 collecting parties
were established by the Northern Insect Survey* at
Goose Bay, Labrador; Knob Lake (54° 47 * North, 60°
48 * West) and Fort Chimo, Quebec; Frobisher Bay,
Baffin Island; Coral Harbour, Southampton Island;
Sawmill Bay, Great Bear Lake; Reindeer Depot, Macken-
zie Delta; and along the Alaska Highway from Dawson
Creek, British Columbia, to Snag, Yukon. These col-
lecting sites are scattered across 3000 miles of
Arctic and Sub-Arctic terrain. The material collec-
ted by the Survey last summer has not yet been spe-
cifically identified. Therefore, the following
notes are fragmentary and represent only an outline
of the general lepidopterous abundance. A detailed
report of the species taken at each locality will
be subsequently prepared.

GOOSE BAY, LABRADOR

The season at Goose Bay was extremely wet and
cold and collecting was consequently poor. The re-
latively small collection obtained from this base
shows that the fauna is definitely connected with
the Canadian coniferous zone and contains a few
southern elements. The early blue butterfly lycaen-
opsis pseudargiolus was on the wing in hundreds ear-
ly in June. A great number of species had emerged

Editor’s note: This organization is a joint project
sponsored by the Canadian Defence Research Board, De-
partment of National Defence, and by the Division of
Entomology, Department of Agriculture. It is under
the administration of the Unit of Systematic Entomo-
logy and coordinated and supervised by Dr. Thomas N.
Freeman.

Dr. Freeman states that the objectives of the Survey
are :

-

1. To study the biology and systematica of the
biting fly groups.

2. To make general insect collections in order
to increase our knowledge of the biology and
distribution of the Canadian Arctic insects.

The survey teams are stationed at various Arctic and
Sub-Arctic localities from Labrador to the Yukon.
This survey has produced what is probably the largest
collection of Arctic American insects ever to be as-
sembled. Data are being accumulated to show the dis-
tribution of species as well as their geographic
variation. The habitats of several butterflies have
been ascertained and the knowledge of this relatively
little known fauna is being greatly increased.
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by the middle of that month but the country is so

laborious to traverse on foot that collecting was

extremely difficult. One would expect, however,

that the usual lepidopterous genera indigenous to

the northern coniferous forest were present.

KNOB LAKE, QUEBEC

The following summary was prepared from notes

submitted by Dr. E.G. Munroe who was stationed at

Knob Lake. This area is essentially Labradorian.

The 1948 season presented fair to good collecting

conditions. As is typical of northern latitudes,

the butterflies require careful and prolonged stalk-

ing. They are rarely attracted to flowers and col-

lecting in series is therefore difficult. Wet

ground and mud puddles were quite productive, and

many moths were attracted to light after the middle

of July, when the nights became reasonably warm.

Ten species of Rhopalocera were obtained, in the ge-

nera Pyrgus. Hesperia. Colias . Plebeius. Oeneis .and

Boloria . Representatives of the following groups
of moths were collected: Gelechiidae;Coleophoridae;
Tortricoidea; Pyralidae; Geometridae; and Phalaen-

idae. The last family was the best represented,with
Pachnobia . Eaxoa. and related genera predominating.

Dr. Munroe also visited Seven Islands, Quebec,
and reports that this fauna is essentially Canadian.

FORT CHIMO, QUEBEC

Fort Chimo is situated on the fringe of the nor-

thern coniferous tree limit and is essentially tran-
sitional in nature. Components of both the true

Arctic fauna and that of the Hudsonian intermingle

in this region. The weather was good for general
collecting but the lepidopterous fauna of the area
was rather scanty during the 1948 season. Butter-
flies were not common and a great deal of time was
necessary in order to obtain even a small series of
any one species. Representatives of the usual nor-
thern genera (Boloria. Erebia. Colias. and Oeneis )

were obtained. The moths were represented by a few
phalaenids, geometrids, pyralids, tortricids, and
arctiids. The phalaenids were the most abundant but

the habit of flushing with startling rapidity made
it almost impossible to capture a very large number.

FROBISHER BAY, BAFFIN ISLAND

The unusually warm weather which prevailed over
most of the true Arctic region during last summer
facilitated insect collecting over that large area.

I believe this was of great advantage to the terres-

trial insect fauna and it should certainly increase
the numbers which will be present next year. The
butterfly fauna of Frobisher Bay was extremely abun-

dant in individuals of the usual Arctic Species. It

was quite common to observe 40 or 50 butterflies at
any time, and this condition was reminiscent of the

1947 season at Churchill, Manitoba, when Dr. Carl
Gottschalk and I saw hundreds of butterflies in the
Carex meadows of that region. At Frobisher Bay the
genera Boloria . Erebia . Oeneis . Colias . and Plebeius

were common. Moths were fairly abundant in the area
and were represented by the families Phalaenidae,
Geometridae, Liparidae, Pterophoridae, Tortricidae,
Epiplemidae and Pyralidae. The phalaenids were the
best represented and the most difficult to capture
because of the habit previously mentioned. Byrdia
rossi was the only liparid which was obtained.

CORAL HARBOUR, SOUTHAMPTON ISLAND

This locality is apparently quite rich in Lepid-
optera as judged from past expeditions undertaken in
this area. The collection from Coral Harbour was
largely comprised of Colias nastes and hecla . Phal-
aenids form the bulk of the moths which were obtained
This locality is well within the barrens and the
fauna is similar to that of the Baker Lake district.

SAWMILL BAY, GREAT BEAR LAKE

This area is within the Hudsonian zone on the
east shore of Great Bear Lake and is a region where
the Canadian granitic shield dips under the Paleozoic
sediments to the west. The insect fauna appears to
change and such genera as Euchloe appear along with
other more widely distributed Hudsonian genera.
D.F. Hardwick collected at this locality from June
11th to 24th. He reports that butterflies were on
the wing as soon as he arrived and were fairly com-
mon. Moths were also well represented, but the lo-
cality was so far north that the continuous daylight
prevented collecting by means of artificial light.

REINDEER DEPOT, MACKENZIE DELTA

This locality lies just on the edge of the mono-
tonous Mackenzie River Delta and the barren Caribou
Hills. It is a transition area, comprising the Hud-
sonian and the Arctic zones. It marks the northern-
most extension of coniferous trees and possesses
some species which are indigenous only to the north-
western Arctic coastal region. A few specimens of
Papilio machaon aliaska were taken on the barrens
of the Caribou Hills. They presumably came from
the tree-covered delta area.

ALASKA HIGHWAY

The party which operated along this route cover-
ed at least 1000 miles, and naturally encountered
environmental conditions which varied all the way
from dense forest to alpine tundra and permafrost
terrain. Butterflies were often numerous and were
taken in series, and Boloria. Colias. and Plebeius
were common. Moths were scarce during the early
part of the summer and could not be attracted to
light or bait, probably because of the lack of dark-
ness. However, after the first of August,when there
were periods of darkness, several hundred specimens
could be captured on any warm night.

Contributors: D.F. Hardwick, E.G. Munroe.
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LEPID. - All Lepidoptera Coll. - Collection

RHOP. - Rhopalocera (butterflies) Ex. - Exchange

MACRO. - Macro-IIeterocera
- (moths

)

esp. - especially

MICRO. - Micro-Lepidoptera J

ARGENTINA

Bourquin, Fernando F., Calle Conde 1639, Bue-
nos Aires. LEPID: esp. Argentine. Biology
of LEPID. Coll.

Hayward, Kenneth J., Miguel Lillo 205, Tucu-
man. RHOP: esp. Argentine and Hesperiidae.
Life History, Biology, etc. Coll.

AUSTRIA

Wilcke, Hermann (Dr.), Kossen/Tyrol Nr. 199*
RHOP. MACRO: esp. Phalaenidae, Geometri-
dae. Coll. Sell.

BELGIUM

Dufrane, Abel, Conservateur du Musee d'HIs-
toire Naturelle, Avenue du Tir 69 , Mons.
LEPID: world, esp. MICRO. Coll. Ex.

HACKRAY, JOSEPH, Rue Simon Lobet 9» Verviers.
RHOP: esp. Papilionidae

,
Pleridae, Nymphal-

idae, Lycaenldae. MACRO: Geometridae.
Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

Janmoulle, Edward, 2 rue Ernotte, Watermael.
MICRO: local, esp. Lithocolletls and other
leaf-miners. Coll. Ex.

*Kiriakoff, Sergius G., Zoological Labs.,
Ghent University, 1I4. Universiteitsstraat,
Ghent. RHOP: esp. Belgian Congo. MICRO:
esp. Pyralidae. Phylogeny, Classification.
Ex.

Overlaet, Frans G., 9 Chaussee de Louvain,
Kortenberg (Brabant). LEPID. Life History,
Mimicry. Coll. Ex.

BRAZIL

*Araujo, R.L. (Dr.), Instituto Biologico, P.0.
Box 119-A, Sao Paulo. MACRO: esp. Castni-
idae. Coll.

d'Almeida, Remualdo F. (Dr.), Rua Viana Jun-
ier 25, Encantado, Rio de Janeiro, D.F.
RHOP: esp. Ithomiinae, Pieridae, Papilion-
idae. MACRO: esp. Syntomidae, Arctiidae,
Sphingidae, Saturnioidea. Biology. Coll.
Ex. Buy.

May, Edward E. (Dr.), Caixa Postal 176 , Rio
de Janeiro. RHOP: esp. Papilionidae, Pler-
idae, Danaidae, Nymphalidae. MACRO: esp.
Saturnildae . Coll. Ex. Buy.

Oiticica Filho, Jose (Dr.), Rua Alfredo Cha-
ves 59 f

Rio de Janeiro. RHOP. MACRO:
esp. Sphingidae, Saturnioidea. Morphology.
Coll. Ex. Buy.

Pearson, Henry R., Caixa Postal 5151» Rio de
Janeiro. RHOP: esp. Nearctic Papilionidae.
MACRO: esp. Saturnildae, Sphingidae, Mimal-
lonidae. Life History, Food Plants, etc.
Coll. Ex. Buy.

Travassos, Lauro (Prof.), Instituto Oswaldo
Cruz, Laboratdrio de Helmintologia, Caixa
Postal 926, Rio de Janeiro, D.F. MACRO:
esp. Arctiidae, Adelocephalidae. Coll. Ex.

BRITISH WEST INDIES

Gunter, Peter C., 22 Beechwood Ave., Cross
Roads, Jamaica. RHOP: esp. of Jamaica.
MACRO: esp. Sphingidae. Life History, etc.
Coll. Ex. Sell.

SIP 15 1949
)
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Lewis, C, Bernard, Science Museum, Institute
of Jamaica, Kingston, Jamaica. RHOP: esp.
of Jamaican and Cayman Islands. Coll.

Perkins, Lilly G., Sunnybank, Claremont, St.
Ann, Jamaica. RHOP. MACRO: esp. Sphing-
idae. Sell.

CANADA

BRITISH COLUMBIA

*Guppy, Richard, R.R. 1, Marine Drive, Well-
ington. MACRO: all except Geometridae.
Parasites, Life History. Coll. Ex. Sell.

MANITOBA

*Quelch, C.S., Transcona. LEPID: esp. Central
and S. American RHOP. Coll. Ex.

NOVA SCOTIA

FERGUSON, DOUGLAS C., Box 6l7, Armdale P.0.
RHOP: Nearctic. MACRO: esp. Arctiidae, Geo-
metridae; Hepialidae, Eucleidae. Life His-
tory. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

Hall, Arthur D., Great Village. MACRO: esp.
Acronicta. Notodontidae, Geometridae. Coll.
Ex.

ONTARIO

Adelphe, (Brother), 162 Montreal Rd., East-
view. RHOP: esp. of eastern Canada. MACRO:
esp. of e. Canada, and Phalaenidae. Coll.

Freeman, T.N. (Dr.), Div. of Entomology, Dept,
of Agriculture, Central Experimental Farm,
Ottawa. RHOP: esp. of Arctic. MACRO. MI-
CRO: esp. Tortricidae. Distribution, Spe-
ciation, etc. Coll.

Hardwick, David F., Systematic Unit, Div. of
Entomology, Dept, of Agriculture, Ottawa.
MACRO: esp. Phalaenidae. Coll. Ex.

Plomley, Mervyn, 28 Burris St., Hamilton.
RHOP: esp. Colias . MACRO: esp. Geometridae
of eastern N.A. Coll. Ex.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND

Wigmore, R.H., Hunter River. MACRO: esp. Pha-
laenidae. Coll. Ex.

QUEBEC

*GRAY, P.H.H. (Dr.), Box 236 , Macdonald Coll-
ege. RHOP. and MACRO: esp. local. Life
History, Variation, Ecology. Coll.

Sheppard, Arthur C., 555^1- Coolbrook Ave.,Mon-
treal 29. LEPID. of Quebec. Coll.Ex. Sell.

SASKATCHEWAN

Fitch, Richard J., Rivercourse P.0, via Lloyd-
minster. Arctic LEPID. Sell.

CHINA

Hsiao, T.Y. (Dr.), Biology Dept., National
Nankai University, Tientsin.

Jinsheng, Lu, Institutum Entomologicum Choui,
Chang-Chi a-Kang, Wukung, Shensi.

CUBA

de la Torre y Callejas, Salvador L. (Dr.),
Playa 75 1/2, Matanzas. RHOP: esp. Eurema.
Coll. Ex.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Cejp, Karel (Dr.), Botanical Institut, Charles
University, Benatska 2, Praha II.

DENMARK

Christensen, Georg, Norrebrogade 5> Copenhag-
en N.

Jensen, Heinz, Hyltebjerg Alle 5^t-> Vanlose,
Copenhagen. LEPID. Biology.

EIRE

Beirne, Bryan P. (Dr.), Dept, of Zoology, Tri-
nity College, Dublin. MACRO. MICRO. Eco-
logy, Distribution. Coll. Ex.

Smartt, John B., 36 Botanic Road, Glasneven,
Dublin. RHOP: esp. Papilionidae, Pieridae,
Hesperiidae. MACRO: esp. larger Saturniidae.
Sense, Habits, Life History, Migration.
Coll. Ex.

FINLAND

Hackman, Walter (fil.mag.), Helsingfors, Park-
gatan 9B. MICRO: esp. Gelechiidae, Coleo-
phoridae, Elachistidae . Coll. Ex.

ENGLAND

Carpenter, G.D.Hale (Prof.), Dept, of Entomo-
logy, University Museum, Oxford. RHOP: esp.
African and Pacific island Euploea . Mimetic,
warning, cryptic Coloration. Toll. (Mus . )

.

Evans, W.H. (Brig.), Dept, of Entomology,
British Museum (Nat. Hist.), Cromwell Road,
London S.W. 7» Hesperiidae.

Ford, Edmund B. (Dr.), University Museum, Ox-
ford. RHOP. and MACRO: illustrating biology
and genetics. Evolutionary Problems, Gen-
etics, Chemistry. Coll. Ex.
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Heley, Robert G., "Lygoes", Burcott, Wing,
Leighton Buzzard, Beds. RHOP: all except
Hesperiidae. MACRO: esp. Sphingldae, Sat-
urnlidae . Distribution, Mimicry. Coll.Ex.
Buy. Sell. Foreign Ex.

Hemming, Francis, 83 Follows Road (Garden
Flat), London N.W. 3« RHOP: esp. Palearc-
tic and Nearctic. Coll. Ex. Buy.

*Jordan, Karl (Dr.), Zoological Museum, Tring,
Herts

.

*RIley, Norman D., 7 McKay Road, Wimbledon,
London S.W. 20. LEPID: esp. RHOP.

Rockingham, N.W. (Lt.), Bay Tree Cottage,
South Road, Hayling Island, Hampshire.
RHOP. MACRO. Migration. Coll. hx .

*Stevens, Herbert, 4 Beaconsfield Road, Tring,
Herts

.

Tams, W.H.T., Dept, of Entomology, British
Museum, Cromwell Road, London S.W. 7»

Warren, Brisbane C.S., 3 Augusta Mansions,
Folkestone, Kent. RHOP: esp. Satyridae,
Nymphalidae. Life History, Distribution.
Cell.

Williams, C.B. (Dr.), Rothamsted Experimental
Station, Rarpenden, Herts. Migration, Pop-
ulations, Ecology. Coll. (migrants )

.

FRANCE

Bourgogne, Jean, Museum Nat. d’Histoire Nat-
urelle, 45 bis. Rue de Buff on, Paris 5

e
»

RHOP: esp. Melitaea s.l. MACRO: esp. Psy-
chidae. Coll,

Dujardin, F., 25 rue Guiglia, Nice.

Fonquernie, Pierre, ll4, Boulevard d'Angle-
terre. La Roche-sur-Yon (Vendee).

Kerbulot, Claude, 31 Avenue d»Eylau, Paris
XVI s

. MACRO: esp. Geometridae. Coll. Ex.
Buy.

LeCharles, Louis, 22 Avenue des Gobelins, Pa-
ris Ve . RHOP. MACRO: esp. Zvgaenidae.
MICRO: Crambidae, esp. Cr ambus . Biology.
Coll. Ex.

LeMarchand, S., 125, rue he Rome, Paris (17).

Rousseau-Decelle, Georges, 3, rue de Monceau,
Paris 8.

*Stempffer, Henri,' 4, Rue Saint Antoine, Paris
kme. RHOP: esp. Lycaenidae ( Holarctic and
African particularly).

Verin, Gilbert, 4, avenue de Joinville, Join-
ville-le-Pont (Seine). RHOP: esp. Nymphal-
idae, Satyridae. Study of races (subspp.).
Geography, Distribution. Coll. Ex.

xVarnier, , Pension de Famille, "Vieux Mou-
lin", Pont par Semur (Cote d'Or).

3

Pierre P., 45 bis. Rue de Buffon, Pa-
MICRO: esp. Homoneura (Micropteryg-

Eriocraniidae , Hepialidae). <J geni-
Coll. hx .

GERMANY

Albrecht, Paul, (1) Berlin Ruxnmelsburg, Fried-
richstrasse 108. RHOP. MACRO: esp. Sphing-
idae, Saturnla . Coll. Ex.

de Lattln, Gustaf J. (Dr.), Geilweilerhof

,

Post Siebeldingen (22a) iiber Landau/Pfalz,
Forschungsinstitut f. Rebenziichtung, French
Zone. RHOP: Holarctic, esp. Satyridae.
MACRO: Holarctic, esp. Acronictinae and Bryo<
philinae. MICRO: esp. Palearctic. Distri-
bution, Evolution of Species, Genetics.
Cell. Ex.

HUNGARY

Gozmany, Lancelot A. (Dr.), Budapest, XII.
C-yori ut 1, II. lip. RHOP: esp. Argynnidae,
Pieridae, Papilionidae, Carterocenhala .

MACRO: esp. Zygaenidae , Leucanidae ( Nona-

gria . etc.). MICRO: esp. Crambidae, Tor-
tricldae, Pyralidae. Helophil LEPID.
(swamp biota). Coll. Ex. Sell.

INDIA

I Himalayan Butterfly Co., Shillong, Khasi
Hills.

ITALY

Verity, Roger R. (Dr.), Caldine (Firenze).
RHOP: esp. Holarctic. Coll. Ex.

JAPAN

Jablonski, Raymond J., Med. Det. 13th F.A.En.,
A.P.O. 2ip, Unit 4, c/o Postmaster, San
Francisco, Calif., U.S.A. (U.S. Army on
Kyushu. See Wisconsin). RHOP: esp. Papi-
lionidae, Thecla . Coll. Ex.

Okada, Yoshio, Editor, Lepidopterological
Society of Japan, Yanagida-Cho, Saga, Kyoto.

Shirdzu, Takashi, Entomological Lab., Dept,
of Agriculture, Kyushu University, Fukuoka.
RHOP. Life History, Food Plants, Distri-
bution. Coll.

JAVA

Diakonoff, A. (b>r.). Zoological Museum, Buit-
enzorg. MICRO: esp. of South Asia. Coll.
Ex. Buy.

NETHERLANDS

Vari, L. , Sanderi jnstraat 5°> Amsterdam W 2.
MICRO. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

LIST OF MEMBERS

Viette,
ris V.
idae,
tali a.
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PHILIPPINES

Uichanco, Leopoldo B. (Dr.), Dean of College,
Laguna. RHOP. Distribution. Coll, being
rebuilt.

PORTUGAL

da Silva Cruz, Maria Amelia, Quinta de S.
Joao, Candal, Vila Nova de Gaia. RHOP:
esp. Melitaea . MACRO: esp. Geometridae

.

Migration. Coll. Ex.

SPAIN

MARTEN, WERNER, calle Guillermo Tell, [|!|.,

Barcelona. RHOP. MACRO: esp. Zygaena .

MICRO. Migration, Biogeography. Coll.

*ROBERT, JOHN H., Ipl Ronda San Antonio, Bar-
celona. RHOP: esp. Papilionidae and Pier-
idae of world; Holarctic Lycaenidae, and
Basilarchia , etc. Coll. Ex, Buy.

TORRES, JUAN, 1 Calle Dr. Romagosa, Valencia.
RHOP: esp. Papilionidae, Pieridae ( Delias .

Catopsilia ) . Danaidae, Heliconiidae, Nym-
phalidae, Morphidae. MACRO: esp. Zygaen-
idae, Arctiidae ( Arctia . Callimorpha ) . Sa-
turniidae, Sphingidae, Uraniidae. Life
History. Coll. Ex. Buy.

VILARRUBIA, ANTONIO, Instituto Municipal de
Ciencias Naturales, Apartado 593 > Barcelona.

SWEDEN

Bryk, Felix, Naturhistoriska Riksmuseum, En-
tomologlska Avdelnlngen, Stockholm 50.
RHOP: esp. Pamassiidae. MACRO: esp. Dre-
panidae. Wing Venation Teratology, Sphrag-
idology, Linneana.

Nordstrom, Frithiof (Dr.), Kungsholmstorg 1,
Stockholm. MACRO: esp. Phalaenidae, Geo-
metridae, north Palearctic and circumpolar.
Life History. Coll. Ex. Buy.

SWITZERLAND

Romieux, Jean, chemin des Cr@ts de Champel 20,
Geneva. MICRO: esp. Aegeriidae, Psychidae,
Coleophoridae, Scythrididae . Migration.
Ex.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

ALABAMA

*Chermock, Ralph L. (Dr.), Dept, of Biology,
University of Alabama, University. RHOP:
esp. Satyrinae. Distribution and variation.
Coll. Ex. Buy.

ARIZONA

*Bauer, David L., P.0. Box I4.69 , Yuma. RHOP:
esp. machaon-asterius group of Papilionidae
Anthocharis . Euchloe . Chlosvne . Polvgonla .

and Riodinidae. Hemileuca . Distribution
and Life History. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

CALIFORNIA

*BAUER, WILLIAM R., 255 Liberty St., Petaluma.
MACRO. Life History and Collecting Methods
Coll. Ex. Buy.

*Bio-metal Associates, P.0. Box 5 )4.6 , Beverly
Hills.

Breedlove, Richard V/., 25 70 Julian Ave., San
Diego 2. RHOP: esp. Papilionidae. Coll.
Buy.

Cobb, Melvyn G., 857 W. 56th Place, Los Ange-
les 7» RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex. Buy.

*C0MST0CK, JOHN A. (Dr.), P.0. Box 158 , Del
Mar, San Diego County. LEPID. Life His-
tory. Coll.

*Creelman, James L. , 22lli. Logan Ave., San Die-
go 2. RHOP. Coll.

*CRICKMER, NOEL, Borrego, Julian P.0. LEPID.
Collect all LEPID. for specialists. Coll.
Ex.

*Davies, Thomas W., 973^- Castlev/ood St., Oak-
land 5 . RHOP: esp. Nearctic, European,
tropical. Saturniidae and Sphingidae.
Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

I *Dickenson, Ronald, P.0. Box 565 , Atascadero.
RHOP. Catocala . Coll. Ex.

D0UD0R0FF, MICHAEL (Prof.), Dept, of Bacter-
iology, University of California, Berkeley
iu RHOP. Coll.

Essig, Edward 0. (Prof.), 112 Agriculture
Hall, University of California, Berkeley 1+.

LEPID: general western Nearctic, economic.
University Coll.

*Evans
, William H.

, 8711 La Tuna Canyon Road,
Roscoe. RHOP: esp. Pieridae, Speverl

a

,

Melitaea . Lycaenidae. MACRO: esp. Agarlst-
idae, Annaphi la . Heliothiinae, Geometridae.
MICRO: esp. Titanlo, Pterophoridae , Aegeri-
idae. Study and photography of Life His-
tory. Coll. Ex. Sell.

*Ford, Robert J. , 5266 Ardmore Ave., South
Gate. LEPID. Coll. Ex .

^Frederick, E.J., 5508 E. Gage Ave., Bell.
LEPID: local and tropical.

^•Friday, F.W., 2506 N. Highland Ave., Holly-
wood 28. RHOP. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

GLOOR, EUGENE E. (Dr.), li| Maple Ave., Wat-
sonville .
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Graves, John D«, 1711 Short St. , Berkeley 2,
RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex. Buy.

*Guedet, Edward F. (Rev.), I8 l8 Eddy St., San
Francisco 15 . MACRO: esp. Geometridae.
Coll. Ex. Buy.

*RIndge, Frederick H., 4-37 Ocean View Ave.,
Berkeley J. MACRO: esp. Geometridae. Life
History. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

*Roberds, Joseph, 2022 Huntington, Redondo
Beach. LEPID.

HALBERT, RICHARD L., 1201 W. 30th St., Los
Angeles 7» MACRO; esp. Saturniidae. Life
History, Cross-breeding. Coll. Ex. Buy.
Sell.

*Hammer, William A., 53 00 Walnut St., Oakland
2. RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex. Buy.

*HEID, GRAHAM, 1107 N. Beverly Glen Blvd.,
West Los Angeles 24. RHOP: esp. Theclinae
of world. Life History. Coll. Ex.

HENNE, CHRISTOPHER, 694 So. Grand Ave., Pasa-
dena. MACRO, of Calif. MICRO, of Calif.
Life History. Coll. Ex. Sell.

HEWES, LAURENCE I. (Dr.), Il4 Edgewood Ave.,
San Francisco 17 . RHOP: esp. Anthocharis .

Papilionidae, Mlnols . Coll. Ex.

*Hulbirt, Lowell H. , 622 No. Bright Ave.,
Whittier. RHOP: esp. Lycaenidae and Hes-
periidae. Coll. Ex.

Jacksen, Ray M. , 100 S. Fuller Ave., Los An-
geles 36 . RHOP: esp. Euphydryas. MACRO.
MICRO. Coll. Ex.

*Kirkwood, Carl W., Box 47 » Summerland. LEPID:
Nearctic . Coll. Ex. Buy.

*MACK, MYRTLE A. (Mrs.), Box S, Livermore.
RHOP: esp. Speyer ia . Colias . Parnassius .

Coll. Ex.

*MARTIN , LLOYD M., Los Angeles County Museum,
Exposition Park, Los Angeles 7« RHOP: esp.
Speyeria . Euphydryas . Hesperiidae. MACRO:
esp. Heliothiids, Catocala . Arctiidae. MI-
CRO: esp. Aegeriidae. Life History of
Southwest species. Museum Coll., Ex.

*Mattoni, Rudolf H.T., V-29 Terrace War Hous-
ing, Richmond. RHOP: esp. Euphydryas . Ple-
beinae (esp. Philotes). MACRO: esp. Helio-
thiinae. Evolutionary Genetics, Life His-
tory, Distribution. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell

*McHENRY, PADDY B., IO32 E. Santa Anita, Bur-
bank. RHOP: Nearctic. Original descrip-
tions of Nearctic Rhop. Coll.

SALA, FRANK P., 2420 N. Eastern Ave., Los
Angeles 32 . RHOP. MACRO: esp. Saturniidae
Catocala . Phalaenidae. MICRO: esp. Aegeri-
idae, Cossidae. Life History. Coll. Ex.
Sell.

*SMITH, CLAUDE I., 161 South Sixteenth Street,
Apt. 1-B, Richmond. RHOP: esp. Pleridae

,

Rlodinldae, Lycaenidae. MACRO: esp. Cato-
cala, Hemitheinae, Cucullinae, Amphipyr-
inae, Heliothiinae. MICRO: Pterophor-
idae, Aegeriidae. Life History. Coll.
Ex. Sell.

*SPERRY, JOHN L. , 3260 Redwood Drive, River-
side. RHOP: world. MACRO: world, esp. Geo
metridae. Coll.^ Ex. Buy.

*Sternitzky, Robert F., Monte Vista Cabins,
Star Route, Laytonville, Mendocino County.
RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

*Thorne, Fred T., 1298 Merritt, Route 1, El
Cajon. RHOP: esp. Theclinae. Life History
Coll. Ex.

*TILDEN, JAMES W., 10 Eagle Hill Terrace, Red-
wood City. RHOP: esp. Hesperioidea, Lycae-
nidae. MACRO: esp. Phalaenidae, Geometri-
dae. MICRO. Food Relationships, Ecology.
Coll. Ex. Buy.

*WEBER, BERNIE H.
, 559 E. Angeleno Ave., Bur-

bank, RHOP: Nearctic and Cuban. Coll. Ex.
3uy. Sell.

Williams, Evelyn G. (Mrs.), North San Juan,
Nevada County. RHOP. MACRO. Life History
Coll.

*WIND, ROBERT G., Route 1, Box l45* Livermore.
RHOP: world. MACRO: esp. Saturniidae.
Coll. Ex. Buy... Sell.

COLORADO

*Brown, F. Martin, Fountain Valley School,
Colorado Springs. RHOP: esp. Pleridae and
Satyridae of neotropics. Distribution.
Coll. Ex. Buy.

*Meyer, William T., 4450 Kingswell Ave., Los
Angeles 27. LEPID. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

*PARKER, DWIGHT E., IO33 So. Beacon Ave., Los
Angeles 15 . RHOP: Nearctic. Life History.
Coll. Ex.

*REEVES, ROBERT T., 318 W. Olympic Blvd., Los
Angeles 15 . RHOP. and MACRO: Southwestern
U.S.A. Life History, Biology. Coll.

*Reid, Robert H., R.R.#3, Box l64, Hemet.
Coll. Ex.

*Eff, J. Donald, 820 Grant St., Boulder.
RHOP: esp. Melitaea . Euphydryas . and Arctic
species. Coll. Ex.

Ko 3 treva, Samuel, Jr., 317 E. Boulder St.,
Colorado Springs. RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex.
Buy. Sell.

Minor, W.C., P.0. Box 62, Fruita. LEPID: esp
Rocky Mts. RHOP. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

*Nelson, Carl J.E., 424 S. Cedar St., Colorado
Springs. RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell
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Rotger, Bernard (Rev.), St. Joseph's Church,
Capulin. RHOP. Coll. Ex.

Schryver, C.D., k-^6l Wolff St., Denver 12.
RHOP. Coll. Ex.(esp. Rocky Mt. Rhop.).

CONNECTICUT

Carpenter, S.C., Box l^l+jLp, Hartford 1. RHOP.
MACRO. Food Plants.

REMINGTON, CHARLES L. (Dr.), Osborn Zoologi-
cal Lab., Yale University, New Haven 11.
RHOP: Genetics and Life History. MACRO:
Life History.

REMINGTON, JEANNE E. (Mrs.), c/o Osborn Zool-
ogical Lab., Yale University, New Haven 11.
Gall-making LEPID: Ecology.

Schroeter, Otto H., 613 Williams St., New
London. MACRO: esp. Sphingidae, Saturni-
idae, Catocala . Life History.

TOWERS, ABNER A., Old Danbury Road, Westport.
RHOP. and MACRO: Nearctic. Coll. Ex.

Wilhelm, Herman P., Buckingham Road, R.D. 1,
Willimantic. RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex.
Buy. Sell.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

GEORGIA

EUSTIS , HENRY W., Woodbine Road, Augusta.
RHOP. MACRO. Classification, Distribution
Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

Fattig, P.W., Box 788 , Emory University. LE-
PID. Coll.

Harris, Lucien, Jr., 6l Clarendon Ave., Avon-
dale Estates. RHOP. MACRO: esp. Catocala .

Coll. Ex.

Johnson, Frank, Griffen. MACRO: esp. Saturni
idae. Coll. Buy.

Smith, M. Eugene, Route 2, Newnan. RHOP.
MACRO. Life History.

TERRITORY OF HAWAII

Calkins, Virgil F., P.O.Box 1+61, U.S. Iramig.-
Naturalization Service, Honolulu 9 , Oahu.
RHOP: Nearctic. MACRO: esp. Sphingidae,
Ceratocempidae, Catocala . Coll. Buy. Sell.

ILLINOIS

Banks, Leslie, 900 Gunnison St., Chicago 1+0

•

RHOP. MACRO: esp. Geometridae, Heliothi-
inae, Notodontidae . Coll. Ex. Buy.

CLARK, AUSTIN H., U.S. National Museum, Wash-
ington 25. RHOP.

FIELD, WILLIAM D., Division of Insects, U.S.
National Museum, Washington 25 . RHOP: esp.
Lycaenidae (neotropical). MACRO: esp. Arc-
tiidae ( Lithosiinae ) . Life History of Rhop.

Shappirio, David G,, 1+811 Seventeenth St.,
N.W., Washington 11. LEPID. Chemistry of
Insect Pigments. Coll.

Williams, Joseph L. (Dr.), Box 283 , Howard
University, Washington 1. MICRO.

FLORIDA

Berry, Dean F., Box ll+6 , Orlando. RHOP: esp.
Fla. Skippers. MACRO: esp. Catocala . Sat-
urniidae, Sphingidae. Coll. Ex.

Grimshawe, Florence M. (Mrs.), 766 N.W. 13
Ave., Miami. RHOP: esp. Papilionidae . MA-
CRO: esp. Sphinx. Life History. Coll.
Sell.

*KING, HAROLD L. ,
(changed address,

see page 12 )

Nicolay, Stanley S. (Major), Shore Patrol Of-
ficer, Naval Air Training Base, Pensacola.
LEPID. Coll. Ex.

Young, Frank N. (Dr.), Dept, of Biology, Uni-
versity of Florida, Gainesville. Extinc-
tion of Rhop. by human agencies.

BRISTOL, MAURICE L. , 511 May St., Elgin.
RHOP. MACRO: esp, Apantesls . Catocala .

Phalaenidae. MICRO: esp. Sesla . Limacod-
idae. Life History, Collecting and Rearing
Methods. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Emerson, Kenneth, 806 W. Main St., Urbana.

Gerhard, William J. ,
Curator of Insects, Chi-

cago Natural History Museum, Roosevelt Road
and Lake Shore Drive, Chicago 5» RHOP.
MACRO.

Glenn, Murray 0., Magnolia. MACRO: esp. Pha-
laenidae. MICRO. Life History. Coll. Ex.

HOLLEY, F.E., 3 E * Parkside, Lombard. RHOP:
N. and S. America. N. and S. American
Sphingidae, Saturniidae, and Ceratocampidae
Life History. Coll. Ex. Buy.

IRWIN, RODERICK R., 602 S. Park St., Streator
RHOP. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Kistner, David H., 5°31 N. Kolmar Ave., Chi-
cago 30 . RHOP. Coll. Ex.

LAUCK, ALBERT G., 2716 Grandview Ave., Alton.
RHOP : esp . Oeneis . Erebia . Boloria . and Ly-
caenidae. Coll. Ex. Buy.

McElhose, Arthur L. , 8 l6 N. Belmont Ave., Ar-
lington Heights. LEPID: esp. MICRO. Coll.
Ex.

PANSKE, LEONARD G., 878 N. Hermitage Ave.,
Chicago 22. RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Buy.
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Phillips, Leonard S., Loyola University Medi-
cal School, 706 S. Wolcott Ave., Chicago.
P.IIOP, MACRO: esp. Catocala . Coll. Ex. Buy.

Rutkowski, Prank E., St. Bede College, Peru.
MACRO: esp. Saturniidae, Phalaenidae, Sphin-
gidae. Life History. Coll, Buy.

Sasko, Vladimir G. (Prof.), 1957 W. Chicago
Ave., Chicago 22. RHOP: esp. Papilionidae,
Nymphalidae, Mornho . etc. of western hemi-
sphere. MACRO: esp. Sphinx, Saturniidae,
Lasiocampidae and smaller moths, Catocala .

Life History. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

*Schoenherr, William H. , P.0. Box 675 >
Dan-

ville. RHOP: esp. Pieridae. MACRO: esp.
Sphingidae. Life History, Migration, Dis-
tribution. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

xWhittaker, Robert H., 205 Vivarium Bldg.,
Champaign. RHOP. Ecology, Distribution.
Coll.

*WOODCOCK, HAROLD E., 6115 Newport Ave., Chi-
cago 3 I4-. LEPID. Coll. Ex. Buy.

*Wyatt, Alex K., 58lf2 N. Kirby Ave., Chicago
30. RHOP. MACRO: esp. Eubaphe . Papalpema .

Heliothiinae. MICRO. Life History. Coll.
Ex. Sell.

Wren, George R., 5806 Drexel Ave., Apt. 2A,
Chicago 37 . RHOP: Satyrinae, esp. Cercyon-

ia. Genetic and environmental causes of
variation. Coll. Ex.

IDAHO

MANNING, JAMES H., 1515 N. 26th, Boise. RHOP:
Nearctic. MACRO: esp. Catocala , Sphing-
idae. Coll. Ex.

KANSAS

*STALLINGS, DON B., 216 W. First St., Caldwell.
RHOP: esp. Theclinae, Icarius

,
Philotes .

Megathymus . Amblysclrtes . Hesperia . MACRO:
esp. Sphingidae, Saturniidae, Catocala .

Melittia. Subspecific Distribution and
Seasonal Forms. Coll® Ex. Buy. Sell.

KENTUCKY

*Bishop, John A. (Dr.), Jeffersontown. RHOP.
MACRO. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

*Cook, Carl, Crailhope. RHOP: esp. Papilion-
idae of world. Coll. Ex. Buy.

MAINE

*Brower, Auburn E. (Dr.), 5 Hospital St., Au-
gusta. RHOP: Nearctic. MACRO: esp. Cato -

cala of eastern America. MICRO: esp. Aeger-
iidae of eastern America. Life History.
Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

MEMBERS

*GREY, L. PAUL, R.F.D., Lincoln. RHOP: esp.
Argynninae. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

MARYLAND

Cross, Frank C., 9413 Second Ave., Silver
Spring. RHOP.

Davidson, W.M., Box 66, Laurel. RHOP. MACRO.
Coll.

Fales, John H. , 1917 Elkhart St., Silver
Spring. RHOP: esp. of Maryland. Migra-
tion. Coll. Ex.

-*Reese, Jean (Miss), Lone Hickory Farm, Owings
Mills. LEPID. Coll.

MASSACHUSETTS

*Alexander, Charles P. (Prof.), Fernald Hall,
University of Massachusetts, Amherst. Clas-
sification and Distribution.

*Bailey, Norman S. (Prof.), l6 Neponset Ave.,
Hyde Park 56 . RHOP: esp. Papilionidae.
MACRO: esp. Sphingidae, Saturniidae. Life
History, Biology, Ecology. Coll. Ex.

Cady, M.E., 21 Border St., Dedham.

CARPENTER, A.J., 236 Huntington Ave., Boston.

*Carpenter, Frank M. (Prof.), Biological Labs.,
Harvard University, Cambridge 38 . Fossil
Insects

.

*Coher, Edward I., 12 Harvard Terrace, Allston

^Crawford, John W. (Dr.), 109 Pinckney St.,
Boston 1I4..

Denton, Carrie D. (Miss), 11 Denton Road,
Wellesley 8l. RHOP. MACRO. Coll.

*FAUTEUX, JACQUES M., P.0. Box 162, Framingham
Center.

Ghani, M.A., Fernald Hall, University of Mas-
sachusetts, Amherst.

*Gottschalk, Carl W. (Dr.), Dept, of Physiolo-
gy, Harvard Medical School, 25 Shattuck St.,
Boston 15 . RHOP: esp. Boloria , Oeneis „ Co-
llas . Breeding. Coll. Ex. Buy.

-*Johnston, William M., 88 Perry St., Brookline.
RHOP: New England. Coll.

Kamp, G.W., i-t-L)- Holmes Road, Dedham.

*Learned, Elmer T. (Dr.), 5^4-2 Maple St., Fall
River. RHOP. MACRO. Genetics.

McCabe, David T .,58 Thackeray Road, Wellesley
Hills 82. RHOP. Coll.

*Murphy, Gardner, l6 Chauncy St., Cambridge.
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*Robinson, Paul F. , 139 Union St., Westfield.
RHOP: esp. Hesperiidae of New England.
Physiology of reproduction and development.
Coll. Buy.

*ROGERS, W. PRESCOTT, 353 Lincoln Ave., Fall
River. RHOP. Coll. Ex. Euy.

*Smith, Marion E. (Dr.), Fernald Hall, Univer-
sity of Mass., Amherst. MACRO: esp. Arcti-
idae. Life History, Taxonomy. Univ. Coll.

*Werner, Floyd G., Biological Labs., Harvard
University, Cambridge 38 ®

MICHIGAN

*Beebe, Ralph, I4-I69 Tenth St., Ecorse 29. MI-
CRO. Distribution and Food Plants in Mich-
igan. Coll.

*Clench, Harry K., 1270 Sudbury, Willow Run
Village. RHOP: esp. Lycaenidae of world.
Phylogeny, Distribution. Coll. Ex.

*Dreisbach, Robert R., 301 Helen St., Midland.
LEPID: of Michigan. Coll. Ex.

#Hovanitz, William (Dr.), Department of Biol-
ogy, Wayne University, Detroit. RHOP.
Genetics.

*Hynes, Vonta P. (Mrs.), 152 Meachem Ave.,
Battle Creek. LEPID: local. Life History.
Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

*McALPINE, WILBUR S., 636 S. Woodward Ave.,
Birmingham. RHOP: esp. Riodinidae. MACRO:
local. Life History. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

*Newman, John H. , 9821 Peer Road, R.F.D. 1,
South Lyon. LEPID: of Michigan. Coll. Ex.

*Nielsen, Mogens C., I366 I Castleton Ave.,
Detroit 27. RHOP: Nearctic and exotic.
MACRO: esp. Saturniidae, Sphingidae, Cera-
tocampidae, Catocala . Nearctic and exotic.
Life History. Coll. Ex. Buy.

PRESTON, FLOYD W. , (changed address,
see page 12 )

Richard, Roger E., I832 N. Gulley Road, Dear-
born. LEPID: photography of Life History.

*Vogel, Harold A., 9121 Kresge St., Detroit
13. MACRO. Coll. Ex.

MINNESOTA

*Sweetman, Harry F. , 910 S. Sibley Ave.,
Litchfield. RHOP: Nearctic. MACRO: Nearc-
tic. Life History® Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

MISSISSIPPI

*Mather, Bryant, P.0. Box 217, Clinton. RHOP.
Coll.

MISSOURI

*MEINERS, EDIT/ IN P. (Dr.), 6651 Enright Ave.,
St. Louis 5* RHOP. MACRO: esp. Arctiidae.
Coll. Ex. Buy.

*0* BYRNE, HAROLD I., Iberia. LEPID. Ecology,
Behavior. Coll. Ex.

*Pickel, Benjamin H. , 3^19 Gordon Ave. , Over-
land 21. RHOP: Nearctic, esp. Theclinae.
Migration. Ex. Buy. Sell.

*REMINGT0N, P. SHELDON, 5570 Etzel Ave., St.
Louis 12. RHOP : Hesperiidae, esp . Megathy-
mus and Hesperia . Lycaenidae, Oenels . Erebia .

Sphingidae, Saturniidae, Catocala . Coll.
Ex. Buy.

*Thomas, George W., 107 Whitten Hall, Univer-
sity of Missouri, Columbia, MACRO: esp.
Plusiinae. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

*Gerould, John H. (Prof.), 36 Occom Ridge,
Hanover. RHOP: Pieridae, esp. Colias . MA-
CRO: esp. Bornbyx . Genetics, ecology of Co-
lias ; Anatomy and circulation of Bombyx.
Mimicry. Coll.

*Lennox, Donald J. , R.F.D. 1, Whitefield.
RHOP: Nearctic. MACRO: New England. Coll.
Ex.

NEW JERSEY

*Buchholz, Otto, J4.93 Markthaler Place, Roselle
Park. RHOP. and MACRO: Nearctic. Coll. Ex.
Buy.

CADBURY, JOHN W. 3 rd, Spung Hollow, R.D. 1,
Pemberton. MACRO: esp . Phalaenidae, Sphing-
idae, Notodontidae, Nearctic. Coll . Ex.
Buy. Sell.

Comstock, William P», 117 Lincoln Ave., New-
ark ij-. RHOP : esp . Anaea, Lycaenidae

.

MACRO: esp. Saturniidae.

*D0S PASSOS, CYRIL F«, Washington Corners,
Mendham. RHOP : Satyridae, esp . Oeneis .

Coll. Buy.

*Ehrlich, Paul R., 538 Academy St., Maplewood.
RHOP: esp. Papilionidae

,
and tropical forms.

MACRO: Nearctic Sphingidae and Saturniidae.
MICRO. Systematics. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

*RAWS0N, GEORGE W. (Dr.), c/o Ciba Pharmaceu-
tical Products Inc., Lafayette Park, Summit.
RHOP: Nearctic. MACRO: esp. northeastern
U.S.A. Distribution, Ecology. Coll. Ex.
Buy.

NEW YORK

#Bell, Ernest L., 150-17 Roosevelt Ave.,
Flushing. RHOP: esp. Hesperiidae.
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*Butterfly Store, 77 Madison Ave. at 28th St,,
New York. Buy. Sell.

BUTTERFLY WORLD SUPPLY HOUSE, 289 E. 98th St.,
Brooklyn 12. Ex. Buy. Sell.

Buxbaum, Paul, 360 Central Park West, New
York 25. RHOP: esp. Papilionidae . Coll.
Ex. Buy.

Candidus, Edward S., l8k& New York Ave.,
Brooklyn 10. RHOP: esp. Papilionidae, Or-

nithoptera . Morpho . of S. America, Africa,
Indonesia, Mexico. MACRO: same regions as
above. Coll. Buy.

*Casselberry, Raymond C., 55 Edgemont Road,
Scarsdale. RHOP. MACRO: esp. Catocala .

Sphingidae. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

*Crystal, Bruce W., 999 President St., Brook-
lyn 25« RHOP: esp. Papilionidae, Nymphali-
dae. Coll.

Farquhar, Donald W. (Dr.), 185 Claremont Ave.,
New York 27. RHOP. MACRO. Life History,
Distribution, Food Plants. Coll. Ex.

*Forbes, William T.M. (Prof.), Comstock Hall,
Cornell University, Ithaca. RHOP: esp.
Ithomiinae, MACRO. MICRO. Zoogeography,
Basic Classification. Coll. Buy.

*Frederick, Albert C., 6 Matilda St., Albany
2. RHOP: esp. Lycaenidae, Hesperioidea.
Coll. Ex. Buy.

*HEINEMAN, BERNARD, 2k7 Church St., New York
15. RHOP: of Jamaica. MACRO: esp. Catc -

cala . Coll.

Heilman, Geoffrey T., 25 W. k3 St., New York 18.

*HESSEL, SIDNEY A., 8 Woodmere Blvd. S., Wood-
mere, Long Island. RHOP: northeastern
U.S.A. MACRO: Nearctic Catocala . others of
northeastern U.S.A. Life History. Coll.Ex.

*KEJI, JOSEPH A., Biggs Hospital, Ithaca.
RHOP. MACRO. Life History.

*KELLNER, JOHN J. , 512k Beverly Road, Brooklyn.
RHOP. MACRO. Entomological literature.
Coll. Ex. Buy.

KIMBALL, CHARLES P., 205 Culver Road, Roches-
ter. LEPID. Distribution, Chemical Baits.
Coll. Ex. Buy.

*KL0TS, ALEXANDER B. (Prof.), Dept. of Biology,
17 Lexington Ave., New York 10. RHOP: we-
arctic Colias . Pieridae, Boloria. MICRO;
Pyralididae, esp. Crambinae. Holarctic and
Arctic-alpine Distribution. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Kolyer, John M., 25 High St., East Willis^on.
RHOP: esp. Papilionidae. MACRO. Life
History. Coll. Ex.

*McDunnough, J. (Dr.), Research Associate,
Dept, of Insects, American Museum of Natur-
al History, Central Park West at 79th St.,
New York 2k. LEPID: esp. Saturniidae.

McELVARE, ROWLAND R., 76 Ivy Way, Port Wash-
ington, L. I. MACRO: esp. Heliothiinae.
Coll. Ex. Buy.

Michener, C.D. (Dr.), American Museum of Nat-
ural History, Central Park West at 79th
St., New York 2k. RHOP. MACRO: esp. Sat-
urniidae.

Miller, Howard C., 222 N. Collingwood Ave.,
Syracuse 6 .

*Mills, Brooks B., Fox Lane, Mt. KIsco, R.F.D.
2. RHOP. and MACRO: eastern Nearctic.
Life History. Coll. Ex. Sell.

Morris, John W., 270k W. Genesee St., Syra-
cuse 9. RHOP: esp. Papilionidae. MACRO:
esp. Sphingidae. Life History. Coll. Ex.

*MUELLER, PAUL H., 9&5 Franklin Ave., Brook-
lyn 25. RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Buy.

NABOKOV, VLADIMIR (Prof.), Cornell University,
Ithaca. RHOP: Holarctic; Lycaenidae. MA-
CRO; Palearctic.

RUPERT, LAURENCE R., 1122 S. Main St., Horse-
heads. MACRO: Geometridae, esp. Ennominae.
Life History. Coll. Ex. Buy.

SANFORD, LEONARD J. ,
American Museum of Na-

tural History, 79th St. and Central Park
West, New York 21+. RHOP: Satyridae, esp.
Er.odia . MACRO: esp. Saturniidae, Sphing-
idae. Distribution, Range, Habitat, etc.
Ex.

SHERWOOD, COLLINS E., Newark Valley. RHOP:
esp. Papilionidae, Pieridae. MACRO. Coll.
Ex.

Shoumatoff, Nicholas, Bedford. LEPID: Jamai-
ca and eastern U.S.A. Distribution, Ecolo-
gy. Coll.

SPEIA1AN, MORRIS, 2781 Grand Concourse, New
York 58 . RHOP: esp. Pieridae. MACRO: esp.
day-flying. Bait and other attractants.
Ex. Buy, Sell.

*Zappalorti, Michael A., 7kl5 3rd Ave., Brook-
lyn 9 . RHOP: neotropical, S.A. only.
Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

NORTH CAROLINA

Sellers, Martha M. (Miss), 315 Probart St.,
Brevard. RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex.

NORTH DAKOTA

Adler, Julius, k07 Oak St., Grand Forks.
RHOP: Nearctic. Coll. Ex.

OHIO

BAKER, CLEMENT W., P.0. Box 1+5 5 * Waynesburg.
RHOP. MACRO: esp. Sphingidae and Catocala .

Coll. Ex. Buy.
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Bock, Theodore, 'JO Ehrman Ave., Cincinnati 20,
RHOP: esp. Ornithoptera , Papilionidae, Mor-
pho . Agrias, Caliro . Telia . Thecla . Precis .

Salamis . Char axe

3

. MACRO: esp. Rothschild-
ia . Arsenura . Autoiner is . At tacus . Castnia .

Arctiidae, U.S, Catocala . Coll. Ex. Buy.
Sell.

*Braun, Annette P. (Dr.), Box IplC, R.R. 13,
Cincinnati 30. MICRO: e3p. from Cosmopte-
rygidae to Hepialidae (Nos, 7^72 to 9876 of
McDunnough List). Life History. Coll. Ex.

*Carr, Robert, Colerain Ave., Cincinnati
23. RHOP: esp, Papilionoidea, Hesperioidea.
MACRO: esp. Saturniidae, Sphingidae, Sesi-
idae, Phalaenidae. Life History. Coll.

Cobb, Robert B., 59^4- Asbury Road, Cincinnati
30. RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

Duhlmeier, William, 2535 Indian Mound Ave.,
Norwood 12.

*Ferguson, Elias A., 1213 Bellflower Ave.S.W.,
Canton it. RHOP: e3p. Papilionidae, Bolor-
ia

f
Colias

f
of Par North. MACRO: esp. Ca-

tocala . Life History. Coll. Ex. Buy.Sell.

*Lind3ey, A.W. (Prof.), Dept, of Biology, Den-
ison University, Granville. RHOP: esp,
Nearctic Hesperioidea. Taxonomy.

*PRICE, HOMER F., Payne. RHOP. Coll.

Romine, Ray, 95^4- Westwood Drive, Marion.
LHPID.

*Smalley, Stephen B», Box 597» Route 8, Cin-
cinnati 30» RHOP: world. Life History.
Coll. Ex. Buy.

Thomas, Edward S., Ohio State Museum, Colum-
bus 10. RHOP: esp. Hesperioidea, Hair-
streaks. MACRO: esp. Catocala . Life His-
tory, Distribution in Ohio. Museum Coll.

*Voss, Edward G., American Commons Club, Gran-
ville. LEPID: of Michigan. Coll. Ex.

OREGON

•x-Albright, Ray, Dayton. RHOP. Coll. Ex.

*3AKER, JAMES B., Baker, LEPID. Coll. Ex.

-xDAVIS, JOHN E., State Dept, of Agriculture,
Salem. MICRO: esp. fruit-infesting species.
Coll. Ex.

*MACY, RALPH W. (Prof.), Dept, of Biology,
Reed College, Portland 2. RHOP. Biology.-
Coll. Ex. Buy.

RICE, HAROLD E., Route 2, Box 272, Eugene.
LEPID: esp. Nearctic and Australian; world
Papilionidae. Coll. Ex.

PENNSYLVANIA

*ACHERMANN, OTTO, 639 Walnut St., Irwin. RHOP.
MACRO. Coll. Sell(plastic mounts).

*Adams, J.W., 32 Pleasant St., Philadelphia 19.
RHOP: esp. Nearctic Hesperiidae. Taxonomy;
Distribution in Relation to Food Plants.
Coll. Ex.

•*CARY, MARGARET M (Mrs.), Ellet Lane and Wis-
sahickon Ave., Mt. Airy, Philadelphia 19.
MACRO: e3p. Sphingidae and Catocala . Life
History. Coll. Buy.

Ehle, George, 3 lip Atkins Ave., Lancaster.
RHOP: esp. Lycaenidae. Coll. Sell.

*Jay, William, 6358 McCallumn St., Germantown,
Philadelphia. RHOP: esp. Papilionidae,
Sneyerla . MACRO: esp. Sphingidae, Catocala .

Coll. Buy.

*MERKER , CHARLES G., 1520 Cooper St., Pitts-
burgh 12. LEPID. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

*Moyer, Howard C., Box 238, R.D. 2, Sinking
Springs. RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex. Buy.
Sell.

*Napier, Arthur H. , 5°3 E. Willow Grove Ave.,
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia. RHOP: Nearc-
tic. MACRO: esp. Sphingidae, Catocala .

Arctiidae, Phalaenidae; all moths of Penn-
sylvania.

*Peters, George, Adamstown. RHOP. MACRO.
Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

Rupprecht, Jerome (Rev.), St. Vincent Arch-
abbey, Latrobe. RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex.

*Sweadner, Walter R. (Dr.), Curator of Insects,
Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh 13 . RHOP:
Parnassius . esp. of Central Asia. MACRO:
esp. Sphingidae. Hybridization and
Evolution of species. Museum Coll. Ex.
Buy.

*Tietz, Harrison M. (Prof.), Dept, of Zoology,
Pennsylvania State College, State College.
RHOP. MACRO: esp. Phalaenidae. Food
Plants, Morphology. Coll. Ex.

PUERTO RICO

Ramos, J.A., Biology Dept., College of Agri-
culture and Mechanic Arts, Mayaguez. RHOP:
esp. Neotropical. MACRO: West Indian.
Systematica, Distribution. Coll. Ex.

RHODE ISLAND

French, Ellery W.
, (changed address,

see page 12)

*Keith, Edward D., 200 Sackett St., Providence.
RHOP. MACRO: esp. Plusiinae, Ap antesis ,

Catocala, Papaipema .

SOUTH DAKOTA

HARVEY, BILL B., Box 52, Wall. RHOP. MACRO.
Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.
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TEXAS

Bridwell, L.H., Box I+I4-, Forestburg. RHOP:
esp. Incisalla . MACRO: esp. Catocala . Ex.
Buy. Sell.

BRUMBAUGH, JOHN M. , 6ll W. Hull St., Denison.
RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex.

Freeman, Hugh A., Box 292, Pharr. RHOP: esp.
Hesperioidea, Theclinae. Distribution, Ec-
ology, Taxonomy, Mimicry. Coll. Ex. Buy.
Sell.

GLICK, PERRY A., Bureau of Entomology & Plant
Quarantine, Box 1218, Waco. RHOP: esp. Pa-
pilionidae. MACRO: esp. C atocala . Saturn-
iidae. Aerial Insect Dissemination and Mi-
gration, Cotton Insects. Coll. Buy.

Kinch, Everard M., l68 Parkside Drive East,
Fort Worth. RHOP: esp. Papilionidae, Mor-
phidae. Coll. Ex.

Orchard, Charles D., 803 W. Lynwood Ave., San
Antonio 1. LEPID. Migration, Ecology.
Coll.

STRUCK, B., P.0. Drawer 271, Brownsville.
RHOP. MACRO.

Vernon, John B., P.0. Box 195, Bonham. RHOP:
esp. Papilionidae and Pieridae. Foreign
correspondence. Coll. Ex. Sell.

W I LS ON ,
KENT H. ,

J+30 Ridgewood Road, Fort
Worth 7. RHOP: esp. Papilionidae and Mega-
thymidae. MACRO: esp. Saturnioidea, Sphing-
idae, Catocala . MICRO: Jugatae, Cossoidea,
Aegeriidae. Life History, Migration, Gen-
etics, and Chemistry. Coll. Ex. Buy.

UTAH

*Downey, John C., Biology Dept., University of
Utah, Salt Lake City 1. RHOP: esp. Lycaen-
idae. Distribution of Lycaenidae in Utah,
esp. Lycaeides . Coll. Ex.

Phillips, W . Levi, 985 S. Third East, Salt
Lake City ii. RHOP. MACRO: esp. Pseudo -

hazis

.

VIRGINIA

FRANC LEMONT, JOHN G., 5829 Little Falls Road,
Arlington. MACRO: esp. Phalaenidae, Noto-
dontidae, Arctiidae, Lymantriidae. Life
History and Distribution. Coll. Ex. Buy.

*Fuller, Stanley V., 719 Park St., Bristol.
RHOP. MACRO: esp. Sphingidae, Catocala .

Life History. Coll.

Newman, John E., Woodlawn, Carroll County.
RHOP. MACRO: esp. Saturniidae. Coll. Ex.
Buy. Sell.

*Wood, Carroll E. Jr., bdk- High St., Salem.
RHOP: esp. eastern U.S.A. Pollination,
Food Plants. Coll.

WASHINGTON

ANDERSON, ANDREW, Patero3. RHOP. MACRO: esp.
Pseudohazis , Catocala . Coll. Ex.

COOK, WILLIAM C., 219 Newell St., Walla Walla.
MACRO: esp. Phalaenidae. Distribution.
Coll. Ex.

*Frechin, Donald P.,150ij. N. Lafayette, Bremerton.
LEPID: esp. Nearctic diurnals except Hesper-
iidae; Papilio machaon complex of world.

*Hopfinger, John C., Brewster. RHOP: esp. Sa-
tyridae, Lycaenidae. MACRO: esp. Saturni-
idae. Migration. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

*Johnston, Edward C., 2268 E. 60th St., Seattle
5. LEPID. Coll. Ex. Sell.

Riesland, LeRoy G., 1111 Warner St., Sedro
Woolley. RHOP. MACRO. Life History, Mi-
gration. Coll. Ex.

WISCONSIN

Arnhold, Francis R., Route 3, Chippewa Falls.
RHOP. MACRO: esp. Catocala . Sphingidae.
Life History. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Euting, Neal A., Rt. 4, Box 11B, Oconomowoc.

GRIEWISCH, LOUIS W., 111}. Gray St., Green Bay.
RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Jablonski, Raymond J., 922 E. Knapp St., Mil-
waukee. (see JAPAN).

MOECK, ARTHUR H., 3OI E. Armour Ave., Mil-
waukee 7. RHOP. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Renk, John J. (Brother), Marquette University,
1131 W. Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee 3» RHOP:
esp. exotic Papilionidae, Agrias , etc. Co-
loration. Coll. Ex, Buy.

*SIEKER, WILLIAM E., 119 Monona Ave., Madison
3. MACRO: Sphingidae, esp. Sphinx . Saturni-
idae, Catocala

,
Citheroniidae. Coll. Ex.

Buy. Sell.

*Stauffacher, Mrs. Emil W., 2208 12th St.,
Monroe. RHOP. MACRO. Life History of
Saturniidae. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

ZIEMER, SYLVESTER E., 715 Dorelle St., Kewau-
nee. RHOP. MACRO: esp. Saturniidae, Sphin-
gidae. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

WYOMING

Glasgow, Clyde L., P.0. Box 2i|-, Daniel. LE-
PID. Coll. Ex. Sell.

VENEZUELA

LICHY, RENE, Parque Sanabrla 5, Caracas.
RHOP: Venezuelan only. Euchromiidae, and
world Sphingidae. Ecology and Life History.
Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.
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*AVINOFF, A., 952 Fifth Ave. ,
New York 21,N.Y.

LEPID: Jamaican; Parnassius , Satyrus of Pa-
laearctic region.

Berjot, Etienne E.
, 1 rue du Plessis-Bcmmeraye,

Creil (Oise), FRANCE. RHOP. MACRO. Life
History. Coll. Ex.

Bird, Charles D. , 1930 Rosser Ave.
,
Brandon,

Manitoba, CANADA.

*Bruggemann, Paul F.
, R.R. 1, Furness, Saskat-

chewan, CANADA. MACRO: Geometridae. MI-
CRO: Hepialidae. Life History, Ecology.
Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

Cordlngly, George A., 9966 Sunset Blvd.
,
Be-

verly Hills, Calif. RHOP. & MACRO: of Cal.,
esp. Zerene . cecropla . Coll. Ex. Buy.

Downey, Duke, 51 West 4th, Sheridan, Wyoming.

Eisner, Thomas, 45 Lynwood Road, Scarsdale,
N.Y. RHOP: Rlodlnidae. Coll. Ex.

Fleming, Henry, Box 338, Coytesville, N.J.

Hards, Charles H. ,
40 Riverdale Rd. , Plum-

stead, London S.E. 18, ENGLAND. RHOP. &
MACRO: England & Nearctic, esp. Catocala
and Satumlidae. Life History, Migration,
Distribution, Variation. Coll. Ex.

KING, EDWARD J., 2211 W. Fourth St., Duluth
6, Minn. LEPID. of world. Coll. Ex.Buy. Sell.

Lewallen, Lawrence L.
, 346 So. 20th St. , San

Jose 12, Calif.

Mueller, Joseph, 610 Springfield Ave., Newark
3, N.J. LEPID: New Jersey. Life History.
Coll.

LATE CHANGES OF ADDRESS:

French, Ellery W. , University of Hawaii, P.0.
Box 18, Honolulu 10, T.H. RHOP. MACRO.

*KING, HAROLD L. , 4618 Abercorn St., Savannah,
Georgia. RHOP. Coll. Ex.

PRESTON, FLOYD W.
,
2024 8th Ave., Los Angeles

16, Calif. RHOP: esp. Pierls . Antho charts .

Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

SUMMARY

TOTAL MEMBERS 347

Sustaining Members- 93
Regular Members- 254-

Charter Members- 203
1948 Members- 144

Nations- 28
States in U.S.A. (including D.C. , Hawaii,

and Puerto Rico ) - 38

TOTAL LIBRARY & INSTITUTION SUBSCRIBERS .... 27

TOTAL EXCHANGES & GIFTS TO INSTITUTIONS. ... 13

TOTAL RECEIVING NEWS 387

Roepke, W. (Prof. Dr.), Laboratorlum voor
Entomologie, Berg 37, Wageningen, NETHER-
LANDS. RHOP. & MACRO: Palaearctic & Indo-
Malayan. Life History, Ecology, Genetics,
Morphology, Histology, Zoogeography, Sys-
tematica.

SMITH, EDGAR A., P.0. Box 733, Los Banos,
Calif. LEPID. Life History Photography,
Literature. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

Standard, O.D.
, 322 E. Coronado, Belen, New

Mexico. Coll.

*Travassos Fllho, L. (Dr.), Dept, de Zoologia,
Caixa Postal 172-A, SAo Paulo, Brazil. MA-
CRO: Ctenuchidae, Pericopidae, Castniidae.
Life History, Field Technique. Coll. Ex.

Unseld ,
James, Jr., Gravel Switch, Kentucky
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THE LEPIDOPTERISTS* SOCIETY: 1948

With the present issue the Lsp . News begins its
third volume and the Lepidopterists * Society enters
a new year. In order to refresh charter members
and inform new members on the aspirations and on
the progress of the first two years a brief account
of Society activities is presented.

The Society was formed and is continuing for
the purpose of advancing the knowledge of Lepidop-
tera by associating lepidopterists of all parts of
the world and keeping them aware of each other’s ac-

tivities by means of a small, informal periodical.
Some members are trained professional zoologists;
many are well-informed amateurs interested in seri-
ous research; most are amateurs with varying de-
grees of background who enjoy a lively interest in
Lepidoptera but do not care to publish papers on
special research. The problem of cutting across
such a diversity of interests is difficult and has
not yet been solved to our satisfaction.

While the total membership has been nearly dou-
bled during the past year, the most significant de-
velopment has been the extension of membership out-
side of North America. The total number of these
members has risen from 12 to 88 and the total num-
ber of nations from 9 to 30. Much of this interna-
tional development has been subsidized by gifts of
Society memberships from American members to lepid-
opterists in •’soft currency” countries, and there
is every reason to believe that these members will
wish to continue their membership when the dollar
balance has been restored.

Thus far the time has not seemed propitious for
forming the Society into an organization having
elected officers and meetings, but this development
is kept constantly in view. Constructive ideas for
the best steps in this direction are invited.

Much of the material in the Lep . News has been
planned specifically for News readers, and there are
several series of related articles. Prof. Forbes’
"Questions and Answers" column has become an estab-
lished feature of the News . The series of brief bi-

ographies has continued with its original purpose
of acquainting lepidopterists with the history of
their science; biographies of great Europ>ean workers
are planned for this year. A series of discussions
on an elementary level of procedures and techniques
of taxonomy has been presented and will be contin-
ued in response to many requests for such introduc-
tory discussions. The section giving abstracts and
comments on current papers relating to Lepidoptera
from the world literature has been continued and

much improved by the addition of several cooperating
abstractors; eventually we hope that every country
will have one or more members abstracting its liter-
ature and that world coverage will be virtually com-
plete. The series of reviews of important books on
Lepidoptera is continuing. At our request, papers
have been written by members to give accounts of Le-
pidoptera collecting in various parts of the world,
in 1948 the Arctic, Hungary, Jamaica, and the Rocky
Mts. ; Dr. Wilcke’s article in the current issue con-
tinues the series. The first article has appeared
in what is planned to be a long series of summaries
of the important Lepidoptera collections around the
world. Several articles on nomenclature were given
and are followed by Munroe’s discussion in the pre-
sent issue. There were numerous field notes and
technique suggestions, and we continue to solicit
significant notes of this sort. The series of re-
ports on war losses of lepidopterology is nearly com-
plete. The "Notices by Members" page was very active.

The 1948 Field Season Summary for North America
will be issued soon as a supplement to Volume II.

The annual List of Members provided a directory
of names, addresses, and special interests of all
members. The 1949 list will appear in the fall.

The Society’s Board of Specialists is a perman-
ent establishment. Its present composition will be
found on page 2 of this issue.

As in the past, no new taxonomic material (new
species, new descriptions, etc.) will be accepted.
It is felt that these should go to the multitude of
research periodicals. Usually only solicited arti-
cles are desired for the Lep . News ; it is intended
that these be chiefly of a review nature.

Volume 3 will be issued monthly, but will again
be discontinued during July, August, and September.

An important incipient Society project, "The But-
terflies North of Mexico", was outlined by F.M. Brown,
its Coordinating Editor. It is planned as an ex-
haustive treatment in several volumes of the system-
atica and biology of North American Rhopalocera.

Subscribers to the Lep . News (including all mem-
bers) are guaranteed the delivery of every issue.
Please check your file of the News to be sure you re-
ceived the nine issues of Vol. 2. We will forward,
at no cost, all numbers not received if you request
them before 1 May 1949.

1
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An aspect of Lepidoptera biology of prime impor-
tance for knowledge of taxonomy, phylogeny, ecology,
and genetics, as well as for economic studies, is
the exact identification of host plants on which
the larvae feed. Accurate identifications are the
only useful ones. Consequently arrangements have
been made to provide host plant identifications for
all North American workers. Probably members in
other parts of the world will find botanists of
their nations equally cooperative. North American
plants will be identified as follows:

GRASSES John R. Reeder
Osborn Botanical Lab.

Yale University
New Haven 11, Conn.

OTHER PLANTS Ivan M. Johnston
Arnold Arboretum

Jamaica Plain 30, Mass.

Dr. Reeder is a leading authority on grasses.
Professor Johnston is not only an outstanding plant
taxonomist, but also an enthusiastic lepidopterist

.

Please write them before sending material and please
mention your Lepidopterists ’ Society membership.

In order to insure ready identification it is
essential in collecting the plants to take the fol-
lowing steps:

1.

) Preserve the specimen carefully . Flatten
and dry it simultaneously either in a standard bot-
anical press or between sheets of newspaper placed
in a large book weighted by any heavy weight. Press
it for at least one week. The plant may be mailed
in folded newspaper, with the package braced against
bending by strong cardboard backing on both sides.

2.

) Preserve as many parts as possible . Leaves
attached to a stalk or twig and the flower are es-
sential for most plant species. The fruit is always
helpful, and in grasses the seeding stalk is neces-
sary. If it is small enough, press the whole plant.

3 • ) Include complete data : locality, date of
collection, habitat, and altitude if in mountains

.

-e&

IDENTIFICATION OF PARASITES

We will be glad to publish in the Lep . News re-
cords of all accurately identified parasites whose
host is known. Be sure to save carefully all para-
sites you rear. The following authorities have
kindly agreed to identify parasites. We do not yet
have a determiner for the minute Chalcid wasps, but
these should be saved. (See Lep . News, vol.2: p.53
for descriptions and illustrationsT)

The purpose of the Board is to strive toward a
high standard of accuracy in published check-lists,
life histories, etc. by providing authoritative iden-
tifications of specimens forming the basis of these
published papers. The following rules concerning
the service were formulated by the Board:

1. No specimens may be sent until the specialist has
replied in writing that he is ready to receive them.

2. No specimens will be accepted unless full data
(not key numbers) are on each specimen.

3. A series of each species must be spread, mounted
on pins; the others may be in papers.

4. Wherever possible, at least 3 prs. should be sent
for determination.

5. The specialist may, if he chooses, retain one-half
of the first 8 specimens of each species, but not
uniques unless by agreement.

6. Return postage should be provided.

7. Specimens must be carefully packed.

NORTH AMERICA :

Pieridae & Boloria (" Brenthis" ) A.B. Klots
Dept, of Biology,

College of City of N.Y.

New York 10, N.Y.

Satyridae C.F. dos Passos
Washington Corners, Mendham, N.J.

Speyeria ("Argynnis” ) L.P. Grey
Lincoln, Maine

Theclinae (Hairstreaks & allies) .... H.K. Clench
1270 Sudbury,

Willow Run Village, Mich.

Plebejinae (Blues) V. Nabokov
Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.

Hesperiidae (Skippers) A.W. Lindsey
Denison University, Granyille, Ohio

Phalaenidae & Notodontidae J.G. Franclemont
5829 Little Falls Rd., Arlington, Va.

Gatocalinae & Aegeriidae A.E. Brower

5 Hospital St.,
Augusta, Maine

CENTRAL & SOUTH AMERICA :

Hesperiidae E.L. Bell
150-17 Roosevelt Ave.,

Flushing L.I., N.Y.

WEST INDIES:

ICHNEUMON WASPS (ichneumonidae ) H.K. Townes
North Carolina State College

Raleigh, N.C.

BRACONID WASPS (Braconidae) .... C.F.W. Muesebeck
Div. of Insect Identification

Bureau of Entomology & PI. Quar.

Washington 25, D.C.

PARASITIC FLIES (Larvaevoridae ) ... C.W. Sabrosky
(same address as Mr. Muesebeck)

Hesperiidae E.L. Bell

All other Rhopalocera Eugene Munroe
Institute of Parasitology

Macdonald College, P.Q., Canada
AFRICA :

Lycaenidae H. Stempffer
Lab. d’Entomologie du Museum

45 bis, rue de Buffon,
Paris ( 50 ), FRANCE
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SOME REMARKS ON THE GENUS CONCEPT IN RHOPALOCERA

by Eugene G. Munroe
Institute of Parasitology

Macdonald College

In the past few years there has been a strong

tendency toward the subdivision by revisers of some

of the larger of the well known butterfly genera.

Conspicuous examples of this trend are the work of

Warren and of dos Passos & Grey on the Argynnidini,

and Nabokov’s study of the Neotropical "Plebeiinae".

The first group of workers have divided the fritil-

laries (in the strictest sense) into twelve genera,

with a promise of more to come, while Nabokov has

split so homogeneous a group as the "Blues" into

five subfamilies, each presumably breaking down in-

to a number of genera.

While not wishing to pose as an extreme "lumper",

I cannot bring myself to agree with these innova-

tions. The size of genera is of course to some ex-

tent a matter of taste, and, confronted by the same

taxonomic situation, two workers may quite legiti-

mately differ as to the number of genera necessary

for its clear interpretation. Within the limits

imposed on the one hand by the more or less defin-

ite species concept and on the other by the neces-

sity for fitting his arrangement into the general

scheme of zoological classification, the choice

made by each worker will depend on his appraisal of

three governing factors: first, the equivalence of

the diagnostic characters used with those which de-

fine genera in other related groups; second, the

usefulness of the genera adopted in outling the in-

ternal relationships of the group; and, third, the

usefulness of the genera adopted in outlining the

internal relationships of the group; and, third, the

scription and discussion. Thus, although I agree

with the authors I have mentioned in their interpre-

tation of relationships, and consider their work

admirable from a purely systematic standpoint, I

differ entirely in my evaluation of the factors go-

verning generic size, and consequently take issue

with their representation of the admitted relation-

ships in terms of genera.

Let us consider first the Argynnis complex.

Here the situation is fairly clear: there are two

principal groups, which are, roughly speaking, the

large fritillaries and the small fritillaries, al-

though a few of the smaller species, including the

type of Brenthis.* belong to the large fritillary

group. The large fritillaries are predominantly

North Temperate, with minor extensions into the mon-

tane and temperate regions of the Southern Hemi-

sphere, and with one tropical species. The small

fritillaries are predominantly Arctic and montane,

with a minority of species in the North Temperate

zone in each hemisphere. The two groups are separ-

ated by clear-cut genitalic differences. Within

each group, and particularly within the large fri-

tillaries, there is considerable variety, but the

general facies is remarkably constant, and children-

ae and the American group, near the extremes of va-

riation within the large fritillaries, are connect-

* Brenthis is actually transitional to the small

fritillaries in several respects.

, Quebec, Canada

ed by a fairly good chain of intermediates: paphia.
laodice. adippe . niobe. and aglaia . to name a few.
While genitalic differences within the two groups
are perfectly obvious, Warren’s implication that they
are so large and striking as to compel the recogni-
tion of numerous genera seems to me to be a gross
exaggeration. Warren’s eye was perhaps somewhat
sharpened by his previous experience with Erebia. an
exceptionally uniform genus even for the Satyrinae,
a group in which, as a whole, genitalic differences
are remarkably small. To me the genitalia within
each group seem very homogeneous, differing only in
minor characters of form and proportion; the differ-
ences are not at all comparable to those found with-
in such groups as Nymphalis. Junonia. Anaea. Calisto.
or Fhoebis. to mention a few with which I am fami-
liar. A group so uniform in ecology and general fa-
cies as Pamassius shows larger differences than the
"tribes" adopted by dos Passos & Grey, while in the
Hesperiidae species hardly distinguishable superfici-
ally, and congeneric on any interpretation, may show
the most conspicuous genitalic contrasts, as in Ephy-
riades and Achylodes . A classification of the Papi-
lioninae in which such minor characters were given
weight would require literally dozens of genera, and
such homogeneous entities as the thoas group would
have to be split. In the aristolochiae group of
"Polydorus" . a large part of the normal structure of
the genitalia, including the main body of the valve
and the outer tube of the aedoeagus, is wholly abort-
ed, and the claspers are greatly hypertrophied in
compensation, yet there are grave objections to the
generic separation of this group from the allied nox
and latreillei groups, in which the same parts are

entirely normal.

It is clear that the differences on the basis of
which the division of the fritillaries has been pro-
posed are not nearly as large as those which charac-
terize many of our commonly accepted genera. However,
two lines of argument are left open to supporters of
the division. They may say that Rhopalocerous genera
are in general too large, and that many of the more
important ones need splitting; or they may say that
the fritillaries represent a special case in which
excessive splitting can be justified on the ground
of expediency. The first argument almost answers it-
self. Using these characters we multiply the number
of genera of fritillaries by at least six. This is

likely to be a very conservative estimate of the pro-
portional increase if the system is extended to the
Rhopalocera as a whole, for the fritillaries are one
of the best known groups. If we go on to the moths,
we shall require twenty to fifty thousand genera, and
the system becomes cumbersome beyond belief. The on-
ly argument that I can see in favour of the procedure
is that it would bring our classification more into
line with that of the higher vertebrates, in which
orders are about equivalent to our families, and fa-
milies to our genera

;
in that group the situation is

rendered tolerable by the enormously disproportionate
development of one of the subphyla, and the relative-
ly small overall number of species.
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The second argument is in my opinion legitimate
in form, but I think that it has no validity in the
present case. It is obviously desirable to divide
large, heterogeneous groups, such as the Swallow-
tails or "Blues”, in which structural characters
are slight or inconstant, on much finer criteria
than need by employed in groups which are very uni-
form in appearance and ecology (e.g., Parnassius ).

or which present striking and trenchant morphologi-
cal characters (e.g., the Erycinidae). Structural
characters in the Argynnis group are certainly
slight, but the group can hardly be considered as

conspicuously heterogeneous. On the contrary, strik-

ing similarities in appearance, life history, and
habits extend throughout it and into the neighbour-
ing Phalantine genera, and even in some degree to

the related Dione . Heliconius . and Acraea complexes.

The only forms which are really divergent in appear-
ance are the females of a few species of large fri-
tillaries, and in each of these cases there is a de-

finite possibility of mimetic modification. The

cleavage in structure and pattern between the large

and small fritillaries, supported as it is by a cor-

responding cleavage in distribution and habits: tem-

perate-subtropical vs. arctic-subarctic, single
brooded vs. (frequently) multiple brooded, etc., is

certainly significant, and represents a division

which is not only of major importance to the speci-

alist but also of practical value to the general
student. For groups of this scope I would without
hesitation recognize genera, viz.: Argynnis and Bo-
loria . The finer nuances of relationship, however
interesting and suggestive though they may be, could

receive quite adequate treatment in the entirely
conventional terms of subgenera, sections, and spe-

cies groups. I might, I must confess, be tempted
to separate as a third and monotypic genus the one

ecologically tropical species, hyperbius

.

which dif-

fers markedly from the other large fritillaries in

general facies. To split apart, however, such real-

ly close species as paphia . pandora, and childrenae.

aglaia and eurynome

.

or myrina and aphirape is a ve-

ry different thing, and can lead only to disregard
of our efforts by all but butterfuly specialists.

Intrinsic evidence of over-splitting is in fact

presented in the classification outlined by Grey in
Lep . News 2: 46 ;

for Grey’s subfamily Argynninae
must be equated with a tribe in Clark’s classifica-
tion of the Rhopalocera, which is summarized in Lep.

News 2: 73* When it is noted that an extra catego-
ry, the "group", has had to be introduced into
Clark’s scheme in order to avoid raising the Papili-

onoidea to subordinal rank, the discrepancy between
the restricted Argynnidine genera and the ordinary
zoological values can be very clearly seen. This

is a pale shadow, however, of the colossal dispro-
portion which appears in Nabokov’s classification
of the "Blues", to which we may now briefly refer.
Here we find that five subfamilies are recognized

in a group that Clark lists as a SUBTRIBE ! If the

proper heirarchy is to be followed, this subtribe

becomes a family, and the group Iycaenae becomes an

order. I do not for a moment imagine that Professor

Nabokov would actually follow this course, but sup-

pose rather that he would interpolate supplementary
categories between the subfamily and the family le-
vels. Why not, however, interpolate such categor-
ies between the genus and the species? Thus at one

stroke a multiplicity of induplicable generic names
could be avoided, and the genus retained as an enti-
ty intelligible to the general entomologist. Taxo-
nomic clarity would in no way be sacrificed, and sim-
plicity would be definitely furthered.

Having reached the end of this perhaps somewhat
tendencious discussion, I should repeat that I wish
in no way to criticize the taxonomic judgment or
findings of the authors whose work I have cited. For
these I have the highest respect: I differ only on a
question of nomenclatorial practice. I have selected
these particular revisions less as specific targets
than as widely read examples of an increasingly pre-
valent tendency, which I regard as regrettable. I

hope, therefore, that if some of my remarks have been
a little too heavily barbed, they will nonetheless be
forgiven, as having been made in a constructive, rath-
er than a destructive, intent.
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REPORT ON WAR DAMAGE IN EUROPE- IV. POLAND

by S.G. Kiriakoff
Ghent

, Belgium

There unquestionably has been much damage to
lepidopterology in the eastern European countries.
Unfortunately, there is not much hope of obtaining
extensive and precise information on that subject
for various reasons. So I feel very glad to be able
to give the readers of the Lep . News a few data re-
garding Poland, which have been kindly sent by Dr.

S. Adamczewski of the Warsaw Zoological Museum.

The Polish lepidopterists deceased or killed
during the war are: Dr. Jerzy Kremky, keeper of Le-
pidopterology in the Warsaw Museum; Mr. Marjan Mas-
lowski of the same institution; Ledwig Maslowski,
M.Sc., brother of the scientist just named; Zawercie,
Silesia; Mr. Jan Romaniszyn, Cracow; Zdzislaw Stuglik,
keeper of Zoology, Silesian Museum, Katovice.

The Polish collections of Lepidoptera destroyed
are: that of the Warsaw Zoological Museum, burnt on
November 1, 1944, and which contained about 500,000
specimens; those of several Warsaw lepidopterists:
S. Teplicki, J. Klenner, M. Hajkowicz, C. Nieniewski
and others. As is known, the city of Warsaw has suf-
fered probably more than any other during the war.

>
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BOOK REVIEWS

10. "The Lepidoptera of New York and Neighboring States, Part II,

Geometridae, Sphingidae, Notodontidae and Lymantriidae" by William T.M. Forbes

"The Lepidoptera of New York and Neighboring

States" is a work, which when completed, will treat

all the species of Lepidoptera occurring in North-
eastern North America. The area covered is roughly-

outlined as follows: the boundary on the east is

the Atlantic Ocean, on the south it is the southern

boundaries of the states of Virginia and Kentucky,

on the west it is the Mississippi River and a line

drawn northward from its headwaters, and on the

north the boundary is vague, but usually includes

the Arctic regions. Part I of this work was issued

in 1923; it covers all the "Micro" families and the

so-called Primitive and Specialized Bombyces, this

last a heterogeneous assemblage of not too closely

related families. (See review in Lep . News 1: p.63.)

After an interlude of a quarter of a century,

the much awaited and promised Part II appeared in

August 1948. This part will have an instant appeal

because it treats families of moths with which most

collectors are familiar, and about which they have

often expressed the wish, that there were some work

to help the serious student identify his material.

The manual is preeminently written for this purpose,

and it succeeds most admirably in accomplishing it.

The make-up follows the same format as Part I. The

keys are as simple as the circumstances will permit.

There are more illustrations of genitalia; this is

necessary because we are dealing with groups where
some of the close species can only be identified

with certainty by the genitalia.

The Geometridae are handled in a very praisewor-

thy fashion, and all stages are used in the system

of classification employed. We have in this group
a more modern view than any which has been present-
ed thus far. The Sphingidae follow the Classical

treatment of Rothschild & Jordan. The Notodontidae
have undergone some revision, all of which contri-

butes to a better understanding of the family. The

lymantriidae are treated in the conventional manner,

and are still much in need of revisional studies.

While Dr. Forbes makes some exceptions for his

nomenclatorial usage, it is on the whole correct.
I should, however, like to bring out some points
wherein I disagree with him.

Lycia H&bner [1825] (page 65) is given precedence

over Biston Leach 1815, though the tribe is called

Bistonini. The placing of cognataria Gn. with the

remainder of the species, as Dr. Forbes does, is es-

sentially incorrect; there exist tangible differen-
ces in the larvae and adults of both these groups,

and these are too basic to permit this association
to endure. Biston (with type prodromaria Schiff.)
should be for cognataria and its Eurasian allies

(Amphidasis Treitschke 1825 - isogenotypic synonym);

Lycia (type, hirtaria Linn., a species very close to

ursaria ) may be used for the remaining species so

grouped by Dr. Forbes. Harrison, who has done con-

siderable work on the group, divides it further.

Ipp. 263, 255 text figs. 1948. Cornell University
Agricultural Experiment Station Memoir 2?4«

Cabera Treitschke 1825 (page 71) is used instead
of Deilinea Hubner [1825] ; for the latter name one
has Hemming »s deductions that signature 20 of the
"Verzeichniss bekannter Schmettlinge" appeared between
January and September 1825; the former name appeared
in part ii of volume 5 of the "Schmetterlinge von Eu-
ropas". Part ii of volume 5 is reviewed in "Isis von
Oken", xix, 1064, 1826, and part i is reviewed in
"Isis von Oken", xviii, 53, 1826. I have not been
able to determine whether the signature of the "Ver-
zeichniss" containing Deilinea was issued first or
Treitschke *s work containing Cabera . In this case
I am inclined to follow Dr. Forbes* usage of Cabera.
though McDunnough may be right in using Deilinea .

Lithina Hubner [1825] (page 88) is not correctly
applied; Lozogramma Stephens 1831 should have been
used. The latter name was proposed for the single
species petraria Hbn. (very close to subaequaria )

.

while Lithina was proposed with two included species,
avenacearia Schiff. and petraria Hbn.; Prout in 1901
chose avenacearia Schiff. as the type of Lithina and
thus preserved the traditional usage of Lozogramma .

The tribal name Lithinini will have to be changed to
Lozogrammini as Lithina falls in the Itame-complex.

The use of the name Therina Hubner, [1832] ^ (p.100)
for American species is without any nomenclatorial
basis. When the name was proposed, the names of two
species were included, fasciaria Linn, and perfidaria
Hbn.; this last, a nomen nudum, was never connected
with any description or figure, thus the genus is vir-
tually monobasic and a synonym of Ellopia Treitschke.
If all the species listed by Dr. Forbes are to be
placed in one genus, then the name used should be
Lambdina Capps. I, however, prefer to adhere to Mr.
Capps* divisions of the American species in this group.

With reference to Sabulodes Guenee (page 108), I

do not think this all-inclusive use should be advo-
cated. The use of Ante pione for arcasaria and Pro-
choerodes for transversata should be adopted, as Mc-
Dunnough has done in his Check List. There are too
many discrepancies between these concepts to unite
all under one name.

Hemitheinae (page 110) should be suppressed in
favor of Georaetrinae; the type of Geometra was desig-
nated by Duponchel in 1829 as papilionaria Linn.

Haemorrhagia Grote & Robinson 1865 (page 195)
with type thysbe Fab. should be suppressed in favor
of the older name Hemaris Dalman 1817 with type fu-

ciformis Linn.

Oligocentria delicata Dyar (page 226) is not a
race of ligni color Walker, but a distinct species;
it is browner and if anything slightly larger, not
smaller, than the average lignicolor .

2Therina Hbn. is used in the "Zutr. z. Samml. Exot.
Schmett." Ill, 8, 1825 for the new species fervidaria
Hbn. and fasciaria Linn., but this is later than the
usage in the "Verz. bek. Schmett." 283, [1823] •
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The names used in the Lymantriidae (pages 239-

245) call for the most comment. The argument over

Euproctis Hbn. [1819] ,
Porthesia Stephens 1829 and

Nymgia Hiibner [1820] centers around the moot ques-

tion of misidentified types of genera. I believe

in accepting as the type of a genus what the author

said he had; Dr. McDunnough in his Check List has

done this, though in The Canadian Entomologist.

volume 53, page 45, 1942, he severely criticised my

stand on this question. I would use the names Eu-

proctis and Nymgia as in the Check List. I cannot

agree with the use of Lymantria Hiibner 1819 (with

type dispar Linn.). The differences between the

two species of Byrdia Schaus 1927 (type rossii Cur-

tis) and the type of Gynaephora Hiibner 1819 ( sele-

nities Esp. ) are of a very minor nature ;
in fact

fascellina Linn., the type of Dicallomera Butler

1881, is also extremely close, all these species

forming a very compact group. I do not consider pu-

dibunda Linn., the type of Dasychira Hiibner 1806,

and tephra Hbn. the type of Dasychira Hiibner [1809],

congeneric. With the 97th Opinion of the Interna-

tional Commission on Zoological Nomenclature in ef-

fect, the name Dasychira Hiibner [1809] would be ap-

plicable to our species, if tephra Hbn. could be

satisfactorily determined. Parorgyia Packard 1864,

the traditional name for our species, should be

used. The East Indian Olene mendosa Hbn. is rela-

ted to our species, but the differences which exist

preclude the inclusion of our species in a genus

with that species. In this genus, Dasychira (or

better Parorgyia ) . the specific names employed call

for comment also. The study I have made of the

group leads me to. believe that the correct applica-

tion of names for this work should be as follows:

Species 1. achatina J.E. Smith
meridional! s Barnes & McDunnough
race basiflava Packard

Specimens of both races come with and without

the black basal dash.

Species 2. vagans Barnes & McDunnough

Species 3. dorsipennata Barnes & McDunnough

As Dr. Forbes says, this is the species most

like Hiibner ’s figure of tephra . but the locality

is wrong!

Species 4« leucophaea J.E. Smith

Species 5« cinnamomea Grote & Robinson
race aridensis Benjamin

Species 6. obliquata Grote & Robinson
atomaria Walker I856 nec . 1855

form parallela Grote & Robinson

form atrivenosa Palm

The correct name for this species is obliquata

Grote & Robinson, as Dasychira atomaria Walker

1856 ("List Specimens Lepid. Ins. Brit. Mus.",

vii, p.1739) is a homonym of Dasychira atomaria

Walker 1855 ("List Specimens Lepid. Ins. Brit.

Mus.", iv, p.866). The type female of atomaria

Walker 1856 is damaged and poorly spread, and

thus gives an erroneous impression of the spe-

cies, but it is referable to obliquata .

Species 7. plagiata Walker
pini Dyar
pinicola Dyar

race manto Strecker
form montana Beutenmueller

The oldest name in this complex is plagiata Wal-
ker, and pini Dyar and pinicola Dyar are synonyms
manto Strecker may be held as a weak southern
race, of which montana is the melanistic form.

Notolophus German 1812 should be suppressed in
favor of Orgyia Ochsenheimer 1810; both names have
the same genus type, Phalaena Bombyx antique Linn.
The question of whether to treat the species common-
ly listed under Hemerocampa as a distinct genus or
not is a matter of personal preference; differences
exist, but they are slight.

The biological notes given in this work will be
of the greatest assistance to those collectors who
have some interest in rearing moths. I have stud-
ied them carefully, and I have found a few notes
which are at variance with what Laurence Rupert and
I have found in our experiences in rearing the spe-
cies noted. While Campea perlata has two broods a
year, the first is from larvae which feed to matur-
ity more rapidly, grow less, pupate the same year
as that in which the eggs were laid and produce
smaller moths. Lozogramma (Lithina ) subasquaria is
restricted to bracken ( Pteris aquilina ). Abbottana
clemataria does not hibernate in the egg stage, but
ip the pupal stage; the moth emerges early in the
spring. The second brood in the southern part of
its range is smaller and darker.

I suspect that rearing will prove that Pero
barnesi and Pero marmorata are the spring and sum-
mer broods respectively of one species. Any June
records for marmorata are undoubtedly referable to
morrisonarius . Here at Arlington, barnesi flies
with the first brood of honestarius and marmorata
with the second brood. This same condition holds
true at Ithaca, New York.

While the criticisms I list may seem lengthy,
this is a work of over 250 pages, and I checked it
through rather carefully. I cannot see how any col-
lector or working lepidopterist can afford to be
without the work; it is the only handbook of its
kind in America, and I am sure that most other field
entomologists, no matter what their field of inter-
est may be, will want to have a copy for ready re-
ference.

There is no free distribution of the work, but
it may be purchased by sending the sum of one dol-
lar and fifty cents ($1.50) to: The Mailing Room,
Roberts Hall, New York State College of Agriculture,
Ithaca New York. The supply of Part I is exhausted.

Dr. Forbes is at present working upon Part III,

which will cover the large family Noctuidae. Part

IV will cover the families Arctiidae, Euchromiidae,
and Nolidae in the moths as well as all the families
of the Rhopalocera.

John G. Franclemont
Arlington, Virginia
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by Dr. Hermann Wilcke

Kossen, Tyrol, Austria

When the snow first melted in the alpine re-

gions Biston isabellae Wheel, was beginning to fly.

It lives in the extensive larch-tree woods of the

Wipp valley between the Brennerpass and Innsbruck.

The males of this interesting species are to be

found a little earlier than the apterous females.

These wingless ones rest hidden in the bark of lar-

ches and are not easily discovered. B. isabellae

lives exclusively in larch-tree woods at about 900-

1100 meters above sea level. The flying time of

the hibernated Cidaria miata L., C. siterata Hufn.,

Lobophora polycommata Hb., L. carpinata Bkh. and L.

sexasilata Hb. did not begin until some time later.

These Geometrid moths are to be caught only at

light. They fly at an altitude of 600 meters a. s.l.,

(as in Kossen, for instance) preceding Phigalia ge-

daria F. or Anisopteryx aescularia Schiff ., the ear-

liest moths of the plains. Also Hibernia marginar-

ia Bkh., deeper colored here than in the plains, ap-

pears later and was this year extraordinarily rare

in consequence of the great drought of 1947*

In the first days of April the invasion of the

different species of Taeniocampa began, such as T.

gothica L., stabilis View., gracilis F., munda Esp.,

the rare miniosa F. and the very variably coloured

incerta Hufn. The great dark-splashed males of Bis-

ton stratarius Hufn., sometimes almost black, and

the males of B. hirtarius Cl., resembling Phigalia

pedaria F., came to my 1500 kilowatt lamp in num-

bers some evenings. You cam catch the females of

these Geometrids only in alder woods, where they

are sitting on the trees.

In the middle of April I got 2 specimens of the

very rare Notodonta phoebe Sieb. and Qdontosia gar-

menta Esp. and, 2 evenings later, 2 males of the

Saturniid Endromis versicolora L. In Tyrol E. ver-

sicolora flies regularly by day in alder woods and

comes to the light only when disturbed in the even-

ing wind. It is interesting that here the cater-
pillars of versicolora feed only on alder, instead

of on birch as in the plains regions.

The first Rhopalocera are Anthocharis carda-
mines L. with the orange-yellow apical patch on the

forewings, Leptidia sinapis L., a fragile Pierid,

and Pieris napi L. All these butterflies are fresh,

but Gonepteryx rhamni L., Aglais urticae. Nymphalis
io L. , and N. polychloros L. are very damaged after
hibernation. They all suck greedily on flowers of
Heath (Erica ). You will also find the Clear-wing
Sphingids Hemaris fuciformis L. and, a little later,
Hemaris scabiosae Z., when they are feeding at flow-
ers of Primula . In the beech woods the swift Sat-
urniid Aglia tau L. is flying, and less commonly Sa-

turnia pavonia . Among alder woods will be Brephos
parthenlas L., but very rarely Brephos puella .

At the end of April Agrotis cinerea Hb., pieeta
L., exclamationls L., and the first Dianthoecia spe-
cies were beginning to fly, besides the Drepanids
Drepana falcataria L. and D. cultraria F. Now and
then I found Notodonta trepida Esp., N. ziczac L.

,

often N. dromedarius L. , Dicranura vinula L. , and

finally Pfcerostoma palpina L. , outfitted with long
palpi. You can sometimes catch D. vinula on the
posts of the fences or on wooden bridges near the
mountain rivers, whereas Dicranura erminea Esp.,
having a design like embroidery of laces, and the
related Cerura bifida Hb., C. furcula. and C. bicus-
pis are found only at light. I was able to collect
D. erminea for the first time this year in Kossen,
where I have been exploring the fauna for fear years.
But in the other regions of Tyrol D. erminea is also
caught only rarely. The great number of Geometrids
appearing included Cidaria variata Schiff. , suffu-
mata Hb., nigrofasciata Goeze, capitata Hb., berber-
ata Schiff., the beautiful badiata Hb., autumnal!

s

Strom, Bucosmia certata Hb., Selenia tetralunaria
Hufn., Bapta bimaculata Esp., living in beech woods,
Deilinia pusaria L., D. exanthemata Sc., Eupithecia
oblongata Thnbg. and Chloroclvstis reetangulata L.

The first males of Parnassius mneiaosyne var

.

hartmanni L. appeared on 12 May, the females 10 days
later. This very interesting Parnassius appears in
Tyrol only at 3 places, far apart from one another,
and none wider than 2000 qm. Like all Parnassius
species, P. mnemosyne is protected by tihe Government

.

Because of their sailing and slow flying one would
not suppose that Parnassius mnemosyne is so diffi-
cult to catch. But if mnemosyne realizes that it is

being chased and the habitat is on a steep slope,

you cannot follow it. There is danger that both P»

apolio and P. mnemosyne will be rooted out, especial-
ly since the caterpillars, which feed on Sedum. are
collected in great quantities, and butterflies
are becoming rare in some places.

On the meadows Papilio machaon L., P. podalirius
L. , and crowds of little Blues, Lysandra bellargus
Rott., Polyommatus icarus Rott., arion L®, Plebe.lus

argyrognomon Brgstr., and Lycaena hippothoe L. were
enjoying themselves at this time. Celastrina argio-
lus L. flies only in glades 3 m. above the ground.
At the same time Melitaea aurinia Rott., athall

a

Rott., dictynna Esp. and phoebe Knoeh were to be ob-
served with Boloria euphrosyne L. on the flowers of
Compositae and Scabiosae.

At the end of May I travelled some days t© the
Northern Chalk Mountains of Innsbruck® There I col-
lected, at an altitude of 2100-2300 m®, under stones
near the snow banks, Biston alpinus Sulz. and, flying
in sunshine, Oreopsyche plumifera 0. 0. plumifera
appears a little earlier than Seioptera sehiffemil-
leri. another uncommon Psychid of the mountains

.

The Noctuid Anarta melanopa Thnbg. was to be seen in

very rapid flight from flower to flower. Only 5 spe-
cimens of Biston alpinus

.

which often passes 3-5
years in the papa, were noticed this year. However,

Anarta melanopa. funebris. and nigrita B®, the rare

and highly prized Noctuids of the highest regions,

were to be caught more often on Silene acaulis and

Dryas octopetala . Anarta cordigera Thnbg®, with its

yellow hind wings, could be seen at lower altitudes

on Heath (Erica ). On meadows of Erica at a level of
2000 m. I observed the webs of the Lasiocampid Erio-

gaster lanestris var. arbusculae Frr. with some young
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caterpillars, bat only twice the males. This moth
has a great enemy in the mountain thrushes, which,

in the absence of other food at this high altitude
and at this time, eat the caterpillars and the fe-
males. Thus far I have seen four females of this
species which were carried away from me by these

birds. At the foot of a steep slope I found the Noc-

tuid Hydrilla gluteosa Tr. ,
which is rarely taken.

In the meantime in Kossen the rare Oaezia tibi-
ale Esp. was flying near the woods, and on the mea-
dows Colias hyale L. and C. phieomone L., Noctuids
such as Mamestra reticulata, pisi L.

.

persicariae L.

and Cucullia prenanthis Hb. ,
scrophulariae Cap.,

verbasci L.

.

Toxoeampa craccae F., Thyatira batis L.,

Habrosyne derasa Hb., and the Cymatophoridae Cymato-

phora or F., and Polyploea flavicornis L. The very
rare P. ridens F. was to be gotten only at light.

In June appeared lone specimens of Stauropus fa-

gi L. ,
Hoplltis milhauseri F., Stilpnotia 1-nlgrum

Hb., Lophopteryx cuculla. Dasychira pudibunda L.

and, punctually at 3 o’clock in the morning, Dasy-
chira fascelina L. and Phalaera bucephala L. In

the high regions D. fascelina is one of the earliest
moths in the evening, but in the plains it does not

come to the sheet until after midnight. Also this

year I was astonished to see how scarcely the fe-
males of this species came to the lamp; with 250
males of D. fascelina I found only one female.

I observed how uncommon this summer were Bolor-

ia thore Hb., B. ino Rott., Habrynthis scita Hb.,

beautiful green-colored Acronicta alni L., Diphtera

alpium Osbeck, Acronicta strigosa (i got only 2 spe-

cimens), Agrotis candelarum. Dianthoecia filigrana.

D. marmorosa and Trachea atriplicis L. You can

hardly conclude from this fact that after a dry sum-

mer, as in 1947, some species are more frequent

than after a humid one.

In the beginning of August I travelled to the
6tztal. It was unfortunate that the first weeks I

had bad weather, so I collected chiefly at light.

It was on certain nights in Zwieselstein, situated

at an altitude of 1400 m. at the fork of the roads

to Obergurgl and Vent, very famous tourist centers,

that the first rarities of the mountain moths came

to the lamp. The evening began with Cidaria aque-

ata Hb., nobiliaria HS, infidaria Lah. ,
tophaceata

Hb., cyanata Hb., Acidalia contiguaria Hb., dimidi

-

ata Hufn.,and a little later Cidaria adaequata Hkh.,

minorata Tr. and nebulata Tr. Soon appeared the

first Noctuids; Haderta zeta Tr., H. maillardi Hb.,

Mamestra glaaca Hb. ,
Dianthoecia caesia Bkh. and D.

proxima Hb. The blue-green D. caesia and D. prox-
ima you will find by day on stones too. Only at

midnight the first Arctia ca.ja L. and the different

Arctiids Endrosa auritax Esp., E. irrorella Cl., Di-

acrisia sannio L. entered the sheet; also Coscinia

cribrum L. with her exclusive grey of the forewings,

which by day sits sometimes with folded wings on

stems of grass and under overhanging stones.

Back in Kossen I had caught the Arctiids Peri-

callis matronula L., Spilosoma urticae Esp., S. lu-

tea Hufn., S. lubricipeda L. and Phragmatobia fuli-

ginosa L., so I was glad to collect here Arctia fla-

via Fussl. The faui.a of this region is not yet al-

pine and many species from the plains flew to me

Vol.III, no.l

from the Inn valley, such as Agrotis prasina F., oc-
culta L. and janthina Esp. At Obergurgl was the
first place the alpine moths were encountered. Here
I placed my lamp above the village with the direc-
tion of the light down valley. The weather was rainy
and warm. In a short time the wall of the house be-
side the sheet was covered with different Gnophos
species, especially G. myrtillatus. ambiguatus

.

di-
lucidarius Hb., pullatus Tr. and glaucinarius Hb.

Also there were Cidaria cognata Thnbg., C. caesiata
Lang, with all its variations, and C. montanata Bkh.

The very scarce Leucania andereggi B. and Hydril-

la kitti Rbl. , discovered only 30 years ago, were at-
tracted by the lamp. I hurried out to slip into the
cyanide jar these swift-sailing guests and the clumsy
Hadena monoglypha L. before they escaped. Little
Mithymna imbecilia F., by day to be noticed on the
flowers of Thistle (Carduus), sits in the evening
not on the sheet but below in the grass. It slips
deeper and deeper if you are trying to bring it into
the cyanide jar. Like a bouncing ball Trichiura cra-
taegi var. ariae Hb. were flying outside the collect-
ing sheet, flicking it and finally settling down on
it after some minutes. Two beautiful Hadena rubri-

rena Tr. and some H. gemmea Tr., with their white
spots on the black or brown ground, the precious Ag-
rotis wiskotti Stndf. and A. sobrina G., were fascin-
ating and encouraged me a bit, since I had always be-
fore seen only the common alpine moths such as Mames-

tra serena F., M. dentina Esp., Acidalia incanata F.,

Ortholita bipunctata Schiff.,and Cidaria truncata Bkh.

The first male of Arctia flavia came at 3 o’clock.

This Arctiid alights mostly beside the sheet in its

shadow in the grass or at the frame of the sheet , so

that you may not notice it. Being fully occupied by
trying to examine again and again all the specimens
of the different Agrotis. hoping to find among them
perhaps an Agrotis culminicola Stgri or A. hyperborea
Zett., you can very easily miss the great Arctia fla-

via and the shadow-preferring species of Amphipyra .

Especially commonly attracted to the sheet were;

Agrotis polygona F. , A. fimbria with its white ven-
ter, now and then &. candelarum Stgr., frequently
e-nigrum L., rubi View., speciosa Hb., margaritacea
Vill., euprea Hb., ocellina Hbn. and alpestris B.

(both flying on Silene by day too), lucernea L. ,
hel-

vetina B., birivia Hb., decora Hb., simplonia HG.

and very frequently grisescens Tr., latens Hb., re-
cussa Hb. and ypsilon Rott. Almost all these species

have a grey ground-color like the stones, therefore

it is difficult to distinguish them one from the

other. Like forms of another world the species of
Calophasia. Caloplusia. Phytometra and Plusia. such

as variabilis Piller, chryson Esp., bractea F. ,
gutta

Gn., pulchrina Hw.
, jota L. , ain Hochw. , all rare,

flew in and mixed themselves among the Agrotis . Only
Plusia gamma L. was appearing too often, but here it

is sometimes opalescent brown-colored and you cannot

be angry about them any more.

During the daytime I was searching for Arctiids
on the mountain-chains nearly to the Karlsruher Hutte

at an altitude of 3000 m. One will find first only
Erebia. such as manto . pharte . epiphron. melampus ,

or nerine Frr., then Pieris callidice Esp. restless-
ly moving their wings in flight along the stony
slopes. Further you will find Parnassius phoebe F.,
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living in small scattered colonies and, sucking on

cushions of Silene acaulis . Plusia hochenwarthi

Hochenw. and Anarta melanopa . Also you will observe

exceptionally Psodos alticolaria Mn., alpinata Sc.,

trepidaria Hb. and coracina Esp. ,
quickly scurrying

over the screes. As you approach the glaciers,

Dasydia tenebraria Esp. are frightened out from

among the stones and Gnophos zellerarius Frr., whose

females are always sitting not like its brothers

under or beside stones, but UPON stones which are

covered by another plain stone. These females also

do not fly away, if you remove or let down the

covering stone. If you keep silent some minutes

zellerarius flies away. The males of this species,

which are taken more rarely, fly much more quickly

and a longer distance, and they sit down among the

rocks, where you cannot catch them. The males very
rarely come to the light, but never the females.

Having enough of the above Erebia. we tried to

get E. lappona Esp. and glacialis Esp. ,
gorge Esp.

and pronoe Esp. All these Erebia fly unusually
quickly and don’t permit the collector to approach

near enough so that he can get them when resting.

You must catch them during their flight. Even more

wary is Oeneis aello Hb.,which rests only on stones

and never on flowers and is very difficult to dis-
tinguish from the stone color and which escapes at

once if it hears the least noise.

Some years ago it was reported in the literature

that the Arctiid Orodemnias cervini Butt, would be

found only in Switzerland, near the Gornergrat. But

this very interesting species is also indigenous in

the highest dtztal near the South-Tyrol frontier at

about 3000 m. They usually live under stones by day
and are not very difficult to collect. There you
will also see the caterpillars and pupae at almost
the same time as the moth. But the area where 0.

cervini lives includes hardly 2500 qm. and few col-

lectors know it. It is easier to get the other

Arctiid of these regions, 0. quenselii Payk.,which,

like Paraaemia plantaginis. flies quickly in the af-

ternoon hours on Erica slopes. But you can see the

females of quenselii on stalks of grass in the ear-

ly morning. In the same habitat the lepidopterist
will find the Arctiid Endrosa ramosa F.

In these days in Obergurgl I had good luck with
the weather and hence collected Colias palaeno 0.,

Plebe.lus orbitulus Prun., and Lycaena dorilis var.
subalpina Spr. (without the characteristic orange-
yellow spots on the underside of the hind wings).

In the beginning of September I travelled in the

Stubai valley. This valley does not extend as far

to the south as the Otztal, but shows a very dif-

ferent fauna. Here you can get the beautiful Agro-

tis fatidica Hb., Leucania vitallina , and the rare

Hepialus carna Esp. and H. ganna Hb. The Geometrid

moths are the same as in the Otztal and give no

variety. Certain moths, such as Lobophora sabinata
Hs., Phibalapteryx calligrapharia HS., Plusia v-ar-
genteum Esp. and Cidaria dolomitana B., are to be

caught only in the Otztal and are scarce even there

.

However, the Stubai valley is the locality for

Omia cymballaria Hb. and rare species of Caradrina .

such as gilva, pulmonaris Hb., respersa Hb., and

exigua Hb., coming over often from the Wipp valley.

One night I experienced an invasion of Plusia
gamma . We counted 40-50 gamma on each 10 qm. of eve-
ry part of the lighted sheet. At 3 o’clock I had to
stop the lighting, for it was impossible to distin-
guish any moths in this throng or to take moths in
the cyanide jars without great damage. The sheet
was governed by gamma and only the Sphingids like
Herse convolvuli L., Deilephila gallii Rott., and D.

euphorbiae L., or other heavy-bodied moths did not
seem to be disturbed, but they soon resembled the
Trichoptera( caddis-flies), which have scaleless wings.

Some nights I have lighted about 1500 m. above
Innsbruck in the limestone mountains (the Stubai and
Otz valleys are of granite and slate-stone ) and col-
lected Agrotis vitta G., multifida Led., musiva Hb.,

praecox L.
,
forcipula Hb., flammatra F. , depuncta L.

,

ba.ja F., Hadena platinea Tr. and the beautiful Xan-

thla aurago F., citrago L., fulvag© L., and gilvago
Esp. Just beginning to appear were Polia chi L.,

Catocala fraxini L. , electa Bkh. , nupta L. , fulminea
Scop. Little by little the Geometrids, species of
Ennomos and Conistra. heralded the autumn.

In September it was possible to catch this year
not uncommonly the splendid Jaspidea celsia L. ,

ap-
pearing at the light punctually at 23 o’clock, and
the great loam-yellow Calamia lutosa Hb., which was
also found on the reed-grass flowers in the evening.
For some years we have not had the chance to get them
as we did this year. On the meadows some Zygaenids,
such as exulans Hochenw., transalpine Esp. and angel-
icas 0., were still flying.

After a change of the weather accompanied by snow
at an altitude of 1400 m. the flying-time of Orthosia .

Orrhodla. Diloba caeruleocephala L., Dasypolia templi
Thnbg., Miselia oxyacanthae L., Brotolomia meticulosa
L., Calocampa solidaginis Hb., and Dichonia aprilina
L. was beginning. In Tyrol the species of Calocampa,
Dasypolia. and Xylina fly more abundantly in the
spring after hibernation. Only in a warm late autumn,
like 1948, can you observe these species on the bait.

In October/November I was hunting in the high
Stubai valley for Poecilocampa populi var. alpina
Frey (distinguished from P. populi L. by the white-
grey forewings) and for Hibernia fumipennaria M. in
larch-tree woods at an altitude of 1100 m. Both spe-
cies were uncommon, whereas the abundance of Hibernia
aurantiaria Esp., Cheimatobia brumata L. and boreata
Hb. , Cidaria miata .luniperata L. ,

and Agrotis saucia
Hb. was extraordinary. Ptilophora plumigera L. (with

its long-plumed antennae )was present at the same time.

I hardly need to mention that species such as

Scollopteryx libatrix L. and Scopelosoma satellitia
L. ,

whose caterpillars eat other larvae, were at the

lamp as frequently as Orrhodia vaccinii. Orthosia
lota Cl., circellaris Hufn., helvola L., macilenta
Hb. and Xylina socia Rott. Altogether it is impos-
sible to name all Lepidoptera observed and caught
during the season. I have mentioned only the charac-
teristic and the uncommon ones.

When the first frosty nights arrived and by day

the mountains showed their snow-caps, 2 males of the
Death’s-head Moth (Acherontia atropos L. ), the great-
est Sphingid of Middle-Europe , appeared at the sheet.

Then, some days later, the season was finished.
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Under this heading are listed each month recent papers

from all the scientific journals which are accessible

to us and our cooperating abstractors. It is hoped

eventually to make our coverage of the world litera-

ture as complete as possible. Members outside North

America are urged to send us references of Lepidoptera

papers from journals unavailable to us. Papers devot-

ed entirely to economic aspects will be omitted.

Reprints are solicited from all publishing members.

Abstracts not initialed are by the Lep . News editor.

Initials of cooperating abstractors are as follows:

(P.B. )- P.F. Bellinger, (A.D.)-A. Diakonoff, (C.dP. )-

C.F. dos Passos, (T.SQ-T^Shi£dzu .

1. Bracks, Robert, "Quelques aspects de la faune des

L£pidopt6res du Pays Gaumais." (in French). Biol .

Jaarboek. vol.15: pp. 144-166, 2 figs. 1948* Account

of butterflies observed in one season in region of

Belgium near Luxembourg. Calendar of flight periods

given.
2. Corbet, A. Steven, "Revisional notes on Oriental

Iycaenidae: I.” Proc . Roy . Ent . Soc . Lond . (B), vol.

17: pp. 93-97. 16 August 1948. Notes on a number of

species. Describes as new: Arhopala myrtale epibapta

(Singapore, Sumatra); A. sintanga (Borneo); Jacoona

anasuja nigerrima (Burma); J. gamamaga (Burma); J.

hypoleuca birmi ni

a

(Burma); Chliaria amabilis lisba

(Malay Peninsula). Renames the Sumatran race of C.

amabilis— C.a. martini . (P.B.)

3. Corbet, A. Steven, "Revisional notes on Oriental

Lycaenidae: II. n Proc . Roy . Ent . Soc . Lond.(B), vol.

17: pp. 98-102, 1 fig. 16 August 1948. Notes on a

number of species; a revision of the Parana group of

the genus Nacaduba . (P.B.)

4. Harrison, J.W. Heslop, "A new race of Coenonympha

pamphilus . L., from the Hebrides." Ent . Rec . & Jcurn.

Var., vol. 60: pp. 111-112. Nov. 1948. Describes as

new C. pamphilus race rhoumensis (Hebrides). No

figs., no mention of genitalia. (P.B.)

5. Hinton, H.E., "Sound Production in Lepidopterous
Pupae." Entomologist, vol. 81: pp.254-269, 8 figs.

Nov. 1948. Lists species whose pupae are known to

produce sound by knocking against substrate or walls

of pupal cell, or by stridulating in various ways.

Describes and figures stridulating mechanisms. Dis-

cusses possible function of sounds (appears to be de-

fensive). (P.B.)

6. Mukerji, S., & T.V. Venkatraman, "Studies on Epi-
pyrops melanoleuca Fletcher (Lepidoptera: Epipyropi-
dae), an ectoparasite of the sugarcane leaf-hopper,

Pyrilla spp., (Homoptera: Fulgoridae)." Proc . Zool .

Soc . Bengal, vol.l: pp. 91-102, 9 figs. Sept. 1948.
Detailed observations on biology. Found that E. me-
lanoleuca feeds on juices of host, not on waxy secre-

tions; that it does not kill host unless host is ve-
ry young and does not affect fecundity; that it se-

scretes its own waxy fluff, like the host; that it

cannot find new host if dislodged or its host dies;

that position of parasite is along host abdomen with
head fastened near terminalia and anus fastened near
host wings; that all stages of host are attacked at

random. Describe eggs, larvae, mouthparts, pupa,

cocoon, adult; figure all stages and mouthparts and

wax glands. Extensive bibliography on Epipyropidae

.

A valuable paper.
7. Patel, G.A., & A.C. Basu, "Bionomics of Leucinodes

orbonalis Guen., (Lepidoptera) and Epilachna spp.,

(Coleoptera), the important pests of the brinjal. So-

lanum melongena L. in Bengal." Proc . Zool . Soc . Ben-
gal. vol.l: pp. 117-129. Sept. 1948. L. orbonalis
is worst pest of brinjal fruits in Bengal, but long,

narrow type of fruits less susceptible than spherical
type. life history described.

8. Rindge, Frederick H., "Lepidoptera: Rhopalocera"
in "Contributions toward a knowledge of the insect
fauna of Lower California." Proc . Calif . Acad . Sci .

(Ser.4), vol.24: pp.289-311. 12 Mar. 1948. Lists
81 spp. of butterflies, including 3 Papilio. 21 Pier-
idae, 1 Danaus. 1 Coenonympha. 13 Nymphalidae, 1 "Li-
bythea" . 1 Iymnas. 3 Riodinidae, 16 Lycaenidae, 21
Hesperiidae. The only species known only from L. Ca-
lif. is Myscelia streckeri . Only 9 of the 81 are
not known from the U.S.A. An interesting record
lists Lycaena hermes from Ensenada in May. An exam-
ple of a well-done regional list.

9. Teale, Edwin Way., "Scourge of the Monarch".
Nat . History, vol. 57: pp.356-359, ill. Oct. 1948.
Parasitism of Danaus plexippus by Achaetoneura ar-
chippivora ; good photos. [P.B.

)

10. Titschack, Erich, & Hans Schmalfuss, "Was befahigt
die Kleidermotte Wolle zu verwerten?" (In German).
Biochem . Zeitschr. , no.318: pp.393-400. 9 June 1948.
Wool can be used by clothes moths if the fibers can
be grasped by the Jaws of the larva or if some other
substance is present which apparently makes it avail-
able. The nature of the substance is known, but not
its exact identity. Lists are given of mixtures
which contain this substance (milk, blood, etc.), and
of compounds which have been tested which are not
the required substance. (P.B.)

11. Travassos, Lauro, "Contribup&o ao conhecimento dos
"Arctiidae". XV. Sobre o genero "Bertholdia" Schaus,
1896." Rev . Brasil Biol . . vol. 8: pp.341-360, 16 figs.
Oct. 1948. Lists species, with complete synonymy and
distribution; for those (5 spp.) of which specimens
were available, gives complete redescription, with
figs, of male, female, and genitalia. (P.B.)

12. van Son, G., "A New Species of Mylothris Hb. (Le-
pid., Rhop., RLeridae) from Southern Rhodesia." Ento-
mologist. vol.81: pp.203 -204 , 1 fig., pi. I: figs. 6, 7.
Sept. 1948. Describes as new M. carcassoni (S. Rho-
desia), with photos of type. Type in Transvaal Mus.
Valves of M. carcassoni. trimenia. sagala figured.

13. Viette, P.
, "Sur le genre Depressaria Haworth. (Le-

pid. Oecophoridae)." (in French). Rev , franc . d»ent .

.

vol.15: pp. 19-29, 30 figs. 1948. Characterizes genus.
Gives keys to male genitalia of 30 spp., figuring most.
Separates Agonopteryx and Depressaria but sinks Schi-
stodepressaria under latter. No biological or distri-
butional notes, no description except genitalia.

14. Viette, P., "Catalogue des Microlepidopteres de

Madagascar et des archipels environnants." (In

French). Mem . Inst . Scient . Madagascar (A.), vol.l:

pp.31-75 • 1947. Gives references to species record-
ed from Madagascar and nearby islands in families as

follows: Incurvariidae- 1, Tineidae- 30, Lyonnetiidae-

51, Plutellidae- 4, Epermeniidae-1, Gracilariidae- 7,
Coleophoridae- 1, Hyponomeutidae- 3, Ethmiidae- 4,
Blastobasidae- 2, Glyphipterygidae- 12, Schrecken-
steiniidae- 8, Aegeriidae- 6, Copromorphidae- 4, Car-
posinidae- 2, Xylorictidae- 19, Oecophoridae- 15,
Cosmopterygidae- 13, Metachandidae- 50, Gelechiidae-

27, Eucosmidae- 37, Tortricidae- 24, Phaloniidae- 3,
Pterophoridae- 9, "Crambidae"- 163

.

15. Viette, P., "Repartition geographique et genitalia
de Phycodes minor Moore (Lep. Glyphipterygidae)." (In

French ) . Bull . Soc . ent . France . 1948: pp. 92-93. 1948.
P. minor male and female genitalia described and fi-
gured. First record of this Asiatic species from Af-
rica (ivory Coast) and Mesopotamia. Reared on Ficus .

16. Williams, C.B., "The Rothamsted Light Trap." Proc .

Roy . Ent . Soc . London (A), vol.23: pp.80-85, pl.l.

15 Sept. 1948. Describes in detail with drawings and
photos this famous and highly successful light trap.
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PERSONALIA

ROBERT H. WHITTAKER received his Ph.D. from the

University of Illinois in 1948 and is now on the fa-

culty of The State College of Washington, as an in-

structor in the Department of Zoology.

J.W. TILDEN has received his Ph.D. from Stan-

ford University and is now on the faculty of San

Jose State College in California. His doctor’s the-

sis was on the insect fauna of the shrub, Baccharis

pilu1«rts. and in the course of his research he re-

corded the astonishing number of 256 species of in-

sects on the one plant.

Dr. WALFRIED J. REINTHAL, an Estonian who re-

cently emigrated to the U.S.A. from Austria, has ac-

cepted an appointment as Assistant Professor in the

Department of Zoological Sciences at the University

of Oklahoma. Dr. Reinthal’s research for many years

has centered on ecology and geography of European

Lepidoptera. Although he lost his collection in

Estonia during the war, he was able to bring 15,000

specimens from Austria.

Dr. T.N. FREEMAN was made Co-Ordinator of the

new Northern Insect Survey. In the summer of 1948

he had 8 parties in Arctic and Sub-Arctic Canada.

He personally collected in Labrador and Baffin Is-

land. We hope to present in the Lep . News several

reports on Lepidoptera studies by the Survey.

FREDERICK H. RINDGE, who is now completing his

Ph.D. thesis at the University of California at Ber-

keley, has been appointed Assistant Curator in

charge of Lepidoptera at the American Museum of Na-

tural History in New York. His appointment fills

the vacancy left by Dr. C.D. Michener’s move to the

University of Kansas (see Lep . News 2: p.88).

Dr. GBQRftF, W. RAWSON recently visited Donald ECf

and collected Lepidoptera with him around Boulder,

Colorado. He also collected in the Santa Rita Mts.

of Arizona with Dr. Ernest R. Tinkham of Tucson and

saw Harry K. Clench at Ann Arbor, Michigan.

The Aug.21, 1948, issue of the New Yorker maga-

zine contained an excellent article about Bn ANDREI

AVINOFF. Dr. Avinoff, who retired a few years ago

as Director of the Carnegie Museum in Pittsburgh,

has recently received favorable attention from art

critics for his painting.

Dr. CARL BURNER, the distinguished German ento-

mologist whose Lepidoptera classification is per-

haps the most significant one of recent years, is

continuing his systematical research in spite of his

advanced age. Dr. Borner writes that he needs ur-

gently a few adult individuals of both sexes and,

if possible, larvae and pupae of species of: Prodox-

idae (Yucca Moths), Epipyropidae, Mimallonidae, and

Pyromorphidae (such as Harrisina ). He notes that

specimens with torn wings or lacking scales (and

thus not very good for cabinet specimens) will be

very satisfactory for his anatomical work. Any col-

lector who provides specimens will be materially

aiding important research and will have the pleas-

ure of contact with one of the finest living lepid-

opterists. Dr. Bdrner’s address is: Naumburg-Saale

19a, Jenaerstrasse 22, Russische Zone, GERMANY.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Professor W.T.M. Forbes, of Cornell University, has

kindly consented to prepare answers to questions
submitted by members on any aspect of Lepidoptera
study, if extensive library research is not necessa-
ry. Questions are to be sent to the News editor.

Q. "Prof. Forbes, I have heard of some work which you
did with aquatic Lepidoptera, and would appreciate a
few instructions on how to rear and collect them and
exactly which species in North America are aquatic."

A. I have reared only one type of aquatics, those
that feed in still water, externally on floating ve-
getation. I used deep china pudding dishes, contain-
ing about 2 inches of water, tying a piece of cheese-
cloth over the top when I expected moths to emerge.
Put in a place getting plenty of light (even sunlight)
so long as the water does not get very warm. In good
light the green plants will oxygenate the water and
keep it sweet. For running water forms (Argyraetis )

one would have to set up a slanting stone (or perhaps
a board would do) and circulate pure water over it.

Treated city water cannot be used, but chlorine can

be got out of city water by circulating it a day or
so before putting in the specimens.

The chief fully aquatic Lepidoptera are the nor-
mal Nymphulinae,- Argyraetis on stones in running
water, Elophila proper and Nymphula in the broadest
sense case-makers on vegetation in still water; Acen-
tropus (Schoenobiinae) has a completely wingless fe-
male that remains under water, and is known in east-
ern Canada and northern New York as well as Europe.
There are also many borers in aquatic plants more or
less at home under water. The best adapted of these
is the Arzama group (Arzama in cattails and Bellura
in water-lilies). These live below the water level
in late stages, have the last pair of spiracles en-
larged, and so need only to back up the burrow till
the tail is out of water in order to breathe. Most
of these are Noctuidae, but Pyrausta penitalis. a Py-

ralid, bores in water lily and is at home below water.
Various other caterpillars are enough adapted to wa-
ter so that they do not drown themselves. E.g., the
salt-marsh caterpillar (Estigmene acraea ) first turned
up as injurious on marsh plants, and could swim from
plant to plant. Some South American Arctiidae (especi-
ally Palustra ) live wholly thus. The sphinx, Darapsa
versicolor, is often found on button-bush growing in
water, and must somehow manage to find a place to pu-
pate, but I have no idea how it does it.

Q. "Is it true that there is a group of moths which
are able to raise their body temperature enough to
fly later in the fall and earlier in the spring
than other Lepidoptera?"

A. I have no information on actual body-temperatures,
but most moths with this habit are so small and deli-
cate that it is much more likely that they are able
to use their muscles efficiently at lower tempera-
tures. They are a biological, not a taxonomic group,
for they belong to many families, also containing
more normal species. E.g., the three canker-worms
(fall, spring and Bruce’s) each belong to a differ-
ent subfamily, but are still very similar in habits,
appearance and adaptive structures such as wingless
female, delicate wings and so on.

W.T.M. Forbes
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All members may use this column to advertise their of-
ferings and needs in Lepidoptera. There is no cost for

this service. Unless withdrawn sooner by the member,

each notice will appear in TWO consecutive issues.

Offer FRENCH BUTTERFLIES and MOTHS in papers in ex-

change for exotic ones except Microlepidoptera.
F. Gaillard, 5 Cit6 du Midi, Paris 18, FRANCE.

JAPANESE BUTTERFLIES offered in exchange for American
species, esp. Lycaenidae ,

Satyridae, Nymphalidae.

S. Murayama, Shinjocho 744, Ibaraki-shi, Osaka, JAPAN.

Wanted for cash: SPETERIA DIANA and S. LETO. female

specimens with full data. J.A. Evey, Benson, Illinois.

For sale: over 500 STRYMON from all over North America
collected over 17 yrs., at 60 each; other groups, such

as Catocala. skippers, and 100 mostly So. Florida spe-
cimens at 80 each. D.F. Berry, Box 146, Orlando, Fla.

WISH TO PURCHASE to fill out sets:

Proc. Ent. Soc. Philadelphia: vols.1-6
Proe. California Academy of Sciences: vols.1-7
Bull. Buffalo Soc. Nat. Sciences: vols.2,3
Psyche: vols.ll, 13, 15 (pref. unbound)
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia: vols.1-20
Trans. Am. Ent. Soc.: vols.1-10
The Entomologist: vol.l

C.F. dos Passos, Washington Comers, Mendham, N.J.

SPEYERIA DIANA and many other scarce Lepidoptera avail-

able for exchange for desired spp. Will also trade
Lepidoptera for beetles or vice versa. No specimens
wanted without full data. William F. Duhlmeier, 2535
Indian Mound Ave., Norwood 12, Ohio.

Wanted: Argynninae, Papilionidae
,
diurnal swamp-loving

moths. Offer in exchange RARE HUNGARIAN LEPIDOPTERA
of any group. Dr. L. Gozmany, Budapest XII, Gyori ut
1. II. 14., HUNGARY.

PAPILIO ARISTODEMUS PONCEANA for sale and exchange. AH
other south Florida and Fla. Keys Lepidoptera also for
exchange. H.L. King, 4618 Abercorn St., Savannah, Ga.

DANISH LEPIDOPTERA offered in exchange for papered
Rhopalocera, Sphingidae, and Arctiidae. A. Andersen,
Odensegade F, 0, Copenhagen, DENMARK.

For sale: PUPAE and papered or pinned adults of So. Ca-

lif. Lepidoptera. Order single specimens, or quantity
at special rates; or sign up for "Butterfly & Moth of
the Month" or "Chrysalis of the Month" plan.

W.H. Evans, 8711 La Tuna Canyon Rd., Sun Valley, Calif.

Wish to purchase, exchange, sell Lepidoptera ova for
rearing. Mrs.Hazel Chase, 272 N.Union St.,Galion, Ohio

Living RJPAE of Eacles imperialis and Papilio troilus
offered in exchange for other specimens, including pa-
pered Papilio. or for sale at 250 each. Mrs. Vonta P.

Hynes, 152 Meachem Ave., Battle Creek, Mich.

For sale: COCOONS of Telea polyphemus . Callosamia pro-
methea (100 ea.,$l doz . ) . Automeris io (150 ea.,$1.60
doz . ) , Actias luna (250 ea.,$2.50 doz. ), Attacus cyn-
thia (200 ea.), Anisota rubicunda (50 ea.,590 doz.
Ancana mylitta (500 ea.). Bombyx mori eggs (500/100).
E.A. Ferguson, 1213 Bellflower, S.W., Canton, Ohio.
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ADDITIONS TO THE LIST OF MEMBERS

Arntz, Arnold, 110 Spring St., Syracuse, N.Y. MACRO:
N.A. Sphingidae, Catocala . Tropical LEPID.

Karp, Ben, 3148 Foothill Blvd., La Crescenta, Calif.
Lengyel, Julius F. (Dr.), Budapest XII. Budakeszi ut
38. HUNGARY. European RH0P: esp. Melitae

a

; European
MACRO: esp. Noctuidae ( Cucullia ). Distribution, Zoo-
geography. Coll. Ex.

Phillips, G. Lylle, 2746 Adams St. .Salt Lake City 6,Utah.

CHANGES OF ADDRESS

Cobb, R.B., 1109 Asbury Rd., Cincinnati 30, Ohio.
Evans, W.H., 8711 La Tuna Canyon Rd., Sun Valley, Calif.
Frederick, E.J., 501 Pennsylvania Ave., Richmond, Calif.
Freeman, H.A., 1335 Overhill Drive, Garland, Texas.
Fuller, S.V., Cassadaga P.O., Volusia Co., Florida.
Hemming, Francis, 28 Park Village East, Regent’s Park,

London N.W. 1, ENGLAND.
Hill, Charles, 1350 San Luis Rey Dr., Glendale 8, Calif.
Preston, F.W., 217 E. Barton Rd., Whittier, Calif.
Reinthal, W.J. (Dr.), Dept, of Zool. Sciences, Univer-

sity of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma.
Rindge, F.H., Dept, of Insects, American Museum of Nat.

Hist., Central Park West at 79th, New York 24, N.Y.
Tilden, J.W. (Dr.), 125 Cedar Lane, San Jose, Calif.
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OFFICIAL REGULATIONS FOR SHIPPING LIVE INSECTS

Since the first issue of the Lepidopterists *

News we have made efforts through the News to pro-
mote studies of immature stages of Lepidoptera, in-
cluding rearing, exchanging, and even buying and
selling eggs, larvae, and pupae. Consequently we
feel it is our duty to inform the News readers in
North America on the governmental regulations which
concern shipment of living insects, both to protect
lepidopterists and to facilitate their compliance
with the legal requirements. We are grateful to Mr.

C.F.W. Muesebeck, of the U.S.Department of Agricul-
ture, to Dr.T.N. Freeman of the Canadian Department
of Agriculture, and to Mr. Fred T. Thorne, of Cali-
fornia, for aiding in assembling this information.

For shipments to Canada, the statement is as
follows: nThe regulations under Destructive Insect
and Pest Act require a permit to import living in-
sects into Canada. Applications for permits should
be addressed to the Secretary, Destructive Insect
and Pest Act Advisory Board, Department of Agricul-
ture, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.”

"THE NEARCTIC BUTTERFLIES”

Current Developments

Hereafter the Society's proposed series of stud-
ies of the "Butterflies North of Mexico" will be re-
ferred to as THE NEARCTIC BUTTERFLIES. This is a
better definition of the scope of the project since
the political boundary between the U.S.A. and Mexico
is not biological, parting faunae that are basically
the same - southwestern U.S.A. and northern Mexico.

Progress is being made in getting the coopera-
tion of Society members. (See page 20.) In Febru-
ary some seventy-odd collaborators received the data
sheets for information about species in the genus
Danaus in their collections. This information will
be used by Dr. Fox in his study. If there are other
members who wish to contribute information, they
should get in touch with the undersigned.

The present editorial staff is almost complete.
Changes will be made as they become necessary
through the years of publication.

For the U.S.A., the following official state-
ment has been provided us: "The shipment of living
insects is governed by the Insect Pest Act of 1905,
... Persons contemplating the importation or inter-
state shipment of living insects should, therefore,
make application to the Division of Foreign Plant
Quarantine, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washing-
ton, D.C.

, for permits authorizing the movement
of the material. The Act refers specifically to in-
sects notoriously injurious to cultivated crops in
eluding vegetables, field crops, bush fruits, orch-
ard trees, forest trees, or shade trees. Although
it does not refer to beneficial and non-economic
forms, postal officials, transportation employees,
and others concerned can not be expected to differ-
entiate between those insects which are harmless or
beneficial and those which are of economic import-
ance. These agencies are cooperating in the en-
forcement of the Act, and it has been found that
movement of even those forms which are not consid-
ered as restricted by the Act is facilitated when
the shipment is accompanied by a permit."

Many States have regulations, but California is
most concerned with restriction of shipments. The
law reads as follows: "It is unlawful to import in-
to or ship or transport within the State, any live
insect, excepit honey bees... unless such shipment
or transportation is authorized prior to shipment
under written permit...of the California director
or the United States Department of Agriculture."

Editor-in-Chief - F. Martin Brown

Section Editors

Danaidae
Satyridae
Nymphalidae
Iycaenidae , etc

.

Papilionidae
Pieridae
Hesperioidea

Richard M. Fox
Ralph L. Chermock
(not yet confirmed)
William D. Field
F. Martin Brown (temporary)
Alexander B. Klots
(open)

Consultants

Biogeography - F. Martin Brown
Botany - William T. Penland
Immature Forms - Charles L. Remington

The work will be published in the form of gener-
ic monographs. Each genus or group of small closely
related genera will form a single publication. Each
will be complete in itself yet each will constitute
a definite part of a collected work on the Nearctic
Butterflies. The format will measure 4 5/8 by 7 in-
ches, printed on a 6 3/4 by 10 inch page.

A style manual has been prepared and will soon
be issued to the various editors and authors. Other
members of the Society may get copies from the pro-
ject Editor-in-Chief or the Society office at cost.

F.M. Brown
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WHAT IS SYSTEMATICS?

by Sergius G. Kiriakoff
Ghent State University, Ghent, Belgium

The readers of the Lep . News have no doubt much
appreciated the substantial articles by Dr. Reming-
ton on Taxonomy. The object of this note is to
give a short account of a more general aspect of
the question of the scope of Systematics. There ex-

ists a tendency, more distinct on the American side
of the ocean, to consider Systematics as a synonym
of Taxonomy (see Remington, Lep . News , vol.2: p.26)
which actually corresponds to the most restricted
meaning of the first term. Some authors, mostly Eu-
ropean, think that these terms are not synonymous
and that in fact the first of them has a much broad-

er meaning than the second which it includes. There
are a few scattered indications of this point of
view in the literature, but only one complete dis-
cussion of the subject exists, that by the Soviet
dipterist Paramonov ("Gegenwttrtige Systematik, ihre
Methoden und Aufgaben", Trav . Mus . Zool . Aca . Sci.
Ukraine,vol. 4: pp.3-25. 1934). I have only recently
read Paramonov’ s paper and was struck by the great
similarity, not to say identity, of his views with
my own. Here follows a summary of Paramonov’ s pro-
posed definitions, slightly amended so as to bring
them in complete concordance with my own views.

SYSTEMATICS is a biological science with usual-
ly two aspects, viz. the theoretical side and the
practical side. With regard to zoological Systema-
tics, in which we are primarily interested, these
two aspects are: a) Zoonomy and b) Zoography.

ZOONOMY or theoretical Systematics is the study
of the biological laws under which the present ani-
mal kingdom has developed and taken on the aspects
which it now has. Most of the biological rules we
are acquainted with (irreversibility law of Dollo,
law of the homologous series of Vavilov, climatic
rules of Gloger, Allen and Bergmann, etc.) must be
considered to belong here. Phylogeny (which also
has its own practical aspect) cannot be better
placed than as a branch of Zoonomy. Even Mendel’s
law and thus certain aspects of Genetics are so in-
timately connected with Zoonomy that one is entitl-
ed to ask himself whether Genetics cannot be includ-
ed in the great science of Systematics; this, howev-
er, is open to too much controversy, so that tempo-
rarily we may as well leave it out of consideration.

ZOOGRAPHY or practical Systematics comprises
the following sections:

1. Taxonomy or the science of the hierarchy of
systematic unities or categories (see 3, below);

2. Diagnostics or the description of the known
animal forms with their characteristics;

3. Classification or grouping of the known ani-
mal forms into categories according to their mutual
relationships. An example will show the difference
between Taxonomy and Classification: if some species
are placed partly in the genus Speyeria and partly
in Boloria, this is classifying; if we try to estab-
lish whether Speyeria and Boloria are entitled to
generic or to subgeneric rank, this is taxonomy.

4. Nomenclature or the doctrine of the rational
scientific names.

Vol. Ill, no.
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Taken in this broad meaning, Systematics forms,
in its turn, part of a complex of several very near-
ly related sciences, viz. Zoogeography, Faunistics,
and Ecology. Systematics is deeply indebted to
these various sciences without the help of which it
hardly could claim any progress. On the other hand,
Systematics forms as it were the backbone of zooge-
ographical, faunistical and ecological work, which
could not have any practical value if not aided by
Systematics.

PROCEDURE IN TAXONOMY - VI. TYPES OF GENERA

In order to achieve a uniform system of applying
generic names during revisions of classification,
the concept of the type of a genus was devised. The
type of a genus is one species and the generic name
must always be applied to the genus of the type spe-
cies. For example, Libythea was long considered to
include several species such as celtis, bachmanii ,

motya , etc.; recently the Old World species were
found to be generically different from the New World
species; since celtis is the type species, the name
Libythea had to be used for celtis and the other Old
World species, and a new generic name was proposed
for the New World Snout Butterflies.

The name for the type species of a genus has re-
grettably been ’'genotype" for many years. This is
not a valid term etymologically, since the combining
form derived from "genus" must be "gener-". Thus,
THE CORRECT TERM IS "GENEROTYPE" . The only possibly
valid use of "genotype" for a generic type would be

its devious derivation from the Greek equivalent of
genus, "genos". In spite of the long usage of "geno-
type" in taxonomy, the correction of the old error
has become imperative because the same term is used
universally in genetics for an entirely different
meaning. Geneticists formed the word by deriving it
correctly from "gene", the coined word for the unit
in living cells which controls heredity. Genetics
is a science on an equal footing with taxonomy; the
term "genotype" is far more important in genetics
than in taxonomy; in genetics it is correctly formed;
and genetics and taxonomy are becoming more and more
interrelated and thus the term would tend to become
used increasingly for two meanings in the same papers
- four compelling reasons why taxonomy must abandon
this term for the type of a genus. In fact, numerous
modern taxonomists have already adopted "generotype".
This has long been the editorial policy of the News .

Modern taxonomists who name new genera clearly
designate the generotypes. However, it has been
necessary to select types for most of the old genera
in which more than one species was originally placed.
The four terras for generotypes proposed by O.F. Cook
in 1914 (Amer . Nat., vol. 48: p.314) and commonly
used by entomologists are:

ORTHOTYPE - type designated in original descrip-
tion of genus;

HAPLOT!PE - only species in genus originally;
LOGOTYPE - type selected after original descrip-

tion of genus;
PSEUDOTYPE - type incorrectly selected after ori-

ginal publication.

C.L. Remington
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REGIONAL LISTS

by Harry K. Clench

Willow Run Village, Michigan

Publications dealing with Lepidoptera tend, in
general, to divide themselves into several fairly
discrete types. Descriptions of new species or sub-

species, group revisions or monographs, descriptions
of early stages are among the commonest. There also
exists one other very frequently encountered type
of paper, unfortunately rarer now than in former
years, THE REGIONAL LIST. It is the aim of this
discussion, not only to present a few pointers on
the preparation of such lists, but also to make a
plei for their increase in numbers.

Broadly speaking, any work which treats all the
members of any taxonomic category from any defined
geographical area might logically be termed a "re-
gional list”. Since this definition, however, in-
cludes such widely differing types of treatment as
Holland’s Butterfly Book , the McDunnough 1938 Check
List or a (hypothetical) list of the Strymon of the
Cincinnati region, it is necessary to restrict the
use of the term a good deal. For the purposes of

this paper a regional list may be described as be-
ing an annotated list of the species, subspecies,
etc., of a category of family level or higher (usu-
ally no higher than Order, however), of a defined
area of dimensions less than continental in size.
The dimensions usually adopted are political, though
they in no sense need be. Those most frequently em-

ployed are state or province, city environs, na-
tional parks, islands. When the size of the area
concerned becomes large (say United States; Canada;
North America) it ceases to be a regional list and
becomes (or should become, under a conscientious
and careful pen) a faunal treatise, with problems
and purposes quite different; or else a check-list,
which is, too, a different matter. When the catego-
ry is less than family level, and even that strains
the matter, it is either revisional ( i . e ., taxonomic
or systematic) or else a special subject study.

The regional list, adequately prepared, is a
tool of many varied uses. First is its service to
the visiting collector. A good list will enable
him to plan a visit to the region, knowing what to
expect and able to take advantage of emergence
dates. Another, more important, use of a regional
list is that made by the specialist revising a
group. Much of his distributional data will come
from such lists. Further, the amount and detail of
observations on the biology of the species in the
list will help him more in other phases of his re-
visional work, even to the point of furnishing leads
on new directions of investigation.

The additional uses are important indeed, but
less easily described. They all stem from the fact
that A WELL-WRITTEN LIST IS AN ACCURATE RECORD OF
CONDITIONS AT SPECIFIED TIMES IN A SPECIFIED PUCE.
The study, even the awareness, of changes in these
conditions either with respect to time or to place,
are immeasurably facilitated by such records. We
may cite such changes as population size or area;
migration records; foodplant variability of a spe-
cies over different areas.

Since any conscientious student writes a paper
with a purpose, it is evident that the composition
of a regional list must be made with its future use
constantly in mind. This automatically brings up
the subject of what should be included, and what ex-
cluded, from consideration.

First and by far the most important is the COR-
RECT IDENTIFICATION of all names employed. This is

so self-apparent that it may verge on the foolish
even to mention it. The fact remains, however, that
all too many lists in the past have lost considerably
in usefulness, even to the point of being confusing
or actually misleading, by the inclusion of inaccu-
rately determined species. The writer himself may
be unfamiliar with many of the groups, at least to
render expert decisions on critical taxonomic points.
That is a job for a specialist, requiring large col-
lections and library facilities hardly possible
for all. The Board of Specialists established by
the Lepidopterists* Society was designed to take
care of just such a condition. Its members are re-
cognized authorities in their particular groups,
quite abreast of recent taxonomic changes and fami-
liar with the species of their group far more than
most others. Their help should be enlisted for the
determination of any doubtful species. A good plan
in this connection is to send to the specialist a
list of the species of his group proposed for inclu-
sion in the regional list. Frpm this he can request
for examination any that he suspects are misidenti-
fied, subject to possible racial variation, etc., and
can at the same time revise the nomenclature to bring
it up to date. It is essential that the authorities
who made the identifications be clearly stated in
the regional list.

Second only to correct identification is the
DISTRIBUTIONAL INFORMATION. Brief general remarks
on the entire range of the species may be desirable,
especially if the list is to have a large local con-
sumption, but in any case as much information as
possible should be given concerning the distribu-
tion within the area treated. This should include
as a minimum a listing of all localities in which
the species has been taken. In lists of areas of
state size, especially where these have a relative-
ly unvarying topography, countries may be sufficient.
In areas of varied topography altitudinal ranges
are a necessity. Too much detail cannot be given:
space limitations may require some condensation,
however. An excellent example of detailed distribu-
tional treatment is "The Butterflies of Yosemite Na-
tional Park" by J.S. Garth (1935, Bull . So. Calif .

Acad . Sci .34: 37 et seq . ) . Garth presents detailed
locality data, altitude, and life-zone restrictions,
all in condensed, space-saving form, yet not cryptic.

Whether or not to include REFERENCES under the
species depends on individual circumstances. If
the list treats a region where the fauna is poorly
known, the nomenclature rather unstable, the species
poorly represented in collections, then references
are almost a necessity. Lists that are destined to
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be used in large part by people possessing little
or no detailed knowledge of the Lepidoptera (such

as university-sponsored state or local lists, which
are often used by students or entomology as aids to

identification) should contain references, at least

to some generally available or easily obtained illus-

trated work, noting such changes in nomenclature as

may have been made. Leighton’s nButterflies of Wash-

ington" (1946, Univ . Washington Publ . in Biol. 9: 47
et seq .) illustrates this nicely. The nomenclature
and sequence of species and groups usually follows

a recent check list. Such a fact should be noted,

as well as any deviations from that check list as a

result of recent group revisions.

Notes on the LIFE HISTORIES are very valuable
and important, especially the food plant or plants
of the particular species. It should be emphasized,
however, that for any such information given, its

source should be marked. Lepidoptera often vary
from place to place in their choice of food plants,

a fact that is easily obscured if a plant be cited

from some other work without reference. The import-

ant facts to be noted are: l) Is the information
quoted from another source and where? 2) Is the in-

formation locally observed and if so, in what man-
ner: female observed to oviposit on the plant; spe-

cies raised on the plant; individuals observed in

vicinity; or a predilection to visit or remain near-

by? These may be important differences. Many spe-

cies show predilections for plants that are not

their larval food. Often females will oviposit on

plants that are not proper larval food (thus caus-

ing sterility or death). Seasonal or brood varia-
tion in choice of food plant has been noted for sev-

eral species (notably Iycaenopsis argiolus of Europe,

and probably pseudargiolus of North America), a fact

that should be kept in mind, as such a sequence

might vary from place to place. The correct identi-

fication of the host plant is as important as for

the insect itself. Samples of host plants should
be submitted to a competent botanist for identifica-

tion (see Lep . News , 3: 2). It is no longer accept-
able for a writer to state for the host plant:
"grasses" or "pines" or "ferns". The name of the

botanist who makes the identifications should of

course be given. It is also significant to give

all biological notes on larvae, such as the exact

species of parasites found (see Lep . News 3: 2),

whether it is tended by ants, which birds and liz-

ards feed on it, and so on. Larval color, too, may
change from one place to another, and is important.

DATES OF EMERGENCE should be carefully noted,

giving where possible not only dates of earliest ap-

pearance, but also period of greatest abundance and
approximate disappearance. Where there are several
broods per season these should each be noted, and
whether or not the broods are discrete.

The above constitute the minimal requirements

(not necessarily in such fine detail; observations

of that precision are often only possible after ma-

ny years of residence in an area). What other in-

formation should be included depends on the oteervac-

tive powers of the writer. Locally observed migra-

tions, yearly fluctuations in abundance, and simi-

lar things are all valuable and properly included

in such a list.

In the introduction to the list a few additional
features should find inclusion: an account of the
topography is valuable; summary of climatic informa-
tion— temperature and precipitation data; an out-
line map is very advisable. It goes almost without
saying that if the region has been covered previous-
ly in whole or in part, reference to such previous
coverage should be made. An historical sketch of
collecting in the area, important collections of its
fauna and similar data are valuable and interesting.

The "don’ts" in writing a regional list have
been broadly covered, either directly or by infer-
ence, above. There remain a few, however, that
should be brought up at this point. The most impor-
tant is the inclusion of descriptive text. Unless
a new species or subspecies is involved, the most
that is ever required in a regional list is a few
words concisely comparing the subject with possibly
confusing relatives that occur with it. Far better
than consuming space, type, and ink with such verbi-
age - which is usually overlooked anyway - is to sel-
ect those confusing, interesting or poorly known
species or races and illustrate them— half-tones
are usually satisfactory, the more so since color
reproduction is almost prohibitive in cost.

A second "don’t" should be mentioned, though
the failing is much less frequent now than formerly.
This is the inclusion of taxonomic or systematic
changes. A regional list is no place to insert such
material, as it is thus very easily lost to compilers
and researchers who depend on the titles as guides
to the contents of the papers. If such changes are
unavoidable, and for a variety of reasons they may
be, they should be indicated in the title. Descrip-
tions of new species or subspecies are a special case
of taxonomic inclusion and are properly admissable in
a regional list, IF they are from the region covered
and THE FACT IS NOTED IN THE TITLE.

In conclusion, it should be stressed again that
the need for regional lists is great, that their use-
fulness is enduring, and that a properly, carefully
prepared list will be a mine of information for many
years, a genuine contribution to the science.

-^SSE. -S^sc.

The Coleopterists’ Bulletin is no longer a mimeo-
graphed monthly journal, but "is issued at irregular
intervals depending on the amount of manuscript ma-
terial at hand", and is now regularly printed. Its
attractive format and valuable contents are a credit
to its publisher and editor. Dr. Ross H. Arnett, Jr.
Lepidopterists ’ Society members also interested in
beetles will find the Bulletin of considerable util-
ity. The subscription fee is $1.25 per volume and
should be sent to Dr. Arnett at: 2826 N. Fairfax
Drive, Arlington, Va., U.S.A.

TECHNIQUE NOTE

Dr. S.L. de la Torre y Callejas, of Matanzas,
Cuba, writes that he now finds ether sulphuric with
carbolic acid superior to salicylic alcohol to sup-
press mildew in his collection. (See his earlier
note in the Lep . News , vol.2: p.86).
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THE MIGRATION OF BUTTERFLIES IN NORTH AMERICA

by C.B. Williams, Sc.D.

Rothamsted Experimental Station

Harpenden, England

I have been interested in the migration of but-
terflies for over thirty years, and have been fortu-
nate enough to see definite flights in South and
Central America, in the West Indies, in Egypt and
East Africa, at sea in the Atlantic and the Mediter-
ranean, and here at my home in England. I have not-
ed with pleasure the increasing interest in the sub-
ject in North America and welcome this opportunity
to draw your attention to some of the problems con-
fronting the student in that area.

In the British Isles we have only 68 species of
butterflies (of which at least one is extinct), and
of these 17, or one quarter, are known to migrate;
and about 11 are dependent on immigration for their
continued occurrence within our shores. In North
America you have I believe nearly 700 species, but
of these ray list of recorded migrants only contains
about 30 names. I am sure that the true number is
over 100 species and perhaps double this. My list
is as follows:

PAPILI0NIDAE:- Papilio cresphontes ; P. troilus ;

P. philenor .

PIERIDAE:- Ascia monuste : Eurema lisa ; E. nicippe ;

Phoebis eubule ( sennae ) ; Kricogonia lyside ; Co-
lias philodice : C. eurytheme ; Pieris napi .

NYMPHALIDAE:- Vanessa cardui ; V, atalanta ; V. vii»-

giniensis ( huntera ) ; Nymphalis californica ; N.
,1-album ; Agraulis vanillae ; Precis lavinia coen-
ia ; Polygonia interrogationis : Asterocampa cel-
tis; Limenitis archlppus ; Anaea andria.

LIBYTHEIDAE:- Libytheana bachmanii.
DANAIDAE:- Danaus plexippus : D. berenice.
LYCAENIDAE:- Strymon melinus .

HESPERIIDAE:— Urbanus proteus ; Achalarus lycidas ;

Hylephlla phylaeus : Hesperia attains ; Calpodes
ethlius .

Part of the immediate work of the members of
the Lepidopterists ’ Society should be to amend and
extend this list, if possible sorting the species
between regular migrants and irregular wanderers.

In the publications listed at the end I have
summarised at intervals what is known of the move-
ments of most of these species, and there is not
space here to repeat all this. The following notes
therefore relate to special outstanding problems.

First, general problems:— It is important to
find the origin or winter homes of your immigrants.
Do they survive the winter in your own sub-tropical
states? Do they fly across the Caribbean Sea or do
they come through or from Mexico? Just before the
War we started a campaign to get records of butter-
flies from ships at sea. Could something similar
be done from the Gulf of Mexico?

Is there a return flight? The more we study
the migrations of butterflies (and moths) the more
evidence we find of flights in opposite directions
at different seasons; they are usually to the north
in the spring and to the south in the autumn. Often

these two flights are very different in intensity:
the flight in one direction may be large, and gre-
garious, and so conspicuous and frequently recorded;
the flight in the opposite direction may be very
thin and only seen by careful watching. Students of
migration should always be on the lookout for thin
directional movements, or the evidence will be bi-
ased in favour of large flights. D. plexippus de-
finitely has a return flight and the evidence also
strongly supports similar movements in P. eubule
(see below), A. vanillae and others. It is curious
that the majority of well established movements in

Europe are towards the north in the Spring, while in
North America they are (with the exception of V. car-

dui ) towards the south in the autumn.

How do the insects keep their direction? We

don’t know!, but more careful observations in the

field cannot fail to be helpful. Carry a compass
and if you see a directional flight, record careful-

ly the bearings of flight and wind, and any change

in the direction and intensity of either. If the

flight lasts a long time (I have seen one that con-

tinued for sixteen weeks), take frequent observations
and a number of specimens at intervals. These will
help to check up on identifications. Many flights
are known to consist of several species moving simul-
taneously. A hundred or more is not too many, as

they can be used for statistical measurements and
possibly fat extraction (see l).

FILING RECORDS. We use a standard 3x5 inch
card for filing and extracting information. A re-
production is shown. Usually many of the squares
are blank, but they serve as a reminder to both ob-

server and student.
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MIGRANT INSECT RECORD

MARKING . Before the Wan* some hundreds of butter-

flies were marked in England (see 6: p.222), but

without any recovery at a distance. The mark should

enable the finder to know where to communicate the

discovery, and should enable the marker to identify
the actual individual. Here we used a registration
number and “LONDON ZOO*. The latter was considered
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to convey the most definite information in the few-
est letters. Our Zoo agreed to forward any informar
tion - but the War came instead

I

Now as to species :-

Danaus plexippus (see particularly 2:pp. 141-156
and 6 : pp. 155-184). Both sexes migrate regularly
from southern Canada to the southern states in the
autumn, and back again to the north in the spring.
There are many records of the autumn flights, but
few observations on the spring movement. Informa-
tion is needed on the dates of first and last ap-
pearances in different latitudes and different loca-
lities. In the south the butterflies hibernate in
masses on trees. Such localities are known in south-
ern California and in Florida, usually very close
to the sea. What other areas are there? Are there
hibernating areas along the Gulf coast in Alabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana or Texas? Are there any in-
land localities? What happens to the butterflies
that fly south through Texas in the fall? Do they
go onto Mexico? If so, do they hibernate there, or
remain active, or breed? Beall (see l)has recently
studied the fat content of the bodies of ’Monarchs’
before and after migration, but his available mate-
rial from the south was small. Can anyone help him?

I am writing a book on ’The Migration and Dis-
persal of Insects’ and very much want a good colour
photograph of hibernating D. plexippus . Can anyone
help me?

Vanessa cardui . The ’Painted Lady’ is a regu-
lar migrant both in Europe and in North America. In

some years it is abundant in the summer as far

north as Canada, and as far to the northeast as New-

foundland. The only records of immigration in the

spring appear to be from western Mexico, where at

times enormous swarms fly to the north. There were

big immigrations in 1924, 1926 , 1931> 1935, 1941,

and 1945. In some of the intervening years scarcely

a single individual was seen (see 4). Is there any

other source of immigration? Do flights come

through Florida? From climatic conditions this is

unlikely as V. cardui multiplies most rapidly in ar-

id climates and none exist south of Florida. Most

of the Vanessa that I have seen from Florida have

been V. virginiensis (huntera). Do any ’Painted La-

dies’ survive the winter in the U.S.A.? If none

survive the winter and if there is no other origin

than western Mexico, then the Newfoundland butter-

flies must have had a flight of nearly 3000 miles,

something even for a staunch believer in butterfly

migration to swallow

l

One of the most interesting discoveries that we

have made recently is that in the past 60 years the

years of big immigrations have tended to be the

same both in Europe and North America(see 6 : p.252).

Please collect all records of cardui in any part of

the U.S.A. - and also records of known absence -

both past and present and future - so that this the-

ory can be tested more fully in a few years’ time.

Is there any evidence for a return flight to

the south in the fall? It will require VERY care-

ful observation. Here in Europe we have such evi-

dence, but scanty.

Ascia monuste . According to the observations of
Mr. and Mrs. Hodges (see 6 : p.143) this species flies
to the south along parts of the Atlantic coast of
Florida from about March to May, sometimes in great
numbers, and then suddenly the direction changes and
the movement for the next few weeks is towards the
north. From the relative abundance of the grey var-
iety, which becomes more abundant as the season ad-
vances, it would seem that the population that flies
north is not the same as that that previously flew
south. More information and more observations are
required - both in Florida and elsewhere.

Phoebls eubule P.H. Smyth (see 4: p.227) made
a remarkable series of observations, lasting for
seventeen years, on this species in Alabama. He es-
tablished a definite movement in large numbers to-
wards the southeast from August to November, and a
very thin return flight to the northwest in March
and April. Where do the butterflies go in the north,
and where is the breeding area? In Florida on the
contrary Mr. and Mrs. Hodges recorded them as fly-
ing south along the east coast nearly all the year.
Do they cross the ocean to the Antilles? Do they
cross the Caribbean to South America? The species
is common in South America and is a regular migrant
there, but the two areas have not yet been linked up.

In England both the V. atalanta and N. antlopa
(which we call the Camberwell Beauty and you call
the Mourning Cloak) are regular immigrants. There
are suggestions of movements of V. atalanta in the

U.S.A. , but what about N. antiopa?

There are a thousand other questions that I

could mention but space is limited. The Editor has

however kindly offered to publish a second note on

migration of butterflies in Europe and other parts

of the world in a later number of the Lep . News .
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A LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Mendham, New Jersey
February 26, 1949

To the Editor:

In the December issue of the Lepidopterists

*

News (vol.2, p.103), you report Dr. Curtis W. Sab-
rosky at the 1948 annual meeting of the Entomologi-
cal Society of America as having spoken "forcefully
about the recent activities of the International
Congress of Zoology in completely revising the In-
ternational Rules of Zoological Nomenclature" and
state that he "criticized severely the apparently
dictatorial and unannounced actions of Mr. Hemming,
secretary of the International Commission" at its
13th meeting at Paris last summer. This Congress
consisted only of those individuals who attended
the meeting, and all its members, especially the Com-
missioners and those who attended the section on No-
menclature, as well as the Secretary of the Commis-
sion must be deemed to be the objects of these cri-
ticisms.

Dr. Sabrosky was not present at the Paris meet-
ing, so his remarks as reported concerning what took
place there are but conclusions based on hearsay.

On the other hand, I did attend the Congress as a

delegate, and devoted my time to the meetings of the

section on Nomenclature, which section was responsi-
ble primarily for the changes in the Rules. I was
present at about two-thirds of those meetings which
were held in the mornings, afternoons and evenings.

Consequently, I appear to be in a somewhat better
position to describe the procedure followed and com-

ment on the results attained.

Before the Congress was held, Mr. Hemming flew
to this country and within the very limited time at
his disposal consulted the Joint American Committee
on Entomological Nomenclature, and as many zoolo-
gists as possible in Chicago, New York, Ottawa, Wash-
ington, and possibly elsewhere, about the matters
that might come before the meeting. Naturally this
visit did not permit Mr. Hemming to confer with
everyone, everywhere about everything, nor could he
agree upon the precise language of any proposed
amendments to the Rules that might be adopted by
the Congress, nor even determine the matters that
might be brought up, since the latter subjects were
obviously beyond his control. It was for the meet-
ing to pass upon all these matters. Therefore, how
could every action to be taken by the Congress be
announced in advance, and to whom, when, and how?

The meetings of the section on Nomenclature con-
sisted of joint sessions of the Commissioners, their
alternates, and members of the Congress who desired
to attend. This was most democratic. Previously,
I believe, the Commissioners had always met by them-
selves. The meetings were conducted by Mr. Hemming
as Chairman, who brought with him from London a mi-
meographed dossier divided into thirteen parts and
consisting of about one hundred and twenty pages,
larger than legal size, covering in minute detail
various matters that were expected to come before
the meetings. Copies of this file were furnished
the Commissioners, and so far as available, loaned

to the other members of the section. In addition,
six other lengthy parts were prepared during the
meetings and furnished to those attending, and fin-
ally a report was prepared for submission to the ple-
nary session of the Congress. This imposed a tre-
mendous amount of work upon Mr. Hemming.

At the meetings each proposition upon which ac-
tion was proposed was distinctly stated and explained.
It was then discussed by those who wished to be heard.

In many cases the wording of the propositions was
changed or redrafted, after which each proposition
was put to a vote. While most proposals were adopted,

some were rejected. All voting was practically unani-
mous, but, of course, a majority vote was sufficient
to carry any proposition. All of this was strictly
in accordance with parliamentary law. It is fair to
assume that the meetings I was unable to attend fol-
lowed the same general pattern. It is sheer nonsense
to say that Mr. Hemming indulged in any "dictatorial"
action, or that anything was "forced through". The
majority of those attending the section meetings,
where the spade work was done, were Englishmen and
Americans. Can anyone believe that every single Am-
erican present would sit silently by while amendments
were being "forced through" under the "dictatorial"
influence of the Secretary? All differences of views,

and such admittedly occur at every large gathering,
were ironed out by discussions, and those not thus
disposed of were settled by a majority vote. Demo-
cracies act through majorities, even though the ma-
jorities at times be in fact minorities of those in-
terested.

The final plenary session of the Congress unani-
mously approved the report of the section on Nomen-
clature. Thus the Rules were amended, and in many,

many respects made ever so much better than they were.

When the final vote was called for, can anyone be-
lieve that there was not a single American with suf-
ficient courage to rise and denounce any improper
procedure at the meetings, if it had occurred? Were
they all so cowed that they had to wait until they
were three thousand miles away from Paris to regain
their composure and then voice a belated protest?
To ask the foregoing questions is but to answer them.
No power can suspend or restrict the operation of

the amendments until the next Congress convenes.

The assumption of such power by anyone would indeed
be "dictatorial".

Of course, no Rules of Nomenclature ever had or

ever will have any legal standing. The Rules do

have the highest moral and ethical standing and will
be observed by all zoologists of intelligence, co-

operativeness, and good will. The soundness of the
Rules, as they existed before the recent meeting,
had been proved by experience, but they were very
fragmentary, as everyone knows. Their value will
be greatly enhanced by the amendments adopted at Pa-

ris. Strictly speaking, it is not accurate and may
give rise to false impressions to say that the Rules
were "completely" revised. It should be made clear

that the fundamental provisions have not been altered.

It would be more accurate to say that the Rules were
corrected, amended, and annotated by incorporating
the opinions of the Commission under the provisions
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to which they relate. The former skeleton, after

changing some slight defects in its anatomy, has

been covered with flesh and clothed in a modern cos-

tume. Still, the fundamentals remain the same.

Mr. Hemming, who for many years has given his

spare time to the work of the International Commis-

stion on Zoological Nomenclature without receiving
any compensation whatsoever, deserves the highest
praise and the most generous thanks of all zoolo-

gists throughout the world for the meticulous care

with which he prepared for the recent Congress, and

the invaluable results obtained thereat, largely as

the direct consequences of his preparatory work.

When the amended Rules can be seen in black and
white, I feel sure that the vast majority of zoolo-

gists in America will be completely satisfied with
them. It will be time enough then for constructive
criticisms.

Yours very truly,

(signed) Cyril F. dos Passos

Editor’s note: It may be of aid to give those Lep .

News readers who have never had occasion to use the

International Rules of Zoological Nomenclature a

brief explanation of the background of the contro-

versy of which Mr. dos Passos* letter is a part.

The movement toward a stabilized system of Latin
names for animals got its greatest momentum when an
International Zoological Congress, near the begin-
ning of the present century, appointed a committee
to prepare a set of international "rules" which
would try to harmonize the contrasting views on the
proper choice of names to be used. To some degree
the procedures had varied according to nationality,
but also some acrid personal disagreements had ap-
peared in print. While relative objectivity was
achieved by the drafting committee, and a set of

rules was adopted, some of the then irreconcilable
differences of opinion were glossed over by shroud-
ing verbiage and others were left out entirely.

For several years there has been especially
strong agitation to amend the Rules, adjust the con-

flicts which had arisen from contradictory Opinions
(interpretive rulings by the permanent Commission),
and incorporate rules for the omitted points. Dr.
Sabrosky has been one of the leaders in this endeav-
or and has been regarded as notably objective in
his labors. It is worth reiterating that the "Rules"
must depend on general acclamation for their sup-
port. It seems obvious to me that this general ac-
ceptance must PRECEDE final adoption. If this is
so, the present Congress system, with action taken
by a small, unrepresentative, and in some cases in-
sufficiently informed group of individuals, is not
the right way to revise the Rules. How unsound it
is to confront the world’s systematic zoologists
with a fait accompli and hope that general acclama-
tion will result! We admire Mr. Hemming *s devotion
to his duties on the Commission and shall undoubted-
ly be in hearty accord with most of the changes in
the Rules, but we are convinced that Dr. Sabrosky
has a sound case against the procedures surrounding
the action at the 1948 Congress. It is necessary
to state this here, since Dr. Sabrosky and his co-
workers will publish their exposition in a journal
which may be seen by few News readers.

C . L.R.

COOPERATORS WITH "THE NEARCTIC BUTTERFLIES"

With the October, 1948, issue of the Lep . News
cards were sent to the North American members of the
Society. These cards were to be returned to the Coor-

dinating Editor to indicate the degree to which each
member was interested in cooperating with the project
outlined in the News (vol.2: pp. 77-78). Most of

those who wish to cooperate have now returned their
cards. The summary of the cards received is:

75 favorable 8 unfavorable

The tally by States is given in the following
table. The first number shows how many in the 1948
"List of Members" are interested in "RHOP." or

"LEPID."; the second number is for favorable replies.

CANADA 9 - 7 Missouri 4-2
Alabama 1 - 1 New Hampshire 2-2
Arizona 1 - 0 New Jersey 5 - 1

California 39 - 9 New Mexico 1-1
Colorado 7 - 4 New York 27-7
Connecticut 5 - 2 North Carolina 1-0
Dist.of Col. 3 - 2 North Dakota 1-0
Florida 4 - 1 Ohio 11-8
Georgia 4 - 1 Oregon 4-1
Illinois 16 - 4 Pennsylvania 11-1
Idaho 1 - 1 Rhode Island 1-0
Kansas 1 - 0 South Dakota 1-0
Kentucky 2 - 1 Texas 9-1
Maine 2 - 1 Utah 2-0
Maryland 4 - 2 Virginia 3-0
Massachusetts 8 - 3 Washington 5 - 2

Michigan 8 - 3 Wisconsin 6-4
Minnesota 2 - 0 Wyoming 2-2
Mississippi 1 - 1

F.M. Brown

-e& -eff

LEPIDOPTERA PERIODICALS FOR SALE

In November, 1916, the Boston Entomological Club

(actually lepidopterological only) began to publish
a small periodical called The Lepidopterist . After 1

volume of 13 numbers the editor, S.E. Cassino, with-
drew it from the Club, copyrighted the name, and con-

tinued publishing it. In all, 4 more volumes were
published from 1918-193 1> each with 12 numbers, ex-
cept the last, with only 3 numbers. When Cassino re-

moved the title from the Boston Club, the Club con-

tinued their journal as Lepidoptera, beginning with
"7ol.II". Both periodicals contained descriptions
of new species and forms as well as field notes.

There is much of interest and importance in both.

The Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard
University has unearthed a large stock of copies of

these periodicals and is offering them at reasonable
prices. A few sets of The Lepidopterist, complete
except for Vol.3, no. 8, are available for $3.00.
Single copies of all issues (except Vol.l: no. 4;
Vol.2: nos. 9, 10; Vol.3: no. 8; and Vol.4: no.l) are
offered for $0.10 each if text only; $0.15 if text

and plates. Of Lepidoptera only Vol.2 (minus nos.4>

9) is available, nos. 1-3, 5-8,10 offered for the same

price as single numbers of The Lepidopterist . Please

mention your Lep. Soc. membership when ordering these

from: Robt. L. Work, Librarian, Museum of Comp. Zool-

ogy, Harvard University, Cambridge 38, Mass.

©‘ C.L.R.
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RECENT LITERATURE ON LEPIDOPTERA

17. Bell, Ernest L., "Two new species of Telemiades

and notes on some others (Lepidoptera, Rhopalocera),"

Am . Museum Nov . .no. 1385 : 10 pp.,7 figs. 3 Jan. 1949.

Describes as new T. fides (Balboa, Canal Zone), T.

brazus (Neudorf, Brazil); lifts T. antiope from syno-

nymy as distinct from T. amphion ; shows T.misitheus.

marpesus. pehakia to be races of T. amphion . Male

genitalia of all but pehakia figured.

18. Berger, Lucien A., "Apropos de Pieridae." (in

French). Bull . & Ann. Soc . Ent . Belgique, vol.84:

pp.28-32. 28 Feb. 1948. Discusses Dufrane’s paper

(see our review in Lep . News , vol.2: p.96). Shows

many nomenclatural errors; criticizes some new infra-

subspecific naming; sinks Colot is mathieui Dufrane

under C. evenina sypilus Swinh., C. paradoxa Dufrane

under C. evippe mediate Falb., and C. vreuricki Du-

frane under C. subfasciatus ducissa Dogn.; sinks Col-

ias minuscula f. peruviensis Duf. under C. dimera f.

semperi Stkr. ; corrects two wrong generic placements.

19. Breland, Osmond P. & Lucille Hagan Schmitt, "The

Biology of Two Sunflower Gall Makers (Diptera: Ceci-

domyiidae; Lepidoptera: Lyonetiidae)." Ent . News

vol.59: pp.225-234, 3 pis. Nov. 1948. The lyonetiid

was Bucculatrix fusicola . found in Helianthus annuus .

Biology described, galls figured. 42$ of gall para-

sitized, by 3 spp. of parasites.

20. Caspari, Ernst, & Josephine Richards, "On the pro-

teins of a* a* and aa in Ephestia". Proc . Nat . Acad .

Sci., vol.34: pp. 587-594, 2 figs. Dec. 1948. A sug-

gested mechanism for the inhibition of eye pigment

formation in aa moths. (P.B.)

21. Cazal, P.,"Les glandes endocrines retro-c6r<§brales

des insectes (etude morphologique)." (In French).

Bull . Biol . France & Belg . Suppl . no.32: 227 PP«,
186 figs. 1948. A very important survey of the mor-

phology of the "retro-cerebral endocrine glands" of

insects, based on Prof. Cazal 1 s own studies of 27

out of 33 orders. These hormone-secreting glands

are the corpora allata and corpora paracardiaca . The

Lepidoptera are covered in pp. 123-129 and figs. 117-

123, considering glands of Pieris brassicae , Aporia

crataegi » Bombyx mori.Macroglossa stellatarum . Hylo-

i cus ligustri . Deilephila euphorbiae . Zygaena sp.,

Ephestia kuhniella . Lepidoptera much like Trichopte-

ra (caddis-flie s ) in having 2 prs. paracard, nerves,

lateralized corpora paracardiaca and allata . and no

hypocerebral ganglion. Finds evidence of close rela-
tionship of Lepidoptera with Trichoptera,Neuroptera,
Diptera, Aphaniptera, Mecoptera, Hymenoptera. Sug-

gests a superorder "Trichopteroldes" for Lepidoptera

and Trichoptera.
22. Chermock, F.H. & D.P. Frechin, "A New Race of In-

cisalia eryphon from Washington." Pan-Pacific Ent .

.

vol.24: p.212. Oct. 1948. Describes race sheltonensis
(Shelton, Wash.). Types in Carnegie Mus. No figs.

23. Collenette, C.L. ,"The Lymantriidae of Java." Ann .

& Mag . Nat . Hist . (Ser.12), vol.l: pp. 685-744, 3 pis.

4 Feb. 1949. Lists 146 forms, giving the location

of the types and locality records of specimens exam-
ined, as well as notes on distribution, classifica-

tion, etc. The following are described as new: Bu-

proctis tanystola ; E. conisalea ; E. camellia ; E. oc-

hacantha ; E. dichthyas ; E. epichrysa ; E. enochra ; E.

t.jikorei ; E. conistrae ; E. tina; E. casta ; E. pollux;

E. eclipes. E. exitela ; E. trettes ; E. t.likopo ; E.

azela ; E. perplexa 8chistocarpa ; Lymantria rhabdota ;

Dura helicta ; Aroa abalia ; Neorgyia javensis. All
new species and a few others are illustrated; the
male genitalia of some species are figured. (P.B.)

24« Corbet, A. Steven, "Papers on Malaysian Rhopalocera.

VII.The Skeat Expedition to the Siamese Malay States

in 1899-1900 and the Faunal Boundary in North Malaya"
Entomologist , vol.82: pp. 8-15, 1 map. Jan. 1949.
List of species collected; the faunal boundary is
drawn as determined by the occurrence of indicator
species of butterflies. (P.B.)

25. dos Passos, Cyril Franklin, "New Butterflies from
Mount McKinley National Park, Alaska, with a review
of Erebia rossii (Rhopalocera, Satyridae)." Amer .

Mus . Nov . . No. 1389: 17 pp., 28 figs. 6 Jan. 1949.
Describes as new in great detail: Oeneis mckinley-
ensis and E. rossii gabrieli ; 12 fine photos of each
and 4 of E. rossii ornata . Records and synonymies of
above 3 and races rossii and kuskoquima of E. rossii .

26. dos Passos, Cyril Franklin, "The distribution of
Oeneis taygete Geyer in North America with descrip-
tions of new subspecies (Lepidoptera, Satyridae)."
Amer . Mus . Nov . . No. 1399: 21 pp., 16 figs. 26 Jan.
1949. Describes as new races of 6. taygete : gaspeen-
sis (Mt. Albert , Que .) ;

fordi (Kuskokwim River. Alaska);
edwardsi (San Juan Mts., Colo.). Selects neotype of
0. t. taygete in Carnegie Mus. (Hopedale, Labrador.)
Clear photos of neotype of taygete . type of 0. bootes .

and types of all new races, but no genitalia. Ex-
tremely detailed descriptions and synonymies for all

4 races of taygete A remarkably thorough paper

I

27. Ferrel, Carol M.
,
Howard Twining, & Norman B. Her-

kenham, "Food habits of the Ring-necked Pheasant

( Phasianus colchicus ) in the Sacramento Valley, Cal-
ifornia." Calif . Fish & Game , vol.35: pp. 51-69,
figs. 9-14* Jan. 1949. Crop contents examined from
179 adults and over 50 chicks included larvae of
Pieris , Sphingidae, Noctuidae, Geometridae.

28. Freeman, T.N., "The Correction of a Genotypic Ci-
tation for the Genus Choristoneura Led." Can . Ent .

.

vol.81: p.10. Jan. 1949. Corrects his former lap -

sus calami by citing Tortrix diversana as correct
generotype

.

29. Good, P.M., & A.W. Johnson, "Paper chromatography
of pterins." Nature . vol.163: p.31. 1 Jan. 1949. A

method for determination of these characteristic pi-
erid pigments from very small samples (single butter-
fly wings). (P.B.)

30. Haggett, G., "Notes on Lepidoptera in West Sussex
in 1948." Entomologist , vol.82: pp.25-32. Feb. 1949.
(P.B.)

31. Harrison, J.W. Heslop, "A contribution to our know-
ledge of the Lepidoptera of the Isles of Lewis and
Harris." Entomologist , vol.83: pp. 16-19. Jan. 1949.
Annotated list from two of the Outer Hebrides. (P.B.

)

32. Hessel, S.A., "New Jersey Rhopalocera - Strymon
cecrops Fabr." Journ . N.Y. Ent . Soc ., vol. 56 : pp.243-
244* Dec. 1948. Records capture of S. cecrops near
Reed’s Beach on northwestern part of Cape May Penin-
sula on September 7,(1947) and August 26, 1948, in a
small swamp of about one acre in area. The author
believes the insect breeds there and describes its
flight and habits. A valuable contribution to field
observations. (C. dP.

)

33. Lempke, B.J., "Trekvlinders in 1947." (in Dutch).
Entomol . Berichten . vol.12: pp.305-311, 316-325, 7
figs. Dec. 1948, Jan. 1949. Eighth annual report
on Lepidoptera migrations in Holland. Records and
graphs given for 9 species of butterflies, 15 species
of moths. Unusually numerous in 1947 were: Pontia
daplldice ; Colias hyale ; Issoria lathonia ; and Macro-
glossum stellatarum . Conclusion: "On the whole a
very good year for migrants."

34* Lempke, B.J., "The Ortholitha Problem (Lep. Geome-
tridae)." Entomologi st . vol.82: pp.1-7. Jan. 1949.
Reviews the forms of the two west European species
of Ortholitha . (P.B.)
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35. McDunnough, J., "A new race of Pseudohazis hera
from southern Colorado.” Jour . N.Y. Ent . Soc . , vol.

56: pp.249-250. Dec. 1948. The author of the paper
credits the name "Pseudohazis hera ssps. magnifies"

to Reverend Bernard Rotger of Capulin, Colorado, who
captured the specimens and drew the original descrip-
tion. The holotype male and allotype female from
three miles east of Me sita, Costilla Co ., Colorado ,

in

the sagebrush country were taken on August 13, 1943

,

and are in the collection of Reverend Rotger. There
are eleven "topoparatypes”, one of which is in the
American Museum of Natural History. It is unfortu-
nate that the holotype, at least, was not deposited
in a museum. (C.F. dP.

)

36. McDunnough, James H., "Critical notes on certain
Pero species (Lepidoptera, Geometridae)." Amer . Mus.

Nov . . no. 1393: 11 PP* 18 Jan. 1949. Detailed in-
formation given on Grossbeck’s specimens used for

his 1910 Pero revision. Ten spp. considered.

37* McDunnough, James H., "Notes on Phalaeninae (Le-

pidoptera)." Amer . Mus . Nov . , no. 1394: 14 PP«, 7
figs. 18 Jan. 1949. Describes as new Abagrotis bau-

eri (Lake Co., Calif.). Gives key to female genita^
lia of 21 spp. of Buxoa ; suggests E.misturata should
be synonym of E. orbicularis ; shows "E. redimicula"
is really 2 spp.: redimicula Morr. of N. Atlantic
states and servita Sm. of the prairie and Rocky Mts.

Records Feltia repleta from Florida. Designates lec-

totype of Agrotis dentilinea . Figures ads. and fe-

male genitalia of E. redimicula and E. servita ; also
of A. dentilinea and A. semiclarata .

38. Morrison-Godfrey, P.W., "Butterflies of South Bi-
har." Journ . Bombay Nat . Hist . Soc . . vol.47:pp.644-

651, 1 map. Aug. 1948. An annotated list. (P.B.

)

39. Nieuwenhuis, E.J., "Lepidoptera van den Banggai-
Archipel II." (in Dutch). Tijdschr . voor Bntom .

.

vol.89(1946): pp. 139-148, pi.XII, figs. 1-3. 1948.

49 spp. and subspp. of families Arctiidae(22),Lyman-
triidae (7), Lasiocampidae (1), Bombycidae (l), Eup-
terotidae (2), Saturniidae (3 ), Brahmeidae(l), Sphin-
gidae (12) are recorded from the Banggai Archipelago.

New are: Asure snelleni subsp. duplicata.Asota brun-
nescena. Pericallia distinguenda subsp. bangaiensis ,

Nyctemera vandenbergi (all Arctiidae), Pseudo ,jana
roepkei (Eupterotidae ) . Furthermore, photographs are

given of P. roepkei and of Dasychira bipunctata Ns.

and of Euproctis collenettei Ns. It is deplorable
that as late as 1948 descriptions of new species are

being published in such a little known language as
Dutch, instead of in one of the internationally ac-
cepted European languages. (A.D.)

40. Roepke, W., "Lepidoptera Heterocera from the sum-
mit of Mt. Tanggamus, 2100 m., in Southern Sumatra".
Ti.jdschr . voor Entomol . . vol. 89: pp.209-232, pis.

XIII-XIV. 1948. 62 spp. and subspp. are recorded,
including 2 Zygaenidae, 9 Lithosiidae, 2 Drepanidae,
2 Cossidae, 27 Agrotidae ( Phalaenidae), and others.

New genera are: ALLODREPANA . PARAMOCIS. ACYGONIA .

New spp. are: Celama sumatrana, C.vicina, C. indefi-

nite, Roesalia montivola , Argylla culminicola, Mus-

tilia lieftincki. Allodrepana siccifolia , A. sumatra-

na , Chloroplaga javana, Tortriciforma viridissima.
Paramo cis maculata , Acygonia difformis , Arthisma rec -

tilinea , Hydrillodes nebeculalis , H. subtruncata , Hy-

pena calligraphalis . New subspp. are: Eterusia cos-
timacula lampongana , Euplexia albovittata culminis .

All above figured, and a few known spp. (A.D.

)

41. Satterthwaite, A.F., "Important Sunflower Insects
and Their Insect Enemies." Journ .Econ .Ent . , vol.41:

pp. 725-731. Oct. 1948. Records habits, parasites,
descriptions of: Suleima helianthana and Stibadium
spumosum .

42. Scholten, L.H., "Celerio euphorbiae L. en de zom-
er van 1947." (in Dutch). Entomol . Berichten , vol.

12: pp. 267-270. 1 Sept. 1948. A record of the oc-
currence of this Sphingid throughout the extremely
warm and sunny summer of 1947 in Holland. (A.D.)

43* Sevastopulo, D.G., "Local Lists of Lepidoptera
from the Punjab and U.P." Journ . Bombay Nat . Hist .

Soc . , vol.47: pp. 586-593* Aug. 1948. 4 incomplete
lists, taken from the author’s collections. (P.B.)

44. Smith, P. Siviter, "How Many Broods are There of

Lycaena phlaeas L.?" Ent . Rec . & Journ . Var . , vol.

61: pp.1-3. Jan. 1949. From 2 to 3 in Britain. (P.B.)

45. Steinhaus, Edward A., "Polyhedrosis, ("Wilt Disease")
of the Alfalfa Caterpillar." Journ . Econ . Ent ., vol.

41: pp.859-865, 3 figs. Dec. 1948. Describes and
figures symptoms and histology of this virus disease
which is an important enemy of Colias eurytheme .

46 . Swezey, Otto H., "Insect Invaders in Hawaii During
and Since World War II." Journ . Econ . Ent .. vol. 41:
pp.669-672. Oct. 1948. Records as new lepidopter-
ous "invaders" of Hawaii: Anacamptodes fragilaria ;

Achaea janata ; Amyna natalis ; Polydesma umbricola ;

Elaphria nucicolora ; Trichochlea postica ; Stictop-
tera subobliqua .

47. Tjeder, Bo, "Insekter fran sodra Bohuslin 1946."
(In Swedish). Ent . Tidskr. , vol. 69: pp.215-224, 2
figs. 20 Dec. 1948. Records of insects taken at
Bohuslan include moths of 16 spp. in 9 families.

48. Viette, P., "Lepidopteres" in "Croisiere du Bou-
gainville aux iles australes fran9aises." (In French).
Mem . Mus . Nat . Hist . Nat ., vol.27(n.s. ) : pp.1-27,
pis. I, II. 1948. Redescribes in detail and figures
genus Pringleophaga and adult, larva, pupa of P. ker-
guelensis , genus Embryonopsis and in morphological
detail E. halticella , the two remarkable flightless,
brachypterous species from the Kerguelen Is. M. Vi-
ette places Pringleophaga in the subfamily Tineinae
and Embryonopsis in the family Hyponomeutidae . Also
redescribes and figures Exala strassene11a and its
larva ( Lyonetiidae ) . A very important paper.

49. Viette, P., "Une nouvelle espfece de Metzneria
(Lep. Gelechiidae) ." (In French). Bull . Soc . Ent .

France , 1948: pp. 51-53* 5 figs. 1948. Describes as
new and figures M. portieri (Abyssinia).

50. Viette, P., "Morphologic des genitalia miles des
Lepidopteres." (In French). Rev , franc . Ent ., vol.
15: pp.141-161, 10 figs. 1948. Discusses and fig-
ures the general structures of male genitalia of Le-
pidoptera and their homologies. Concludes that TEGU-
MEN is 9th tergite, VINCULUM is stemite or subcoxo-
sternite, VALVE is coxopodite or coxa, UNCUS and GNA-
TH0S are the tergite and sternite or a tergal or
sternal process of the 10th segment. Bibliography
gives 95 references.

51. Wright, Sewall, "On the Roles of Directed and Ran-
dom Changes in Gene Frequency in the Genetics of Popu-
lations." Evolution , vol. 2: pp. 279-294, 7 figs.
Dec. 1948. Of lepidopterological importance because
of stated disagreement of Prof. Wright with generali-
zations on population genetics of moth Panaxia domin-
ula by Fisher & Ford (1947) and reanalysis of their
data. Questions whether Panaxia situation is due to
shifts in selection or to accidents of sampling or
both (Fisher & Ford had considered variations in se-
lection as the factor).

52. Zikan, Walter, & Petr Wygodzinsky, "Catalogo dos
tipos de insetos do Instituto de Ecologia e Experi-
mentacao Agricolas." (In Portuguese). Bol . Serv .

Nac . Pesq . Agr . , no. 4: 93 pp. May 1948. Catalogue,
giving full data, of all type specimens in collection
of the Institute. Included are following species
and forms of Lepidoptera: Saturniidae - 2 ; Hesperi-
idae - 5; Papilionidae - 4j Satyridae -5} Danaidae -

2. 17 of the 18 are types of Zikan’s names. A val-
uable reference paper.
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NOTICES BY MEMBERS

Wanted immediately for generic revision, all species
of genus Annaphila Grt. EXCEPTING A. divinula Grt., A.
decia Grt., A. depicta Grt., and A. diva Grt. Mater-
ial from Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas especially
needed. Distributional, ecological, and biological
data desired. Offer in exchange Rhopalocera and Hete-
rocera of So. and Central Calif. C.I. Smith, Dept,
of Entomology & Parasitology, Agriculture Hall, Room
112, University of California, Berkeley 4, Calif.

WANTED: Copies of the data from specimens of the fol-
lowing species and races of PAPILIO :

P. bairdii hollandii , P. b. brucei
P. nitra , P. n. kahlii
P. machaon aliaska , P. m. hudsonianus . P. m. dodi

Will be glad to supply data from any species of Rhop-
alocera to be found in the collection of the American
Museum of Natural History in return.
Paul R. Ehrlich, 538 Academy St., Maplewood, N. J.

Subscriptions to Entomologisches Nachrichtenblatt . a
German language mimeographed monthly periodical devot-
ed largely to Lepidoptera, are offered by its editor
in exchange for butterfly and moth pupae or for Lepid-
optera literature. Write: Adrian LUthi, Inneres Som-
merhaus, Burgdorf, SWITZERLAND.

Wanted for cash or exchange: EUPHYDRYAS of the world
in series. Also Nearctic MITOURA in series.
D.P . Frechin, 1504 N. Lafayette, Bremerton, Wash.

For sale: European races of PARNASSIIDAE in papers or
mounted with exact data and in good condition. P. apol-
l£ L. var brittingeri R. a. R. <5<2

( = chetus FruhstT^
P. mnemosyne L. var. hartmanni Stdfs. and ab. mel-
a ^-na Honr. 9 and ab. umbratilis Fruhst. 5 (extremely
melanistic forms). Supply limited, order early.
Dr. W.J. Reinthal, Dept, of Zool. Sciences, University
of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.

Wanted to buy: The Moth Book , by W. J. Holland (1937),
in good condition.
Mrs. Emily Henricksen, Orcas Island, East Sound, Wash.

THE NEW BIO METAL STANDARD redwood box, with screw-on
hinges and mitered corners at shoulders, 9 x 13 x 2\
inches: $2.10 each, $24.00 dozen.

Bio Metal Associates announces its new COMSTOCK BOX.
White pine frame, birch veneer top and bottom, finest
composition white paper lined. Hand-rubbed lacquer
finish; hinges inside and hidden; 13 x 9 x 2j inches.
$3-85 each, quantity discounts.
Bio Metal Associates, Box 346, Beverly Hills, Calif.

23
4,000 GEOMETRIDAE, ARCTIIDAE, N0CTUIDAE, B0MBYCIDAE,
HEPIALIDAE OF AUSTRIAN ALPS pinned but unspread need to

be sold to provide space for 1949 collecting. Especi-
ally Acronicta, Euxoa , Rhyacia , Dianthoecia , Cosmla ,

Anarta , Acidalia , Ortholita , Boarmla , Biston, Gnophos .

and many others. Each for 150, including the very good
species. 25$ discount for orders over 1000 specimens.
Speciments perfect and with full data.
Dr. H. Wilcke, Kdssen/Tyrol, No. 199, AUSTRIA.

Offer FRENCH BUTTERFLIES and MOTHS in papers in ex-
change for exotic ones except Microlepidoptera.
F. Gaillard, 5 Cite du Midi, Paris 18, FRANCE.

JAPANESE BUTTERFLIES offered in exchange for American
species, esp. Lycaenidae, Satyridae, Nymphalidae.
S. Murayama, Shinjocho 744, Ibaraki-shi, Osaka, JAPAN.

For sale: over 500 Strymon from all over North America
collected over 17 yrs., at 60 each; other groups, such
as Catocala, skippers, and 100 mostly So. Florida spe-
cimens at 80 each. D.F. Berry, Box 146, Orlando, Fla.

WISH TO PURCHASE for my library:

Proc. Ent. Soc. Philadelphia: vols.1-6
Proc. California Academy of Sciences: vols.1-7
Bull. Buffalo Soc. Nat. Sciences: vols.2,3
Psyche: vols.11,13,15 (pref. unbound)
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia: vols.1-20
Trans. Am. Ent. Soc.: vols.1-10
The Entomologist: vol.l

C.F. dos Passos, Washington Corners, Mendham, N.J.

LIVING MATERIAL

The News will welcome especially notices concerning the

exchange or sale of Lepidoptera eggs, larvae, and pupa%
hoping to revive the old interest in rearing and to re-

emphasize the importance of studying the immature stages

Contributors are urged to include accurate locality data

with all material sent.

For sale: PUPAE and papered or pinned adults of So. Calif

Lepidoptera. Order single specimens, or quantity at

special rates; or sign up for "Butterfly & Moth of the

Month" or "Chrysalis of the Month" plan.

W.H. Evans, 8711 La Tuna Canyon Rd., Sun Valley, Calif.

Will exchange a quantity of cocoons of Telea polyphemus

and Philosamia cynthia with any members for papered

specimens of Papllio or what have you?

A. Glanz, 289 East 98th Street, Brooklyn 12, N. Y.

For sale: "The MACR0LEPID0PTERA OF THE WORLD" by A.
Seitz. Volume 5 in 4 vols. (2 of text, 2 of plates)
bound in buckram. Volume 9 in 2 vols. (l of text, 1
of plates) bound in calf and buckram. All plates and
text intact, good condition. Both Vol. 5 and Vol. 9
for $250.00, shipping charges extra.
M. Spelman, 2751 Grand Concourse, New York 58, N. Y.

Will collect in any group in exchange for LEPIDOPTERA,
excluding Trichoptera and Orthoptera (contracted).
Would especially like to collect Arachnida and Myria-
poda for taxonomists.
D*P. Frechin, 1504 Lafayette, Bremerton, Wash.

Wanted for cash; SPEYERIA DIANA and S. LET0, female
specimens with full data. J.A. Evey, Benson, Illinois.

Contacts desired to obtain live pupae of Sphingidae and

Saturniidae, and eggs of Catocalinae, Dr. v. Froreich,

Postschiesfach 431, Aachen, GERMANY (British Zone).

Eggs of Actias luna for sale in season by the 100 or

1000. M. Eugene Smith, Rt. #2, Newnan, Georgia.

Desire to purchase or exchange living Satumiid pupae

of the world. Have limited number Rothschildla forbesi

and/or orizaba pupae for sale or preferably in exchange.

R.L. Halbert, 1201 W. 30th St., Ix>s Angeles 7, Calif.

Wish to purchase, exchange, or sell living Lepidoptera

ova for rearing.
Mrs. Hazel Chase, 272 N. Union St., Galion, Ohio.

t&r
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Q. "Is there a set of distinguishing marks to tell
all moths from all butterflies, and are the butter-
flies really a suborder? One of my friends says but-

terflies are only one small branch of Lepidoptera."

A. Not quite. The combination of no frenulum with
more or less swollen (clubbed) antennae will distin-
guish practically all butterflies from almost all
moths. Many other characters separate most butter-
flies from most moths: the upright egg, the seta-
pattern of the caterpillar (setae iv and v low and
separate, and many fine secondary setae present),
trachea R4+5 of the pupa crossing the cell (I think
separates all butterflies from all moths except a
few of the more delicate "micros"); loss of upper
spurs of hind legs (except skippers), two rows or
patches of bristles on the front (Chaetosema: fails
in many butterflies, but I have not seen it in

moths); etc. "Suborders" are partly a matter of
opinion: in any case the butterflies are a group
higher than a superfamily, homogeneous and easily
recognized and very rich in species and individuals,

- certainly not "one small branch".

Q. "Why do some of my moths and butterflies get

greasy or wet-looking and what can be done to pre-

vent it? I use Riker mounts - would that cause it?"

A. After the specimens dry, the natural storage fat

in the body gradually works to the surface and may

spread to the wings also. Certain preservatives,

especially the phenols (carbolic and creosote) and

P.D.B., tend to make it spread faster. It can be

washed out with any chemically inactive dry-clean-

ing solvent, such as benzol, chloroform, unleaded

gasoline (if on test it proves to evaporate without

leaving a stain). Even white kerosene will serve

though not so well. Immerse large specimens in it;

surround smaller ones with pads of cellucotton and

saturate with it, leaving it to evaporate slowly.

Papered specimens that are likely to go greasy are

best washed papers and all before spreading. The

worst kinds are borers, long-lived kinds like the

angle-wings,and the skippers. Males are worse than

females. Riker mounts are as safe as anything else.

W.T.M. Forbes

REPRINTS AVAILABLE

Supplies of reprints of several recent papers

by Society members have kindly been sent for gratis

distribution to those members requesting them. The

following are available until the stock is exhaust-

ed: "The Distribution of Oeneis taygete Geyer in

North America with Descriptions of New Subspecies"

and "New Butterflies from Mount McKinley National

Park, Alaska, with a Review of Erebia rossii" by

C.F. dos Passos; "Sobre a Genitalia das FSmeas de

Hepialidae", "Revisao dos Nomes Genericos de Fami-

lia Sphingidae Pt.l", and "S6bre a Morfologia do Pe-

nis em Lepidoptera" by J. Oiticica F?; and "The

Rothamsted Light Trap" by C.B. Williams. There are

still a few copies of dos Passos* "The Eye Colors

of Some Colias Collected in New Jersey." U.S.A.

members requesting reprints please send 5$ to 15£

(depending on number) in stamps for postage; all

other members will be provided postage gratis.

Regulations for Shipping Live Insects 13
"The Nearctic Butterflies", by F.M. Brown

Current Developments 13
Cooperators 20

What is Systematics? by S.G. Kiriakoff 14
Procedure in Taxonomy - VI.

Types of Genera 14
Regional Lists, by H.K. Clench 15-16
The Coleopterists* Bulletin 16
The Migration of Butterflies in North America

by C.B. Williams 17-18
A Letter to the Editor 19-20
Lepidoptera Periodicals for Sale 20
Recent Literature on Lepidoptera 21-22
Notices by Members ..........23
Questions & Answers 24
Miscellaneous Notes 16,24
Additions to List of Members 24

ADDITIONS TO THE MEMBERSHIP LIST

Blevins, T.B. (Dr.), Tilden lane, R.F.D. #5, c/o
T.H. Briggs, Rockville, Maryland. RHOP: Papilion-
oidea, eep. Nymphalidae.

Eyer, John R. (Dr.), New Mexico Agric. Exper. Sta.,
State College, N.M. MICRO: esp. Iyonetiidae, He-
pialidae, Micropterygidae. Morphology, Life His-
tory. Coll. Ex.

Forsyth, Marguerite S. (Mrs.), P.0. Box 96, Florida
City, Florida. RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Sell.

Hesselbarth, Gerhard, (23) Diepholz (Hann.), Hinden-
burgstr. 13, GERMANY. Palaearctic RHOP. & MACRO:
esp. Papilionidae, Pieridae, Bombyces, Arctiidae.
Coll. Ex.

Perkins, Owen A., 1605 Crooks Road, Royal Oak, Mich.
LEPID. Distribution. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Smith, P. Siviter, 21 Melville Hall, Holly Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham 16, ENGLAND.

Ziegler, J. Benjamin (Dr.), 18 Baltusrol Place,
Summit, N.J.

CHANGES OF ADDRESS

Friday, F.W., Box 72, Palm Desert, Calif.
Johnston, W.M., 383 South St., Jamaica Plain, Mass.

Numerous members did not return their membership
cards when sending 1949 dues. It will greatly sim-
plify the already heavy task of keeping the Society
records, if these cards are sent to the Associate
Editor as soon as possible.

A much regretted erratum crept into Dr. Munroe's
paper, "Some Remarks on the Genus Concept in Rhopa-
locera" (Lep . News, vol.3: pp.3-4). Please make a
correction in the second paragraph as follows: de-
lete lines 16-17; substitute lines 18-19 for lines

16-17; for lines 18-19 substitute:

"usefulness of the genera to the non-specialist for
purposes of routine identification or general de-"

THE LEPIDOPTERISTS’ NEWS
The monthly periodical of the Lepidopterists* Society

Membership ie open to all persons interested in any
aspect of the study of butterflies and moths. The

1949 dues, including subscription to the NEWS, are
$2.00 for Regular Membership and $4*00 or more for
Sustaining Membership. Please make remittances pay-
able to Charles L. Remington . Price for Vol. 2 ie
|2.00. No complete sets of Vol. 1 are available.
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FIELD NOTES

NEW LOCALITY FOR OENEIS DAURA .- This last June I

had the opportunity to do some collecting on San

Francisco Peaks Just north of Flagstaff, Ariz.,and

collected along with other things a species of Oene-

is. I had taken a few specimens of this Oeneis in

1946, but not enough to make a determination cer-

tain. So I was very glad to increase my series.

During the Christmas holidays I had the opportunity

to be in Los Angeles, and took my entire series over

to Lloyd Martin for determination. After comparing

them with the Museum* s long series of 0. daura Str.

from the White Mts. we were forced to conclude that

they were identical, since we could find no essen-
tial differences. This gives us a locality approx-

imately 100 miles to the west of their previously
known range in the White Mts. of eastern Arizona.

Also it is a much more accessible locality since it

is only a few miles north of D.S. highway 66, and

there is an old road that enables one to drive to

within easy hiking distance of the locality. The

specimens were taken at between 9,000 and 10,000ft.

elevation on the southern slope.
D.L. Bauer

ON PAPILIO "FLTWAYS".- Mr. Ehrlich »s recent note
(Lep . News, vol.2: p.92) on the use by P.glaucus L.

of a regular route, one way in the morning and the

other way toward evening, is very interesting. I,

as well as others, have noted P. palamedes Dru. do-
ing this in the South, and roosting in tall palmet-
toes. Several months apart, Mr. Otto Buchholz and
I observed the use by P. troilus ilioneus Smith of
a very restricted route to roost in the interior of
a hammock at Royal Palm State Park, Fla. Actual
communal roosting in other butterflies (such as He-
llconius eharithonia L. ) has been observed; but spe-
cific notes on the actual roosts are lacking for Pa-
pilio . Such data would be very valuable.

Alexander B. Klots
American Museum of Natural History

COLLECTING IN FLORIDA FOR TOURISTS.- A few notes
from a recent (February) trip to Florida may inter-
est some northern lepidopterists who might take a
similar vacation trip in the future. The prior
part of the trip took us to many points of "rubber-
neck” interest. Butterflies were common in all,
but the warning signs and tourists prevented any
collecting. I took a couple of species by hand but
had no chance for more. Some of the striking ones
seen were Heliconius eharithonia L.

.

Agraulis vanil-
lae L. , Anartia jatrophae L., Athena petreus Cram.

and numerous Pieridae. However, the only opportun-
ity to use a net occurred at the end of the Orange
Blossom Trail, at Ravine Gardens, a few miles from
St. Augustine. This privately-owned park has flow-
ers in profusion and opportunities for collecting.
In spite of rain, we found these species: Zerene
caesonia Stoll, Phoebis sennae L. . Papilio cresphon-

tes Cram., P. philenor L. , Eurema daira Godt. , a
Hairstreak, Euptychia sosybia ('?")

. Eudamus proteus
L., and others. Undoubtedly the collector can find
good unrestricted spots if he has plenty of time,
but the masses of flowers in the gardens concentrate
the insects best.

H.E. Woodcock
Chicago, Illinois

OBSERVATIONS FROM BUTTERFLY REARING.- The summer
past was interesting to me entomologically because
in my rearing I ran into some things I had not
known before. For example, of the hundreds of Pa-

pilio glaucus L. I had reared from eggs, all went
through 5 instars, but two eggs I picked up on tul-
ip poplar (Liriodendron ) went through 6 instars.
Then I tried Calephelis borealis G.&R. again - my
third season - and found nothing different from the
other times, but some differences from the descrip-
tion in Canadian Entomologist, the greatest differ-
ence being that all of the 43 went through their in-
stars as regularly as any Papilio - like clockwork -

and they emerged in the same order as they pupated;
each one spent the same time in each instar as all
the others. THERE ARE ONLY 6 INSTARS in my 3 exper-
iences - from egg to pupation. In each of these 3
experiences the adults emerged in September. In na-
ture they emerge in June. I have taken the larva
May 31 in its last instar and had it pupate and
emerge exactly on time - June 30. I have never
failed since 1937 to take the imago fresh on June 20.

Of the 25 species I raised there was another in-
teresting observation; probably someone has written
the story but I have never read it. With a larva of
Limenitifl astyanax Fabr. I had always thought the tip
of the leaf was the mid-rib with the green on each
side eaten away. But most of that stick protruding
beyond the tip of the leaf is dung, carefully placed
and secured by silk, one piece at a time in a line
until long enough to support the larva. This is on-
ly in the 1st instar. I found many eggs on Japanese
quince, but could never get a larva through the 3rd
instar on the stuff, and never found a larva on it.

Perhaps it is too tough. But the females kept lay-
ing eggs on it.

S.B. Smalley
Cincinnati, Ohio
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TECHNIgJE NOTES

BAITING FOR MOTHS

There are many methods for making lures to cap-
ture moths. There are those who swear by the "sug-
ar trickling method", others who won’t do without
the "bole smearing" patent, etc. Of all these meth-
ods and concoctions of baits for the capture of
moths, I have found the following one best:

1. Buy a pound of desiccated sliced apples, or
whole small dry pears. Take a string of two feet
length and tie on this 4-5 pieces of the fruit.
Make a loop at the end of the string. Make a dozen
such strings.

2. Now, make the following juice: Heat a liter
of beer. During heating pit in, in spoonfuls, al-
ways stirring, a pound of honey, and then a pound
of sugar. Let it brew for ten minutes. Do not put
in anything else ? There are people who recommend
adding rum, alcohol, liqueur essences, and other
ghastly things, but I have found that it has too
strong a smell and is more repellent than otherwise
for the moths.

3. Now you have to have two containers. One
strong enough to contain the juice, which you must
open every 2-3 hours for a few days, as the brew
effervesces readily, and I have known cases when my
friends had the container explode on them (do not
use glass containers!) during the trip, as it was
shaken up too much. Into the second can you put
the doxen strings; and that is the container you
bring along to the collecting place. First: you im-
merse the strings with the pears in this juice for
half an hour to let them soak up enough juice but
not to become spongy (they are likely to fall to
pieces); second: you put the strings in the second
can with some juice at the bottom, and start for
the collecting place.

4. Choose the bordering trees of any forest,
and hang the strings on the down-hanging branches,
one string 10 paces from the next. Posts and bush-
es are also good for collecting in open, woodless
spaces or deserts (even the dead stalks of Verbas-
cum, etc.); in swamps you can loop them on a bundle
of reed. Be careful: choose a path that can also
be trodden in complete darkness; do not let strings
hang down to touch the ground (ants), or too high
up so that you cannot reach them comfortably with
your killing bottles. Always use the edge of the
forest facing West or South, else you won’t get any
results. Hang out the strings half an hour before
darkness. When collecting, use an electric torch
with a green light (any green paper pasted on the
glass will do) in your left hand. This light will
not repel the moths as sometimes white or yellow
light does (Catocala. etc.).

To make the strings and the juice does not in-

volve more than an hour; it looks long only in
script. Good hunting!

Dr. L.A. Gozmany
Budapest, Hungary

AN INEXPENSIVE BREEDING CAGE

One of the reasons why more breeding and rear-
ing of specimens is not carried on is that many col-
lectors cannot afford the cash outlay necessary for
the proper equipment in the line of breeding cages.
Such being my case, I decided to experiment last
year with glass substitutes. This experiment was
hastened by the capture of a female Oeneis uhleri
which laid approximately 65 eggs for me.

At any hardware store, or through Montgomery
Ward or Sears, Roebuck & Co., it is possible to ob-
tain a glass substitute that is merely two sheets
of transparent Butarate plastic film or cellulose
acetate fused on both sides of a reinforcing cord
mesh. Thin and pliable, it is quite transparent,
although not to the degree of glass, and easily
shaped to almost any form. In my case, I planted
the food plant in an ordinary flower pot, then formed
a cylinder of this "Vi-O-Phane" by measuring the cir-
cumference of the flower pot and cutting a piece
that length. It usually comes in 36" widths and
you can cut it to stand whatever height you wish.
In the first crude attempt I stuck the edges of the
material together first with scotch tape, and later
(to my sorrow) with adhesive tape. This cylinder
was then fitted over the flower pot and held in
place either with a string tied tightly around the
pot, or by a heavy rubber band. All that remains
is to drape a piece of cheese cloth over the top
and there is the breeding cage.

This may sound rather crude, but it was the
first attempt and other ideas on improvements have
formed since then. This season, time permitting, I
intend to increase the number of cages and to try to
solve the problem of forming the cylinder, which is
the major task, by cutting the glass substitute
slightly short of the circumference of the pot so it
will not quite meet. Then to form the cylinder I in-
tend to sew a strip of elastic the length of the ma-
terial, thereby making a cylinder which will be
slightly smaller, but will readily stretch over the
pot and be held in place by the elastic. The trans-
parent sides permit easy observation, or the piece
of cheese cloth or other material over the top is
quickly removed to permit closer study, and the cy-
linder itself may be quickly removed for any chang-
ing of plants, etc. that may be necessary. The food
plant may be watered, if the bottom of the pot is
filled with gravel before planting the food plant,
by simply placing it in a pan of water. Most import-
ant to me is that in this way it is possible to make
a good breeding cage for as little as 35£ in compari-
son with the $6 to $10 it costs to buy one ready made.

Donald Eff
Boulder, Colo.

A METHOD FOR KILLING BUTTERFLIES

I kill all of my specimens by a gentle pressure
on the thorax with my forceps. This does not dam-
age the specimen at all if done properly. It oblite-
rates the necessity for the use of cyanide, which I
prefer not to use around my family who accompany me
on ny collecting trips. This method does not work
on moths! It "scalps" them.

T.B. Blevins
Washington, D.C.
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PREPARATIONS FOR THE 1949 SEASON SUMMARY

The annual Field Season Summary of North Ameri-
can Lepidoptera for 1948 was mailed out to 1948
members with the preceding issues of the Lep . News .*

Much increased participation is needed for 1949*
Each member who gets out in the field fairly often
will find new pleasure in his collecting if he will
keep regular records permitting comparisons from
year to year. These findings can then be permanent-
ly preserved for reference by being submitted each
year for the published Summary.

A regular system for recording observations
throughout the season will probably become essen-
tial for sound season summarizing. Bryant Mather,
of Clinton, Mississippi, uses the following method:

"For 1948 I took a sheet of cross-section paper
(Dietzgen No.375) which is divided into squares
80 x 100 on an 8^" x 11" sheet. Holding it long-
ways I listed in a vertical column at the left the
names of about 70 species that I expected to see
and be able to identify, then across the top I indi-
cated periods of time in successive 5-day intervals.
By filling in squares I now have a diagram-chart
that records all of the species I observed during
each successive 5-day period for the year. Should
I eventually have such a chart for each of a good
many years, I might be in a position to discuss va-
riation in season of flight, etc."

In my own detailed observations for four years
at Principia College at Elsah, Illinois, I kept a
3n x 5" file card for every species of local Rhopa-
locera and recorded my data every 3 days during the
entire flight period. For example, the card on An-
thocaris midea states: rtIV-3-42 (<? fresh; IV-4 (<?!;

IV-14 (dtf fresh); IV-17; IV-23 (<?<? & 9$); IV-27(num.
eggs on Lepidium densiflorum ); IV-30 (d'd' & 95); 7-3

(eggs hatched); 7-5 (d^ & $$) ; V-12 (1st larva pupa-
ted)..." The abundance might be stated as "very
num.", "num.", "few", "rare", "one", etc. The num-
ber of specimens ACTUALLY COLLECTED often has lit-
tle significance in abundance records, since collec-
tors tend to ignore conmon species but to catch eve-
ry specimen of a rarer species.

As before, the most important observations are:

1. Flight periods for each species compared with
other years.

2. Effects on Lepidoptera from unusual climatic
events (floods, heat, hurricanes, etc.)

3. Significant effects from human or biological
agencies (parasites, birds, fires, diseases).

4. Unusual population changes (rare species sud-
denly common, common species absent, etc.)

5. All records of migrations (see News. vol.3s

p.17 for list of known migrant butterflies).
6. All new state records.

Individual reports for 1949 are DUE IN THE
HANDS OF THE AREA COORDINATORS BY 1 DECEMBER 1949.
A reminder will appear in a fall issue of the News .

Please submit separate reports for collecting in
different Areas.

C.L.R.

* Available separately for 25$ per copy; the 1947
and 1948 summaries may be obtained together post-
paid for 50$.

"THE NEARCTIC BUTTERFLIES"

Progress Report - The Distribution of Danaus

To date 33 collaborators have sent in locality
data on their specimens of Danaus . The material re-
ported is from 30 States and 5 provinces. No speci-
mens have been reported for many areas where plexip-
pus L. is known to fly. I suppose this is to be ex-
pected for a common species. We’re always "going to

collect some day"! To show how commonness affects
collecting, about 350 plexippus were reported, but
the number of eresimus Hb. reported is nearer to 375

J

About 250 berenice Cram, were listed.

This first call for cooperation from the member-
ship has indicated several things: first,a good many
members are ready to contribute what they have learn-
ed about the Nearctic Butterflies to make this pro-
ject a success; second, the system set up works fair-

ly well, and it will be improved; third, very few
sight records are made; fourth, it might be well to
have various members volunteer to dig up the distri-
butional data for particular States - volunteers will
be welcomed; fifth, very few negative reports (ab-
sence of a species in an area) were received, but
these are as important as positive catches.

There follows a tabulation of reports received,
arranged by States. The first line of figures for
each State always represents plexippus ; if more lines
are present, the second is for berenice and the third
for eresimus . (For Florida there are 8 localities
for plexippus. 20 for berenice

.

and 1 for eresimus .

)

With each species the first figure shows the number
of localities from which the species has been repor-
ted. The fraction in parentheses denotes the number
of counties represented by these localities, over
the number of counties or parishes in the State or
province.

F. Martin Brown
Coordinating Editor

B.C. 1 (1/9) Ont. 2 (2/50?)
Man. 4 (1/12) Que. 4 (4/67?)
N.S. 5 D/17) CANADA (11/228?)

Ala. 1 (1/67) Md. 1 (1/24)
1 (1/67) Mass. 3 (2/l4)

Ariz. 7 (4/14) 1 (2/14)
26 (7/14) Mich. 5 (5/73)

Ark.
1

4
(1/14)
(3/75)

Ifc.

N.H.
2
3 m

1 (1/75) N.J. 2 (1/21)
Calif. 13 (7/58) N.Y. 2 (1/62)

14 (4/58) N.C. 1 (1/100)
Colo. 8 (8/63) Ohio 6 (6/88)

3 (3/63) Ore. 2 (2/36)
Conn. 1 (1/8) Fa. 3 (2/67)
Fla. 8 (2/67) S.D. 1 (l/68)

20 (8/67) Tex. 5 (4/254)
1 (1/67) 19 (18/254)

Ga. 1 (1/159) 5 (4/254)
1 (1/159) Vt. 1 (1/14)

Ida. 1 (1/44) Wash. 1 (1/39)
111. 5 (4/102) Wis. 9 (9/71)
Kans. 2 (2/105) Wyo. 2 (2/24)

1 (1/105) U.S.A. (80/3069)
Ky. 2 (2/120) (45/3069)
Me. 1 (1/16) (6/3069)
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by George W. Rawson
Summit, New Jersey

Mass (one way) migratory flights and peak peri-

ods of abundance of certain species of butterflies
have been reported in the literature from time to

time. As the causes or factors influencing the un-

usual abundance of butterflies are not thoroughly

understood, reports on the occurrence of such natur-

al phenomena may help to solve or at least to throw

more light on the subject. The following informa-

tion is therefore presented with the hope that it

may be of interest.

Influenced by the results of previous collect-

ing trips made by Dr. John A. Comstock and Mr.

Lloyd Martin of the Los Angeles Museum, the writer
spent five days collecting in Arizona in the Madera

Canyon, Santa Rita Mountains, in the neighborhood

of Continental, and in the Santa Catalina Mountains

a few miles northeast of Tucson, during August 29th

to September 4th, 1948. The first stop on the

State highway route No. 84 going southeast was made

near Picacho which is approximately 45 miles north-

west of Tucson. It was here on "patches" of a spe-

cies of flowering willow growing along the highway

that I first observed the Snout Butterfly, Libythe-

ana bachmanli. feeding on the blossoms in fair num-

bers. Having lived in the Midwest - southeastern

Michigan - for over twenty years where this species

of butterfly is quite a rarity, I was naturally

thrilled at having the opportunity to take a nice

series within a few minutes. A large number was
not taken at this time because I presumed I would
have an opportunity to take more later, little re-
alizing to what extent this wish was to be realized.

On the morning of August 29th, I left Tucson

presumably on the road toward Continental, but af-

ter driving for about ten miles, I found I was going

north instead of south. This mistake, however,

turned out to be an advantage because before turn-

ing around on the highway to "retrace my steps", I

noticed a species of butterfly on the wing which

was so abundant as to form two waves of insects on

either side of the car. This reminded me of a sim-

ilar experience while driving through swarms of May-

flies (Ephemerida) in the Great Lakes area. Natur-

ally being curious as to the species occurring in

such unusual numbers, I parked the car and was able

to make a determination merely by examining hun-

dreds of specimens caught on the radiator grill.

The species was Libytheana bachmanii race larvata

(Strecker) which, according to a recent letter from

Professor W.T.M. Forbes of Cornell University, dif-

fers from the eastern race by lacking the glossy

sheen on the under surface of the wings and by be-

ing less distinctly marked.

Further collecting during August 29th to Septem-
ber 4th emphasized the abnormal abundance of this
species. Every flowering bush or plant attractive
to butterflies contained such quantities of bach-
manii that the blossoms were often partially or
completely obscured. Because of this, choice speci-
mens both in regard to freshness and aberrant forms

could be collected by simply flicking them into a
cyanide bottle by means of a finger or by holding
the mouth of the bottle over or under them. Every-
where these butterflies were abundant, from the low-
lying desert areas all the way to the highest parts
of the mountains (8,000 feet in the Santa Catalina
Mts.); altitude apparently made little difference
as to numbers.

The abundance of L. bachmanii seemed to center
more or less within a radius of about twenty to thir-
ty miles around the Tucson area - that is to say,
they appeared to become much less numerous outside
this particular area.

As Libytheana bachmanii is known to be a migra-
tory species, I tried to observe whether those occur-
ring in and around Tucson were flying in any parti-
cular direction. As far as I could observe, there
was no direction to their flight. Neither was there
any apparent evidence as the cause or nature of
their abundance. The known food plant - hackberry
(Celtis sp. ) - was not plentiful, at least the only
trees or bushes I noticed were in or on the sides of
washes in the dry desert areas. The species of hack-
berry which I presume was Celtis laevigata var. brevi-
pes Sarg. gave no evidence of the presence of larvae
or their depredations on the foliage, which is rather
unusual considering the vast quantities of adult in-
sects. Unfortunately, the short time I spent in the
Tucson area was not long enough to enable me to deter-
mine when bachmanii first appeared, how long they
were on the wing, or from which direction (if any),
they first appeared and disappeared. If, by chance,
any lepidopterist living in the Tucson area or col-
lecting in this or other parts of the country during
the 1948 season reads this article, it would be ex-
tremely interesting if they would publish their ex-
perience, particularly if they noted the time when
bachmanii was becoming numerous, how long it remained,
or any data that might be helpful in solving the prob-
lem of butterfly abundance.

Only on one other occasion - in 1908 - have I

seen bachmanii in large numbers. This happened
while I was fording a small river crossing a dirt
highway in a "horse and buggy" near the village of
Raccoon Ford in eastern Virginia. In this particular
spot numerous hackberry trees. Celtis occidentalis L.,
were on both sides of the road. This was, of course,
the typical race Libytheana b. bachmanii (Kirtland).
They were present in very large numbers but only with-
in a radius of a few hundred feet or so and represen-
ted such a meager quantity as compared to the numbers
I saw in southeastern Arizona that any attempt to
make a comparison would be ridiculous. Ordinarily,
this species of butterfly is comparatively rare or
local in its distribution in the eastern and midwest-
ern States so that it is more or less of a prize to
collectors in these sections of the country. In the
West, the race larvata is apparently much more plenti-
ful, but rarely, I believe, in such quantities as
described above.
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NICHOLAS J. KUSNEZOV (1873-1948)

To the long list of Russian scientists of the
old school recently deceased, one more unfortunate-
ly must be added. On April 8th, 1948, in Russia,
passed away Professor N.J. Kusnezov, 75, known to
the world as an eminent lepidopterist. In his own
country, he was known also as museum worker, profes-
sor, physiologist, fannist, bibliographer, author,

editor of textbooks and scientific journals, and
translator; also as a very active member of the Rus-

sian Entomological Society. He left about 102 sci-
entific papers, including 10 books (translations
and textbooks), 22 faunistic lists, 300 articles in
three different encyclopedias and dictionaries, se-
veral hundred reviews, references, annotations,
obituaries, and notes in the journal Revue Russe
d»Entomologies and 11 unpublished manuscripts.

In a self-characterization, Kusnezov labeled
himself as a scientific worker in two main fields.

namely: (a) Comparative physiology; (b) Morphology,
anatomy, and geographical distribution of insects.
He omitted entirely taxonomy of Lepidoptera,where he
was very active. That which is very characteristic
of him is that in spite of his passion for Lepidop-
tera and taxonomy, he often cited paradoxically an op-
inion against what was called by the Germans "Namen-
geberei", which means a passion to give new names.

In this biographical sketch of Prof. Kusnezov,
we will limit the field primarily to his achieve-
ments in lepidopterology. Analysing his list of pub-
lications, sent to the author May 30, 1941, we find
that about half of his contributions are on the sub-
ject of taxonomy, geographical distribution,and mor-
phology of Lepidoptera.

Born in a family of a railroad employee May 11,

1873, he accomplished Classical Gymnasium Studies
in Pskov (1896) with honors. After graduation from
the Physico-Mathematieal Faculty of St. Petersburg
Imperial University (1895), he became a member of
the faculty in the chair of Zoology, Comparative An-
atomy, and Physiology. Being elected Junior Zoolo-
gist by the Academy of Science (1905) he obtained
an opportunity to concentrate on the Lepidoptera in
the world famous Zoological Museum. The Zoological
Museum became his permanent life-long headquarters.
From this time to 1917, Kusnezov was deep in scien-
tific work without deviation.

He spent the long Russian winters in the capital
among his books, manuscripts, colleagues, and stud-
ents; the summers in expeditions and excursions in
the Biological Station at Sebastopol or abroad at-
tending scientific congresses. This included the
VIII International Congress of Zoology held in Boston,
Massachusetts, in 1907, when he visited also New York,
Philadelphia, Washington, and Toronto.

In 1908 he was in France and Austria; in 1911 in
Germany and Austria. Through his contact with for-
eign scientists he became a member of scientific so-
cieties of London and Berlin and was elected a member
of the Permanent Bureau of International Entomologi-
cal Congresses. He spoke English, German,and French.

Between 1917 and 1925, a lapse of nine years,
he published only one paper, as a result of the re-
volution, civil war, scarcity of paper, and the ne-
cessity to work just to make a living. In this
dark period, he spent part of his time not far from
the abandoned capital of the Tzars in a little farm
belonging to his devoted wife’s family, who did not
choose to cut their ties with the land, and were the
fortunate owners of a cow.

The situation improved somehow in 1920 when he
was elected assistant professor at his university.
In 1922, Kusnezov obtained a still better chance to
make a living, entering as instructor in the Insti-
tute of Applied Zoology and Phytopathology . He lec-
tured there on physiology and applied entomology un-
til 1941* So since 1922, he became active in ap-
plied science; this culminated by his accepting a
professorship in the Agricultural Institute in 1934*
The number of pupils he left as a result is enormous.
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His entry into a new field of applied science
is reflected by the appearance of textbooks on sub-

jects dealing with physiology and toxicology includ-

ing his course of lectures in lithographed form
(1923,1928). His second textbook appeared under
the title "Physiology and Toxicology of Insects" (in
General Entomology. Moscow, Pt.II, secs.3-4, 1931,
1935). The physiological studies of Kusnezov were
not limited to insects alone. His "Fundamentals of
Insect Physiology" (publ. Acad. Sci. URSS) did not
appear until after his death. Vol.l (1948;380 pp.)
and Vol.2 (in print 1949) were completed, but Vol.3
was never finished even in manuscript form. In

spite of that Kusnezov received more than one offer

to have anything available translated into English.

In 1942, when Leningrad was encircled by the in-
vading armies, not all the scientists were fortun-
ate enough to be evacuated. As a result, many per-
ished during the siege. Kusnezov was evacuated.
No doubt his numerous pupils, then in uniform, did
help him to escape the horrors of starvation. From
July 1942 to August 1944, he lived "in evacuation"
beyond the Urals in a resort, Borovoe (Akmolisk Re-
gion), returning to the half empty ex-metropolis to
spend there his last four years of life. To the

last days, he held two positions, as Senior Zoolo-
gist in the Museum and Professor of his University.

As a lepidopterist Kusnezov touched both Micro-
lepidoptera 8nd Macrolepidoptera, and owing to the

fact that there were not too many Micro specialists
in Russia at the time, he was flooded with parcels
and requests for identifications. His studies in
Microlepidoptera were stimulated by acquisition of
the collection of M. Wocke in perfect shape by the
Zoological Museum. He described at least seven new
living species of Lepidoptera and established three
new living genera.

His first new fossil species was Oligamatites
martynovi sp.n. and gen.n. (1929). The specimen
was collected in the Oligocene beds of the Semipala-
tinsk region. About the rest of his fossil insect
discoveries and studies, see Lep .News. vol.2: p.104,
Dec. 1948* His studies in classification of "Dana-
idae" (= Pieridae), systematic position of the gen-
us Davidiana Obth., and Papilionidae are well-known
and took considerable time. He was interested in
Sphingidae and Cossidae as well. To improve taxo-
nomic technique he entered the field of venation of
wings and published papers on this subject. For
the same purpose he studied in detail the morpholo-

gy of the genitalia of Noctuidae resulting in seven
papers on the subject, one of which was published
in Woods Hole, Massachusetts.

In Macros, at the time the author of this arti-
cle first met Kusnezov, he was deep in the studies
of the genus Catocala . He had at his disposal a
world-wide collection almost complete but accept-
ed with thanks Catocala lupina from Ural Region.
He had not less than four papers dealing with this
interesting genus.

Geographical distribution of insects, faunae,
and regional lists of insects comprise the second
largest field of Kusnezov 1 s studies. He identified
and compiled the results of his own expeditions and
excursions and the materials collected by others es-
pecially for the Academy of Science. To this field

belong not less than 22 papers. The more comprehen-
sive are contributions to the Fauna of Russia. The
areas covered by lists are: Pskov, Kertch, Crimea,
Himalayas, north shore of Aral Sea region, Palearc-
tica, polar Europe, Russia in general. Some papers
are sharp and critical analyses of certain foreign
elements in local faunas of Lepidoptera. To those
belong his "Some new Eastern and American elements
in the fauna of Lepidoptera of Polar Europe" (see
list 1925), "The Origin of the Lepidopterous fauna
of Arctic Eurasia" (see list 1935a), and "On the ab-
sence of certain elements from the Lepidopterous
fauna of the Crimea" (see list 1930b).

From 1904 to 1910 and later from 1922 to 1933
Kusnezov was editor of all publications of the Rus-
sian Entomological Society. From 1901 to 1906 he was
also editing the biological section of a dictionary
by Brockhause and Efron. From 1934 to 1937 he was
editor of Proceedings of Zoological Institute. A
large encyclopedia had his articles from 1928 to
1941. In the Agricultural Enclyclopedia 1935 to 1941
the editorial work was that of Kusnezov. He review-
ed the works in applied entomology of Russia cover-
ing the period from 1917 to 1937. His translation
of D. . Sharpes "Insects" was published, in install-
ments from 1902 to 1910 and purchased by subscrip-
tion. It was impatiently awaited by enthusiasts and
was immediately out of print. Lempert’s Atlas of
Microlepidoptera was not only translated and edited
by Kusnezov, but it was also enlarged and the title
changed as a result (1912-1913). The 4th edition
of Kholodkovsky’s Textbook of theoretical and applied
Entomology, with Lepidoptera by Kusnezov in Vol.3,
was published in 1931* This book is the pride of
Russian entomologists, many of them joining in the
post mortem glorification of Kholodkovsky. In his
last letter to the author of this article, dated June
20, 1947, Kusnezov mentioned his illness that pinned
him to his bed as chronic cholecystitis. He promised
to send his Physiology of Insects when published. In
his previous letter of February 16, 1947, he asked to
be sent several views of New York. He wanted to com-
pare "what mankind in the Western Hemisphere accom-
plished during half a century". "My personal impres-
sion of America", he wrote, "was very favorable, but
I was also half a century younger. My life here is
all the same in the same environment. I do not know
if it is what one may call happiness?" The photo-
graph given above Kusnezov sent earlier, inscribing
it on the back with the date, 18 June 1947. To com-
memorate Kusnezov’ s death, a joint meeting of 4 scien-
tific bodies took place on May 10, 1948. The big
four were: Zoological Institute of the Academy of
Science, All Union Entomological Society, Biological
Faculty of the University, and Society of Naturalists.
The speakers were Academician E.N. Pavlovsky, Prof.
M.N. Rimsky-Korsakoff, A.S. Danielevsky, and Dr. I.V.
Kozhanchikoff. A special issue of a journal or a
pamphlet devoted to the memory of the late Professor
was offered and accepted.

On the following page is a short list of scien-
tific publications of Professor Kusnezov. The com-
plete life list comprises 102 entries. Various trans-
lations and textbooks considered above are omitted.
Most of Kusnezov’ s papers on any aspect of Lepidop-
tera are included.

D.N. Borodin
Long Island City, N.Y.
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purchased by the Museum." (In Russ.) Ann . Mas .

Zool . St. Petersburg, vol.12.
1908b. "Nouveau genre palearctique de Noctuidae." (In

Russ.) Ibid ., vol.13: pp. 65 -68 .

1908c. "List of Lepidoptera collected by L.S. Berg on
the northern Shores of the Aral in the year 1906."

(In Russ.) Talk . Izv . Turk . Otd . Russ . Geogr .

ObSS. vol.4: pp.103-121, 4 pis.

1909. "A new species of Hipparchia Fabr. 1807 (Satyrus
Latr. 1809) from the Crimea." (In English.

-

) Ann.

Mas . Zool . St. Petersburg.vol. 14 :pp. 140-144. 2 pis.
1910. "On the possibility of viviparity among some

Lepidoptera of the family Danaidae (Pieridae
auct.)." (In Russ.) Horae Ent . Soc . Ross ..

vol.39: pp.634-561, 1 pi.

1912-1913. Transl. of Lampert * s Atlas of Microlepid-
optera. (In Russ.) St. Petersburg.

1913a. "Wing venation as one of the criteria in taxono-
my of the Lepidoptera." (In Russ.) Rev . Russe
d»Ent . . vol. 13.

1913b. "On schematization of the wing venation pattern
of Lepidoptera." (In Russ.) Ibid ., vol.13.

1914. "On the Morphology of the genital apparatus of
the Lepidoptera." (In Russ.) Ibid ., vol. 14: pp.
xiii-xv.

1915a. "On the chaetotaxy of the Hepialid larvae." (In

Russ. & English.) Ibid ., vol.14: pp.449-459.
1915b. "Certaines elements de la faune des Lepidopteres

de la region palearctique." (In Russ.) Ibid .,

vol. 15 : pp.liii-lv.
1915c . "On several cases of gynandromorphism among the

Lepidoptera." (In Russ.) Ibid . .vol.15 : pp.lvii-Lx.
1915d. "Description of P&rametriotes theae gen.n.,sp.n.,

a new enemy of tea bush on Transcaucasia." (In Russ.
& English.) Ibid ..vol. 15: pp .626-652 ,pis .v-ix.

1915e,1929. "Insectes Lepidopteres (Insects Lepidopte-
ra)" in "Faune de la Russie". (In Russ.

)

Mus .Zool .

Acad . Sci . (Leningrad): vol.l: pp.i-cccxxxvi,1915;
vol.2: pp.cccxxxvii-dxcix, I-64, 233 figs., 1929.

1916a. "Lepidoptera in Nassonov’s Zoological Collection
of Hydrographic Expedition to the Arctic Ocean."
(In Russ.) Ann . Mus . Zool . St. Petersburg .

1916b. "On caterpillar of Amorpha tremulae Tr." (In

Russ.) Rev . Russe d*Ent . , vol.l6.
1917a. "Contributions to the morphology of the genital

apparatus in Lepidoptera. Some cases of gynandro-
morphism." (In Russ.) Ibid ., vol. 16: pp.151-191,

19 figs.
1917b. "On the classification of the family Danaidae

(Pieridae auct.)." (In Russ.). Ibid ., vol. 17.
1921. "On taxonomic conceptions and efforts for their

use on the basis of morphological data." (In Russ.
& English.) Ibid ., vol. 17: pp. 53-80.

1925. "Some new Eastern and American elements in the
fauna of Lepidoptera of Polar Europe." Compt . Rend .

Acad . Sci . U.R.S.S . (A), 1925: pp.119-122.
1926. "The morphology of copulatory structures in some

cases of gynandromorphism in Lepidoptera." Biol .

Bull , vol. 51: pp. 245-256, 10 figs.

1928. "Oligamatites martynovi. gen. et sp.nn., a fos-
sil Amatid Lepidopteron from the Oligocene beds of
Central Asia." (In English.) Compt . Rend . Acad .

Sci . U.R.S.S . (A), 1928: pp. 431-436, 1 fig.
1929a. "The cycle of developsnent and morphology of Mala-

codea regelaria Tengstr. in comparison with Euro-
pean species of Operophthera Hb. on the question
of micropterism." (In Russ. ) Rev . Russe d*Ent .«

vol. 23: pp. 11-31, 4 pis., 3 figs.
1929b. "Sur le manque de quelques elements dans la faune

des Lepidopteres de la Crimea." (In Russ.) Compt .

Rend . Acad . Sci . U.R.S.S .. 1929: pp.321-326.
1930a. "Dependence entre la distribution geographique

des Asciidae (Lepidoptera) et la distribution ainsi
que la constitution chimique de leur plantes nour-
ricieres." (in Russ.) Ann . Mus . Zool . Acad . Lenin-

grad . vol.31: pp.49-63.
1930b. "On the absence of certain elements from the

Lepidopterous fauna of the Crimea." Entomologist ,

vol. 63 : pp. 103-106, 128-132.
1930c. "Abhangigkeit der geographischen Verbreitung der

Weisslinge, Asciidae, von der Verbreitung ihre Fut-
terpflanzen und der chemischen Zusammen setsung der
letzteren." (In German). Zeitschr . Morph . Oekol .

Tiers , vol. 17: pp.778-794.
1931. "On the systematic position of the genus David-

iana Obth. (Lepidoptera, Papilionoidea)." (In Russ.)
Ann . Mus . Zool . Acad . Leningrad, vol.31: PP.347-3 58,
4 pis.

1935a. "The origin of the Lepidopterous fauna of Arctic

Eurasia (Prelim, note)." Arctica.vol.3 :PP«115-136.

1935b. Transl. of Wigglesworth, V.B., The Principles of
Insect Physiology . (In Russ.)

1938. "The Arctic fauna of Eurasia and its origin."
(in Russ.) Bull . Acad . Sci . U.R.S.S . . Ser. Biol .

.

1938: pp. 105-115; Trav . Inst . Zool . Acad . Sci .

U.R.S.S .. vol.5: pp.1-85.
1941. "A Revision ^of the Amber Lepidoptera." (In Russ.

& English.) Edition Acad . Sci . U.R.S.S . (Moscow)

:

135 PP«, 31 pis.
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BOOK REVIEWS

13. The Migration of Butterflies by C.B. Williams*

Readers of the lep . News who had not already
known of Dr. Williams as the leading world authori-
ty on butterfly migration met him through his arti-
cle in the preceding issue of the News (pp.17-18).
The following issue will contain his second article.

In the introduction to his book. Dr. Williams
states the objects as follows (pp.2-3):

"Firstly, to establish by force of evidence,

the reality and especially the wilful nature of the
unidirectional flights.

"Secondly, by collecting all available records
of such flights, to try and discover the actual
facts of the case with regard to as many species as
possible.

"Thirdly, to trace the connection between these
flights and the periodic changes in distribution
area.

"Fourthly, to compare the combined phenomena,
for which I believe the world ’migration’ can be
used without any undue misapplication, with the

somewhat similar habits found in other insects,

birds, fishes and some mammals and to see to what
extent they resemble or differ from each other.

"And finally, to discuss the possible causes,

both original and immediate, and the meaning and
results of these phenomena."

Conclusions are developed convincingly on each

of these points except the third, for which the in-
formation available seems to be insufficient.

Migrations are classed as: (a) those with a re-
turn flight, which may occur on the same day (see

Ehrlich, Lep . News 2: p.92 - Papilio glaucus ). lat-
er in the same flight ( Catopsilia spp.), or at a
different season (Danaus plexippus ): (b)those with-
out a return flight, with one migration season in a
year

(

Pieris brassicae ) or with two

(

Ihpilio polytes ).

All known published records of butterfly migrar-

tion in all parts of the world are set forth system-

atically and geographically in eleven chapters,
with 1272 records of 214 species. Records and spe-
cies are overwhelmingly most numerous for Pieridae
and Nymphalidae, with Papilionidae, Iycaenidae, and
Hesperiidae weakly represented. Pieris brassicae.
Danaus plexippus. and Vanessa cardui are the cham-
pion migrants. The migration of moths is consid-
ered in one chapter. The last seven chapters are
devoted to general discussions. A valuable biblio-
graphy occupies 27 pages.

Every butterfly collector who is interested in -

the meaning of field observations will find this a
frequently consulted volume for his bookshelf.

_ .. _C»L._ Remington

* Pp. 473; 71 figs. 1930. Edinburgh and London
(Oliver & Boyd). D.S.A. agents: Stechert-Hafner,
Inc., 31 East 10th St., New York 3* N.Y. Price,
new, about $3.75 net.
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ON THE PRIORITY OF CTENUCHIDAE KIRBY, 1837

In vol.2: p.103, of The Lepidopterists ’ News
(1948), S.G. Kiriakoff tries to justify the validi-
ty of AMATIDAE over CTENUCHIDAE, quoting several of
the Rules in support of his opinion. It is true
the Rules do not mention the chronological priority
of family names, but for quite a long time, entomo-
logists, not to mention zoologists in other fields,
have adopted certain provisional rules based on com-
mon sense as a working basis for their research in
Systematics. The general trend seems to be the re-
taining of the name first used, as long as its for-
mation was correct, thus extending the concept used
in genera and species.

In our case, we have the following historical
outlay:

1) Snellen, 1867, proposed the family name SI1-
TOMIDAE with Syntomis as its type genus. Syntomis

.

however, became a synonym of Amata. and on this ac-
count the name AMATIDAE was proposed by Jansen, 1917,
as a substitute to SYNTOMIDAE.

2) Before Jansen, however, Neumoegen & Dyar,
1893 , haul proposed the name EUCHROMIIDAE, having Eu-
chromia as the type genus. This name of course
could not prevail in relation to SYNTOMIDAE, but
certainly had priority on AMATIDAE.

3) But before all other authors, Kirby, 1837,
had published the name CTENUCHIDAE having Ctenueha
as its type genus.

Thus, we have three genera in the same family,
originating three family names, all of them con-
structed in accordance to Rule 4 of the Code.

Ctenueha —• CTENUCHIDAE Kirby, 1837
Euchromia — EUCHROMIIDAS Neumoegen & Dyar, 1893
Amata (- Syntomis ) — AMATIDAE Jansen, 1917

(= SYNTOMIDAE Snellen, 1867)

On a priority basis, no valid reason supports
AMATIDAE as the name for this family. In the case
of Ctenueha being split from the group, EUCHROMI

-

IDAE would be considered as the following available
name, and only the remote possibility of Euchromia
also being split from the group would leave AMAT-
IDAE as the remaining available name, as desired by
Kiriakoff.

Supposing these genera had originated three dis-
tinct families, in their subsequent lumping no zool-
ogist would for a moment think of using any but the
oldest name.

I would recommend, on this subject, the very
useful paper by R.F. d ’Almeida- "Sobre a nomencla-
ture de alguns grupos superior©® da ordem Lepidop-
tera. 2a. Nota: Families Lasiocampidae, Lymantri-
idae, Mimallonidae e Uraniidae e superfamilia Arc-
tioidea." Arquiv . Mu3 . Raranaense. Curitiba, Brasil,
vol.3: pp.131-143, 1943 - where this question is
very thoroughly examined, and based on a quite ex-
tensive bibliography. Most probably this work has
been overlooked by Kiriakoff.

Lauro P. Travassos F9
Sao Paulo, Brasil
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53. Alibert, H., "Note sur un nouvel insecte vivant

sur goyavier en C6te d’Ivoire." Agron . Trop .. vol.2:

pp.69-71, 3 figs. 1947. [Abstract in Rev . App . Ent .

(A), vol.36: pp.389-390.] Pesmeocraera varia (Noto-

dont.): all stages described; notes on habits. (P.B.)

54. Bentick, G.A., "Bijzondere vangsten van Lepidopte-

ra." (Captures of rare Lepidoptera. ) (In Dutch.)

Tiidschr . v. Ent .. vol.90; Verslag: pp.43-44* 1 Nov.

1948. 10 rare species captured in Holland in 1947,

of which Lithocolletis padella and true Caloptilia

elongella (formerly C. betulicola has been erroneous-

ly recorded under latter name) are new for the fauna

of Holland. (A.D.)

55. Berger, L.A., "Remarques sur la faune beige." (In

French). Lambillionea. vol.49: pp.15-18. Feb. 1949.

Notes on several butterflies and moths in Belgium.

56. Berger, L.A. & M. Fontaine, "Une espece mlconnue

du genre Colias F." (In French). Lambillionea.

vol.47: pp. 91-98; vol.48: pp.12-15, 21-24, 90-110,

1 pi. Dec. 1947, Feb., Apr., Dec. 1948. For very

many years two distinct spp. have gone under name

of Colias hyale . This remarkable paper contrasts

crisply and clearly the new species with hyale on

basis of adult color and pattern of wings and body,

adult odor, environment, host plants (always Hippo-

crepis comosa for n.sp., many legumes for C. hyale ).

ovum, larva, pupa. N.sp. known from N.W. France and

S. England to Ural Mts. and Persia. C. hyale does

not occur as far south, but reaches eastern Siberia.

Name selected for n.sp. is C. alfacariensis Ribbe,

1905, presumably used for local form. The 1948 re-

vision of the International Rules may make possible

another name. Excellent photos of n.sp. and hyale .

One of the most thorough, interesting papers on but-

terflies in many years.

57. Berthet,H.,"Note sur Parastichtis (Orthosia auct.

)

suspecta Hbn. (iners Germ. )." (in French.) Rev .

franc . Lepid . . vol.ll: pp.334-33 5* June 1948. Re-

cords specimens from Barlelonnette and Etages-en-

Oisans.
58. Betz, J.-T., "Assiste-t-on, actuellement a une ex-

tension de l’aire de dispersion d’Araschnia levana.

L.?" (In French.) Rev , franc . L6pid . . vol.ll: pp.

330-334. June 1948. Evidence of northward extension

of range of A. levana in N. France.

59. Cleu, H., "Oxrcesta serratae Zerny. Noctuidae nou-

velle pour la faune de France." (In French.) Rev .

franc . Lepid . . vol.ll: pp.329-330. June 1948.

60. Dufrane,Abel, "Lepidopteres du Kivu." (In French).

Bull . & Ann . Soc . Ent . Belgique, vol.84: pp.160-168.

1948. 4th of a series on Kivu (Africa). Gives names

to 5 variants. Describes briefly as new (races?):

Anapheis calypso dentigera f . tsangerensis (sic! );

Appi&3 phaola r. intermedia. Mylothris r. rhodope r.

mauanensis (sic!); no figures. Uses extensive foot-
notes to reply to criticisms of Berger (see Lep .News

3: p.21, #18) and there names new form.

61. Dufrane, Abel, "Zygfenes de la faune beige." (In

French). Lambillionea. vol.49: pp.5-7* Feb. 1949*

Describes as new
f
zygaena] filipendulae ssp. ,1ot-

trandi (Harmignies, Belgium); no figs. New records:

Z. filipendulae ssp. limmenica .

62. HeringjM.. "Les mines de Lithocolletis des Alnus ."

(In French.) Rev , franc . LApid . . vol.ll: pp.318-323,

5 figs. June 1948. Describes and gives key to leaf

mines of L. 3tettinensls. strigulatella. suaveolen-

tis.alpina and hauderella. froelichiella. klemannel-
la. ra.lella. with figs, of last 3« All feed on Al-
der (Alnus ): lists 10 spp.of Alnus. with Lithocolle-
tis known on each. A great aid to field microlepid-
opterists!

63. Hovanitz, William, "Ecological Segregation of Inter-
Fertile Species of Colias ." Ecology, vol.29: pp.46l-

469, 1 fig* Oct. 1948. Found in S. Ohio, S. Michi-
gan, N. Illinois: C. philodice commonest in red clover
fields and C. eurytheme commonest in alfalfa fields,
with males being more selective than females. Cut-
ting an alfalfa field changed proportions of species.

64. Janmoulle, E., "Espfeces nouvelles pour la faune
beige." (In French.) Lambillionea. vol.48: pp.50,
82-83. Aug., Dec. 1948. Records: Conchy11s vectis-
ana. Grapholitha microgrammana. Teleia saltuum. Tin-
ea ditella .

65. Kiriakoff, S.G., "Recherches sur les organes tym-
paniques des Lepidoptdres en rapport avec la classi-
fication." (In French). Bull . & Ann . Soc . Ent . Bel-
gique. vol.84: pp.231-276, 3 pis. 1948. Investiga-
tion of phylogenetic significance of tympanic organs
in family Ctenuchidae. 130 spp. of 62 genera stud-
ied by dissection, following technique of A.G. Rich-
ards (technique given); organs of 75 spp. described
in some detail and 15 figured. Latin terminology
proposed for 11 common structures of tympanum.
Three distinct groupings of tympanal structures re-
ported: 1) rudimentary type - Old World genera plus
Chrysocale

;

2) well-developed organs of "noctuide"
type - New World genera plus Euchromia; 3) well-dev-
oped organs with a vibrating membrane ("tympan du
type A timbale") - African genera. Latter type is so

different from first two and so uniform for latter
genera that new family THTRETIDAE (type - Thyretes )

is erected. New genus ASTRIDIA (type - A. angustata
Moschler) based on specialized tympanum Tin type 2,
above). A significant paper

I

66. Legras, L. , "Au jardin des HespSrides." (In French.)
Rev , franc . Lepid . . vol.ll: pp.315-317. June 1948.
Notes on Lepidoptera collecting at Comps, S. France.

67. Lempke, B.J., "Bestrijding van schinrael bij kweek-
en." (Control of mould in breeding experiments.

)

(In Dutch.) Bntom . Berichten. vol.12: pp.291-292.
1 Nov. 1948. The author recommends a method pub-
lished by R.L.S. Ford, Proc . Roy. Bit . Soc . Lond .(A)
vol.22: pp.86-88, 1947, and also demonstrated to him
by Dr. H.B.D. Kettlewell, England; this method is es-
pecially useful in breeding on a large scale, e.g.,
in experiments with genetics of Lepidoptera. Larvae
on a branch of the food plant are covered with a bag
of mosquito netting and placed in a jar with water
on the bottom of a wooden vessel which has been
sprayed with a 3% common salt solution; this prevents
development of mould and reduced mortality of larvae
considerably. (A.D.) (See Lap . News 2: p.19, no. 54).

68. MacGillavry, D., "Insecten op Amerikaansche eik"
(Insects of American oak - Quercus borealis Mign. v.

maxima Sarg.) (In Dutch). Bntom . Berichten. vol.12:

pp.289-291. 1 Nov. 1948. Phalaera taucephala and
Orthosia incerta recorded on this food plant in Hol-
land. (A.D.)

69. Meer Mohr, J.C. van dor, "Some notes on the life
history of the Maize Borer." Chronica Naturae, vol.

105: pp.74-78. March 1949. Pyranata nubilalis (Pj~

alidae) is a serious pest of maize at the E. coast
of Sumatra. Development covers l£ months, occurrence
is continuous throughout the year. List of wild
food plants is given. Parasites are of very minor
importance. (A.D.)

70. Meer Mohr, J.C. van der, "A note on the Green
Rice Moth, Doloessa viridis Zell." Chronica Naturae.

vol. 105: pp.79-80. D. v. (» Thagora figurana Walk.

)

is a pest of stored rice and maize at the E. coast
of Sumatra. A short description of stages and re-
marks on feeding habits and development. (A.D.)
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71. Munroe, Eugene, "A new genus of Nymphalidae and
its affinities (Lepidoptera, Rhopalocera)." Journ.
N.Y. Ent . Soc., vol. 57: pp. 67-78. Mar. 1949. Re-
views the genera Ergolis. Larlnga. Eurytela. Byblis.

Neptidopsis. Mesoxantha. Mestra. Vila, and Biblis.

and gives their generic synonymies. The author
erects a new genus, Archimestra. with generotype Ajv

gynnis teleboas Menetries, (1832). Query as to whe-
ther Cystineura can be considered a synonym of Mes-
tra. since they are both monotypical and their gene-
rotypes are not conspecific. (C.dP.

)

72. Nabokov, V., "A New Species of Cyclargua Nabokov
(Lycaenidae, Lepidoptera)." Entomologist

.

vol.81:

pp.273-280, 11 figs. Dec. 1948. Describes as new
C. erembis (Little Cayman Is.). Wing pattern, o' gen-
italia, scales figured in detail. Predicts erembis
will be found in Cuba sympatrically with C. amnon .

73. Nabokov, V.,"The Nearctic Members of the Genus Lr-
caeides Hubner (Lycaenidae, Lepidoptera)." Bull .

Mus . Comp . Zool . . vol.101: pp.479-541» 9 pis. Feb.

1949. Lycaeides. in restricted sense, limited to 3
spp. (nowhere clearly distinguished!): argyrognomen -

Holarctic

:

ismenias - Palearctic; melissa - Nearctic.
Describes in great detail,with photos, Nearctic rac-
es of argyrognomen as follows: anna, ricei. lotis.
alaskensis . scudderi . aster, femiensia. atrapraetex-
tus. sublivens (subsp. nov. - Telluride, Colo.),
longinus (subsp . nov. - Jackson Hole, Wyo. ); of mel-
issa as follows: melissa. pseudosamuelis (subsp.nov.
- Pitkin Co., Colo.). Inyoensis. annetta. samuelis .

Very detailed synonymies. Also photos of num. Pale-
arctic races of ismenias and argyrognomen . Clearly
the result of patient painstaking work, but difficult
or impossible to understand completely because of
lack of yes-or-no summaries or keys.

74« Picard, J., "Nouvelles races d’Hesperiidae fran-
$aises." (In French.) Rev , franc . Lepid . . vol.ll:
pp.324-328. June 1948. Describes as new skippers
from France: Carcharodus alceae race corsi cus (Calvi

.

Corsica )

.

Reverdinus lavatherae r. pyrenaicus (Gedre )

,

Pyrgus alveus r. lutetianus (ForSt de Saint-Germain),
P. bellieri r. adkini (Bagnol-les-Bains). Heteropte-
rus morpheus r. vasconiae (Biarritz). No figures.

75* Boivre, R., "Notes sur quelques especes captures

8

au plateau d’Assy (Haute-Savoie)." (In French^
Rev , franc . Lepid .. vol.ll: pp.344-347. Sept. 1948.
Records of 6 spp. of moths.

76. Praviel, G., "Augiades sylvanus Esper ssp. nicae-
ensis nov." (in French.) Rev , franc . Ldpid .. vol.
11: p.324. June 1948. Describes Maritime Alps syl-
vanus as new race nicaeensis (Nice). No figure.

77- Rupert, Laurence R.,"A revision of the North Amer-
ican species of the genus Plagodis (Lepidoptera,Geo-
metridae, Ennominae)." Journ . N.T. Ent . Soc . .vol. 57:

pp.19-48, pis. 1-5. Mar. 1949. Discusses and figures,
including the male and female genitalia and seme pre-
paratory stages, P. serinaria. P. kuetzingi. P. pur-
puraria. P. phlogosaria. P. fervidaria. P. alcoolar-
ia. and some subspecific and season forms. P. phlo-
gosaria iris is proposed as a new race (subspecies)
from Armdale, Nova Scotia. Holotype and allotype in
the U.S.N.M. (C.dP.)

78. Rutimeyer,E., "Mise au point au sujet de mon arti-
cle sur Coenonympha leander var. gallica m. et re-
port de cette variStd a Coenonympha iphis ." (In
French.) Rev, franc . L6pid . . vol.ll: pp.312-315.
June 1948. Agrees that his race gallica should be-
long to C. iphis instead of C. leander. gives table
for distinguishing the 2 spp.

79. Sarlet, L., "Un cas d’atavisme int^ressant chez la
femelle d*Erannis leucophaearia Schiff." (In French.)
Lambillionea. vol. 48: pp.78-79. Oct. 1948. Remark-
able specimen of (normally wingless) female of this
species, showing much more wing rudiment than usual.

80. Sevastopulo, D.G., "The colour relationship be-
tween certain pupae and their surroundings." PPoc .

Roy . Bit . Soc . London (A), vol.23: PP.93-95* 28 Dec.

1948. Reports tests on Papilio polytes. P. demoleus
and Danaus chrysippus. to determine effect, if any,

of background color on pupal color. Results nega-
tive. (P.B.)

81. Storace, L., "Quelques observations sur 1’exerge
antinorii Oberthur de Papilio dardanua Brown." (In

French. ) Lambillionea. vol.48: pp.65-73 • Oct. 1948.
Discussion of this African Papilio .

82. Toxopeus, L.J., "Notes on Lymantriidae, with a par-

tial revision of the genus Redoa WI£. (Results of
the Third Archbold Expedition 1938-1939)". (In Eng-
lish). Treubia. vol. 19: pp.429-481. 1948. Divided
in 8 chapters as follows. 1. Notes on the family
name Lymantriidae. 2. An annotated list of the spec-
ies of Lymantria from Java: 16 spp. recorded of
which 4 for the first time from this island; new are:

L. capnodes bisextilis. L. vasatrix: L. marginalia
harimuda Roepke is redescribed. 3. Synonymy of Ly-
mantria minora Van Eecke: synonyms are Dura panthera
v. Eecke and L. pendelburyi Coll. 4* Notes on the

genus Imaus Moore and related genera; new PSILOCHI-

RA g.n., P. lineata nycthemera subsp. n., (Borneo)

Imaus mundus collenettei subsp.n. (Java). 5 • A tabu-
lar review of Leucoma group of genera; a key for 13

genera, new is CANDIDATA (Amboina ) . 6. A provision-
al tubular review of the oriental species of the ge-
nus Redoa Walk. 57 spp. and 1 subsp. are reviewed,
of which are new: from Sumatra: R. diatreta. byssina;

from Borneo: isabella. clavigera. fLaminea. sparsa.

linteola. arborchristi. prasioneura. rhopica. sale-
brosa. corrugata. adusta. satinata. erasmia; from
Java: salsa, phrika. gedea. galene. galanthina. velu-
tina: from New Guinea: flaccida. palea . 7« Nygmia
icilia (Stoll.) and allied forms: distribution of 9
Indo-Malayan subspp. 8. Five new genera of the Nyg-
mia group: PRONYGMIA . (India, Java) with P. xantho-
pera punctata subsp.n., (Java); MICOOTROGIA

,
(Malaya.

,

Java); MICRONYGMIA (Malaya, Sumatra, Borneo), with
M. oreolinta sp.n. (Java); XANTHONYGMIA (Borneo)

with X. oculata sp.n. (Borneo): BRADYTERA (Java,

Sumatra). Photographs are given of Imaida sinuata
sp.n. ,

Imaus mundus collenettei subsp.n. , Lymantria
vastatrix sp.n., L. ossea sp.n., L. minora v. Eecke,
neallotype 9. Neurations of Psilochira lineata nyc-
themera and of Imaida sinuata are figured! (A.D.

)

83. Travassos, Lauro, "Contribu?ao ao Conhecimento
dos *Arctiidae*. XVI. (Lepidoptera, Heterocera)."
Rev. Brasil . Biol ., vol. 8: pp.493-504» 6 figs. Dec.

1948. Deals with the genus Phegoptera . A review of
the taxonomic history of the genus is given. The ge-

nus itself, and the typical species, P. histrionica.
are described in great detail, with figures of wing
pattern, adults of both sexes, venation, genitalia,
tarsi, and palpi. (P.B.)

84. Viette, P., "Contribution a 1’etude des Microptery-
gidae (2® note). Descriptions des genitalia miles de

quelques especes de Micropteryx." (In French. ) Rev .

franc . Ldpid . . vol.ll: pp.340-344» 6 figs. Describes
and figures cf genitalia of M. aureoviridella . imper-
fectella. islamella. myrtella. octopunctella .

85. Wellington, E.F., "Artificial Medium for Larval
Rearing." Forest Insect Investigations Bi-mon . Prog .

Rept .. vol. 5: p.2. Jan. -Feb. 1949. Medium for rear-

ing Choristoneura fumiferana and 3 other spp. with
similar habits. Thrive on hardened slabs of foliage-
water suspension mixed in Waring Blendor with hot
agar and "Mycoban" (micro-organism inhibitor). Lep-
idoptera feeding externally on foliage will not take

the medium. A most significant technique for large-
scale rearing work, such as genetics!
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NOTICES BY MEMBERS

All members may use this column to advertise their of-

ferings and needs in Lepidoptera. There is no cost for

this service. Unless withdrawn sooner by the member,

each notice will appear in WO consecutive issues.

Wanted; information on the distribution of Utah LYCAEN-

IDAE in various collections. Please send notices of

availability of material. John C. Downey, Biology

Dept., Univ. of Utah, Salt Lake City 1, Utah.

AGENT WANTED IN U.S.A. who can sell our whole 1949
catch, to be collected in faunistically rich Khasi and

Naga Hills of northern India; including butterflies

and many other orders of insects. Total will be about

1,000,000 specimens. Please contact us for our terms.

Himalayan Butterfly Co., Shillong, Khasi Hills, INDIA.

Have a quantity of Urania riphaeus from Madagascar,

first-quality papered specimens, for exchange by 100

or 1000. Also have Morpho amathonte. menelaas . aega.

etc. by one or a dozen, and thousands of other butter-

flies for exchange, for what have you? Butterfly World

Supply House, 289 E. 98th St., Brooklyn 12, N.Y.

All sizes of black steel insect pins from Czechoslova-

kia for sale at $3.00 per 1000 or $25.00 for 10,000.

Dr. H. Wilcke, Kossen/Tyrol, No. 199, AUSTRIA.

For sale: "THE MACROLEPIDOPTERA. OF THE WORLD" by A.

Seitz. Vol.5. the North & South American butterflies
in four volumes; bound in buckram. Vol.9. the Indo-

Australian butterflies in two volumes; bound in buck-
ram and calf. Both sets complete, all plates intact,

in GOOD condition. Price $250.00.
M. Spelman, 2781 Grand Concourse, New York 58, N.Y.

Wanted iimnediately for generic revision, all species

of genus Annaphila Grt. EXCEPTING A. divinula Grt., A.

decia Grt., A. depicta Grt., and A. diva Grt. Mater-
ial from Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas especially
needed. Distributional, ecological, and biological
data desired. Offer in exchange Rhopalocera and Hete-
rocera of So. and Central Calif. C.I. Smith, Dept, of
Entomology & Parasitology, Agriculture Hall, Room 112,
University of California, Berkeley 4, Calif.

For sale: European races of PARNASSIIDAE in papers or
mounted with exact data and in good condition. P. ap-
ollo L. var brittingeri R. a. R. (- chetus Fruhstl),

P. mnemosyne L. var. hartmannl Stdfs. dj and ab. mel-
aina Horn*. 9 and ab. umbratilis Fruhst. 9 (extremely
melanistic forms). Supply limited, order early. Dr.

W.J. Reinthal, Dept, of Zool. Sciences, University of
Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.

Subscriptions to Entomologisches Nachrichtenblatt

.

a
German language mimeographed monthly periodical devot-
ed largely to Lepidoptera, are offered by its editor
in exchange for butterfly and moth pupae or for Lepid-
optera literature. Write: Adrian Iiithi, Inneres Som-
merhaus, Burgdorf, SWITZERLAND.

THE NEW BIO METAL STANDARD redwood box, with screw-on
hinges and mitered corners at shoulders. 9 x 13 x 2^
inches. $2.10 each, $24*00 dozen.

‘m?7

Bio Metal Associates announces its new COMSTOCK BOX.
White pine frame, birch veneer top and bottom, finest
composition white paper lined. Hand-rubbed lacquer
finish; hinges inside and hidden; 13 x 9 x inches.
$3.85 each, quantity discounts.
Bio Metal Associates, Box 346, Beverly Hills, Calif.

Wanted: COPIES OF THE DATA from specimens of the fol-
lowing species Mid races of PAPILI0 :

P. bairdii hollandii . P. b. brucei
P. nitra . P. n. kahili
P. machaon aliaaka. P. m. hudsonianus. P. m. dodi

Will be glad to supply data from any species of Rhopa-
locera to be found in the collection of the American
Museum of Natural History in return.
Paul R. Ehrlich, 538 Academy St., Maplewood, N.J.

Wanted for cash or exchange: EUPHYDRYAS of the world
in series. Also Nearctic MITOURA in series.
D.P. Frechin, 1504 N. Lafayette, Bremerton, Wash.

4,000 Geometridae, Arctiidae, Noctuidae, Bombycidae,
Hepialidae of Austrian Alps pinned but unspread need
to be sold to provide space for 1949 collecting. Es-
pecially Acronicta. Euxoa. Rhyaeia. Dianthoecia. Cosmia.
Anarta . Acidalia . Ortholita. Boarmia. Biston. Gnophos .

and many others. Each for 15$, including the very good
species. 25$ discount for orders over 1000 specimens.
Specimens perfect and with full data.

Dr. H. Wilcke, Kossen/Tyrol, No. 199, AUSTRIA.

Wanted to buy: THE MOTH BOOK, by W.J. Holland (1937),
in good condition.
Mrs. Emily Henriksen, Orcas Island, East Sound, Wash.

LIVING MATERIAL

The News will welcome especially notices concerning the
exchange or sale of Lepidoptera eggs, larvae, and jupae,
hoping to revive the old interest in rearing and to re-
emphasize the importance of studying the immature stages.

Contributors are urged to include accurate locality data
with all material sent.

Living OVA for sale or exchange (in season): Citheronia
regalis. Eacles imperialis. Sarnia gloveri. hybrid cecro-

pia-gloveri. Actias luna, Automeris io. Telea polyphe-
mus . Duke Downey, 51 W. 4th St., Sheridan Wyo.

Desire to purchase or exchange living Saturniid pupae

of the world. Have limited number Rothschildia forbesi
and/or orizaba pupae for sale or preferably in exchange.

R.L. Halbert, 1201 W. 30th St., Los Angeles 7, Calif.

Contacts desired to obtain live pupae of Sphingidae and

Satumiidae, and eggs of Catocalinae. Dr. v. Froreich,
Postschiesfach 431, Aachen, GERMANY (British Zone).

Eggs of Actias luna for sale in season by the 100 or
1000. M. Eugene Smith, Rt. #2, Newnan, Georgia.

minor feeti^—
Dr. Max Minor Peet, world famous surgeon, died sud-

denly at Ann Arbor, Mich., Mar. 25, 1949* Between as-
signments in medicine he found time to do much credit-
able work in zoology, being especially widely known as
an ornithologist. His collections of Lepidoptera in

the University of Michigan Museum add. much to our know-
ledge of the fauna of some of the little-known parts of
the State.

Ralj* Beebe
Ecorse, Michigan

Edward Coher has recently left Massachusetts to
spend a year on entomological research in Brazil, cen-
tering his activities at SSo Paulo.
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Q. "Are there any collection records of Megathymus
ursus since the types were collected almost 50
years ago?" (Ed. Note: Prof. Forbes referred
this question to Mr. E.L. Bell.)

A. As far as I know there are no published records
of further captures of Megathymus ursus Poling
since the original description in 1902, other than
the mention by Barnes & McDunnough (1912. Contribu-
tions, 1 (3),PP*36 and 43) in the collection of Mr.

O.C. Poling. However there are three specimens in
the collection of the United States National Museum,
Washington, D.C., all of them females, and Mr. W.D.
Field of that Museum has kindly sent to me the data
accompanying them. The type specimen upon which
Poling based his description of ursus bears the lo-
cality label "So . Arizona Poling" without date of
capture; another specimen bears the locality label
"Redington Ariz.", also without date of capture;

the third specimen bears the locality label "Santa

Catalina Mts. Ariz. Pinal Co." and the date of cap-
ture label "Aug. 16-23". Barnes & McDunnough state
that as far as they knew then, approximately ten
years after the description of ursus. there were
only two specimens in existence, the type in the
Barnes collection and another specimen in the col-
lection of Mr. O.C. Poling and that no individuals
had been observed since 1903* They also say that
between 1901 and 1903 some 8 or 10 individuals were
observed in the beginning of September and that of
these but two were captured, the type in the Barnes

collection and the specimen in the Poling collec-
tion. Thus the third specimen mentioned above hav-
ing been captured in August may have been taken sub-
sequent to the publication of the Barnes & McDun-
nough paper in 1912, at toy rate apparently it was
not known to them at the time.

Ernest L. Bell

Q. "For some time I have tried to find Lepidoptera
larvae feeding on "Club Mosses" (Lycopodium ) with-
out any luck. Are any species known to feed on
these plants?"

A. I know only Sparganothis lycopodiana Kft. which
is not structurally separable from S. sulfureana
Clem., and may be merely a color form. Probably a
few other caterpillars of the groups reported as
feeding on "mosses and lichens" might be found oc-
casionally.

W.T.M. Forbes

The biographical notes and list of publications of
Professor Kusnezov presented by Mr. Borodin on pp.
29-31 were given an unusually large portion of this
issue of the Lep . News because scientific publica-
tions of Russia, which may contain an account of
Kusnezov, have a very small world distribution and
in recent years have been almost entirely in the
Russian language, probably not understood by most
News readers. In the interests of international
lepidopterology we consider a proper account of
Kusnezov important. (See vol. 2: p.110).

C.L.R.
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ADDITIONS TO THE MEMBERSHIP LIST

Beebe, William (Dr.), Zoological Park, New York 60,
N.Y. RH0P. MACRO. Ecology, Life History. Coll.

FR0EMEL, E.A., Columbus, Nebraska. RH0P. MACRO:
esp. Catocala . Coll. Ex. Buy.

Gatti, Arthur, 63 W. Seventh St., Mt. Vernon, N.Y.
RH0P: esp. Papilionidae, Morphidae, Brassolidae,
Nymphalidae, Amathusidae. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

Jones, Frank Morton (Dr.), 2000 Riverview Ave., Wil-
mington, Dela. LEPID: esp.Psychidae. Co11.Ex. Buy.

Kessler, Francis D., 333 Elmwood Ave., Buffalo 9,
N.Y. MACRO: esp. Satumiidae. Life History. Buy.

Leuschner, Ronald, 1172 S. Wenonah Ave., Oak Park,
111. RH0P: esp. Speyeria. Brenthis. Melitaea .

Coll. Ex. MACRO.
Sicher, Harry (Dr.), Loyola Univ.School of Dentistry,

1757 W. Harrison St., Chicago 12, 111.
Stein, George L., c/o Laue, 706 Greythorne Rd.,
Wynnewood, Pa. RH0P: esp. Papilionidae,Morphidae,
Nymphalidae . MACRO: esp. Castniidae, Satumiidae,
Sphingidae. Life History. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

CHANGES OF ADDRESS

Adelphe, Rev. Brother, IScole Superieure Richard,
200 Rue Galt, Verdun, P.Q., CANADA.

Crystal, Bruce W., 7955 "F" St., Dexter, Mich.
Lewallen, L.L., 3530 Myers St., Arlington, Calif.
McElvare, R.R., 26 Bogart Ave., Port Washington, N.Y.
Robinson, P.F., 115 Union St., Westfield, Mass.
Smalley, S.B. , 1079 Asbury Rd., Cincinnati 30, Ohio.
Sweetman, H.E., 300 N. Dakota Ave., Sioux Falls, S.D.

THE LEPIDOPTERISTS' NEWS
The monthly periodical of the Lepidopterists’ Society

Membership is open to all persons interested in any
aspect of the study of butterflies and moths. The
1949 dues, including subscription to the NEWS, are
$2.00 for Regular Membership and $4.00 or more for
Sustaining Membership. Please make remittances pay-
able to Charles L. Remington . Price for Vol. 2 is
$2.00. No complete sets of Vol. 1 are available.

i copy supplied by author

Cushing-Malloy, Inc

i Arbor, Michigan, U.S.A.
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BOOKS OR LEPIDOPTERA IN PRINT

LARVAE OF INSECTS. Pt.I. LEPIDOPTERA AND HYMENOPTERA.
By Alvah Peterson. Published by author; Columbus,
Ohio. 1948. 315 pp., 84 full page figs. (Litho-
printed, cloth bound, 8" x 10 1/2"). Available
from: Prof. Alvah Peterson, Dept, of Zoology-Entomo-
logy, Ohio State University, Columbus 10, Ohio,
U.S.A., for $5.00, postpaid.

This is the first of two projected volumes on
the larvae of all the orders of holometabolous In-
sects (see News : p.46) in the Nearctic Region. Pt.I
contains three sections: the Introduction to the im-
mature insects of all orders; detailed treatment of
the Lepidoptera; and detailed treatment of the plant-
feeding Hymenoptera (Sawflies and a few Chalcids).

The general seotion describes techniques for
collecting,killing, preserving, and inflating larvae
and gives keys to the Immature stages of the orders
of insects. The keys throughout the volume are
well illustrated with large, simple drawings. There
is a general bibliography on Immature Insects with
87 titles.

The second seotion, on Lepidoptera, occupies pa-
ges 60-236 of which 58 pages are filled with figures
and 58 with explanations of figures. A lucid intro-
duction to the characters of larvae of Lepidoptera
is followed by a tabular comparison of the systems
of S.B. Fracker, W.T.M. Forbes, and Carl Heinrich
for naming the setae. The keys, which include near-
ly all Nearctic families of Lepidoptera, are based
on those of Fracker (1930 ) and of course rely entire-
ly on structural characters, such as setae, horns,
spiracles, glands, crochets, and relative sizes. No
attempt is made to cover early instars. After the
keys the families, in alphabetical order, are des-
cribed and their habits noted. A list of "Some Com-
mon, Important or Unusual Species" shows the species
actually studied in preparing the book. The excel-
lent, practical drawings illustrate essential char-
acters of a very large number of species in nearly
all families. The bibliography of Nearctic Lepidop-
tera larvae contains over 200 titles.

The final seotion (pages 237-277 and 12 plates)
deals with Hymenoptera larvae found cm plants.

The end of the volume has an extensive glossary
of terms, host indices, and an index of all common
and scientific names in the volume.

This is a valuable manual of identification for
anyone interested in Lepidoptera larvae and having
a microscope available.

BUTTERFLY LIVES. By S* Beaufoy. Collins; London.

1947. 128 pp., 191 photos. Available from: Col-
lins, 14 St. James's Place, London, England; listed
at 12s.6d net. (= $2.50 U.S.A.).

Never before have we found such a large collec-
tion of superb photographs of butterflies and their
early stages. Mr. Beaufoy exhibits real skill in
rearing and finding the stages of the butterflies
he figures, but the wonderful photographs make read-
ing this book an exceptional pleasure. It certainly
stands far above most popular books on butterflies.

Mr. Beaufoy has chosen for the book 22 species
of British butterflies, with representatives of all
major groups and with several species having partic-
ularly interesting life histories, habits, or distri-
bution. The delightfully written text on each spe-
cies, on a simple plane, is accompanied by about
eight photographs, usually illustrating all four
stages of the life history, and often with several
views of one stage or of different larval instars.
The backgrounds are natural and add to the biologi-
cal authenticity of the photographs. The scientific
accuracy of the entire book has been assured by the
collaboration of Dr. E.B. Ford.

Mr. Beaufoy hopes to give impetus to the hobby
of photographing living butterflies and their early
stages. He presents in the Introduction his tech-
niques for finding eggs, larvae, and pupae, for
rearing them, and for photographing the insects.
"Butterfly Lives" will bring pleasure to collectors
and students of butterflies anywhere in the world.

The early signs are that 1949 may be a great migrating year for Lepidoptera in western North
America. Commander J.L. Sperry reported (April) that the larvae of Celerlo llneata "are so plentiful
that it makes slippery travelling in parts of the desert" (S.Calif.). D.E. Parker found Vanessa car-
dul "in tremendous numbers" in the desert seotion around Little Rock, California. The importance of
large numbers of observations from many localities during a migration cannot be overestimated. All
collectors seeing unusual swarms, especially those moving, of the migrating Lepidoptera are urged to
send letters or postcards to the News editor immediately, giving all possible details. It may then
be possible to alert other potential observers. Consult the article by Dr. C.B. Williams on pp.17-18
of the February Leo. News for a list of the known migrant butterflies; these and the moths should be
watched carefully. From June 25-July 31 the address of the News editor will be Eldora, Colorado.
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CATALOGUE DES L&IDOPT&RES DE FRANCE ET DE BELGIQUE:
2 vols. By Leon Lhomme. Published by author;
France. Available from: L. Lhomme, Le Carriol (Lot),

France

.

This catalogue of the Lepidoptera of France and
Belgium is a reference work of high quality. Its
compiler, one of the world's ablest amateur zoolo-
gists, has now nearly completed publication of the
final volume.

Volume I (800 pp.) deals with the Macrolepidop-
tera. It lists 1676 species. All parts have now
appeared and the price is 600 francs.

Volume 2 (about 1200 pp.) covers the Microlepi-
doptera, of which there are 2665 species recorded.
It is appearing in six fascicles, of which the
first five have been published and the sixth was in
press in March. The price for the entire volume is
about 2000 francs.

The author, date, and generotype is given for
every genus. Under each species is the following
information: l) references to recent works in any
language, in which that species is described or fig-
ured; 2) detailed records of the distribution in
France and Belgium and the periods of flight; 3) the
host plants of the larva; and 4) for many species,
notes on the habits of larvae and adults.

This is not a synonymical catalogue and the
lack of synonymies detracts materially from its val-
ue. Presumably practical reasons required their
emission.

Anyone interested in the Microlepidoptera will
find the second volume frequently consulted. Stu-
dents of the Macrolepidoptera whose interests in-
clude European species will wish to have the first
volume on their bookshelves. The prices are reason-
able and should be no deterrent.

[Just as this issue of the Lep . News was being
made up for the printer we learned of the very re-
cent passing of M. Lhomme. This is a great loss to
lepidopterology. An engineer by profession, M.
Lhomme has long served French entomology, not only
by compiling the above Catalogue, but by his able
editing of the Revue francaise de Leoidopterologie
and his own original work. We have not yet heard
who will carry on the Revue or the "Catalogue", but
presumably orders addressed as above will continue
to receive proper attention.]

THE CATERPILLARS OF THE BRITISH BUTTERFLIES, Includ-
ing the Eggs, Chrysalids and Food-plants. By W. J.

Stokoe & G. H. T. Stovin. Warne; London. 1944.
248 pp., 32 pis., figs. Available from: Frederick
Warne & Co., Ltd., London, England, or New York,N.Y.,
U.S.A. (bound, 10s. 6d in England = $2.10).

This little book was prepared as a companion
volume to South's The Butterflies of the British
Isles . The species are arranged in phylogenetic se-
quence, but with the most specialized groups first.
For each species there are notes giving: habits and
distribution of the adults; the oviposition site;
descriptions of the egg, larva (all instars), and
pupa; larval habits; and all known food-plants.
The descriptions of the life-history of the Monarch
are quoted from Skudder (sic 2 ) . All the larvae are

figured in color from the water-color drawings of
J.C. Dollman and undoubtedly suffice for identifi-
cation, but they are not very clear in most cases.
The figures of the eggs and pupae are in black-and-
white. The former are especially clear. A very
useful feature of the book is a descriptive list,
with simple drawings, of the 140 different food-
plants and notations of the butterflies which feed
on them.

The introductory chapters, Dr. Stovin' s contri-
bution to the book, consider "Instructions and Hints
for Rearing Butterflies in Captivity" and "Reasons
for Classification of Butterflies into Families."

It will surprise North American collectors to
find that only 68 species of butterflies occur in
the British Isles, whereas any one locality in the
Nearctic Region probably has at least 50$ more.
Small wonder that British collectors have turned to
gathering aberrations enthusiastically!

All European collectors should find this little
volume useful, and the close similarity between most
Palearctic and Nearctic butterflies makes it of in-
terest anywhere in northern Asia and North America.

THE CATERPILLARS OF BRITISH MOTHS, Including the
Eggs, Chrysalids and Food-plants. 2 volumes. By
W. J. Stokoe & G. H. T. Stovin. Warne; London. 1948.
408 & 381 pp., 90 & 51 pis., figs. Available from:
Frederick Warne & Co., Ltd., London, England, or New
York, N.Y., U.S.A. (about $7.00 U.S.A. ).

Like the butterfly book (see notice above)
these little volumes will conveniently accompany
South's work on the adults. Only the families of
larger moths are included. The first volume deals
with the families "Sphingidae to Brephidae", and
the second volume is devoted to the Gecmetridae,
Zygaenidae, Limacodidae, Cossidae, Sesiidae (Aeger-
iidae), and Hepialidae.

In the same manner as in the volume on butterfly
caterpillars, there is an extensive list of food-
plants, with descriptions and figures. Dr. Stovin
has contributed a simple chapter on insect genetics.

For each species Mr. Stokoe gives: the habits
and distribution of the adult moths; descriptions
of the egg, larva, and sometimes pupa and cocoon;
and the known food-plants. The figures of larvae
are in color and are not very clear. Photographs
and drawings of the eggs and pupae are much better.

Any collector of moths, at least in the North-
ern Hemisphere, will find this a handy reference
manual

.

C. L. Remington

Seme other recent books previously reviewed:

1. BUTTERFLIES, by E.B. Ford (see Lep. News , vol.l:

p.3). Available from: Collins, St. James's Place,

London, ENGLAND, (about $5.00).
2. ATLAS DES l£pIDOPT!RES DE FRANCE ... HETER0CERES,

by C. Herbulot (see Lep. News , vol.2: p.88).
Available frcm: Editions N. Boubee, 3, Place St.~
Andre-des-Arts, Paris 71s ,

FRANCE, (350 francs).

3. LEPIDOPTERA OF NEW YORK AND NEIGHBORING STATES,
Pt. II, by W.T.M. Forbes (see Lep . News , vol.3:
pp.5-6). Available frcm: Roberts Hall, N.Y. State
College of Agric., Ithaca, N.Y., U.S.A., ($i.50).
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MIGRANT BUTTERFLIES OUTSIDE NORTH AMERICA

by C.B. Williams, Sc.D.
Rothamsted Experimental Station

Harpenden, England

In an earlier number of the Lepldopterlsts

*

News (vol.3: pp.17-18) I gave a short account of
some of the problems facing the student of the Mi-
gration of Lepidoptera in North America. We know
of migrations of butterflies in almost every coun-
try in the world, and the following is a survey of
the more important species concerned and some of
the problems outside your own continent.

In Britain, where we have had the advantage of
a long series of amateur naturalists, in a relative-
ly small area, for a hundred years or more, we know
that about 17 of our 68 species of Rhopalocera are
migrants. These species with a brief statement of
their movements are as follows s-

PAPILIONIDAEj- Papilio machaon L.
;
we have a

British race which is resident and confined to the

fenlands of eastern England. At times 'Swallow-
tails' are caught along the southern coast, and
these have been found to be immigrants of the conti-
nental P. a. gorgonius . and not wanderers of our
own race.

PIERIDAE:- Pleris brassicae L. migrates in
great numbers towards the south in central Germany,
usually at the end of July. Off-shoots of this
movement cross the North Sea and the Channel and in-
vade our E. and S.E. coast sometimes in millions.
The species has also a large resident population in
Britain which survives the winter. P. rapae L. has
movements similar to the above but on a smaller
scale. P. napi L. is only an occasional migrant.

Colias croceus Fourcr. and C. hvale L. are both
visitors from the south which may breed here in the
summer but do not normally survive the winter. In
the first, which is the more frequent immigrant,
there is some evidence of a return autumn flight.

Pontia daplidlce L. is an occasional wanderer
to our shores from France. In 1945 there was the
biggest immigration ever recorded; over 500 adults
were captured, and eggs, larvae and pupae recorded
for the first time.

DANAIDAE:- In the past 80 years over 160 Indi-
viduals of Danaus plexlppus L. have been captured
or seen in the British Isles. The food plant does
not exist wild In Europe. All specimens examined
have been of the North American race (see Williams
et al, 1942).

NYMPHALIDAE:- Vanessa cardui L. is our great-
est migrant and comes north nearly every year in
the spring frcsn the Mediterranean or North Africa.
There is a summer breeding generation in Britain
but very few survive the winter. V. atalanta L.

has similar habits, but a small proportion regular-
ly survive the winter.

Nvmphalis antiopa L. is a regular autumn immi-
grant which comes to us from the east; very few sur-

vive our winter, and there is no record of any lar-
va being found in this country. N. io L. and N. ur-

tieae L. have been recorded in migratory flights on
the Continent but are regular residents in Britain.
Argynnis lathonia L. is an occasional wanderer from
the south which seldom if ever breeds here.

LYCAENIDAE:- Cosmolvce boetlcus L.
,
Everes ar-

giades Pall., and Cvanlrls semiargus Rott. (acis D.

& S.) are all occasional immigrants from the south
which seldom or never breed here. C. boeticus is

a regular migrant in other parts of the world.

No Hesperiid has been recorded migrating in Eu-
rope.

About half of our Sphingidae, and an unknown
number - probably at least 50 - of our other moths
are also migrants.

The British immigrants are a very good represen-
tation of the situation in Europe, and I know of no
other butterfly which regularly migrates in western
Europe which is not on this list.

In North Africa we get conditions somewhat simi-

lar to southern Europe and many of our European im-

migrants have their origin in this area, along the

northern or southern edge of the great desert belt.
When however we move further south into tropical Af-
rica a new fauna and new migrants are found. The

chief of these are the Pieridae: Catopsilla flarella
Fab. and Anapheis (Belenols ) aurota (mesentina Cram.)

and A. creona Cram, (severina Cram.). The former mi-
grates chiefly in S. & E. Africa, sometimes reaching
Egypt. I have seen it moving to the north in N.E.

Tanganyika for 16 weeks. The same species has also
been recorded migrating in Ceylon. In West Africa
Libythea labdaca Ww. is a regular migrant in Nigeria
and the Gold Coast, and has been reported to have
flights in different directions at two seasons. More
observations on this point are urgently required,
here as in all parts of the world.

In Ceylon directional flights of butterflies are
frequent and have been known for nearly a century.
Nearly one-third of their 250 species have been in-

volved, but of these only about 20 are regular mi-
grants; the others may be accidental imitators. In-

cluded in the regular migrants are the following

PAPILI0NIDAE:- Papilio hector L.*; P. demoleus
L.*; P. polvtes L.; P. nomius Esp.

PIERIDAE!- Catopsilia crocale Cram.*; C. pomcma
Fab. and pvranthe L.*; Ixias pyrene L.

;
Appjas alb-

ina Bdv.*; A. Paulina Cram.*; Hebcmoia glaucippe L. *;
Huphina nerissa Fab.

DANAIDAE:- Danaus Itmnlace Cram.*; D. septentri-

onalis Butl.*; Euploea core Cram.*; kollari Feld.;
and careta Godt.
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NYMPHALIDAE:- Precis inhita Cram.; Kallima hors-
fieldi Koll.; Atella phalanta Dru.® (also migrates
in E. Africa); Ergolis ariadne L.*.

LIBYTHEIDAE:- Libvthea mvrrha Godt.

and about half a dozen Eycaenidae and few Hesperii-
dae (see Williams 1927 and 1930: p.29l).

In southern India regular migrations have been
observed on a large scale by Evershed (Williams 1927)
at Kodaikanal in the Pulney hills at a height of
over 7000 feet. There was a definite movement of
Papilionidae (2 spp. ), Pieridae (6 spp.), Danaidae

(4 spp.), Nymphalidae (7 spp.), and Hesperiidae (l

sp.) and some Dragonflies towards the south from end
of August to the middle of November, with a maximum
in October. Then between February and June there
was a more or less northerly movement of the Pieri-
dae only. The species concerned were chiefly those
known to migrate in Ceylon and are marked with an
asterisk (*) in the list above.

In North India there are records of movements
up the hills at the beginning of the hot season in
March and April, and down again to the plains at
the beginning of the cooler weather in August to
November. The lycaenid C. boeticus, together with
Colias fieldi Menetr., Pierls brass!cae and some
Catonsilia make up the majority of the recorded
flights (Williams 1938).

In Malaya, Java, and other East Indian islands
the flights are chiefly of the CatoPsllia . Applas .

and Euploea . In Cochin China there is a remarkable
record by Fisher (1939) of a mixed flight of many
species, but particularly the Swallow-tail Papilio
aristeus Cram, which has never been recorded as a
migrant elsewhere. In China there are only one or
two records; undoubtedly their scarcity is due to
the absence of observers.

In Australia the chief migrants are the hesper-
iid Badamla exclamationis Fab. in Queensland (also
recorded as a migrant in Ceylon), and the pierid
Anapheis iava teutonla Fab. of which there are a
number of records chiefly from New South Wales;
there is also some evidence of a movement of this
species across the sea to Tasmania. The variety
kershawi McCoy of Vanessa cardui also occurs at
times quite suddenly in great numbers, and may
cross the sea between Australia and New Zealand.

To complete our rapid survey, the migrants in
tropical South America include a number of species
of Catonsilla . Megalura chiron Fab., Coea acheronta
Fab., Calpodes ethllus Cram., and several others;
while in the southern temperate portion we find
Colias lesbia Fab. (first seen in migration at sea

1py Charles Darwin when on board the • Beagle !

) ,
Dan-

aus plexippus erlppus Cram., Precis lavinia Cram.,
Phoebis sennae L« (eubule L. ), Llbvtheana carinenta
Cram., and some others. There is evidence that D.

erlppus and C. sennae have spring and autumn flights
in opposite directions.

The area is so vast, the number of species of
Lepidoptera so great and the number of entomolo-
gists so few, that everywhere we turn we are held

back by lack of information. We need hundreds more
records of these migratory flights from all over
the world, and good records made by observers who
know to some extent what they want:- records with
dates, locality, direction, duration, numbers of in-
dividuals, direction of wind - etc. etc. - and many
specimens so that species, race, sex, size, food re-
serves (fat) and other information can be tabulated.
One or two specimens is not enough; often there may
be several species in the flight, in which case we
want to know their relative abundance; from a num-
ber of specimens dominant varieties may be recog-
nised which may in turn give a clue to the origin
of the movement. A particularly close watch must
be kept for thin flights, for they are often in dif-
ferent directions and at a different time of the
year from the large gregarious movements.

Butterflies at sea or on oceanic islands are al-
so of great importance. Recently some Painted-Lady
butterflies were caught on Tristan da Cunha Island,
which is in the South Atlantic about mid-way between
South Africa and South America, and about 2000 miles
from each. To my surprise they turned out to be NOT
V. cardui L. which is a great migrant and fairly com-
mon in S. Africa, nor even V. carve Hbn. which is a
migrant in Argentina, but V. brasiliensis Moore, a

species from tropical America which has not yet been
observed in any mass migratory flights.

In Western Europe alone have we plenty of infor-
mation and here we have made an interesting study of
the association of species. The abundance of 35 im-
migrant Lepidoptera in Great Britain has been estimat-
ed for each year in the past 100 years by examination
of all old records. We then calculated the correla-
tion between different species in the same year.
Some tend to occur together in the same year or to be

absent together; others are negatively correlated
and when one occurs in numbers the other is more like-
ly to be rare. An account of this work by G.F. Cock-

bill will be found in Williams et al, 1942: p.254.

I would be glad to hear personally from anyone
who is interested in the migration of butterflies
in any part of the world.
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THE PHOTOGRAPHY OF TYPES OF LEPIDOPTERA*

by Cyril F. dos Passos
Mendham, New Jersey

The importance of photographing type specimens
of Lepidoptera with the labels attached is self-evi-
dent. Photographs of insects without the labels
are of little scientific value. In the natural
course of events and even with the best of care, it
is doubtful whether types of Lepidoptera will last
many hundred years. There are many risks incident-
al to the handling of types. Other hazards, such
as war, fire and various acts of God, tend to rend-
er their preservation uncertain. On the other hand,
negatives and prints of types should last almost in-
definitely. They may be reproduced when necessary,
exchanged between museums, and supplied to students
for scientific study. In many cases the photographs
are as satisfactory as the types. Their use often
makes the handling of type specimens unnecessary.

J.D. Gunder appears to have been the first per-
son to design and use a compact, portable outfit to
photograph types of Lepidoptera. The Gunder appar-
atus had certain obvious defects. In the first
place, the illumination being very close to the
lens of the camera resulted in bad reflections and
cast unsightly shadows on the background; secondly,
the pin holder was unnecessarily large and clumsy;
and thirdly, the label holder could not readily ac-
commodate the large number of labels which are of-
ten found on types.

The apparatus herein described and figured ob-
viates all of these difficulties. The two photo-
flood bulbs in reflectors are mounted on arms fold-
ing close to the apparatus when not in use, but ex-
tending to any desired angle when photographs are
being taken. Thus there are no reflections or shad-
ows behind the insect. Instead of a pin holder,
the point or head of the pin on which the insect is
mounted (depending upon which side is being photo-
graphed) is stuck into a very small lump of model-
ing clay, affixed to a piece of ground glass. This
modeling clay lasts a long while and never loosens
from the glass. It is hidden from view by the body
of the insect. The piece of ground glass with the
smooth side toward the camera fits into a groove
and may be removed in order to pin the insect to it.
Behind the glass is a white, silk screen and in
back of that a gooseneck table lamp with a frosted
bulb. The screen is removable and may be replaced
by a black screen if a light-colored insect is to
be photographed. The back light helps also to kill
all shadows and gives an artistic background to the
picture. The labels are pinned with minuten nadeln
pins on a thin piece of balsa wood, painted black
or white. This wood, cut into several sizes, easi-
ly holds a number of labels. The pins, including

•Editor's note: The substance of this article was
published by Mr. dos Passos in 1945 (Bull . Brooklyn
Ent . Soc .. vol.40: pp.166-169). At our request
that he revise it to reach a larger body of lepid-
opterists through the Len . News , he prepared this
condensed account. (C.L.R.;

the one holding the insect, being head on to the
camera, show merely as dots on the photograph. The
piece of balsa wood, which is removable for pinning
the labels to it,, is held by a clip, such as used to
hold negatives while drying. In turn, the clip is

mounted on an upright column and may be moved up or
down to bring the labels directly under the insect.

The camera used is a Leica Model F with an El-
mar 50 mm. f:3.5 lens stopped down to f:9 to give
greater depth of focus and to allow for minor errors
in positioning the insect. With two photoflood
bulbs the exposure is usually about l/30 of a second.
The camera and lens are mounted on opposite sides of
a Sliding Focusing Copying Attachment, manufactured
by E. Leitz, Wetzlar, Germany, which is supported
at the proper height by a wooden base. The camera
may be slid sideways from the lens for focusing on
a ground glass, but it is not necessary to focus
each time a picture is taken unless a very large in-
sect is to be photographed. In that case the lens
is somewhat retracted and the label holder pushed
slightly away from the camera. Otherwise the column
holding the label holder, which can be moved back-
ward or forward independently of the glass and screen
holder, is placed at a predetermined distance from
the camera where the label is in sharp focus, and
only the glass and screen holder need by moved back
or forth (because of the different heights of in-

sects on pins) until the insect is directly over the
label. Then it too is in sharp focus. The insect,
when photographed with the lens fully extended, is

about one quarter natural size and the prints are
enlarged four times to give a natural sized picture
of the insect.

The accompanying figure shows the apparatus bet-
ter, perhaps, than words can describe it. It will

(cont. next page)
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PROF. DR. E. MARTIN HERING, who recently became
a member of the Lepidopterists' Society, is one of
the world’s foremost lepidopterists (see review of
his book Blologie der Schmetterllnge in Leo . News 2:

p.95) . It is a pleasure to report that he is con-
tinuing his notable studies of Microlepidoptera.
Prof. Hering has been Chief of the Lepidopterologi-
cal Department of the Zoological Museum of Berlin
since 1921 and has worked on various families of
Rhopalocera and Heterocera, but specializing in Zy-
gaenidae, Limacodidae, Lasiocampidae, Pericopidae,
and Dioptidae of the world and in the Palaearctic Mi-
cros. His primary interests are now in leaf-mining
insects and he is preparing a new book on the Leaf-
miners of Europe, of which the first part is in com-
pleted manuscript. The keys, now in preparation,
will allow identification of the insects from their
mines alone! Prof. Hering lost a large part of his
collection of leaf mines by plundering at the end of
the War. He desires to exchange mine specimens with
Microlepidopterists, particularly in North America.

J.F. GATES CLARKE has completed a study of the
types of American Microlepidoptera in the British
Museum, to which he has devoted over two years, and
is returning to his place in the U.S. Division of
Insect Identification located in the U.S. National
Museum, Washington, D.C. The British Museum will
publish his prodigious work in several extensively
illustrated volumes.

DR. ELWOOD C. ZIMMERMAN, of Hawaii, recently
visited New Haven on his way to the British Museum.
For several years the curator of insects at the B.P.
Bishop Museum in Honolulu, he is producing a fine
series which will cover in detail all the insects
of Hawaii. The first five volumes appeared in 1948
(University of Hawaii Press). The next two volumes
will be devoted to the Lepidoptera, with over 1000
species involved. About 80$ of the types (of Mey-
rick, Walsingham, etc.) are in the British Museum,
mainly in the Fauna Hawaiiensis Collection. Dr.
Zimmerman, best known as a Coleopterist, but a ver-
satile entomologist, plans to spend one year in Lon-
don devoting himself primarily to the 3000 illustra-
tions of Lepidoptera which will appear in his work.
He will move into the place in the B.M. just vacat-
ed by J.F.G. Clarke.

PROF. KENNETH J. HAYWARD, who has spent the past
several months studying Lepidoptera in the British
Museum is returning to the University of Tucuman,
Argentina, in late September.

We must report with regret the passing of one
of our oldest members, EDWARD D. KEITH, the lone
representative from Rhode Island, on 15 March 1949.

PAUL F. BRUGGEMANN, the able field lepidopterist
frcm Furness, Saskatchewan, is joining the Northern
Insect Survey of the Canadian Government for the sim-
mer of 1949. He will be at Dawson, Yukon Territory.

DR. BRYAN P, BEIRNE, the author of extensive
papers on phenology, faunal origins, systematics,
and genitalia of Lepidoptera, is leaving his pres-
ent post as Lecturer in Entomology in the Universi-
ty of Dublin, Ireland, to take up a post in the Tax-
onomic Unit of the Division of Entomology of the
Canadian Department of Agriculture.

One of the world's leading entomologists, DR.
AUGUSTUS DANIEL IMMS, died in England in March, dur-
ing publication of the seventh edition of his un-
surpassed General Textbook of Entomology . His pass-
ing is a very great loss to entomology.

DR. J.W. TILDEN, 125 Cedar Lane, San Jose, Cal-
if., will be glad to send to interested individuals
a reprint of his paper: "An Occurrence of the Pupa
of Glaucopsvche lvgdamus behrii (Edwards) in an Ant
Nest." (See Len . News

,
vol.l: p.16). When writing

him, please include a postage stamp.

D.H. KISTNER, 5031 N. Kolmar Ave., Chicago 30,

111., is willing to send anyone requesting it his
checklist of the Rhopalocera caught in the Ohio Val-
ley Region from 1939-48.

Dos Passos: PHOTOGRAPHY OF TYPES- cont.

be noted that the device rests on a folding support,
although it may be set directly on a table. It has
been found, however, that it is easier to work stand-
ing up; hence the support which raises the apparatus
to a convenient height.

Any fine-grain film with a wide color sensitivity
may be used. A color film, theoretically, would be

ideal but none thus far tried seems to reproduce all
colors correctly for scientific work, where the exact
colors are of vital importance. Furthermore, it is

much more expensive and prints are not easily made.

With this apparatus photographs have been taken
already of the types of North American Rhopalocera
and some Heterocera in the Academy of Natural Scien-
ces of Philadelphia, the American Museum of Natural
History, the British Museum (Natural History), the
Canadian National Collection, the Carnegie Museum,
the Linnean Society of London, the Museum National
d'Histoire Naturelle, the Zoological Museum, Tring,
and others. In all, about thirteen hundred types
have thus far been photographed. It would be desir-
able to extend this work to include all Lepidoptera.
If every museum would do its share, a collection of
photographs, possibly ninety per cent complete, could
be gathered together, and by the exchange of prints
become available in all parts of the world. The ex-
pense is trivial compared with the results obtained.
All of the foregoing negatives are now in the pos-
session of the American Museum of Natural History,
Department of Insects and Spiders, so that applica-
tion for any prints should be addressed to the Chair-
man and Associate Curator of that Department.
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HUNGARIAN LEPIDOPTEROLOGY- I. A SHORT HISTORY

by Dr. L.A. Gozmany and Dr. G. Lengyel
Budapest, Hungary

Hungary, in the 15th, 16th, and 17th Centuries,
was in a perpetual military turmoil. In this bor-
derland of Europe where German, Turkish, and other
inimical forces fought incessantly there remained
only a few remote corners where the fire, or rather
candlelight, of science burned. It is easy to un-
derstand that only when a Hungarian could have time
for other thoughts than the problem of his mere sur-
vival was he able to take up that worn thread of
culture which was so long lost after the death of
King Matthias Corvinus late in the 15th Century.

We can find, however, the first traces of ento-
mological interest in the first half of the 17th
Century, when a small paper by one Andrew Horvath
was published, - in Latin, according to the time -

dealing with insects under the title: "Disputatio
Physica de Insectis". This paper i3 insignificant
aside from its earliness in treating the subject.
We can skip over other authors, such as G. Miskol-
czi, I. Segesvari, J. Conrad, to Charles Turzer,
who in 1792 published a lepidopterological paper,
in Linnaeus' system, on the fauna of his Village
and its environs in northern Hungary, with the sur-
prisingly modern wish that also other naturalists
publish their observations made in other territor-
ies in order to have a clear view of our fauna in
later times. A year after Turzer' s information,
the major work of M. Piller and Ch. Mitterspacher,
University professors of Nagyszombat, published un-
der the sonorous title "Iter per Poseganam Slavon-
iae Provinciam mensibus Junio et Julio Anno 1792
Susceptum", described their natural historical ex-
plorations in Com. Pozsega, giving an account of
the capture of 35 species of butterflies.

John Grossinger, Jesuit, wrote five volumes on
"Universa Historia Physica Regni Hungariae Secundum
Tria Regna Naturae Digesta", published in 1794-1797.
We can note the influence of Linnaeus' immortal ac-
tivities on the works of these people, writing of
their scientia amabilis, issuing scores of books
one after the other. Grossinger' s work deals with
Lepidoptera in its 4th volume, inventing Hungarian
names for the commoner species; in this his work is
also of linguistic-historical interest.

We turn now to peculiar times. In the Western
European states, with their scarcer fauna, the zeal-
ous entomological amateurs have also in their ranks
collectors who exhibit a more mercenary sense than
the others. For a long time men dominated entomolo-

gy who refused to publish or reveal their "secret"
collecting data and methods for fear of competition.
These people came to the rich and still mainly unex-
plored Hungarian entomological Eldorado: Germans,
Czechs, and others. Some names for case of refer-
ence are: Koy, Bohm, Haberhauer, Kindermann, Dahl,
Stentz, and the two Ankers, none of whom contribut-
ed anything to real science, with the possible ex-
ception of the Ankers brothers.

Turning away from this era we come to our ab-
lest lepidopterist: Imre Frivaldszky. Born in 1799,
eventually a physician, he was an indefatigable lov-

er of Lepidoptera. He showed the way for later col-
lectors and entomologists in Hungary with his dis-
coveries of new collecting places and special Hungar-
ian habitats, his numerous monographs, his descrip-
tions of new species, and his scientific working me-
thods. His great work, a complete informative manual
on Hungary's fauna, was never finished, but he did
publish a gem: "Characteristic Data in the Hungarian
Fauna". He collected in the whole country in the
years 1833-1870, organizing and nurturing a host of
new acolytes to the science. Member of the Academy
of Sciences, and Keeper of the Entomological Depart-
ment of the Hungarian Natural History Museum, he did
more for Hungarian lepidopterology than all his num-
erous contemporaries and all predecessors.

L. Abafi-Aigner gave the next momentum to Hun-
garian lepidopterology. He was a great publisher
and his quill gave birth to hundreds of articles on
every aspect of his science. In 1896 he compiled
the "Catalogue of Hungarian Butterflies and Moths"
from the 8 zoogeographical regions of the country.
He also wrote the first good manual and determining
book, with about 50 colored plates. He collected
throughout the country, and according to custom des-
cribed numerous aberrations. At this time the first
Hungarian entomological periodical, Rovartani Lapok .

was established as a suitable place to exchange ob-
servations and to publish papers. As the sole ento-
mological review, it dealt with other insect orders
also, but lepidopterists were in absolute majority,
and it can be justly called a lepidopterological pe-
riodical. Its editor was Abafi-Aigner.

Let us deviate now for a moment to mention the
veritable host of foreign scientists and collectors
who came to Hungary, sometimes returning yearly to
collect and explore her lepidopterous treasures. We
can only mention a few celebrities: Hubner, Rebel,
Staudinger, names now immortal. Baron Rothschild
had his own, private collector, Predota, here, speci-
ally commissioned to collect in the Great Plains and
southern parts of Hungary. M. Fontaine published
her diary in the Entomologl st . written during her
Hungarian collecting in our classical haunts, re-
membering hospitality and the cordiality of the sci-
entists who accompanied her on the collecting trips.

In 1894, the Entomological Bureau was established,
dealing with applied agri-, hortl-, and silvicultural
entomology. Its chief was J. Jablonowszky, who was
also one of the chief tycoons of the Entomological
Society, together with A. Schmidt, the successor of
Abafi-Aigner as Keeper of the Lepidoptera Department
of the Museum. He was chiefly a biologist but also
a good faunistical explorer. Jablonowszky was fol-
lowed by Gy. Kadocsa, still the President of the So-
ciety, whose great knowledge and sure judfpnent made
him the natural leader of our circle.

Now, after the war, we are trying hard to resus-
citate the life of our esteemed science, with the
help of Dr. L. Kovacs, specialist of Agrotidae, Dr.
L. Issekutz, specialist of Zygaenidae and Parnassii-
dae, and other zealous colleagues.
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14. Butterflies
by Ralph W. Macy and Harold H. Shepard*

This is a book for the collector. It is super-
ior to all other butterfly books covering eastern
North America in the following COMBINATION of char-
acters: relatively Inexpensive, keys for identifica-
tion, fairly current nomenclature, numerous figures,
synonymies. Alone, it will permit any collector in
its range to identify nearly all butterflies he
might catch and to find most of the essential life
history information known. Purported to be "a guide
to all the butterfly species known to occur in that
part of the United States and adjacent Canada lying
east of Nebraska and the Dakotas and as far south as
the northern borders of Missouri, Kentucky, and Vir-
ginia", it nevertheless lacks a few of the most in-
teresting species, such as Erora laeta Edw. and In-

cisalia lanoraieensis Shep. It is certainly little
more than a "guide" and not comparable to Scudder's
superb, perhaps unexcellable, "Butterflies of the

Eastern U.S. and Canada."

The four colored plates show 29 of the common-
est species in accurate color but much reduced and
with no indication of the actual reduction. The 38
black-and-white photographs (28 of Hesperiidae) of
mounted adults were taken by Austin H. Clark,and in
most cases are clear, but for most species the keys
are more effective for identification.

The precise records given are from Minnesota
and the book might better have been entitled Butter-
flies of Minnesota and Eastern North America. For
a Minnesota collector it must be invaluable.

There is an extensive introductory section:
"About Butterflies", with especially interesting
discussions of "Butterflies in Folklore and Primi-
tive Life", "Butterfly Odors and Sense Organs", and
"Habitats and Ranges". The list of butterflies
which hibernate as adults omits the champion of

them all - Nvmphalls antiopa l There are too many
similar small errors scattered through the text.

The compilation, from many sources, of notes on

life history and habits is especially excellent and
rivals the keys as the most valuable feature of the

book. For nearly every species the host plants are
mentioned and there are descriptive notes aiding in
finding and identifying the ova, larvae, and pupae.

It is an unhappy reflection on the confusing
state of the nomenclature of North American butter-
flies that very many names in "Butterflies" repre-
sent changes from names in Holland's revised "But-
terfly Book" published only ten years earlier (1931 ),

and that many more changes are now required less
than ten years later. It seems likely that for

seme time to come it will be necessary to have a

new butterfly manual every few years to bring out
name changes and additions to the still fragmentary
knowledge of life history.

_ _CjLa Remington
*Pp.247, 4 pis. col., 38 photos. 7 figs. 1941.
Minneapolis (U. of Minn. Press). Obtainable at
bookstores and: University of Minnesota Press,
Minneapolis, Minn., U.S. A.

15. The Generic Names of the Holarctic
Butterflies . Vol.I - 1758-1863

by Francis Hemming*

This is a book for the taxonomic specialist.
It is a valuable work, the result of admirably pain-
staking search for all the information necessary
in fixing generic names — just the kind of legalis-
tic labor so irksome to the taxonomist interested
in the insects rather than the names. A sigh of
gratitude from European, Asian, and American butter-
fly students must have greeted the appearance of
Capt. Hemming' s book.

This "Vol.I", which perhaps will not be followed
by others, covers names proposed from 1758 through
1863. Of course, no animal name prior to 1758 is

valid nomenclatorially. Hemming chose 1863 because
the Zoological Record begins with 1864, and as he
states (p.5): "the period already surveyed contains
practically all the generic names in regard to the

correct rise of which there has hitherto been real
doubt." Hemming points out (p.5) that: "Scudder's
'Historical sketch of the generic names proposed for

butterflies' (1875, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts Sci.,

Boston 10: 1-293) is the basis on which any study
of the generic names of butterflies must be founded,

and the present work is, in effect, for the period
covered, a re-examination of the material on which
Scudder's work was based, in the light of the pres-
ent International Code of Nomenclature and of modern
bibliographical knowledge."

Exactly 500 generic names are considered, in a

taxonomic sequence, with the following families in

order: Danaidae; Satyridae; Morphidae; Amathusiidae;
Nymphalidae; Libytheidae; Riodinidae; Lycaanidae;
Pieridae; Papilionidae; and Hesperiidae. 145 of
the names are for Nymphalidae, 72 for Pieridae, 61

for Hesperiidae, 60 for Satyridae, 55 for Lycaenidae,

and 49 for Papilionidae. Valid names are printed in
bold-faced type} homonyms and synonyms are printed
in italics. Each valid name, whose type is (in Hem-

ming' s opinion) in the same genus as the type of an
earlier proposed valid name, is so indicated in the

text. In these instances the lumping of genera is

pronounced. Pertinent references are carefully cited

under each name. These are followed by a clear
statement of the generotype and a terse discussion
of the legalities concerned in the treatment of the

generic name.

The book is concluded by an appendix giving ex-

tracts of pertinent parts of the International Code

of Zoological Nomenclature, followed by an alphabet-

ical index of generic names.
C.L, Remington

*Pp.l84. 1934. London (British Museum) . Available

from: The British Museum (Nat. Hist.), Cromwell Rd.,

London, S.W. 7, ENGLAND, and many dealers.
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THE ORDERS OF INSECTS

by Charles L. Remington
New Haven, Connecticut

In order to understand the evolutionary posi-
tion of the Lepidoptera, one needs to study at
least cursorily all the main forms of insects. The
Class Insecta (animals with 6 legs on the thorax,
distinct head with antennae, and abdomen with 11
segments originally) has been divided into various
numbers of orders according to different authors.
Linne, in 1758, recognized 6 orders, whereas Hand-
lirsch and Brues & Melander have accepted as many
as 34. In the present list we recognize 23 orders.
On page 47 is a phylogenetic chart showing the writ-
er's version of the probable relationships of the
orders. The orders and higher groups of insects
are listed and defined below.

A. Subclass APTERYGOTA (SYNAPTERA). (True Wingless
Insects)
Contains all insects which have never had wings.
Moulting continues after reproduction begins.
Abdominal styli always present. Small, incon-
spicuous, nocturnal insects.

1. Order ENTOTROPHI . (Campodeids, Japygids, etc.)
No eyesj whitish cuticle; two tail filaments or

forceps; mouthparts concealed; subterranean.

2. Order THYSANURA . (Silverfish, Rock-jumpers)
Usually with eyes and scales; three caudal fila-
ments; mouthparts exposed; only scaleless forms
(nicoletiids) subterranean; some common in houses.

B. Subclass PTERYGOTA. (True Winged Insects)
Contains all insects with wings or descended from
winged ancestors. Moulting stops before repro-
duction begins. No conspicuous abdominal 3tyli;
usually none at all. The most successful mem-
bers of the Animal Kingdom, occupying nearly ev-
ery possible habitat; about 600,000 species.

a. Division PALE0PTERA. (Ancient Winged Insects)
Wings can not be folded back and rested flat on
abdomen (primitive hinge mechanism only) . Nymphs
always aquatic. Once prominent; now only two
living orders remain.

3. Order 0D0NATA . (Dragonflies & Damselflies)
Nymphs with caudal or rectal gills. Adults pre-
dacious; with 2 prs. similar net-veined wings;
eyes very large; antennae tiny; copulatory organs
of O' on 2nd and 3rd abd. segments; no moult after
fully winged stage reached.

4. Order EPHEMERIDA (PLECTOPTERA) . (Mayflies)
Nymphs with lateral gills. Adults non-feeding,
short-lived; with 2 prs. net-veined wings, hind
pr. small; eyes large; antennae tiny; copulatory
organs of cf terminal, paired; 2 or 3 long tail
filaments: one moult after fully winged stage
(subimago) reached.

b. Division NE0PTERA. (Modern Winged Insects)
Wings with special hinge mechanism, permitting
them to be laid flat on abdomen at rest. Now the
most successful group in the Animal Kingdom, occu-
pying nearly every possible habitat; about 600,000
species known.

aa. Section HEMIMETABOLA. (incomplete Metamorphosis)
Immature stage (nymph) similar in appearance and
usually habits to adults (but lacking full wings,

of course). No pupal stage. Wings develop ex-
ternally.

5. Order PLECOPTERA (PERLARIA) . (Stoneflies)

Nymphs aquatic, flat, with long antennae, 2 long
tail filaments (cerci). Adults with long anten-
nae; hind wings large, fan-like, carried flat on
abdomen at rest; 2 tail filaments (often short).

6. Order EMBIOPTERA . (Embiids)
Nymphs terrestrial; enlarged front tarsi (for

spinning); flattened; chewing mouthparts; cerci
short; o wingless; cF wings all alike; colonial;
under siones, wood, soil, etc.

7. Order DSRMAPTERA . (Earwigs & Hemimerids)
Strong pincers on abdomen. Wings much like Or-

thoptera but forewings short; eyes present; cuti-

cle hard, not white; nocturnal.

8. Order 0RTH0PTERA . (Grasshoppers, Grylloblattids,
Roaches, Praying Mantids, Walking Sticks, etc.)
Fore wings narrow and leathery (many wingless);
hind wings large, fan-like, covered by fore wings
at rest; chewing mouthparts; cerci short or long,

usually segmented; nearly all eat vegetation,
mantids carnivorous.

9. Order ISOPTERA . (Termites)
Social insects, winged only for swarming to found
new colonies; workers wingless, soft, whitish;
chewing mouthparts; wings all similar; cerci
short; galleries connected to vegetable food
source, often dead wood.

10. Order PS0C0PTERA (C0RR0DENTIA) . (Book Lice,

Psocids, Zorapterans)
Very small; wings (when present) all membranous,

with large stigma and few veins; at rest wings

folded roof-like over abdomen; tarsi with 2 or 3

joints; cerci tiny or absent; antennae long;

chewing mouthparts; living on plants, in paper,

in dead wood.

11. Order THYSANOPTERA . (Thrips)

Very small, slender; mouthparts forming short,

piercing beak; antennae short, thick; all wings
narrow straps with fringe of long hairs; wings
flat on abdomen at rest; tarsi with exsertile
vesicle at tips; on vegetation, fungi, wood.

Thrips have pseudo-pupal stage before maturity.
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. Order ANOPLURA . (Bird Lice, Sucking Lice)
Always wingless, but ancestors presumably wing-
ed; horizontally flattened; mouthparts for chew-
ing or as short beak for sucking; antennae
short; eyes inconspicuous; claws specialized
for travel on hairs and feathers; no cerci; all
external parasites of mammals & birds.

13. Order HMIPTERA . (True Bugs, Aphids, Scales, etc.)
Fore wings usually thickened in fore half or en-
tirely; mouthparts as long piercing & sucking
proboscis, held backwards under head at rest;
many herbivorous, some carnivorous.

bb. Section HOLOMETABOLA. (Complete Metamorphosis)
Immature active (feeding) stage (larva) not re-
sembling adult at all. Non-feeding maturation
stage (pupa) between larva and imago. Wings de-
velop internally.

14. Order COLEOPTERA . (Beetles, Weevils)
Fore wings very hard, entirely shell-like, at
rest covering large, much folded membranous hind
wings; mouthparts very diverse, sometimes on
rostrum, but always of chewing type; in most
aquatic & terrestrial habitats.

15. Order STREPSIPTERA . (Stylopids)
Minute; fore wings of <? reduced to small club,

hind wings fan-like; antennae finger-like;

2 larviform, always wingless; internal parasites
of bees, wasps, leaf hoppers, silverfish; very
rare.

16. Order HYMENOPTERA . (Sawflies, Ants, Bees, Wasps)
All 4 wings membranous; hind wings smaller and
with anterior row of hooks for coupling with
fore wings; wings often absent; mouthparts for

chewing except in bees (sucking); ovipositor al-
ways present in 5,

sometimes as sting; larva us-
ually legless; sawfly larvae much like Lepidop-
tera larvae but lack hooks on abdominal legs;
pupae usually in silk cocoon; plant feeders,
endoparasites, carnivores, etc.

17. Order MEGALOPTERA . (Alderflies & Dobsonflies)
All wings similar, many-veined, held roof-like
or flat over abdomen at rest; long antennae;
no cerci; very soft abdomen; larvae aquatic,
with biting mouthparts; pupae always terrestri-
al, in mud cell.

18. Order NEUROPTBRA . (Ant-lions, Lacewings, etc.)
All wings similar, many-veined, held roof-like
over abdomen at rest; wing veins notably forked
near tips; antennae short & knobbed or long; no
cerci; abdomen soft; larvae usually terrestrial,
with mouthparts for piercing & sucking, highly
predacious; pupae in silk cocoon.

19. Order MECOPTERA . (Scorpion-flies)
Chewing mouthparts on tip of long beak; all wings

similar, often with markings; antennae long;

legs long; cerci short; c? genitalia usually con-
spicuous, often "scorpion-like"; larvae cater-

pillar-like, in soil, lack hooks on abdominal
legs.

20. Order TRICHOPTERA. (Caddis-flies)
Moth-like, but wings hairy (few or no scales);
wings always roof-like over abdomen at rest;
mouthparts not capable of feeding, much reduced;
antennae long; larvae and pupae always aquatic;
larvae usually in case, have 1 pr. hook-bearing
anal legs; pupae with strong mandibles, often
active.

21. Order LEPIDOPTERA . (Moths & Butterflies)
All 4 wings membranous, few cross veins, heavily
clothed with scales (wings rarely absent)

;
anten-

nae long; mouthparts usually suctorial, composed
of maxillae; mandibles usually absent; larvae
usually caterpillar-shaped; abdominal legs with
hooks or crochets; pupae essentially inactive.

22. Order DIPTERA . (True Flies, Mosquitoes, etc.)

Only 1 pr. wings; 2nd pr. reduced to club-like
halteres with gyroscopic function in flight;
wings never heavily scaled nor very hairy; mouth-
parts very diversified, usually suctorial; meta-
thorax very small; larvae aquatic or terrestrial,
plant or animal feeders or parasites, legless,
head rarely well-developed; pupa inactive and
enclosed in last larval skin or active and free.

23. Order SIPHONAPTERA . (Fleas)

Small, strongly flattened vertically; no wings
;

antennae short, in grooves along head; piercing
and sucking mouthparts; adults external para-
sites of mammals and birds; larvae long, leg-
less, pale, living in trash; pupae in cocoons.

Several groups sometimes considered orders are

not so accepted in the above list. The ZORAPTERA

fit well in the Order PS0C0PTERA. The PHASMATODSA

(Walking Sticks), MANTODEA (Praying Mantids), BLAT-

TARIA (Roaches), and GRYLLOBLATTODEA are satisfacto-

ry suborders of the Order ORTHOPTERA. The MALLO-
PHAGA (Bird Lice) differ in no essential characters

from the Sucking Lice and are combined with them in

the Order ANOPLURA. The HOMOPTERA (Scales, Aphids,

Cicadas, etc.) are not different from the True Bugs

in ordinal characters and remain in the HEMIPTBRA.

The DIPLOGLOSSATA (Hemimerids) are merely highly mo-
dified DERMAPTERA. The ZEUGLOPTERA (Micropterygids)

do not seem separable from the LEPIDOPTERA.

There is some doubt as to the desirability of

separating the STREPSIPTERA from the COLEOPTERA and

the MEGALOPTERA from the NEUROPTERA, but the above

arrangement is satisfactory for present purposes.

The COLLEMBOLA (Springtails) and the PROTURA

(Telson-tails) are usually included in the Insecta,

but the evidence seems clear that the COLLEMBOLA are

well separated from the insects and must form a

group of their own, probably below the Myriapods.

The PROTURA are too little known and perhaps too
degenerate for definite placement, but they differ

from insects in some fundamental ways. Both groups

have been included in the Insecta chiefly because

they possess three pairs of legs.
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PAPILIO GLAUCUS FORMS.— Today April 24 I took
off for a little collecting trip to the neighboring
woods and took a pair of Papilio in copulation. The
d was P. glaucus turnus canadensis whose forewings
were only 29 mm. long. The £ was P. glaucus glaucus
(dimorphic) whose forewings measured 51 mm. and
whose wings and body were not hairy (as compared to
the very hairy d)

.

T.B. Blevins
Rockville, Md.

PARASITES OF LEPIDOPTERA AT ELSAH, ILLINOIS.- Para-
sites were reared as listed below from the follow-
ing species!

a. Papilio troilus L.: Epiurus alborlctus Cresson <?

from second instar larva of troilus emerged
7 Sept. 1941. E. alborictus was known only
from leaf-rolling Tortricidae and its parasi-
tization of P. troilus may have been acciden-
tal. Pteromalus vanes sae Howard also reared
17 Mar. 1943 from troilus pupa at Van Buren,
Mo., by Daniel Starrett.

b. Anthocharis midea Hbn.: Single Apanteles limeni-

tidis Riley from midea larva emerged 20 June

1942; single Hypopteromalus tabacum Fitch
from midea larva emerged 20 June 1942.

c. Llmenitis astvanax Fab.! Mesochorus discitergus
Say reared from hibernaculum of astvanax 12
May 1943.

d. Vanessa virginiensis Dru. : One Spilochalcis albi-

frons Walsh reared from virginiensis larva
emerged 19 June 1943.

e. Vanessa cardui L. : Amblvteles mfiventris Brulle
emerged from cardui pupae 3 and 8 June 1941.

f . Polvgonia interrogations Fab. : large number of
Pteromalus vanessae Howard reared from inter-

rogations pupae 24 Nov. 1942 and 25 Jan.1943.
g. ? Strvmon cecrops Fab. : Metadontia amoena Say

emerged from two pupae probably of cecrops
17 Nov. 1942.

h. Proteides clarus Cram. (-Epargvreus titvrus Fab.):

Several Apanteles argvnnldis Riley from clar-

us larva emerged 30 Oct. 1942.
i. Celerio llneata Fab. : Hypopteromalus sp. <? frcm

lineata larva emerged 15 Jan. 1943.
j. Telea polyphemus Carm. : One Eremotvlus macrurus

L. emerged from polyphemus cocoon 3 Feb.1943.
k. Walshia amorohella Clem. s Acrolvta empretiae Ash-

mead (4 Apr. 1943); Calliephlaltes graphili-

thae Cresson (2 Apr. 1943): Pristomerus ocel-

latus Cushman (20 Apr. 1943); Pr. agilis Cres-
son (l5 Apr. 1943) all reared from amorphella
galls on Amorpha frutlcosa (False Indigo).

l. Gnorimoschema gallaesolidaginis Riley! Sesloplex
depressus Viereck reared from this gall on
Solidago 6 and 7 March 1942, 2 Apr. 1943.

Several of these are undoubtedly hyperparasites
on primary parasites of the Lepidoptera. I grate-
fully acknowledge determinations of the parasites
by C.F.W. Muesebeck (Braconidae)

,
R.A. Cushman (Ich-

neumonidae), and A.B. Gahan (Chalcidoidea).

C.L. Remington
New Haven, Conn.

THE RICHARD TECHNIQUE FOR SECURING EGGS.- The 'Elec-

tric light and flower pot" system described in the
News . June 1948 issue, has worked out so well with
Anthocharis reaklrtii and Euchloe creusa lotta that
I now expect to obtain eggs from many other species
of butterflies. These species laid so many eggs on
each flower stalk that I had to remove newly-hatched
larvae to keep them from devouring the unhatched eggs.

William H. Evans
Sun Valley, Calif.

[Editor's Note: S.B. Smalley also reported success
with this system for Speveria . I, too, have had ex-
cellent results with Colias philodice . Mitoura damon .

and to a lesser degree with Lvcaenopsls pseudargio-

lus; attempts with Vanessa cardui , Enmnis brizo ,

and E. luvenalis failed. (C.L.R.
)]

1948 SEASON SUMMARY ADDITIONS - CENTRAL.- Libvtheam
bachmani

i

was quite common locally in the Chicago
area all through the month of July. Previously,

they had occurred only occasionally, and then as iso-

lated specimens, but this year, some fellow collect-
ors and I captured over a hundred specimens in a
month of collecting. We were not fortunate enough
to see if the species did migrate from Chicago at

the end of the summer.

A very fresh specimen of Limenitis arthemis
male was taken by me on July 25. Two other speci-

mens were reported seen by other collectors. It is

normally quite scarce in Chicago.

Lvcaena hvpophlaeas was unusually scarce, only 5

specimens being found. I captured one aberrant male.
The marginal row of spots on the primaries was fused

on the upper side to form a wide black band.

Extensive series of Strvmon falacer and acadiea
were taken by Mr. A.K. Wyatt and myself on July 10

at Waukegan, Illinois. I was fortunate enough to

capture two aberrant male falacer . One had the mar-
ginal spots on the underside of the right primary
extended into a wide white band, while the second

male had the marginal row of spots of the left sec-

ondary (underside) joined into a wide blotch that

all but filled the wing.
F.E. Rutkowski
Peru, Illinois

1948 SEASON SUMMARY ADDITIONS - SOUTHEAST.- D.H.

Kistner, of Chicago, Illinois, made systematic col-

lections of Lepidoptera in Great Smoky Mts. Nat.

Park of Tennessee from July 19-25, 1948. The 23

spp. of butterflies taken included 5 Pieridae and

10 Nymphalidae. Proteides clarus (= Epargvreus tity-

rus) was the commonest species from "the top of the

highest mountain" to "the lowest valleys." On

Clingman's Dome (el. 6600') Polvgonia faunus and
Speveria aphrodite were numerous, Papilio philenor .

Euptoieta claudia . Junonla coenia, Agraulis vanil-

lae . and Llmenitis astvanax were especially common

in lower localities. A single poor Speveria dlana

was seen near Elkmont, Tenn. In the locality at

Brevard, North Carolina, where dlana was found in

1947, none were seen by Kistner in 1948.
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TECHNIQUE NOTES DEALERS IN ENTOMOLOGICAL LITERATURE

KILLING LEPIDOPTERA QUICKLY

I subscribe to the Swiss periodical "Entomolo-
gisches Nachrichtenblatt" and I ran across an arti-
cle that may be of some interest to the Society mem-
bers. It is found on page 28 of the July 1948 is-
sue. Here in general is the translation:

"A good way to kill large butterflies and moths,
particularly hawkmoths, is by injecting two to three
drops of aqueous ammonia into them with a hypodermic
syringe. The advantage of this process lies in the

fact that the insect dies immediately and can not
flutter about for a short time as when dabbed with
ether or when confined in a potassium cyanide jar.
Large beetles and similar insects can also be killed
this way."

Robert Cobb
Cincinnati, Ohio

CREOSOTE HOLDERS

In connection with the article by dos Passos,
"The Care of a Collection and Library" (Lep . News .

vol.2: p.27), I would like to mention that I have
used creosote in small glass cups attached to stout
steel pins - which have the advantage that they do
not spill their contents, even if held upside down,
are easily charged and do not deteriorate. They
were purchased from Flatters & Garnett, Ltd., 309
Oxford Rd., Manchester 13, England, at 17/6 (about

$3.50) per gross in 1940. The only pest one has to
contend with here is Dermestes and it is compara-
tively rare. I prefer paradichlorobenzene - which
lasts, even in ordinary cardboard boxes, when these
are kept in tight cabinets, for about 6 months -

because I detest the smell of creosote.

P.F. Bruggemann
Furness, Saskatchewan

A notice of the existence and purposes of the
Lepidopterists' Society and the Lep . News appeared
in Science for March 4 (vol.109: p.243) and the
News was listed in American Scientist for April
(vol.37

: p.ll). The Society has gained in member-
ship and status as a result. We are grateful to
Prof. G.A. Baitsell, Editor-in-Chief of Science and
editor of Amerl can Scientist , for his kind atten-
tion. A notice similar to that in Science appeared
in Matsumushl (Japan) through the kindness of Dr.

Chihisa Watanabe and resulted in a strong response
from Japanese lepidopterists.

T.B. Blevins has sent us a supply of reprints
of two papers; "Some Butterflies of Sequoia Nation-
al Park", Bull . So . Calif . Acad . Sci . . 1944 ! "Some
Butterflies of the Mountains of Eastern Arizona"
(with E. Yale Dawson), Ent. News . 1944, for gratis
distribution to Lep. Soc. members. We still have
copies of the reprints listed in the Lep . News 3:

p.24, except "The Rothamsted Light Trap." U.S.A.
members please include postage when writing.

Since the accuracy of investigations of Lepidop-
tera (whether of taxonomy, life history, distribu-
tion or otherwise) is partly dependent on having
available as good books and periodicals as the lep-
idopterist can afford, it may be of value to many
Society members to know the names and addresses of
several dealers in entomological literature. Those
known to us at present are listed below:

1. I.C. Adams, Jr., 3 North Glenwood, Columbia, Mo.,
U.S.A. Occasional mimeo. lists; papers and less
expensive books.

2. Antiquarian Booksellers, Postbox 5, Lochem (G.),
NETHERLANDS. Very large stock, specializing in
old and rare books; prices average.

3. F.N. Bassett, 722 N. Orange Dr., Los Angeles 38,
Calif., U.S.A. Occasional lists; papers and less
expensive books.

4. Editions N. Boubee & Ci.e
, 3, Place St. Andre-des-

Arts, Paris (Vie), FRANCE. Many Frer~h insect
books, including "Atlas des Lepidopteres. .

.
"

.

5. E.J. Brill, Publishers, Leiden, NETHERLANDS.

6. John Q. Burch, 1584 W. Vernon Ave., Los Angeles

37, Calif., U.S.A. Frequent mimeo. lists; fine
lots mainly of papers.

7. Henry G. Fiedler, .31-33 E. 10th St., New York 3,
N.Y., U.S.A. Occasional catalogues of books;
insect offering small but prices fair.

8. Andr. Fred. Host & Son, Bredgade 35, Copenhagen,
DENMARK. Occasional catalogues of rare and less
expensive books; huge stock, prices reasonable.

9. Dr. W. Junk, Publishers, Van Stolkweg 13, The
Hague, NETHERLANDS. Agents for Lepldopterorum
Catalogus and other large works; expensive.

10.

Bernard Quarttch, Ltd., 11 Grafton St., New Bond
St., London, W.l, ENGLAND. Occasional catalogues
many rarities but prices very high.

11.

G. Schmidt, 257 Hillside Ave., Leonia, N.J.,
U.S.A. Occasional lists; prices reasonable.

12.

John D. Sherman, Jr., 132 Primrose Ave., Mt. Ver-

non, N.Y., U.S.A. Occasional catalogues; most
extensive entomological stock, but prices often
exorbitant.

13. Wheldon & Wesley, Ltd., 83/84 Berwock St., Lon-
don, W.l, ENGLAND. Occasional catalogues; large
stock, esp. rare books. Prices reasonable.

Many of these dealers welcome requests to search
for desired literature not listed in catalogues, and
all are glad to place on their mailing lists indivi-
duals who are potential customers.

C.L.R.
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Since this paper sets forth a modified classifi-
cation and attempts to erect a new name for the ord-
er containing the Lepidoptera, it requires more than
the routine notice in the Recent Literature section.

The Kiriakoff classification may be summarized
as follows:

Superorder PANORPAEFORMIA

Order MECOPTERA
Order AMPHIESMENOPTERA Kiriakoff, nov.

Suborder ZEUGLOPTERA (Micropterygidae)
Suborder TRICHOPTERA (Caddis-flies)
Suborder LEPIDOPTERA

Supercohors HOPLOSTOMATOPTERA Kiriakoff, nov .

Family Eriocraniidae
Family Mnesarchaeidae

Supercohors APLOSTOMATOPTERA Kiriakoff, nov .

Superfamily Hepialoidea
Supercohors NANNOLEPIDOFTERA Kiriakoff, nov .

Superfamily Nepticuloidea
Supercohors EULEPIDOPTERA Kiriakoff, nov .

Cohors STEMMATONCOPODA
Subcohors INCURVARIIFGRMES

Superfamily Incurvarioidea
Subcohors TINEIFORMES

Superfamily Tineoidea
Subcohors GELECHIIFQRMES

Superfamily Gelechioidea
Subcohors PYRALIDIFORMES

Superfamily Pyralidoidea
Superfamily Hesperioidea

Family Hesperiidae
Family Thyrididae
Family Pterophoridae

Cohors HARMONCOPODA
Subcohors PAPILIONIFORMES

Superfamily Bombycoidea
Superfamily Papilionoidea
Superfamily ?

Subcohors SPHINGIFORMES
Family Sphingidae

Subcohors NOCTUIFORMES
Superfamily Zygenoidea
Superfamilies ?

Kiriakoff begins by reviewing the work of some
of the authors who have endeavored to classify the
Lepidoptera with their true relatives, notably Hand-
lirsch, Kraus se & Wolff, and Hinton. He then er-
ects a new order, AMPHIESMENOPTERA, with the subor-
ders Zeugloptera (“ Micropterygidae), Trichoptera
(Caddis-flies), and Lepidoptera (sens.str.) . The
new "order" is grouped with the Mecoptera (Scorpion-
flies, etc.) as the Superorder Panorpaeformia

,

The next concern is with the divisions of his

Lepidoptera, and Kiriakoff concludes that four

groups are necessary (he uses the term " supercohors"

for this category). Following Hinton, he accepts
the Eriocraniidae and Mnesarchaeidae as one group.

Extracting two of the three main lines from Monotry-

sia of Hinton 1 s phylogenetic tree (see Lep . News 1:

p.33), he makes the Hepialidae and Nepticulidae each

a supercohors. Hinton's third line of Monotrysia
(incurvariidae) Kiriakoff lumps with the remaining
Lepidoptera (Ditrysia) as the fourth supercohors,

* See Recent Lit. #129 on p.57, above, for full

citation and abstract.

considering the proleg structure more important than
the monotreme condition. Similarly based on the
prolegs, the fourth group ("Supercohors EULEPIDOP-
TERA") is divided into two cohors:- the Stemmaton-
copoda (most of the "Micros" and the Hesperiidae)
and the Harmoncopoda (

= the "Macrolepidoptera")

.

For many years the primitive characters exhibited
by the Micropterygidae have concerned systematists.
The close affinity of the Trichoptera (Caddis-flies)
and the Lepidoptera has been recognized by numerous
workers and perhaps best demonstrated by J.H. Com-
stock and R.J. Tillyard, and the annectant position
of the Micropterygidae between these two groups has
been emphasized often. H.E. Hinton's 1946 paper
suggesting a separation of the micropterygids from
the Lepidoptera and Trichoptera was reviewed in the
Lep . News , vol.l: pp. 33-34; 1947.

Kiriakoff in the present paper reexam' nes the
whole question. The reviewer' s primary criticism
is that this elaborate article gives almost no new
evidence but rather gives a slight regrouping after
repetition of the arguments of previous authors who
had studied actual specimens. Nevertheless, it is

valuable to have the information collected for us.

The second point of criticism concerns a deplor-
able nomenclatural procedure:- the blithe erection
of new names for higher categories without any heed
for application of general nomenclatural principles
in treating the names already existing. As long as
each new slightly different classification is filled
with a new set of names, stability in the nomencla-
ture of higher categories will be impossible. It

is not necessary to wait for a fonnal rule in the
International Code to treat this problem sanely.

Kiriakoff' s Superorder Panorpaeformia, erected
in 1946, is not a tenable group. The evidence from
the fossil record is hardly contestable that the

Diptera are direct descendants of one line of the
Mecoptera. There are Mesozoic Australian insects
which are essentially "four-vringed. Craneflies".
Therefore any "superorder" containing Mecoptera
must include also the Diptera (Two-winged Flies)
and their close relatives the Siphonaptera (Fleas).

AMPHIESMENOPTERA as a category is quite unnec-
essary. Why quibble over the controversial rank of

Caddis-flies and Moths & Butterflies (order vs. sub-

order)? They have conveniently been considered ord-
ers for so long that such a course seems worth con-
tinuing and does little or no violence to the facts.

Kiriakoff here reiterates his view that the Hes-
periidae are not related to the butterflies, but
rather to the Thyrididae and Pterophoridae, a view
which needs testing by other morphologists.

Among the papers of Packard, Comstock, Hand-
lirsch, Tillyard, Forbes, Braun, Heymons, Meyrick,
Borner, Hinton, and now Kiriakoff, we must have vir-
tually all possible random combinations of the maj-
or groups of the Lepidoptera, and with several pos-
sible names for each group. We should now be in
position to achieve with some permanency a conven-
ient, phylogenetic classification on which general
agreement exists.

C.L. Remington
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A BRIEF HISTCRY OF LEPIDOPTEROLOGY IN MISSOURI

by Edwin P. Meiners
St. Louis, Missouri

The first entomologist to explore the region of
Missouri, of whom we have any record, was Thomas
Say. Say was naturalist to Maj. Stephen H. Long's
first expedition to the Missouri River and the Rocky
Mountains . The expedition left Pittsburgh in Iky
of 1819, sailing down the Ohio River in the steam-
boat, "The Western Engineer". They then ascended
the Mississippi to St. Louis, where they remained
about a week, making final preparations for the
trip up the Missouri. During this stay Say and his
companions explored the region around St. Louis,
paddling a canoe up the Meramec River for about 15
miles, making the return trip overland.

Having completed their preparations, the expedi-
tion sailed up the Missouri to near Council Bluffs,
Iowa, where they remained for the winter. Frequent
stops were made on the way for fuel and provisions,
permitting the party to make explorations of the
surrounding territory. The results of Say' s col-
lecting are scattered through his writings. Usually
only "Missouri" is given for locality data and, as
the State had not yet been outlined as a political
division, this may refer to any area along the
route of the expedition.

Another member of the Long expedition was Ti-
tian Ramsey Peale, who acted as journalist and as-
sistant naturalist. Peale' s diary (Missouri Histo-

rical Review 41: pp. 147-162, 266-284; 1947) gives a

detailed account of the expedition's adventures from
Pittsburgh to their arrival at Fort Osage, near the
present city of Kansas City, Missouri. His only
published work on insects, Lepidoptera Americana ,

never went beyond the first installment. Many of
the illustrations in Say's work were drawn by Peale.

The first notice of any of the Lepidoptera of
Missouri was a short account of the ravages of the
Army-worm (Leucanla uniouncta ) whi ch appeared in
1861 (Trans . Academy of Science St . Louis 2: p.159).
This article was written by F.A. Wislizenus, the
species being referred to as Bombyx graminis . Dr.
Wislizenus was a native of Germany and practiced
medicine in St. Louis. He was one of the organiz-
ers of the Western Academy of Science in St. Louis,
the first academy of science west of the Allegheny
Mountains, as well as of the Academy of Science of
St. Louis, its successor.

In 1868 the Missouri State Board of Agriculture
was authorized to establish the office of State En-
tomologist, this being the third State of the Union
to create such a post. Upon the recommendation of
B.D. Walsh, State Entomologist of Illinois, C.V. Ri-
ley was appointed to this position. Riley remained
in office for nine years, after which time he trans-
ferred to Washington to head, first, the Entomologi-
cal Commission, and later the Bureau of Entomology.
During this time he published nine Annual Reports
which have since become classics in the literature
of American Entomology. He also published a journal,
The American Entomologist , which was discontinued
at the end of the second volume, and numerous pa-
pers in entomological and farm journals of the day.

Many of Riley's articles dealt with the Lepid-
optera. The large collection of insects of all or-
ders which he built up went with him to Washington,
eventually forming the nucleus of the insect collec-
tion in the U.S. National Museum. (See Lep . News 1 : p.561

Riley enlisted the help of a number of persons
having some entomological knowledge as his assist-
ants. Notable among these was Mary E. Murtfeld'c.
Miss Murtfeldt (see Lep . News 2: p.83) was chiefly
interested in the Microlepidoptera, of which she
had quite a considerable collection.

Three papers by R.R. Rowley of Louisiana, Mis-
souri, on the butterflies of this state appeared in
Entoraologi cal News for 1891. A number of his other
articles appeared from time to time in the same jour-
nal until about 1913, the later ones treating chief-
ly of the Catocalae, describing the early stages of
many species. Prof. Rowley was Superintendent of
Schools at Louisiana. He was interested in both
Lepidoptera and invertebrate fossils and had large
collections of each. His favorite collecting
ground, "Catocala Hollow", became well known to
readers of Entomological News of some 35 - 40 years
ago, through the frequent references in his articles.

Living in Louisiana, Missouri, at about this
same time were two brothers, G.M. and E.A. Dodge,
who had come under the influence of Rowley and be-
came great Catocala enthusiasts. G.M. Dodge des-
cribed Catocala tltania in 1900, one of the smaller
species of the genus. In about 1909 E.A. Dodge
moved to Santa Cruz, California, where he became ac-
tively interested in the butterflies, a number of
new species and forms being named in his honor.

The first regional list of the butterflies of
Missouri appeared in 1894 under the title "A List
of the Butterflies found at Marshall, Missouri", by
Oliver J. Staley. Staley practiced law at Marshall,
collecting butterflies as a hobby. He died at the

early age of 24 years by accidental drowning. Frank
J. Hall, of Kansas City, Missouri, reported some un-
usual captures of butterflies in northwest Missouri,
in Ent . News for 1898.

Two organizations which came into existence in
St. Louis at about the turn of the century did much
to foster the study of insect life in this community.
The St. Louis Naturalists Club was organized in 1898
and recently celebrated its golden anniversay. The
St. Louis Entomological Club, organized in 1906, is

no longer in existence.

Another collector, Hermann Schwarz, member of
both of the above clubs, deserves more than a pass-
ing mention. Possessed of a kindly nature and a dy-
namic personality (Rau's "Portrait", Bull . Brooklyn
Ent . Soc . 39: p.89; 1944, is biased to an extreme),
he held a considerable influence over the younger
generation of naturalists in his community for many
years. He was greatly interested in the Lepidoptera
during his earlier years and built up a fine collec-
tion of the butterflies of Missouri, containing some
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remarkable and unique captures for the State. La-
ter he founded the Mid West Nature Study Supply Co.

and designed some rather interesting equipment for
the collector, notably, a sectional specimen cabi-
net and a plastic mount for Lepidoptera. An ear-
ly paper on "The Art of Collecting Catocalae" (Ent .

News 10: p.256; 1899), in which he advocated the
use of a small bow and arrow tipped with a needle,
may bring a smile from the present day collector,
but he insisted that it was practical and that he
had become adept in its use. In 1907 (Ent . News 18:

p.312) Hermann Schwarz, in collaboration with Henry
McElhose, published a "List of 110 species and var-
ieties of butterflies taken by members of the St.

Louis Entomological Club in the vicinity of St. Lou-
is, Missouri". In spite of its many inaccuracies,
this remains the only published list of the butter-
flies of Missouri. McElhose was principally inter-
ested in the Microlepidoptera. He later moved to
Ilion, N.Y.

Several papers on the Catocalae by Ernst Schwarz
appeared in Entomological News between 1915 and
1919. A number of new species and varieties were
described. Ernst was a brother of Hermann Schwarz;
a third brother, Fred Schwarz, was also a collector
of Lepidoptera.

Paul A. Schroers published a list of the moths
of St. Louis and vicinity in 1913 (Ent . News 24: p.

460; 25: p.59) which also is the only published list
of Missouri Heterocera to date. He had a small col-
lection of Lepidoptera, chiefly local species.

Others of this period who had small collections
were Richard S. Lange and Frank Malkmus. August
Knetzger was especially interested in the Hesperii-
dae and contributed short articles to Entomological
News . Lepidouterlst . and Lepidoptera . His collec-
tion is now in the museum of Pere Marquette State
Park, Illinois. Adolph Wilkus had a large collec-
tion of the showy Lepidoptera of the world, beauti-
fully mounted in Riker type mounts, but alas! with-
out data. George H. Hosenfelt had a small collec-
tion of butterflies and moths which contained some
rarities, one of which was a specimen of Sarnia ce-
cropia with five wings. (Ent . Hews 24: p.337; 1913).

Phil Rau was chiefly interested in insect behav-
ior, especially of the Hymenoptera, but published
a number of articles on Lepidoptera, especially on
the Saturniidae (see Lep . News 2: p.62; 1948).

Charles L. Heink was an enthusiastic collector
who built up quite a large collection of the butter-
flies and moths of the world. He began collecting
about 1902 and carried on an extensive correspond-
ence and exchange with many of the noted lepidopter-
ists of his day. In 1907 he organized the Heink En-
tomological Club, which ceased to exist about 1916.
His only published work was a short note (Ent . News

14: P.334; 1903) on collecting at Meramec Highlands,
Missouri. The major portion of his collection
passed into the hands of the writer in 1926.

F. Roy Dean was an amateur lepidopterist and
taxidermist. He contributed several short articles
to Lepidoptera in 1918, including the description
of two aberrant butterflies. Mrs. Vitae Kite, who

lived in Hollister, Taney County, Missouri, in the
heart of the Ozarks, had a collection of about
10,000 specimens of butterflies and moths. She pub-
lished "A Calendar of Ozark Butterflies" in Entomo-
logical News for February, 1934. Although many of
her determinations are open to confirmation, it
is still the only published list of the butterflies
of southern Missouri. Her collection is now in The
School of the Ozarks, at Point Lookout, Missouri.

It may be a surprise to many to learn that
Vance Randolph, the folk-lorist of the Ozarks, was
at one time interested in the Lepidoptera. In 1919
he contributed an article on the "Life History and
Habits of Pione vanillae" (Trans . Kans . Acad . Sci.

30: p.35l) and in 1927 ("On Seasonal Migrations of
Pione vanillae in Kansas" (Ann . Ent . Soc . Am . 20:

p.242). A former Ozarkian is Dr. Auburn E. Brower
who got his start in Willard, Missouri. In 1930 he
published "A List of the Butterflies of the Ozark
region of Missouri" ( Ent . News 41: p.286). George
E. Moore formerly collected butterflies in the vi-
cinity of Lebanon, Missouri. He published, in 1937,
"An Annotated List of the Butterflies of Laclede
County, Mi ssouri" (Proc . Mo . Acad . Sci . 3: p.108).

There are few lepidopterists remaining in Missou-
ri at the present time. Harold O'Byrne, of Iberia,
Mo., resided in Webster Groves far many years. He
had an excellent collection of North American Lepi-
doptera, principally from Missouri. He formerly con-
tributed a number of articles to the literature.

B.H. Pickel resides in Overland, Missouri, a
suburb of St. Louis, and is interested in collect-
ing North American butterflies. Oskar Zielinski
was at one time an enthusiastic collector cf North
American Lepidoptera and resided in St. Louis. A
few years ago he moved to California.

The Remington collection, formed by P. Sheldon
Remington and son, Charles, is outstanding in this
section of the United States. It consists principal-
ly of North American butterflies, representing a large
proportion of the species, many in good series. P.S.
Remington received much of his love for entomology
from his contacts at the Boston Society of Natural
History in his youth and, influenced by such masters
in the technique of mounting as the Denton brothers,
his collection is a model in the perfection of the
specimens and the beauty of arrangement.

The writer's collection of insects is a miscel-
laneous one consisting, in large part, of Lepidopte-
ra, both butterflies and moths. Other orders are
represented to a lesser degree, mainly of the Mis-
souri Ozark fauna, a region which has a fascination
for him. No attempt at completeness has ever been
made and he cannot say that he has in any way ever
advanced the science of entomology to any degree.
The lure of the Great Outdoors, contacts with his
fellow men of like instincts (and many have been
most interesting, believe mel), a knowledge gained
of strange forms and curious habits, and the influ-
ence that insects have had upon the human race, have
been goal enough. Ah-ha! an "escapist"!
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BRIEF BIOGRAPHIES

18. William Barnes (1860-1930)

In writing a biography of a comparatively con-
temporary lepidopterist, the most important source
of information, especially on the more personal as-
pects, lies in the recollections of the subject's
associates. This is especially signfleant since
the usual obituaries, or biographies of the person
during his lifetime, are understandably one-sided
or incomplete. In the present biography, the writ-
er was invaluably aided by two of Barnes' associ-
ates — men who worked in close contact with him
for a number of years, and both of whom are autho-
rities on the Lepidoptera: Dr. James McDunnough, re-
tired Chief of the Systematic Unit of the Division
of Entomology of the Canadian Department of Agricul-
ture and now a Research Associate at the American
Museum of Natural History in New York; and Dr. Ar-
thur W. Lindsey, head of the Department of Biology
at Denison University, Granville, Ohio. The avail-

ability of first-hand information makes it appropri-
ate to devote more than the usual amount of space
to this Brief Biography. The quotations contained
in this article were taken from letters written by
Drs. McDunnough and Lindsey to the writer.

William Barnes was born in Decatur, Illinois, on
September 3, 1860. After attendance In the local
public schools, he studied at Harvard College, from
which he graduated in 1883. While Barnes was in Cam-
bridge, Samuel Hubbard Scudder, the great lepidopter-
ist, was active there, and Barnes undoubtedly became
acquainted with him during meetings of the Cambridge
Entomological Club. Prof. F.M. Carpenter, of Harvard
University, keeper of the records of the Cambridge
club, kindly provided us with the following informa-
tion; "On looking into the Club records, I find that
Barnes was elected to membership November 12, 1880.
The next few meetings of the Club were held in his
room, 31 Thayer Hall , [Harvard College] . He remained
an active member, attending about half the meetings,
until February, 1884, when he withdrew from member-
ship." As a boy, Barnes had started a collection of
Lepidootera, and the stimulation of such authorities
as Scudder during his college years must have fur-
thur fired his enthusiasm for lepidopterology.

In 1886 Barnes received a diploma from the Har-
vard Medical School, and then continued special stu-

dies in medicine at the University of Heidelberg
(Germany) and at a university in Paris. This educa-
tion provided the thorough training for his career
as an outstanding surgeon. The foregoing facts
should be kept in mind, for "to understand Barnes
completely, it should be recognised that he was
first and foremost a successful surgeon and that
Lepidoptera was his hobby started in early youth." x

He was a founder of the Decatur and Macon County
Hospital. Barnes married Charlotte Gillett in 1891;
a son and daughter completed the family. After a

long medical career, Barnes retired in 1929 because
of illness. He died in Decatur on May 1, 1930.

Since one cf "Barnes’ greatest contribution [s]

to Entomology might be summed up as consisting in

his willingness to spend large amounts in building
up a splendid collection of Lepidoptera, adequately
named and looked after", 1 it is appropriate to des-
cribe in some detail his collection. Dr. McDunnough,
who became the first curator of the collection,
writes: "The collection as I first knew it (1909)
was contained in a narrow annex to the library room
of his residence; later (about 1913), the special
museum was built." The one-story building was erect-
ed at the rear of Barnes' home, and was constructed
to be safe against damage by fire and moisture,
two great enemies of irreplaceable specimens. The
collection contained about 465,000 specimens, as
follows: 35,000 butterflies, 170,000 moths, and
250-260,000 duplicates and unworked material. There
were over 6000 types (including races, forms, aber-
rations, etc.). "His main idea was to secure as
complete a collection of correctly named N.Am. Lep-

idoptera as possible, and with this end in view he

was constantly exchanging or buying specimens from
other lepidopterists and securing by purchase ccm-

1 McDunnough, in litt.
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plete season’s catches by collectors in California,
Arizona and other S.W. States. ... The main collec-
tions purchased in toto were the Merrick; Taylor;
and Poling Catocalas : he secured a large portion of
the Kearfott Micros... "2 He also had much of the
Oberthur North American material. Barnes "personal-
ly collected while at Harvard as material in collec-
tion 'Newton Highlands, Mass.' testifies. He also
collected with Bruce at Denver and Glenwood Springs,
Colorado, in 1893-4 and possibly in other years, but
to my knowledge he made no trips after 1909 except
one in 1917 to the Lake Tahoe region of California.

... He did however, make many trips to eastern
museums (U.S.N.M.; Phil. Acad.; J.B. Smith; Am.Mus.,
etc.) and donated and received in exchange many
specimens from these institutions." A large ento-
mological library, especially rich in lepidoptero-
logical literature, accompanied the collection.

"Anyone was welcome to use the remarkable faci-
lities of his collection and library," wrote Dr.
Lindsey, "and he gave freely of his surplus speci-
mens. I well remember my first visit to him when
I was a graduate student. Toward the end he told
Dr. McDunnough to show me the duplicate collection
and let me pick out whatever I needed. That was
his common attitude. But if anyone misused the
privilege, there was no reinstatement in Dr. Barnes'
good opinion. He always suspected Strecker of
stealing two types and describing them — the name
proved to be a synonym! — and he was a bitter ene-
my of Dyar because a lot of unworked material lent
to him at the D.S.N.M. never came back to Decatur."

In 1920, Barnes deeded the collection to the
Decatur and Macon County Hospital, with the under-
standing that after his death it was to be sold and
the proceeds used for child welfare. The collection
was obtained by the U.S. National Museum, and it is
still a major part of its Lepidoptera collection.

Barnes employed several successive full-time
curators, —• men who were trained lepidopterists,

—

"whose main duties, apart from the maintenance of
the collection were to straighten out synonymic tan-
gles, prepare revisions of groups and describe the
numerous new species constantly met with in the ma-
terial received from his collectors. Dr. James
McDunnough was the first curator, and was employed
there from 1909 to 1919. He was followed by Dr.
A.W. Lindsey from 1919 to 1921. Dr. Lindsey re-
marks: "After I left Dr. Barnes in the summer of
1921 he secured a young man from New York who last-
ed a very short time." Foster H. Benjamin was em-
ployed some time thereafter and remained until 1927.
Research results were published during these periods
under the joint authorships of Barnes & McDunnough,
Barnes & Lindsey, Barnes & Benjamin, and Barnes &
Busck. A fair example of the widespread viewpoint
about Barnes is J.D. Gunder's statement (Ent. News
40: p.245; 1929): "It can also be said that he has
accomplished more general taxonomic work in the or-
der ['Strictly Boreal American...

']
than any other

living man." Therefore, the light shed on these co-
authorships by two of the men concerned is especial-
ly revealing, and it has not been published in pre-

z
McDunnough, In litt.

vious accounts of Barnes. Dr. McDunnough writes:

"With regard to publications, Barnes only prepared
papers appeared in Canadian Entomologist 1901, 1904,

1905, etc. and Entomological News , vol.ll. After
1909 his curators were entirely responsible for ar-
ticles in journals and for the entire five volumes
of the 'Contributions'. This latter publication
was financed by Barnes' sister-in-law. Miss Jessie
Gillett. Barnes' name, as owner of the collection,
appeared as a courtesy to the man who paid the cur-
ators' salaries. A single paper, published under
Barnes' name in Pan-Pacific Entomologist , vol.5, no.

1, in 1928 was probably prepared for the most part
by Benjamin. The Check Lists were also the work of
the curators. Barnes, in my time, never did any
lengthy studies on the Lepidoptera; he used to drop
in in the morning and usually for a short time in
the evening to discuss work, etc., and when time
was available, spent it studying Phalaenids, parti-
cularly members of the genus Euxoa in which he was
greatly interested."

Dr. Lindsey agrees with the above information,
saying: "Dr. Barnes' work in entomology was chiefly
the lavish support of collectors and the provision
of a superb opportunity for the research done by
his curators. He described some species, but did
no actual taxonomic research as far as I know.
From my experience with the revision of the Ptero-
phoridae, I judge that all of the publications from
the museum were the work of the curators even
though they were published tinder joint authorship
with Dr. Barnes. I do not say this critically,

for the opportunity that he provided was itself a
major contribution to the science."

The "Contributions" mentioned above were fully
titled "Contributions to the Natural History of the

Lepidoptera of North America", and were privately
published in five volumes. The work included des-

criptions, revisions, etc.,and was well-illustrated.
"Probably the most important works published [by

Barnes] are the 'Contributions' and 'Illustrations

of North American Catocalas' issued as a Monograph
by the American Museum of Natural History. "2 His

Check Lists of 1917 and 1926 were widely used at the

time, but are now, of course, out of date.

Dr. Lindsey offers a quite thorough and interest-

ing description of Barnes personally in the follow-
ing comments: "Dr. Barnes was a remarkable man. In

appearance he was rather grim and in manner he was

gruff and very profane. After my long experience
with him I have wondered whether he may noc have cul-

tivated such an exterior as a protection, for he was

kind hearted and generous and might easily have been
susceptible to the demands of a thoughtless world.

... I heard many incidents of his relations with pa-
tients in his medical practice which bear out the
idea that he had a tender heart, and I can vouch for
his generosity in his scientific work."

The writer is very grateful to Dr. McDunnough
and Dr. Lindsey for their invaluable assistance in

providing biographical material of Barnes so that a

true estimate of his place on the scientific scene

could be established.

Jeanne E. Remington
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RECENT LITERATURE ON LEPIDOPTERA

Under this heading are listed each month recent papers
from all the scientific journals which are accessible
to us and our cooperating abstractors. It is hoped
eventually to make our coverage of the world litera-
ture as complete as possible. Members outside North
America are urged to send us references of Lepidop-
tera papers from journals unavailable to us. Papers
devoted entirely to economic aspects will be omitted.
Reprints are solicited from all publishing members.
Initials of cooperating abstractors are as follows:
(P.B. )- P.F. Bellinger: (A.D.)- A. Diakonoff: (C.dP.)-
C.F. dos Passos; (L.G.)- L.A. Gozmanyj (C.R.)- C.L.

86 . Beck, W., "Ein missgluckter Anlockungsversuch mit
Dasvchira fascellna L." (in German.) Ent . Tidskr .,

vol.70: pp.111-113. 5 May 1949. Field notes. (C.R.)

87. Beebe, W., "Moth Nights at Rancho Grande." Animal
Kingdom , vol.52: pp.34-40, 6 figs. Mar.-Apr. 1949.
Popular account of fantastic abundance of moths at
light at this spot in Venezuela, which is on a migra-
tion route. (P.B.)

88 . Benoit, Pierre-L.-G., "La faune epiparasitaire
des Braconides parasites de Svlepta derogata F.

(Lepid. Pyral.) au Congo Beige." (In French.) Bull .

& Aqq. Sas. Ent. Belg . f
vol.85: pp. 28-40, 4 figs.

3 Mar. 1949. Lists 12 species (3 new) of secondary
parasites, attacking Braconid parasites of this
moth. (P.B.)

89. Blackie, J.E.H., "The Butterflies of the Monks
Wood District." Entomologist , vol.82: pp. 54-58.
March 1949. (P.B.)

90. Blackie, J.E.H., "Coenonvmpha tullla Muller: a
Postscript." Entomologist , vol.82: pp. 83-84. April
1949. (P.B.)

91. Bourgogne, Jean, "Les transformations subies par
le fourreau de certaine Psychidae pendant la crois-
sance de la chenille (Lep.)." (in French.) Bull .

Ss>£. Eat. France , vol.53: pp.130-133, 7 figs. 24
Nov. 1948. Changes made in its case by the larva
(Fumea sp.). (P.B.)

92. Bourquin, Fernando, "Metamorfosis de Automeris
narania Schaus 1898 (aurantiaca Weym.)(Lep. Het. He-
mileucidae) ." (In Spanish.) Acta Zool . Lilloana .

vol. 5s pp. 69-79, 2 figs., 1 pi. 1948. Describes
entire life history of A. narania : host plants —
Felj qa Sellowiana . Lonicera . Ilex paraguarlensis :

virus disease discussed. Figs, of pupa and <? geni-
talia; photos of d1 & <j>, ova, larva, cocoon. Notes
in English by Carl Heinrich comprise pp. 77-78; auran-
tiaca sunk under narania

,
"narania" of Seitz becomes

ater Conte, 1906; best differences in 5 genitalia;
Heinrich gives keys to O' & 9 of ater and narania .

(C.R.)

93. Bourquin, Fernando, "Notas sobre la metamorfosis
de Megalopyge chacoma Schaus 1910 (Lep. Het. Hegalo-
pygidae)." (in Spanish.) Acta Zool . Lilloana . vol.
5: pp.113-115, 1 fig., 1 pi. 1948. Describes lar-
va, pupa, cocoon of M. chacoma

,
host plant —Aspido-

sperma Quebracho-bianco . Parasite is Plagiotachina
eurota . Figs, of pupa; photos of d1 & 5 , larvae,
cocoon. (C.R.)

94. Bourquin, Fernando, "Metamorfosis de Morpho cate-
narius argentinus Fruhstorfer 1907 (Lep. Morphidae)."
(In Spanish.) Acta Zool . Lilloana . vol. 5: pp.117-
130, 1 fig., 1 pi. 1948. Describes entire life
history of M. argentinus : host plant — Scutia buxi-

folla . Figs, of pupa, photos of c? & <
9 , ova, larva,

pupa. Larvae are gregarious and colorful. Larval
period is 7 l/2 months! (C.R.

)

95. Bourquin, Fernando, "Notas sobre la metamorfosis
de Chloroptervx munda (Warren) 1897 (Lep. Geometr.)."
(In Spanish.) Rev . Soc . Ent . Argentina , vol. 14: pp.
137-140, pi. 5, 1 fig. 25 Oct. 1948. Describes en-
tire life history of C. munda : host plant-flowers of
Baccharls salicifolia . Figs, of pupa, photos of d"

& £, ovum, larva, pupa. (C.R.)

96. Braun, Annette F., "Elachistidae of North Ameri-
ca (Microlepidoptera) ." Memoirs Amer . Ent . Soc.,
no. 13: ii & 110 pp., 26 ols. 30 July 1948. 57 spp.
in 7 genera recognized. Described as new: genus
0NCER0PTILA (type - Aphelosetla cvgnodiella Busck),

0. eremonoma (Eureka, Utah)
;
genus HEMIPR0S0PA (type -

Eurvnome albella Cham.); Elachista enimlcta (Cin-
cinnati, Ohio), E. svmmomorpha (Tulare Co., Calif.),
E. svnonla (Cache Co.

,
Utah)

,
E. spatlosa (Loma Lin-

da, Calif.), j§. acenteta (Parrsboro, Nova Scotia),
E. hololeuca (Penticton, B.C.), £. nnrl ssl ma (Sum-
merland, B.C.), E. lamina (Peachland, B.C.), jjj. con-

ionhora (San Diego, Calif.), £. hiberna (Pike Co.,

Ohio), E. fullglnea (Martha's Vineyard, Mass.), E.

oxytypa (Bradore Bay, Que.), E. excelsicola (Mt.

Washington, N.H.), E. nitidiuscula (Cincinnati, Ohio),
E. leucosticta (Constance Bay, Qnt.), E. amid eta
(Ottawa, Ont.); Cosmiotes scopulicola (Huron Mts.,
Mich.). Gives E, adempta as new name for Laverna
albella Cham. Figs, of c? & 5 genitalia, venation,
pupae, ova, leaf mines include all n.spp. and all
but 6 known spp. Keys to all genera and spp. Des-
criptions thorough, life history notes given where
known, largely from Miss Braun's own study. Com-
plete synonymic list and index given at end. A su-
perb revision! (C.R.)

97. Brown, S.C.S., "The Mine of Stlgmella subblmacu-

lella Haw. (Lep., Stigmellidae) ." Ent . Month . Mag..
vol.85: p.45. Feb. 1949. (P.B.)

"

98. Bryk, Felix, "Zur Kenntnis der Grossschmetterlinge
von Korea. Pars II." (in German.) Arkiv f. Zool .

.

vol.41a, no.l: 225 pp., 7 pis. 1948. Describes as
new: (N0T0D0NTIDAE) Stauropus basalis ssp. korehar-
pya . Pheosia tremula ssp. permagna . Notodonta lankow-
skil ssp. varidens . Spataloides doerriesi ssp. tris-
tina, Rosama ornata ssp. paupera . Lophoptervx camel-

lina ssp. signata
,

L. saturata hoeget f . discalis,
Euhampsonia splendida ssp. chosennadata . Semidonta (?)

bilobona (Shuotsu)
,
Pvgaera curtuloides ssp. ko-

recurtula : (LYMANTRIIDAE) Dasvchira fascellna ssp.

moto . Lvmantria dispar ssp. korelbia & ssp. kolthoffl.
L. monacha ssp. chosenibla & matuta & lateralis &
idae . Porthesla slmills ssp. varabilina l TSATURNIIDAE)
Actias artemi

s

ssp. sl oavisti ,. Antheraea vamamal
ssp. bergmani . Caligula boisduvali ssp. 1 ntermedi-
ula : (BRAHMEIDAE

) genus BRAHMAEOPS (type B. lapon-

ica Butl.), genus BRAHMIDIA (type B. hearsevi White),
Brahmaea magniflcentia* (Shuotsu)

;
(DREPANIDAE) Pre-

pana curvatula ssp. koreula . Albara scabiosa ssp.
fixseni . Oreta pulchripes ssp. chosenoreta : (LASI0-
CAMPIDAE) Malacosoma neustrlum ssp. chosensis

,
Den-

drolimus segregatus ssp. corelimus
f
Metanastrla

undans ssp. chosen!cola
r
Gastropacha auercifolia ssp.

coreopacha . G. populifolia ssp. clathrata : (ARCTI-
IDAE) Paraslccia altaica ssp. coreana . Miltochrista
rosacea ssp. shuotsuensis . Agylla gigantea ssp. cho-

sengylla . Ellema depressa ssp. bergmani . E. angusti-

ala" (Shuotsu) ,
E* calmaria ssp. aprlcina

,
Phragmato-

bla fullginosa ssp. chosensls
,
Diacrisla lutea ssp.

rhododaktvla & f. luteiformis . D. seriatopunctata
ssp. varians . D. lankowskll ssp. korsarctia . Spiloso-
ma menthastri ssp. elegans . D. sannio ssp. rubroven-
tralls & f. roseivenata . Callimorpha hlstrlo ssp.
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98. (cont.) chosensis; (THYATIRIDAE) Saronnga alblcosta-
ta ssp. koreonaga . Pallmpsestls akanensis ssp. korei-

bia ;
(NOCTUIDAE) Panthea coenobita ssp. Idae . Moma

ludifica ssp. androtropa , Dlphthera alpium ssp. kol-

thoffi, Acronycta alnl ssp. korealnl . A. rumlcis ssp.
rumlelna , Panthauma egregia ssp. koreothauma . Meta-
chrostis algae ssp. korealgae . M. nlphadothauma*(Shu-
otsu) . Euxoa intracta ssp. kurilintracta . E. ober-
thuri ssp. nomlnata .E. kaolina (Shuotsu) ,E. aqullina
ssp. kaolicussa . E. kaolifeltia (Shuotsu)& ssp.anders-
sonl . Chersotls deplanata ssp. columbina . Agrotis
cortlcea ssp. grammoroima . A. agalmona (Shuotsu) . Dlar-
sla exusta ssp. noll-me-tangere . D. ruficauda ssp.

stenl & ssp. ottonis-bang-haasl . D. ba.ia ssp. chosen-

baja, D. signum ssp. melanchollna . Cerastis sobrina
ssp. shuotsensls . Blepharlta amiclssima (Shuotsu) . Fo-

lia contlgua ssp. olivaceula . P. perslcarlae ssp. mi-

norita, P. conspersa ssp. chosensis . Harmodia corrup-

ta ssp. slcullmlma . Aplecta mongolica ssp. koreaegena
& ssp. ehldlsana . A. dlfferenclata (Shuotsu) . Ryssla
cavernosa ssp. korebia, genus ERYTHROTIS (type E. ce-

dermarkl Bryk), E. cedermarkl*(Shuotsu) . Hyperlodes
turca ssp. inatsumurlana . H. grandls ssp. coreana &
ssp. ehldlsana . Monlma paramoea ssp. marglneplcta .

Slderldis velutina ssp. kukunoorensls . S. Insecuta
ssp. bergmani . S. sinuosella *(Moto.iondo7. S. Incog-

nita ssp. draudtlphlla . S. pallens ssp. chosenlcola .

Cucullla maculosa ssp. shuotsuensls & ssp. iaponlbla .

Cosmla fulvago ssp. korecosmla . Amphlpvra llvlda ssp.

cuprelna . A. tripartita ssp. parvula . Parastlchtls
funerea ssp. gemlnea . P. veterina ssp. coreina . 01lg-

la arcta ssp. tegularis . Trachea atriplicis ssp. gno-

sis & ssp. trlstina . Euplexla koreaplexia (Shuotsu)

,

Callogonia vlrgo ssp. vlrginalls . Virgo datanldia
ssp. Parthenon. Elaphrls morosa ssp. permorosa . Athe-
tls furvula ssp. trlstlfascla . A. grisea ssp. kaoll-
na . Psilomonodes venustula ssp. venerica . Apamea lu-

cens ssp. motoj ondensis . Xanthoecla flavago ssp. kor-

eago . Hydroecla mlcacea ssp. viola . Ipomorpha contu-
sa ssp. pergrandls . Dadalca dlfferenclata (Shuotsu).

genus SPHRAGIDIFERA (emend, for Sphragifera Staud.),
S. blplaga ssp. hexagona . Lithacodia fasciana ssp.

coreana . Eustrotla candldula ssp. leechiana . Oruza

chalcogramma (Shuotsu). Sinna extrema ssp. koreslnna .

Earias pupillana ssp. paginalls . Gelastocera exusta
ssp. emlnentlssima . Ephesla dlsslmllis ssp. grlseata .

Eccrlta mlrabills* (Shuotsu)
,
Dermalelpa iuno f . re-

nalis, Parallelia mimula ssp. postfusca . P. algira
ssp. Iaponlbla & ssp. sinlca . Cauninda annetta f. ar-

abesca . Phvtometra festata ssp. vokohamensls . P. fes-

tucae ssp. kurilensls & ssp. iaponlbla & ssp. kamt-

schadala . Toxocampa gracloslsslma (Gekatsungu) , Chrv-

s or1thrum amatum ssp. amorina . genus CRINISINUS (type

C. turbo Bryk), G. turbo (Shuotsu)
.
genus HETEROSCO-

TIA (type H. stygla Brvk)
,

H. stygla (Shuotsu)
,
Rlvu-

la dubitatrix (Shuotsu)
.
genus STEN-BERGMANIA (type

Herminla albomaculis Brem. ), genus SINARSLLA (type S.

stigmatophora Bryk) . S. stlgmatophora (Shuotsu)
,
Zan-

clognatha tarsiplumalis ssp. chosensis . Z. tarsi crin-

ata (Shuotsu) . Z. triplex ssp. koreognatha . Z. per-

fractalls (Shuotsu) . Bocana spacoalis ssp. chosenana .

Rhvnchlna kengkalis ssp. warrenl . Hvdrillodes obscur-

ans* (Shuotsu). Bcmiolocha chosenula* (Shuotsu)
,
Hy-

aena conspersalls ssp. koreaena ;
(GEOilETRIDAE) genus

HETSROTHALERA (type H. "chlorosarla chosensis " Bryk)

,

H. chosensis * (Shuotsu), Tlmandra amatarla ssp. myo-

kosana, Cosymbla albipunctata ssp. coreana . Problep-

sls superans ssp. coreana . Scopula convergens (Shuot-

su), S. nlgropunctata ssp. chosensis . Baptrla tlbiale

ssp. pedicura . Heterophelps confusa ssp. confusidor .

Hvsterura declinans ssp. bergmani . Cal eul vne whitlevl

f. leechl . Lygris fabiolarla ssp. korelvgris . L. le-

dereri ssp. chosensis . Eustroma melancholica ssp. du-

reri . E. reticulata ssp. chosenlcola . Gandarltis flx-

senl ssp. coreana . Loxofidonla musclcapata ssp. ori-
ginalis . Cldaria postalblda ssp. problematiea . C. mln-
na ssp. otregimima . Euphyia luctuosarla ssp. sinuata-
ria . E. unangulata ssp. gekatsungensis . E. secessa *

(Shuotsu) & ssp. myokosana . E. Yokohama

e

ssp. colora-
ta . Hydronena vidua ssp. permagna . Ecllptopera chry-
sozona (Shuotsu). Melanthia procella.ta ssp. myokosan-
thia . Venusia cambrlca ssp, shuotsu . Dlscoloxia blott-

er! ssp. euchloe . Diaprepesilla flavamarginaria ssp.
diakonovl . Abraxas suspecta ssp. lillput . Ephoria ar-

enosa ssp. chosen! bla & ssp. gaby . Ennomos autumnarla
ssp. koreennomos . Zethenia albonotarla ssp. nonnota-
ta . Z. rufescentarla ssp. chosenaria . Angerona prun-

aria ssp. aquafortis & ssp. prouterona & ssp. mongo-
11 gena . Eplone vespertarla ssp. hespera . Buzura su-
perans ssp. koreaebla, Spilopera debills ssp. chosen-
ibla . Semiothisa shanghalsarla ssp. wehrliarla . Antl-
cvpella dlffusaria ssp. bergmanaria . Boarmia athleta .

ssp. nanarla . B. castlgataria ssp. chosenarmla . B.

maculata ssp. korearmla . B. repandata ssp. cioccola-
tina, B. extinctarla ssp. ferruglnarla . B. marglnata
ssp. submarginata . B. conferenda ssp. referendarla .

B. subdlsciplens (Shuotsu), B. monochroma (Shuotsu),
B. seltzl ssp. chosenibla . B. ornatarla ssp. chosen-
icola . B. irrorataria ssp. specificarla . B. selenarla
ssp. kaollna . B. stipitaria ssp. karluzawensis . B.

crepuscularla ssp. bergmanaria
,

B. ignobilis ssp.
shuotsuensls . Itaroe wauaria ssp. koreaebla . I. ful-
varla ssp. coreame, I. dlstlnctarla*(ShuotsuT. Chi-
asma lutearla f. confluens : (ZYGAENIDAE) Elcvsma
westwoodi caudata ssp. elegantlcauda (sicl ) ; (C0CH-
LIDIIDAE) Narosoldeus flavldorsalls ssp. micans . Cnl-

docampa iohani-bergmanl (Shuotsu), Parasa sinlca ssp.
iaponlbla . All n.spp. and most n.sspp. from Korea.
Photos of all n.spp. except those marked with aster-
isk (*). Photos of many n.sspp. Also gives records
of many known ssp. and sspp. This paper seems to
the reviewer a taxonomic nightmare certain to retard
progress of Oriental lepidopterists, since all these
names presumably have their types deposited in Europe.
Descriptions usually brief, genitalia not mentioned.
Location of types not stated, but perhaps Riksmuseum
in Stockholm. Some clumsy names, such as ssp.
ottonl s-bang-haasi . ssp. noll-me-tangere . and the
genus Sten-Bergmanla . May systemstics not be meas-
ured by such work! (C.R.)

99. Cockayne, E.A., "Aberrations of Hemerophila abrup-

ta (Lep. Geometridae) ." Entomologist , vol.82: pp.49-
52, 1 pi. March 1949. Names 3 aberrations and dis-
cusses genetics of these farms. Normal and aberrant
specimens figured. (P.B.)

100. Cockayne, E.A., "Aberrations of Abraxas grossular-

iata, L." Ent. Rec . & Journ . Var . . vol.6l: pp.33-34.
Apr. 1949. Describes and names 4 aberrations. (P.B.)

101. Cockayne, E.A., & H.B.D. Kettlewell, "Selenia te-
tralunaria . Hufn.

,
ab. nigrescens

,
ab.nov., with an

account of its genetics." Ent . Rec . & Journ. Var ..

vol.61: PP.9-12, 1 pi. Feb. 1949. (P.B.)

102. Corbet, A. Steven, "Observations on the species
of Rhopalocera common to Madagascar and the Oriental
Region." Trans . R. Ent . Soc . Lond . . vol.99: pp.589-
607, 13 figs. 28 Dec. 1948. Evidence indicates that
species common to the two regions colonized Madagas-
car by migration across the Indian Ocean. (P.B.)

103. Coutin, R.
,
& P. Grison, "Hemichrysalides obtenues

par ligature des chenilles de Laspevresia pomonella L.

(Lepid. Tortr.) en rupture de diapause experimentale."
(In French.) Comptes Rendus Soc . Biol . . vol.143: pp.
15-17, 1 fig. Jan. 1949. If larvae are ligatured
in middle at correct time after raising them from a
low to a high temperature, only the front half pu-
pates. (P.B.)
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104. Dannreuther, T., "Migration Records, 1948." Ento-

mologist . vol.82: pp. 73-78, 105-110. Apr.,May 1949.
Survey of records, mainly from British Isles. (P.B.)

105. Darlow, H.M.
,
"Insects Taken at Sea in 1948." En-

tomologist . vol.82: pp. 63-68. Mar. 1949. Records
of captures in the Mediterranean; mainly migrant Lep-

idoptera. (P.B.

)

106. De Lucca, C., "Further Moth Captures from Malta."

Ent . Month . Mag . . vol.85: p.96. Apr. 1949.
107. Diakonoff, A., "Microlepidoptera from Indo-China

and Japan. 2nd Note." Bull . Mus . Hist . Nat., vol.

20: pp. 343-348, 4 figs. June 1948. Describes as

new: Svndemls duplex (Tonkin) : Eucosma pedisignata (Tonk-

in) ;
E. fuscieaput (Tonkin) . Genitalia figured. (P.B.)

108. DowdesWell, W.H.
,
R.A. Fisher, & E.B. Ford, "The

quantitative study of populations in the Lepidoptera.

2. Maniola iurtlna L." Heredity , vol. 3: pp. 67-84, 2

figs. Apr. 1949. Study of three more or less iso-
lated populations on small island. Variability, po-
pulation numbers, and the bearing of the latter on
survival of the species are considered. (P.B.)

109. Dufrane, Abel, "Une Acidalide interessante pour la
faune beige." (In French.) Lambillionea . vol.48:

PP. 50-52. Aug. 1948. New record: Scopula virgulata .

110. Dufrane, Abel, "A propos de la note de Bernard
Meier 1 Parnassius apollo L. de la Franche-Comte' ."

(In French.) Bull . Soc. Ent . Mulhouse . 1 Oct. 1948:

P.65.
111. Dymond, J.R., "Important advances in Zoological

Nomenclature achieved at the Thirteenth Internation-
al Congress of Zoology, Paris, July, 1948." Can .

Ent . . vol. 81: p.51. Feb. 1949. Summarizes some of
the amendments to the Rules adopted last summer and
speaks of them with approval. (C.dP.)

112. Evans, W.H., "Some new Hesperiidae (Lepidoptera)

from Africa." Ann . & Mag . Nat . Hist., (ser.12) ,vol.

2: pp. 54-56, 1 pi. 26 Apr. 1949. Describes as new:

Celaenorrhinus kimboza (Tanganyika)
;
Sarangasa gaer-

desi (S.W. Africa): Gorgvra kalinzu (Uganda); Pelo-

pidas fanta barnesi (Rhodesia) . Adults and d geni-
talia of the first three are figured. (P.B.)

113. Evers, Hans, "Zusammenstellung der Literatur uber
die Kleinschmetterlingsfauna der Nordmark." (In Ger-
man.) Mitt . Faunis tischen Arbeltsgem . . vol.l (n.s.)

:

pp.75-78; vol.2 (n.s.): pp.8-9. Oct./Nov. 1948; 1949.
Bibliography of the 30 papers on Microlepidoptera of

Nordmark (Germany). (C.R.)

114. Fearnehough, T.P., "Variation in reared Heodes
(Lveaena ) phlaeas ." Ent . Rec . & Journ . Var., vol.6l:

pp.25-27, 1 pi. Mar. 1949. Variation in markings,
color, and size described and figured. (P.B.)

115. Fischer, E., "Neue Kreuzungen mit Celerio lineata-
livornica Esp." (In German.) Mitt . Schweiz . Ent.

Ges.
f
vol. 21: pp.201-209, 3 figs., 2 pis. 25 Aug.1948.

Results of a series of crosses, involving also C. eu-

phorbiae . C. galii and C. vespertilio . Adults and
larvae are figured in color. (P.B.)

116. Franclemont, John G., "Synonym!cal notes relating
to Menopsimus caducus Dyar (Lepidoptera, Phalaeni-
dae)." Proc . Ent . Soc . Wash., vol. 51: pp. 74-75.
Apr. 1949. Reports that two distinct species have
been confused under caducus . i.e., that species and

Thalpochares fractillnea Smith, and distinguishes
them. Selects a lectotype for caducus and gives the

generic synonymy of Hvpenodes . which is ascribed now
to Doubleday, and of the species presently included
in this genus, both with full references. (C.dP.)

117. Gaal, I., "With Collecting Net in the Upper Val-
ley of the Latorca." (in Hungarian.) Rov. Kozl ..

vol. 2: pp. 22-27. 1947. An account of a journey in-

to the northeastern Carpathians, with faunistic data
on Erebla aethiops-altivaga . Araschnla levana ab.

porima . and Pieris brvoniae ssp. neobrvoniae . (L.G.)

118. Gaal, I., "The Curious Northern Trend of Llbythea
celtis (Fuessl.) in the Carpathian Basin." (in Ger-
man.) Frag . Faun . Hungarian, vol. 11: pp.12-14. 1948.
Notes on the sole Snout Butterfly of Europe, with
special regard to Hungary, where it was formerly
known only from the Adriatic seacoast, now pushing
north to middle Hungary (Budapest). (L.G.)

119. Gergely, I.. "Notes on Caterpillar Distribution."
(In Hungarian.) Rov . Kozl .. vol. 2: pp.43-48. 1947.
Examples of the "flight" of caterpillars and of Lv-

mantrla dispar . (L.G.)

120. Greer, O.T., "Entomological Notes from East Ty-
rone 1948." Ent . Rec . & Journ . Var . . vol.6lt pp.27-
28. Mar. 1949. Irish Lepidoptera. (P.B.)

121. Harrison, J.W. Heslop, "Rhopalocera in the Scot-
tish Western Isles in 1948, with an account of two
new forms of Pararge aegeria (Lep.

,
Satyridae)."

Ent . Month . Mag . . vol.85: pp.25-28. Feb. 1949. Des-
cribes as new so-called subspecies P. a. obllta and
P. a. monicae, both from Isle of Rhum. Both forms
reared from single female! (P.B.)

122. Hinton, H.E., "On the Origin and Function of the

Pupal Stage." Trans . R. Ent . Soc . Lond .. vol. 99: pp.
395-409, 1 fig. 8 Nov. 1948. Homologizes the pupa
with the ! sub-imago' of mayflies; both are regarded
as derived from the first imaginal instar, the imago
being in reality the second. According to Hinton,
the original function of the pupal stage was to per-
mit development of imaginal muscles which could not
develop in the larva. (P.B.)

123. Jacobs, S.N.A., "A fortnight's collecting in Swit-

zerland (June/July 1948)." Ent . Rec . & Journ . Var .

.

vol. 61: pp.45-49. May 1949. Lepidoptera! (P.B.

J

124. Janmoulle, E., "Remarques sur la faune beige." (In

French.) Lambillionea . vol.48: pp. 79-80; vol.49: pp.
19-20. Oct. 1948, Feb. 1949. New Belgian records
for various rare Broths. (C.R.)

125. Janmoulle, E., "Ematheudes nunetella Tr. (Anerasti-

inae) espece nouvelle pour la faune beige?" (In

French.) Lambillionea . vol. 48: p.82. Dec. 1948.
126. Julliard, Charles, "Les parasites de la chrysalide

de Vanessa urticae dans la region de Zinal (Valais)."

(In French.) Mitt . Schweiz . Ent . Ges . . vol.21: pp.
557-565, 4 figs. 27 Dec. 1948. 17 primary and 1

secondary parasites listed. Notes on biology of the

parasites and percent of butterflies attacked. (P.B.)

127. Kadocsa, Gy., "The Sunflower-moth and how to
Fight It?" (In Hungarian.) Rov . Kozl . . vol.2s pp.
33-37. 1947. On the biology of, and preventive
means against, Homoeosoma nebulellum . (L.G.)

128. Kauffmann, Guido, "Zu Pvrgus alveus Hub. (Lep.

Hesperidae). Seine Flugzeiten und Gene rationen im
Tessin." (In German.) Mitt . Schweiz . Ent . Ges ..

vol. 21: pp. 531-548, 12 figs. 27 Dec. 1948. Life

cycle of alveus in southern Switzerland fully des-
cribed. All stages and male genitalia figured.
Food-plant is Helianthemum vulgare . (P.B.)

129. Kiriakoff, S.G., "A classification of the Lepid-
optera and related groups with some remarks on Taxo-
nomy." (In English.) Biol . Jaarboek . vol. 15: pp.
118-143. 1948. Reviews and restates viewpoint
that Micropterygidae are more remote from the "Lepid-
optera s.s." than are Trichoptera, and therefore ac-

cepts term Zeugloptera for them. Then makes all
three suborders of new order AMPHIESMENOPTERA. Div-
ides Suborder Lepidoptera into 4 groups which he

terms "supercohors" and gives new names: H0PL0STCMA-
T0PTERA (Eriocraniids); APL03TCMAT0PTERA (Hepialids);
NANN0LEPID0PTERA (Nepticulids)

;
EULEPI D0PTERA (all

others) . The latter considered to include Cohors
Stemmatoncopoda (most "Microlepidoptera") and Cohors
Harmoncopoda (all "Macrolepidoptera" ) . (C.R.)
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130. Kovacs, L.
,

"Buxoa hastifera (Donz.),and its Oc-

currence in the Great Hungarian Plains." (In Hungar-
ian.) Rov . Kozl .. vol. 2: pp.3-10. 1947. Account
of the habitat of this rare moth in Hungary, with
description of two new formss hungarlea ; pomazensis .

Treats the general problem of E. hastifera and E. ob-
elisca ^(Hb.). (L.G.)

131. Kovacs, L., "A New Roeselia Species from Hungary."
(In Hungarian.) Rov . Kozl . . vol. 2: pp. 67-68. 1947.
Eescribes as new Roeselia pannonlca (Pomaz). Nearest
relative: R. strlgula . (L.G.)

132. Leeds, H.A., "Butterfly collecting in Wood Walton,

Hunts., area, and the Chiltem Hills, during 1948."
Ent . Rec . & Journ. Var . . vol.6l: pp.13-17. Feb.1949.

133. Lorkovic, Zdravko, "Chromosomenzahlen-Vervielfach-
ung bei Schmetterlinges und ein neuer Fall Funffach-
er Zahl." (In German.) Rev . Suisse Zool . . vol.56:

pp. 243-249, 4 figs. Feb. 1949. A brief survey of

supposed "polyploid series" in Lepidoptera. A case

of quintuple polyploidy is reported: Erebia tvndarus .

haploid number 8; £. ottociana . 40. Suggests that
since these series occur only in closely related spe-

cies, they have arisen "instantaneously." (P.B.

)

134. Lucas, Daniel, "Contribution a la faune des Lep-

idopteres de l'Afrique du Nord." (In French.) Bull .

Soc . Ent . France, vol.53: pp. 88-90. 23 June 1948.
Describes as new: Ptvchopoda parallelollneatella (Tu-

nisia); Syria trifasciatella (Morocco) : Heterograph-

is bedoella (Tunisia); H. aeaualisella (Sfax); Stau-

dingeria varlegatella {Morocco). No figures. Also

names 8 aberrations. (P.B.

)

135. Owen, D.F., "The Macrolepidoptera of the Moorgate,

London, Bombed Sites." Entomologist , vol.82: pp.59-

62. Mar. 1949.
136. Picard, J., "Rectifications." (In French.) Rev .

franc . Lepid .
f
vol.ll: p.335. June 1948. Corrects

typographical error and sinks fritillarius Poda as

nomen nudum , elevating Pvrgus carthami as name to be

used. (C.R.)

137. Picard, J., "Les variations geographiques europe-

ennes d' Ochlodes vena turn Bremer et Gray." (In French)

Rev , franc . Lepid . . vol.ll: pp. 338-340. Sept. 1948.

Formerly known as Augiados svlvanus . Discusses the

4 races in Europe. (C.R.)

138. Picard, J., "Notes sur trois Pyrgus asiatiques du

sousgenre Scolotrix (Lep. Hesperiidae) ." (In French)

Bull . Soc . Ent . France . vol.53: pp. 114-118, 3 figs.

27 Oct. 1948. Notes on P. bieti, P. de i eani . and P.

oberthuri . c? genitalia figured. (P.B.)

139. Rey, W., "fiber Schmetterlings-Wanderungen." (in

German.) Mitt . Schweiz . Ent . Ges . . vol.21: pp.233-

248. 25 Aug. 1948. Observations of migration, and

a theoretical discussion of the problem. (P.B.)

140. Richardson, Austin, "Crvmodes exulis ssp. asslmil-

is and other Scottish Moths." Entomologist , vol.82:

pp. 79-82. Apr. 1949.

141. Rosentiel, R.G., "Life History and Control of the

Orange Tortrix in Oregon." Journ . Econ . Ent . . vol.

42: pp. 37-40. Feb. 1949. Life history and habits

of Argvrotaenia citrana . (P.B.)

142. Seiler, J., E. Humbel, & H. Amann, "Das sexuelle

Mosaik diploider Intersexe aus der kreuzung Soleno-

bia triauetrella x S. fumosella (Lepidoptera, Psychi-

dae) ." (In German. ) Experientia . vol. 5' pp.115-116.

15 Mar. 1949. Preliminary report of some experiments

which conflict with Goldschmidt's theories of the me-

chanism of intersexuality.

143. Travassos, Lauro, "Contribupao ao conhecimento

dos 'Arctiidae 1
. XVII. Genero * Thvsanoprvrona ' Butler

1875." (In Portuguese.) Rev . Brasil . Biol . . vol. 9:

pp. 67-78, 31 figs. Mar. 1949. 6 spp. listed, 3 re-

described and figured in great detail. (P.B.)

144. Viette, P., "A propos du mimetisme de Trichura cer-
berus Pall. (Lep. Amatidae)." (In French.) Bull .

Soc . Ent . France , vol.53: pp.139-140, 2 figs. 28
Nov. 1948. Resemblance to an Incheumon-fly describ-
ed and figured. (P.B.)

145. Vintejoux, Max, "Not sur deux Argynnes du Massif
Central." (in French.) Rev , franc . Lepid . . vol.ll:

pp. 328-329. June 1948. New records for Clossiana
titania and Brenthis hecate . (C.R.)

146. Wakely, S., "Recent entanological notes from South
London." Ent . Rec . & Journ . Var . . vol.6l: pp. 37-38.
Apr. 1949. Lepidoptera. (P.B.

)

147. Warnecke, Georg, "Aufruf zur Beobachtung von Wan-
derschmetterlingen." (In Geiman. ) Mitt . Faunistis-

chen Arbeitsgem .. vol.l (n.s.): p.29-31. Mar. 1948.
Lists, in categories, main migratory Lepidoptera of

central Europe, outlines information needed in re-
ports and requests records of 1947 migrations. (C.R.)

148. Warnecke, Georg, "Neuausbreltung von Schmetter-
lingen in Schleswig-Holstein und in Niederelbegebiet."
(In German.) Mitt . Faunistischen Arbeitsgem .

f
vol.l:

(n.s.): pp.36-39. Apr. 1948. Discusses all known
notable migrations in north-central Germany of 7
butterflies: Melanargia (= Satvrus ) galathea

,
Epln-

eohele (-Pvronia) lvcaon : Pararge aegeria : Chrvso-
phanus (=Lvcaena ) vlrgaureae :

"Lvcaena " amanda :

Heteropterus morpheus : and Carterocenhalus silvius .

Some migrations records as old as 1864. (C.R.)

149. Warnecke, G., "Wichtigere Schmetterlingfunde bei

Heide und Umgebung in den Jahren 1946 und 1947." (In

German.) Mitt. Faunistischen Arbeitsgem .
r
vol.l

(n.s.): pp.45-46. May 1948. Season summary far

1946 and 1947 for Heide, Germany. (C.R.)

150. Warnecke, G., "Neuausbreitung von Schmetterlingen
in Schleswig-Holstein und in Niederelbegebiet." (In

German.) Mitt . Faunistischen Arbeitsgem . . vol.l (n.

s. ) :pp.46-48. May 1948. Continues previous account
of Lepidoptera migrations in north-central Germany

(see #148, above), with records for 10 moths: Ptero-

gon proserpina : Agrotis inter iecta : Dianthoecia comp-

ta; Leucania 1-album : L. albipuncta : Orthosla ruti-
ciila; Calophasla lunula : Plusia moneta : Eucosmia
certata : and Boarmia gemmaria . (C.R.)

151. Warren, B.C.S., "Three hitherto unrecognized Eu-

ropean species of Erebia (Lepidoptera: Satyridae)."
Entomologist . vol . 82 : pp. 97-104. May 1949. Discussion
of some species of the tvndarus group. Describes as

new E. sudetica inalpina (Switzerland) . (P.B.)

152. Weber, P., "Flugelform und Geader der europafs-
chen Gelechiidae." (In German.) Mitt . Schweiz . Ent .

Ges .. vol.21: pp.215-232, 3 figs., 16 pis. 25 Aug.

1948. Wings and venation of 68 genera described and
figured. The characteristic features are also list-

ed in tabular form, and a scale is provided by which
the degree of angulation of a specimen's wings can

be determined (a very useful ideal). Dr. Weber de-

sires specimens of a number of other genera to com-

plete his studies. (P.B.)

153. Winkler, W., "Herbstwanderungen von Pvramels ata-

lanta L. (Leo. Rhop.)." (In German.) Mitt . Faunis-

tischen Arbeitsgem .. vol.l (n.s.): p.22. Feb. 1948.
Migrations of Vanessa atalanta in Kiel, Germany, re-
ported. (P.B.")

154. Winkler, W., "Einige bemerkswerte Scbmetterlings-

funde 1948 in Schleswig-Holstein." (In German.)
Mitt . Faunistischen Arbeitsgem . . vol.l (n.s.): p.75.
Oct./Nov. 1948. Notes on Apatura iris . Arasehnia
levana, Hadena gemmea . (C.R.)
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NOTICES BY MEMBERS

MICROLEPIDOPTERISTSJ Wish to exchange: dried
leaves containing insect MINES (all orders) accom-
panied by name of host plant (and of insect, if
possible) and locality, etc. Offer European leaf-
mines of Lepidoptera (and other orders if wanted).
Exchange also in fruit-flies (Trypetidae)

.

Dr. E.M. Hering, Reichensteiner Weg 21, Berlin-Dah-
lem (American Sector), GERMANY.

COLLECTION OF BUTTERFLIES & MOTHS for sale reason-
ably. World-wide in scope, but strongest in U.S.A.

(esp. Colo., N.Mex., Ariz.) and European forms; em-
phasis on Noctuidae, Tortricidae, Nymphalidae, Hes-
periidae. Collection spread on pins, and many un-
identified papered specimens, all with full data.
Collection to be sold as a whole. Sunie E. Wiegand,
2617 W. Sterner St., Philadelphia 32, Pa.

JAPANESE MOTHS offered in exchange for those of Am-
erica and other countries,—especially Geometridae,
Pyralidae, Sphingidae, and Noctuidae. Prof. Masao
Azuma, Koyo High School, Imazu, Nishinomiya, Hyogo
Pref., JAPAN, or 1644, Rinkeiji, Arima, Kobe, JAPAN.

For sale: Bolorla , Erebia, Oeneis & other Arctic and
Far Northern species. Prices nominal. R.J. Fitch,
Rivercourse P.O., via Lloydminster, Sask., CANADA.

Would like to exchange butterflies, large moths,
and beetles of the world. Have many duplicates, in-
cluding several thousand from tropics, with full
data. Will be pleased to answer all correspondence.
G.F. Schirmer, 2912 N. 45th St., Milwaukee 10, Wis.

SWISS BUTTERFLIES offered in exchange for species
from elsewhere. Dr. A. Lorenz, Kasernenstrasse,
Herisau, SWITZERLAND. *

FOR SALE: THE "LIBRA-MOUNT”
; a double-Riker-type

mount in Book Form. Ruggedly built. Send for des-
criptive leaflet. Will consider exchange for Macro-
Rhopalocera from all parts of the world, especially
Panilio . Moroho . Ornithootera . etc. Arthur Gatti,
63 W. 7th St., Mt. Vernon, N.Y.

Wanted: information on the distribution of Utah
LYCAENIDAE in various collections. Please send no-
tices of availability of material. John C. Downey,
Biology Dept.,Univ. of Utah, Salt lake City 1, Utah.

All sizes of black steel insect pins from Czecho-
slovakia for sale at $3.00 per 1000 or $25.00 for
10,000. Dr.H.Wilcke, Kossen/Tyrol,No.l99, AUSTRIA.

AGENT WANTED IN U.S.A. who can sell our whole 1949
catch, to be collected in faunistically rich Khasi
and Naga Hills of northern India; including butter-
flies and many other orders of insects. Total will
be about 1,000,000 specimens. Please contact us for
our terms. Himalayan Butterfly Co., Shillong,
Khasi Hills, INDIA.

Have quantity of Madagascar Urania rlnhaeus . first
quality papered specimens, for exchange by 100 or

1000. Also have Moroho amathonte . menelaus . aega
f

etc. by one or a dozen, and thousands of other but-
terflies for exchange, for what have you? Butterfly
World Sueply House, 289 E. 98th St.,Brooklyn 12, N.Y.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Q. "How can I go about finding Micropterygidae in
New England? I need adults and especially larvae
and pupae for studies of evolutionary position."

A. They are found on acid bogs and fly by day in
early July. Look on flowers on and at the edges of
bogs. So far as I know they are limited to cool
zones (Canadian and perhaps Hudsonidan) . I have ne-
ver collected any in New England; but on Mt. Marcy
they occur at about 3000 ft. elevation, and may be

found in cool spots as low as 1000 ft. In my exper-
ience they are very rare. Larvae should occur ear-

lier, but it is probably hopeless to look for them,

assuming there might be a hundred or two in an acre
of wet moss.

W.T.M. Forbes

Q. "I would be interested in knowing the basis for
changing the name of our common silver-spotted skip-
per from Epargyreus titvrus (Fabr.) to Proteides
clarus (Cramer) . If I am not wrong both were descri-
bed in 1775, titvrus by Fabricius in his Svst . Ent.

and clarus by Cramer in his Pap . Exot. ; if so, why
has the long standing titvrus bpen discarded for the

former synonym clarus ? With the case of Epargyreus
versus Proteides are not titvrus (= clarus ) . zestos .

and exadeus genitalically homogeneous and distinct
from mercurius (the logotype of Proteides )? I hope
you can set me straight on this matter." (Ed. Note:

Prof. Forbes referred this question to Mr. E.L. Bell.)

A. The reason for the use of clarus Cramer instead

of titvrus Fabricius is that Papilio titvrus Fabri-

cius (1775) is a homonym of Papilio titvrus Poda

(1761), as pointed out by Hemming (1934. The Gener-

ic Names of the Holarctic Butterflies, p. 159) and

clarus Cramer is the next available name.
Yes, the male genitalia of clarus Cramer, zestos

Geyer and exadeus Cramer are homogeneous and al-
though of similar construction those of mercurius
Fabricius differ in slight details. The genus Epar-

gyreus and Proteides are very closely related and
it seems to be a matter of inidividual opinion as to

whether the differences between the generotypes,

clarus and mercurius . are of sufficient importance

for their separation.
Ernest L. Bell

Erratum : In preparation of the photographic copy of

the Leo . News , vol.3, no. 3: p.36, the following
words were inadvertently omitted from the 5th line

of Mr. Bell's answer, following the last parenthesis:

"of a second specimen".
Please note this erratum in your copy of the News .

Wish to buy, exchange, or sell living Lepidoptera

ova; Pseudohazis eglanterina ova especially desired.

Mrs. Hazel Chase, 272 N. Union St., Galion, Ohio.

Living OVA for sale or exch. (in season): Citheronia

regalis . Eacles imperial!

s

. Platvsamia glover! . hyb-

rid cecropia-gloveri . Actias luna . Automeris io, Telea

Polyphemus . Duke Downey, 51 W. 4th St., Sheridan, Wyo.
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Anderson, C.A., 3209 Centenary, Dallas 5, Texas.
Danaus plexippus .

Azuma, Masao (Prof.), 1644, Rinkeiji, Arima, Hyogo-
ku, Kobe, JAPAN. MACRO: esp. Georaetridae. MICRO:
esp.Pyralidae. Life Hist., Distribution. Coll. Ex.

Boone, Peter, 11 Edgehill St., Princeton, N.J. MA-
CRO: esp. Sphingidae, Ceratocampidae.

Coy, L.P. (Dr.), 911 9th Ave., San Mateo, Calif.
RHOP: esp. Speyeria . Euchloe. Coll. Ex.

Fulton, Macdonald (Dr.), Dept, of Biology, Univ. of
Houston, 3801 St. Bernard St., Houston 4> Texas.
RHOP. Coll.

Henstock, H. (Dr.), "Glengariff", Caerwys, N. Wales,
GREAT BRITAIN. RHOP. British MACRO. Coll. Ex.

Hering, E.M. (Prof. Dr.), Zoologisches Museum, In-
validenstr. 43, Berlin N. 4, GERMANY. MACRO: Pe-
ricopidae, Zygaenidae, Dioptidae. MICRO. Leaf-
miners of all orders. Coll. Ex.

Hessler, Robert, 6510 N. Campbell, Chicago 45, 111.
RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Hoffman, James, 1039 S. Mulberry, Ottawa, Kansas.
RHOP: Papilionidae, Pieridae, Nymphalidae. MAC-
RO: Sphingidae, Saturniidae. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

Howe, William, 822 E. 11th St., Ottawa, Kansas.
LEPID: esp. Sphingidae and Catocalinae. Life His-
tory, Parasites. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Inoue, Hiroshi, 290, Miyamae, Oka-machi, Minami-ku,
Yokohama, JAPAN. MACRO: Geometridae, Cymatophor—
idae, Drepanidae. Life History. Coll. Ex.

Jelinek, Anton, 3900 Diversey Ave., Chicago 47, 111.
RHOP: tropical, esp. Morpho & Papilio . Coll, Ex.
Buy. Sell.

Lambert, Robert, Dept, of Lands & Forests, Bureau
of Entomology, 53 Grande-Allee

,
Quebec, P.Q., CAN-

,

ADA. MICRO: esp. Tortricidae. Biology of forest
Leoid. Coll.

Laspe, Charles G.
, 4044 Hawthorne, Palos Verdes Es-

tates, Calif. RHOP: Papilionidae. Coll.
Loeliger, Robert (Dr.), Susenbergstrasse 20, Zurich,
SWITZERLAND. RHOP. MACRO. Migration.

Mergott, Winston B., 549 Oxford Blvd., Pittsburgh
16, Pa. RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex.

Minot, George R. (Dr.), 71 Sears Rd., Brookline 46,
Mass. RHOP. Coll.

Peace, Roger W., Jr., 6 Trumbull St., New Britain,
Conn.

Schirmer, G.F., 2912 N. 45th St., Milwaukee 10, Wis.
RHOP. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

Schmela, Dora E. (Mrs.), 135 N. Evergreen Drive,
Ventura, Calif. RHOP. Coll.

Seok, D.M.
,
National Science Hall, Chung-ku, Seoul,

KOREA. RHOP: esp. Pieridae.
Smith, Arthur C., Rockefeller Foundation, Calle de
Viena 26, Mexico, D.F., MEXICO. RHOP. & MACRO:
esp. of Mexico & Southwestern U.S.A. Ecology,
Distribution. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

Vrana, Richard, Laurel Hill Rd., Northport, N.Y.
Warnecke, Georg (Landgerichtsdirektor)

,
Hohenzol-

lernring 32, Hamburg-Altona, GERMANY. RHOP:
Palaearctic. MACRO: Palaearctic, esp. Geometri-
dae. Migration, Zoogeography. Coll.

Williams, Carroll M. (Prof.), Harvard Biological
Labs., Cambridge 38, Mass. RHOP. MACRO: Satur-
niidae. Physiology of metamorphosis. Coll. Buy.

DECEASED

Keith, Edward D. (Rhode Island).
Lhomme, Leon. (France).
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Other inescapable duties have forced us to drop
behind in replying to the very large number of let-
ters received in the Society mail. Emphatically,
our delay does not indicate disinterest. The enor-
mous correspondence and the time-devouring labor of
keeping financial records emphasize to us the ur-
gent need of organizing the Society on a full-scale
basis, with a substantial complement of elected of-
ficers to divide the pleasure and toil of leading
the Society. We hope such a step may be taken far
1950.

Changes of address are being omitted, since the 1949
List of Members will be compiled in September.

THE LEPIDOPTERISTS* NEWS
The monthly periodical of the Lepidopterists* Society

Membership is open to all persons interested in any
aspect of the study of butterflies and moths. The

1949 dues, including subscription to the NEWS, are
$2.00 for Regular Membership and $4*00 or more for
Sustaining Membership. Please make remittances pay-
able to Charles L. Remington . Price for Vol. 2 is

$2.00. No complete sets of Vol. 1 are available.
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A VISIT TO THE HOME OF THE LATE WILLIAM HENRY EDWARDS
AT COALBURG, WEST VIRGINIA

by Cyril F» dos Passoe
Mendham, Hew Jersey

Early in 1948 & letter was received from Dr. Roy
Bird Cook, Secretary of the West Virginia Board of
Pharmacy, Charleston, West Virginia, concerning some
manuscripts of William Henry Edwards (1822-1909) • As
is well known, Edwards, who spent many years of his
life at Coalburg, was the author of that exquisite
three volume work on the Butterflies of Horth Amer-
ica, and one of the leading lepldopterists of the
Nineteenth Century* A short sketch of his life was
published in The Lepldopterists 1 Hews (to1.1i p.8$
1947).

Dr. Cook's letter lead to considerable corres-
pondence with him, and later with Mrs. John August-
ine Willis of Coalburg, a granddaughter of Edwards,
during which it developed that there was consider-
able unpublished material in Charleston and Coalburg
relative to the entomological activities of Edwards.
The upshot of the matter was that it seemed highly
desirable to visit those plaoes and examine the ma-
terial firsthand. Ho opportunity arose to make the
trip until this year.

Early the next morning Dr. Cook
And took me to Coalburg, which is about
fran Charleston. There I was received by Mrs. Wil-
lis in the house Edwards built whan he moved there
in 1869. The house is situated at the mouth of a
wooded ravine where the land slopes gently in front
to the Kanawha River. The first settlers had clear-
ed away several acres, leaving a few large trees,
but the forest covered the mountain down to the
clearing. Edwards' hone had a natural setting of
mountain, hillside and river. I was shown through
the rambling, white, two story frame house which has
changed but little since it was built, except in the
way of modernisation. The Edwards were intent upon
making their new home as beautiful as the one they
had left on the Hudson. They laid out their garden
carefully with beds and borders of old-fashioned
flowers, roses and gay annuals to attract the but-
terflies, while fruit trees, berry bushes and a veg-
etable garden were planted on the hillside and at
the river bottom. The view from the house up and
down the valley and across the river is beautiful.

On the afternoon of April 11 I arrived in
Charleston and soon thereafter received a visit from
Dr. Cook at my hotel. Together we went to the State
Capitol Building where a large part of the Edwards'
material is housed in the Library of the State De-
partment of Archives and History, of which Mrs. Cook
is the Directress. There I met Miss Miriam Woods,
Librarian, who kindly showed me the Edwards' treas-
ures. These are kept in the Document Section of the
Department of Archives and History, having been giv-
en to the Library by the late William Seymour Ed-
wards, only son of Edwards. They consist of seme
twenty-one entomological Journals and notebooks to
which there are three volumes of indexes. These are
all bound in their original red leather bindings and
record almost all of Edwards' observations, especi-
ally in rearing butterflies, between 1858 and 1894.
Prior to the former date Edwards' interest had been
chiefly in birds, and it was not until he was about
thirty-six years of age that he turned to butter-
flies in earnest. In addition there are nine scrap-
books, mostly devoted to butterflies, about three
hundred and fifty letters written to Edwards by lap-
idopterlsts frees all over the world, and a number of
miscellaneous books and papers. Truly, these appar-
ently heretofore unrevealed documents are most va-
luable sources of information for the students of
Lepldoptera.

Behind the house rise the hills - rather steeply -

and the land grades off rapidly on either side. It

is in these hills that the coal seams were discover-
ed that first brought Edwards to this section. The
original coal mine still belongs to the family, Mr.

John A. Willis being the President of the Coalburgh-
Kanawha Mining Company which operates the property.
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dos Passes: EDWARDS' HOME- cont.

Daring the norning Mrs. Villls permitted ae to
examine some unpublished manuscripts of Edwards, his
last journal, and soae books from his library, among
which Is a beautifully bound three volume set of the
Tenth Edition of Linnaeus' Svstema Naturae . Later
we were joined by Mrs. Willis' daughter, Miss Anne
Edwards Willis, and at luncheon by Mrs. Willis' hus-
band. After lunch Mr. Willis took ae to see the
alne and its tipple, then by automobile up the val-
ley to admire the views and see one of the dams con-
structed on the Kanawha River In aid of navigation.
That evening we were joined at dinner by Mr. and
Mrs. John A. Willis, Jr., son and daughter-in-law
of ay host and hostess, and talked of Edwards and
the early days in that section of the country. Pre-
viously I had aet young Mr. and Mrs. Willis' two
charming children, Charlotte and Douglas, great-
great-grandchildren of Edwards.

After dinner Dr. and Mrs. Cook called and took
ae back to ay hotel where, before going to sleep, I

enjoyed reliving in ay mind the experiences of the
day - one that will be long remembered with deep
gratitude to Dr. and Mrs. Cook and Mr. ami Mrs. Wil-
lis and their family for their generous hospitality.
Perhaps at a later date I nay have something nore to
say concerning soae of the manuscripts examined
while at Coalburg.

On the way to Charleston by automobile, along
the naln highway, U.S. Route 21/60, west of Cedar
Grove on the Kanawha River opposite Coalburg, a
state Barker has been erected reading -

"Coalburg

Here was heme of W.R. Edwards, natural-
ist and explorer, who led important ex-
peditions to the Amason in I846 and was
one of the leading authorities on but-
terflies and aoths. He was a descend-
ant of the renowned Jonathan Edwards”,

from which spot one obtains a delightful view of
the Edwards' home in its charming setting.

DANAUS RECORDS FOR "THE NEARCTIC BUTTERFLIES”

The Coordinating Editor, F. Martin Brown, re-
quested records on Danaus and reported on the pro-
gress of response from Society members (Lee. Hews .

vol.2i p.lOlj vol.3» pp.13,27). On our recent trip
to Colorado, I visited Mr. Brown and saw his tabula-
tions of the interesting Danaus records which have
been submitted. However, I was impressed by the
large gaps for D. plexlppua . gaps which could easily
be filled from the data labels on specimens in the
collections of Society members. So I urge all mem-
bers who have not yet sent records to Mr. Brown to
do so before October 15 of this year. Please in-
clude dates of capture and try to give the county
as well as exact locality. Of course, all records
of Danaus from North America are welcome, but parti-
cularly for D. nlexinpus . the ccmmon and wide-rang-
ing Monarch.

C.L.R.
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RECORDS ON PAPILIO FLSTWAYS

by Telse Esaki
Fukuoka, Japan

The notes on the "Paplllo Flyvays" of Messrs.
Ehrlioh (Leo. News . vol.2t p.92) and Klots (vol.3s
p.25) recalled to ae some earlier references of the
similar habit demonstrated by several Japanese spec-
ies of Paplllo. The earliest record may be traced
back as early as in 1908. Miyake wrote (Trans . Bnt.

Sgc. Japan , vol.2s pp.128-129; 1908), "many Paplllo
species use 'flyways' flying to and fro the same
route. This habit is especially conspicuous in Pa-
plllo helenus . This butterfly flies early in the
morning and towards the evening and is rarely net
with on the wing during daytime. When it flies it
uses always a definite route in either direction."
Doi published (Insect World , vol.24: p.30; 1920) a
note under the title, "On the 'butterfly way' " and
described his observation on Paplllo naackl aade in
Fushun, S. Manchuria. He observed on August 3, 1919,
on a hill near Fushun the above-mentioned butterfly
flying from northwest to southeast over the hill in
the aorning and to the reciprocal direction at 2
o'clock in the afternoon. He observed the same fact
on the following day. He added some other observa-
tions on similar habit of Argvnnls and Melltaea aade
in Korea. Okazaki gave some notes on the similar ha-
bit of Papi11

o

s observed by Satake in Japan (Insect
World . vol.24> pp.102-103; 1920). Hamaguehi pub-
lished notes on his careful observations on Paplllo
helenus aade in Kochi, Shikoku, Japan (Insect World.
vol.27: pp.298-302; 1923). He noticed that the fly-
way of the butterfly was definite every year in the
same locality, unless obstacles occurred on the way.
According to his many years' observations most indi-
viduals (82-83/6) of Paplllo helenus went in the morn-
ing and back in the afternoon the same route every
day. He gave detailed notes on the variability of
the route according to the location of flowers on
the way to be visited by the butterfly, the seasonal
difference (spring and summer generations), and on
the special behavior of the "patrol butterfly", by
which the author meant one or two butterflies which
flew earliest in the morning every day.

This habit was since then often quoted in guide-
books of insect collecting in Japan and became fair-
ly popular among butterfly hunters. They enjoy
sometimes the "sitting collection" on the butterfly
route in order to catch gorgeous swallowtails which
aay otherwise be rather difficult to capture.

BUTTERFLIES OF THE MALAT PENINSULA

A welcome correction must be made in say short
obituary (Lep. News 2s p.79; 1948) of A. Steven Car-
bet, D.Sc., late Lepidopterist of the British Museum
and well-known specialist of Malayan Rhopalocera.
Mr. M.W.F. Tweedy, Director of the Raffles Museum,
Singapore, kindly informs ae that the 2nd Edition of
Corbet & Pendlebuiy's book "Butterflies of Malay Pe-
ninsula" had been finished before Mr. Corbet's de-
cease and that the complete manuscript has been en-
trusted with Mr. Tweedy. The book will be published
in due course.

A. Diakonoff
Zoologisch Museum, Buitensorg, Java
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A LIGHT TRAP FOR INSECTS*

by C.B. Williams, Sc.D.
Rothamsted Experimental Station

Harpenden, England

In 1923 I designed a light trap for insects,par-
ticularly for use in the Egyptian Desert, Since
then a number have been made, with small modifica-
tion leading to simplicity in structure, but with-
out altering the basic design.

One has been in use at this Experimental Sta-
tion, about 25 miles north of London, every night
for four years before the war and every night for
three years - now just starting its fourth year -

since the war. Others have been in use in differ-
ent parts of Britain, in East Africa, in South Af-
rica and in Belgian Congo.

In the one in continuous use at Rothamsted we
caught in the first four years about 853,000 in-
sects of which about 740,000 (86,7$) were Diptera;
88.000 (10,3$) Lepidoptera; 14,800 (1,7$) Rhynchota;
6.000 (0.8$) Hymenoptera; 2,000 (0.26$) Coleoptera;
1,250 Psocoptera, 322 Neuroptera, 256 Trichoptera;
274 Thysanoptera and 10 Ephemeroptera. It will be
seen that under our local Ecological correction (in-
cluding very little standing or running water) all
but 3$ of the catches were Diptera and Lepidoptera,

Among about 15,600 macrolepidoptera which were
identified there were included 240 species, which
is over one third of the total number of species of
these families known to occur in Britain. Since
the war the number of species in the single trap,-
never moved from its original location, has risen
to about 275,

*Ed. Note: When Dr. Williams provided us with a few
separates of his recent paper on the Rothamsted
Trap, we offered them to Society members. The de-
mand so quickly consumed the available separates
that we asked Dr. Williams to provide us with an
abbreviated version of the description of his fa-
mous trap for the News . The present account was his
prompt and gracious response. C.L.R.

So the trap has been well tested and has been
found to be satisfactory, but of course is not be-
yond further improvement.

The general principle is that a bright light -

(electric acetylene, or gasoline vapour) is sur-
rounded on all four sides by sloping glass plates
which lead the flying insect first into an enclosed
space round the lamp and then into a killing bottle
below the light (see fig. 1).

Once the basic plan has been grasped, the de-
tails can be varied to suit local conditions. If
electricity is available it is a simple matter to
construct a trap round an electric bulb of the de-
sired size and with a suitable sized killing bottle.
We have had traps with a 1000 watt bulb, but most
of the work has been done with lights of 200 watts.

The trap with the 200 watt bulb is approximately
22 inches square and 10 inches from the base to the
roof. The sizes of the glasses used to make them are
shown in figure 2. The glasses have been fixed in
various ways; metal frames, adhesive tape, or wooden
triangles may be placed diagonally at each corner to
support the inner and outer glasses. Ordinary adhe-
sive tape will last a week or two, and if varnished,
will survive several months.

All parts of the trap should be blackened and no
light should escape through the killing bottle below.

For the killing bottle we use 2 lb. fruit bottl-
ing Jars, but bigger or smaller could be adapted.
The largest moths we get here are Sphingidae up to
about 4 l/2 inches across the wing, but of course
if one was expecting many Erebus odora a small bar-
rel might be more suitable.

5
"

For killing agent we have used sodium cyanide,
calcium cyanide, carbon tetrachloride, and tetrachlor-
ethane. The latter is very satisfactory but requires
care in using as inhaling continuously small doses
may be injurious to health. If the killing bottle is
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in good condition 99% of the Lepidoptera should be
in a fit condition to identify. The main trouble is
with large beetles which are difficult to kill and
which in walking round may damage the other insects
in the killing bottle, especially the Lepidoptera.

I hope this year to experiment with "dry ice"
(solid COj) as a killing agent. I think even large
beetles should stop crawling at temperatures below
zero.

A friend of mine has no killing bottle to his
trap, but a large box with the inside painted white.
The moths settle on the sides of the box and are ex-
amined (with certain obvious precautions) the next
day. In this way only the desired specimens are
killed and the other liberated.

Full details and photographs of various forms

of the trap have been published in the Bull . Ent .

Res . . vol.15 (1924): p.57; in the Trans , g. Ent .

§fl2 . Lsnsi2B» vol.83 (1935): p.523; and in the Proc .

g. Eni. 2°£. London (A), vol.23 (1948): p.80. A re-
cord of the total number of insects caught each
night for four years will be found in the Proc . R.

Ent . Soc . London ,
vol.15 (1940): p.78.

One of our traps was fitted with eight killing
bottles on a turn table, and by means of a clock
each was exposed for one eighth of the period from

1/2 hour after sunset to l/2 hour before sunrise.
Fran this it was possible to say at which period of
the night different species entered the trap. De-
tails of this trap and some results will be found in
the Trans .R.Ent .Soc. London , vol.83 (1935): p.523.

PALEARCTIC LEPIDOPTERA GENITALIA AND OVA
TO BE FIGURED

The able editor of Iambi 1H nnaa . M. Luclen Ber-
ger of Brussels, recently announced a new plan
whereby that periodical will publish a very long ser-
ies of photomicrographs of the genitalia of the Pal-
earctic Lepidoptera. They will not be present in a
tight systematic sequence but rather will appear ac-
cording to the groups completed by their respective
authors. The first 9 species figured, the first
section of Gecmetridae appear in Nos. 3-4 of Volume
49 of Lamblllionea and the first preparator is F.

Richard, remembered by Lep . News readers as the au-
thor of the article we translated in part on getting

$ butterflies to oviposit in captivity (Leo . News
,

vol.2: p.74j 1948).

A second valuable series which commenced in the
next issue of Lamblllionea (Nos. 5-6) is devoted to
illustrating the ova of Lepidoptera. The author, L.

Sarlet, presents excellent drawings of ova of 9 Nym-
phalldae (Argynnlnae) and 7 Satyridae.

Our hearty congratulations to the editors of
Lamblllionea for their decision that the time has
come "no longer to figure only minor forms" of Lep-
idoptera. Lepidopterists in all parts of the world
will find these two series of value for comparisons.

C.L. Remington

PAPILIO PUPA EMERGING AFTER TWO WINTERS.- In the
fall of 1947 I received in trade with Prof. Macy,
Reed College, Oregon, several chrysalids of Papillo
zellcaon . Three did not hatch so I Just left them
in a Jar, and this spring (1949) I watered them and
chrysalids of P. troilus and placed over a stove
pilot light to force early hatching. One TWO-YEAR
OLD P. zelicaon hatched on Feb. 24th to our amaze-
ment! The other 2 chrysalids still look as though
they are alive.

Vonta P. Hynes
Battle Creek, Mich.

LIZARD CATCHES UNDERWING MOTH.- Early in May I

caught a flash of a moving red object under a shrub
in my garden. This proved to be a Catocala ultronla
in the mouth of a lizard. On being disturbed the
lizard dropped the moth. When mounted the Insect
was almost a perfect specimen.

W.M. Davidson
Orlando, Fla.

PERSONALIA

PROF. W.T.M. FORBES has been visiting various
institutions studying material for the next section
of The Lepidoptera of New York and Neighboring
States. He spent several days at the Museum of Com-
parative Zoology at Harvard College and later plan-
ned a month at the Canadian National Collection at
Ottawa. The third part, on the Noctuldae (-Phalaen-
idae) will probably go to the printer next summer
(1950) and will be Issued about a year later.

M. S.G. KIRIAKOFF has been made an associate of
the Belgian National Fund for Scientific Research
and as a consequence will be enabled to pursue on a
larger scale his investigations of the tympanic or-
gans of Lepidoptera.

We learned with regret of the passing on March
20th, 1949, of DR. EUGENE E. GLOOR, of Watsonville,
California, a Sustaining Member of the Lepidopter-
ists 1 Society. He was a physician who had a large
general collection of Lepidoptera and was known for
his interest in helping children with entomological
hobbies.

J. DONALD EFF, active Colorado collector, has
had a number of visiting lepidopterists at Boulder
this year, including MAJOR S.S. NICOLAY of Pensacola,
Florida, A.H. MOECK of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, RAY R0-
MINE of Marion, Ohio, and P.S., C.L., and JEANNE E.

REMINGTON of St. Louis, Missouri, and New Haven, Con-
necticut. He Joined the Remingtons in a return trip
to the now-famous Rabbit Ears Pass in search of more
Speverla eglels secreta - Eff, F. MARTIN BRCWN, and
REV. B. ROTGER are planning a revised check-list of
the butterflies of Colorado.

MRS. MARGARET M. CARY of Philadelphia, Pennsyl-
vania, and J.W. CADBURY of Pemberton, New Jersey,
have returned frcm a highly successful trip to Vene-
zuela for the purpose of studying Sphingidae. They
met PROF. RENlS LIGHT at Caracas, but academic duties
prevented him frcm Joining them in the field.
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A LIST SUPPLEMENTING BATES' "BUTTERFLIES OF CUBA"*

by Salvador Lula de la Torre y Callejas
Matanzas, Cuba

1. P&pIIIo (Pteronnia ) trollns llloneus J.E. Sml th.
Collected la Cojlmar, Havana Province (May 30,
1931).

2. Pttdllg (isEftfiUiSfi) ytoflifiB telPMdagl Torre.
Captured In Ampliacion de Almendares, Havana,
in Matanzas, and other localities, and described
as a nev subspecies by Dr. Ricardo de la Torre
in December, 1936.

3. Ascla aonuste monuate (Linne).
This naae was placed by Bates as a synonya of
Plerla chlleta nhileta (»Ascla aonuste eubotea )

which has been collected by us in Bellaaar beach,
Matanzas Province (in May, 1944, and in October
and November, 1947).

4. Ascla aonuste nhileta (Pabrielus).
This name also was placed by Bates as a synonya
of Pierls nhileta nhileta (-Ascla aonuste enbo-

%2&TT It is this subspecies that appears more
frequently in Florida, and which I have col-
lected in Bellaaar beach, Matanzas, (November.

1947) and in Versallss, Matanzas, (July, 1940;.

5. Eurema (Pvrlsitla ) dim dtrlna (Poey)

.

The names dtrlna and larae were placed by
Bates as synonyms of dlna dlna . Afterwards he
considered larae as a distinct species; but we
consider larae as a synonym of dtrlna . which
is possibly a seasonal form of dlna.

6. Eurema (Eurema ) dalra ebrlola (Poey).

This is the winter form of dalra . which was
placed by Bates as a synonym of natelra (summer
form of dalra )

7. Eurema (Eurema ) elathea cubana (Herrich-Schaffer).
We think according to observations of Mr. Pastor
Alayo that cubana is a seasonal form of elathea .

which flies in summer, near the sea. Alayo col-
lected many specimens in Slboney beach, Orlente
Province.

8. j&caufi (Mime) slMlaeM amllPM (Hubner).
Collected on the San Juan River, Matanzas Pro-
vince (August and October, 1940).

9. ifeauii (Mama ) slsatemn BgrtarElganHla Clark.
Collected in the Lcoa del Qato, and Rente, Orl-
ente Province (summer of 1942; summer of 1947).

10. Danaus (Danaus ) gillnnus strlaosa (H.V. Bates).
Captured In Versallss, Matanzas Province, and
in the Bosque de la Habana (July, 1940).

11. BMftM CftHM) EUlBBlM EUIPPIM (Hoffmann).
Collected in Santiago de Cube, Orlente Province.

12. Danaus (Danaus ) sresimua mfia&jiHM Talbot.
Captured near San Cristobal, Pinar del Rio Pro-
vince (spring of 1932 and autumn of 1933) and
in the Twrori valley, Matanzas Province.

13. Sajlflte WlPttltM BBlnttfflHI Bates.
Found at elevations between 2750 ft. and 3325 ft.

on the Lama del Gato, Orlente Province (1932).
14. Calisto ami ntheue murinetana Bates.

Collected in Trinidad Mountains (May, 1932 and
May, 1936).

15. Calisto dslos Bates.
Found on the Pico Turqulno, Orlente Province
(1932 and 1935).

•Bates , Marston, "The Butterflies of Cuba", Bull .

Hus . Ocbp. Zool.. vol.78: pp.63-258; February, 1935.

16. Helleoniua (Hellconius ) charlthonlus nunctatus
Hall.
Collected in Matanzas on several occasions.

17. Aaraulls vanillas nlgrlor Mlchener.
Captured in Cojlmar, Havas® Province (Aug., 1945)

18. SkPigUte Claudia (Cramer).
Captured in Bellamar beach, Matanzas Province
(spring of 1935 and simmer of 1947), in Orien-
ts Province, and in other localities of Cuba.

19. Polygonla Interrogations fabrlcll (Edwards).
Collected in Bellamar beach, Matanzas Province
(summer of 1941).

20. amphlnoms mexlcana (Lucas).
Taken in Rangel, Pinar del Rio Province (Aug.,

1934).
21. Hamsdrrms fercoc dlasla (Fruhstorfer)

.

Collected in Santiago de Cuba, Orlente Provisos
(December, 1946).

22. Llnenltli arehlppus florldenais (Stracker)

.

Collected in the Cotcrro, Havana Province (Au-

gust 7, 1933).
23. Llbrtheana baehmanll (Kirtland).

Collected in Marianne, Havana Province (summer,

1933) and Cojlmar, Havana Province (Oct., 1934).
24. Thecla limenia Hevitson.

This name was placed by Bates as a synonym of
Strvmon coluaella (-Thecla columella ) . but
Ccmstoek & Huntington have demonstrated that
both are distinct species. We have several
specimens collected in Orlente.

25. Choranthua radians aymnpi* (Plots).
Captured in Rancho Mundito, Pinar del Rio Pro-
vince (July, 1947), in Santiago de las Vegas,
Havana Province (May, 1947), and in Bellamar
beach, Matanzas Province (Sept., 1947).

SOME SPECIES COLLECTED OR OBSERVED IN CUBA
THAT WERE CITED BT BATES AS DOUBTFUL:

26. Pierls protodice protodice Bolsduval & Leconte.
Collected in the AMendares river, Havana Pro-
vince (spring of 1933), and in the Cotorro,
Havana Province (susaier of 1933).

27. Atrrtone slngularis slngularis (Herrlch-Sehaffer)
Collected in abundance in Sihoney, Orlente Pro-
vince (July, 1943 and Aug., 1944).

28. Phllsethria dido (Clsrck).
Observed by Dr. Ricardo de la Torre in Havana
Province.

An Important notice concerning the recovery in
Kansas in 1948 of s marked specimen of Anaea andrla .

the Goatweed Butterfly, appeared in the November,
1948, issue of the Leo. Newg® We have received no
response thus far as to the individual and place of
marking. This is a vary important record and we
are eager to discover the origin of the specimen.
It was marked by removing scales to leave numbers
and letters clearly visible. Anyone who can help
discover the marker will merit the warm gratitude
of all migration students. The marked Anaea is now
In the hands of the Leo . News editor.
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REVIEW OF VOLUME I OF HAYWARD'S
RHOPALOCERA OF ARGENTINA*

The long-awaited publication of this first In a
ssrlss of sight planned volumes on Argentine butter-
flies Is even more elegant than expected. Few, If
any, of the dozens of large and exquisite books on
Lepidoptera surpass the beauty of Professor Hay-
ward's first volume. The book looks more like the
finest works of the Eighteenth Century than the
crowded. Imperfectly colored volumes to which we
are accustomed today. The size of the pages Is
about 10” x 14", The text pages have broad margins,
comfortably large type, and a wide assortment of
type forms to make It easy to move quickly from
page to page to find any one kind of Information,
The first twelve plates have clear, crisp line draw-
ings, and the last fifteen are plates In full odor
of startling perfection, unlike some of the plates
in recent works by Seitz, Holland, and others. The
Hayward figures are well spaced, so that a crowded
appearance is avoided and yet space Is not wasted.
The paper is heavy and of excellent quality. The
cloth binding appears to be tough and long-lasting.

These aspects of materials and workmanship,
while not related to an evaluation of the science in
the book, will be Important to anyone contemplating
the large outlay of funds required to purchase it.

The scientific excellence of the volume appears
fully as great as its technical excellence. This
"Tcwus Primus” covers the subfamilies Pyrrhopyglnae
and Pyrginae of the family Hesperlidae, but it also
Introduces the Lepidoptera, with brief accounts of
the morphology and metamorphoses and keys to the
suborders and divisions, the superfamllles of Rhopa-
loeera, the families of Hesperloldea (Hayward ac-
cepts as full families the Euschemonldae, Megathym-
ldae, and Hesperlidae), and the subfamilies of Hes-
perlldae (Pyrrhopyglnae, Ismenlnae, Pyrginae, Hes-
perlinae) of the world, Hayward treats 11 genera
and 28 species of Pyrrhopyglnae (11 are In Prrrho-
pyge ) and 51 genera and 167 species of Pyrginae,
Apparently all the species are figured, 166 both by
<? genitalia and In color, 8 only by the cf genitalia,
and 22 only by adults In color.

Professor Hayward gives keys to the Argentinian
genera, based on the males, and wherever there are
two or more Argentinian forms In a genus, there Is
also a key to the forms. For each genus and species
and higher category there is a detailed bibliograph-
ic synonymy. The original descriptions of all cate-
gories are reproduced in the original language.
Then follow a redescription in Spanish, notes on the
geographic distribution with specific Argentinian
localities, and host plants and biological informa-
tion If known. A particularly pleasing feature Is
the etymological derivation of nearly every generic
and specific name.

* Lep, See members who wish to purchase this expens-
ive and beautiful volume may order through the Lep.

News office and will thereby permit Argentinian ento-
mologists to purchase needed literature in the U.S.A.
In spite of the soft currency barrier. Exchange
rates are still being arranged ; so an exact price In
dollars is not yet known as this Issues goes to press.

Vol.IlI, iio,6

The plates are followed by a bibliography and
five useful Indices, tot main sections 5 genera and
higher categories; species and lower categories;
host plants; and species figured.

Only two criticisms occur to the reviewer in ex-
amining this wholly satisfying blend of art and sci-
ence. First, the explanations of figures on the
plates are very difficult to read when the user Is
looking up a particular figure; It seems probable
that clear printing of these names would not de-
tract from the beauty of the plate make-up. Second,
there Is surprisingly little Information on the bio-
logy of the species; possibly time has not permit-
ted much attention to life histories, host plants,
ecologloal relationships, and so on, but this vol-
ute certainly compares unfavorably with nearly all
other butterfly books In this one reapeot,

C.L, Remington

«aEEH>

RESEARCH REQUESTS

MIGRATING MONARCHS

Dr. P.H.H, Gray, of Macdonald College, Quebec,
Canada, is marking Danaus pIcxIppus for the autumn
southward flight by means of holes punched in the
wings. Other marking experiments are also being
tried, and North American collectors are urged to
watch all Monarehs for indications of markings. Any
recoveries can be reported to the Lep. News editor
and will be traced as quickly as possible,

•Sfes.

SPHINX CANADENSIS & EOPHYDRYAS LARVAE

Information needed on Sphinx (= Hylolcua ) cana-
densis Bdv, All Lep. News readers having specimens
please send complete Information from data labels
(a post card will do). All records will be pub-
lished and collectors acknowledged.

Occupied webs of hibernating larvae of Western
North American Bupfaydrvas sought for hybridization
studies. Will exchange webs full of E. phaeton lar-
vae If desired,

C.L. Remington, Osborn Zoological Laboratory, Tale
University, New Haven 11, Conn.

ERRATUM: In the Phylogenetic Chart of the Orders of
Insects (Lep . News , vol.3: 47) the Order Psocoptera
was inadvertently omitted. It was Included In the
explanatory text (p.45) as the tenth order, PSOCO-
PTERA should be Inserted in the chart at the end of
a long branch originating near the base of the Tfay-

sanoptera branch,
C.L.R.

PLEASE NOTIFY THE NEWS EDITORS
OF CHANGES OF ADDRESS PROMPTLY
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Department of Entomology
British Museum (Natural History)
Cromwell Road, London S.W. 7
23rd. June 1949

The Editor
The Lepidopteriats 1 News

Sir,

As one of the "alternates" who attended every
meeting of the International Commission on Zoologi-
cal Nomenclature held during the Zoological Congress
in Paris last July, may I congratulate you on pub-
lishing the very welcome letter from Mr. dos Passos
which appeared in your February issue. I have been
greatly disturbed by the adverse criticisms and more
particularly by the rumours of such criticism cur-
rent in entomological circles, concerning the con-
duct of those meetings and therefore the forthright
endorsement of the manner in which the Paris procee-
dings were conducted, by a man of such wide experi-
ence of the conduct of affairs in that larger world
outside our special interests, is very valuable.

It is I think true to say that all of us who at-
tended those meetings, commissioners, alternates,
or plain members of the Congress, were imbued with
an intense desire to 'get on', to show zoologists
that the Commission was by no means dead (I seem to
remember a wartime movement to supplant it), to wipe
off clogging arrears, to put its own house in order
and If possible to do something about bringing the
Rules up-to-date. How was all this to be done in a
week? It was no surprise to me that not a dissen-
tient voice was raised when the Secretary proposed,
following the precedent of 1935, that we should sus-
pend the Commission's Bye laws for the duration of
the meeting. That done the path was clear; we real-
ised that there might well be pitfalls in this path,
that we might well make mistakes. However, as a
properly constituted and responsible body (not, Mr.
Editor, "a small, unrepresentative and... insuffici-
ently informed group of individuals") having the
full power and authority of the Commission, it was
our duty to take these risks. We proceeded, with
digressions now and then, on the principle of agree-
ing unanimously everything we could, most of us rea-
dily compromising upon minor Issues in order to
achieve major results, withdrawing items upon which
it became quickly apparent either that the informa-
tion available was not complete or that such a con-
flict of opinion obtained that little hope of quick
agreement existed. As Just one example of the ac-
tion taken on a matter of some importance I will re-
fer to the conflict between the proponents of strict
priority and their opponents who favoured a far
greater use of suspension of the rules than is at
present employed. Very strong feeling existed, in
Washington at least, in favour of the strictest pri-
ority but, although In my view equally strong and
much more broadly based expression was given to the
opposite view by Scandinavian and British Zoologists
present at Paris, some of whom would even advocate an
almost arbitrary fixation of names throughout whole
Orders, by suspension of the Rules, it was decided

to refer the matter back for further consideration.
Had a vote been taken, the advocates of the strict-
est priority would certainly have been defeated.

In your editorial comments, Mr. Editor, I am ve-
ry glad to read your reference to the "especially
strong agitation to amend the Rules, adjust the con-
flicts which had arisen from contradictory Opinions
and incorporate rules for the omitted points". You
go on to state, quite correctly that "Dr. Sabrosky
has been one of the leaders in this endeavor". Now
it seems to me very odd that, if this is all true,
as I certainly believe it to be, the very criticism
being levelled so insistently against the Paris com-
mission Is that they actually had the temerity to do
those very things! Temerity is indeed the right word,
for whoever will attempt to "re write" the Rules
knows full well that he can never satisfy everybody,
that always there will be a bee in somebody's bonnet
that can't be stilled. However, the Commission hav-
ing taken its decision wa3 confronted with the ques-
tion of how to give effect to It. Four days remain-
ed. Could the Commission literally rewrite the Rules
in four days? Impossible. After 50 years of argu-
ment the Rules are still not right. The only practi-
cal thing was to decide in principle what was to be
done and to arrange for somebody to do it. This we
did; and our action, having been accepted by Congress,
cannot be set aside except by the next Congress.

The position now is that nothing further can be
done until the new edition of the Rules has been pub-
lished; and it is a sheer waste of time and energy
to argue about what has been or might have been done
or not done until this takes place. Neither the Com-
mission nor Congress itself can clothe the rules with
the authority of the law, so arguments about legality
are irrelevant; only their acceptance by zoologists
can give them any semblance of authority, and only
their use by zoologists can lead to their final adop-
tion, for I cannot believe that any body of scienti-
fic men would consent to be bound by rules which are
repugnant to them. Let us therefore await these Rules
with patience and forbearance; the more we argue about
the Paris meeting the longer shall we have to wait
for the results of that meeting. I am content to be
Judged on those results.

Yours sincerely,

N.D. Riley

’CP 'ey?

Laboratoire voor Zoologie
Dniversiteit te Gent
Gent, Belgium

Editor
The Lepidopterists' News

Dear Sir*

Since you have honored my paper "A Classifica-
tion of the Lepidoptera and related groups" with a
review in the Lep. News 3: p.50, I hope you will al-
low me to make a few remarks regarding one or two
points In your criticism.
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Kiriakoff: LETTER- cont.

First, I cannot see why giving names to NEW CA-
TEGORIES must be considered as a "deplorable ncnen-
clatural procedure" . If you have in view the names
labelled in your review as "nov.", the use of new
names in those cases was unavoidable, since, as far
as I am aware, the supereohortal category has never
been used* Should I have given new names to exist-
ing categories (i.e. those used in recent classifi-
cations: suborders, families &c.) or even to new
groupings bearing a rank equivalent to that of one
of those categories,- I certainly would have been
guilty of using a deplorable procedure. This, how-
ever, is not the case when a hitherto unused catego-
ry ceases into the play. I certainly agree with your
general views on the question; but I think they do
not apply in the present case.

Secondly, I cannot agree that any "superorder"
containing Mecoptera must inolude also the Dlptera.
The latter certainly are near relatives of the for-
mer; but, in my opinion, Lepidoptera and Trichoptera
are still closer related to the Mecoptera. Accord-
ingly, I unite these three groups as a superorder,
the latter being the next "upper" category. My pa-
per only dealt with the Lepldoptera-group; so I put
their more distant relatives aside; but, should I
have had in view a more general classification, I
would have arranged all the above groups in a single
taxonomic unit above the superorder, comprising two
superorders, one with the Mecoptera, Trichoptera
and Lepidoptera, the other with the Dlptera and Si-
phonaptera, although the latter are sometimes put
apart and form a superorder of their own.

Thirdly, the fact that the Caddis-flies and the
Lepidoptera have been for so long considered orders,
should not prevent one from trying to establish more
exactly their respective taxonomic values. I, for
one, think that the characters differentiating them
are of subordinal value. There are other instances
when considerations of long standing on the taxono-
mic value of a group have been modified. Let me
take a significant example. In the same issue of
the NEWS (45-47), you have given a review of insect-
orders; the 8th order is that of the Qrthoptera, in-
cluding Grasshoppers, Grylloblattids, Roaches, Pray-
ing Mantlds, Walking Sticks Ac. In Martynov's clas-
sification (in Tray. Inst. Paleont. As. Sqi. P.R.S.S.,

7/4, 1938), used (with a few modifications) by Jean-
nel in the new "Tralte de Zoolegie", T.ix, 1949,
Roaches and Mantlds form the order Dictyoptera of
the superorder Blattopteroidea; Grasshoppers (order
Orthoptera), Grylloblattids (order Notoptera), Walk-
ing Sticks (order Cheleutoptera) and the Embiids
(order Eabloptera) the superorder Orthopteroldea.
I have gone into some detail to show that ay arrange-
ment does not differ from the classical one much
more than Martynov's one does.

I must emphasize that I have tried to exterior-
ise in ay arrangement the gradations of differentia-
ting characters between the various groups, and to
assign each of the latter a position in accordance
with the importance of the said characters.

Very sincerely yours,

(signed) S.G. Klriakoff

Vol.III, no.6

ATLAS DES LEPIDOPTERES DE FRANCE- III

The third and final part of the "Atlas dee Le-
pidopteres de France, Belgique, Suisse" has now ap-
peared. (See review of the second part in Leo . News .

vol.2: p.88; 1948.) This third fascicle, like the
second, is by Claude Herbulot. It includes the fami-
lies Geometridae, Lasiocampidae, Zygaenldae, Pyral-
idae, Pterophoridae, Tortrleldae, Orneodidae, Aegerl-
ldae, Tlneldae, Incurvarildae, Tlscherlidae, Stigmel-
lldae (=Neptleulidae), Heplolldae, Brlocranildae, and
Mlcropterygidae. These are extremely broad families,
made very inclusive to simplify the Atlas. Herbulot
makes it clear that his "Tineldae", for example, may
actually be divided into as many as twenty families
for France, alone.

The text includes about 400 species, of which
only 121 are in the "Mlcrolepidoptera". This exag-
gerated treatment of Geometridae, Lasiocampidae. and
Zygaenldae (with 22 of the 35 French zygaenldsj) is
justified by the author in three ways: 1) the book
is Intended primarily to aid amateurs, who usually
are most concerned with the "Macros"; 2) the propor-
tion of species included in Fascicle II for each fa-
mily was maintained for the three families of Macros
left for Fascicle III; 3) the Micros are relatively
rarely taken and must be reared to develop a worth-
while collection. However, it is disappointing to
find that some families which are very popular with
amateur moth collectors are not given more extensive
attention. Only 4 of the 37 Aegeriidae in France
are mentioned, and only 3 of the 82 Pterophoridae!

There are twelve colored plates and their figures
are superb - remarkably so for an inexpensive work.
The eleven plates of adult moths by R. Preohac, a
talented illustrator, contain 167 species of Gecmet-
rldae, 15 Lasiocampidae, 16 spectacular Zygaenldae,
and 112 species of Micros. The locality and date of
each specimen figured are precisely noted. The last
plate shows 26 larvae. The colored illustrations
alone are well worth the price of the book. Aside
from these plates there are text figures of venation
and a full page showing the eighth ventral abdominal
plate of males of 25 species of Bunlthecla . Herbulot
thus makes available to the French amateurs a rather
easily used diagnostic genitallc character usually
regarded as the tool only of the specialist.

In the text are given for each species: the dis-
tribution in France, Belgium, and Switzerland; the
flight period; and the larval food and season. For
the few species not figured there are brief descrip-
tions. Each family is simply characterized and keys
to subfamilies are included. For every family there
is a note of the number of species in the world and
the number of species and genera in France.

Now that the "Atlas des Lepidopteres" has been
completed, Lep. News readers may wish to obtain the

set. Each fascicle is available for 480 French francs
from: N. Boubee & Cie., 3, place St-Andre-des-Arts,
Paris (VI?), FRANCE. The fascicles are as follows:

FUso. I (1944) RHOPALOCfeRES, by 5. LeCerf.
Fase.II (1948) and III (1949) HETSROCERES, by C. Her-

bulot.

C.L. Remington
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RECENT LITERATURE ON LEPIDOPTERA

155. Berger, L.-A., "Un nouveau Cosymbla ." Lamblllion-
ea . vol.49: pp.33-34, 1 fig. Apr. 1949. Describes
as new Geometrid C. delaeverl (Membra, Belgium) dif-
fering from C. ruflclllarla only In cf genitalia,which
are figured. Location of type not given. (C.R.

)

156. Beuret, Henry, "Lycaenidologieohe Notlzen (Lep.)
(Eln Beitrag sum Problea der Nomina nuda).* Mitt .

Munchner Ent . Geaell .. vol.34« PP.363-386. 1944 £l

Deo. 1943] . Places definitely several infra-specific
names of European Blues and Coppers. Ertensive bib-
liography. (C.R.

)

157. Blackwelder, R.E., "Bibliographia". Coleon. Bull ..

vol.3: pp.25-29. 22 Apr. 1949. A valuable extensive
list of Important sources of bibliographic? informa-
tion on insects, with emphasis on Coleoptera. (C.R.)

153. Bourgogne, Jean, "Las transformations subies par
le fourreau de certains Psvchldae pendant la crois-
sance de la chenille (Lep.)." (In French.) Bull .

Soc . Ent . France . 1948: pp.130-133, 7 figs. Detailed
account of processes of covering cases by "bagworms"-
Fumea casta and F. crasslorella . (C.R.)

159. Bourgogne, Jean, "Les Parnassian des montagnes
franoaises." (In French.) Entonoloariste . vol.5: pp.
5-10, 4 figs. Feb. 1949. Seal-popular account, with
figures, of P. apollo . P. Phoebus . P. mnemoavne in
France. (C.R.)

160. Bourgogne, Jean, "Observations sur 1 ' instinct des
chenilles de Psychldae (Lep.)." (In Frenoh.) Bull .

Soc . Ent . France . 1949: pp.49-52. Apr. 1949. Report
on experiments with "bagworas", Fiaiea casta . F. cras-
slorella . and Acanthopsvche atra . showing that the
instinctive habit pattern in constructing cases are
fairly rigid but are flexible in certain aspects of
selection of materials. (C.R.)

161. Chermock, Ralph L., "Two new satyrlds from North
America." Sag. Sjt., vol.80: pp.172-173. "1948"

[1949] . Describes Mlnols meadl maxicans from Chihua-
hua, Mexico, types in the Carnegie Museum, and sinks

JJ. 3. melanla Wind as a synonym of M. 3. mead! (Ed-

wards) ; also describes Euptvchla rubricate ohenevorm
from Madera Canyon, Santa Rita Mountains, Pima Co.,
Arls.

, and other localities In that state, location
of types not stated, and sinks E. £. smlthorum Wind
as a synonym of E. £• rubricate (Edwards). (C.dP.)

162. De Laever, E., "Trachea furva Schiff." Lambllllo-

nea . vol.49: pp.43-44. June 1949. Verifies occur-
rence in Belgium. (C.R.)

163. Barnet, A.M., "More Butterflies of the Arakan Coast?
Journ . Bombay ga$. Hist . Soc.. vol.48: pp.62-74. Dec.

1948. Supplements earlier list by Gladman (same jour-
nal, vol.46). Records 111 more spp. and gives more
notes on 29 from Gladman' s list. Total in both lists:
270 spp. (72 lyoaenldae, 59 Hesperlidae, 48 Mymphali-
dae, etc.)! (C.R.)

164. Evans, W.H., "Some New Hesperlidae (Lepidoptera)
from Africa." Ann. & Mag . Mat . Hist.. vol,2 (aar.12)

,

no.13: pp. 54-56, pi. IV. 26 Apr. 1949. Describes as
new: Celaenorrhlnus klmboza (Dluguru Mts., Tanganyi-
ka); Sarangesa gaardesl (Abenab, S.W. Africa); Gor-

grra kallnau (Kallnzu. Uganda) ; Pelopldas fanta asp.
barnesl (Yunba. S. Rhodesia). Brief descriptions,
only fair photos of types, sketches of d* genitalia,
but no figure of barnesl . Types in Brit. Mus. (C.Rj

165. Evans, William H., "The Mystery of the Blaok Pow-
der." Nature Mag., vol.41: pp.97-98, 1 photo. Feb.

1948. Careful account of emergence of Hemarls septa
("Clearwing Sphinx Moth") full scaled and of loss of
most scales with first flutter. Some other biologi-
cal notes. Good photo of scaled and unsealed adults
and pupa case. (C.R.)

166. Falsa, John H., "Monarch Butterfly Migrating in
Botetourt County, Virginia." Ent . News , vol.60: p.68.
Mar. 1949. Records flight on 28 Sept. 1941, near Roa-
noke, Va., with 7 per minute crossing road. (C.R.)

167. Fleming, Henry, "The Pericopidae (Moths) of Karta-
bo, British Guiana, and Caripito, Venezuela." Zoolo-

gies (N.T.), vol.34: pp.19-20. 16 May 1949. Des-
cribes as new: Pericools catlllna angustillneata (Ca-

ripito). Also records 10 other spp. Sinks Dvssche-
ma brotes as synonym of Purlcools <j. catlllna . (C.R.

)

168. Forster, Walter, "Beitrage zur Kenntnis der ost-
aslatischen Yothlma-Arten (Lep.Satyrid.)." Mitt .

Munchner Ent. Gesell., vol.34» pp.472-492, pis.30-33.

1944 [1 Dec. 1948] . Describes as new from China:
Yothlaa melll (Liklang, N. Yunnan); Y. pseudodroaon
(Llklang, N. Yunnan) ;

Y. methora ssp. mlcrophthalma
(Liklang, N. Yunnan) ;

Y. sakra ssp. leechi (Kunkala-

shan, Szechwan); Y. coniuncta ssp. luxurlans (Kuatun,

Fukien) ; Y. sordlda ssp. tslnllngi (Tslnlingshan, S.

Shensi); Y. zodla sspp. taoalshanl (Tslnlingshan, S.

Shensi) and septentrionalis (Mlenshan. Shensi). Type
of leechi in Munich State Collection; all others in

Konlg Museum, Bonn. Notes on other Chinese Ypthlma .

Fine photos of upper and under sides of all new forms

and Y. avanta . Y. zodla & ssp. albescens . Y. argus ssp.

hvampela . Y. newara ssp. aarcaposa . Y. sordlda, Y. ly-

cus . Y. obscura . Y. clrls . Y. dromon . Y. phanla . (C.Rj

169. Frings, Hubert & Mable Fringe, "The Loci of Con-
tact Chemoreceptors In Insects. A Review With New
Evidence." Amer . Midland Nat., vol.41: pp.602-658,

9 figs. May 1949. Reviews evidence of sense of

taste in insects. Report new experiments on 23 spp.

of insects, including Plerls rapae and Collas Phllo-

dlce adults, and Danaus plexlppus larvae and adults.

Distinct taste organs found on middle tarsi and pro-

boscis of adults of all 3 spp., on fore tarsi of P.

rapae and C. philodice . and on tips of labium and

max. palpi of D. plexlppus larvae. Tarsal and pro-

boscal sensllla of P. rapae and D. plexlppus describ-
ed and figured. Ertensive bibliography. (C.R.)

170. Garth, John S., "Studies In Arizona Lepidoptera.
I. A new subspecies of Speverla atlantls (Edwards)

from the Kaibab Plateau, Grand Canyon National Park."

Bull. So. Cali£. Acad. Scl.
,
vol.48: pp.l—4, pl.l.

20 June 1949. Describes as new S. atlantls ssp.

schellbachl (Grand Canyon, Coconino Co., Aria.), with
fine photos of both sexes. Types in coll. Allan Han-

cock Foundation, Dniv. S. Calif. (C.R.)

171. Hatch, Melville H., "The 'Corapleat' Taxonomist."
Coleop. Bull .. vol,2: pp.71-72. Oct. 1948. A brief
outline of some considerations important to the mod-

ern taxonomist. (C.R.)

172. Hayward, Kenneth John, "Insects, Lepidoptera (Rho-

palocera), familia Hesperiidarum, subfamilies Pyrrho-

pyginarum et Pyrginarum." (In Spanish), tomus I of
Genera et Species Anlmallum Argentlnorum : 389 pp.,12
pls.uncol.,15 pie. col. ; Buenos Aires; Fundaclon Mlmel
Llllo; 1948. See review on page 66, above. (C.R.)

173. Hemming, Francis, "Important Advances In Zoological

Nomenclature Achieved at the Thirteenth International

Congress of Zoology." Coleop . Bull .. vol,2: pp.52-55.
"June" 1948. An outline by Secretary Hemming of ac-

tions taken by the much discussed 1948 meeting of the

Int. Commission on Zoological Nomenclature. (C.R.)

174. Holik, Otto, "Beitraage zur Kenntnis der Zygaenen

Sudosteuropas. (Lep.)." Mitt. Munchner Ent . Gesell .

.

vol.34: PP.387-417. 1944 1 Dec.1948 . Distributional
records on Zygaena angellcae , Z. transalpine , ephialtes

(with new races tymphresilca ffera Velunchi, Greece, and
retyeaatl from Retyesat Mts., Transsylvania. (C.R.)
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175. Jaynes, H.A. ft C.F. Speers, "Biological and Eco-
logical Studies of the Spruce Budworm." Journ . Boon .

Ent . ,vol.42t pp.221-225. Apr. 1949. "Preliminary re-
port" on life history of "Archlps " fumlferana . (C.R.)

176. Kirlakoff, S.G., "Over de Phylogenie ran de Thy-
retldae fam.nov. (Lepldoptera)." (In Dutch.) Hatuur-

wet . TUdachr.. vol.30: pp.3-10, 1 pi., 1 fig. 30
Mar. 1949. Erects new family THYRETIDAE for African
former Ctenuchldae on basis of tympanal organs of the
"type a tymbale". Maintains tympanal organs require
split of old Superfamlly "Noctuoldea" into N0T0D0NT-
OIDEA (former "Trlflds" and Thyretidae) and PHALAEN-
OIDEA (former "Quadri fIds" ) . Disagrees with Richards
(1932) view that Doa is annectant between the two
groups. Gives drawings of tympanal organs of Ctenu-
chldae, Thyretidae, Notodontidae. It is regrettable
that the erection of a new family Is in a paper in
the Flemish language rather than in one more wide-
spread. (C.R.)

177. Knaben, Nils, "Buolthecla fennoscandlca n.sp. (Le-

pld., Geometrldae)." (In English.) Ent . Tldakr ..

vol.70: pp.77-81, 2 figs., pl.l. 5 May 1949. Des-
cribes as new E. fennoscandlca (Saana, Finland). Re-
lated to E. undata of Alps. Figures 9 genitalia
of fennoscandlca and undata : photos of adults of
bothl (C.R.)

178. laird, M., "A Migration of Panlllo brownl (Lepld-
optera) observed at Jaoqulnot Bay, New Britain."
Prop . R. Ent . Soc . Lend . (A), vol.24: pp. 32-34, 1 fig.

15 Marl 1949.
179. de Lease, H., "Reeherches en dehors des chemlns

battue. Contribution l 1* etude des Rhopalocires du
department de la Drfime." (In French.) Lambllllon-
ea, vol.48: pp. 59-64} vol.49: pp.8-14} 24-30. Aug.

1948, Feb., Apr. 1949. Annotated check-list of but-
terflies of Drome Prov. and vicinity. (C.R.)

180. Munroe, Eugene G., "An Unnoticed Character in the
Saturnloidea (Lepldoptera)." Ent. Hews , vol.60: pp.
60-65. Mar. 1949. Discusses valuable characters In
subventral series of spines In larval saturnlolds.
Gives chart of spines on 9 Citheronlidae, 11 Hemlleu-
cinae, 3 Ludllnae, 13 Bunaelnae, 18 Saturnllnae.
Suggests Bunaelnae very primitive; Citheronllnae
primitive and near Hemlleucinae, Ludllnae perhaps
near Saturnllnae. (C.R.)

181. Nordstrom, Frithlof, "Tva for landet nya Euplthe-

cla-arter." (In Swedish.) Ent . Tldskr., vol.70: p.

113. 5 May 1949. Brief note. (C.R.)

182. Pence, Roy J., "A Photomiorographic Study of the
Wings of Lepldoptera." Turtox News , vol.27: pp.141-

142, 4 figs. June 1949. Brief discussion, with
fine photomicrographs of scales of Danaus plexlrous .

of wing scales. (C.R.)

183. Richard, F., "La premiere planche de Genitalia."
Lambllllonea . vol.49: pp.39-40, pl.l. Apr. 1949.
The first of what will be a series of plates giving
photos of genitalia of Palearetic Lepldoptera. Fig-
ures 2 Brephinae, 5 Oenochrcminae, 2 Remlthelnae (Ge-

ometrldae). (C.R.)

184. Richard, F., "Buplthecla sconarlata Rbr. Espece a

rayer de la faune beige." Lambllllonea . vol.49: pp.
42-43. June 1949. E. "scoEarlata * recorded from
Belgium only in 1859 dissected and proves actually
to be E. dodoneata . (C.R.)

185. Rlndge, Frederick H.
,

"Observations on the Life
History of Chlorosea banksarla Sperry (Lepldoptera:
Geometrldae)." Pan-Paclflc Ent . . vol.25: pp.24-26.
Jan. 1949. Very detailed descriptions of last 2 lar-
val lnstars and pupa. Host- Ceanothus thvrslflorus .

(C.R.)

186. Sarlet, L., "Lee premieres planches d'oeufs de

Lepidopteres." Lambllllonea . vol.49: pp. 59-60, pis.

2-3. June 1949. Good detailed drawings of ova of
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"Brenthls " aphirape . B. selene . B. euphrosvne . B. ar-

allache . B. dla, Argvnnls lathonla . Arg . aglala . Arg.

crdlpps . Arg. niobe . Agapetes galathea . Pararge eger-
la, P. megera . Aphantopua hyperantus . Ma.nlola lurtlna .

Coenonvmpha lphls . C. pamphllus . (C.R.)

187. Sevastopoulo, D.G., "Some Suggestions for Entomolog-
ical Wort in India." Journ. Bombay Nat. Hist. Soc..
vol.48: pp.75-92. Dee. 1948. Fine analysis of prob-
lems needing study, primarily with butterflies. (C.R.)

188. Sperry, John L., "Southwestern Geometrid Notes and
new Species.” Bull . So . Calif . Acad . Sol ., vol.48:

pp.7-12. 20 June 1949. Describes as new in great de-
tail: Semlothisa fleldl "var." cornstookl (Independ-
ence, Calif.): Nepterotaea dorotheata (Sta.Rlta Mts.,
Aria.); Atellna waltonnria (ChiHcahua Mts., Aria.,).
No figures; genitalia not mentioned. Types of ocm-

stookl and dorotheata in Los Angeles Co. Mus.; type
of altonarla in Sperry Coll. (C.R.)

189. Steinhaus, Edward A. ft Clarence G. Thompson, "Pre-
liminary Field Tests Using a Polyhedrosis Virus to
Control the Alfalfa Caterpillar." Journ . Econ . Ent ..

vol.42: pp.301-305, 4 figs. Apr. 1949. Find dissem-
ination of virus disease as spray markedly reduces
even small populations of Collas eurvtheme . (C.R.)

190. Tilden, J.W., "A Note on Caloella mvsle (Dyar) with
a Figure of the Male Genitalia." Bull . So . Calif.

Acad . Sol ., vol.48: pp.4-6, pis.2,3, 20 June 1948.
Fine photos of upperside and <f genitalia, though lat-

ter too reduced, of topotype. Apparently this Is
first specimen recorded since types. (C.R.)

191. Tilden, J.W., "Notes on Parasites of Certain Micro-
lepldoptera (Gracilarlldae)." Pan-Paclflc Ent.. vol.

25: pp.27-28. Jan. 1949. Lists parasites and host
plants of Llthocollstls nemorls . L. agrlfollella . Gra-

ollarla reticulata , with some biological notes. (C.Rj

192. Tilden, J.W., "Occurrences of Diurnal Lepldoptera
at Light." Pan-Paelflo Ent.. vol.25: pp.94-96. Apr.

1949. Records at light: Poanes melane . Ochlodee ag-
ricola, 0. svlvanoldes . Vanessa cardul . . V. oarvae .

Collas eurvtheme . (C.R.

)

193. Vlette, P., "Note sur quelques Erlocranlldae nord-

amerlcalns." Lambllllonea . vol.49: pp.30-32, 3 flge.

Apr. 1949. Describes new genus ERIOCRANIBLLA (type-

aurosparsella ). shows venation of aurosuarsella. 2

other genera; gives key to the 5 genera of Eriocrani-
idae (N. American?). Places grl aeocapltella In genus
Dvaerlocranla . Finds Mnemonics luteloeps (Wlk. ) of
Meyrlek is actually a Tlneld, not Erioeranlidi (CJgJ

194* Warnecke, G. ,
"Sehmetterllnge mlt Verbreitungs-

grenzen in Schleswig-Holstein und lm Nlederelbego-
blet." (In German.) Mitt . Faunlatlschen Arbeltsgem-
vol.l (n.s.): pp. 55-58, 67-68. June/July, Aug./Sept.

1948. Discusses spread In range of 73 app. of Lepld-
optera in north-central Germany. (C.R.)

195. Warnecke, Georg, "Seltene Sehmetterllnge von Els-
dorf (Kr. Rendsburg) in der Sasmlung Jurgen Mahrt In
Elsdorf." (In German. ) Mitt . Faunlatlaehen Arbelts-
gem.. vol.2(n.s.): pp.9-11. 1949. Records 24 unusu-
al app. of butterflies and moths In Mahrt collection
from Elsdorf, Germany. (C.R.)

196. Wellington, W.G., "The light reactions of the

spruce budworm, Choriatoneura fumlferana Clemens (Lep-

ldoptera Tortrleldae )
. " Can . Ent.. vol.80: pp.56-82,

3 figs. "1948" [1949] • Reports part of an elaborate
investigation designed to provide data for develop-
ment of studies of effect of weather and climate upon
the spruce budworm, an Important pest of coniferous
trees, which comprise the pulpwood stands of the for-

ests of northeastern North America. (C.dP.)
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NOTICES BY MEMBERS

All members may use this column to advertise their
offerings and needs In Lepldoptera. There is no
cost for this service. Unless withdrawn sooner by
the aanbar, each notice will appear in THREE Issues.

For sale or exchange- KANSAS BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS,
esp. Paplllonldae, Plerldae, Nymphalidae, Hesperi-
idae; HETEROCSRA: Sphlngldae, Saturn!Idas, Arctlldae,
Noetuida®, Catocallnae and Geometridae. Mounted or
papered. William Hows, 822 E.llth St.,Ottawa, Kans.

SWISS BUTTERFLIES offered in exchange for species
from elsewhere. Dr. A. Lorens, Kasemenstrasse,
Herisau, SWITZERLAND.

Would like to exchange butterflies, large moths,
and beetles of the world. Have many duplicates, in-
cluding several thousand from tropics, with full da-
ta. Will be pleased to answer all correspondence.
G.F. Sehiraer, 2912 N. 45th St., Milwaukee 10, Wis.

For sales Bolorla . Brebla. Panels & other Arctic and
Far Northern species. Prices nominal. R.J. Fitch,
Rivercourse P.O., via Llpydmlnster, Sask. ,

CANADA.

Student entomologists collecting in southern Arizona
in August wish to contact persons who will purchase
specimens and thus help cover expenses. The materi-
al will be named and prepared as desired. Rudolf
Mattonl, Div. of Botany, Univ. of Calif., Los Ange-
les 24, Calif.

Will exchange 800 freshly emerged perfect specimens
of BUPHYDRYAS BDITHA TAYLORI for common Paplllo and
Parnassian in similar condition. Any species or
forms acceptable. D.P. Freohln, 1504 N. Lafayette,
Bremerton, Wash.

Butterflies of Florida, Georgia, and the Carolines
for exchange or sale. H.L. King, 2021 R1Vermont
Ave., Lynchburg, Virginia.

Have few pairs of Argena mlttrel from Madagascar
for exchange for Paplllo specimens, preferably of
Africa or Australia. Stave also beetles (Buprestl-
dae and Cetonidae from Madagascar) in exohangs for
tropical butterflies.
A. Gians, 289 E. 98th St., Brooklyn 12, N.Y.

Calif. Academy of Solenoe drawers, for sale and im-
mediate delivery, 19 by 17 inches O.D. glass topped,
composition bottom, clear lacquer finish. This is
the new standard. $5*25 ea. $60.00 dos. Bio Metal
Associates, P.0. Box 346, Beverly Hills, Calif.

Duplicates for exchange - butterflies from European
Alps, Pyrenees, Lapland, Mediterranean, Atlas Mts.,
N. Africa, Alberta. British moths, also local races
British butterflies. Desiderata - many N. American
spp„, chiefly alpine, arctic, desert & Gulf States.
Correspondence welcomed. Colin W. Wyatt, Cobbetts,
Farabam, Surrey, ENGLAND.

Vuted t thirty thousand butterflies and moths from
all over the world. Small or large lots. Ben Karp,

3148 Foothill Blvd., La Grescents, Calif.

Wanted to buys Dyar's "Classification of Lepidop-
terous Larvae"; Rothschild & Jordan's "A Revision
of the Lepldopterous Family Sphlngldae" (Nov. Zool,

1903); Seudder's "The Butterflies of New England".
Peter Boone, R.F.D. 3, Boat #172, Princeton, B.J.

FOR SALE: THE "LIBRA-MOUNT"
; a double-Rlker-type

mount in Book Fora. Ruggedly built. Send for des-
criptive leaflet. Will consider exchange for Macro-
Rhopaloeera from all parts of the world, especially

£u£&2, Morgjto, Ornithoptera. etc.
Arthur Gatti, 63 W. 7th St., Mt. Vernon, N.Y.

JAPANESE MOTHS offered in exchange for those of Am-
erica and other countries,- especially Geometrldae,
Pyralldae, Sphlngldae, and Nootuldae. Prof. Masao
Asuma, K3y3 High School, Imasu, Nlshinomlya, Hyogo
Pref., JAPAN, or 1644, Rinkeiji, Arima, Kobe, JAPAN.

COLLECTION OF BUTTERFLIES & MOTHS for sale reason-
ably. World-wide in scope, but strongest in U.S.A.
(@sp© Colo., N.Maoc., Arlx.) and European forms; em-
phasis on Nootuldae, Tortrlcidae, Nymphalidae, Hes-
perildae. Collection spread on pins, and many un-
identified papered specimens, all with full data.
Collection to be sold as a whole. Sunle S. Vlegand,
2617 W. Sterner St., Philadelphia 32, Pa,

MICROLEPIDQPTERISTSJ Wish to exchange: dried
leaves containing Insect MINES (all orders) accom-
panied by name of host plant (and of insect, if pos-
sible) and locality, etc. Offer European leaf-mines
of Lepldoptera (and other orders if wanted). Ex-
change also in fruit-flies (Trypetidae).
Dr. E.M. Haring, Relchenstei ner Wag 21, Barlin-Dah-
laa (American Sector), GERMANY.

LIVING MATERIAL

The News will welcome especially notices concerning
the exchange or sale of Lepldoptera eggs, larvae,
and pupae, hoping to revive the old interest in rear-
ing and to re-emphasise the importance of studying
the immature stages. Contributors are urged to in-

elude accurate locality data with all material sent.

Limited number of cocoons of Platvsamla eurvalus . hy-
brid cecropla-eurralua . & coluabla-eecropla offered
in exchange for other living pupae, esp. Callosamla
amrallfera . Bupackardla callsta . Cltheronla regalls .

D.P. Freohln, 1504 N. Lafayette, Bremerton, Wash.

LIVING COCOONS OF INDIAN SATURN!ID MOTHS FOR SALE.

Please sead U.S. Dept. Agrlc. importation permit
with orders from U.S.A. (see Leo . Sows 3: p.13).
Remittance must accompany orders.

Attacus edwardsii - 50#; A, cynthla..- 12#; Actlas
selene - 20#; Loom katlnka - 20#; Satarnla grotel
- 12#; Antheraea mvlltta - 40#.

Himalayan Butterfly Co., Shillong, Khasl Hills, INDIA.

Wish to buy, exchange, or sell living Lepldoptera
ova; Pseudohails eglantsrlna ova especially desired.
Mrs. Basel Chase, 272 N. Union St., Gallon, Ohio.

(5 S
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Q. "Do«» th« autumnal ' rosa ' fora of Zaren© cacaonla

Stoll occur la the sale as well as the resale?”

A. Tea, bat there Is less of the rose tint than in

the female. It Is not a sharply defined seasonal

form, but essentially statistical.

Q. "How nearly complete now is Saits' project on

Macrolepidoptera of the World? Which volumes are

not finished yet? Have you heard of any current

plans to complete the series?”

A, Vole, 1-4 (Palearotio) are complete, also the

rest of the butterflies (vole. 5, 9, 13) end the

Indoauatrallan and African "Bcmbyces" (vole.10, 14)

•

Vol, 6 (American Bcmbyces) is complete except a few

plates and the index, and there is some hope of its

completion. My information is that a few more frag-

ments may come out, especially where groups are al-

most complete, and that a good many plates were

saved but that most of the text was lost during the

war. Of the supplement (only Palearctic) three vol-

umes are complete, but the Qeometridae only about

two-thirds done. The remaining voltnes (Exotic Hoe-

tuidae and Qeometridae) are in various stages of in-

completeness,

W.T.M, Forbes

CHECKLIST OF DEALERS

D.G, Shappirlo is assembling for the Leg. News

a list of addresses of dealers and commercial col-

lectors of insects, particularly those outside North

America. This can be a significant aid to individ-

uals needing to obtain specimens for scientific pur-

poses from countries outside their own. Readers of

the News are urged to send on postcards or letters

all addresses known to then, in order to make the

list as complete as possible. A few months will be

allowed in order that members outside North America

nay reply. Mr. Shappirlo* s address lsx

4811 17th St., N.W.

Washington 11, D.C.

REPRINTS AVAILABLE

A few copies of 3 papers by Hiroshi Inoae are

available to Lep. Soc. members who write the Associ-

ate Editor. They are: "Miscellaneous Notes on the

Japanese Geemetridae" , Pts. I & III (Bntgm. Woyld.

vol. 10: pp.228-232; 1942; and Trans . Kansal Sat.

Soc.. vol.14: pp.72-83; 1944) I «»d "Motes ©n Seme

Japanese Geemetridae" (Traps . Kansal Sgst» Soc. , vol.

14: pp.60-71). The latter describes new genera and

species of Hemitheinae and Sterrhinae. D.S.A. ae®»

bars please send postage; all others merely need re-

quest the papers.
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new MEMBERS

Ballard, W.F.R., East Middle Patent Rd., Greenwich,
Conn.

Berg, George H., 5724 Painters St., New Orleans, La.
RHOP: esp. Papilionidae of world. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Bullis, Peter E., 239 West Rock Ave., New Haven,
Conn. RHOP, Coll. Ex.

Epstein, Hans J,, 65 Walker St., Cambridge 38, Mass.
RHOP: esp. Papilionidae. MACRO: esp. Sphlngldae,
Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

Heilman, Mr. & Mrs. E.A., Annank. 2F, Helsinki, FIN-
LAND. RHOP: esp. Apollo . Plerls . Argvnnls . Bren-

this . Lvcaena . Acronvcta . etc. MACRO. MICRO.
Coll. Ex. Sell.

Jennings, Dean, 2825 Louisiana, Longview, Wash.
Murchie, William R., Box 203, Sharon, Pa. RHOP.

Coll. Ex.
Saley, Betty, 628 Fairbrook, Northvllle, Mich.
Wyatt, Colin W., Cobbetta, Faraham, Surrey, ENGLAND.

Palearctio & Nearctic RHOP: asp. Alpine & Arctic
spp. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

DECEASED

Gloor, Eugene E. (Dr.), (California)

THE LEPIDOPTERISTS* NEWS
The monthly periodical of the Lepidopterists* Society

Membership is open to all persons interested in any
aspect of the study of butterflies and moths. The

1949 dues, including subscription to the NEWS, are
$2.00 for Regular Membership and $4.00 or more for
Sustaining Membership. Please make remittances pay-
able to Charles L. Remington . Price for Vol. 2 is
$2.00. No complete sets of Vol. 1 are available.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE FIELD SEASON SUMMARY FOR 1949

Number 8 of Volume 1 (1947) and the Supplement
of Volume II (1948) of the Lep . News were devoted
to the Society's annual field season summaries of
Lepidoptera in North America. All Society members
who were in the field during all or part of the 1949
season are invited to submit summaries of their ob-
servations. The two primary reasons for these an-
nual summaries are: first, the lively interest among
Lep . News readers in fresh information on collecting
results around the continent during the recent sea-

son; and second, the assembling of a permanent re-
ference source which will grow in value as more and
more years are on record and factual information ac-
cumulates regarding cycles.

The following information is requested from in-

dividual cooperatorss l) Were the flight periods of
various species earlier or later than the average;
precisely what were they for a few representative
and fairly abundant species? 2) If the season was

earlier or later in spring, did it return to normal

or otherwise change as the season progressed? 3)

Did unusual climatic events (cold, drought, exces-
sive rain, hurricanes, etc.) occur, and if so what
was their effect on Lepidoptera? 4) Was the winter
of 1948-49 mild or cold, unusually rainy or snowy or

dry, unusually long or short? 5) Did biological or

human factors (parasites, forest fires, swamp drain-
ing, birds, diseases, etc.) affect Lepidoptera this
year in an unusual way or to a significant degree?

6) Did any individual species show unusual occurren-
ces -- rare species suddenly common or vice versa?

7) Did the migrating species make noteworthy flights

and if so, what detailed observations were made?

8) Were there any new state or regional records?
Please note that it is of little value to call a

season "good" or "bad”. DETAILS ARE ESSENTIAL.

It is already clear that 1949 has been an ex-

ceptional year for certain migrants. Please submit
ALL information of any sort on Danaus plekippus .

Vanessa cardul . and Celerio iineata. We may devote
a special section of the summary to these species.

For 1947 there were 46 members providing indi-

vidual reports. For 1948 there were about 60, with
a postal delay in delivery of the News carrying the

announcement. For 1949 we expect that over 100 in-

dividuals will report their observations. Every re-
port will be used and then placed in a permanent
file for later reference. All participants will be

named in the published summaries. We hope particu-
larly for more detailed reports and better repre-
sentation from such regions as California, the Great

Plains (Area 4), and the Southeast (Area 6) than we

had for 1948. Strong activity from the relatively
few moth collectors is especially invited.

For convenient grouping of the summaries, North
America is subdivided into eight fairly uniform fau-

nistic areas, for each of which a general summary
will be compiled from the individual reports. The
accompanying map shows the eight divisions. Each re-
gional summary will be prepared by an active lepidop-
terist in the region. Please send reports directly to

the regional coordinators listed below. If you col-
lected in more than one region, send separate reports.

Area 1 . (Southwest) - LLOYD M. MARTIN, Los Angeles
Co. Museum, Exposition Park, Los Angeles 7, Calif.

Area 2 . (Northwest) - J.C. HOPFINGER, Brewster, Wash.

Area 3 . (Rocky Mts.) - J. DONALD EFF, 820 Grant St.,

Boulder, Colo.
Area 4 . (Great Plains) - DON B. STALLINGS, 216 W.

First St., Caldwell, Kansas.
Area 5 . (Central) - P.S. REMINGTON, 5570 Etzel Ave.,

St. Louis 12, Mo.

Area 6 . (Southeast) — DR. RALPH L. CHERMOCK, Dept, of

Biology, University of Alabama, University, Ala,

Area 7 . (Northeast) - DR. EUGENE MUNROE, Institute

of Parasitology, Macdonald College, Quebec, CANADA.

Area 8 . (Far North) - DR. T.N. FREEMAN, Div. of Ento-

mology, Central Exper. Farm, Ottawa, Ont., CANADA.

The new deadline for reports TO REACH

the area coordinators is December 15, 1949.

C.L.R.
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NOTES ON COLLECTING SPEYERIA DIANA

by Theodore Bock
Cincinnati, Ohio

I have collected Speyerla diana Cramer for the
last 5 years. Many collectors claim that they are
rare but I would say that they are not if one goes
where they really are at home. Holland says that
the Diana is confined in the two Virginias, Northern
Georgia, Tennessee, Kentucky and occasionally found
in the southern portions of Ohio and Indiana. To
this I do not agree as I have traveled through all
these states but have never seen one. Ohio and In-
diana have no mountains and the Diana does not fly
in low land; therefore Ohio and Indiana are out.
For this reason it may be considered rare. One may
just as well try to find a Panilio homerus in Ohio.
Of course there may be a chance that a butterfly or
a moth may be transported in an automobile into a
far-off different state. I have found a moth hang-
ing on the walls of my house one night which is re-
ally not an American but a Mexican species. How did
it get way up here?

My collecting ground for the Diana is North Car-
olina and this season I collected 70 perfect males
but only 1 female. I wish to emphasize once more
that they do not fly in lowlands but on top of the
mountain ridges and then only in certain areas. Ev-
ery year I go to the same place in North Carolina,
an area of about a mile square and there find the
males in great numbers. The females, though, are
hiding in the dense forest and are extremely hard to
net. An abnormal winter will also have a more or
less strong influence on the emergence. In normal
weather conditions the Diana should emerge promptly
on the 1st of July. This season it was different.
Last winter being very mild, with an early spring
and high temperature they .emerged ahead of schedule.
Arriving at my favorite hunting-ground on the 28th
of June I found them on the wing already and acquain-
ted with their flying habits I would judge that they
came out around the 24th of June. Previous years I

could take them perfect up to the 15th while this
year on the 7th of July most of them were already
badly worn. In contrast, in 1947 they were late;
owing to a severe winter they came out gradually af-
ter the 1st of July. In fact the bulk came out
about the 4th and 5th of July. I collected 90 males
and 7 females.

Other years I have found them to emerge on the
1st of July and it is then I make my big haul. For
the first 24 hours they will settle on red dirt
roads, sometimes in small groups with wings closed
and easily caught, but also easily overlooked as
their underside resembles so much the red dirt. The
next 24 hours they will still settle on the roads
but with wings expanded. However after two days
they will take to their wings, fly fast and higher
through the woods and are then more difficult to
capture

.

With the females it is a different story. At no
time will they settle on the roads. I have passed
days without even seeing one. Once in a great while
one will dare to fly across the road and quickly
disappear on the other side into the dense forest.
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It is then when one may be lucky enough to capture
one but into the woods one cannot follow them with-
out getting tangled up and a net is then almost use-
less. It is also very annoying to get the face into
hundreds of spiderwebs so I say it's quite a feat to
capture a female. A miss with the net will send
them up into the treetops. This year in two weeks'
time I have seen but 7 females and captured only one.
There seems to be a decrease in the females from
year to year. Five years ago, in my best year, I

took over 100 males and 7 females and saw some 25
females fluttering around the treetops just before
a thunderstorm, but they would never descend to a
lower level for a swing with the net.

FIELD NOTES

HAWK MOTH IMPALES ITSELF.- On a recent trip along
a country road north of Washington, D.C., my atten-
tion was attracted by a hawk moth hanging from a
barbed wire fence. I stopped my car and went to
examine it. The moth, Phlegethontius quinquemacu-

lata (Haw.), was suspended from a barb which was

driven about one-quarter of an inch into its head
between its eyes. Otherwise it was unharmed and
very much alive. I can think of no other explana-
tion for its plight than that it impaled itself in
headlong flight.

Frank C. Cross
Silver Spring, Md.

^st

OVIPOSITION OF CALIFORNIA PHALAENIDAE.- During Ap-
ril of 1948 and of 1949 I observed five species of
diurnal Phalaenidae ovipositing in the field. A
list of these species and the particular parts of

the food plants on which the eggs were laid follows.

Xanthothrix neumoegenl H.Edw. : between the tubes of
disc flowers of half-developed blossoms of Chaen-

actls glabriuscula DC.

Inclta aurantiaca H.Edw.: between floral bracts of
Gllla*~virgata iBenth.) var. dasyantha (Jepson).

Annanhlla diva Grt.: on underside of leaves of Mon-

tia nerfoliata (Donn) Howell,
Annaphila depicta Grt.: on the underside of leaves

of Nemophila Menziesii H.& A.

Annaphila superba H.Edw. (differs slightly from ty-

pical superba from N. California): on floral bracts

of Gilla lutea (Benth.)
W.H. Evans
Sun Valley, Calif.

RESEARCH REQUEST

Prof. Lauro P. Travassos needs to obtain the

common North American species of the families Adelo-

cephalidae, Arctiidae, and Pericopidae (- Ctenuch-
idae) to continue his significant research on these

groups. He will be glad to provide Brazilian Lepid-

optera in exchange. His address is:

Instituto Oswaldo Cruz
Caixa Postal 926
Rio de Janeiro, Brasil
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HUNGARIAN LEPIDOPTEROLOGI

II. THE LEPIDOPTERA FAUNA OF THE CARPATHIAN BASIN

by Dr. L.A, Gezmany
Budapest, Hungary

To understand the characteristics and compound-
ing factors of the lepidopterous fauna in the Car-
pathian Basin, where Hungary also lies, we must in-
vestigate the geographical pattern of historical
Hungary, and its influence on her zoogeography.

Hungary is situated in Middle Europe, and was,
in historical times, circumvented by the Carpathians
as her borders. This range, with its 2,000 kms.
length demarcates her from the West (following the
last mountains of the Alps) going in a large semi-
circle from northwest through south, ending at the
Danube as it enters the Balkans. On the southwest
the country once had the Adriatic seacoast and seme
rlverB as borders. The central parts of the country
consist of smaller basins, mountains and the Great
Plains, connected by numerous rivers. The main im-
portance of this natural unit lies in the fact that
the Carpathian Basin is just a big cauldron where
species entered 1) during the glacial periods from
the north and, during the regressing stages of the
glaciers, from the south; 2) from the open western
parts leading to western Europe; 3) from the east
(alpiphil and psasmophll) and REMAINED HERE, finding
all the necessary habitats and bio-conditions for
their survival, among numerous endemic brethren.

Let us examine these zoohlstorlcal factors in dus

consequence. I shall consider only Macrolepldoptera,
but the following holds good for "micros", too.

1.) Northern species, immigrants into the Car-
pathian Basin (either because as the inhabitants of
higher mountains they acclimatized to the colder
climate of our Northern Ranges - alpine and boreal
species - or were driven south by the approach of
the glaciers) were, among others, as follows:

Solaria pales Sohiff.
Brenthia amathusia Esp.
Comaela senex Hbn.
Pericallia matronula L.

Pygaera tlmon Hbn.
Panthea coenoblta Esp.
Diarsla fayperborea Zett.
Diarsla dahll Hbn.
Operophtera fagata Seharfenb.

These all found here the same climate, elevation
(Mts. Tatra, etc.), and habitats (sphagnum moors,
birch woods) as those of Poland, Finland, etc., and
are now all established in the Carpathian Basin.

During and after the glacial recession, nemoral
and psammophilous species pushed north from Italy,
Asia Minor, the Balkans and the Mediterranean Basin,
slowly acclimatizing to their new sustaining country,
that in its southern and central parts is not very
different from the Mediterranean (bushy lands, arid

areas, war® swamps, etc.), and northern Africa (the

Deliblat desert). Among these are:

Plerls argane Hbn.
Jolana 1 olas 0.

Libribes eeltls Lalch.
Polygonla egea Cr.

Svnanthedon stomoxyformis Hbn.
Chaemaespheela masari forals 0.

Hyala punetum 0.

Pelosla obtusa HS.

Hypopta caestrum Hbn.
Buxoa cos Hbn.
Cucullla celsiae HS.

Grammodes stollda F.

2.) Western European species had ample means to
become compatriotie with Eastern ones in Hungary,
winding their way through the hilly regions along
the Danube and the westernmost frontiers of the coun-
try. They found climate, topography, and biotops the

same as in their original breeding habitats. Such
species are:

Coenonympha oedlpus F.

Laella eoenosa. Hbn.

Hoplltis mllhauserl F.

Crymodes maillardl Hbn.

Haoryntis sclta HSn.
Offlla evmbalarlae Hbn.
lupitheola gueneata Mill.

3.) Eastern species found, surprisingly, some

places in Hungary similar to their (a) Volgaic, (b)

Caucasian or even (c) Amurian territories (in the

Great Plains, the Eastern Carpathians, small basins
in Transsylvanla, etc.). There are species here
whose nearest known collecting localities are the
Amur River (Vanessa urtlcae maxima . Zanolognatha
stramentacealis . etc.)! Some of these Eastern spe-

cies are:

(a) Melanargia iapygla suwarowius Hbst.

Gnophos stavenaria Bdv.

(b) Pararge clymene Esp.
Perlsomena ceaclgena Cupldo
Hyssla cavernosa Ev.
Athetls lepjgone Moschl.
Amphlpvra micans Ld.
Gnophos stevenarla Bdv.

(c) Vanessa urtlcae maxima Butl.
Argynnls laodlce Pall.
Athetls leplgone Moschl.
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Some species, occurring in the relict swamps and
turftooors of the Great Hungarian Plains, can be
found nearest the Sarepta plains (southern U.S.S.R.) s

Melanargla iapygia v. suwarowlus Hbst. (For-
eign collectors exterminated this variation;
see Part I, Leo . News , vol.3: p.43j

Micros

s

Epibactra sareptana HS.
Atvchia pumlla 0.

Ateliotum hungarlcellum Z.

Depressaria venusulella Moschl.
Cryptolechia sareptensls Moschl.
Telela angutnella HS.

Megacraspedus lagonellus HS.

Chilopsephalus fallax Mn.

7. ATLANT©MEDITERRANEAN (Agrumenla fausta L.
, AspI-

latea ochrearla Ross.).

8. ATLANTIC (l sp. only: Sphecla crabronlformla Lew.).

9. ALPINIC (Euxoa birivia Schiff. , Gnophos pullata
Schiff.TT”

10. ILLIRIC or LTBORNIAN (Oreopsvche blrol Rbl., Ce-
lamw anclpltails HS.Xl

11. SIBERIAN-CENTRALEDROPEAN (Paplllo aachaon L., Pi-

erls brassleae L. ).

12. GE0P0LITIC (Vanessa cardul L.,Herse convolvuli L.).

13. SYBILLIC or EUROPEAN-EAST ASIAN (Srihlwv pinastri
L.

.

Lophopteryx cuculla Esp. ,Oenlstls quadra L.).

From a zoogeographical point of view we can also
classify Hungarian Lepldoptera as the citizens of
some 13 faunal elements*. These elements designate
geographical territories relative to representatives
of fauna. When we state that a given species be-
longs to the Baltic faunal element it means not only
that the center of occurrence of said species is the
Balticum (Northern Germany, etc.) but that the plaoes
where the species also occurs outside of the Balti-
cum proper has environmental characteristics corres-
ponding to the country of origin (the Balticum).

This unsurpassed quantity and convergence of
faunal elements in such a relatively small place as
zoogeographical Hungary is the cause why the coun-
try has an incredible melee of Lepidoptera in her
fauna, NOT TO BE FOUND IN ANY OTHER EUROPEAN COUN-
TRY! That was why foreign collectors came to Hunga-
ry: she contains treasures! (See: Part I, Ibid )

.

That is why even today, almost every year, new spe-
cies to our fauna are discovered, sometimes unbeliev-
able occurrences, as their original localities are
in faraway countries (Asia Minor, Spain, etc.).

The faunal elements, according to Szent-Ivany,
and Holdhaus, are briefly, with a few examples for
each, as follows:

1. BOREAL (Selenephera lunlgera Esp., lanthorrhoe
llgnata Hbn.)

2. BQREQALPINE (Aricla donzelii B., Zygaena exulana
Hochw., Orodeanias quenaelil Payk. )

.

3. BALTIC (Lvcaena ampfaMamas Esp., Endrosa kufal-

welni Hbn.).

4. PONTIC (Parang® roxelana Cr., Coenomnapha lean-

der Esp., Manaaba quercus Schiff.).

5. PONT©MEDITERRANEAN (Zarlatfala faypsnmestra So.,
Fieri s mannl Mayer, Melitaea ardulnna Mayer).

6. MEDITERRANEAN (Cfaaraxes lasing L., Ocnogvna para-

site Hbn., Catoeala converse Esp.).

•See: Szent-Iv&ny, "The Elements of the Macro-
lepidoptera Fauna of Historical Hungary", Folia
Baton . Hungartea . vol.3, Fasc.l-4| 1938.

The intrusion of "foreign" Lepidoptera continues
even in our own days. The trend is strictly north-
ward, the cause as yet unknown. I have made observa-
tions, Jointly with my colleagues, on the northward
trend of the following southern species:

Plebelua sephrrus Friv.
Aricla donzelii Bdv.
Libythea celtls Laich.
Ellicrlnla trlnotata Metzn.
0rtho8tixis crlbrarla Hbn.
Ophiuaa algira L.

Callogonia virgo Tr.
Polygonla egea Cr.

Hungary's special geological, geographical, bo-
tanical, and climatic structure is also responsible
for a aeries of unique endemics, famous species all:

Nola pannonlca Kovacs
Rhyparloldes matelkana Ld.
Amlcta eokstelnl Ld.

Acanthopsyche zelleri Men.
Eplchnoptervx undulella F.Roo.
Rebella sappho Mill.
Monlma schmldtl Diosz.
Athetis telekii Diosz.
Oxytrlpla orbiculosa Esp.
Cuoullla halaamltae Bdv.
Cucullia formo8a Rghf.
Porphyrinia pannonlca Friv.
Ellicrlnla eordiaria f. roslergtjimmArlw Stgr.
Agrioois ankerarla Stgr.
Cleogene ostrogowiohli Caradja
Chopdro8oma fiduclaria Anker
Boarmia viertlll Bohatsch.
Euplthecla alllaria Stgr.
Psodoa telekii Diosz.
Psodos dioszoghvi Schmidt

It is worthwhile to collect Lepidoptera and to
investigate ecological, biological, phonological,
biotopieal aspects, to find out more of the life-
cycles of our Lepidoptera species in Hungary, as in
s© many other parts of the world.
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BRIEF BIOGRAPHIES

19. R.P. Joseph de Joannis (1854-1932)

Joseph de Joannis originated from Anjou (one of
the wine provinces of France). He worked during a

part of his life with his brother R.P. Leon de Joan-
nis. The possibility of easily obtaining exotic
specimens through missionaries made the two brothers
interested in the world fauna, sharing the work be-
tween them. Leon, who lived in the country, had the
task of breeding and of preparing; Joseph, who lived
in Paris, had the task of determining, classifying
and publishing. Long stays in the island of Jersey,
in Canterbury (England) and in Louvesc (France: Ar-
deche) enabled Joseph de Joannis to collect a great
many species of Lepidoptera, to make numerous breed-
ings and even to discover new species. In Paris he
carried on his observations and rearing, especially
of Micros, and he never went about, even in town,
without small tubes in his pocket. Finally every
year he went to London to study the material that he
could not determine in Paris and it is in this way
that he got in touch with the English authors, es-
pecially Bampson and Meyrick.

In 1902 he was asked to study the Lepidoptera
from Tonkin (Indochina) and from then, during almost
thirty years, J. de Joannis accumulated material to
use for his contribution to the Fauna of Lepidoptera
from Tonkin, published in 1928 and 1929 in Annales
de la Soclete entomologique de France . The Micros
were studied in this work by Meyrick. He also knew
very well the fauna of the Mascareignes Islands,
on which he published many papers. One of his most
important works is the revision of the Cecidogenous
Lepidoptera (Ann . Soc . entom . France, 1932).

But, above anything else, he was a Microlepid-
opterist. With Constant he finished the Monography
of the Phycitinae, work of his Master Ragonot. Even
if he had never published any important works on the
Micros, he contributed a great deal in the develop-
ment of the study of them in France, principally
when L. Lhorame started his publication L* Amateur de
Papillons - today Revue francalse de L^pldopterolo-
gie - and in determining the specimens that differ-
ent colleagues sent him.

He was a familiar figure in the National Museum
in Paris where he came to study each week. It is

there, as was his desire, that his important collec-
tion is placed. This collection remains, in parti-
cular for the Micros, the best of documents. By
his way of living he occupied only one room so, by
1920, he gave a part of his collection of Macrolep-
idoptera to the National Museum so as to keep to-
wards the end of his life only the Micros. The
last box of Micros has number 583 and almost the
entire collection (up to number 472) was in boxes
measuring 78 cm. x 52 cm. Today almost all of the
families have been included in the general collec-
tion of the National Museum. In this collection
were many types, some of which were described by
Meyrick.

Pierre E. Viette
Paris, France

The Entomological Society of America will hold
its annual meeting for 1949 at Tampa, Florida, De-
cember 13-16.

PERSONALIA

Dr. A. DIAK0N0FF spent part of the summer on a

collecting trip in Celebes for the Zoologisch Museum
en Laboratorium in Buitenzorg, Java.

P.E.L. VIETTE, of the Museum National d'Histoire
Naturelle in Paris, is spending October and November
at the British Museum working with Dr. E.C. Zimmer-

man on the Microlepidoptera of the Hawaiian Islands.

JOHN L. SPERRY (not "Commander”; see Lep . News

3: P.37) spent the early summer in the Wallowa Mts.

of northeastern Oregon and found that: "The Geomet-
ridae have a Colorado Rocky flavor with traces of
Canadian fauna and a few all the Wallowas' own."

We were sorry to learn of the passing in New
York City of Dr. ANDREY AVINOFF, a Charter and Sus-

taining Member of the Lepidopterists' Society, on

16 July 1949, at the age of 65 years. A noted lep-

idopterist, he was Director of the Carnegie Museum

in Pittsburgh from 1926 to 1945.

Professor FILIPPO SILVESTRI died at Bevagna,

Italy, on 1 June 1949. One of the world's great-

est entomologists, he specialized in the Thysanura,

Entotrophi, Isoptera, termite and ant guest insects

and in economic entomology. He was for many years

the director of the Laboratory of Entomology of the

Portici branch of the University of Naples, and he

had only retired in 1948. He was a Fellow of the

Entomological Society of America.

Many of the most successful Lepidoptera collec-

tors have found that a clean, white net bag alarms

specimens being stalked. Some suggest dyeing the

bag green; others dip a new bag in strong tea.
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SPHINGIDAE COLLECTING IN NORTH-CENTRAL VENEZUELA IN JUNE, 1949

by Margaret M. Cary
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Since collecting Sphingidae in the cloud for-
ests of north-central Venezuela is very much like
collecting Sphingidae in our own subtropical or
tropical North America and Mexico I think perhaps
readers of The Lepldopterlsts* News will be inter-
ested in a brief account of an expedition under the
auspices of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Phi-
ladelphia and the Institute of Jamaica at Kingston,
Jamaica. This was a two-person expedition made up
of my nephew, John W. Cadbury of Pemberton, New Jer-
sey, and the author.

We are undertaking an interesting piece of re-
search into the causes of distribution and the ori-
gin of species of the Sphingidae of the Caribbean
region, embracing islands, countries and even far
southern Florida. This study entails in its first
stage the collection of a long series of those simi-
lar species occurring in these islands and coun-
tries, or where there are no similar species in a
genus, of any representative of the same genus.
Where certain similar species have undergone such
marked changes as to establish variations or even
new species we hop® to rear and study instars and
foodplants of larvae of such species, recording all
our observations with relation to altitude, climate,
humidity, etc.

A few of the species which have undergone marked
changes in this Caribbean region are Pholus vitla .

which in Jamaica becomes P. vitls hesperldum Ky.,
Pachvlla syces which becomes P. syces insularls
Rothschild & Jordan, BrInnvis obscura which becomes
E. obscura pallida Grote or even Erlnnvis lamalcen-

sls Clark, and others of great interest.1

We spent the month of June, 1949, collecting at
Rancho Grande in the cloud forest jungle of the Na-
tional Park of Aragua, Venezuela. This region is
about 3500 feet high, has a cool temperature and
very high humidity. Although we also used several
high-powered gasoline pressure lamps in our collect-
ing, we were able to have one 200 watt bulb attached
to a roof some fifty feet above ground and this
shone far out across the jungle, attracting on rainy
or foggy nights many more insects than the pressure
lamps hung nearby. There are no flowers in this
jungle over which we could collect at dusk, and be-
sides darkness falls here very suddenly, so that we
had to confine our collecting to lights.

By seven o'clock the moths began to case, col-
lecting under the light on a white wall, and the
best hours for Sphingidae collecting were between
7s 30 and lit 30. On very foggy nights we worked
much later, occasionally staying up all night. On
nights of bright moonlight we went to bed early,
setting our alarm for 2:30, and did our collecting
until dawn. This was not very productive for Sphin-
gidae, but there were certain larger moths, especial-
ly members of the satumiid genus Rothschildla which
came only at this time, so that we found much of in-
terest in this dawn collecting. The collecting was
most exciting; insects of all orders came, often in

1 See account of collecting Jamaican Sphingidae
in Lap . News (vol.2: p.86; 1948).

such hordes as to cover us completely and to swam
into our eyes, nose, and mouth. Of course these ex-
cellent nights did not often occur, and usually on
such nights the kinds of species were less scarce
and interesting than on a more moderate night.

Although we took some thousands of moths in other
families and other orders of Insects for our friends
and the above institutions, we were able to secure

637 Sphingidae, representing 50 species and 4 subspe-
cies. After these have been mounted and identified
with certainty, we may have 52 species, but of this
we are not yet certain. The list is as follows s^

Herse cingulata (Fabricius)
Cooytlus duponehel (Poey)

Phisgethontlus florestan (Stoll)

scutata (Rothschild & Jordan)
alblplaga (Walker)

oehus (King)
rustlca (Fabricius)
dlfflssa troplcalls (Rothschild & Jordan)
coralllna (Druce) or lichenea (Burmeister)

Protambulvx eurveles (Herrich-Schaeffer)
strlgills (Linns)

Isognathus rlmosa papayas (Boisduval)

Amplypterua gannascus (Stoll)

tlgrlna (Felder) and race slmera Lichy
Erlnnvis alope (Drury)

alio (Llnne)

obscura crameri (Schaus)

oenotrus (Stoll)

lassauxl (Boisduval) and races omphaleae (Bois-

duval) and impunctata Rothschild & Jordan
domlngonls (Butler)

Hemeroplanea pares (Fabricius)
nomlus (Walker)

calllcmenae (Schaufuss)
Stolldoptera tachasara (Druce)

Perlgonia lusca tenebrosa (Felder)

lusea restitua (Walker)

stulta Herrich-Schaeffer
pallida Rothschild & Jordan

Pholus anchemolus (Cramer)

trlangulum Rothschild & Jordan
satellltla llchaon (Cramer)
phorbas 7Cramer)
labruscae (Linn®)

vitla (Llnne)

obllouua Rothschild & Jordan
Ivlophanes tvndarua (Boisduval)

porcus continental!

s

Rothschild & Jordan
chiron nechus (Cramer)

pyrrhus Rothschild & Jordan
amadis merldanus Rothschild & Jordan
neoptolemus (Stoll)

ceratomloldes (Grots & Robinson)
germen vurakanl Lichy
tltanl (Druce)

pluto (Fabricius)
tersa (Llnne)

reata Rothschild & Jordan
anubus (Cramer)
crotonls (Walker)

2. Note no Pachvlla . Eplstor . or Sesia and few Phlege-
thontlus . These come in greater numbers in April.
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REVISED CATALOGUE OF THE THECLINI (LYCAENIDAE) OF JAPAN, KOREA, SAKHALIN, AND FORMOSA

by Yoshio Okada
Kyoto, Japan

For the last fifteen years, many synthetic pa-
pers on the so-called genus Zephyrus or Thecla have
been published in Japan (references 1-7,11), and the
development of the taxonomy of the tribe Theclini
has made remarkable progress. Above all, A. Siba-
tani, in collaboration with S. Ito (9), described
some new genera and classified Theclinae of Japan
and its surroundings as a result of their genitalic
survey of Zephyrus and its relatives. Afterwards
A. Sibatani (10) corrected the terminology of the
male genitalia and the unreasonable classification
of Theclinae applied in his former paper. At the
same time, others made clear parts of the life his-
tory of Theclini of Japan, Recently, T. ShirSzu
(8) emphasized the importance of the West-Chinese
elements in Japanese butterflies and cited most of
the Theclini of Japan as instances of them.

As these contributions seem to be unknown to
foreign entomologists, I should like to summarize
them according to the above-cited works by Sibatani
on that tribe. According to Sibatani *s works, the
subfamily Lycaeninae (- Theclinae) of Japan, Korea,
Sakhalin and Formosa is divided into the following
tribes:

Lycaenini
Sithonini

Strymonini

Theclini

Arhopalini

(Lycaena . Hellophorus)
(Splndasls . Horaga . Catapoecllma . Ta-

.luria . Camena )

(Drlna . Amblopala . Deudorix, Rapala .

Strymon . Callo£hrys, Satsuma )

(Artopoetes . Coream, Japonica . The-

cla . Iratsume . Neozephvrus . Araragl .

Antlgius .

(

Euaspa ) . Wagimo )

(Arhopala . Mahathala )

TRIBE THECLINI

Genus Artopoetes Chapman, 1909. Sibatani & Ito set-
tled this curious genus into the Theclini consid-
ering the similarity of the fore tarsus and d* geni-
talia to those of the genera Coreana and Japonica .

A. preyerl Moore*-*- from Japan (Hs,Hk,Sh,Kyz ) and
Korea is common in central Japan from June to July.

Genus Coreana Tutt, 1907. The next three species,
with shorter and broader valvae than the genus
Japonica . are recorded from within our limits:
C. raphaelis Oberthur* and C. mlchaells Oberthur
from Korea; C. ibara Butler from Japan (Hk,Hs,Ky),
locally common in the mountainous region of cen-
tral Japan in July.

Genus Japonica Tutt, 1907. Genera Artopoetes . Cor-

eana . and Japonica . which are provided with the
divided tarsus of the fore leg, form a primitive
group of the Theclini. However, Japonica can be

distinguished from the others by the following
points: larger saccus, v-formed juxta, slender
valvae and more developed ampulla.
J. lutea Hewitson is from Japan (Hk,Hs,Sh,Ky)

,

Korea, Formosa; J. saepestriata Hewitson* is from
Japan (Hk,Hs), Korea. These two orange species
are common in central Japan in June.

Genus Thecla Fabricius, 1807.
Subgenus Shlrozua Sibatani & Ito, 1942. Despite the

similarity of the external appearance to Japonica .

the genitalia of Shlrozua closely resemble the
Thecla type. At first, Sibatani & Ito described
Shlrozua as a new genus, but Sibatani settled it
later in Thecla .

1* (§. ) jonasl Janson* from Japan (Hk,Hs), Korea,
is locally common in northern Japan; T. (S.) comes
Leech is from Formosa.

Subgenus Thecla (s.str.) Two Korean butterflies
T. (T.) betulae Linne* and T. (T.) betulina Staud-
inger have short and broad valvae, but no saccus.

Genus Iratsume Sibatani & Ito, 1942. This peculiar
genus has only one species, orsedice Butler*,
whose genitalia are characterized by isolated
socii, projected ampulla, flat juxta, and small
signa. It appears in June and July in the moun-
tainous region of central Japan (Hs,Sh,Ky)

.

Genus Neozephvrus Sibatani & Ito, 1942. The d* geni-
talia are hard chitinous, brachia frequently
thorny, ventral margin of ampulla smooth, saccus
prominent. Most of the males of the species in
this genus have the gorgeous green color on the
upperside of the wings, and many females have red,
blue, or red and blue spots in the blackish-brown
ground color of the upperside. They fly in crowds
on high trees exposed to the setting sun. This
genus is divided into three groups:

1. N. hecale Leech from Formosa; N, taxila Bremer*
from Japan (Hk,Hs,Sh,Ky), Korea, Sakhalin, com-
mon in every place in Japan; and N. coruscans
Leech from Formosa.

2. N. hisamatsusanus Nagami & I shiga, a very rare
species from Japan (Hs,Sh,Ky)

;
N. scintillanus

Leech, N. mushaellus Matsumura, N. taiwanus
Wileman, all from high elevations of Formosan
mountains; N. smaragdinus Bremer from Japan
(Hk,Hs,Sh,KyT, Korea, Sakhalin, locally common
in the mountainous region of Japan in July and
August; N. nlshlkaze Araki & Sibatani from For-
mosa; N. aurorinus Oberthur from Japan (Hk,Hs,

Sh,Ky), Korea; and N. duma Hewitson and nlltak-

anus Kano from Formosa.

3. N. ataxus Hewitson from Japan (Hs,Ky) uncommon.

* Signifies generotype.
2 Abbreviations: Hk:Hokkaido; Hs:Honshu; Sh:Shiko-
ku; Ky:Kyushu.

J. Sonan (11) and Y. Araki & A. Sibatani (l)

explained in detail the Formosan species of
Neozephvrus .
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Genus Favonlus Sibatani & Ito, 1942. The genita-
lia lack saccus and thorn of brachia, but are pro-
vided with more complicated valvae than Neozephy-

rus . Most males have the blue-green color on the
upperside, but females rarely have the blue or red
spots on the upperside of the fore wings. F. yua-

sai Shir6zu, from Japan (Hs), is a very rare spe-
cies which was described by T. Shirozu two years
ago; £• orlentalls Murray* from Japan (Hk,Hs,Sh,
Ky), Korea, is common in every part of Japan; F.

saphirlnus Staudinger is uncommon in Japan (Hk,Hs),

Korea; F. fu.llsanus Matsumura from Japan (Hs,Sh,

Ky) is uncommon; F. jezoensis Matsumura is from
Japan (Hk,Hs), Korea; and F. ultramarinus Fixsen
is from Japan (Hk,Hs), Korea. The last two species

closely resemble each other and fly in the moun-
tainous region of north Japan in July and August.

Genus Teratozephyrus Sibatani, 1946. With an unde-
veloped uncus, this is an intermediate genus be-
tween the Neozephyrus group and the Antigius group,
T. arlsanus Wileman* is from Formosa.

Genus Araragl Sibatani & Ito, 1942. This genus is

characterized by an elongate uncus.
A. enthea Janson* from Japan (Hk,Hs), Korea, For-
mosa, is common in Hokkaido and northern Honshu.

Genus Antigius Sibatani & Ito, 1942. Two-branched
uncus, simple valvae and naked eyes characterize
this genus.
A. attilia Bremer*, from Japan (Hk,Hs,Sh,Ky), Ko-
rea, is common in central Japan in June; A. but-
ler! Fenton, from Japan (Hk,Hs,Sh), Korea is un-
common.

Genus Wagimo Sibatani & Ito, 1942. It is vague to

distinguish this genus from Antigius by c? genita-
lia with slender two-branched uncus and slender
valvae, but decisive by female genitalia.
W. slgnatus Butler*, from Japan (Hk,Hs), Korea,

is rare.
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"During my very first walk into the forest at
Batchian, I had seen sitting on a leaf out of reach,

an immense butterfly of a dark colour marked with
white and yellow spots. I could not capture it as

it flew away high up into the forest, but I at once

saw that it was a female of a new species of Orni-

thoptera or ’bird-winged butterfly 9

,
the pride of

the Eastern tropics... During the two succeeding
months I saw it only once again ... till one day ...
I found a beautiful shrub ... a species of Mussaen-

da, and saw one of these noble insects hovering over
it, but it was too quick for me, and flew away. The

next day I went again to the same shrub and succeed-
ed in catching a female, and the day after a fine

male. I found it to be as I had expected, a perfect-
ly new and most magnificent species, and one of the
most gorgeously colored butterflies in the world...
The beauty and brilliancy of this insect are indes-
cribable, and none but a naturalist can understand
the intense excitement I experienced when I at length
captured it. On taking it out of my net and opening
the glorious wings, my heart began to beat violently,
the blood rushed to my head, and I felt much more
like fainting than I have done when in apprehension
on immediate death. I had a headache the rest of
the day, so great was the excitement produced by
what will appear to most people a very inadequate
cause."

A.R. Wallace, in The Malay Archipelago , pp.257-258.

Dr. P.H.H. Gray, of Macdonald College, Quebec,

suggests this passage by the co-discoverer of evolu-
tion and great naturalist of the East Indies as the

best example of enthusiasm in a butterfly hunter.

A NEW JAPANESE PERIODICAL

The Akita Kontyu Dokokai (Akita Insect Lovers’

Society) was established on 19 November 1948. In

May 1949 it began publishing Ageha (Paplllo ) . with
Tadashi Matsuyama as editor. Included in the first
issue are articles on such subjects as: winter hi-

bernation of Papilio : the amount of food eaten by
a Polygonla larva; observations on the path of but-

terfly flight; and notes on Hvpollmnas and Luehdor-

fia. The first issue is entirely in Japanese,
which is disappointing after the fine example set

by Matsumushl . in which a table of contents and
brief summaries of important papers are always in a

European language. While it is apparently mimeo-
graphed, there are numerous useful figures in Ageha .

The editors of the Lep . News extend compliments on
the new venture to Mr. Matsuyama and his associates.
He may be addressed:

Mr. Tadashi Matsuyama
No.l, Kaminakaj ima-honmachi
Akita, Japan

PLEASE NOTIFY THE NEWS EDITORS
OF CHANGES OF ADDRESS PROMPTLY
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RECENT LITERATURE ON LEPIDOPTERA

Under this heading are listed each month recent papers
from all the scientific journals which are accessible
to us and our cooperating abstractors. It Is hoped
eventually to make our coverage of the world litera-
ture as complete as possible. Members outside North
America are urged to send us references of Lepidop-
tera papers from journals unavailable to us. Papers
devoted entirely to economic aspects will be omitted.
Reprints are solicited from all publishing members.
Initials of cooperating abstractors are as follows!
(P.B.)- P.F. Bellingers (A.D.)- A. Diakonoffs (C.dP.)-
C.F. dos Passos; (L.G.)- L.A. Gozmany; (C.R.) - C.L.
Remington; (T.S.)- T. Shlrdzu.

197. Bank Jr., G. . "Lepidopterologische vangsten in
1947" (In Dutch) . Tlldschr . voor Entomol . . vol.91,
Verslags pp.XXXIX-XL. 1 May 1949. Gives collecting
notes on Macrolepidoptera in Holland in 1947. (A.D.)

198. Bentinck, G.A., "Nieuwe en zeldzame Lepidoptera"
(In Dutch) . Tlldschr . voor Entomol .. vol.91, Vers-
lag; pp.XIX-XX. 1 May 1949. Gives a list of rare
Macro- and Microlepidoptera captured in 1947 in Hol-
land; new for the fauna are Opostega aurltella (Lyo-
nstiidae)

,
Acalla shepherdlana (Tortrlcldae) . and

Conchylls lmpllcltana (Eucosmldae) . (A.D.)

199. Bentinck, G.A., "Bijzondere Lepidoptera" (In

Dutch). Tlldschr . voor Entomol .. vol.91, Verslags
pp.LXIII-LXIV. 1 May 1949. Collecting notes on
Macro and Microlepidoptera in Holland in 1948. (A.D.)

200. Blackwelder, R.E., "Notes on the Preparation of
Catalogs." Coleop. Bull . . vol.3: pp.33-37. 11 July
1949. Discussion of problems of making entomological
catalogues, by a noted cataloguer. (C.R.)

201. Carpenter, G.D. Hale, "Mimicry, and Ecogenotypical
Variation." Amer . Naturalist , vol.82: pp.234-240.
July-Aug. 1948. Evidence is presented, largely from
the Lepidoptera, that similar environmental effects
are inadequate to account for resemblance between in-
sects in cases of supposed mimicry. Some direct evi-
dence for protective value of concealing and warning
coloration is also given. (P.B.)

202. Conder, P.J., "Observations on a migration of Pi-
eris brasslcae L. at Skokholm Island, Pembrokeshire,
in August, 1947. " Proc . R. Ent . Soc . Lond . (A), vol.

24: pp.35-38, 2 figs. 15 June 1949.
203. Diakonoff, A., "Microlepidoptera from Indo-China
and Japan." Bull . Mus . Hist . Nat . Paris . vol. 20s pp.
267-272, 2 figs. April 1948. Describes Epagoge
stenochorda (Japan) ; Homona magnanlma (Japan) s Snel-

lenia ignispergens (Japan) . Gives records for a num-
ber of other species. (P.B.)

204. Evenden, J.C., "An epidemic of the Douglas-Fir
Tussock Moth." Northwest Science , vol.22s pp. 53-59.
May 1949.

205. Geijskes, D.C. & J. Doeksen, "Nieuwe gegevens ov-
er de insecten-fauna van Terschelling" (In Dutch)

.

Tlldschr . voor Entomol .. vol. 90, 1946s pp.16-34*
1 July 1949. A survey of the insect fauna of Ter-
schelling Is., in the North Sea, made in July 1937.

15 species of Microlepidoptera, 25 species of Macro-
lepidoptera are recorded. (A.D.)

206. Gorter, A.J.. "Nachtvlinders op bloeiende Epllo-

blum" (In Dutch;. Entomol . Berlchten . vol. 12s p.380.
21 May 1949. Give3 list of 24 spp. of Heteroeera
collected in twilight on flowers of Eplloblum in
Holland. (A.D.)

207. Greer, Thomas, "Entomological Notes from East Ty-
rone 1948." Ent . Rec . & Joum . Var . . vol. 61s pp.67-
68. June 1949.

208. Harper, G.W., "Lepidoptera of West Sussex, 1948."
Ent . Rec . & Joum . Var .. vol.61 s pp.65-66. June 1949.

209. Herbulot, C., " Paramathia . nouveau genre de Laren-
tiinae palearctique (Lep. Geometridae) (In French)

.

Mlsc . Ent . . vol. 45s p.118. 1948. Describes new ge-
nus PARAMUTHIA (type - Geometra sabinata Hbn. ) ; also
includes obseurarla of Asia. Related to Trichoptervx .

Trichopterlgia . Eplsaurls . (C.R.)

210. Hovanitz, William, "Interspecific Matings between
Collas eurvtheme and Collas philodice in Wild Popula-
tions." Evolution , vol. 3s pp. 170-173, 4 tables.
June 1949. Compares frequency of eurvtheme and phi-

lodice in mating pairs to frequency in population
(Ohio), concluding that mating is at random. Abstrac-
tor believes that small number of copulations (21),
and especially of " interspecific" ones (5), makes
any conclusions shaky. (C.R.)

211. Lempke, B.J., "Catalogue der Nederlandsche Macro-
lepidoptera" (In Dutch with Observations in English)

.

Tlldschr . voor Entomol . . vol. 90, 1946s pp.61-197.
1 July 1949. The eighth part of this elaborate cat-

alogue, in which fam. Agrotidae is finished (pp.6l-

145) and Geometridae begun (pp.146-197) . Observa-
tions in English! differences between Sarrothrlnus
revavana and S. degenerana s pp.97-99 (f.21, fore wing
of five forms of S. revavana . f.22, f.23 <? genitalia,

f.24 aedoeagus, f.25 5 genitalia of these 2 spp.)

;

pp. 115-116 on differences between Plusla pulehrina
and P. iota (f.26s comuti, f.27 5 genitalia) ;

forms

of Hypena rostralls . pp. 142-143; nomenclature of
Sterrha rustlcata . p.159. Figs. 29-32 of genitalia

and wing patterns of Dutch Geometridae. (A.D.)

212. Michener, Charles D.
,
"Parallelisms in the Evolu-

tion of the Saturoiid Moths." Evolution , vol .3 s pp.
129-141, 8 figs. 15 June 1949. Discusses in scans

detail, with phylogenetic trees, phylogeny of genera

of Saturniidae, showing subfamilies Rhescyntinae,
Citheroniinae, Hemileucinae, Agliinae, Ludiinae, Sal-
assinae, Saturniinae. Extensive discussion of inde-

pendent origin of similar characters in unrelated
Saturniids. (C.R.)

213. Meulen, G.S.A. van der, "Zeldzame en bijzondere
Macrolepidoptera" (In Dutch). Tlldschr . voor Ento-

mol., vol. 91, Verslags pp.XXX-XXXI. 1 May 1949. Col-

lecting notes of Macrolepidoptera for 1947 in Hol-

land. Hoplodrlna superstes Tr. (Caradinidae) is new

for the fauna. (A.D.)

214. Obraztsov, N., "Three new species of Cervx Wallgr.
from Java and Sumatra (Lep., Amatidae)". Tlldschr .

voor . Entomol .. vol. 90, 1946s pp. 57-60. 1 July 1949.
Cervx lavanica (W. Java). C. sumatrensis (Sumatra)

,

and C. burgeffi (W. Java) are described as new, with
photos . (A.D.

)

215. Peterson, Bjorn, "Die regionale und synokologische

Gliederung der Schmetterlingsfauna des jamtlandischen
Gebirges." (In German). Ent . Tldskrlft . vol. 70s pp.
184-192, 5 figs. 1949. Gives an ecological classi-
fication of the Lepidoptera fauna of the Jamtland re-
gion of Lapland, with list of characteristic spp. of
heather, bog, meadow, and marsh habitats and with
photos of habitats. (C.R.)

216. Picken, L.E.R., "Shape and Molecular Orientation

in Lepidopterous Scales." Phil . Trans . R» Soc . (B),

vol.234s pp.1-28, 3 figs, 3 pis. 10 Aug. 1948.

Study of chemical and physical morphogenesis of

scales in Ephestla sericarlum (-kuhnlella ) . (P.B.)

217. Regteren Altena, C.0. van, "Is Melltaea dldyma

(Esper, 1779) in Nederland gevangen?" (In Dutch)

.

Entomol . Berlchten . vol. 12s pp. 374-375. 1 May 1949.

2 specimens of this nymphalid, unknown in Holland

before, received in the Leiden Museum from a Dutch

locality. (A.D.)
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218. Roepke, W.
,

"The genus Nyetemera Hubner." Trans .

R. Ent . Soc . Lond .. vol.100: pp. 47-70, 14 figs., 2

pis. 25 Mar. 1949. A complete revision of the Ja-
van species of these Lithosiidae, and notes on some
Malayan species. Describes as new: N, dlaphana . N.

Iugen3 and N. llmbata (all from Celebes) ; also N.

cramerl crameri, previously known as N. latlcinla
(nec Cramer). All species mentioned, as well as the
<? genitalia of most, are figured. (P.B.)

219. Roepke, W., "Het vervaardigen van genitaal-prepa-
raten" (In Dutch). Entomol . Berlchten . vol.12: p.391.
21 May 1949. The following method for making genita-
lia slides of large Lepidoptera is recommended. Ma-
cerate during 10-20 min. on water bath in 10% KOH or
NaOH, transfer in water, warm on water bath for 10-15
min. in a mixture of phenolum liquefactum and chloral
hydrate (1:1), transfer to creosote for a few minutes
and mount in Canada balsam. (A.D.)

220. Roepke. W., "Nomenclatorische aanteekeningen 1"

(In Dutch). Entomol . Berlchten . vol.12: pp. 372-373.
1 May 1949. In Holland occur Saturnia navonla . S,

pyri . and S. splnl . It is desirable that the first
two names be validated by the Intern. Congress of No-
mencl. If Linne described a variety from southern
Sweden, the Central European species must be called
S. pavonla carpint Schiff . ;

Eudla Jordan 1911 is a
synonym of Saturnia Schrk. 1802. (A.D.)

221. Roekpke, W., "Uitheemsche insecten in Nederland en
waaraemingen omtrent Collas (Lep.)" (in Dutch).
Tildschr . voor Entomol . . vol.91, Verslag: p.VII. 1

May 1949. Observations on occurrence of Collas hvale
and C. croceus . migrant Pieridae, in Wageningen, Hol-
land. (A.D.)

222. Scholten, L.H.
,

"De invloed van de zomer van 1947
op de vlinderwereld" (In Dutch). Entomol . Berlchten.
vol.12: pp. 331-332. 1 Mar. 1949. Faunistic notes on
the influence of that exceptionally warm summer upon
Lepidoptera in the East of Holland. (A.D.)

223. Scholten, L.H.
,
"Bijdrage tot de kennis van Arach-

nla levana L. en zijn verbreiding in ons land" (in

Dutch). Entomol . Berlchten . vol.12: pp. 362-364.
1 May 1949. Notes on biology and distribution in

Holland. This rare species spread in the years 1940-

1945 over the province of South Limburg, where the
larvae can be found on stinging nettle. (A.D.)

224. Scholten, L.H., "Vlindervangst op grassen die

door Claviceps zijn aangetast" (in Dutch; English
summary)"! Entomol . Berlchten . vol.12: pp.393-397.
21 May 1949. In this interesting paper is described
how great numbers of Lepidoptera are attracted at
night by sweet secretion of flowering grasses attack-

ed by Claviceps fungus. Gives lists of Macrolepidop-
tera observed on common grasses: Estuca arundlnacea
and Molinla coeralea infected by this fungus, in pro-
vince of Guelderland, Holland. (A.D.)

225. Schuh, Joe & Don C. Mote, "Insect Pests of Nursery
and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs in Oregon." Oreg .

Agr . Exp . Sta . Bull . 449: 164 PP., 83 figs. Jan.

1948. Brief descriptions and biological notes for

Oregon Lepidoptera on pp. 54-97 and figs. 29-55. In-

cludes 9 Rhopalocera, 9 Sphingidae, 4 Saturniidae, 5

Arctiidae, 13 other macros, 20 "Olethreutidae" ,
12

Aegeriidae, 34 other micros. (C.R.)

226. Sevastopulo, D.G., "Notes on four Indian Bombycid
species." Proc . R, Ent . Soc . Lond . (A), vol.24: pp.
6-7. 15 Mar. 1949.

227. Sevastopulo, D.G., "Field Notes from East Africa."
Entomologist , vol.82: pp. 130-133. June 1949. Mostly

on Lepidoptera (P.B.)

228. Stovell, T.H., "A new type of microscope-slide ca-

binet." Can . Ent .. vol.81: pp. 120-122, 2 figs. May

1949. Describes a cabinet in which a number of de-

sirable features are incorporated, and gives full de-

tails for its construction. (C.dP.

)
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229. Toxopeus, L.J., "De 3
e
Archbold Expeditie near

Nieuw Guinea (1938-1939) en haar resultaten" (in
Dutch). Tildschr . voor Entomol .. vol.91, Verslag:
pp.XI-XIX. 1 May 1949. A summary of the author's
address at the Intern. Entom. Congress at Stockholm.
A short itinerary is given and zoogeographical re-
sults based on a study of the Rhopalocera. The au-
thor collected about 500 species, of which 50 are
new. His results agree very well with those of re-
cent ornithological and geological studies. New
Guinea must have been formed out of a group of is-
lands which were soldered together by strong rising
of central mountainous region resulting in the Snow
Mts. formation. The fauna of butterflies and birds
in these previously isolated parts is strikingly dif-
ferent. The relatively young age of the Snow Mts.,
which view is supported by geological data, explains
scanty fauna of Rhopalocera in that region. Several
low valleys have been strongly uplifted in that ris-
ing process. This explains remarkable "low-land
fauna" of such elevated regions as Baliem Valley and
Wissel Lakes. (A.D.)

230. Toxopeus, L.J., "De samenstelling der Javaansche
vlinderfauna" (in Dutch: The composition of the Lep-
idopterous fauna of Java). Tildschr . voor Entomol .

.

vol.91, Verslag: pp.LX-LXIII. 21 May 1949. Java is
a land of problems and may not be regarded as a homo-
geneous zoogeographical unity with uniform fauna.
On the basis of extensive studies of Roepke and of
the author, especially of the fauna of alpine Rhopa-
locera, Toxopeus explains the Javanese fauna by ac-
cepting that the Island is formed out of about four
parts: eastern, central, western and Mt. Muria (N.

Central Java), which were isolated from each other
for a long time. Besides, the influence of immi-
grants from neighboring regions is evident, e.g. the
bridge over Mt. Muria and Bawaan I. in the Java Sea;

this view is supported by the occurrence of certain
Rhopalocera and deer in these regions. Another
bridge must have run through S. Sumatra. This immi-
gration must have taken place in three different per-
iods, which is supported by the findings both of Ja-
vanese Rhopalocera and fossil and recent mammals.
As an illustration is chosen the occurrence in Java
of three subspecies of Adolias dlrtea F. (Nymphal.),
viz. javana . bolsduvall . and roepkel . the last des-
cribed as new" (A.D.

)

231. Viette, P., "Les Lepidopteres Gelechiidae du Pa-
cifique Sud" (in French). Bull . Mus. Nat . Hist .

Nat . . vol.21: pp. 98-104. Jan. 1949. Gives a key to
the genera occurring in the South Pacific and a syn-
opsis of the known species. (P.B.)

232. Viette, P., "Contribution a 1'etude des Microp-
terygidae, 3® note; Description de deux especes nou-
velles de Mlcroptervx (Lepid.)." (In French). Rev.

Franc . Ent .. vol.l6: pp. 50-51, 3 figs. 1 April 1949.
Describes as new: Mlcroptervx leannell (Albania); M.

rebell (Portugal), d" genitalia of 1 eanneli and wing
patterns of both are figured. (P.B.)

233. Viette, P., "Contribution a l’etude des Hepiali-
dae, 4

e note; Description de deux nouveaux genres
sudamericains (Lepid.)" (in French). Rev. Franj.
Ent.. vol.16: pp.52-55, 9 figs. 1 April 1949. Des-
cribes as new DRUCEIELLA (type D. momus ) and PARA-
PIELUS (type P. lutelcornls ) . The type species and
a third, D. metellus . are redescribed and characters
of the palps, genitalia and abdominal sclerites are
figured. (P.B.)

Erratum : In Recent Literature abstract #188 (Lep . News

3: p.70) strike out "genitalia not mentioned". Mr.

Sperry discusses the genitalia in seme detail and I

extend my sincere apologies to him for my error. C.L.R.
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NOTICES BY MEMBERS

SPANISH LEPIDOPTERA for sale or exchange. Want Am-
erican, Indo-Australian, etc. Rhopalocera and Macro-
heterocera. H. Flores & J. Fives, 17 Plaza Lesseps,
Barcelona, SPAIN.

Wanted: Papilionidae of world, especially Archon .

Hypermnestra . Zerynthla . Baronia and Eurycus . Have
for exchange many species of Japanese Rhopalocera.
Yoshio Okada, Yanagida-cho, Saga, Kyoto, JAPAN.

Speyerla dlana (males only) for sale or will ex-
change for tropical Lepidoptera or Coleoptera.
Fresh stock, perfect and caught this season. Theo-
dore Bock, 70 Ehrman Ave., Cincinnati 20, Ohio.

For sale: ECUADORIAN BUTTERFLIES from both slopes
of Andes, collected by William Clark-Macintyre

.

Prices PER 100 for average material as follows:
Papillo - $15.00; Pieridae - $6.00; Ithomidae -

$6.00; Heliconiidae - $8.00; Satyridae - $7.00;
Nymphalidae, common - $6.00; Nymphalidae, uncommon
- $12.00; Lycaenidae & Erycinidae, common - $7.00;
Hesperiidae - $5.00.

Rarer material such as Morpho . Callgo . Brassolis,
and material selected by genus or species - prices
on application. Send for recent price lists. Ad-
vise me of your wants. F. Martin Brown, Fountain
Valley School, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Jorge Kesselring, Caixa Postal 6, Joao Pessoa (Para-

iba), BRAZIL, wishes to exchange, with U.S.A. mem-
bers, Brazilian butterflies for his Lepidopterists 1

Society membership dues.

Butterflies of Florida, Georgia, and the Carolinas
for exchange or sale. H.L. King, 419 Highland Ave.
S.W., Roanoke, Va.

Duplicates for exchange - butterflies from European
Alps, Pyrenees, Lapland, Mediterranean, Atlas Mts.,
N. Africa, Alberta. British moths, also local races
British butterflies. Desiderata - many N. American
spp.

,
chiefly alpine, arctic, desert & Gulf States.

Correspondence welcomed. Colin W. Wyatt, Cobbetts,
Farnham, Surrey, ENGLAND.

Have few pairs of Argema mittrel from Madagascar
for exchange for Papillo specimens, preferably of
Africa or Australia. Have also beetles (Bupresti-
dae and Cetonidae from Madagascar) in exchange for
tropical butterflies.
A. Glanz, 289 E. 98th St., Brooklyn 12, New York.

Wanted: thirty thousand butterflies and moths from
all over the world. Small or large lots. Ben Karp,
3148 Foothill Blvd., La Crescenta, Calif.

Wanted to buy: Dyar's "Classification of Lepidop-
terous Larvae"; Rothschild & Jordan's "A Revision
of the Lepidopterous Family Sphingidae" (Nov. Zool.,

1903); Scudder's "The Butterflies of New England".
Peter Boone, R.F.D. 3, Box #172, Princeton, N.J.

For sale: The " Libra-Mount" ; a double-Riker-type
mount in Book Form. Ruggedly built. Send for des-
criptive leaflet. Will consider exchange for Macro-
Rhopalocera from all parts of the world, especially
Papillo . Morpho . Ornithoptera . etc.
Arthur Gatti, 63 W. 7th St., Mt. Vernon, N.Y.

CALIFORNIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCES DRAWERS for sale.

17 x 19 x 2 l/2 inches, white lined composition bot-
tom, double strength glass top, hand-rubbed clear
lacquer finish, complete with hardware. $6.00 each,

$65.00 doz. Cabinets available. Bio Metal Associ-
ates, P.0. Box 346, Beverly Hills, Calif.

Wanted: BASSWOOD MOUNTING STRIPS in all sizes.
M.E. Cady, 21 Border St., Dedham, Mass.

A complete line of entomological equipment and spe-
cimens is now available: insect boxes, mounting
boards, nets, pins, Rikers, etc., as well as hun-
dreds of species of tropical and N.Am. Lepidoptera.
Price lists sent free upon request. Robert G. Wind,

Rt.l45, Buena Vista, Livermore, Calif.

For sale or exchange - Kansas butterflies and moths,

esp. Papilionidae, Pieridae, Nymphalidae, Hesperi-
idae; Heterocera: Sphingidae, Saturniidae, Arctiidae,

Noctuidae, Catocalinae and Geometridae. Mounted or

papered. William Howe, 822 E.llth St., Ottawa, Kans.

Student entomologists collected in southern Arizona

in August wish to contact persons who will purchase
specimens and thus help cover expenses. The materi-
al will be named and prepared as desired. Rudolf
Mattoni, Div. of Botany, Univ. of Calif., Los Ange-

les 24, Calif.

Would like to exchange butterflies, large moths,
and beetles of the world. Have many duplicates, in-
cluding several thousand from tropics, with full da-
ta. Will be pleased to answer all correspondence.
G.F. Schirmer, 2912 N. 45th St., Milwaukee 10, Wis.

Japanese moths offered in exchange for those of Am-
erica and other countries,- especially Geometridae,
Pyralidae, Sphingidae, and Noctuidae. Prof. Masao
Azuma, Koyo High School, Imazu, Nishinomiya, f(yogo

Pref., JAPAN, or 1644, Rinkeiji, Arima, Kobe, JAPAN.

LIVING MATERIAL

Limited number of cocoons of Platysamla eurvalus . hy-
brid cecropia-euryalus . & columbla-cecropla offered
in exchange for other living pupae, esp. Callosamia
angulifera . Eupackardia calleta . Citheronla regalis .

D.P. Frechin, 1504 N. Lafayette, Bremerton, Wash.

Living cocoons of Indian Saturniid moths for sale.
Please send U.S. Dept. Agric. importation permit
with orders from U.S.A. (see Lep . News 3: P.13).
Remittance must accompany orders.

Attacus edwardsll - 500; A. cvnthia - 120; Actias
selene - 200; Loepa katinka - 200; Saturnia grotei
- 120; Antheraea mvlltta - 400.

Himalayan Butterfly Co., Shillong, Khasi Hills, INDIA.
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THE NEARCTIC BUTTERFLIES- Notice to Collaborators

On the 15th of September I sent out Data Sheets
to all of you whose addresses I had. These sheets
are for the first ten species of Satyridae listed in
McDunnough's Check-list. I know that I missed some
of you. In moving from one office to another in
town and then moving all of my North American mater-
ial out here to my heme laboratory, things got very
much mixed. If you have not received the above Data
Sheets by the end of September PLEASE DROP ME A POST
CARD and I will get yours off to you.

Forty-one percent of the collaborators to whom
I wrote about the Danaidae replied with either posi-
tive or negative information. I hope that this will
be raised considerably now that we are working on
species that are not common!

Hereafter address all correspondence to me at

:

Fountain Valley School, Colorado Springs, Colo.

F. Martin Brown, Coordinating Editor
"The Nearctic Butterflies"

DEALERS IN ENTOMOLOGICAL LITERATURE - SUPPLEMENT

The first list (see Lep . News 3: p.49) was re-
ceived with considerable enthusiasm. Additions
made known to us since then are as follows;

Dulau's Dept., B.H. Blackwell, Ltd., Broad St., Ox-
ford, ENGLAND,

William Dawson & Sons, Ltd., London, ENGLAND. Very
large stock; reasonable prices.

A. Asher & Co., 386 Herengracht, Amsterdam-C, NETH-
ERLANDS. Large stock; prices reasonable.

Fred J. Pierce, Winthrop, Iowa, U.S.A.

Stechert-Hafner, Inc., 31 E. 10th St., New York 3,
N.Y., U.S.A. Specializes in importing books.

John Johnson, P.0. Box 248, Mt. Vernon, N.Y., U.S.A.
Occasional lists of papers.

Bernard Quaritch Ltd., 11 Grafton St., New Bond St.,

London, W.l, ENGLAND. Large stock; prices high.

The long-awaited "Revision of the North Ameri-
can Species of the Genus Euplthecla" „ by Dr. James
H. McDunnough, has now been published and will be

reviewed in the next issue of the Lep . News . It

includes 145 species of Eupithecia alone!

The future library of the Lepidopterists' Soci-

ety already has a number of reprints and volumes of

journals. We acknowledge gratefully some recent ac-
quisitions. Peter F. Bellinger has presented a fine

bound copy, apparently the author's private copy, of
J.W. Weidemeyer's "Catalogue of North American But-
terflies" (1864) • Through the intercession of Dr.

A. Diakonoff, the authorities of the Zoologisch Mus-

eum en Plantentuin, Buitenzorg, Java, have presented
a set of the papers on Lepidoptera which have ap-
peared in Treubia . Several Society members in many
parts of the world have sent substantial sets of

their own papers on Lepidoptera.
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The Annual List of Members of the Lepidopterists'
Society is being nailed with the present Issue of
the Lep . News . It is complete as of October 25th
and is timed to be distributed as the main exchange
season begins. It will greatly aid the Society if
members will glance through the List and drop a note
to each correspondent not yet a member or send us a

list of their names and addresses.

Participation in the North American field season

summary for 1949 is earnestly solicited from all col-
lectors on the continent who were in the field dur-
ing the year. Dr. Munroe, coordinator for Area 7,

wrote to the Lep . News editor of the response in his

area for 1948: "I imagine that the other coordina-
tors encountered the same difficulty that I did,

namely, a reluctance on the part of collectors to
believe that their own contributions to the summary

might be important. I think part of this reluctance
has been due to a mistaken belief that it is neces-
sarily records of rarities or local 'specialties*

that are likely to be of greatest interest. You
know, of course, that the contrary is in fact the

case, and that information relating to common spe-

cies is not only most likely to be comparable from

place to place and from year to year, but will also

have the greatest statistical significance. There

is the added consideration that common species are

recognized by the beginner as well as by the expert,

so that the range of observers is increased."

As usual, no numbers of the Lep . News are issued

for July through September.

THE LEPIDOPTERISTS* NEWS
The monthly periodical of the Lepidopterists* Society

Membership is open to all persons interested in any
aspect of the study of butterflies and moths. The
1949 dues, including subscription to the NEWS, are
$2.00 for Regular Membership and $4.00 or more for
Sustaining Membership. Please make remittances pay-
able to Charles L. Remington . Price for Vol. 2 is
$2.00. No complete sets of Vol. 1 are available.
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THE FIELD SEASON SUMMARY OF NORTH AMERICAN LEPIDOPTERA FOR 1949

The summary for the 1949 season is the most in-

teresting compiled thus far, for several reasons.

First, this was a year of great migrations. Second,

the effects from the severe blizzards of the past

winter could be examined to some degree. Third, an

unparalleled summer drought in the northeastern re-

gion permitted an analysis of the early results of

such a climatic condition. Finally, the reports

prepared by individuals in the field totaled many

more than ever before; 77 such reports, added to the

observations of the 9 Area coordinators, give a sig-

nificantly extensive coverage of North American
field conditions. The progression of reports for

the three years was: 1947 - 49(+5); 1948 - 54

(

+ 8);

1949 - 77 (+9). More important than the improved

numbers this year is the frequent presence of com-

parisons with other seasons.

1. MIGRATIONS

One of the largest-scale migrations of Vanessa

cardui in the memory of living collectors character-

ized 1949. Sugden, Woodbury, and Gillette (1947)

reported 1930, 1931, 1935, 1941, and 1945 as years

of migration in Utah. Williams (1930) showed the

early years of tremendous flights to have been 1865

and 1884 in the East and 1884, 1901, 1914, and 1924

in the West. If a periodicity exists, it is not

readily seen in these data. However, there has cer-

tainly never before been reporting as extensive as

that in the following summaries, and this accurate

gauge may begin to show some form when a few more

of these annual summaries have appeared. In 1949
great flights of V. cardui were seen in California,

Utah, Colorado, Ontario, and northern Quebec. Very

unusual abundance but no obvious migrations were re-
ported for New Mexico, Washington, British Columbia,
Saskatchewan, Missouri, Ohio, Connecticut, Massachu-
setts, New Hampshire, Maine, Quebec, and Newfound-
land. Only in the southeastern States was there no

great increase in numbers. A particularly remark-
able phenomenon was the heavy southward flight of

V. cardui in southern Ontario, reported by Henson.

This was a year of great abundance for Celerio

lineata in California, and rather large numbers ap-

peared in many western localities. Phlegethontius

sextus in Illinois and P. 5-maculatus in Quebec were

far more numerous than usual. Large migrating
flights of Danaus plexippus were seen in Illinois,
Michigan, Maryland, and Virginia, and of Phoebls
sennae in Maryland and Alabama. This year no migra-
tory activity was reported for Libvtheana bachmanii .

Nymphalis califomlca . or Neorhasia menapia .

2. EXTREME WEATHER

Neither the blizzards which raged over the North-
west, the Great Basin, and the Great Plains last
winter nor the record-breaking drought which worried
the Northeast had any very noticeable effects on the
Lepidoptera . The few allusions to deleterious re-
sults of these weather events seem to the writer to
indicate involuntary attempts to see effects, merely
because one would expect them. Possibly some defin-
ite results of the drought in the East will be ap-
parent during the 1950 season.

Div Insssts

|j g, "Sat. Mu*
^8'

Map of Season Summary Zones

The 1949 season in the Southwest was apparently
poor; however, the reporting was so scanty (weakest
response in the three years) that the situation is
obscure except for the southern California coast and
the Santa Rita Mts. All other Areas had their best
response this year and all reported rather average
conditions. The coverage for the Central and North-
east was excellent, and for the southern part of the
Rocky Mts. it was very good. States entirely absent
this year were Idaho, Montana, the Dakotas, Nebraska.,

Iowa, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee,
West Virginia, Delaware, and Rhode Island. Reports
from Canada were few but came from every Province
(except P.E.I.).

C.L. Remington
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by B.H. Weber, Burbank, California
and Lloyd M. Martin, Los Angeles, California

CALIFORNIA

The 1949 year was another of our unseasonal ones
in southern California. In the late fall of 1948
there were early rains followed by a hard freeze, as
low as 19° F, in the San Fernando Valley. Then, of
all things, SNCW from the Pacific Ocean east to the
desert. All elevations above 5,000 feet had snow
until April. This led us to believe that a good
spring season was due. However, on the desert a

drying wind developed and this, combined with a lack
of the usual spring rains, ruined the spring collect-
ing in the coastal areas from Santa Ana in the south
to Santa Barbara in the north and from Santa Monica
in the west to the Mojave in the east. All the best
collecting was done in the outlying areas. The sum-
mer collecting was generally poor. The season was
delayed from one to three weeks in the high eleva-
tions and from no lag to one week in the low areas.
This was one year when you had to be in the exact
area at a specific time to get good collecting.
This required weekly excursions and diligent search-
ing; the butterflies were out in good numbers when
one found them, but the finding was the hard part,

SAN DIEGO REGION. Thorne' 3 report for this area
is so thorough that it is given here almost unmodi-
fied. In spite of an unusually cold winter, the

1949 season was not much later than normal. Euphy-

drvas editha was abundant by March 10, which corres-
ponds with previous peak records from March 9 to 18.
In exceptional years it flies in February. Philotes
sonorensls flew in March, somewhat later than nor-
mal. Worn females were still on the wing March 30
in coastal areas. E. chalcedona appeared on April

10, about normal. Speyerla coronls males were taken
June 19 in the Lagunas, about average. Normal rain-
fall more than offset the effects of cold and most
nymphalids were well above average in abundance.
Sample counts of larvae on Plantago in a good colony
of E. editha on February 16 at Otay showed 28 and 29
on two measured square yards. This would represent
a population as high as 140,000 larvae per acre, but,
of course, the caterpillars were not continuous over
such an area. Over 1000 eggs of Euphydryas chalce-

dona (very conservative estimate) were taken from a
single Scrophularla callfornlca plant on May 22.
Larvae of Chlosvne callfornlca were present by the
hundreds on June 15. Melltaea leanira was the most
abundant I have ever seen it here. They appeared
May 7, then again June 18, indicating a double brood.

During the emergence period of Speyerla calliope ,

we had 0.80 inches of rain which came as a drizzle
for a whole week. This had no effect on the emer-
gence. Nathalls lole . relatively rare here, was
seen from one end of the county to the other and
was numerous on June 15. Lycaenids were below nor-
mal, especially the Theclini, although Tharsalea
hermes was as abundant as it was in the early 1930s.
A single egg of this species hatched on March 16 un-
der field conditions; mature larvae were found May

24. Phoebis sennae was the only species adversely
affected by the cold winter. Agraulls vanillae was
still on the wing December 6.

Briefly summarized, the winter was unusually
cold but emergences were delayed only a few days.

There were practically no adverse effects from tem-
peratures below freezing. Normal rainfall encour-
aged most Nymphalidae and Papilionoidea, but Lycaen-
idae and Hesperiidae were below normal.

MOJAVE, COLORADO, AND BORREGO DESERT REGION. In
general these outlying areas were above normal due
to the heavy snowfall and rain early in the season,
in the vicinity of Palm Springs and Twenty-Nine
Palms . Thorne wrote: "Due to unusual rains in the
desert, one of the best wild flower displays in
years occurred. Vanessa cardui and Celerlo llneata
larvae appeared in immense numbers and cardui adults
to the extent of 2 or 3 thousand were seen on one
patch of damp sand at Little Borrego on April 12.
This was not a migration, since they were breeding
there. Later on, these may have migrated, since eve-
ry shady spot that afternoon had 20 or 30 Painted
Ladies and pressure of population must have been
terrific." Near Palmdale and Little Rock, the Mo-
jave suffered from the dry winds and was almost
sterile by collecting standards. In early April
Parker found Apodemla mormo . Callophrys dumetorum .

and Vanessa cardui abundant, but the many other usu-
al species were far below normal. Whitman took Chlo-

syne lacinia in the Borrego and Friday took numbers
of Melitaea chara in the Palm Springs area in March.
All over the desert areas Vanessa cardui were swarm-
ing. Nathalls lole and Eurema nlclppe were very
common. Weber took great numbers of Anthocharis ce-

thura . Plerls slsymbrll . and Papillo rudkini in the
Twenty-Nine Palms area in mid-March. A. cethura was
common in the Providence Mountains just north of
Essex near the Nevada line, as was rudkini in mid-
April, three weeks later than usual. Euchloe creusa
was scarce in comparison with 1948. Evans and Par-
ker found Philotes sonorensls much more abundant at
Azusa than in 1948. Miller noted incredible numbers
of Collas eurytheme near Blyth September 18.

SOUTH-CENTRAL COASTAL REGION. May and early
June were cloudy and rainy in the Santa Barbara to
Santa Cruz areas, but the author found two new colo-
nies of Speyerla eglels near King City; Zerene eury-

dlce was common here at that time. A few of the

rare Papillo lndra pergamus were taken in the Ban-
ning area in late June and in May on the Mt. Wilson
road, where they were feeding on roadside thistle.
Parker reported Euphydryas chalcedona . Strymon sae-
plum . Plebelus acrnon, Papillo rutulus . and P. eury-

medon extremely numerous in the Malibu Hills June 5»
at the same time he found Tharsalea arota . LlmenitlB
bredowll . Speyerla callippe . Melltaea leanira . M.

gabbll . Phyclodes mylltta, and Anthocharis sara nume-
rous as usual. In Los Angeles S. saeplum . S. adeno-

stomatis, S. mellnus . A. mormo . Lycaenopsls pseudar-

glolus . and Ochlodes nemorum were common in June.
On the Ridge Route T. arota . P. acmon. P. melissa,
Mlnols sllvestrls . S. callippe . and S. coronls were
numerous. But at 7000', in the San Bernardino Mts.,

August 10, butterflies were below average numbers,
only Zerene eurydice appearing in fair abundance.

No reports were received from the central val-
leys, the San Francisco region, the High Sierras,
or northern California.
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NEVADA

Speyerla coronls (all d&) was just emerging on
Mt. Charleston on July 4. Papllio rutulus was com-
mon, as were Plebelus Icarloides and Coenonympha
ochracea . Limenltls weidemeyerll nevadae was in
much better condition than at the same time in 1948
indicating that they were slightly later this year.

ARIZONA

The early July rains in southern Arizona brought
excellent results for the collectors from southern
California who ventured into the old collecting ter-
ritory of several early entomologists.

On July 2 the Prestons and Weber found the Flag-
staff area very wet; there was good collecting in
Oak Canyon between the showers. Speyeria atlantis
was rare at this time, although the conditions in-
dicated its season was ending. Minols alope was
common in an apple orchard. The rainy season was
three weeks early this year and started June 26.

The White Mountains were almost duds this year.
Not a Speyeria was seen July 6, but Coenonympha och-

racea and Colias alexandra were common at this time.

Both butterflies and moths were out in numbers
by July 30. Krlcogonla lyside was very plentiful,
feeding upon Mesquite blossoms from Covered Wells
to the Baboquavari Mts. In Elkhom Ranch Canyon on
the east side of the Baboquavaris, Papilio cresphon-

tes was seen in numbers, as were P. philenor . Eurema
mextcana . E. bolsduvallana . Danaus berenice . Astero-

campa celtis . A. lellia . A. clyton . Apyrrothrix ar-

axes, and Antigonus pulverulenta . One 9 Papllio lv-

cophron pallas was caught, the second record of this
species In the United States (Freeman recorded one

from Brownsville, Texas). Three <35* were seen but
were impossible to get; they resemble philenor in
flight and were flying very high.

Fran August 13 to 28, in Madera Canyon, Santa
Rita Mts., the moths and butterflies were out in

good numbers. Reid took a Megathymus ursus and a
Xylophanes falco along with many other rare species.
Ford took Papilio multicaudata . P. philenor . Eurema
gundlachia . E. proterpla . E. nlelppe . E. boisduval-

lana . Mestra amymone . Melitaea thekla, Limenltls
astyanax . L. archippus . L. bredowil . Vanessa cardul .

Llbytheana bachmanli . Chloldes albofasclatus . Urban-
us dorantes . Atlides halesus . Strymon columella , and
several others. Dickson also took a Hellconlus cha-

rlthonla . Gyrocheilus trltonia was very common the
first week in September. The moths in Madera Canyon
were not as plentiful as in seasons past. However,
many good things were taken. Svntomelda hampsonll .

Bertholdla trigona . Antaplaga comstockl . and Miraca-
vera brllllans were taken sparingly, whereas Lvthro-
des radlatus . Chrysoecla sclra . Grotella soror . and
B. binda were commoner than before. Several wings of
Eacles imperlalls were found in a mine tunnel where
bats had brought the moths to feed upon them. No
lmperialls have been taken in the past.

The collecting season had been about two weeks
early, due to the rains that started in the first
week of July and continued to August LI. During a
two weeks® stay we had only one good rain, of about

0.75 inch in 15 minutes at 6,000 ft. elevation. In
early September the rains started again and continu-
ed through the month. Thorne found the Canyon poor
Oct.17-21, a rainstorm on the 16th apparently ter-
minating the season abruptly.

In these desert islands (as we call these moun-
tain ranges that are surrounded by desert) many
plants occur that are of a tropical nature, and are
kept alive by the heavy summer rains. This in turn
produces a vast amount of insects that emerge during
or just at the close of the rains. So far, from
this one canyon alone we have recorded over 100 spe-
cies of butterflies and close to 600 species of
moths, with many hundreds of species of moths yet
to mount and determine.

Around Yuma, March 19-20, only Vanessa cardul
and Plerls protodice were found.

Contributors! J.L. Creelman; W.H. Evans; R.J. Ford;
G.F. Miller; D.E. Parker; F.T. Thorne.

2. NORTHWEST- OREGON, WASHINGTON, IDAHO, BRITISH COLUMBIA

by John C. Eopfinger
Brewster, Washington

OREGON

From Oregon we have the detailed report of Prof.
Macy, of Portland. "There was a cold winter in Ore-
gon which froze petunias and geraniums which stay
out without injury in the Willamette valley some
years. There was sane snow. It appeared that a

late spring was in the making and early growth was
retarded but a very warm two weeks at the end of
February and favorable weather later produced emer-
gence of late spring species as much as three weeks
early. Toads bred a full month ahead of time in
the high Cascade lakes, observed by the writer and

substantiated by the Biologists of the State Game

Commission. Altogether the weather wa3 excellent
with very moderate amount of rain in the spring, and

as usual, almost none in the summer. Not as much
cloudiness as usual during the butterfly season,"

"Very few Papllio zelicaon were seen, believed
to be a reduction in population. P. rutulus and P.

eurymedon were in good numbers in mountains of both
northern and southern Oregon. In the Siskiyou Mts.

of southern Oregon both species were abundant but
ragged by the 3rd of July." Parnassius clodiua
(late May) and Euchloe sara were in usual abundance
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in the Cascade Mts. near Portland. Collas eurytheme
was very scarce in the Willamette valley as usual.
C . chrvsomelas in good condition were caught in 2

days of collecting in the mountains of southern Ore-
gon. The first Danaus plexlppus in several years
was seen flying slowly about in Willamette valley
near McMinnville on May 17; it was worn and dull and
may have been an arrival from the south. Another
fresh specimen was seen in the same place in mid-
July. Coenonvmpha ampelos was only moderately com-
mon in the northwestern Willamette valley. Although
it seldom fluctuates much in population, it was down
considerably from its peak year of 1947, when Macy
caught about a hundred in four hours collecting.
Three worn Oeneis nevadensis were taken in the moun-
tains of southern Oregon on July 2 and 3; no others
were seen during the year. Speveria calllppe . fresh
in July at elevations of from 4000' to 6000*

,
was

locally abundant in eastern Oregon around Bend. S.

hydaspe was abundant locally in the mountains of
southern Oregon, and seme were still fresh July 3
and 4. S. cvbele leto was rare; only one was taken
in eastern Oregon, and several in the coastal mts.;

3 females were caught in August, as the thistles be-
gan to bloom. Boloria eplthore was found in abun-
dance in one locality in the coastal mts., in early
May, just emerging. Euphvdryas colon was rather
abundant in swampy areas near Cascade Lakes. E. nu-

bigena occurred in less numbers than colon at Davis
Lake, central Oregon. Melltaea hoffmanni was fairly
common at one place in the mountains of southern
Oregon at around 4500' ; most were worn by early Ju-
ly. Nvmphalis califomiea was scarce; only two were
caught in the Cascades, and none were seen elsewhere.
One N. mllbertl was seen and one fresh N. antlopa
was caught in early July. Neither was seen west of
the Cascades. Two Vanessa atalanta were seen near
McMinnville; none elsewhere. V. cardul was abundant
everywhere and was a nuisance in collecting. The

larvae were abundant on thistle. The first, worn
specimens appeared at McMinnville on May 13. No
adults or larvae of V. carve were seen. As usual,
Li rneni ti a lorquinl was generally not common in
northern Oregon. It was found in some numbers in
one swamp in the mountains of southern Oregon. Only
two Lvcaena mariposa were caught, near Black Butte
in the Cascades. L. helloides and L. edltha were

fairly common in parts of eastern Oregon. Plebeius

anna was locally abundant in swamps in south and
eastern Oregon. P. saeplolus was in very moderate

abundance. Only a few P. acmon were seen. The for-

mer has disappeared from its former haunts in places

in the eastern foothills of the coastal mts., per-

haps due to heavy sheep grazing. Lvcaenopsis pseud-

argiolus and Glaucopsyehe lygdamus were abundant in

early spring in the mountains. Nothing unusual in

skippers was seen.

WASHINGTON

WALLA WALLA REGION. How the weather affected
the moth population in southeastern Washington is

shown by the report from Cook, of Walla Walla. "The

season of 1949 started with one of the most severe

winters on record. The spring was rather late in

starting, but most species of phalaenids were about
on their usual schedule before June 1. Following
the cold winter came an unusually dry spring and

slimmer, which affected many multi-brooded species.
"Phalaenids more abundant this year than in 1948

included Euxoa ollvia . sponsa messoria . tessellata .

atomarls ; Agrotis venerabllls . Protogygia lagena .

Scotogramma trlfolii . Platyperigea extima . Hellothls
phloxiphaga and Autographs brasslcae . The Euxoa

s

returned to at least normal abundance following the
heavy reduction in 1948, and the first brood of P.
extima was the heaviest I have captured. These spe-
cies are all normally abundant in this area, and
were not seriously affected by the cold winter or
dry summer,

"Phalaenids definitely less abundant than normal
included Euxoa septentrlonalls . Feltla ducens . Rhvn-
cagrotls exsertlstigma . Lacinipolla stricta . L. rec-
tilinea . Xylomiges curialis . Orthosia hlbiscl . Leu-

canla farcta (of whl ch the summer brood was greatly
reduced). Septis cuculliformls . S. cinefacta . Oligla
indirecta

,
Stibadlum spumosum . Heliothis obsolete .

Schinla sexplagiata . Autographa califomiea and Hy-

pena humuli . H. obsolete, the com earworm, was so
nearly exterminated by the winter weather that no
control measures were used around Walla Walla, and
no reports of infested corn ears were received.
Most of the species in this group are of more south-
ern distribution or pass the winter as pupae or
adults.

"A point of interest concerns the activities of
Vanessa cardui in this area. The spring migration
from the south was not particularly noticeable, but
the following brood, which developed on Amslnckia
in wheat fields, was very abundant, and the marching
larvae caused considerable comment. This is not the
normal host in this area, but the larvae were con-
fined to this weed, and cleaned it out of many wheat
fields. The following brood of butterflies was very
abundant."

BREWSTER REGION, The winter of 1948-49 was very
severe, with deep snows and temperatures well below
zero for weeks at a time. The snow disappeared on
the river levels about the middle of March, and the

first moths showed up at light on March 19. About
the middle of April, right on time, the first butter-
flies were out. Callophrys sheridani . always scarce,

showed in some numbers, 5 being taken the first day
out. Several C. afflnis . and 2 Paplllo zellcaon al-
so were found at that date. Late in April it turned
cold, and a hard frost killed tomato plants. May 5,

along the Columbia 3 P. indra were seen.

In greater numbers than for many years were? Cal-

lophrys afflnis ; Euchloe ausonides . Euphvdryas ani-

cla ; Mltoura splnetorum (mid-May); Phvclodes mylltta ;

and the Catocala spp. About average were; Papillo
daunus ; Euchloe creusa ; Phaedrotes piasus : Glaueo-

psyche lygdamus : Plebeius acmon : P. montis; P. mel-

issa (dt? early June at Alta Lake); Lvcaena heteronea
(ditto)

;
L. helloides : Minols oetus (pale arid form )

:

Coenonympha elko : Erebia epipsodea (mid-June at
5000* ): Boloria eplthore (ditto)

;

Polygonla spp. &
Nvmphalis mllbertl (ditto, hlbernators) : St'rymon

saepium . titus, and acadica in late June (Alta Lake);

Speyerla cybele leto . zerene . coronis (along Methow
River in early July) ;

S. hydaspe : S. mormonla (July

30-2 weeks earlier than 1948) ; S. atlantls . Very
much reduced this year were: Melltaea sterope : Min-

ols paulus : M. baronl : Erebia vidleri : Oeneis chryx-

us; Collas interior : C. edwardsii : Polygonla spp,
Oeneis nevadensis was absent this year as expected;
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it swarms in alternate years and is due in 1950.
Nvmphalis ealifornlca is still at a low ebb after
the outbreak of 3 years ago, when they swarmed all
over the country. Papilio rutulus and P. eurymedon
continued the downward trend of the last 5 years.
P. oregonla . a D.D.T. victim, was fairly numerous
in spring but almost absent in later broods. A

long-tailed P. lndra ("pergamus"), seen very rarely
here, was taken at Alta Lake in late June. Pseud

o

-

hazis larvae, usually abundant in greasewood, were
absent.

Llmenltis archlppus was common here in 1914-21,
but since 1921 I had seen exactly 3, a d* I took and

2 55 I left for seed. On Aug. 29 of 1949, my neigh-
bor Galbraith brought me 5 9$ and 2 cSf all in good
condition, taken right around his house. He also
brought a ragged specimen at the same time which is

either a melanic or a hybrid lorquini x archlppus
(loraulni is fairly common here)

.

Apparently new State records were Lvcaena marl-

posa (10 taken in Ferry Co., July 7) and Polltes
themlstocles (on my lawn).

PUGET SOUND REGION. From Seattle, Johnston,
the famous collector of moths in all sizes, wrote!
"On the whole, conditions were excellent. On two
nights moths kept coming to the gasoline lanterns
until daylight. Each time some 400 specimens were
secured." Collections were made in eastern and
western Washington and Oregon. "I have just start-
ed the job of mounting the summer’s take, so cannot
give details as to the species taken, dates secured,
etc., as there are about 10,000 specimens of butter-
flies, macros, and micros to handle. I will be

lucky to get it done by the time next year’s collec-
ting starts."

From that tireless collector, Frechin of Bremer-
ton, comes the followings "Weather conditions ap-
parently played an important part in the compara-
tively excellent collecting conditions in the early
spring, and the very poor collecting encountered in

the summer and autumn. A very dry period extending
from late spring well into summer had a pronounced
effect on the number of butterflies found." The
following species were found in numbers well above
normal! Anthocharis sara ; Boloria epithore : Strymon
mellnus ; Inclsalla iroldes ; Proteides clarus ; Thory-

bes pylades ; Pyrgu3 rural!

s

; Erynnis perslus ; E.

propertius ; Carterocephalus palaemon s Ochlodes syl-

vanoideg ; Pollies sonora; Atrytone rurlcola ; Papilio
rutulus ; and P. eurymedon . Inclsalla polios had
the best season I have ever recorded. Euphvdrvas
editha . as usual, appeared by the thousands on Ten-
ino Prairie.

The following species appeared in very small
numbers: Colias occldentalis ; Parnassius clodius s

Pieris napl ; Minois alope : Phyciodes mylltta s P.

campestrls ! all Polygonia ; Nymphalls californica ;

N. mllberti : Plebeius icarioldes : and Mltoura nel-

son! . Several species were not even seen, includ-
ing Papilio zellcaon . Neophasla menapla . Euphydryas
colon . Nymphalis antiopa . Mitoura j ohnsonl . Pollt-

es mardon . Strymon titus . Speveria cybele was al-
most nonexistent at the type district; logging op-
erations are probably prime factors in this scarc-
ity. Notable captures and new records for western

2. NORTHWEST - cont.

Washington include the following: Speveria zerene ;

Hesperia hulblrtl (one taken at sea level)
;
H. har-

palus and Amblysclrtes vialls (Mason Co.); Hesperia
juba (one near Camp Spelman) ; Erynnis propertius
(common after many years’ absence). All other di-
urnals endemic to the Puget Basin appeared in nor-
mal numbers. Moth collecting was very good. Seve-
ral Platysamla eurvalus were taken, using cecro-
pla 55 as an attractant. Smerlnthus cerisvl had a

very good year. A colony of Hemaris diffinis was
found in Mason County. Pseudohazis "eglanterlna".

usually rare, appeared in moderate numbers.
The islands of Puget Sound are of great inter-

est to the collector, and we have a report from
Mrs. Henriksen of Orcas Island. She found that
collecting began about the usual time, on April 14
with the first Inclsalla eryphon and Strymon melln-

us of the season, both very scarce. More plentiful
than last year were: Phyciodes mylltta : Speyerla
hydaspe s Vanessa cardui t and Platvsamia euryalus

(30 at light). Much reduced from 1948 were: Spey-

er!a zerene; Nvmphalis mllberti ! Vanessa carve

(swarmed in '47 and *A8): V. atalanta (absent) : Ll-

menltis lorquini : Parnassius clodius ; Oenels neva-

densis (none found) ; Neophasla menapla (still de-
clining) ; Arctla cala : White Satin Moth (millions

on silver maples in ’47 and '48; none in *49).

About as usual were: Papilio rutulus and eurymedon
(abundant)

;
P. zellcaon (rare): Inclsalla iroldes

(scarce) ; Coenonvmpha ampelos (common) : Anthocharis
sara (common); the Blues (not common) ; Polygonia spp.

(numerous)
;
Nvmphalis antiopa (ditto); Pseudohazis

" eglanterlna " (very abundant): Hemaris difflnl3 (com-

mon) ;
Smerlnthus cerisvl (ditto) . One Catocala re-

licts (Sept.145 Mt. Vernon) and a Celerlo intermedia
were taken. Only 3 C. lineata were taken in 2 years.

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Vancouver Island has many interesting species,

and we are fortunate to have Guppy, of Wellington,

to tell us about his experiences in that locality.

He says: "Except for Sphingidae the season was bet-

ter than average. Extreme earliness of all species,

both moths and butterflies, was noticeable. A few

specific dates recorded follow, with '48 dates in

parentheses: Lvcaena helloldes May 17 (about June l);

Llmenltis lorquini May 30 (June 20) ;
Speveria zer-

ene June 18 (June 26) ; Minois alope July 3 (about

Aug. l). Weather conditions: the winter was very
unusual. Cold dry weather prevailed from late De-

cember until about February 20. This is in contrast

to the usual Pacific winter in which mild wet weath-

er predominates. After February 20, the weather
improved with extreme rapidity. Spring was early,

dry and warm. The summer was cooler and wetter
than normal, but better than *48."

"Following are most noticeable changes in but-

terfly populations. Papilio rutulus and P . euryme-

don continue plentiful. Rutulus most particularly

is increasing in numbers. In *47 eurymedon was by
far the most plentiful. Last year both species

were seen in about equal numbers. During '49 rutu-

lus easily outnumbered eurymedon." A fair number
of P. zellcaon (hitherto nearly absent) were seen
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here in fresh condition, though on the west coast
of the Island it appears much commoner than rutulus
or eurvmedon . Parnassius clodius showed extraordin-
ary increase in numbers; during 1949 it abounded
everywhere. Neophasia menapia . as recorded in the
last Summary, is slowly coming back after nearly
disappearing; in 1949 several specimens were taken,
the first since 1945. After being sparsely common
in 1948, Oenels nevadensls vanished again; as far
as Rhopalocera were concerned, this was the only
disappointing feature of a satisfactory season.
Bolorla epithore shows exactly the same trend as
Parnassius . Polvgonla satvrus was common as usual;
P. oreas showed a marked increase; P. faunus and P.

zephvrus were found to be common in the mountains,
where it may have been so all along.

Vanessa cardui was probably the most noteworthy
feature of the 1949 season. It appeared in large
numbers in the late spring (all worn specimens).
They were definitely not here in the fall of 1948,
and Guppy had seldom seen this species here before.
Reproduction was evidently very successful, the
webs of the larvae on thistles were noticed on all
collecting trips. The new generation appeared in
late July and fresh specimens were common during the
remainder of the season.

Hesperiidae appeared on the increase. In par-
ticular, Ervnnis Propertius . P. persius . and Pvrgus
ruralis were seen and taken frequently. Two speci-

2. NORTHWEST - cont.

mens of Carterocephalus palaemon were taken. These
appear to have wandered north of their usual haunts
and are not common anywhere on the Island.

Sphingidae were a failure. The Celerios I have
not seen for years. Hemarls diffinis, usually com-
mon, was scarce. Smerlnthus cerlsvi . abundant last
year, fell off badly. Telea Polyphemus is still on
the increase, though not common. Two Platvsamia
were taken, the first seen in many years. The usual
common species, Isia isabella . Halisldota maculata

f

Hyphantrla textor . and Dlacrlsla virginlca
,
conti-

nue abundant, the last named nearly reaching pest
proportions. Halisldota argentata . usually common,
was scarce. Phalaenidae were also plentiful, espec-
ially early species. Noticeable in April were Dar-

glda proclncta . Eplcnaptera amerlcana . Behrensla
conchiformis . Acerra normalls : Xyjjsqa SUXYlqajLUlS
has increased and completely replaced X. cineritla
and X. nupera . which were at one time more common.
Of the later moths, Autographs ampla and A. corrus-

ca have increased at the expense of callfornlca .

which were plentiful during 1948.

No report was received from Idaho.

Contributors: A. Anderson; W.C. Cook; D.P. Frechin;
R. Guppy; Mrs. Emily Henriksen; E.C. Johnston; R.W.
Macy.

3. ROCKY MOUNTAINS - NEW MEXICO, UTAH, TO ALBERTA

by J. Donald Eff
Boulder, Colorado

In considering a summary for this area, strung
out as it is along the backbone of the Rockies,
one must reflect not only upon the diversity of the
terrain included, but also upon the wide range of
botanical relationship to the various species and
upon the constant changes in weather and their im-
mediate effect upon the cycles of the various spe-
cies. In this, the third report for this Area, it
has already become apparent that the over-all Lepid-
optera conditions have been, and probably will con-
tinue to be, exceedingly 3potty. Collectors who
have lived and collected in the mountains realize
the difference in weather possible in different lo-
calities only a few miles apart, such as on the east
and west sides of a mountain range or in adjacent
valleys. This checker-boarding of similar mountain
localities, with sufficient rainfall in some spots
while others suffer from lack of it, seems to bear
a direct relationship from year to year with the
quantity and variety of species found in any one
collecting area.

Most readers will recall the severe blizzards
and winter of 1948-49 that hit hard at western Ne-
braska, Nevada, Utah, and Colorado. This apparently
was a factor in collecting conditions for 1949 and
may be the reason that the papilioes from northern
Wyoming seemed to run smaller in size than is usual.
However, there were many places in this area where
collecting was excellent or at least improved.
Spring species arrived about on time, even a few
days early In a couple of places, and in the min

collecting was excellent. Standard, in New Mexico,
reports a wet summer, but Colorado had its rainfall
in early June, followed by a dry summer and an even
drier fall season featuring beautiful days and lasted
long enough to produce the oddity of people picnick-
ing in the mountains on New Year's Day, certainly
unusual here on the "Rooftop of the Nation".

In an Area like this, which is chiefly rugged

terrain, human factors play but little part In the

lives of Lepidoptera, as compared with orchard re-
gions where DDT has entered the picture. Montana
suffered somewhat from forest fires, but the rest
of the Area had better luck. Locally, an explosion
has set fire to, and may wipe out a huge peat bog
at Caribou, a newly found and apparently excellent
collecting spot. Overcollecting seems to have re-
duced seri ously the numbers of Boloria frigga on

the famous Tolland Bog.

From all points in this Area come reports to
coincide with those from other regions relative to
the great abundance of Vanessa cardui and Celerio
lineata; and Danaus plexlppus . usually a rather un-
common sight throughout the Rockies, has been ob-

served in greatly increased numbers.

Here, the bulk of the V. cardui were observed in
April, although still abundant at higher altitudes,
including the alpine zone, at later dates. On the
28th of April Gordon Snow, a local resident, called
Dr. Hugo Rodeck at the University of Colorado Museum
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about apparent migrations of this insect. Unfor-
tunately neither Dr. Rodeck nor I was able to get
there at the time to observe the actions, but Snow
noted that at approximately 2: 10 p.m. that day one
swarm about 10 feet wide and 30 feet long and about

3 feet thick went by, flying rather close to the

ground between houses, and heading south directly
into the wind. The flock maintained its formation
quite well. At 2; 30 p.m. another and larger group,

approximately 50 feet square, was observed, and
thereafter many smaller groups until shortly after

3 p.m. when a stronger wind sprang up and put an
end to the flights. I went over to observe shortly
after 4 p.m. and the place was covered with thou-
sands of specimens, but flying here and there with
no apparent purpose. Minor, in western Colorado,
in a splendidly written report, observed that the

same was true in Grand Valley. His observations
were over a longer period of time, planned to deter-
mine if they were migrants, but he could reach no
definite conclusion. To use his words: "Some days
they would flutter leisurely about the flowers and
bushes, flitting about in all directions and going
nowhere in particular. On other days great swarms
of them would wing swiftly past, flying just a few

inches above the ground, coming from the south-east
and heading north-west. On still other days the di-
rection would be reversed. The fact that the Colo-
rado River flews through the Grand Valley roughly
from south-east to north-west, and that the air cur-
rents generally follow the course of the river, may
have something to do with the direction of the

flights." One thing on which all who reported the

excessive abundance of V. cardui agree is the fact
that the greatest number appeared during April,
reached their peak by the last of the month or the
first week of May, and from then on declined some-
what in number.

Celerlo lineata . while not approaching the num-
bers of cardui, was very common and quite evenly
distributed.

In ALBERTA, Bowman, the only collector from
that area, was handicapped by illness. However, a

terrific storm apparently played havoc with Lepid-
optera the last of July as almost nothing appeared
in August. This was followed by a severe frost the

first of September. He found it the worst year he

has ever experienced.

No definite records for MONTANA were received.

In WYOMING, Downey reported the season slightly
ahead of an average year. He found the Fapilios of
smaller size than usual. His observations with
regard to D. plexlppus and C. lineata agreed well
with those of the others. Also he noted that the

Catocalas were not as plentiful as usual, and that
the same was true of the Speyerias. Glasgow report-
ed that what little collecting he did seemed to in-
dicate a very poor season around Daniel.

The only records of UTAH Lepidoptera were from
Lauck who travelled the length of the State by auto
during the last two weeks of June. He believes

that much of his poor collecting may be attributed
to the late opening of the season, a result of the
extremely cold winter. He reported the collecting
fair at Bryce Canyon, especially for Pierls . Phycl-

odes, Melitaea . and Anthocharis . and very poor at
Zion Canyon where things were dry. Snow prevented
collecting, except of swarms of Vanessa cardui . in
the Kaibab Forest on the North Rim of the Grand Can-
yon, but enroute to the South Rim, at the border of
the Kaibab, he found Minois meadll plentiful.

In COLORADO, Rodeck collected again in the Dino-
saur National Park in the N.W. corner of the State.
He found that area experienced a good spring and
then a dry summer and this resulted in an advance-
ment of the peri ods of flight of practically all
species. Minois oetus was probably the commonest
species, and a few more Paplllo brueel were taken
than last year. On the Western Slope, in the vicin-
ity of Fruita, Minor reported butterflies in normal
numbers, with a few slightly more common than usual
and Paplllo indra . P. daunus . Parnassius smintheus,
Oeneis chryxus , Neonympha henshawi . and Megathymus
yuecae absent. Lauck reported collecting at Mesa
Verde in the S.W. corner of Colorado very good on
July 1 with Collas alexandra . Limenltls weldemeyerll .

and the Blues plentiful. It appeared that the col-
lecting on the Western Slope was somewhat better
than that on the Eastern Slope. The 3 Remingtons
and I found good collecting on the Western Slope at
Rabbit Ears Pass near Steamboat Springs, the middle
of July. P.S. and I did note a considerable decrease
in the Speyeria which abounded last year. Also Eu-

phydryas anlcla ’was not found, but this was offset
by an increase in other species. In the south-cen-
tral part of the State, Rotger enjoyed good collect-
ing and made several discoveries. He found Minois
meadll plentiful near Sanford. He also reported
Speyeria as being scarcer. Along the Front Range of
the Eastern Slope, Brown at the southern end near
Colorado Springs, and I near the northern end, had

good spring collecting, with the Theclini being par-
ticularly abundant. Summer collecting was rather
spotty, with the alpine species in particular running
from 1 to 4 weeks late and being generally fewer in
numbers than usual. Not much is known about the

eastern Colorado prairies, although the Remingtons
stopped near Limon in late July and found Phvclodes
pieta common and fresh. Stallings reported Megathy-

mus streckeri just emerging in S.E. Colorado on May
31 at 5000 feet and apparently flights of all spe-
cies average.

This year NEW MEXICO has a little representa-
tion and we hope for more in the future. Standard
writes from Belen that they had a wet summer and
better collecting than in 1948, with notable In-
creases in D. plexippus . V. cardui . Polygonla inter-

rogation^ . V. atalanta . C. lineata . Llmenitls . and
Paplllo . and Pleri s and Colias about normal. Stal-
lings was in N.E. New Mexico from May 23 to June 1,

collecting principally Megathymus . but he took two

Yvretta rhesus . They found M. streckeri flying at
Santa Fe (7200') May 25 in good numbers. By May 27,

it was beginning to show wear at Albuquerque at an
altitude of 5200*.
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COMPARISONS WITH OTHER SEASONS

Most species of Papillo occurred in approximate-
ly usual numbers, with P. daunus showing a decrease.
Minor notes that Papillo indra minor! seems to be
increasing in numbers and range and apparently is
gradually replacing the parent form of indra . C.L.
Remington notes that Papillo brucei . absent in '34

and ' 41 j>
and fairly common (for this species) in

*37 and '47 around the middle of July, was more nu-
merous this year, but after July 20. Parnassius
seemed to be their usual abundant selves in most of
the lower areas, but the alpine forms in some areas
seemed to be entirely missing, with Mt. Evans the
most notable example. Neophasla menapia did a swan
dive after being very numerous in 1948. Pieris
napl was very common as usual. Anthocharls sara
was scarce again this year. Two years ago it was
common. E. ausonides appeared in much reduced num-
bers, although larvae were common and occasionally
parasitized by ichneumon wasps. Nathalie iole ap-
pears to be coming back somewhat after a complete
wash-out last year; Rotger took some in southern
Colorado and New Mexico and the Remingtons took
fresh specimens at 10,000' in the mountains July 12-

13. Here in Boulder and vicinity at 5300' I found
them as late as the first week in November. Most
of the Collas were about normal, with meadil showing
a drop and alexandra being more plentiful than usual
in the south, and scarcer in the Pikes Peak region.
Coenonympha ochracea was common again. Brown found
Eumenis dionyslus fairly common in the Big Horn Mts.

of Wyoming. Most of the Minols were about the same,
with meadil apparently the only one to show an in-
crease. In the Oenels, uhleri was the big ground-
gainer, with good catches reported throughout Colo-
rado. 0. chryxus seemed to be nearly absent. C.L.

Remington notes that 0. lueilla swarmed on Mt. Evans

July 15, 1937, and was plentiful again in '47, but
rather scarce in '48. This year on July 15 we found

only a few specimens on Berthoud Pass (11,300'), and
Charles, Jeanne, and P.S. found one female on Mt.

Evans July 21. However, on August 7 at the same lo-
cality I caught 13 and 11 99 on a rather poor
collecting day, and all specimens were fresh. Oene-

ls brucei is another that had been plentiful on Mt.

Evans in '37 during the middle of July. On our re-
turn on July 16 from the Rabbit Ears Range we found
a colony of them on Berthoud Pass, where we had not
found them on several previous years. On August 7
I took seme 30 specimens on Mt. Evans at a slightly
higher elevation; their condition indicated that

they had been flying about a week. Of the Erebias,
eplpsodea was plentiful, magdalena about normal or

slightly increased, callias about normal (at least

in southern Colorado), and ethela . which you can

normally expect to appear by July 23, did not reach
full flight until August 4. With the exception of

callippe . Speyeria showed at least a small decrease

from 1948 levels in all areas. Bolorla aphlrape
was the most abundant Bolorla . with the rest of the

genus holding their own. In Boulder County all of,

the Checkerspots decreased in quantity, with Mell-
taea arachne being nearly absent; only one specimen
was taken near Nederland, where two years ago they
swarmed. However, in Mesa County, Minor found M.

acastus and Euphvdrvas anicia much more common than

usual. In Phvclodes it was gorgone "as usual",
with barnesll showing the biggest drop in some lo-

calities. Polvgonla seem to be staging a comeback.
Limenitis weldemeyeril . Vanessa atalanta . and Nyra-

phalls milbertii were commoner than usual. Larvae
of the latter two were heavily parasitized by lar-
vaevorid flies. In the Theclini, Strymon call fornl-

ca . S. saeplum . and Mitoura spinetorum surged slight-
ly. Strymon liparops was found near Boulder, In-
cisalla schryverli and eryphon increase consider-
ably. Lycaena snowil was perhaps more numerous
than heretofore and the same was true of heteronea
and nivalis . Brown found editha abundant on August
24 at Towgowtee Pass, in Wyoming. In the Blues,
Plebeius mlnnehaha was scarce and very, very late.
My biggest take of these was on August 21, more than
a month from their usual flight period, and they
were fresh specimens. Lvcaenopsis pseudarglolus .

much more common than in recent years, was still
flying as late as July 10 at 8000' . Glaucopsvehe
lygdamus was taken July 27 & 29 at 9000', very late
records. Most of the skippers were less numerous
than last year, but Pvrgus eentaureae was unusually
common throughout the alpine regions. In the moths.
Pseudohazis nuttallll was plentiful in the Rabbit
Ears Range, and also near Caribou at about 10,000
feet. In south-central Colorado the larvae of a
species of Malacosoma completely defoliated millions
of aspen trees. Gnophela vermlculata was very abun-
dant. Rotger found a few Ctenucha cressonana near
Capulin.

Some of the highlights in this area were discov-
eries by the collectors. Rotger's prize was the
capture of several specimens of Oeneis daura oslarii
He also took Speyeria cybele . Atlides halesus , and
found a colony of Bolorla frel.ja at Platoro, Colo-
rado, which may be a southern record. Brown took 3
Yvretta rhesus , the first since the middle 1930s,

as well as the first Euchloe olympla and Callophrys
sherldanl from the Colorado Springs area; his other

unusual captures were Agraulls vanillae . Calllpysche
behrll . and Libytheana bachmanii . At Marias Pass

in Montana he took a worn specimen of Speyeria that
may be the long-lost nokoral s i Here in Boulder Coun-
ty, the Remingtons added Eurema mexicana to E. ni-
clppe taken last year, and also Junonla coenla .

Anaea andria, and Phollsora catullus . ffy most ex-
citing finds were Inclsalia iroldes and Pieris

calyce . One other item, of which a few specimens
showed up this year, has created a lot of interest:
a race of Bolorla toddl (

~

bellona ) . It may not be

new, for it was apparently recorded by the Wheeler
expedition, but since then has been overlooked or

not found, for this year is the first mention we
have heard of it. Brown took it, Rotger found two

specimens north of Meeker, in the N.W. part of Colo-

rado, and the Remingtons and I found it, not only

on Rabbit Ears Pass, but also in a little willow
draw in the sagebrush east of Muddy Pass.

In conclusion, a thumbnail sketch shows the fol-

lowing: That 1947 was a peak year for most species

in this Area, with 1943 and 1949 showing decreases.
Only 3 or 4 species reached a peak in 1949. The

season began about on time, but most of the summer

species were a little late, with the alpines in

particular showing a greatly retarded flight period.

Contributors: K.Bowman; F.M.Brown; D, Downey; C. Glas-
gow; A.G.Iauck; W.C. Minor; P.S.,C.L.,& J.E. Reming-
ton; H.Rodeck; B.Rotger; D.B. Stallings ;

O.D. Standard.
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4. GREAT PLAINS- TEXAS AND EASTERN PLAINS OF ROCKY MTS. STATES
TO SASKATCHEWAN AND MANITOBA

by Don B. Stallings
Caldwell, Kansas

For the third successive season spring came late
on the Great Plains. A few more times of this and
we will have to revise our idea of what "late" is.

1949 on the Great Plains was ushered in with "The
Great Blizzard of *49". The blizzard swept into the
plains on January 2 and snowstorms continued until
February 19. During this period temperatures went
as low as 50° below zero with winds up to 80 miles
an hour and snow drifts up to 30 feet. Blizzards
extended into southern Oklahoma; even the "Valley"
in Texas had freezes that destroyed citrus fruit.

Of most interest is the negative report of no
material changes observed in individual Lepidoptera.
Generally the harder-to-get species were more nume-
rous than usual. After the 3torms I expected to see
some extreme spring forms, but they did not show up.

NORTH

Reports from our northern observers indicate
that the season was a little earlier than usual for
that part of the Area. Collecting data in June, for
Plebeius saeplolus . Glaucopsyche lygdamus, and Coe-

nonympha inornate, indicate that the season was
about 7 days early at that time. In Saskatchewan a
series of 12 Poecllopsls rachelae was collected,
the largest series for any one recent season. Light
trap collecting was especially good and produced
three new records of phalaenids and a number of rare
notodontids.

Collecting in the north was good up to the mid-
dle of July, but thereafter was poor. Many species
usually abundant were rare, including all Speyerla .

Boloria toddi, Colla3 . Limenitls , and Lycaena . Ery-

nnis brizo and juvenalis were more abundant than us-
ual. Vanessa cardui appeared first in June; all
specimens were worn, which would indicate that they
were migrants. Later in the year there were" swarms"
of fresh specimens.

In Manitoba the 1949 season was preceded by a
very dry fall. The winter was steadily cold with-
out any particularly low temperatures. In contrast
the 1949 fall in the north has been wet.

MIDDLE

In the Kansas-Oklahoma area the season commenced
dry and about 10 days late. Inclsalia henrlcl was
at normal or above, Euchloe olympia was above nor-
mal. Erynnls were common in April. Phvclodes gor-
gone produced one of their biggest flights in April.
Hesperia metea was observed in good numbers April 16
in the Wichita Mts. of Oklahoma. Megathvmus vuecae
again produced a good flight throughout the area.

The month of May was very wet. As a result ob-
servations were restricted, but the May flights ap-
peared below normal. This observation may be due,
in part, to the fact that collecting was usually

done on the week ends and the rain clouds seem to
pick Saturday and Sunday to unload. The fall was
somewhat more wet than 1943 and fall forms appeared
to occur in normal numbers.

At Ottawa, Kansas, usually common Sphingida®,
such as Isogramma hagenl . Sphinx eremitus . S. cher-

sls . S. drupiferarum . Heraarls dlffinis , and Xylo-

phanes tersa, have been remarkably scarce. New re-
cords for the locality weres Darapsa pholus (l);

Pholus labruscae (2 dt?) ; Erinnvls alope (o). Cato-
calinae were very plentiful at sap, especially Cato-

cala epione . C. illecta . C. grynea , C. micronympha .

along with rare C. amestrls and C. insolabills . An
uncommon migrant taken at willow sap June 22 was a

$ Erebus odora. Butterflies in fair numbers this
year were; Papllio marcellus : P. cresphontes ; Zerene
caesonla : Lethe portlandla ; Speverla evbele : Liby-

theana bachmanll ; Fenlseca tarqulnlus ; and Lvcaena
thoe .

A sampling of Collas in Cloud County, Kansas,
on July 3rd disclosed 73$ eurytheme . 13$ philodlce .

13% hybrids, with 43$ of the females white.

SOUTH

Spring collecting in the Dallas-Fort Worth area
was above normal. Species particularly abundant
were; Danaus plexlppus ; Euptoleta claudla ; Nathalis
lole ; Inclsalia henrlcl ; Erynnls horatius ; Atlldes
halesua ; Achalarus lvcidas ; and Amblysclrtes nvsa .

Unusual captures were A. eos and Mltoura xami . In
May the heavy rains in Texas produced major floods
in the Ft. Worth and Dallas area. As a result there
was considerable use of DDT in the area. Collecting
thereafter was below normal. Megathvmus vuecae was
surprisingly absent around Dallas. In September,
near Tyler, Lerodea l’hermtnler and Amblysclrtes
alternate were discovered.

Western Texas received more rain than usual,
which resulted in an extra large assortment of wild
flowers in bloom. Collecting was well above normal.
In the Big Bend country of southwest Texas the fol-
lowing species appeared in good numbers; Strvmon
pollngl : Strvmon alcestis ; Papllio multicaudata ;

Phvciodes vesta ; P. plete ; P. phaon ; Meglsto rubri-

cate : Euptychia dorothea ; Asterocampa clvton ; A,

celtis ; Limenitls bredowi ; Achalarus caslca ; Ervn-

nis meridlanus ; E. trlstis ; E. funeralls ; Oarlsma
edwardsli ; Antlgonus evansi ; A. pulverulente : Ambly-

sclrtes eos ; A. nvsa ; A. texanae ; A. oslarl ; A.

nereus and A. phylace . The following were uncommon
there; Hesperia uncas ; H. vlrldls ; H. pahaska ; Yvr-

ette carus ; Cogla hippalus . Larvae of Megathvmus
mariae were abundant In Agave lecheguilla in western
Texas.

Contributors; P.F. Bruggemann ;
H.A. Freeman; W.H.

Howe; E.M. Kinch; C.S. Quelch; C.L. Remington; J.R.

Turner; R.C. Turner Jr.
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by P.S. Remington, Jr.
St. Louis, Missouri

Although it is not easy to generalize about the
weather in an area as large as this, most observers
reporting agreed that the unusually mild winter did
not affect the quantity of Lepidoptera produced nor
upset greatly the usual procession of species.
There was some diminution in the western part of the
zone in May and June possibly due to cool, dry wea-
ther, but July and August showed the usual pattern
and the mild fall extended the season longer than
usual. Near St. Louis butterflies were seen on the
wing as late as November 20.

MISSOURI. Collecting started in early April as
usual and the same species were found as reported
last year, except that no Euchloe olvmpla at all
were seen in their usual haunts. The same is true
of Strvmon Ontario , which, although always rare,
could usually be found in certain spots. It has not
been seen here in numbers for nearly ten years now.
Vanessa cardul larvae were very numerous on holly-
hocks in St. Louis on July 1, which was the date we
left for Colorado. The prolonged fall here brought
out the late season species in numbers. There was
a noticeable migration of Danaus plexippus through
St. Louis in early September - no large masses of
butterflies, but numbers of individual specimens
flying south for at least a week. An unusual cap-
ture was several specimens of Fenlseca tarauinius
within the city limits. The larvae have not been
discovered yet, but may feed on the aphis which in-
fests the hawthorn trees.

ILLINOIS. Lauck, of ALTON, like the writer,
spent part of the summer in the Rockies, but he re-
ported good spring collecting in April and early May.

He was the only collector to find Papill

o

in large
numbers, most collectors in this zone reporting that
Papillo seemed scarce this year. He found ajax .

P. glaucus . phllenor . trollus and P. cresphontes
plentiful. It was also a good year for Lethe port-

landia. Lauck' s report on the migration of Danaus
plexlppus is interesting. He saw two flights, one
on Sept. 10, the other on Sept. 20. "The second
one centered at Jerseyville and numbered several
thousand. The Monarchs stopped over night in the
trees on one of the main streets of the town. A
thunderstorm hit Jerseyville early on the morning
of the 20th, but the Monarchs only tightened their
grip and rode out the storm in great shape. After
the storm was over, the sun came out and the Mon-
archs were again on their way south.” Lauck also
reports more Eacles imperialis during July and ear-
ly August than at any time in the past 15 years.
Several were raised to the pupa stage.

From the CHICAGO area, Wyatt reported that the
Heliothiinae and Papalpema spp. were in average num-
bers. Leuschner, a welcome new reporter, noted some
significant absences of species usually taken near
Chicago - very few Phvciodes nvctels . no Euptoleta
claudia . Lvcaena dione, or Libvtheana bachmanll .

Many Telea Polyphemus larvae were found on swamp
willow and he says "I am still looking for my first
parasitized Polyphemus larva or cocoon, and yet
about 5 out of 6 Platvsamia eecropia larvae that I

have found have been attacked." Datana mlnistra
was found in numbers feeding on willow in late Aug-
ust. Phlegethontius sextus were more numerous than
ever before during late August and early September,
but no Celerio lineata or Paonlas excaecata were
seen, although quite plentiful in other years. Cato-
cala were out early. Another Chicago collector,
Woodcock, has started an ambitious project with
moths. He prepared lighted sheets in his back yard
and collected virtually every night of the year
through to November. He has hundreds of specimens
with full data and hopes to have a complete list of
his city ward by late spring. Woodcock's only com-
ment on butterflies was that Plerl s rapae seemed ex-
ceedingly common in Chicago this year. Wren, con-
tributing the most detailed report for Area 5, con-
siders 1949 to be one of the best butterfly years
he can remember. He notes, as I did, that an unusu-
al hot spell early in spring confused the time of
emergence of Euchloe olvmpla . since he found none
at the expected time. In the Chicago area, he found
the following abundant; Speveria cvbele . S. aphro-
dite : Bolorla selene : B. toddl : Phvciodes tharos ;

Nvmphalls milberti : N. antiopa (scarce after mid-
summer ); Vanessa atalanta : V. vlrglnlensis ; Junonia
coenia ; Limenl tls astvanax ; L. archlppus : Lethe
portlandla ; L. eurvdlce ; Mlnols alcpe : Strvmon aca-

dica ; Lvcaena hvpophlaeas : Everes comvntas : Zerene
caesonia ; Collas eurvtheme : C. philodlce ; Plerls
protodice ; Papillo a lax ; P. glaucus ; Ancvloxvpha
muni tor . Scarce species commoner in 1949 than usual
were; Nvmphalls 1-album : Asterocampa celtls : Lethe
creola ; Libvtheana bachmanll : Nathalls iole (one).

He found Papillo trollus absent this year.

At COAL CITY, Grundy Co., Wren found the follow-
ing species common in early August; Danaus plexip-

pus ; Limenltis archlppus ; Papillo alax ;
Colias eur-

vtheme Pleris rapae : Everes comvntas : Mlnols alope .

Colias philodice . Nathalls iole
f
Lvcaena hvpophlaeas

were scarce. At one spot along the highway for a
stretch of one-half mile on one side of the road he
saw tens of thousands of the beautiful little arc-
tiid, Utethelsa bella . on the roadside vegetation;
not one was on the other side of the highway.

INDIANA. Price took a worn Calephells muticum
in a bog in Lagrange County on August 8 (new State
record?). Leuschner took Catoeala ilia . C. lachry-

mose . and C. paleogama at Tremont on July 4.

OHIO. There were three reports from the State.
Romine spent most of his vacation in Colorado, but
reports Lethe portlandla more common than he has
ever found It In Ohio, in company with Asterocampa
celtls . Price observed Vanessa cardui common for

the first time in 7 years at Payne. Hibernating
specimens appeared in numbers in early May. In July,

and August a few fresh ones appeared, but he thinks
spraying reduced their numbers. Rare finds were
Phoebls sennae . Nymphall s 1-album . Prenes ocola .

Atrytone logan and Lerodea fusca . all taken in
Paulding and Williams Counties. Ehrhart, of Ant-
werp, captured three specimens of Atrytone dukesi .

formerly known from Alabama.
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KENTUCKY. Carl Cook, of Crailhope, contributed
the only report. Because of the mild winter, but-
terflies appeared about 2 weeks ahead of schedule,
some as early as March 5. Papilio aarcellus was
out in normal numbers for the first time since 1946.
Incisalia henrici, usually rare, was quite numerous.
Other early captures included Strymon m-album and
Anthocharls midea . The heavy rains in June and July
seemed to affect Euptvchia gemma . E. euryta . Mitou-

ra damon . and Libvtheana bachmanli . which were less
common than usual. Species occurring in normal
abundance were Phoebls sennae . Burema nicippe . E.
lisa . Junonia coenia . Llmenitls astyanax . L. archlp-

pus . Asterocampa celtis. and Strymon cecrops . Not-
able captures were one Euphydryas phaeton and one

very worn male Speyerla diana . On October 3 a great
many fresh Anaea andrla were observed. There was
also a great fall abundance of Danaus plexippus .

MINNESOTA. Leuschner collected in Minnesota
from July 10 through August 14, and sent the only
records from that State. Among the butterflies, Le-

the portlandia and Fenlseca tarquinius were common
in the forests. L. eurydiee was at the end of its
season when he arrived. Speyeria eybele . Boloria
toddi . Llmenitis arthemis and Coenonympha Inornate
were also noted. He concentrated on moth collecting
at lights. No Catocala were seen although he care-
fully examined the trees in the daytime. Phalaen-
idae were scarce at lights - only one species of
Mamestra and a few Acronieta were taken. The most
common species of moth was a species of Olene . Mal-

acosoma americana was next most frequently taken.
It was rather late for Saturniidae and only Automer-

is io was taken. Of the Sphingidae, Smerinthus gem-
inatus was the commonest. Others included Pachy-

sphlnx modesta . Atreides plebela and Sphinx kalmiae .

Arctiidae were well represented and included Hypo-

prepia miniata . H. fucosa . Phragmatobia rubrlcosa .

Apantesis virgo . A. virguncula . Diacrlsia virginiea .

Arctia cala . and Haploa confusa .

WISCONSIN. Griewisch at (KEEN BAY sent some

fine specimens of Soeverla atlantls
,
Minols nephele .

Poanes hobomok pocohontas . Hesperia sassacus . Ple-

belus scudderil . and P. saeplolus . Other common
species were Carterocephalus palaemon . Polites mys-

tic . P. pecklus . P. themistocles . Phyciodes tharos .

Thorvbes pylades . Proteldes elarus . Atrytone ruri-

cola . Less common were Ervnnls brizo . E. luvenalls .

Amblysclrtes hegon . Colias interior . Atrytone logan .

On June 13, Griewisch caught a fresh Zerene caeson-

ia . his first. Other unusual catches were Atrytone
bimacula . Llmenitls astyanax . Llbytheana bachmanli .

Asterocampa clyton . Phyeanassa viator . Entirely
lacking were Phyciodes nyctels and Melitaea harrlsSl .

Arnhold, at CHIPPEWA FALLS, had success in rais-
ing Catocala amestria on Amorpha fruticosa (False
Indigo) . Nearly full grown larvae were found on
this plant and all but one (parasitized) emerged by
July 15. This plant is also host to C. nuptlalls .

Arnhold also noticed Phlegethontius qulnaueraaculatua
which became a nuisance on tomato plants, increased
this year, like other Sphingidae. Toward the end
of May he saw fresh Danaus plexlppus flying north
and they were plentiful all summer, although no mi-

5. CENTRAL - cont.

gration was observed. Arnhold mentions that in nine
seasons of collecting in Wisconsin he has never seen
any of the black Catocala . such as eplone . and be-
lieves they do not get that far north.

Sieker, at MADISON, reports a good year, with
Boloria selene and B. toddl (=bellona )extremely abun-
dant as was Speyeria aphrodite . Strymon falacer
and S. edwardsll and the Vanessa spp. were more com-
mon than 1948, Less common than usual were Lvcaena
epixanthe and the Polvgonia . Absent were Glaucopsv-

che lygdamus . Euchloe olvmpla . and Colias interior .

Of the sphingid moths Sieker took Sphecodina abbott-

ii, Amphion nessus . Cressonia fuglandis . Smerinthus
eerisvi . He reports the saturniid moths becoming
more abundant every year; Actias luna (very common)

;

Platysamla cecropia (common) : Telea Polyphemus (com-
mon). Callosamla promethea (rare). By sugaring,
Sieker had good success with Catocala this year,
taking ilia , eocclnata . nuptlalls . amestris . cero-

gama . rellcta . unijuga, parta . paleogama . cara
f
ama-

trlx. vidua , retecta , eplone . concumbens . arnica .

mira . Other moths seemed scarcer than usual.

MICHIGAN. Wren travelled to WAKELEE, Cass Co.,

to try to find the rare Meglsto mltehelll , Although
five collectors in the party searched the type loca-
lity carefully, no mltehelll were seen. It is to
be hoped that this rare species has not been exter-
minated. Species taken included Euptychia euryta .

Strymon acadica , Lycaena thoe . On a trip in Septem-
ber to Roxana, Eaton Co., additional species found
were Danaus plexlppus (more abundant than usual),
Llmenitls archlppus , Boloria toddi . Nymphalis mll-

berti . N. .j -album .

Beebe, at ElCORSE, reports a migration of Danaus
plexlppus on August 4, flying after sundown. He

found Epiblema strenuana . E. otlosana , and E. scud-

deriana common as usual. He trade some unusual cap-
tures of moths, mainly micros. One of these, Eplno-

tia nonana , was previously known only from Colorado
and Illinois. Another Michigan record was Eucosma
florldana . Plgritla spp. seem to be increasing.

Mrs. Hynes, of BATTLE CREEK, continued her suc-
cessful efforts to rear moths, and her observations
of butterflies were about the same as last year.

Near YPSILANTI, Clench found Lvcaena helloldes
and Thymellcus lineola much reduced in numbers from

1948. He found no spring brood of the usually com-
mon Pierls protodice . and Strymon falacer and S. car-

yaevorus seemed scarcer than in 1948. Flight per-
iods in general were the same as in 1948.

ONTARIO. W.R. Henson observed a Vanessa cardul
migration near Sault Ste. Marie on September 30,
moving south about 4 miles per hour along at least
a two mile front, about 30 to 120 specimens per ten
yard front per minute.

No reports were received from West Virginia crlowa.

Contributors; F.R. Arnhold
;
R. Beebe; H.K. Clench

;

C. Cook; O.E. Ehrhart; L.W. Griewisch; W.R. Henson;
Mrs. Vonta P. Hynes; A.G. Lauck; R. Leuschner;
H.F. Price; C.L. Remington; R. Romine; W.E. Sieker;
H.E. Woodcock; G.R. Wren; A.K. Wyatt.
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by Ralph L. Chermock
University, Alabama

Climatic conditions in the southeastern United
States were relatively normal during 1949, although
spring was somewhat late in the northern portions.
As a result, the various species of Lepidoptera were
little affected, and the variation in abundance and
occurrence was slight.

The collecting season in MARYLAND and the DIS-
TRICT OF COLUMBIA was fairly normal, although a
somewhat colder and extended winter had delayed the
emergence of a number of species in the spring,
Fales, collecting primarily in Prince George and
Montgomery counties, noticed that the following spe-
cies were late in appearing: Papilio philenor ; Pa-

pillo glaucus ; Papilio marcellus ; Anthocharis mldea ;

Eurema lisa ; Junonla coenla ; Vanessa virginiensls ;

and Limenltis astyanax . The following species were
on wing somewhat earlier than normal: Vanessa car-

dui; Collas eurytheme : Papilio polyxenes : and Poanes
zabulon . The remaining species appeared at about
the same time. It is significant that a majority
of the species which were late in emerging are more
southern in distribution; while the remainder were
species normally associated with cooler climates.
In the vicinity of Washington, D.C., Shappirlo no-
ticed that the spring broods of Papilio marcellus
and Anthocharis mldea were rare. He also stated
that the season was two to three weeks late in the
early part of June, but returned to normal during
August, During this period, Mlnols alope was exceed-
ingly abundant in comparison to previous years; and
Papilio marcellus was unusually common at Great
Falls and London County, Va,

Blevins has made an interesting observation on
the effect of DDT. He writes, "The swamp, which is

the type locality of Poanes massasolt hughi Clark
(Beltsville, Md.), was sprayed with DDT from planes
in October, 1948, and April, 1949. Hugh! has been
rare in recent years and as far as I know, none were
taken in 1949. These swamps constitute a good col-
lecting locale for many local species in normal
years, but this year the quantity of specimens was
much less than normal, especially hesperiids. Neigh-
boring swamps seemed to have their usual number of

specimens. Thus, the evidence indicates that the
DDT was harmful to Lepidoptera. However, the data

is too incomplete on which to base a final evalua-
tion."

In VIRGINIA, King noted that the season seemed
to be fairly normal, both in temperature and the oc-
currence of butterflies. However, in South Carolina,

he mentions that the fairly mild winter resulted in

an erratic flowering of plants, affecting the abun-
dance of many of the rarer species such as Speyeria
dlana . Gottschalk noted particularly that neither
Vanessa cardui nor Danaus plexippus was unusually
abundant around Salem throughout July.

Shappirio has made a significant observation.
"I collected along the South Carolina coast between
Myrtle Beach and Georgetown. Thus, I was in the
path of a hurricane which arrived several days after

I reached Myrtle Beach. The day after the hurricane
hit, a Monday, I collected Hymenoptera as if there
had been no storm; insects were in great numbers.
As might be expected, probably the majority of the
older specimens were destroyed. I did find a few
battered bodies of Phoebis eubule under a pavilion.
During the following days, Lepidoptera appeared to
be rather common. The common spp. of the region
such as A. vanillae and the common Sulfurs were ve-
ry abundant."

In GEORGIA, Eustis found the seasons and flights
normal. However, Euptvchia sosvbius ("Second brood
in August") was abnormally abundant, along with Po~
lygonia interrogatlonis . Limenltis astyanax . L. ar-

chlppus . Asterocampa celtis, and Libytheana bach-
manii. Rhabdoldes cellus . which used to be common
in the area, has not been observed for seven years.
King has collected Strvmon liparops and Anthocharis
mldea at Savannah, along with Heliconlus charlthon-

ia. In western Georgia, Smith observed a fairly
normal season, with the various butterflies emerging
at the expected times. He also found the first Meg-
athymus vuccae since 1941 in that area.

King, collecting in central FLORIDA, mentioned
that the year was relatively normal. However, Eup-

tychla cymela was scarcer than usual, and was on
wing somewhat earlier. Anartla iatrophae failed to
exhibit a northern migration this year; and Strymon
calanus had failed to appear around Lake Apopka by
May 15. In southern Florida, a mild winter togeth-
er with the storm damage of 1948 upset the Lepidop-
tera. Papilio arlstodemus ponceana apparently was
on wing somewhat earlier than normal, although the
other butterflies were normal in their appearance.

In ALABAMA, the winter was relatively mild. As
a result, freshly emerged specimens of Phoebis eu-

bule . Eurema lisa . E. nlelppe . Collas eurytheme . and
Plerls rapae were observed frequently throughout
January and February. Occasional specimens of Ag-

raulls vanillae were also seen during this period.
The spring flight was normal. The siommer was rela-
tively humid, and butterflies were then more abun-
dant than in 1948. However, seme species were rela-
tively scarce, such as Euptoieta claudla . Junonia
coenia . and Atalopedes campestri

s

. On the other
hand, Eurema iucunda . Lethe portlandia . Euptvchia
sosyblus . E. gemma . Vanessa cardui . Asterocampa cel-

tis . Amblysclrtes textor . and Lerema accius were un-
usually abundant. The fall was normal, with flights
continuing well into November before numbers became
markedly depleted.

Some interesting observations have been made on

the migration of Danaus plexippus . the Monarch But-
terfly. On September 18, 1949, Shappirio observed
about two dozen specimens flying south against a

gentle southerly breeze between Frederick and Han-

cock, Maryland. Fales made a number of observations
along the coast. The first migrating specimens were
seen on August 6, after which time they slowly in-
creased in numbers until they were extremely abundant
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during the latter part of September. He observed
large migrations at Piney Point, Md., on Sept. 23
and 24, which suddenly disappeared on the 25th. On
October 14 he observed another large migration at
Beltsville, Md., flying at about 400 feet, and all
heading south at about 100 specimens per hour.

King noticed that in the Roanoke area of Virgin-
ia, the Monarch was abundant from August 15 to Octo-
ber 15 • The flight seemed to reverse itself daily
so that it was impossible to interpret the general
direction of migration. In Georgia, Eustis noticed
a thin flight in October, flying in a southerly di-
rection. At Tuscaloosa, Alabama, a sparse migra-
tion in a northerly direction was noted during Ap-
ril. The butterflies were never markedly abundant,
and exhibited a rather leisurely flight, feeding
on flowers very frequently. In the latter part of
September, the Monarch again began to appear in in-
creasing numbers, until during the first two weeks
of October, relatively large numbers were seen fly-
ing in a southerly direction. On October 21 a large

7. NORTHEAST - MARYLAND

by Eugene
Macdonald C

In the Northeastern Area the season of 1949 was
uniformly preceded by a mild winter with light snow
cover} moderate temperatures probably obviated ex-
cessive frost damage} in the Rochester, N.Y., area
there was little ground frost, in contrast to the
deep penetration reported last year. The spring was
rather early and in most areas reasonably warm} spe-
cies tended to emerge very early in spring and par-
ticularly in early summer; this tendency appears to
have been more evident inland than in coastal local-
ities, with many species appearing from two to five
weeks earlier than in 1948. Unusual drought pre-
vailed throughout the region from early July to ear-
ly September, with a deleterious effect on collect-
ing in most localities; marshy and wooded areas were
much less severely affected than dry or open ones,
where collecting approached or exceeded normal lev-
els. In Nova Scotia and the Canadian and Hudsonian
zones of Quebec the unusual dryness had if anything
a beneficial effect, and collecting was unusually
productive . In all parts of the region southern
species, and certain normally rare ones, were pre-
sent in unusual numbers.

Since only about ten per cent of the Society
members in the area reported, the general pattern
cannot be given in greater detail. Three species
appear to have been present in much larger numbers
than usual over a wide areas Danaus plexippus . Van-
essa cardui . and Phlegethontlus auinauemaculatus .

Unfortunately, few definite dates are available for
D. plexippus . The first record for the Area is
Barnstable, Mass., Apr.30; it was seen at Ithaca,
N.Y., June 4 I fresh specimens in moderate numbers

6. SOUTHEAST - cont.

mass migration was observed flying through Tusca-
loosa at an altitude of about 300 feet, forming a

dark cloud in the sky. Migrating individuals were
found as late as November 19.

Fales found Phoebls eubul® migrating over Chesa-
peake Bay at altitudes of three to twenty feet, on
October 1, continuing throughout the afternoon,
with hundreds passing over the area. In Tuscaloosa,
Alabama, a relatively large migration of this spe-
cies was observed, beginning in the early part of
October, and lasting throughout November, with the
majority of specimens migrating in a southerly di-
rection, occasionally southeast.

No reports were available on Tennessee, Arkan-
sas, Mississippi, and Louisiana; nor any data on
Heterocerai

Contributors: T.B. Blevins ; W.M. Davidson; H.W. Eus-
tis; J.H. Fales; C.W. Gottschalk; H.L. King; D.G.
Shappirio; M. Eugene Smith.

NORTH TO SOUTHERN QUEBEC

G. Munroe
.lege, Quebec

appeared suddenly in the Montreal, Que., region
about June 9. The species was abundant in all areas
throughout the summer, and lingered in the autumn
at St. Annes, Que., to Oct. 10, at Rochester, N.Y.,

to Oct. 30, at Ithaca, N.Y., to Nov. 8, and in Con-
necticut to Nov. 15. Little was reported concerning
the progress of the populations throughout the sum-
mer; larvae taken at Shawinigan Falls, Que., in June
yielded adults in the first three days of July. In
the Montreal area no definite fall migration or di-
rectional movement was seen, although the species
was common and was carefully watched; the species
was increasing in numbers at Rochester in early Sep-

tember, and a definite migration was seen at Ithaca

on Sept. 18; the peak of the migration in Connecticut
was on Sept. 24, and a heavy migration was reported
at Cape May, N.J., on Oct. 1. It is noteworthy that
all definite migratory movements were at dates con-
siderably before the last reported occurrence of the
species in the locality. The population appears to
have been above normal everywhere, and dense popula-
tions extended farther north than is usual; in the

Province of Quebec, where the species is usually
scarce, it was very numerous in 1949, as far north

as the Shawinigan Falls region, i.e., to about the

limit of the general occurrence of milkweed; the

first appearance was about a month earlier than
normal; the species was not seen in the Laurentide
Park in August.

Vanessa cardui was abundant everywhere
; it was

common in Connecticut by April 25 (probably over-
wintered) ; a frayed specimen was seen in Augusta,
Me., on May 15 and another on June 3; a few fairly
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fresh specimens were seen at Ste. Anne de Bellevue,
Que., in late May. A massive generation appearing
in late June or early July was reported from almost
all localities, and in most localities abundance
continued almost unaltered until late summer or ear-
ly autumn | the larval progeny of this generation
were much in evidence, and damage to hollyhock was
reported from several places. At Shawinigan Falls
many larvae were seen in late July, also many empty
larval nests, but few pupae, and the species seems
to have become scarce in August, although it remain-
ed common in the Montreal and Eastern Townships re-
gions. Badly worn specimens were present in large
numbers in the Laurentide Park in the first half of
August.

Phlegethontius quinQuemaculatus was common far-
ther north than usual, being rather abundant in the
southern part of the Province of Quebec, where in
most years it is rare or absent. Captures in the
Ste. Anne de Bellevue area are from June 12 to July
3; larvae were abundant enough to be of economic im-
portance on tobacco and tomato, becoming full grown
and pupating about the end of July; a definite sec-
ond generation emerged in September and October, a
most unusual occurrence in this region. The species
is also reported as being unusually common in cen-
tral Maine.

The remainder of the summary is given by regions.

NEW JERSEY (Ehrlich). Early season in Essex Co.
normals Nymohalls antlopa mid-March; Colias philo-

dlce first week of April; Pleris rapae and Lycaenop-
sis pseudargiolus 2nd week of April. Fauna much be-
low normal by June, with Papillo a lax . Lethe eury-

dice, Polygonia interrogationls . Vanessa atalanta,
and Poanes zabulon . as well as other species, very
scarce. Most species scarce in July, but unusual
records were Strymon edwardsil . July 2, Achalarus
lycidas . July 3. In August and September general
scarcity continued, such species as Eurema lisa .

Colias philodice . Papilio cresphontes . and Euptole-

ta claudia markedly below normal. Collecting in
special localities was, however, productive in July.

At Springdale and Lake Lackawanna on July 9,
the following were found: Poanes massasoit : Boloria
selene ; B. toddi; Mlnois alope : Lethe eurydice and
portlandia : Polygonia comma : Speyeria cybele and
idalia s Atrytone pontiac : Strymon llparops : Mltoura
damon : Lvcaenopsis pseudargiolus . On July 16 the

following additional species were present: Calephe-

11s borealis; Lycaena hvpophleas : Papilio troilus .

glaucus . and philenor : Wallengrenla otho : and Poll-

tea pecklus .

At Lakehurst on July 10, Lycaena eplxanthe was
taken in bad weather, but Euptychia areolata was
not seen; Erynnis spp. were common and P. philenor
was taken; by July 19 the cranberry bogs had been
drained, and L. eplxanthe was absent, but two Atry-

tone ruricola were taken.

PENNSYLVANIA. Philadelphia (Ehrlich): April

26-30, fresh Anthocharls midea were common in a res-
tricted locality; general fauna about normal.

Lancaster Co. (Ehle). Butterflies were in gen-
eral above normal abundance, but appeared at about
the usual times. In abnormally large numbers were:
Asterocampa celtis s Vanessa atalanta (3rd week July);

V. virginlensls (latter half Aug.); Polygonia ln-

terrogationls . autumn brood (Oct.): P. comma at same
time; Euphvdryas phaeton (mid-June); Strymon melinus
(late Aug.): Polites verna (June 19-25) : Atrytone
pontiac (late June); Eurema lisa was unusually
scarce. Euptoieta claudia somewhat scarcer than
usual. Species taken for the first time by Ehle in
Lancaster Co. were: Inclsalla augustus : Pyrgus cen-

taureae; Hesperia sassacus : H. metea : Polites mana-

taaqua : Panoquina ocola . Taken for the first time
since 1942 were: Pieris protodice : Hvlephlla phvle-

us : since 1943: Papilio cresphontes .

NEW YORK. Horseheads and Sardinia regions (Ru-

pert). Early spring collecting about normal; about
June 20 many species appeared which normally occur
in July, among them (June 20-30): Catocala crataegl
and fflirai Agroperlna dubitans : Apamea amerlcana :

Eugonobapta nivosarla : etc. Apicla confusarla ap-
peared in mid-June, about 2 weeks ahead of normal.
In July and August moths appeared in normal numbers
at bait along the Cattaraugus, south of Sardinia,
but elsewhere in the neighborhoods of Sardinia,
Horseheads, and Ithaca, bait was unproductive, even
in normally good spots. In the Cattaraugus Valley
Euparthenos nubllls . Acronicta connects . Catocala
crataegi . C. mira . C. parta . C. meskel . Calpe cana-

densis . and many other species were particularly
common. In the same locality, Lethe portlandia was
abnormally abundant, and congregated in hundreds on

bait lines, flying until well after dusk. Autumn
collecting was poor, as for several years past; Har-
paglaea sericea and Stamnodes glbbicostata were,
however, reasonably abundant, the latter for the

first time in several years.

Ithaca region (Keji). The following are sight

records of butterflies: Papilio ajax . May 2 - Oct. 9,
28 days earlier than 1948; P. glaucus . May 18 to

July 27, 25 days earlier than 1948; Papilio troilus .

June 21 to Aug. 25, seen on 17 days, as against none

in 1948; Pierls rapae . April 20 to Oct. 30; Colias

eurytheme . June 2 to Nov. 15, more numerous than in

1948, and appeared 22 days earlier; maximm abun-

dance after mid-Oct.; C. philodice . May 3 to Nov. 15,
23 days earlier than in 1948, very common; Lethe

portlandia . July 12 (l specimen); Minois alope alope .

Aug. 9; M. alope nephele , June 28 and (worn) July 19;

Euptychia eurytu3 , June 1 and July 12; Speyeria cy-

bele , June 12 to Sept. 12, about a month ahead of

1948 ;
Boloria toddi, June 20 to Sept. 19, seen ovi-

positing on Sept, 19; Euphvdryas phaeton . June 4 to

July 3, not seen in 1948; Phvciodes tharos . May 13

to Oct. 16, commoner from July on, over a month
ahead of 1948; Polygonia interrogati onis . July 19 to
Sept. 13, much scarcer than in 1948 and about 6

weeks later; Vanessa atalanta . May 22 to July 21;

Llmenltis arthemls . June 6-19; L. archlppus . June 24

to July 29; Lycaena thoe , June 24 to July 29, fairly

common; L. hypophlaeas . June 4 to 0ct.l6, seen fewer

days than thoe : Everes comyntas . June 11 to Sept. 4,

commoner and about a month earlier than in 1948; Ly-

caenopsis pseudargiolus . May 4 to July 30, scarce;

Proteides clarus, June 21 to Aug. 15; Pyrgus commun-

is . July 24 to Oct. 10, commoner than in 1948; Pho-

llsora catullus . July 4 to Sept. 18; Ancyloxypha
numitor . May 24 to Sept. 5.

Rochester region (Kimball). All common butter-

flies were scarce, as well as the following normally

common moths : Agrotis ypsilon ; Laclnlpolia renlgera :
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Orthodes and Graphlphora spp. ; Harpaglaea sericea :

Euclrrhoedla pamplna ; Agroperlna dubltans ; Septls
arctlca ; Apamea amerlcana ; Amphlpyra pyramidoides ;

Arzama obllqua : Erastria spp,; Catocala amatrlx ;

Iehthvura lnclusa : Symmerista alblfrons ; Heterocaropa
biundata; Alsophlla pometarla : Coryphista meadl ;

Lygasis dlversillneata ; Semiothisa gnophosaria ; Ana-

camptodes pampinaria ; Phigalia titea ; Eugonobapta
nivosaria ; Xanthotype urticaria ; Homochlodes fritil-

laria ; Hyperetls amicaria . Unusually abundant were:
Apantesls nais ; Morrisonla evicts and confusa .

CONNECTICUT. New Haven region (Remingtons and
Bellinger). After cool weather in the early spring,
collecting reached normal levels; the extreme
drought extended from mid-June to mid-August, but
with little evident effect on the fauna. Represent-
ative captures and dates ares Phigalia titea . Mar.

28; Lycaenopsis pseudargiolus . Apr. 10 - May 8 (in
great numbers about Apr. 20, larvae very numerous
later, of 200 taken at random 30$ were diseased and
10$ parasitized); Erynnls brizo . Apr.11 to May 7;
Pierls rapae . Apr. 11; Mitoura damon . Apr. 11, becom-
ing numerous by Apr.24; Ectropis crepuscularia .

Melanolophia canadarla . Abbotana clemaria . Apr.14;
Anthocharis midea, Apr.21-May 15; Erynnls iuvenalls
first week of May; Inclsalla augustus . Apr. 30, and
I. nlphon . May 8; Strymon melinus . 1st generation
scarce, about Apr. 30, but August generation extreme-
ly abundant; Papllio glaucus . Apr. 30, abundant to
late June; Isturgia truncatarla . common in bog Mayl;
Lycaena hypophlaeas common May-June, but autumn gen-
eration scarce, in contrast to 1948 abundance ; Bolo-

ria toddl fairly numerous May 6 - Sept. 17; B. sele-

ne locally common June 11-18 and early September
only; the following spp. common 1st three weeks of
June; Asterocampa celtis; Limenltls astyanax ; Thory-

bes pylades ; I. bathyllus ; Phyciodes nyctels ; Eu-

phydryas phaeton ; Strymon falaeer s S. edwardsii.
For the 2nd successive year a Bucculatrix breeding
on Quercus was almost in plague abundance, countless
millions spinning down in mid-June to pupate. Meli-
taea harrlsii appeared June 14; Speyeria idalia late
Aug.-Sept., common; Hesperia leonardus abundant
Sept.3-11; autumn generation of Eureroa lisa scarcer
than in 1948. The following species are recorded
as abundant, without dates; Everes comyntas ; Pholi-

sora catullus ; Phvclodes tharos : Papllio troilus ;

Collas eurvtheme ; C. philodice : Limenltls archippus ;

Polites themlstocles . mvstic . and peckius ; Euptvchla
euryta

; Ancvloxvpha monitor; Vanessa atalanta : V.

vlrglnlensls ; Speyeria cvbele ; Proteldes clarus ; Po-

anes hobomok . Very unusual dates or species were;
Eurema lisa . June 11; Lethe eurvdlce . June 18; L.

portlandia . June 23; Speyeria aphrodite . Sept. 23;
Lycaena thoe . Sept. 11 and 17; Pleris protodice

,

Oct. 8 and 10; Hvlephl la phvleus . Oct. 17; Pvrgus
communis . Oct. 10. Larvae of Phlegethontius qulnoue-
maculatus were common and P^ sextus rare on Phvsalls
in Sept., with surprising abundance of black form
larvae of auinquemaculatus , A fresh Celerio lineata
was at light Sept. 25. Erannls tlliarla Abundant
Oct. 28 - Nov. 23; Alsophlla pometarla . scarce in
Nov., becoming common in Dec., taken to Dec. 21.

Putman (Klots). Collecting probably below nor-
mal in August.

7. NORTHEAST - cont.

MASSACHUSETTS. Vicinity of Barnstable, Cape Cod
(Kimball). Adverse influences were drought, continu-
ing to late August, and the spraying of the entire
Cape from the air with DDT in late May; collecting
was reasonably good in early July and in Sept.-Oct.

;

response to bait was poor; many species which might
have been expected by analogy with previous experi-
ence on Nantucket and Martha’s Vineyard were absent.
The following were common; Erynnls brizo and juvena-

lis (late Apr.); Ancvloxypha numltor ; Phlegethontius
sextus ; Lapara bombvcoides ; Smerinthus spp.; Anisota
stigma

;
Crambidla palli da (abundant)

;

Halisldota tes-

sellaris ; Hyphantrla textor ; Feltla ducens ; Anomogvna
spp.; Protolampra brunneicollis : Papaipema marginidens
Schinla arclgera and brevis ; Crvphla spp. ; Marathvasa

lfl£i.clta ;
Paectes ogulatrl^; Autographs fftlgifepfl and

brassicae ; Dorvodes spadaria (very abundant, late
June to mid-Sept.) ; Antlcarsla gemmatllls ; Gabara bi-

puncte ; Bleptlna caradrlnall

s

; Data

p

a drexeli : latoaa
laricis ; Svnchlora aerata ; Metasiopsls o3sulari£ ;

Scopula enucleate ; Pleuroprucha insulsarla ; Percnop-

tilota obstipata : Buphvla centrostrlgarla ; Semiothisa
spp.; Aplcia confusaria; Lagoa cri spate

;
Hvmenia spp.

Nomophlla noctuella : Loxostege helvialis ; Schoenoblus
spp.; Crambus spp.; and many Phycitinae. Particular-
ly interesting captures were; Magusa orblfera (3);
Cleora manitoba (2); and Topeutls perstrlalls .

Vicinity of Waltham (Rogers) . Papllio ajax .

Apr. 12; Erynnls horatius . (worn) , and Inclsalla irus .

Apr. 27; I. niphon 5, Apr. 30 (unusually early datesJT
I. augustus was abnormally scarce, perhaps as a re-
sult of failure of 1948 wild blueberry crop. Strymon
spp., Speyeria . and other midsummer butterflies were
far below normal abundance. A colony of Achalarus
lycidas . an unusual species in this area, was in full
emergence by June 10, as compared with a late June
emergence in a previous year at Johnstown, R.I.

The Johnstons reported an exceptionally poor
year for most Rhopalocera, with Lycaena hypophlaeas
almost absent, in contrast to 1948 abundance . Van-

essa cardui . however, was very common around Boston.

NEW HAMPSHIRE (Gerould & Gottschalk). Around Ha-

nover Danaus plexlppus was unusually abundant. In

contrast, Collas were decidedly below average, with
philodice no more evident than the few eurvtheme or
hybrids . Near Jefferson Vanessa cardui was very ccm-

mon Aug. 13-15. Oeneis iutta was said to have been
chased into N.H. from the newly discovered colony in

southern Maine and thus becomes a new State record.

VERMONT. Central region (Klots). A number of
Erora laeta taken in two localities where careful
search did not disclose it in 1948 or in the late
1930's; dates June 4-15. During the same period and
on July 15-16 other butterflies were about as usual.
Possible exceptions; Melitaea harrlsii . a dense co-
lony freshly emerged, June 4-15; Papllio alax not
seen in a locality where abundant in late May, 1948;
1st gen. P. glaucus perhaps commoner than usual.

MAINE (Brower). Cool, cloudy spring, followed
by drought in July. Numbers of most species much
depressed. The following first dates of capture are
reported (unless otherwise specified, the locality
is Augusta); Collas philodice . Apr. 30, (very scarce
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in Sept., none June-Aug.); Pieris rapae . May 5; Nym-
phalis antlopa , May 7; Papllio ajax, May 11; Lycaen-
opsis pseudargiolus (unusually scarce) and Strymon
mellnus (unusually common) May 14; Incisalla nlphon
(to June 6); Fenlseca tarqulnlus (some worn) ; Bolor-
ia toddl . May 17; Phvclodes tharos (scarce ail year)
May 18; Papilio glaucus . Liberty, May 24; Boloria
selene . Bar Harbor, May 26; Lycaena hypophlaeas (un-
usually scarce) and Poanes hobomok . May 30; Hesperia
sassacus and Atrytone bimacula, June 2; A. rurlcola .

June 3; Thorybes pylades . June 4; Polite s themlsto-
cles . June 13; Llmenitis arthemls . Liberty, June 12;
Euphydryas phaeton . June 19; Proteides clarus and
Amblyscirtes hegon . June 23 ;

Ancyloxypha numitor .

June 25 (unusually common); Lycaena thoe, June 30;
Lethe eurydice . July 2; Minols alope . July 9; Spey-
erla cybele . July 19; Nymphalls antlopa . Sept. 12;
Colias eurvtheme . Belgrade, Oct. 8, VERY RARE; Nvm-
phalls i-album . one Oct.11 (no others). Many moths
were recorded, of which the following are of excep-
tional interest: Septis commoda (new State record),
Ashland, July 18; Legna perditalls (first definite
State record), Princeton, July 18; Lobophora nivi-

erata . Mt. Katahdin, July 25; Heliomata cvcladata
first State record), Gardiner, June 4. Unusually

common: Phlegethontius 5-maculata ; Ryppa xylinoldes ;

Rachela bruceata ; Coryphlsta meadji; Eudule mendica.

NOVA SCOTIA (Ferguson). Butterflies were gene-
rally common, moths in tremendous and unusual abun-
dance. Inclsalia augustus , Polios , niphon . and Ly-
caenopsis pseudargiolus . Mt, Uniacke, May 8, and Al-
dershot, May 9; Oeneis iutta . Mt. Uniacke, June 3;
Papilio brevlcauda at 5 localities in Cape Breton
in early July; only 1 specimen of Plebeius argyrog-

nomon at Baddeck, but common elsewhere in Cape Bre-
ton, and also in Halifax Co.; Speyerla spp. were
common in July, in contrast to 1948 scarcity; worn
Boloria tltania (= "chariclea" ) at Parrsboro, Aug.

12; Vanessa cardui and virginlensis ccsnmon in late
simmer after several years’ absence; Polygonia and
Nymphalis remained scarce. Twenty-two species of
macroheterocera were added to the Province list,
some of which were: Celama triquetrana : Agrotls mol-

lis : Septis vulgaris : S. apamlformis : Elaphria geor-

gei : Pleuroprucha insulsaria : Semiothisa gnophosaria:
Anacamptodes vellivolata s Metarranthis (undetermined
sp.): Catocala cocelnata : Andropolia contacta : and
Septis plutonla . Oporophtera brumata appeared for
the first time in North America; it is established
in a considerable area near Halifax, and has probab-
ly actually been present for some time; it is a pest
of fruit, shade, and forest trees in Europe, and its
introduction should be viewed with concern. Other
interesting captures were: Homoglaea hlrcina . April,
Metalepsls fishi . May 1, both from near Halifax;
Catocala connublalis . Coldbrook and Annapolis,
July 23-26; Cerma cora . Marathyssa inflclta . and num-
bers of Crvphia pervertens and Paectes oculatrix
from the Annapolis Valley; Gluphlsla avlmacula in
numbers at Centreville ; Notodonta slmplaria . Centre-
ville, June 4; Hemarls gracilis . Southampton, Aug.6.

NEW BRUNSWICK. Southeastern portion (Ferguson)

.

Boloria titanla (* "chariclea"
) ,

Dorchester, Aug. 5-

11 ; Polygonia progne and faunu3 same locality and
dates; also Sphinx kalmlae . Rhodophora florlda .etc.

;

Strymon acadica . near Moncton, early August.

Northern portion and Gaspe region of Quebec
(Ferguson and Klots). In latter half of July Bolo-
ria selene was abundant and worn; Plebeius saepiolus
was common; Boloria titania was abnormally scarce
on the Cascapedia road, in contrast to 1948. At
Bathurst, Aug. 2-4, Lycaena dorcas could be taken at
the rate of 100 per hour; Coenonympha lnornata was
absent. A few miles to the south, Boloria titania
was abundant; also present were Colias Interior .

Speyerla atlantis . Nymphalls mllbertl . Boloria sel-
ene . and single Polygonia gracilis and Strymon 11-

parops . Autographs octoscripta and Hydrlomena fur-
cata were taken at light at Bathurst.

QUEBEC. Granby (Bro. Adelphe). Butterflies
were abundant. Species taken in Aug., in order of
decreasing abundance: Vanessa cardui . Danaus plexi-
ppus . Speyerla aphrodite (mostly fresh) . Colias eu-
rytheme (from Aug. 5).Boloria selene (l worn speci-
men Aug. 8, numerous fresh ones after Aug.16), Lycae-

na hypophlaeas (common after Aug.9), Speyeria cybele
Tup to Aug. 16, mostly worn), Vanessa virgin!ensi3
(from Aug.6 on), Phvclodes tharos (from Aug. 8 on,
mostly after Aug. 13). Colias philodice . Minols alope
(worn) and Boloria toddi (equal). Llmenitis archip-
pus . Nymphalls mi lberti . About 1200 moths were taken
in the same period, including several melanic Sep-
tis arctlca .

Montreal region (Gray, Munroe, Sheppard). Lep-
idoptera were much less abundant in open areas than
in 1947 or 1948, but were normally abundant in low-
lying, wooded places. Some representative dates
are: Vanessa atalanta . Apr.3, present in moderate
numbers through the spring; Llthophane unimoda, Apr.

13, new generation abundant in Oct.; Caenurgina sp.,
abundant May 5; Zale sp.

,
May 7; Dlacrlsia virgin!-

ca . May 14 to Aug., without evident break; Xanthor-
rhoe lacustrata and Slmvra henricl . May 16; Papilio
glaucus . May 17 (about 3 weeks ahead of normal )

;

Gabarasa amblgualis . June 1-5; Autographa falcifera,
June 2-9, late July; Phlegethontius 5-maculatus .

June 12 to July 3 and Sept. 2 to 27; Euclidina cus-
pldea . June 3-19; Phragmatobia fullglnosa . June 4
and July 17-29; Hyphantrla textor . June 4-13; Chy-

tollta morbldalls . June 5-29; Isla Isabella . June
6-24; Gluphlsla septentri onalls . June 8-13 and July
29; Dyspterls abortivaris . common about June 10;
Euchlaena serrata . June 9 to July 15; Iaeinipolla
lorea . June 9-21; Mlnois alope . June 11 to July 16,
common; Arzama obllqua . June 12; Habrosyne glorlosa .

June 13-21, common, a second generation late in
July; Nymohula obscuralls . June 18-26, common; Pri-
onoxystus robinlae . about June 19, common; Plusio-

donta compresslpalpis . June 19 and July 27-29, com-
mon; Parallelia bistrlarls . June 20 and Aug. 2-9;
Schoenobius sp., June 22; Septis arctica . June 26-
29 (unusually early)

;
Lycaenopsis pseudargiolus .

very common from June 28 to July 16 and from Aug.
12 to 22, the spring generation was, however,
scarce

;
Eplzeuxls lubricalls . July 2 to Aug. 3; Le-

the eurydice . common in early July; Pleris rapae .

scarce in sprang, but abundant July 4 to Oct. 10;
Papilio ajax , last. gen. scarce, but 2nd gen. com-
mon July 16 to Aug. 28; Colias eurytheme . July 16 to

Nov. 2, scarcer than philodice until Oct. ,
when it

became more abundant; Colias philodice . July 16 to
Nov. 2; Crymodes devastatrlx . July 16 to Aug. 18, ve-
ry common; Polygonia Interrogat 1 oni

s

. July 20 to
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Aug. 16, common (usually rare or absent in this re-
gion)

j
Gatocala crataegl . July 25 to Aug. 9, common

and rubbed; C. unlluga. July 25 and Aug. 2; Peridro-

ma margarltosa . Aug. 12-23, Oct. 6-16, very common;
Catocala cerogama . July 30 to Aug.4, common, a mel-
anic taken; Amphipvra pyramidoides and A. glabella .

both common about July 30; Agroperina helva . July
30 to Aug. 5, common; Vanessa vlrginiensis . July 31
to Sept. 7, common; Everes eomyntas . Aug.2 to Sept.

11, common; Gatocala parta . Aug.2 to 4» a melanic
taken; C. concumbens . Aug.2-31, the most numerous
species of the genus; Euxoa messoria . very common
in Aug. (in contrast to 1947 and 1948); Leucania
unlpuncta . Aug.2 to Oct. 10, extremely abundant,
comprising 90% of the specimens on Professor Gray's
bait line; Ancvloxypha numitor . common Aug. 7-10;
Eurols occulta . Aug. 12-23, very common; Speveria
cvbele . a male on Aug.28, an unusually late date;
Nvmphalis 1 -album . Sept. 2; Lithomola solldaginis .

Sept. 11; Xanthia lutea . Sept. 11-21; Nvmphalis anti-

opa . Sept. 11; Xvlena nupera . Oct. 11; Ctenucha vir-

glnica . Oct.2 7 (an unusual date); Erannis tillaria .

common about Oct.29; Oporophtera bruceata . Oct.29
to Nov.16. Unusual records were; Deldamla inscrip-

tuin . St. Anne de Bellevue, April 20; Strvmon melin-

us . St. Anne de Bellevue, Aug.14, * new record for
the Province; Anticarsia gemmatllls . Oct.11; (all

Professor Gray) . Sheppard records a massive flight
of Acentropus niveus at Montreal, Aug. 6; over 100
specimens were taken at light at his home on that
night, and many more were seen; none were seen on
the following night, and the species did not reap-
pear; this locality is about three miles from the
nearest likely breeding ground.

Montebello region, early July (Munroe) . Lepid-
optera were very numerous; small quadrifid noctuids

7. NORTHEAST - cont.

were abundant in the daytime in undergrowth of rich
deciduous woods. No specific records available.

Mont Tremblant region, late June (Munroe). Lep-
idoptera were abundant, the usual run of seasonal
species being present. The most common diurnals
were Papilio glaucus (in expected numbers) and Lime-
nltis arthemis (in massive and unusual abundance) .

Danaus plexippus was also numerous at this time.
Shawinigan Falls region, latter half of July

(Munroe). Lepidoptera were in at least normal abun-
dance, with species at about normal dates. Euxoa spp.,

esp, ochrogaster . were more common than for the past
three years, though far from maximum abundance.
Small, pale brown coleophorids were very numerous.

Chateau Beaumont region, Laurentide Park, early
August (Munroe). Lepidoptera were very abundant,
as is the rule in this area. The most common spe-
cies of diurnals were Boloria tltania (- "chariclea"

)

(swarming everywhere in the dwarf birch-caribou moss
areas), Plebeius argyrognomon . Colias interior

,
Pl-

eris rapae . Polygonia faunus, and Vanessa cardui .

the last in shockingly worn condition. This part
of the Park, which has not been collected previously,
is at an altitude of between 2500 and 3000 feet,
and has vegetation of a Hudsonian facies, although
Dr. Yves Desmarais states that the climax appears
to be Canadian. Moths were very abundant, especial-
ly a number of species of Tortricoidea. One Coeno-

nympha inornata was taken, a new record for the Park.

Contributors: Bro. Adelphe; P.F. Bellinger; A.E.
Brower; G. Ehle; P.R. Ehrlich; D.C. Ferguson; J.H.
Gerould

;
C.W. Gottschalk; W.M. Johnston; J.A. Keji;

C.P. Kimball; A.B. Klots; C.L. & J.E. Remington;
W.P. Rogers; L.R. Rupert.

8. FAR NORTH - ALASKA TO LABRADOR

by T.N. Freeman
Ottawa, Ontario

It was pointed out in the Summary for this re-
gion last year that season to season summaries for
any one locality are usually impossible because
those areas are not visited more than once. Howev-
er, the following notes may be of general interest.

The lepidoptercus highlight of this area undoubt-
edly was the widespread occurrence and unprecedented
abundance of hordes of Vanessa cardui from the
southern tip of James Bay north to Port Harrison on
the barren lands of the east coast of Hudson's Bay.
It was also abundant at Churchill and according to
Dr. Gottschalk a 5 was found at Chesterfield Inlet,
Keewatin, N.W.T., on July 27. It was also abundant
in Newfoundland and when we consider that this spe-
cies cannot overwinter in Canada, except perhaps in
the extreme southern portion of Ontario, its north-
ern migrations extended for at least 1000 miles.
The following are some general notes pertaining to
specific localities.

DAWSON, YUKON TERRITORY

Paul F. Eruggemann furnished the following re-
marks on this locality. With some exceptions, Lep-
idoptera were few in individuals of any one species.
This may have been due to the unusually wet season.
It was noted that many of the species which are com-

mon in the northern Canadian prairie region, were
also taken at Dawson. Papilio glaucus was quite
abundant below 3000 feet elevation, above which Pa-

pilio machaon aliaska was fairly abundant and ovi-
positing on Artemisia arctica .

NORMAN WELLS, N.W.T.

This locality approximately coincides with Kir-
by's old type locality, "Lat. 66". In general, the
lepidopterous fauna is mainly characteristic of that
of the coniferous forest zone, with a few arctic In-
trusions. Colias and Bolcria were the most abundant
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in number of individuals although species were few.
The genera represented were Coenonvmpha . Llmenitls .

Phyciodes . Nvmphalis . Anthocharis . Pierl3 . Lycaena .

and Lycaenopsis .

YELLOWKNIFE, N.W.T.

Yellowknife is on the North Arm of Great Slave
Lake. The lepidopterous components of the fauna are
those indigenous to the coniferous zone plus a few
arctic intrusions. Euchloe ausonides . Pieris napl .

Colias Christina . Oenels lutta . and 0. chrvxus carvi
were the most abundant butterflies.

MOOSE FACTORY, ONTARIO

This locality is situated at the southern end of
James Bay. The survey parties were there only for a
short time en route to stations along the west coast
of James and Hudson's Bay. Pyrausta nubilalls and
Celerlo gall 11 were noteworthy captures. Leucanla
unlpuncta was abundant at light on 11 September.

RUPERT HOUSE, QUEBEC

Inclement weather along the whole western coast
of James and Hudson's Bays reduced the collecting.
Papill o machaon was taken and verifies Holland's re-
cord for Rupert House. Vanessa cardul was abundant.
One Danaus plexippus was captured. This is well
south of the tree limit; no arctic species was seen.

GREAT WHALE RIVER, QUEBEC

This locality lies in the Transition Zone and
the Lepidoptera consist of arctic and coniferous
zone species. 0enel3 tavgete was the most abundant
and all other indigenous species were rare. The in-
trusion of the southern Vanessa cardui was striking.
As many as 200 specimens could be seen at one time,

in late June. The larvae occurred literally in hun-
dreds of thousands, feeding on yarrow and tansy, and
many of the larvae were eaten by Pipits and Horned
Larks. Many fell from the food-plants and became
trapped in sand-pits. The larvae pupated in mid-
August and began to emerge at the end of the month.
Pupae sent to Ottawa emerged until September 20.
Peridroma margarltosa and Nomophlla noctuella were
significant moth records for this locality.

PCET HARRISON, QUEBEC

This locality, well within the barrens, had the

usual Bolorla . Oenels . Colias . and Erebla in limited
numbers. Vanessa cardui arrived in late July but
apparently did not find a suitable food plant.

NEWFOUNDLAND

In the western part Bolorla and Oenels were ab-
sent, Colias scarce, Blues and Coppers abundant in
certain habitats. In the eastern part Pieris rapae
was abundant in an area deep in the woods and clear-
ed of timber thirteen years ago. Papilio glaucus
and P. brevicauda were also numerous, Panau3 plex-

ippus occurred at St. Johns. Coenonvmpha inornate
and our old friend Vanessa cardui were abundant
generally in Newfoundland.

Contributors: P.F. Bruggemann; C.W. Gottschalk.

Vol.III, nos.8-9

BOOK REVIEWS. 16. A Manual of the Butterflies
and Skippers of Kansas ." by William D. Field

Mr. Field, now an Associate Curator of Insects
at the United States National Museum, wrote in the
preface to his Manual : "Many students of nature
would like to be able to determine their own finds.
It was with this in mind that the simple faunal list
was enlarged into a manual with complete keys to
the various families, genera and species. The inten-
tion has been to eliminate from the manual as much
technical language as possible, in order to make it
more easily usable to younger and inexperienced col-
lectors. ... A rather lengthy introduction has been
included to prepare the beginning student for an in-
telligent use of the subject right at the start, and
also perhaps to arouse his interest. ... References
are placed in the footnotes so that the student who
may find some particular interest in the several sub-
jects discussed can make further studies."

The first section succeeds exceptionally well in
introducing to the untrained enthusiast the serious
study of butterflies, with discussions of nomencla-
ture, classification, the structure of each life his-
tory stage, migration, butterfly senses, and other
subjects. A serious deficiency here is the lack of
a biologically tenable, modern discussion of subspe-
cies and of individual and seasonal variants. That
such an omission would be unlikely today emphasizes
the recentness and yet tremendous impact of the su-
perb theoretical treatments of the "New Systematica"
by Mayr, Huxley, Dobzhansky, Simpson, and many oth-
ers. In the body of the Manual the descriptions,
all of which appear to be newly prepared, are simple
and lucid. For ease in handling the necessary tech-
nical terms there is an extensive glossary.

A distinctive feature of Field's book is the
regular use of keys for identification of superfam-
ilies, families, genera, and species, as well as a
few to subfamilies and tribes. How most butterfly-
book writers have so long neglected the invaluable
technique of identification keys is a curiosity.

The Manual Includes detailed characterizations
of the adults, pupae, and larvae of all higher
groups. Under each species in addition to the des-
cription, there are notes on distribution, flight
periods in Kansas, host plants, and references to
figures in the standard books by J.H. Comstock, Hol-
land, Clark, and J.A. Comstock. A real disappoint-
ment to the reviewer was the large amount of space
devoted to aberrations and forms, a disappointment
heightened by the lack of genetical interpretation of
these phenomena which are essentially the province
of genetics rather than taxonomy and nomenclature.

These shortcomings are perhaps the product of the

date of preparation and could be raised equally for
virtually all other Lepidoptera manuals preceding
this one by Field. Its originality and thoroughness
make this a book valuable for frequent reference for
the specialist as well as the collector for whom it

was intended.
C.L. Remington

"Bull .Unlv .Kansas . vol.39,no 10: 327 pp.,2 pis. 1938.

AVAILABLE NOW FREE OF CHARGE. Merely write:

Prof. C.D. Michener, Dept, of Entomology, Un-
iversity of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas.
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ANNUAL MEETINGS OF A.A.A.S. AND ENTOMOLOGICAL
SOCIETY OF AMERICA

The 1949 meetings of the E.S.A. were held at
Tampa, Florida, December 13-16. As usual, there
were papers on the program of lepidopterological
interest, primarily in a symposium on Entomology and
Zoogeography. Dr. Charles D. Michener discussed
"Geographical Isolation and Speciation", and Dr. Al-
exander B. Klots presented a paper on "Circumpolar
and Alpine Distribution of Butterflies."

University duties kept the writer from attending
the E.S.A. meetings at such inconvenient dates, but
the societies meeting with the American Association
for the Advancement of Science had several papers
of exceptional interest this year. The A.A.A.S. met
in New York City December 26-31, and readers of the
Leg. News may be interested in some selections from
the program.

Of outstanding interest was a symposium on "The
Role of the South Atlantic Basin in Biogeography and
Evolution with Special Emphasis on the History of
South America During the Mesozoic Era." It was ar-
ranged by the thriving new Society for the Study of
Evolution and was presided over by Dr. Ernst Mayr.
Of course, the central theme was the Wegenerian Hy-
pothesis of Continental Drift (Wegener tried to show
that South America and Africa, as well as other land
masses, had once been connected along the sides now
forming the shores of the South Atlantic Ocean and
that the continents had drifted apart rather rapidly
during Mesozoic times). Nine formal papers and
about the same number of arranged discussion papers
were read by a galaxy of noted physical geologists,
paleontologists, botanists, entomologists, and ver-
tebrate zoologists. Thus, fresh, authoritiative ap-
proaches to the problem were made from very many
points of view. While no one officially attempted
to arrive at a conclusion after the papers and dis-
cussion, the writer went away thoroughly convinced
that there was hardly a shred left to support those
who accept the essentials of the Wegenerian hypothe-
sis and that virtually conclusive evidence was pre-
sented, particularly by the geologists, that large-
scale Continental Drift did not occur. Also, appar-
ently a trans-Atlantic land-bridge eastward from Bra-
zil to Africa has little or no support today and on-
ly passing reference was made to such a bridge. In-
cidentally, few if any Lepidoptera could be expected
to throw much light on Drift or land-bridges, since
almost any modern Lepidoptera occurrence in South
America and Africa could be explained on the basis
of transportation of pioneers by wing and wind.

Two papers on Lepidoptera were listed in the

Evolution program, one by Prof. Ernst Caspar! on
"Effect of two alleles occurring in natural popula-
tions on viability in Ephestla" being read by title
only and presumably appearing in print soon. The
other, by the writer, was on "Evidence on species
separation in the lepidopterous genus Colias", and
known facts were reviewed, in combination with new
ones, to show that eurytheme and philodice are sepa-
rate, frequently hybridizing species of Colias .

Prof. Caspar! also had a paper on Lepidoptera
on the program of the Genetics Society of America,

entitled "Serological Differences between a+ a+ and
aa Ephestla ."

The 1950 meetings will be held in Cleveland,
Ohio, after Christmas, but a number of biological
societies will probably meet separately in Columbus,
Ohio, in September. The plans of the E.S.A. are not
yet known to the writer.

C.L. Remington

PERSONALIA

0

Prof. RENE LICHY, Caracas, Venezuela, returned
this fall from an extended trip to Europe. He wrote
enthusiastically of the kind attention he received,
particularly from Mr. N.D. Riley, Dr. Karl Jordan,

and MM. J. Bourgogne and P. Viette, during research
visits to the British Museum, the Tring Museum, and
the Museum National d'Histoire Naturelle In Paris.
He was able to examine to his satisfaction the Fel-
der types of Eurema and of Amblypterus tigrlna .

ARTHUR D. HALL, a Charter Member of the Lepid-
opterists ' Society, died in Camp Hill Veterans Hos-
pital, Halifax, Nova Scotia, on 31 December 1949.
He was 78 years old. Born in England, Mr. Hall emi-
grated to Canada just after the First World War and
lived for a time in Ontario before moving to Great
Village, Nova Scotia, his home for several years.
He was a keen moth collector in England as well as
in Ontario and Nova Scotia. The Hall collection and
small library were bequeathed to Mr. H.G. Payne, Pro-
vincial Apiarist, Truro, N.S.

CLAUDE I. SMITH, a Charter and Sustaining Mem-
ber of the Lepidopterists 1 Society, was drowned in
a fishing accident in San Francisco, California,

4 November 1949. Mr. Smith, only 27 years old at
the time of the tragedy, was a student of entomology
at the University of California and was working
there on a revision of the noctuid genus Annaphila .

He was married and the father of two small boys.
Mrs. Smith turned over to the University his notable
collection of western North American moth3.

The Autumn, 1949, issue of American Scientist
reports that KENT H. WILSON, studying at the Univer-
sity of Idaho, received a substantial grant "to aid
in a study of the two species of the Glaucus group,
Papilio glaucus Linne and Paplllo rutulus Lucas."

Prof. K.J. HAYWARD, who has returned to Argen-
tina from his lengthy stay in England, notified us
that the second volume on the Hesperiidae of Argen-
tina was in the printers' hands in October. As a

re sillt of his very successful trip, he now has as-
sembled a complete synonymic list of the Argentine
butterflies, with 748 species and subspecies.

Dr. EUGENE MUNROE has accepted a position with
the Systematic Entomology Unit, Division of Entomolo-

gy, of the Canadian Department of Agriculture, in
Ottawa. This Unit apparently now has the largest
staff of lepidopterists in the Western Hemisphere.
It long was a distinguished center for Lepidoptera
research with the presence of Dr. J.H. McDunnough,
who retired from the Unit three years ago.
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AN ECONOMICAL STORAGE-BOX

by P.H.H. Gray
Macdonald College, Quebec

A light (weight 2 lbs.) but strong storage-box
for pinned insects can be made easily and at a very
small cost, with the materials listed below and in
the manner described. The boxes are in book-form.
They measure 16" x 12", are 3 7/8" thick, and re-
quire 17" of shelf depth. Each will hold about 250
noctuid-sized moths, or about 100 of the Nymphalls
type. One box requires the following materials, or
pro rata as stated:

4 pieces 3/8" thick basswood, 1 3/4" x 16"

4 pieces 3/8" thick basswood, 1 3/4" x 11 1/4"

2 pieces box pasteboard 12" x 16", for covers

4 pieces liner pasteboard 11 1/4" x 15 l/4", for
the pinning medium (see notes below)

White paper to cover the liner
13'4" passepartout (picture-binding) 7/8" wide

(or 3 1/2 rolls of 10 yards for 9 boxes)

3 tubes "Glyptal" Gen'l Purpose Cement for 9 boxes
1 tube "Duco" Household Cement for 9 boxes
20 small flat-headed nails, 5/8" long
16 small picture (French) nails, 7/8" long

I get the wood strips sawn for me in 4'1"

lengths, and cut them to the box lengths, sanding
all open ends. I have a squaring-up frame of flat
strips of wood nailed to a 12" wide ironing board
(retired household property! ) to accomodate the 12"

x 16" dimensions of the box. The two 16" and the
two 11 1/4" basswood strips are "Glyptaled" at the
ends and nailed together in the squaring up frame
with two 7/8" nails at each butted corner.

A very sharp knife is needed to cut the paste-
board (you could have it cut at a factory). The 16"

x 12" cover-pasteboard is then glyptaled onto the
edges of the box-frame and tacked down with the
5/8" flat-headed nails, as far down as slightly to
depress the edges or corners of the pasteboard. A

duplicate of this makes the other half of the box.

A double layer of liner pasteboard is glyptaled
into each half-box, spotting the adhesive only
enough to hold the two pieces firmly. You can use
the flat grey-coloured liner or corrugated paste-
board; the latter must be stuck together "hill-to-
valley", the kind with the hills 3/8" apart. Heavy
weights are needed to stick these together and to
the cover. White paper is "ducoed" sporadically and
weighted down on the liner. "Glyptal" seems to be

too tough for pins 1 and 2 to penetrate. These two
cements appear to contain amyl acetate; they repel
psocids (book-lice) for at least six months. Glyp-
tal is made by Canadian General Electric, Duco by
Canadian Industries Ltd. Similar adhesives can be

obtained tinder other names in other countries.

All open ends and edges are covered with passe-
partout folded over. The two half-boxes are now
placed side to side, covers undermost, and a strip
of passepartout stuck along the adjacent edges to

form an inner hinge. When this is dry the two
halares are folded together, closing the box; it is

then placed on its front edge, and another strip of

binding paper stuck along the back joint completes
a double hinge. The box is now ready for use. You
can add inner strips of basswood, to project on

Vol.III, nos.8-9

three sides of one half, with the exposed edges
rounded for half their depth, to make a closer fit.
I do not add a hook or catch.

If the wood strips are less than 1 3/4" wide
the pin heads protrude when the box lies open flat.
Since specimens are pinned into both halves, you
may have pin heads through vour larger moths and
butterflies if you use 1 1/2" wood.

It takes about two hours to make one box. You
may save time but spend more money by having ready-
cut pasteboard. These boxes are for the far-frora-

rich enthusiast. I made nine boxes last winter for
about 85 cents each, the pasteboard costing nothing.

THE NOMENCLATURE CONTROVERSY

A group of taxonomists in Washington, D.C., has
published a statement (Science , vol.110: p.595; 1949)

about the much-discussed nomenclatural events at the

1948 international zoological congress. It is in-
tended to remedy the fact that "the basic issues
have not been sufficiently emphasized." (See Lep .

News 3: pp. 19-20, 67). After the events are re-
viewed briefly, the statement is continued as follows:

"The following facts stand out as the basic is-
sues: (l) the most momentous actions of a half-centu-
ry In zoological nomenclature were taken at Paris
without preliminary announcement, without the usual
opportunities for consideration by zoologists in gene-
ral, and without prior study and approval by the regu-
lar commissioners; (2) in many cases approval was giv-
en only "in principle? with no provision for review
of the principles and with the actual wording left to
a committee of jurists; (3) not only was no provision
made for review of these principles, but no right was
reserved for the regular commission, the internation-
al congress, or zoologists to accept or reject the

final wording of the proposed revision or any of its

parts before promulgation.

"It is clear that the program which produced these

issues was created and fostered by the secretary of

the commission, who no doubt believed that his actions
were desirable and necessary to improve the nomencla-

tural situation. Nevertheless, shorn of all obfusca-
tions regarding ’mandates from the congress,’ dangers
of delay, and similar assertions, the means taken to

effect the ends are contrary to the principles and
practices on which international cooperation in nom-
enclature was established and by which it has func-
tioned for nearly half a century,

"Such actions strike at fundamentals. If they
are allowed to stand, international cooperation in

nomenclature will be a farce, the confidence upon
which support of the commission has been based will

be lost, and the accomplishments of years in the field

of zoological nomenclature will be jeopardized.

"If confidence is to be maintained and interna-
tional cooperation made secure, any plan for revision
of the code must have widespread approval. Zoolog-

ists must be permitted to see any such proposals and
express their reactions, the full commission must
study all proposals, as well as the comments of zo-

ologists, and pass judgment on them, and, if it

still seems desirable to maintain the formality, the
following International Congress of Zoology must
formally approve the final draft."
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PROGRESS REPORT ON THE NEARGTIC BUTTERFLIES

The second lot of distribution data sheets are
all in and consolidated. These cover the first ten
Satyridae in McDunnough' s 1938 Checklist plus Neo-
nympha dorothea Nabokov published since that year.
Reports were filed by 63 collaborators. Some of
these reports included data from museum collections
and others from State and local lists. Such addi-
tional information is most welcome.

The annexed table shows the distribution of the
species involved by the number of counties in each
Province and State from which specimens were report-
ed. Those members who are not collaborators are
urged to study the list in connection with their
own records. If any of you can add Information
please send it to me. All additional records will
be welcome but we are most anxious to get more data
from States where less than 20% of the counties are
included in the table. Certain States are notice-
able by their absence (Delaware) or very scant data
(Indiana). Surely someone has material from theml

Will some Canadian member please inform me of
the number of counties or parishes in each of the
Provinces? I would appreciate a reference to a
list of the county names such as appears in the
World Almanac for the States.

Three records in the table need verification:
Meglsto mitchellil from New Jersey is based upon an

old record of one specimen Identified by Skinner and
never again found; M. eurvtus from Arizona and Ida-
ho, each based on single specimens, the former in
the Los Angeles Co. Museum, the latter in Dr. Cher-
mock’s collection with no other locality than "Idaho.”

The third series of data sheets, for Satyrodes .

Coenonympha . and Eumenls . has been mailed. Any col-
laborator who has not received them should notify me
immediately. If members of the Society would make
county-by-county censuses of Satyridae this season
it would add greatly to the value of the final dis-
tribution maps to accompany the NEARCTIC BUTTERFLIES.

In the task of preparing the summary of distri-
butional data for each species for THE NEARCTIC BUT-
TERFLIES it is necessary that I check as many as
possible of the published State and local lists of
butterflies. Will the members of the Society please
do this for me: 1) send me references to every such
list for the States with which they are familiar with
a comment on the completeness of the list as far as
they have been able to verify it; 2) the references
for any other lists of which they have knowledge;

3) copies of any lists that they may have in dupli-
cate.

F. Martin Brown, Coordinating Editor
Fountain Valley School, Colorado Springs, Colo.
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MANITOBA 6 4 MINNESOTA 82 15 II 24 .

NEW BRUNSWICK 2 MISSISSIPPI 82 1 1 3 3.7

NOVA SCOTIA 5 MISSOURI 115 5 3 4.3

ONTARIO 8 10 NEBRASKA 93 2 1 2.1

QUEBEC 5 5 NEW HAMPSHIRE 10 3 8 80.

NEW JERSEY 21 5 4 1 ? 1 4 24

ALABAMA 67 2 2 4 5 5 4 75 NEW YORK 62 14 23 37.

ARIZONA 14 2 6 4 1 6 1 57 NEW MEXICO 31 3 B7

ARKANSAS 75 1 1 5 4 6 5 NORTH CAROLINA 100 3 2 2 3 2 3 30

COLORADO 63 1 2 3.2 NORTH DAKOTA 53 1 19

CONNECTICUT 8 i 4 50 OHIO 88 1 1 2 1 1 10 12.5
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1
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|J

14.1

MASSACHUSETTS 14 6 10 71 .

|

MICHIGAN 83 9 4 10 12.1 IDAHO L t ? I
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BUTTERFLY REARING TECHNIQUES AND GLOVERIA CROSSES.

-

Last spring and summer, while persuading butterflies
to oviposit in captivity, I was amazed how well the
flower-pot-and-lamp system works. After failing to
obtain eggs from two 59 of Pieris beckerii Edw.,
which I carried home in small cardboard containers
in the car, I decided that they had become too hot.
I took a gallon thermos jug with ice cubes in it on
my next collecting trip. I placed the 99 in gauze-
covered cartons that fit inside a tin can, which was
suspended by a wire into the partially melted ice.
The butterflies were quiet on the way home, and laid
many eggs in captivity. This method has worked suc-
cessfully on Melltaea wrlghtil Edw., M, gabbli Behr,
Sneveria macarla Edw., S. calllppe cornstocki Gund.,
Phvciodes mvlltta Edw., Limenitis lorciulni Bdv., and
Lvcaena gorgon Bdv.; all laid numerous eggs. One S.

calllppe comstockl laid 190 eggs on dry violet
leaves. The young larvae hatched, ate their egg
shells, and went into hibernation immediately. The
last of 32 L. lorqulnl larvae finished its hiberna-
culurn December 1st.

Minois silvestris Edw. and Coenonympha Califor-

nia West.& Hew., collected in our patio, refused to
lay eggs with a 40-watt bulb over the flower pot but
soon began to oviposit when I switched to a 25-watt
bulb. After devouring their egg shells, the newly-
hatched C. California hibernated.

A Heterochroa bredowll califoralca Butl. laid
only one egg. The larva is so different from L.

lorqulni that it doesn't seem reasonable to me to
classify both species in the genus Limenitis as has
been done in the recent revision.

During September numerous Gloverla gargamelle
medusa Stkr. dff were attracted to 05 in my house al-
most each day between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. A c? medusa
mated with a 9 G. arlzonensls Pack, and a 9 medusa
with a c? arlzonensls . Both crosses produced infer-
tile eggs.

William H. Evans, Sun Valley, Calif.

COCOON WITH TWO PUPAE,- In about one bushel of co-
coons of Sarnia walker! F.& F. collected In the city
of New Haven late in January, one contained two pu-
pae. The exterior of the cocoon was normally
formed except for a slight constriction running
half way around the middle. However, the silk
seemed to be continuous and only one Allanthus leaf
was wrapped about the cocoon. On the inside the ex-
ternal depression became a smooth ridge encircling
the cell, but it was not pronounced enough to sepa-
rate the two pupae entirely, for the one in the up-
per part had partially crushed the other. Neither
of the pupae was alive although one moth had half
emerged from the upper one; the lower had never de-
veloped at all. Apparently it had been partly
crushed just after its formation, before hardening
of the pupal cuticle. Among the other cocoons se-
veral had a few threads in common or as many as
five or six were found hanging from the same branch,
but none of those examined had joined the cell as
well as the silk. In order to do so the larvae
would not only have had to choose the same precise
place but start spinning at the same time. The fact
that the two pupae are in an upright position with
only one opening into the cocoon suggests that the

two started spinning separate cocoons and that the

lower one in an attempt to keep its exit open thrust
aside the threads of the other, with a single cocoon
resulting.

R.W. Pease, Jr., New Haven, Conn.

The IXth International Congress of Entomology
will be held in Amsterdam, Netherlands, from August
17 to 24, 1951. (The Vlllth Congress was held in
Stockholm, Sweden, In 1948). Entomologists contem-
plating the trip to Amsterdam will receive the appli-
cation forms and programs when issued if they write:
The Secretariate, c/o Physiologisch Laboratorium,
136 Rapenburgerstraat, Amsterdam, Netherlands.

Prof. Ralph W. Macy, Reed College, Portland,
Oregon, whose planned book on the biology of North
American butterflies was reported some time ago in
the Lep . News , now has a substantial portion of the
manuscript completed. However, there is still very
much information which he is eager to get and he
has sent a letter to Society members listing the
points of special interest which active field work-
ers can in many instances provide. He is especial-
ly hopeful of obtaining numerous first quality pho-
tographs, both in black-and-white and color, of all
stages In natural habitats. The publisher will pay
generously for photographs accepted and full credit
will be given. Since the Macy book is not primari-
ly taxonomic, it will not conflict with other works
in preparation, such as Prof. Klots' manual. It

will instead be a companion volume to them. His
work deserves the fullest immediate support.

Hugh B. Leech, curator at the California Acade-
my of Sciences in San Francisco, has sent us a num-
ber of separates of two of his short papers on Lep-
idoptera. These are available on request from the
Associate Editor of the Lep . News .

1. "The Occurrence of a Hollyhock-Seed Eater, Noc-

tuella rufofascialls . at Vernon, British Colum-
bia." (Proc . Ent . Soc . Brit . Columbia . 1949).

2. "Flights of Nvmphalls californica Bdv. in Brit-
ish Columbia and Alberta in 1945." (Can . Ent^.1945).

Prof. Dr. HERMANN WEBER, the celebrated German
entomologist best known internationally for his ex-
cellent textbook, Lehrbuch der Entomologie . is pre-
paring a second edition of the Lehrbuch and has
sent out a request for reprints on entomological
subjects. He writes: "During the war I have lost
my library, my collection of zoological papers and
all my other possession. ... The conditions of pub-
lic libraries in Germany are rather bad and will
stay so for some time; at Tubingen foreign litera-
ture is scarcely available." His address is:

Prof. Dr. Hermann Weber
Zoologisches Institut
Holderlinstrasse 12

(14b) Tubingen, (French Zone) GERMANY

At least the first 20 pages of the "Service Di-
rectory" have been issued by S.C. Carpenter, Box

1344, Hartford, Conn. The Directory is mimeographed
and Is a list of dealers of scientific supplies,

arranged alphabetically by objects sold. While it

is very incomplete, all potential purchasers of
such supplies will undoubtedly find many useful re-
ferences to dealers.
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BRIEF BIOGRAPHIES

20. Jacob Hubner (1761-1826)

In 1937 Francis Hemming, of London, published
the results of an intensive and complete study of
the entomological works of Jacob Hubner and settled
so far as possible the doubtful dates of Hubner'

s

publications. The tremendous zoological importance
of a work of this kind testifies to the major posi-
tion of its subject, for the dates of Hubner' s works
affect the validity and use of a large portion of
generic names of Lepidoptera. Mr. Hemming' s book*,
contained in two large volumes, is an exceptionally
fine piece of bibliographical research, and we are
indebted to him and to the Royal Entomological Soci-
ety of London for kindly giving permission to draw
on the book for the material in this brief survey
of Hubner 8 s life and work, and to reproduce the pho-
tograph above.

Jacob Hubner was born in Augsburg, Germany, on
June 20, 1761, just three years after the publica-
tion of Linnaeus' tenth edition of Systems Naturae ,

a foundation-stone on which Hubner was later to
build. Little is known about his early life. As a

young boy he apparently excelled in school work, be-
ing especially talented at drawing. He was a keen
observer of anything strange or interesting, and re-
corded his views in sketches. This may have intro-
duced him to the world of insects. Upon completion
of his schooling, he was apprenticed to an etcher
or designer in the town. Augsburg was a cotton-weav-
ing center, and the production of new prints was a

special pride. Hubner proved successful in this

* Hemming, Francis, Hubner . A bibliographical and
systematic account of the entomological works of
Jacob Hubner . 2 vols. xxxiv 605 pp. ;

Royal Ento-
mological Society of London. 1937.

work and obtained a good position at the conclusion
of his apprenticeship.

Hubner' s interest in natural history probably
emerged in his late teens or early twenties. In
1784 he made his first attempts at copper plate il-
lustrations of Lepidoptera, thus beginning a career
that produced an unbelievable number of masterfully
executed plates of Lepidoptera. In 1785 his first
publication appeared - sixteen pages and three plates
of new and little-known species of Lepidoptera. In
1786 he began publishing the Beitrage zur Gesehlefate
der Schmetterlinge on the early stages of Lepidop-
tera, a pioneering emphasis on life history, and by
1790 two illustrated volumes had appeared.

A chance for the broadening of his entomologi-
cal, as well as artistic, interests came when in
1786 he went to Niemierow, in the Ukraine (Russia)
as a designer at a cotton factory. While there he

did much Lepidoptera collecting and made a list of
Ukrainian butterflies (never published). On the
journey to and from Niemierow he was able to meet
seme foreign entomologists and inspect their col-
lections and libraries. In 1789 he returned to
Augsburg to continue his profession.

He made a small diversion into ornithology in
1793 with the publication of a work on birds and
Lepidoptera. In later years he also wrote on such
varied subjects as American Agaves, Bavarian land
snails, and the city of Augsburg, but his work on
Lepidoptera received the major part of his attention.
At intervals of a few years appeared? the beginning
of a synonymic catalogue of the Lepidoptera of the
world; a large "monograph" of early stages of Euro-
pean Lepidoptera entitled Geschichte euromischer
Schmetterlinge (1793), which contained at its con-
clusion 500 plates; and the initial parts (1796) of
his great illustrated work on European Lepidoptera,
Sammlung euromischer Schmetterlinge . with a total
of 700 plates.

In 1793 Hubner married an Augsburg woman, Maria
Domanal, and they enjoyed an unusually happy domes-
tic life, unmarred except by the unavoidable mis-
fortunes of war-produced financial troubles. After
his marriage, Hubner evidenced a new spirit of con-
fidence and vigor which is apparent in his work.
There was one child of this marriage, a daughter,
who affectionately cared for her father after the

great sorrow of his wife's death about six years
before his own, which occurred on September 13, 1826®

The famous and controversial Tentamen . a small
pamphlet containing Hubner ' s new suggested classifi-
cation for Lepidoptera, was distributed to his
friends in 1805, though never "legally" published.
It provided for nine" Phalanges" (® suborders), divided
into "Tribus" (= family), and "Stirps" (= genus), an
important advance over previous groupings. Hubner '

s

early works were based on the then-current division

of the Lepidoptera into only two groups, as In Linn-
aeus' system, - all butterflies under Papllio and
all moths under Phalaena . This was then modified

in his works into subdivisions of the two groups,
written with the new category name in parentheses

between Papilio (or Phalaena ) and the specific name.
As his work progressed this was modified also, un-
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til in 1805 the Tentamen classification was produced.

As Hubner's geographical interests and contacts
increased, his broadened outlook on Lepidoptera was
shown by a publication on non-European fauna - Samm-
lung exotischer Schmetterllnge (1806), with the clas-
sification based on his Tentamen .

His most important work, both in his own opinion
and that of others, Verzeichniss Bekannter Sehmett-
linge [sici] ,

a systematic and bibliographical cata-
logue of the Lepidoptera of the world containing
hundreds of new generic names, gave the final revis-
ion of classification with two more divisions be-
tween "Stirps" and "Genus", "The essential sound-
ness of these categories may be judged by the fact
that in its broad outlines the classification adopt-
ed in the Verzeichniss remains the classification in
force to-day" (Hemming). It is small wonder that
Hubner’s name remains so familiar in lepidopterology
of the world even today, over 145 years after the
Tentamen appeared.

Jeanne E. Remington

THE ENTOMOLOGICAL WORKS OF JACOB HUBNER

1785. Abbildungen und Beschreibungen noch nicht ab-
geblldeter und noch unbeschriebener Schmetterlinge.

1786-90. Beitrage zur Geschichte der Schmetterlinge,
2 vols.

1793. Sammlung auserlesener Vogel und Schmetterlinge.

[1790] - [1793] . Der Schmetterlinge Lepidoptera Linnei,
Europaisches Heer.

[1793] - [1842] . Geschichte europaischer Schmetterlinge.

1796- [1838] . Sammlung europaischer Schmetterlinge.

1796. Die Europaische Schmetterlinge, Gesammlet
[sici] ,

Geordnet, und Beschrieben (modified edi-
tion of last-named publication)

.

1805. Tentamen (ruled never validly published, by
International Commission on Zool. Nomenclature )

.

1806- [1838] . Sammlung exotischer Schmetterlinge, 3

vols.

1808. Erste Zutrage zur Sammlung exotischer Schmet-
terlinge (later, new text called Zutrage zur Samm-
lung exotischer Schmettlinge [sici] , 5 vols. 1818-
1837)

.

18l6-[l826] . Verzeichniss bekannter Schmettlinge (!)

.

1820. Lepidopterologische Zutrage.

1821. Index exoticorum Lepidopterorum.

1822. Systematisch-alphabetisches Verzeichniss aller
blsher bey den Furblldungen zur Sammlung europai-
scher Schmetterlinge angegebenen Gattungsbenen-
nungen.

1823. Verzeichniss aller bisher zur Geschichte euro-
paischer Schmetterlinge, gesammelt von Jacob Hub-
ner, in Augsburg, erschienenen Blatter der Larvae
Lepidopterorum.

[1825] . Catalogue des Lepidopteres qui composent la
Collection de feu Mr Franck (authorship anonymous).

Vol.III, nos.8-9
REVIEW OF McDUNNOUGH’S REVISION OF NORTH

AMERICAN EUPITHECIA*

The long-awaited revision of this difficult and
ubiquitous genus for North America was issued on 22
August 1949 as a part of Volume 93 of the Bulletin
of the American Museum of Natural History (New York).
It is the culmination of a series of smaller papers
on Euplthecia by Dr. McDunnough.

Only six new species are described in the pres-
ent work and yet a glance at the List of Species

(pp. 706-708) of Euplthecia and the very closely re-
lated Nasusina and Prorella shows that there are
now recognized for North America 145, 4, and 14 spe-
cies, respectively, of the three genera, and 27 ad-
ditional races of Euplthecia . Few genera of Lepid-
optera can compare with this number of species, and
Dr. McDunnough points out that there are even more
Palearctic species of Euplthecia . It is remarkable
that all these species are so relatively homogene-
ous that Dr. McDunnough, like the European special-
ists, has been unable to find grounds for dividing
Euplthecia into smaller, more convenient genera.
He even regards Nasusina and Prorella as so uncertain
that he retains them as distinct genera "merely as a

matter of convenience". Students of theoretical spe-
ciation may find Euplthecia particularly intriguing
material, since the species must have evolved to a
point of distinctness through an unusual sequence of
evolutionary events as compared to other groups of
winged insects, in which fewer closely related enti-
ties now occur.

Dr. McDunnough discusses the structural charac-
ters he has used for classification and shows that
the most valuable are male genitalia, female geni-
talia, and the ciliation of the male antennae. He

figures the genitalia for the major part of the spe-
cies, and he presents photographs of the wing pat-
terns of nearly all. He acknowledges the photo-
graphic aid of C.F. dos Passos, and presumably the
photographic apparatus described in the Lepldopter-

lsts 1 News (vol.3: pp.41,42) was utilized. A parti-
cularly valuable feature of the illustrations is the

inclusion of precise locality data for each figure.

The treatment of every species usually includes:

1) detailed bibliographic synonymy; 2) comparative
discussion of wing pattern; 3) detailed description
and notes on variations of male genitalia and female
genitalia; 4 ) data and present location of types;

5) complet.9 distribution; 6) all available informa-
tion on life history; 7) notes on specimens figured.

The printing of the text of the revision is of

fine quality and it is surprising to find the repro-
duction of figures rather poor. Details of the fig-

ures of genitalia are frequently badly blurred and
the printing of the photographs rarely does justice

to what presumably were clear originals.

The price of this important publication is stat-

ed to be $2.50 per copy. It may be obtained from:

The American Museum of Natural History, Central Park

West at 79th St., New York 24, N.Y.

C.L. Remington

*See Recent Lit. #270, on p.110 of this issue of

the Lep . News , for complete reference.
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RECENT LITERATURE ON LEPIDOPTERA

234. Antram, Chas. B„, "Note on the Butterflies of the
New Forest in 1949." Ent . Rec . & Journ. Var .. vol.
61: pp.111-112. Nov. 1949.

235. Beebe, William, "Insect Migration at Rancho Grande
in North-central Venezuela. General Account." Zool-
ogies (N.Y.), vol.34s pp. 107-110, 2 pis. 10 Aug.1949.
Records vast annual migrations, mainly of Lepidopte-
ra, through Portachuelo Pass, Venezuela. Found re-
current waves, each up to 3 weeks duration, of few
species. Normal flight characteristics of any spe-
cies remain same in migration. Both sexes present
and 99 gravid. No return flight occurs. Estimates
made of 1000 per second passing through the Pass.
Detailed reports to follow. (C.R.

)

236. Bentinck, G.A., " Paltodora cvteisella Curt, grls-

eocanitella nov. var." (in Dutch). Tlldschr . voor
Entomol., vol. 90, 1946: pp.43-44. 1 July 1949. A
new variety captured in Holland much deviating from
the typical form is described and <? genitalia figured
(fam. Gelechiidae). (A.D.)

237. Blackwelder, Richard E., "Citing Literature in
the Coleopterists 1 Bulletin." Coleop . Bull ., vol. 3:

pp. 55-59. 29 Aug. 1949. Useful guide for abbrevi-
ating titles. (C.R.)

238. Blackwelder, Richard E., "Synonyms and Genotypes."
Coleop . Bull ., vol.3: pp. 73-75. 8 Nov. 1949. Main-
tains that name to be used is actually "senior syn-
onym", name usually known as "synonym" should be
called "junior synonym". Simple, clear discussion
of use of generotypes (~ "genotypes"), but one im-
practical contentions "no writer should ever des-
cribe a new species in a genus whose genotype has
not been determined and is believed to be congeneric
with the new species." (C.R.)

239. Borey, Paul, "Le Carpocapse des pommes, Enarmonia
pomonella L., ravageur des abricots en Valais." (in

French) . Mitt . Schweiz . Ent . Ges . . vol.22: pp.137-
172, 15 figs. 30 July 1949. Biology of pomonella
and control measures against it are described. (P.B

J

240. Bourgogne, J., "Note sur la systematique des Lep-
idopteres et creation de deux superfami lies" (in
French). Rev . Franc . Ent . . vol. 16: pp.74-77. 1949.
Erects the superfamilies ERI0CRANI0IDEA, including
Eriocraniidae, and CALLIDULOIDEA, including the Pter-
othysanidae and Callidulidae. Discusses also the
other bombycid families and redefines the superfamily
Bombycoidea. (P.B.)

241. Capps, Hahn W., "Status of the Pyraustid Moths of
the Genus Leuclnodes in the New World, with Descrip-
tions of New Genera and Species." Proc . U.S. Nat .

Museum, vol. 98: pp.69-83, pis. 5-10. 1948. Shows
generotype of Leuclnodes to be orbonalis Guen. Er-
ects new genera NEOLEUCINODES (type - elegantalls
Guen.), PR0LEUCIN0DES (type - melanoleuca Hamps.),
and EULEUC INODES (type - conifrons sp.n.TT Includes
in NeoleucInodes : elegantulus : dlssolvens : prophet-

ica : torvis . sp.n. (Santiago, Guta): imperialls .

Includes in Proleuci nodes : melanoleuca : xvlopastalls :

lucealis . Includes in Euleucinodes only coni frons
(Rio Morona, Peru). Removes impuralis from Leucin-

odes . Describes pattern and genitalia, gives host
plants, distributions, and detailed figures. (C.R.)

242. Cockayne, E.A., "Arctia cal

a

L. : its variation
and Genetics." Proc . & Trans . So . London Ent . & Nat .

Hist . Soc.. 1947-48: pp. 155-191, 2 pis. March 1949.
Gives descriptions of all known local races and ab-
errations; describes and names 30 new aberrations, of
which 18 are figured in color. Gives notes on the
effect of temperature and narcotics on wing pattern
development; outlines all known information on gene-
tics of the various forms. A noteworthy paper, aside
from the burden of aberration nomenclature, (P.B.)

243.

Collenette, C.L.
,

"The Lymantriidae of Bali." En-

tomologist . vol. 82: pp. 169-175, 1 pi. Aug. 1949.
Lists, with notes, all species recorded (51). Des-
cribes as new: Euproctls ball : E. psammoides : E. at-

risignata pega : Dura eucraera : Perina tarns

i

; P. ka-
lisi, all from Bali. <? genitalia of all 6 figured,
TpTb.)

244* Corbet, A. Steven, "The Linnaean names of Indo-
Australian Rhopaloc era. Part 6. The case of Papilio
plexl ppus Linnaeus, 1758." Proc . R. Ent . Soc . Lond .

(B), vol. 18: pp.184-190. 17 Oct. 1949. This name
is properly applicable to the oriental Danaus genu-

tia; but recommends because of usage that it be re-
tained for the North American Monarch. (So decided
by the International Commission). (P.B.)

245. Corbet, A. Steven, "The Linnaean Names of Indo-
Australian Rhopalocera. Part 7. Summary of determin-
ations." Proc . R. Ent . Soc . Lond . . vol. 18: pp,191-
199. 17 Oct. 1949. Includes an annotated list of
all species of ' Papilio 1 described from this region
by Linnaeus, with their currently accepted names. (P.Bj

246 . Donohoe, H.C., P. Simmons, D.F. Barnes, G.H, Kalo-
ostian, C.K. Fisher, & C. Heinrich, "Biology of the
Raisin Moth." U.S. Dept . Agr . Tech . Bull ., no. 994s

23 pp., 1 pi., 5 figs. Sept. 1949. Exhaustive ac-
count of distribution, habitat, habits, enemies of
Ephestla flgulella . Detailed descriptions and fig-
ures of ova, larvae, pupa, adult, including c? and 9
genitalia, larval cranial and setal characters. (C.R.)

247. Dufrane, Abel, "Note sur les Danaidae" (In French).
Bull . Mens . Soc . Linn . Lyon , vol. 17: pp. 192-194.
Dec. 1948. Notes on range and variation of 26 spp.

Names and describes 23 aberrations (including 3, WITH-
OUT LOCALITY, of D. plexlppus ) . Hardly a contribu-
tion to science^ (P.B.

)

248. Eliot, Nevill, "The Significance of the Wing Pat-
tern of Precis (Nymphalidae) in America." Entomolo-

gist . vol.82: pp.176-184. Aug. 1949. Notes on phylogeny
and zoogeographical aspects of wing pattern. (P.B.)

249. Franclemont, John G., "A New Moth on Coconut from
Cuba, with Descriptions of New Genera for Related
Species (Lepidoptera, Phalaenidae) ." Proc . Ent . Soc .

Wash . . vol. 51: pp.279-285, 3 pis. Dec. 1949. Erects
new genera: ECHINOCAMPA (type - cocophaga . sp.n.);
ELEGOCAMPA (type - Hermi nodes catharina j : RHAMNOCAMPA

(type - albistrjga ). The 3 plates figure the <? and

5 genitalia and the wing venations. (C.dP.)

250. Freeman, H.A., "A Summary of New Butterflies from
Texas." Texas Journ . Sci . . vol.l: pp.40-41. 30 Sept.

1949. Abbreviated bibliography listing 40 new records
and species descriptions. (P.B.)

251. Freeman, T.N.
,
"The identity of Malacosoma fra-

gile (Stretch) and M. lutescens (N.& D. ) (Lepidoptera

:

Lasiocampidae) ." Can . Ent . . vol. 81: p.233. Sept.

1949. Considers the latter name applicable to the
Canadian prairie species. The author claims that
the former name should be written fragile , not fra-
gills as it was proposed. [That is an error. Fra-

gllis-e is a Latin adjective of the third declension.
Fragllis is both the masculine and feminine, hence
it must be used in connection with the feminine gen-
eric name Malacosoma . in conformity with the Article
14a of the Rules of Zoological Nomenclature,] (C.dP.)

252. Orison, P. & R. Roehrich, "Comparaison du develop-
pement des chenilles d * Operophtera brumata L, (Lep.

Geometridae) et Euprotls [sic!] phaeorrhooa Don.
(Lep. Liparidae) a differentes temperatures constan-
tes." Bull . Soc . Ent . France , vol. 54s pp. 12-16.
Jan. 1949. Found both spp. developed successively
more rapidly at 10°, 15°, 20°, 25°, 30°, but mortal-
ity lowest at 25° for phaeorrhoea and at 10° for bru-

mata . 15 references. (C.R.)
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253. Hardy, George A., "Notes on the Life History of

Xanthorhoe defensaria Gn. (Lepidoptera: Geometridae)."

Proc . Ent. Soc . Brit . Columbia , vol.45: pp. 17-19.

28 July 1949. Ova from captive 9; larvae reared on

Stellaria media : total larval period (4 instars) -

34 days, pupal period - 25 days. Rearings at room
temp, in winter (ova did not diapause). Suggests all
named forms of defensaria are seasonal. All instars

and pupa described in detail; no figures. (C.R.)

254. Harper, G.W., "Notes on a Brood of Nvmnhalls poly-

chloros L." Entomologist.vol.82:pp. 185-187. Aug. 1949.
255. Havas, L.J,,& J. Kahan, "Hormone-Mimetic and Other

Responses of the Silkworm (Bombvx morl L. ) to Some
Polypioidogenic Substances." Nature , vol.161: pp.

570-571, 1 fig. 10 April 1948. Reports production
of morphological abnormalities by treatment with
colchicine and acenaphthene, and effect of colchicine
in accelerating development. (P.B.)

256. Hedges, A.V.
,
"Technique of Breeding Lepidoptera."

Proc . & Trans . So . London Ent . & Nat . Hist . Soc ..

1947-48: pp. 74-81. March 1949. Notes on a number
of British spp.; a few "forms" seem, on the basis of

breeding experience, to be distinct species. Brief
summary of general technique. (P.B.)

257. Hinton, H.E., "On the Function, Origin, and Clas-
sification of Pupae." Proc . & Trans . So . London Ent .

& Nat. Hist . Soc.. 1947-43: pp. 111-154, 39 figs.

March 1949. Regards pupal stage as first imaginal
instar, homologous with subimago of mayflies. The
pupa is best explained as a device to permit develop-
ment of imaginal muscles in a mold of same form as

imago, in insects in which latter differs in form
from larva. Divides pupae into 2 types: decticous,
with functional mandibles for escape from cocoon
(primitive), and adecticous, without functional man-
dibles; the latter group includes obtect and exarate
subtypes. Discusses pupal evolution in many orders,

especially Lepidoptera and Diptera. Again considers
Micropterygidae as distinct order Zeugloptera. (P.B.)

258. Hovanitz, William, "Occurrence of Parallel Series
of Associated Physiological and Morphological Charac-
ters in Diverse Groups of Mosquitoes and Other In-

sects." Contrlb . Lab . Vert . Biol ., no. 32: 24 pp.
Feb. 1947. Includes Collas and Eunhydryas chalce-

dona in generalizations that related species or

forms with higher metabolic rates: have greater
adult activity; mate in smaller space in lab.; pre-

fer hotter and direr environment; have less melanin:
have darker pterines; are worse pest to man. (C.R.)

259. Huggins, H.C., "Two New Varieties of Peronea cris-

tana ." Entomologist , vol.82: p.156. July 1949.
Two aberrations are named. (P.B.)

260. Hulls, L.G., "An Ingenious Method of Forcing Pu-
pae Employed by Reaumur." Entomologist . vol,82: pp.

154-155. July 1949. Pupae are put in glass balls,

which are then incubated by a hen. [This paper is a

translation from a French memoir of 1736.] (P.B.)

261. Jacobs, S.N.A., "The British Lampronidae and Adel-
idae." Proc . & Trans . So . London Ent . & Nat . Hist .

Soc.. 1947-48:“pp. 209-219, 1 pi. March“l949. Excel-
lent summary of the British species, covering imagi-
nal characters, distribution, food plants, and larval

habits. Keys to genera and species given; all (26)

spp. are figured in color. (P.B.)

262. Jones, J.R.J. Llewellyn, "An Experiment with Lar-

vae of Lambdina fiscellarla somnlarla Hulst." Proc .

Ent . Soc . Brit . Columbia, vol.45: p.6. 28 July 1949.
Larvae of somnlarla from Oak transferred to Hemlock
with good results, though average size was distinct-
ly reduced. Also found that larvae from Hemlock ac-
cepted Oak. Evidence supports Capps’ sinking of scm-

nlaria and lugubrosa as races of fiscellarla (Geo-

metridae). (C.R.)

263. Katwijk, D. van, "Overzicht van de lichtvangst
van Lepidoptera in 1948" (In Dutch). Entomol . Ber-

ichten, vol.12: pp. 400-401. 1 July 1949. Gives
record of collecting in 1948 in Holland: at light,
bad; on catkins, reasonable; on sugar, bad. (A.D.)

264. Lambert, Robert, et al, "Annual Report of the
Forest Insect Survey." Dept, of Agr. Canada: 124
pp., maps. 1949. Summary of 1948 abundance and
destruction by forest insects in Canada. Special
attention given to Aclerls varlana . Hemerocampa leu-

costigma . H. pseudotsugata . Lambdina fiscellarla . L.

somnlarla . Malacosoma dlsstrla . M. pluviale . Coleo-
phora laricella . C. salmanl . Chorlstoneura fumi ferana .

Stllpnotla salicis . Alsophi la oometarla . Paleacrlta
vernata, Dlorvctria reniculella . Rhvacionla buollana .

Anisota rublcunda . Recurvarla mlllerl . and others. Im-
portant for later phenological reference. (C.R.)

265. Leech, Hugh B., "The Occurrence of a Hollyhock-
Seed Eater, Noctuella rufofasclalls . at Vernon, Brit-
ish Columbia (Lepidoptera, Pyralidae)." Proc . Ent .

Soc . Brit . Columbia , vol.45: pp. 25-26, 2 figs. 28
July 1949. Description of habits and of heavy in-
festation of hollyhocks in 1945. Drawings of adult
and mature larva given. (C.R.)

266. de Lesse, H.
,

" Hlpparchla fagl Scop, et H, aella
Hoffm." (In French)

.

Bull . Mens . Soc . Linn . Lyon .

vol.17: pp. 123-129. Sept. 1948. Reviews the work
of Fruhstorfer and Hemming on these satyrids, and
gives his own conclusions as to their status: fagl
and aella fly together over much of Europe but are
quite distinct; H. ellena from N. Africa and H. sy-
riaca from S.E. Europe and the Near East are close
to H. aella . Species distinctions are based mainly
on genitalia and 'Jollien's organ' on the c? 8th ab-
dominal segment, which are described but unfortun-
ately not figured. (P.B.)

267. Lewin, Anders, "Notes on Fumea Haw. and Proutla
Tutt. (Lep.)." (In English). Ent . Tldskrift . vol.
70: pp. 155-170, 7 figs. 1949. Describes new sub-
genus ANAPROUTIA (type: norveglca Schqy) of genus
Proutla . Because of aculei on forewing, claims Prou-

tla . Masonla . Fumea . Bacotia, Talaeporla are not Psy-
chidae but actually Tineina and form the family Fume-
idae. Gives detailed figures of many structures of
several spp. of Proutla . Masonla . Fumea . Maintains
strongly that Fumea is not parthenogenetic, as claimed
by some authors. Describes habits of many spp. (C.R.)

268. Lucas, Daniel, "Contribution a la Faune des Lep-
idopteres de l'Afrique du Nord." Bull . Soc . Ent .

France , vol. 54: P.96. June 1949. Describes as new
very briefly, mainly in Latin without figures: "Py-
ralls Mariae Ludovicae . n.sp.", Heterogranhls sfax-

ella . 2 named varieties and 2 named aberrations, all
from Tunis. The Pyralls specific name is polynomial
and therefore not valid under the Regies. This pa-
per looks like something of 1825 vintage. (C.R.)

269. DeLucca, C., "Microlepidoptera New to the Maltese
Islands." Entomologist , vol. 82: pp. 148-149. July
1949. 12 hitherto unrecorded spp. listed. (P.B.)

270. McDunnough, James H., "Revision of the North Amer-
ican Species of the Genus Euplthecla (Lepidoptera,
Geometridae) ." Bull . Amer . Mus . Nat . Hist ., vol. 93:

pp. 533-728, pis.26-32, 20 figs. 22 Aug. 1949. Ten-
tatively keeps Nasusina and Prorella as distinct gen-
era. Describes as new: Eupithecia slossonata (Fla.);
E. je.iunata (Georgetown, Tex,); E. rlndgel (Keddie.
Calif.)

;
E. redlngtonla (Redington, Ariz.); E. ces-

tatoldes THalf Moon Bay, Calif.); P. ochrocarneata
(Huachuca Mts., Ariz.); P. tremorata (Borego, Calif J.

Figures d* and 9 genitalia of most. Gives photos of
209 adults. (See review on p. 108 of present issue
of Lep . News . ) (C.R.)
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271. MeDunnough, James H., "A Study of the Species of
the Genus Stretehla (Lepidoptera, Phalaenidae, Hade-
ninae)." Amer. Museum Novitates, no. 1436: 29 pp., 4
figs. 21 Nov. 1949. Describes as news S. pictinen-

nis (Mohawk, Calif.), S. paclfica (Inverness, Calif.).

Redescribes in detail, with genitalia, S. jsl. plusli-

formls . S. jdI. coloradlcola . S. prlma . S. inferior .

S. murlel na . Figures 9 antennae of most, c? genitalia
of all but prlma and pictlpennls . 9 genitalia of pri-

ma and murlcina . (C.R.)

272. Michelbacher, A.E., W.W. Middlekauff, & N.B. Akes-

son, "Caterpillars Destructive to Tomato." Calif .

Agr . Exper . Sta . Bull ., no. 707: 47 pp., 19 figs.

May 1948. Brief descriptions and figures of adults,

larvae, and biology in California of Heliothis arml-

gera . H. phloxlphaga . Prodenia praeflca . Laphygsna

exigua . Autographa callfornica . Kelferia lvcopersi-

cella . Gnorimoschema onerculella . Phlegethontius sex-

tus, P. qulnquenaculatus . Mainly devoted to chemical
control . (C.R.

)

273. Michener, Charles D., "New Genera and Subgenera
of Saturniidae (Lepidoptera)." Joura. Kansas Ent .

Soc . . vol.22: pp. 142-147. Oct. 1949. Validates new

names used in paper in Evolution (see Lep . News 3:

p.81, #212). Large revision to appear later. In

following list, types are in parentheses - ( ).

Describes as new genera: CER0P0DA ( lohnsoni sp.n.);
PSILOPYGOIDES (oda ) : PSILOPYGIDA (crlspula ) : CALLO-
DIRPHIA (arpl ); TRAVASSOSULA (subfumata ): ADETOMERIS

(ervthrops ) : EUBERGIOIDES (bertha ) : AUTOMERINA (cau^

datula ) : CERODIRPHIA (rubrlpes ) . New subgenera are:

of Citheronia, PR0CITHER0NIA (fenestrata ) and CITH—

ERONULA (armata ) : of Svssphlnx , BOUVIERINA (hogel ) ;

of Adelocephala . OITICICIA ( purnurascens ) : of Adel-

owalkerla . CERATESA (hemlrhoda ) and SCOLESA (totoma )

and MEGACERESA ( pulchra ) and PTILOSCOLA (lllacina ) :

of Automerls . AUTOMERELLA (flexuosa ) and AUT0MER0I-

DES (orneates ) and RACHESA (adusta f : of Automerina .

AUTOMERULA (auletes ) : of Ormlscodes . DIRPHIELLA (al-

bofasclata ) and XANTHODIRPHIA (amarllla ) and PARA-

DIRPHIA (coprea ) and RHODIRPHIA (carminata ) and
MER0LEUC0IDES (flavosignata ) and CERODIRPHIA (rubrl-

pes ) . New species is Ceropoda lohnsoni (Matto Gros-

so, Brazil). Dysdaemonia . Tltaea . Paradaemonla . Ar-

senura placed as subgenera of Rhescvntls : Pseudoha-

zls a subgenus of Hemileuca : Calosaturnla and Aga-

pema a subgenera of Saturnla
;
Saturnloides and Sagana

"congeneric with" Copaxa ; Callosamla and Eupackardia

"weak subgenera of Hyalophora (= Platysamla )"
: Telea

a synonym of Antheraea . (C.R.

)

274. Munroe, Eugene, "Some Remarks on the orlthva group
of the genus Junonla (Lep., Nymphalidae) ." Entomolo-

gist . vol.82: pp. 157-158. July 1949.

275. Murray, Desmond P., "Adela viridella Scop." Proc .

& Trans . So . London Ent . & Nat . Hist . Soc . . 1947-48:

pp. 192-193, 1 pi. March 1949. Notes. Figures all

stages, especially pupa with elongate antennal cases

spirally coiled about tip of abdomen; also figures c?

and 9 genitalia. (P.B.)

276. Niemierko, W., "Fatty Acid Metabolism in Silk
Worm Larvae" (in Polish, Engl. Summ.). Acta Biol .

Exper . . vol.14: pp.137-150, 2 figs. 1947. Fatty
acid content increases during last larval instar, but

decreases about 12$ during cocoon formation. Degree

of unsaturation increases in both periods. (P.B.)

277. Niemierko, W., "Contribution to the Biochemistry

of Metamorphosis of Silk Worm" (In Polish, Engl,

Summ.). Acta Biol . Exper . . vol.14: pp. 151-155. 1947.

40$ decrease in fat during metamorphosis; relative
effects on different fatty fractions. (P.B.)

278. Percy-Lancaster, S., "The Butterfly Danaus chry-

sippu3 in Calcutta." Journ . Bombay Nat . Hist . Soc ..

vol.48 : pp.381. Apr. 1949.
279. Picard, J.. "Sur quelques Hesperiides d'Afrique

(Lepidopteres)" (In French). Rev , franc. Ent . r
vol.

16: pp.147-152, 3 figs. 1949. Describes as new:
TAVETANA (type - leanneli (British East Africa) )

(venation and c? genitalia figured)
;
Pelopidas rouge-

otl (Gaboon) (o’ genitalia figured); Xanthodisca vlb-

lus rega . form evansl (Sierra Leone). Places Celae-

norrhlnus bryki as a race of C. galenus . (P.B.

)

280. Rindge, Frederick H., "A Revision of the Geomet-
rid Moths Formerly Assigned to Drepanulatrix (Lepid-
optera)." Bull . Amer . Mus. Nat . Hist ., vol. 94s PP«
231-298, 14 figs. 17 Nov. 1949. Describes as new:
EUDREPANULATRIX (type - rectifascia) ;

APODREPANUU-
TRIX (type - llberaria ) (also includes litarla )

:

Drepanulatrix quadrarla usta (Inverness, Calif.).
Synonymizes ella and Ida voider D. unicalcararla .

rlndgearia under D. hulstil verdiaria . pulveraria
under D. foemlnarla . lutearla under D. c. carnearia .

callfornlarla and ferruglnosaria under D. monlcarla .

and helena under A. llberaria . Places as subspecies
verdiaria under D. hulstli . ruthiaria under D. blfl-

lata, columbaria under D. carnearia . Redescribes in

detail all other species and races listed in the 1938
MeDunnough Check List. Gives keys to adults, c? geni-
talia, 9 genitalia, and larvae of the 3 genera and to
pupae of all but Eudreoanulatri

x

. Gives keys to ad-
ults and and 9 genitalia of all spp. and to larvae
and pupae of monicarla . carnearia . bauerarla . Gives

large distributional maps and table of flight periods

of all spp. and races. Figures details of c? and 9 ge-
nitalia of all spp. Presents all available notes on

biology. An exceptionally thorough work. (C.R.)

281. da Rocha, Newton, "Notas biologicas sobre o esfin-
gideo Erlnnyls ello L.

,
1758" (In Portuguese). Bol .

Seer . Agr .. Indust . Comerclo . Est . Pernambuco .Brasil ,

vol. 15: pp.398-399, 1 pi. July-Dee. 1948. Notes on

parasitism by fly, Belvosla blfasciata . (P.B.)

282. Root, Oscar M., "Mimicry of the Monarch Butterfly

by the Viceroy." Turtox News , vol. 27: pp, 153-154.
July 1949. Protests against continued spread of old

view that Viceroy mimics Monarch butterfly to gain
protection from birds, arguing that virtually all

butterflies are safe from birds. (C.R.

)

283. Rougeot, P.C., "Description de quelques Saturnides

du Gabon" (In French). Bull . Mens . Soc . Linn . Lyon ,

vol. 17: pp.7-10, 1 pi. Jan. 1948. Describes as new:

Nudaurelia dionysiae . Drepanoptera berllozi . D. tor-

quata form testouti, all from single specimens, all

from Gabon. Figures these and the recently described

9 of D. rectifascia . (P.B.)

284. Rougeot, P.C., "Premiere capture de Nudaurelia
bouvleri Le Moult au Gabon" (In French). Bull . Mens .

Soc . Linn . Lyon , vol. 17: p.155. Oct. 1948.

285. Rupert, Laurence R.
,
"Notes on the group of gene-

ra including Lozogramma Stephens and its allies (Lep-

idoptera, Geometridae, Ennominae)." Proc . Ent . Soc .

Wash . . vol. 51: pp.137-151. 2 pis. Aug. 1949. Dis-

cusses the genera Philedia, Thallophaga . Guenerla .

Homochlodes . Lozogramma . Tacparia . and Pachycnemia .

giving their generotypes. Mentions some of their

included species and proposes new combinations for

some of them. The figures are excellent. (C.dP.)

286. Schwanwitsch, B.N., "Evolution of the wing-pattern

in the Lycaenid Lepidoptera." Proc. Zool . Soc . Lon-

don . vol. 119: pp.189-263, 337 figs. May 1949. Con-

tinues the author’s long series of studies of wing
pattern evolution in Lepidoptera. (P.B.)
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287. Sevastopulo, D.G., "A Supplementary List of the
Food-Plants of the Indian Bombycidaa, Agarlstidae
and Noctuidae." Journ . Bombay Nat . Hist . Soc . . vol.

48: pp.265-276. Apr. 1949. Collects food-plant re-
cords from literature and adds a few new ones, for
families Zygaenidae, Syntoniidae, Arctiidae, Lymantri-
Idae, Thaumatopoeidae, Lasiocampidae, Eupterotidae,
Bombycidae, Drepanidae, Saturnlldae, Notodontidae,
Limacodidae, Psychidae, Thyridldae, Indarbelldae,
Cossidae, Agarlstidae, Noctuidae. Some error in
titling this paper must have been made. (C.R.)

288. Sevastopulo, D.G.
,
"The Butterfly Genus Dellas ."

Journ . Bombay Nat . Hist . Soc . . vol. 48: pp.378-379.
Apr. 1949. Notes on distastefulness of butterflies
in all stages. (C.R.)

289. Smith, Ray F., D.E. Bryan, & W.W. Allen, "The
relation of flights of Collas to larval population
density." Ecology , vol. 30: pp.288-297, 7 figs. Ju-
ly 1949. Study of C. eurytheme made in alfalfa
fields near Westley, Calif. Found large flights
made into fields with alfalfa less than 8" tall. Lar-

val samples taken by sweeping. (C.R.)

290. Steinhaus, Edward A., "A new disease of The Varie-
gated Cutworm, Peridroma margaritosa (Haw.)." Sci-

ence . vol. 106: p.323. 3 Oct. 1947.
291. Steinhaus, Edward A. & Clarence G. Thompson, "Gra-

nulosis Disease in the Buckeye Caterpillar, Junonia
coenia Hubner." Science , vol. 110: pp.276-278, 1 fig
16 Sept. 1949.

292. Steyskal, George C., "An Indexing System for Tax-
onomists." Coleop . Bull ., vol.3: pp.65-71. 8 Nov.

1949. Sets forth technique for keeping species and
bibliographic files. (C.R.)

293. Temple, Vere, "The Courtship Flight of Butterflies
as the Means of Extending the Range of Certain Spe-
cies." Entomologist , vol. 82: pp. 145-147. July 1949.

294. Testout, H.
,
"Revision du Catalogue des especes

franpaises du genre Erebla (Lepid. Satyridae), 6me-

8®® parties" (in French) . Bull . Mens . Soc . Linn .

Lyon , vol. 17: pp. 90-98, 116-122, 147-154. June,
Sept., Oct. 1948. Conclusion of the series. Com-
pletes the descriptions of individual forms, gives
an addendum of new locality records and a summary
catalogue of all forms. Describes as new: E, meo-

lans stygne form rleli (S.E. France). (P.B.)

295. Testout, H.
,
"Description de nouveaux Drepanop-

tera africains et revision du groupe d'antinorii
Obth." (in French). Bull .Mens .Soc . Linn .Lyon , vol, 17:

pp. 189-191. Dec. 1948. Describes as new: D. racun-

oides (Gold Coast); D. ugandensis (British E.Africa).
Groups latter with antlnoril and marglnlmacula . Des-

cribes pattern and <? genitalia of all 4 spp. (P.B.)

296. Townes, Henry, "The effectiveness of DDT against
dermestids in insect boxes." Proc . Ent . Soc . Wash .,

vol. 51: pp. 165-168, 1 table. Aug. 1949. The re-
sults indicate that DDT has some value against der-
mestids, but is no sure preventative. (C.dP.)

297. Viette, P., "Contribution a l'etude des Hepiali-
dae (7® Note). Le genre Trichophassus Le Cerf."
Bull . Soc . Ent . France . vol. 54: pp. 72-73, 3 figs.

May 1949. Shows validity of genus, describing ex-
ternal characters and 5 and c? genitalia, figuring
latter and antennae. (C.R.)

298. Viette, Pierre E.L.
,
"Catalogue of Heterocerous

Lepidoptera from French Oceania." Pacific Science ,

vol.3: pp.315-337. Oct. 1949. Lists 402 species
distributed as follows: 6 Tineidae; 17 Lyonetiidae;
2 Plutellidae; 6 Gracilariidae; 2 Coleophoridae ; 3

Hyponomeutidae; 1 Elachistidae, 10 Glyphipterygidae;

5 Schreckensteiniidae; 1 Copromorphidae ; 1 Orneodi-
dae; 3 Carposinidae; 1 Oecophoridae; 46 Cosmopteryg-
idae; 6 Gelechiidae; 16 Eucosmidae; 24 Tortricidae

;

2 Limacodidae; 94 Pyralidae; 3 Pterophoridae
; 1 Thy-

rididae; 17 Sphingidae; 39 Geometridae; 1 Uraniidae;
1 Epiplemidae; 2 Amatidae; 15 Lithosiidae (incl. Arc-
tiidae); 75 Noctuidae; 1 Lymantriidae. Distributions
included. Extensive list of references given. All
such catalogues are valuable, but soundness of such
artificial geographic limitation seems doubtful. (C.R.)

299. Viette, P., "Contribution a l'etude des Micropter-
ygidae (5® Note). Position systematique de la fam-
ille (Lepidoptera") (in French). Rev . Franc . Ent .

.

vol. 16: pp. 69-73. 1949. Historical review and dis-
cussion of the position of this family. Prefers to
retain them in the Lepidoptera. (P.B.)

300. Wagner, Warren H., Jr., & David F. Grether, "The
Butterflies of the Admiralty Islands." Proc . U.S.
Nat . Museum , vol. 98: pp. 163-186, pis. 11-13. 1948.
Notes on 69 spp. - 16 new records for Admiralties,
33 recorded before, 20 not found by present authors.
Photos of 13 spp. from Admiralties, Yoma alglna from
Solomons. No notes on early stages. (c.R.

)

301. Wakely, S., "Occurrence of a Species of Blastoba-
sis resembling decolorella Wollaston in South Lon-
don." Proc . & Trans . So . London Ent . & Nat . Hist .

Soc.. 1947-48? pp.205-209, 2 figs. March 1949. New
species for England, perhaps introduced. Habits dis-
cussed; <? and $> genitalia figured. (P.B.)

302. Warren, B.C.S., "A Note on the Central European
Races of Papilto machaon and Their Nomenclature."
Entomologist , vol. 82: pp. 150-153. July 1949. (P.B.)

303. Wellington, Eunice F., "Artificial Media for
Rearing some Phytophagous Lepi doptera." Nature , vol.
163: pp. 574-575. 9 Apr. 1949. Summarizes studies
on developing artificial rearing media for Chorlsto-
neura fumlferana . Archlps rosaceana, A. fervida . and
Dloryctrla renlculella in Canada. A most remarkable
advance. (C.R.

)

304. Westerneng, R., "Pontia daplldlce L." (In Dutch).
Entomol . Berlchten . vol. 12: p.381. 21 May 1949.
Gives collecting notes on daplldlce in Holland. (A.D.)

305. Wichra, Jaroslav, "Hojny vyskyt vakonose Sterrhop-

tervx standfussl H.Schaff. v Krkonosfch. (Lep. )"

(in Czech) . Acta Soc . Ent . Cechoslovenlae . vol.46 :

pp. 73-74. 1 Feb. 1949.
306. Wightman, A.J., "Noctuae of Pulborough, Sussex,

in 1948." Ent . Rec . & Journ . Var . . vol. 61: pp.76-
78. July-Aug. 1949.

307. Wild, E.H., "Saturnia pavonla ab. (Lep. Saturni-
idae) flarlocellatus nov." (sicl) Entomologist ,

vol. 80: P.147, 2 figs. June 1947.
308. Williams, C.M., "Extrinsic Control of Morphogene-

sis as Illustrated in the Metamorphosis of Insects."
Growth , vol. 12, suppl.: pp.61-74, 2 figs. 1948.
Summarizes his work on control of diapause of the Ce-
cropia silkworm. (P.B.)

309. Wiltshire, E.P., "Some More New Records of Lepid-
optera from Cyprus, Iraq and Iran." Ent . Rec . &
Journ . Var., vol. 61: pp. 73-76. July-Aug. 1949.

310. Wisselingh, T.H. van, "Lepidoptera in 1947" (In

Dutch). Tlidschr . voor Entomol. . vol. 91, Verslag:
pp.XXI-XXII. 1 May 1949. Collecting notes on Mac-
rolepidoptera in Holland in 1947. (A.D.)

311. Worm-Hansen, J.G., "A Gynandromorphic Moth". Ent .

Meddelelser . vol. 25: p.221. 15 June 1948. Figures bi-
lateral gynandromorph of Stygiostola umbratlca . (P.B.)

312. Wright, Albert E., "Note on the Foodplant of Pha-

lonia luridana . Gregson." Ent . Rec . & Journ . Var ..

Vol. 59: pp.69-70. June 1947. Bred from burdock,
Arctium lappa . (P.B.)

313. Zamecnik, Paul C., Robert B. Loftfield, Mary L.

Stephenson,& Carroll M. Williams, "Biological Syn-
thesis of Radioactive Silk." Science , vol. 109: pp.
624-626, 2 figs. 24 June 1949. Produced by inject-
ing C^-labelled glycine and alanine into Platvsamla
cecropla larvae. (P.B.)
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NOTICES BY MEMBERS

All members may use this column to advertise their
offerings and needs in Lepidoptera. There is no
cost for this service. Unless withdrawn sooner by
the member, each notice will appear in THREE issues.

Wanted: Papered specimens of Pieris napi . Pieris
brvonlae . and Papillo machaon from all parts of the
world, particularly from American & Asiatic locali-
ties, with full data and in perfect condition. Of-
fered in exchange: Papered Macro-lepidoptera from
Germany, and, if possible, breeding material.
Gerhard Hesselbarth, Hindenburgstr. 13, (23) Diep-
holz/Hann., GERMANY.

Lepidoptera from FLORIDA and WISCONSIN, a lot of
over 2000 specimens, about 300 species, pinned and

in papers. Want to sell the lot at bargain price.

Send for list. Alex K. Wyatt, 5842 N. Kirby Ave.,

Chicago 30, Illinois.

Wanted: To exchange good used copy of Holland's
MOTH BOOK for copy of revised edition of the BUTTER-

FLY BOOK in good used condition.

L.H. Bridwell, Forestburg, Texas.

Wish to exchange about 200 MANITOBA MOTHS, about 50

species, half named, full data. Desire exotic Rhop-
alocera, particularly Morpho . What offers for the

lot? C.S. Quelch, Transcona, Manitoba, Canada.

For sale: JAPANESE Papilionidae, Pieridae, Nymphal-
idae, and Sphingidae with all correct data supplied.

Listings sent on request.
M.W. Osborne, 2100 Price St., Rahway, New Jersey.

For exchange : The Spider Book, revised ed. Comstock;

Hand Book of Frogs and Toads, Wright and Wright;

The Grasshopper Book, Bronson; also Pennsylvania

fossils. Desire 5 specimens of Speveria diana or

Papillo ponceana 5 or d1 with data. J.A. Evey, Ben-

son, Illinois.

EUROPEAN PARNASSIIDAE in papers (full data, exact

names, perfect condition) for sale or in exchange

for North American Papilionidae and Parnassiidae in

papers. Dr. W.J. Reinthal, University of Oklahoma,

Norman, Oklahoma.

For exchange : NORTHWESTERN WASHINGTON moths and but-

terflies collected last season. Desire Australian

or any tropical Lepidoptera. Mrs. Emily Henriksen,

Orcas Island, East Sound, Washington.

A complete line of entomological equipment and spe-

cimens is now available: insect boxes, mounting

boards, nets, pins, Rikers, etc., as well as hun-

dreds of species of tropical and N.Am. Lepidoptera.

Price lists sent free upon request. Robert G. Wind,

Rt. 145, Buena Vista, Livermore, California.

California Academy of Sciences drawers for sale.

17 x 19 x 2 l/2 inches, white lined composition bot-

tom, double strength glass top, hand-rubbed clear

lacquer finish, complete with hardware. $6.00 each,

$65.00 doz. Cabinets available. Bio Metal Associ-

ates, P.0. Box 346, Beverly Hills, California.

Wanted: Papilionidae of world, especially Archon .

Hypermnestra . Zerynthla . Baronla and Eurycus . Have
for exchange many species of Japanese Rhopalocera.
Yoshio Okada, Yanagida-Cho, Saga, Kyoto, JAPAN.

Wanted: Basswood mounting strips in all sizes.
M.E. Cady, 21 Border St., Dedham, Massachusetts

.

Spanish Lepidoptera for sale or exchange. Want Am-
erican, Indo-Australian

,
etc. Rhopalocera and Macro-

heterocera. H. Flores & J. Vives, 17 Plaza Lesseps
Barcelona, SPAIN.

For sale: Ecuadorian butterflies from both slopes of
Andes, collected by William Clark-Macintyre . Prices
PER 100 for average material as follows:
Papilio - $15.00; Pieridae - $6.00; Ithomidae -

$6.00; Heliconiidae - $8.00; Satyridae - $7.00;
Nymphalidae, common - $6.00; Nymphalidae, uncommon
- $12.00; Lycaenidae & Erycinidae, common - $7.00;
Hesperiidae - $5.00.

Rarer material such as Morpho . Caligo . Brassolls .

and material selected by genus or species - prices
on application. Send for recent price lists. Ad-
vise me of your wants. F. Martin Brown, Fountain
Valley School, Colorado Springs

,
Colorado.

For sale or exchange - Kansas butterflies and moths,
esp. Papilionidae, Pieridae, Nymphalidae, Hesperi-
idae; Heterocera: Sphingidae, Satumiidae, Arctiidae
Noctuidae, Catocalinae and Geometridae. Mounted or
papered. William Howe, 822 E.llth St., Ottawa, Kans.

Butterflies of Florida, Georgia, and the Carolines
for exchange or sale.
H.L. King, 419 Highland Ave. S.W., Roanoke, Virginia

Duplicates for exchange - butterflies from European
Alps, Pyrenees, Lapland, Mediterranean, Atlas Mts»,
N. Africa, Alberta. British moths, also local races
British butterflies. Desiderata: many N. American
spp., chiefly alpine, arctic, desert & Gulf States.
Correspondence welcomed. Colin W. Wyatt, Cobbetts,
Farnham, Surrey, ENGLAND.

Have few pairs of Argema mittrel from Madagascar
for exchange for Papilio specimens, preferably of
Africa or Australia. Have also beetles (Bupresti-
dae and Cetonidae from Madagascar) in exchange for
tropical butterflies.
A. Glanz, 289 E. 98th St., Brooklyn 12, New York.

Wanted: thirty thousand butterflies and moths from
all over the world. Small or large lots.
Ben Karp, 3148 Foothill Blvd., La Crescenta, Calif.

Wanted to buy: Dyar's "Classification of Lepidop-
terous Larvae"

;
Rothschild & Jordan' s "A Revision

of the Lepidopterous Family Sphingidae" (Nov. Zool.,

1903); Scudder's "The Butterflies of New England".
Peter Boone, R.F.D. 3, Box #172, Princeton, N.J.

In this issue, Living Material notices
will be found on page 114 ®
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Limited number scarce Eupackardla (Callosamia ) cal-

leta cocoons for exchange. Desire pupae CallosaMa
angullfera and Asiatic, African and South American
Satumiidae.
R.L. Halbert, 2446 Cudahy St., Huntington Park, Calif.

Wanted for cash or exchanges living ova or pupae of
Papllio machaon (Palaearctic), Platysamia Columbia
nokomis . Papllio glaucus . Urgently needed for hy-
bridization and sterility experimentation. Also
need egg masses of Catocala rellcta . Also desire
200 living cocoons of Platysamia cecropla .

D.P. Frechin, 1504 N. Lafayette, Bremerton, Wash.

Cocoons or eggs of all species of AMERICAN SATURNI—
IDAE required. Will exchange living or preserved
material of British Lepidoptera and/or Indian Sat-
urniidae. Also willing to obtain books or other
requirements of American supplier. Currency res-
trictions prevent cash transactions! Please help
if you can. C.F. Rivers, 250 Shepherds Lane, Dart-
ford, Kent, ENGLAND.

Wanted: chrysalids of any North American PAPILIO
in exchange for good European butterflies of Par-
nassiidae in papers (full data, exact names).
Dr. W.J. Reinthal, Univ. of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.

Available now: GRAELLSIA ISABELLAE (Spanish luna) &
other Palaearctic fauna pupae. Otto H. Schroeter,

613 Williams St., New London, Conn.

Field Season Summary for North America
Introduction 85
1. Southwest, by B.H. Weber & L.M. Martin ...86-87
2. Northwest, by J.C. Hopfinger 87-90
3. Rocky Mts.

,
by J.D. Eff 90-92

4. Great Plains, by D.B. Stallings 93

5. Central, by P.S. Remington 94-95
6. Southeast, by R.H. Chermock 96-97
7. Northeast, by E.G. Munroe .97-101
8. Far North, by T.N. Freeman .101-102

Annual Meetings of A.A.A.S. and E.S.A 103
An Inexpensive Storage Box, by P.H.H. Gray 104
The Nearctic Butterflies, Progress Report .105
Brief Biographies. 20. Jacob Hubner

by Jeanne E. Remington ....107-108
Review of Field's Butterflies of Kansas 102
The Nomenclature Controversy ....104
Field Notes .106

Evans: Rearing Techniques & Gloveria Crosses
Pease: Cocoon With Two Pupae

Personalia 103
Research Requests 114
Recent Literature on Lepidoptera ....109-112
Notices by Members ....113
Living Material 114
Miscellaneous Notes 106
Additions to List of Members ....................114
Review of McDunnough's Eupithecla revision ......108

ADDITIONS TO THE LIST OF MEMBERS

Have cocoons of WILD CONNECTICUT SAMIA WALKERI ("Cyn-
thia") to exchange for those of other Saturniidae.
R.W. Pease, 57 Yale Station, New Haven 11, Conn.

Wanted to buy: rearing material in season - cocoons,

pupae or eggs of Rhopalocera, Satumioidea, Sphing-
idae, Arctiidae and Catocala . Write first quoting
prices and naming food plants. Have Austrian pins
for sale, best make (Trade Mark "Elephant"), rust-
proof, $4.00 per thousand. Eugene Dluhy, 3912 N.

Hamilton Ave., Chicago 18, 111.

RESEARCH REQUESTS

Wanted: Records and field notes for all subspe-
cies of Speyerla nokomi3 EXCEPT anacheana from
Round Valley (for this locality, records and notes
are plentiful and no more are needed) . It will on-

ly take a moment to send me a card with the data
from any nitocrls , nigrocaerulea . caeruleseens . etc.
which may be available, and these records will be

immensely helpful to me. Personal recollections of

places like Sapello Canyon, N.M. , or any other lo-
calities where nokomis subspecies have been observ-

ed will be especially welcome. A monograph of this

species is in preparation.
L.P. Grey, R.F.D., Lincoln, Maine.

Urgently ranted for revisional study: Pvrausta
of the llllballs-arsaltealis-graellalis complex.
Single specimens or series, from any locality, on
loan, exchange, or purchase basis. Write Dr. E.G.

Munroe, Systematic Unit, Division of Entomology,
Science Service, Department of Agriculture, Ottawa,

Ontario, Canada.

Agenjo, Ramon, Instituto Espanol de Entomologia,
Palacio del Hipodromo, Madrid, SPAIN. LEPID; of
Spain. Coll.

Bancroft, Larry, 1023 S. Main, Ottawa, Kansas.

Coll. Ex. Buy.
Dennis, Arthur E., 758 N. 48., Provo, Utah. RH0P.

Life History. Coll. Ex.

Herrara, Jose (Prof.), Lo Ovalle 0195, Santiago,
CHILE. LEPID: genitalia.

Krogerus, Harry W. (Dr.), Mannerheimvagen 25A, Hel-
singfors, FINLAND. LEPID: esp. of Canada, and
Tortricidae. Coll. Ex.

Monroe, Burt L.
,
Jr., Ridge Road, Anchorage, Ken-

tucky. RH0P. MACRO. Coll. Ex.

Rivers, C.F., "Heatherbank"
, 250 Shepherds Lane,

Dartford, Kent, ENGLAND.

Werner, F.G., Biological Labs., Harvard University,

Cambridge 38, Mass.

DECEASED

Avinoff, Andrey (Dr.). (New York.)

Hall, Arthur D. (Nova Scotia.)
Smith, Claude I. (California.)

THE LEPIDOPTERISTS ' NEWS

Monthly periodical of The Lepidopterists’ Society

Membership is open to all persons interested
in any aspect of the study of butterflies and
moths. The 1950 dues, including subscription
to the NEWS, are $2.00 for Regular Membership
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LIST OF MEMBERS OF THE LEPIDOPTERISTS' SOCIETY

October 1949

The list is arranged alphabetically by nations, and by states or provinces in the U.S.A. and Canada,
State, province, and nation names are here emitted in the address of each member. The address is followed
by the lepidopterological Interests, Where only "RHOP.", "MACRO,", or "MICRO." appears, the interest is
general, "LEPID." is used where interests include all three of the above groups. Following the interests
among taxonomic groups are the other aspects of lepidopterology in which the member is interested. The
member's name preceded by an asterisk (*) indicates Charter Membership; his name in capital letters indi-
cates Sustaining Membership, The word "Nearetic" here means America north of Mexico, For uniformity
"Phalaenidae" is used for all cases, even though the equivalent name "Noctuidae" had been placed on the
membership card by some members. Similarly, Sneveria . Boloria, etc, are used for the Nearotic region in-
stead of Argvnnls . Brenthls . etc. The following abbreviations are used:

LEPID, - All Lepidoptera Coll, - Collection

RHOP, - Rhopalocera (butterflies)

MACRO. - Macro-Heterocera •>.

L (moths)
MICRO, - Micro-Lepidoptera J

ARGENTINA

Bourquln, Fernando F., Calls Conde 1639, Buenos
Aires. LEPID: Life History only. Coll.

Breyer, Alberto, Maipu 267, Buenos Aires, RHOP.and
MACRO: Argentine only. Coll.

Hayward, Kenneth J, (Prof,), Miguel Lillo 205, Tucu-
man, RHOP: Neotropical, esp. Argentine and Hes-
perlldae.

Ex. - Exchange

esp. - especial1^/Q^v

NOV 13 1943

•Kiriakoff, S.G., Zoological Labs., Ghent

14 Universiteitsstraat, Ghent. RHOP: esp. Bel-

gian Congo. MACRO: esp. Phalaenoidea, Thyretidae.
MICRO: esp. Pyralidae. Phylogeny, Classification.
Ex.

Overlaet, Frans G. , 9 Chaussee de Louvain, Korten-
berg (Brabant). LEPID. Life History, Mimicry.
Coll, Ex. Buy, Sell,

BRAZIL

AOSTRALIA

Common, Ian F.B., Technical Secretary, Council for
Scientific & Indust, Research, Div. of Economic
Entomology, P,0. Bax 109, City, Canberra, A.C.T,
MICRO: esp. Australian Tortricldae, Life History
Coll.

"Araujo, R.L. (Dr.), Instituto Biologico, P.0. Bax
119-A, SSo Paulo. MACRO: esp. Castniidae, Dal-

cerldae. Coll. Buy,

Cardoso, Aldo (Dr,), Avenida Teresa Cristina 65,
Macelo, Alagoes. RHOP. MACRO: esp. Saturniidae.
Coll. Ex.

Wilson, Francis E., 28 Ferncroft Ave., E. Malvern
(S.E. 5), Victoria. RHOP: esp. Hesperiidae,
Coll. Ex.

AUSTRIA

Wlleke, Hermann (Dr,), KSssen/Tyrol Nr, 199, RHOP,
MACRO: esp. Phalaenidae, Geometrldae. Coll. Sell.

BELGIUM

Berger, Lucien, Redacteur, Lambllllonea . 2 vallee
des Artistes, Linkebeek-lea-Bruxelles. LEPID.

Dufrane, Abel, Musee d'Histoire Naturelle, Avenue
du Tir 69, Mons. LEPID: world, esp. MICRO. Coll.
Ex.

d'Almeida, Remualdo F. (Dr.), Rua Viana Junier 25,
Encantado, Rio de Janeiro, D.F. RHOP: esp.

Ithcmllnae, Pierldae, Papilionidae. MACRO: esp.

Syntomidae, Arctiidae, Sphingidae, Satumioidea.
Biology. Coll, Ex. Buy.

May, Edward E. (Dr.), Caixa Postal 176, Rio de Jan-

eiro. RHOP: esp. Papilionidae, Pierldae, Bana-

idae, Nymphalidae. MACRO: esp. Saturniidae.
Coll. Ex. Buy.

Oitleica Filho, Jose (Dr.), Rua Alfredo Chaves 59,
Rio de Janeiro. RHOP. MACRO: esp. Sphingidae,
Saturniidae, Morphology. Coll. Ex. Buy,

Pearson, Henry R. , Caixa Postal 5151, Rio de Janei-
ro. RHOP: esp. Nearetic Papilionidae. MACRO:

esp. Saturniidae, Sphingidae, Mlmallonidae. Life
History, Food Plants, etc. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Jamoulle, Edward, 2 rue Ernotte, Watermael. MICRO:

local, esp. Lithocolletls and other leaf-miners.
Coll. Ex,

NOV 1 5 ISIS

Travassos, Lauro (Prof.), Instituto Oswaldo Cruz,

Laborstorio de Helmintologia, Caixa Postal 926,
Rio de Janeiro, D.F. MACRO: esp. Arctiidae,
Adelocephalldae. Coll. Ex.
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Travassos Filho, L&ur© (Dr.), Dept, de Zoologia,
Calm Postal 172-A, S&o Paulo. MACRO: esp. Ctenu-
chldae, Pericopldae, Castnlldae. Life History,
Field Technique. Coll. Ex.

BRITISH WEST INDIES

Ouster, Peter C., 22 Beechwood Ato., Cross Roads,
Jamaica. RHOPj esp. of Jamaica. MACRO: esp.
Sphlngldae. Life History, etc. Coll. Ex. Sell.

Levis, C. Bernard, Science Museum, Institute of Ja-
maica, Kingston, Jamaica. RHOP: esp. of Jamaican
and Cayman Islands. Coll.

Perkins, Lilly G., Sunnybank, Claremont, St. Ann,
Jamaica. RHOP. MACRO: esp. Sphingidae. Sell.

CANADA

ALBERTA

BOfMAN, KENNETH, 10240 Wadhurst Rd., Edmonton.

BRITISH COLOMBIA

•Guppy, Richard, R.R. 1, Marine Drive, Wellington.
MACRO. Coll. Ex. Sell.

MANITOBA

Bird, Charles, 1930 Rosser Ave., Brandon. RHOP: esp.
Hesperiidae, Pieridae. Coll.

*Quelch, C.S., Transcona. LEPID: esp. Central and
S. American RHOP. Coll. Ex.

NOVA SCOTIA

•Ferguson, Douglas C., Box 617, Armdale, Halifax Co.
RHOP. MACRO: esp. Eubanhe . Rivulinae, Hermlniinae,
Gecmetridae of Nearctic region. Life History,
Food Plants. Coll. Ex.

ONTARIO

Bailey, Earl G. , 103 Carleton St., St. Catharines.
RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex. Sell.

•Freeman, Thomas N. (Dr.), Div. of Entomology, Dept,
of Agriculture, Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa.
RHOP: esp. of Arctic. MACRO. MICRO. Coll. Ex.

•Hardwick, David F., Div. of Entomology, Dept, of Ag-
riculture, Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa.
MACRO: esp. Phalaenidae. Coll. Ex.

Wipsor®, R.H., Westboro, R.R. 1. MACRO: esp. Pha-
laenidae. Coll. Ex.

QUEBEC

•Adelphe (Rev. Brother), Ecole Superleure Richard,
200 Rue Galt, Verdun. RHOP: esp. of eastern Can-
ada. MACRO: esp. Phalaenidae of eastern Canada.
Coll.

•GRAY, P.H.H. (Dr.), Box 236, Macdonald College.
RHOP. MACRO. Biology. Coll.

lambert, Robert, Dept, of Lands and Forests, Bureau
of Entomology, 53 Grande-Allee, Quebec. MICRO:

esp. Tortricidae. Forest Lepidoptera, Biology.
Coll.

•Munroe, E.G. (Dr.), Institute of Parasitology, Mac-
donald College, RHOP. MACRO. MICRO: esp. Py-

ralidae and related families. Coll. Ex. Buy.

•Sheppard, Arthur C., 5554 Coolbrook Ave., Montreal

29. LEPID: of Quebec only. Coll. Ex. Buy.Sell.

SASKATCHEWAN

•BRDGGEMANN, PAUL F., R.R. 1, Furness. RHOP. MA-
CRO: esp. Geometrldae. MICRO: esp. Hepialldae.
Life History. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

•Fitch, Richard J., Rivercourse P.0, via Lloydmin-
ster. Arctic LEPID. Sell.

CHINA

Lu, Jin-sheng, Instltutum Entomologicum Choul,
Chang-Chia-Kang, Wukung, Shensi.

CUBA

de la Torre y Callsjas, Salvador L. (Dr.), Playa

75 1/2, Matanzas. RHOP: esp. Eureaa . Coll. Ex.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Cejp, Karel (Prof. Dr.), Botanical Instltut, Charles

University, Benatska 2, Praha II. LEPID.

Coll. Ex.

DENMARK

Andersen, Axel, Odensegade 7, 0, Copenhagen. RHOP.

MACRO. Biology, Distributional Factors. Coll.

Sell.

•Christensen, Georg, Parmagade 24,
III, Copenhagen S.

RHOP: esp. Argynnis . Phyclodea . Erebla . Gene-

tics. Coll. Ex.

Jensen, Heinz, 54 Hyltebjerg Alle, Vanlose, Copen-

hagen. RHOP. MACRO: esp. Cecnetrldae, Sphing-

idae. Coll. Ex.

Sorensen, Arne, Hellerupvej 10, Hellerup Bogblnderl,

Hellerup.
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EIRE

Beirne, Bryan P. (Dr.), Dept, of Zoology, Trinity
College, Dublin. MACRO. MICRO. Ecology, Distri-
bution. Coll. Ex.

Smartt, John B., 89 Connaught St., Phlbsboro, Dublin.
RHOP: esp. Papilionidae, Pieridae, Hesperiidae.
MACRO. Life History. Coll. Ex. Buy.

FINLAND

Hackman, Valter (Dr.), Helsingfors, Parkgatan 9B,
RHOP: of Scandinavia. MACRO: of Scandinavia, MI-
CRO: of Holarctic region, esp. Coleophoridae, Ge-
lechlidae: Phthorlmaea . Systematica, Distribu-
tion. Coll.

Heilman, E.A. (Mr. and Mrs.), Annank. 2F, Helsinki.
RHOP: esp. Pieris, Argvnnls . Brenthis . MACRO: esp.
Aeronvcta . MICRO. Coll. Ex. Sell.

FRANCE

Berjot, Etienne E., 1 rue du Plessis-Pommeraye,
Creil (Oise). RHOP. MACRO. Life History. Coll.
Ex.

Bourgogne, Jean, Muslim d'Histoire Naturelle, 45 bis
Rue de Buffon, Paris 5®. RHOP. MACRO: esp. Psy-
ehidae (Palaearctic and African). Life History,
Morphology, Biology. Coll. Ex.

Fonquemie, Pierre, Directeur dept, des P.T.T., Ho-
tel des Posies, Rennes (ille-et-Vilalne).

Galllard, Franpois, 5 Cite du Midi, Paris 18®.
RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Herbulot, Claude, 31 Axe. d'Eylau, Paris 16®. MA-
CRO: esp. Gecmetridae. Coll. Ex. Buy.

LeCharles, Louis, 22 Avenue des Gobelins, Paris 5®.
RHOP. MACRO: esp. Zygaenidae. MICRO: Crambidae,
esp. Crambus . Biology. Coll. Ex.

LeMarchand, S., 125, rue de Rome, Paris 17®.

Rousseau-Decelle, Georges, 3, rue de Monceau, Paris 8?

•Stempffer, Henri, 4, Rue Saint Antoine, Paris 4®.
RHOP: esp. Lycaenidae (Holarctic and African par-
ticularly) .

Varin, Gilbert, 4, avenue de Joinville, Joinville-
le-Pont (Seine). RHOP: esp. Nymphalidae, Satyr-
idae. Study of races (subspp.). Geography, Dis-
tribution. Coll. Ex.

•Varnier, , Pension de Famille, "Vieux Moulin", Pont
par Semur (Cote d'Or).

Viette, Pierre P.
,
Museum Nat. d'Histoire Naturelle,

45 bis, Rue de Buffon, Paris 5®. MICRO: esp. Ho-
moneura (MLcropterygidae, Eriocraniidae, Hepial-
idae). <F genitalia. Coll. Ex.

GERMANY

Albrecht, Paul, (1) Berlln-Bummelsburg, Friedrich-
strasse 108. RHOP. MACRO: esp. Sphingidae, Sa-
turnla . Coll. Ex.

Borner, Carl (Dr.), Naumburg/Saale 19a, Jenaerstr.

22, Russian Zone. LEPID: esp. for Phylogenetics.
Coll.

Busch, Theo (Frau), (22b) Niederadenau, uber Adenau/
Eifel. RHOPr esp. Melltaea . Life History.
Coll. Ex.

Forster, Walter (Dr.), Entomologische Abtellung,
Zoologische Sammlung des Staates, Menzingeratr.

67, MSnchen 38. LEPID, Coll. Ex.

Froreich, v. (Dr.), Postschliesfach #431* Aachen.

Hering, Erich M. (Prof. Dr.), Berlin N.4, Invalid-
enstr. 43, Zoologisches Museum. MACRO: Pericop-
idae, Zygaenidae, Dioptidae. MICRO. Leafminer-s

of all orders. Coll. Ex.

Hesselbarth, Gerhard, (23) Diepbolz (Hann.), Hin-

denburgstr. 13. Palaearctic RHOP. & MACRO: esp.
Papilionidae, Pieridae, Bombyces, Arctiidae.
Life History, Zoogeography. Coll. Ex.

de Lattin, Gustaf J. (Dr.), Geilweilerhof, Post
Siebeldingen (22a) uber Landau/Pfalz, Forschungs-
institut f. Rebenzuchtung. RHOP: Holarctic, esp,
Satyridae. MACRO: Holarctic, esp. Acronictinae
and Bryophilinae. MICRO: esp. Palearctic. Dis-
tribution, Evolution, Genetics. Coll. Ex.

Rensch, Bernhard (Prof. Dr.), Munster (Westf . )

,

Museum fur Naturkunde, Himmelreich-Allee.

Warnecke, Georg (Landgerichtsdirektor) , Hohenzol-
lernring 32, Hamburg-Altona. RHOP: Palaearctic.
MACRO: Palearctic, esp. Gecmetridae. Migration,
Zoogeography. Coll.

GREAT BRITAIN

ENGLAND

Carpenter, G.D. Hale (Prof.), Dept, of Entomology,
University Museum, Oxford. RHOP: esp. African
and Pacific Euploea . Mimetic, Warning, & Cryp-

tic Coloration. Coll.

Evans, W.H. (Brig.), Dept, of Entomology, British
Museum (Nat. Hist.), Cromwell Road, London S.W. 7.

RHOP: esp. Hesperiidae.

•Ford, E.B, (Dr.), University Museum, Oxford.
LEPID. Genetics. Coll.

Hards, Charles H.
, 40 Riverdal® Rd., Plumstead, Lon-

don S.E. 18. English and American RHOP. & MA-
CRO: esp. Catocala . Saturniidae. Life History,
Migration, Distribution, Variation. Coll. Ex.
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Haley, Robert G. , "Iygoes", Burcott, Wing, Leighton
Buzzard, Beds. RHOP: of world, esp. Pieridae,
Nymphalidae, Papilionidae. MACRO: esp. Saturnii-
dae. Distribution, Minicry. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

Hemming, Francis, 28 Park Village East, Regent's
Park, London N.W. 1. RHOP: esp. Palaearctic and
Nearotic. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Jordan, Karl (Dr.), Zoological Museum, Tring, Herts.

Riley, Norman D., 7 McKay Road, London S.W. 20.
RHOP.

Rockingham, N.W. (Lt.), R.A.F., Middle Wallop near
Storkbridge, Hants. RHOP. MACRO. Migration.
Coll. Ex.

Smith, P. Siviter, 21 Melville Hall, Holly Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham 16. RHOP: esp. Lvcaena .

Coll. Ex. Buy.

Stevens, Herbert, 4 Beaconsfield Rd., Tring, Herts.

Tams, W.H.T.. Dept, of Entomology, British Museum
(Nat.Hist.), Cromwell Road, London, S.W. 7.
MACRO: esp. Lasiocampidae, Agrotidae. MICRO: esp.
Pyralidae, Tinaeidae. Life History.

Warren, Brisbane C.S., 3 Augusta Mansions, Folke-
stone, Kent. RHOP: esp. Satyrldae, Nymphalidae.
Life History, Distribution. Coll.

Williams, C.B. (Dr.), Rothamsted Experimental Sta-
tion, Harpenden, Herts. Migration, Populations,
Ecology. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

Wyatt, Colin W., Cobbetts, Farnham, Surrey. RHOP:
Palaearctic and Nearotic, esp. Alpine and Arctic
spp. Local Races. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

WALES

Henstock, Herbert (Dr.), Glengariff, Caerwys, North
Wales. RHOP: of world. MACRO: of Great Britain.
Experimental Moth Trap. Coll. Ex.

HUNGARY

Gozmany, Lancelot A. (Dr.), Budapest, XII. Qyori ut
1. II. 14. MICRO. Helophil Moths. Coll. Ex.
Sell.

Kovacs, L. (Dr.), Budapest, XII. Klefa Istvan u 3/a.
HI. 1.

Lengyel, Julius F. (Dr.), Budapest XII. Budakeszl ut
38. RHOP: of Europe, esp. Melltaea . MACR0:Phalae-
nidae, esp. Cucullla . Distribution, Zoogeography.

Coll. Ex.

INDIA

INDONESIA

Dlakonoff, A. (Dr.), Zoologlsch Museum en Lab.,
Buitenzorg, Java. MICRO: all except Pyraloidea.
Leaf-miners, Biology, Morphology. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Straatman, Raymond, Ondern, "Dolok Ilir" - P/0 Ser-
bslawan, East Coast of Sumatra. RHOP: esp. Papil-

lo . Pieridae, Nymphalidae, Lycaenidae. MACRO: esp.
Saturniidae, Sphingldae, Arctiidae, Zygaenidae.
Food Plants. Coll. Ex. Sell.

Wegner, A.M.R., Zoologlsch Museum, Buitenzorg, Java.

ITALY

Verity, Roger R. (Dr.), Caldine (Firenze). RHOP:

esp.Palearctic. Coll. Ex. Buy.

JAPAN

Azuma, Masao (Prof.), 1644, Rinkeiji, Arlma, Hyogo-

ku, Kobe. MACRO: esp. Geometrldae. MICRO: esp.

Pyralidae. Life History, Distribution. Coll. Ex.

Inoue, Hiroshi, 290, Mlyamae, Oka-maahl, Mlnaml-ku,
Yokohama. MACRO: esp. Geometrldae, Cymatophoridae,
Drepanidae. Life History. Coll. Ex.

Murayama, Shu'ichi (Prof.), Shinjo-cho 744, Ibaraki-
shi, Osaka-fu. RHOP: esp. Parnassldae, Lycaen-
idae, Neptls . Llmenltls . Erebla . Oenels . Zoo-

geography. Coll. Ex.

Okada, Yoshio, Editor, Lepidopterological Society
of Japan, Yanaglda-Cho, Saga, Kyoto.

Shlrdzu, Takashi, Entomological Lab., Department of
Agriculture, Kyushu University, Fukuoka. RHOP.

Life History, Food Plants, Distribution. Coll.

Sugitanl, Iwahiko (Prof.), Shinmachi-Nishiiri, Naka-

chojya-machi-doori, Kamikyoku, Kyoto. LEPID: esp.

Japanese and Korean Geometrldae. Distribution.

KOREA

Seok, D.M., National Science Hall, Chung-ku, Seoul.
RHOP: Pieridae, esp. Pieria.

MEXICO

Smith, Arthur C., Rockefeller Foundation, Calle de
Viena 26, Mexico, D.F. RHOP. & MACRO: esp. of
Mexico and southwestern U.S.A. Ecology, Distri-
bution. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

NETHERLANDS

Lempke, B.J., Oude Yselstraat 12
111

, Amsterdam Z-2.

RHOP. & MACRO: of Netherlands. Life History, etc.

HIMALAYAN BUTTERFLY CO., Shillong, Xbasi Hills
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Roepke, W. (Prof. Dr.), Lab. voor Entomologie, Berg
37, Wageningen. RHOP. & MACRO: asp. Palaearctlc
and Indomalayan. Life History, Ecology, Genetics,
Morphology, Histology, Zoogeography, Systematlcs.

PHILIPPINES

SUSON, F.M., Suson's Pharmacy, Cebu City. RHOP:
esp. of Philippines.

Uichanco, Leopold© B. (Dr.), Dean of College, Laguna.
RHOP. Distribution. Coll.

PORTUGAL

da Silva Cruz, Marla Amelia, Quinta de S. Joao, Cau-
dal, Vila Nova de Gaia. RHOP: esp. Melltaea . MA-
CRO: esp. Geometridae. Migration. Coll. Ex.

SPAIN

Flores Casas, Hilarlo, 17, Plaza Lesseps, Barcelona.
LEPID. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

Marten, Werner, calle Guillermo Tell, 44, Barcelona.
RHOP. MACRO: esp. Zygaena . MICRO. Migration,
Biogeography. Coll.

•ROBERT, JOHN H., 41 Ronda San Antonio, Barcelona.
RHOP: esp. Papilionldae and Pieridae of world; Hol-
arctic Lycaenidae, and Limenit Is . etc. Coll.
Ex. Buy.

Torres, Juan, 1 Calle Dr, Romagosa, Valencia. RHOP:

esp. Papilionldae, Pieridae (Dellas . Catopsllla ).

Danaidae, Heliconiidae, Nymphalidae, Morphidae.
MACRO: esp. Zygaenidae, Arctiidae (Arctla . Calll-

morpha ) . Saturniidae, Sphingidae, Uraniidae. Life
History. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Vilarrubia, Antonio, Instituto Municipal de Ciencias
Naturales, Apartado 593, Barcelona.

Vives Puigpalet, Jose, 179, calle Marina, Barcelona.
LEPID. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

SWEDEN

Bryk, Felix, Naturhistoriska Riksmuseum, Entomologls-
ka Avdelningen, Stockholm 50. RHOP; esp. Parnassi-
idae. MACRO: esp. Drepanidae. Wing Venation Tera-
tology, Sphragidology, Linneana.

Nordstrom, Frithiof (Dr.), Kungsholmstorg 1, Stock-
holm. MACRO; esp. Agrotidae, Euplthecla . Life
History. Coll.

SWITZERLAND

Loeliger, Robert (Dr.), Susenbergstrasse 20, Zurich.
RHOP. MACRO. Migration.

Liithi, Adrian J., Inneres Sommerhaus, Burgdorf.
RHOP. MACRO: esp. Sphingidae. Coll. Ex. Buy.
Sell.

Romieux, Jean, chemin des CrSts de Champel 20, Gen-
eva. MICRO: esp. Aegeriidae, Psychidae, Coleo-
phoridae, and Scythrididae. Migration.
Coll. Ex.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

ALABAMA

•Chermook, Ralph L. (Dr.), Bax 2047, University of
Alabama, University. RHOP: esp. Satyridae. Pby-
logeny. Coll. Ex. Buy.

ARIZONA

•Bauer, David L., General Delivery, Cottonwood.
RHOP: esp. Papillo machaon group, Anthocharls .

Melltaea . Polygonla . Riodinidae, Plebelus lcarl-

oldes & races. MACRO. Bionomics, Distribution.
Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

CALIFORNIA

•BAUER, WILLIAM R., 235 Liberty St., Petaluma. MA-
CRO. Life History, Collecting Methods. Coll.

Ex. Buy.

•Bio Metal Associates, P.0. Box 346, Beverly Hills.

Carls, Erwin W., 1985 E. Phillips Blvd., Pomona.
LEPID.

COBB, MELVYN G., 1066-1/2 West 31st St., Los Ange-
les 7. RHOP: esp. Satyridae, Papilionldae. MA-

CRO. Coll. Ex. Buy.

•Comstock, John A, (Dr.), P.0. Box 158, Del Mar,

San Diego Co. LEPID. Life History. Coll.

Coy, L.P. (Dr.), 911 9th Ave., San Mateo. RHOP:

esp. Speverla . Euchloe . Coll. Ex,

•Creelman, James L., 2214 Logan Ave., San Diego 13.
RHOP: Nearctic and South Pacific. Coll. Ex. Sell.

•CRICKMER, NOEL, Borrego Valley, Julian P.0. LEPID.

Coll. Ex.

•Davies, Thomas W., 791 Elsie Ave., San Leandro.
RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

•Dickenson, Ronald, P.0. Box 563, Atascadero. RHOP:

esp. Speverla . Bolorla . lycaenidae. MACRO: esp.

Saturniidae, Noctuidae. Life History. Coll. Ex.

Easig, E.O., 112 Agriculture Hall, Univ. of Calif-

ornia, Berkeley 4. LEPID: esp. of western North

America. Coll.
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•Evans, William H. , 8711 La Tuna Canyon Rd.
,
Sun Val-

ley. LEPID: esp. Annaphlla . Heliothiinae, Geo-
metridae. Life History, Photography. Coll. Sell.

•Ford, Robert J.
, 3266 Ardmore Ave

. ,
South Gate.

RHOP. MACRO. Life History. Coll. Ex. Buy.Sell.

•Friday, F.W.
, Bax 72, Palm Desert. RHOP. Coll.

Ex. Buy. Sell.

Graves, John D., 1711 Short St., Berkeley 2. RHOP.
MACRO. Coll. Ex. Buy.

•Guedet, Edward F. (Rev.), 1818 Eddy St., San Fran-
cisco 15. MACRO: esp. Gecraetridae. Coll, Ex.
Buy.

HALBERT, RICHARD L., 1201 W. 30th St., Los Angeles
7. MACRO; esp. Saturniidae. Life History,
Cross-breeding. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

•Hammer, William A., 1923 Evergreen Ave,, San Lean-
dro. RHOP; esp. Speyeria . Colias, Panels . MA-
CRO. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Hewea, L.I. (Dr.), 114 Edgewood Ave., San Francis-
co 17. RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex.

Hill, Charles, 1350 San Luis Rey Drive, Glendale 8.
MACRO; esp.fhaiasnidae of western Nearetic region.
Coll. Ex. Buy.

•Hovanitz, William (Dr.), Dept, of Biology, Universi-
ty of San Francisco, San Francisco 17. RHOP.
Genetics.

•Hulbirt, Lowell H., 622 N. Bright Ave., Whittier.
RHOP: esp. Iycaenidae, Hesperiidae. Coll. Ex.

KARP, BEN, 3148 Foothill Blvd . ,
La Crescents. MI-

CRO. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell,

•KIRKWOOD, CARL W., Box 47, Summerland. LEPID.

Coll. Ex. Buy.

Laspe, Charles G., 4044 Hawthorne, Palos Verdes Es-
tates. RHOP; esp. Papilionidae. Coll.

Lewallen, Lawrence L., Div. of Entomology, Univer-
sity of California Citrus Experiment Station, Ri-
verside. MACRO: esp. Phalaenidae, Arctiidae,
Taxonomy. Coll. Ex. Buy.

•MARTIN, LLOYD M.
, Los Angeles County Museum, Expos-

ition Park, Los Angeles 7. RHOP; esp. Speyeria .

Euphydryas . Hesperiidae. Life History. Coll.Ex.

•Mattoni, Rudolf H.T., Div. of Botany, University of
California, Berkeley 4* RHOP; esp. Philotes .

Glaucopsvche . Genonomy, Physiolo©r. Coll. Ex.

Buy. Sell.

•MeHENRI, PADDY B., 1032 E. Santa Anita, Burbank.
RHOP. Original Descriptions of Nearetic Rhop.
Coll.

•Meyer, William T., 4450 Kingswell Ave., Hollywood
27. LEPID. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

MILLER, GEORGE F., Box 1065, Palm Springs. RHOP;
esp. Strvmon. Coll.

•NIC0LAY, STANLEY S. (Major), Route #3, 9971 Center
Drive, Orange. LEPID. Coll.

•Parker, Dwight E., 1220 S. Alvarado St., Los Angeles.
RHOP; Nearetic only. Life History. Coll. Ex.

PRESTON, FLOYD W., 217 E. Barton Rd., Whittier.
RHOP: esp. Pieridae. Coll. Ex.

•REEVES, ROBERT T., 318 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Ange-
les 15. RHOP; esp. of Calif, and Southwest.
Life History. Coll.

•Reid, Robert H., Route 3, Box 164, Hemet. RHOP.
MACRO. Coll. Ex.

•Roberds, Joseph, 2022 Huntington, Redondo Beach.
LEPID.

Schmela, Dora E. (Mrs.), 135 N. Evergreen Drive,
Ventura. RHOP. Coil.

•SMITH, CLAUDE I., 161 S. 16th St., Apt.l-B, Rich-
mond. RHOP. MACRO: esp. Amphipyrinae, Heliothi-
inae, Acontlinae. MICRO; esp. Aegeriidae. Eco-
logy, Life History, Biology. Coll. Ex. Sell.

•SPERRY, JOHN L. (Mr. and Mrs.), 3260 Redwood Drive,
Riverside. RHOP; of world. MACRO: esp. Geomet-
ridae of world. Coll. Ex. Buy.

•Sternitzky, Robert F., Monte Vista Cabins, Star
Route, Laytonvilie, Mendocino Ccunty. RHOP. &
MACRO, of world. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

•THORNE, FRED T., 1298 Merritt Drive, Rt. 1, El Ca-

jon. RHOP: esp. Theolinae. Life History.

Coll. Ex.

•Tilden, J.W. (Dr.), 125 Cedar Lane, San Jose.
RHOP; esp. Hesperiidae. MICRO. Food Relation-

ships, Behavior. Coll. Ex.

•Weber, Beraie H. , 359 E. Angeleno Ave., Burbank.
RHOP. Coll. Ex.

Williams, Evelyn G. (Mrs.), North San Juan, Nevada

County. RHOP. MACRO, Life History. Coll.

Wilson, Henry H., 2531 Marin Ave., Berkeley.

Ichneumonoid parasites of LEPID. Coll. Ex.

•WIND, ROBERT G.
, Route 1, Box 145, Livermore.

RHOP; esp. of East Indies. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

COLORADO

•Brown, F. Martin, Fountain Valley School, Colorado

Springs. RHOP; esp. Pieridae and Satyridae of

neotropics. Distribution. Coll. Ex. Buy.

•Eff, J. Donald, 820 Grant St., Boulder. RHOP; esp.

Melitaea, Euphydryas . and Arctic species. Coll.

Ex. Sell.
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Kostreva, Samuel, Jr., 317 E. Boulder St., Colorado
Springs. RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

Minor, W.C., P.0. Bax 62, Fruits . RHOP; esp. Rocky
Mountain fauna. MACRO. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

•Renk, John J. (Brother), S.J., Regis College,
W. 50th & Lowell Blvd., Denver. RHOP; esp. Cata-
gramma . Coloration. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Rotger, Bernard (Rev.), St. Joseph's Church, Capu-
lin. RHOP; esp. of Colorado. MACRO. Coll. Ex.
Buy. Sell.

Schryver, C.D., R. 2, Boot 93, Arvada. RHOP. Coll.
Ex.

CONNECTICUT!

Ballard, W.F.R., East Middle Patent Rd., Greenwich.

Bellinger, Peter F., Osborn Zool. Lab., Yale Uni-
versity, New Haven 11. I£PID. Colora-
tion, Genetics. Coll. Ex.

Bullis, Peter E., 239 West Rock Ave., New Haven.
RHOP. Coll. Ex.

•Carpenter, S.C., Boot 1344. Hartford 1. RHOP. MA-
CRO. Food Plants

.

Pease, Roger W., Jr., 57 Yale Station, New Haven.
RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex.

•REMINGTON, CHARLES L. (Dr.), Osborn Zoological Lab.,

Yale University, New Haven 11. RHOP; Genetics
and Life History. MACRO; Life History.

•REMINGTON, JEANNE E. (Mrs.), c/o Osborn Zool. Lab.,
Yale University, New Haven 11. Gall-making LE-
PID; Ecology.

•Schroeter, Otto H. (Col.), 613 Williams St., New
London, RHOP, MACRO. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

•Wilhelm, Herman P., Buckingham Rd., Willimantic.
RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

DELAWARE

Jones, Frank Morton (Dr.), 2000 Riverview Ave.,
Wilmington. LEPID; esp. Psychidae. Coll. Ex.
Buy.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

•CLARK, AUSTIN H., Smithsonian Institution, Washing-
ton 25. RHOP.

•FIELD, WILLIAM D., Division of Insects, U.S. Nation-
al Museum, Washington 25. RHOP; esp. Lycaenidae.

•FRANCLEMONT, JOHN G., Division of Insects, U.S. Na-
tional Museum, Washington 25. MACRO; esp. Pha-
laenidae, Notodontidae, Lymantriidae. Life His-
tory. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Shappirio, David G., 4811 17th St., N.W., Washing-
ton 11. LEPID. Chemistry of Insect Pigments.
Coll.

FLORIDA

•Berry, Dean F., Box 146, Orlando. RHOP; esp.
Florida Hesperiidae. MACRO; esp. Catocala, Sat-
urn!idae, Sphingidae. Coll. Ex.

Davidson, W.M., 1504 Bodell St., Orlando. RHOP.
MACRO. Coll.

Forsyth, Marguerite S. (Mrs.), P.0. Box 96, Florida
City. RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Sell.

•Fuller, Stanley V., Cassadaga P.O., Volusia County.
RHOP. MACRO; esp. Sphingidae & Catocalinae.
Life History. Coll.

•Grimshawe, Florence M. (Mrs.), 766 N.W. 13 Ave.,
Miami 35. RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Sell.

GEORGIA

•Eustls, Henry W., 2301 Woodbine Rd., Augusta.
RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

•Fattig, P.W., Box 788, Bnory University. LEPID.

Coll.

•Harris, Lucien, Jr., P.0. Box 167, Avondale Estates.
RHOP. MACRO; esp. Catocala . Sphinx . Coll. Ex.

•Smith, M. Eugene, Route 2, Newnan. RHOP. MACRO.

Life History.

TERRITORY OF HAWAII

•Calkins, Virgil F., P.0. Box 461, U.S. Xmmig.-
Naturalization Service, Honolulu 9, Oahu. RHOP;

Nearctic. MACRO; esp. Saturniidae, Sphingidae,
Ceratocampidae, Catocala . Coll. Buy. Sell,

French, Ellery W., University of Hawaii, P.0. Box

18, Honolulu 10, Oahu. RHOP. MACRO.

IDAHO

MANNING, JAMES H., 1515 N. 26th, Boise. RHOP;

Nearctic. MACRO; esp. Catocala . Sphingidae.
Coll. Ex.

Muhonen, Daniel, 1118 N. Twelfth St., Boise.

•WILSON, KENT H., Dept, of Biological Sciences,
University of Idaho, Moscow. RHOP; esp. Papil-
ionidae. MACRO; esp. Catocala . MICRO; esp.

Jugatae. Life History, etc. Coll. Ex. Buy.

ILLINOIS

BANKS, LESLIE, 900 Gunnison St., Chicago 40. RHOP.

MACRO; esp. Geometridae, Notodontidae. Coll.Ex.

Buy.
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Beall, Geoffrey (Dr.), Research Laboratories, Swift
& Company, Chicago 9. Migration.

^BRISTOL, MAURICE L., 511 May St., Elgin. RHOP. MA-
CRO? asp. Amntesls . Catocala . Phalaenidae. Coll.

Ex. Buy.

Evey, J.A. , Benson. RHOP: esp. Morpho . MACRO:

asp. Catocala . Life History. Coll. Ex.

Pulton, Macdonald (Dr.), Dept, of Bacteriology, Loy-

ola School of Medicine, 706 S. Wolcott Ave., Chi-

cago 12. RHOP. Coll.

•Gerhard, W.J., Curator of Insects, Chicago Natural
History Museum, Chicago 5. RHOP. MACRO.

•Glenn, Murray 0., Magnolia. MACRO: esp. Gelechi-
oidea. MICRO. Life History. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Hessler, Robert, 6510 N. Campbell, Chicago 45.
RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex. Buy.

•HOLLEY, F.E., 3 E. Parkside, Lombard. RHOP. MA-

CRO: esp. Sphingldae, Saturniidae, Ceratocampidae.
Life History. Coll. Ex. Buy.

•IRWIN, RODERICK R., 411 N. Bloomington St., Streator.
RHOP. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Jelinek, Anton, 3900 Diversey Ave., Chicago 47.
RHOP: of tropics, esp. Morpho . Papillo . Coll. Ex.

Buy. Sell.

Kistner, David H., 5031 N. Kolmar Ave., Chicago 30.
RHOP: esp. Speverla . MACRO: esp. Phalaenidae.
Distribution. Coll. Ex.

•LAUCK, ALBERT G., 2716 Grandview Ave., Alton.
RHOP: esp. Oenels . Erebla . Bolorla . Lycaenidae.
Coll. Ex.

Leuschner, Ronald, 1172 S. Wenonah Ave., Oak Park.
RHOP: esp. Speverla . Bolorla . Melltaea . MACRO.
Coll. Ex.

•McElhose, Arthur L., 816 N. Belmont Ave., Arlington
Heights. RHOP. MICRO. Coll.

•Panske, Leonard G., 878 N. Hermitage Ave., Chicago
22. RHOP. MACRO. Life History. Coll. Buy.

Phillips, Leonard S,, Loyola University Medical
School, 706 S. Wolcott Ave., Chicago 12. RHOP.
MACRO: esp. Catocala . Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

Rutkowski, Prank E., 484O W. Gregory St., Chicago
30. MACRO: esp. Saturniidae, Phalaenidae, Sphing-
ldae. MICRO. Life History. Coll. Buy.

Sasko, V.G. (Prof.), 1937 W. Chicago Ave., Chicago
22. RHOP: esp. Papilionidae, Nymphalidae, Mor-
pho of western hemisphere. MACRO: esp. Sphinx

f

Saturniidae, Laslocampidae and smaller moths,
Catocala . Life History. Ex. Buy. Sell.

•SCHOENHERR, WILLIAM H., 225 Cedar Ave., Danville.
RHOP: esp. Pieridae, Papillo . MACRO: esp.Sphing-
idae. Distribution, Life History. Coll. Ex. Buy.
Sell.

Sicher, Harry (Dr.), Loyola University School of
Dentistry, 1757 W. Harrison St., Chicago 12.

•WOODCOCK, HAROLD E., 6115 Newport Ave., Chicago 34.
LEPID. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Wren, George R., 5806 Drexel Ave., Chicago 37.
RHOP: esp. Satyridae. Mimicry. Coll.

•Wyatt, Alex K., 5842 N. Kirby Ave., Chicago 30.
RHOP. MACRO: esp. Eubaphe . Heliothiinae. Life
History. Coll. Ex.

INDIANA

Shields, James, 503 West Sixth St., Marlon. RHOP:

esp. Papllionoidea. Coll. Ex. Buy.

IOWA

Frus, C.J. (Mrs.), Cromwell.

KANSAS

Hoffman, James, 1039 S. Mulberry, Ottawa. RHOP:

esp. Papilionidae, Pieridae, Nymphalidae. MACRO:

esp. Sphingldae, Saturniidae. C611. Ex. Buy.Sell.

Howe, William, 822 E. Eleventh St., Ottawa. RHOP.

MACRO: esp. Sphingldae, Catocalinae. MICRO.

Life History, Parasites. Coll. Ex. Buy.

•STALLINGS, DON B., 216 W. First St., Caldwell.
RHOP: esp. Strvmon . Euphydryas . Hesperia . Mem-
thymus . Racial Distribution, Seasonal Forms.
Coll. Ex. Buy.

KENTUCKY

•BISHOP, JOHN A. (Dr.), Jeffersontown. RHOP. MA-

CRO. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

•Cook, Carl, Crailhope. RHOP: esp. Papilionidae of

world. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

Unsold, James, Jr., Gravel Switch, RHOP: esp. Pa-

pillo . MACRO. Life History Photography. Coll.

Ex. Buy.

LOUISIANA

Berg, George H., 5724 Painters St., New Orleans.
RHOP: esp. Papilionidae of world. Coll. Ex. Buy.

MAINE

•Brower, A.E. (Dr.), 5 Hospital St., Augusta. RHOP:

esp. of eastern U.S.A. MACRO: esp. Catocala .

MICRO: esp. Aegeriidae. Life History. Coll.

Ex. Buy. Sell.

•GREY, L. PAUL, R.F.D., Lincoln. RHOP: Argynninae

only. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.
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MARYLAND

Blevins, T.B. (Dr.), 3412 Varmna St., Brentwood.
RHOP: Papilionoidea, esp. Nymphalldae.

Cross, Frank C., 9413 Second Av®., Silver Spring.
RHOP.

Fales, John H», 1917 Elkhart St., Silver Spring.
RHOPs esp. of Maryland. Migration. Coll. Ex.

Stein, Georg© L., 735 Washington St., Cumberland.
RHOP. MACRO. Life History, Distribution. Coll.
Ex. Buy. Sell.

MASSACHUSETTS

Adler, Julius, 0-23 Lowell House, Harvard University,

Cambridge 38. RHOP: Nearctic. Coll. Ex.

•Alexander, Charles P. (Prof.), Fernald Hall, Univer-
sity of Massachusetts, Amherst. Classification
& Distribution.

•Bailey, Norman S. (Prof.), 16 Neponset Ave., Hyde
Park 36. Life History, Ecology.

Cady, Michael E., 21 Border St., Dedham. RHOP.
MICRO. Coll. Ex. Buy.

CARPENTER, A.J., 236 Huntington Ave., Boston.
RHOP, Coll. Buy.

•Carpenter, Frank M. (Prof.), Biological Labs., Har-
vard University, Cambridge 38 . Fossil Insects.

Coher, Edward I., 12 Harvard Terrace, Allston 34*
Coll. Sell.

Epstein, Hans J., 65 Walker St., Cambridge 38.
RHOPs esp. Papilionidae. MACRO: esp. Sphingidae.
Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

•Gottschalk, Carl W. (Dr.), Dept, of Physiology, Har-
vard Medical School, 25 Shattuck St., Boston 15.
RHOP: esp. of Arctic. Pigment Metabolism. Coll.
Ex. Buy. Sell.

•Johnston, William M., 383 South St., Jamaica Plain.
RHOPs esp. of New England. Coll.

lamp, George W., 44 Holmes Rd.
, Dedham® Coll. Ex.

Buy.

•Learned, Elmer T. (Dr.), 542 Maple St., Fall River.
RHOP. MACRO. Genetics®

MeGABE, M¥XD T., 58 Thackeray Rd., Wellesley Hills
82. RHOP: esp. Collas ® MACRO: esp. Catoeala .

Coll.

Minot, Georg® R. (Dr.), 71 Sears Rd., Brookline 46.
RHOP. Coll. Ex. Buy®

•Robinson, Paul F., 115 Union St., Westfield. RHOP:

of New England. Life History, Physiology.
Coll. Buy.

•ROGERS, W. PRESCOTT, 353 Lincoln Ave., Fall River.
RHOP. Coll. Ex. Buy.

•Smith, Marion E. (Dr.), Fernald Hall, University of
Mass., Amherst. MACRO: esp. Arctiida®. Life
History. Univ. Coll.

Williams, Carroll M. (Prof.), Biological Labs., Har-

vard University, Cambridge 38, RHOP. MACRO: esp
Saturniidae. Physiology of metamorphosis. Coll
Buy.

MICHIGAN

•Beebe, Ralph, 4169 Tenth St., Ecorse 29® MICRO,

Distribution and Food Plants in Michigan. Coll.

•Clench, Harry K.
, 1270 Sudbury, Willow Run Village.

RHOPs Lycaenidae, esp. Theclinae. Evolution,
Phylogeny, Systemstics. Coll. Ex.

•Crystal, Bruce W., 7955 "F" St., Dexter, RHOP.

Aberrations. Coll,

•Hynes, Vonta P. (Mrs.), 152 Meachem Ave., Battle
Creek. LEPID. Life History. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Sell.

•MeALPINE, WILBUR S., 636 S. Woodward Ave., Birming-
ham. RHOP: esp. Riodinidae, MACRO: local. Life

History. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

•Newman, John H.
,
9821 Peer Rd., R.F.D. #1, South

Lyon. LEPID: of Michigan. Coll. Ex.

•Nielsen, M.C., 13661 Castleton, Detroit 27. RHOP.

MACRO: esp. Sphingidae, Saturniidae, Phalaenidae.
Coll. Ex.

Perkins, Owen A., 1605 Crooks Rd., Royal Oak.

LEPID: esp. of Michigan. Classification, Distri-
bution. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Richard, Roger E., 1832 N. Gulley Rd., Dearborn.
RHOP: esp. Asterocamna . Llbvthea . Photography
of Life History. Coll.

Saley, Betty, 628 Fairbrook, Northville.

•Vogel, Harold A., 9121 Kresg© St., Detroit 13.
RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex.

MISSISSIPPI

•Mather, Bryant, P.0. Box 217, Clinton. RHOP.

Coll.

MISSOURI

•MEINERS, EDWIN P. (Dr.), 6651 Enright Ave., St.

Louis 5® RHOP. MACRO: esp. Arctiidae. Coll.

Ex. Buy.

•O'BYRNE, HAROLD I., Iberia. LEPID. Ecology, Be-

havior. Coll. Ex.
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•Pickel, Benjamin H., 3619 Gordon Ave., Overland 21.
RHOP: eap. Theclinae. Migration. Ex. Buy, Sell.

•REMINGTON, P. SHELDON, 5570 Etzel Ave., St. Louis 12.
RHOP: Hesperiidae, esp. Megathvmus and Hesperia .

Lycaenldae, Oeneis, Erebia. MACRO: esp. Sphing-
idae, Saturniidae, Catocala . Coll. Ex. Buy.

•Thomas, George W., 102 Whitten Hall, Dept, of Ento-
mology, University of Missouri, Columbia. MACRO:
esp. Phalaenidae (Plusiinae). Parasites. Coll.
Ex. Buy. Sell.

NEBRASKA

FROEMEL, E.A., Columbus. RHOP. MACRO: esp. Cato—
cala. Coll. Ex. Buy.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

•Gerould, John H. (Prof.), 36 Occom Ridge, Hanover.
RHOP; Pieridae, esp. Colias. MACRO: esp. Bcmbvx .

Genetics, ecology of Colias : Anatomy and circula-
tion of Bombyx . Mimicry. Coll.

•Lennox, Donald J., R.F.D. #1, Whitefield. RHOP.
MACRO. Life History. Coll. Ex.

NEW JERSEY

Boone, Peter, R.F.D. 3, Bax 172, Princeton. MACRO:
esp. Sphingidae, Ceratocampidae

.

•BUCHHOLZ, OTTO, 493 Markthaler Place, Roselle Park.
RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Cadbury, John W. 3rd, Spung Hollow, R.D. #1, Pember-
ton. MACRO: esp. Phalaenidae, Notodontidae,
Sphingidae. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

Comstock, W.P., 117 Lincoln Ave., Newark 4«

•DOS PASSOS, CYRIL F., Washington Corners, Mendham.
RHOP: Satyridae, esp. Oeneis, Erebia . Coll. Buy.

•EHRLICH, PAUL R., 538 Academy St., Maplewood.
RHOP: Nearctic, esp. Paplllo machaon-ajax complex.
MACRO. MICRO. Alpine Forms, Distribution. Coll.
Ex. Buy. Sell.

Fleming, Henry, Box 338, Coytesville.

MUELLER, JOSEPH, 610 Springfield Ave., Newark 3.
LEPID: New Jersey only. Life History. Coll.

Osborne, Melville W., 2100 Price St., Rahway.

•RAWSON, GEORGE W. (Dr.), c/o Ciba Pharmaceutical
Products Inc., Summit. RHOP. MACRO. Ecology,
Distribution, Biochemistry. Coll. Ex.

Ziegler, J. Benjamin (Dr.), 18 Baltusrol Place,
Summit.

NEW MEXICO

Eyer, John R. (Dr.), New Mexico Agricultural Exper-
iment Station, State College. MICRO: esp. Lyon-
etiidae, Hepialidae, Micropterygidae. Morphology,
Life History. Coll. Ex.

Standard, O.D., 322 E. Coronado Ave., Belen. RHOP;

esp. Papilionidae of world. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

NEW YORK

Arntz, Arnold, 110 Spring St,, Syracuse. LEPID:

esp. of tropics, and Nearctic Sphingidae, Cato-
cala c

Beebe, William (Dr.), Zoological Park, New York 60.
RHOP. MACRO. Ecology, Life History. Coll.

•Bell, Ernest L., 150-17 Roosevelt Ave., Flushing.
RHOP: esp. Hesperiidae.

•Butterfly Store, 77 Madison Ave. at 28th St., New
York 16. Buy.

BUTTERFLY WORLD SUPPLY HOUSE, 289-291 E. 98th St.,

Brooklyn 12. Ex. Buy. Sell.

Buxbaum, Paul, 360 Central Park West, New York 25.
RHOP: esp. Papilionidae. Coll. Ex. Buy.

•Casselberry, R.C., 55 Edgemont Rd., Scarsdale.
RHOP: esp. Paplllo . MACRO: esp. Catocala . Coll.

Ex. Buy. Sell.

Eisner, Thomas, 45 Lynwood Rd., Scarsdale. RHOP:

esp. Riodinidae. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

Farquhar, Donald W. (Dr.), 185 Claremont Ave., New
York 27. RHOP. MACRO. Food Plants, Distribu-
tion, Life History, etc. Coll. Ex.

•Forbes, William T.M. (Prof.), Comstock Hall, Cor-
nell University, Ithaca. RHOP: esp. Ithcmiinae.
MACRO. MICRO. Zoogeography, Basic Classifica-
tion. Coll. Ex. Buy.

•FREDERICK, ALBERT C., 6 Matilda St., Albany 2.
RHOP: esp. Lycaenldae, Hesperloldea. Coll. Ex.

Gatti, Arthur, 63 W. Seventh St., Mt. Vernon.
RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

Gillham, Nicholas W., No. 4 Washington Square North,

New York. RHOP: esp. Lycaenldae, Melitaea . Eu-

phvdryas . Hesperiidae. Coll, Ex. Buy. Sell.

•HEINEMAN, BERNARD, 247 Church St., New York 13.
RHOP: of Jamaica. MACRO: esp. Catocala . Coll.

Heilman, Geoffrey T., 228 E. 6lst St., New York 21.

•HESSEL, SIDNEY A., 8 Woodmere Blvd. So., Woodmere,

L.I. RHOP. MACRO: esp. Catocala . Coll.
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•KEJI, JOSEPH A.
, Biggs Hospital, Ithaca* MACRO.

Life History. Coll.

•KELLNER, JOHN J., 41-03 171st St., Flushing, L.I.
RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Kessler, Francis D., 333 Elmwood Ave., Buffalo 9.
MACRO: esp. Saturniidae. Life History. Buy.

•KIMBALL, CHARLES P., 205 Culver Road, Rochester.
LEPID. Chemical Baits. Coll. Ex. Buy.

•KLOTS, ALEXANDER B. (Prof.), City College of New
York, 17 Lexington Ave., New York 10. RHOP: esp.
Pieridae, Bolorla . Collas . MICRO: esp. Grambinae.
Ex. Buy.

Kolyer, John M.
, 23 High St., East Williston, RHOP:

esp. Papilionidae. MACRO. Coll. Buy.

•MoDunnough, J. (Dr.), Research Associate, Dept, of
Insects, American Museum of Natural History, Cen-
tral Park West at 79th St., New York 24. LEPID:

esp. Saturniidae.

•McELVARE, ROWLAND R.
, 26 Bogart Ave., Port Washing-

ton, L.I. MACRO: esp. Heliothiinae. Coll. Ex.
Buy.

Miller, Howard C., 222 N. Collingwood Ave., Syra-
cuse 6. RHOP: esp. tropical Pieridae, Nymphalid-
ae. MACRO. Coll. Buy.

•Mills, Brooks B., Fox Lane, R.F.D. #2, Mt. Kisco.
RHOP: esp. Nymphalidae. MACRO: esp. Phalaenidae,
Saturniidae. Life History. Coll,

Morris, John W., 2704 W. Genesee St., Syracuse 9.
RHOP: esp. Papilionidae. MACRO: esp. Sphingidae.
Life History, Coll. Ex. Buy.

•MUELLER, PAUL H., 965 Franklin Ave., Brooklyn 25.
RHOP. Coll. Buy.

•NABOKOV, VLADIMIR (Prof.), Dept, of Russian Litera-
ture, Cornell University, Ithaca. RHOP: Holarc-
tic; Lycaenidae. MACRO: Palaearctic.

•Rindge, Frederick H., American Museum of Natural
History, New York 24. MACRO: esp. Geometridae.
Life History. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

•RUPERT, LAURENCE R., 1122 South Main St., Horseheads.
MACRO: Geometridae, esp. Ermominaa. Life Histo-
ry. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Sanford, Leonard J., American Museum of Natural His-
tory, 79th St. and Central Park West, New York 24.
RHOP: Satyridae, esp. Enodia. MACRO: Saturniidae
and Sphingidae only. Distribution, Habitat. Ex.

•Shoumatoff, Nicholas, Box 333, Bedford. LEPID:
of eastern U.S.A. and West Indies. Distribution,
Morphology. Coll. Ex.

•Spelman, Morris, 2781 Grand Concourse, New York 58.
RHOP. Ex. Buy. Sell.

Vrana, Richard T., Laurel Hill Road, Northport.
Coll. Ex. Buy.

Wagner, Richard, 4533 Third Avenue, Bronx 57.
RHOP: esp. Nymphalidae, Papilio. MACRO: esp. Ca-

tocala . Saturniidae. Life History. Coll. Ex.

Wilcox, LeRoy, Speonk, L.I. LEPID. Coll. Ex.

Buy. Sell.

•Zappalorti, Michael, 7415 3rd Ave., Brooklyn 9.
RHOP. & MACRO: of world. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

OHIO

•BAKER, CLEMENT W., P.0. Box 455, Waynesburg. RHOP.
MACRO. Coll. Buy.

Bock, Theodore, 70 Ehrman Ave., Cincinnati 20.
RHOP: esp. Ornlthoptera . Papilio . Agrlas . Morpho.

Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

•Braun, Annette F. (Dr.), R.R 13, Box 41C, Cincinna-
ti 30. MICRO: esp. Tineoidea. Life History.
Coll.

Chase, Hazel (Mrs.), 272 N. Union St., Gallon.
RHOP. MACRO: esp. Saturniidae, Arctiidae, etc.
Life History, Habits, Ecology. Coll. Ex. Buy.
Sell.

Cobb, Robert B., 1109 Asbury Rd., Cincinnati 30.
RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex. Sell.

Duhlmeier, William, 2535 Indian Mound Ave., Nor-
wood 12.

•Ferguson, Elias A., 1213 Bellflower Ave. S.W., Can-
ton 10. RHOP: esp. Papilio . MACRO: esp. Cato-

cala. MICRO. Coll, Ex. Buy. Sell.

•PRICE, HOMER F., Payne. RHOP. Coll.

Romine, Ray, 954 Westwood Drive, Marlon. RHOP.
MACRO. Coll, Ex. Buy.

•Smalley, Stephen B., 6129 Glade Ave., Cincinnati 30.
RHOP. Life History Photography. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Thomas, Edward S., Ohio State Museum, Columbus 10.
RHOP: esp. Hesperioidea, Hair-streaks. MACRO:

esp. Catocala. Life History, Distribution.

•Voss, Edward G., American Commons Club, Granville.
LEPID: of Michigan. Coll. Ex.

OKLAHOMA

Reinthal, Walfried J. (Dr.), Dept, of Zool. Sci-
ences, University of Oklahoma, Norman. LEPID.

Biotopical Conditions, Geographical Races & Va-
riability. Coll. Ex. Sell.
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OREGON

•BAKER, JAMES B., Baker. LEPID. Coll. Ex.

•Macy, Ralph W. (Prof.), Reed College, Portland 2.
RHOP. MACRO. Biology, Taxonomy. Coll. Ex. Buy.

PENNSYLVANIA

•Ackermann, Otto, 639 Walnut St., Irwin. RHOP. MA-
CRO. Coll. Sell (plastic mounts).

•Adams, J.W., 32 Pleasant St., Philadelphia 19.
RHOP: esp. Nearctic Hesperiidae. Taxonomy; Dis-
tribution in Relation to Food Plants. Coll. Ex.

•CARY, MARGARET M. (Mrs.), Ellet Lane and Wissahick-
on Ave., Mt. Airy, Philadelphia 19. MACRO: esp.
Sphingidae and Catocala . life History. Coll.
Buy.

Ehle, George, 314 Atkina Ave., Lancaster. RHOP.
Coll. Sell.

•Jay, William, 6358 McCallumn St., Germantown, Phila-
delphia. RHOP. MICRO. Buy.

Mergott, Winston B., 549 Oxford Blvd., Pittsburgh
16. RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex.

•MERKER, C.G., 1520 Cooper St., N.S.' Pittsburgh 12.
LEPID. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

•Moyer, Howard C., Bax 238, R.D. #2, Sinking Spring.
RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex. Sell.

Murchie, William R., Bax 203, Sharon. RHOP. Coll.
Ex.

•Peters, George, Adamstown. RHOP. MACRO. Coll.
Ex. Buy. Sell.

Rupprecht, Jerome (Rev.), St. Vincent Archabbey,
Latrobe. RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex.

•SWEADNER, WALTER R. (Dr.), Section of Insects and
Spiders, Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh 13. LEPID.

Coll. Ex. Buy.

•Tietz, Harrison M. (Prof.), Dept, of Zoology, Penn-
sylvania State College, State College. MACRO:
esp. Phalaenidae. Life History. Coll. Ex.

PUERTO RICO

Ramos, J.A. (Prof.), Biology Dept., College of Ag-
riculture and Mechanic Arts, Mayaguez. RHOP.

Coll.

SOOTH DAKOTA

Sweetman, Harry E., 300 N. Dakota Ave., Sioux Falls.
RHOP. & MACRO: esp. of central northwest O.S.
Life History. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

TEXAS

Anderson, C.A., 3209 Centenary, Dallas 5. RHOP:

esp. Danaus nlexippus . Life History, Migration.

•Bridwell, L.H., Box 44, Forestburg. RHOP; esp.
Inci3alia . MACRO: esp. Catocala . Ex. Buy. Sell.

•Freeman, Hugh A., 1335 Overhill Drive, Garland.
RHOP: esp. Hesperioidea, Theelinae. Taxonomy,
Ecology. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

•Glick, Perry A., Bureau of Entomology & Plant Quar-
antine, Box 1218, Waco. RHOP: esp. Papilion-
idae. MACRO: esp. Catocala . Satumiidae. Aeri-
al Insect Dissemination and Migration, Cotton In-
sects. Coll. Buy.

Kinch, Everard M., 168 Parkside Dr. E., Fort Worth.
RHOP. Coll. Ex.

•Orchard, C.D., 803 W. Lynwood, San Antonio 1. Coll.

•STRUCK, B., P.0. Drawer 271, Brownsville. RHOP.

UTAH

•Downey, John C., Biology Dept., University of Utah,

Salt Lake City 1. RHOP: esp. Lycaenidae. Coll.
Ex.

Phillips, G. Lylle, 2746 Adams St., Salt Lake City 6.

PHILLIPS, W. LEVI, 985 S. Third East, Salt Lake City

4. MACRO; esp. Pseudohazis .

VIRGINIA

•KING, H.L., Bex 91-A, Rt. 2, Roanoke. RHOP.

Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

WASHINGTON

•Anderson, Andrew, P.0. Box 192, Pateros. RHOP.

Coll. Ex.

•COOK, WILLIAM C. (Dr.), 219 Newell St.,Walla Walla.
MACRO; esp. Phalaenidae. Ecology, Distribution.
Coll. Ex.

•Frechin, Donald P., 1504 N. Lafayette, Bremerton.
RHOP: esp. Euphvdryas . Mitour

a

. MACRO: esp.

Washington diurnals. Life History. Coll. Ex.

Buy.

Henriksen, Etaily (Mrs.), East Sound (Orcas Island).

RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex. Sell.

•Hopfinger, John C., Brewster. RHOP: esp. Satyr-

idae, Lycaenidae. MACRO; esp. Saturniidae. Mi-

gration. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

Jennings, Dean, 2825 Louisiana, Longview.

•Johnston, Edward C.
,
2268 E. 60th St., Seattle 5.

LEPID. Coll. Ex.
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Riesland, LeRoy G., 1111 Warner St.
, Sedro Woolley.

RHOP. MACRO. Life History. Coll.

•Whittaker, Robert H. (Dr.), Dept, of Zoology, Wash-
ington State College, Pullman. RHOP. Ecology,
Distribution. Coll.

WISCONSIN

•Arnhold, F.R., Route 3, Chippewa Falls. RHOP.
MACRO. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Euting, Neil A., Route 4, Box 11B, Oconomovoc.
RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex. Buy.

•GRIEWISCH, LOUIS W., 114 Gray St., Green Bay.
RHOP. MACRO. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Jablonski, Raymond, 922 E. Knapp St., Milwaukee.
RHOP* esp. Paplllo . Thecla . Life History, Migra-
tion. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

•MOECK, ARTHUR H.
, 301 E. Armour Ave.

,
Milwaukee 7.

RHOP. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Olson, Paul J., 4122 Mineral Point Rd.
,
Madison 5.

MACRO: esp. Catocala .

Schirmer, George F., 2912 N. 45th St., Milwaukee 10.

RHOP: esp. Papillonidae, Pieridae, Nymphalidae,
Morphidae, Brassolidae. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

•SIEKER, WILLIAM E., 119 Monona Ave., Madison 3.
RHOP. MACRO: esp. Sphingidae, Satumiidae, Cith-
eronildae. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

•Stauffacher, Mrs. Emil W., 2208 12th St., Monroe.
RHOP. MACRO: esp. Saturniidae. Life History.
Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

•ZIEMER, S.E., 715 Dorelle St., Kewaunee. LEPID.

Coll. fix. Buy. Sell.

WYOMING

Downey, Duke, 51 W. 4th St., Sheridan. RHOP. MA-
CRO. Life History. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

•Glasgow, Clyde L.
,
P.0. Box 24, Daniel. LEPID.

Coll. Ex. Sell.

VENEZUELA

LICHI, RENE, Parque Sanatoria 5 (la Pastora), Cara-

cas. RHOP: Venezuelan only, esp. Eutrema .

MACRO: esp. Sphingidae of the world. Zoogeo-
graphy, Ecology. Coll. Ex. Buy.

TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFIED INCLUSION

•Albright, Ray, Dayton, Oregon. RHOP. Coll. Ex.

Clarke-Macintyre, William, Cojimies, Manabi, ECUADOR.

de Lesse, Hubert, 45 bis rue de Buffon, Paris V
s

,

FRANCE. RHOP: esp. Nymphalidae, Satyridae, Ere-

bla . Coll. Ex.

•Driesbach, Robert R., 301 Helen St., Midland, Mich.
LEPID: of Mich. Coll. Ex.

•Frederick, E.J., 501 Pennsylvania Ave., Richmond,
Calif. LEPID: local and tropical. Ex.

Gibbs, J. Paxton, Box 277, Granville, Ohio.

•Hall, Arthur D., Great Village, Nova Scotia, CANADA.
MACRO; esp. Acronlcta . Notodontidae, Geometridae.
Coll. Ex.

Harvey, W.B., Box 52, Wall, South Dakota. RHOP.

MACRO. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

Kesselring, Jorge, Caixa postal 6, Joao Pessoa
(Paraiba), BRAZIL. RHOP. MACRO. Life History.

Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

Klimesch, Joseph, Linz a.d. Donau, Donatusgasse 4,
AUSTRIA. LEPID: esp. Neptlcula . Coleophora . etc.

Leaf Miners. Life History, Genetics. Coll. Ex.

Sell.

•Lindsey, A.W. (Prof.), Dept, of Biology, Denison
University, Granville, Ohio. RHOP: esp. Nearc-

tic Hesperioidea. Taxonomy.

•Michener, C.D. (Prof.), Dept, of Entomology, Univer-

sity of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas. RHOP. MACRO:

esp. Saturniidae.

•Murphy, Gardner, 16 Chauncy St., Cambridge 38, Mass.

Ifyers, Joseph A., P.0. Box 3074, University Station,

Gainesville, Fla. LEPID. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Smith, Edgar A., 1806 Orchard Lane, Merced, Calif.

LEPID. Life History Photography. Coll. Ex. Buy.

Sell.

•TCWERS, ABNER A., 2421 Sagamore Drive N.W., Atlanta,

Ga. RHOP. & MACRO: Nearctic. Coll. Ex.

VERNON, JOHN B., Radio Security Det. "E", APO 953,

c/o Postmaster, San Francisco, Calif. RHOP: esp.

Papillonidae, Pieridae. Coll. Ex. Buy. Sell.

•Young, Frank N. (Dr.), Dept, of Zoology, Indiana

University, Bloomington, Ind. Extinction of

Rhop. by human agencies.
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SUMMARY

TOTAL MEMBERS 412

Sustaining Members- 81
Regular Members- 331

Charter Members- 187

Nations- 32
States in U.S.A. (including D.C., Hawaii,

and Puerto Rico)- 40

TOTAL LIBRARY & INSTITUTION SUBSCRIBERS 32

TOTAL EXCHANGES & GIFTS TO INSTITUTIONS 16

TOTAL RECEIVING NEWS 46O

1948 TOTAL 387
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